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—
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—
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.
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Vukon Territory—Officials and em-
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 1

(This volume is bound in three parts).

1. Report of the Auditor General for the vear ended March 31, 1923.—Vol. 1, Parts
a-b-c—A to J; Volume II, Parts K to"SS; Volume III. Parts T to ZZ. Presented
March 3, 1924 Printed jor distribution and sessional papers.

COIVTENTS OF VOLUME 2

2. Public Accounts of Canada for the fiscal year ended March 31, 1923. Presented
March 6, 1924 Printed jor distribution and sessional papers.

3. Report of the Department of Customs and E.xcise, containing accounts of revenue
with statements relative to the Imports, E.Kports, and Excise of the Dominion of

Canada, for the fiscal year ended March 31, 1923. Presented March 3, 1924.

Printed for distribution and se.ssional papers.

4. Shipping Report of the Department of Customs and Excise, containing the Statements
of Navigation and shipping of the Dominion of Canada for the fiscal year ended
March 31, 1923. Presented March 3, 1924.

Printed jor distribution and sessional papers.

5. Thirty-first Annual Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce, for the fiscal

year ending March 31, 1923. Presented March 3. 1924.

Printed jor distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 3

6. Annual Report of the Trade of Canada (Imports for Consumption and Exports), for

the fiscal year ended March 31, 1923. Not presented.

Printed jor distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 4

8. Annual Report of the Weights and Measures, Electricity and Gas Inspection Ser\-ices

of the I)epartment of Trade and Commerce for the fiscal year ending March 31,

1923. Presented March 3, 1924 Printed jor distribution and sessional papers.

9. Report of the Commis.sioner of Patents for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1923.

Presented March 3, 1924 Printed jor distribution and sessional papers.

10. Annual Report, of the Dominion Statistician, for the fiscal year ended March 31, 1923.

Presented March 3, 1924 Printed jor di.%tribution and sessional papers.

11. Report of the Board of Grain Commissioners for Canada, for the crop year ended
August 31, 1923. Presented May 13, 1924 Printed jor distribution.

12. Annual Report of the Department of the Interior, for the fiscal year ended March 31,

1923. Presented March 3, 1924 Printed jor distribution and sessional papers.

13. Annual Report of the Department of Immigration and Colonization, for the fiscal year
ended March 31, 1923. Presented March 3, 1924.

Printed jor distribution and sessional papers.

14. Annual Report of the Department of Indian Affairs, for the year ended March 31, 1923.

Presented March 3, 1924 Printed jor distribution and sessional papers.

15. Annual Report, of the Department of Mines for the fiscal year ended March 31, 1923.

Presented March 3, 1924 Printed jor distribution and sessional papers.
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 4r—Concluded

16. Report of the Minister of Agriculture for the Dominion of Canada, for the year ended
March 31, 1923. Presented March 3. 1924.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

17. Report of the Department of National Defence, for the fiscal year ending March 31,

1923—Militia Sen'ice. Presented March 3, 1924.'

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

17a. Report of the Department of National Defence, for the fiscal year ending March 31,

1923—Naval Ser\'ice. Presented March 3, 1924.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

18. Report of the work of the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment, for tlie

year ending December 31, 1923. Presented March 17, 1924.

Printed for distribution and sessional paper.':.

19. Report of the Department of Health, for the fiscal year ended March 31, 1923. Pre-
sented March 3, 1924 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

20. Report of the Superintendent of Penitentiaries, for the fiscal year ended March 31,
1923. Presented March 3, 1924 Printed for distribution and sesifional papers.

21. Report of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police for the year ended September 30, 1923.

Presented March 3, 1924 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 5

22. Report of the Secretary of State of Canada, for the year ended March 31, 1923. Pre-
sented March 3. 1924 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

23. Report of the Public Archives for the year 1923. Presented July 2, 1924.

Printed for distributioji and sessional papers.

24. Fifteenth Annual Report of the Civil Ser\-ice Commission of Canada for the year
ended December 31, 1923. Presented July 3, 1924.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

25. Report of the Secretary of State for External Affairs for the year ended March 31, 1923.

Presented March 3, 1924 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

26. Report of the Department of Labour for the fiscal year ended March 31, 1923, Pre-
sented March 3, 1924 Printed for di.'itribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 6

27. Annual Report of the Department of Public Printing and Stationerj' for the fiscal

year ended March 31, 1923. Presented March 3, 1924.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

28. Fifty-sixth Annual Report of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, for the year

1922-23—Marine. Presented. March 4, 1924.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

29. Fifty-sixth Annual Report of the Fisheries Branch of tlie Department of Marine and
Fisheries, for the year 1922-23. Presented March 4. 1924.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

30. Report of the Postmaster General for the year ended March 31, 1923. Presented

March 3, 1924. '. Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

31. Report of the Minister of Public Works on the works under his control, for the fiscal

year ended March 31, 1923. Presented March 3. 1924.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

32. Annual Report of the Department of Railwavs and Canals, for the fiscal year from
April 1, 1922, to March 31, 1923. Presented March 7, 1924.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 6—Concluded

33. Nineteenth Annual Report of the Board of Railway ComniLssioncrs for Canada, for the
year ended December 31, 1923. Presented (manuscript) March 10, 1924.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

34. Report of the Chief Electoral Officer for 1923. Presented February' 28, 1924.

A'ot printed.

34a. Report on By-Elections for the House of Commons of Canada, held during the year
1923, Presented February 28, 1924 Printed jor distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 7

35. Report of the Canadian Delegates to the Fourth A.'^scmbly of the League of Nations,

Geneva, September 3 to 29, 1923. Presented March 3. 1924.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

36. Record of Proceedings and Documents, Imperial Economic Conference of representa-

tives of Great Britain, The Dominions, India, and the Colonies and Protectorates,

held in October and November, 1923. Presented March 3, 1924.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

36a. Summary of Conclusions, Imperial Economic Conference, 1923. Presented March 3,

1924 Printed jor distribution and sessional papers.

37. Summarj' of Proceedings of the Imperial Conference, 1923. Presented March 3. 1924.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

37a. Appendices to the Summary of Proceedings, Imperial Conference, 1923. Presented
March 3, 1924 Printed jor distribution and sessional papers.

38. Appendix to the Report of the Joint Librarians of Parliament for 1923. Presented
Februarj- 28. 1924 Not printed.

39. Report of Commission appointed under Order in Council P.C. 1929, September 22, 1923,

to enquire into the Industrial unrest among the Steel Workers at Sydney, N.S.
Presented Februarj- 28, 1924 Presented in printed jorm.

40. Copy of the Copyright Rules and Forms, 1924, adopted under the authority of the
Copyright Act, 1921, as amended, 1923. Presented February 28. 1924,

Presented in printed form.

41. Copy of Order in Council, P.C. 22, dated 9th Januarj', 1924, providing for the adminis-
tration of the Patent Act and the Copyright Act, by the Minister of Trade and
Commerce; and confirming the appointment of G. F. 0"Halloran, as Commissioner
of Patents. Presented February 28. 1924 Not printed.

42. Report of the Director of Dominion Experimental Farms for the fiscal year ended
March 31, 1923. Presented February 28, 1924 Presented in printed form.

43. Regulations under "The Destructive Insect and Pest Act." pursuant to Section 9,

Chapter 31 of 9-10 Edward VII. Presented February 28, 1924 Not printed.

44. Report on "The Agricultural Instruction Act," 1922-23, pursuant to Section 8, Chapter
5 of 3-4 George V. Presented February 28, 1924 Not printed.

45. Report of the proceedings of the Commissioners of Internal Economy of the House
of Commons for 1923, pursuant to Rule 9. Presented March 3, 1924 Not printed.

46. Correspondence between the Honourable Sir Lomer Gouin, K.C.M.G., MP., and the
Prime Minister concerning the former's resignation as Minister of Justice. Presented
March 3, 1924 Not printed.

47. Copies of the Imperial print containing the recent Treaty of Peace with Turkey, and
other instruments, signed at Lausanne on the 24th July, 1923, together with the
Agreements between Greece and Turkey signed on January 30, 1923, and Subsidiary
Documents forming part of the Turkish Peace Settlement. Presented March 3, 1924.

Presented in printed form.
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 7

—

Continued

48. Copy of Convention between the United Kinirdom, France, Italy and Japan relative to
to the Assessment and Reparation of Damage suffered in Turkey by the NationaU
of the Contracting Powers, together with Protocol providing for Signature by
Roumania, signed at Paris, Xovember 23, 1923. Presented March 3, 1924

Presented in printed form.

49. Copy of a Convention between His Majesty the King and the President of the United
States of America, dated 23rd Januarj-, 1924, in connection with the laws in force in

the United States on the subject of alcoholic beverages. Presented March 3, 1924.

Not printed.

50. Rules adopted by the various provinces, relating to appeals against convictions or
sentences, under the provisions of the Criminal Code of Canada. Presented March
3 and 10 Not printed.

50a. Copy of Further Rules of the Court of Appeal for Manitoba, respecting the granting
of Bail upon appeals from convictions on indictments. Presented April 4, 1924.

Not printed.

506. Rules adopted by the province of Saskatchewan relating to appeals against convictions
or sentences, under the provisions of the Criminal Code of Canada. Presented
April 29, 1924 Not printed.

51. Copy of Order in Council, P.C. 1694, dated 25th August, 1923; Amendments and addi-
tions to the General Rules under the Bankruptcy Act. Presented March 3, 1924.

Not printed.

52. Second Report of the Soldier Settlement Board on its activities and operations from
April 1, 1921, to March 31, 1923. Presented March 3, 1924. Presented in printed jorrn.

52a. Return to an Order of the House of the 20th March, 1924. for a Return showing: 1.

The total cost of administration of the Soldier Settlement Board, in each year since

the institution of the Board. 2, The estimated total amount of interest which has
been rebated or will be rebated to settlers under the Act of 1922. 3. The total

number of employees each year since the formation of the Board, 4. How many
loans have been made in eadi province in eacii year by the Board. 5. The total

amount due by settlers in each province in each year. 6. The total amount paid
by soldier settlers in each province in each year, 7. In how many cases the Board
purchased lands for the settler. S. On what terms these lands were sold to soldier
settlers. 9, In how many of these cases the settler has abandoned his farm, 10.

How much land has been purchased by the Board in each province, and for how
many settlers in each province, and the total price paid for same, 11, Amount
loaned in each province for purchase of stock and equipment, and the average loan
for each settler for this purpose, in each province. 12, The total number of salvage
cases in each province, and tlie total amount owing to the Board under such cases

at the time of salvage or abandonment: (n) for stock and equipment, (b) for lands,

13. Amount pre\'iousIy paid to the Board in such cases by soldier settlers. 14.

Amount of salvage lands resold, and the total sales price of these lands. 15. Value
of the land still held by the Board at the purchase price, 16. Amount received
from the sale of stock and equipment in salvaged eases. 17, In how many cases

auction sales have been held for land or equipment of soldier settlers. IS. On what
terms salvaged lands are brine sold to the p\iblic. 19, How many soldier settlers

are now in arrears on their pavments, and the total amount of such arrears, 20.

.\mount of f\iture pajTnents due to the Board: (a) by soldier settlers; (6) by
civilians, 21, Total amoimt now held in the Soldier Land Settlement .Assurance

Fund. Presented May 6, 1924. Mr, Coote Not printed.

526. Return to an Order of the Senate dated May 8, 1924. for a Return showing: 1. The
number of settlers under the Soldier Settlement Scheme that have abandoned their

farms, 2, The cost to the Government for land and equipment in all cases that

have been salvneed. 3. What disposition, if any, was made of the land and equip-

ment; if sold, what percentage of the original cost was realized, 4, Number of cases

where foreclosure proceedings were instituted bv the Government, Presented May
23, 1924, Hon, Mr, Gillis

' Not printed.
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—

Continued

53. Statement of Governor General's Warrants issued since last session of Parliament on
account of 1923-24. Also,—Statement of tlie Auditor General respecting overrulings

by the Treasury Board on decisions of the Auditor General. Presented March 3,

1924 - Not printed.

54. Statement of Expenditure on account ol " Miscellaneous Unforeseen Expenses," from
the 1st April, 1923, to the 28th February, 1924, in accordance with the Appropria-
tion Act, 1923-24. Presented March 3, 1924 Not printed.

55. Statement of Superannuation and Retiring Allowances in the Civil Service during the
year ended 31st December, 1923. under Chap. 17, R.S.C., 1906, showing name, rank,

salary, age, service allowance and cause of retirement of each person superannuated
or retired, also whether the vacancy has been filled by promotion, or by appoint-
ment, and the salary of any new appointee. Presented March 3, 1924.

Not printed.

56. Statement in pursuance of Section 17 of the Civil Service Insurance Act, for the year
ending March 31, 1923. Presented March 3, 1924 Not printed.

57. Statement of Returned Soldiers' Insurance, for the year ended 31st March, 1923. Pre-
sented March 3, 1924 Not printed.

58. Report of the Superintendent of Insurance of the Dominion of Canada for the year
ended December 31, 1922.—Loan and Trust Companies. Presented March 3, 1924.

Presented in printed jorm.

583. Abstract of Statements of Loan and Trust Companies in Canada, for the year ended
31st December, 1923. Presented May 20, 1924 Presented in printed jorm.

59. Statement of Receipts and Expenditures of the National Battlefields Commission for

the year ended Slst March, 1923. Presented March 3, 1924 Not printed.

60. Lists of Shareholders in the Chartered Banks of the Dominion of Canada as on Decem-
ber 31. 1923, in accordance with section 114, chapter 32, Act of 1923 (The Bank
Act) . Presented March 3, 1924. Not printed.

61. Lists of Unclaimed Balances, etc., in Canadian Chartered Banks, in accordance with
section 114, chapter 32, Act of 1923 (The Bank Act). Presented March 3, 1924.

Not printed.

62. Lists of Shareholders in Quebec Savings Banks, made in accordance with section 58, of

chapter 42, Act of 1913 (Quebec Savings Bank Act). Presented March 3. 1924.

Not printed.

63. Lists of Unclaimed Balances, etc., in Quebec Savings Banks—made in accordance with
section 59 of chapter 42, Act of 1913 (Quebec Savings Bank Act). Presented
March 3, 1924 Not printed.

64. Copies of General Orders promulgated to the Militia for the period between February
1, 1923, and February 1, 1924. Presented March 3, 19M. Presented in printed jorm.

65. Appointments, Promotions and Retirements, Canadian Militia and Canadian Expedi-
tionary Force, from February 1, 1923, to February 1, 1924. Presented March 3,

1924 Presented in printed jorm.

66. Copies of Militia Orders promulgated between February 1, 1923. and February 1. 1924.

Presented March 31, 1924 Presented in printed jorm.

67. Copies of Orders in Council passed between M.ay 31, 1923, and January 30, 1924, in

respect to the Department of National Defence under the provisions of section 47,

chapter 43, 9-10 Edward MI (Naval Service). Presented March 3. 1924.

Not printed.

67a Copy of Order in Council, No. P.C. 420. 13th March. 1924, amending Regulations for

the Organization and Government of Officers of the Royal Canadian Nav;il Reserves.
Presented June 23. 1924

". Not printed.
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67b. Copy of Order in Council, P.C. 553, dated 8th April, 1924—amending Par. (1) (c) and
(d) of the Regulations for Officers of the Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve.
Presented April 29, 1924 Not printed.

67c. Order in Council, P.C. S66, of the 30th May, 1924. authorizing the emplovment of two
additional Petty Officers, Instrctors, R.C.N.V.R. Order in Council, P.C. 9So of the
14th June, 1924, recommending the establishment of Regulations to govern the entry
of Cadets in the Royal Canadian Navy. Presented June 23, 1924 Not printed.

68. Ordinances of the Yukon Territory passed by the Yukon Council in the year 1923.

Presented March 3, 1924 Presented in printed jorm.

69. Copy of General Rules and Orders of the Exchequer Court of Canada, in accordance
with the provisions of section 87 of the Exchequer Court Act. Presented March
3, 1924 Presented in printed jorm.

70. Detailed statement of Remissions of Customs Duties. Excise Taxes and Sales Taxes
and the Refund thereof, under Section 92, Consolidated Revenue and Audit Act,
through the Department of Customs and Excise, for the fiscal year ended 3l6t

March, 1923. Presented March 4, 1924 Not printed.

71. Return showing the number of permits granted to take intoxicants into the North
West Territories, for the year ended December 31, 1923, in accordance with the
provisions of the Revised Statutes, Chapter 62, Section 88. Presented March 3.

1924 Not printed.

72. Return showing all lands sold by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company during the
year ended 30th September, 1923, together with the names of the purchasers, in

accordance with 49 Victoria, Chapter 9, Section 8. Presented March 3, 1924.

Not printed.

73. Statement showing the number of Enfranchisements under the Indian Act, from 1st

April, 1923. to 31st January, 1924. Presented March 3, 1924 Not printed.

74. Report under section 7 of the Reclamation Act, 9-10 George V, showing the drainage
works constructed, the area of land ' reclaimed, the expenditure and money
received from the sale or lease of Dominion Lands. Presented March 3. 1924.

Not printed.

75. Supplementary Rules, Regulations and Forms prescribed under the provisions of sec-

tion 54 of the Irrigation Act. Presented March 3, 1924 Not printed.

76. Return of Orders in Council which have been published in the Canada Gazette,
between 1st Januarj', 1923, and the 25th January, 1924, in accordance with the
provisions of Section 77 of " The Dominion Lands Act," Chapter 20, 7-8 Edward
VII. Presented March 3, 1924 Presented in printed /omi.

77. Return of Orders in Council which have been published in the Canada Gazette
between the 1st January, 1923, and the 25th Januan.-, 1924. in accordance with
the provisions of Section 19, Chapter 10, 1-2 George V,—" The Dominion Forest

Reserves and Parks Act." Presented March 3, 1924 Presented in printed jorm.

78. Copies of Orders in Council passed between the 1st Januarj', 1923, and the 25th Januar>',

1924, approving of regulations and forms prescribed in accordance with the pro-

visions of Section 4, Chapter 18, 1917, " Migratory Birds Convention Act." Pre-

sented March 3, 1924 Presented in printed form.

79. Return of Orders in Council which have been published in the Canada Gazette between
the 1st January, 1923, and the 25th January, 1924, in accordance with the provisions

of Section 5 of "The Dominion Lands Survey Act," Chapter 21, 7-8 Edward VII.

Presented March 3, 1924 Presented in printed form.

80. Return of Orders in Council which have been published in the Canada Gazette and
in the Briti.'th Columbia Gazette, between 1st Januan,-, 1923, and the 25th Janu-
arj', 1924, in accordance with provisions of Subsection id) of Section 38 of the
regulations for the survey, administration, disposal and management of Dom-
inion Lands within the 40-mile Railway Belt in the Province of British Columbia.
Presented March 3, 1924 Presented in printed jonn.
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81. Report of the administrative chairman of the Honorary Advisory Council for Scien-
tific and Industrial Research of Canada, for the year ending March 31, 1923. Pre-
sented March 3, 1924 Presented in printed form.

81a. Financial Statement of the Honorary Advisory Council for Scientific and Industrial

Research of Canada, for the year ended March 31, 1923. Presented March 3, 1924.

Not printed.

82. Copy of Rules and Regulations of the Board of Grain Commissioners in respect to
Country Elevators.. Presented March 3, 1924 A^ot printed.

83. Annual Report of the Eoard of Trustees of the National Gallery of Canada, for the
fiscal year ending the 31st March, 1923. Presented March 3, 1924.

Presented in printed form.
84. Report of the Superintendent of Insurance of the Dominion of Canada for the year

ended 31st December, 1922—Volume I, Insurance Companies other than Life;
Volume II, Life Insurance Companies. Presented March 3, 1924.

Presented in printed form.

83. Authentic text of a Recommendation adopted by the International Labour Con-
ference at its Fifth Session, Geneva, October 22-29, 1923, concerning laws and
regulations for the protection of workers. Presented March 3, 1924.

Presented in printed form.

86. Copies of Orders in Council, passed under various Peace Treaties Acts, as follows:

—

P.C. 521 and P.C. 522, dated 24th -March, ^ 1923, re appointment of Mrs. J. Car-
ruthers to International Labour Office; P.C' 971, dated 29th May, 1923, re appoint-
ment of National Group re nomination of Judge to Permanent Court of Inter-
national Justice; P.C. 1313, dated 17th August, 1923, re appointment of delegates
to League of Nations Assembly; P.C. 1634, dated 17th August, 1923, re appoint-
ment ol delegates to International Labour Conference; P.C. 1847, dated 12th Sep-
tember, 1923, re appointment of R. H. Coats, F.R.S.C, to International Labour
Conference; P.C. 2042, dated 6th October, 1923, re appointment of delegates to Inter-
national Labour Conference; P.C. 2477 and P.C. 2478, dated 22nd December, 1923,
re appointment of Philippe Roy to International Labour Conference. Presented
March 3, 1924 Not printed.

87. Copy of the Radiotelegraph Act and Regulations issued thereunder, together with an
amendment to subsection 7 of the Regulations—Amateur Experimental Station
hcense fees. Presented March 4, 1924 Not printed.

87a. Amendment to Radiotelegraph Regulation No. 1, Subsections 6 and 10—Broadcast-
ing Licenses. Presented March 21, 1924 Not printed.

876. Radiotelegraph regulation No. 104 (c), amending regulation No. 104. Presented
(Senate) July 19, 1924 Not printed.

88. Return of leases of wharves, piers and breakwaters for the year 1923. Presented
March 4, 1924 jVot printed.

89. Return of tolls and dues of Government harbours, for the year 1923. Presented
March 4, 1924 Not printed.

90. Detailed statement of all bonds or securities registered in the Department of the
Secretao' of State of Canada, since last return, submitted to the Parliament of
Canada under section 32 of Chapter 19, of the Revised Statutes of Canada, 1906.
Presented March 11, 1924 A'ot printed.

91. Report of retirements under the Public Service Act, 1920, as amended, 1921, 1922 and
1923, authorized by Orders in Council passed from January 1 to December 31, 1923.
Presented March 11, 1924 Not printed.

92. List of Leases, Licenses, Permits or other authorities cancelled under the provisions
of Section 3, Chapter 21, of the Statutes of 1922, An Act respecting Notices of Can-
cellation of Leases of Dominion Lands. Presented March 11, 1924 Not printed.

93. Return in connection with Reclamation Act Regulations, under the provisions of Sec-
tion 5, Chapter 5, Statutes of 1919. Presented March 11, 1924 Not printed.
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94. Return in connection with Railway Belt Water Act, under provisions of Section 4,

Chapter 45, Statutes of 1913. Presented March 11, 1924 Xot printed.

95. Return in connection with the Regulations respecting Indians under the provisions of

Section 170, Chapter 81, of the Revised Statutes. Presented March 11, 1924.

Not printed.

96. Return in connection with Remissions on Sales of Indian lands under the provisions

of Section 88, Chapter 81, of the Revised Statutes. Presented March 11, 1924.

Not printed.

97. Report of the Ottawa Improvement Commission for the fiscal year ended March 31,

1923. Presented March 13, 1924 .Kot printed.

98. Statement of the Receipts and Expenditures of the Royal Society of Canada, for the
year ended April 30, 1923. Presented March 13, 1924 Not printed.

99. Report of the Royal Commission appointed to investigate into all circumstances relat-

ing to payments made by the Grand Trunk Railway Company to its officers,

directors, etc., together with a copy of the evidence taken in respect thereto; also

copj- of Exhibits. Presented March 1" and 20, 1924 Not printed.

100. Copy of amended Order in Council P.C. 412, of March 17, 1924, pro\'iding for an
investigation into the failure of the Home Bank of Canada. Presented ^Iarch 17,

1924 Not printed.

100a. Copy of Order in Council P.C. 306, of February 23, 1924, providing for an investiga-

tion into the failure of the Home Bank of Canada. Presented March 24, 1924.

Not printed.

lOOo. Copy of a Petition signed by the Executive Committee of the depositors in the
Home Bank of Canada, presented to the Governor General in Council, asking for

full indemnity against loss suffered by reason of the failure of the said Bank, dated
23rd day of Januarj-, 1924. Presented March 27, 1924 Not printed.

100c. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd April, 1924, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, petitions, telegrams and documents exchanged between the Government or any
member thereof or any government official and the Management or any of the
Directors of the Home Bank since Januarj- 1, 1922. Presented April 28, 1924. Sir

Henr>- Drayton Not printed.

lOOrf. Interim Report of the Roj-al Commission appointed to investigate the failure of the
Home Bank of Canada.' Presented June 11, 1924.

Printed jot distribution to Senators and Members, and Sessional Papers.

101. Copy of Correspondence exchanged between the Government of Canada and the
United States of America in connection with the St. Lawrence Waterway Project.

Presented March 17, 1924 Not printed.

lOlo. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General of the 19th March,
1924, for a copy of all correspondence exchanged between the Government of

Canada and that of the United States regarding the carrying out of the joint

International report relating to the St. Lawrence Waterway. Presented April 1,

1924. Mr. Church Not printed.

1016. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General of the 24th March,
1924, praj-ing that he will cause to be laid before the House a copy of all memor-
anda, correspondence, telegrams and other documents exchanged between the Gov-
ernment of Canada or any of its members and other governments, corporations or

individuals, since the first day of January, 1922, relating to the St. Lawrence Water-
way Route, and the establishment of dams on the St. Lawrence for the develop-
ment of certain water-powers. Presented April 1, 1924. Mr. Archambault.

Not printed.

101c, lOld. Supplementary Returns to an Address to His Excellency the Governor
General of the 24ih March, 1924, praying that he will cause to be laid before the
House a copy of all memoranda, correspondence, telegrams and other documents
exchanged between the Government of Canada or any of its members and other
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governments, corporations or individuals, since the first day of January, 1922,
relating to the St. Lawrence Waterway Route, and the establishment of dams on
the St. Lawrence for tlie devolopment of certain water-powers. Presented April
28, May 5, 1924. Mr. Archambault.

Printed jor distributiwi to Senators and Members and Sessional Papers.

lOle. Further correspondence between Canada and the United States of America respect-
ing the St. Lawrence Waterway Project—Appointment of a Joint Engineering
Board. Presented May 9, 1924.

Printed jor dislribulion to Senators and Members and Sessional Papers.

101/. Copy of Order in Council, P.C. 779, dated 7th May, 1924, constituting a Cana-
dian National Advisory Committee to consider generally whether or not the St.
Lawrence Waterway project would, if completed, be beneficial to Canada. Pre-
sented May 9, 1924.

Printed jor distribution to Senators and Members and Sessional Papers.

lOlg. Copy of Order in Council, P.C. 778, dated 7th May, 1924, appointing Duncan W.
McLachlan, Olivier Odilon Lcfebvre and Brigadier General Charles Hamilton
Mitchell, to act on a Joint Board of Engmeers respecting the improvement of the
St. Lawrence W'aterway. Presented May 9, 1924.

Printed jor distribution to Senators and Members and Sessional Papers.

102. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th April, 1922, for a return showing:!.
Whether an inventory was taken of all war material furnished to the British Gov-
ernment by Canada, when the late war was declared. 2. Xalure of such shipments,
and on what date they were shipped. 3. Whether this war material was paid for
in kind or was it paid for in money. 4. Dates of these payments and their nature.
Presented March 19, 1924. Mr. Vien Not printed.

103. Supplementary return to an Order of the House of the 19th February, 1923, for a
Return showing: 1. Names of the Government employees, temporary or permanent,
employed in the city and district of Quebec who have been dismissed between
October 15, 1911, and December 25, 1921. 2. Names of those dismissed following an
inquio'. 3. Names of those dismissed without an inquiry. 4. How many of these
employees have been reinstated, and on what dates. Presented March 19, 1924.
Mr. Cannon Not printed.

104. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 5th April, 1922, for a
Return showing in detail the amoimt of money paid by the Government of
Canada or any department thereof, to barristers and solicitors of the Supreme
Court of Nova Scotia, between the 1st day of October, 1911, and the 30th daj'
of Januarj-, 1922, both inclusive, for professional or other services. AJso a copy
of all bills of costs, expenses and charges of ever>' kind rendered by said barristers
and solicitors to the Government, showing the amount or amounts paid in each
instance. Also showing the names of barristers and solicitors employed during
the aforesaid period, the work performed and the amount paid for everj- item of
said work to each of said barristers and sohcitors. Presented March 19, 1924.
Mr. Martell , A'ot printed.

103. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 9th May, 1923, for a copy
of all correspondence, telegrams or other communications passing during the
summer or fall of 1922 between the Dominion Government or any of its ministers
or representatives and the Dominion Marine Association or any of its agents or
representatives, or of any other person or persons whatsoever, in any way relat-
ing to the abrogation or suspension of the Dominion Coastal Shipping Regulations,
or in any way relating to the grain congestion at lake ports or Montreal, or to
the alleg^ed combine, or the imposition of exorbitant rates by shipping interests

engaged in the grain trade. Presented March 19, 1924. Mr. Coote A'ot printed.

106. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th June, 1923, for a copy of all com-
munications in connection with the prohibition of American vessels purchasine
bait from netters and trap owners in the Maritime Provinces. Presented March
19, 1924. Mr. Forke Not printed.
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107. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General of the 11th April,

1923 for a copy of all letters, papers, telegrams, Orders m Council and other docu-

ments dealing with and relating lo the abolition of the office or position of Police

or Stipendiary Magistrate in the Rockv Mountains Park of Canada and deahng

with and relating to the dismissal of B. W. Collison, Esq., of Banff, Alberta, from

said office or position. Presented March 19, 1924. Mr. Shaw Not printed.

108. Return to an Order of the House of the 21st February, 1923, for a copy of all papers,

letters, correspondence, memoranda, reports, and other documents, relating to an

application made during 1922 bv the Calgar>' Power Company for additional power

rights and privileges in the Banff National Park. Presented March 19, 1924. Mr.

gljmv Not printed.

109. Return lo an Order of the House of the 21st February, 1923, for a copy of all papers,

memoranda, correspondence, reports and other documents of all kinds, relating to

the discoverj- of the "Cave and Basin" and the "Hot Springs" at Banff, Alberta,

and relating to the acquisition of said properties by the Dominion Government
and the payment therefor. Presented March 19, 1934. Mr. Shaw Not printed.

110. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th May, 1923, for a copy of a|l letters,

telegrams, petitions, mcmoiandiims, correspondence, reports of investigations, and
other documents which have been received by the Department of Marine and
Fisheries since 1920 concerning tlip sardine herring fishery in New Brunswick,

particularlv anv matter with reference to the sale and price of said fish. Pre-

sented March 'l9, 1924. Mr. Duff Not printed.

111. Copy oT correspondence between the Prime Minister of Canada and Members ol he
British Government in respect to the subject of proposed preferential duties put
forward by the Government of Great Britain at the meeting of the Imperial

Economic Conference, 1923. Presented March 19, 1924. ,

Pnnled for distribution to Senators and Members.

112. Memorandum received by the Prime Minister of Canada from Sir Robert Sanders,
Minister of Agriculture for Great Britain, and the reply of the Prime Minister to

Sir Robert Sanders, on the subject of Cattle Embargo. Presented March 19, 1924.

Printed jor distribution to Senaton^s and Members.

113. Correspondence between the Japanese and Canadian Governments in respect to
Japaneie immigration. Presented March 19, 1924 Not printed.

114. Estimates of sunis required for the service of the Dominion for the year ending on
the 31st March, 1925. Presented March 19, 1924 Presented in priuled jorm.

114a. Supplementary Estimates of sums required for the service of the Dominion for
the year ending on the 31st March, 1925. Presented July 7, 1924.

Presented in printed form.

115. Copy of Order in Council P.C. 301, dated 23rd Fehniao', 1924, appointing a Board of

Audit, under the provisions of The Board of .Vudit Act. 1923. tlie said Bourd to

consist of the Auditor General, the Deputy Minister of Finance, George Edwards,
lisquire, of the firm of Edw arils, Morgan and Company, Toronto, and W. Garth
Thomson, Esipiire, of tlie firm of Marwick, Mitchell and Company, Montreal; and
Extending the powers of the Board. Presented March 20, 1924 Not printed.

116. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1924, for a Return showing: 1.

The respective quantities, values and amount of duty collected, on the importations
of calf and cattle skins, also the quantity and value of calf and cattle skins exported
from Canada during the years ending March 31, 1920, 1921, 1922 and 19'23. 2. The
respective qunntities, values and duty collected on eggs imported, also the quantity
and value of rpgs exported from Canada, during the years ending March 31, 1920,

1921, 1922 and 1923. 3. The respective quantities, values and duty collected on
butter imiiortril during the years above mentioned, also the quantity and value of
butter exported. 4. The respective quantities, values and duty collected on the
imports of pork and pork products such as fresh, salted and cured bacon and hams.
lard, etc.. also the exports of same for the years 1920. 1921, 1922 and 1923. 5. The
respective quantities, values and duty collected on imports of oleomargarine for
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the years 1920, 1921, 1922 and 1923. 6. The respective quantities, values and duty
collected on imports of material used in the manufacture of oleomargarine for 1920,

1921, 1922 and 1923. 7. The quantities and values of the exports of oleomargarine
for the years 1920, 1921, 1922 and 1923. Presented March 20, 1924. Mr. Suther-
land Not prmled.

117. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th May, 1923, for a Return showing: 1.

Whether a certain number of officials of the Immigration Department of New
Bruni^wick or elsewhere wore transferred, last spring, to the Immigration Depart-
ment at the Port of Quebec. If so, whether they understood and spoke the French
language. 2. Whether it is the intention of the Immigration Department to trans-
fer said staff this j'ear. 3. Whether complaints were made by French-speaking
immigrants and citizens, that a great number of said staff could not speak or under-
stand the French language. 4. Salary paid to each of the said officials and employees
for the immigration season. 5. How much is allowed to each for their expenses.
6. Salary paid to citizens of Quebec, who occupy similar positions to the ones occu-
pied by these strangers transferred to Quebec. 7. Whether Mr. Joseph H. Byrne,
caterer for the Immigration Department at Quebec, by virtue of a certain clause
in his contract recently agreed upon with the Immigration Department, can employ
French Canadians who do not speak English fluently. 8. Whether said Mr. Joseph
H. Byrne, under his contract recently agreed upon with the Immigration Depart-
ment, can offer for sale without special authorization, all products made by manu-
facturers of the city of Quebec. Presented March 21, 1924. Mr. Lavigueur.

Not printed.

118. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th March. 1923, for a copy of all agree-
' ments entered into between the Government and any party relating to mainten-

ance and operation of water storage dams on Ottawa River and tributaries, sur-
veys in connection therewith and settlement of land damages. Presented March
21, 1924. Mr. Parent Not printed.

119. Copy of contracts between the Dominion Government and the P. Lyall & Sons Con-
struction Company, Limited, for the reconstruction of the Parliament Buildings
made on the 29th day of September, 1916, and the 28th day of June, 1923. Pre-
sented March 24, 1924 .\ot printed.

119a. Copy of Order in Council. P.C. 567, dated 29th March, 1923, providing additional
compensation for the architects of the new Parliament Building, Messrs. Pearson
and Marchand. Presented March 24, 1924 Not printed.

119b. Copy of correspondence and agreement with the architects, Messrs. Pearson and Mar-
chand, respecting the completion of the work on the new Parliament Building,
Ottawa. Presented March 26, 1924 Not printed.

120. Return to an Order of the House of the 20th March, 1924, for a Return showing: 1.

Number of steamship companies receiving subsidies from the Government. 2.

Names of these companies. 3. Amount of subsidy paid to each. 4. Under what
conditions these subsidies are paid. Presented March 25, 1924. Mr. Woodsworth.

Not printed.

121. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General of the 19th March,
1924, for a copy of all regulations and conditions passed by the Governor in Council
under Section II, Chapter 13 of the Statutes of 1919, being The Canadian National
Railway Act, since the 21st of February, 1923. Presented March 26, 1924. Mr.
MacLaren l^ot printed.

122. 122a. Return and Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 19t.h March,
1924, for a copy of all correspondence, letters and other documents in the possession
of the Government in connection with a claim held by the Government, against
R. Denovan, of Yorkton, Sask., which claim covers a number of fines collected by
him in his capacity as a Justice of the Peace in the province of Saskatchewan.
Presented March 26, May 21, 1924. Mr. Campbell Not printed.

123. Copy of correspondence between the Prime Minister and the High Commissioner
and other oflBcials of the Government, respecting the purchase of the Union Club
Building, Trafalgar Square, London, England, as a Canadian Headquarters in Lon-
don; also memorandum re new premises; also agreement re purchase of the same.
Presented March 26, 1924 Not printed.
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123a. Copy of further correspondence between the Prime Minister and the High Commis-
sioner, respecting the purchase of a building as a Canadian Government Head-
quarters in London, England. Presented March 26, 1934 A'ot printed.

124. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1924, for a Return showing: 1.

What are (o) the dates of each and every trip of each respective member of the

Federal Appeal Board; (fa) the names of the cities and towns travelled to on each
trip; (c) the Commissioner's and Secretarial Staff's travelling expenses on each trip;

and (d) the names and regimental numbers of the soldiers whose appeals were
heard on each trip. 2. Total travelling expenses of each respective member of the

said Federal Appeal Board from the date of appointment to March 15, 1924,

inclusive. 3. Number of appeal cases heard by each of said Commissioners. 4. How
many cases (a) have been heard by a one man board; and (6) how many decisions

of the Board of Pension Commissioners and Soldiers Civil Re-establishment have
been reversed by a one man board. 5. How m;iny of the decisions of the one man
boards have been re-appealed by the applicants, the Board of Pension Commis-
sioners or the Soldiers CiWl Re-establishment. Presented March 27, 1924. Mr.
Bowen Not printed.

124a. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1924. for a Return showing: 1.

Names of the members of the Federal Appeal Board, and the date of their appoint-

ment. 2. Expenses for moving household effects of the members of the Federal

Appeal Board paid by the Government. 3. Amounts of these expenses for each

respective member. 4. Amounts of travelling allowance per day of the members
of the said Board. 5. Names, salaries and duties of the personnel on the staff of

the said Board. 6. Total expenditure for the members of the Board and their staff,

from the date of appointment to March 15, 1924, inclusive. This expenditure to

include salaries of the Members and staff, ofiice rent, office furniture, heat, light,

travelling expenses, railway warrants, and personal equipment. Presented March
27, 1924. Mr. Simpson Xot printed.

1246. Return to an Order of the House of the 20th March, 1924, for a Return showing:

The war record in Canada, in England and in France, of each of the members of

the Federal Appeal Board appointed by the present Government. Presented March
2S, 1924. Mr. Ross (Kingston) Xol printed.

125. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th March, 1924, for a Return showing: 1.

The amounts paid by the various departments of the Federal Government for

legal services in the province of Alberta, from the Ist January, 1922, to the 1st of

March, 1924. 2. The names of the lawyers or firms of lawyers to whom payments
have been made and the amount paid to each. Presented March 27, 1924. Mr.

Gardiner Not printed.

126. Return to an Order of the House of the 20th March, 1924, for a Return showing: 1.

Amount of velvets, velveteens, silk velvet and plush not over 24 inches in width

and silk fabrics not over 26 inches in wndth imported into Canada per month during

the months of October, November and December, 1923, and Januao', 1924, (a) from

all countries and (b) from France, Italy and each of the other countries receiving

"most favoured nation treatment." 2. .\mount of velvets, velveteens, silk velvets

and plush over 24 inches in width and silk fabrics over 26 inches in width imported

into Canada per month during the same period, (n) from all countries and (6) from

France, Italy and each of the other countries receiving "most favoured n.ition treat-

ment." Presented March 31, 1924, Mr, Ryckman A'ot printed.

127. Copy of Order in Council, P.C, .530, dated 29th March. 1924, directing the Civil Ser-

vice Commission, in conjunction with the Board of Audit and deputy heads of

departments, to immediately undertake a revision of the salaries of the Civil Ser-

vice of Canada; also copy of a Report of a sub-committee of the Pri\->- Council

havins under consideration the question of hours, holidays and kindred subjects.

Presented April 1, 1924 Not printed.

128. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1924, for a Return showing: 1,

The terms of the contract for cartaee for the Fort Osborne Barracks, Militarj- Dis-

trict No. 10, Winnipeg. 2. The name and addre.<s of the contractor. 3. Term of

the contract. 4. The rate per hour for h.nlf. one, one and a half, two and three ton

motor trucks, and the rate per hour for teams. Presented April 1. 1924. Mr.

Woodsworth Not printed.
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129. Return to an Order of the Senate, dated June 27, 1922. for a return showing: 1. Wh.it
chisses of persons, other than employees of the railways and persons entitled under
the Pension Act, Chapter 43 of 1919, are receiving or are entitled to receive pensions
or superannuation allowances payable by the Government of Canad.i. 2. In what
casc'S. if any, do persons entitled to such pensions or superannuation allowances
contribute to the same, and in what proportions do they respectively contribute.

3. Under what Statutes and Orders in Council are such pensions and superannuation
allowances respectively authorized and regulated. Presented April 1, 1924. Hon.
Wr. Tanner Not printed.

130. 130a. Return and supplementary return to an Order of the House of the 24th March,
1924, for a copy of all correspondence, letters, telegrams, engineering reports, estim-
ates of cost and other documents relative to the proposed Railway Branch Line
between Buetouche and Richibucto, in the County of Kent, New Brunswick. Pre-
sented April 2 and 14, 1924. Mr. Doucet Not printed.

131. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th March, 1924, for a return showing all

employees of the Canadian National Railways receiving $4,000 per annum or over,
witJi the s;ilao' of each. Presented April 2, 1924. Mr. Doucet Not printed.

131a. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th April, 1924, for a return showing the
names of all otScials of the Canadian National Railway System, inclusive of super-
intendents and officials or special employee.-^ drawing salaries higher than superin-
tendents, together with the salary- of each. Presented April 24, 1924. Mr. Doucet.

Not printed.

132. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1924, for a copy of all minutes of
evidence, documentarj- evidence, aiiplications, letters, judgments, orders for judg-
ments, arguments of Coun.sel, and other documents relating or in anywise appertjiin-
ing to the application to the Railway Commission of Canada by the Dominion
Atlantic Railway for leave to reduce railway train services between Kontville and
Halifax in the Province of Nova Scotia, and in connection with the hearing of said
application in Februarj-, 1924, by said Board of Railway Commissioners. Presented
April 2, 1924. Mr. Martell Not printed.

133. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th March, 1924, for a return showing the
names of all persons who acted in the service of, or as advisor.^: to Canadian repre-
sentatives at the recent Imperial Conference and Imperial ICconomic Conference in

-

1923. together with the sura paid to each for such senice and for expenses. Presented
April 2, 1924. Mr. Ryckman Not printed.

134. Copy of Report for the year 1923 of positions excluded under the provisions of Section
38B (2) from the operation of the Civil Ser^'ice Act, 1918, as amended by Chap. 22,
11-12 Geo. V. Presented April 2, 1924 Not printed.

135. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th March, 1924, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the closing of the Post
office at Despres Road, Kent County, New Brunswick. Presented April 3 1924.
Mr. Doucet Sot printed.

136. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1924, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, telegrams, agreements and other documents, exchanged between any person or
persons, or corporations, or banks, and the Department of Finance or any other
Department of the Government, relating to the respons-ibilitv and liabilitv of the
Banks m holding or keeping Victory Bonds i.<sued in favour"of private individuals
or corporations. Presenteil April 4, 1924. Mr. Steedsman Not printed.

137. Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd April, 1924, for a return showing: 1. The
names of the Officials in the Department of Health at Ottawa, and their resi)ective
salanes. 2. The number of persons in the emplov of the said Department, inside
and outside ser\-ice. during the fiscal years 1921-22, 1922-23, 1923-24. Pre.'sented
April /, 1924. Mr. Anderson Xot printed.

138. Return to an Order of the House of the 20ih March, 1924. for a Return showing:
r Whether the Government purchased within the last year a property in Ottawa on
York Street, known as the Ottawa Wine Vaults building. 2. If so, at what price.
3. The previous city assessment on the building. 4. The owners of said building.
5. With all the unoccupied Government property in Ottawa, what the urgency w,as
of purchasing this property. 6. What it is used for at present. Presented April 8,
1924. Mr. Hanson ji/ot printed.
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139. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General of the 24th March,
1924, for a copy of all correspondence, telegrams and other documents, passing in

the year 1923 between the Prime Minister or the Government and the Government
of New Brunswick, request iufi freight rate concessions to the Maritime Provinces.
Presented April 9, 1924. Hon. Mr. Baxter Not printed.

140. Return to an Order of the House of the 20th March, 1924, for a Return showing:
1. Whether the Canadian National Railways pays to the City of Montreal yearly
any sum by way of taxation or otherwise in respect to property formerly belonging
to the Grand Trunk Railway and now occupied and used by the Canadian National
Railways. If so, how much and on what basis such payment is made. 2. The
assessed value of such property before the same was taken over by the Canadian
National Railways, and the rate at which the same was taxed. At what sum
such property is rated to-day and whether any distinction as to assessment is made
between it and other taxable property in the city. 3. What representations, if any.
were made by any Minister of the Crown as to the future taxation by the City of

Montreal of the properties of the Grand Trunk at or previous to the taking over
of the same by the Canadian National Railwaj's or the Crown. 4. What sums, if

any, the Canadian National Railways paj's to the City of Prince Rupert as taxes

or otherwise in respect to Railway Terminals or other property formerly belonging
to the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company and now the property of the
Canadian National Railways. 5. At what amount such properties are valued for

assessment and at what rates they are taxed and whether such valuations and
rates differ from those in respect to other taxable properties in the city. 6. Whether
the Canadian National Railways pays any sums whether as taxes or otherwise to

other cities and municipalities in Canada in respect to properties belonging to the
Grand Trunk Railway or to the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company. If so, what

—

giving places, and amounts paid in each. 7. Whether the Canadian National Rail-
ways pays to the City of Portland, Maine, any sums as taxes in respect to the
railway terminals and other properties in that city, formerly the property of the
Grand Trunk Railway Company. If so, how much. At what value such property
is assessed for city taxes and what rate it pays, and whether such valuation and
rate differ from those in respect to other taxable properties in the city. 8. What
payments, if any, are made by the Canadian National Railways to other muni-
cipalities in the State of Maine, in respect to properties formerly belonging to the
Grand Trunk Railway Company. 9. Whether the Canadian National Railways
pays yearly to the City of Halifax by way of taxes or otherwise any sums in respect
to the properties owned and used bj' it as Railway Terminals. 10. Whether the
Canadian National Railways is leasing or renting to any persons for business or resi-

dential purposes any of the properties expropriated by the Crown in connection with
the extension of the Railway to the Ocean Terminals so called. If so. what
revenue is derived therefrom, and whether any taxes are paid to the Citv of
Halifax in respect to such properties. Presented April 10, 1924. Mr. Black
(Hahfax) Not printed.

141. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th April, 1924, for a Return showing:
1. Names of the officials and other employees of the Immigration staffs in (a)

Great Britain; (6) Europe; (c) United States. 2. Cost of this service during the
fiscal year 1923 in the countries mentioned. 3. What countries, if any, in Euiope,
have been added to the preferred zone of immigration during the past year. Pre-
sented April 14, 1924. Mr. Garland (Carleton) Not printed.

142. Report on Agricultural Credit, by H. M. Tory, Administrative Chairman of the

Honorarv Advisor>' Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, dated April

4, 1924.
'
Presented April 15. 1924.

Printed jar Sessional Papers and distribution to Senators and Members.

143. Copy of a letter received from the Agent of lhe_Department of External Affairs

of Canada at Washington. DC. UnTTeH States, enclosing copy of H. J. Resolu-
tion 204. requesting the President to invite the Interparliamentary Union to meet
in Washington City in 1925, and authorizing an appropriation to defraj- the

expenses of the meeting, together with copy of Report No. 475. Presented April

15, 19^* Not printed.

144. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th April, 1924, for a Return showing:
1. The total amount of tolls collected in 1923. on the Victoria bridge between
Montreal and St. Lambert. 2. The total expenditure on said bridge, in 1923. for
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(a) maintenance, (6) salaries, (c) repairs. 3. The tolls collected on said bridge

accruing from (a) railways, (6) electric tramways, (c) motor cars, id) all other

vehicles, (e) pedestrians. 4. How many motor cars crossed the bridge during

said year. 5. How many motor cars crossed the bridge during the months of

June, July, August, September and October, 1923, respectively. Presented April

16, 1924. Mr. Archambault Noi printed.

145. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th April, 1924, for a return showing (a)

the number of tons of freight handled by the Canadian National Railways in and
out of Portland during 1922 and also 1923; (fa) the number of tons of freight

handled by the same railway company during the same years in and out of St.

John, New Brunswick, and in and out of Halifax; (c) the number of tons of

freight handled by the Canadian Pacific Railway during the same years in and
out of St. John, New Brunswick. Presented April 16, 1924. Mr. MacLaren.

. Not printed.

146. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th March, 1924, for a copy of corre-

spondence dated July 14th, 1922. and July 2Sth, 1922, respectively, and addressed
from Charles Blake, Barrister, of Brandon, Manitoba, to the Minister of Justice,

relating to the withdrawal of professional work for the Government service form-
erly performed by the said Charles Blake; and copies of the replies of the Mmister
of Justice to the letters mentioned above. Presented April 16, 1924. Hon. Mr.
Manion Not printed.

147. Copy of the Reports of Leslie H. Boyd, Chairman of the Board of Grain Com-
missioners, and George Serls, Chief Grain Inspector for Canada, on complaints
received respecting the condition of grain shipped from Canadian ports and from
United States ports in bond to Great Britain. Presented April 24, 1924.

Printed jar distribution to Senators and Members.

148. Return to Order of the House of the 7th April, 1924, for a return showing a state-

ment of the financial operations of the various hotels operated by the Canadian
National Railways during 1923. Presented April 24, 1924. Mr. Wilson.

Not printed.

149. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th April, 1924, for a return showing ail

properties sold by the Canadian National System or any company incorporated
therein or operated thereby during the years 1922 and 1923, and showing the dates
of such sales, the names and addresses of purchasers and the consideration paid
in each case. Presented April 24, 1924. Sir Henry Drayton A'ot printed.

150. Return to an Order of the House of the 20th March, 1924, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams and other documents exchanged between the Government and Mr.
John Sloan, Mattawa, Ontario, or his legal advisers, relating to the indemnity
which he received due to the accident that happened to hira while engaged on
the Government works at Temiskaming Dam. Presented AprU 24, 1924. Mr.
Lapierre Not printed.

151. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st March, 1924, for a copy of all papers,
correspondence, telegrams and other documents in the possession of the Govern-
ment, with reference to the case of Private John J. Quilty, No. 3257368, so far as
the same deals with his enlistment and discharge, and including any correspondence
with the Canadian Pacific Railway with reference to an alleged forgery of documents
in connection with his case. Presented April 24, 1924. Hon. Mr. Baxter.

Not printed.

152. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th March, 1924, for a copy of all corre-
spondence, letters, telegrams, engineering reports, estimates and other documents
relative to the proposed public building at Buctouche, Kent Coimty, New Bruns-
wick. Presented April 24, 1924. Mr. Doucet .". .Not printed.

153. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General of the 24th March,
1924, for a copy of all memoranda, correspondence, telegrams and other documents
exchanged between the Government of Canada or any of its members and other
governments, corporations, or individuals, relating to the establishment of an Ore-
testing plant in the Province of British Columbia. Presented April 24, 1924. Mr.
Humphrey Not printed.
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154. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General of the 9th April,

1924, for a copy of all correspondence, teleprams, and other documents exchanged

between the Minister of Agriculture of the Dominion, or any officer in his depart-

ment, and the Minister of Agriculture of British Columbia, or any officer in his

department, regarding the regulations respecting the grading and marking of

eggs. Presented April 25, 1924. Hon. Mr. Stevens Xot printed.

154<i. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th May, 1924, for a copy of reports of

inspectors of the Agricultural Department residing in British Columbia, to tne

Minister of Agriculture, or any of his officers in Ottawa, regarding breaches of the

regulations of the Egg Marking Act from date of the passing of said Act to May
1st, 1924. Presented June 16, 1924. Hon. Mr. Stevens Xot panted.

155. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th April, 1924, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, petitions and other documents between the Department of Agriculture

and the Pure-Bred Stock Breeders of Nova Scotia, with regard to the experi-

mental farms at Kentville and Xappan in the province of Nova Scotia. Pre-

sented April 25, 1924. Mr. Bowen Not printed.

156. Return to an Order of the House of the 10th April, 1924, for a Return showing:

1. The total revenues of the Government from the City of Toronto, including the

Canadian National Railways, for the past three years, from (a) Post Office;

(6) Customs and Excise; (c) Income Tax; id) Sales Tax; (e) other Federal

revenues than the above; (/) the revenues of Canadian National R;iilways (Toronto).

2. What have been the grants to the Canadian National Exhibition and the Royal

Agricultural Winter Fair for the past four years. 3. What sums have been spent

within and without Canada on Fall Fairs and Exhibitions for the past four years,

and for this year. Presented April 28, 1924. Mr. Church Not printed.

157. Return to an Addres to His Excellency the Governor General of the 19th March.

1924, for a copy of all correspondence, papers, applications, agreements, letters and

other documents exchanged between the Government of Ontario and the Hydro

Electric Commission of Ontario and the Government of Canada, relating to the

construction of a power dam on the St. Lawrence River near the town of Morris-

burg for the generation of electric power for the use of the people of the Eastern

part of the Province of Ont.ario. Presented April 2S. 1924. Mr. Church.

Printed jor dktribulion to Senators and Members and Sessional Papers.

158. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March. 1924. for a copy of all corre-

spondence and other documents referring to coal lease 2241, and all correspondence

between J. H. Thornton and the Department of Interior in reference thereto. Pre-

. sented April 2S, 1924. Hon. Mr. Stevens Not printed.

159. Return to an Order of the House of the 7tli April. 1924. for a return showing

(o) the number of officials employed at Ottawa in the Government of Northwest

Territories Branch of the Department of the Interior; (5) the official clasafication

of. each of such officials; (c) the aggregate salaries paid said officials; (rf) the same

information as to officials emploved at Ottawa in the Mining Lands and lukon

Branch of the Department of the Interior. Presented April 28, 1924. Mr. Black

(Yukon) ^°^ P""'«<^

160. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March. 1924, for a copy of all corre-

spondence between anv officials of the Department of the Interior, and a 1 other

correspondence in possession of the Government. concerniM the s,.->:on il ml. mmty

of members of the Yukon Council, such correspondence being dated since Januarv

Ist, 1922. Presented April 28, 1924. Mr. Black (Yukon) Not printed.

161. 161a Return and supplementary' Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March,

19''4 for a Return showing: 1. Names, ranks, occupations, ages, date of appoint-

ment addresses of the emplovees of the Soulanges Canal, and where they are

emploved 2 The names of the candidates who applied for each of the positions

vacated in the above ser\'ice. and who recommended those who were appointed to

fill said vacancie.s. 3. In what localities notices were posted for application to said

positions filled since January, 1921. 4. Who posted the said requesU for applica-

tions. Presented AprU 29 and May 15. 1924. Mr. Ouimet ^ot printed.
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162. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th March. 1924, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, letters, telegrams and other documents passing between the Government
and .American vessel owners, or vessel owners' organizations, since the passing of

the Inland Lake Freights Bill, and relating to the carriage of freight on the Great
Lakes and the compliance or non-compliance with the provisions of such Act. Pre-
sented April 29, 1924. Mr. MacKelvie.

Printed for distribution to Senators and Meinhers and Sessional Papers.

163. Copy of Order in Council, P.C. 611, dated 12th April, 1924, amending Air Regulations,

1920, in accordance with Section 4 (3) of the Air Board Act. Presented April 29,

1924 A^ot printed.

164. Return to an Order of the Senate, dated April 10, 1924, for a Return showing: 1. Name
and rank of all commissioned officers employed here at Ottawa, connected with the

Royal Canadian Mounted Police. 2. Salaries paid to each officer. 3. In detail,

statement of all other allowances made to each officer. 4. Number of batmen allowed

or employed by each officer. Arc they employed around the homes of the officers.

5. Names of officers supplied with automobiles. 6. What make and style of auto-

mobiles are supplied, and cost of same. 7. Cost of upkeep of each car. Are these

cars used exclusively for official business. 8. Are cars used by officers' families.

The same information is required regarding the Department of National Defence.

Presented April 29, 1924. Hon. Mr. Planta Not printed.

165. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th April, 1924, for a copy of all corro-

spondence, since January, 1922, between the Department of Indian Affairs and Mr.
Ditchburn, representative of the Department in British Columbia, and Members of

Parliament, or others, in connection with the dismissal of C. A. Cox, Presented April

30, 1924. Hon. Mr. Stevens Not printed.

166. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th April, 1924, for a Return showing:

1. Whether the Government employed resident and visiting physicians at the Ste-

Anne-de-Bellevue Military Hospital" during the years 1921, 1922 and 1923, and if so,

what their names are. 2. What remuneration each one received. 3. Resident and
visiting physicians for the year 1924. 4. Whether they receive an annual salary- or a

fee for each visit, and how "much. Presented April 30, 1924. Mr. Jones. .Not printed.

167. Return to an Order of the House of the 27th March, 1924, for a Return showing:

1. How many appointments with a salary of 83,000 or more the Government has

made since coming into power. 2. What position does each appointee fill. 3. What
the salarj- is in each case. 4. What the new positions created are. Presented April

30, 1924. Mr. Hodgins Not printed.

168. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th April, 1924, for a Return showing:

1. How many returned soldiers have been employed through appointment by the

Civil Service Commission (a) since January 1, 1922; and (b) prior to January 1,

1922. 2. What proportion of appointments made by the Civil Service Commission
between January 1, 1919, and January 1, 1922, were awarded to returned soldiers.

3. What proportion of appointments made by the Civil Service Commission since

January 1, 1922, were awarded to returned soldiers. Presented April 30. 1924. Mr.
Clark Not printed.

169. Return to an Order of the House of the 27th March, 1924, for a Return showing:

1. What Royal Commissions have been appointed since the present Government
came into office. 2. How much each Commission has cost the countrj':—(a) in

remuneration to the Commissioners; and (b) in expenses or other outlay. 3. What
of these Commissions are now in existence. Presented .\pril 30. 1921. Rt. Hon.

Mr. Meighen Not printed.

170. Return to an Order of the Senate of April 30, 1924. for a Return showing the number
of Dominion officials and employees in the Yukon Territory of all kinds, their

positions, duties, salaries, allowances and expenses; also the present population of

the territory, the total revenues derived therefrom and the sources thereof. Pre-

sented .\prii 30, 1924. Sir George Foster Not printed.

171. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th April. 1924. for a Return showing: What
amount has been voted to develop each of the following ports,—^Vancouver, Toronto,

Montreal and Quebec, and what amount has been spent up to date in connection

with each of these ports. Presented May 1, 1924. Mr. Lavigueur Not printed.
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172. Ketum to an Order of the House of the 14th April, 1924, for a copy of all reports,
lecommendations, papers, contracts, letters, telegrams and other documents from
Sir Henry Thornton, President of the National Railways, relating to the carrying
out of the viaduct agreement at Toronto, and all replies of I'm Government thereto;
also copy of all correspondence with the Canadian Pacific Railway, if any, or from
the city of Toronto or the Harbour Commission of Toronto on this question. Pre-
sented May 1, 1924. Mr. Church Not 'priuled.

173. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st March, 1924, for a Return showing:
1. The estimated value of the Dominion owned real property situated in, (a) the
City of Halifax; (6) the County of Halifax outside of the city under the direction

or control of, (1) Department of Public Works; (2) Department of National
Defence; (3) Post Office Department; (4) The Canadian National Railways;
(5) other Government Departments, respectively. 2. Since the con.-^oliil.ition of the

Intercolonial Railway with the Canadian National sj'stem whether there has been
any change in the assessment of the property formerly belonging to the Inter-

colonial. 3. If so. what change. 4. Whether the system pays any municipal tax in

the Province of Nova Scotia. 5. If so, what municipal taxes are paid in Halifax

City and County. 6. Whether there is any difference so far as taxation is con-

cerned .in the Province of Nova Scotia in assessment and taxation of property

formerly owned bv the Intercoloniial and the property of the other lines of the

Canadian National" Railway .-system. Presented May 1, 1924. Mr. HIack (Hahl'ax).

Not printed.

174. Return to an Order of the House of March 31. 1924. for a copy of all letters, telegrams,

documents, correspondence and contract, if any, between the Minister of Public

Works or any official of the Department of Public Works, or any other Minister

or official of the Government, and the Northern Navigation Company, or Member
for North Essex, or other parties, having reference to proposed harbour improve-

ments at Belle River and referred to in Public Works vote 157. Also,—Return to

an Order of the House of April 2S, 1924, for a copy of all correspondence, petitions,

telegrams and other communications received by or passing from the Department
of Public Works, respecting the proj^osed wharf or breakwater at Belle River, Ontario.

Presented May 2, 1924. Hon. Mr. Stevens Not printed.

175. Return to an Order of the House of March 19, 1924, for a copy of all memorandums,
correspondence, telegrams, and other documents, relating to the appointment of

Light Keeper for Cedars Light, St. John River, Parish of Kingston, King's County.

New Brunswick. Presented May 2. 1924. Mr. .Jones Not printed.

176. Return to an Order of the House of April 7, 1924, for a Return showing: 1. Relative

numbers of convictions for offences against the Opium and Narcotic Drugs Act in

the various provinces of Canada in the^years 1913-1914, 1917-191S. 1922-1923. 2. Num-
bers of convictions for violations of th'e Opium and Narcotic Dnigs Act reported in

the years 1920, 1921 and 1922 from the following cities: Halifax. Montreal. Toronto,

Winnipeg, Victoria and Vancouver. 3. Number of inm.atcs of the penitentiaries, if

any, of Canada chisscd as drug addicts, during each of the years from 1914 to 1923,

inclusive. 4. Official figures as to the quantities of opium, cocaine and morphine

imported into Canada for each of the years from 1917 to 1923, inclusive. Presented

May 2, 1924. Mr. Brown -Vot prinUd.

177. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General, of March 19, 1924,

for a copy of all Orders in Council passed since the last Session of Parliament relat.-

ing to the question of an embargo on Pulpwood. and of all correspondence, tele-

grams or other documents relating thereto, exchanged between the Government of

Canada or any member thereof and any person, firm, company or corporation, in-

cluding the Canadian Pulp & Paper Association or the American Pulp &. Paper
Association. Presented May 2. 1924. Mr. Hanson Not printed.

178. Return to an Order of the House of March 20, 1924, for a Return showing: 1. The
members of the Royal Commission on Pulpwood. 2. Salar>' of each, the total cost

of the Commission to date and the cost per day. 3. What previous experience or

training each of the said menibere has had in forestry or in the pulpwood business.

4. What witnesses have been heard, and their addresses, names and occupations.

5. Whether the said Commission is authorized to enquire into the question of the

export of fir, cedar or other logs to the United States from the Province of British
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Columbia. 6. If so, whether the Government has directed such enquiry or whether
the Government has rccei\ed rcquest^s that such enquii-y be carried out in the interests

of the manufacture of lumber aiid shingles in British Columbia. 7. At whose request

or upon what information the Order in Council of June 10th, 1923. was passed exempt-
inj; pulpwood sold or to bo sold for a period of ten years from any embargo which
might be enacted. 8. Whether the Government promised to exempt farmers' pulp-
wood from a possible embargo. 9. Whether the Forestry Branch of the Department
of Interior and the Provincial Go\emment Forests Services has full information
relative to the subject matter authorized to be enquired into by the said Royal
Commi-ssion. Presented May 2, 1924. Mr. Ladner Not printed.

179. Copy of Order in Council, P.C. 701, dated 29th April. 1924, disallowing an Act
passed by the Albertji Legislature in 1923, intituled: "An Act to impose a tax upon
Minerals"; also, report of the Minister of Justice thereon; petitions that have been
received with regard to this Act; and the representations made by the Attorney
General of Alberta. Presented May 2, 1924 Not printed.

179a. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th May, 1924, for a copy of all memoranda,
legal opinions, letters, reports or other documents, relating to the disallowance of

a Statute of the Province of Alberta, being Chapter 32 of the Statutes enacted in

the year 1923, and entitled "An Act to impose a tax upon Minerals." Presented
June 10, 1924. Mr. Coote Not printed.

180. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General of the 19th March.
1924, for a copy of all correspondence, petitions, protests, letters, resolutions and
other documents exchanged between the Government and any person or persons or
organizations, or Provincial Governments or other public bodies in Canada, Protest-

ing against the illegal Diversion of the Waters of the Great Lakes by the Chicago
Drainage Commission and of any and all correspondence with the Government of
the United States, the Joint International Commission or others on the subject.
Presented May 5, 1924. Mr. Church.

Printed for di-ftribution to Senators and Members and Sessional Papers.

181. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th April, 1924, for a copy of all subsidy
contracts between the Government and any or all contractors for steamship service

between Pictou, Souris, Prince Edward Island and Magdalen Islands, during the
years 1910 to 1921. Prtsented May 5, 1924. Hon. Mr. Stevens Not printed.

181a. Return to an Order of the Houi-e of the 7th April, 1924, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, telegram*, letters and other documents, since the 1st of January, 1922, passing
between the Honourable Minister of Trade and Commerce, or any other Minister
of the Government, or any Official of the Department of Trade and Commerce,
and the Magdalen Island Transport Limited, William Fraser of Pictou, the Lovat
Steamship Company. Limited, the Eastern Securities Company, Limited, of Hali-
fax; Messrs. Bow, McLaughlin and Company, Limited, of Paisley, Scotland, having
reference to a steamship service subsidy between Pictou, Souris, Prince Edward
Island and Magdalen Islands; also copy of alleged contract between said William
Fraser and the Government covering a subsidy of $50,000 payable annually for

ten years. Presented May 15, 1924. Hon. Mr. Stevens Not printed.

182. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th April, 1924. for a copy of all correspond-
ence exchanged between the Minister of Marine and Fisheries, the Government of

Canada, the Civil Service Commission and all other persons since the first day of

January, 1923. on the subject of the dismissal of Mr. Lcmehn, lighthouse-keeper at

St. Francois, He d'Orleans. and the nomination of a new lighthouse-keeper. Pre-
sented May 5, 1924. Mr. Doucet Not printed.

183. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th May, 1924, for a Return showing: 1.

How many appointments have been made by the Civil Serv'ice Commission, inside

and outside, in the j'car 1922. 2. How many of such appointments were made in

1923. 3. How many of such appointments have been made in 1924. 4. How many
increases in salary (outside of statutory increases) have been made in the Civil

Service, inside and outside, since December 29. 1922. 5. How many requisitions

have been made to the Civil. Ser\Tce Commission for new appointments to the

Civil Service since December 29. 1922. 6. Of these requisitions, how many have
been made in the months of January and February, 1924. 7. The total amount in

annual salary of the new appointments to the Civil Service since December 29,

1922. Presented Mav 5, 1924. Mr. Sutherland Not printed.
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184. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 192-1, for a Return showing: 1.

Total number of employees on pay or allowance connected with the Department
of Agriculture on January 1 of each of the years from and mcluding the year 1914

to the year 1924. 2. Amounts paid out or due in pay or allowance to said employees
and the dates and years as above. Presented May 6, 1934. Mr. Sutherland.

Not printed.

184a. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May, 1924, for a Return showing: 1.

Total number of employees, and the total Salaries paid such employees on January
1, 1922, and also January 1, 1924, in the following branches of the Department of

Agriculture, giving the total number employees and salaries for each branch, re.'pect-

ively, (a) Civil Government both Permanent and Temporarj-; (fa) Agricultural

Instruction; (c) Entomology; (d) Dairy General; (e) Cow Testing; (/) Finch
Creamery; (f/) Extension of Markets; (/i) Destructive Insect and Pest; (i) Pro-
duction and Sale of Tobacco; (;') Fruit Industry; (k) Contagious Diseases; (/)

Meat and Canned Food Division; (m) Live Stock Industry; (n) Seed Control. 2.

Whether there has been one or more new branches added to Department of Agri-

culture since January 1, 1922. 3. If so, names of same, and number of employees
in each branch or branches so established in detail same as Question No. 1. Pre-

sented May 21, 1924. Mr. Sutherland Not printed.

185. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General of the 9th April,

1924, for a copy of all correspondence, telegrams, writings, or other documents,
passing between the Department of External Affairs and the British Government
_with respect to the naval base at Singapore. Presented May 6, 1924. Rt. Hon. Mr.
' Meighen Not printed.

186. Return to an Order of the House of the 21st February, 1923, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, reports, papers, and other documents relating to the overcharging of

immigrants for supplies at the port of Quebec. Presented May 7, 1924. Mr.
Charters Not printed.

187. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th April, 1934, for a Return showing: 1.

Why the Woodward elevator at Vancouver was taken over by the Vancouver Har-
bour Commission. 2. Whether the said elevator has been leased to other parties.

If so, what the names and addresses are of the lessees and on what terms the said

elevator was leased by the Vancouver Harbour Commission to the said parties,

and to what uses the said lessees propose to put the said elevator. 3. W'hether the

Government has sanctioned the leasing of this elevator. 4. Whether the Govern-
ment has furnished moneys to the Harbour Commission for the acquisition of this

elevator, or whether the Government has consented that any moneys advanced

to the Vancouver Harbour Commission should be used for this purpose, or for

completion and equipment of said elevator. 5. If it was advisable, either in the

interest of the Grain traffic or the port of Vancouver, to acquire this elevator, why
it is not to be operated by the Vancouver Harbour Commission. Presented May
7, 1924. Mr. Coote Not printed.

187a. Return to an Order of the House of the 28th April, 1924, for a copy of all correspond-

ence, telegrams, agreements, leases, or other documents, passing between the Van-
couver Harbour Commission or the Federal Govrmmcnt. and any other parties

in connection with the purchase and lease of the Woodward Elevator at Vancouver.

Presented June 23, 1924. Mr. Gardiner Not printed.

188. Return to an Order of the House of the 2Sth April, 1924, for a copy of all correspond-

ence, telegrams, and other documents, passing to and from the Department of

Marine and Fisheries with regard to the dismissal of Daniel S. McLean from the

position of lijhthouse-keeper at Darby Point (Piper Cove) in the province of Nova
Scotia, and if an investigation was held a copy of the evidence given and the

investigator's report. Presented May 7, 1924. Mr. Simpson Not printed.

189. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd April, 1924. for a copy of all correspond-

ence between Dr. R. A. McGibbon. Superintendent of Soldiers' Civil Re-establish-

ment hospital at St. Annes, and any member of the Government, or between any

member of the Government and any other party, with regard to the retirement of

said Dr. MoGibbon from his position as Superintendent, together with the reasons

for such retirement. Presented May 7, 1924. Hon. Mr. Manion Not printed.
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190. Return to an Order of the Senate, dated April 4, 1924, for a Return showing; Copies
of all regulations and recommendations made by the Civil Service Commission
during 1919 and since that year, dealing with the hours of work in the Civil Ser-
vice at Ottawa. And of all Orders in Council in reference to such regulations or
recommendations, and of all correspondence between the Government and the Civil
Service Commission in relation to such regulations and recommendations. Presented
May 7, 1924. Hon. Mr. Tanner !^ot printed.

191. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1924, for a return giving a copy
of all correspondence, memoranda and other documents relating to the closing of
the Post Office at Belleisle Creek, King's County, and the opening of a new Post.
Office in its stead; and including all information in the possession of the Depart-
ment as to the cost occasioned thereby; also for copy of all correspondence, tenders
and other documents in connection with Rural Routes numbers one, two and three,
in relation to the closing of the old Post Office and the opening of the new; and of
all correspondence and other records in connection with the appointment of a Post-
master at Belleisle Creek. Presented May 8, 1924. Mr. Jones Not printed.

192. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th April, 1924, for a return showing the
total amount collected under the Business Profits tax in the various provinces during
each of the years since the tax was introduced. Presented May 8, 1924. Mr. Wil-
son Xot printed.

193. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General, of the 14th April,
1924, for a copy of all correspondence and other documents between the Dominion
Government and the Government of Nova Scotia in respect to construction of the
Port Joli-Sable Island Road, Nova Scotia, and federal aid thereto; also copies
of estimates, engineers' reports, applications for federal aid, vouchers and other
documents relating to said matters. Presented May 8, 1924. Mr. Black (Halifax).

Not printed.

194. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th April, 1924, for a return showing (a) the
total amount of income tax collected in each province during each year since the
tax has been collected, and (6) the total amount of income tax paid by farmers in
each of the provinces during these years. Presented May 8, 1924. Mr. Wilson.

Not printed.

193. Return to an Order of the Senate, dated April 30, 1934, for a report showing the
quantity and value of alcoholic beverages imported per month in each province
of the Dominion, during the period extending from January 1, 1923, to March 1,

1924, distinguishing between: (a) Liquors, (6) Wines, (c) Drugs, and indicating
the alcoholic percentages of each category and the countries from which they come,
respectively. Presented May 8, 1924. Hon. Mr. Beaubien Not printed.

196. Return to an Order of the House of the 28th April, 1924, for a copy of all corre-
spondence, documents and engineers' reports relating to the purchase, sale or expro-
priation of the wharf of St. Placide, in the countv of Two Mountains. Presented
May 9, 1924. Mr. Ethier Not printed.

197. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th May. 1924, for a return showing all

financial statements made by E. A. Field, Land Commissioner, Canadian National
Railway Company, Land Department. Winnipeg, Manitoba, in reference to land
sales for the years 1922 and 1923, showing the amount of cash received and dis-
bursed and showing all expenses, with a list of employees' salaries, expenses, com-
missions paid, rentals and net profit or loss. Presented May 9, 1924. Mr. Hanson.

Not printed.

198. Return to an Order of the House of the 2Sth April, 1924, for a copy of all reports,
statements, notices, telegrams and other documents in the possession of the Depart-
ment of Railways, relating to the request for the granting and the payment of a
double subsidy in money, in connection with the construction of the Can.ada and
Gulf Terminal Railway Company, formerly known as the Matane and Gaspe Rail-
way, during the years from 1900 to 1912, inclusive. Presented May 9. 1924. Mr.
Gauvreau Not printed.
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199. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General, of the 14lh April,

1924, for a copy of all correspondence between the Dominion Government and the
Government of Nova Scotia in respect to construction of the St. Miir!;;iret'6 Bay
Road, Nova Scotia, and federal aid thereto; also copies of estimates, engineers'

reports, applications for federal aid, vouchers and other documents relating to said
matters. Presented May 9, 1924. Mr. Black (Halifax) Not printed.

200. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General, of the 28th April,

1924, for a copy of all correspondence, letters, telegrams, writings, or other docu-
ments, exchanged between the Department of the Attorney General of the Prov-
ince of Quebec and the Department of Justice concerning the fees payable to

official sequestrators. Presented May 9, 1924. Mr. Ryckman Not pnnlid.

201. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th April, 1924, for a copy of all corre-
spondence, petitions, telegrams and other documents relating to certain repre-
sentations made to the Department of Marine and Fisheries for the granting of a
fall season to the lobster fishermen in the County of Gloucester, during the Dsliing

season of 1923. Presented May 9, 1924. Mr. Robichaud Not pnnled.

202. Copj- of directions given to the Warden of St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiarv' sus-

pending the sentence of the lash to Raoul Beauchamp, convict; also copy of

Memorandum from the Deputy Minister of Justice respecting appeals against
sentences giving the lash, and removal to the penitentiary pending appeal against
conviction. Presented May 9, 1924 Not printed.

203. Report of the Royal Commission on Pensions and Re-establishment—Second
Interim Report on Second Part of Investigation (certain questions relating to pen-
sions, medical treatment and re-establishment needs of Canadian ex-service men
and their dependents). Presented May 12, 1924.

Printed for distribution to Senators and Members and Sessional Papers.

203fi. Report of the Royal Commission on Pensions and Re-establishment—Final Report
on Second Part of Investigation (Report No. 4). Presented July 18, 1924.

Printed jor distribution to Senators and Members and Sessional Papers.

204-. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th April, 1924, for a copy of all corre-

spondence exchanged between any members of the Government and Members
of Parliament, engineers, or representatives of Government, or other party or

parties during the years 1921, 1922 and 1923, in relation to the wharf, piers and
warehouse at Moser's River, Halifax County, Nova Scotia (Necum Teuch). Pre-

sented May 12, 1924. Mr. Black (Halifax) Not printed.

203, 203a. Return and supplementary return to an Address to His Excellency the Gov-
ernor General of the 19th March, 1924, for a copy of all correspondence exchanged

between the Department of Marino and Fisheries and J. Bte. Levesque of Trois

Pistoles, Quebec, during the year 1923, and also correspondence between the

Government and any Department of the Government of Quebec with respect

to the said Levesque. Presented May 13, and July 19, 1924. Mr. Doucet.
Not printed.

206. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th March, 1924, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, telegrams, engineering reports, estimates of cost and other documrntd

in connection with the proposed public wharf at Buctouche Bay, Kent County,

New Brunswick. Presented May 13, 1924. Mr. Doucet Not pnnttd.

20". Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May, 1924, for a Return showing:

1. Medical Advisers of the Pension Board. 2. War Record of each. 3. Medical

Advisers of the Federal Appeal Board. 4. War Record of each. 5. Special

Training of the Neurologists of the Board. Presented May 14, 1924. Mr. Rots
(ICingston) Not printed.

208. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th March, 1924, for a copy of all corre-

-ipondence, letters, telegrams and other documents to and from the Department of

Marine and Fisheries relating to the extension of Smelt Fishing in New Brunswick
during the season 1923-24. Presented May 14, 1924. Mr. Doucet Not printed.
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209. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th April, 1924, for a Return showing:
1. At whose request the Order in Council No. P.O. 2263, published in The Canada
Gazette of January 12, page 2348, was passed. 2. Quantities of military clothing

sold by the Government durinj; the years 1917 to 1923, inclusive. 3. To whom
this material was sold. Presented May 15, 1924. Mr. Thurston.. A''ot prmtbd.

210. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th April, 1924, for a return showing -•

list of the properties purchased by or for the Militia Department during the

years 1914 to 1921 inclusive, showing in each case from whom purchased, location,

price, and for what purpose; also a list of any of these properties which have been
sold, showing the price received for same. Also showing revenue received from
any of the above properties, the amount in each case and from whom received.

Presented May 15, 1924. Mr. Thurston Not printed.

211. 211a. Partial Return and Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the

7th April, 1924, for a copy of all contracts and agreements entered into by the

Canadian Government or any Department thereof with the American Bank Note
Company, Limited, now the Canadian Bank Note Company, Limited, carrying

on business in the city of Ottawa. Presented May 15 and 21, 1924. Mr. Irvine.

Not printed.

212. Copy of letter of Walter G. Mitchell, Esq., to the Right Honourable the Prime
Minister, in respect to his resignation as member of Parliament, and the letter

of the Prime Minister in acknowledgment thereof. Presented May 19, 1924.

Not printed.

213. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th March, 1924, for a return of any
and all reports of the Commissioner of Immigration to the Minister, upon the
operation of the contract system for feeding immigrants at the Port of Quebec,
and also all reports and correspondence with reference to the way in which that
system is functioning at that port; and also all reports and correspondence in

connection with the adoption of the contract system at the Port of Sti. John,
New Brunswick, and in connection with the substitution of the system of Govern-
ment supply for the contract system at the latter place. Presented May 19, 1924.

Hon. Mr. Ba.xter Not printed.

214. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th April, 1924, for a return showing (a)

the value of the production in Canada for the latest year for which returns are
available of wheat, meat, butter, eggs, milk, hay, cheese, fruit, maple syrup, oato,

barley, potatoes and other vegetables: (fa) the estimated value of these products con-
sumed at home during the same year, and (c) the value of these products exported
during the same year. Presented May 19, 1924. Mr. Stansell Not printed.

215. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May, 1924, for a Return showing: 1.

Amount appropriated by the Government for the Hector celebration at Pictou, Nova
Scotia, during the summer of 1923. 2. Extra amount, if any, appropriated for

this celebration by the Department of National Defence. 3. Whether the Govern-
ment has received a statement of the expenditure of this money. 4. If so, for wnal
the money was used. Presented May 19, 1924. Mr. Black (Halifax).. .A'oi printed.

215a. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May, 1924, for a return showing the
detailed expenditure of the money voted by Parliament of Canada at the last ses-
sion for the Hector celebration at Pictou, Nova Scotia. Presented May 19, 1924.
Mr. Doucet Not printed.

216. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st March, 1924, for a return showing
properties rented for Governmental purposes in Ottawa and date when rented
and date of expiry of lease, if any, giving floor space and annual rental in each
case; also statement of vacant properties owned by the Government in Ottawa
showing ground area, purchase price and annual carrj-ing charge including taxes
in each case. Presented May 20, 1924. Hon. Mr. Stevens Not printed.

217. Return to an Order of the House of the 27th March, 1924, for a Return showing:
1. What breweries have been operating in Manitoba within the period 1915-1924.
2. What requirements, if any, as to plant, capacity, etc., and what undertakings,
if any, as to continuity of operation, observance of law, etc., are made of those
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securing brewer's licenses. 3. What fees are required to be paid for a brewer's
license. 4. What additional brewer's licenses, if any, have been issued for Mani-
toba since July, 1923. 5. What inspection or supervision, if any, is made from
year to year of brewer's plant or operation. 6. What quantities of beer were
manufactured by each of the brewers in Manitoba in the years 1915, 1916, 1917,

191S, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923. and what taxes were paid by each in respect
of these quantities. 7. What brewers, if any, in Manitoba were convicted of infrac-

tions of the law during the calendar years 1922 and 1923. 8. How many con-
victioru* for having or operatinK illicit stills occurred in Manitoba in each of the
years 1913, 1914, 1915, 1916, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922 and 1923. Presented
May 20, 1924. Mr. Ward Xot pnnled.

218. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th April, 1924, for a return showing
the number of importations to which the Dumping Clause of the tariff has been
applied during the fiscal year 1923-24, the class of goods to which it has been
applied, the reasons therefor and the amount of duty collected. Presented May
20, 1924. Mr. Evans Printed jor distribution to Senators and Members.

219. Return to an Order of the Senate dated May 9, 1924, for a Return to include copies
of orders and letters of instruction authorizing J. C. Watters. during tne present
year, to make a survey of Industrial conditions in the coal mining districts of Nova
Scotia, and other documents relating to such appointment showing the purpose
and scope of investigation and survey to be made by him and the places in Nova
Scotia in which he is to make the survey. Presented May 20, 1924. Hon. Mr.
Tanner Xot printed.

220. Return to an Order of the Senate dated May 1, 1924, for a return to include copies
of Pay-Sheets, Vouchers and Correspondence, relating to expenditures on a Brcas-
water at Port La Tour, Shelbume Countv, Nova Scotia, during the calendar
year 1923. Presented May 20, 1924. Hon. Mr. Tanner .\ol printed.

221. 221a. Returns to an order of the Senate dated April 3, 1924, for copies of all corre-
spondence and other statements received by the Government of Canada, or any
member of such Government, during 1923 and since from or on behalf of the Gov-
ernment of Nova Scotia in regard to transportation, commercial, economic and other
public matters of interest to the said province, including anj- requests for investiga-

tion of the matters relating to said interests and also all correspondence and other
statements by the Government of Canada, or any member thereof in re,*pon.se to

such representations and requests. Presented May 20 and July 3, 1924. Hon. Mr.
Tanner Xot printed.

222. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General of the 24th March,
1924, for a return showing a copy of all Orders in Council or other .authoritative

orders or rules affecting the Sales Tax or making exemptions or rebates since the
passing of the Sales Tax amendments to the War Revenue Act of last session.

Presented May 21, 1924. Hon. Mr. Stevens.

Printed for distribution to Senators and Members.

223. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th March, 1924, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, telegrams, letters and other documents, exchanged between .any Member
of the Government and any Member of Parliament or other person with regard to

the appointment of Richard Fordham as Junior Clerk-Stenographer in the Customs
Department at Prince .Albert, Saskatchewan, together with a copy of advertisements
showing this position to ho vacant by the Civil Service Commission ; also a return

showing date such advertisement was issued; date position was filled; number of

applicants examined and all other details regarding said appointment. Presented

May 21, 1924. Hon. Mr. Manion Xot printed.

224-. Return to an Onler of the House of the 24th March, 1924, for a return showing all

moneys paid to newspapers in Canada for printing and advertising since January

1, 1923, showing the names of the companies and the amounts paid each newspaper

or newspaper company. Presented May 21, 1924. Mr. McQuarrie .Vo( printed.

223. Return to an Order of the House of the IDth April, 1924, for a Return showing; 1.

How many passenger automobiles have been purchased b.v the Government in ench

of the years 1922, 1923, 1924. 2. What make of car was purchased and the cost in
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each case. 3. How many are kept in the city of Ottawa. 4. What was the C08t

of uplceep in 1923 of such cars in the city of Ottawa. 5. What was the cost of
upkeep in 1923 of such cars outride the city of Ottawa.

Return to an Order of the House of the 10th April, 1924, for a Return showing:
1. How many motor cars have been purchased by the Government for the use of
Ministers since January 1, 1922. 2. What are their makes and models, and what was
the rost of each car. 3. Who enjoys the sole use of each of these cars. 4. From
whom were tlie.'ie cars purchased. 5. How many cars bought prior to January 1,

1922. are still in use. and by whom in each case. 6. Whether new cars were pur-
chased within the period mentioned, what disposal was made of old cars, and what
they brought in each case when sold.

Return to an Order of the House of the 10th April, 1924, for a Return showing: 1.

What amount the Government spent in the purchase of automobiles for use of the
different Departments, at Ottawa, for the years 1915. 1916. 1917. 1918, 1919, 1920,

1921, respectively. 2. To what Departments these automobiles were assigned during
said years. 3. The cost to Canada during the said respective years for (a) the wages
of chauffeurs for said Departmental automobiles; (6) the uniforms and gloves of

chauffeurs; (c) the upkeep and repairs of said automobiles; (d) the purchase of

gasoline, oil, tires, etc. 4. Whether the automobile service gave satisfaction to those
u?ing them. Presented May 21, 1924. Messrs. Maybee, Chaplin, Benoit.

Not printed.

226. 226n. Return and Supplcmentarj- return to an Order of the House of the 12th May,
1924, for a copy of all letters, telegrams and other documents, passing between the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, or any olEcial of the Department of Marine and
Fisheries, including Inspector Halliday of New Westminster and the Member for

Chilliwack and Member for Skoena. or any other Member of the Dominion House,
relating to the removal of the fisheries office from Vancouver, or the position of
tlip Chief Inspector of Fisheries in British Columbia. Presented May 21 and Julv
14, 1924. Hon. Mr. Stevens Not printed.

227. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General of the 5th May, 1924,

for a copy of an Order in Council or orders or regulations of the Minister of Cus-
toms affecting valuations for the purpose of assessing dumping duty. Presented
May 21, 1924. Mr. Boys Printed for distribution to Senators and Member,?.

227a. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th April, 1924, for a copy of all regulations
made by the Minister of Customs under S.S. 5, Sec. 6, Chapter 11, Statutes of
Canada, 1907, An Act to amend the Customs Act. Presented May 21, 1924. Mr.
Coote Printed for distribution to Senators and Member.^.

228. Return to .an Order of the Senate dated May 9, 1924, for a Return showing: Copy
of the log book of the SS. Sheha, from .\ugust 5. 1914. to August 19. 1914, on her
trip from Hahfax to Port Kelson. Presented May 21, 1924. Hon. Mr. Casgrain.

Not printed.

229. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th May. 1924. for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams, documents and correspondence since Januarj- 1, 1923, between the Post-
master General, any official of the Post Office Department, any other Minister or
official of the Government and other persons concerning the carrying of His
Majesty's mail between Whitehor-'e and Dawson, Yukon Territorv. for the winter
of 192.3-1924 and for the winter of 1924-1925. Presented May 23."l924. Mr. Black
(Yukon) Not printed.

230. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May, 1924, for a copy of petition for-

warded to the Minister of Justice on behalf of one. C. W. Monk, convicted in Janu-
ary. 1923, for illicit dealing in narcotic drugs. Presented May 23, 1924. Hon. Mr.
Stevens Not printed.

231. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May, 1924, for a Return showing: 1.

Number of employees at the Dorchester penitentiar>-. Xew Brunswick. 2. How
many of these are French-Acadians. 3. How many of the latter are in superior

positions. Presented May 23. 1924. Mr. Doucet Not printed.

232. Telegrams exchanged between the British and Canadian Governments in connection
with the Lausanne Conference and Treaty. Presented May 26, 1924.

Printed for diilribution to Senntors and Members and Sessional Papers.
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233. Return to an Order of the House of the 12ih May, 1924, lor a copy of all letters,

telegrams and other documents, passing between the Minister of Justice, Deputy
Minister of Justice or any official of the Department of Justice, or Prime Minister
or any official in the Office of the Prime Minister, and M. A. Macdonald, K.C.,

W. W. B. Mclnues, regarding the appointment of a Commissioner to inquire into

alleged improper handling of drugs by the Koyal Canadian Mounted Police in

British Columbia. Presented May 26, 1924. Hon. Mr. Stevens Xot printed.

233a. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General of the 12th May, 1924,

for a copy of all letters, telegrams and other documents passing between the Min-
ister of Justice and Attorney General of British Columbia, or any member of the

Government of British Columbia, and any member or official of the Dominion
Government, having reference to certain charges made agaicst the officers of the

Royal Canadian Mounted Police and investigated by Commissioner Smith, and also

a copy of the report of the said Commission. Presented June 4, 1924. Hon. Mr.
Stevens Xot printed.

234. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th April, 1924, for a copy of all reports,

letters, telegrams and other documents, during the year 1917, from the resident

engineer or any of his sta£F located at Fort Nelson to the Chief Engineer of the

Department of Railways and Canals, or the Deputy Minister or the Minister or
any official of the said department, having reference to the Hudson Bay Railway
route and grain or other harbour facilities. Presented May 27, 1924. Hon. Mr.
Stevens Printed for distribution to Senators and Members.

234<2. Copies of Engineers' Reports and Correspondence in the Department of Railways
and Canals concerning the Hudson Bay Railway route. Presented June 9, 1924.

Printed for distribution to Seruitors and Members.

235. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th April, 1924, for a Return show,ng:
1. Number of automobiles now under seizure by the Department of Customs. 2.

Number of automobiles smuggled on the Canadian Border seized by the Depart-
ment of Customs and now in possession of said department. 3. How many of

tlicse automobiles have been claimed by Insurance Companies on the ground
that they have been stolen before they cross the border. 4. Why the department is

refusing to deliver such automobiles to the owners after positive proofs of ownei-
ship have been made. 5. Whether there is any arrangement between the Canadian
and American Governments regarding the recover>' of said automobiles. 6. If so,

what such arrangement is and when it was made. Presented May 27, 1924. Mr.
Archambault Xot pnntca.

236. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th April, 1924, for a Return showing:
1. Whether the Government has through the Department of National Detente
given a contract for the supply of rifle sights or bases to McKay & Eraser LimiteJ
of New Glasgow, Nova Scotia. 2. If so, how many rifle sights or bases and at

what price. 3. Whether tenders were asked before contract was awarded. 4.

Whether the department contemplates further orders for rifle sights or bases or
does this order cover the present requirements of the department. 5. Whether
these rifle sights or bases are adapted for use in target practice or for active mili-
tary service. 6. What officer of the Department of National Defence recom-
mended the purchase of said rifle sights and bases. Presented May 27, 1924. Mr.
Arthurs Xot printed.

237. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th May, 1924, for a copy of all paper?,
reports, valuations, letters, receipts, vouchers and any other documents relating to the
different transfers of the Scribe Hotel. Paris, France, and its purchase, including
copies of instructions given to the Deputy Minister of Railwaj-s and his reports to
the Minister; also a return of all letters, papers, reports, estimates and other
documents relating to the renovation and repair of the said Hotel. Presented
May 28, 1924. Sir Henry Drayton Xot printed.

238. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th May, 1924, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, telegrams, leases or other documents exchanged between the Govern-
ment or any member thereof, and any other parties in any w.ay relating to a lease

which has recently been given on Pcigan Indian Reser\-es to the Hon. Mr. McLean.
Presented May 2i8, 1924. Mr. Coote. Xot printed.
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239. Return to an Order of tiie Hou-'^f of llie 2()th March, 1924, for a copy of all coire-

spondence, telcgram^^, letters and other documents relating to, forming the basis

of, or the justification for the statements of Honourable E. M. Macdonald in

North Sydney on the 28th day of July, 1923, in which a&surance was given of

certain reductions of freight rates for the Maritime Provinces by the Canadian

National Railway Board.. Presented May 28, 1924. Rt. Hon. Mr. Meighcn.
Not pnnled.

240. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th April, 1924^ for a copy of the evidence

taken by Mr. Henry at the inquiry held during the year 1923, regarding the

management of the workshoi)s of St. Malo, in the city of Quebec; also for a

copy of the report made and pre.<cnted by the commissioner in charge of the

inquiry. Presented May 30, 1924. Mr. Parent A'of printed.

241. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th May, 1924, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, letters and other documents, received by or sent from the Post Office

Department or any other Department of the Government with regard to the dis

missal of .\braham Noonan as Postmaster at Albany, Prince Edward Island. If

an investigation was held, a copy of the evidence and the inve.stigator's report.

Presented May 30, 1924. Mr. Chaplin Not printed.

242. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th May, 1924, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, telegrams and other documents exchanged between the Post Office

Department, the Civil Service Commission and all other persons since January
1st, 1921, to date, on the dismissal of the postmaster at St. Gedeon Station,

Quebec, and the nomination of a new postmaster. Also copies of the investigation

that was held, and of the report of the investigators, as well as copies of appl'-

cations made to the Civil Service Commission for the said post mastership, and
all petitions and certificates given in favour of or against any of the applicanld.

Presented May 30, 1924. Mr. Doucet Not printed.

243. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th Maj', 1924, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, telegrams, and other documents, exchanged between the Minister ol

Public Works, or any official of his department, and StafTord R. Rudd and Com-
pany, and the Chairman of the Liberal Committee of .\rnprior and others. Pre-
sented June 3, 1924. Hon. Mr. Steven.s Not printed.

2-14. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd June, 1924, for a Return showiag:
1. The number of persons other than medical men employed in and about the unit

of the Department of Soldiers Civil Re-establishment located at St. John, New
Brunswick. 2. Their names and rank, and the paj- and allowances of each. 3.

The gross cost of such salaries and allowances. 4. The total cost for all services

and expenses of such unit during the last fiscal j'ear. Presented June 4, 1924.

Mr. Hanson Not printed.

245. Return to an Address to His E.xcellency the Governor General, of the 16th April, 1924,

for a copy of all letters, telegrams, correspondence and other documents, in the pos-
session of the Government or any Department of the Government, between the
Government and the Government of Saskatchewan on the question of Licenses for

Export Liquor Houses. Presented June 4, 1924. Mr. Morrison Not printed.

246. Return to an Order of the House of the 28th April. 1924. for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams and correspondence during 1923 and 1924 in the possession of the Govern-
ment or any department thereof regarding the appointment of a Postmaster at

Wainwright, Alberta. Presented June 4, 1924. Mr. Spencer Not printed.

247. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May, 1924, for a Return showing:
1. Whether the Dominion Public Building at Arnprior was repaired during the year
1923. 2. If so. by whom work was performed: (a) repairs to foundations; (6)
painting, plastering, decorating, etc. 3. If tenders were called for, whether it was
by public adverti.sement and if so. in what papers the advertisements appeared.
4. What tenders were received and from whom, and to whom the contract was
granted. 5. Whether the said building w:is rewired and whether the contractor
E.ive a sub-contract for this work. 6. Whether the usual inspector was appointed
by the Public Works Department in connection with this work and if so. whom.
Presented June 4, 1924. Hon. Mr. Stevens Not printed.
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248. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th June, 1924, for a Return showing:
1. What contracts have been let by the Vancouver Harbour Commissioners for

harbour improvements since Januarj- 1. 1922. 2. To whom such contracts have
been let. 3. The nature of the work, and the amount of contract in each case.

4. Whether such contracts were let by public tender. 5. Who tendered in each
case and the amount of each tender. 6. Whether call for tenders was advertised
in the pres.s, and if so, in what papers and for what periods said advertisements
appeared. Presenteji June 5, 1924. Mr. Black (Yukon) Not printed.

249. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th April, 1924, for a return showing a list

of all publications, blue books, reports, etc., issued in 1923 by each department
of the Government or otherwise, at the expense of the countr>', stating in respect

of each publication, (a) title; (6) whether single issue or issued weekly, monthly
or at what other periods; (c) approximate circulation; (d) the subject or sub-^
jects covered, unless same clearly indicated by title; (c) approximate annual
cost of printing and paper. Presented June 6, 1924. Mr. Charters Xol printtd.

250. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th April. 1924, for a Return showing:
1. How many appointments in the Civil Service have been exempted from the
power of appointment by the Civil Service Commission since January 1, 1922. 2.

Ho\y many of the appointments referred to in paragraph 1 are under the juris-

diction of the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment. 3. What propor-
tion of the appointments made by departments other than Soldiers' Civil Re-
establishment have been awarded to returned soldiers. 4. What proportion of the
appointments made by the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment have
been awarded to returned soldiers.. Presented June 6, 1924. Mr. Clark.

Not '

251. Copy of Treaty for the .suppression of smuggling operations along the lntt.i.jtional
Boundarj- between the Dominion of Canada and the United States of AmerJca,
and assisting in the arrest and prosecution of persons violating the narcotic laws of

either government and for kindred purix)ses. Presented June 9, 1924.

Printed jor dixtribiilion to Seimtors and Members and Sessional Papers.

252. Copy of Order in Council, P.C. 962, dated June 9, 1924, approving changes in com-
pen.<atJon paid the employees of various branches of the Post Office Department.
Presented June 9, 1924 Not printed.

252a. Correspondence between the Audit Board, The Civil Service Commission and the
Prime Minister respecting the revision of salaries of postal employees. Presented
June 11, 1924 Not printed.

252b. Correspondence between the Civil Service Commission. His Excellency the Governor
General in Council, the Post Office Department., and the Board of .\udit respecting

salary revision in the Postal Service. Presented June 12^ 1924 Not printed.

252c. Further correspondence between the Ci\il Ser\-ice Commission and the Post Offii-e

Department respecting revision of salaries of Postal Employees. Presented June 16,

1924 Not printed.

253. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th May, 1924, for a Return showing.

1. The amount that has been received by the Enemy Property Custodian from

the nationals of (a) Germany; (6) Au9tria-Hungar>'; (c) Other enemy countries

either by disposiil of property and investments in Canada or in other ways. 2. The
amount that has been received from Canadian citizens on account of indebtedness

to enemy nationals. 3. The amount that has been paid out of the fund so estab-

lished. 4. To whom payments have born made and the amount of each payment

5. The amount now held under the control of the custodian. Presented June 10,

1924. Hon. Mr. Manion Not printed.

254. Return to an Order of the Senate dated May 8. 1924, for a return giving copy of all

correspondence wnth the Department of Marine respecting an inquin- under the

Shipping Act into an alleged casu.alty to the Canadian Government Merchant

Marine steamer Canadian Farmer, together with the evidence taken at said inquiry

and the findings. Presented Jime 10. 1924. Hon. Mr. Taylor Not printed.
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235, 255<i. Rrliira and supplementary Return to an Order of the Senate dated June 6,
1924, for a coi)y of the inquiry mide by Mr. Temple, K.C., on employees of the
Canadian Merchant Marine and of his report on same, now in the handi of the
Honourable Minister of Railways and Canals. Presmjid June 10 an-i 12, 1924.

Hon. Mr. Beique Not printed.

256. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th May, 1924, for a copy of the' contracts
between Vancouver Harbour Commissioners and the Pacific Construction Company,
with respect to: (a) Reconditioning of Elevator Number 1; (6) Annex to Elevator
Number 1; (c) Construction of Elevator Number 2; (d) Completion of Elevator
Number 3, otherniise known as the Woodward Elevator. Also particulars of the
contract between the Harbour Commissioners and any Company with respect to the
leasing of the Number 3, or Woodward Elevator. Presented June 11; 1924. Mr.
Spencer Not printed.

257. Return to an Order of the Senate dated May 20, 1924, for a Return showing: Copy of all

petitions, letters, telegrams, or other papers in the possc,s.-;icn of the Public Works
Department, or Marine and Fisheries Department, having reference to the removal
of a lobster factory built by Mward McPherson, a portion of which is at the present
time on the Government Wharf at Cape Traverse, Prince County, P.EJ., and if the
Government has ordered the removal of the aforesaid building from the Govern-
ment property. Presented June 11. 1924. Hon. Mr. Murphy A^ot printed.

258. Return to an Order of the Senate dated May 29, 1924, for a Return showing: A list

of the more important articles imported from Great Britain in Canada during the
fiscal year 1923, which received the benefit of the preferential tariff. 1. What was

., the value thereof. 2. What was the amount of duty collected thereon. 3. What
would the amount of duty have been on the same articles if there had been no

'"'"'preference duty allowed, or if the general duty had been applied. 4. .'^l.so a list of

the articles upon which the preferential tariff has been increased or reduced, directly

or indirectly, by the Budget of this year. Presented June 11, 1924. Hon. Mr.
Webster (Stadacona) Not printed.

259. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd June, 1924, for a copv of all letters,

telegrams, memorandum, agreement and all other documents relative to the pur-

chase of the Daly Building in the City of Ottawa from the H. J. Daly Company in

the year 1921, together with copies of the Order in Council dated the 31st of

August, 1921, and the Deed dated September, 1921. Presented June 12, 1924. Mr.
Parent Not printed.

260. 260a. Return and supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 28th May,
1924. for a copy of all correspondence and other documents exchanged between the

Postmaster General or the Government of Canada, the Civil Service Commi^on
and all other persons since January 1st. 1922. t« date on the .subject of the dismissal

of Willie Juneau, postmaster at La Tuque. Quebec, and the appointment of a new
postmaster. Also a copy of the findings and reports of the investigation that was

held on the said Willie Juneau. Presented June 16 and July IS. 1924. Mr. Doucet.
Not printed.

261. Copy of Treaty of Commerce and Navigation between the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland and Finland signed at Helaingfors the 14th day of

December, 1923. Presented June 17, 1924 Presented in printed jorm.

262. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th June, 1924, for a copy of all letters.

telegrams and other documents passing between J. A. Schryburt, or Schreibert, and

the Prime Minister or other members of the Government, relative to the Hoppe
Coal leases. Presented June 17, 1924. Mr. Kennedy (Edmonton) Not printed.

262a. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd June, 1924, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams and other documents pa.=sing between J. A. Schryburt and the Prime
Minister or other members of the Government relative to the Isenberg Leases.

Presented July 4. 1924. Mr. Kennedy (Edmonton) Not printed.

263. Return to an Order of the Senate dated June 5, 1924, for a Return showing in each

of the Provinces of the Dominion, what is: 1. The nnmicipal land evaluation.

2. Farm land evaluation. 3. Evaluation of industries. 4. Municipal land evaluation

of towns. 5. (a) Factories separate,- '(6) Factories included. 6. The number of
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farmers in each province. 7. The number of manufacturers in each province. 8. The
evaluation of villages not included an farms or industries. Presented June 17, 1924.

Hon. Mr. Boyer Not printed.

264. Return to an Order of the Senate dated May 29, 1924, for a Reluni showing: 1. A list

of articles exported from Canada to Great Britain coming under the preference of

the McKenna duties. 2. The value of such articles so exj>orted. 3. What was the

rate of preference duties thereon. Presented June 17, 1924. Hon. Mr. Wcb^^ter
(Stadacona) Not prinle I.

265. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th March, 1924, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, letters, telegrams and other documents exchanged between any Member
of the Government or any Member of Parliament and any district superintendent

or higher official of the Canadian XaUonal Railways with regard to employment,
seniority, retirement or dismissal of any employee of the Canadian National Railway
System. Presented June 19, 1924. Rt. Hon. Mr. Meighen Not printed

266. 266a. Return and Supplementary Return to an Order of the Hoa^e of the 24th

March, 1924, for a copy of all correspondence, letters, telegrams and other docu-

ments exchanged between the Department of Marine and Fisheries and any person,

persons or corporations, relative to the enforcement of the Lobster Fisheries Regu-
lations in New Brunswick, during the vears 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923 and up to February
29th, 1924. Presented June 19, 1924. " Mr. Doucet Not printed.

267. Return to an Order of the House of the 2Sth May, 1924, for a Return showing:

1. Amount spent by the Government of Canada in relieving unemployment in

C.inada, in Winnipeg, Hamilton, Toronto, Vancouver and Montreal during the past

six years. 2. What sum respectively was spent by the (a) Dominion Government,
(6) the Provincial Government, (c) the Municipalities aforesaid, relieving unem-
ployment in these five cities the past six years. 3. Whether the Government
during these years had any agreement with the Provinces and Municipalities as to

any form of relief. If so, what the arrangement was. 4. Whether any steps are being
taken for next winter by the Government alone or with the Provinces or Muni-
cipalities as to taking care of unemployment and the dumping of those out of

work in the larger centres of population. Presented June 20, 1924. Mr. Church.
Not printed.

268. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th June, 1924. for a copy of all reports,

correspondence, telegrams and other documents, p.assine between any officer or
officers of the Indian Department, from September. 1922, to date, with respect
tn the suspension, and subsequent resignation of Major J. B. Hardinge, Indian
.\gpnt of the Touchwood Agency at Punnichv, Saskatchewan. Presented June
2.3, 1924. Mr. Johnston ." ." Not printed.

269; Return to an Order of the House of the 16th June, 1924, for a copy of all corre-

spondence in the possession of any Department of the Government concerning
the removal or proposed removal from office of J. L. Bell, police magistrate at

Whitehorse. Yukon Territory. Presented June 23, 1924. Mr. McQuarrie.
Not printed.

270. Return to an Order of the Senate, dated June 18, 1924. for a Return showing: 1.

The total receipts and expenditures of the Canadian National Railways on Van-
couver Island for each year of its operation including 1923-24, under the two
heads of passengers and freights. 2. The mileage now under operation and the
points between which the roads are operated and the frequency of the ser^nce.
The total capital expenditure to date upon the s>-stem now being operated, and
the total expended on the portion wholly or partly graded but not tracked and
operated. Presented June 23, 1924. Rt. Hon. Sir George E. Foster... A^o« printed.

271. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th March, 1924, for a copy of all corre-
spondence, letters, telegrams, reports and other documents in possession of the Gov-
ernment relative to the seizure and release of the vessel Jeanne d'Arc for infringe-

ment of Customs Laws. Presented June 24, 1924. Mr. Doucet Not printed.

272. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th April. 1924, for a copy of all correspond-
ence exchanged between the Pastmaster General or the Government of Canada,
the Civil Service Commission and all persons since the 1st Januarj', 1922, to
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date, on the subject of the dismissal of Thomas Lavoie, postmaster at St.

Gedeon, Chicoutimi County, and llie nomination of a new postmaster at Gedeon.
Also copies of the investigation that was held on the said Thomas Lavoie, and
of the report of the investigators, as well as copies of applications made to the
Civil Service Comnii.*sion for the position of postmaster at St. Gedeon, and all

petitions and certificates given in favour of or against, any of the applicants.

Presented June 24, 1924. Mr. Doucet Not printed.

273. Return to an Order of the Senate, dated April 3, 1924, for a Return giving a copy
of the agreemonts between The Canadian National Railway and the Brother-
hoods or organizations of Railway Employees together with a copy of one pay
roll under each agreement for the Atlantic Division. Presented June 24, 1924.
Hon. Mr. Ross (Middleton) Not printed.

274. Copy of correspondence re recognition of Union of Soviet Socialist Republics by
Canada; also copy of Order in Council, P.C. 4667, of 26th December, 1921, respect-
ing participation by Canada in a Trade Agreement between the Government
of the United Kingdom and the Russian Soviet Government. Presented Jume
26, 1924 Not printed.

275. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th June, 1924, for a Return showing;
1. Number of officials permanently employed by the Canadian Government in
Great Britain, and their duties. 2. Total amount of the salaries and other pay-
ments, if any, made to them. 3. Number of officials temporarily employed in Great
Britain by the Canadian Government at the Empire Exhibition or elsewhere.
4. Duties of such temporarj' olhcials or employees and the total cost of their
services. 5. In addition to those already there, how many officials the Government
proposes to send to Great Britain in connection with the Empire Exhibition and
the approximate cost. 6. Whether Government is bearing in part or whole the
expenses of representatives of Pro\nncial Governments. 7. Duties of these Provin-
cial representatives, and the approximate expenses. Presented June 26, 1924. Mr.
Campbell Not printed.

275a. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd June, 1924, for a Return showing (I) All
rules, regulations, ordinances, regarding the allotment of exliibit space by officials in

charge of the Canadian section of the Wembley Exhibition, and copy of any avail-
able correspondence on space allotment between the Government of Canada and its

agents in charge of this building, and a copy of the order re allotment of spac",
showing the amount assigned to each province. (2) A statement showing the esti-

mated cost to the Government of the Canadian exhibit, (a) for buildings; (6) for

Government exhibits and incidentals; (c) a list of the chief officials and their

salaries. (3) A statement or copy of any agreements between the Pro\Tinces and
Dominion .is to space, or between the Government of Canada and any city in

Canada or Canadian Fair as to space, showing the allotment. Presented July 14,

1924. Mr. Church Not printed.

275a. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General, of the 18th June,
1924. for a copy of all correspondence between the Canadian High Commissiou'T
and the Mini.<tor of FX-temal Affairs or the Department of External Affairs, and
between the British Columbia representative in London, Mr. F. C. Wade, and the
Mini.^ter of External .\ffairs. relative to the Wembley Exposition ; the use of

Canadian materials in the buildings thereof and the relationship of the High
Commissioner of Canada thereto. Presented July 16, 1924. Mr. Sutherland.

Not printed.

276. Copy of a Bill respecting the United Church of Canada, passed by the Legislature

of the Province of Prince Edward Island, which was not assented to by the
Lieutenant-Governor of that Province; also copy of Order in Council P.C. 752.

dated 5th May. 1924, concerning the same. Presented June 27, 1924 Not printed.

277. Return to an Order of the House for a copy of all papers and documents, including
appraiser's reports, relating to the importation of electric lamps from Holland
since the Ist of January, 1923. Presented July 1, 1924. Mr. Coote Not printed.

278. Return to an Order of the Senate, dated May 29. 1924, for a Return of copie* of all

communications during 1921 and since that year between the Government of Nova
Scotia, or any person on their behalf, and the Department of Customs and Excise.
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or any other Department of the Government of Canada, in regard to the establish-

ment in the City of Halifax, Nova Scotia, of bonded warehouses for intoxicating

liquors. Presented July 1, 1924. Rt, Hon, Sir George E, Foster Not printed.

279. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th June, 1924, for a copy of all corre-

spondence and other documents relating to the inquiry regarding Mr. Louis Gauthier,
caretaker of the Post Office at Matane, Quebec; also a copy of evidence given at

said inquiry, together with the investigator's report. Presented July 2, 1924. Mr.
Dpucet Not printed.

280. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th April, 19'24, .showing: The total

traveUing expenses of each Minister of the Government for the fiscal years ending
March 3ist, 1920, 1921, 1922 and 1923, or any portion of such fiscal years that each
or any such Ministers held office. Presented July 3, 1924. Mr. McBride.

Not printed.

281. Copy of a Convention of Commerce between Canada and the Economic Union of

Belgium and Luxembourg, signed at Ottawa, on the Third Day of July, 1924. Pre-
sented July 4, 1924 Printed jot listribulion to Senators and Members.

282. Partial Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May, 1924, for a Return show-
• , — ing; 1. Number of Commissions of Enquiry appointed by the Laurier Govern-

ment. 2. Total cost of these Commissions. 3. Names of the counsel employed
by the Government. 4. Total remuneration paid to each. Presented July 4, 1924.

Mr. Leader Not printed.

283. Partial Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May, 1924, for a Return show-
ing: 1. Number of Commissions of Enquiry appointed by the Borden Government.
2. Total cost of these Commissdons. 3. Names of the counsel employed by the
Government. 4. Total remuneration paid to each. Presented July 4, 1924. Mr.
Leader ; Not printed.

284. Partial Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May, 1924, for a Return show-
" • ing: 1. Number of' Commissions of Enquiry appointed by the Meighen Govern-

ment. 2. Total cost of these Commissions. 3. Names of the coiuisel eiiiployed

by the Government. 4. Total remuneration paid to each. Presented July 4, 1924.

Mr. Leader Not printed.

285. Partial Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May, 1924, for a Return show-
ing: 1. Number of Commissions of Enquiry appointed by the present Govern-
ment. 2. Total cost of these Commissions. 3. Names of the counsel employed
by the Government. 4. Total remuneration paid to each. Presented July 4, 1924.

Mr. Leader Not printed.

286. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th May, 1924, for a copy of all corre-
'

' spondence exchanged between the Government and all persons whomsoever on the

subject of the- nomination- of Dr. Michaud as doctor and agent for the Indians at

Seven Islands, countv of SaEuenay. including (a) copy of all instructions given

him on the subject of the purchase of provisions and merchandise necessary to the

reserve, (b) codv of all instructions given him on the subject of patronage in his

district, (c) copy of all tenders obtained from difTercnt merchants for the merchandise

necessary, (</) list of merchandise purchased, and the names of the vendors and the

prices paid up to December 1st, 1923, (e) copies of all instructions given the agent

authorizing him to make advances to certain Indians with guaranteed privilege on

their furs, without notifying the public. Presented July 4, 1924. Mr. Doucet.
' • Not printed.

287. Interim Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission upon matters investigated
'<•»'• Bf Vancouver regarding the handling, storing and shipping of grain, dated Vancouver,

•££;.,• June 19, 1924. Presented Julv 7, 1924.

Printed jor distribution to Senators and Members.

288. Return to an Order of the House of the 21st May, 1924, for a copy of all reports

• as it is proper to produce, received from the Officer commanding the Royal Cana-

dian Mounted Police. Vancouver, regarding the violation of the Opium and

Niircotic Drug Act. during the vears 1920 to 1924, inclusive. Presented July 7.

1924. Hon. Mr. Stevens Not printed.
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289. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May, 1924, for a Roturu showing a
statement of amount of cocaine or other narcotic drugs seized in British Columbia
under the authority, of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police and the disjiosition

of the same, during the years 1920 to 1924, inclusive. Presented July 7, 1924. Hun.
Mr. Stevens Not printed.

290. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th June, 1924, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, telegram.Sj letters and other documents in the possession of the Govern-
ment rielatanK to the capture by bandits in China of Mr. Jftffray, of Toronto, and
the efforts^ of the Government (o secure his release. Presented July 7, 1924. Hon.
Mr. Manion • • . Not printed.

291. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May, 1924, for a Return showinjt the

names of the m'snibers' Vjf' Thg RoVal 'Canadiah' Mounted Police,' Victoria detach-

ment, who have (a) left the service; (6) been removed; (c) been dismissed;

showing the reasons for termination of services. Presented July 7, 1924. Hon.
Mr. Stevens Not printed.

292. Return to an Order of. the House of the 9th June, 1924, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, telegrams and other documents relatiing to charges of political partisan-

ship preferred against W. L. Trotter, Postmaster at Sheguinadah. Ontario, toKftlier

with a copy of the evidence taken, the investigator's report, and showing what

action was taken bv the Government on said report. Presented July 7, 1924.

Mr. Sutherland !
^ot printed.

293. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th June, 1924 for a copy of all corre-

spondence, telegrams and other documents relating to charges of political partizan-

ship preferred against Wm. Boyd, Postmaster at Kagawong. Onl irio. together with

a copy of the evidence taken, the investigator's report, and showing what action

was taken bv the Government on said report. Presented July 7, 1924. Mr
Sutherland. ^o' pnnted.

294. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th June, 1924, for a copy of the agreement

entered into between Canadian Petroleums. Limited, and the C-'prnment regard-

ing the production of carbon-black and the leasing of oil-lands, a.. ^py of all

correspondence and telegrams in connection therewith. Presented .y 8, 1924.

Mr. Kennedy (Edmonton) ^'ot printed.

295. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th May, 1924, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, memoranda, order in council, and other documents in the possession

or under the control of the Government of Canada or any department thereof, of

dale subsequent to April 12th, 1922, relating to the propo.^ed reclamation of the

area in the Province of British Cohunbia and the State of Idaho known as the

Koofenay Flats. Presented July 8. 1924. Mr. Humphrey Not printed.

296. Rrturn to an Order of the House of the 9tb .Time, 1924, for a copy of all correspond-

ence, telegrams and other documents relating to charges of political partizanship

preferred against S. Brickman, Postmaster at Sebringville, Ontario, together witii

a copy of the evidence taken, the investigator's report, and showing what action

was taken by the Government on said report. Presented July 10, 1924. Mr.
Sutherland '. Not printed.

297. Return to an Order of the House of the 8th May, 1924, for a Return showing:

1. How many passenger automobiles have been purchased by the Government
in each of the years—1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923 and 1924. 2. What lias' been the

cost of upkeep of such cars in each year. Presented July 10, 1924. Mr. McBride.
Not printed.

298. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd June. 1924. for a copy of all corre-

spondence, telegrams or other documents passing between the London Guarantee
and .\ccident Company, Limited, or any other parties, and the Government,
in connection with the Bond for $321,000 covering the completion of two ships

at Prince Rupert by the Prince Rupert Drj- Dock and Engineering Company.
Limited. Presented July 14, 1924. Mr. Coote Not printed.
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299. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd June, 1924, for a return showing
the names and addresses of persons residing in the provinces of Manitoba, Sas-

katchewan and Alberta growing; Barberrj' bushes or hedges, who have been
requested by the Federal Di-purtment of Agriculture to destroy them and have
failed to comply with the request. Presented July 15, 1924. Mr. Lovie.

Not printed.

300. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General of the 7th .A.pril.

1924, for a copy of Order in Council providing for the appointment of a Cana-
dian Customs Officer at New York for supervision of Canadian goods shipped
from Canada via New York to Canadian points on the Pacific; also, copy of all

correspondence, telegrams and other documents, in reference to the matter since

the passing of the said Order in Council. Presented July 16, 1924. Hon. Mr.
Stevens Not printed.

301. Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd April, 1924. for a Return showing:
1. The amount of liquor brought into British Columbia during the calendar years
1922 and 1923. 2. The amount of liquor remaining in bond and later released

for export. 3. The amount of liquor released for local consumption. 4. The
amount of revenue secured for liquor released for local consumption. 5. The
amount of gross revenue or security received from liquor in bond, and the total

refund or release under the regulations controlling liquors in bond during the
said years. Presented July 16, 1924. Hon. Mr. Stevens Not printed.

302. Return to an Order of the House of the 2Sth May, 1924, for a Copy of all corre-

spondence, petition, and other documents exchanged between the Postmaster
General or the Government of Canada, and all other persons since July 1st, 1922,

to date, on the subject of the dismissal of Edward Gibbs, postmaster, at Four
Roads, Gloucester county. New Brunswick. Also a copy of the reports of the
investigation that was held, together with a copy of the findings of the investigator.

Presented July 17, 1924. Mr. Doucet Not printed.

303. Return to an Order of tlie House of the 9th June, 1924, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, telegrams and other documents referring to the dismissal of Mr. D.
D. Campbell as Postmaster at O'Leary, Prince Edward Island, and if charges
were made and an investigation held, a copy of the evidence taken and the investi-

gator's report. Presented Julj' 17. 1924. Mr. Chaplin Not printed.

304. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th June, 1924, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, telegrams, letters and other documents, passing between the Depart-
ment of Trade and Commerce and the Civil Service Commission respecting the
matter of the necessity of a person being a university graduate before appoint-
ment as Trade Commissioner. Presented July 17, 1924. Sir Henry Drayton.

Not printed.

30.'>. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th June, 1924, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams and other documents passing between the Department of Trade and
Commerce and the Civil Service Commission respecting the matter of an age
limit for appointments as Trade Commissioners. Presented July 17, 1924. Sir

Heiirj' Drayton Not printed.

306. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May, 1924, for a copy of all letters and
other documents, in posses.<ion of the Department of Public Works, relating to the

claims of the contractor for pa>-ments of the cost of work necessitated by the build-

ing of the Post Office in the city of Quebec. Presented July 18, 1924. Mr. Parent.
Not printed.

307. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th June, 1924, for a copy of the instructions

given Dr. Hume with reference to the oil industry in Ontario and all fetters, state-

ments, documents and evidence taken or collected by the said Dr. Hume with

reference to the said oil industry and of the report made by Dr. Hume thereon.

Presented July 18, 1924. Sir Henry Drayton Not printed.

308. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st March, 1924, for a copy of the report

of Commissioner A. T. Thompson, who w.as appointed to investigate conditions

among the Six Nations Indians. Also a copy of all evidence, letters, correspond-

ence and other documents in tho possession of the Government in this con-

nection. Presented Julv IS, 1924. Mr. Scnn Not printed.
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309. Copy of comnuinications which have passrd between the Canadian Government
and His Majesty's Government reRardinp representation of the Dominions at the

Inter-Allied Conference. Presented July IS, 1924.

Printed for distribution to Senators and Members and bound Sessional Papers.

310. Report of the Royal Commission on Pulpwood—Part One, Pulpwood Resources;
Part Two, Forest Conservation; Part Three, The Question of Pulpwood Exports

—

July. 1924. Presented July 18. 1924 Printed for distribution.

311. Partial Return to an Order of the Senate, dated April 3. 1924, for a Return showing:

the clearances granted by. the Custom* authorities to vessels of fifteen hundred
tons and under for export of intoxicating liquors from Canada during the cal-

endar year 1923, giving according to Provinces the port from which, the Port

and Country to which clearance was granted and the tonnage of each vessel

cleared, the quality and kind of liquor indicated, the value of the same and the

amount of duty involved, paid or remitted in each case, the amount and nature

of the security taken by the Government to insure the bona-fides of the exports,

the names of the vesseLs and the date of sailing from the Canadian Port, and the

date of the next entry of those vessels into Canada, the foreign Ports from which
they were cleared, and the name of the Customs official in each case who issued

the clearance from Canadian Ports. Presented July IS, 1924. Rt. Hon. Sir Geo.
E. Foster Not printed.

312. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th April. 1924, for a copy of all contracts

made or entered into between the Government of Canada or any department thereof

or any person or persons acting for or on behalf of the Government or any
department thereof and the Dominion Canners, Limited, of Hamilton and Simcoe,
Ontario, at any time since the 1st of August, 1914. and the 1st August, 1919. and
of all reports, letters, correspondence and other documents in the possession

or under the control of the Government, relating to or having any bearing upon
any dealings, negotiations, contracts or business transactions of any kind whatso-
ever between the Government and the Dominion Canners. Limited, or any person
or persons acting on behalf of said company, and especially, copies of reports
made to the Government or any department thereof, by the Milton Hersey Com-
panj'. Limited. Montreal, R. R. McCall, Esq.. Government Inspector, Simcoe,
Ontario, and H. H. Holland, Government supervising inspector, in reference to, or
having any bearing upon contracts, dealings and transactions between the Gov-
ernment and the Dominion Canners, Limited, during the period hereinbefore
mentioned, and also of all reports made to the Government as aforesaid by any
commission or commissions or any person or persons whatsoever appointed or
authorized by the Government to inquire into and report upon the dealings,
transactions, and contracts between the Government and the Dominion Canners,
Limited, or any person or persons acting on their behalf during the period from
the 1st of August, 1914, and the 1st of August, 1919. Presented Julv 19. 1924.
Mr. Wallace Not printed.

313. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th June, 1924, for a copy of all correspond-
ence and other documents relating to the inquiry on Ludovie Germain, chief of
the city distribution branch, Montreal Post Office; also a copy of evidence given
at said inquirj-. together with the investigator's report. Presented July 19, 1924. Mr.
Doucet Not printed.
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Ottawa, December 1. 1923.

To His ExccUcncij

The Governor General in Council:

Tlie undersigned delegate? appointed to represent Canada at the Fourth

Assembly of the League of Nations have the honour to report as follows:

—

The session of the Assembly was opened at Geneva on Monday, tlie third

day of September, under the Chairmanship of Viscount Ishii (Japan), Acting

President of the Council of the League, and continued its sittings until the 29th

day of September.

At its First meeting, the Assembly elected Mr. de la Torrient*, Delegate

of Cuba, as its President.

The Agenda had already been circvdated to the Members and covered a

wide range of subjects.

Tlie Rules of Procedure provide for the distribution of the business of the

Assembly amongst six large Committees, on each of which every State Member
of the League is entitled to representation.

Sir Lomcr Gouin served on the First Committee which deals with Legal

Questions, by which he was unanimously chosen as Vice-President, and on th>

Sixth Committee to which are referred questions of a political nature.

Mr. Graham served on the Second and Fifth Committees, dealing respec-

tively with Technical Organizations and Social and General questions. He was
chosen by the Second Committee as Rapporteur and presented to the Assembly

the report of the Conmiittee on the work of the Organization of Communica-
tions and Transit, which report was unanimously adopted by the Assembly.

Mr. Larkin had been designated to serve on the Third Committee (Reduc-

tion of Armaments) and on the Fourth Committee (Budget and Financial

Questions). A« he was unavoidably absent from Geneva, the undersigned acted

as substitutes for him on those Committees.

The work of the Committees consists in tiie careful study of the various

matters submitted to them and their conclusions are reported to the Assembly
for decision thereon.

To the first Committee was referred the Canadian proposal concerning

.\rticle 10 of the Covenant.

The Canadian delegates at the Peace Conference had taken exception to

Article 10 and at the First meeting of the League of Nations had proposed its

elimination. The Article reads as follows:—
' The Members of the League undertake to re^-pect and preserve as

against external aggression the territorial integrity and existing political

independence of all Members of the League. In case of any such aggres-

sion or in case of any threat or danger of such aggression the Council

shall advise upon the means by which the obligation shall be fulfilled."
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The First and Second Assemblies considered tlie proposal but failed to

reach any conclusion.

In 1922, Messrs. Fielding and Lapointe, after lia\ing satisfied themselves
of the impossibility of securing the elimination of the Article, wisely suggested
that it he allowed to stand with the addition of the following words:—

" taking into account the political and geographical circumstances oi

each State. The opinion given by the Council in such cases should be
regarded as a matter of the first importance and should be taken into

consideration by all the Members of the League who should use their

utmost endeavours to conform to the conclusions of the Council; but no
Member should be under the obligation to engage in any act of war
without the consent of it-s parliament, legislature or other representative

body."

This suggestion was considered by the Committee on Legal and Constitu-

tional Questions, whicli made the following recommendation:

—

" Tlie Assembly of the League of Nations decides that the Canadian
proposal with regard to Article 10 of the Covenant should be adjourned
until the Fourth Assembly in order that the subject may be considered

in all its bearings. The Assembly leaves it to the Council to decide on

the steps to be taken to provide for a detailed study of the Canadian
proposal before the meeting of the Fourth Assembly."

The report was adopted by the Third Assembly, and in January, 192;i. tlu

('ouncil, through the Secretary-General, addressed a written communication t<i

all the Members of the League inviting an expression of their views as to tlu'

Canadian proposal.

Twenty-five replies were received from as many States and conunuiiicatcil

to your delegates. An analysis of those replies, while indicating a wide vari-

ance of opinion as to the bearing of the article, clearly showed that a large

majority of the States were absolutely opposed to any change in the Article

and your delegates came to the conclusion that in the face of such opposition,

no good purpose could be scn'cd by insisting upon the Assembly dealinji with

the matter in the form of an amendment.

On the other hand, after a careful survey of the situation, your delegate-

were inclined to believe that the Assembly might not be adverse to the adoption

of a resolution defining the meaning of Article 10, and therefore bent their

efforts in that direction.

When the matter was considered by the First Committee, Sir Lomcr (iouin

explained the Canadian point of view, insisting on the desirability of some
answer being given without any further delay to those Members of the League
who sought to be informed of the rights of the Comicil and of the obligation.-

of the States under the Article.

The matter gave rise to a protracted discussion before the First Com-
mittee. Your delegates finally succeeded in securing the adoption of the prin-

ciple of an interpretative declaration, and a sub-committee of jurists was
appointed to draft a recommendation for submission to the Assembly.

The report of the sub-committee was as follows:

—

" The Assembly, desirous of defining the scope of the obligations
contained in Article 10 of the Covenant so far as regards the points
raised by the Delegation of Canada, adopts the following resolution:—
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"It is ill conformity with tlic spirit of Article 10 that, in the event

of tiie Council consirlerinf;; it to be its duty to recommend tlie application

of military measures in consequence of an aggression or danger or threat

of aggression, the Council shall be bound to take account, more particu-

larly, of the geograpiiical situation and of the special conditions of each

State.

" It is for the constitutional authorities of each Member to decide,

in reference to the obligation fif preser\ing tlie independenre and the

integrity of the territory of IVIembers. in wluit degree the Meinl^er is

hciund to assure the execution of this ol)ligati(in liy enijiloynient of its

military forces.

" The recommendation hkhIc by the Council shall be regarded as

ijeing of the highest importance and shall be taken into consideration by
all the Members of the League with the desire to execute their engage-

ments in good faith."

The reconnnendation received the eiulorsation of the First Committee and
your delegates are pleased to report that on a vote being taken by the Assembly,
it met with almost unanimous support since only one State. Persia, voted against

its adoption and twenty-nine registered their approval of the Canadian pro-

pos.nl.

The States that voted in favour of the interpretative declaration arc as

f(dlows:—
South Africa, Australia.. .Austria, Belgium. Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada,
Chili. China, Cuba, Denmark, British Empire, Spain, France, Greece,

Hungary, India, Irish Free State, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Norway,
Xew Zealand. Netherlands, Portugal. Salvador, Sweden, Switzerland

and Uruguay.

While it is true that unanimity is neie->ary under the constitution of the

League to give legal effect to a declaration of this nature, it nevertheless remains

that should occasion arise, the Council would be expected to give to Article 10

the interpretation which by its vote the Assembly has expressed. An additional

guarant<'e is to be found in the fact that all the powers represented on the

(,'ouncil are amongst those States who voted in favour of the interpretative

ileclaration.

Your delegates feel that, under the circumstances, a satisfactory answer

has been given to the question, and in this connection desire to record their

appreciation of the assistance they have received from the British Empire
Delegates and the representatives of France, as w'ell as of the courteous treat-

ment accorded to them at all times by all the Delegates to the Assembly.

One of the items on the Agentla called for the election of a judge of the

I'ermanent Court of International Justice to fill the vacancy created by the

death of Mr. Ruy Barbosa. The vote resulted in the election of Mr. Epitacio

ila Silva Pessoa, of Brazil.

The Temj)orary Mixetl Commission for the Reduction of Armaments pre-

sented its report on the Draft Treaty of Mutual Assistance and same has been

circulated to the Members for consideration.

By the unanimous vote of the Assembly the Irish Free State was admitted

to the League of Nations.
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The Assembly adopnn ;ui adflitiunal chmM- to the financial rcgulatirm-

providing tliat the credit balani'C accniiiig at the end of tlie financial yoai

should be applied in the reduction of the contributions of the Members for the

second year following, thereby reducing the sum to be raised this year by way
of eontribution by the Members to 23,233,635.70 gold francs.

As it was found that conditions were not yet sufficiently settled to warrant
the establishment of a definite scale of allocation towards the expenses of the

I.eague, the Assembly decided to continue, with but slight modification, tlit

present provisional scale, and the amount required from Canada this year is

168,353.29 United States dollars.

The Assembly dealt with a large number of other matters, and adopted
resolutions and recommendations which are available in the official records
circulated to the Members of the League.

LOMER GOUIN.

GEO. P. GRAHAM.
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IMPERIAL ECONOMIC CONFERENCE, 1923

Record of the Transactions of the Imperial Economic
Conference held in October and November, 1923

PRELIMINARY NOTE

The proceedings of tlie Imperial Economic Conference, 1923, opened at
the Offices of the Cabinet, 2, Whitcliall Gardens, on the 2nd October, 1923, and
were continued until the 9th November. During that period twenty-three
plenary meetings took place, and were normally attended by the following:

—

Great Britain

The Right Hon. Sir Philip Lloyd-Greame, K.B.E., M.C., M.P., President of

the Board of Trade.

The Right Hon. Neville CH.\MBKnL.\iN, M.P., Chancellor of the Exchequer,
represented, in his absence, by

Lieutenant-Colonel the Hon. Walter Guinness, D.S.O., T.D., M.P., Financial
Secretary- to the Treasury.

The Right Hon. L. S. Amerv, M.P., First Lord of the Admiralty.

The Right Hon. Sir Robert S.vnders, Bart, M.P., Minister of Agriculture and
Fisheries, represented, in his absence, by

The Right Hon. tlic E.vrl of Ancaster, O.B.E., Parliamentary Secretaiy and
Deputy Minister of Fisheries.

Lieutenant-Colonel A. Buckley, D.S.O., M.V., Parliamentary' Secretary to the

Department of Overseas Trade.

Canada

The Hon. Geo. P. Gr.\h.\m, LL.D., Minister of Railways and Canals.

The Hon. Sir Lomer Gouin, K.C.M.G., Minister of Justice and Attorney-General.

*Commonwealth of Australia

The Right Hon. S. M. Bruce, M.C, Prime Minister.

Senator the Hon. R. V. Wilson, Honorary Minister in Charge of Departments
of Health and Migration.

New Zealand

The Right Hon. W. F. Massey, Prime Minister.

The Hon. Sir James Allen, K.C.B., High Commissioner for Now Zealand.

Union of South Africa

The Hon. H. Burton, K.C, Minister of Finance.

The Hon. N. J. de Wet, K.C, Minister of Justice.

The representatives of the Commonwealth of Australia did not arrive in Ensland in

time to attend the first three raeetinRs of the Conference.

5
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Irish Free State

Tlie Hon. Joseph McGrath, T.D., Minister for Industry and Commerce, repre-

sented, in liis absence, by

IMr. E. J. RiOKDAX, Secretarv' to Trade and Shipping Department, Ministrj- of

Industry and Commerce.

Newfoundland

The Hon. W. R. W.\rren, K.C, Prime Minister.

The Hon. Sir M.\r.m.4DLKe Winter. C.B.E., Minister without portfolio.

India

Tiie Right Hon. Viscount Peel, G.B.E.. Secretarj- of State for India.

Mr. C. A. Innes, C.S.I. , C.I.E., Member of Governor-General's Council for

Commerce and Railways.

Mr. Dabiba D.\LAL, C.I.E., High Commissioner.

Colonies and Protectorates

The Hon. W. G. A. Ormpby-Gore. M.P., Parliamentarj' Under-Secretary of State
for the Colonics; assisted by

Sir James Stevexsox, Bart.. G.C.M.G., Personal Adviser to Sccretarj- of State
for the Colonies on Business Questions; and

Sir G. E. A. Grindle, K.C.M.G., C.B., Assistant Under-Secretary of State for

the Colonies.

Mr. J. C. C. D.wrosoN, C.H., C.B., M.P., Chancellor of the Duchy of Lanca.ster,

also attended meetings of the Conference as Minister in charge of Publicity
arrangements.

Great Britain

SECRETARIAT
Mr. E. R. Eddison. Secretary.

Mr. A. J. Dawe, Deputy Secretary.

Mr. A. R. Fr.\.ser, Assistant Secretary.

Mr. H. Bro.\dley, Assistant Sccretarj'.

Mr. G. A. G. Stanley. Assistant Sccrctan.'.

Canada

Lieutenant-Colonel J. Reid Hyde. C.B.E.

Commonwealth of Australia

^lajor R. McK. Oakley, C.B.E., V.D., Comptroller-General of Customs.

New Zealand

Mr. F. D. Thomson, C.M.G.

Union of South Africa

Mr. E. H. Fabkeh, C.M.G.
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Irish Free State

Mr. P. MrCiiLi.iG.^N

India

Mr. J. C. B. Dr.\ke, O.B.E.

Colonies and Protectorates

:\Ir. L. R. LuMLEY, M.P.

Certain meetings were in addition attended by the following Mini.^tcr.s:—
The Most Hon. the Marquess of S.\lisbuhy, K.G., G.C.V.O., C.B., Lord Presi-

dent of the Council.

The Right Hon. W. C. Bridgem.^n, M.P., Secretary of State for Home AiTairs.

His Grace the Dike of Devonshire, K.G., G.dM.G., G.C.V.O., Secretary of

State for the Colonies.

The Right Hon. the E.\rl of Derby, K.G., G.C.B., G.C.V.O., Secretary of State

for AVar.

Tiie Right Hon. Sir S.\muel Ho.\re, Bart., C.M.G., M.P., Secretary of State

for Air.

The Right Hon. Sir C. A. Montague B.vrlow, K.B.E., LI>.D., M.P., Minister

of Labour.

The Right Hon. Sir Laming Worthington-Evaxs, Bart., G.B.E., ALP., Post-

master-General.

The Right Hon. Sir Dougl.\s McG.\rel Hogg, K.C, M.P., Attorney-General.

E.\RL Wintp:rton, M.P., Parliamentary' Under-Secretary of State for India.

His Grace the Duke of Sutherland, Under-Secretary of State for Air.

The Viscount AVolmer, Parliamentarj' Secretary, Board of Trade.

The Right Hon. the E.\rl of Onslow, O.B.E., Parliamentary Secretary,

Board of Education.

The Right Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King, C.M.G., Prime IMinister of

Canada.

General the Right Hon. J. C. Smuts, K.C, C.H.. Prime Minister of the

Union of South Africa.

The Hon. Desmond Fitzgerald. T.D., Alinister for External Affairs, L'ish

Free State.

The Hon. J. J. AV.u.sh, T.D., Postmaster-General, Irish Free State.

The following ril<ri attended meetings of the Conference:

—

Great Britain

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.

Sir Fr.\ncis L. C. Floud, K.C.B., Permanent Secretary.

Sir A. Daniel Hall, K.C.B., LL.D., F.R.S., Chief Scientific Adviser to the

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.

Mr. R. J. Tho.mpson, C.B., O.B.E., Assistant Secretary.

Mr. R. H. Franklin, Private Secretary to the Minister.

Mr. D. B. ToYE, O.B.E. , Private Secretary to the Parliamentary Secretary.
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Air Ministry.

Major-General Sir W. S. Brancker, K.C.B., Director of Civil Aviation.

Lieutenant-Colonel I. A. E. Edwards, C.M.G., Deputy Director of Air

Transport.

Mr. Noel I. SiMItii, M.B.E.

Squadron-Leader Colmore.

Mr. C. Ll. Bullock, Private Secretarj' to the Secretary cff State.

Offices of the Cabinet.

Mr. R. B. Howorth, Assistant Secretary-.

Colonial Office.

Sir James Masterton-Smitii, K.C.B., Permanent Under-Secretary of State.

Mr. E. J. H;UiDiNG, C.^LG., Assistant Secretary.

j\Ir. H. G. BusiiE, Assistant Legal Adviser.

Mr. J. E. Stepiiex-sox, Principal.

Mr. C. R. Price, Assistant Principal.

Mr. G. H. Creasy, Assistant Principal.

Major R. D. FtusE, D.S.O., Assistant Private Secretarv to the Secretary of

State.

Mr. E. B. Boyd, Private Secretary to the Parliamentary Under-Secretary

of State.

Board of Customs and Excise.

Sir H. P. Hamilton, K.C.B., Chairman.

Mr. H. V. Reade, C.B., Principal of Intelligence Branch.

Mr. C. J. T. B. Grylls, C.B.E., Assistant Secretary.

Board of Education.

Mr. E. K. Chambers, C.B., Second Secretary.

Forestry Commission.

Major-General Lord Lovat, K.T., K.C.ISLG., K.C.V.O.. C.B.; D.S.O., Chair-

man.

Mr. R. L. Robinson, O.B.E., Commissioner.

General Post Office.

Sir G. E. P. Murray, K.C.B., Permanent Secretary.

Brigadier-General F. H. Williamson, C.B., C.B.E., Director of Postal

Services.

Lieutenant-Colonel A. Pownall, O.B.E., ]\LP., Parliamentary Private
Secretary to the Postmaster-General.

Government Actuary's Department.

Sir A. W. Watson, Government Actuary.

Home Office.

Mr. R. R. Bann.\tyne, CB., Assistant Secretary.

Mr. C. M. Knowle£, Acting Principal.
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India Ojjice.

Mr. P. J. Patrick, Principal.

Tlic Vi.<5C0VNT G.\GE, M.P., Parlinmciitnry Private Secretary to the Secre-

tary of State.

Board of Inland Revenue.

Sir R. V. X. Hopkins, K.C.B., Chairman.

Mr. L. BuowETT, C.B.E., Assistant Secretary.

Mr. E. A. Ebor.\ll, Principal Inspector.

Mr. G. R. Hamilton, Principal.

Ministry of Labour.

Mr. H. J. Wilson, C.B., C.B.E., Permanent Secretary.

Mr. J. Paterson, Assistant Secretary.

Oversea Settlement Department.

Mr. T. C. Macnaghten, C.M.G., C.B.E., Vice-Chairman, Oversea Settle-

ment Committee.

Dame Meriel Talbot, D.B.E., Oversea Settlement Committee.

Mr. G. F. Plant, Secretary, Oversea Settlement Committee.

Mr. W. A. Bankes-Amery, Finance Officer.

Mr. W. Garnftt, Staff Clerk.

Department of Overseas Trade (Development and Intelligence).

Sir William H. Cl.vrk, K.C.S.I., C.M.G., Comptroller-General.

Mr. R. W. M.\TTHEW, C.M.G., Director.

Mr. J.* A. P. Edgcumbe, C.B.E., Assistant Director.

Mr. R. W. Dalton, Senior British Trade Commissioner in Canada.

Mr. A. MvLLiNs, C.B.E., Private Secretary to the Parliamentary Secretary.

Lord.ApsLEY, D.S.O., M.C., M.P., Parliamentary Private Secretary to

the Parliamentary Secretarj\

Patent Office.

Mr. W. Temple Franks, C.B., Comptroller-General.

Mr. A. J. Martin, O.B.E., Assistant Comptroller.

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research.

Sir H. Frank Heath, K.C.B., Secretary.

Mr. J. W. Gentleman, Assistant Principal.

Board of Trade.

Sir SIDNEY Chapman, K.C.B., C.B.E., Permanent Secretary.

Sir H. Llewellyn Smith, G.C.B., Chief Economic Advisor to His
Majesty's Government.

Mr. C. Hipwood, C.B., Senior Assistant Secrctan.'.

Mr. H. Fountain, C.B., C.M.G., Principal Assistant Secretary.

Mr. P. W. L. Ashley, C.B., Principal Assistant Secretary.

Mr. F. H. Coller, C.B., Secretary, Food Department.

Mr. A. E. Lee, Assistant Principal.

Mr. R. D. Fennelly, Assistant Principal.

Mr. A.'E. Overton, M.C, Private Secretary to the President.

Mr, A, A. Hopper, Private Secretary to the President.
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Captain V. A. Cazalet, M.C, Private Sccretarj' to the President.

Mr. J. G. Henderson, O.B.E., M.C., Private Secretarj- to tiie Permanent
Secretary.

Mr. W. B. Brown, Private Secretary to Viscount Wolmcr.

Treasury.

Mr. O. E. NiEMEYER, C.B., Controller of Finance.

Mr. R. F. Wilkins, C.B., Assistant Secretary.

Mr. R. G. H.wvTREY, Assistant Secretary.

Mr. L. CtJTiiBERTSON, Principal.

Captain Sidney Heubeut, M.P., Parliamentary Private Secretar>' to First

Lord of the Treasury.

Mr P. J. Grigg, Private Secretary to the Chancellor of the E.xchcqucr.

Mr. H. Brittain, Private Secretary- to Financial Secretary'.

War Office.

Mr. J. A. Corcoran, C.B., Director of Army Contracts.

Business Advisers and Others.

The Right Hon. E. M. Archdale, Minister of Commerce, Northern Ireland.

Mr. C. Litchfield, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Commerce, Northern
Ireland.

Mr. J. Shuttleworth, Ministry of Commerce, Northern Ireland.

Mr. R. T. Ni gent, ) representing Sir Eric Geddes, G.C.B., Business
Mr. J. M. Mackenzie, j Adviser to the President of the Board of Trade.

Sir Ernest Glover, Bart., Business Adviser to President of the Board of

Trade.

Mr. P. Mavrice Hill, representing Sir Ernest Glover, Bart.

Sir Arthi'r B.\lfoi'R, K.B.E., Business Adviser to the President of the

Board of Trade.

Mr. Stanley Machin, representing Sir A. Balfour, K.B.E.

Mr. J. W. Beaumont Pease, Business Adviser to the President of the
Board of Trade.

Sir Charles Addis, K.C.M.G., Ciiairman, London Committee, Hong Kong
and Shanghai Bank.

Sir Halford Mackinder, Chairman. Imperial Shipping Committee.

Canada

Dr. J. H. Grisdale, Deputy Minister of Agriculture.

The Hon. Duncan Marshall, Commissioner of Agriculture.

Dr. Charles Camsell, LL.D., F.R.S.C, Deputy Minister of Mines.

Major Graham Bell, C.M.G., Deputy Minister of Railways and Canals.

Major-Gcncral J. H. Macbrien, C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O., Chief of General Staff.

Commoilore AV.\ltf.r Hose, C.B.E., R.C.N., Director of Naval Service.

Dr. 0. D. Skelton, M.A., Ph.D.

Mr. F. C. Blair, Secretary, Department of Immigration and Colonization.

Mr. R. H. Co.\ts, Dominion Statistician.

Colonel J. Obed-Smith, Superintendent of Immigration in London.

Mr. H.\RRIS0N AV.\TSON.
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Coninionwcalth of Australia

Sir RoDLRT R. C'lARRAN, K.C.M.G., Solicitor-Cicneral and Parliamentary Drafts-
man.

Mr. G. F. AI^•^i^v•ORT]^, Prime Ministers Department.

Mr. Herbert Brookes, Member, Tariff Board.

Mr. C. H. Re.\dikg, Member, Avistralian Board of Trade.

Mr. J. S.WDERsox, Representative of tlie Commonwealth ( i()\-ernment on tlie

Board of Trade Advisory Council.

Mr. W. J. Young, C.B.E.

Mr. F. L. McDovGALL.

New Zealand

Mr. F. T. S.vNDKORD, Immigration Officer.

Union of South Africa

Sir How.sRD CioRGE.s, K.C.M.C.. ^I.V.O.. Chairman of Board of Trade and
Industries.

Sir W. M.vciNTOSH, M.L.A.

Senator the Hon. J. P. ]\I.u..\x.

Sir E. Chappell, C.B.E.

Mr. W. J. (VBriex, O.B.E.. M.L.A.

Mr. W. jNIarshall.

Mr. G. Owen Smith, I.S.O., Commissioner of Customs and Exeise.

Mr. J. Collie, O.B.E., Department of Finance.

Mr. R. E. C. MiTCHEi-L, Private Secretary to the Hon. H. Burton, K.C.

Irish Free State

Senator Sir Joh.n Kkane. Bart.

Senator R. M. Butler.

Mr. Gordon Campbell, Secrctarj- to the Mini-try of Industry and Commerce.

Mr. J. J. Macelligot, Ministrj' of Finance.

Mr. C. J. Flvxx, Revenue Commissioner.

Professor T. A. Smiddv.

Newfoundland

The Hon. Sir Patrick T. Mc"Gr.\th, K.B.E., Member of Legislative Council.

Captain V. Gordon, Acting High Commissioner.

India

Sir E. M. Cook, C.S.I., CLE.
Mr. H. A. F. Linds.w, C.B.E., Indian Trade Commissioner in London.

Apart from the plenary meetings, thirty meetings of Committees of the

Conference took place. There were also a number of informal meetings between
members of the Conference to discuss various matters bearing on the business

of the Conference.
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RESOLUTIONS AGREED TO BY THE CONFERENCE

1. OVERSEA SETTLEMENT WITHIN THE EMPIRE
It was decided to adopt the following Resolution:

—

" This Imperial Economic Conference approves the Report of the

Committee appointed to consider questions relating to oversea settle-

ment.* The Conference endorses the recommendations of the Com-
mittee and notes with satisfaction the arrangements as recorded in the

report which have been arrived at, or are in contemplation, with a view
to improving the facilities for settlement within the Empire.

" The Conference takes this opportunity of reaffirming its sense of

the importance of the policy of oversea settlement to the well-being of

the Empire."

2. CO-OPERATION IN FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO niPERI.M.
DEVELOPMENT

It was agreed that the Scheme recommended by the Committee on Co-op-
eration in Financial Assistance to Imperial Development be adopted. The
Report of the Committee reads as follows:

—

" The Committee on Financial Co-operation recommends for adop-
tion by the Conference the following scheme which wa^ submitted to

the Committee by the representatives of His Majesty's Government.
" The suggestion which the Imperial Government make is that

in order to facilitate the anticipation of work which otherwise
would not be taken in hand for some years they should give a con-

tribution towards the interest charges on loans raised for capital

expenditure of this kind by public utility undertakings (viz., com-
munications, power, lighting, water, drainage, irrigation, &c.).

These undertakngs miglit be under either public or private con-

trol or management.
" The assistance would be in respect of expenditure on orders

placed in this countrj' and would be applicable only to schemes
approved by tlie Dominion or Central Government concerned and
certified by it to be in anticipation of normal expenditure. Paj'-

ment would be made to tlie Dominion or Central Government which
would be responsible for payment to the ultimate recipient.

" It is suggested that the maximum grant should be three-

quarters of the interest charges for a period of five years.
" In order to qualify for the Imperial contribution a scheme must

be accepted by the Imperial Government within the nexi. three

years. The approval oh behalf of the Imperial Government would
be given after consultation with the Treasury, the Colonial or India

OfiBce and the Board of Trade.
" It would be understood that priority will be given to schemes

involving tlie earliest placing of orders."

3. IMPERIAL PREFERENCE
(1) T.\RIFF Phf.FERENCE

It was decided to adopt the following Resolution:

—

" This Imperial Economic Conference, holding that, especially in

present circimistances, all possible means should be taken to develop the

resources of the Empire and trade between the Empire countries, desires

to reaffirm the Resolution on the subject of Imperial Preference passed
by the Imperial War Conference of 1917."

* See page 101.
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(2) Imperial Prefehence in Piblic Contracts

It was decided to adopt the following Resolution:—
" 1. That this Imperial Economic Conference re-affirms the principle

that in all Ciovcrnment contracts effective Preference be given to goods

made and materials produced within the Empire except where under-

takings entered into prior to this Conference preclude sucii a course or

special circumstances render it undesirable or unnecessary.
" 2. That so far as practicable, efforts be made to ensure that the

materials used in carrj-ing out contracts be of Empire production.
" 3. That State, provincial and local government authorities should

be encouraged to take note of the foregoing resolutions."

4. FURTHER STEPS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF MUTUAL
TR.\DE

(A)

—

Imperl\l Co-oper.\tion in respect of Commerci.\l Intelligence

It was decided to adopt the following Resolutions:—
(i) Commercial Diplomatic and Consular Services.

" This Imperial Economic Conference takes note of the offer of

His Majesty's Government to place the services of His Majesty's Com-
mercial Diplomatic Officers in foreign countries at the disposal of the

Governments of tlie Dominions and India and of the Colonies and Pro-

tectorates in the same way and to tlie same extent as the services of

His ]\Iajesty's Trade Commissioners within the Empire are already at

their disposal. It notes that Plis Majesty's Government propose that

as regards countries outside of Europe the Governments should utilise

direct the services of Commercial Diplomatic Officers or of senior

Consular Officers where no Commercial Diplomatic Officers have been

appointed, but that communications which it is proposed to address to

Commercial Diplomatic Officers in European countries should be trans-

mitted in the first instance to the Department of Oversea Trade.
" The Conference, recognising the importance of all possible steps

being taken to strengtlicn the mutual co-operation of the several parts

of the Empire in matters of commercial intelligence with a view to the

development of Empire trade, welcomes tiie arrangements proposed by
His Majesty's Government.

" It also welcomes the offer of tiie Governments of the Dominions

which have appointed Trade Commissioners in countries overseas to

make a similar arrangement for the utilization of those officers by
Government? of other parts of the Empire.

" The Conference further recommends that, when two or more
Governments of the Empire maintain commercial representatives in the

same countrj', an endeavour should be made to arrange that the offices

of these representatives should be in the same building or in close

proximity, in order to facilitate all possible co-operation between such

representatives in their work on behalf of Empire trade."

(ii) Commercial Travellers' Samples.

" This Imperial Economic Conference proposes that articles liable

to duty imported into any part of the British Empire as samples or speci-

mens by commercial travellers representing manufacturers or traders

established in any other part of the British Empire, should be tempor-

arily admitted free of duty, subject to such persons complying with ti>e

laws and regulations and also the Customs formalities established to
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assure the re-exportation or deposit in bond of the articles or tlie pay-
ment of tlie prescribed Customs duties if not re-exported or deposited

witliin the prescribed period. But the foregoing privilege should not

extend to articles which, owing to their quantity or value, cannot be con-

sidered as samples, or which, owing to their nature, could not be identi-

fied upon re-exportation.
" The marks, stamps, or seals placed upon such samples by the

Customs authorities of any part of the Empire at the time of exportation

and the officially attested list of such samples containing a full descrip-

tion thereof, including, in the case of goods liable to nd valorem duty, a

statement of their value, should be accepted by the Customs officials of

any other part of the Empire as establishing their character as samples
and exempting them from inspection, except so far as may be necessary

to establish that the samples produced are those enumerated in the list.

" The Customs authorities of that part of the Empire into which
samples are brought may, however, aflix a supplementary mark to such

samples or lists in special cases where they may think this precaution

necessary.
" In cases where the regulations require the provisional payment of

the duties or deposits for such samples on entry a receipt for such pay-
ment should be given and the duties or deposits should be reimbursed at

any Customs-house at which the samples may be produced with a view
to re-exportation."

(iii) Trade Catalogues.

" This Imperial Economic Conference proposes that, where freer

admission of catalogues and price lists is not provided for, single copies

of trade catalogues and price lists of firms having an established place

of business within the Empire, sent bj' post, or with consignments of

goods, from any part of the British Empire, to business firms in any
other part of the British Empire, should be admitted free of duty, pro-

\nded that they are the trade catalogues of price lists of firms or persons
having no established place of business in the territory to which they
are sent."

(B)

—

Statlstics

' This Imperial Economic Conference, recognizing the importance
of rendering the trade statistics published by the Government of the

United Kingdom as valuable as possible with reference to the develop-

ment of inter-Imperial trade, recommends that the United Kingdom
Board of Trade, after reviewing the statistics in question from this point

of view, should draw up a detailed scheme and submit it to the Govern-
ments of the several parts of the Empire for their consideration."

(C)

—

Imperial Communications
(i) Shipping.

(a) Imperial Shipping Committee.

It was agreed to adopt the following Resolutions:

—

(1)

" That this Imperial Economic Conference desires to convey to Sir

Halford ^lackinder, as Chairman of the Imperial Shipping Committee,
and to the Members of that Committee, an expression of its appreciation

of the very excellent work which they have done during the period of

the Committee's existence, both in the interests of the commercial and
producing communities, and of British citizens generally."'
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(2)

"That this Imjicriiil Economic Conference is of opinion:

—

" (1) That the work accompHshed by the Imperial Shipping Com-
mittee is con\incins proof of the wisdom of its establishment, and that

it is of the highest importtince to the Empire that this work should con-

tinue;
''

(2) That it is, therefore, desirable to maintain the Committee on

its present basis, deriving authority from, and responsible to, the Gov-

ernments represented in the Imperial Conference."

(b) Carriage of Goods by Sea-

It was agreed that the following Resolution be adopted:

—

" This Imperial Economic Conference having examined the Rules

relating to Bills of Lading recommended by the International Confer-

ence on Maritime Law held at Brussels in October, 1922, and embodied

in the Carriage of Goods by Sea Bill now before the British Parliament,

is of opinion that in all essential principles they are based upon the

Canadian Water Carriage of Goods Act, 1910, and the Report of the

Imperial Shipping Committee, 1921, and believing that there is a good

prospect of international agreement in regard to bills of lading on this

basis which would be of benefit to every part of the Empire, considers

that these Rules can be recommended for adoption by the Governments
and Parliaments of the Empire."

(c) Shipping Taxation

It was agreed that the reconmiendations put forward in the Report of the

Shipping Taxation Committee* be adopted.

(ii) Air Co7nmun>cations

It was decided to adopt the following Resolutions:

—

" (1) That the British Government should circulate to the Dominions
and India a statement showing the present anticipated operational per-

formances of rigid airships and in the future should circulate regularly

up-to-date information of the progress of the Burney airship proposals

in order that consideration of Empire participation in these or future

airship proposals might be facilitated.

"(2) That the British Government should prepare a draft pro-

cedure designed on a reciprocal basis to secure more rapid and more
extensive interchange of infonnation in regard to civil aeronautics and

should submit this for the consideration of the other Governments of

the Empire witli a view to general adoption.
" (3) That having regard to post-war developments, any British

oversea countries which have no up-to-date experience of air photography

and contemplate tJie use of air survey, would be well advised, whenever

possible, to consult other Empire Governments having such experience

before accepting estimates or schemes providing for its use."

(iii) Cables and Wireless

It was agreed that the following Resolutions be adopted:

—

"(a) That this Imperial Economic Conference affirms the importance

of establishing as quickly as possible an efficient Imperial Ser\^ice of

Wireless Communication, and is of opinion that the several Governments

of the Empire should take immediate action to remove any difficulties

* See page 268.
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which arc now delaying tlie accomplishment of this, while providing
adequate fafeguards against the subordination of public to private
interests.

"(6) That representatives of the Dominions and India should be
associated in the work of tiie Imperial Communications Committee when
questions of interest to tliem arc under consideration.

"(c) That in view of the fact tliat tiie Dominions interested in the
Pacific cable have for a long time pressed for the provision of a State-
owned comiccting link across the Atlantic, all possible support should be
given by the Governments of the i*]mpire to the State-owned Atlantic
cable route whicii has now been provided.

" (d) That in any concessions given in the British Empire to private
enterprise in respect of cable or wireless services (including broadcasting
stations), preference siiould be accorded to British Companies of any
part of the Empire."

(D)—RECirROC.\L Enforcement of Judgments, Including Arbitrxtion Aw.\rd.s

It was decided to adopt the following Resolution:

—

" This Imperial Economic Conference take not« of the action already
taken in many parts of the Empire to carry into effect the proposal con-

tained in Resolution XXV of the Imperial Conference, 1911, with regard

to mutual arrangements with a view to the enforcement in one part of

tlie Empire of judgments and orders of the Courts of Justice in another
part, including judgments or orders for the enforcement of commercial
arbitration awards. While it is recognized that in certain Dominions
these matters come within the scope of Provincial or State Governments
wiiose freedom of action could not be bound by any decision of the

Dominion or Central Government, the general view of the Imperial
Economic Conference is that a universal arrangement througiiout the

Empire for the reciprocal enforcement of judgments, including arbitration

awards, could not fail to be valual)le and advantageous to trade and
commerce, and is accordingly an object at which the different parts of

the Empire should aim."

(E)

—

Imperi.\l Co-oper.\tion With Reference to Patents, Designs and
Tr.\de Marks

It was decided to adopt the following Resolution:—
" This Imperial Economic Conference have given careful considera-

tion to the Provisional Scheme recommended in the Report of the British

Empire Patent Conference, 1922, and they are of opinion that, apart
from one or two details which might receive further consideration by
correspondence between the heads of tlie Patent Offices, the Provisional
Scheme is a practicable one, and promises considerable advantages to

British inventors throughout the Empire; but in view of the difficulties

felt by the Dominion of Canada as regards the absence of any provision

for reciprocal registration of Dominion patents, the Conference feels

unable to make any recommendation so far as the Self-Governing
Dominions and India are concerned.

" The Conference, however, unanimously agree that it is very desir-

able that the Provisional Scheme should be adopted by the Colonies and
Protectorates, and that considerable benefits would thereby be derived

by inventors throughout the Empire."
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(F)

—

Economic Defence

It was decided to adopt tlie following Resolution:—

•

" In view of the vital importance to the British Empire of safe-

guarding its overseas carrying trade against all forms of discrimination

by foreign countries, whetiier open or disguised, the representatives of

the Governments of tiie Empire declare

—

" (1) That it is tiicir established practice to make no discrimination

between tlie flags of sliipping using their ports, and that they have no
intention of departing from this practice as regards countries which treat

ocean-going sliipping uiulcr tiio British flag on a footing of equality with

their own national shijjping.
" (2) That in the event of danger arising in future to the overseas

shipping of tlie Empire through an attempt by a foreign country to

discriminate against the British flag, the Governments of the Empire will

consult together as to the best means of meeting the situation."

(G)

—

Customs Formalities

(i) Valuation of Goods for Customs Duty Purposes

It was decided to adopt the following Resolutions:

—

Form A
" A common form of invoice and certificate for use by exporters

having been adopted by Australia, New Zealand, the Union of South
Africa, and Newfoundland, as well as by a number of Colonies, the
Conference strongly recommends, in the general interests of inter-

Imperial trade, that the early adoption of an identical form may be
sympathetically considered by all the other Governments throughout the
Empire which levy duty on a system similar to that in force in tlie

above-mentioned parts of the Empire.
" The Conference understands that legislation to give effect to the

recommendations of the Imperial Customs Conference has already been
passed in Australia and New Zealand, and ventures to urge the passing
of similar legislation in everj' case in which such may prove to be
necessary."

Form B

" The Conference has had before it a form of invoice and certificate

which has been prepared as suitable for use in those parts of the Empire
which le\y duty on the invoice value of goods imported from other parts

of the Empire, and require for this purpose a certified statement made
by the exporter of the goods.

" The Conference strongly recommends, in the interests of inter-

Imperial trade; the early ailoption by all parts of the Empire which
]evy duty on the system in question of the form annexed to this

Resolution." *

Certificate in Regard to Postal Packages

" The attention of the Conference has been drawn to the short form
of certificate prepared by the Imperial Customs Conference, 1921, for

use as establishing the origin of goods sent by parcel post from the

United Kingdom.

* See pages
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" It understands that tiiis form lias already been adopted by a

number of the Dominions and Colonies, and considers that in the

interests of inter-Imperial trade, the adoption of a similar form is

desirable in the case of parcels arriving in one part of the Empire from
another part.

" The Conference therefore strongly recommends that, in the case of

parcels sent by parcel post, the contents of which arc of small value and
are not merchandise for sale, the following short form of certificate

should be adopted at an early date by all parts of the Empire concerned,

as providing satisfactory evidence of the origin of the goods in cases

where the production of such evidence entitles the goods to entry at a
lower rate of duty than would othen\ise obtain:—

•

" The contents of this package arc not merchandise for sale, and
every article herein, to the extent of at least one-fourth of its present

value is bona fide the produce or manufacture of
(name of pari of British Empire).

" Dated at this day

of 19....
" Sender."

(ii) International Conference on Customs For7nalities

It was decided to adopt the following Resolution:

—

" That the Conference should take note of the work accomplished by
the recent League of Nations International Conference on Customs and
other Similar Fonnalities (the 15th October to tiie 3rd November, 1923),

and that the conclusions of that Conference should be recommended for

favourable consideration to the various Empire Government* concerned."

(H)

—

Empire Currency .A.Kn Exch.\nge

The Imperial Economic Conference adopted and endorsed the following

Resolutions, submitted to them by the Committt'e on Inter-Imperial

E.xchangcs:—
"(1) That, arising as they do from the suspension of an effective gold

standard, the difTiculties of Inter-Imperial exchange will disappear when
the currencies of Great Britain and the Dominions affected are again

made convertible into gold.

"(2) That it is neither necessary nor desirable to adopt complicated
plans for a new instrument of credit, such as Empire Currency Bills,

which involve difficult and disputable constitutional and financial ques-
tions.

"(3) That where difficulties have arisen in regard to exchange
between certain parts of the Empire and between such parts of the

United Kingdom,

" (a) The position could be ameliorated if the note-issuing authori-
ties were to accumulate sterling assets and to umlertake to
exchange their local currencies for sterling and lice versa.

" (b) This measure might be further developed and assisted by
the creation of central banks and by mutual co-operation as
recommended by the Genoa Conference.

" (c) In some cases the bank charges for buying and selling sterling

appear to be unduly high and should be capable of reduction
"
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(J)—C0-01'1'.RATI0N FOR TeCHXICAL RESEARCH AND IXFORMATION

It was decided to adopt the following Resolutions:

—

Resolution 1.

" This Imperial Economic Conference recommends the adoption of

the first of the two schemes for the future of the Imperial institute and

the Imperial Mineral Resources Burciiu proposed in the Report* of the

Imperial Institute Committee of Enquiry, 1923, subject to the following

modifications:

—

"
I i I That in order to ensure that the reconstituted Imperial Institute

may in future undertake in its laboratories only preliminan,'

investigations of raw materials for the purpose of ascertaining

their possible commercial value, and to ensure that investigation

(ir research of a more extensive kind may be referred to the

appropriate authority, whether in this country, or elsewhere in

the Empire, there shall be formed a small Committee of the Gov-
erning Body, to be known as the ' Laboratory Committee,'
consisting of the Comptroller-General of the Department of Over-
seas Trade (or his nominee"), the Secretary of the Scientific and
Industrial Research Departcmnt (or his nominee), and a Fellow
(if the Royal Society, being a representative of that Society on
the Governing Body of the Imperial Institute, who will super-
vise the laboratory.' work of the Institute and report thereon from
time to time to the Governing Body.

'
(ii) That, with a view to ensuring that in future the reconstituted

Institute may have expert assistance in regard to finance, e.g.,

in establishment matters, a representative of His Majesty's
Treasury- be added to the new Governing Body and to the new
Managing Committee proposed in paragraphs 100 and 101 of the
Report of the Imperial Institute of Enciuirj'."

Resolution 2

" This Imperial Economic Conference approves the estimate of the
cost of maintaining the reconstituted Institute as set out in paragraph 5
of the memorandum of the Secretary- of State for the Colonies submitted
to the Conference I.E.C. (231-18); and suggests that in order that the
sum of £8.000, which is proposed as an annual contribution from the
Dominions and India, may be obtained, the ministeral representatives of
the Dominions and of India advise their respective legislatures to con-
tribute the following annual amounts for a period of five years:

—

"Canada £2,000
Commonwealth of Australia 2,000
New Zealand* 1,200
Union of South Africa 1,200
India

[[ 1 ^00
Irisli Free State 200
Newfoundland

\ \\ 200"
• On the understanding that New Zealand is willing to raise this amount to £1 500

provided that the Exhibition Galleries of the Institute are retained.

Re.^olution 3

" This Imperial Economic Conference take note of the memorandum
on the co-ordination of research bearing upon industry' and the sugges-

• See Cmd. 1997 of 1923!
36—2 J
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tions for its development submitted by the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research in consultation with the Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries and other Departments, and they are of opinion that all possible

steps should be taken to encourage the exchange of scientific and tech-

nical information between the various parts of the Empire, and the co-

operation of the official and other organisations engaged in research for

the solution of problems of common interest."

(K)

—

Immunity of State Enterprises

It was decided that the following Resolutions be adopted:

—

I

" This Imperial Economic Conference, so far as it is competent for

its members without prejudice to the rights of the States or Provinces

of a self-governing Dominion, agrees with the recommendation of the

Committee on the Liability of Dominion and Foreign Governments, &c.,

to United Kingdom taxation expressed in the following terms, viz.:

—

" Any Government within the Empire, so far as it engage* in

trade, shall be treated as liable to the taxation of any other country
within the Empire, in which it may either own property in connec-
tion with trade, or make trade profits; the liability of the United
Kingdom Government or any Dominion Government so far as

engaged in trade shall be co-extensive with the liability of a private

trading corporation in similar circumstances."
" It is agreed that each of the several Parliaments of Great Britain,

the Dominions and India shall be invited to enact at the earliest oppor-

tunity a declaration that the general and particular provisions of its

Acts or ordinances imposing taxation shall be deemed to apply to anj'

commercial or indu.?trial enterprise carried on by or on behalf of any
other such Governments in the same manner in all respects as if it were
carried on by or on behalf of a subject of the British Crown. It is not
contemplated that such legislation should have retrospective effect for

any year prior to 1924.
" This Conference further agrees that, as soon as possible after the

passing of the aforesaid legislation, negotiations should be opened with

the Governments of foreign countries, in accordance with the recom-
mendations of the aforesaid Committee, " with a view to reciprocal

agreement between those countries and the Empire to the following effect:

if or when the Government of a foreign country carries on trade in the,

United Kingdom or in a Dominion, and if or when the Government of a
country within the British Empire carries on trade in a foreign country,

the trading Government shall not, in its character as such, be treated as

entitled to any sovereign immunity from taxation either directly or
through the claim of superiority to the jurisdiction of municipal Courts;
nor shall a Government so trading be treated as entitled to any sovereign
immunity from taxation in respect of property in the other country con-
cerned which it may own or hold in a trading capacity or in connection
with trade.

" It is understood that, as the Committee recommended, it would be
a proviso to the whole agreement that it should be without prejudice to

the national interests of a sovereign State in any emergency of war."
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II

" The Conference further recommends that the draft convention on

the immunity of State-owned ships adopted by the meeting of the Inter-

national Maritime Committee held at Gothenburg in August last, and
amended after consultation between the British Admiralty and Board of

Trade, should be atlopted throughout the Empire as the basis on which

an international convention might be concluded- This amended draft is

as follows:

—

" Immunity of State-owned Ships

" (Amended Draft: October 26, 1923)

"Article 1.—Vessels owned or operated by States for trading pur-

poses, cargoes owned by them and cargo and passengers carried on such

vessels and the States owning or operating such vessels shall be sub-

jected in respect of claims relating to the operation of such vessels or to

such cargoes to the same rules of legal liability (i.e., liability to be sued

for payment) and to the same obligations as those applicable to private

vessels, persons or cargo.

" Article 2.—Such liabilities shall be enforceable by the tribunals

having jurisdiction over and by the procedure applicable to a privately-

owned ship or cargo or the owner thereof.

" Article 3.—Ships of war, State Yachts, Surveying Vessels, Hospital
Ships and other vessels owned or operated by States and employed on
other than trading purposes shall continue to enjoy the respective

privileges and immunities hitherto enjoyed by them by the comity of

nations. Liabilities against such ships in respect of collisions or salvage

claims shall, however, be enforceable, but only by action before the com-
petent tribunals of the State owning or operating such vessels; and no
such vessel shall be liable to arrest. Similarly, State-owned cargo car-

ried for non-commercial purposes in ships owned or operated by the
State shall not be subject to seizure, but shall be liable to process of

Law, but only in the Courts of the State owning such vessels.

" Article 4.—The provisions of this Convention will be applied in

every contracting State in all cases where the claimant is a citizen of one
of the contracting States, provided always that nothing in this Conven-
tion shall prevent any of the contracting States from settling by its own
laws the rights allowed to its own citizens before its own Courts.

" Article 5.—This Convention shall not be binding on a belligerent

State in respect of claims arising during the period of belligerency."

5. IMPERIAL POLICY WITH REGARD TO THE IMPORT AND
EXPORT OF LIVESTOCK

After .consideration of this question, the Imperial Economic Conference
decided that steps should be taken to promote Inter-Imperial trade in pedigree

stock throughout the Empire as a whole on reciprocal terms, subject always to

satisfactory precautions being taken against the introduction of disease.

It was further agreed that a Conference should be arranged between repre-

sentatives of His Majesty's Government and the Canadian Government to con-

sider the question of the administrative interpretation of " The Importation of

Animals Act, 1922"
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6. IMPERIAL POLICY WITH REGARD TO FORESTRY

It was decided to adopt the following Resolution:

—

" That the Imperial Economic Conference accepts generally the

Resolution? of the Empire Forestry Conference (Canada, 19231, and
recommends them to the respective Clovernments of the Empire for their

favourable consideration."*

7. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

It was decided to adopt the following Resolutions:

—

RESOLrTION I

Non-resident Workmen
" That this Imperial Economic Conference, taking note of the exist-

ing restrictions in the Workmen's Compensation laws of certain parts of

tiic British Empire on the payment of benefits to workmen and their

dependents on tlu- ground of non-rcsidcncc in the State in wiiich the

accident happened, and having regard to the tendency of such restrictions

to discourage movement within the Empire, is of opinion tliat no British

subject who is permanently incapacitated, and no dependant of a British

subject who has been killed, by accident due to his employment in any
part of the Empire sliould be excluded from any benefit to which he
would otherwise l)e entitled under the Workmen's Compensation law of

that part of the Empire on the ground of his removal to or residence in

another part of the Empire."

Resolution II

Seamen

" That this Imperial Economic Conference, having hr.d its attention

drawn to cases where British sailors injured by accident while serving on
ships registered in some part of the Empire b.ave had no claim to com-
pensation owing to tlic law of that part of the Empire being restricted,

in its application to seamen, to accidents occurring within territorial

waters or other limited area, is of opinion that the Covernnient of any
such part of the Empire should ensure that the benefits of its compensa-
tion law will extend to all accidents to seamen serving on ships registered

within such part of the Empire wherever the ship may be when the
accident takes place. And furthermore the Conference invites the Gov-
ernment of any British Colony or Protectorate where there is a register

of shipping, but where legislation giving compensation rights to seamen
does not at present exist, to consider the adoption of such legislation."

RESOLmON III

Aliens

" That this Imperial Economic Conference, taking note of the
disabilities imposed under the Workmen's Compensation laws of certain
foreign countries on British subjects residing in those countries and their

dependants, invites each Government of the Empire, regard being had
to its own particular conditions, to consider the possibility of adopting
in workmen's compensation legislation, the principle of reciprocity, that
is, that the benefits of such legislation should be accorded to subjects of
foreign countries upon the condition that and to the extent to which such
foreign countries accord reciprocal treatment to British subjects."

• See page 555.
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The conference notes in adopting the foregoing Resolutions that, in certain

of the Dominions, Workmen's Compensation falls wholly or partially within

Provincial or State jurisdiction and is in those cases and to that extent outside

the control of the Dominion Government.

8. IMPERIAL ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

It was decided to adopt the following Resolution:

—

" That in the opinion of this Imperial Economic Conference (Canada
dissenting)—
"(1) It is dtjirable to establish an Imperial Economic Committee, com-

prising representatives of the Governments represented in the Im-
perial Conference, and responsible to those Governments.

"(2) The function of the Committee should be to consider and advise
upon any matters of an economic or commercial character, not
being matters appropriate to be dealt with by tiie Imperial Shipping
Committee, which are referred to it by any of the constituent

Governments, provided that no question which has any reference

to another part of the Empire may be referred to the Committee
without the consent of that other part of the Empire."

It was further decided that in the constitution of the proposed Imperial
Economic Committee representation siiould be alloted to the various constituent
Governments as follows:

—

Great Britain 4 members.
Dominions 2 members each.
India 2 members.
Colonies and Protectorates 2 members.

OPENING SPEECHES

Sir Philip Lloyd-Gre.\me, as Chairman, opened the proceedings on the

2nd October with a brief review of the economic situation and the work which
lay before the Conference. He was followed in turn by the Prime Ministers
of Canada, New Zealand, the Union of South Africa and Newfoundland, by Mr.
McGrath for the Irish Free State, by Mr. Innes for India, and by Mr. Ormsby-
Gore for the Colonies and Protectorates. The Prime Minister of tlic Common-
wealth of Australia, who was unable to arrive in England in time for the
beginning of the Conference, made his opening statement at the fourth meeting,
on the 9th October. The opening speeches were published in full at the time,
and were as follows:

—

OPENING SPEECH BY SIR PHILIP LLOYD-GREAME
It needs no words on the part of the representatives of the British Govern-

ment to express the gratification we all feel at being associated with you in

the work of this Economic Conference. We have looked forward keenly to the
occasion. At any time it would be of great value that the Governments of the
Empire should devote their concerted attention in council to the economic
problems with which they are confronted. But surely there could be no more
opportune moment than the present for the meeting of such a Conference.

We are all faced with economic problems and difficulties, differing in

character and degree, but all of them having a common origin in the uphcavel
caused by the war, and the dislocation and disturbance which have followed in
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its train. And, as these problems have a common origin, they are, I believe,

susceptible, to a large extent, of a common solution. If we are to co-operate

in common or complementary action, this can only be clone by meeting in con-

ference, where we can speak with the frankness of partners and witii the purpose

of partners to work out a policy in which the various parts of the Empire can

co-operate to their mutual advantage.

ECONOMIC POSITIOX IN GREAT BRIT.MN

Our position in this coimtry is well known to you. You have watched our
industrial development. That development has involved an increasing depend-
ence on export trade, an increasing dependence on imported material?; and our

capacity to buj- those materials is dependent principally on our capacity to

maintain our export trade by sales overseas. And throughout all our period of

industrial development the maintenance of a growing population has depended
upon the concurrent expansion of trade.

To-day our export trade is still far below its pre-war volume. This defi-

ciency, fluctuating somewhat in exient. has persisted for many months, and has
been and is to-day reflected in unemployment of a duration and on a scale

without precedent. It would be difficult to exaggerate tlic gravitj' or the urgency
of such a situation. But one fact is plain. We can only restore and maintain
steady employment in this country, if we can wipe out the deficit in our export

trade and indeed do something more. It will not be enough to get back to our
pre-war volume of trade. Our population has increased, and at the same time
the efficiency of methods of production has improved. Consequently a larger

volume of trade is necessary than before the war to maintain employment.

THE VIT.\L PROBLEM OF M.UJKETS

For us, therefore, the vital problem is the problem of markets; the restora-

tion of old markets, but, still more, the development of new markets. While
the interdependence of world trade makes the restoration of stable and pro-

ductive conditions in Europe of great importance, we should realise two facts

in this connection. Firstly, even if we assume the most favourable conditions

that are practically possible to-day, the complete recovery of the producing and
purchasing power of parts of Europe must be, at least, a slow process. Secondly,
the industrial capacity of Europe was largely increased during and immediately
after the war. and consequently we shall have to face increasing compensation
in industrial output. These facts emphasise the enormous importance to us of
the progressive development of new markets. And is it not true that for the
Dominions and for the Colonies the need of constant and steady markets is

hardly less important?

LESSONS OF THE PAST IN THE ECONOMIC DE\'EL0PMENT OF THE EMPIRE

Looking at the economic history of the past, there are, I think, two out-
standing lessons, which we should do well to bear in mind. The first is that
the surest guarantee of industrial prosperity in this countrj' is the development
of fresh resources, new fields overseas. The most prosperous period in our
industrial history was. I suppose, unqucstionnbly the period of easy success

between 18o0 ami 1870, a period which coincided with enormous development
in America and in other part-s of the world. The second lesson may be drawn
from the epocii which followed. The effects of the long period of industrial

depression, which came shortly after the Franco-Prussian war. are common
knowledge. But what is not so well remembered is that during tliat depressing
time, while for years our export trade to foreign countries showed no increase.
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while our population was steadily growing, one thing above all others enabled

us to carry on: the fact tliat our exports of manufactures within the Empire

almost doubled in those difficult years. And let us remember that it was the

development taking place in the Empire itself that made that increase of trade

possible.

POSSIBILITIES OF THE FUTURE

Difficult as the position is to-day, I feci that, in the light of those two

lessons, we may look to the future with hope. The resources of the British

Empire are as great as those of the United States. You and we are equally

anxious to develop them, and I do not believe that together we are less capable

of realising a development comparable with that which has taken place in

America. We are all of us anxious to do the greatest possible amount of

trade together. You need, for the development of your great territories, popu-

lation and capital. As Adam Smith (who was a much better Imperialist than

is sometimes supposed) said, " What encourages the progiess of population and

improvement, encourages that of real wealth and greatness." And, on our part,

our needs are complementary. Indeed, in the fulness of time, these problems

would work themselves out. Population and capital would come to the

Dominions; the resources of the Colonies would be developed. But now is the

time of our greatest need. Now particularly is the time when the Empire is

thrown back on its own resources. Can we not anticipate its development?

That surely is the problem which we have to study in its various aspects. And
I would observe tliat such a policy of anticipation is no artificial or uneconomic

specific. On the contrary; if in the years immediately in front of us we can

follow a bold and businesslike policy of accelerating the development of the

Empire and its resources, we shall find immediate relief in our present difficul-

ties, and we shall bring about a greater and quicker increase in the wealth and

strength of all parts of the Empire. The various items which we have agreed

in the telegrams which have passed between us, as proper to the Agenda, are,

in fact, all of them factors in this problem.

SUGGESTED DRAFT AGENDA

As regards the Agenda itself, we thought it would meet the convenience

of the Conference, if we prepared for your consideration a draft, which attempted

to embody in an ordered sequence the various subjects which have already

been proposed for discussion in the telegrams interchanged. Accordingly, I

have circulated the draft, which you have received, in the hope that it may
facilitate our preliminary discussion on the order of business.

OVERSEA SETTLEMENT

The majority of subjects appear to fall into three broad classes. First and
foremost there is Empire Settlement. Settlement is at once a great objective

in itself and an indispensable means to the development of Imperial resources.

Settlement on the largest scale possible is as important to this country as it is

to the Dominions. It is often said that Great Britain has become over-indus-

trialized. Certainly, if that is not yet true, it is in danger of becoming so in

the future. The problem of the adjustment of population, industrially and
agriculturally, can only be solved if we treat it as an Imperial problem. And
what better aim can we have than to open ever wider in the future for our

growing population avenues of opportunity and freer life among our own kin in

the broad space of the Empire? The documents which have been circulated

contain a record of what has been accomplished under the Empire Settlement
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Act. That Act, itself the outcome of intcr-Iinperial discussions, has been a real

contribution to the solution of the problem, and has established a sound base
on which to build. We shall wish to consider in detail how to use the resources

of that Act to the best advantage: to discuss with first-hand experience what is

the most effective machinery- in the Dominions and in this country for assist-

ing Settlement ; and to consider how wc can improve the method? of selection and
training of settlers, their reception, distribution and subsequent care. Are we
working on the rigiit lines? Can we use the means which the Act places at our
disposal to better advantage? What should be the relation of the Government
here to the Dominion Ciovernments and to State Governments witliin the

Dominions in negotiating and operating schemes under the Act? Arc there any
further steps which you and we can usefully take to accelerate our policy?

FIN.\NCIAL ASSISTANCE TO IMPERIAL DEVELOPMENT

Closely allied to the prolilom of Settlement comes the question of financial
co-operation between the Mother Country and the Dominions. The acceleration
of development is largely a question of finance. In this country one of the
measures (and I think the most sound economically) which we have designed
for dealing with unemployment has been the Trade Facilities Act- Under that
Act we took power to give a Government guarantee to capital issues for works
of different kinds, the contracts for supplies and materials being placed in this

countrj'. In this way we have acceloratcd the putting in hand of sound revenue-
producing schemes, such as railway extensions and electrification, which would
otherwise have been delayed; and we have thus secured immediate orders for

our factories and have speeded up the development of useful un<lcrtakings which,
in their turn, have provided improved facilities and led to further development.
I hope that it may be possible to devise a policy with similar objects in regard
to Imperial Development. As I have said, there lies without doubt before the
Dominions and the Colonies a period of progressive development. That devel-

opment is of advantage, immediate and prospective, both to the country devel-

oped and to this country. To the countn*- in which the development takes
place it brings accretions of population and wealth; to this countrj^ it means
immediate orders, new openings for emigrants, and an increasing flow of trade

in the future. The rate of development in any State is normally limited by its

own immediate financial capacity. But if the normal rate of development can
be accelerated, that is good policy and good business. Tlie rate at which
settlement is possible depends a good deal on tiic extent to which tlie necessary

public works and public utility services are put in hand. If tliese initial works
can be speeded up, emigration will proceed more rapidly; and as the flow of

emigration increases, so increase the development of the resources of the State,

its wealth, its capacity to produce, its capacity to trade.

The need and the value of such a policy of speeding up development applies

at least as much to the Colonies as to the Dominions; and it is our purpose

to pursue this policy in the development of the Colonies. Let me take a con-

crete example, which indeed applies to both. One of the most pressing prob-

lems with which one of our greatest British industries is faced to-day is the

supply of sufficient supplies of raw cotton at a reasonable price. There are great

tracts of territory within the British Dominions capable of producing cotton

of the quality we need; but if these t<?rritories are to be developed rapidly

and on an adequate scale, large capita! expenditure is necessary on tr:in-;port

and irrigation. The more rapid the development the better. As quickly as

the cotton can be grown and transported, it will be absorbed; and the terri-

tories so developed become sellers of a commodity we here badly need, and

increasing purchasers of goods within the Empire.
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Given the resources wliich undoubtedly exist; given the wisdom no less

than the desire of purchasing as much as we can of our sujiplics witliin the

Empire; given the impelling need for all of us to develop an increasing mutual
trade under stable conditions: I think we must be convinced that we should
give careful consideration to tiie whole question of accelerating the development
of our Imperial resources, and endeavour to work out a businesslike scheme of

credit facilities and financial co-operation, in the responsibility for which we
should share, and which will be to our mutual advantage.

IMPERIAL PEEFERENCE

Concurrently, we are anxious to consider the analogous question of Imperial

Preference. We in this country are fully alive to, and keenly appreciative of,

the value of the preferences which we have received under your tariffs. And
on our part, we have definitely established the principle of lmi)crial Preference

in our own more limited fiscal system. We wish to apply that principle, within

the scope which is practicable for us, so as to stimulate still further the develop-

ment of Imperial i)roducts and Imperial resources. Any increase which it is

possible for you to make in the rate of preference will be of real value to us,

and will the more enable us to buy from you. In this matter atiain we shall

speak together frankly. We can expose to each other fully and frankly our
desires and our diihculties. Indeed, any other form of discussion would be use-

less. On our part, we shall certainly approach the question of Preference

with a strong desire to increase our mutual trade, ready and willing to take what
action is possible for us and of value to other parts of the Empire to secure

that end.

In addition to the broad questions of Settlement, Financial Co-operation
and Preference, there must arise for our consideration a number of subjects in

all of which it should be possible for us to do something practical for the im-
provement of inter-Imperial trade. Within this sphere a number of subjects

have been placed on the Agenda, following the suggestions made by our
respective Governments in the telegrams which we have exchanged.

IMPERIAL COMMUNICATIONS

Imperial Communications have always rightly been a subject of discussion

at our Conferences. A previous Conference established the Imperial Shipping
Committee. AVe shall have the opportunity of considering the valuable work
which it has accomplished, and which is set out in its Reports. I would refer

particularly to the proposal for the establishment of an Airship Ser\'ice to

Egypt and India, a proposal designed on the commercial side to secure an
acceleration in the mail service, on which so much insistence has been laid in

the past and with regard to which we have already taken action. Again there
are the steps which have been taken to secure unification in the Rules relating

to Bills of Lading, following upon the original proposals of an earlier Imperial
Conference. As practical men, we shall, I know, discuss these questions of

shipping and communications in a practical way and with due recognition of

the economic factors which govern them. It is obvious that cheap and efficient

sea services depend on practical considerations; the reasonable certainty of
obtaining cargoes on the outward and the homeward voyage; the rates levied
in ports and harbours visited; the measure of taxation imposed. Antl. as we
come to review the questions which affect our Imperial Shipping, it will be
proper that we should consider what steps we can take to secure the co-opera-
tion of our Governments in safeguarding the overseas carrying trade of the
Empire against discrimination by foreign countries.
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FURTHER STEPS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF MUTUAL TRADE

Other subjects designed to improve our mutual trade are: co-operation in

commercial iutclligence; the facilities accorded to traders in such matters as

the free circulation of trade catalogues and samples; the preparation of Imperial

economic statistics; the reciprocal enforcement of judgments; co-operation in

the registration of patents, designs and trade-marks; the valuation of goods for

customs duties; questions of currency and exchange as between the different

countries in the Empire; co-operation in technical research; the immunity of

State enterprises. We shall also have occasion to consider Imperial policy with

regard to thp import and export of live stock.

THE NEED FOR A PERMANENT ADVISORY BODY

If we can frame practical proposals and can work out a common and
complementary policy on many of these matters, the Conference will have
accomplished work of real and lasting value. But I believe that, as the Confer-
ence proceeds, as we record our recommendations and work out our policy, we
shall feel the need of establishing some machinery by which we can maintain

a closer contact on economic questions than has been possible hitherto. We
are aiming at a closer policy of inter-Imperial trade and development. We
hope, as the result of our deliberations, to take steps, legislative or administra-

tive, which will promote and foster that development. But the policy we seek

to pursue will be carried out, not merely by the acts of our Governments, but
in the daily work and business, the production and commerce of our people.

If we are to pursue our policy to the best advantage, should we not try to estab-

lish some advisory or consultative body for consultation and discussion on
matters arising out of our policy and the action which we take to give effect to

it? Certainly, at this stage I do not seek to dogmatize or to define what form
it should take. I have no doubt that a similar idea is present in your minds,
and it may well be that you have clearly defined suggestions. But I am sure

that it is a problem which we shall feel increasingly deserving of our considera-

tion. There is always some risk that a Conference of this kind may fail some-
what in its purpose, by passing resolutions which are not adequately followed

up and made effective. There is perhaps also a risk, having regard to the time
at its disposal, that it may become unduly involved in matters of detail. It is,

I am sure, our desire and our purpose to avoid both those risks. But the time
at our disposal is necessarily limited. The field wo have to survey is wide.

There are many subjects on which we wish to take action or to make action

possible in the future. We wish to achieve definite results, and to lay down lines

of policy which will be progressively followed. If therefore we can, as a result

of this Conference, take such action as is possible in the immediate future on
the important matters which will come before us, and also establish some means
of facilitating, both for our Goverimients and for our producers and traders,

the better pursuit of our common aim, the Conference will have fulfilled its

purpose.

I think I should interpret aright the powerful speeches delivered yesterday,
if I say that the two-fold theme which ran through them all was the vast
possibilities that lie within the Empire itself, and the great part w''irh the

Empire can play in the appeasement and reconstruction of the world. Wherever
we look, the problems of to-day are largely economic problems- And how
can the Empire play its part better in its own interest, and in the interest of

the whole world, than by developing to the utmost the rich resources that lie

within its borders?
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OPENING SPEECH BY MR. MACKENZIE KING

President of the Board of Trade and Gentlemen, the President has referred

to some precedents of which mention was made yesterday. Among the number
is the precedent that the representative of the senior Dominion is supposed to be

the first to take part in the discussion of different questions that may be raised.

For tiiat reason I venture to say just a few words followinp; on the very able

representation of the proposed work of the Conference to which we have just

listened. I regret that my colleagues Mr. Graham and Sir Lomer Gouin are not
here to-day. I had hoped that they might have been the ones to speak for

Canada; they will be liere in a day or two, and no doubt they will then have
opportunity of spcakina; more in detail than I care tn at the moment with refer-

ence to some of the subjects which have been mentioned.

VALUE OF .\X IMPERUL ECONOMIC CONFERENCE

The thought which at the moment must be uppermost in the minds of all

present, having regard to what is represented by tliis gathering, is the vastness

of the inheritance which, as members of the British Empire, it is ours to

possess. As we think of the different countries represented here, the extent

and variety of their resources, tlieir different pnpiihitions, we must feel tiiere

is a very special obligation and responsibility to ourselves, and through us
to the rest of the world, to make the most of what has come to us in the course

of years. I cannot think of any phase of work to which a Conference of repre-

sentatives of the Empire could devote itself to greater advantage than the con-
sideration of the economic needs, and possible economic development, of different

parts of the Empire. Here, if anywhere, the advantages of consultation, confer-

ence and co-operation must he apparent. There is this happy feature about
our work; that whatever is achieved, wliich may be of advantage to any of the
countries concerned—the countries that go to make up our vast Empire—is

certain to be of advantage sooner or later to the whole. Similarly, whatever is

of advantage to the whole must be of advantage to each of the several parts.

I feel, therefore, that above all else, we meet together in a spirit of unity, a
spirit of common advantage and opportunity which we enjoy as members of one
great family.

GRE.\T BRIT.\IN's POST-WAR TRADE DIFFICUl.TIES

It will hardly be expected at this stage that much in the way of com-
ment siiould be made upon the remarks of the President of the Board of Trade.
I might, however, say just a word or two by way of obs"ervation on what they
seem to suggest. It is clear that what at the moment we are seeking to do is

to overcome the depression of trade, the dislocation of industry, and other ill-

effects of the war. The situation, as far as Britain is concerned, is unquestion-
ably serious in some of its aspects. I think we must all be impressed with this.

Being nearer to Continental Europe than any other part of the British Empire,
and larger in interests, it is perhaps inevitable that your prnhlem-; of unemploy-
ment and dislocation of trade and industry should, if anything, be greater than
they are in other parts; but we all have felt the ill-effects of the war in very
considerable measure. Every Dominion, I think, has had its problem of unem-
ployment- Certainly in Canada, within the last few years, we have had prob-
lems to cope with very similar to those you have here. I think we are beginning
to turn the corner, and that the countrj' is again getting upon its feet. I mention
this because it enables us to appreciate more fully perhaps than otherwise would
be possible, just the nature and extent of the problems that exist here.
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LIMITS OF GOVERNMENT ACTION IN THE ECONOMIC SPHERE

It is well, I think, that at the outset we should reflect a little upon what
may be possible, through Government intervention or direction, by way of

improving conditions. Governments can do much in some directions, but there

arc limitations to what Governments can do, and perhaps it is wise that we
should not expect too much in too short a time. Time is a necessary factor in

all things. Populations cannot be distributed over night, nor can trade find new
channels witliin a day; capital is not likely to seek investment, certainly with
the degree of caution which should be exercised, in a very sliort time; and there-

fore, it would be well, I think, not to raise undue hopes in any direction as to

what may come through Government action. Moreover, I think it well at this

time to recall the factors that have made British industrj' and trade the world
over what it is; namely, that it has been individual initiative on tlie part of

labour, on the part of merchants, on the part of manufacturers, on the part

of the investors of capital. It is to individual initiative that countries must
look even more in the future than tlicy have in the past. The war led to a

control of industry by Government, and a direction of industry by Govern-
ment, to a degree that possibly the circumstances of the occasion may have
justified, but to a degree certainly which has provoked to some extent a reac-

tion against too much in the way of Government interference.

WHAT G0%T21NMENT CAN DO

Speaking my own view, I cannot but feel that one of the greatest services

Government can render to-day is, in so far as may be advisable and possible,

to clear tlie channels of trade and communication of obstructions, of what-
ever character they may be; to make as free as possible, with due regard to

existing conditions, the movement of men and money throughout different

parts of the Empire; and wherever an obstacle to closer communication and
intercourse and development exists, to do what can he done In- way of remov-
ing that obstacle. In the course of the proceedings I shall endeavour to point

out wherein I think tiiis may be effected to a considerable degree.

CANADIAN ATTITUDE TOWARDS MIGRATION

The President has spoken in particular of two or three outstanding matters
to which the Conference should direct its attention; the first was the question

of migration within the Empire. Certainly the basis of trade development as

the basis of the strength of the Empire will lie in its man-power and in its

effective distribution through different parts of the Empire. I would like to

say just a word in regard to the Canadian attitude towards immigration. I

have gathered that in some quarters an impression has prevailed that we were
not receiving, or rather were not anxious to receive, in large numbers, immi-
grants from other countries, and in particular from the British Isles, Nothing
could be further from the truth than an impression of that kind. We had a

serious unemployment problem after the war. After demobilization we were
spending large sums of money on Unemployment Relief, and had numbers of

immigrants come from Britain or elsewhere to Canada while we were dealing
with that situation. I feel that the effect of it in the long run would have been
to have set back any permanent settlement rather than to liave advanced it.

Last year we fortunately got through tlie winter without doing so much in the
way of giving relief on the part of the Federal Administration, though some
municipalities had to give assistance. I think we are now to the point where
we can welcome immigration of the right kind to our country, and certainly

no stock could be more welcome than British stock of the kind which has
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helped to make our country and our Empire what it is- It is important, how-
ever, tliat regard shoukl be had to the economic situation of the country; to

the position of our industries; to what it may be possible for industry normally

to absorb. I think it is of importance that labour should have reason to feel

that the standards which it has won, and which it has with effort attained,

sliould not be threatened through any excessive immigration. I believe this

body can do very much towards working out an arrangement that will ensure

the avoidance of the kind of situation tiiat might make the continuous flow of

immigration embarrassing.

It is most important that men who are leaving one country and going

to another should know where they are going and what they arc going to do,

and should not become, so to speak, stranded upon their arrival in a new
country. Much can be done in Conference here by working out phases of

emigration development which will be of advantage alike to the old world and
to the new.

empire's need for BRITISH CAPIT.\L

Men, money and markets are fundamental considerations in our trade

and industrial development. We want our own capital—when I say our own
I «peak now of British capital—capital available for investment in the British

Empire; we want it invested in different parts of the British Empire. I should

hope that as a result of these discussions the evident advantages of the invest-

ment of capital in tiie different Dominions may be made more and more
apparent to the British public. As to markets, certainly, we must seek to

develop our markets to the fullest extent possible. The more we can develop

them within the British Empire the better.

C.\N.\D.\'S preference POLICY

Perhaps I had better leave the question of Preference for more mature
and careful consideration at some sitting of the Conference when that subject

will be specially discussed. I should like to say this, however, with regard to

trade Prefer'-nce, that Canada feels not a little pride in the circumstance that
she was the pioneer in granting a preference to British goods. At the present

time we are giving a preference averaging 33j per cent or more on all goods
coming from Britain and also from difTerent parts of the Empire. In the last

session of our Parliament, we made a slight additional increase in the prefer-

ence by undertaking to give a discount of 10 per cent of existing duties on any
British goods that came through Canadian ports. We had in mind there

development of trade by the " All red " route, but we had also very much
in mind the action of the British Government in undertaking to remove the

obstacles to the importation of our cattle into the British markets here.

Throughout, the Canadian attitude in the matter of Preference has been one

of goodwill ; it has been based on goodwill ; bargaining has not been the basis of

it. We have done what we have done believing it would be to our advantage,

but belie\'ing also that it would be helpful to the countries to which the prefer-

ence was extended, and especially to the Mother Country-; and I would like to

repeat that the action we took at our last session in increasing the preference was
due primarily—and I can speak with a knowledge of the circum.stances which
governed it—to the action of the British Government in meeting us, as they did

meet us, with respect to an important commodity of trade and commerce. Now
that spirit of seeking each other's mutual advantage will, I believe, go further

than anything else to help build up the trade and further the industrial develop-

ment of the Empire.
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I am afraid, Mr. President, I have taken longer than I should have, but

1 would like to repeat that, so far as Canada is concerned, we have come to these

Conferences, regarding them as Conferences, with the one motive, which I know
is the motive that governs all others who are present, namely, that of doing what
we can in the way of advancing the mutual interests of the component parts of

the British Empire, believing, as I have already said, that as the strength of the

whole is increased, so will become apparent the benefit to each of the parts; in

other words, that the well-being of the parts is bound up in the well-being and
unity of the whole.

OPENING SPEECH BY MR. MASSEY

I want, Mr. President, before I go on, to express appreciation of tlie fact

that you have convened this Conference for some very important purposes; among
them, tiiat of considering how best to get rid of the present difficulties, not only

in Britain itself, but also in the Overseas Dominions, and I hope and believe that

something effective will be done and agreed upon before we return to our respec-

tive countries. You have suggested, Mr. President, tliat one of the best things

to be done in the circiunstances, and here I may say I thoroughly agree with you,

is to find fresh fields for British enterprise. I quite agree with that.

ABSENCE OF REGULATED MIGR.VTION IN THE P.\ST

In the proposals that have been made it seems to me that we must always
bear in mind that migration and preference go together whatever form they may
take, and there are many forms of preference. The difficulty in tliis, and I am
not finding fault with any one or any Government, because I take my share of
the blame as much as anyone else for what has taken place, but the great diffi-

culty at present is this, that the trouble with regard to migration from Britain

and settlement overseas was not dealt with at a very much earlier period. What
I mean is this. That for many years past, as long as I can remember, there has
been a constant stream of migrants from Britain to overseas countries, and I

think I am riglit in saying that very little inducement was given to those migrants
to settle in countries under the British flag. The consequence has been that a
majority, I believe a very large majority of them, have settled in countries out-

side the Empire. Consequent!}- they have been lost to the Empire. I do not
envj' the Governments of the countries where they have settled, but they have
been a decided gain to those countries. It is not too late now to stop what has
been going on, and I believe that what has already been done by the British

Government, backed up by the Dominions overseas, has been to a certain extent

effective, but a great deal more requires to be done. You, Mr. President, referred

to new areas for development—I know that is not quite the term you used. If

a considerable number of those migrants that we have lost had been settled in

the new countries of the Empire that await development they would have been
customers to-day for the goods manufactured in Britain, and they would also

have been able long before this to have supplied part, at all events, of the raw
materials required in these islands and part of the foodstuffs necessary for the

population of this country'. That is the position that we have to look back upon
and endeavour to do ver>- much better for the future. Now so far as the over-

sea countries are concerned; there they are, many of them, with a very sparse

population, and I am thinking not only of the Dominions, but of the Colonies,

with a very' sparse European population and producing verj' little indeed com-
pared with what they ought to produce, and carrying only a vir\" small popula-

tion compared with what I believe they will carry in the years xi come.
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rOSSIBILlTIKS OF INCREASKD PRODUCTION IN CANADA, AUSTRALIA AND NKW
ZEALAND

AVc hiivo had an interesting sijceuli from tlie Prime Minister of Canada.
Take tiie cxjwrt in whii'ii liis country is particularly conoerned. 1 take it tiiat

the principal export form Canada is wlieat. At all events I know enough of

Canada to know that very large areas of wheat are grown there, and that they

have millions of acres untouched which will grow wheat in the future, and
already the export from Canada to other countries, and particularly to Britain,

is very large. Now Canada can make a tremendous increase in her wheat pro-

duction, I know that from observation. There is no question about that. They
can also go on improving and increasing their exports in connection with other
products. Take Australia—I am dealing with the larger overseas Dominions
in turn—for instance; Australia's principal export is probably wool. She exports
meat very largely. She also exports dairy produce and minerals. Now in con-
Dection with all these things— I am not quite certain as to the minerals—but
I know perfectly well that the export of meat, dairy produce and wool from
Australia can be verj' greatly increased. There is no question about that. Food
has to be found for stock, but even if it means cultivation it is labour that will
pay for doing. Once wc get a rca.sonable margin between the cost of production
and the amount which the products will realise in the markets of the world,
particularly Britain, then production will go ahead. Take my own country-,
which is small and young compared with Australia and Canada, but still on
the whole making very satisfactory progress. I know there are people—some
of our own friends, for in.stance—who say we are not making sufficient pro-
gress, but we have to remember that we came through a war which practically
lasted for five or six years, longer than that if we take the aftermath of the
war, and I want to call your attention to what was the case say ten years
ago when my friend on the right was a member of the Government. At that
time the exports from New Zealand amounted to approximately £23,000.000.
In spite of the difficulties arising out of the war and matters connected there-

with, our exports for the last producing year, ended the 30th June, amounted
to over £47,000,000; that is to say, that they have more than doubled in ten

years- Our imports for the last producing year amounted to £41,000,000. By
calculation per head we are probably one of Britain's best customers, but during
the war period, it must be admitted—and I think it is well known to all the

representatives of the different British countries who are here to-day—that

during the war Britain was not able to supply us with many of our require-

ments which consequently had to be obtained in other markets, and once we
go to other markets for what we need it takes a little time to get trade back.

That is the process we are going through in New Zealand. Speaking from
memory. I believe our imports from Britain last year amounted approximately

to £20,000,000; that is to say, as our exports go up our imports go up accord-

ingly. I want also to call your att-ention to the fact that most of our imports

came from Britain; probably Canada had a good share, and I think the United

States to a certain extent; but New Zealand gives preference not only to

Britain itself, but to other British countries as well, and Canada having a

frontage to the Pacific, if I may use the term, is looked upon as one of our

neighbours. Canada sends us some of her products, whilst we send Canada
some of our products and the arrangement is a mutually satisfactory one.

I give that as an instance of what can be done. I am not boasting of it. I

am simply stating what has been done in New Zealand can be done in the

other countries of the Empire. New Zealand is rapidly becoming the dairy

farm of the Empire.
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INCREASED EXPORT OF DAIRY PRODUCE FROM NEW ZEALAND

The development in connection with dairy products, butter and cheese,

since the war, has amazed mc, and I have been watching it very closely, as

all those present here will understand. Last j-ear we exported from New
Zealand nearly £17,000,000 worth of dairy produce. I believe no other country

in the world exported so much, certainly no other country exported so much
to Britain, and we can go on increasing. The climate of the Dominion is par-

ticularly suitable for dairj' farming, particularly in the North Island, and even

in the South Island, where the climate is more like Scotland and England,

dairy farming is developing and to-day dairy produce is our principal export.

Until just recently wool was our principal export. If the development in the

dairy industry goes on, we shall be able to export a great deal more in the

future than we have exported up to the present. We cannot expect ever>'

season to be particularly good, and the last two have been exceptionally good.

I should like to think tlie spring season that is now opening in New Zoahind

will be as good as the last two. I sincerely hope it will be. There are two or

three causes for the development that has taken place, the suitability of the

climate and the fact that we are developing hydro-electricity in many parL«

of the Dominion. Farmers, local bodies and private enterprise are utilizing

the hydro-electricity- The farmers are making use of it, and now there are

many hundreds of dairy farmers, the motor power for whose operations is

supplied by hydro-electricity. Naturally, of course, we want as much encour-

agement as we can possibly get. Now I come to other matters.

EFFECT ON EMPIRE PRODITTIOX OF PREFERENCE GRANTED BY GREAT BRIT.MN

I have been connected with the movement for Empire Preference for quite

a long time past. The subject was discussed at great length at the first Imperial
Conference at which I was present in 1917. The proposals then met with fav-
ourable consideration from Ministers who were in office. The result was that
the principle of Empire Preference was affirmed; and brought before Parlia-

ment I think by Mr. Bonar Law, who at that time was Chancellor of the
Exchequer. The principle was agreed to, and Empire Preference has been
given in the case of certain very important commodities. I am glad that the
principle was affirmed and that these industries are benefiting by what took
place. I am thinking particularly of sugar. Now I do not need to remind
the members present of what the position was so far as the sugar supply
was concerned at the time war broke out. The price of sugar soared and it

was almost impossible to obtain. I was in England for some months at that
time, but there was practically no sugar, and what little was obtainable was
of very poor quality. The British people have had their lesson so far as the
production of sugar is concerned and now I am glad to think that our plant.ers

in the West Indies have again taken up their, old calling and that the output
of sugar from the sugar producing countries of the Empire has very greatly

increased. In consequence the importation of sugar from foreign countries
has fallen off. The same with tea. The British Parliament have given a
preference on tea. They have also given a preference on wines and some other
commodities. I am thinking only of the more important matters, and in each
case the result has been exceedingly satisfactory. \ beginning has been made
and it will be for this Conference to advise the British Government as to what
we think should be done- We are not going to suggest anything unreasonable.
I speak for myself and I believe I express the opinion of my colleagues from
overseas when I say that. It is for the British Government to take the initia-

tive and I hope they will do so, but I want to say here that we do not want
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and do not intend in any proposal that we may make, to increase the price of
food to the consumers in Britain. If so, then there must be a compensating
interest m the opposite direction.

EMPIRE SUG.\R REyLIREMENTS C.^N BE MET FROM EMPIRE SOURCES

I have had to deal with the supply of sugar for New Zealand in my capacity
as Finance Minister, and I know that sugar can be produced in a number of

countries, even in the South Pacific. For a number of years, certainly ever since

the war broke out. New Zealand has purchased from the Colonial Sugar Com-
pany sugar produced on their lands at Fiji to the extent of 60,000 tons per

annum. There has been some trouble at Fiji I am sorry to say, though I think

only temporary. The labour for sugar production at Fiji is obtained from India,

and there has been trouble among the Indian labourers. A good many of them
went back to their own country, but I have heard from Fiji that many of these

men are coming back to their old occupation, and there is no reason why they

should not be paid fair wages for their work. I think that the people at Fiji

and the Company—it is an Australian Company largely—I think they are quite

satisfied to pay them ordinary wages for ordinary labour. I have mentioned

Fiji because it is one of our neighbours in the Pacific. It is practically the

nearest British Country to New Zealand. There are other countries, of course,

Tahiti, for instance, which belongs to France, but they are producing sugar

there and much of the capital is found by British capitalists. I was rather

interested in tiiat. I am not fiiniling fault with it because I believe in enterprise,

even if it is not in a Britisli country, so long as British people are associated

with it. I was infonned that the capital was being found by British people.

New Zealand controls some islands in the Pacific; whether they can produce

sugar I am not in a position to say, but there is an instance of what can be
done. There is no question about it to my mind but that we can produce within

the Empire all and a great deal more than the quantity of sugar required by the

population of the Empire.

EMPIRE COTTON GROWING

Cotton has been referred to, but I am not actually clear about what our
position is in Egj'pt. I will say this: that so far as it is possible for me to judge
matters from an outside point of view, the cultivation of cotton in Egypt is

increasing, and increasing very rapidly. There are other places in the Empire
where cotton can be grown. They are commencing to grow cotton in Northern
Australia and in Queensland, and the reports are very good indeed. If we can
grow cotton in sufficient quantities for our own population it will be a very fine

thing to do. I have given some instances of what is possible.

LAND SETTLEMENT IN NEW ZEAL.\ND

There are the lands waiting to be cultivated by industrious people, lands
already occupied to some extent by our own people, and where, in most cases,
emigrants from the United Kingdom will be welcome. I have indicated that
in New Zealand we have not huge areas of unoccupied land as in other countries,
and therefore we are not able to offer lands on the same terms; but I will say
this for New Zealand, we are never going to turn our backs upon our fellow
citizens from the British Isles. I would just like to add this; I have lived
practically all my life in New Zealand, all my connections are there, and my
interests, such as they are, are in New Zealand. I have never seen an emigrant
come to New Zealand, an industrious and capable man or a man with an indus-
trious family—although he mav have difficulties during the first period of his

36—3 J
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residence there—who did not get on well, and in time become perfectly satisfied

with the change that he made. I am looking forward to doing more in the way
of Land Settlement in New Zealand. We have been doing a great deal for the

returned soldiers, and they have had their difficulties. They took over the land

during the boom, when prices were high and the countrj' was prosperous, and
everj-thing was going on well in Britain. Then came the slump, wliich always
follows a boom, and, I think, always follows a great war, and these soldier-

settlers suffered. The Government had to come to their assistance. We had
probably 20,000 of them to assist, and when I say 20,000, I am speaking of

assistance that was given to those who settled in the towns and cities and made
their homes there, as well as in the country. But we spent 27 millions in assist-

ing our soldiers, and, when the difiiculty came, it had to be faced. We did our

best to face it, and I think we are getting over the trouble now. The State

will lose a little money; I know that perfectly well; but it was no use going on
and expecting these men to find a verj- large amount by waj' of interest or rent,

knowing that in the end there would be very little left for themselves. They
have now been given the opportunity, and, in consequence, the Lands Depart-
ment in New Zealand is gi\'ing its time and attention to the business of the

soldiers. Wlien that is through we shall be able to prepare more land (I do
not say there is none now) for new arrivals from Britain particularly, than has
been the case in the past. If we are going to be successful in getting out of

this depression, which I have been disappointed to find is more serious in

Britain than I expected, if we are going to be successful in getting rid of it in

the not f.T distant future, then we shall have to work together—the Dominions
and Overseas countries and Great Britain—better and more closely than ever

we have done in the past.

GREAT BRITAIN NEW ZEALAND'S PRINCIPAL M.\RKET

I hope, Mr. President, I am not taking up too much time, but let me just

say this. We realize that Britain is likely to remain the principal market for

our products. When depression comes along and the purchasing capacity of

Britain is affected, it affects us in the oversea countries of the Empire. Our
interests are one and indivisible, and we have got to pull together so far as it is

possible for us to do so.

Reference was made by yourself, Mr. President, to the possibility of doing
something in the way of impro\-ing our communications, but I am not able to

follow the good example of the Prime Minister of Canada by saying we have no
grievance. It is a ver>' small grievance, and we appreciate all that has been done
for us by the British Government and the British people, but there is one matter
that has caused a certain amount of irritation, and it is not to be wondered at.

Tenders were asked some time ago for supplies of meat, I think principally

beef, for the Army and Na\y. The contract went to a country' outside the
Empire, and our people naturally turned to me and said, " That is what your
British Government is doing—is that the way to treat us?" I think even if it

cost a little more, the overseas countries of the Empire should have first con-
sideration. Wo can produce the quantity, there is no doubt about that. It will

surprise many members sitting round this table to-day when I say that New
Zealand sends more lamb and mutton into Britain than all the other countries
put together, and again I say the quantity can be increased. I have ventilated
my little grievance, and I hope it \^-ill not be forgotten when an opjwrtunity
offers to put matters right.

NEED FOR IMPROVEMENT IN 1MPERI.\L COMMUNICATIONS

Now as to Communications; I notice in the Schedule that has been supplied

to representatives of the countries overseas that some stress is placed upon the
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improvement in what m;iy be called Inter-Empire Communications, and I agree

that it is absolutely necessary. I am not quite certain that I am very optimistic

about tiie possibilities of airship communications. I do not say that it will not

be possible to carry mails and passengers, but I am afraid we shall have to wait

a long time before we sec an airship coming to England loaded \v\i\\, say, wool

or cotton, or any of the bulky commodities of which you require large quantities

in this countrj'. I do not want to throw cold water on any proposal that may
be put fonward. I know that aviation has come to stay, and that it is possible

for very groat development to take i)lace; I know that perfectly w^ell, and, as

far as I am concerned, while I say I am not perfectly optimistic with regard to

the larger variety of airships, I da want to see the means of communications

improvetl. I beg to call attention to my own experience in coming from New
Zealand to Britain on this occasion. Generally the jauniey has taken ver\'

nearly forty days, sometimes more than that. I have, on a previous occasion,

been forty-seven days coming from New Zealand to Great Britain; tl'at was
during tiie war period, and there were delays on that account; but this time I

came to Britain from New Zealand in twenty-seven and a half travelling days.

It can be done again; it can be done through Canada as well, I am quite satis-

fied of that. There will be new steamers in the Pacific before very long; but

even then we want to shorten the distance as much as we can; we cannot shorten

the mileage. It ^all be a veiy fine tiling of we arc able to shorten the time

occupied in carrying mails and passengers from one countrj- to another, and I

want to call the attention of the British Post Office to this point. There is con-

siderable improvement possible so far as the handling of mails between Australia

and New Zealand on the one side, and Britain on the other, is concerned. There
has been much waste of time; that is another little grievance, but I take the

opportunity that I do not often get of ventilating my cfifficulties, and I do not

think I shall be blamed for so doing. In connection with Wireless telegraphy I

believe there arc tremendous possibilities, and I trust that the time will come
when the Prime Minister in Great Britain wall be able to sit in his office and
communicate by wireless with the Prime Minister of New Zealand, and possibly

the publicity w-hich we are afraid of at the present time may be avoided.

EMPIRE AND CURRENCY EXCHANGE

There is a point mentioned in the Agenda to which I have been giving some
thought, and so also has my colleague who is with me to-day. That is the

matter of Empire Currency Exchange. There have been very serious complaints,

and, as far as my own country is concerned, most of those complaints have come
to mo with regard to the ven,' large sum of money which the exchanges have
cost between the two countries dping business, that is to say, between New
Zealand and Britain. We have got into a better position now and I hope it will

continue to improve, but if we can do anything in this Conference to provide

something that will take the place of gold, so far as currency is concerned,

between the two countries, then we shall have done something which I believe

will be of ven.' great benefit. I know it is not'so bad as it was.

In a recent transaction where I was forwarding money to Britain I may
mention that instead of ha^^ng to pay the Exchange I got a premium on it, but,

of course, that is not always the case. I have no doubt that this matter will be

given very serious consideration later on. I do not know that I should go further

at present than ask for a Commission of experts to go into this question, but if

that is done it will be a step in the right direction.

TE.\CHING OF BRITISH EMPIRE HLSTORY

There is just one other point I want to touch upon and it really does not

come under the heading of the economic position, but it is to my mind of very

great importance. It is under the heading of Education, and it suggests tliat
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practical steps should be taken to encourage tie teiiching of tiie histon- of the
British Empire throughout the Empire. I have no hesitation in saying that is

a subject that has been grossly neglected in almost every part of the Empire.
We are doing a little more at present than we have done up to the last few
years, but even then there is plenty of room for improvement still. I believe

that ever>- child of British parents should be taught the history of his country'

and his Empire; it is not a thing to be ashamed of, it is a histor\" to be proud of,

and, in teaching our national history, we should be teaching patriotism and
doing a very great deal of good for the future population of the Empire. I

ought to apologise for speaking so long and I know that other opportunities will

offer, but the matters brought up to-day are of great importance and, if the
Conference does nothing more than bring about improvement in these matters,

then it will be worth coming from the ends of the earth to attend it.

OPENING SPEECH BY GENERAL SMUTS

Mr. President, my colleague the Minister of Finance, Mr. Burton, will be
the principal representative of South Africa at this Economic Conference, and
he may wish to make some remarks to you to-day; but I should like before he

speaks to make some general obserwitions which may suitably come from me.
I wish, in the first place, to express to you the ver%' great interest with which I

have listened to the full and lucid statement that you have made of the position

which we have to deal with. I am sure that the ver>- welcome indications that

you have given of the trend of British policy will be helpful to this Conference,

and will enable us to make this a really fniitful Conference. I am sure that

we have a great opportunity at present; we have not only passed through the

war, wc have passed through the difficult period which has followed the war,

and we are in a position now to go ahead in tie development of the Empire.
We have an enormous estate which is very largely undeveloped, and we would
be rendering not only a great service to the Empire and to its various component
parts, but to the whole world, if we develop this great estate which has been
entnisted to our care.

NO .\TT.\CK ox BRITISH FISCAL POLICY

There seems to be an impression abroad in certain quarters that the Domin-
ions have come to this Conference to make a concerted attack on the settled

fiscal policy of this countrj'. Now let me say at once, speaking on behalf of

South Africa, that I know nothing of any such conspiracy. There is no such

intention to launch an attack upon your fiscal policy. We are leaving the British

Government a completely free hand to settle the fiscal policy of their own
country as they have always done hitherto. Wc respect your freedom of action,

and in return, we also claim, and I think you will concede rightly claim, com-

plete freedom of economic action so far as we are concerned. The Dominions

first attained their independence in the fiscal sense. Our fiscal independence was
the first real victory we scored in our old colonial development and we value it

very highly. Wc have always settled our own fiscal policy, and we come here,

so far as South Africa at any rate is concerned, in no spirit of making any sur-

render of what wc have got. in no spirit of bargaining away rights that we have
or ttying to induce you to bargain away rights that you have. We come here

in a spirit of mutual consultation, to sec how we can best, by meeting each others

point of view, develop the trade of the Empire to the fullest extent. That is

the spirit in which we come here, respecting your policy and claiming respect for

our policy, our freedom of action in developing our various countries to the

utmost possible extent.
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Wo in South Africii are in this position, as no (hiuht many other i>ortions

of the Empire also are, that althougii tlic British market is, and remains, far

and away our most important market, it is not our only market. We have other

fairly imjxjrtant markets also, and with the trade difficulties whirl) exist all over
the world—shortage of markets, over-production of raw amtcrials of certain

kinds—we naturally are ver>- anxious to retain our freedom of action in develop-

ing our markets in other countries also as far as possible.

Now Mr. President, I have said that I think we have a great opportunity

at present in developing the resources of the Empire. But necessity is also laid

on us and on you to prosecute this de\'elopment and to reconsider our old

policies.

.'VMERIC.^N ECONOMIC POLICY NECESSITATES EMPIRE DEVELOPMENT

The assumption of the American debt seems to me to be an event which is

bound to call for reconsideration of many of j'our old policies. The United States

of America have not only erected a high tariff wall round their frontiers and
debarred many of our products from going to her, but she now claims, and rightly

claims, payment of a very large amount of money annually from this country.

The necessity under those circumstances is forced upon this country to

develop the Empire as far as possible, to turn its attention to those portions of

the Empire especially which are capable of great development and of produc-
ing those articles which in great quantity you still take from America. You,
Mr. Chairman, have mentioned the matter of cotton. Cotton is a raw material
which in largest quantity we still take from the United States. But that is

not the only raw material we take from her; she supplies us not only with cot-

ton, but ver>' largely with copper, and very largely with tobacco; in fact, she
has supplied us, and still continues to supply us, with a ver\- large number of

different raw materials which the Empire is perfectly capable of producing if

properly developed. Mr. Massey has sixaken with very great force and con-
viction of what has been done in New Zealand.

ECONOMIC POSSIBILITIES OF AFRICAN CONTINENT

I wish to turn j'our attention for a moment to another side of the Empire
—to the African continent. The African continent is, more than any other, a

British continent. With the exception of certain important parts held by
France and Belgium and Portugal, practically the whole African continent is

a portion of tl^e British Empire. It is capable of producing practically everj--

thing which you want by way of raw material. It is said to contain the biggest

copper fields in the world. It is capable of producing »11 the cotton which this

great countrj' vdW need for its industries. It is certainly capable of producing
most of the tobacco you want, and the development of this enormous African

asset which belongs to the Empire is, I think, a task to which more than ever

before you and we should have to turn attention in the years to come. There
is a whole continent to de^•elop. It contains all sorts of climate; it contains all

sorts of resources in great abundance. It has been very largely neglected,

and I am sure that if we go in for a settled policy of developing our great unde-
veloped African estate and producing those things which we are capable of

producing we shall go far also in pro\'iding the means with which to pay off

that enormous American liability which hangs like a millstone round your
neck.

SKILLED LABOUR AND CAPITAL RKQIIRKD

I speak from the African point of view, and the African point of x-iew is

a peculiar one in regard to a number of the questions which have been raised

here to-day. Take the question of migration, of settlement. There again
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Africa has its own peculiar angle for the consideration of its problems. We
have a very large unskilled native population which does the rough work
necessary for the developemnt of the continent, and, when we come to discuss

questions of settlement, so far as South Africa and other portions of Africa

are concerned, we arc at once met with the fact that the ordinary immigrant,

unprovided with skill or capital, is not wanted in Africa. The work that he

does in other continents is done in Africa by the native population. When we
come, therefore, to deal with this question of settlement, so far as South Africa

and the other portions of Africa are concerned, we have to bear in mind that

the sort of immigrant wc want in South Africa is different—a man of skill, a

man of verj' special training, a man of the overseer type, a man of the skilled

artisan type, or a man with a certain amount of capital, however small. That
is the man we want, and not the ordinarj' imskilled labourer that the other

portions of the British Empire claim in such large numbers for their rough

work. What we want especially is capital. The resources are there, in South

Africa and all over the continent in so far as it belongs to this countrj-^—the

resources are there, but it requires capital fur their exploitation, and I hope

tliat during the course of this Conference, and in the discussions we may have
outside this Conference it may be possible to shape some general Imperial

policy of developing that great asset which I am sure is going to repay, and
amply repay, whatever capital the people of this countn.' and the Government
of this countrj' may be prepared to put into it.

ADDITIONAL BltlTISH PREFERENCES TO DOMINIONS WILL AID EMPIRE DEVELOPMENT

With regard to Preference, let me say this. I have said that we do not

want to bargain. We gave, many years ago, in South Africa a preference to

British products and we claimed nothing in return. That has been our attitude

and that remains our attitude. We are not going to bargain and you are going

to be free agents in whatever you are going to do. But we appreciate very
much what has already been done by you in the direction of Preference, and
I am sure that, without departing from the settled fiscal policy of this country
of not imposing dutie.s either on essential raw materials or essential foodstuffs,

it is quite possible for you to give the Dominions such additional preference

on a number of articles that there will be a tremendous development of Empire
resources. You cannot fairly claim that the Dominions should in ver\' large

numbers take immigrants from these Islands and at the same time refuse to

help tire Dominions in taking the produce of the work of their hands. The
two policies go hand in hand, and I am sure that without any inroad on your
existing fiscal policj- you can so shape your course and give such preferences
in future as will ver\- Inuch facilitate this work of migration and of Empire
development.

SOUTH AFRICA PREPARED TO RESHAPE HER FISCAL POLICY FOR GREATER COMMON
ADVANTAGE

So far as we in South Africa are concerned, our policy has been to give
a general percentage preference in our Customs system in favour of British
jiroducts. It has been a general percentage extended to practically all articles.

We are quite prepared to reshape our policy in such a way as to be more bene-
ficial both to the South African consumer and to the British producer. It is

quite possible to give, instead of this general percentage preference, specific

preferences and thereby increiise the existing preference on those articles which
are of greater importance to your producers. In that way I think we shall be
able to meet you fairly. And wc arc also willing to consulo mth you in regard
to those items which are of sf)ecial importance to your industries. I think a
consultation like that will supply us vnth guidance in shaping our policy when
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we come to deal with our tariff. It is not only with regard to Great Britain

tliat the question is important; we have important trade relations also with

the other Dominions, and I hope that use will be made of this opportunity to

discuss with our colleagues from the other Dominions what can be done in

order to facilitate trade and exchange with them to. We take, for instance, a

great deal of stuff from Canada. Canada is a great exporter to South Africa,

and I hope it may bo possible, not only with regard to Canada, but also with
regard to Australia and New Zealand and other portions of the Empire, to

make arrangements which will be mutually beneficial and helpful in fostering

inter-Empire trade.

IMPROVED COMMUNICTIONS .\X ESSENTI.VL Nf:KD

I onl}' wish to make one further remark. You have referred to the C|ues-

tion of communications. I have seen with great pleasure that the British Gov-
ernment has, of its own motion, embarked on a policy of improved communi-
cations. The airship policy which we discussed a couple of j'ears ago was then
abandoned under the stress of the anti-waste policy—I might almost say the
auti-waste "stunt "—which was then raging in this country. You have come
back to the ideas which we discu.ssed at that last Conference and the British
Government is going forward with their airship policy. The question of com-
munications is probably the m3st important of all for the British Empire. One
may adapt a legal phrase and say that communications are of the essence of
our Empire, and unless we succeed in solving some of the more urgent problems
of communications—more rapid and cheaper communications—it will be almost
impossible in the future to holil together this vast Empire scattered over the
whole globe. The Empire is developing in all its constituent parts to such an
extent that unless we can solve this problem of communications the machinery
for working this Empire will fail. At any rate that is what I am afraid of,

and I hope, therefore, that the lead you have given will be followed up, that
we shall continually give attention to this difficult problem, and that in the end
our inter-Imperial communications vriW be such as to make not only Govern-
mental consultation, but everj- other process of communication and consulta-
tion with each other much easier and more rapid than it is at present.

ADV.\XT.\GE OF A PERMANENT CONSULTATIVE BODY DOl'BTFUL

I notice that you have referred to the question of further machinery, con-
sultative machinery' to be established to carrj- out the policies which may be
recommended here. Personally I am somewhat doubtful about machinery.
This Empire works so well mthout maciiiner}-. The spirit is so strong, the
spirit has carried us so far—the spirit of goodwill and co-operation—that I

am always somewhat diffident to tie us up with machinery' of any kind which
may be misunderstood and which may become the subject of debate in other por-

tions of the Empire. However, I await the details of the proposals you will

lay before us, and we shall then consider what we can do. My hope is that

this will be a fruitful Conference. The opportmiity is great, and the atmos-
phere is good. There is indeed a great psychological opportunity for marking
a step forw-ard in the business development of the Empire, and I hope that that

opportunity will be utilised to the full in the few weeks we shall be together

here.
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OPENING SPEECH BY MR. McGRATH

Tills, as you are aware, is the firet occasion on which Ireland has been

represented at an Imperial Economic Conference, free to present our own
opinions and safeguard our owTi special interests. Those of us who are in

charge of the responsibility for the economic well-being of the Irish Free

State, lacking, as we do, the experience and knowledge of the representatives

of other countries represented here, must take a modest, if an attentive, part,

in the deliberations of this Conference. Many of the items to be discussed are

of great importance to our countrj-. but it will be appreciated, I am sure, that

less than a year has clajjsed since the establishment of our St^ate. During that

brief period we have had to take over and adapt all the machinery' of govern-

ment, to initiate the collection and the examination of all the (letaile<l par-

ticulars with which the dclcgat-es of this Conference should be familiar, and
to deal with the other issues with which this Conference will not be concerned

and to which I need not further refer. In consequence, neither the people nor

the Government have had sufficient opportunity to examine the economic situ-

ation of our countrj' in all its aspects and to determine a policy for the future.

We are engaged upon these matters at the present time and will be so engaged

during the coming year. On the present occasion we propose to hear the views

of the other Delegates, to take part in the discussion of subject* in wliich we
feel we can legitimately assist, and on other subjects to keep an open mind,
learning from the deliberations how best we can improve our economic relations

with the other nations here represented. We will then return to our country

so that, in consultation with our own people, through their representatives in

the Dail and through the associations directly concerned in economic matters,

we may work out our pohcy for the well-being and prosperity of the Irish Free

State and for the development of its economic intercourse, to our mutual
advantage, with the nations whose representatives I have the pleasure of

addressing.

OPENING SPEECH BY MR. WARREN
Mr. President, my Lords and Gentlemen, as the hour is progressing I do

not propose at this moment to go into any details as far as our participation

in this Conference is concerned. I am reminded of an axiom that sentiment
and business cannot go together profitably. I do not think that axiom can be
applied in this particular ease, because I am finnly convinced that tliis business,

combined with Imperial sentiment, will lead to ver\", verj- good results and
much more business.

newfoundl.\xd's benefit from tr.\de facilities act

Mr. President, I want to take this opp<irtunity of expressing the gratifica-

tion of the people of Newfoundland to the British Government for giving U3
an opportunity of availing ourselves of the privileges of your Trade Facilities

Act. That Act has had a marked cfYect on our local productions in Newfound-
land and has given us such a start in the development of our water powers that
I do not think that we shall in the future look back with any feelings other

than those of satisfaction at the undertaking. The introduction of capital, as
has already been pointed out by those who have preceded me, is ven.- necessary.

Under that Act we obtained all the capital we wanted. We are now starting

fresh industries of a similar nature as the result of your Trade Facilities Act.

England is not one of our markets, but we have products which you can buy.
Later on during the Conference I propose to point out some of these to you.

In conclusion, Mr. President, I would like to emphasize one point that you
made, and it is this: I do hope that any resolutions that are passed by this

Conference will be translated into action.
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OPENING SPEECH BY MR. INNES

I nin ven' grateful for this opportunity of saying, on behalf of India, a

few \v irds at the ojx^ning of this ven- iini)()rtant Conference.

SPECI.'^L CHAKACTER OF CONKKRENCE

There have been Imperial Cunferences before and these Conferences have
pas.sed important resolutions on economic subjects. But this Conference has a

special character of its own. It lias been summoned definitely for the purpose of

considering economic C|uestions. All of us wiio will take part in the discussion

of these question^ have si)me special connection with the trade of the country
we represent. It is our ordinarj' day to day business to watch, the movement
of our country's trade, to try to disentangle the causes which make for pros-

perity or depression, to study the distribution of trade and to do our best to

ascertain why the channels sometimes flow freely, sometimes are sluggish, and
why they tend from time to time to alter their direction. And since we devote
so much time to study of this kind, I am sure that there is not one of us who
does not realise the difficulty of the problem. The main and more superficial

factors are usually plain enough. But in the vast complex system of inter-

national trade, there is the interplay of innumerable factors, many of them very
obscure, and most of us know, probably by bitter experience, how difficult it is

to forecast the effect of any action in regard to trade which a Government may
take. Reactions are apt to be set up, oft*n in the most unexpected quarters, and
long views are necessary- For the action which seems wdse at the moment may
prove to be the reverse when its full effects have had time to declare them. All

these are commonplaces, of course. But it is just bcause we are so familiar

with considerations of this kind that the conclusioas of this Conference should

be so valuable. Further, the considerations I have mentioned necessarily appeal
with special force to those of us who arc connected with the Government of

India.

POSITION OF THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

In India, until quite recently, the Executive Government was solely respon-
sible for any action it might take, and its responsibility therefore was peculiarly
hea\'>'. Now wc have made a con.siderablc constitutional advance, and I am
glad to say that the Executive Government is assisted by a Legislature which is

mostly elected and which has large powers. To that extent the load of our
responsibility is lightened. But even so, ever>'one will recognise that a special

measure of responsibility rests upon the Executive Government which still does
not depend for its existence on the will of the people as expressed by a legislature

elected by the people. I take it that in our fleliberations on every subject each
of us will have to consider first what is in the economic interest of the country
he represents. Wc shall then have to consider the interests of the Empire as a
whole and how far the interests of our c.^untr^' can be brought into accord with
the general interest. And always it will be necessary to bear in mind what is

politically possible in our own countries. Interests of course do not always
coincide. That would be too much to expect in so far-flung and so diverse an
Llmpire. But I look for nothing but good from a frank interchange of views,

informed, as they will be, by a sense of our common ties, and, as far as India
is concerned, I can assure you. Sir, and the Conference, that we are here with

every desire to help.
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GENER.\L ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

I need not state the problem. You, Sir. liave already done that. Behind

all our discussion stands the spectre of Europe, particularly of Central and East-

ern Europe. In large areas of Europe, formerly among the most prosperous of

the world, we sec the exchanges disorganized, credit impaired, purchasing power
reduced, and the whole mechanism of modern trade gravely injured. That is one

side of the picture. On the other side we have great countries intact, or almost

intact, willing and able to produce and sell, some their manufactures, some
their raw materials. They are suffering from loss of markets, and they are

unable to buy as much as they did before the war because they cannut sell so

much. That is the trouble. We are all suffering from it in a greater or less

degree, but I think that we are all agreed that the countrj- which is suffering

most is that countrj- to which we all owe so much, namely. Great Britain. Every
one must look with sympatb.y upon her appalling unemployment problem. Every
one must admire the way in which she has tackled the enormous economic diffi-

culties bequeathed to her by the war. Personally, I have had a good deal to do
in the last two years with the purchase of railway and other material for India.

I have been astonished at the way British manufacturers have brought their

costs of production down. They could not \\a,\c done it without the co-opera-

tion of their workmen. They are having a hard struggle, but since British cap-

ital and British labour have sho^vn such determination to overcome the diffi-

culties with which they are confronted, I have no fear myself but that they will

win through.

EFFECT OF WAR ON INDI.v's TR.\DE AND FINANCE

With your permission, Sir, I should like now to make a few general remarks
about India's trade and about the effect which the war and the aftermath of war
have had on that trade and on India's financial position. Generally speaking,

it may be said that India imports mainly manufactured goods and exports

mainly raw materials and foodstuffs. Our imp3rts come mainly from the United
Kingdom, and our exports—and this is a fact which in India wc have always to

bear in mind—go mainly to foreign countries. Last year GO per cent of our
exjx)rts, which in normal times greatly cxcee<l our imports, went to foreign coun-
tries, only 22 per cent to the United Kingdom. Our total import and export

trade has averaged in value in the last three years £366 millions per annum.
The figure is large, but it is inflated by the rise in prices, and when we revalued
our trade at the prices prevailing in 1913-14 we found that in volume it had
retrograded. The real loss in 1921-22 compared with 1913-14 was no less than
28 per cent. Thanlcs to the war and the disorganisation caused by the war. we
sell less and therefore we buy less. This decrease of trade hits us in many ways.

It affects most of our sources of revenue—our customs, our income tax and our
railway receipts. The war again, and the great increase of prices winch followed

it, enormously increased the cost of the Administration, and at the same time

it left us faced with the necessity of incurring hea\'j'' expenditure in order to

restore our railways and other public services to eflBciency. Taxation has been
increased to an extent which a few years ago would not have been

thought possible. Nevertheless for five years in succession we were unable to

balance our budgets. The aggregate deficits indeed in these five years amounted
to more than £66 million sterling—a gigantic sum for so poor a countn,-. I

tliink I may claim that India has tackled her problem boldly. We have taken

as our text the dictum of the International Conference at Genoa in April 1922

that one of the essential requisites of economic reconstruction is a balanced
budget. As I have said, we have increased taxation, and in many of our import
duties I think that we have reached the limit of productiveness. With the help
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of Lord Inchcapc, \vc lia\-c cut down expenditure drastically. Thus for the .

current year we have been able to balance our budget, and as a result I think

I may claim that India's credit stands high.

Private enterprise is engaged in the same painful process of retrenchment

and reconstruction. The brief boom which followed the war was a period of

unhealthy speculation and company promoting. Many of these companies

have already gone under; others are having a hard struggle to keep their

heads above water, and there is at present not much inclination in India

to put money in new industrial enterprises.

That, Sir, is a brief and very inadequate outline of the effect of the war

on India's trade and India's finance. Things are undoubtedly better than

they were. There seems every prospect of good crops for the second year in

succession, and that is a matter of first importance to the peace and prosperity

of India, where two-thirds of the population live on the land. What we want

now to set our finances right is a real revival of trade.

POLICY OF DISCKIMINATING PROTECTION RECENTLY ADOPTED IN INDIA

I do not wish in any way to anticipate the discussions of the subjects on

the Agenda, but I wish to develop one or two points of a general nature arising

out of what I have said. It seams to me that this Conference will not realise

its full value unless we understand one another's circumstances and problems.

I have referred to the fact that India at present exports mainly raw
materials and foodstuffs, and imports mainly manufactures. I ought to

mention that India is not content indefinitely to acquiesce in this position.

She has declared recently in favour of a policy of discriminating protection.

That is, she proposes to see whether those industries which enjoy a " compara-

tive advantage " in India require protection, and, if so, whether they should

be protected. This is not the time to discuss the merits of this policy. I am
aware that it has caused some alarm in this country, but if, as we hope, the

result of this policy is to increase the wealth and productiveness of India, then,

Sir, those who trade with India ha\e nothing to fear. Already that trade is

considerable in volume, but it is small in comparison with the size of the coimtry

and the population. In India we have 315 millions of the people—roughly

one-fifth of the human race, and if only we can raise the standard of living of

these millions and increase their capacity to consume goods, India's potentialities

as a factor in international tfade and as a market are almost limitless.

INDIA Britain's best crsTOMER

I have already said, Sir, that the course of India's export trade is somewhat
special. In 1921, 86 per cent, of New Zealand's exports went to the United

Kingdom, 76 per cent, of South Africa's exports and more than half of the

ex-ports of Australia. India sends little more than 20 per cent, of her exports

to the United Kingdom, and that, as I have said, is a fact which we in India

have always to bear in mind. I now wish to bring out a striking fact regarding

India's imports. As eveiyone knows, we make no discrimination in our

import duties. At present our tariff is purely a revenue tariff, and it is the

same for all. Nevertheless, India is by far Britain's best customer. She takes

a greater proportion of her imports from the United Kingdom than any other

Dominion. Her imports from Britain in the last three years have averaged

annually £129 million sterling. That is, she has bought in this period froin

the United Kingdom as much as the three great Dominions of Canada, Australia

and South Africa combined. It is a noteworth] f-^xt, Sir, that this great trade

is the result solely of the millions of British capital spent in India, of long-
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established and veiy perfect trade shipping; and banking connections, and of

careful study of the requirements of the Indian market. Most of these imports

are manufactures, and in spite of the difficulty with which he has to contend,

the British manufacturer has practically recovered his pre-war predominance

in this part of India's markets. Before the war he supplied 76 per cent, of

India's purchases of manufactured articles; in tlie year ending March last he

supplied 73 per cent. And this wonderful result has been attained by what

is, after all, the main thing in business, namely, perfect organization and

strict attention to economy in production.

NEW DEVELOPMENT SCHEMES

But it may be said. Sir, " That is true—India is already buying much—but
cannot she buy more?" I have no difficulty, Sir, in answering that question.

I have just explained our financial position and have pointed out that we have

recently had drastically to cut down the cost of our administration. But every

thinking person in India is agreed that what India wants is a bold constructive

programme of development, in order that full use may be made of her great

resources. Large sums have been set aside for the rehabilitation of her Rail-

ways, and I hope that we may be able to embark on some new construction. On
railway material alone we spent last year, almost entirely in this countr>', more
thn 8-V million sterling. Other development schemes arc in contempla-
tion, and in one way and anotiier the Government estimated that something
like 70 million sterling will he spent on imported stores dur'ng the next five

years for the railways and the other development schemes. As in the past, so

in the future, I have no doubt that the skill and enterprise of the British manu-
facturer will see to it that the vast bulk of their moneys will be spent in this

country.

I have tried to bring out a few points which are of significance from India's

point of view, and whicii I hope are relevant to the deliberations of this Con-
ference, and I will not detain the Conference. I stand for India, of course. We
all of us stand for the country we represent. But I have no doubt, sir, that
India's interests will be found to coincide very largely with those of this

country and of the Empire, and it is with the idea of exploring all possible

points of agreement that we are here to-day. I must thank you, sir, and the
others present here for giving me so patient a hearing, and I should like cor-

dially to join, on behalf of India, in the hopes that have been expressed of the
benefits that will flow from this Conference for our respective countries and
for England and the Empire.

OPENING SPEECH BY MR. ORMSBY-GORE

In saying a few words on behalf of the colonies and protectorates, I would
like to emphasize the fact that, in so doing, a further new precedent is being
set. This is the first occasion in the history of these Conferences that a special

representative has been separately detailed to present the views of those other

possessions of the British Crown, which, together with Great Britain, the six

self-governing dominions and India, make up the complete British Ein|)ire.

SIZr AND IMPORTANCi: OF COLONIES, I'ROTFXTORATKS ANO MANDATED TFUIilTORlES

The colonics, protectorates and mandated territories, in whose name I

speak, comprise an area of about two million square miles, and contain a popu-
lation of over 50 millions. Of these, approximately 40 millions are of African
race. With the exception of Gibraltar, Malta, Cyprus, Palestine, Bermuda,
and the Falkland Islands, the whole of these territories lie in a belt round the
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globe wholly within the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn. Our oldest and most

historic colonial possessions, witli the single exception of Newfoundland, are in

the West Indies. Parallel with them lie the four important West African

dependencies, of which Nigeria, with its 20 millions of people, ranks after

India and Great Britain as third in population of all the countries of the

Empire.
In East and Central Africa we have a continuous belt of territory from

the Upper Nile to the Zambesi confided to our direction and development, con-

taining a population of 12 millions. Eastward again we have tlic Islands of

Mauritius, the Seychelles and Ceylon. Then the Malay peninsula and Hong
Kong. Eastward again Fiji and the groups of islands in the Southern Pacific.

To Great Britain and the self-governing Dominions that lie within the

temperate zones, this belt of tropical possessions is becoming of ever-increasing

importance, both as the main and most secure source of supply of essential raw
materials, and as a .steadily developing market for manufactured goods and

those other raw materials and foodstuffs, such as wheat, which are not pro-

ducible in the tropics.

If we could but increase the production for export of this 50 millions of

people by one pound per head we should not only obtain 50 millions more of

materials that Great Britain and the Dominions alike require, but at the same
time create an additional purchasing power for goods which we in the temperate

zones and in our factories can provide.

GROWING NEED FOR MUTU.\L ECONOMIC INTER-DEPENDENCE WITHIN THE EMPIRE

An Imperial Economic Conference that merely concerns itself with the

economic relations and commerce of Great Britain on the one hand and the

self-governing Dominions on the other, would be leaving out of the picture

considerations which will grow in importance as the present century advances.

Tlio comparatively recent developments of mutual trade between Canada and

the West Indies, between New Zealand and Canada with Fiji, are but the first

steps of the realization of the need for a more comprehensive imperial vision

of our mutual economic inter-dependence.

In Great Britain we are specially alive to the need of becoming less depend-

ent on the United States of America and its dependencies for such essential

tropical materials as cotton, sugar and tobacco, at a time when we have to

make large annual payments to the United States on account of a debt con-

tracted on behalf of our common effort in the Great War. It is to the interest

of the whole Empire that we should all co-operate in developing the vast poten-

tial resources of our tropical possessions, human as well as merely material,

and that we should not only direct production to the most needed channels, but

also do what we can to use within our Empire the varied products of our
Empire.

PRODlCTI\-E POSSIBILITIES OF THE EMPIRE

In this last connection I was informed only last week that hardly an ounce

of the copra of Samoa (now a ward of the Dominion of New Zealand) is

shipped to British ports, practically the whole of this immensely valuable raw
material being bought in Hamburg and utilized in Germany. We already pro-

duce within the Empire the greater part of such materials as rubber, copra,

palm oil, palm kernels and cocoa, and it is obviously to our advantage to secure

as far as possible for our own populations the profits and employment that can

be built on the manufacture of those products. Given tlie application of capital

and trained intelligence we could produce those materials such as cotton, sugar,

flax and silk, of which there is cither a world shortage, or which are at present

in the main produced outside our Empire. Better transport facilities, both
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iutemal and external, better education, botli of the skilled direction whether in

production or marketing, as well as the training of the actual native producer,

are urgently called for. There is a real demand to-day for capital and that
spirit of commercial advanture which was formerly so characteristic of the

British peoples if our object it to be achieved. If we do not take the opportunity

others will step in and reap not possibly a quick profit in the first few years,

but a certain profit and secure advantage in the long run.

All that can be done by Governments to stimulate and direct, whether by
preference or otherwise, the fuller use of Empire products in the various Empire
markets and Empire factories should receive our consideration, and if Govern-
ments give this lead it is to be hoped that private enterprise will respond.

Having been chosen to follow your deliberations from the angle of vision of

the Crown Colonies and Protectorates and on occasions to submit propositions

on their behalf both to the Conference and, in some cases, separately to the
Delegations of particular Dominions, I have just formed an Advisor^' Commit-
tee composed of some of the leading persons engaged in the trade of particular

tropical colonies or groups of colonies who can assist me during the Conference
with expert knowledge of commercial conditions and potentialities. My chief

object is to endeavour to bring before, not only the representatives of Great
Britain, but also of the Overseas Delegations the growing importance to the

Empire as a whole of our great tropical dependencies.

OPENING SPEECH BY MR. BRUCE

I have read the transcript very carefully, and it appears to me that we have
not caused a delaj' which is going to affect us in getting through the work, and
I certainly wish to thank the Conference for the courtesy and the consideration

they have shown us by so arranging tbcir programme that we would be able to

take part in any decision of any moment that was arrived at. I also welcome
very much the opportunity which is being given to me now to speak upon tlie

general debate wliich arose out of Sir Philip's introductory- speech, and I should

like, if I may, to express my appreciation of the cxlraordinan*' clearness of that

speech, and also of the impartial and open-minded manner in which Sir Philip

and the British Government are prepared to approach all these questions of

Empire importance and of transcendent importance to the Dominions.

M.\RKETS OF PARAMOUNT IMPORTANrE

I entirely agree with the manner in which Sir Piiilip sUitcd tlie case, and I

do not propose to cover the same ground. I think it is unnecessar\-, but I would
like to make one comment, and that is that I was particularly pleased to see

that he considers the question of markets as being one of paramount importance.

He stresses it, of course, with regard to Great Britain, but he indicates that it is

also of paramount importance to the Dominions.
We certainly welcome that statement as coming from the British Govern-

ment, and we welcome, even more. Sir Philip's statement that the solution of

the market trouble is through the medium of the development of the Empire as

a whole. That, of course, is the view that Australia holds, and I am inclined to

ihink it is the view heUl by every one of the Dominions.
On the general question, I could, of course, deal at very great length with

the necessity for economic co-operation within the Empire and I could stress

the possibilities of Empire development solving all our problems in a general

way; but in view of the yory sympathetic tone of all the speeches that have been

made, I think that it is rather unnccessan*-, and it would be preferable, I imagine,

if I contented myself with saying that I entirely endorse the attitude that has

been taken up and that I do not propose to stress it on my own behalf.
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I tliiiik tlie best, course I can adojit is to tn' and deal with ti-e matter on

a ratlier more definite basis, so that we may, if possible, innnediately endeavour

to find some concrete proposals which might effect a solution of the problem in

whieli we are all so verj- much intercst«d.

I think it is almost necessarj', at this stage, to deal with the matter at some
length, l)ecauso there is no question but that the solution of the problem of

Empire development is depemlent upon three things, men, money and markets.

Tht>se matters are dealt with on the Agenda jus separate items. One cannot,

however, deal with the question of I^mpire settlement and come to any effective

decision, because such settlement depends ufxin the markets available for the

resultant production, and also ujxju the money which is provided for the purpose

of Kmpire development.

1 certainly think that the nK)st useful course to follow at this stage is to

deal with the whole problem; to try and show how. in our opinion, all these

points depend one ujwn another; and to stress again, in the strongest pos,sible

way, that we believe the paramount question is that of markets and that it is

quite useless to deal with Empire migration and discuss questions of that char-

acter in detail until we have arrived at some solution which ensures markets
for the increasetl production that would result.

I do not, of course, wish to suggest that notiung can be done if we cannot

solve the market problem. A great deal can be done; we will continue to absorb

a certain number of men; we will employ a certain amount of money; we will

proceed with the development of our countries; but we will be able to do it only

at a very slow rate. There can bo—in Australia's opinion, at all events—no
really great development of the Empire until we can solve this vital market
problem. Hokling that view so ver\' strongly, Australia believes that this Con-
ference must appreciate that there is one outstanding question, and that we will

be wasting our time if we are going to discuss these matters only in a general

way and not be prcpare<l to face the vital problem that confronts us and really

see of we can find a solution of it. I must stress that point because in the past a

great deal has been said in a general way that all our problems would be solved

liy migrating the people of Britain to the other parts of the Empire and by
developing our amazing resources; but the question, I venture to say, has never
yet been dealt with on a definite and proper basis, with a full realisation of

what the great underlying problem is; we admit we have done this in Australia

—

we do not plead that we are guiltless—we have gone ahead, we have talked
migration, we have brought people in, we have held up alluring pictures of

what we could do, and now, to some extent, we are reaping the harvest.

When we brought our soldiers back from the war we adopted extensive
land settlement schemes for them. The Commonwealth provided the finances

and gave a rebate of interest; the State handled the different propositions,

because practically the whole of the land in Australia is controlled by the States.

We put a large number of men on the land to grow fruit, and now we are faced
with the problem of marketing the enormously increased production. For
each season during the last three years the Commonwealth Government has
had to come to the aid of the fruit growers. This was quite inevitable. It

did not matter whether one believed in Governm(>nt assistance or in (iovernmrnt
intervention, or wliether one did not; it had to be done. The Government
advanced large sums of money to these settlers, who were allowed thirty-six
years in which to repay the advance.*. Something had to be done with their

products or the men would have gone off the land. These men would have
then migrated to the cities and increased unemployment. In addition the
Ciovernraent would have lost the veiy large sums which had already been
advanced. Over the three years referred to, the Commonwealth Government
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has lost through the fruit pools tliey have established and handled, something
like 600,000/. One cannot continue in that way, and the Government has now
tr. face the position that unless some method of marketing can be found the

efforts that are at present being made to settle Australia more closely must be
seriously limited.

I quote the fruit industry' merely as one instance to show the position

in which we find ourselves. In spite of this we certainly must go ahead with
migration schemes in fairness to our own people. We have established a certain

standard of living in Australia; we have a certain economic position, and that
economic position only enables us to absorb a certain number of migrants.
Unless we have assured markets we are going to have a serious surplus of labour
and the most disastrous results arising from it.

I am afraid I am to some extent taking a pessimistic tone, but believe me
I am by no means pessimistic. I am perfectly certain the whole thing can be
solved and that its solution is not as difficult as is sometimes suggested.

The position I desire to put, and put very clearly, to a Conference of this

character where all parts of the Empire have come together to consider our
great national problems, is that Australia cannot stand still. We have to go on.

We have a great country. We must populate it, or our very safety and integrity

are menaced; and if we cannot solve the problem of marketing while we are
here, then inevitably we must go back to our own countn*- and seek some other
solution. We recognize that any other solution must seriously limit our develop-
ment. If we cannot find markets we shall be able to go forward only very
slowly, but at least this will relieve us from a menace we are faced with to-day
as a result of what we have already done and what we have in prospect. Con-
sequently one would have to look at what one has to sell, and find a market for.

This would mean looking round the world to see if there was not somebody
with whom a bargain could be made so that the produce could be disposed of.

POLICY OK TARIFF PREFERENCE FOR BRITISH GOODS

During the last few j'ears in Australia we have had many requests that we
should enter into reciprocal arrangements with different countries. These
countries offered to give us very great advantages in their markets for our
primary production in exchange for advantages they sought in our markets
for their manufactured goods. We have rejected all those requests and have
refused to listen to them.

We say that the whole basis for our trading policy is to try to ensure, as

far as we can, the Australian market for the British manufactures. But one
must stress (and I am sure everybody would desire that one should stress) the
point that while we are determined to pursue that policy in the future as far as
we possibly can, our own economic necessities might drive us into a position in

which, to some extent, we should have to relax it or we should be bringing
disaster to our own country- and to our own people. It is, therefore, necessar\' to
consider whether such a relaxation would matter in the very least to Britain

—

whether it would matter if we removed these advantages we are giving her in
our markets.

On many occasions I have heard it stated that the preference we give to
Great Britain is of very little value at all. I recognise that that view is not
generally held, but there is quite a body of opinion that expresses itself in that
way. I think one need only look at the facts to establish quite clearly that it

would be very unfortunate from Britain's point of view if Australia were driven
to the point where she could not give such favourable terms to Britain as she
does at the present moment.
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VALUE OF ArSTKAI.IAN PREFERENCE TO THE BRITISH MANUKACTITRER

Now, in the year 1922-23 the actual amount of the Preference which was
given to British manufacturers imported into Australia was £7,600,000. In

addition to that, an effort was made to ascertain the value of the sentimental

Preference given by Australia. A great number of public bodies and large

enterprises and others were circularised with that object in view. The con-

clusion arrived at was that it would be something in the region of 2 million

pounds. Those figures are very large, but in adiiition to that we have passed

anti-dumping legislation to safeguard the British Preference and to make sure

that it will be effective against competition from countries with depreciated

currency. I do not wish to go very far into that aspect of Preference, or the

protection where there are depreciated currencies. I will merely tell you two

facts about it; one is that in cases where it is found necessary to safeguard

the preference given to British manufactures, as against the manufactures of

a country with depreciated currency, the basis on wliich duty is levied on the

latter is the domestic market value in Britain of similar articles of British

manufacture; the other is that under our anti-dumping legislation, rather more
favourable protection is given in some instances to British manufacturers than

to our own people.

I pointed out to Parliament that it seemed to me rather an extraordinary

position to be taking up to be protecting somebody else rather better than one

is protecting one's own people.

The figures I have quoted—£7,000,000—are the actual figures. They can
be gathered from the tratie statistics. Most of you who have followed the con-

troversies that have taken place in this country will probably remember that

when Mr. Deakin and Sir Joseph Ward were pressing this case of Empire pre-

ference, one of tiieir critics said: "If Mr. Deakin and Sir Joseph Ward can
show that the preference we were giving was worth 1\ millions by way of pre-

ference as a figure to take by way of net profits to the manufacturers of Britain,

there would be something in it, and he almost implied he would be in favour
of it if that were the position.

I daresay the preference given would amount to a net profit that is not
very far short of the preference we are giving now. I think therefore that we
have certainly arrived at the point where that challenge which was thrown out
could very well be taken up.

Over the whole of the Dominions the preference which Britain received
was somewhere between 10 million and 11 million pounds, and I personally
cannot believe for one second but that this must be of the very greatest value
to British manufacturers, and I think anybody who considers the position must
also recognize it. It must be of value to the British manufacturer if those
goods are going into Australia. It must provide employment for the people of
Britain, and it must to a very great extent aid you in the problems you are forced
with to-day. As far as individual manufacturers are concerneti, I have spoken
to many of them, and they all say that the preference is of very great value,
and we are constantly, as a Government, receiving representations urging us
to maintain the preference which Britain at present enjoys. I think that the
Board of Trade could probably give us some information on that point, because
they have no doubt ascertained from the manufacturers of Great Britain
whether this is a preference that is of value to them and whether it is aiding
them in their manufacturing industrv- at present.

Ch.urmax: There is no difference of opinion as to that.

Mr. Brite: I need not labour the point. I may say that both the Federa-
tion of British Industries and the Association of British Chambers of Com-
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mcrce have made very handsome acknowledgments of the benefits British

industry has received. I do not wish to hibour this aspect of tiie matter, but
I think it is essential, at the start of this Conference, that we should have the

case set out as it is and show what the whole thing means.

I would now like to give a few statistical details of the specific trades
which have obtained advantages under this preference. In regard to these

particular preferences and the particular industries, for 1920-21, the figures

show;

—

Value of

Iinport.s of

l'nite<i

Kingdom
origin

Concession
of Duty
untlcr

Preferential
TarifT

Apparel
Textiles
Machines and machinery
Other manufactures of metal.
Paper

3,977,751
27,679,925
4,746,001
17.960,292
2,168,4.39

577, 339
3.986,232
551,980

1,487,906
193.,536

One must also remember that the history of the past shows that these

preferences have been of some value. In 1882, the value of Australia's imports
from Britain was 20,984,162;.—and in 1906 it was 20,228,836/. That is a

period of twenty-four years, during which the trade was practically the same.
Tiie year 1906, as a matter of fact, was rather an abnormal one, the figures for

1905 being only 16,991.009/., so that over that whole period Britain's export
trade to Australia did not increase but remained about satisfactory. During
the same period, however, Australia's total imports did not remain stationary.

In 1880 tiie imports into Australia amounted to 24.622,000/.. but in 1906 they
had increased to 44,745,000/.. so that over the same period, during which
Britain's trade remained about the same, if indeed it showed no decrease, the
imports into Australia had increased by over 20 million pounds.

All this increase took place with foreign countries, which were able to

extend tiicir trade with Australia although Britain could not.

Preference was introduced in 1906, and between 1906 and 1913, the posi-

tion changed, British imports increasing from the 20.228.836/. already men-
tioned to 34.471,269/., antl in the latter year Britain was supplying 63 per cent

of Australia's import trade. During the war, owing to the fact that supplies

could not be obtained from liritain, the percentages that Britain supplied of

Australian imports dropped to 46 per cent. In 1920, the Australian Parliament
passed a new tariff under which largely increased preferences were given to

(ireat Britain. We wished to help Britain to regain her place in our markets,
if we could possibly do so, and the action taken was certainly effective, because
by 1920-21, the percentage of British imports was restored to 64 per cent of
the total trade.

I think these facts indisputably show that the preference is of value, and
it will be a most unfortunate thing if anything is done to interfere with it.

V.\LUE OF DOMINION M.\RKi:TS TO GREAT BRITAIN

Another point I think we have to establish is that the Dominion markets
have a value to Great Britain. The export figures for the United Kingdom in

1922 were: Europe 311,026.847/., and the Dominions 285.780,649/., a balance in

favour of Europe of 25.246.198/., but of the exports of United Kingdom produce
and manufacturers, the Dominions took 270.404.802/. and Europe 247.655,266/.,

a balance in favour of the Dominions of 22.749.536 /. I think those latter figures
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\-('ry clearly show the value of the Dominions trade to Great Britain, liccause

practically the whole of the amount that they take rcpresent^s (lirc<t British

manufactures wliich are providing employment and helping the general economic
situation here.

The exports from the United Kingdom to tiic different parts of the world
are probably familiar to most of you, but I will quote them:

—

VALUE OF THE TOTAL E?CrORTS OF I'RODlfl', AND MANUFACTURF.S OF UNITED
KINGDOM TO—

—
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The following figures show the overseas trade of the different Dominions:

—

TOTAL OV'ERSKAS TRADE

Year
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Taking as a whole these three countries, the exports to Britain in 1922 were
£318,842,759; tiie exports from Britain in 1922 were, British produce and
manufactures £90,182,275, re-exports £23,557,960, making a total of just over
113 millions. These throe countries exported to Britain 318 millions and they
took from Britain 113 millions.

In the same year the five large Dominions exported to Britain 232 millions

and they took in exchange 229 millions. I think one can appreciate the value
of a trade of that character as against the value of a trade where the amount
taken by the other country is so much smaller. I think that point has to be
particularly emphasised; it can be very well illustrated by the case of the United
States which exported to Britain, in 1922, 222 millions, whilst the total exports

from Britain to them were 7(5 millions. In view of the burden of interest on the

American Debt, it would certainly help our whole economic situation if we
could to some extent varj- the position which exists at the present moment.

The per capita figures arc well within the knowledge of most of you.

According to their populations the Dominions buy on a much higher basis than
any foreign countries in the world, as shown in the following table:

—

Population
{Whitaker,

1923)

Exports

British
Produce and
Manufacture

Re-
exports

New Zealand
Australia
Denmark
South Africa
Canada
Argentine
France
Germany
United States of America.
Spain
Greece
Italy
Russia

1 , 200, 000
5.500,000
3,000,000
6,000,000
7,300,000
8.250,000
40.000,000
65,500,000
105.000.000
21.3,50,000
7,000,000
38.500.000
136,000,000

19 6

3

1 9
9 5

15
4 2

9 10
10 6

11 2
10 10

10

13 10

19 2

8 3

4 3
7 3

1 7

8 10

5 2

4 1

11

2

11

1

£ s. d.

13 18 3
11 18 8
4 11 3
4 6
3 16 8
2

1 13

15

14 7
12 1

11

10 11

7

The highest is New Zealand with \Zl. 18s. 3d. a head. Australia is next
with 11/. 18.S. 8f/., and the lowest on the list, if I exclude Russia, is Italy, which
takes 10s. \\d. a head. A country such as the United States takes 14s. Id. a
head as against a Dominion like Australia 11/. 18s. 8d.

Those figures, I think, show that the Dominions at the present time are
doing their trade with Britain as far as it is possible for them to do it. I think
they must convince anybody that at the present moment the Dominion markets
are of very great value to Great Britain and that their potential value is a
thing, if we proceed along a proper line of development, which no man can
possibly estimate.

There are some people who say everything is all right in this best of all

possible worlds; that there is nothing wrong with British trade or British methods
or anything else. I am not saying that as against Britain. It happens in every
country. It happens in Australia. We also have people who say everything
is all right in this best of all possible worlds. But it is not. That is not the
attitude that is going to help.

We are vcn.- often told tiiat everything that is happening now is a result

of the war; that if there had been no war everything would have gone on
perfectly well for (treat Britain, and that there would have been no industrial

situation to meet and no economic trouble at all. In 1913 I used to live in
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England and I certainly did not gather the impression that everything was
running quite on oiled wheels at that time. If one considers the positions of

Britain, Ciermany, and the United States over the period between 1890 and 1912

(not complicating the situation at all by dealing with the period after the war)

the export figures are certainly of considerable interest. I am quoting them
only to show the relative advances made by the three countries:

—

TOT.VL EXPORTS

Year
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much coiu'prned witli that side of the matter. This question has been raised,

of course, many times, and I have a quotation here from a speech by Mr. Austen
Chambcrhiin in the House of Commons. He said:

—

" What we choose to do within the British Empire is the concern of the
British Empire. It gives no right for any foreign nation to take offence. No
foreign nation invites or would tolerate our interference in their internal customs
arrangements, and I see no reason, but for the suggestions coming from the
honourable gentleman, why any foreign nation should take offence at our doing
what other foreign nations have done for years without complaint from us or
anybody else. If that be the issue, if a foreign nation chooses to raise that
issue, and to say, when one portion of the British Empire treats another portion

of the British Empire as kinsmen, as parts of one whole, as partners in one great

commonwealth, that that is an offence to the foreign nations, then, the whole
British Empire would be ready to meet that and to stand shoulder to shoulder

,
to combat it."

The whole question of tariff policies of different countries towards their

dependencies has been very carefully studied, and there is a very illuminating
report on the subject which was prepared by the United States Tariff Com-
mission. Anybody interested in the subject would be well advised to read it

because it is a mine of information which sets out the whole position very
clearly. I do not wish to deal extensively with it at the moment, but I do wish
to give certain figures which are extracted from this report of the United States
Tariff Commission. They show the arrangements which have been made by
the chief foreign and colonial Powers in order to protect their dependecies in

their own markets.

The United States has a differential tariff" for its Possessions as against
foreign countries which on the average amounts to about 100 per cent., Japan
gives 100 per cent., France 50 per cent, to 80 per cent,, Portugal 50 per cent,

to 90 per cent.. Spain 50 per cent., Italy 50 per cent, to 90 per cent. There are
two countries which do not protect their colonics, namely, Belgium and Holland.
There are particular rea.sons, however, in regard to those two countries, and, as
far as Holland is concerned, without directly protecting her Colonies, she does
a great deal to help them through insisting upon tl cir shipping in Dutch boats
only, and she assists them in other ways.

I apologise for speaking for such a long time, but to my mind the keystone
to every question we have to consider at both the Imperial and Economic Con-
ferences is the establishment of markets for the Dominions so that we can get
true Empire development.

I have tried to show that there is a real value in Dominion preferences and
Dominion markets; that there is a wonderful possibility of expansion in those
markets, and I have tried to indicate that it would be a serious thing to British

manufacturers if the position they have at present in the Dominion markets
were lost to them.

V.\LIE OF BRITI.'^H M.\KKET TO THE DOMINIONS

It is also necessar>', of course, to con.sider the value of the British market
to the Dominion.s. I think there is no Dominion which does not recognise that

the British market is the best in the world and that it has been an invaluable

market to the Dominions in the past; and their greatest aim and greatest

ambition is to ensure that they shall at all events hold their own in tliat market
in the future. But the Dominions feel that there is a real danger that they are

not going to hold their own in the British market in the future. There are some
people who say that the Dominions ouijht to be prepared to consider that the free

access they have to this, the greatest and best market in tlie world, is more than
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equivalent for any Preference that the Dominions might give to Britain. I am
not sure that the Dominions would not agree w-ith that, if the great ideal of

those who founded the thcon.' of free trade had been carried out, and we had
world free trade instead of every country protecting itself, and we had also the

eoroUarj' of a reasanable standard of living in the countries with which we
should be likely to compete. If that were the position, I think there would be

a great deal in the argument that to have free access to this market would be all

that an.ybody could ask; but, unfortunately, that is not the position, and I am
certain that the great founders of free trade did not \'isualise a world of tariffs

such as has grown up. I came across an extraordinarily interesting statement
of Mr. Cobden's made in 1862, which I think bears out to some extent what I

am saying and which is really direct support to the case I am trying to make
now, namely, that it is necc-^san,- to keep the British market as far as possible

for tiie Dominion production of food and raw material so that we can develop
the Empire; what Mr. Cobden said in 1862 was: "I doubt the \\isdom, I sin-

•

cerely doubt the prudence, of a great body of industrial people to allow them-
selves to live in dependence on foreign Powers for the supply of food and raw
material."

To a great extent that is the case that Australia is making to-day. We say
that for the Empire it is a suicidal policy, quite apart from the fact that we
believe we ought to develop the Empire.

APPREHENSIONS AS TO FTTIURE BRITISH MARKET

One thing which makes the Dominions verj' apprehensive as to the future
value of the Britisii market to them is that in this market they have to com-
pete with tiie production of cheap and/or coloured labour. That is the situation

which faces a countrj' which has as its policy to remain a White Australia and
to have a reasonable standard of living for its people. We are confronted with
competition from cheap labour (and by cheap labour I mean labour that is not
paid a reasonable and fair wage according to the standard of civilisation we
have reached) or coloured labour which has a different standard of living

altogether.

Another thing that makes us very apprehensive is the dumped surplus

production of other countries, and in a moment I will give an axample of how
that affects Australia.

Depreciated currency is also a factor against which, of course, one has to

some extent to protect oneself.

The last, and probably one of the most dangerous factors, is the great com-
bines which are growing up all over the world.

The examples which would stress those cases I have indicated are these.

In Australia we have at present a large surplus production of dried fruits, and
this production is increasing. We must find a market for it, but we are faced

with competition from places with \qt\ cheap labour. The places I refer to are

the Levant and those countries where there is certainly not a standard of living

which would be acceptable to any British community. The other factor which

affects our dried fruits is that we are subjected to the competition of dumped
surpluses from California.

Those two factors make it vep>' doubtful whether in the future the value

of the British market is really going to be as great as we could wish.

The question of meat I do not intend to go into at any great length at

this stage, but. of course, the British market is, if I may say so with all respect,

practically at the mercy of a great combine over which Great Britain has no

control at all, and that combine at the present moment is surely and inevitably

driving Australia out of meat production.
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Tlie factors which I liavo stated certainly make us very apprehensive as to

the future, so far as tiie Britisii market is concerned. But I hope that T will not
leave any impression but that Australia certainly, and I am sure all the Domin-
ions, realise the amazingly good fortune they have in being dependencies of the
British Crown and in having this great British market, togetlicr with a great

sympathy towards them which has been available at all times throughout their

liistory and their growth up to the present hour.

RESOLUTION OF 1917 CONFERENCE

The foregoing more or less covers the points I want to try and establish.

We have then to consider the position in which we find ourselves. I do not
want to go over the story of what has happened in regard to Imperial Preference,

or the necessity of trying to find markets in Britain for Empire production, but
I think I must refer to one matter because it is of such very recent date, and
that is the resolution that was passed by the 1917 Conference. I would remind
the members of the present Conference of what actually took place then. The
resolution passed was that

" The time has arrived when all possible encouragement should be
given to the development of Imperial resources, and especially to making
the Empire independent of other countries in respect of food supplies,

raw materials, and essential industries. With these objects in view this

Conference expresses itself in favour of:

—

(1) The principle that each part of the Empire, having due regard
to the interests of our Allies, shall give specially favourable
treatment and facilities to the produce and manufactures of

other parts of the Empire.

(2) Arrangements by which intending emigrants from the United
Kingdom maj' be induced to settle in countries under the British

flag."

That resolution was passed unanimously by the representatives of every one
of the Dominions and Britain herself.

That was the first occasion upon which the British representatives had
associated themselves in a resolution of this character. I want to ciuote that,

and I want to stress it very much, because you will remember that in 1917
we were in the midst of the war, and during the war I think most of us saw
things with a little greater clarity than we do under ordinary circumstances
in periods of peace. I am afraid that most of us are rapidly forgetting what we
learned in the war and the lessons that we ought to have drawn from it as to

regulating our future conduct.

But, as far as that resolution is concerned, I remind the Conference of it

only because it is the last expression of the view held by a Conference of this

character. It is now for us to express the view we hold.

As far as Australia is concerned, we still hold the view we held in 1917;
we would again subscribe to that resolution with the utmost pleasure, and we
think it would be a good thing if a similar resolution were actually recorded by
this Conference. But I think it would be very much better if, instead of

following the usual habit of Conferences and passing resolutions, we could on
this occasion do something practical to give eftect to what we actually believe in.

I think that would really lead to the result that wc all desire to achieve. Now,
as far as Australia is concerned wc have taken action along the lines of that

resolution. We have passed a new tariff, as I have told you, increasing the

favourable circumstances under which Britain comes into our market; we have
passed legislation protecting Britain against countries with depreciated exchanges;
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We have done everything in our power to tr\' and promote the trade of Britain,

which is the underlying; idea of the resolution; and in certain cases where Britain

has appealed to us with regard to individual industries, such as the dye industry,

we have taken aition to try and help her to foster the new industry which she

is building up.

NEED FOR MAKING PRESENT BRITISH PREFERENCES EFFECTIVE

We recognize, of course, that Britain h.is followed up the resolution, but

we venture to say she has only followed it to a very modified extent. In the

Budgets from 1919 something has been done, and we are indeed grateful that

anything has been done, but wc also think that tiic interests of Britain (and I

wish to put the case this way) would be advanced if she went even a little

further along the path which she has already set her feet to, and I think that,

if she would do one thing, it would greatly facilitate the solution of the questions

we are now considering in Australia.

At the present moment Great Britain has a tariff upon certain items, such
as dried fruits, and we have a scheme in Australia which is really the test

scheme for the whole of our future migration ideas; the greate.-^t profluction that
will come from that scheme will be dried fruits, and if Britain could see her
way to make the present preference effective, I think it would solve the problem
of this particular scheme which I wish to explain to the Conference. As to

whether Britain can see her way to do anything, that, of course, is a matter
for Britisli consideration, but may I urge the desirability of bringing this scheme
to fruition and of so accomplishing our aims.

THE MURR.W RIVER SCHEME

The scheme I am referring to is one which is known as the Murray River
Scheme. In that part of the Australian continent, development was really not
initiated until about 1887. It progressed veiy slowly, but gradually an irriga-

tion settlement grew up. In 1915 the Commonwealth Government and the
States of Victoria, South Australia and Xcw South AVales conferred and deter-

mined upon a large scheme for the conservation of water, the locking of the

river, and the irrigation of a very large extent of country. That scheme is

now being pressed onwards and when it is completed there should be available

about 2 million acres of land, and on account of the particul;ir circumstances

of tiie settlement there, it is the most desirable form of settlement for British

immigrants. It provides the ordinary amenities and decencies of life; it is a

life that would be understood by a British migrant, and one to which he

would be able to adapt himself veiy readily. That scheme to-day is in this

position —the Commonwealth and State Governments have started it and have
taken it a certain distance. The acreage under cultivation is increasing every

year. At present there are about 200.000 acres and, roughly, 75.000 people.

By 1928. IV million acres should be available, and in a few years after that,

the whole 2 millions.

Mr. Ch.\mberlain: What population would that mean?

Mr. Brvck: For the 2 millions, about 750,000 people. The principal things

produced there would be fruit, ilried fruit in particular, and cotton; there would
also be a certain amount of dairj'ing, and as 1 have said, the settlement enjoys

the best possible conditions and it offers the best amenities of life we have in

Australia. Now the position of the Murray River Scheme is this (and that is

my reason for strest-ing this matter so much and for saying that Australia more
or less takes it as the test of what she may be able to do in the way of migration

and development generally of the Empire) : the production of dried fruit in 1914
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was ab;iut 12,000 tons, of wliidi Australia herself could take 80 per cent, and
about 20 i)(T cent had to find a market overseas. Bj' 1926, with existing soldier

settlement, with our own ordinary- land settlement, with a verj' little migration,
with the actual land that is settled, with the actual trees that are in the ground
and which will come into bearing by that time, we shall be faced with a situation

exactly the reverse of what it was. We shall have to find a market for the export

of 80 per cent, as we ourselves will be al)le to consume only 20 per cent in Aus-
tralia. Similarly with canned fruits, which would be another great production
in that area. To-day the production is ;d)out 500,000 cases of which we have to
export about 150,000. By 1926 or 1927 the position will have arisen that we
shall ha\'e to cxji )rt aliout 80 per cent of our production.

PROBLEM OF MIGRATION lNtiEP.\R.\BLE FROM TH.\T OF MARKET.S

The Australian Government has been faced with this question in a very
intense form, having had to form pools, handle the produce, and lose 600,000/
over three years in connection with schemes of a similar character. It is now
quite clear that we cannot, in fairness to our own people, ga on with the en,',

which has been far too prevalent in Australia, of " produce and then produce
more," and anybody really seriously intere.sted is concerned as to what we can
do with tiie production. If we cannot get what we believe will be an outlet

for tiie production in the Murray Valley, we are prepared to go on and complete
this scheme and eventually settle a ver\' great number of people, but unless we
can obtain a market we shall have to slow down the whole scheme. Instead of
going forward and completing it as we contemplated, we shall have to take
action to consider how far we can proceed or how we can delay the scheme
so that when the production comes there will be a market available. In the cir-

cumstances, I think that is a verj' fair test case for Australia to take. If we can
find a solution, I am quite certain that Australia will be able to enter enthusi-
astically into schemes for absorbing people. We will be encouraged to believe
that we have assisted in the great question of marketing and at tlie same time
we will be helped to populate our countr\'.

Australia's desire above ever>-thing else is to populate her countrj' and
to advance from her present position of a ver\- small people occupying a very
vast territorv-, the real value of which no man can estimate, but which certainly

has the greatest potentionalities. Coming from Australia, I believe that they
are greater than in any other part of the world.

As far as Australia is concerned—and I stress this even at the risk of

wearisome repetition—the wlwle p")int turns on markets, and markets mean
migration—if we have no markets we cannot have great migration, we cannot
have the great development in the near future.

The problem of market-s appears to me to fall into three divisions. The
first one is the making effective of the preference already existing. If that can
be done, I venture to say we have probably solved the Murray River problem,

but that is a matter for the British (iovernment and not for us. AVe have tried

to put our case in such a way as to show that this scheme wiiuld mean a great

stride in Kmpire developemnt ; that it would mean a very greatly increased pur-

chasing power in Australia for British manufactures, and that we are not ask-

ing to have the preference increased merely to assist Australia in its trouble.

We are not in trouble. We shall get out of our difficulties perfectly well, but
must realise that, if we do not get preference, which we believe will be of value

to Britain, we shall have to develop rather more slowly, and the improvement in

our position as purchasers of British goods will be delayed for a verj' con-

siderable time. With regard to Preference, there is a specific item on the Agenda.

Of course, that will be tlie appropriate time to deal with the question.
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The Chairman: I would say at once, as I said at an earlier stage of the
Conference in reply to Mr. Massey, that as soon as we open that I will tender
quite definite proposals on that subject.

Mr. Bruc?:: I need hardly say that I am extremely glad to hear it.

PREFERENCK IN PUBLIC CONTRACTS

The second point concerns preferences in Govememnt contracts. Tliis is

not so big a question, but it is one of very considerable importance to the Domin-
ions generally. On this question the Dominions possibly take a view which
might well be considered a little extreme, but tliey have a very real feeling in

Jhe matter. They feel that where it is a quc.-^tion of Govenmient contracts the
Dominions should be entitled to get them, unless the difference in price is so

hopv'^less as to render it impossible; but they think that there should be a verv-

generous margin allowed in order to give the Dominions the fullest opportunity

of tendering successfully. Our distances from your markets should also be
remembered, so that there should not be too short a period for lodging tenders.

I should point out that there is in Australia a very- strong feeling on the
question of preference. Australia sent a great number of her sons overseas;

she lost sixty thousand of them. In the war we all fought together, and there

certainly is a sentiment in Australia about this particular question. I am
merely mentioning this because it is a feature of the national point of ^•iew.

which one certainly should bring under notice.

MARKETING OF DOMINION FOODSTUFFS AND AGRICULTURAL RAW MATERI.\LS

The other problem which we have to consider is of course a difficult one,

and I think it should be stated in this way, that in order to assist the settle-

ment of British migrants in the Dominions and thus relieve unemployment
in Great Britain and in order to incrca.^e the volume of Imperial trade and the

purchasing power of the Dominions for British goods, Britain siiould be pre-

pared to assist in some way in the marketing of Dominion fo:idstufi's

and agricultural raw materials. I particularly mention foodstuffs and
agricultural raw materials for this reason, that these things are what the
Dominions produce and it is their production which will bring about the

development of the Dominioni?. It is no good our passing pious resolutions in

favour of better preference to the Dominions and ever dodging the great issue.

The issue is there, and it is not the slightest use our trying to avoid it. We
must see if there is any way of getting over the difficulties involved, because
of the fact that those are the things the Dominions nmst have a market for if

they are to expand and develop.

I quite appreciate that at this stage I might very well leave the matter
having said that we cannot develop witiiout markets; that these are the things

we want markets for, and that we would like a duty put upon them, with a

preference to the Dominions. I am rather apprehensive that if I say anything
more, I shall be accused of interfering in other people's affairs, but we have
to remember that this is a Conference to which wc have all come on an absolute

equality, and we have only one object in view and that it, to try to promote the

prosperity of the British Empire as a whole. Having come here in that spirit

I think it is our duty to state the position as we see it, and to see whether
from anything we may say some crumb of wisdom may fall which it would be

possible to take up, and which might conceivably help to solve the problems we
are faced with.

I do not propose, therefore, to leave the matter exactly where it is, but to

say a little more, and I intend, if I may, to look at the whole position fa"ing
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US at tlie present moment in regard to foodstuffs and agrirultural raw materials

generally. I again want to stress tlie point that I am doing this only in a spirit

of trying to help, if possible, in the solution of tiiis extraordinarily difficult

problem.

BRITISH .\ND DOMINION FARMERS FACED BY COMMON PROBLEM

In approaching the question, certain facts must be remembered. The
agricultural producers in Britain and in the Dominions complain that on much
of their produce they receive too small a return to cover the cost of production.

On the other hand the British consumer complains that the retail price lie has
to pay restricts his consumption and involves great hardship during the present

time of depression.

During my voyage from Australia I studied with very great interest the

Reports of the Departmental Committee of the Board of Agriculture on the
Prices of Agricultural Products which was presided over by the Marquess of

Linlithgow. It appears that this Committee in its Reports largely confirms the

complaints of both producer and consumer. The Reports show that distribution

charges are veiy high. It appears to me that the requests which the Dominions
are making under this head harmonise with the demands of the British farmer,

who has been forced to make representations to the British Government for

some definite assurance of stable markets for agricultural produce.

The British farmer states that if he cannot get substantial aid, many
thousands of acres of arable land must go back to grass, and tens of thousands
of agricultural workers will join the ranks of the unemployed. I desire parti-

cularly to draw the attention of this Conference to the similarity between the
position of the British farmer and the farmers of the Dominions, in the hope
that as a result of the deliberations of this Conference, some common policy

may be found. Cannot a policy be framed to stabilize the price of such com-
modities as meat and wheat, to eliminate fluctuations, thereby confining the

trader to his legitimate sphere of distribution, removing any incentive to

speculation, and thus relieving at one and the same time the agricultural pro-
ducer and the industrial consumer, at the expense of no legitimate interest?

I fully appreciate that even a suggestion that any steps should be taken
towards stabilization will be greeted by many people with absolute horror. Our
minds have run in certain directions for a very long time and we are very
reluctant to contemplate any change, but I am quit-e certain that if we are
going to be stereotyped in every opinion we form and are not prepared to alter

these views at all, we shall find most of our problems almost impossible of

solution to-day. Circumstances have changed enormously. Personally, I

believe in the law of supply and demand, no Government interference, no sort

of control. I believe in letting trade and industry flow in its own channel;
but to-day we have some extraordinarily grave problems before us, and there

are certain aspects of trade and industry which have developed, and, although
we are told we should not interfere with trade and industry, these problems have
assumed such a character that some action must be taken to defeat the machina-
tions that are being carried on. I refer to great combines, and especially the
great combines handling the foodstuffs of the people.

While I approach this question personally with an open mind, I do recognije
that many people will not be prepared even to consider anything that involves
any interference with the ordinary flow of trade throughout Great Britain. We
have the same feeling in Australia, but I say without hesitation we must at least

examine the position and see if there is not something which can be done.
One point we have to realize, I think, is that agriculture at home and in the

Dominions cannot flourish so long as Britain remains the dumping-ground for
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every available foreign surplus. Some foreign produce is produced by cheap
coloured labour, labour that we Anglo-Saxons can only regard as sweated; other

produce comes from countries with severely depreciated currencies. Where
neither sweated labour nor depreciated currencies assist the foreign producer
he generally has a protected home market, and can often afford to dump his

surplus production into Britain. It is essential to regulate and, where necessary,

to restrict the foreign imports.

I have not come to this Conference with any suggestion that I have the
solution of this problem, but we do so regard it as the keystone of the whole
Imperial structure that we feel we should try to put forward some ideas in regard
to it.

THREE OBJECTIVES

I suggest that the first objective we must have in mind in any solution that
is arrived at is that we should ensure that the British agricultural producer
should have priority over all comers for the sale of his produce in the British

market. In Australia, educated as she has been in regard to her fiscal system,
that appears to some people to be an absolutely essential factor. Of course,
it is periiaps surprising that Australia takes that view, but -as we demand that
our own production shall have the first rights in our own market, we recognize
that the British agricultural producer has exactly the same rights as we claim
for ourselves.

The second objective is that, so far as the British farmer is not able to
supply the Briti.sh requirements of foodstuffs, the Dominions producer should
be placed in a position to supply, to the greatest possible extent, the necessary
requirements.

In order to achieve these two objectives, the importation of foreign agricul-

tural produce should be limited to supply the deficiency that the British and
Dominion agriculturalist is not able to supply. That is, of course, the pro-
ducer's side of the problem.

The third objective is that we should realize that in a countrj- such as Great
Britain tlie consumer's point of view must have the fullest consideration. Any
agricultural policy which resulted in a permanent increase in the cost of

necessary foodstuffs might place the industrial interests of this countrj- at a
disadvantage in the markets of the world. It is, therefore, of the greatest
importance to examine any proposals that may be put forward to achieve the
objects which I have just stated in the interests of the producer, in order to see
whether thereis a reasonable chance of safeguarding the producer's interests with-
out sacrificing those of the consumer and, through the consumer, those of the
industries.

These are the three points that occur to me by which we must be guided:
(1) To assist the British farmer, (2) to encourage the Dominion producer, and
(3) to safeguard the British consumer.

FIVE PROPOS.\LS SVGGESTED FOR EX.\MIX.\T10X

I wish now to deal with five different proposals for achieving these objectives.
There is only one that I must say I think stands out over the others. With
regard to all the rest. I am merely putting them forward as suggestions for
examination, and I do not express any opinion at all with regard to them.

(1) Protective Tariff on Foodstuffs (Uhl Run- Materials irith Prejcrcnce to

Dominions.

Dealing with them in order, the first method that naturally occurs to the
mind, when considering how British and Dominion agriculture may be safe-
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j^uarded against what \vc may tcnii Hit" unfair competition of foreign supplies,

is a protective tariff for Britisli agriculture, with adequate Preference Tor the

Dominions. Being the representative of Australia, and holding very strongly

the views that we do hold, I must give my first choice to a tarifT on foodstufifs

and raw materials with Preference to the Dominions.

From a purely Australian point of view, I maj- state quite frankly that we
should welronie any such .solution of the problem. The Australian public is

thoroughly accustomed to the idea of protective tariffs. They understand their

significance, and the value of any Preference that the British Government might

be able to give under such a scheme would be immediately appreciated in the

Dominions. I think it could be claimed that a protective tariff with adequate

Preference could undoubtedly be made to achieve all our objectives. I am
aware of the prejudice that exists in this country against any tariff system being

applied to essential foodstuffs, but I would point out to the Conference that the

country which attempts to obtam, for any considerable period, its food supplies

at prices below the cost of production, will certainly be eventually faced by a

gradual decrease of production, with the necessary corollaries of scarcity of

supplies and high prices, and, if the trouble be not remedied, ultimately by
starvation. At the present time the position in Britain appears to be approxi-

mating to these unhappy conditions.

The British farmer is, I understand, incurring heavy losses from his arable

areas in spite of excellent crops. The Dominion producer, in many instances,

is unable to obtain prices that cover his costs. Surely we must look at the

problem not as one of to-day, to-morrow, or the next day, but, taking a wider

view, wc must realize that proper measures to safeguard Empire agriculture

will undoubtedly be in the interests of all classes of the community. The supply

of some of the most important foodstuffs is now largely in the hands of foreign

combines that manipulate prices to the detriment of both producer and con-

sumer. I'nless Empire agriculture can be encouraged, Britain must expect to

see the control of its food supplies pass more and more into foreign hands, with

wliat results in time of war recent experience can teach us. In view of the high

prices which the British consumer has to pay for produce, there is no real reason

why a system of Protection and Preference based on a tariff should necessarily

increase the cost of living.

(B) A Sliding-Scale Tariff.

The second suggestion that I put forward is a scheme of sliding scales for

Protection and Preference. Protection for British agriculture and Preference

for the Dominions could be introduced on a sliding scale so as to give some
measure of stability to the market by bringing the tariff into operation only

when the prices of commodities sank to so low a level as to be unremunerative

to the agricultural producer; in other words, a sliding-scale tariff. It has been
suggested that the average cost of production of an essential commodity, such

as, for instance, wheat, having been ascertained for the United Kingdom, the

sliding-scale tariff should come into operation whenever the price sank below

the average cost, thus giving to the I3ritish farmer Protection only when he

needs it, and applying Preference to the produce of the Dominions at the same
time. As the tariff would be applied only when prices had fallen below a certain

level, it is probable that one result of this system would be to eliminate fluctu-

ations to some extent, and this in itself would be a benefit to the consumer as

well as to the producer.

(S) The Method of Sitbsidies.

The third suggestion is subsidies. A system whereby British and Dominion
agriculture could be placed in a position of definite advantage over foreign

36—5
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supplies would be a system of subsidies, where required, to British agriculture,

and some form of subsidy to the Dominions producer. It has been suggested

that subsidies from the British Government to the Dominion products could be
based upon the ascertained value of the Preferences afTorded by the Dominions
to the Mother Country. For instance, if Australia had given preferential treat-

ment to Great Britain to the extent of, say, £8,000,000 in a year, a proportion
of this amount could be returned by the British Government in the form of

subsidies against freight charges, overhead expenses, etc. Such a subsidy
could take the place of a tariff preference on essential foodstuffs or raw materials.

It is argued that an arrangement of this sort would give an incentive to the
Dominions to increase their preferences to British goods to the maximum amount
in order to obtain as large a subsidj' for their primary production as possible. I

presume that under any such system the subsidies to the British farmer would only
be available when the market price had sunk below a reasonable cost of pro-
duction. On the other hand, if a subsidy system were to be regarded by the
Dominions as in any way an adequate quid pro quo for their preferential treat-

ment of British manufactures, the subsidies to the Dominions would have to be
in continuous operation.

I have now briefly indicated two methods of attaining our objective that
arc based upon a tariff, and one method in which subsidies would be used.

There are two other methods worthy of consideration which do not involve
either tariffs or subsidies, but which are based upon the idea of controlling the
volume of foreign imports. I am aw-arc of the feeling that still exists in this

country against measures of control, and in considering these forms of solution

it seems desirable to discover how control could be applied with the very
minimum of friction and the least possible interference with the normal methods
of business and of trade.

(Jf) The Method of Import Licenses.

One method that has been suggested for giving effect to our purpose is an
import licence system to discriminate against foreign countries. A suggestion
of this sort was made by the Incorporated Society of Meat Traders to the
Bridgeman Committee, and is mentioned in that Committee's report. A system
in some way analogous to this is. I believe, carried out at the present moment by
the Hop Control. There is little doubt that a licensing system could be made
effective for this purpose. It would mean that British agriculture would be left

entirely uncontrolled, and that the Dominions would be allowed to send their
produce into Britain without restriction, except in instances where British
agriculture was in a position to supply the entire needs of the community; but
foreign imports would only be allowed under licence, and the volume of foreign
imports would be controlled by the licensing authority.

It seems probable that both our first and second objectives could be attained
by this method, and if the British and Dominion producers showed any tendency
to make use of their advantages to unduly exploit the consumer, the licensing
authority could effectively counter any such attempt by increasing the quantity
of foreign importations.

(5) The Method of Stabilization of Prices.

The last method that I desire to bring to the notice of the Conference is

what has been called a " stabilization policy." But, before outlining this method,
I think it desirable to refer very briefly to the proposals that have been put
forward from time to time for the establishment, for strategical purposes, of
national reserves of such essential foodstuffs as, for instance, wheat.

AVhen we remember the enormous difficulties that Great Britain had to
encounter in maintaining her food supplies during the war, and when we remember
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tliat it lias been stated that during (lie height of tlie submarine campaign in 1917

Great Britain was witiiin tiuee weelcs of actual starvation, adequate national

reserves appear to have the utmost strategic value. This stablization policy to

which I am about to refer appears to require for its proper functioning some form
of National reserves also. The idea of a stabilization policy is that a system
of Protection and Preference could be brought into effect, without any tariff, to

give the maximum advantage to Empire agriculture and at the same time to safe-

guard and benefit the British consumer. This is a suggestion for a deliberate

policy of the stabilization of prices of such essential commodities as meat and
wheat.

The sources of supply of foodstuffs can be classified under three heads, i.e.,

British, Dominions and Foreign. It is proposed, under this system, that the
British product should be left entirely free and uncontrolled. In other words,
the British farmer would be free to continue to market his produce precisely as he
is doing it at the present time.

The Dominion produce would also be freely marketed so long as the quantity
required from foreign sources was sufficiently large to allow the control of the
entire foreign imports to effectively stabilize the price of the commodity in

question in Britain.

The foreign supplies would be controlled by a National Purchase Corpor-
ation for either meat or wheat, the corporation to buy from foreign countries

the shortage between what the British and the Dominion producer could supply
and the total requirements of the country.

If these proposals are taken in conjunction with the idea of national
reserves of foodstuffs, and if the control of the national reserves were vested
in the National Purchase Corporation, it will be seen that in the case of, say,
wheat, the controlling authority would be able to regulate the fiow of foreign

imports on to the London market in two ways: Firstly, by the amount actually

allowed to enter Great Britain, and, secondly, by the rate at which foreign wheat
was allowed into the market from the national wheat granaries. In the event
of any shortage of British and Dominion supplies, and a tendency to increase

all prices in the market, the National Purchase Corporation would release

additional foreign wheat so as to prevent prices from rising. If prices were fall-

ing below the figure at which it had been decided to stabilise, the supplies of

foreign wheat would be curtailed or temporarily shut off so as to keep the price

stable.

The advantages of the scheme seem to be: First, it would involve the very
minimum of control; British agriculture would be left entirely free; and
control would only apply to a certain phase of wholesale business—the actual

importation of foreign goods into Britain. The second advantage would be the
elimination of fluctuation. In the interests of both the producer and the con-

sumer, fluctuation of pi-ice is generally detrimental. Fluctuations only benefit

the speculative middleman. When prices soar, the producer rarely receives the

full value of the increase, but the consumer invariably has to pay it. A severe fall

in wholesale prices is very rarely fully reflected in the retail price to the con-

sumer, but is always completely felt by the producer. It would therefore seem
that stable prices would benefit both the producer and the consumer. It seems
possible that a system of this sort, if found workable, might enable us to realise

fully all our three objectives.

I apologise very much to the Conference for having gone at such length

into these matters, and I want to make it perfectly clear that I do not suggest
that any of the proposals provide the certain solution of the trouble we are up
against ; but I do think it may be helpful to the members of the Conference to

have all these matters kept under their review, because the question of securing

36—5i
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the British market for tlic Dominions—and I am speaking for the Dominions
as distinct from British agriculture— is imperative.

EXAMPLES OF ACTION TAKEN BY FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS

I tliink we must face this problem with very open minds. Most of you will

have observed that in America the position with regard to production has become
so acute that the President is now taking quite definite action to stabilise prices

for the producer of wheat. The world o\'er people are having to do something
of this sort; we are reluctant to do it; it is alien to our traditions, but if the rest

of the world is going to do this sort of thing we must consider our position ver>-

seriously. Take Australia's position. A great country like the United States

of America cmsiders it worth while to take action of this character, which is

certainly foreign to her traditions also, in order to make production pay and
provide good employment for her people. If Australia and other great primary-

producing countries in the Empire cannot make their productinn pay they may
gradually go out of production altogether. This would ha\e an extremely
serious effect upon Britain and upon the whole of the Empire. That Britain,
for her own sake, will be compellpd to tlo something with regard to this matter,
cjuite apart from the development of the Empire, and purely with regard to her
own food supplies, appears to me to be becoming increasingly evident. Strangely
enough, I had a cable to-day which, I think, throws a great amount of light

upon the present position of the British food supply. It reads as follows:—
" With the object of enhancing values cattle, Argentine Government

has passed legislation fixing minimum price export beef. Tliis affords

striking illustration of what Great Britain may expect when dependent
on foreign sources for supplies."

The latter part is obviously the prejudiced opinion of the gentleman who
sent the cablegram. But the point is certainh- this—taking that particular

instance—that the present position in the meat trade is such that to a ven,' con-

siderable extent Australia will be driven out of meat production unless some
alteration takes place. If one of the meat producers of the world inside the

Empire disappears, it is going to be more easily possible for foreign suppliers

to do this sort of thing, and not at their own expense; they will certainly be
doing it at the expense of Britain, which is the best market that is open to them.

For these reasons I certainly urge that this question has to be considered

without prejudice and, if possible, by casting aside all our preconceived ideas

in regard to these matters.

IMPERIAL ROYAL COMMISSION SUGGESTED

Now I have a practical proposal to put forwanl. It is this. The question

of securing the British market for Empire and British agriculture is, to my
mind, the outstanding question of the moment, and we have to try to do sorae-

tliing in regard to it. The only effective method that I can see is to immediately
appoint an Imperial Royal Commission to take into consideration without delay

these questions and the schemes that I have put fons'ard, and any others that

may be advanced, with a ^-iew to making a recommendation to this Conference

as to what action they consider would effect the objects that we have in mind. I

underetand, of course, that somehiuly will say that the time is too short, that

we shall be sitting here only a month or perhaps five weeks, antl that it could

not be done in the time. I, personally, cannot see why it could not be done
if we were quite determined tti do it, and obtain a recommendation. There is

no further enquir>- necessary-; Britain has had Royal Commissions which have
enquired into almost cvcni-thing. The whole of the facts arc there; everj'thing is
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knowii. All that is nccis.<ar\- i? to appoint an Imperial Royal Commission, with
a personnel that would command the confidence of the whole of the people of

Britiiin and of the Dominions, to consider these schemes and to go into this

question. It would only need to consider the information already available,

and to make a recommendation to this Conference. That is the suggestion I

make.
I offer very sincere apologies to the Conference for having spoken at such

inordinate length, but I tidnk you will realise that Australia regards this ques-
tion as of paramount importance. Our obvious sincerity with regard to it may
perhaps excuse us for the infliction of so long a speech upon you.

PUBLICITY

Among the first questions considered by the Conference was the extent and
nature of the publicity to be given to its proceedings. The Conference decided
that as much publicity as possible should be given in the course of its meetings,
and that a summarised report of the general results of the deliberations of the
Conference should be published as soon as possible after its termination. In
order to ensure the fullest day to day publicity, it was agreed to make arrange-
ments similar to those matle in connexion with the Imperial Conference, and Mr.
J. C. C. Da\^dson, C.H., C.B., IM.P., Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster,
was accordingly placed in general charge of the arrangements for publicity and
was asked to be present at the Meetings of the Conference for this purpose.

AGENDA

A Draft Agenda prepared by His Majesty's Government as a basis for dis-
cussion was submitted to the Conference at the commencement of its proceedings
and was adopted. The subjects of the Agenda were in general outline as fol-

lows:

—

1. Oversea Settlement within the Empire.
2. Co-operation in Financial Assistance to Imperial Development.
3. Imperial Preference

—

(1) Tariff Preference.

(2) Imperial Preference in Public Contracts.
4. Further Steps for the Improvement of Mutual Trade

—

(A)—Imperial Co-operation in respect of Commercial Intelligence—
(i) Commercial Diplomatic and Consular Services,

(ii) Commercial Travellers' Samples,
(iii) Trade Catalogues.

(B)—Statistics.

(C)—Imperial Communications

—

(i) Shipping—
(a) Imperial Shipping Committee.
(6) Carriage of Goods by Sea.

(ii) Air Na\igation.
(iii) Cables and Wireless.

(D) Reciprocal Enforcement of Judgments, including Arbitration
Awards.

(E) Imperial Co-operation with Reference to Patents, Designs and
Trade Marks.
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(F) Economic Defence.

(G)—Customs Formalities

—

(i) Valuation of Goods for Customs Duty Purposes,

(ii) International Conference on Customs Formalities.

(H)—Empire Currency and Exchange.

(J)—Co-operation for Technical Research and Information.

(K)—Immunity of State Enterprises.

5. Imperial Policy with Regard to tl-.e Import and Export of Livestock.

6. Imperial Policy with Regard to Forestry.

7. Workmen's Compensation.
8. Imperial Economic Committee.

In the following pages each subject of the above Agenda is treated separately

and in the order of the Agenda, the relevant memoranda and reports being
printed after tiie account of the proceedings under each main head.

OVERSE.\ SETTLEMENT WITHIN THE EMPIRE

In discussing the question of Oversea Settlement the Conference had before

them the Memorandum I.E.G. (23) -1, printed on page 121. The proceedings

were opened at the Third Meeting, held on the 5th October, 1923, by Colonel
Buckley, as follows:

—

Colonel Buckley: Any discussion on Empire Settlement, if it is to be really

fruitful, should be a frank discussion. The subject is so important, so vital

to the best interests of our Empire, that to iiedge it around with finesse would

be fatal to its true interests. Therefore in my account of what has been
accomplished under the Empire Settlement Act I propose to be perfectly frank

in dealing with the difficulties which have confronted us, and in that spirit I

invite discussion, assistance and criticism. We shall never see this problem in

its true perspective, nor attain the conclusions which will bring us within

measurable distance oi its solution, unless we arc prepared to speak fully what
is in our minds.

THE 1921 CONFERENCES

The present Conference will remember that the policy of State-aided

Empire Settlement, which is now in operation, is the outcome of two Conferences
which were held in 1921. The first Conference took place in Januan.' and
February of that year. The opening meeting was presided over by Viscount

Milner, at that time Secretary of State for the Colonies and President of the

Oversea Settlement Committee, and at subsequent meetings the Chair was
taken by Mr. Amcry, who was then Chairman of the Committee. Ever since

the Armistice, Mr. Amery has been most intimately associated with this work;

and I believe that this great problem of Empire Settlement has been, and is,

one of the absorbing interests of his life. He is here to-day, and will, I hope,

speak at a later stage of our proceedings.

This first Conference of 1921 decided to advocate co-operation in a com-
prehensive policy of Empire land settlement and Empire-directed migration

between the Government of this country and the Governments of those parts of

the Empire suitable for settlement from these islands. That Conference appears

to have taken a wide view of this problem, and here I should like, if I may, to

say one word of recognition of the valuable help given by the chief Australian

delegate, Senator Millen, whose death unfortunately occurred a few weeks ago.
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The Conference were of opinion tliat Empire Settlement siiould be of great value

in establishing and strengthening the Empire, and in tlistributing in tiiose parto

of the Empire where tiicy are needed a population whose ideas and sympathica

arc British. Accordingly, they proposed that the Governments of the Dominions
concerned and of tiiis country should join in a policy of co-operation, both

financially and in all other respects, for assisting the settlement of migrants

from this country in other parts of the Empire.

The Prime Mini.-iters' Conference which met in June wholly endorsed the

recommendations of the earlier Conference and passed a resolution in favour

of effective co-operation, subject to Parliamentary sanction, by the several

Dominions, though General Smuts would, I think, wish me to remind you that

he pointed out at the 1921 Conference that South Africa, as affording only a

limited field for white labour, would be precluded from co-operation in the same
lines as were contemplated with the other Dominions.

PROVISIONS OF THE EMPIRE SETTLEMENT ACT, 1922

As the result of these two Conferences, the Empire Settlement Act was
introduced in the House of Commons and became law on the 31st May, 1922.

The Act empowers the Secretary of State for the Colonics, who acts on the

advice of the Oversea Settlement Committee, to co-operate with Dominion
Governments or with public authorities or public and private organizations,

either here or overseas, in carrying out agreed schemes for the joint assistance

of suitable persons in this country who wish to settle oyerseas. Agreed schemes
may be either development or land settlement schemes, or schemes for assisting

with passages, initial allowances, training or othenvise. The limit of financial

assistance by the Home Government was £1,500,000 for the first year and then

£3,000,000 for each of the next fourteen years. By the passage of this Act of

Parliament, this countrj-, following the precedent established after the Napoleonic

Wars and pursued thereafter for half a century, has inaugurated a definite

policy of State-aided Empire Settlement.

RESULTS ACHIEVED UNDER THE ACT DISAPPOINTING

No time has been lost in framing agreements under the Act. Passage agree-

ments have been concluded with Australia and New Zealand and the Govern-
ment of Ontario, and, as regards certain classes of migrants, with the Canadian
Government. Important agreements for land setlement have also been arranged

with three of the Australian States, Western Australia, Victoria and New South

Wales, and a number of minor schemes have been initiated in co-operation with

bodies such as the Salvation Army, Church Army, etc. Yet the number of

persons who have actually proceeded abroad with assistance accorded under the

Act since its passage in the summer of last year is relatively small: 23,479 have

gone to Australia (I am taking the figures up to the 30th September) ; 4,502 to

New Zealand, and 3,851 to Canada, making a total of 31,832; and in addition

some further 7,000 persons have been approved but have not yet sailed. Our
actual cash commitments under this Act amount to £305,000 in the case of

Australia; £32,000 in the case of Canada, and £45,000 in the case of New Zea-

land, making a total of £382,000, as against authorizations of £1,500,000 up to

the 31st March last, and £3,000,000 f;)r the current financial year.

These results, it must be admitted, are disappointing. The numbers who
have gone overseas are infinitesimal in comparison with the needs of the move-
ment, and they fall far short of the numbers contemplated for absorption under
the schemes to which I have referred. The assisted passage schemes, for

example, were originally designed for the absorption of 50,000 per annum to
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Australia, 10.000 per annum to New Zealand, and 17,000 per annum to Canada;
and, in addition, the settlement schemes with Australia were to provide for

about 18,000 persons, making a total of 95,000 altogether in the year. Nor is it

possible to feel anv vers* great confidence that the position will be much better

in 1924.

SIR W. W1N-DH.\.m's MI.SSION to Ar.STR.\LI.\ .^^•D NEW ZEALAND

Australia, as I have indicated, has taken hitlicrto a larger number of

settlers than any other Dominion, and may in the current year reach a total of

about 25,000, On the cordial in\'itation of the Australian Government we sent an
important delegation early in the year to Australia under Sir William Windham,
an experienced official, who has special knowledge of migration problems. They
have spent some months \nsiting the whole area of settlement in Australia and
are at this moment in New Zealand, It has not been possible for the delegation

to send us their complete reports in time for their utilization at the Conference,

and it would not be fair perhaps to attach too much weight to such preliminary

impressions as they liavc been able to communicate to us up to date, but in

his last letter Sir William Windham states that he doubts whether migration

to Australia in 1924 is likely to exceed 50,000 persons. I understand, and Sir

James Allen will doubtless correct me if I am wrong, that New Zealand is not

likely to increase in any conspicuous degree her absorption of migrants next

year, and the same would appear to apply to Canada unless Mr. Graham has
some new proposals to put before us. Similarly, as I have already said, the

amount of our financial commitments fell far short of the £1,500,000 authorized

by Parliament for expenditure in the first year, and shows no prospect on the

present basis of approaching the £3,000,000 authorized for the future,

WHAT AUE THE CAUSES OF THESE POOR RESULTS

It is not, therefore, any difficulty as to finance on this side which stands in

the way, and it seems to me that one of the first questions which the Conference
has to consider in dealing with oversea settlement is the problem of the causes

which have contributed to the somewhat meagre results which so far have
been attained. Are these causes economic; are they political; are they
psychological? Is there any lack of organization or of enthusiasm here? Is

there in the Dominions anj* lack of organization or any want of confidence in

the movement?

SOME ENCOURAGING SIGNS FOR THE FUTURE

Whatever the cause may be, I would venture, so far as the Home Govern-
ment is concerned, to claim that the passage of the Empire Settlement Act and
the action which has been taken untier it alike prove that we have been, and are,

wholly in earnest in our endeavours to promote the new policy. On your side,

too. it is impossible not to derive much encouragement from the recent utterances

of Dominion statesmen. We have all read with great pleasure the recent sfjeech

of Mr. Robb, the Minister in charge of Immigration in Canada, in which he

stated that the encouragement of British immigration will hold the first place

in his programme, and that he hopes to secure the co-operation of the British

Government under the Empire Settlement Act for extending his schemes. We
have also noted the encouraging speech of the Governor-General of Australia at

the opening of the Commonwealth Parliament last June, when he said that the

migration policy of the Commonwealth was to act in full co-operation with the

British and Slates Governments; that it is intended to develop the nomination

system and to encourage private schemes for the development and closer settle-
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nicnt of Australiii; juid that it is hoped, in co-operrttion with the States, to

extend the facilities fur the housiiip; and training of settlers on ;irrival by the

erection of suitable accommodation and the establishment of training farms.

And we all, of course, have fresh in our memories the sympathetic manner in

which Mr. Mackenzie King, Mr. Massey and General Smuts dealt with this

topic in their speeches at the opening of the Conference.

SOME OBSTACLES TO MORE R.\P1D EXPANSION OF THE MOVEMENT

All this shows that both overseas and in this country this question, so vital

to the prosperity of the Empire, has been receiving the closest attention of the

several Governments. Yet progress is slow.

I cannot avoid the feeling that if the Empire is to be populated and
developed by people of Britisli birth and British blood the movement must be

quickened. What we have to consider now is how best to quicken it, while at

the same time adopting a policy which will not force the pace beyond the limits

of its economic possibilities.

(1) Economic.

Perhaps the primary difTiculty in the way of the rapid expansion of Settle-

ment is economic. It is unfortunately the case that many of the circumstances

that make us specially anxious to stimulate this movement are themselves

obstacles to its progress, as a study of statistics on the subject will show. The
graph of pre-war migration given in the final report of the Dominions Royal
Commission shows a startling fall immediately after the slump of 1907 fol-

lowed by a very rapid rise as trade began to recover. The same causes, in fact,

which bring about unemployment also hinder migration. Good times and good
trade at home and overseas afford the best opportunity and the liveliest encour-

agement for the would-be settler to launch forth on his new experience and
make his success more certain; and the successful settler as we all know is the
best propogandist for migration. Such conditions unfortunately have not
existed during the past two years.

(2) Political.

We and you alike have our political difficulties also to face. In this

country the policy of Empire Settlement has met with opposition from certain

extreme elements. Every case of failure is widely advertised, and publicity,

which has deliberately been given to these cases has, within our knowledge,
adversely operated against the movement. You, too, I can conceive, in the

Dominions encounter similar difficulties, especially in times of depression such

as the present, from those who fear that the introduction of fresh workers, even
though destined for agricultural occupations, may affect employment and wages.

(3) Psrjchological.

Lastly, there are what may be termed the psychological difiSculties. Many
feel a not unnatural timidity at the idea of leaving their homes, of cutting them-
selves ijdrift from old associations and setting out to seek a new life in a strange

country, where they fear that even among those of their own race they may
perhaps not find themselves welcome. Even in these days of rapid communica-
tion it is not little thing for men and women to make up their minds to travel

across half the world to Australia or New Zealand and to make their homes so

far from their native land. Canada, of course, is comparatively near, and the
fact that it is within a voyage of a few days' duration from this country prob-
ably accounts in no small measure for the fact that a much larger proportion
of migrants go there without assistance than to the other Dominions.
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RELATION OF GENERAL ECONOMIC SITUATION TO 0\'ERSEA SETTLEMENT

Some of these difficulties no doubt are not immediately remediable or at

least are not remediable by measures whidi come directly within the ambit of

the Settlement question. The economic problem, tlie problem of restoring trade

and especially of the development of inter-Imperial trade, is the subject matter
of the Conference as a whole. It will be dealt with under other heads and
perhaps we need not do more here than note its close relationship to settlement
Nor do I think that it would be desirable for nio to follow up tlie suggestions tlirown

out by Mr. Massey and General Smuts at the first meeting of the Conference

as to the connection between Settlement and Imperial Preference. That, as I

have said, is for consideration in another part of the Conference. But on the

general question of the bearing of the economic situation upon Settlement I

would just like to say this. We cannot expect to niake water run up hill or to

work economic miracles; we must adjust our plans to what is economically

possible and economically sound, basing our judgment on the situation as we
and you know it. And it is just because of those abnormal difficulties that we
have met to seek a remedy. It is just because political unscttlemcnt and com-
mercial dislocation still o\ershadow the trade of Europe and infect by their

widespread contagion the health development of crimmerce in general, that we
turn more eagerly to developing Imperial resources. We in these islands are

fortunate in partial or comparative isolation from the worst troubles of our

neighbours in Europe. We have reached at last a more stable basis of prices,

which is the foundation of commercial confidence, and that confidence and

stability belong to the Empire as a whole. We believe in you, in your capacity

for development, in your assurc<l progress and prosperity, and, holding that

faith, we need not regard our economic (iifficultios as an insurmountable harrier

to progress.

DETAILS OF SCHEME NEED IMPROVE.MENT

As regards the political and psychological obstacles to migration, it is our

duty I would suggest to take every precaution both on our side and on yours to

secure, so far as it is humanly possible, that failures shall be eliminated and
that, alike in small matters and great, would-be settlers shall receive the utmost
consideration in their recruitment here, their journeying overseas and their

reception in the Dominions. I would suggest therefore that when we go into

committee we should scrutinize vigorously the possibilities of improving the
arrangements for selection and recruitment of migrants in this country and for

their reception and supervision overseas; that we should examine the question

whether more might not be done in the matter of training; and whether the
strangeness of new surroundings, the deterrent effect of the vast distances which
will separate the new settler from his home and all that he has known in the

past, could not be mitigatetl by some system of group settlement wiiich would
enable settlers from some particular county in Great Britain, or groups of persons
bound together by religious or social ties, to be established together in the
same area overseas. We have given much thought here to possibilities under
these various heads and I shall hope to be able to make some suggestions when
we are discussing these matters in committee.

DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF SETTLERS TO BE ENCOURAGED

I think also we need a clearer idea as to the particular categories of settlers
who shall be encouraged.
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(1) Juveniles

I place juveniles first. Youth and adaptability are the chief qualifications

for sucrcssful migration, and tiio youns; provide the Dominions with the best

material for the foundation of the cilizcnshii) they require. On our side we
have in this countrj' something like 550,000 young people, rather more than half

of them boys, lea\'ing school and coming upon the labour market ever>' year.

The problem of absorbing them into industry' at the moment is an exceptionally

grave one, and the times seem peculiarly apt for encouraging their migration

overseas.

(2) Families.

After juveniles, I place family migration. This is the ideal form of

migration, but it is a difficult one to deal with. The need of maintenance for

the mother and her children while the father is finding his feet, and the need of

housing acconunodation are both obstacles, but splendid types of settlers are

turned away in large numbers every j'ear simply because they have family ties,

and I feel very strongly that we ought to grapple with this problem.

(S) Women.
Female migration, too, is a most important branch. Your vital statistics

show a marked excels of men over wonun, a startling contrast to the situation

in Great Britain, anil the more remarkable still when one reflects upon the

heavy losses of men in the war. Yet women arc essential to settlement. They
are wanted to help in creating the new communities and making the new homes
and the new home life which must be established if new districts overseas are

to be successfully opened up. Here in Great Britain, as you are no doubt aware,

we have a large e.xcess of women over men, amounting at the last census to

nearly 2 millions. On the other hand, the tendency is for male migration

largelj' to exceed female. In the forty years, for instance, between 1871 to

1911, the number of male migrants from England and Wales exceeded the

female by nearly 600,000. The mutual advantage of some adjustment of the

female population is obvious.

(4) Public School Boijs.

AI)out one other category I should like to say a word. Owing to the

reduction in the Army and Na\'>', the Cm\ Sendee, and particularly the 'Indian

Civil Service, the opportunities for the boys of our public schools are far fewer

than they used to be, and they arc now looking further afield. In these days
many of them would be unable to settle overseas without some assistance, and I

venture to think this is an opportunity which you in the Dominions might well

wish to take into account.

SUGGESTIONS INVITED FROM DO.MINIONS

In this statement I have tried to tell you what has been accomplished, to

outline the difficulties which attach themselves to the problem of Oversea Settle-

ment and to indicate certain lines on which we think progress might be made.

Let me add that we also look forward eagerly to receiving suggestions from the

representatives of the Dominions who are here assembled. As is recorded in the

memorandum already in your hands, His Majesty's Government are prepared

on their side to consider any proposals that may be put forward by you for

co-operation in schemes of Empire Settlement and Migration.

POLICY UNDERLYING THE MOVEMENT

May I, in oonclusion, say just one word about the policy which underlies

the whole movement? It is a great policy, a noble policy and a vital policy.
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I hope I liiive said enougli to sliow you tl'at we are in earnest about it. We do

not look upon it as sometliing wliich will onaijle us ti avoid our own esp>ecial

responsibilities. We are looking to tiie future, not thinking so much of the

present. We see in this country that a disproportionate number of the people

are wholly at the mercy of fluctuations in trade and that these fluctuations again

are subject to the caprice of world-wide conditions which we cannot control.

With us world trade is inevitable and indispensable, but we know too that a

more highly developed Empire means stability and strength, and, stable and
strong as is our position now, will make our people yet stronger and more secure

in the years to come.

DISCUSSION ON COLONEL BUCKLEY'S STATEMENT

Mr. Graham: Mr. Chairman, it is a subject on which I would at once plead

comparative ignorance—I say comparative because I have some knowledge of it

—but never having been very intimately associated with the subject of immi-

gration, it is in a sense new to me. I think the situation or the influences that

retard immigration are perhaps more psychological than anything else. We
cannot apply the same principles, the rule of three, to any branch of either

public or private service as we could before the world was turned upside down.

We have to approach all these things from a different angle, as we are appealing

to a different state of mentality.

RESULTS OF SETTLEMENT SCHEME IN CANADA

In Canada the advantage that has been taken under the Settlement Act
has been productive of, we think, satisfactory results. It must be remembered
it was only in May last that Canada proceeded to take advantage of the pro-

visions of this Act, and since that time there has been a rapid improvement,
comparatively speaking, of British immigration to Canada. To make a com-
parison of the British immigration, in 1922 for the first four months, April to

July inclusive, there were 16,000; this year 1923, for the same four months,
there were 29,500, an increase of nearly 100 per cent. I might say, broadly,

Canada is prepared not only to accept but to endeavour to secure everj' British

immigrant that she can absorb with advantage to the immigrant, the Empire
and herself.

NEED FOR A '' FOLLOW-rP " SYSTEM IN DEALING WITH NEW SETTLERS

A dissatisfied newcomer is, perhaps, the most dangerous advertisement a

country can get, and it invariably is the case that among a hundred settlers

there will be one or two who will be discontented, and they can do more harm
than ninety-nine can do good in the way of advertising the place to which they
come. That is one reason why the Oversea Dominions felt it essential that

they should only endeavour to secure (and an endeavour should only be made
to send them) people who are likely to become contented settlers under fair

conditions.

The Government has recently made a change in the Portfolios. For some
months—for something over a year—the Department of Immigration has been
under the management of a Minister who had three or four Departments under
him. During the last few weeks, the Hon. James Robb has been appointed
Minister of Immigration, and I think it is useful for the Conference to know
that there has been attached to that Department for the first time what is known
as " The Soldiers' Settlement Board." It was in the Department of the Interior

previoush', but under the new arrangement it has been attached to the Depart-
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mcnt of Immigration. Tlic reason for that is that the machinery provided for

the settlement of soldiers lias proved efficient and it is thought that it can be

applied with ecjual efficiency, without the necessity of establishing any new

machinerj-, to the settlement of all newcomers.

It is "readily understood, I think, by all who have taken any interest in this

question that the securing of a new settler to any country is only the beginning

of the steps that are necessary to make his coming a success. What might well

be called a " follow-up " system is of more or as much importance as securing

the newcomer, because, as has been well painted out in the remarks Just made,

which are very comprehensive, distances are great; they are not only great from

their original home, i)ut they are great in the new countries themselves, and

there should be some method of following up. You first meet the settler and

make iiim welcome; second, escort him to his new home; third, visit him in his

new home, through some machiners' to see how ho is getting along, and to let

him understand that not only the place from which he came but the people to

whom he has come arc taking an interest in his welfare.

CO-OPEIUTION OF C.\N.\DI.\N R.MLWAYS

AVe have come, in Canada, to the conclusion that that is one of the chief

things in immigration, not only to get the settler, but to look after him after he

arrives. I might point out that in addition to that, we have, during the past

few months, formed an organization, in which the two great railways—the

Canadian Pacific Railway and the Canadian National Railway—and the

fiovernment, are parties. These three, for the first time in the history of

Canada, I think, have formed an organization for the purposes of immigration

work.

LARGE MAJORITY OF CANADIAN SETTLERS CONTENTED

In the press, too much has been said—more than the circumstances

warrant—as to the condition in which some settlers a few months ago found

themselves. We had an investigation made, and I am safe in saying that con-

ditions are not at all as they were represented to be with these new settlers, and

95 per cent of them at the present time are quite contented and will, I believe,

make good for themselves and make excellent settlers for the Dominion of Canada.

The details of these things will be threshed out in committee, but I want to make
it clear that the Dominion of Canada is in sympathy with this project, having

taken advantage of it in a measure up to date, and is prepared to discuss any

measure that will enable our country to secure as many settlers from the British

Isles as we can absorb to their advantage, to yours, and to ours.

NEW ZEALAND SHARES DISAPPOINTMENT AS TO RESULTS OF SCHEME

Mr. Maspey: Owing to my having been detained' by another engagement-

I have only heard what has been said in the last two or three minutes, and I

have not heard the statement by the Minister. Sir .James Allen is here ; he has

really had nmch more to do with this matter than I have, and he will make a

statement on behalf of New Zealand.

Sir James Allen: At the outset, I desire to say that I am quite sure New
Zealand recognizes to the full the very liberal way in which the British Govern-

ment has dealt with this problem, and we are as disappointed as you are that

the scheme has not provided for that very large movement of settlers from here

to the other Dominions that we all hoped and expected it would.
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NECESSITY OF AVOIDIXG L.\BOVK ANTIPATHY

You want a frank statement from us as to our difiiculties, and I will be

frank. One of our difficulties—and I suppose the same difiBculty applies to all

the other Dominions— is so to regulate migration into New Zealand that we do
not create an unnecessary antipathy on the part of the Labour people them-
selves. We are constantly up against the opposition of Labour men who say

we are bringing others out to compete with them and to lower their wages. We
have avoided that in New Zealand so far, but it is a difficulty when you con-

template extending the scheme, unless j'ou can by some economic means pro-

vide for the absorption of these settlers without interfering with the existing

labour in the countrj-.

GOOD TRADE A PRELIMINARY TO INCREASED MIGR.\T10N

On the economic side you yourself touched upon the main issue. Unless

we can successfully trade with you or with the outside world, imless we can
receive a good return for the labour of our farmers and other? and are there-

fore more or less prosperous, we cannot absorb large numbers of migrants. Our
occupations are largely seasonal and things may be bad in the winter time, and
sometimes are, with temporary unemployment amongst our own people. It is

Jin economic question. If we are prosperous we can absorb more people.

NO L.ARGE AREA .\V.AIL.\BLE FOR .SETrLEMf:NT IN NEW ZEALAND

It is possible that means may be devised to find room for further migrants
on lands in my own country-, and I wish to say here that I realize circumstances
may tliffcr in other countries—and they do. For instance, in the great countries

of Australia and Canada vou iiave large areas of land which are available for

settlement which we have not got in New Zealand. Our land now is compara-
tively limited, so that >sew Zealand cannot, generally speaking, provide the

large land settlement schemes which are feasible probably in some of the other
Dominions. In New Zealand we have not a large area of land available for

settlement; indeed, we have been cutting up our large holdings and providing
for smaller settlements. There is still a certain amount of land available, but
there are a considerable number of our own people, sons of farmers and others,

who arc looking to that cutting up—tlie opening up of native lands—for homes
for tliemselves; so that the amount of land available for settlement in New
Zealand cannot be compared with the amount for new settlement that may be
available in Canada or Australia.

PROMISING RESULTS OF NOMIN.\TION SY.^TEM

But apart from the difficulty of absorption and finding work, there is the
difficulty of housing. That will be got over in time, but it is a question
of finance, and, when you come down to the bottom of this settlement question,

so far as New Zealand is concerned, it is a question of economics and finance

If we are successful we can absorb people. If we have the monej* to open up
lands or create new industries we can make room for more people. So far as i

can see, that is the only way. It was because of the difficulty with regard to
housing and absorption—we had, as you know, after the war a very severe
slump which, I am thankful to say. has gone now— it was because of that diffi-

culty, which, for the time being, set us back, that we had to adhere to a scheme
already availed of by which our new settlers were brought out under a nominated
system; that is to say, the nominator in New Zealand guaranteed to find

housing and work for the new settler on arrival.
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Wc had worked under that sys-tcm for some time and are workinf!; under it

now. There is o\w iironiisinp; feature about it whicli is rather a surprise to me,
Whereas in the hiter part of 1922 and the carHer part of 1923 it looked as if

tlie nominated system was not going to supply us with the 10,000 which we set

ourselves to take every year for five years, nevertheless, in the last six months
there has been a constant improvement in the number of nominations, and I

am very hopeful that next year we may reach the full 10,000 under the

nominated scheme, which is a safe one. It avoids difficulties with our labour

people, it assures a home and work for the settler on arrival. Whether the

number of nominations has increased because of the new settler or not, I am
unable to say. From the inquiries of my Department I am inclined to believe

tiiat it is possible that the new people who have gone out have been successful;

have seen the possibilities; and have nominated others to go. If that be true,

we may look to the nominated system to increase by degrees and provide us

with even a larger number than the 10,000. and I presume, Mr. Massey, that

if, under the nominated scheme, there were more tluin 10,000 nominated, it

would be safe for you to say that you could absorb them?

Mr. Massey: Quite.

Sir J.\MES Allen: Before dealing with the type of settler, the only other

possibility, so far as I can see, is by the utilization of capital to develop cither

what lands there may be available, or other industries, in order to provide work
and homes for additional settlers other than those we are now providing for in

New Zealand. Given that capital, given this further development, I see no

reason whj^ we should not absorb a fairly large nvunber of additional people

each year.

NO DIFFICULTIES WITH F.\MILY SETTLEMENT

I do not think it is necessary for me to go into the type of settler. That
is a matter of detail. We, of course, want those with energy, strength, and
ability to work and make their own way. We have been taking families, as

you know; and, fortunately, under the nominated system, we have found no
difficulties with the families so far.

PVBLIC SCHOOL BOYS

I am very strongly in favour of trying to absorb some of j'our public school

boys, and have done what I could to secure cadetships for some of them in Ne>v
Zealand with farmers. So far, fortunately, I have been able to secure a few.

Whether that could be extended much wider or not I am unable to say. I doubt
whether it is possible to extend very widely the absorption of public school boys
as cadets on farms, to train with farmers. I do not need to go into the dctads

of the type of invnigrant, because that naturally will be thrashed out in Com-
mittee. I have put to you, as shortly as I can, what really are the difficulties

and the possibilities wifli regard to absorption in New Zealand.

NEW ZE.\L.\ND's SOLDIER SETTLEMENT SCHEME

Mr. M.\ssey: I would just like to add a word to what has been said by
Sir James Allen. I mentioned at one of these meetings—I cannot recollect

whether it was in this room or at Downing street—the fact that we had, a few
years ago, taken in hand a somewhat extensive system of soldiers' land settle-

ment in New Zealand; that is to say, we wanted to give the returning soldiers

who desired to go upon the land every opportunity to do so. The Government
found land for them, sometimes of their own selection, and bought at compara-
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tively liigh prices, and we found capital to purchase their stock and make the

improvements that were necessary.

Then along came the slump or commercial depression to which Sir James
Allen referred, and a great many of these men got into difficulties. I cannot
recollect the exact number that we had assisted, but, speaking from memory,
I should say between 25,000 and 30.000 men. This sort of thing meant a very
great deal of work, but I think that during the last twelve months we have
been able so to arrange matters and so to assist these soldier settlers that they
will get on without further difficulty. We had also a number of young fellows

such as Sir James Allen referred to, sons of farmers and others belong to the
countrj', W'ho have been waiting for an opportunity of going on to the land
themselves. We are now taking them in charge. It is quite correct that we
have not the large unoccupied areas that are to be found in Canada or in Aus-
tralia.

BUSH AND SWAMP LAND NOT IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE FOB SETTLERS

There is just another factor in connection with land settlement. As com-
pared with Canada, for instance, any ordinary farmer or farm-labourer can go
from England and if he has got the capital required for a start in connection

with wheat growing, for instance, he can go ahead; but you cannot do that in

New Zealand. We have no land in New Zealand that will grow wheat right

away. I am now speaking of Crown lands. The Crown land that is left is

either bush or swamp, and the bush has got to be felled and burned at the right

season of the year, laid down in grass, and stocked for a number of j'ears before

it is fit for agricultural purposes. It is all right for pastoral purposes, sheep

or cattle, as the case may bo. As to swamp land, it has to be taken in hau:i

and drained, and it will not grow wheat for a number of years. If it is good
swamp land it is not long before it carries stock and does very well indeed;

even for dairying purposes it does quite well.

These are some of the difficulties that we have to deal with in New Zealand.

Just at present we have probably a million acres of Crown land being made
available, and assistance has to be given by the Government in the way of

draining those areas of swamp land and getting them ready for the settlers.

During the coming summer—that is to say, September in New Zealand is a

spring month, so is October—after October we get into the summer, and then

the land will be made available for settlers, and I have no doubt a fairly large

area will be available in the coming summer. I gave instructions before I left

New Zealand that that was to be done. Of course, there is the fact that just

at present, and especially since we experienced the slump of a couple of years

ago, we have a good deal of opposition from the Socialistic Labour Party. They
say: "We are quite pleased to sec our comrades here, but we want to make
certain that there is work for them to do and houses for them to go into," and

all that sort of thing.

HOUSING DIFFICULTY

Speaking of the houses first, the population in New Zealand is increasing

steadily; there is nothing sensational about the increase; but I should say the

population is increasing at the rate of 50,000 a year at present, and as the

population further increases, so will the number of additional settlers. But I

want to speak very plainly. We cannot provide good houses for all the settlers

that are coming to New Zealand. They must be prepared for a time to rough

it to a certain extent. So far as my country is concerned—I have known many
failures—but I have never known an industrious man and an industrious
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family go tlicro, wlio exorcised the ordinary industry that is characteristic
generally of Uritisli peoi)le, who did anything else but succeed. I cannot think
of a single one—and I have known thousands—wiio did not succeed if he took
his coat ofT, as my own peoiilo liad to do when they first came out. That is one
of the troubles.

VRn.\X POI>UL.\TION fXSllT.\nLE FOR .SETTLEMENT ON L.\ND

Now take the people in the cities, in the manufacturing towns of this
country. My opinion is tiiat it is of very little use putting them upon the land—I am speaking now of New Zealand land. They have not the experience, and
I am afraid that they generally get very tired of it before anything in the way
of a profitable return comes to them.

THE " GROIT SYSTEM "

Regarding the group system (if by this is meant the Socialistic idea which
was tried some years ago in South America and failed utterly), I may say I am
certain that such a system would not work as applied to agricultural pursuits
in New Zealand. The man who tackles work on the land in New Zealand must
be prepared largely to rely on his own individual industry- and hard work.

NEW ZEAL.\ND's need FOR SKILLED L.\BOT'R

The people who are in demand at the present moment in New Zealand are
tradesmen, builders, bricklayers, and carpenters; they arc the people whom we
w-ant. I have returns showing that for quite a long time past bricklayers and
carpenters have been earning an average of 2s. 6d. an hour, and some of them
considerably more than that. There is quite a dcmaiul for them, and there is

going to be a demand for the man who is not exactlj' a tradesman but a handy-
man and accustomed to any sort of work. He can get plenty of work; so can
the man who goes out into country districts and takes to draining or fencing,

and he is all the better for the experience wliicli he gains in that way. We have
a lot of that work waiting to be done.

T.\X ON UNOCCUPIED LAND

We have a law on our Statute Book which has only come into operation
this year, which provides that a man who keeps his land in an unoccupied state

is required to pay 50 per cent more land tax than the man who improves his

land. An aildition of 50 per cent is a very serious item; it is a much bigger

tax than the Income Tax, l)ut it is going to have a very good effect. It will pre-

vent the holding of land for speculative purposes and it will make more land

available for settlement. Before I came away the owners of several blocks came
to me and they said: " You are making it imix>ssible to hold this land." It is

being offered to the Government for settlement ijurjxjscs and it will help us to

find land for the new settlers from other British countries. I do not mean that

we want to steal settlers from Canada or anywhere else. We have had a few
come down and they are good men and are doing well.

NEW ZE.\L.\ND HOUSING SCHEME

I am glad to see settlers coming to Canada and to New Zealand if they are

going to be successful. I don't care how many come if we can absorb them.

Our emigration laws are very drastic, but where British countries arc concerned

there is no difficulty at all. However, that is the position, j\Ir. President. As
36—0
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for the difficulty in regard to housing just let me say this. There is a Laboui
man out in New Zealand whose name I believe is not unknown in the House
of Commons. I have forgotten it, but he is out there reporting upon the pos-

sibilities of settlement and he calls attention to the difficulties in New Zealand
about housing. Every countrj% of course, has had this difficulty, and it is very

hard to account for it. I know you have been providing bonuses for house
building in England. I have been surprised to see the number of residences

that have been built in the suburbs of London during the last two years. I am
thinking more of the cities than of country districts for the moment, whole
streets of houses have been built up during the last two years.

We have recently brought into operation a scheme in New Zealand which
provides for loans to industrious people and people of good character who are

anxious to become their own landlords, and we lend them money for the pur-

pose. Last session I askcfl Parliament to agree to an amendment, and Parlia-

ment agreed to it, providing that a decent man with good character and who
wanted to provide a home for himself and his family could borrow 95 per cent

of the money required to pay for the building, and to pay for the section on

which the building is intended to stand, and we let him have the money at 4^
per cent. Even before I left the Dominion the applications were pouring in,

but I believe that is going to remedy the difficulty to a very great extent. The
scheme will provide houses where it would not be possible for the applicants to

provide them for themselves and by this means tiic housing difficulty will dis-

appear before very long. The improved financial position of the Dominion
enabled the Government to provide the necessary capital.

D.\IRY F.XRMIXG IX XEW 2E.\L.\XD

Then in regard to dairy farming, which is becoming the most important of

our primary industries in New Zealand, that is where most of the people with

a limited capital, but who are able and willing to undertake hard work, go.

They go dairy farming, and the history of hundreds and thousands of these

dairy farmers is intensely interesting. I do not think you will find one in twenty

who did not start as a working man practically without any capital, but witli

the exercise of thrift, industiy and hard work on the part of themselves and

their families, in a very few years these people are owning dairj' farms them-

selves. Most of the dairy farming is done in this way. A man who has good

land, land fit for dairy farming purposes, buys dairy sttick up to the carrying

capacity of his land; then he looks around for a family to milk, on shares.

The family looks after the milking and carts the milk to the nearest factorj' or

creamery and they get half profit, half the price of the milk and half the value

of the young stock they are able to rear. They are often able to save £200 or

£300 a year, and after working for a few years they look around for land for

themselves. They do better than any one else, but I do not ad\ise any one who
is not prepared to tackle hard work to go to dairy farming. It means seven days

a week or twelve to fourteen hours a day. If tliey ciioose to go to it it is their

business, but I do not take the responsibility of ad\ising them. If a man comes

to me and says he is going to farm in New Zealand and he wants advice as to

what to do, i say go to sheep farming. They don't need to work so hard for

so many weeks and so many months in the year. It is very much easier and

quite interesting, but there again experience and capital are wanted.

NEW ZE.\LAND ANXIOUS TO ABSORB AS M.\>;Y SUITABLE SETTLERS AS POSSIBLE

However, it all comes back to this. We are anxious to absorb as many as

we possibly can of the settlers who are suitable for settlement in New Zealand.

Everj' successful settler we put on the land in New Zealand or in any other
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Dominion is anotber customer for your goods and manufactures and is another
producer of the raw material and food wiiich you require. I have spoken very
candidly about New Zealand. While there are defects in the present system,

I say by all means go on. and I am very sorrj^ this system was not started

twenty or twenty-five years ago. It would have been a verj' good thing for

Britain and a good thing for the Dominions if it had been done.

MEANING OF THE " GROUP SYSTEM "

Colonel Buckley: May I correct what I think is a wrong impression Mr.
Massey has got? By a group system we mean a group of people from this

country living together in the same area, not a communistic or socialistic system.

Mr. M.\ssey: I am glad.

Mr. Giuii.\m: Settled in districts.

Mr. M.\ssey: I agree with that.

DIFFICULTY OF INDUCING PEOPLE TO MIGRATE

Mr. Barton: There can be no doubt about the enormous importance of
this subject, its importance to you especially in present circumstances I think
we all will realise, and its importance to us in the Dominions is also perfectly
understood. You are, at all events you feel yourselves, at present over-popu-
lated; perhaps you are over-populated even normally. We, so far as European
elements are concerned, are under-populated in South Africa. The difficulties

of South Africa, causing the existence of what we call poor Mhites, arc not due to

an over-white population but to quite other factors that are knov^Ti to you; and
the filling up of what you may call the waste places of the Empire from centres
where population is available, I do not suppose need even be discussed for a
single moment. It cannot be doubted.

The difFiculty always is how you are going to get the thing done, and I

suppose for the main reason that people will not leave the land of their fathers

and their ovm homes for generations and centuries past unless there is some
very clear object of gain. They do not go out into the \^nlds for purposes of

patriotism. If you put on a stiff income tax here you will probably find that
as many of them as are affected by it will leave you, those who can afford to go.

If you discovered diamond mines or goldfields anywhere you would not have to
liave any settlement or migration schemes for that purpose, but you have a
great deal of trouble always in getting people to go out under conditions which
are not quite those, and where they have to go and settle mainly on the land.

Let me just say this: in South Africa we have had a great deal of experience
of this particular matter and we have had a very varj'ing experience. There
seems to be no particular kind of tost or any special line of criticism or of action
by which you can judge of the probable success of anj' particular scheme.

SOUTH Africa's experience of group schemes

Mr. Massey seemed to be alarmed about group schemes, apparently more
for political reasons than anything else, but I quite understand what Colonel
Buckley has just said, that the group scheme was simply intended to be a kind
of communal arrangement by which people would go who were going to live

in one locality. It is a very interesting subject for consideration indeed whether
the group scheme is not essentially superior to the indiscriminate firing of indiv-

iduals into other countries. There is a great deal to be said for the group
scheme. I need not go into details now. They are probably quite familiar

to you gentlemen who have to deal with the matter here. We have had a great

36—6J
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deal of experience in South Africa of tlie group ?ohemes of migration. Some
of them have been hopeless failure?; some of them have been brilliant successes.

In some cases a particular locality which has been settled on a group scheme
has failed, and anotiier group scheme years aftenvards in precisely the same
locality has been a brilliant success.

.\N EX.\MPLE FROM HISTORY

Well, it is ver>' difficult to say what is the particular reason for the failure

or success, but at all events there is one group scheme in South Africa the

history of which ha? not been merely one of complete success but which has

changed to a verj' substantial extent the histon.^ of our countn*. I think you
referred to the post-Napoleonic war migration. Well, amongst the migration

which took place then was one in 1820 of British settlers to the Cape of Good
Hope. They were landed at Port Elizabeth, at what was then called Algoa Bay.

Mr. Amery: Five thousand of them.

Mr. Burton: I am told that the number was four thousand. Well, these

people were landed at Algoa Bay, and they simply had to fend for themselves.

They did so. They have transformed what is called our Eastern Pro^^nce in

the Cape of Good Hope into a flourishing agricultural part of the countrj'; they

have been eminently successful, and their descendant^s form to-day one of the

most influential and important portions of our population. They have been

there an eminent success, and to-day you have got actually going an organisa-

tion basefl upon the memory- of that 1820 settlement in the shape of the 1820

Settlers' Memorial Association, which has been doing excellent work in an
advisorj' capacity and in an assisting capacity in getting the right sort, of man
to come out to South Africa.

OTHER EXAMPLES, SUCCESSFUL AND UNSUCCESSFUL

Well, there have been other excellent settlements. There were «ome, I

remember, which the British Government sent out itself in 1856 after the

Crimean War. They were sent out, some of the German Legion and some of

the English as well. They settled down round about East London, and later

the Cape- Government settled others in the Cape flats, which were absolute

sandy wastes; they have converted that area into a blooming market ganlen.

which supplies Cape To^\^l with produce, and are doing remarkably well.

Other settlements in other parts of South Africa have done well, too. Unfor-

tunately, some of them have been hopeless failures, and one's experience evi-

dently does not. even at this day, enable to say this is going to be a success, or

it is not going to be a success.

NO ROOM FOR UNSKILLED L.ABOm IN SOUTH AFRICA

Well now, at your last Conference South African representatives tokl you

that South Africa could not do as much in this direction as the other Dominions

because of our limited field for white labour, and in that connection you must

alwavs bear that practically controlling factor in mind. The ordinar>- unskilled

labour of South Africa is done by the native in the main. The ordinar\- unskilled

labourer of our countr>- is the black man, and therefore it is quite impossible

for us to negotiate the migration into South Africa of the ordinary- unskilled

labourer that you have in this country. It would be simply sending him to an

already over-stocked market and he would probably be in a hopeless position.

He must find his way there himself as an indi\-idual, and it will depend upon

himself and circumstances, which I need not go into in detail now, as to whether

he would succeed or whether he would not.
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We liave got to confine ourselves almost cnfircly to what you may call land

settlement. The settlers for whom you make s<'hcmes to come from here to

South Africa must he settlers who arc going to settle on our land, and therefore

must he prci>ared to become agriculturists. AVell now, I think ( lencral Smuts, at

the meeting in 1921, told you of these limitations and our inherent difKculties.

You know what our population percentage is there. We have H million Euro-

peans and b\ million natives. You can see what our position is, and wherever

you go in South Africa—whether you go to the docks, whether you go to the

mines, whether you go tJ the railways, wherever you go and wherever there is

work to be done of the ordinary unskilled character (and indeed sometimes of

a considerably skilled character)—the bulk of that work is done by the natives

of the country. Tiiey do it extraordinarily well. They are excellent workmen
and their labour is comparatively cheap. So we have to confine ourselves to

the other aspect, and what I want to say this afternoon is this, that on a more
recent review and more detailed examination of our situation in South Africa,

1 am happy to be able to say tluit we hope now to do a great deal more than

we felt we were able to do in 1921. and you may rely on our assistance, our

co-operation and our entire sympathy in the whole of this work.

NEED FOR AGRICILTVR/U. .SETTLERS WITH A LITTLE CAPITAL

You will iiiJt expect me to go into details about that now as to what we can

do. To some extent it depends upon the maturing of some of our larger irriga-

tion schemes, where there may be a very large amount of land probably not

taken up by our own people and which may be available, we hope, for settling

people such as you have in mind. I would just like to say this, that, with regard

to our t<>nns, a good deal of trouble, I believe, has arisen and a good deal of

criticism directed against South Africa, because it is said that before a man can
come to our country he must have from £1,500 to £2,000 capital. They say that

a man who has got that might as well remain in his own country. There is

some sense in that, on the surface. But what I have just told you is that we
want peojjle to settle on the land.

Recently we have not done so badly for a comparatively small countrj' like

our own in that way. A good many people have oime into South Africa, and
the right class, but we must have people with some little means at all events,

so that their settlement on the land can be something of a success. But. with
regard to this limit also, this limitation upon the entry of agricultural settlers,

we see our way to diminishing that, and very largely indeed to reducing any
conditions of that sort which have to be imposed and which, as a matter of fact,

are imposed really in the interests of the settler himself, more than for any other

purpose. The terms we offer, I think, will compare favourably when the man
once is there and is in a position to be a.ssisted. Our tenns compare favourably
with the t-erms given by any of the other Dominions. I think I can say that
quite fairly.

TERMS OFFERED TO LAND SETTLI;RS

Under our Land Settlement Act, we advance up to four-fifths— if I am not
mistaken—of any amount required by the settler for purchasing land up to

£1.600. and we also advance in a similar way up to £500 for stock and implements
which he may require. Our dilTicuIties hitherto have lain more rather in the

indefiniteness of our provisions wiHi regard to the actual obtaining of the land,

but in this way and in others tliat I have mentioned we sec our way to taking
what I hope will be a material step, in advance, in the absorption of a larger

number of settlers whom we think we shall be able to provide for, in addition

to looking after those in our own countn.-, who naturally have the first call upon
our attention.
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PROCEDURE

As to tlie details, I suggest that those should be discussed, as far as we
are concerned, by a committee consisting of somelxidy from our side and some
members of your own Government, who can go into that matter carefullj' and
settle it.

Mr. Innes: I do not think I can say anything useful in this discussion

because the whole subject is one which beai"s no relation, as I think the Con-
ference will realise, to the state of affairs which obtains in India.

SETTLERS WITH C.\PITAL NEEDED FOR RHODESI.\

Mr. Orm.sby-Gore: I was not going to touch Malta or British Guiana. I

should like to say a word about Rhodesia. It is largely for publication. What
Mr. Burton has just said, of course, applies equally to Rhodesia, but as the new
Rhodesian Government is nDt representetl here, except indirectly tlirough me,
I would like to point out that, under the settlement with the British South Africa
Company, the new Rhodesian Government this week comes into full possession

of 50 million acres of unalienated land in Southern Rhodesia over and above
the native reserves. One of its first objects will be to people those 50 million

acres with- settlers, if it can get them. The European population of Southern
Rhodesia is only about 34,000 now, while the native population is between
800,000 and 900,000. I am quite sure from all I have learned, that they are
verj- anxious to increase the number of settlers with capital who can go out
there and help to develop that hinterland of Africa. I will say nothing further

than that this afternoon.

The Chairman: 1 think it would be interesting to the Conference to hear
the Minister of Labour on this subject.

GRE.\T BRITAIN '.S .VTTITUDE

Sir MoxT.^GiE B.MiLGw: I do not propose, at any rate at this stage, to say

more than one or two words. I think we all realise the difficulties of moving a

large mass of men and women and children overseas. Of that there is no doubt,

and I cordially welcome the speech of the ^Minister from South Africa in which

he said that there was a great deal to be said for the group proposal, because we
ought to be able to do something better nowadays than—to use, I think, his

own words—"individual firing"; we ought to be able ta organise things on
some basis that repi-esents the nation as a whole. For the last 100 years we
have let the individual go out and more or less skirmish for himself. "Well, now,

cannot something better than that be done to-day?

I think I am fairly convei-sant with the difficulties, at any rate, of two of

the great Dominions, South Africa and Canada, both of which I know pretty

well. Fii-st may I say we realise your difficulties there, difficulties of labour,

difficulties of handling men when they have arrived, difficulties of the grumblers,

difficulties of the man who is not suited for land settlement, and so on. Sec-

ondly, with regard tj our difficulties here, I would venture to suggest two things

I welcome entirely what Colonel Buckley said, that we will deal with our owm
immediate unemployment difficulties ourselves. We do not propose sending you

our unemployables and getting rid of our own burdens. We will earn.' them,

and carrj' them, I hope, successfully. That is not our attitude at all; but we

are over-populated. As a result of the cessation of emigration for some six oi

seven years, the normal flow has been held up and we are like a pond that is

over-stocked.
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NEED OF TRAINING FOR RURAL LIFE

Under those circumstances, what is the best method of effecting a hvrgo

system of migration overseas? Take a hirge class of people for whom I have

a special responsibility—I mean some 200,000 or 300,000 cx-scrvice men, who,

had the war not come, would by this time have been trained and fitted into some
skilled or semi-skillecl occupation. They have not been trained, they are first-

class material, they are in no proper sense of the word unemployable, but they

liave not had their chance. There is splendid material. I have just returned

from a t lur in Ulster, where I saw a large number of these ex-sennce men, dis-

abled men, being trained for a rural life, trained in small handicrafts of all

kinds, and I welcome Colonel Buckley's suggestion of training as a possibility,

which you will no doubt explore, because a great many of our men, even though

they are good material for countiy settlement, have not had much training in

country life.

POSSIBILITIES OF GROUP SETTLEMENT

Perhaps I may be allowed to say one word about the group system which
I have always looked upon as being a very effective means of developing more
scientific methods of migration. I was a little surprised to hear Mr. Massey's
comment, because, if my recollection is right, Christchurcii itself was settled

very much on the system of what we are ^'cnturing to suggest under the term
'' group settlement." I think that to promote with success a great policy of this

kind, you must have, in addition to the Government provision, finance mea-
sures, and so on, a large amount of real enthusiastic voluntary support. I do
not believe that you can move large masses of men merely by the stroke of a
Ministerial pen. It cannot be done. If you can bring into co-operation with
the Ciovernment—somewhat on the lines on which we raised what wc called the
' Pals' Battalion " during the war— if you could bring in the enthusiasm and
the co-operation of the great municipalities; if you could get our great towns

—

with the co-operation, of course, of the authorities in the Dominions—to take
up tracts of land; if you could get Manchester to take up an area in Canada
with the approval of the Canadian authorities to become a Manchester Village

Settlement across the seas, and be responsible for shepherding their own people

when they have got there; I believe you could do a great deal to put more spirit

and more enthusiasm into the policy with regard to which the Government have
laid flowTi the broad lines.

Those are the only few words which I desire to say at present, but perhaps
there will be an opportunity, when we get into more detailed discussion to
develop these points at greater length.

This discussion was resumed at the Fourtli Meeting, held on the 9th Octo-
ber, as follows:—

Mr. W.\RREx: I ^ill not detain the Conference verj* long. So far as New-
foundland is concerned, we regret very much that we are not able at present to
avail ourselves of the Act. So that there may be no misconception of our atti-

tude on this matter. I would like to explain why it is. Newfoundland had a very
bad start. It was looked upon as a fisliing country solely and entirely, and while
people would emigrate many years ago in order to fish, to-day in comparison
with other means of livelihood, fishing is an arduous and precarious business.

For that reason, unless we train our own fishermen it is absolutely impossible to

get them from other countries. Tiiat is the present state of affairs in New-
foundland, but I am glad to say things are changing. Recently we have under-
taken a ver\' large hydro-electric development and that is only one of the very
many others which will eventually help out our industries in Newfoundland.
It means the creation of new towns on parts of the island the resources of which
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liave n^t hitlicrto been tapped; tlie creation of these new town* on tlic wc#t coast

of the Ishmd, wliich is in the (lulf of St. Lawrence, and a part of the Island
which has great agricultural possibilities, means that the people there will have
to be fed, and I look forward to the possibility of being able to avail ourselves

of the Settlement Act, not at present, but within the next four or five years, if

it is still then in force. That is all I have to say, Mr. President.

The Chairman: Is there any other member of the Conference who, before
the First Lord replies on the general discussion, would like to add anything on
the settlement question?

]\Ir. Amkky: Mr. President, I should like to offer a few observations on this

question of Empire settlement, as I have been peculiarly interested in it for a
great many years. I think it has been ver>- valuable to be reminded, as we have
been by Mr. Bruce this morning, that you cannot separate the question of
Empire settlement from the general question of Empire development and
markets. Men, money and markets, as he very rightly said, are an inseparable
trilogy-. In every problem that you face in connection with settlement you find

that you cannot settle a man without capital. He must have his nwn capital,

or the Government must raise it, or a private company must raise it. but in one
way or another capital is essential to settlement. AVe shall be presently dis-

cussing schemes for promoting capital development in the Empire.

Of course it is equally true that neither men nor money will go to the

Dominions unless they can find a market for their produce. I do not wish to

follow now with any detailed discussion of Preference, but I should only like

to say this in reference to what Mr. Bruce has said, that we do fully realise here,

from the point of view of Empire settlement, that in any Preferences we give to

lielp the development of the Dominions, they are given, not merely as bar-

gaining counters to secure Preference in return, but that they are of direct

interest to us in helping that flow of migration' which is so essential for restoring

the social health of our national life. But I should like to add this for consider^

ation, that for the full development of that flow and of that policy, it is

essential that Preference should be as mutual as possible, and that a policy of

encouragement of trade at one end should not be hampered by anything
approaching excessive restriction at the other, because there is coupled with the

importance of tariffs in the directing of trade, the no less essential factor of

transportation—of shipping so far as the British Empire is concerned. Both
the flow of trade, and, what concerns us more at this moment, the flow of pass-

engers or migrants, depends on freight rates and passage ratc^, and those can

only come down effectively if there is a steady and increasing volume of trade

and mo\'ement both ways.

NEED FOR ECONOMIC SECIRITY

There is only one other thing I should like to say on that economic ques-

tion and that is this, that we must ahso have economic security. Mr. Bruce

referred to the great irrigation de\i'bpmcnt which might be made far more
easy if he knew we were going to pui-sue a policy of sul>stantial Preference in

regard to dried fruits, canned fruits and so on, but I have no iloubt he would add

that that Preference could only justify his action if he felt certain it was a

Preference that was going to continue over a considerable period of years. The
same, of course, is equally true about settlement policy. One of the greatest ob-

stacles to the devclopcmnt of Empire settlement has been the high cost of passage

since the war, and whenever I liave discus.-cd these questions with the repre-

sentatives of the great shipping firms, they have always said: "Give us some

assurance that there is going to be a steady flow of passengers and we can cut

the rates by 15, 20 or 30 per cent, or more, but so long as the thing is uncertain,

we always have to make temporary arrangements, which are far more costly."
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PLEA FOR LONG-TERM ARRANGEMENTS IN SETTLEMENT SCUEMES

Tlicrcfore I do hope tlmt from the point of view of Empire developnicnt,

more particuh\rly on the question of pcttli'inent, we sliould keep in our minds the
importunrc of a fixed policy. Now tiiis was urged by the Dominions at the last

Conference in 1921. and it was in response to that demand tiiat we on our side

introduced legislation. That legislation did not really add to the powers that
we had of spending money as we liked upon promoting Empire settlement, but
was, in fact, declaratory. It maile it clear to the Empire and to our own people

that we were committed to co-operate with tlie rest of the Empire in such a
policy for at least fifteen years, and that we were prepared to spend a sum of

money, the non-spending of which would lay us open at any moment to direct

criticism both in the Empire outside and in our own country. It may not be
possible for the Dominions to respond in exactly the same form, that is to say,

by passing similar legislation pledging themselves to spend up to a certain

amount of money over a period of years. But I hope that in considering settle-

ment schemes, assisted pa.s^age schemes, and all other schemes, they will nDt
pursue a hand to mouth policy and make short-tenn arrangements, but that
we shall get long-term arrangements so that everj-body vriW know what they
have to work to.

Admitting the immen.se importance of the economic factor, I should, how-
ever, like to add that reliance upon economic forces alone is not going to solve

the settlement question. All three parts of the policy, men, money, market.s,

go together, and you want a positive policy over the whole field and in each
part. Friction, obstacles, hindrances in one section do frustrate the effect ot

the rest.

VNSOUND DLSTRIBUTIOX OK EMPIRE POPrL.\TION

In that connection I think it is essential to remember that at this moment
the full effect of any policy of economic co-operation and Empire development
is largely handicapped by the wholly unsound distribution of the population ot

the Empire. I am talking for tlje moment only of the area under consideration
for this purpose, namely, the area suitable for white settlement. We have some
seven million square miles or more of territory full of every resource, agricul-

tural, mineral, power supply, etc. Three-fourths of our population is concen-
trated, huddled together I might say, on less than one-fiftieth of that area.

The result is not one that makes for efficiency in development. In this

country the congestion of population has reached a point where it directly

clogs the efliciency of inda-trial production by all the social reactions, the toxins
J might almost call them, which it has created in the body politic—the burden
of taxation, the social problems, and so on, involved. On the other hand, in the
Dominions the inadequacy of population adds to the cost of profluction. It

means a tremendous overhead charge for railways carried hundreds of miles to
deal with scanty bodies of producers. I need not labour the point, but there is

at this moment from the point of view of efficiency and from the point of view
of social welfare a thoroughly unsound distribution, and the more rapidly we
can take measures to remedy that the better it will be. The more rapidly we
can get population from here to the Dominions, the healthier the economic and
revenue condition of this countn,-. the better the state of our best markets. On
the other hand, from the point of view of the Dominions, the more population
they can get in the more economical will be their whole system of development,
the more justified their great railway schemes, the more possible the progress
of economical means of development in even.- direction.
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PASSAGE RATES

That is one tiling. Now take some of the practical obstacles to that, to a
flow which we want to accelerate in any case, but which is at the present time
being retarded. The greatest obstacle at the moment is the fact that 3'ou have
widespread poverty in this country, consequent upon the war. and vcr^' high
passage rates, so that hundreds of thousands of admirable settlers cannot get

across and to a large extent are deteriorating for want of opportunity cither of

work here or of the kind of employment to which they could adapt themselves
in the Dominions, in the main agricultural employment. Anything that gives

direct assistance to bridge that gap, to get over that obstacle, is a very real

help. As the Conference knows, immediat^^ly after the war, the British Govern-
ment gave free passages to ex-sen'ice men and their families. . Now, they were
carefully selected, and that is essential, but out of nearly ninety thousand who
have gone the percentage of failures has been infinitesimal. But for those fref

passages they would not have gone. I have no doubt whatever that that expen-
diture by the British Government has been amply repaid. It has meant an
addition to the resources of the Dominions, and has repaid us here both by the
increase in our markets and ])y the diminution of what we should otherwise
be spending on unemployment expenditure. So I do want to lay great stress,

in this business of Empire settlement, on the form of assistance that in a sense

covers every other form of assistance, to get over the cost of passages, because
with a reasonable selection, if you can get the people across, they do find their

openings and they do create the new wealth which enables others to follow on
after them.

MIGR.\TION BY FAMILIES

More particularly I should like to lay stress on what I referred to just now
in connection with the ex-service free passages, the desirability of making it

possible for the man who has a family to go across, because, from the point of

view of future citizenship, that is the most valuable element we can send to

you. It is true from the point of view of the individual employer the single

man is preferred, but from the point of view of development the man who goes
with a family of growing children, the citizens, the creators of the wealth of the
future, is the most welcome settler. I should like to draw attention to this fact,

that New Zealand, in this respect, has agreed with us on assist<?d passage
schemes very substantially ahead of any other Dominion in the ver>- liberal

assistance they give to the man with a family, that is to say, that children up
to a certain age go entirely free and the older sons and daughters at a very
reduced rate. I think to-day a man with quite a large family can get to New
Zealand on practically no more than it takes a man and his wife alone to go to

"

Australia. I should like to press very strongly the importance of that. There
are many other points which I do not think at this moment I need dwell on,

the importance of extending in everj' way the principle, which I think Australia

first introduced, of nomination; both individual nomination and nomination by
responsible bodies, churches, masonic lodges, rotary clubs, and so on. That
method is especially helpful in the case of migration of women.

IMPORTANCE OF HOUSING

Then there is another point wliich is of the greatest importance and that

is the question of housing. It is undoubtctUy true that all over the Empire
housing accommodation for the farm labourer is often ver>- inadequate. Now
unless you can pro\'ide housing accommodation which is not onlj' tolerable for

the man but tolerable also for his wife, that man will not stav on the land for
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long, however good liis intentions to begin with. If his wife finds conditions
on tlie land intolerable siic will w>)rr>' him until he goes to the city. I always
feel in this question of settlement we have paid far too little attention to the
dominant factor which is the woman. It is her interests, her well being, the
possibilities of her living decently and bringing up her children wliich will in

the long nm decide where the man is going.

PREFERENCE FOR BRITISH SETTLERS

There is always a danger under our Parliamentarj- system in evcrj' part of
the Empire that when some unsuitable person gets in or sDmething happens that
is not altogether desirable, it is brought to the notice of Parliament and some
general restrictive regulation is then passed which keeps out 100 desirable inuni-
grants for one bad one. I do hope that at any rate as regards British subjects
there should be substantial Preference as far as possible in making tiiose regula-
tions. Canada has done a good deal within the last few months to give that
sort of Preference in its restrictive regulations; for instance, as to the sum of
money required on entry fbr British subjects as against aliens, and I do hope
that we may be able to explore the possibility of going further in that respect.

NEED OF PROPER .SELECTION

Then, of course, there is another side of the question, coupled with the
removal of obstacles, and that is the great importance of proper selection and
proper direction when the settler gets out there, and the proper protection and
help to him when he is arriving. There is no doubt that bad selection has a very
unfortunate reaction on the whole movement afterw'ards. A few people go out
who are thoroughly unsuitable. They are failures, they discredit the English
migrant in the Dominion they go to, and the letters they send home, the bad
remarks they make when they come home, discredit the Dominions over here.

It is very important to get good selection. We have made great progress, be-
tween ourselves and the Dominion Authorities, within the last few years on
that, but there is, of coui-se, still substantial room for improvement, both in the
system of selection itself and the expedition of seeing it through. There is great
importance in seeing that the people go to the right place, that they are given
the right initial training, whether they go to carefully-selected farms or.whether
it is possible to establish training grounds away from the cities where they can
get the rudiments of agricultural knowledge before they are placed with farmers.
That, and what ^Mr. Graham called the " follow up" policy afterwards are very
essential.

What I think it is ver>' important to remember is that the indiscriminate
system of migration without care does involve tremendous waste. There is an
appalling waste of human capital and of actual capital when people cross the
oceans, spend some years tiiere, fail and come back again; spend years in try-

ing to make something out of a fann which is too far away from the railway
to make it profitable; that farm ought never to have been occupied until the
railway was within 10 or 15 miles of it. In all those ways there is a tremendously
important field for guidance and for careful planting. After all, you may dump
people in the cities, as the Americans have done, I think, with not too happy
results. But when you are considering a policy which is mainly one of settle-

ment on the land you have got to remember that a man can only be planted on
the land like any other plant, and that great care has got to be taken that he
is helped to take root properly.

•
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THE GROUP SYSTEM

In that <oniicction I should like to say a word endorsing what Colonel
Buckley and the Minister of Labour s:iid about the imixjrtance of the group
system, meaning by that nothing in the nature of a communistic or a joint-stock

system, but that of settling close together people who have got a common
interest, whether they come from the same part of the United Kingdom or are

united by other ties, say, belonging to the same scn'ice or the same regiment or

something of that sort. It is so essential in settlement to recognise the import-
ance of the social and gregarious sitle of people. When you want people to
contend with a wholly new and \-eiy dilficult environment it is a great help tiiat

at any rate socially they should not feel too much among strangers. I do not
mean they should not be well mixed up with the inhabitants of the Dominion
to which they go, but that they should -also be in sufficiently close touch with a
sufficient number of people akin to tlicm, and perhaps already old acquaintances,
to feel at home socially when they have to struggle with the other new and
unfamiliar problems. That is specially important in the case of the women.
It is the friendly intercourse among women, the gossip about old associations
even, that may see a colony through and overcome difficulties which it would
not othcrsvise face.

Then there is the other important aspect about the group system to which
Mr. Bruce referred in connection with irrigation, namely, that closer settlement

is very economical; it means a greater amount of production for the same
amount of capital put into railways and the same amount of capital jiut into

schools and for evciy other purjwsc; you can get more out of the same scheme
in the long nm, though it does undoul)tedly reciuirc more (iovemment care and
supervision than any scheme of simply letting people take their chance and
peppering them over the vast surface of the country. I think, too, that the

group system lends itself more particularly to the settlement of those people

who have got a little capital of their own and who have got considerable enter-

prise and are not, except quite temjrorarily. content to work under others. Of
course, as you know, in this cjuntrj- to-day, what with ex-officers and the great

output of our public schools and the limited openings for the professional classes,

we do turn out a very large surplus of young men of character, ability, good
education and energy, and if not with substantial capital at any rate in most
cases just a little, which, with some financial assistance, will see them through a

long way. I feel in that way, given its peculiar circumstances. South Africa has

followed a XQry wise policy, and I am delighted to hear from Mr. Burton that

she means to expand it still further, because she has gone in for the policy of

attracting that verj- class of people with a small amount of capital, and in that

way, without ha\'ing to raise Government capital, she has in fact brought in

sometliing like two and a half millions of capital from tins countrj- with sev-

eral hundred settlers into South Africa chu'ing the pa.st twelve months.

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL DIFFICtLTV

I do not wish to detain the Conference at any greater Icnfith. but I should

like to say just one wonl more about what Colonel Buckley referred to as the

psychological difliculty. Of course, one has always got to fight against the sense

of strangeness, the unknown, but in an Empire like ours we can overcome that

by greater development of mutual trade, by the spreading of better information,

bj' better service in our newspapers, by cheapening the postage rates and by
enfou' ageing communication between settlers and friends at home, perhaps by
airship development, and not least by facilities for enabling the settler in the

Dominions to come home again after a few years on easy terms to visit his

friends.
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.MPORTAXCE OF CREATING A RIGHT MENTAL ATTITUDE TOWARDS OVERSEA
SETTLEMENT

Besides that I tliiiik tlic imp irtant tiling tliat we Jiave got to create is the
right mental attitude in all our I'oinmunities. For instance, in this country- we
are still far too nuich under the domination of the idea that this business of
nugration and settlement is simply a sort of safety-valve to unemployment

Frnm that point of view, it is not considered by one section of people until

a grave •mcmploymcnt crisis has arisen, and by others it is looked upon as an
atteiiipt to dodge our social responsibilities, to push people out of the country,
instead of facing our social and economic respcmsibilities towards them. Now,
wo want to get away from that point of \iew and to treat it as a policy of build-
ing up trade, building up Empire, and helping social refomi. The people with
whom we have the most difficulty are the verj' people who are always keenly
interested in such a refonn as town planning. We have got to malve people
in this countn- undcrstantl that Empire settlement is only tov.ii planning on a
large scale, and that Empire development is only social reform writ large. On
the other hand, you have got a similar difficulty in the Dominions. You have
on tlie one si"!.--, the type of person who simply thinks of immigri'tion in terms of
getting cheap and adaptal)!e labour. The cheaper it is the more readily adapt-
able it is, the more he is favourable to it. He would prefer the sheep skin clad
Oalician, regardless of what kind of citizen he makes in future, to the less ad.apt-
able, but in the lon-.^ run tlurd>cr and more self-reliant Britislier. On the other
hand, you have got the Labour objection arising from the same point of view,
which simply thinks of c.)ni])etitors. Now, we have got to create the point of
view which thinks not oi recruiting labour, but of recruitiiij^ citizens. Anything
that can be done to promote that point of view in the Dominions—it cannot be
done by legislation, but it can be done by the influence of those at head of affairs—anything that can be done to get that point of view strengthened, to create the
atmosphere that makes for a ready welcome of the immigrant when he lands,
is all to the good. This wjiole business of settlement is an intensely human busi-
ness. Your new settler, when he lands and passes tiie formalities of the Immi-
gration Department and finds himself in his new country is very sensitive, very
touchy, verj- easily discourgaed, very much like a new boy at a strange school.
At that moment anything in the nature of a friendly word, a hand-shake, or a
little bit of good advice, makes the whole difference in the world. I do hope
that those who have the whole of this policy of development at heart, those who
perhaps remember what they themselves or tlieir brothers or sons met with
over here during the war, will realise how much they can. help individually
towards making this great policy a success.

EVEN DISTRIBUTION OF EMPIRE POPUL.VTION A FUNDAMENTAL NEED

Indeed, while I fully agree that the development of Empire settlement can
only go on hand in hanJ w-ith the fievelopment of trade and the spread of capi-
tal, I do feel that it is the basic element of the whole problem of development.
The sound distribution of our population in the Empire is the kev to social and
economic well-being in ever}- part. If I may add one thing further, it is also
the key to the problem of defence. In other discussions during this Conference
I shall have to point out to the representatives of the Dominions the enormous
burden which the defence of the Empire imposes upon this countn.-, over and
above the terrible burdens imposefl upon us by social conditions largely due to
over-p<jpulation. The answer, which I know I shall get from the Dominions, is

that while willing to help to the extent of their capacities, those capacities are.
in fact, limited by the very fact that they are faced with the problems arising
from under-population, with great tasks of development which need to be done
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before they can have a popuhition that can play an adequate part in tlie defence

of tlie Empire. In those two arguments there is one common clement, one com-

mon obstacle—over-population here, under-population in the Dominions. Now,

if we can, during the years of peace—and I hope they may be long years

which may "be granted to us—get the population of the Empire more evenly

distributed, that even distribution will mean a far more rapid and healthy

growth in each part and we shall be the better able to meet the problem of

defence, and secure an adequate share by each part in the common task, with-

out laying upon any part of the Empire an excessive burden or leading to

the danger of that undue diversion of our resources on defence, which can be

summed up in the word Militarism. To secure our mutual peace and defence

without incurring burdens which mean a militarist organization of our society,

we must in tlie next generation see that our population is more evenly distri-

buted and grows more healthily throughout the F^mpire. If the United States

have growni in the last century from 5.000,000 to a population of 100,000,000,

there is no reason why, in the coming century, we should not grow to a popu-

lation of 200 or 300 millions of white people in the Empire. That bears

equally on those political relations which we have discussed at intervals with-

out coming to any ver^' definite solutions. We stand in a position of abso-

lute equality of status. We are also faced with the position of a ven.- profound
inequality in actual population, in actual power of co-operating in the com-
mon task, and it is onlj' as we can make the reality of our position, as between
the great Dominions and oimielves, correspond more closely to the theoretical

equality of political status, that we can arrive at a more perfect co-operation
over the whole field of matters that interest the Commonwealth of British

nations.

APPOINTMENT OF COMMITTEE ON OVER.SE.\ SETTLEMENT

Might I perhapsi wind up this second reading discussion by suggesting that
the matter should now be referred to a Committee to work out the many details

that have to be considered both in the Committee as a whole, and directlj' as
between the various Governments concerned? I would like to propose that a
Committee be formed as follows—one or more representatives of Great Britain
and of each of the Dominions to consider and report to the Imperial Economic
Conference upon the question of oversea settlement, and to recommend such
measures as they may think desirable for the furtherance of the policy.

Mr. M.xssey: I second it.

The Ch.\irm.\n: Agreed. The names will come in to the Secretary and it

can be left to Colonel Buckley to settle by arrangement whether it is convenient
for the whole of his Committee to meet at once, or take preliminary discussions

W'ith the dilTerent members of it.

Mr. Amiiry: May I just raise one point? I assume that naturally the Irish

Free State, which, though a Dominion, has an interest more akin in these matters
to the interest of Great Britain than that of the other Dominions, that is to say,

as a supplier of settlers rather than a receiver of settlers, would wish to be
represented, and the Colonies also; but I imagine that India, whose problem of

settlement is going to be raised at the main Imperial Conference, will probably
not wish to be represented.

The Committee on Oversea Settlement, appoint<'d in accordance with the
foregoing decision, submitted its report to the Conference (see page 136) on
the 2nd November, and the discussion in the main Conference was resumed at

the Twenty-firs,t Meeting held on the 7th November, as follows:

—

Colonel Buckley: In presenting to the Conference the Report of the
Committee on Oversea Settlement, I only wish to say a verj' few words by way
of introducing it.
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I want, first of all, to express my fn^'itcful thanks to all those who have
been on tlie Committee and have assisted the representatives of tiie various
Dominions on the Committee for the very friendly spirit and co-operation which
they have shown towards us. They have shown a desire to understand our
difficulties, a sympathy with us, and every possible desire to meet us as far

as tiiey can.

RESULT.S OF COMM ITTEE's WORK USEFUL, BUT XOT SPECT.\CUL.'Ul

We have not accomplished anything spectacular. By that I mean there is

nothing; in the Report to which I can point and say that it is going to lead
to an immediate increase in the strt^am of migration. But we have done a lot

of useful work. We have cxplorctl the ground covering the provision and main-
tenance of proper recruiting, of selection and reception. In this connection I

might mention that Canada lias decided to reinaugurate her immigration employ-
ment service, and to give that service the power of nomination, and I think that
will prove a ver>- valuable adjunct to emigration to Canada. Australia has
agreed to recommend to the States the establishment of farm reception depots
in the States, which are places where settlers can go for the first few weeks of

their sojourn in their new country. Possibly tliey may receive some preliminary
training there, and from there find their way into permanent employment.

MORE GENEROUS P.VSSAGE AGREEMENTS

The most valuable work that we have done has been, I think, to conclude
more generous passiage agreements. Unfortunately, we have not been able to
persuade the shipping companies to reduce their freights, but we have agreed
between ourselves to give more generous passage agreements to Australia and
Canada, and this ought to be very helpful, particularly with regard to getting

families into the Dominions. We have not been able to sec our way to agree
to any scheme whereby the dependents of a married man can be sustained
for the initial months while he is in the Dominions endeavouring to find his

feet, but the more generous passage agreements should help consitlerably in that
direction; autl the whole problem of saistenance of the families of married men
is going to receive further consideration on behalf of the Dominions.

THE N0MIN.4TI0N SYSTEM: RECOMMENDATIONS

With regard to the nomination system, I might draw your attention to

page 3 of the Report, where you will see that we make two very useful recom-
mendations; first of all that the system should be expended "by popularizing
individual nominations—by means of publicity and arrangements to relieve the
nominator of his responsibility and to put the obligation on the nominee;
secondly, that collective nomination, that is nomination by Churches and other
groups or societies, should be encouraged.

GROUP SETTLEMENT

We have considered and explored the whole ground very carefully in regard
to Group Settlement. You will see that our conclusions on that subject are
enumerated on pages 8 and 9, and I draw your attention to the final conclusion,
which says that both the Canadian and Australian representatives have agreed
to discuss with the Provincial and State Governments the inauguration of some
such schemes in favourable areas in their respective Dominions. If they can
see their way to granting any stretches of land by way of experiment, we are
prepared to tr>- something further in Group Settlement than we have tried

hitherto.
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AVe have decided that training should not be undertaken in this countrj'

except in so far as some sort of preliminary scheme of testing is concerned, the

expense of which has to be borne by this country and will not be shared by the

Dominions. Canada ha? offered, if we were to establish testing farms or testing

centres here, to send us instructors if need be.

PUBLIC SCHOOL BOYS

We have not forgotten public school boys. New Zealand is on the point of

concluding an arrangement whereby she can take twenty a month under an

apprenticeship system with the ultimate idea that they should set up for them-

selves and have farms of their own. Australia and Canada are also consider-

ing arrangements on somewhat similar lines, and we arc, I hope, on the point of

concluding a very valuable little settlement scheme with South Africa which

should be very helpful to the young fellows of this class.

A BETTER UXDERST.4XDIXG

But, when all is said and done, I think that perhaps the best work we have

done has been to create a very good atmosphere. AVe understand one another's

diflBculties now far better than we did before, and. in conclusion, I can only say

this: It is not enough to say to the Dominions, " You have too few people and

we have too many. We will send you numbers of our excess population, and

tiien you will go ahead and prosper."' That statement is probably strictly true,

but until the Dominions have themselves said so wc cannot force people down

their throats. I feel that they will be able to absorb larger and larger numbers

which we, on our part, are able to spare, and I cannot do better than read the

concluding lines of the Report, which run as follows:

—

" The Committee in reporting these matters to the Conference

venture to express the hope that the several Governments concerned,

both in Great Britain and the Dominions, will look upon the results

attained as an instalment only of what might be achieved, and will be

unremitting in their efforts to further the policy of redistribution of

population alike by the removal of any obstacle to which their attention

may be called, and by framing fresh schemes of land settlement as and

when circumstances may permit."

V.\LVE OF committee's DISCUSSIONS

Mr. Gr.\h.\m: I should like to congratulate the Oversea Settlement Com-
mittee on the results achieved in their Report, the more so considering the very

difficult question with which they have had to deal and its multiplicity of com-

plications. Meeting, as they did, from different parts of the Empire, they

learned the difficulties and problems confronting each other, to which the

Chairman has alluded, and I think the result of the meetings of this Com-
mittee will be verj- good indeed. I attended a meeting or two, when I heard

matters discussed, and I was agreeably surprised at the spirit in which all the

members of the Committee approached ever>- question that came up, and

appreciated the difficulties of those from different parts of the Empire. As with

all these gatherings, such a free and open discussion, almost submerged, I might

say, in frankness, cannot but have a very healthy influence on future negotia-

tions, because those who have charge of migration in Great Britain will now
know exactly the conditions with which they are dealing when they approach

any Dominion in reference to this question, and those who are responsible for

the working out of the problem in the different Dominions will also recognize

the attitude of Great Britain in dealing with this, question.
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Of course, we in Canada concur in the Report of the Committee, and I

might venture to hope that the conclusions arrived at are but a step towards

further negotiations and co-operation at a later date, which will bring about

the results and development which we all anticipate and hope for.

CLOSER CONTACT THE COMMITTEE'S GRE.VTEST RESULT

!Mr, Brlce: The conclusions to which the Committee have come are set

out in the Report, but I think a most useful thing has been done, and that is

that in the Report they have presented the position and dealt with the different

phases of migration in a way that makes the position clear and easily under-

stood. The Report deals with all thc.^e questions so fully that I do not propose

to go over them. To deal with all the different aspects of migration at the

present moment would be a lengthy process, and I do not think it is necessary.

I entirely agree that results have been achieved by this Committee, but it will

take a little time to see the effect of them. The greatest result of all is that the

representatives of all the Dominions have got into close contact with the repre-

sentatives of Great Britain; they have discussed the whole problem, and I am
confident that some further move will be possible as a result of this very full

and frank discussion.

XOMINATION SYSTEM THE EVENTUAL SOLI TION OF THE PROBLEM

I am glad t-o see that the Committee ha,^ stressed tlie nomination system
because I personally believe that that is going to be the eventual solution of
the whole problem; there will be a large number of schemes put forward. Govern-
ment sicheme* and private schemes, but no schemes of any ciiaractcr that can be
submitted in tiie future are going to take the full flow of migrants that we want
to see if we are going to bring about a true redistribution of our population.
The way the flow is going to take place is by means of the migrants who can
nominate others to come after them, which gradually expands it, and the flow
v\-ill reach a point when something will ijc achieved towards an actual redis-

tribution of the whole of the people of the Empire.
As far as Australia is concerned we concur in this Report, and we will

certainly do everything we can to tr>' and give effect to the ideas adumbrated
at this Conference. I do not know whether my colleague would like to say
anything; he was on the Conmiittec.

Senator Wil.son: Sir Philip, I ilo not think I need add tmything to the
Prime Minister's remarks. I quite agree with the Report and we will do every-
thing in Australia to push this thing on.

Sir James Allen: I want to repeat what I said at the previous meeting.
The arrival of the nominated migrant in the Dominions, as far as migration is

concerned, is a very powerful factor in increasing the number of nominations.
The number of nominations has been increased ven,' largely by the nominations
of those who have already gone out.

Sir WiLLLVM Macintosh: I was on the Committee, and we have gone as

far as we can in South Africa. I think you know our special difficulties there,

but I think some good results will come from what we have been able to do.

Mr. Ormsby-Gore: The Report is adopted, I presume.

The Chairman: Will you move your resolution?

RESOLUTION ADOPTED

Colonel Buckley: I move that:

—

" This Imperial Economic Conference approves the Report of the

Committee appointed to consider questions relating t« oversea settle-

ment. The Conference endorses the recommendations of the Committee
36—7
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and notes with slatisfaction the arrangements as recorded in the Report
which have been arrived at. or are in contemplation, witli a view to

improving the facihtics for settlement witiiin the Empire.
" The Conference takes this opportunity of reaffirming it-s sense of

the importance of the policj' of oversea settlement to the well-being of

the Empire."

The Ch.\irm.\n: Is that agreed?

(Agreed.)

TRIBUTE TO COMMITTEE ON BEHALF OF BRITISH GOVERNMENT

The Chairm.\n: I should like to say, on behalf of the Home Government,
how grateful we are for the ver\' long and detailed work tiiat the represen-

tatives of other Delegations on this Committee have given to it, and I tiiink

it has been well put by those who have spoken to-day, that there may have
been some misunderstanding as to what you could get out of a discussion of

this kind. I do not think anyone who is well acquainted with the whole over-

sea settlement problem ever thought that we should, round the table, be able to

make arrangements for the taking of 50,000 settlers here and 20,000 settlers

there. What was necessary was to thresh out all the difficulties experienced

about machinery, about care, about selection, and about supen-ision. and all

the various things which have been gone into in this Report, in order tiiat the

way would be made clear for the schemes to go forward, and I think it has been

made clear, both in this discu.*.sion and in the expression of the opinion of the

Committee and the expressions of opinion given here, that this has sen'cd the

requisite purpose, and that it will make it possible for settlement to be developed

to the fullest possible extent. Therefore, certainly, the value of the work of

tliis Committee has to be judged, not by the number of settlers tabled at this

moment, but must be judged by wh.nt i> made nuich more possible between now
and the next Conference. •

THE IT.VLI.AN GOVERNMENT'S I.\VIT.\TION

Colonel Bickley: There is just one other matter I have been asked to

mention. The Italian Government have issued an invitation to us to a Con-
ference in Rome in the early part of next year on the subject of emigration

generally. The details of all this have been communicated to the Dominions,

and our only object is to secure unity of action in general. I do not tliink that

I need go into the whole matter now unless any of the Dominions wish to men-

tion it. I understand that an invitation ha,s been issued to all the Dominions

to form a small Committee to consider what action should be taken. They
have all accepted the invitation and they are endeavouring to arrive at a

common policy. I was only a.sked to mention it in case any of the Dominion

Prime Ministers liere wanted to say anything.

The Chairman: Well then the Report and the Resolution are adopted.

OVERSEA SETTLEMENT WITIIIN THE EMPIRE

Memor.\ndum (I.E.C. (23)—1).

A Conference on State-aided Empire Settlement took place in the months
of January-February, 1921, between representatives of His Majesty's Gov-
ernment and the Governments of Canada, the Commonwealth of Australia and
New Zealand (see Appendix V to Cmd. 1474 1.

That Conference put forward proposals for co-operation between His
Majesty's Government and Oversea Governments in a comprehensive policy
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of Empire land sottlcinont and Empire-directed migration extending over a
period of years. The proposals contemjjlated an annual expenditure by His
Majesty's (Jovcrnment up to a maximum of £2,000.000 in respect of scliemes

of land settlement, a.ssisted passages and other kindred scliemes, such expen-
diture to be conditional upon the full financial co-ojjeration of the Dominions
concerned (see Annex I).

Tiie Conference of Prime Ministers held in the summer of 1921 approved
the proposals of the earlier Conference (see Section X, page 8 of Cmd. 1474).

It expressed the hope that His Majesty's Government would, at the earliest

possible moment, take power to perform its part in any schemes of co-opera-
tion subseciuently agreed on, preferably in the form of an Act. which would
make it clear that the new policy was intended to be permanent (sec Annex II).

The Conference furtiier recommended that, the Governments of the Domin-
ions should consider how far their existing legislation might require modifica-

tion or expansi(m in order to secure effective co-operation, and should work out
for discussion with His Majesty's (lovcrnmcnt the proposals which appeared
to them most practicable and best suited to their interests and circumstances.

In accordance with this Resolution, His Majesty's late Government intro-

duced a Bill into Parliament in April, 1922.

The Bill was passed with virtually no opposition, and is now on the Statute
Book. Its short title is " The Empire Settlement Act, 1922," and a copy of the
Act is appended to this Memorandum (see ,\nncx III). The Act authorises

His Majesty's Government to spend up to £3,000.000 per annum on participa-

tion in schemes for facilitating settlement in or migration to any part of the
Dominions overseas, including schemes of development or land settlement. The
executive work in tiie United Kingdom has been entrusted to a Committee (the

Oversea Settlement Committee), on which the Departments concenied arc repre-

sented together with unoflicial members having a sjjecial knowledge of migration
problems. About 11,500 persons have been assisted under the Act to proceed
overseas between ,Iuly 1922 and February 1923.*

A statement is appended (Annex IV) containing particulars of the Agree-
ments entered into under the Act with Dominion and State Governments and
with private organizations.

A table giving statistics bearing on overseas settlement is also appended
(Annex \).

The primary object of the new policy is to promote the development of

Empire production and consequently of Empire trade. A growing population
overseas is a necessary condition and concomitant of the development of

Empire production. It is not the only factor, since movement of population

cannot by itself be effective unless the settlers are able to make good and to

find markets for the produce of their labour. Such aspects of the question

are being examined in other memoranda, but it will be generally recognised

that an increase of population in the Dominions is one of the essential require-

ments for the end in view. The new policy, therefore, aims at remedying the

shortage of white population overseas and at diminishing in some degree the
present excessive inequality of distribution of the white population of the
Empire, while at the same time ensuring th.at a larger proportion of the nonnal
stream of migrants from the more densely populated countries of the Empire
shall be retained under the British flag. It should not be looked upon as a
remedy for the immediate abnormal unemployment in this country, but rather

as a constructive method of increasing the strength and well-being of the

white nations which owe allegiance to the Crown.

*XoTE.—His Majesty's Government also initiated shortly after the armistice a geheme of

Free Passages for ex-service men and women wishing to settle overr^eas. The number of

approved applicants and their dependents who have sailed under the scheme is approximately

83,000. This scheme has now been closed down.

36—7}
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The aim* of tlic new policy can only be secured by the settlement of

population upon the land overseas. There are at present few openings in the

Dominions for industrial workers from this countrj-, and the only male settlers

for whom openings are available in considerable numbers are those who are

able and willing to work upon the land. At the present time, therefore, a

policy of Empire-a-ssisted settlement and Empire-directed migration must be
primarily a policy of settlement upon the land.

In this connection the importance of making suitable provision for the

settlement overseas of women and girls must not be overlooked. A certain

number of men to be settled under approved schemes \\-\\\ no doubt be
young married men, who will be accompanied by their wives and families.

But the settlement of single women and girls is also essential if the policy is

to haA'e lasting results in the development of the new communities; and the

question of the conditions under which such settlement can best take place

is a matter which reciuires careful consideration.

Although the figures quoted show that the new policy has already pro-

duced concrete results, there are indications that the scheme of State-aided

Empire settlement has not as yet been so successful as it might be made ir:

promoting the development of primaPv' resources and placing new settlers upon
the land o\'erseas.

In so far as State-aided settlement has fallen short of success, the lack of

success appears to be due to the fact that the co-operation between the Gov-
ernments of the Empire contemplated by the Empire Settlement Committee,
who reported in 1917, by the preliminary Conference and the Prime Minis-
ters' Conference held in 1921, and recently extended and made permanent
by the Empire Settlement Act, has been less complete and the measures
adopted less comprehensive than they should have been. In this country- there

is still misunderstanding and ignorance in regard to the aims and nature of

the new policy, and the arrangements made between His Majesty's Govern-
ment and the Dominion representatives for selecting and recruiting new settlers

are still far from perfect.

One of the cliicf difficulties is the insufficiency of arrangements oversea? for

the reception, distribution, training, settlement upon the land and initial super-
vision of British settlers. Unless these arrangements are made adequate and
prove adequate in practice, the adoption of a strong policy in this countr>- will

result in disillusionment and disappointment and will ultimately check instead

of increasing migration.

The Report of the Oversea* Settlement Committee for 1922 (see Cmd. 1804)
refers at length to each class of settler to be dealt with under the new policy,

i.e., children and juveniles (the migration of whicli classes appears to give the

greatest promise of success), women and adult males, both single and married,

and with families. The Report indicates -the arrangements which are thought
necessarj' for each class of settler.

This Report also explains and emphasizes the importance of migration in

the development of trade between the Dominions and the United Kingdom, and
in the creation of new wealth for the Empire.

His Majesty's Government feel strongly that the need of population over-

seas, and also wider and more far-reaching considerations, such as the defence

of the Empire, and the future expansion of the British race, make it desirable

that the Governments of the Dominions and of the United Kingdom should

co-operate in a continuous policy of State-aicled Empire settlement.

It is fvdly recognized tliat in present circumstances it is difficult for certain

oversea Governments to co-operate upon a large scale, that it may be harder

to promote a large volume of successful migration in times of trade depression,

like the present, than in times of trade activitv. and that the fall in the price

of agricultural produce is a temporary hindrance to successful settlement.
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It is also recoKnizi'd tliat mijjration is viewed with disfavour by certain
classes of tlic comnuiiiity both here and overseas. So far as the United King-
dom is concerned, it is lielieved that this disfavour is partly traceable to the
lack of organization in the past, and it should, therefore, be diminished by the
improvements of organization whidi we recommend. So far as the oversea
countries arc concerned, it is believed that apprehensions will be allayed when
it is clearly understood that the policy is framed primarily with a view to land
settlement and provides an adequate organization for selecting and training the
inteiKling settlers.

In \-iew of the importance of the establishment of a continuous policy of
State-aided migration. His Majesty's Government are prepared, on their side

(subject, of course, to the necessary co-operation on the part of Oversea authori- .

ties) , to consider any projwsals which may be put forw-ard for co-operation on
their part in schemes of lunpirc settlement and migration within the limit of
£3.000.000 available annually for the nejct fourteen years under the Empire
Settlement Act.

They arc also prepared to do everything possiible in concert with Dominion
representatives to perfect the arrangements in the United Kingdom for selecting

and recruiting intending settlers.

They desire, however, to repeat and emphasize the fact that the next essential

step in promoting Empire settlement on right lines lies with the Dominions.
They venture accordingly to urge on the Governments which participat^'d in

the .Iamtar>'-February 1921 Conference which may not yet have given full effect

to Resolution No. X of the Conference by making " special arrangements for

the reception, distribution and initial supervision of British settlers," the

importance of making satisfactorj' provision for this purpose with the least

possible delay.

April, 1923.

Annex I.

(Appendix V to Cmd. 1474.)

Conference on State-Aided Empire Settlement

Jamiary-Fcbntary, 1921: Record of Proceedings

A Conference on State-aided Empire Settlement was held at the Colonial
Office on the 28th and 31st January and on the 1st, 2nd and 4th February, 1921
between representatives of His Majesty's Government and representatives of the
Governments of Canada, the Commonwealth of Australia and New Zealand.

His Majesty's Government were represented at the opening meeting by
Viscount Milner, President of the Oversea Settlement Committee, and in his
absence the chair was taken at subsequent meetings by Lieutenant-Colonel L. S.

Amer>', M.P., Chairman of the Oversea Settlement Committee. Representatives
of the Treasury-, Ministn.- of Labour and Oversea Settlement Committee also
attended.

The following represented the three Dominions concerned:—
Canada

—

The Hon. Sir George Perley. K.C.M.G.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. Obed Smith.
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Australia

—

Senator the Hon. E. D. Millen.

Mr. Percy Hunter.

New Zealand—

•

The Hon. Sir James Allen, K.C.B.
IMr. H. C. Cameron.
Mr. V. Mill^.

In opening the proceedings, Viscount Milner stated that the Conference had
been summoned in order to advise upon an enduring policy of oversea settlement
which should tend to bring about the best distribution of the man-power of the
Empire and so to develop and strengthen the whole Empire. He pointed out
that oversea settlement should not be regarded as a means of dealing directly

with abnormal unemployment in the United Kingdom, at any given moment,
but as a means of romcdyins fluctuations of trade by developing our best markets
and of permanently minimising the risk of unemployment here and throughout
the Empire. He emphasised the ^'iew of His Majesty's Government that no
stone should be left unturned to secure for the Dominions the population which
they require and to ensure that the outflow of population from the United
Kingdom should have opportunities for settlement imder the flag in countries
British in spirit and British in their institutions.

The Agenda submitted to the Conference for discussion was as follows:

—

Part I.—To con-sider the general question of Empire development, including
schemes for land settlement on a comprehensive scale.

Part II.—To discuss the following particular proposals:

—

(a) Advance of cost of ocean passengers and railway fares to approved
settlers.

(b) Advance of cost of outfit where required.

(c) Free passage for State-aided children.

(cf) Preference to British settlers over foreign immigrants, e.g., in respect

of landing money, &c.

(e) Arrangements for recruiting settlers in this country and for their

reception, settlement, employment and welfare overseas.

(/) Appointment of representatiA'es of His Majesty's Government overseas
to co-operate with the Oversea Governments in the reception, settle-

ment and welfare of newly-arrived British subjects.

It was clear from the outset that in all the Dominions represented the open-

ings available for workers of other classes depended upon the increase in the

number of priman.- producers. It was, consequently, agreed that the problem
covered by Part I of the Agenda, i.e., the problem oT establishing settlers from
this country as primary- producers upon the land overseas, must be the basis of

any policy of State-aided Empire Settlement, and that the facilities for inter-

Imperial migration generally, proposed in Part II of the Agenda, would only be

of limited value unless granted as part of a policy based on land settlement.

In this connection Senator Millen pointed out that there are considerable

areas in Australia suitable for settlement, but at present entirely undeveloped,

which could be developed by comprehensive settlement schemes at considerablj'

less cost than would be involved in the purchase of land in districts already

opened up. Such schemes would have the further advantage that the work of

opening up an area by railways and roads, the construction of other public

works, and the clearing of the land, &c., would find employment for many of the

intending settlers, as well as an opportunity for getting acclimatised to Aus-
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tralian conditions. Opportunities for settlement on a very large scale would
also be afforded by the irrigation works in progress on the River Murray. As
an indication of what Australia might be willing to do, if she could secure the
co-operation of His Majesty's Ciovenunent, he put fonvard for consideration a
scheme for establishing 20,000 British settlers on certain selected areas, to be
financed by a Commonwealth loan of £20,000,000 to be raised in five annual
instalments. On the analogy of the assistance given by the Commonwealth to
the Australian .States in connection with the Australian soldier settlement
schemes, he suggested that the assistance of His Majesty's Government might
take the form of a payment for five years of half the interest of each instalment
of the loan.

Sir G. Perlcy and Sir J. Allen intimated on behalf of their respective Gov-
ernments that they would welcome a policy of co-operation which would enable
tliem to receive and establish on the land a larger number of British settlers

than they could othenvise deal vnih. They had not received definite instruc-
tions from their Govermnents, and were not therefore in a position to submit
definite proposals. They would, however, communicate with their Governments,
who would no doubt fonnulate proposals before the meeting of the Prime Min-
isters in June. It was pointed out that conditions varied in every Dominion,
and that what was desirable was agreement not on a uniform type of scheme^
but upon the general principle of co-operation between the Governments con-
cerned.

On behalf of His Majesty's Government it was pointed out that the most
convenient form of financial co-operation and the most easily adaptable to
various kinds of schemes, would be in the shape of loans to individual settlers
made through and collected by the Dominion Government or settlement agency
concerned, thus diminishing the amount required to be found by the latter in
respect of each settler. This was preferable to a direct contribution towards a
Dominion developemnt scheme such as was implied in Senator Millen's sugges-
tion of payment of part interest of a Commonwealth loan, and would achieve
the same end.

In the discussion on Part II there was general agreement as to the satis-

factorj' working of the system of co-operation between the Oversea Settlement
Committee and the Dominion and State representatives in connection \vith the
grant by His Majesty's Government of free passages to British ex-service men,
and as to the desirability of any future joint scheme of assisted passages being
conducted on similar lines. The need for assisted passages was more particu-
larly emphasised by the representatives of Australia and New Zealand, Sir G.
Perley explaining that Canada had never, in the past, contributed towards
passages, and might possibly prefer some other form of joint co-operation in
helping new settlers to sharing in a scheme for granting or advancing passages.

The special attention of the Conference was drawn to the successful results

attending the Australian and New Zealand system of nominations for assisted

passages of relatives or friends in the United Kingdom by settlers already estab-
lished in those Dominions, as well as to the very satisfactory working of the
Canadian system of settling and supervising State-aided and other suitable

children from the United Kingdom.
It was generally felt that in present circumstances, at any rate, there was

not sufficient justification for the appointment of permanent representatives of

His Majesty's Government in the Dominions in connection with the settlement
of newly-arrived British subjects, and that the need for close personal touch with
the actual work of settlement overseas could be sufficiently secured by periodic

visits of representatives of the Oversea Settlement Committee.
As the outcome of the discussions of the various matters covered by botli

parts of the Agenda, the following proposals were submitted to the Conference
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by Lieutenant-Colonel Amery as a basis for discussion at the forthcoming meet-

ing of Prime Ministers:

—

1. His Majesty's Governmetit to co-operate with the Oversea Governments

in a comprclicn^ivc policy of Empire land settlement and Empire-directed migra-

tion, cxtcndinc; over a period of years, and to thi? end to contribute up to a

maximum of £2,000.000 a year in any year in respect of schemes of land settle-

ment, assisted passages and such other kindred schemes as may commend them-
selves to the Governments concerned.

2. The assistance to land settlement to take the form of advances to settlers

up to a maximum of £300 a settler, the advances to be made through the Oversea

Governments concerned or through specially approved private organizations, and
repayments collected by them. These advances to reckon pari pasati with the

advances made by the Oversea Government or private organization in respect of

conditions, security, terms of repayment, etc. The repayments to be devoted to

further advances to new settlers. In so far as expenditure not recoverable in the

form of advances may be involved in training or allowances during training. His

Majesty's Government to share this with the Oversea Government or private

organization concerned, the amount so spent being deducted from the amount
available for loan purposes.

3. His IMajcsty's Government to assign normally about half it^ total contri-

bution, viz., about £1,000,000, to land settlement. In view, however, of its com-
mitments in respect of the free-passage scheme for ex-service men and women
and other kindred expenditure arising out of the special conditions of the post-

war situation, the amount available for land settlement for the financial years
1921-22 and 1922-23 will probably not exceed £750.000. In allocating this money
as between different schemes it will be guided primarily by the merits of the
schemes both from the point of view of their economy, i.e., the number of settlers

they can deal with for a given British contribution, and still more from that

of the arrangements for training, future prospects of the settler, social amenity
(group settlements), etc., and other things being equal, by the desire to afford

all the Dominions an equal opportunity for developing their resources and
strengthening their man-power.

4. His Majesty's Government to assign the balance of its contribution to

assisted passages, including, if necessary, outfit and landing money allowances.
As regards passages, the following was suggested as a basis for discussion: One-
third of the passage money to be given as a free grant and one-third as an
advance, the latter to be increased up to two-thirds in special cases where the
Governments concerned arc agreed as to the desirability of the assistance being
given and as to the prospects of repayment. The cost of the assistance so given
to be divided equally between His Majesty's Government and that of the
Dominion concerned, the latter undertaking to collect the advances on behalf
of His Majesty's Government. The repayment to be devoted to additional
assistance to passages. Contributions to schemes of child emigration or settle-
ment to be wholly in the form of grants and not of loans.

5. If any Dominion would prefer, in lieu of a joint contribution to assist
passages, some alternative scheme for the assistance of settlers generally or
for land settlement. His Majesty's Government to consider the allocation to
such scheme of the amount it would otherwise have contributed to assisted pas-
sages in respect of settlers proceeding to that Dominion.

6. In view of the commitments of His Majesty's Government to its ex-
service men up to the end of 1922, and of the arrangements already made by
other Governments for their own schemes of assisted passages, it is not con-
templated that the general scheme for assisted passages referred to above should
come into operation before the middle of 1922 or the beginning of 1923.
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7. All settlers receiving assit^tancc under any of the above schemes to be
subject to selection and approval bj' His Majesty's Government and by the
Government of the Dominion concerned. Preference to be given, as far as may
be possible, to ex-service men.

8. As a part of this general scheme of co-operation, the Dominion Govern-
ments to make special arrangements for the reception, distribution, and initial

supervision of British settlers, who sliould, as far as conditions permit, be given
preferential treatment over foreign immigrants. His Majesty's Government
on its side to undertake to make the necessary corresponding arrangements for

furnishing information and advice and for carrying out any policy with regard
to Oversea settlement and emigration that may be agreed upon.

These proposals were approved of by the Conference, the representatives

of the Self-governing Dominions expressing the view that they contained a
generous offer on the part of His Majesty's Government and represented a
sound and practicable scheme. It was clearly understood that the offer was
conditional upon the full financial co-operation of the Dominions concerned as

regards both land settlement and assistance in respect of passages.

The Conference passed the following resolutions:

—

" 1. That this Conference recommends the proposals appended to the

Minutes of its meeting of the Ith February (i.e., the proposals given
above) to t!ie most careful consideration of the Governments of the
Empire for discussion and final decision at the forthcoming meeting of

Prime Ministers.
" 2. That in cases where money for expenses overseas is advanced to

settlers from CJovernment funds, the money should be paid to the Over-
sea Representative in this country on the settlers' account and trans-

mitted overseas for payment to the settlers on arrival.
" 3. That the bonus system, i.e., the system of recruiting settlers by

means of per caput bonus pavmcnts to third parties, should be abolished

as from the 1st July, 1921.
" 4. That it is desirable, in order to emphasize the distinction between

the movement of British subjects within the Empire and emigration to or

immigration from foreign countries, that such ex'pressions as ' oversea
settlement,' ' Empire settlement ' or ' British settlement,' ' oversea set-

tlers ' or ' Britisli settlers ' should be used in connection with the move-
ment of British subjects within the Empire in preference to ' emigration

'

or ' immigration," ' emigrants ' or ' immigrants,' these latter expressions

being confined to movement to and from countries outside the Empire."

Conference of Prime Ministers, 1921: Section X of Report

(Cmd. 1474/1921).

X.

—

Empire Settlement and Migration

The question of Empire Settlement and Migration was considered by a

special Committee under the chairmanship of the Secretary' of State for the

Colonies, and the following Resolution was finally adopted by the Conference:

—

" The Conference having satisfied itself that the proposals embodied
in the Report* of the Conference on State-aided Empire Settlement are

sound in principle, and that the several Dominions are prepared, subject

to Parliamentary sanction and to the necessarj- financial arrangements

being made, to co-operate effectively with the United Kingdom in the
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development of schemes based on these proposals, but adapted to the
particular circumstances and conditions of each Dominion, approves the
aforesaid Report.

" The South African representatives wish to make it clear that the
limited field for white labour in South Africa will preclude co-operation
by tiic Union Government on the lines contemplated by the other
Dominions.

* Annex I.

"(2) The Conference expresses the hope that the Government of the
United Kingdom will, at the earliest possible moment, secure the necessary
powers to enable it to carrj' out its part in any schemes of co-operation
which may subsequently be agreed on, preferably in the form of an Act
which will make clear that the policy of co-operation now adopted is

intended to be permanent.
"(3) The Conference recommends to the Governments of the several

Dominions that they should consider how far their existing legislation on
the subject of land settlement, soldier settlement and immigration may
require any modification or expansion in order to secure effective co-opera-

tion; and should work out, for discuss,ion with the Government of the

United Kingdom, such proposals as may appear to them most practicable

and best suited to their interests and circumstances."

Annex III

Empire Settlement Act, 1922

Chapter 13

An Act to 7nake Better Provision for Furthering British Settlement in His
Majesty's Oversea Dominions. [May 31, 1922.]

Be it enacted by the King's most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice

and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present

Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

—

1. (1) It shall be lawful for tlie Secretary of State, in association with the

Government of any part of His Majesty's Dominions, or with public authorities

or public or private organizations either in the United Kingdom or in any part

of such Dominions, to formulate and co-operate in carn'ing out agreed schemes

for affording joint assistance to suitable persons in the United Kingdom who
intend to settle in anj' part of His Majesty's Oversea Dominions.

(2) An agreed scheme under this Act may be either

—

(a) a development or a land settlement scheme; or

(b) a scheme for facilitating settlement in or migration to any part of

His Majesty's Oversea Dominions by assistance with passages, initial

allowances, training, or otherwise;

and shall make provision with respect to the contributions to be made, either

by way of grant or by way of loan or otherwise, by the parties to the agreed

scheme towards the expenses of the scheme.

(3) The Secretary of State shall have all such powers as may be necessarj'

for carrying out his obligations under any scheme made in pursuance of this Act

:
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Provided that^—
(a) the Scrretan* of State shall not agree to any scheme without the con-

sent of the Treasurj', who shall be satisfied that the contributions of
tiie Clovcnimcnt, autiiority or organisation with whom the scheme is

agreed towards the expenses of the scheme bear a proper relation to
the contribution of the Secretary- of State; and

(b) the contribution of the Secretarj- of State shall not in any case exceed
half the expenses of the scheme; and

ic) the liability of the Secretary of State to make contributions under the
scheme shall not exlend beyond a period of fifteen years after the
passing of this Act.

(4) Any expenses of the Secretary of State under this Act shall be paid out
of moneys provided by Parliament:

Pro\-ided that the aggregate amount expended by the Secretary of State
under any scheme or schemes imder this Act shall not exceed £1,500,000 in the
financial year current at the date of the passing of this Act, or £3,000,000 in
any subsequent financial year exclusive of the amount of any sums received by
way of interest on or repayment of advances previously made.

2. His Majesty may by Order in Council direct that this Act shall apply
to any territor>- which is mider His Majesty's protection, or in respect of which
a mandate is being exercised by the Government of any part of His Majesty's
Dominions as if that territor>^ were a part of His Majesty's Dominions, and,
on the making of any such order, this Act shall, subject to the pro\nsions of the
Order, have effect accordingly.

3. This Act may be cited as " The Empire Settlement Act, 1922."

Annex IV.

Agreements Entered into Under " The Empire Settlement Act, 1922."

(i) Schemes Concluded up to April 18, 1923.

(o) Passage Schemes.

1. A Passage Agreement, dated the 19th July, 1922, has been concluded with
the Government of the Commonwealth of Australia for the assisted migration
of suitable persons (men, women and chilch-en) desiring to settle in the Common-
wealth. Under this scheme the assistance normally takes the form of a free
grant of one-third and a loan up to one-third of the cost of the passage. Addi-
tional assistance by way of loan is given in special cases towards the cost of
passages, and pro\nsion is made in necessitous cases for assistance towards
other expenses. The cost of the assistance granted is shared equally by His
Majesty's Government and the Commonwealth Government. The "probable
cost to His Majesty's Government during 1923-4 is approximately £420,000.

2. A Passage Agreement, dated the 28th August, 1922, has been concluded
with the Government of New vcaland for the assisted migration of suitable per-
sons (men, women and children), the Dominion Government and His Majesty's
Government contributing upon an agreed scale by way of grant and loan to-
wards the cost of passages. The probable cost to His Majesty's Government
during 1923-24 is approximately £125,000.

(b) Land Settlement Schemes.

(See Appendix II to Report of Committee on Oversea Settlement, page
149.)
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(c) Other Schemes.

1. Passage Agreements have been concluded w-itli the Dominion of Canada,
pro\'iding for assistance to the follownng classes of settlers:

—

(a) Children.—Grants of 80 dollars per head in respect of the transport
expenses of 5.000 children (boys and girls) not less than 8 years of age
at the date of sailing, or who have not reached the age of 15 years on
the 1st April, 1923. and are sent to Canada under the auspices of a
recognise<l Child Migration Society. The total cost to His Majesty's
Government during 1923-4 will be approximately £50,000.

(b) Single Women.—A loan of the minimum third-class fare to approved
domestic household workers from port of embarkation in this countrj'

to their rail destination in Canada. The total cost to His Majesty's
Government during 1923-4 will be approximately £50,000.

(c) Families.—A loan of 75 per cent in the cost of transportation in the

case of families nominated by a person of British l)irth domiciled in

Canada and proceeding to agricultural employment. The total cost

to His Majesty's Government during 1923-4 will be approximately
£50,000.

2. Ontario.—An Agreement, dated the 1st Februan.-, 1922, has been con-
cluded with the Government of Ontario, for assisting 2,000 single men and 2,000

single women to migrate to Ontario during a period of twelve months. The men
will be placed on farms and the women in household service.

3. Society for the Oversea Settlement of British Women Loan Fund.—An
Agreement has been concluded, dated the 19th March, 1923. supplementing the
Loan Funri of the Society. Assistance will be granted to suitable women settlers

who are able to bear the whole of the expenses of their journey overseas, and
who arc not eligible for assistance under Agreements with Oversea Governments.
The estimated cost to His Majesty's Government during 1923-4 is approximately
£2,500.

(ii) Schemes under Xcgotiation on April IS, 1923

(a) Land Settlement Schemes

(Since concluded: See Appendix II to the Report of the Committee on
Oversea Settlement, page 149.)

(b) Other Schemes

1. Salvation Army.—Agreements are nearing completion for dealing with: —
(a) Single women; and
(6) Blind-alley boys.

2. Church Army.—An Agreement is nearing completion for training boys
for farm work and girls for domestic service.

3. Dr. Barnardo's Homes.—An Agreement has been drafted for assisting,

as an experiment, parties of 75 boys and 50 girls to proceed to New South Wales,

and is awaiting an indication of the amount of assistance which will be afforded

by the Conunonwcalth (lovornment.

4. Felloiuship of the Maple Leaf.—An Agreement has been drafted, and is

now with the Society, for supplementing their Loan Fund, out of which they

assist teachers to proceed to the Western Provinces of Canada.
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5. Australian Farms, Limited.—A scheme is being discussed whereby the
Company will raise a loan for a land development scheme on condition

—

(a) that the interest on the loan is guaranteed to them for a term of ten
years, and

(b) that they will raise at least an equivalent loan without a guarantee of
interest.

This scheme is now being considered by the Directors of the Company in

Australia.

6. Child Emigration Society.—A scheme has been agreed in principle for

assisting the Fairbridge Farm School in Western Australia with the provision
of new buildings and the maintenance and training of additional children.

7. The Craigiclinn Boi/.s' Training Farm.—An Agreement is now ready for

assisting in testing 100 boys per annum in Scotland with a view to their migra-
tion to Canada and Australia. This Agreement will probably be signed at an
early date.

8. British Dominions Emigration Society.—An Agreement has been drafted

for assisting seventy-five families to proceed to Canada during the next three

months.

Anxex V
MIGRANTS OF BRITISH AND IRISFf XATIOXALITY TO AND FROM EXTR.V-EUHOPEAN

COUNTRIES IN THE YEARS 1913, 1921 AND 1922

—
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BRITISH AND IRISH SUBJECTS RKCORDF.D AS EMIGRANTS FROM OR IMMKIHANTS
INTO EACH DIVISION OF THE UNITED KINGDOM IN THE YEARS 1913, 1921 AND 1922

—
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New Zealand—
The Hon. Sir J.\mes Allen, K.C.B. (High Commissioner for New Zealand).

Union of South Africa—
Sir William Macintosh, M.L.A.

Irish Free State—
Mr. E. J. RioRD.\N.

Colonies and Protectorates—
The Hon. W. G. A. Ormsby-Gore, M.P.

The Committee held its first meeting on the 11th October, 1923.

The Chairman, in his opening statement, dealt generally with those aspects

of oversea settlement wiiich are common to all Dominions.
The oversea representatives replied dealing speciallj- with the problem in

its relation to their respective territories.

It was agreed that the representatives of His Majesty's Government should
meet the representatives of Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa
separately.

The results of these meetings were considered at a further meeting of the
whole Committee held on the 2nd November, when it was decided to submit the

following Report:

—

I.

—

General Policy

The Committee endorse and reaffirm the policy of State-aided Empire set-

lement submitted to, and approved by, the Conference of Prime Ministers, 1921
(see Cmd. 1474, Resolution X and Appendix V), and implemented in the United
Kingdom by the passing of the Empire Settlement Act, 1922.

The aim of this policy is a redistribution of the white population of the

Empire in the best interests of the Empire as a whole.

State-aided Empire settlement should be regarded, not as a means of deal-
ing with abnormal unemployment in the United Kingdom, but as a means of
promoting primarj' production and increased trade, thus permanently minimis-
ing the risk of unemployment both in the United Kingdom and in other parts of

the Empire.
The Committee have carefully considered the results achieved under the

Empire Settlement Act, and estimate that by the 31st December, 1923, upwards
of 40,000 settlers will have been assisted to proceed from the United Kingdom
to other parts of the Empire at an outlay of about £800.000, in part recoverable,

and shared between the Imperial Government and the Governments of the Do-
minions concerned. It must of course be borne in mind that these figures refer

only to State-aided migration under the Empire Settlement Act. The total

number of persons who migrated to the Dominions (chieflv to Canada) during
the year ending the 30th June, 1923, was 132,000, of whom 22,498 received
assistcfl pa.«sage.« under the Act and approximately 11,200 were granterl passages
imder the Government free passage scheme for ex-service men and women.

These results would seem to be incommensurate with the needs of the situ-

ation, both in the United Kingdom and in the Dominions, more especially in
Australia and Canada, but it is clear that the rate at which any redistribution
of the white population of the Empire can take place must be governed by the
rate at which the Dominions can satisfactorily absorb these new settlers.

The Committee have carefully considered the causes, partly political, partly
economic, which have checked the development of Empire migration and Empire
settlement during the last two years. They would point out that a redistribu-
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tion of population upon a large scale necessarily involves considerable initial

expenditure, and rc(iuires scientific administration over a period of years. Such
a policy can only be carried out effectively by the Cioveniments concerned \\ith

the approval and continuous support of their respective peoples. A further fiiffi-

culty arises from the fact that large expenditure has been, and still is being,

incurred in the Dominions in the settlement of ex-soldiers upt)n the land.

Experience also shows that the figures of migration and settlement are high-
est in times of trade prosperity and lowest in times of trade depres.'jion. During
the present period of depression, when agricultural operations and other branches
of industry have in many cases been carricnl on at a loss, there has been a
natural decline in the opportunities afforded to British .settlers.

The e\ndence placed before the Committee does not suggest that the com-
paratively disappointing results achieved are due to lack of publicity or to
deficiencies in organisation, either in the Dominions or in the United Kingdom,
since the number of applicants in the United Kingdom has been continuously
in excess of the demand from overseas. This does not, of coui-se, imply that
improvements in organisation cannot usefully be effected, and, as will be seen
from the later paragraphs of this Report, arrangements have, in fact, been con-
cluded during the discussions of the Committee for ameliorating in several par-
ticulars the facilities pro\ided.

The Committee believe that the obstacles referred to above will tend gradu-
ally to diminish as the importance of a satisfactor>- distribution of. population
is more fully untlerstood and as economic conditions imprive; and they are con-

fident that the ultimate results of the new policy will amply justify its inaugura-
tion.

They therefore recommend that the Go\-crnments of those parts of the
Empire suitable to settlement should use every endeavour to ensure the progres-

sive enlargement of the policy in their respective territories. Especially, it would
appear to be of the first importance that every effort should be made to expedite

development, e.g., transport, irrigation, etc., in those parts of the Empire where
such development is still needed. The rate of settlement in such areas must, it

is clear, in a large measure depend upon the rate of development. In the earlier

stages this is likely to be comparatively slow, but as the newly-developed areas

begin to accommodate settlers, and as fresh development of further areas is

initiated, the rate of absorption should increase more and more rapidly.

Development works should therefore be pressed on as promptly and steadily as

possible.

The Committee also believe that much may be accomplished by encour-
aging among the young during the years of education a desire for life upon the
land, together ^^ith a knowledge of the geography of the Empire and the con-
ditions of life and opportunities within its territories.

It is relevant to point out that the forthcoming British Empire Exhibition
should exercise a valuable influence in directing attention to the opportunities

afforded by life in the Dominions. The Committee are glad to hear that a
special series of e.Khibits is being prepared for the British Government PaNnlion

with the object of illustrating the need for redistribution of population x\'ithin

the Empire and the advantages which settlement overseas offers to the right

type of men and women in this country-.

II.—MiGR.\Tiox Akiungements

(a) selection and recruiting

The arrangements for selection and recruiting, both through official and
voluntarA- channels, are at present adequate, except in the case of women, to

ensure as large a flow of settlers as the Dominions can absorb. It is realised,
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however, that as developments take place overseas, further measures may be
required in order to stimulate applications for settlement. Certain of these

measures are indicated under subsequent headings.

(b) nomination

It is recognized that the successful settler is the best recruiter of new
settlers. The nomination system is based on this principle. It is desirable,

however, that the existing system should be extended, (i) by popularizing

individual nomination by means of suitable publicity overseas, and by arrange-

ments to relieve the nominator, whenever necessary and possible, of any obliga-

tion for the repayment of passage money, (ii) by encouraging collective nomi-
nation, i.e., nominations by churches and other groups or societies in favour of

persons to be selected by kindred organizations in this country.

In the case of Canada, the nominator is liable for the repayment of

advances of passage money made to the nominated settler. The Committee
understand that this liability is likely to act as a deterrent, and it would seem
desirable therefore that nominators should be released from this obligation.

The Canadian Government have declared their willingness to relieve nominators
of this liability in the future, whenever necessary and possible, and have also

agreed to advances up to 100 per cent of the fare to approved persons proceed-

ing under nomination to settle on the land in Canada. In the case of Australia,

whilst nominated settlers are eligible for the usual free grant in respect of

passage money, it is not the usual practice to advance any part of the balance
cost of passages to nominated settlers. Where this is done, however, the
nominee is solely responsible for the repayment of any advances. The Com-
monwealth Government have undertaken to consider the possibility of extend-

ing to nominated settlers the loan provisions of the Assisted Passage Schemes,
which have hitherto been accorded to nominated settlers only in special circum-

stances.

As regards collective nomination, arrangements have already been made
under which the British and Canadian Governments are jointly bearing the
cost of sending two representatives of the Y.M.C.A. to Canada to organize the

system through the various Churches, Masonic Lodges, Rotary Clubs, and other
associations.

The possibility of sending representatives to Australia and New Zealand
with the object of increasing collective nomination in those Dominions is at

present under consideration.

It is clear that any reductions in passage rates, such as those discussed
below, will stimulate the working of the nomination system, both individual

and collective.

(C) P.\SSAGE3

The Committee fully recognize the importance of cheap transportation in
connection with migration and settlement. It is understood, however, that the
steamship companies are not in a position at the moment to make reductions in
general passage rates, nor has it been possible to arrange for a larger rebate on
fares for assisted settlers.

In these circumstances, the Committee have taken into consideration the
question whether any further contributions should be made by the British and
Dominion Governments towards the cost of assisted passages.

Canada.—It has been arranged that the scheme entitling children to a free
passage grant, which has hitherto applied only to children proceeding under the

36 -S
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auspices of societies, such as Dr. Barnardo's Homes, shall be extended to cover

children up to 16 years inclusive proceeding as members of families with their

parents, provided that the parents are proceeding under an Assisted Passage

Scheme. The age limits for children entitled to free passages proceeding under
the auspices of societies, hitherto from 8 to 14 years inclusive in the case of

girls, and from 8 to 16 years inclusive in the case of boys, have been extended

in order to include, in approved cases, children below 8 years of age, and girls

of 15 and 16. Consideration is also being given to the possibility of making
the grants applicable to boys and girls of 17.

lender the nomination system, as mentioned in Paragraph (B) above, up
to 100 per cent of the whole cost of the journey instead of 75 per cent may in

future be advanced to the nominated settler, and the settler's own security will

be accepted for repayment of the advance.

Women proceeding to household work, will, as at present, be eligible for

an advance of the whole of their passage money, but they will in future be
allowed a rebate of £6 from the sum repayable in respect of this advance, pro-

vided that they have completed one year's residence in household service on u

farm in Canada, and have meantime repaid their loan instalments satisfactorily.

Australia.—The existing Assisted Passage Agreement provides for a free

grant of £11, being onc-thivd of the passage money, and a loan of the balance
£22, where required, in all approved cases. It is felt that in spite of the generous
provisions of this Agreement the amount of the advances repayable by families
who have received this assistance is so large as seriouslj' to handicap their
successful settlement. In practice, this difiiculty has prevented the acceptance
of otherwise suitable families. In these circumstances, the Australian repre-

sentative has undertaken that his Government shall consider the possibility of

amending the existing Agreement as follows, viz., children under 12, whether
proceeding as members of families or otherwise, to travel free of charge instead

of at half fare, and the half-fare rate to be accorded to children over 12 and
up to and including 16 years of age.

New Zealand.—The attention of the Committee has been called to the
generous term^ of the Assisted Passage Agreement which was revised shortly
before the meeting of the Conference. This Agreement provides free passages
for women proceeding to domestic service, and for children up to the age of

16 inclusive. Juveniles of 17 and 18 receive passages on payment of £5 10s.

per head, whilst a man and wife, if accompanied by one or more children under
19, are provided with passages for themselves on payment of £11 each, each
child under 17 receiving a free passage, and between 17 and 19 being charged
£5 10s. It is, therefore, possible for a man and wife with a family of children
under 17 years of age to proceed to New Zealand under the Agreement on
payment of only £22.

(d) reception

The Committee have been impressed by the importance of adequate arrange-
ments for the reception and absorption of new settlers. "They feel that the
arrangements described below sliould go far to meet the needs of the situation.

_
Canada.—The Dominion Government have decided to re-establish in the

rural districts of Canada the Immigration Employment Sen-ice which ceased to
function at the outbreak of war. The Agents of tliis Service in Canada will
ascertain the number of farm helpers requircti in their several districts, and will
forw-ard requisitions for the desired numbers to the Canadian Superintendent of
Emigration in the United Kingdom. The numbers required will be selected in
this country by the usual process, and on their arrival in Canada, the new
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settlers will be rcccivetl by the Agents of the Employment Service and dis-

tributed to the farms where their ser\'ices arc needed. Should any settler fall

out of employment, the Agent of his district will be prepared to assist him to

find another >uitable place.

Australia.—Under existing arranKcmcnts. tiic new settlers arc met at the

port of arrival by the Government Immigration Officers who arrange for their

accommodation, if neccssar>\ at hostels, from which they arc distributed to

their destinations in the country districts. Nominated passengers are, of course,,

received on arrival by their relatives or friends.

The Committee welcomed a statement by the Australian representative tiiat

he would gladly take up with the Governments of the Australian States the
desirability of supplementing the existing arrangements by establishing Farm
l^eccption Depots in the various States, where settlers might be received, and
afforded, where necessary, brief preliminary training before being placed out
upon farms. These Depots should be available for the accommodation of new
settlers, who may not have found permanently satisfactory employment, at any
time within, say, one year, from the date of their first amval.

New Zealand.—The bulk of the new settlers for New Zealand are nominated
by relatives or friends who generally meet them at the port of arrival, and
immediately take charge of them. All other settlers are met by the Govern-
ment Immigration Officers, and, where necessary, are accommodated in hostels
until they can proceed to permanent employment. Tiiis system is regarded as

adequate for the present.

(e) F.4MILIES

The Committee agree that family migration is the ideal form of migration.
There arc, however, certain difficulties to be overcome if the settlement of
families upon the land overseas is to be carried out successfully, viz:

—

1. The difiiculty which the head of a family finds in providing maintenance
for his dependents while he is gaining experience in land work;

2. The lack of accommodation for families in the country districts overseas.

It has already been pointed out that the restrictions upon family migration
which result from the high cost of passages have been largely modified by the
liberal assistance afforded under the revised Assisted Passage Agreements men-
tioned in paragraph (C), Passages, above.

With regard to (1), the Committee have taken into consideration the feasi-

bility of ex-perimental schemes under the Empire Settlement Act for granting
allowances where necessarj' to the heads of families (say 10s. a week for a wife
and 5s. for a child) for a period not exceeding two months from the date of
their arrival overseas.

Canada.—The Dominion representative, whilst making it clear that the
provision of maintenance allowances for selected families presented various diffi-

culties and might not be acceptable to his Government, has undertaken that the
possibilities of introducing experimentally an arrangement of this kind for a
limited number of families should receive careful consideration.

Australia.—The existing land settlement schemes for New South Wales,
Victoria and Western Australia make certain provision for the maintenance
of families during the initial period of settlement by means of the payment of

wages or the like. Tiicse scheme-*, however, only deal with the limited number
of settlers who have been selected with a view to their establishment as inde-

pendent farmers on their own account. The Australian representative considered

36—8J
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that in the present position of the movement no further action was necessary

by his Government, particularly as the difficulties in question would be to some
extent met if the States established the projected Farm Reception Depots.

(f) children and JIVENILES

The Committee attach the greatest importance to the migration of children

and juveniles, which they regard as one of the most hopeful of all forms of

migration.

Canada.—The Dominion Government adhere to the policy, which has been
successfully pursued for the last forty years, of cncouraj^ing the settlement in

Canada of Children who proceed to the Dominion under tlie auspices of societies

such as Dr. Barnardo's Homes. This sj'stem deals, generally speaking, with
orphan and destitute children. In addition, the Dominion Government are

anxious to stimulate the migration of children and juveniles proceeding as mem-
bers of families and have agreed, as explained in paragraph (C) above, to

exlend the free grant at present given to children going out unfler the auspices of

approved Societies to children going out as members of families as well as to

children and juveniles preceding their parents under any other approved
arrangements. Schemes for dealing with children and juveniles of the last men-
tioned class are at present under discussion with the Government of the Pro^^nce
of Ontario.

Australia.—A beginning has been made in regard to child migration on
similar lines to the existing system in Canada, but the Australian representative

considers that juvenile migration is better adapted to the local conditions of

Australia, and hopes tliat that form of migration will be developed to the utmost
possible extent. Schemes are already in existence in most of the States of Aus-
tralia for the reception, placing and supervision of boys between the ago.- of 16

um] 18. Under these schemes, the State Governments accept responsibility for

the boys, placing them at agreed rates of pay under approved famiers in the

countrj' districts and keeping them under careful supervision. The bulk of the

wages is deposited regularly to the credit of the boys in the State Savings Bank.
At the end of their apprenticeship the boys will Iw helped to settle satisfactorily

upon the land with a Aiew to becoming independent farmers. If thrifty, they
should by this time have a sum of abViut £100 to their credit in the Savings
Bank.

(g) public school boys

Canada.—With a view to stimulating the settlement of public school boys
and others of a similar class, the Dominion Government will consider the possi-

bility of arranging with the Agricultural Colleges of Canada to offer free courses

annually to a certain number of students from this countiy, and we will make
efforts in otiier directions to encourage the movement of this class.

Australia.—With the same object in view, it is hoped to arrange at an early

date for scholarships in agriculture to be awarded to selected boys in this country
who would proceed to Australia and enter an Agricultural College or Training
Farm in the Commonwealth. St«ps would be taken to establish these boys as

independent farmers under the existing land settlement schemes, or by means
of the share-farming system, or some other suitable method.

New Zealand.—The New Zealand Government will take twenty selected

boys a month and place them with suitable farmers for agricultural training.

These boys will be under Government supervision tliroughout their training, and
it is anticipated that suitable opportunities will be available for their settlement

in New Zealand at the conclusion of their course.
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Union of South Africa.—The scheme of hand settlement referred to in sec-

tion III will also deal with a number of new settlers of this class.

(h) women and GIRI/S

No retlistribution of population can be effective unless it results in the

settlement overseas of an adequate proportion of women and girls. The need
of women for women's work in the household and as wives of the present and
mothers of the future generations is urgent throu^liout the Dominions—most
urgent of all in agricultural and newly developed districts. It is admitted that

the numbers of women and girls who are proceeding overseas fall far short of

this urgent demand.
The Committee consider that all possible steps should be taken to stimu-

late this form of migration, but they w-ould lay equal stress upon the necessity

for the most careful provision being made for the supervision and after-care of

women and especially of young and inexperienced girls. They are glad to learn

that women officers have already been appointed to assist in this work both in

this country and overseas, and that steps are Iwing taken to extend the system.
The following arrangements iia\-e been agreed vriih a view to stimulating

the settlement of women overseas, \-iz.:

—

Ever>- family proceeding under nomination either to Canada, Australia or
New Zealand will be authorised, if they so desire and subject to the concurrence
of the nominator, to include one additional woman, either relative or friend,

amongst their number.

Canada.—A rebate of £6 from the passage loan will be granted, in the case
of women household workers who have satisfactorily settled on farms (see para-
graph CO above).

With a view to stimulating the settlement of women of a class corresponding
to public school boys, the Dominion Government will consider the possibility

of arranging free courses at the Provincial Agricultural Colleges in Canada for

women students from this country.

Australia.—The Australian representative recommends a system of appren-
ticeship with all necessars^ safeguards, for girls from 15 to 17 years of age on
lines similar to the South Australian system of farm apprenticeship for boys.

A'ejc Zealand.—The Government already stimulate the migration of women
by granting free passages to domestic workers and additional concessions in

respect of the fares of the wives of intending settlers with children. These
arrangements arc indicated in paragraph (C) above under the heading " Pass-

ages."

Til.— T,.\ND Setti.f.mknt

(.\) SCHEMES

Canada.—The Canadian Government offer to ex-scrvicc men from other

parts of the Empire the facilities afforded to tlieir own cx-ser\'icc mm for

settlement on the land under the auspices of the Soldier Settlement Board.
Over 2.5.000 Canadian ex-soldiers have already been placed on the land in the
Dominion by the Board. The number of Britisii ex-scrvicc men so placed is 266.

The Soldier Settlement Act enables the Board to grant loans to settlers for

the following purposes:

—

1. To purchase land up to 4,500 dollars.

2. For stock and equipment up to 2.000 dollars.

3. For permanent imprnvemrnts up td 1.(11)0 dullars.
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Loans are repayable in twenty-five consecutive annual instalments at

5 per cent interest amortized.

His Majesty's Oovcnimcnt are considering; the possibility of formulating a
scheme in oo-opcration with the Dominion Government under the Empire Settle-

ment Act, in order to enable larger numbers of British cx-ser\-ice men to take
advantage of this offer.

In present circumstances, the Canadian Government are not in a position

to extend the privileges of the Soldier Settlement Act to men who have not
sen'^ed with the Forces.

Avstralia.—Schemes for land settlement in the States of New South Wales,
Victoria, and Western Australia have already been concluded under the Empire
Settlement Act. A summary of these schemes is contained in Appendix II. It

is understood that the .\ustralian authorities have under consideration schemes
of development involving openings f(ir land ^f ulcnunt wii'.ch wiil ho brought
forward at an early date.

A^C!(' Zealand.—The Dominion Gv..i.i.i.,tiii, a- ..i..:..iWm iw .i preceding
paragraph, have undertaken to place on farms under supervision a number of

public school boys with a view to tlicir settlement upon the land under favour-

able conditions, but so far have been unable to formulate further definite land

settlement proposals.

Utiion of South Africa.—The Union Government, whilst stressing the fact

that the limited field for white labour in South Africa precludes co-operation

on their part on the lines contemplated by the other Dominions, are nesro-

tiating an agreement to enable a number of selected settlers (fixed provisionally

at 500 per annum for three years) who possess not less than £500 of their

own, to take advantage of the land settlement facilities afforded by the exi.sting

South African legislation.

Rhodesia.—^The representative of Rhodesia expressed regret that in -^-iew of

the fact that the new Government had come into existence as recently as the

1st Oct<iber last, he was unable at present to submit proposals for co-operation

imder the Empire Settlement .Act. In view, however, of tiie fact that the
Government of Rhodesia is now in full possession of 50 million acres of unalien-

ated land, it seemed probable that that Government would, in due course, desire

to co-operate in schemes under the Empire Settlement Act.

(b) GROl'P SETTLEMENT

The importance, as well as the difficulties, of land settlement and develop-
ment have been referred to in an earlier paragraph of this Report, and it need
only be added that the Committee hope that development and settlement may
be stimulated by means of " group settlement." A system of placing new settlers

upon the land in groups is already in operation in Western .Vustralia. The
Committee regard the results as hopeful, and it has been agreed that experi-
ments should be undertaken with a view to the adoption of the system in other
suitable parts of the Empire, and its extension on the following lines. The
object of the extended syst^-m would be to select in the United Kingdom groups
of families not drawn as at present from various parts of the countrs^ but
connected by .some bond of .sympathy, such as residence in the same town or
district, or membership of the same organization, and to settle these groups
under skilled supervision upon a suitable tract of land overseas. The groups
would not form isolated communities, but would be intermingled, ab initio, with
the exi.sting population, and the area chosen would be sufficiently extensive to
allow of the settlement from time to time of further groups from the same
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source ami similarly connected. This form of settlement should not be con-

fused with community settlement in the sense of settlement upon a communal
basis. At the same time, eveiy advantage would be taken of the principle of

co-operation in respect both of inirchasing equipment, etc., and of marketing

produce. The Committee arc of opinion that such .schemes, especially if linked

up v.-ith some local organization in the ^lother Country would be of great assist-

ance in the recruiting of large numbers of suitable settlers.

Both the Canadian and Australian representatives have agreed to discuss

with the Provincial and State Governments the inauguration of some such

schemes in favourable areas in their respective Dominions.

(C) TR.\INING

The Committee have come to the conclusion that such training (apart from
any brief period of testing in order to ensure suitability) as may be required

by persons in the United Kingdom who contemplate settlement upon the land

overseas should be undertaken overseas and not in this country. It was
admitted that a brief period of testing in this country might conduce to the

elimination of unfit persons, but the Committee felt that if such an experiment

were to be tried the cost could not be shared bj* the oversea Governments. The
Canadian representative intimated, however, that his Government would be
prepared to supply free of charge instructors familiar with Canadian conditions.

As regards women, the Committee considered that if it were decided to

arrange for the training of selected women for household service overseas, such

training should be given in this comitry. At the same time, the Dominion
representatives made it clear that they could not commit their Governments to

sharing part of the cost of such training.

IV.

—

Conclusion

In view of the results enumerated above, the Committee venture to think
that the discussions which have taken place have not been unfruitful. It will

readily be imderstood that in the time at the disposal of the Committee it has
not been practicable to arrive at definite decisions in all cases, since the repre-
sentatives of the several Dominions have naturally had to refer certain ques-
tions for examination by their Departments at home. It will be seen, however,
that the questions dealt with during the sessions of the Committee include pro-
visions for stimulating the working of the nomination system ; larger contribu-
tions towards assisted passages, especially under the very important heads of

families and children; provision for the reception of new settlers; arrange-
ments in regard to children and juveniles, public school boys, and women and
girls. As regards land settlement a valuable scheme is under negotiation with
the Government of the Union of South Africa; the Australian Government hope
before long to be able to bring for«'ard important proposals for development
and settlement; and the possibilities of group settlement have been explored.

The Committee in reporting these matters to the Conference venture to express

the hope that the several Governments concerned, both in Great Britain and
the Dominions, will look upon the results attained as an instalment only of

what might be achieved, and will be unremitting in their efforts to further the

policy of redistribution of population alike by the removal of any obstacle to

which their attention may be called, and by framing fresh schemes of land

settlement as and when circumstances may permit.

Signed on behalf of the Committee,

ALBERT BUCKLEY
(Chairman).

November 2, 1923.
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Appendix I

Assisted Passage Rates to Canada

(Ordinary Third Class Fare approximately £16)

Class of Settler
Assistance Granted

under
Kxistinp; Agreements

Modifications to take
efTect from

January 1, 1924

Sinele fiinn workers (nominated)

Single women (household workers)

Families (nominated and proceed-
ing to farm work).

Children and juveniles proceeding
under the auspices of societies.

.\dvance up to 75 per cent of cost
of journey if nominated by
British subject resident in Can-
ada, and proceeding to farm
work, joint undertaking to repay
being given by nominator and
nominee.

.Vdvance up to 100 per cent of cost
of journey.

.\dvanoe up to 75 per cent of cost
of journey on joint bond of nomi-
nator and nominee.

Free grant of cost of journey in

respect of children (boys, 8 to 16;

girls, 8 to 14).

.\dvancc up to 100 per cent to all

persons nominated by Canadian
Government Employment
-Agents Cor by private persons as
before), the bond of nominee
himself being accepted as secur-
ity for ropu.vment.

Advance up to 100 per cent, with
conditional rebate of £6.

.Advance up to 100 per cent on bond
of nominee alone. Childcen ac-
accompanying parents assisted
under the Kmpire Pcttlement
-Act to be eligible for free grant
of cost of journey not exceeding
$80. One additional single

woman to be included in each
nominated family if so desired.

.Age limits to include all children
and juveniles up to their seven-
teenth birthday.

Assisted Pass.age Rates to Austealu

(Reduced Third Class Fares £33.)
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Appendix II

Australia

Symmary of Existing Land Settlement Schemes

(a) Western Australia.—An agreement with the Commonwealth Govern-
ment and the Government of Western Austraha for setthng 75,000 new settlers

within a period of from three to five years, and establishing about 6,000 of these
settlers on farms of their own at an estimated cost, excluding passages, of

£6,000,000. The British Government will pay one-third of the interest for a
period of five years on loans raised to finance the scheme.

(b) Victoria.—An agreement for assisting 2,000 persons to settle on farms
of their own in Victoria over a period of fifteen months. The contribution of
His Majesty's Government takes the form of a payment of one-third of the
interest on loans raised to finance the scheme, a loan of one-half of the wages
paid to the settlers while engaged on preparatory work on their own farms, and
a guarantee to the Victoria Government against one-half of anj' losses (with a
maximum of £300) which they maj^ incur through making advances (approxi-

mately £625) to the settlers for the purchase of stock and equipment.

(c) Neiv South Wales.—An agreement for assisting 6,000 persons to settle

on farms in New South Wales over a period of five years. The contribution of

His Majesty's Government takes the form of a payment of one-third of the

interest on loans raised to finance the scheme, a loan of one-half of the cost

of sustenance of settlers and their families during training, and a guarantee to

the bank in respect of advances (approximately £500) to settlers. The agree-

ment was signed on the 1st June, 1923, and will come into operation on the 1st

February, 1924.

CO-OPERATION IN FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO IMPERL4L
DEVELOPMENT

The proceedings began with the following statement by the Chairman at

the Seventh Meeting of the Conference, held on the 10th October, 1923:—
The Chaihman: The next subject on the Agenda is the question of finan-

cial co-operation. I think it is apparent from all the discussions we have had
that settlement, markets, Preference, and finance are really all different aspects

of the broail question of development, and the extent to which development pro-

grammes can be carried out is the measure of the production which can be

obtained and the measure of the extent to which settlement can be undertaken.

ACCELERATION OF DEVELOPMENT SCHEMES THROUGHOUT EMPIRE OF VITAL INTEREST
TO GREAT BRITAIN

I will say at once that to us in this countn,- it is of the most vital interest,

both directly and indirectly, that the putting in hand of these development
schemes all over the Empire should be speeded up. It means an earlier chance

for settlers and for more of them; it means—you know our unemployment situ-

ation in this countr\' and the prospects that are before us—it means immediate
orders, and it means a growing trade coming from the development and the pro-

duction which fosters, and therefore we feel most strongly that no possibility

should be left out of account which can help to speed up development. Now we
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have already taken up the question of Preference, and I want to put to you
anotlier aspect tliis afternoon, the question of direct finance. I think it is also clear

from the statements everj-body has made around this table that if the Dominions
are to undertake large schemes of development, two conditions are necessary:

in the first place, as Mr. Bruce so well put it, a reasonable certainty tiiat there

will be a market for the produce of the population, and secondly that the finan-

cial commitments which are undertaken will not in the initial stages place an
undue bunlen on the particular State or the particular undertaking.

The first of those questions we are pcoins; into on other subjects. I want to

consider this afternoon whether we cannot use our credit to co-operate with you
in the second, the purely financial question. I put in my opening of the Con-
ference the general proposal. As I say, you have got programmes of develop-
ment, evorj' one of you, which you hope to undertake over a period of years. If

we could speed them up on sound terms it is good policy and it is good l)usiness.

We have been following that policy here. We have followed it in our home
affairs under the Trade Facilities Act by the giving of guarantees. We are fol-

lowing it to-day in getting local authorities and Public Utility Companies to

anticipate their programmes; to put in hand -work they would not put in hand
for some years, and we give them financial assistance in order to get that done;
the value to us of course being the immediate orders which we get and the
development of sound revenue-producing schemes. It is a policy whicli we pro-

pose to follow in helping on the most rapid possible development through the
Colonies. Now it is true that we already grant funds under the Settlement Act
and the money voted under that financial assistance goes for the development
of settlement; but my broad proposition to you to-day is, if we can get the
speeding up of the development programmes that lie before you over a period
of years, if Me could get the earlier undertaking of works which would place
orders here, we should be prepared to assist directly and financially.

You will remember that in the early stages we tabled this as a subject for

discussion. We sent to you last July a telegram, which was in these terms:
" Following is general indication of lines on which His Majesty's Government,
subject to results of discussion at Economic Conference, would be prepared to
consider schemes of financial co-operation which may be proposed with view to
assisting early development of public utility undertakings in the Dominions and
India which without such assistance would be delayed, or not proceeded with.

Undertakings assisted should l)e of a nature which if put in hand rapidly would
confer liirect benefit both on Dominion and India and on employment by placing
of orders in United Kingdom. Conrlitions and limits of financial assistance and
shares of co-operating Governments in such assistance would t>e settled in each
case by special agreement. Without excluding from consideration any form of

assistance His INIajesty's Government consider guarantee of interest or advance
of part of interc.'it for limited period is likely to prove the most generally useful

method. Specific proposals under an agreed general scheme would naturally be
examined carefully by competent authorities both in Dominion and India and
United Kingdom before approval." I need not elaborate here the question of

guarantee. It is present to all your minds that in the fii-st place there will be
cases where a mere guarant<H? would not afford adequate financial inducement.
In the second place the addition of a direct British Government guarantee might
not give a material financial advantage; it might make little or no difTerence in

the rate at which the money can be borrowed. I know there is also the question
in considering guarantees which certainly you will have to take into account,

whether the acceptance—and upon this I think opinions Mill differ—whether the
acceptance of a guarantee to an issue would tend to depreciate the value of past
or future unguaranteed issues.
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GR.\NT OF INTKREST DX RING INMTIAl, STAGI-

I tliink tliercforc the most liopcful system is that of a grant oi pan interest

over a period in rcspert of anticipated schemes whicli arc put in liand l)cfore

their nonnal time and which are reficct<'d in orders placed here. Now let mo
take one or two concrete examples of what I mean arising out of tlie kind of

statements which have been made here.

Ni;w ze.vland's iiydro-klectric schemes

Let me take New Zealand. Mr. Massey spoke to. us of programmes of

hydro-electric development. Normally I take it those programmes are going
to be spread over a period of years and the orders will come here. Well, we
want orders as quickly as we can get thorn. This is our black time. You would
be glad enough. I presume, to get tlic development quicker if you were satisfied

with the financial conditions. Normally that development would spread over a

period of years. Would you put it in hand more rapidly and place the orders

here if we hel])ed ti)e accelerated part of it with interest during the initial stages?

Mr. Massey: Most certainly.

Al'.^TRALTAN' R.\II.W.\Y SCHEMES

The Chairman: Now let me take again the kind of subject I think that

came out in JMr. Bruce's speech and which have been constantly discussed here

by Australian rppresentati^•es. There are big tentative schemes of railway
development in Australia. Some arc going fonvard in any case, but tliere are

schemes nf (.dc kind or annther which arc postponed or not taken in hand yet

because the immediate financial outlay would not be justified. If it can be
arranged that there should be a grant of interest for some part, of the initial

period, part of the interest for an initial period, in respect, say, of that propor-

tion of the capital of these anticipated schemes which was represented by orders

here and by freight, would you undertake those in the immediate future?

india'.s development programme

Take India. Mr. Innes gave us a picture of a big programme. There
was, if I rcmeml)er right. £70,000.000 worth of f)rders which would be placed

over five years. Now what T woiilij piit to you is: Supposing assistance were
given in tiie matter of interest, wouUl it be possible for India to increase the

progranune above tlie figin-e at present in their minds and/or alternatively—

I

put it for preference " and "—while increasing the aggregate of tlie programme
to take some of the orders of the later years and put them in earlier years?

For instance, you have this programme spread over five years, that is, say,

£1,5.000,000 a vcar. Now can vou take all or any part of the last two years'

programme and put it in hand in the first two years if some assistance were

given in the matter of interest? Those are the kind of things which I wish

to see if we can accelerate to our mutual advantage.

FOUR CONDITIONS OF PROPOSED SCHEME

I think that in proposals of this kind there are four conditions which ouglit

to be fulfilled.

First Condition.—In the first place we should have to be agreetl as to the

character of the schemes. I think they should be (and I use the word in its

broadest sense) schemes of a public utility character. I think it is plain that

we could not be giving direct financial assistance in order to establish a compet-
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ing industn- witli somcthinK tliat exists in this countn-. Personally, I hold the
view that the iiroader the dcvelopnioiit, RCiierally tlie Ijctter it is in the long run
for the good of the whole Empire. But it is one thing to take that view and
it is another thing in a time when you have very serious unemployment to give
direct financial assistance to establish an industrial concern; therefore I put it,

that the type of scheme should be public utility undertakings; and those are
the kind of undertakings which are the initial prerequisites of development. But
granted that the undertaking was of a public utility kind. I think we should hold
equally open to assistance such an undertaking, whether it is directly conducted
by the State or by a Local Authority or by a Municipality or by a Company.

Second Condition.—Secondly, the scheme to be assisted must be a scheme
the development of which is being anticipated. It is not possible, I think you
will agree, to contemplate the giving of subsidies for work which in any ease

is going to be put in hand. That would tend on the one hand to raise prices

and on the other to make people sit back on their haunches and say: ''If we
are to have grants for something which in any case we are going to do, then we
shall not progress till wc get them." But there is a clear distinction between
work which is going forward in any case and what I call anticipated flevelop-

mcnt work put in hand before its time, and this only applies to work put in

hand before its normal time.

Third Condition.—Then the third condition (naturally the immediate inter-

est to us is that we should get orders in this time of our very dire distress) is

that these schemes should be reflected in orders placed here.

Fourth Condition.—The fourth condition is what I will call joint responsi-

bility, that is to say, if a scheme is put up by a Dominion Government or by a

Government of a State within a Dominion, wc should both accept some share

of responsibility for it. If the undertaking is a State undertaking, of course

you do accept direct financial responsibility for it, because it is carried out

with money raised by you. It is a State Loan, and the financial liability of

that loan is there.

. If, on the other hand, it were put forward by a public utility company
which we were asked to support, I think then, in that case, the project being

for our mutual advantage, we should both take some share in supporting that

Company. That condition would, of course, automatically apply wherever it

was a State undertaking. The condition of dual responsibility would only have

to be made effective in the way I have suggested where it is to be undertaken

by a Company or Local Authority.

ME.\SLRE OF ASSISTANCE WOVLD VARY WITH DIFFKKENT SCHEME.'-

Now if those general lines are acceptable and are useful, I think it would be
- perfectly easy to devise machinery' in the Dominions, in India, and on this side

to test the schemes and to settle the terms for each. The measure of assistance

would naturally have to varj- with different schemes. Some are of a more remun-
erative character than others. If you get a scheme which is likely to show con-

siderable profit in a reasonable time, that requires le.«s assistance; and it would be

reasonable that, if it showed surplus profits after a period of years, then the

advance made by this country might be paid back out of surplus profits.

You get other schemes which are very necessary-, hut which are not going

to be revenue-producing on any considerable scale for a conside'"able time. In
these cases the measure of financial assistance would probably have to be larger

in order t ) justify the Dominion in undertaking it immediately; and the pros-

pects of ultimate repayment would be much more remote, and possibly it would
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not be in any case susceptible of repayment at all. But what we could say on
this side would be: We want to go in for this policy; it is good for us; we hope
it will bo good for you if you are prepared to take it up, and we will devote a
certain sum of money each year to' make these grants on agreed schemes which
are put in hand in the immediate future.

A BUSINESS PROPOSITION

Now I am putting this forward, not as a philanthropic proposition, and
not as an unsound one economically. I am putting it forward as a business
proposition. It is good business for us if we can get orders and get development
more quickly; the better the prospect of settlement the more immediate the
development of trade. It is good business for you—at least I think so—because
you get the development quicker and the increase of population and increase of
wealth with this financial assistance earlier than you otiicrwise would. We
have all been saying here: We have got this great undeveloped Estate; and the
whole job of this Conference is to push on with its development. I am putting
this forward as another practical suggestion and contribution, which, I believe,
will be for the benefit of both sides; and I would just add this, and this alone:
This is not an uneconomic specific. I believe it to be an absolutely sound policy
economically, because what it comes to is this, that together we arc using our
credit, not to do something which is uneconomical, but to speed up the normal
revenue-producing development earlier, and at the time when wc need it most.
That, Gentlemen, is the broad propDsition I want to put before you.

DISCUSSION ON CHAIRMAN'S STATEMENT
Sir LoMER Gouin: As you were told yesterday by my colleague, Mr.

Graham, Canada is an industrial, as well as a fanning countrj', and for that
reason, your proposition, which is very interesting, does not appeal as forcibly

to Canada as it might to some of the other Dominions. I understand that your
idea is to solve the problem of unemployment in this countrj', the depression of

British Trade, and to assist in the development of the Dominions and Colonies.

The main proposition that I find in your scheme is, firstly, an offer by the British

Government of an advance of capital or a guarantee of interest on capital ....

The CH.\iitM.\N: It was the other way on; either a guarantee of capital or

an advance of some part of the interest

PROPOSALS NOT OF DIRECT INTEREST TO CANADA AT PRESENT

Sir LoMER Gouin: To create new public utility undertakings; and this con-

ditionally, pro\ndcd the Dominions or the States intcreste<l should contribute

for a same amount or a same proportion of the guarantee of interest or capital.

Secondly, that the work should be started at once; and, thirdly, that the machin-

ery necessary for the equipment should be purchased in the British Market. As
to the extent of capital and guarantee of interest, we are happy to say that in

Canada in the last year, and for years, has been able to borrow all the necessary

money for any of her undertakings on her own credit. As to the public utility

undertakings, we are amply pro\'ided witli our canals and railways. As to

waterpowers; I think that, more than any countn*-, we have developed some of

the ver>' many waterpowers that we have, so that we do not see very well the

advantage that we could derive from your proposition.

What we need most is an increase in population and goods to keep busy

the public utility undertakings that we no whave in our country. If we need

more of them, some more developments, as you make it a condition for such an

advance of capital or guarantee of interest on the capital that we should come
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to the Britisli market or to tlie British m:inuf:ictiircrs for our machincrk-, \vc arc
not sure that this proposition would be wclcoiued in our country, because we
produce; we manufacture machinery- ourselves, and all that is nccessiary for such
development. All this is, Mr. President, not' to discredit, in any way, your very
interesting proposition for some of the other Dominions. We certainly approve
of it, and we would take advantage of it. Some day we may have to take
advantage of it, but just now I may say we do not sec that we are directly
interested in the proposition.

ArSTR.M>I.\ WELCOMES PROPOSALS

Mr. Bruce: Mr. President, I certainly desire to say, on behalf of Australia,
that we welcome very much the attitude the British Government lias taken up
with regard to this matter, and we certainly recognise the way you ha^-e put it

forward, but I think it much better that at a Conference of this character we
should put the case as we see it from our own side. You have, with perfect
frankness, said you have an industrial situation wiiich you want to relieve and,
with all respect, I think Australia would say you have taken the very states-
manlike way of trj'ing to deal with it by development in the Dominions. We
certainly welcome your scheme ver>^ much, and I am ver>- hopeful tliat in some
ways it may be of ver>' great mutual benefit to us. if wc avail ourselves of the
suggestions which you have put forward.

.\DVANCE OF INTEREST MORE SUITED TO AUSTRALIA'S NEEDS THAN GUARANTEE

As far as the suggestion of guarantee is concerned, I am inclined to think
that that is not a matter that interests Australia at all. We are in a position

to raise such moneys as we require for our own development, and owing to an
admirably respectable past, generally speaking, in our financial affairs, we can
raise our money on terms which I do not think woultl be very materially affected

even if we had a guarantee, for, in a way, we are trying to avail ourselves o:

the credit of the British Empire rather than Australian credit. Of course, I

appreciate there might be some slight difference, but I can see ratlier serious

complications in the future on the basis of a guarantee, and as, happily, we are

not in the position, with regard to any scheme of this character, of having to

take that course, I think Australia would regard a guarantee as not being a side

of the scheme that she was interested in.

The Chairman: I mentioned it rather to put it aside. It had been sug-

gested. I agree that the advance of interest is the most promising way.

Mr. Bruce: Believe me, I think it is very admirable that a guarantee is

given. I should certainly say, with regard to a small Colony, for example, that

it might be the solution of a great deal of trouble in finance. I am merely
putting it from our point of view. As regards the other side, the interest side,

that might very possibly be of great importance to Australia, because, mainly
speaking, development is dependent upon finance. In Australia we are cer-

tainly not in the happy position of Canada in being able to say that we have
explored all the possibilities, and that there is nothing, if we were favoured by
circumstances, which we could not press on with. We believe there are innumer-
able things, but certainly our programme for the future is very much condi-

tioned by the burden that we can place on our present population. When I

say it is conditioned by finance, I do not mean by the amount of finance thai

could be raised on one's credit; I mean the burden of interest that one could

place upon the people. There are, in Australia, a number of schemes which,

unless we could put them in hand and proceed with them at once, without

immediately incurring a great buren of interest which would have to be met by
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the people, and unless we had had a large flow of migration into the country,

would mean inrreas:c in our taxation. We have had to put these schemes aside;

we could not go on with them. But these proposals of yours open the door to

the possibility of very considerable acceleration because we regard any schemes

with which we arc going forward as being very wise schemes, and schemes

which will promote the well-being of Australia, and which, after a very shor."

time, will give us a very great return for our money. A guarantee over a period

of years, while these schemes were coming to fruition, might be of the greatest

interest to Australia, because wc would press on with their development; we

would not have to cast a greater burden upon our people while those schemes

were coming to productivity, and when the full burden of interest fell upon our

shoulders we would hope to be enjoying the results of our enterprise and energy

in having promoted the schemes.

CONDITIONS OF SCHEME ACCEPTABLE TO AUSTE.U.IA

1 say unhesitatingly from Australia's point of view that wc are extra-

ordinarily interested in this scheme, and I hope that something material will

develop from it. It has the characteristic that it is an extremely good one both

from tiie point of view of Britain and from the point of view of Australia. That
we should develop as rapidly as possible is our great desire; I think that we
should develop as rapidly as possible is your great desire also, because our pur-

chasing pov.'er increases and we become a greater factor in Britain's trade.

With regard to the condition that the moneys which are raised, or the

amount upon which interest is guaranteed, shall be determined upon the amount
of the supplies we take from this country, we entirely agree with that condition,

because there would be no reason for your making this proposal to us unless

It was going to be of some benefit to you. Of course in any schemes that we
put forward we shall be able to take advantage of your proposals only in so

far as we cannot supply our own requirements in our own country. We are

not going to injure our own industrial development in order to get an advantage
in interest and place orders in Britain which we could well fill in our own
country. Unfortunately we are not so industrially developed at this moment
that with regard to many of the schemes we have in mind, we could contem-
plate meeting or could hope to meet all our own requirements. To put them
through we would have to go somewhere to obtain part of the ec|uipment we
required. If we can come to Britain, and as a result of coming here get assist-

ance in the interest, which will allow us to speed up development very greatly,

that is a thing which we think will be of mutual benefit to both of us. We
also like to think that we would be coming here and providing employment,
because that would increase j'our purchasing power, and we hope that you are

going to buy things from us with that increased purchasing power.
So that from every point of view we certainly welcome this scheme greatly,

and we are now very anxious to discuss concrete propositions with you, and see

whether an arrangement can be come to to bring the Australian Government
and the British Government together. I will be quite frank and say that I did
not really regard this with very much interest before j-estcrday, because, as 1

have said, we can only speed up and press on. if at the end of a period of five

or ten years we can visualize such an increase in our population and such a

strengthening of our position that we can carry the additional burden of interest

comfortably. But until you shed a ray of hope and light on the situation

yesterday I was very doubtful whether there would be anything we would be
able to do. But your having given us that earnest yesterday of your intention

to do evcrj'thing possible to tr>' and help us in the direction I suggesteti, I am
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fairly confident that tlicrc arc a number of very pound schemes we would be
able to put before you which will fulfil all the conditions you are asking for,

and which, if they are put into operation, will greatly help in the development
of Australia and will, T hope, be of considerable assistance to you at a time
which you have described as one of very dire distress in Great Britain. On
behalf of Australia I welcome the scheme, and say that we will do everything
in our power to see if we cannot act with the British Government in regard to it.

colonies' need of DEVELOPMENl

If I might commit perhaps an indiscretion, as I certainly did yesterday, I

would like to say that we would certainly welcome this scheme from another
aspect and that is, we would regard it as being a very wise action to have taken

so far as the Colonies of tlie Empire are concerned. We believe it may give

them a great opportunity for very considerable expansion, and I am sure that, in

the case of your Government, this action is not being taken merely because of

the necessities of the moment. I believe it is being taken through true states-

manship also—that you do wish to try to bring the Colonies to the fullest state

of development possible. I think I may say, on behalf of Australia, that we
are not quite convinced that s,ome action of this sort so far as the Colonies (I am
not for the moment talking of the self-governing Dominions) are concerned,

might not have been taken at an earlier date, because we do sometimes look

at our own great countries and what we have been able to do with them with our

own powers of self-government^—I agree it is an impertinence—but sometimes the

self-governing Dominions do commit the impertinence of wondering whether the

Colonies are developing quite as fast under the rule they enjoy as under the

rule which you have been good enough to give us.

ADV.\NCE OF INTERE.'^T WOIXD .4CCELER.\TE NEW ZE.\L.\ND'S DE\'EL0PMEXT SCHEMES

Mr. M.\ssEv: Like the previous speakers, ISIr. President, I agree that the

Representatives of the Oversea countries who are here to-day, each and every-

one, must look at this matter from the point of view of the countn' to which

he belongs. Now I believe that great good may result from the scheme. I

welcome it unreservedly, I believe New Zealand will welcome it; I am sure it

will, and I believe if it is brought into operation it will do a lot of good, not

only in developing the country, but also to Great Britain itself. I lielieve it

will do good at both ends of the World— if I may put it that way. As far as

the actual provision of money is concerned, I am happy to say that our credit

is quite gond, and for the last few years we have had no ditTiculty at all in

raising the amount of borrowed capital which we required; as a matter of fact.

I think I am not boasting in saying that we are able to get money just as cheaply

in London as the Chancellor of the FAchequer himself, and that is saying a

very great deal. I hope it will continue. Going further, I speak of New Zealand

as a developing countiy and we are developing just as rapidly as we can manage.

This will help us to develop more rapidly; and that is an important point. T

would like to be clear on this point. AMiile I say, so far as obtaining the. actual

cash is concerned, we can do pretty well—1 do not think it will be necessarj- to

come to the British Government itself—the assistance in the way of interest

is quite a different matter, and I should be glad to hear something more definite

with regard to that.

INSTANCES OF UNDERTAKINGS IN NEW ZE.\LAND LIKELY TO BENEFIT

You will understand what I mean when I say what we are doing. I have

already referred to the schemes for developing hydro-electricity. We have a

number of these schemes on hand at present. Local bodies have some, and on
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tlie whole I think we may look I'onvard to spending, including what has been
£15,000,000. 'J'licro is plenty of running water in the Dominion and plenty of
spent in the laet two or tlnce years on hydro-electrieity, probably not less than
opportunity for using it for the purposes of electricity. Then our railways are
not nearly complete. We have between 3,000 and 4,000 miles of railway, and
New Zealand is not the easiest country in the workl in w-hich to build railways,

but I can think of another 250 miles which are in course of construction now and
which are very urgently rocjuired. We talk about land settlement in a free

and easy way, and we forget that it is not of the slightest use putting settlers

on the holdings unless you give them access to the holdings. They must have
ingress and egress. We try to keep abreast of settlement in this way. I said,

1 believe, we have at least 250 miles of railways to complete, and the work is

going on now. We have approximately G.OOO men employed in public works
regularly; the number hardly varies from month to month. Perhaps for a few
weeks at Christmas men go for a holiday and the number is reduced for the
time being, or in a bad winter, when work is scarce and we have unemployment,
we get more, and they are put on public works.

In addition to the railways, there is the roading question itself. The
building of roads in New Zealand was commenced about sixtj' years ago, and
we have just an ordinarj' macadamized road, sometimes, not always, a macadam-
ized road—simply broken metal or gravel—and up to a certain point there was
nothing very seriously wrong. There have been tremendous developments and
along comes the advent of the motor-lorry. Instead of the horse-wagon of

perhaps 2 tons axle-load, along conies the motor-lorrj' carrs^ing 10, 12, or 15

tons, and while the macadam road will stand that sort of thing in a fairly dry
summer, what about the winter? When bad weather in the winter comes the

road goes to pieces, and I am sorr>' to have to admit that the roads last winter

suffered badly. In some places we have had to pull off motor-lorries for the

time being. There would not be a trace of the road left if we had not done that.

They have to be withdrawn in the winter months, but only temporarily. We
have to take up a great roading scheme at once, we cannot wait for it, and I do
not think it is any use to go in for anything else but concrete roads, and they

are exceedingly expensive. But the position lias to be faced. We have had this

matter before Parliament on several occasions and Parliament has agreed to

legislation, but legislation is only a verj- small part of what is required for road-

making schemes. We have to find the money and we have to find the labour.

If the President would give us s;)me idea of what the British Government
propose to do in the way of assisting and developing the countries of the Empire
with regard to interest, then I could tell him pretty well what my countrj- would
do. I think we are paying 4i per cent, that is the net rate we have been paying,

including the cost of raising the money, stamp duties, and so on. I think that

is about it. If for a period of, say, three or five years the Government come
along and say: " We will assist you to the extent of half this interest or until

the work which is being proceeded with becomes interest earning," I can say
what we shall be able to do. Something of the sort will be necessarj-. We need
to know exactly what we are doing, and so far as I am concerned, I say unre-
servedly I believe w-e can make a great deal of use of this proposal and do a
great deal with it, and directly a great deal of good would come to Britain itself.

With regard to migrants, it is the ease, I am sorry to say, that you have
more jieople in this country than the country can keep. That is the position
you are up against, and you have to get rid of some of your population, and
some parts of the Empire are undoubtedly places to which these people ought
to go. If we can find employment for a few thousand in each of our countries,

if we can find employment for a few thousand men extra on these works of
which we are thinking and speaking, then we can come along to Great Britain

36—9
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and say: " We want 3,000 or 4,000 more next year," and you would be relieved

to that extent. I know it is not a ven- great deal compared with the difficulty

with which you are faced, but even- man who goes from this countrj' to the

overeea countries of the Empire helps to relieve the pressure and solve the prob-
lem, and I believe it is well worth thinking out. I think it is the most beneficial

proposal that has been placed before this Conference so far as developing coun-
tries are concerned, and we arc all developing. The surface of the oversea

countries of the Empire has only been scratched. We have only got to the
fringe of farming, with one farm in twenty complete. We are just taking
what nature produces for us, and the markets of Britain and other places are
prepared to take our produce, but without an increase of protluction we cannot
do any good in our own countries or in Britain.

CONCRETE PROPOS.\LS TO BE DISCUSSED .\T K L.\TER STAGE

The Ch.\irman: jNIight I say this now? As I say, Mr. Mas.-ey, I was
giving the broad outline of the scheme, and I think it is plain that you cannot
lay dowm a hard and fast rule as to what interest is going to be paid in any
given case, the interest must necessarily varj-, but when we come to the end of

this discussion probably those of us who think we can take advantage u.scfully

of this will be able in a much smaller body to go into it in detail. We could, in

discussion with the Chancellor of the Excheciuer and myself, go into the thing in

greater detail and bring back a concrete scheme.

AVCKLAXD fmjRO-ELECTRIC SCHEME

Mr. M.vssey: Here is one instance that occurs to me. In New Zealand we
are just about commencing a big hydro-electric scheme for the purpose of supply-
ing Auckland city and part of the Auckland district with electricity. I do not know
that the work has gone on except preparation in making roads, the roads over
which the machinerj.- will be carted and roads for the men at work. This work
is estimated to cost certainly not less than a million and a half. It will require

a dam, and where a dam is required it makes the production of hydro-electricity

much more costly than it othenvise would be. In many places there are natural

dams, lakes from which the supply of water can be taken. In this case there is

a river with plenty of water, but we have to build a dam over 100 feet high in

order to get the water supply that is wanted. Now you will come along and say
to us, finish this in about four years—I do not think it can be finished under

—

and we will help you with half the interest that the capital will cost until you
get a return from the work itself. In the same way I mentioned yesterday ten-

ders are now being invited ; we do not do our railway work by contract work—not

as contracts are understood in Britain—it is dme by piece-work, that is. co-oper-

ative parties get together and get a small ontract and go on ^•itli the work. In

many cases we pay the ordinary' wages. As I was saying, we are trj'ing to let a

contract for the construction of 25 miles to finish a piece of line on t!ie east

coast of the North Island of New Zealand which will connect Auckland city with

a well settled district and a flourishing town on the coast. By that means we
shall probably get the work done niucli more rapidly than if v.c proceeded with

our co-operative men. If that turns out to be a success, wc intend to go further

with it, but it all comes back to this: there arc many, many millions required

for the development of New Zealand, and I suppose the same thing obtains in

Australia and South Africa and even Canada. I know Canada fairly well, and
I know a great deal of work has been done there. I know what has been said

by the representative of Canada is absolutely correct. I take the resp«msibility

of saying I shall be ver>' glad if the scheme is carried out and to assist my
countr}- in taking advantage of it.
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SOVTII AFRICAN GOVERNMENT UNDERTAKINGS NOT LIKELY TO NEED
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FROM GREAT BRITAIN

!Mr. Bvrton: I take it that your remarks to-day really contemplate, very

much as your Trade Facilities Act does, expentliture in Go\c'rnmental schemes
in the Colonies and Dependencies; although I happen to know, and no doubt
you know too, of one case in which you exhibited ciuite a sympatlietic attitude

to expenditure in the Union, in one big matter. I am not sure that you are

aware of it. However, we appreciate very much the attitude of the British

Government in all our financial relations with them and the way you have
treated our financial needs and requirements from time to time, but, like the

rest of the Dominions, our position really is that, so far as fJovernment schemes
are concerned, we raise our money for ourselves. So really that leaves two
things, one is the scope that this kind of expenditure would have in respect of

public utility schemes for which the Government itself had not primary respon-
sibility and, in the second place, private schemes, schemes in which private

enterprise was engaged.

The Cii.mrman: Not only, Mr. Burton; because surely while you raise

your money at a very good rate, if you get an advance of interest from the

British Government during the initial stage that is a direct advantage over and
above the rate at which you can raise your money.

Mr. Birton: Yes. We are not in South Africa by way of refusing any-
thing which is to our advantage. I do not suppose we differ from the rest oi

mankind in that respect. I agree with the views that have been expressed by
the representatives of Canada and Australia particularly, and what strikes me,
in the matter of the financial enterprises of a Dominion Government, is that

our self-respect alone would place us in the position of having to do this work
for ourselves, and we can do it, unless there is really some scheme in which it

is clear that your special advantage is linked up with a rapid and immediate
advantage of our owni, when some mutual arrangement of that sort miglit be

made. But, broadly speaking, we look after financial affairs of that sort for

ourselves.

possible application of proposals to public utijjty and PRI\'.\TE

undertakings

So that I come to the two things that I have already referred to, namely,
Public Utility Schemes for which the Government is not primarily responsible

and schemes involving private enterprise. As to the public utility schemes, it

would be impossible to lay down any general kind of undertaking. Everj' one

of those schemes would have to depend entirely upon its own merits and would
have to be examined carefully and exhaustively by the Union Government and
no doubt by yourselves, before any kind of arrangement could be made involv-

ing these advances.

So far as South Africa is concerned I may tell you, speaking as Minister

of Finance. I feel that we are already involved in very considerable develop-
ment schemes, as much as our financial situation can carry for the present. It

is really in respect of the assistance which can be given to private enterprises

in important matters that the advantages of the proposals which you have made
come in. and with respect to that I am bound to say that if you get to business

—because this is precisely one of the matters in which we are wasting our time

here by simply talking in generalities—the need is to find out in which par-

ticular things and in what parts of the Empire you can do something and to do
them at once.

36—9 J
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As far as I can make out from the papers given to us the sort of things

which are contemplated are mainly railways, harbours, lighting and power and
water conservation. In respect of most of those, as I say, our business is to do
those things ourselves, but there is one way which I can can think of now, and
which I want to put to you, in which, if you get to work, and we shall get to

work, we can really do a great deal for the development of South Africa, and
in which I think you will be able to reap great advantage from the point of

view you have been urging.

PLE.\ FOR APPLICATION OF SCHEME TO COTTON' GROWIXG IX SOUTH AFRIC.\

There has been recently sent out to South Africa an expert of your Empire
Cotton Growing Corporation. He lias made an exhaustive examination of the
whole of that country and he has issued a report which, if you have not seen it,

I strongly recommend you to read. It is one of the most important and most
interesting documents I have seen for a long time. Mr. Keatinge, whose report

I refer to, says that there can be no doubt there is going to be a great develop-
ment of cotton growing in South Africa. He puts it down at very large figures

in the not distant future and he says in one part of his report that what has
got to be done now is for active steps to be taken. Well, I know, we in South
Africa all know, what has been done in cotton growing there already and that

the possibilities are immense. Our people arc beginning to look it it and have
already taken steps in the way of growing cotton, but a great deal more is

necessary before the kind of thing which you have in mind and which I have
in mind also, can be accomplished. Now what Air. Keatinge says in one part

of his report—I hope I don't weary you with this.

The Chairman: No.

Mr. Bvrton: Because the matter is of very great importance indeed and
it is an extremely interesting thing, one of the most interesting things I have
come across for a long time. Mr. Keatinge sums up his examination, a very
exhaustive examination of the main parts of South Africa in which this can be
done, by saying that there is going to be a large development of the cotton

industry in South Africa. The Empire Cotton Growing Corporation can do
much to help and expedite this movement and the moment is opportune for

such assistance to be offered. If the Corporation decides to associate itself

with this important development the assistance given must be on an adequate
scale and to take full advantage of the existing opportunities a decision should

be reached without delay.

These are the tilings that lie put to the Empire Cotton Corporation and
he makes recommendations to them. He also makes rccommcnflations to the

Union Government. Tlicsc recommendations, let me say, embrace the estab-

lishment of experimental stations in the Transvaal and the establishment of

stations for cotton collection and so forth. These recommendations we are either

already carrying out. or will carry out. The recommendations will involve con-

siderable financial responsibilities by us, but in the main we have already done
or are going to do them. Our part of the business, tiierefore, I can commit the

Union Government and tiic people of South Africa to in the main. There is one
very important point wiiich he makes. He points out that one of tiie great

difficulties in respect of the successful development of this industry in South
Africa is the difficulty of handling and marketing the stufif there. The farmer

has to wait a long time before he gets his money, and Mr. Keatinge suggests

that a most important tiling would be for a branch of the Empire Cotton Growing
Corporation to be established in South Africa, with the support of the Union
Goveniment.
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The Chairman: I think the South African Committee of the Corporation
liavo arranged already to meet Cieneral Smuts tliis months and go into all this.

Mr. Burton: I am very glad to hear that. I am quite sure that in this

respect we can do a great deal in the development of South Africa, to help our-

selves and to help you also. You have presented to us the desirability of the

Empire growing more sugar, cotton and tobacco. The rapid and large develop-

ment of these things will assist you, not merely in your difTiculty with regard

to unemployment here, but in your financial relations with other parts of the
world; and here is sometiiing which to my mind, as far as my country is con-

cerned, is tangible and practicable, and which we can put our hands to at once.

Sor far as we are concerned in the I'nion, we will do whatever is necessary on
our part to assist the development, but your scheme of advances to assist in

the rapid development will, I think, come in in South Africa perhaps better in

this tiian in any other respect I can think of at the moment, in order to achieve

your object,

Mr. Riordan: I do not think I can add anything worth while at the moment,
but shall wait till the full scheme is known.

CONCRETE CASE ILLUSTRATING VALUE OF PROPOSALS

Sir M.\RM.\DUKE Winter: Mr. Chairman, the advantage of such an arrange-
ment as is proposed here has been recently illustrated in Newfoundland. Perhaps
I may give you a concrete ca?e. A reputable and wealthy EuKlish firm with a
capital of 20 million dollars were anxious to develop the water power of the
west coast of Newfoundland and to erect a paper and pulp mill, but they were
only prepared to do it on condition that the Government would guarantee the

principal and interest^—that is 20 million dollars. The amount seemed to be
very large considering the limited financial position that the country is in, and
the matter was taken up with the British Government; and after considerable

negotiations had taken place an arrangement was made with the British Govern-
ment by which they agreed to guarantee 10 million dollars; that is half the

amount required; and the Newfoundland Government agreed to guarantee the

other half, on the understanding with the British Government that the 10 million

dollars which they guaranteed would be spent in Great Britain in buying the

machinery and material required for erecting the mill. I may say that the

contract has been signed and tlic work is now well under way, and that the

20 million dollars will be spent within the next two years, which will mean
an expenditure in labour in England of 10 million dollars, and will also mean
that about a similar amount will be spent in Newfoundland where at present

there is a great need of employment.
I may say that the necessity for a guarantee for such a large amount was

not that the venture was considered to be doubtful as to the ultimate result,

but in connection with tlie marketing of the bonds they would sell at a better

advantage with a Government guarantee. Those who are acquainted with the

enormous water power that we have in Newfoundland think that there is no
risk whatever in the British Government or in the Newfoundland Government
guaranteeing the bonds. As a matter of fact, I think, at the present moment
the bonds are selling at a premium. However, that is a concrete case of the

value of the proposition that we are now considering. Had we not received the

assistance from the British Government which we have received, the contract

would not have been signed and the project would have fallen through. I think

it is a concrete case showing what good the proposal which the Government has

made to us now is likely to do.
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INDIA PREPAHED TO CO-OPER.\TE

Mr. Inxes: rvlr. Cliairman, I am afraid I have taken my own line on the
h^st two subjects wliioh have come Ijcfore this Conference, but I am liappy to
be able to say that with regard t^ tliis particular question the Government of
India are very anxious to co-operate with His Majesty's Covcmment. In fact, I

think I may say that we are already co-operating, probably to a greater extent
tiian any other countrj' represented round this tabic. I do not mean to suggest for
a moment that we have embarked upon our development programme in order
to help His Majesty's Government in their present time of trouble. As.!^Ir.
Graham said yesterday, we all have to look to the interests of our own country
first, and we embarked upon these programmes because we were satisfied that
the development was wiiat India needed.

LARGE ORDERS BEING SENT TO GRE.\T BRIT.UN AS RESULT OF PRESENT DEVELOP-
MENT SCHEMES

But it is a matter of great satisfaction to the Government of India that there

is at the present time unprecedented activity in India in de\'elopment, and that

the result of this activity is that we are sending home ^•er^' large orders to this

country. I made my position perfectly clear this morning. I do not mean to say
that we give any guarantee that we will always buy in England; we do not; we
buy in the best market; but as a matter of fact we buy 90 to 95 per cent of our
material in England. At the end of this year we shall have spent—on railway

material alone—35 million paunils in the course of three years, and about 90
per cent has been spent in this countn,-. With the full assent of the Legis-

lative Assembly, only last year we decided that we must make a real effort to

rehabilitate our railways, and for the reha!)ilitation programme we have set

aside the sum of 100 million sterling. We anticipate that in the next five years
57 millions will be spent on material usually imported into India, and of tlu\t 57
millions I am sure that the British manufacturer will see to it that the greater

part is spent in England.

That is by no means the whole storj'. I have referred so far only to the

rehabilitation of the railways. We hope to be able to embark upon some new
construction, although I recognise that new cmstniction does not interest His
Majesty's Government as much as rehabilitation at the present time. New
construction naturally does not mean immediate orders for rolling stock. The
Bombaj- Government has now also in hand a \'eiy large and ver>' costly scheme
for tlie development of Bombay City. That scheme will cost many million

pounds. It is already in process of execution, and I am quite sure that that

scheme has had the result of sending many orders to the British manufacturer.

We have just sanctioned an enormous irrigation scheme call-^d " The Sukkur
Barrage Scheme," which will bring several million acres under cultivation, or,

at any rate, render assured the cultivation of that area. There are other irriga-

tion and hj'dro-electric schemes in contemplation. As I have said, that is what
we have done so far. The Government of India are ver\' anxious to co-operate

in whatever measures may be necessary, consistently with the interest of India,

unemployment in the United Kingdom, and they have expressly authorised me
to say that, with this object in view, they will endeavour to push on the execution

of schemes which are projected or are in progress and which will involve con-

siderable purchases outside of India.

DIFFICULTY IN ACCELER.WING RAILWAY REH.^BILITATION SCHEMES

I should like, however, to safeguard myself in one point here. You, Sir,

asked me a definite question whether we should find it possible to accelerate our
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rehabilitation proRraimiie for railways and to execute this year orders which in
the ordinarj' coui-se would not be execut-ed before, say, the fourth or fifth year.
I am afraid that there may be difficulty in that. A railway programme, especi-
ally' a railway programme of such masnitude as we have undertaken, a rehab-
ilitation sdieme, is not merely a matter of ordering rolling stock or rails or loco-
motives, as the case may be; it is a question of bringing the whole of our lines,

alTthe lines throughout India, into a proper state of efficiency. In some places
it is a matter of regarding the line, in other places it is a matter of crossing
stations, in other.places it is a matter of remodelling a station which at present
happens to be a bottle-neck. It is not merely a matter of rolling stock, but
having your line in such a state that you can make the best use not only of the
rolling stock that you have got, but of such additional rolling stock as the
traffic requires. Now, when you have a programme of that kind, it has
naturally to be carefully thought out from year to year, and we are
proceeding now at such a pace that it woukl be impossible for me to say
that we shall be able to speed it up so much that we can place orders now for
railway material and stock which ordinarily we should not require until, say,
five years hence.

INDI.\ IM.\Y BE INTERESTED IN OFFER OF ADVANCE OF INTEREST

As I have already said, however, we are prepared to examine such schemes
as we have got in hand and to see whether they can be accelerated or expedited.
We are prepared to do this without any reference to the offer which His
Majesty's Goveniment has just made. As the Prime Ministers of the Dominions
have just said, in some ways the offer of guarantee of interest does not appeal
very much to us in India, for in India, as in the Dominions, we have no difficulty

now in raising what money we require at reasonable rates. As regards the other
suggestion, of an advance of interest, all I can say at present is that if we can
find, in regard to any particular scheme, that an arrangement of that kind would
be a sound business proposition, we will certainly consider it. That, I am afraid,
is as far as I can go at present. I have no doubt that I shall get opportunities
of discussing points of this kind privately with representatives of His Majesty's
Government who arc interested in this matter, when we shall be able to go into
them more in detail.

SUGGESTION TH.4T TR.\DE FACILITIES ACT BE BROUGHT TO NOTICE OF BUSINESS
INTERESTS IN INDIA

I have only one other remark to make, because I know the President
wishes to go. What remark is in reference to the use of the Trade Facilities

Act. I understand that private enterprise has already made use of the
Trade Facilities Act in India. I have already said, on another occasion, that,

owing to stagnation of trade and general depression, there is a certain dis-

inclination at present on the part of private enterprise to embark on industrial

undertakings, but, if I might make a suggestion. I believe it would have good
results if this Act were brought to the notice of cori)orations and private firms

in India. His Majesty's Goe\'Tnment possesses the machiner>- for so bringing it

to notice in the officers of the Department of Overseas Trade in India. I think
that if action of that kind were taken by the Department of Overseas Trade in

India it might lead to useful results and to business.

ATTITUDE OF THE COLONIES

Mr. Ormsby-Gore: The Colonies have been referred to in this debate, and
in dealing with them I will endeavour to be as brief as possible. There is no
doubt that Africa opens a great field for the development of transport facilities
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railways and the like, and I hope you will not think it looking a gift horse too

much in the mouth if I say that tlie success of the proposals of the Prcsitlcnt of

the Board of Trade this afternoon, from the point of view of our Delegation,

depends entirely upon conditions.

TREASURY CONTROL NOT ACCEPT.IBLE

If it means Treasurj' control I am afraid it does not mean Colonial develop-

ment. That has been our experience in the past. We must also bear in mind
that just as the credit of Australia and New Zealand has been alluded to in

connection with this proposal this afternoon, so it is vital to bear that in mind
in connection with the Colonies. After all, we raised £20,000,000 last year on
our own. Nigeria comes out with a loan of several millions this week on its

own. The budgets have been balanced; if they do not balance they get under
Treasury control.

I think the most important consideration is that raised by Mr. Burton this

afternoon as to whether bodies like the Empire Cotton Growing Corporation,

with the assistance of the financial resources of the British Government, cannot

come in and assist Colonial Governments to develop these undeveloped terri-

tories.

I am in a difficult position this afternoon, partly because there is at this

moment sitting a Private Enterprise Committee, whose terms of reference are:
" To consider whether, and, if so, what measures could be taken to encourage
private enterprise in the development of the British Dependencies in East and
West Tropical Africa, with special reference to existing and projected schemes
of transportation." It may be that this Committee may recommend that the

development of these tropical areas in future should not be what it has been in

the past, a matter of State enterprise. Until that Committee has reported, it

is very difficult for me to give an answer this afternoon. Of course, if anybody
is coming with a free gift the Colonial Governments can spend it to great advan-
tage.

May I say, just as Mr. Innes has informed the Conference that India is

speeding up their orders as far as she can, that instructions have been sent to

the Colonial Governments and the Crown Agents to do the same, and they are

doing that to the utmost of their ability with a view to helping unemployment
here? Of course, in developing some of these more backward countries, like

Tanganyika, you have limitations of labour and limitations of other kinds to

bear in mind, and consequently it all depends on the conditions and the limita-

tions imposed on any assistance that is forthcoming before one can say how
far these propositions will help forward the development of our Colonies and
dependencies. With these few words, as I know you wish to rise, I will await

the further discussion of the details now before you.

PROCEDURE FOR FURTHER EXAMINATION OF SCHEME

The Chairman: I think perhaps the most convenient course, subject to

the Chancellor of the Exchequer—I do not think the experts can get very far

with this until the Ministers have discussed it together—would be if we can
arrange for an informal meeting at the Treasury between the Chancellor of the
Exchequer and myself and one of the Ministers of each Delegation interested,

Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, India. Mr. Burton, perhaps you will

consider whether you

Mr. Burton: Yes. Unless there is something definite for us to discuss,

some definite scheme, your proposal
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The Chairman: You are looking to the future when it would come in.

What 1 think wc ought to get down to facts on is the number of years for which
the proportion of interest would be granted, what the amount of that proportion

should be, varying with the different types of scheme and so on, whether it

should be exclusively on orders placed here—these practical points—and I think

we may also get down to

Mr. Amery: A small meeting to supply each Minister with enough material

on the strength of which he could discuss it with his own people.

The Chairman: Mr. Massey would be in a position to discuss, and Mr.
Bruce would.

Mr. Bruce: Not definite schemes, but the definite limits.

The Chairman : Yes, within the limits. You will say if we paid ^ per cent

for two years that is of no use—but I mean general terms.

Mr. Cn.^iiBEELAiN: The general terms upon which this assistance should

be given.

Mr. Bruce: Is it proposed to arrive at a definite scheme as to what will

be done if anything is proposed for a certain period and lay that down so that

everybodj- will get equality of treatment, or is it proposed that if this proposal

is generally approved on very broad lines it will be a matter for any Govern-
ment producing a scheme to negotiate with the British Government as to what
they will do with regard to it?

The Ch.urman: I think they would have to negotiate as to what they
would do. We want to get the limits within which the terms would be appor-
tioned. Obviously a scheme put up either by you or your neighbour might
have less favourable terms because yours might be a much more revenue-

producing scheme than his, but it is the broad limits of the terms we want to

get at. 1 think this thing has gone far enough to show that it is clearly worth
going on with, and we shall get schemes under it, and we want to get machinery
for working it out, and the financial limits.

Sir LoMER GouiN : Which would apply to all the Dominions.

The Chairman: Certainly.

Mr. Amery: And private and municipal schemes of each Dominion?
Mr. Chamberlain: If we do once agree upon these terms they might be

brought back again, and then those Dominions who, up to now, have not seen
any possibilities in this might, after all, think it was worth while to send them
back and consider them with their own people.

The Ch.uiiman: Surely; and indeed we should want to do that. We shall

require, I think, legislation, and we should certainly wish to take that legislation

with the full approval of the whole of the Conference. You would approve of

it just as much, although you were not able to take as much immediate
advantage of it.

Mr. Grah.\.m: And we might be able to give more valuable advice by
looking in.

The Chairman: Perhaps, Mr. Chamberlain, then you will arrange when it

is convenient to you to have such a meeting at the Treasury.
In accordance with the decision arrived at in the above discussion, meetings

outside the Conference took place of a small informal Committee of Ministers.

The discussions in the full Conference were resumed at the Eighteenth Meeting,
held on Friday, the 2nd November, 1923, as follows:

—

The Chairm.^n: The Chancellor is unable to be here himself this afternoon,

but the Committee met to go into the question of financial co-operation, and
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we arrived at complete aKreemcnt on that Committee, both as to the desir-

ability of such a proposal and as to the terms of the scheme to be adopted.
The Committee therefore proposes to the Conference that we should recommend
for adoption the scheme which is set out on the paper which I have circulated

and which comprises the proposals which the representatives of the British

Government put forward a.' the result of the discussions which took place on
the Committee.

The report of the Committee reads as follows:

—

" The Committee on Financial Co-operation recommends for adoption
by the Conference the following scheme wliich was submitted to the
Committee by the representatives of His ^Majesty's Government:

—

" The suggestion which the Imperial Government make is that in

order to facilitate the anticipation of work which otherwise would not be
taken in hand for some years, they should give a contribution towards
the interest charges on loans raised for capital expenditure of this kind
by public utility undertakings (viz., communications, power, lighting,

water, drainage, irrigation, etc.). These undertakings might be under
either public or private control or management.

" The assistance would be in respect of expenditure on orders placed
in this country, and would be applicable only to schemes approved by the
Dominion or Central Government concerned and certified by it to be in

anticipation of normal expenditure. Payment would be made to the
Dominion or Central Government which would be responsible for pay-
ment to the ultimate recipient.

" It is suggested that the maximum grant should be three-quarters

of the interest charges for a period of five years.
" In order to qualify for the Imperial contribution a scheme must be

accepted by the Imperial Government within the next three years. The
approval on behalf of the Imperial Government would be given after

consultation with the Treasury, the Colonial or India Office and the

Board of Trade.
" It would be understood that priority will be given to schemes in-

volving the earliest placing of orders."

If this scheme is adopted and recommended by the Conference, and as I

say the Committee was unanimous in its favour, it would of course require

legislation in this country, and the British Government would propose, if that

is adopted, to introduce legislation as early as possible to enable us to make
these contributions of interest in order to anticipate the schemes. You endorse

it, Mr. Graham?

\ GEXER.\L WELCOME EXTENDED TO THE PROPOSALS

Mr. Gr.4H.\m: Yes.

Mr. Bruce: I do not think there is very much that one wants to say. We
have, of course, all been at the meeting where it was discussed, and, as far as

Australia is concerned, we quite concur in this proposal. I am vcrj- hopeful

that something may flow from it. It may not be a Federal Government proposi-

tion; it may not be a State Government proposition; it may be a municipality

or private enterprise proposing to press on with work in connection with public

utilities in regard to which, as they are placed at the moment, tlicy are unable

to contemplate the full burden of interest involved in the expenditure they

would have to undertake. But, with relief from tlie interest over a period while

the initial stages are being passed, and having to bear the full burden only

when the Undertaking will have come on to a paying basis, I am reasonably
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hopeful there may be something which will conic from these proposals. I think
we are very well advised to make the proposal as simple as possible. When we
considered it before we had many complications which presented themselves, and
I personally had some doubt whether the thing was practicable if we were going
to introfhice those complications, but now that it is based solely upon the
amount of orders placed in this country (and that amount will be detennined
entirely by the countrj' from which the orders are coming, and will only be
placed when they arc not in a position to fulfil their own requirements! and
tiie interest relief is solely in respect of money actually expended, the scheme
seems to me to be very simple, very easy of understanding, and I believe it is

quite possible that some substantial benefit will arise from it. Certainly, as
far as Australia is concerned, we welcome it, and even if no great results follow

we think it a statesmanlike proposal of the British (iovernmcnt, and we will do
anything in our power to see if some results can be achieved under it.

Mr. M.vssEv: I agree -with the scheme, Mr. President, and on behalf of
New Zealand I accept it and will endeavour to make use of it at the earliest date
possible.

Mr. Bvrton: I have already indicated, I think, to you that I am quite
satisfied with the scheme. If the proposals of the British Government do not
result in business, then all I can say is I do not see how w^e can expect it to make
any more favourable terms in order to get the business done.

Mr. Kiord.\n: I entirely agree also.

Sir Patrick McGr.\tii: As 1 understand our Prime Minister was at the
meeting this morning and agreed to it. I do not tiiink there is anything for me
to add.

Mr. Innes: I think, Sir, that everybody must recognize that this is a
verj- liberal scheme, and the Indian Delegation will make it their business at
ence to place the scheme before the Indian Government and the local Govern-
ments, and I hope some of our local Governments may be able to make use of
it for particular concrete schemes now held up for lack of funds.

Mr. Ormsby-Gore: I do mt think I need say very milch except that we
shall convey this to each of the Governments of the various Colonies and Protec-
torates, and ask them if they, as Governments, can suggest any schemes where
this would be of assistance. Further may I say I am very glad you have put in

cither policy or privately controlled schemes, because we are most anxious in
the Colonies and Protectorates to attract enterprise and capital to supplement
Government efforts in this matter? I think that in that respect this assistance
may be most encouraging and hopeful.

The Ch.\irm.\n: I think we are all unanimous. I take it the Conference
will adopt the Report, of the Committee and recommend the scheme, and prob-
ably, now this is definitely adopted and with our full agreement, you wish to
communicate it home so that the terms of it might be known to your Govern-
ment Departments as soon as possible?

Mr. Brice: I think publicity is essential if anything is going to come from
it. If it is only limited to the knowledge of the Commonwealth and State Gov-
ernments, there is no possibility of any municipality or private enterprise
endeavouring to avail themselves of it. I suggest the earliest possible publicity.
I will communicate with Australia at once of that is decided.

The Chairman: Then it is adopted.
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TARIFF PREFERENCE

Tliis subject was opened by Sir Philip Lloyrl-Grcame at the Fifth lileeting

of the Conference, held on the 9tli October, 1923, the discussion proceeding as

follows*:

—

The Chairman: I think the Conference will agree that there could hardly

be a more apposite or cDniprehensive prelude to a detailed discussion on Prefer-

ence in all its aspects than the speech delivered by the Prime Minister of Aus-
tralia this moming.t and, as he truly said, the principle of Preference is defin-

t See opening speeches, page 57.

itely established, and we want to do all we can, all that is possible, in applying

that principle to developing Inter-Imperial trade.

BRITISH INDUSTRY CONVINCED OF V.'VLl.E OF PREFERENCES ACCORDED BY AUSTRALIA

]\Ir. Bruce said, " Were we convinced of the value of the Preferences

accorded under the tarifY to us?" There should be no doubt about that. Tliere

is nobody, I believe, in this country in business to-day who has obtained the

benefits of these Preferences, who is not fully alive to the value of thera, and
intensely anxious tliat they should be maintained, and, as far as possible,

extended, and I think there are very few people in this country', whether engaged
in business or not, who do not hold the same view. They have been, and I hope
will continue to be, of the most intense value to British trade and to British

industry, and I thinlc it is also true that they have increased our capacity to

buy from the Dominions.

EXTENSION OF EXISTING BRITISH PREFERENCES OF MfTU.^L ADVANTAGE

In the same way the Government" here realises to the full that, in so far as

we can increase and make more effective the Preference which we are now
giving, that will not merely be of value to you, but will be of value to us also,

because it will increase the whole inter-change of trade between us. I do not

think Mr. Bruce puts it at all too strongly, and it has been put by General
Smuts and by others, while we, in approaching this question, have realised this

too, that it is impossible to expect the Dominions to absorb settlers in vast
numbers unless you are reasonably sure that your settlers will find a market
for that which they produce.

QUESTION NOT APPROACHED IN A BARGAINING SPIRIT

Therefore, we do not approach the question of Preference in any bargain-

ing spirit^—any more than you did in establishing the Preferences which you
gave to us many years before we established the principle in our own tariff

—

but with a desire in this, as in other matters, to work out to the best of our
ability practical steps that could be taken to improve the producing and the

trade prospects of any part of the Empire. If I might put it in this way, I

would say that we look at each as playing as a side and for the side.

EFFECTS OF EXISTING BRITISH PREFERENCE ON IMPERIAL PRODUCTION

Now Mr. Bruce gave figures, which proved very conclusively the value of

the Preferences, and the effect of the Preferences which the Dominions had
created. Even the Preference which we have created, and which exists to-daj',

has had a very marked effect on directing the course of trade and stimulating

Imperial production. For instance, in the three years before the war. in cocoa,

48 per cent of what we consumed came from the Empire; in 1922-23, 93\ per

cent was coming from the Empire. Coffee—you had 21 per cent before the war,

* A summary statement of the Preference proposals put forward by His Majesty's Gov-
ernment is given on page 241 et seq.
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before there was any Preference; 35^ per cent in 1922-23. Sugar, 6 9 per cent

cominio! from within the Empire in the pre-war years; 22 per cent of our total

imports coming from witiiin the Empire in the last year. For mohis.scs you get

somowiiat similar fiRiircs. Then you get the effect on dried fruits, of which I

shall have a good deal to say in a moment. But even witli the rate of Preference

that there is to-day—take currants, practically negligible before the war—0-4

per cent of our consumption came from within the Empire; last year 6-5 per

cent. Raisins, 2-5 per cent coming from within the Empire before the war; 16 8

per cent this year. Raw tobacco 1-4 per cent before the war; 6-2 per cent

to-day. Then, when you go into the industrial spb.ere—motor-cars—that is

not without its interest in Canada—in 1919-20, when the Preference was just

starting, just over 1-3 per cent of the importation coming from within the

Empire; last year, 1922-23, 32^1 per cent coming from within the Empire. The
same sort of thing you find happening under the industries, which are the subject

of Part I of the Safeguarding of Industries Act, essential industries which we
had to have for the safety of the Empire, in an emergency, and essential to

this countrj' also in peace, but made free throughout the Empire. Take things

coming in from Canada like cameras and optical lenses; the immediate effect

of that free Preference was to develop industry, trade and importations on a

considerable scale, thereby bringing new money, new capital, more work, more
opportunity and more settlers into tlie countrj'.

Well now, take those few figures—I do not want to dilate too much, the

field is unlimited—but does not that show the value of the policy, does it; not

show, without opportunity of contradiction I think, how sound a policy it is,

that, wherever in this country we have a duty, we should give to the Empire
a Preference on it, and that we should make that Preference as effective as

we can?

SPECIFIC PROPOS.\LS OF HIS MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT

Well now, I said I would at once on behalf of the Government put forward
certain specific proposals immediately. We have considered them particularly

exactly in the light that j\lr. Bruce and Mr. Massey have laid stress upon. The
importance of securing to tlie settlers—Mr. Bruce cited the Murray River, but
there are other area' also as well as tliat;—a market for all the different kinds

of fniit which they produce, and not only that, but the development of all the

ancillary' industries, canning and so on ,that go with it.

(1) Dried Fniits.

Let me take tliese specific proposals; let me take dried fi-uits first. At the

present moment dried figs, raisins and plums—which I believe for some horti-

cultural reason include apricots but exclude pcache.s—are dutiable at the rate

of 10s. 6d., a hundredweight coming from foreign countries, and the Empire
receives a Preference of one-sixth, which is a Preference of Is. 9d. a hundred-
weight. What we would propose is that the duty upon tlie foreign imports
should be maintained at 10s. 6d. a hundredweight, and that all Empire products
should come in free of duty, entirely free.

(2) Currants

Then I want to take the case of currants, which, while subject to duty, are
in a different position. At the present time the duty on dried currants is 2s. a
hundredweight, and there is a preference of one-sixth in favour of the Dominions,
that is 4d. Now. without any question, we should of course be prepared to
admit the Empire produce free, but if we did that alone that would mean there
was 2s. against the foreigner, and the Empire currants came in free; that would
only be a Preference of 2s. I think you know what the position is in regard
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to currants. There i? a Commercial Treaty between this country' and Greece,
which has in fact been denounced, but is retained subject to three months' notice
on eitiier side, under which we are precluded, so long as it is in force, from
raising the duty above 2s. On the other hand, if you are satisfied that you arc
able to produce on a large and adequate scale, and that in order to do that a
larger Preference is neccssarj', a larger rate of duty, we should be very ready
to consider at a future date raising the rate of the ciurant duty to some measure
which, while admitting Empire produce free, would give you a more effective

Preference, and to fix here and now. in the course of this Conference, the rate

of duty and tiie date at which tliat increased duty should be imposed. What I

take to be the necessity for you, is to know that if your people undertake the

growing of these crops there will be an effective Preference by the date the

crop is ready for shipment and we should enter into an arrangement that the

duty would be put on it in time to meet that.

Mr. M.\spey: Do you propose to fix the duty for a specified period, that is

to say, for a number of years? Do you intend to attempt anything in that way?
The Ch.\irm.\n: I was going to make a proposal on that over sugar; that

is a matter which certainly should be open for discussion. We have a specific

proposal to make in regard to sugar whicii I think of exceptional importance, and

we should be prepared to discuss it in regard to any of these products. Then I

want to come to the other classes of dried fruits which are not at present subject

to duty at all. Our Tariff is rather complex and quit« illogical in this matter.

As I saj', some classes of fruits are subject to a duty, some are not subject to

duty at all.

(3) Other Dried Fniits.

Xow in regard to the other dried fruits, for example, dried apples, dried

pears, and dried peaches, which are not subject to any duty, we would propose

to take tliose types of fruit whicli arc of interest to the Dominion and which

they arc growing, and put a duty of 10s. 6d. a hundredweight upon the foreign

fruits and admit the Empire fruits free.

Mr. M.\ssEv: Dried fruits again?

The Chairm.\n: Dried fruits, that is to say, if I may summarize it, in

regard to the dried fruits now subject to a 10s. 6d. duty, we keep the duty at

10s. 6d. and give you 100 per cent Preference. As regards the other dried fruits

which are not subject to any duty at all, we take those which are of interest to

you, and we can settle the list, and put a 10s. 6d. duty uopu those and give you
100 per cent Preference on them. So much for dried fruits.

(4) Other Preserved Fruits.

Now let me take the case of preserved fruits, for example, canned, and
bottled. Except for fruits which I have named, preserved fruits are not subject

to any duty except upon the sugar content, if any. Here again we think we
ougb.t to be able to do something to complete ti'e encouragement offered to the
fruit grower, and to do something of value botii to the grower and to the develop-
ment 01 t!ie ancillary industries. What we would propose woukl be that we
should put an all-round duty of 5s. a hundredweight on the types of preserved
fruits which are of interest to you, and admit your stuff free. That v.ould mean
that this fruit, wlien preserved with sugar, would obtain a double advantage.
It would first of all obtain the Preference in respect of the sugar content, and
it would then obtain a 5s. Preference on the fruit content. As I say, the list

that occurs to one contains tilings like apples, pears, pineapples, peaches and
nectarines. But we can settle a list wliicli would be complete. We want to

make it as complete as possible. I would only mention there one small point.
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We would \vish to exempt fruit pulp for jam making. It is a very important

raw material for our jam makers. I only want just to table that exception now.

Mr. Massey: It will all come to you in the form of jam?

The Ch.urman: No, it won't, because we propose to tax jam. Jam is pre-

served fruit and will be subject to tlie double duty, first of all on the sugar con-

tent and then the 5s. duty on preserved fruit; so that is all right, Mr. Massey.

So much for fruit, and I think that covers the whole area of the fruit grower's

operations.

(5) Sugar.

Now let me take sugar. At the present time susiar is dutiable according

to a scale which depends on the polarization of the sugar, with a basic rate of

25s. 8d. I think it is, a hundredweiglit on fully refined sugar. Empire sugar

enjoys a Preference of one-sixth, that is about 4s. 3U1. a hundredweight or

nearly a halfpenny a pound on refined sugar. Now that is a substantial

Preference undoubtedly, but what we have felt and what has certainly been
strongly put to us is, that if it was known throughout the Empire that the

Preference—what I call roughly a halfpenny a pound—was going to last, that

is quite good enough for growers to go in and develop sugar growing on a large

scale and put capital into it. But supposing we were to reduce our sugar duty
considerably in the next two or three years, and the Preference was only to

remain one-sixth and was therefore going to fall substantial!}' below the half-

penny a pound, all the growers' calculations would be upset. Therefore what
we would propose in regard to that is, that we should give that guarantee of

certainty over a period of, say, ten years and that we should undertake that the

sugar Preference should not fall but bo maintained at its present rate, which,

as I say, is practically a halfpenny a pound, so \)ng at least as the duty on
foreign sugar did not fall below that level. TJ^iit I-think would give just the

security which the sugar growers in the Crown Colonies and the Dominions
want to make sure of before engaging in further 'work, and it is of enormous
importance, in view of our financial commitments elsewhere, that we should

draw as much sugar as we can from the Empire.

(6) Tobacco.

Then I want to take one other item. I have dealt with the whole of the

fruit.s; I have dealt with sugar, and now I want to come to tobacco. At present

the duty on tobacco varies according to kintl, being higher on cigars and
unmanufactured tobacco. On unmanufactured tobacco it is about 8s. 2d. per

pound, on which the Emire cnjoy.= a Preference of one-sixth. That is to say
about Is. 4d. on raw tobacco. With regard to tobacco, we want to submit two
alternative propositions for consideration; either that, in the same way as we
propose to deal with the sugar duty, we should stabilize the tobacco Preference,

so that, so long as the duty was maintained at a level which permitted it, the

Preference would not fall below its present actual cash value per pound; or,

alternatively, that we should increase the rate of Preference, which is now one-
sixth, to one-quarter; that would make the Preference about two shillings in

the pountl, as against Is. 4d. at the present time, ^n v,.. wniil.] -nlnnit those

two alternative propositions with regard to tobacco.

SPIRIT IN WHICH PROPOSALS M.VDE

Now we want at once to table those proposals as an immediate and prac-

tical contribution conceived in the spirit of making Preference within the exist-

ing tariff as effective as we possibly can. General Smuts, I think it was, said

that without revolutionary- changes he thought we could do much of real value.
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We feel so too, and it is in that spirit we make those proposals. But let me
make this clear. By making those immediate proposals we do not in the least

want to prc-judRC or to prevent or to prejudice tlie discussion of any other
proposals or of any aspects of this question. We ouglit to face them all—it is

what we are here for.

We all of us know that there are difficulties, but I think I speak not only
for my colleagues, but for the whole Conference when I say, " Do not let us
shirk it"; we have come here as a complete Imperial Economic Conference;
let us face all the issues. Let us see what the facts are; and above all do not
let us content ourselves or pass on to our constituents outside tliroughout the
Empire formulae in the place of facts.

PROCEDXJKE FOR DEALING WITH MR. BRUCe's PROPOSALS

I do not want at this moment—and I am sure you would not expect me

—

to follow all the suggestions or to consider all the questions which ^Ir. Bruce
raised this morning. All of them are essentially germane to the subject. All of

them are subjects which we ought to discuss here, and I would, at this moment,
only say this. I think we have felt that a Royal Commission would not really

be the best body to debate this problem. After all, I am not sure whether Mr.
Bruce meant precisely what we understand by a Royal Commission in what
he said. He used it rather as a term of art or description I thought, unless I

misunderstood him. What he said was in effect, " We want to get some body
which can approach these questions impartially, which can carry conviction.

Well, if an Imperial Economic Conference cannot approach these questions

impartially, cannot carry conviction when it makes its findings and recom-
mendations, I do not believe there is any body in the whole Empire which can.

Therefore, I venture to suggest that it is this body, sitting round this table, which

should have the courage to' '^ke'ftiese questions one by one and thrash them out.

Mr. Bruce: That I would accept quite willingly. I do not know whether

this Conference, sitting to the extent that it does, would be able to get through

the work vcrj' rapidly or efficiently. It might conceivably be more suitable for

only part of the Conference to do it, but, provided the thing were investigated

at once, I would raise no objection as to what particular body examined these

proposals in the first place.

Mr. M.^ssey: I would just like to say that I am Aerj' glad the proposal

to appoint a Royal Commission is not being pressed. My reason for it is this,

and I cannot help thinking what was said on one occnsicn by a statesman who
does not belong to the British Empire, that a Royal Commission was a very

convenient way of burj'ing a ver>' difficult subject. I would not suggest that

the British Government would do anything of that sort, but I know it has been

done, and done pretty frequently, and it has been done overseas. We do

not want it to liappen in connection with an important subject like this, in which

we are all concerned.

EXAMIN.\TION OF PROPOS.VLS BY COMMITTEE

Mr. Bruce: I would like to say a word with regard to that, because I

cordially agree with Mr. Massey that a Royal Commission is a well-known

and convenient method of getting rid of a number of subjects; but I venture

to suggest that the Royal Commission which does that is the Royal Commission
appointed when you are completely defeated yourself and have no sort of

suggestion to put forward. I felt that I was not on quite such dangerous ground

as it might appear in suggesting a Royal Conamission or any other body to

investigate it. When one has quite definitely put forward proposals, it is not
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intended to ask a Royal Coniinission to solve things you cannot make any
attempt at yourself, it is really intended to ask them to examine certain proposals
that you have put up; something smaller than this whole Conference is really

all I am pressing for as being a more convenient way of going into the matter
than to have the whole Conference handle it as one of its ordinary subjects,

The Chairman: Would it be possible to meet the double point in this way,
that we should take the subjects that you have raised and see at what date
any part of them could be conveniently referred to an expert Committee?

Mr. Bruce: An expert Committee?

The Chairman: Yes; I would say an expert Committee because you have
raised—I do not want to discuss it now on its merits—the question of a large

form of control of a ])roducing and distributing and price-controlling agency.
Well, it might very well be convenient to refer certain aspects of a question like

that to a small Committee who could go into the practical administrative diffi-

culties and report to us.

Mr. Massey: A Committee of this Conference?

The Chairman: A Committee of this Conference.

Mr. Amery: That would not preclude, so to speak, the discussion by the

whole Conference in Committee of the main question and its details.

The Ch.urman: Ko. Indeed, it would arise out of the discussion in

Committee.

Mr. Bruce: But I would suggest, in the first place, that it be handled by
some small body which can make a report. I am quite certain that any discus-

sion which takes place here is going to be much more useful if we have some-
thing definite and concrete to work upon than if we take the whole question

and range over it. I think it would take a great deal more time to deal with

it here than if it were referred to a Committee.

SCOPE OF suggested COMMITTEE

The Chairman: Possibly, Mr. Bruce, you would consider exactly what you
suggest should be referred to this Committee? You made a series of suggestions

this morning. One of them which you put forward was a question of tariffs.

That obviously is a much simpler matter than a complex question of control.

It is a matter which we, I should think, could discuss in this Conference without
referring to a Committee. Then you adumbrated certain alternative methods
of control. Those, possibly, could conveniently go to a Committee rather to

thrash out administrative details than the broad question of policy as to

whether such a control was at all possible.

Mr. Bruce: Save for this fact, that even if you come to a Preference you
have to carefully consider the effect of it, and put a number of facts forward

as to what it would actually mean I'is-a-vis the consumer, who, I have tried to

indicate very clearly, is the person who must be very much considered. I

should be inclined to think that tliis Conference would not be in any way
pledged to any conclusion this Committee arrived at, it would be a matter for

the Conference to consider; but if the whole subject were handled and discussed
and a report submitted to this Conference upon the five propositions I have
put up, or any more that may be submitted, I think we should be advanced to

a position where we could usefully discuss it here, whereas I am rather afraid
that if we just took it now and considered it we would not get very far.

36—10
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COMMITTEE TO REPORT ONLY ON MR. BRfCE's LAST THREE PROPOSALS

Sir Robert Sanders: Would it not be better to do what you, Mr. President,

suggested—to refer the last three of these proposals to a more or less expert

Committee for discussion? The two first were tariff proposals, which really

raise the broad question of principle more than anything else. I do not think

that a discussion by a Committee would add anything ver>- mat-erial to our

present knowledge of the subject. On the other hand, the three subsequent

proposals were subsidies with a home price fixed, import licenses like the

present hop control, and stai)ilization. All those three are principles wliich

want a good deal of explanation and working out, and I believe that if a Com-
mittee considered those three questions as an alternative to the tariff proposals

it would be more useful than putting all five before the same Committee, which
would have first to consider the big question of whether they were going for a

tariff or whether they were going for anything else.

Mr. Massey: Are you referring to the proposals in connection with British

agriculture?

Sir Robert Sanders: They refer both to British and Dominion agriculture.

Mr. Amery: Might I say that I would much rather like to support Sir

Robert Sanders' suggestion, from this point of view—tiiat the three latter sub-
jects do require very careful investigation, not from the point of view of policy,

but as to how far they would work practically. On the other hand, the prefer-

ential question is so important from the point of view of policy that I fancy
that all the principal representatives would want to be present. If so, the
Committee would in fact not be smaller than this body. Although the room is

very full, I think the actual number of principal representatives at the Confer-
ence is not really so very large.

Mr. BfKTON: I go further than the First Lord upon this. It seems to me
that no Committee of this body could settle the question of Preference. That
question is entirely one of policy. You know what you could propose to us,

and we know; we have examined, and I take it you and your officials have
examined very carefully how far you are able to go in meeting us. We know
what we can offer from our side. Those matters must be discussed at this table

and we can only settle them here. Detailed points on one or two of these

matters, such as the First Lord and Sir Robert Sanders have referred to, may
be threshed out by experts. You, Mr. Chairman, have made to us certain

definite proposals on behalf of the British Government, which you say they are

prepared to stand by. I think we should say now what our view is with regard

to those matters, whether we accept them, what we think of them, and so forth,

and tell you what we can do from our side. That can only be done at this

table, and reference of matters of that sort to a Committee, especially a Com-
mittee of experts, cannot possibly carry us any further.

Mr. Amery: May I add a word again to what Mr. Burton has said? If, on
consideration of these other proposals or suggestions, any of us are prepared

to go further than when we started the Conference, that, least of all, is a matter
which an expert Committee could decide for us. That is only a matter for the

principals. I should be inclined to think that Mr. Burton is right.

The Chairman: WouliI that meet you ISIr. Bruce, because if you take

your last three points, if it is put as fairly as it is put by you, they require a

good deal of amplification before we can consider them usefully. For example,

how your Control Board is to work, how it is to be constituted; is it to be an
English Control Board or is it to be an Imperial Control Board? It is neces-

sary to know how it should operate. At what stage will it operate? By what
principles would it be actuated? And so on. All that has an effect on such a
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question as wlictlitT it can work into the ordinary selling agencies of tlie

markets. All these things could be worked out by experts so that we knew
what it was we were asked to consider and what were the pros and cons of it.

About the other thing, I must say I do feel very strongly that the whole value

of tins ('onfcrence, when you come to the big questions of principle, is that we
should face up to them here. If I may say so, your own speech this morning
was the \'ery best example and proof of the truth of that.

PROCEDURE AGREED TO BV MR. BRUCE

Mr. Bkuce: I think I can quite agree, that the last three proposals should

be considered by a Committee and when the Conunittee has gone into them
and really thrashed them out and considered all the details, it should bring a

report back here, and then the whole cjucstion of the alternative ways of secur-

ing markets can be considered. I am sorry I was not able to be lierc earlier,

but may I ask one question? I gather that you have made quite definite pro-

posals with regard to existing duties and preferences?

The Ch.\irman: Yes, and with regard to certain new duties which we would
have on.

Mr. Bruce: These proposals are extraordinarily welcome from our point

of view, and we are very gratified that the British Government has seen its way
to make them. I want to make this point quite clear. When I was speaking
I tried to draw a very dcfmite line between the position as it exists to-day, where
you have duties and arc granting a Preference, and any action that may be
taken with regard to them. What I mean is that it will not be sufficient for

us merely to deal with the present position in respect of existing duties and
preferences, but that there is something further to be considered, and I want to

have that aspect of the question made clear. I had no idea of the matter being
dealt with by a committee: 1 thought it could be settled here and settled with
reasonable promptitude. Am I right in that?

DISCUSSION ON HIS MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT'S PREFERENCE
PROPOSALS

The Chairman: Certainly. That meets Mr. Burton's point. Certain pro-

posals I can make now, and we can go into those. We can follow on with the

second point you want to raise about Preference in public contracts which the

Chancellor is prepared to deal with from our side as soon as we are ready to get

on with it. We are generally agreed as to our principle.

Mr. Massey: Yes; personally I do not see any objection to what is pro-

posed, referring this to a Committee, on which, of course, Members of the Con-
ference would be well represented. I am not thinking of Members of the Depart-

ment only.

The Chairman: Quite.

Canada's .\ttitude

Mr. Graham: Mr. Chairman, as you rightly remarked some time ago, we
have never approached the question of Preference in any kind of bargaining

spirit. To my mind the proposals you have made must have been decided by

your Government as the ones you should make in the interests of all concerned.

So far as Canada's representation is concerned they arc not to criticise your
propositions. They are your propositions made by tlie British Governmint on

behalf of the British people. We placed our Preference on the Statute Book
in 1897, increasing it gradually until in some cases it reaches over 50 per cent,

36—lOi
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and I am hound to say that that was not altogether the result of an altruistic

motive to help the British Empire; it was to help the Canadian people. We
believe that it is your function to do things to help your people, and if it lielps

the British Empire at large so much the better for the British Empire. I think

it would be out of place altogether for me, as a representative of Canada, or my
colleague, to attempt for a moment to dictate what the British Empire should

do in the way of its tariff. It is dangerous ground; it is your business. We are

willing to accept what you give us and, so far as you wish to go, we will not

stop you. But to attempt to drive you along faster than you feci it is in the

interests of your own people to go, I think would be altogether out of place so

far as we are concerned.

PECULI.\R ECONOMIC POSITION OF CANAD.\

Canada is in a peculiar position—perhaps I might refer to that for a moment
— in that it differs, I think, from the other dominions. Our Dominion is indus-

trial as well as agricultural. You would be surprised to know that our exports

in 1921 of manufactured, and partly manufactured goods exceeded the exports

of agricultural products by a large amount; so that we are in a little different

position from that in which the otiier Dominions find themselves, in that their

jiroducts are largely agricultural.

INTER-DOMINION PREFERENCES

I look to a time when we will have our Preference extended among the

Dominions themselves as well as with the Mother Country. We have recently

done something that was not popular in Canada, we have raised the duty of a

certain product that Australia produces, in the hope of developing trade with

Australia and of having a reciprocal arrangement by which we will be able to

sell them a greater quantity of goods and we will take certain products from

them in preference to products of the same kind from other countries; but each

Dominion finds its own difficulties just as you do, and we Jiave to go along

slowly and feel our way and extend the Preference as rapidly as we can.

ECONOMIC RELATIONS WITH UNITED ST.\TES

It must be remembered that we lie beside a great nation, as I said the other

nay. and notwitlistanding what sentiment we may have—and we would all

prefer the trade with Great Britain—the fact remains, that we are beside tiiis

great country and they buy from us and we buy from them, and that fact has

to be considered in any steps we may take. Recently, of course, our United

States friends raised their tariff, but we are not going with our heads down about

it. I admit frankly that the increasing of that tariff has injuretl us, but the

British Government has met us in a measure in raising tlie embargo on cattle.

I hope we will be able to get other difficulties straightened out, and our export

trade of cattle to Great Britain is now beginning to thrive again, of course.

OBSTACLES TO IMPORT.^TION OF BRITISH FABRIC GOODS

I wanted to bring a thing to the attention of the Conference, which perhaps

is not germane, but yet it may be. The question is rightly asked, why we do

not import a greater amount of fabric goods from Great Britain? Now here is

one of the difficulties that one of our leading clothing manufacturers brought to

my attention before I came away. They are not, in the present state of the

market for the purchase of their raw material, in a position to stock up as
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licavily as tliey would do under uorinal coiulitions, for the sole reason that the

market may break at any time and leave them in the lurch, as they were after

the war, having their shelves filled with high-priced goods, while the market had
gone down. As a consequence they are compelled always to buy in small quan-

tities and turn over rapidly. Now, pcriiap.s, your manufacturers will not be

averse to me saying it takes about six weeks, so this manufacturer of clothing

told me, to get an order filled in London or Livcniool before the goods are

returned. They might as well never come to our manufacturer at all as to take

six weeks. He has an order and he can in twenty-four hours have his goods

on the way from the United States in just the quantity he recjuires. Conse-

quently it must be purchased in the United States or he will lose his order.

A suggestion ha.s been made which will not help Great Britain out, though

it will help the manufacturer out, that it would be wise if some of our friends in

the British Isles would establish branches in Canada by which this difficulty

coidd be overcome. This gentleman, who is President of ths Association of

Manufacturers of this kind of goods, assured me that that Association would
much prefer to buy British goods as they believe the quality is better and they

would rather deal with our people if they possibly can. He made an alternative

proposition and that was that British manufacturers might well establish ware-
houses in Canada and carry a stock of the goods that our manufacturers require

.so that they could secure them at short notice. I do not know whether that

would appeal to the manufacturers or not but that is just a detail of trade, and
the situation which geogi'aphy compels rather than which sentiment dictates^.

REB.\TES ON RE-KXPORTED R.VW M.\TER1AI>S

I was speaking of manufactured goods a moment ago to show the amount
of manufactured goods which is produced in Canada which makes us somewhat
difYerent from our sister Dominions. In the year 1920, the last complete figures

I have, the value of goods manufactured in Canada was over three and a half

billions which, for 9 million people, is a somewhat large expenditure. Now for

export trade Canada allows on the raw material which enters into the manufac-
ture of these goods a rebate of 99 per cent, so that, as one of the delegates said

this morning—I think it was Mr. Bruce—there is an instance of where the
purchaser who is not a resident in Canada has an advantage over the Canadian
resident because, in fact, the Canadian resident does not get the rebate of 99
per cent on the raw material.

At a recent Session of Parliament, as you well know, an Act was passed
which I will not glorify, in reference to the purchasing of goods from countries
with a depreciatetl currency. The Act merely recites that when there is any
discussion or question as to the value of these goods for duty they shall be
valued as if they had been manufactured in Great Britain, so that, so far as
duty is concemeil, it gives them no advantage over the British manufacturers
as tliey have to pay the duty equal to the cost of the manufacture of similar

goods in Great Britain.

I do not know that I can say anything further as to the Committee. I am
not in favour of Royal Commissions except to do things which we do not want
to do or cannot ver>- well do ourselves, but in regard to this question of the
Tariff I want to repeat what I said before, this is the proposition made by the
British Government, this is the best proposition they can make. I am bound
to say that it will help some of the other Dominions more than Canada, but it

will help the Empire, and it must not be considered! that it is really missionary
work among the Dominions because the first thing the British Govennnent must
look after, as the first thing that the Dominion Governments would look after,

is the interest of their own people, and, as far as Canada is concerned, we are
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glad to accept that proposition without any discussion. If tlie British Govern-
ment desire to enlarge it that might help us. but it is their business primarily
and not ours. After all, trade is developed on sentiment to a certain extent,

and I can assure you that the Canadian people, if they ran on equal terms,

would prefer to buy British goods rather than American goods. The feeling at

the present time is that our frientls across the line, and these are really the only
neighbours that we have in trade in close proximity, have raised the bars S3

high that though the action may be aimed at us it will injure them to a certain

oxient and eventually they will probably reduce these duties. But that is their

business again and not ours. In the meantime we should like to develop wider
trade in every respect with our relatives within the Empire, in all parts of it,

but for practical purposes, as it is your duty to look after the interests of your
people, we are compelled at ever>' step to keep in view, as the paramount ques-

tion, the interests of the people of the Dominion of Canada.

AU.?TR.\LI.\ WELCOMES HIS MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENTS PROPOS.\LS

Mr. Bruce: I am sorry I was not here when you made your pronouncement,
but, as I remarked before, I need hardly say, as far as Australia is concerned,

we arc ver>' much gratified that the British Government have seen their way to

take the action which they have taken. I entirely associate myself with the
representative of Canada in that it is certainly none of our business what you
do in regard to your own TarifT, and it certainly would be quite improper for

me in any way to press you to do anj-thing more than you possibly can in the
interests of your own people. I confess some slight regrets in regard to currants,

but, as I have said, I will behave in the way that I should.

The Ch.urman: Let us be clear about the currants. My proposal in regard
to currants was immediately to put the Empire on the free list and then to

discuss with you at what date you would be in a position to make use of an
increased duty if we put it on. I mean I want to thrash that out. We are quite

definitely prepared to raise the duty later on to meet the time of development,
if that is of real value to you. Let me make that quite clear to you.

Mr. Bruce: Under these circumstances, I certainly have nothing more to

say with regard to the matter at all, except to again express our ver>' great
gratification. I think I can as.sure you that this will materially revolutionize
the whole of the prospects of the settlement scheme that I went into at very
great length this morning, and, for our part, we are extremely pleased that
the British Government has taken this action. There is one other particular

item which is under taxation at present, namely, wine, and I merely ask tlie

question, believe me, in no sense trying to get anything for Australia. Are there

any proposals at all with regard to the position of wine?

"position with regard to AUSTRALIAN WINES

The Chairman: The position with regard to wine is tliis. The Preference
at the present moment is a ver>- substantial one. When we were considering

the wine question wo thought that the Preference was already so large tiiere that
we siiould be sacrificing revenue, unnecessarily probably, without giving you
substantial benefit by dealing with it. Believe me, in this Conference wliether

one side or another throws a thing out we accept at once that the ultimate
decision with regard to tariffs must rest with the country concerned, but it is

no good our discussing at all unless we are to consider what will be of benefit

to us and what will be of benefit to you.

Mr. Bruce: That spirit is the ver>' one that we wish to come here in, and
our only fear was that wc might be in some way misunderstood, but as you
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have taken that attitude tlicrc is certainly notliing to i)revent our raying any-
thing we have to say. Tlie only point really that has given us considerable

anxiety in Australia with regard to wine—while we appreciate that the Prefer-

ence wc have at the moment is a ver>' valuable one and a verj^ large one— is

that depreciated currencies are rather embarrassing our position. That was the

only side of the question that we wanted to raise—whether anything can be

done to help the competition we are faced with from countries with depreciated

currencies. You naturally want time to give it consideration, and I shall say

no more about it, except to raise the point and to give you the information

that it does cause us very considerable difficulty.

The Ch.\irm.\n: We had framed these proposals with a view to helping

Empire trade, particularly with a view to helping those settlement schemes
which you have referred to. and we wanted to know whether they would do that

and to have any criticism upon them, and of course to get the list as complete

as possible. Possibly after you have had a chance of seeing the specific pro-

posals on the transcript you may return to the charge.

Mr. Bruce: If there is anything I wish to say after reading the transcript

no doubt the Conference will let me do so to-morrow.

Mr. Gr.\ham : After we have looked at the effect which the different pro-

posals will have on our different countries we shall be free to discuss them
to-morrow.

The Cii.\iRM.\x: Certainly.

NEW ZE/VLAND'.S attitude

Mr. Mas-sev: Just a word, Mr. Chairman, about the depreciated currency.
The position that we take up, the position of the Government to which I l)elong,

and of the New Zealand Parliament, with regard to depreciated currency is

just this; we cannot allow manufactured goods or products coming from a
country with a depreciated currency to come into unfair competition, because
that is exactly what it would mean, with manufacturers or producers in our
own country. We take steps to prevent that sort of thing. However, I am
not going to follow that. Referring ia the proposals of the British Govern-
ment with regard to Preference on dried fruits and different varieties of pre-

serves, I would just like to say that I am ver>' strongly of opinion that these

proposals will be wclcomcfl by fruit growers and preser\'ers of fruit in almost

every part of the Empire. I am not speaking from a selfish point of view,

because, up to now, I do not think it will benefit my country very much.

PO.SITIOX OF NEW ZE.VLAND FRUIT-GROWING INDUSTRY

We have been tr>'ing to establish a fruit-growing industry in New Zealand,

and with a certain amount of success; but there is still a ver\' great deal to

be done. The difficulty is the distance from the market. We have been

sending over fruit to London, and where it had been landed without damage
we have been encouraged to send more; but somehow or other we are in the

habit of getting a lot of it damaged, either by freezing, or in .some other way,

and the fruit growers are correspondingly discouraged. I am not a fruit grower

personally, but I have given a good deal of attention to the question of fruit

growing in my countr>-. and have given ever>- possible encouragement to the

fruit growers. We have given them a low guarantee with regard to price; that

is to say, when they export fruit we guarantee that they will get a certain mini-

mum price for it; if they do not get that price we pay the difference. We have

had to pay up to £10,000 or £12,000 already. However, we may get over that
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and probably will. But with regard to duties, we have, a< they have in

Australia, some countrj- particularly suitable for fruit growing. It is a dry
climate, the driest climate in New Zealand by a very long way. with a verj'

light rainfall, but it is vcr>' good country- and grows fruit magnificently. We
have taken it in hand recently and it is going on; we have already 150 miles

of water-races. AVe are irrigating probably half a million acre.s, but in a few
years I hope and believe we shall have quite a community of fruit growers there.

I am verj- optimistic about it and when that time comes, and I hope it will

come, what is being done now by the British Government will be of some
advantage to them.

A point that I want to raise here is that there was no reference made to

duty on condensed and sweetened milk. There is a pretty large export of con-

densed milk from some of the oversea countries, my own among them, and if it

were possible to give them a Preference it would be just as welcome as what is

proposed with regard to the fruit growers themselves.

.\PPEAL ON BEH.\LF OF NEW ZEAL.\ND MEAT TRADE

Reference was made this morning by the Prime Minister of Australia to

the difficulties of Australia with regard to the export of meat. I am not going

to raise the whole question. We are concerned as much as Australia, perhaps
more, with the exception of beef. I think Australia is far more concerned with
the export of beef than we are; but it may surprise the members of the Confer-
ence when I tell them that we send more mutton and lamb into Britain than
all the other countries in the world put together. It is one of our principal

exports as a matter of fact. Now this is a point to which I want to call atten-

tion. The difficult}- that we have—and it applies to Australia just as well as

to New Zealand—is in competing with the South American States. Take New
Zealand again. There are other meat-producing countries in South America
besides the Argentine, because the war gave a tremendous impetus to the pro-

duction of meat in South America—all outside the Empire. The distance to

the Argentine is just as nearly as possible half the distance to New Zealand.

They have the advantage of freights. As a matter of fact, they do not need to

freeze all their meat; quite a lot is sent here in what is called " chilled" form,
sufficiently cold to preserve it. That is an advantage in itself. There are the

fieigiits that I have mentioned, and the labour. The labour is ever so much
cheaper; I do not think they pay half or an>i:hing like half the wages that the

producer in New Zealand pays for the labour he requires. They have all these

advantages. I am not pressing for an answer on this, I simply ask the Presi-

dent of the Board of Trade to take this into account, and see if something can-
not be done to place the people within the Empire in a slightly better positon

than the people outside the Empire. I think we are entitled to consideration,

and it all comes back to what we have been able to do in the way of Preference.

EXTENT OF TREFERENCE ACCORDED BY NEW ZEALAND

Each country of the Empire gives Preference to Britain—every country.

Unfortunately, the figures at my disposal at present are of very little value,

because we had a revision of the tariff at the end of 1921 and it has upset all

the figures for 1922, because every time that people in the trade know where
the duty is going to be increased—it is marvellous how it gets out—we find

there is a rush on the bonded stores and that sort of thing, and there is not

much left for about six months after the revision takes place. But I can say
this, that approximately we purchase £20.000.000 worth of goods from Britain

every year—and it is increasing. I shall be able to get later figures than those
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I liave got; I shall be al)lc to get tliciii for the flnaneial year instead of the

ealcmlar year; I cannot get them for tlie calendar year to be of much value,

hut \vc give a very substantial Preference; all the countries do—I do not say

that New Zealand stands by itself in that respect—a very substantial Prefer-

ence to British manufacturers and to Britain generally; and so far as contracts

arc concerned, wc make a point of seeing that when a local body imports

machinery or imi)orts iron-work or anytiiing that is dutiable to New Zealand,

we take jjrccious good care that the Preference is extended by them. So far as

the general Government is concerned, I would not like to say that we never by
any chance buy anything outside the Empire which couhl be produced in it, or

buy anything anywhere else that could be produced by Britain itself, but we go

as near it as we possibly can. In some cases, 99 per cent of the varieties of

goods that we require are purchased in Britain. I think I can find some figures

to quote \'ery briefly, whicii are particularly interesting on this point. The
principle of Preference was first placed before the New Zealand Parliament in

1903. It was mafic to apply to 38 items. In 1907 it came up again and it was
made to apply to 199 items. In 1917 it came up again and was made to apply

to 218 items; and in 1921 it was made to apply to 425 items. That is a pretty

good record, and I know the sentiment of my fellow citizens in New Zealand,

and I say we are prepared to go further even than we have gone up to the

present in connection with Preference to Britain. We are prepared to go further

than we have done yet. With regard to the questions that I have asked, I am
not pressing for details. I only say that I hope that the propositions with

regard to Preference on dried fruits and so on will not end the matter, that we
shall have another opportunity of considering this question, and I hope that

other items will be brought under the scope of Preference, which have not yet'

been referred to at this Conference.

PREFERENCE AN EST.iBLISHED POLICY IN SOUTH .\FRIC.\

Mr. Burton: Mr. Chairman, the question of British Preference was hotly

debated in South Africa and settled twenty years ago. Since then it has been
practically an established fact with us and I do not suppose that anyone who
i> a serious politician in our country really expects to see it removed from our
existing system. Perhaps I may just add as a matter of interest, which may
not be known to all of us here, that so far back as the first Imperial Conference,
which took place in 1887, the principle of reciprocity in Inter-Imperial Prefer-
ence was advocated by the South African representative, who was also a dis-

tinguished South African Dutchman, who, at Ottawa, proposed amongst other
things that there should be a 2-V per cent tax imposed upon all foreign goods
brought into any British port within the Empire, for the purposes of common
defence. Well, we have advanced since those days, but so far as the granting
of a Preference by South Africa to British manufacturers and British products
is concerned that is a settled question with us.

It seems to me from the discussion we have had here to-day, that the point

really is how far you are going in order to meet the advances which have been
made so far by the Dominioas in this respect. May I say before I conclude this

part of the very brief statement I am going to make, that we have given you so

far for the last twenty years what is roughly a Preference of one-fifth; it is 3

per cent, broadly speaking, on 1.5 per cent, with a general ad valorem rate. The
exact amount of benefit which that gives to the British producer or manufac-
turer is ver>' difficult to determine. This morning Mr. Bruce gave us some cal-

culations of the money value of the Preferences given by Australia. Well, I

cannot but think that calculations of that sort are apt to be ver>' illusorj',

because in respect of many of the articles whicli are included in our general ad
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valorem rate, the actual benefit to the British producer is ver\' little for the

simple reason that whether Preference were there or were not, he would pro-

bably have the business in any case.

SOUTH AFRICAN DESIRE TO EXTEND PREFERENCES SUBJECT TO LOCAL NEEDS

Now as far as we are concerned we are anxious, within the limits which our
local conditions impose upon us and our South African necessities—because
aitliough we are deeply int*rest«d in this matter of the co-operation of the
people of the Empire, and we cjuitc understand and value the necessity of such
co-operation, our first duty quite naturally is to the people within our own
bordci"s, as no doubt you feel yourselves at this very Conference that we are

attending now—within the limits therefore of our local situation and our local

necessities we are desirous of doing what we can to improve what we have done,
tn make an a(l\'ance upon what we have done, in respect of this Preference, and
to adjust our duties in sucii a way as to give your Britisli manufacturers and
producers a more substantial benefit. It may be quite possible—in fact, we are
advised that it is so—by adjustment of our rate, by, for instance, changing the

sj'stem of a general ad valorem rate to a rated duty on selected articles, so to

arrange matters as to give really to those British industries which are in need
of assistance, particularly at this juncture, much more substantial aid than we
do at present. To-day I cannot go into the details of the matter because we want
to obtain tlic suggestions and advice of your people as to what the articles are
whicii are deser^ing on their merits, but wc propose—and that is our suggestion

from South Africa—we propose to go into this matter with yourselves and with
•j'our advisers and to ascertain wliat the articles are which, in your opinion,

woukl be the most benefited by additional assistance from South Africa witii our
limited market there, and then to take steps to earn.' out the adjustments that
I have referred to^

SOUTH AFRICA APPRECI.ATES GRE.AT BRITAIN'S PROPOS.\LS

You have stated that the British Government is prepared to do certain

things. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think that we cannot do otlierwise than express

our appreciation of this announcement. There is no doubt that tiie action you
propose taking in respect of some of these things must materially assist our
producers in South Africa. The proposals with regard to dried fruits and to

jirescrved fruits and other matters of that sort unquestionably must be of very
great assistance to us. You mentioned—I was not sure whether you mentioned
imder dried fruit—peaches. You said sometliing about peaciics being excluded.

The Chairman: No, I had to take it like that because some of the articles

are now subject to duty, when dried, and some are free. What I propose to do
is to take a complete list of drieil fruits that are of interest to the Dominions,
put them all on a 10s. 6rf. basis and let all tlie Dominions' stuff in free.

Mr. Burton: I am very glad to hear that. Of course, dricil peaches are of

vital importance to South Africa.

The Ch.\irman: The peach is not subject to duty at present. I propose

to make it subject to a 10s. 6d. Duty and bring yours in free.

Mr. Burton: Amongst the details I assume raisins will include a branch

of raisins being made in South Africa, which will become a general industry,

growing continually in extent owing to tlie over-production of wine in that

country-. We find our people are producing more wine than we can dispose of,

and it would be better to divert their energies to some extent from the growing of

grapes to such things as sultanas. I assume sultanas would come in under the

raisins?
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Tlie Chairman: Tlicy are sul)jcct to 10s. tid. /o-ciay ami you get l.s- 9d. as

a Preference and we propose to give you 100 per cent.

Mr. Bvrton: Then the same observations apply to what you have said

about Sugar and with regard to Tobacco. There we appreciate what you have
proposed, and I would like to ask you to allow us, with the Advisers we have
with us here, to consider the alternative you have proposed.

The Chairman: Certainly.

Mr. Bltiton: At present 1 have a clear idea myself as to which alternative

I prefer, but possibly the apparent advantage may not turn out to be a real one
in the end, and I would like to discuss that before I intiinato to you which of

the two we would rather have.

POSITION OF SOUTH .AFRICAN WINE EXPORT TR.\DE

Now, as to wine, the position is really this. I quite understand what you
say about the Duty. The real trouble about South African wine in this con-

nection is the matter of alcoholic content. You get wines sent from Spain, for

instance, to England, and the shortness of the voyage enables them to send it

so slightly fortified that it keeps quite easily for transmission to England, and

by that means comes in under your smaller duty. To send wine from South

Africa to England involves a long sea voyage, and involves necessarily addi-

tional fortification in order to keep the wine. That means that when our wines

arrive here their alcoholic content is found to be greater and they have to pay
the higher duty. That is a thing perhaps you will allow us to discuss with your
people to see whether it is possible to make any arrangement in that respect. It

is not a question with us of the duty, but the way the duty operates owing to

the alcoholic content of the wine.

PREFERENTIAL TARIFFS ON FOODi5TUFF.S A MATTER FOR GRE.\T BRITAIN TO DECIDE

I do not know whether we are goina; to discuss some of these larger matters

which were raised tliis morning in Mr. Rruce's speech.* In fact, T think ho did

foreshadow the possibility of your taking some specific action in respect of other

matters, foodstuffs, like grain, meat and things of that sort. Well, our feeling

about those matters is this: As Mr. Graham has said, we cannot help feeling that

these are matters really which mainly, in the action that you have to take, are

your business. It concerns you and your people very vitally, we can under-
stand that, but, of course, if you find yourselves able to flo anything at all in

that direction, we can only say that we should ver>- much appreciate it. I

would just mention one thing which is not really an article, as I understand, of

human consumption in England, and that is the maize which we send you. That
is one of our principal exports amongst the products of the soil, and it is becom-
ing very large. We anticipate ha^-ing this season, so I am told, an exportable

surplus of about between 5,000,000 and 6,000,000 bags, which means something
like 500.000 tons of a value of £2.500.000. The Argentine export to you is con-
siderably larger, about three times that now, but we have been catching up to

them very rapidly and there really is what you may call an unlimited field for

the production of Maize in South Africa, in the Up-lands of the Transvaal, in

the Free State, Natal and other parts. It is going to be a very great maize-
growing country if it can succeed in finding a suitable market. However, I

mention this to you just to let you know of one of our great agricultural pro-

ducts there which is a matter of vital importance to Soutii Africa, and to say
without going further now, that if it is found possible by the British Govern-

* Sec opening speeches, page 57.
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ment to take any action in respect of an article like that, of course it would
be a very great assistance, but at the same time I qualify that by what I have
already said, and what I think (iencral Smuts said, that we feel it is not desir-

able or necessary that we should endeavour to make any revolutionary changes
nor to press you in respect of matters upon which you may find it impossible

to take action. That is all I have to say at this stage. 1 suppose in respect

of some of these details we can get the matters enquired into by our Committees.

The Ch.airm.vn: Please.

ATTITUDE OF IRISH FREE STATE

Mr. Fitzgkrald: Ireland produces very few of the commodities referred to

in your announcement of the British Government's new Preferential proposals.

Therefore, we shall await with interest any subsequent announcement you may
make in regard to an extension of the list, which, we trust, will include items

that should benefit Irish producers.

principle of preference never yet accepted by INDIA

Mr. Innes: In the discussion of this question, India occupies a special

position. For most of the countries represented round this table, as you said

just now. Sir, the principle of Preference has been established, and the discussion

has turned, so far, not upon the merits of the principle, but mainly on (luestions

whether the application of the principle can be extended. Now the difference

of India's position is that, so far, we have never yet accepted the principle of

Preference, and no doubt this Conference will wish to know whether India has
altered or proposes to alter in any way the position we have hitherto taken up.

It is a question which, of course, has often been discussed in India, and some
members of the Conference may be familiar with the well-known despatch, writ-

ten by the Government of India on the subject in 1903. The conclusion arrived

at in that despatch was, that from the economic standpoint, while India had
something, but not very much, to offer the Empire, she stood herself to gain
very little by Preference, and stood to lose or risk much. I do not think it is

necessary for me to go into past history of the question in India. What we are

concerned with is the present, and I wish to try to place before the Conference
what are the main governing factors of the problem as it applies to India now.
Those factors are partly economic and partly political, for in India, as I think
in all countries, political considerations enter very largely into the decision of

economic questions,

ECONOMIC POSITION OF INDIA

On the economic side, the position in some respects is very much the same
as when the despatch of 1903 was written, that is to say, we still receive a pre-

ponderating share of our imports from the British Empire, and we still rely

mainly on foreign countries for our export markets, and this, as I saitl last week,
is a factor which we in India have always to keep very much in mind. Again,
broadly speaking, we export raw materials and foodstuffs, and it is true, at any
rate as a general proposition, that raw materials and foodstuffs stand less in

need of preferential assistance than do manufactured goods. Most of our raw
materials and foodstuffs, with some exception, enter free into most countries.

RECENT INCRE.\SE IN IMPORT DUTIES

In other respects, however, the position has undergone considerable change.

I propose only to mention one of these changes. It is a point to which I drew
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prominent attention wlien I made a statement last week at the opening of tliis

Conferonro. Our finanriai interests in India have compelled us in recent years
very greatly to increase our import duties. They now constitute a verj' large
part of the revenues of tlie Ciovernmcnt of India. Having regard to the circum-
stances of India the pitch of tiiem is high. The general ad valorem rate is

15 per cent, and leaving out of consideration altogether the duty on wine, spirits,

cigarettes and cigars, the rate in the case of some articles is as higii as 30 per
cent. This fact complicates the problem.

DIFFICVLTIES IN THE W.W OF .\DOPTING IMPF.RIAL PREFERENCE ECONOMIC AND
POLITICAL

If we embarked on a general policy of Imperial Preference we should have
to carry it into effect in one of two ways, either we should have to reduce our
import duties in favour of goods from British countries, or we should have to
raise our import duties against goods from foreign countries. Wc cannot adopt
the former course, because we simply cannot afford to sacrifice the revenue. I

have already explained to what extremities we have been driven in order to
balance our Budget for this year. Nor can we adopt the latter course. I have
just said that, considering the circumstances of India, the general level of our
duties is high, and if we raise them still higher, that is to say, if we raise our
duties on goods coming from foreign countries, we should in some cases stand
a considerable risk of setting in motion the law of diminisiiing returns. Also,

wc have to consider the Indian consumer. Each concrete proposal would have
to be carefully examined from tlie point of view of his interests, and with
special reference to the risk of raising prices against him. This is most important
when you are speaking of a countrj- where the people are so poor as they are in

India. It is perfectly true that wages, even real wages, have risen ven.^ greatly
in recent years, but even so they are extremely low in comparison with the
level of wages in Western countries and in the great Dominions. I do not wish
to embark upon what is rather a dangerous topic. It is always dangerous to

commit oneself to statements as to the average level of wages or average incomes,
but I can just illustrate my point by giving an example which I have drawn from
my own experience. Wlien I first went out to India, twenty-five years ago, a
ver>' common rate of wage for an unskilled labourer was four annas, that is,

4d., a day. Now, in some of the bigger towns at any rate, a typical wage for

that same unskilled labourer would be about a rupee, that is, Is. 4d., a day. I

just mention that to illustrate how poor the Indian, the vast majority of Indians,
are, and how careful wc liave to be of doing anything that may raise prices
against tliem. In all our tariff matters tiiat is the point we have to keep in

mind, namely, the poverty of the Indian. So far I have only dealt with economic
considerations, and it may be thought that this is a question which ought not
to be looked at solely from the economic point of view, and that I ought to
have given more weight to considerations of what I might call Empire sentiment.
These economic considerations, which I have just referred to, point to the con-
clusion that from the economic point of view would be verj- difficult for us in
the present circumstances in India to embark upon a preferential tariff, that
is to say, to set up an all-round two-decker tariff. Turning to the other point
of view. I should like to say at once that the Government of India realize
to the full the desirability of adopting any step which would tend to cement
the ties of Empire and promote Imperial interests, but on this side we have to
consider, not only the constitutional position of the Government of India, but
also the stage of self-government which India has attained. When in 1897
Canada, of lier own free will, reduced her import duties in re.^pect of British
goods, she had long claimed and won the right to order her own fiscal affairs in
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Ikt own way. She liad had autonomy for nearly fifty years, and her art of

1897 was the spontaneous act of a self-governing community. Tlie same may
be said of New Zealand, Australia and South Africa wiien they followed suit.

Now in 1903 the CJovernment of India, when it was in the position of a trustee

for three liundrcd millions of people, obviously could not take upon itself tiie

responsibility of acting in that way. It had to examine tlic question of Imperial

Preference most closely from the point of view of the economic interests of the

people of India. Even now, India has only made an advance along the road

to self-government. She is in a transition stage, always, as the Prime Minister

has said, a difficult and delicate stage, and it is still neccssar>' for us to look

at the question mainly from the economic side. Moreover, no fiscal policy can

be stable unless it is based securely upon public ojiinion, and I should l)e failing

in tiiat frankness upon which you, Sir, have laid such stress, if I disguised the

fact that Indian public opinion is much exercised at present on the question of

the position of Indians in certain Colonics and Dominions. Please do not tiiink

that I wish to open up in any way that subject in this Conference. It would be

entirely out of place for me to do so, and I have no intention of doing so, but

I merely wish to state the fact that that subject is one which lies ver\- near the

heart of India, and it is bound to colour public opinion in India in regard to

such questions as Imperial Preference.

INDI.\ GR.\TEFUL FOR P.\ST AXD PRESENT CON'CESSIONS

Now so far I have dealt with Imperial Preference solely as a general policy,

and I have pointed out that in present circumstances it would be difllicult for

India to embark upon any policy of Imperial Preference. I recognize, of course,

that I have covered only a part of the ground and that I may reasonably be

asked whether, even granting that a general preferential tariff is at present out

of the question, some measure of Preference could not be given at any rate in

respect of certain selected items in our Tariff Schedule, especially as valuable

tariff concessions have been made to India not only by His Majestys Govern-

ment, but also by New Zealand and Canada. I should like to say that with

regard to the Government of India we are very grateful indeed both to His

Majesty's Government for this concession and for the ex-tended concessions

announced to-day, and also to the Dominions I have mentioned. The conces-

sions in respect of tea, coffee and tobacco are particularly valuable, and when

the time comes to consider the question I am perfectly sure that India will not

be unmindful of the additional benefits which have been announced to-day.

POSSIBILITIES OF RECIPROCATION BY INDI.\

The course I have just mentioned would not be open, at any rate to the same

degree, to the economic objections which I have just taken to a general prefer-

ential tariff. I may say that it is perhaps a possible line of advance, but at

present I cannot say any more than that. The political tension to which I have

referred makes it undesirable to force the issue, and I am sure that the Confer-

ence will not expect the Government of India, placed as we are placed, as a

Government, to give any undertaking or promise whicii would purport to bind

the Indian legislature in advance. Tlierefore, the conclusion follows that I am
not at present able to commit the Government of India to the principle of

Preference. I have already said that without Preference British goods enjoy

the largest share of India's market and that India is Britain's best customer. I

must leave the matter at that. The Government of India must continue to

reserve freedom of action in this matter.
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COLONIES WKLCOME ANNOUNCKMENT WITH RKGAUD TO SUGAR DUTY

Mr. Ormsby-(1ore: In view of the announcement of the Chairman this

afternoon on belialf of tlie British Government, I think it will ill become the

representatives of the Colonies and Protectorates not to lay stress on the grati-

tude tiiat will be felt, particularly in Mauritius and in the West Indies, at the

announcement made this afternoon about the sugar duty. When in company
with my predecessor in office I was in British Guiana and the West Indies early

last year we had the position of the American Dependencies—the American
Sugar Colonies vis-a-vis the British sugar Islands—brought home pretty clearly

to us. America gives to Porto Rico a Preference not of £3 15s. per ton, but of

£10 per ton and gives a considerable Preference to Cuba as against British

sugar-growing Islands; and by that means America has more and more, ever

since the collapse of the beet sugar influstry in Europe, controlled the produc-

tion and price of sugar—I may say throughout the world. If wc were to ensure

a British sugar industry in the historic sugar-growing islands of the Empire, it

was quite clear that it was not so much the amount of the Preference as the

certainty of the Preference that was required to attract capital, labour and indus-

try to British sugar production. After all, the prciduction of sugar from cane

requires a very large expenditure of capital. Modern machinery has enormously
improved and cheapened the cost of production, but it is expensive. I have in

the last two or three weeks had approaches from persons with capital in this

country considering whether they would or would not establish further sugar

factories and extend the sugar industry, particularly in the Island of Jamaica,
and I believe this announcement this afternoon will make the whole difTerencc,

and you will get the orders for the machinery here in Great Britain, and you
will get an increasing sugar supply. My adviser from Mauritius tells me that,

owing to the expansion of the sugar industry, Mauritius is producing very
largely, but it wants the certainty, if it is to manure and if it is to keep the
sugar lands in cultivation. I must say I am quite sure that the announcement
made this afternoon will be of immense benefit in the long run to the British

consumer as well as to the sugar Colonies and Protectorates.

One word about tobacco. I am quite sure that Rhodesia and Nj'asaland
are quite prepared to follow whatever line the Union of South Africa think
wise in this respect. I hope that not only Great Britain, but also the self-

governing Dominions, will consider the possibility of extending preferential

treatment to the products of the Colonies and Protectorates.

I shall have a resolution to bring forward on behalf of the Colonics about
Preference in public contracts. Some have given to the Dominions specific

reciprocal arrangements, notably in the West Indies, between goods of the West
Indies and Canada. I believe that could be extended in other parts of the
Empire, with advantage both to the Dominions and to the Colonies and Pro-
tectorates concerned. I hope that the possibility of developing our Colonial
Empire as well as the self-governing Dominions by the wise, common-sense and
skilful application of the principle of preference will not be lost sight of.

BRITISH PROPOS.\LS NOT THE LAST WORD

Mr. Neville Chamberl.ux: Mr. Chairman, after the very valuable
speeches that we have had this afternoon I do not know whether it is really

necessary to say anything more to elaborate the position of the British Govern-
ment in this matter; but perhaps I might just be allowed to emphasize what
you said about the nature of the proposals that are being put before the Con-
ference this afternoon. You will have observed that those proposals do not
concern matters which are what you might call of vital and direct interest to
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our people in these Islands, and they have not been put forward in the spirit of

the lik'ssed (Ucndoveer
—

" 'tis ours to speak, 'tis yours to hear," because if that

had been our attitude, we miRht just as well have sent you a letter saying:

These are our proposals. But we have come here as I understand it to take

counsel together and to give one another information as to the manner in which

inter-Imperial trade can be helped by adjustment of arrangements between us;

and therefore, we have avowedly framed our proposals as our contribution to

the task of increasing inter-Imperial trade, and if these proposals in any way
fail to carry out the object which we have in view, then we want to know it;

and we want you, who have the knowledge of the conditions in your respective

countries, to tell us whether what we have proposed is going to help you:

whether our proposals can in any way be improved and, if so, in what direction.

That does not bind us to accept any suggestions that you make to us, any more

than you are bound to accept any suggestion we may put to you as to what we
might desire by way of increasing our trade with you; but it does give us the

opportunity at any rate of realizing what the position is, and then it will be

for us to say whether, consistently with the interests of our own people here,

we can carry out what you have suggested to us.

SUGGESTIONS INVITED

I hope, therefore, that the Members of the Conference will consider our

jtroposals in detail from that point of view, and that, when we discuss them
again, they will tell us whether they consider them adequate, complete, or

whether they think they are capable of improvement and in what direction.

As a result of the foregoing discussion the question of Tariff Preference

was adjourneil to enable further consideration to be given to the matter by the

\aiious Ministers and their expert advisers. A Committee (the Food and
Materials Committee) was ajjpointed meanwhile, in pursuance of the decision

arrived at in the above discussion, to consider the practicability of certain

methods, suggested for examination by Mr. Bruce, for assisting the marketing
of food-stuffs and agricultural raw materials originating in the British Empire.
The Committee reported on the 25th October and their report is printed on
page 244.

The discussion was resumed at the Twentieth Meeting of the Conference,
held on the 7th November, as follows:—

The Chairm.\n: The first two items on the agenda to-day are Tariff

Preference and the Report of the Food and Materials Committee. I think it

would probably be convenient, as the two are so closely interlinked, if we took
items 1 and 2 together. If it were agreeable to you I would summarize the
Report of the Food and Materials Committee, which went very fully into the
(luestions referred to it, and also make a statement on certain other items of
Tariff Preference, which have been a matter of discussion informally outside
the Conference.

Mr. Massey: Where you propose to apply Preference?

The Chairman: Where we propose to apply Preference.

FOOD AND M.VTERIALS COMMITTEE REPORT

I think it would probably be convenient if I took the Food and Materials
Conunittec first, because the object of that Committee was to consider certain
possible alternative suggestions which were put forward in the speech of the
Prime Minister of Australia. We had a Committee, representing all the Dele-
gations at the Conference, which went very fully it.to the three questions raised.
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ami the Report of that Committee i^ unanimous. The tlirec metiiods tliat we
were asked to consider were the Method of Subsidies, tlie Method of Import
Licenses, and the Method of the Stabilization of Prices.

THE METHOD OF SUBSIDIES FOUND TO BE IMPR.\CTIC.\BLE

The Committee considered the question of Subsidies first, and in consider-

ing that we were considering the question of tlie possibilitj' of a grant by the

Home Government of direct subsidies to Dominion producers. The Committee
found that to be impracticable for se\Tral reasons. In the first place, the grant
of a subsidy of that kintl involved tiie rigiit—indeed, the necessity of retaining

tiie right—of the Government granting the subsidy to exercise a large measure
of supervision and direction over the recipients of the subsidy, and they were
unanimous in thinking that it would obviously be impracticable for one Gov-
ernment to do that within the jurisdiction of another.

There was also the question of whether it was practicable, if a subsidy was
to be considered at all, to make that subsidy vary with the preferential rebates

accorded to United Kingdom products. That appeared to the Committee to be
impracticable because you could not get accurate measure of the money value;

l)ccause any subsidy would have to be constant, and therefore you could not

make your subsidy depend upon a variable factor, and, because even if the

proposal were attempted while the direct financial benefit of the preference

would be going to an individual trader, the money to pay the subsidy would be
coming from the taxpayers generally. It was also clear that a differential sub-
sidy of the kind suggested might operate very unfairly as between one Dominion
and another. You might have two Dominions giving exactly the same rate of

tariff preference, but by reason of there being a keener competition in one
market than in another, the actual benefit obtained by the same rate of prefer-

ence would vary in the different Dominions, although the rate of preference
accorded was the same. Finally, it was clear to the Committee that a system
of direct subsidies of this kind would have no limit once it was accepted in

principle, and would impose financial burdens which would be too great to

contemplate.

METHOD OF IMPORT LICEXSES AND STABILIZ.\TION OF PRICES: SOME DIFFICULTIES

Then we considered the two other suggestions, the question of Import
Licenses and the question of a Purchase Board to effect the Stabilization of

Prices. The Committee went very carefully into that, and they came to the
conclusion that they had really to take these two things together, because a
system of Prohibition and License would involve the establishment of a State
Purchase Board and Price Control. They considered Prohibition and License,

and they felt bound to report against it for the following reasons. At the
Genoa Conference very careful consideration had been given to the question of
Prohibition and License, and there was a unanimous resolution of that Con-
ference, which was supported by the whole of the British Empire Delegation,
that the system of Prohibition and License ought to be avoided if any other
system was applicable.

OPER.\TIOX OF SYSTEM WOULD PRODUCE UNCERTAINTY OF TR.\DE

The reasons which led us to endorse that resolution at Genoa were the
reasons which weighed very strongly with the Committee on this particular
reference. One of the reasons was the tremendous uncertainty in trade. If you
have a tariff, everv'body knows what the tariff is; if you have a Prohibition and
Licenses, nobody knows, and the result would be that you would have great
difficulties in getting your supplies, and great difficulties in obtaining shipment.
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Certainly, it would be impossible to rely on getting the delivery of supplies
promptly on the issue of a license, and the ven' people whose production you
were tn-ing to restrict by a system of Prohibition and License would be, natur-
ally, the first to take advantage of any artificial shortage that might occur if

they could profit by holding up their deliveries. Therefore we felt that it was
impossible to count on obtaining, at the moment they were needed, either the
precise amount of the supplies or the means of shipment.

A LICENSIXG SYSTEM WOULD NECESSITATE A SINGLE IMPORTING AGENCY

Then again, all our experience—and we have not only the experience of the
United Kingdom but the experience of other Dominions who tried to run licensing

systems—went to show that it was difficult, and indeed impos-sible. with the best
will in the world, to administer a system of licensing fairly l>etween a number
of different applicants; unless you had one single im{X)rter, you would always
be charged with ha\-ing discriminated between one importer and another. So
great is that difficulty that it was felt that if you adopted a system of this

kind you would be forced ultimately to form a single importing agency, which,
indeed, was the proposal or suggestion of the Purchase Board.

OTHER OBJECTIONS TO A LICENSING SYSTEM

There was another point. The effect of a licensing system, like the effect

of an import duty if it were so high as to exclude all goods that would not come
except under the license, would be to give an enhanced value to the goods which
were admitted into the country', but the added value, in the ca.«c of the duty,
would be paid into the Exchequer, whereas the added value, in the case of the

license, would merely go into the pocket of the person who obtained the license.

Finally, it was felt that if a system of licensing were adopted it would
throw on the licensing authority a duty which was far too insidious to be borne.

The license would have to be granted in two cases—either if the Empire supplies

were inadequate, or if the prices were being raised unduly. We felt, first of all,

that it was difficult, and indeed impossible, to assess accurately the supplies

which would come forward. We also were faced with the kind of difficulty as to

whether you were to exclude chilled meat if frozen meat were available.

But we had an even greater difficulty, perhaps, than either of those. That
difficulty was the impossible position in which the licensing authority would be

placed, whether in granting or refusing licenses. Tf it granted licenses, all the

producers, whether here or in the Dominions, would say, "Why have you granted

these licenses?" If, on the other hand, the licensing authority refrained from
granting licenses, you would have the consumers saying. " Prices have risen.

Why are you not granting licenses?" That would create a situation which
would give a maximum of friction; you would have none of the certainty of a
tariff, and it reallj' might prejudice the whole scheme of Imperial development.

Again, there was the impossibility of fixing what would be the price factor

which would govern the grant of licenses. If the quantity you admit were suffi-

cient to make the world price effective, then no benefit would come to the

Empire producers; if, on the other hand, the Ernpire price was to govern the

price of the relatively small proportion of foreign supplies, no competition is

introduced, and, therefore, you would be in an impossible situation in trj-ing to

settle any rule by which you should license on the ground of prices. For all

those reasons, we came to tlie conclusion that it was quite impossible to recom-
mend a system of Import Licenses.
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STATE PURCHASE AND PRICE CONTROL

Then we went on to State Purchase. Well, State Purchase obviously means
import licenses with all the difficulties they involve, plus a State Purchase Board
and Price Control. Under any licensing system you would have to liave that

State Purchase, because the State could not ris^k finding itself short of supplies.

Miireovor, if you once began to control imports by licensing, you would have

an irresistible demand for Price Control, and a very cumbrous and expensive

machinen,- set up. Therefore, we felt that the purchase scheme was tantamount
to prohibiti<in, coupled ^\^th an equivalent to export licenses, and, therefore, it

was open to many of the objections which applied in tlio case of licensing and
to certain others. The experience in diiTerent parts of the Empire of control,

made it clear that it was impossible, in a system of control, to let quality govern

price. You have to have nales and regulations, and while you might charge

different fixed prices for different cuts of meat and so on, yet you would have to

fix limits which did not let the ordinarj' question of quality as between this

or tliat tiling to be sold govern the price.

We also had found, all of us I tiiink who have triefl control of prices, that

it was very costly; that when you came to fix your prices you always had to

fix them, not by the most efficient producer, but very nearly by the least efficient

producer, and some of the margins wliich exist to-day between what the producer
gets and what the consumer pays are the remnants of a system of control where
margins were fixed higher than competition would have fixed them, because
you had to take into account the least efficient producers or the least efficient

sellers.

We also felt it was not feasible to confine Price Control to any one stage.

Once applicil it would become necessary to extend to all stages, and you might
very well arrive at a position in which the State was driven into the necessity

of taking over every phase of the business of marketing.

ADOPTIOX OF REPORT MOVED

Therefore, we felt bound, all of us, to report to the Conference, after very
careful consideration, that these methods were impracticable. But altiiough this

is not strictly within our terms of preference, we certainly felt, and we felt vre

ought to say to the Conference, that the matter did not end there and that there

were many things short of these impracticable systems where we could usefully

get together. I would like to read to the Conference what we felt it was not
inappropriate to add to the Report:

—

" While, for all these reasons, the Committee have felt compelled to

reject all the alternatives they have been asked to consider, they cmpliatic-

ally agree that it is in the interest of both producer and consumer tliat

profit margins should be as small as is reasonably possible. This is a

common interest of the Home and the Dominion producer.
" The Committee, therefore, strongly recommend the closest co-opera-

tion, alike between Dominion Governments and the Home Government,

ami between Dominion producers' organizations and Home organizations,

in concerting and carrying out any action which is possible for improving

the marketing of Empire agricultural produce, including the provision of

further statistical information."

It will be observed that it is relevant to the decision taken by the Conference

yesterday to establish an Economic Committee. It seems to be exactly tlie kind

of question which that Committee might very well take up.

30— 11

J
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AVell now. (Icntlemen. that is the Report which we have made on the tiirec

points referred to us, and as we were all unanimous upon it I would move its

adoption. There may be some points that members of tiie Conference would
like to raise on it. I think, therefore, we had better take the adoption formally

at the end.

INCRE.\SE IN TOBACCO PREFERENCE FROM ONE-SIXTH TO ONE-QIARTER

May I now preceed to certain points under Tariff Preference? We invited

discussion on the proposals we had already tabled with regard to increased pref-

erences and we have also gone into tlie C|uestion of further extensions of the same
kind with all Delegations. I will therefore state briefly what, as the result of

these discussions, wc should be prepared to recommend as early as possible to

our Parliament to do. The Conference will remember that I made, on behalf of

the Home Government, an alternative proposal with regard to tobacco, either

to stabilize the preference or, alternatively, to increase it from one-sixth to one-

quarter, and that was to be considered by the tobacco-producing parts of the

Empire. I have now received the considered opinion of the Dominions and
Colonies, and it is unanimous in favour of increasing the rate of preference from
one-sixth to one-quarter, and therefore we propose to invite' Parliament to do
that.

THE TEST TO BE .\PPL1ED IN THE GRANT OF PREFERENCES

We have considered certain additional items. I think it would be generally

agreed that, as in the items wliich we have already had under discussion, the
important factor to consider is: Is this a matter of real interest to the Dominions,
and, if an additional preference is accorded, or a new duty is put on and Domin-
ion produce is to come in free, is there reasonable probability that tlie Dominions
will be able to supply a large bulk of the commodity in question? And we have
applied that test to some suggestions that have been made.

RAW APPLES

Now the first of these is apples, raw apples. We have already agreed that
there should be a duty upon the dried fruit and upon the canned fruit and that

Empire produce should come in free. Xow with regard to apples a case is clearly

made out that the Empire can supply practically all the apples we require. They
are supplying a very large quantity at the present time. I think the figures of

the importation are familiar to t!ic whole Conference. Last year we were import-
ing 2,555.600 cwts. of Empire-grown apples and we were importing from non-
Empire countries 1.916,000 cwts. More than one Dominion is interested in this.

Canada has large imports—1,643,000 cwts. Australia has large imports—836,000
cwts. New Zealand is interested and will, I think, be increasingly so.

Mr. Massev: We are only commencing.

The Chairman: Exactly, and Newfoundland and the Union of South Africa

are also interested. What we propose there is to invite Parliament to impose

a duty of 5s. per hundredweight upon raw apples and to admit all Dominion
apples free, absolutely free. I think you will find that is a duty which is reason-

ably commensurate with the scale of preference which you will obtain on the

dried and preserved fruits.

CANNED S.VLMON

Then there came the question of canned salmon, which is of particular

interest to Canada. Now it wa.s represented to us strongly that while the Cana-
dian exports to this country are not to-day as great in volume in proportion
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as are the Eini)iip exports: of apples, yet they arc very substantial. For instance,

in 1921 while 406,000 cuts., roughly, was coming from foreign countries, 170,000

cwts., almost was coming from Canada, and the development in Canada can be

indefinitely expanded; the supply is there in overwhelming quantities, and in a

very short time the industry can be developed to supply the whole of our

requirements. I think Mr. Graham will confirm tliat. In these circumstances

we would propose that there should be a duty of 10s. per hundredweight upon

canned salmon imported from foreign countries and that the Empire canned

salmon should be admitted free of duty.

FRUIT JUICES

Then the question was also raised about fruit juice. It is not a very large

point, but. on the other hand, it was represented to us that it works in very

conveniently with the general stimulus which is being given to the drying and

preserving and fruit growing trade generally in the Dominions, and it is also

of particular interest to some of the Colonies in regard to such things as lime

juice and lemon juice. In tiiat case we shall be prepared to recommend a duty

of 6d. a gallon on all fruit juice which can be reasonably supplied within the

Empire. The list can be settled without any difficulty. I know limes and
lemons are involved and there arc a number of other juices. Sixpence a gallon

upon these juices and the Empire produce to come in free.

Then another question was raised, and that is honey. Well, liiat is a thing

of intere.'^t to the settler, and it was represented to us that we were going to put

a duty upon the jam and the fruits. Now honey is a very similar product, and
it is quite plain that the Empire can supply without much difficulty a very
large proportion at any rate of whatever imports of honey there may be. New
Zealand is interested in this. She sent us last year 12,000 cwts. The West
Indies are interested; they sent 14,000 cwts; and the Empire exportations to us

last year were 26,000 against 32,000 cwts. of foreign. And it is quite clear that

that is capable of great expansion because in 1919, when there was a great

demantl for honey in this country owing to the scarcity of sugar, Australia

sent us 63,000 cwts. and Canada sent, I think, 5,000 cwts. Therefore in that case,

in the case of honey, we should propose to recommend to Parliament a duty
of 10s. per hundredweight, and the Empire produce to be admitted free.

We also propose to make certain further recommendations for improving

the preference on wine, but those I should like to announce definitely to-morrow
after the Chancellor of the Exchequer returns. The larger part- of them is

settled, but there is one point still outstanding upon which I would not like to

pronounce without his authority; but I would say definitely at once we propose
to improve the i)referencc on wine, and we shall be able to state before the

Conference ends precisely what extension we contemplate.

B.\RLEY AND HOI'S

Then I think I ought perhaps to mention two matters which are contingent

upon decisions of policy in this country, barley and hops, but I would like to

say^t once that in the event of a duty being imposed upon malting barley we
should give a preference of one-third to the Dominions, and similarly if at the

end of the period of the hop control it was decided to safeguard the hop pro-
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duccrs here by means of a duty rather than by means of a continuation of con-

trol, we would also give a preference of one-third upon imported hops, which
ought to give a considerable benefit.

Those are the further items which, as tiie result of these discussions, we
are prepared definitely to table and to ask the Parliament of this country to

sanction. I think with that I would leave the further discussion on Preference

open for the Conference.

PROPOSALS WELCOMED BY C.\NAD.\

Mr. Graham: Mr. Chairman, needless to say, I have listened witii interest

and \\\th gratification to the remarks you have just made in reintroducing this

question of Preference. The Canadian members of the Conference considered

at some period the proposals as to Preference put forward by the Government
of Great Britain at the meeting of the 9th October, and, as you are aware, we
have taken repeated opportunities since to discuss the whole situation witli

yourself and with the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in the endeavour to set

forth the Canadian position.

Tiie preferential proposals which have been mentioned to-day, and which
it has been obser\'ed are within the framework of the existing fiscal system of

Great Britain, will, we are certain, be received in Canada with due apprecia-

tion, as of distinct value to Dominion producers.

On two subsidiary phases of these proposals, questions have been put for

consideration by the Dominion representatives: First, the duty on '"other dried

fruit " is proposed to be levied on such fruit, e.g., apples, pears, and peaches, as

the Dominion representatives may consider of interest to their trade. The
dried fruits suggested, in addition to those already included, appear to comprise

those in which our producers are chiefly interested. Secondly, as to tobacco,

two alternative proposals are made, stabilization of the existing duty over a

term of years, or an increase of the preference from one-sixth to one-fourth.

An increase of the preference would, in our belief, present most in the way of

advantage to the producers of tobacco in Canada. As to the course which the

British Government and Parliament should follow, we would not venture to

exjircss an opinion.

Canada's present position in Iiegard to imperial preference

More important are the general issues raised in the statements made by
yourself in your presentation of the present proposals, and by the Chancellor

of the Exchequer. I may quote from the statement made by the Chancellor:—
" We want you .... to tell us whether what we have proposed

is going to help you; whether our proposals can in any way be improved,

and, if so, in what direction. That does not bind us to accept any sug-

gestions that you make to us, any more than you are bound to accept

any suggestion we may put to you as to what we might desire by way
of increasing our trade with you; but it does give us the opportunity, at

any rate, of realizing what the position is, and then it will be for us to

say whether, consistently with the interest of our own people here, we can

carry out what you have suggested to us."

In response to this welcome overture, I have pleasure in giving you a brief

statement of our position. Canada has been the pioneer in the moilern tlevelop-

ment of preferential trade within the British Empire. She gave the first pref-

ence to British goods in 1897-8, and took the initiative in requesting the abro-

gation of treaties which stood in the way of Imperial Preference. This policy
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she has steadfastly maintained. The Canadian preference now covers, in vary-

ing degrees, practically the whole range of competitive British exports to the

Dominion. During the last session of Parliament, a 10 per cent discount on
existing duties, constituting a further increase in the prevailing preference, was
provided in the case of British goods imported through a Canadian port.

PREFERENCES NOT ACC0RDP:D IN .\ B.\RG.\INING SPIRIT

Canada has given preference in her own interest as well as what she con-

ceived to be the interest of the rest of the Empire. It has never hitherto, in the

case of the United Kingdom, been made conditional on the grant of an equal'

preference in return. We have at all times recognized the importance of con-

ceding to each Ciovernment concerned the right to legislate as its own interests

might demand, on tariff matters, or, in other words, complete control over its

own fiscal policy. Should the British people decide at any time that it will be

in their own interests, as well as what they conceive to be the interests of the
Empire, to make far-reaching changes in their present fiscal policy, Canada will

naturally expect that in the establisimient of a tariff full and adequate considera-

tion would be given, through preferential duties, to the interests of Canada's
producers and to the substantial preferences which Canada accords to British

goods. The Prime Minister of Great Britain has recently announced that the
new fiscal policy of the British Government will include a substantial preference
to the Dominions, not as a matter of bargaining but as a free will offering. This
has been the spirit in which Canada has approached the question, and it was,
we believe, the only position possible to take under past circumstances.

CHANGE IN BRITISH FISC.\L SYSTEM WOULD CREATE NEW SITUATION

If, however, a general tariff is established in Great Britain as well as in the
Dominions, and reciprocal trade arrangements arc negotiated with foreign coun-
tries, as the Prime Minister has forecast, it is plain that in some measure a new
situation will be created, and bargaining on a business basis, witli weighing of

reciprocal advantage, will tend to become the rule inside as well as outside the
British Empire; though we hope that this will not involve any lessening of the
forces of sentiment and Imperial policy which have operated in the past and
which animate the proposals of the British Government to-day.

CANADIAN EXPORTS ON WHICH PREFERENCE WOULD BE OF MOST VALUE

Coming specifically to tlie proposal of the Chancellor of the Exchequer that
we state what preferential duties would be of most advantage to our producers,
and noting that the Chancellor quite properly observes it will be for the British

Government to consider whether such duties would be in the interest of the
British people, I now outline some of the chief Canadian exports to Great Britain
in which an effective preference would be of most value. The list, of course, is

not exhaustive.

WHE.\T

Wheat obviously come? first and easily foremost. It is our most important
article of export: the quality is unquestioned; the market is now highly com-
petitive; Canada's export surplus is greater than the British import. We recog-

nize, however, that in this case the issue has been decided. The Prime Minister
has announced that the British Government does not intt-nd to put a duty on
wheat. We accept that decision. It, of course, restricts the range and value
of the preference as regards the Canadian producers, but we fully and freely

recognize that it is for this country to decide what is in the interests of its people
and to act thereon.
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Next in export importance among the grains comes barley, of which Canada
normally produces 60 to 70 million bushels, and exported to the United Kingdom
last year about 10 million bushels.

Milling, particularly of wheat flour, ranks liigli among Canadian industries.

It is closel}' and naturally connected with our agricultural industrj-. The pro-

duction of flour normally runs about 15 million barrel.^; last year our export.-

reaclicd nearly 7! million barrels, of which nearly 5 million came to the United
Kingdom. The industry is capable of very great expansion if greater markets

are opened. Flour is. of course, a commodity of which tiie production and mill-

ing capacity in Great Britain is large. Tlie eft'ect of a duty would, tliercfore,

depend very largely upon the extent to which the Canadian miller was put in

a less advantageous position tlian the Britisji miller: a duty whicli was distinctly

protectionist rather than preferential would not, in the long run. we believe, be

as advantageous to Canadian millers as the existing situation. This is also the

case with certain other commodities.

OTHER .\GRICULTUR.\L PRODUCTS

Of the other agricultural products, excluding those already ct)verc<l, the
most important are fresh fruits, apples, peaches, pears, and plums, all of whicli

Canada produces in unexcelled quality, and, especially in apples, in very large

quantities, with difSculty at present in finding profitable markets (for Canada,
a preference on fresh fruits is of much more importance than on dried or pre-

serv'ed fruits, and appears to present no difference in principle) ; clieese, butter

and eggs, bacon and hams, canned vegetables, flax fibre, dressed or undressed
linseed, linseed cakes, casings.

FISHERY PRODUCTS

Of our lishen.- products, canned sahni.n, which is ."^aced with comp^-titicn

from Russia, the United States, and Japan, would at present be most helped by
a preference. I might just say here that two items that -I have mentioned in the

last sentence or two have been noted for preference in the remarks made by
the Chairman, and I wish to express our tlianks for that action by the British

Covemment, and belie^'e it will be ven,' helpful to the producers of these goods

in ( "ui'iibi.

FOREST PRODUCTS

Our lorcst products, with due obser\-ance of conservation principles, are

capable of great expansion; notably lumber, newsprint and other paper, mill-

board and strawboard, and chemical and mechanical pulp.

METALS, MINERALS, VARIOUS MANUFACTURES, ETC.

Canada has also large resources in ferrous and non-ferrous metals, and in

the non-metallic minerals, which a substantial preference would assist in

developing. Our iron and steel and otiier metal industries, including agricultural

implements and electrical apparatus, our wood-working, rubber and other manu-

facturing industries would supply a wide range of products—of wliich examples

are: pig-iron; iron and steel products, including \sTought-iron tubing, wire, wire

rods, wire and otiier nails, screws and rivets, bolts and nuts; brass and copper

products; lead, pig and sheet; zinc, crude and manufactured; hollow-ware and

enamellcil ware: hardware; implements and tools; electrical goods and appar-
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;'.tus; agricultural ami other inaoliinory ; office and other furniture: miscel-

laneous wood nianulactures; sole, upper anil lino leathers; leather and rubber
footwear and other goods; hea\y and other chemicals, including acetate of lime,

acetic acid and acctanc, carbide of calcium; brooms and brushes; condensed
milk and milk powder, macaroni; cordage; linseed cake; starch; dextrine;

casings; potato flour, etc.

C.\NAD.\'S MANVK.U'TURED GOODS NOT ASSEMBLED FROM IMTORTED FOREIGN
PRODUCTS

I would like to call the attention of the Conference to this phase which
I am now going to present, but to which I made reference yesterday. That is

the allegation that has been made time and again in the press, that Canada is

merely a place for the assembling of products of other countries to be fonvarded
to Great Britain in order to secure the benefit of Cireat Britain's market.

The statement is sometimes made here in the press and in public discussion
that Canadian manufactured goods are not rightly entitled to a preference in

the British market, as they are not really manufactured in Canada, but are
merely assembled from imjwrted parts and sent over here as Canadian products.
It may be pertinent to our discussion to-day to state that this conception is

wholly erroneous. It could not su^^^ve a visit to Canada's manufacturing
centres or a study of the statistical reports of the development of our industries.

CHIEF MANUFACTURES WHOLLY CAN.VDIAN

Our chief manufacturing industries are based primarily on the natural
resources and e.xtractive industries of Canada. For example, our two largest

manufacturing interests, flour-milling and meat-packing, represent the two broad
divisions of Canadian agriculture; our third largest is lumber; our fourth, pulp
and paper; and our fifth, smelting. Of scores of our other largest industries

—

based in part, according to the universal practice, on imported raw materials

—

it needs but to mention them to note that they arc wholly Canadian, as for

example our textiles, rubber goods, chemicals, agricultural implements, boots
and shoes, etc.

THE 25 PER CENT RUXE MUTUiVL

The British people have in general exactly the same measure of assurance
that goods which come from Canada and claim preferential tarifJ rates are
distinctively Canadian as the Canadian people have that goods which come
from Britain and claim our preferential rate are distinctively British. When
Canada first granted a preference to British goods, complaints were raised that

German and other goods were coming through Britain and securing the benefit

of our preference. It was therefore provided that no goods imported into Canada
should be entitled to the preference unless at least 25 per cent of the value con-

sisted of British labour and materials. When this countr>- adopted a limited

preferential system a few years ago, it adopted the same rule.

SPECIFIC EXAMPLES OF WHOLLY CAN.\DI.\N MANUFACTURES

But it is not merely on these general considerations that I wish to rely in

repudiating the reckless stat^^ments that have been made. I may take the

specific items which bulk largest in our export of manufactures to Great Britain

and to the Dominions and India. Paper, particularly newsprint, takes a high

place in this list. It is a 100 per cent Canadian product, made in Canadian mills

from Canadian wood. Wheat flour and rolled oats are also wndely exported,

again, made in Canadian mills from Canadian wheat and Canadian oats. Sugar
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now comes first among our exports to Great Britain wliidi receive a preference.

While we grow larger quantities of sugar beets in Canada, our raw material in

this case comes preponderantly from outside, but the refineries are out and out

Canadian; and further the sugar which we use for our exports to Britain is

drawn mainly from the British West Indies, to which Canada gives a verj- sub-

stantial preference. Under the British regulations, the preferential rates apply

only to sugar produced within the Empire; and by a further application of this

principle, which goes beyond anj'thing in our regulations, preference is not

accorded on jam or condensed milk, unless the jam or condensed milk is made
in Canada, and the sugar used is refined in Canada from raw sugar grown within

the Empire.

THE C.VN'.\DIAN MOTOR C.\R INDUSTRY

Automobiles are another large factor. In some instances, our motor fac-

tories began as assembling plants, but this stage has long been passed. Our
motor factories are substantial and efficient organizations, carrying the process

of manufacture from the ground up; it is almost exclusively from these factories

that the half million cars which Canadians tlicmselves now use, have been

drawn—one car for every four families. Engines, radiators, axles, wheels,

springs, sheet metal work, hardware, upholstery, tyres, are all manufactured in

Canada; one company draws upon 485 Canadian sources of supply. Of the

two cars of Canadian make most largely imported into Britain, not 25 per cent,

but, in one case, 60 per cent and in the otlier, 80 per cent of the cost is repre-

sented by material and labour of Canadian origin; and in the case of the car

chieffy exported to other parts of the Empire, the percentage runs still higher.

It is not necessary to go into further detail; the items mentioned constitute the

bulk of our export of factory products; the same story would be told of the

great majority of other manufactured exports.

I apologize for taking so much time. I think I have gone far enough into

the subject, both generally and in detail, to explain our position. I wish again
to say how thoroughly we appreciate what the British Government has seen fit

to do in its proposition.

Australia's appreci.\tion of gSeat Britain's proposals

Mr. Bruce: I certainly wish to associate myself with Mr. Graham in

expressing Australia's appreciation of the proposals which the British Govern-
ment have brought forward of their own volition. I think that inside the limits

of the existing fiscal system in Britain the British Government have done every-
thing ))ossible to give an expression of their belief in the principle of Empire
Preference and the fostering of Empire trade. Certainly as far as I am con-
cerned. I am very gratified at what it has been found possible to do, always,
of course, remembering the limits that the existing British system imposes.

princip.\l avstr..vli.\n industries which will benefit

The preferences that will help us most are those that were previously
announced, namely, those on dried fruits and canned fruits, and also one to
which you have referred, but as to which no definite statement has yet been
matle, namely, wine. These three, coupled of course with preferences on fruit

juices and honey, which you have announced this morning, are certainly going
to assist us materially in one particular scheme which I outlined when speaking
on this subject on a previous occasion. We are interested in tobacco, but not
at the moment to the extent that one would wish; but possibly the greater
generosity of treatment which has been given to us will enable us to become
considerable producers of tobacco in Australia. Wc have great possibilities of
doing it.
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IMPROVED EFFICIENCY OF I'RODIXTION AND MARKETING: AN ASSURANCE

Australia certainly recognizes tliat these preferences which have been given

to the Dominions arc not going to ensure the products of the Dominions flowing

with certainty into Britain unless we, on our side, are prepared to do all that

is necessary to keep a trade in which we have been given exceptional ojipor-

tunities. We shall have to take great thought as to our costs of production;

we shall have to do everything in our power to bring about the greatest efliciency.

With regard to fruits in particular, we shall have to go on every year trying to

improve the stanilards of our grading, and our packing, and we must also pro-

vide for efficient marketing. I think it must be recognized that during the last

few years we have made very great strides, and I think we have been able to

educate our producers to a realization of the necessity of doing all these things

if they are going to hold the markets in which they are gradually obtaining a

footing. But I think I should give to the British Government, who are trying

to meet us in this matter, an assurance that as far as the Australian Govern-
ment is concerned, wc will do everything in our power to try to ensure that the

fullest advantage is taken of this opportunity, and it certainly will not be
through costly production or inefficient marketing that we will lose the markets
in the future.

DANGER OF FOREIGN DVMPING RENDERING PREFERENCES INEFFECTIVE

In discussing preference there is one point I should particularly like to

raise, and it is this. I am quite sure that the British Government desires to

give to the Dominions efTcctive preference to the extent that has been indicated

already ; but we do feel that there is a possibility of that preference not actually

being effective, unless the British Government can see its way to take action, if

it becomes necessary, to ensure that their own desire and the desire of their

Parliament, if these alterations are made, are actually going to be given effect

to. These trades have not been exclusively in the hands of the Dominions in

the past, and there are great interests concerned to see that they do not get

into the hands of the Dominions in the future. I certainly anticipate that
these interests will take action to try to prevent the alteration that we desire

being brought about, and if they have that intention, the action they will take
will be that of dumping into this market, to try and strangle the trades of the

Dominions as they are gradually growing up. To take the case of dried fruits;

in particular items, such as apricots, prunes, sultanas, peaches and so on, Cali-

fornia is the largest producer in the world. She conducts her business largely

through large and well-organized co-operative selling associations, and she has
an enormous home market in which her homo production is absolutely pro-

tected. Californian producers are certainly in a position to take action against

our intention and our desire if they so decide. As regards currants, we have
Sir Phillip's assurance that he will put on the full dried fruit duty when we can
show that our production will supply a reasonable part of the market require-

ments. The bulk of currants come from Greece at present, and the whole posi-

tion is handled by the Greek Currant Bank, and there is no doubt they could
take dumping action if they wanted to. On the other hand, they are so depend-
ent upon the price they realize for their product that I do not think that they
are in quite the same position as California, nor that there could be any long
sustained attack. I am merely raising the question to ask the British Govern-
ment if they will give it their consideration, because I am quite certain from
the whole of their attitude that the British Government have every desire to

make the preference which they are offering at the present time to the Dominions
a real and effective preference.
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BRITISH MANUFACTURER PROTECTED AGAINST DUMPING IN AUSTRALIA

The Dominion, of course, do take action in the direction I am suggesting.

The British manufacturer is protected against dumping in Australia in connec-

tion witli importations from countries where there is an excessive depreciation

of exchange. I do not think, tiicrefore, that it is unreasonable that we should

ask that something should be done so that we will not go ahead with great

schemes of development and expansion witii an increased production, and then
find that, although this preference may stand on the Statute Book, we are sub-

jected to a iluniping attack which will absolutely destroy the intention of the

British Government and of the British Parliament.

LIMITS OF AUSTR.VLIA's REQUEST FOR PREFERENTI.\L TRKATMENT

There is another point that I want to make quite clear. I, of course, as

^Ir. Graham did, very much welcome the attitude that was taken up by Sir

Philip and the Chancellor of the Excheciuer, and the invitation to state our

opinions on the effectiveness of the British proposals, and to put forward any
other points with regard to which we considered some action should be taken.

In the discussions we have confined ourselves entirely to the position created

by tlie fiscal system of Britain as it is, but I do want to make it clear that, even

in discussing in broad outline the present position, Australia does not wish to

come here and enumerate a long list of industries that it desires to be protected

in this country. That is not the position at all. That is not our desire. For
example, in the greatest primary industry we have in Australia, the woollen

industry, I am making no suggestion that we wish to ask for protection for our
Mood in the British market; similarly with a great number of other commodities;

and I want to make it abundantly clear that in talking of P^mpire Preference,

and in desiring a certain preference in the British market for Australian produc-
tion, it does not mean that there are dozens and dozens of tilings—even run-

ning into hundreds—that might be suggested, or that, if this idea of Empire
reciprocity were adopted, it would mean that on all the things that Australia

produced we intend to ask that there should be a protection in this market. We
would only make a request when there was a valuable industry which we con-

sidered should get some preference in Great Britain if there was a tariff item in

this country with regard to it.

THE CRITIC.VL POSITION OF THE AUSTRALIAN BEEF INDUSTRY

There is one industry, which I dealt with yesterday, and I do not want to

labour it again to-day, which we are very concerned about, not because of what
it means to Australia, but because of what it means to the Empire as a wliole.

and that is the beef industry. That problem is one that I suggest must be

regarded from quite a different standpoint from the general question of a future

and continuous policy with regard to the question of meat generally. Tliis par-

ticular industrj' is in grave danger of being reduced in a way that would be very
detrimental to the interests of the whole Empire. I think our beef industry is

more or less in a similar position to agriculture in Great Britain, and while it

may be a matter for the future to determine what is going to be done in regard

to these particular industries, I certainly think, in regard to the Australian beef

industry, we have to find some solution urgently, even if it be only a temporary
solution of the difficulty we find ourselves in. But I dealt with that yesterday,

and I certainly think that the Economic Committee, which has now been agreed

to by the Conference, may present some way in which we can find a solution to

this question.
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THE FOOD AND MATERIALS COMMITTEE REPOKT

In connection with tiiat particular matter I think it would be more or less

appropriate to say a word or two in regard to the Report which has been sub-

mitted by the Committee, and which Sir Philip also dealt with. I was the

person who matle the suggestions which were investigated, but again 1 want to

make it clear, as I tried to do at the time, that I take no responsibility for any
of these suggestions, nor have I any brief for any of the methods that were
proposed. I indicated tiiat Australia believes tliere is only one really satisfactory

way in which the desired result can be brought about, and that is by a tariff and
a preference; but while I said that that was our view, I also imlicated that wq
did not saj^ we had all the wisdom of tlie world as to how results can be effected,

and I referred to the fact that many other suggestions had been put forward, and
I indicated that I thought they should really be examined and considered to try
and ascertain whether there was any other way in which a solution of this

difficulty could be found.

Well, the Committee has met and the Committee has reported, but I say,
with the utmost respect to the Committee, that I cannot believe it was possible

for any Committee, in the time which it had at its disposal, to have exhaustively
studied this subject, and to have come to a final and definite conclusion as to
whether there is any possibility along those avenues, with possible modifications,
with possible substantial alterations, or even by some new scheme that might be
evolved, of bringing about the result we desire, which is to tr>' and cn.sure the
British market for Empire production.

Fl-RTIIER EXPLORATION OF THE QUESTION ADVOCATED

I would be ven.- sorrj^ if, as a result of the Report which has been submitted,
we arc going to say that the door is closed to any further consideration of any
alternate method of dealing M^ith the question of trying to ensure the British

market for Empire production, because if that is the position, then it seein.s to
me we are in ver>' grave difficulties in attempting to give effect to what I think
is the considered opinion of this Conference, namely, that we should try and
ensure the British market for Empire production, having in mind that that will

stimulate the development of the Empire generally. •

COMMITTEE DID NOT CLOSE DOOR ON C0NSIDER.\TI0N OF OTHER METHODS

The Chairman: May I say at once on that, Prime Minister, nothing was
further from the minds of the Committee? We found, as we felt bound to find,

that these three specifics were impracticable, but that very fact concentrated

attention all the more upon any other ways which were effective. It was not in

the least intended to shut out other means; it was only intended to show that

those three methods were impracticable and therefore if wc were to achieve our
purpose we must achieve it on other lines.

EXPERIENCES OF WAR-TIME CONTROL NO CRITERION

Mr. Bruce: I am very glad to hear that is the position, but it docs not quite

meet me the whole way because I still hold the view that it would be impossible

for the Committee even to have considered these questions as exhaustively as

is necessary to make quite sure whether, with some modification or some altera-

tion, our object could not be achieved somewhat along these lines, and I cer-

tainly think that the Report lays too much stress upon the experiences of the

war. The experience of the war was at a time when you had control which to

a great extent was designed to limit consumption. You were in serious trouble
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as to your supplies and you also had great difficulty in limiting your consump-
tion within the supplies that were available. The position is quite reversed now.

PROBLEM OF MARKETS NOT FULLY SOLVED BY PROPOSED PREFERENCES

In saying that, I do not for one second wi.^h to be understood to be an
advocate of any of these alternatives, or of control in any way, but I do feel we
are in difficulties by reason of the fact that tiie British Government, through
the voice of the Prime Minister, has said that there is to be no tax upon meat
or wheat. Well, if there is to be no tax upon meat or upon wheat (although the

.whole of the statement made to-day seemed to indicate that a tariff was
infinitely preferable to any other method), and if we are also going to shut the
door on other methods and not try to find whether there is not some way outside

the tariff of giving effect to what we want, then we have to recognize that we
have closed the door to a great extent to any real stride forward in Empire
development. I can only speak for Australia, but in regard to these great indus-
tries upon which we are mainly dependent, we can only really go forward, we
can only accelerate the pace of our development, if we can see some reasonable
certainty of having a market for our products, and for that reason I want- to

make the position that I am taking up as clear as I possibly can.

I, of course, recognize that it is entirely a matter for the British Govern-
ment to determine what they arc going to do in Great Britain in regard to any-
thing that is imported into this country, and it is, of course, in no sense any
business of any of the Dominions to attempt to dictate or to do anything to try
and put pressure upon any Government to take action in that direction. We
certainly would resent it if anybody attempted to exert pressure on us, and we
understand we cannot do so to anybody else. All that I have been trying to
do is to show the problem we arc faced with. The problem, as I see it, is that
we must develop the Empire, so that we shall increase its purchasing power,
increase its man power and provide a better market in the future for Britain's

manufactures than she has ever had in the past; I think that expresses the desire

of Britain and of every part of the Empire, but it can only be achieved, and the
Dominions can only go forward, if they have some assured market.

•

NEED FOR FURTHER INVESTIG.\TI0X OF PROBLEM

It very possibly is the riglit course (I express no opinion about it) to say
that we cannot have a duty upon meat or wheat in this country at this time,
but if that is so I certainly do urge that we should never cease from examining
every plan that may be put forward. We ought to employ the best brains in

the country to try and find some alternate method to the straig!it-out tariff

(which Australia understands and believes in). There is no real difficulty in

the solution of this problem if it can once be established that you can give a
certainty, or a reasonable certainty, to the Dominions of this market for their

primary products without increasing the cost to the consumer in Great Britain.

PROBLEM OF THE .\USTR.\LL\N ME.VT M.\RKET IN GREAT BUIT.\IN

Wlien one reads the reports of the Linlithgow Committee, when one con-

siders the position, it seems that we must have become very bankrupt in states-

manship and also in commercial ability if it is not possible to find some way of

achieving our objective. Take the position of the particular thing I was talking

about before, namely, meat. We have established the fact that the

average price of Australian frozen meat ex-storc in London is 3^d. We pro-

duce a pound of beef, including the cost of raising it, probably of droving it
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grout distances, getting it to tlie meat works, killing it, handling it, putting it

into a ship and carrying it 12,000 miles, and, as a result of all that (after pro-
viding payment for everything, including freight and insurance), we get 3fd.,
and yet the meat costs 9(1. when it is bought in a retail shop. Surely there musfi

be some way of remedying the position without increasing the cost to the con-
sumer in Great Britain. I am sorry to wearj' the Conference with this particu-

lar point, but it is vital beyond words to Australia, and, I believe, to the whole
Empire, that we should find some solution. I recognize that there are tre-

mendous difficulties in the way of putting on a straight-out tariff upon these
vital necessities of the people, and possibly it is a right decision to say that it

will not be done, but if it is not going to be done, then it seems to me some
other way must be found of arriving at our objective. I do not want to go at

much further length into this question, but there is another point that I feci I

must put and must stress, and it is this.

.\CCELER.\TION OF EMPIRE PRODUCTION AND DANGER OF UNEMPLOYMENT

We are in the position now that we are inevitably (even if we do not make
any great acceleration) going to get increased production from the Dominions,
and if we really do accelerate it, it is going to bo a vastly increased production;

and we may find ourselves in the future in a position which (I do not think I

shall be misunderstood if I say it) Britain finds herself in to-day with regard

to her own population. Great industries have been built up in this countrj';

the world has taken a turn in a certain direction; markets that were requisite

to keep those great manufactures running have disappeared, with the result

that there is no outlet for the production. Tens of thousands, or even millions,

of men are out of employment, and a situation has grown up which is so intoler-

able that something must be done. The situation is of such a character that
when one comes to consider what should be done, proposals can be made and
can be considered seriously and can be possibly accepted, which, if they had
been made a few years ago. nobody would have even heeded, nobody would even
have listened to; it would have been said that they were quite beyond the
bounds of practical politics and were utterly impossible.

But I feci that we may find ourselves in the same position with regard to
Empire production. Things may get to such a point that we may see a crisis

impending for the whole Empire, and we may suddenly be faced with the neces-
sity of putting through some revolutionary proposals—always, of course,
assuming that the interests of the whole Empire are one. If we found ourselves
in a crisis, Britain would be prepared to do anything to try and relieve the
pressure and find a way out.

Surely it is better to try and avoid that to-day by seeing if there is not
some way we can find by which we shall be ensured that in the future, as this

production comes to hand, there .will be some market in which it is possible to

dispose of it.

EFFECTS ON EMPIRE PRODUCTION OF REVIVAL OF TRADE WITH RUSSIA

Another side which I think I ought to stress is that there is going to be a
revival in Russia; there are British financial arrangements being made by
which the grain of Russia can be handled, and probably and presumably can
be disposed of in this market. In the future this may be a very serious ques-
tion for the Dominions, and for Britain herself and the whole of her agriculture.

and I think we ought to see the danger ahead of us, and certainly see if there
is not some way by which we can guard our interests, and not have to take
extreme measures when something in the nature of a crisis arises.
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The position in Russia is tliat it lias the poorest standard of living of any
country on tlie Continent; the whole of its grain supplies are rontrolled by one
interest and dealt with in any direction that interest chooses. Russia's produc-
tion poured into the British market would mean that the British agriculturist

and the Dominion agriculturist wftuld be placed in a position where, with his

standard of living and resultant natural cost of production, he simply could not
live; Canada and Australia would have to reduce their production of wheat;
and probably wheat production would almost disappear in Great Britain. That
surely is not a thing that we can contemplate very cheerfully, and if we can
find some way to meet it, it will not mean inevitably that we cannot trade at

all with Russia. We shall probably trade with Russia to a considerable extent,

but Russia ^\'ill not be the solution of the whole of Britain's difficulties in the
way so many people suggest.

The trade that has been done with Russia in the past was nothing phe-
nomenal; it was nothing that would really affect very materially the situation

in Britain to-day. I would like to put on record the figures for 1913, which was
prior to the war, when Russia was enjoying as great a prosperity as she has
ever seen. In that year she purchased £18,102.683 of British goods; or 2s. Id.

a head. Of course the Dominion trade is infinitely more valuable than that.

Australia in the same vear purcliased £34.471.000 or £7 Is. 7d. a head, and New
Zealand bought £10.833.265 or £10 6s. 4d. a head. I think you should remem-
ber those figures, because if the Russian trade' is fostered, it will probably ver\'

materially affect the purchasing power of Australia, Canada, and all the other
Dominions, and the effect on their purchasing power will be very much more
serious, than if Britain did not absorb the whole of the Russian trade, which
might be possible if we gave them an unlimited field in the market.

NECESSITY OF ENSURIXG TO THE DOMIXIOX.S .\ M.\RKET IX GRE.\T BRITAIN

All this may possibly appear to be wandering a little from the subject we
have before us, but I suggest it is not in the least so. The reason why I am
mentioning it is to try and urge the absolute necessity of finding some way,
and finding it quickly, by which we can at all events give a reasonable possibility

of the Dominions having a market in Great Britain. What I want to try and
stress above everj-thiug is that, even if it is Britain's considered and determined
policy that there shall be no tariff upon wheat or meat, let us not on that
account abandon our ideas or hopes that there is any possibility of doing
anything at all. That is the particular point I want to stress.

Australia's attitidi:

I apologise. Sir Philip, for going at rather considerable length into this

question, but there is only one other \\iord I wnnt to saj'. I want to make
it very clear to this Conference that Australia at this moment is in no par-
ticular trouble. I am always apprehensive, because I am stressing these ques-
tions so much, that an impression will get abroad that Australia herself is in

difficulties, and that I am here putting up a fight to try and grab something
for Australia. Believe me, that is not the position at all. We are one of the

fortunate countries which are in no particular trouble, and we can go on very
comfortably. But we will have to condition our development to the circum-
stances in which we find ourselves. Our attitude in this is that we believe,

that our future lies inside the Empire, and we want to do whatever we can
to promote the welfare and well-being of the Empire ivs a whole, believing

that if we do that, while helping the Empire we arc also going to help ourselves

to an even greater extent.
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I want, if I may, to move two resolutions, at whatever may be the appro-
priate time, dealing with the question generally of the development of the

Empire and the nictliods that should be adopted to that end. Perhaps it

would be suital)le if 1 read them now?
The Chairman: I think so.

RESOLUTION MOVED

Mr. Biu'ci;: The resolutions as I have draftetl them are as follows:—
'

( 1 1 That the j!;reat<;st economic development of each of the several

countries and territories composing the British Er,ipire is to be found
in the promotion of their mutual trade, antl in the development of the

resources of the British Emi)irc as a whole.
' (2) That the further extension of the policy of Imperial Pre-

ference which was inaugurated by Canada in 1897 and which was
accepted in 1917 by all the Clovernments represented at the Imperial

Conference offers the most effective means of achieving this end."

NEW Zealand's appreciation of British proposals

Mr. Massev: I desire to commence my remarks by expressing appreciation

of what the British Government is proposing to do in connection with the
extension of Empire Preference in favour of a number of the commodities pro-

duced in the oversea Dominions.

system of subsidies IX NEW ZEALAND NOT A SUCCESS

But first I want to say a word or two about the Report of the Food and
Materials Committee, a memorandum in connection with which has been
placed before members of the Conference. I want more particularly to refer

to the last two paragraphs. I do not think it will be news to many people
when I say that in New Zealand we had consideralile difficulty during the war,

and even more serious difficulty after the war, with regard to certain articles

of proiluce. We ga\'e the principle of subsidies a thoroughly good trial in con-

nection with these articles, but I am bound to say that we were not particu-

larly successful. They cost the Dominion a lot of money for which I cannot
help thinking we did not get value.

REDUCTION OF PROFIT MARGINS POSSIBLE

So far as the keeping of profits down to a reasonable rate is concerned,

it is possible to prevent exploitation, and we proved it. I hope that effect will

be given to the suggestion contained in the last paragraph but one of the Report
of the Foofl and Matt'rials Committee. I will not quote the whole of it, but
the Committee say: "While, for all these reasons, the Committee have felt

compelled to reject all the alternatives they have been asked to consider, they
emphatically agree that it is in the interests of both producer and consumer
that profit margins should be as small as is reasonably possible. This is a

common interest of the Home and the Dominion producer." With that I agree

absolutely.

PROBLEM OF MARKETING BEEF IN GREAT BRITAIN

The Prime Minister of Australia gave an instance of what is going on in

connection with the marketing in England of Australian beef. I can endorse
what he said. When I was in England in 1921— I am bound to say that

matters have improved a little since then—a shipment of beef to this country
was sent from a farm with which I was acquainted. About 150 carcases were
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sent over and they realized 3^d. per pound. The cost of scmling tlicm, iiiclu(i-

ing slauglitering and other tharges, was S^d. per pound. That left a ^d. per
pound for the producer—practically nothing. I am glad to say the position

has improved a ilttle since then; and. so far as New Zealand is concerned,
we are trying the experiment of chilling beef. I do not know whether the

experiment will be successful, but a shipment of chilled bceef is on its way
now from New Zealand in the hope that our producers will be better able to

compete with South America, and i)articularly the Argentine. I agree with
the Prime Minister of Australia that the problem with regard to beef is the
most serious in this connection that the British Government have to tackle,

and at present I do not quite see the way out of the difficulty, unless it be by
a further ext<>nsion of Preference—and I know what that is likely to mean
when it comes before the British Parliament.

MARGIN OF PROFIT OX XEW ZE.\I-AND APPLES IN GRE.AT BRIT.UN

There is another illustration I want to supply as to the necessity for some-
thing in the way of limitation of profits. Since I have been in England on the

present occasion I have had some correspondence from a firm who found it

necessary to purchase a number of cases of New Zealand apples. We have been
placing New Zealand apples on the British market for some time past. The
price which this firm—I have not the correspondence with me here—paid for

the apples was at the rate of 25s. per case of 40 lb. I think that works out at

T^d. per lb. for apples which were purchased by the case in the London market
Apple-growing is with us a struggling industry, though I have great hopes for

it, and the Government have been encouraging it for a number of years past.

But this is what has been happening in New Zealand. In order to encourage
export, we guaranteed the apple growers Id. lb net. Last year we had a con-

siderable deficit. I think we went to the bad about £12,000, but, at all events,

the best that could happen to the New Zealand producer in connection with the

price of his apples was Id. per lb. That was all he received. The same apples

were sold here in London at 1\A. per lb. I think the margin is too large.

It is not for me to suggest what the British Government ought to do, but
if there is no legislation already on the Statute Book to deal with such a case
as that, then I think it ought to be placed there, and that matters such as this

should be looked into. I do not mind a reasonable profit to the trader—not in

the very slightest—I think he should get a fair and reasonable profit, but any-
thing of this sort is little short of exploitation. I do not say the same about
beef, because I am not so well up in that: what I mean is that I do not know
the retail prices of beef at present.

CO-OPERATIVE M.VRKETING A POSSIBLE SOLfTION

The Chairman: Price control, even if you could apply it, would not give

your man a better price. Is not what the producer has to do to go into the
market and, by co-operative methods, sell himself?

Mr. Massey: That is exactly what they are proposing to do. I have had
notice of some of the legislation for the next session of Parliament, and I under-
stand they will ask for the necessary power for the control of the marketing of
their own produce. I hope it will have as good an effect in connection with apples
as it has had in connection with the export of meat. When I say meat, I mean
mutton and lamb; I am not speaking now of beef.

The Ch.urman: And your dairy produce too?
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NEW ZEALAND BECOMING THE DAIRY FARM OF THE EMPIRE

Mr. Massev: Of course—tlic dairy farmers in New Zealand have already

taken action. It has become a tremendous industry. The export of dairy pro-

duce from New Zealand to Britain last year amounted to nearly £18,000,000

worth, and it is still increasing rapidly. It may be selfish to suggest tiiat New
Zealand is going to supply the British market with dairy produce altogetlier,

but I believe we are going a long way towards it in the next few years. In fact,

New Zealand is rapidly becoming the dairy farm of the Empire.

TOBACCO-GROWING IN NEW ZEALAND

As far as the other tariff items are concerned, New Zealand is interested

in the proposal to extend the preference on tobacco from one-sixth to one-fourth.

Tobacco-growing is another struggling industry in New Zealand. I am not

going to predict that the industry will prove successful. All that I can say is

that, so far as I am able to judge, the tobacco plant grows very luxuriously in

the Dominion. It has been suggested to me that the growth is too rank to

produce a good smoking tobacco. I do not know if that is so. but I do know
that we can produce plenty of what is called raw material. Whether we shall

be able to produce good smoking tobacco remains to be seen. Personally, of

course, I liope so. We are giving growers in New Zealand a little encourage-

ment by way of preferential duties.

PREFERENCE ON APPLES! EFFECT IN NEW ZEALAND

As regards apples, as I have already indicated, we are particularly concerned

in that industry, and I think that 5s. per cwt. will go some considerable way
to assist tiie fruit-growers in my country—and they need it. Apple-growing is

only a young indutsry yet in the Dominion, but already no less than an area

of 31.000 acres is planted in orchards—which, of course, include other fruits,

but mostly consist of apple trees. Tliat is a fairly good commencement. Of
the 31.000 acres, I have no doubt that about 28,000 acres are apples. The apples

are of good quality; there is no question about that. We have been rather

unfortunate in that several shipments have been damaged, but I think the fault

was in tlie handling of the apples, not keeping them just at the right tempera-
ture on the voyage. I do not suggest that absolutely, but I think so. But I

believe there is the making of a fine industry in New Zealand in the growth of

apples. It is not a new thing; it is a new thing as far as export is concerned, but
there are settlers in the northern district of tiie Dominion who went on to the
land sixty years ago, and who grew apples very successfully. These men started

practically with very little capital or experience, because they came from the
manufacturing centres of Britain and settled on the land in its natural state,

with practically no good market and nothing but tiieir own industry to help them.
I cannot remember one who has not acquired a competency by his own industry.

These settlers at first had to depend largely on fish, which was very plenti-

ful; they grew maize to a certain extent, and vegetables, and incidentally most
of the clothing for their children was made out of the flour sacks that brought
the flour for their consumption. We have now gone rather past those days.
However. I am sanguine about apple-growing, and I welcome this extension of

preference.

PROSPECT OF OPENING LP CANNED SALMON INDUSTRY

It may be news to some of the members of the Conference that New Zealand
is also interested in the canning of salmon. I was pessimistic about the acclima-
tization of salmon in New Zealand waters for a long time. New Zealanders
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tried to acclimatize salmon many years ago, and iiad very little to show for it

for a long time. But there are plenty of fish now. We have not allowed the

public to take fish for export yet, but I think we shall be able to do so next

season. I know the salmon are doing very well indeed. There are two varie-

ties, the quinnat salmon and the Atlantic. I had a beautiful fish sent to me
not long ago weighing 26 pounds. Fishermen state that the salmon abound in

luitidrods of thousands. I am looking forward in a year or two to our entrance

into the market with canned salmon.

HOXEY EXPORT INCREASING

Then there is another growing indu.<try in which we are greatly int^-rested.

and that is honey. Last year we exported to England 1,187,000 pounds of

honey. That is a very good start. The increase in the export is to some extent

due to the fact that a number of partially incapacitated men who came back
from the war and whose pensions provided only a bare living, were grs'en the

opportunity of going in for either poultry farming or bee farming. A number
of them are taking up bee farming, and have been fairly successful, and they
will increase. I am confident there will be production in the future much
greater than that which I have just quoted.

WINE PRODICTION IN NEW ZE.\L.\ND

I do not know that wine can be produced to any extent in New Zealand;

I am not sanguine about it. But we can grow grapes. We have more than
one climate in our country, but T think generally the atmosphere is too moist.

There are two wine-growing districts. Central Otago, and Hawkes Bay on the

east coast, which are quite dry enough, and good wine is produced in the latter

district. But in other parts I doubt whether we could make it a great success.

TR.\DE WITH RUSSIA .4ND EMPIRE DEVELOPMENT

I think it is quite likely we shall come into competition with Canada in

exporting barley before very long, because we have a good deal of land suitable

for that particular purpose. In reference to the Russian wheat proposal, I

think just at present, when we are struggling to assist in lifting the depression

from the United Kingdom, that what has been suggested by the papers is a

very dangerous experiment. I do not want to say that I hope the people con-

cerned will lose their money, but I do think that it would be ver>- much better

for the Empire as a whole if, instead of going to Russia for the purpose of

development, they should assist in developing parts of the oversea Dominions.
There is plenty of opportunity to do that. I am not suggesting that New
Zealand can export wheat to any extent, because I am afraid the cost of produc-

tion would be too heavy. We grow very big crops, but the financial balance

to the producer is very small. But I know what Canada can do. I have crossed

Canada so often that I know something about her producing capacity, and I have
not the slightest hesitation in saying that Canada could produce enough wheat
for the whole Empire if it became necessary; and Australia could do it. too, or

at all events can increase the quantity it at present produces.

BRIT.\IN's growing M.\RKET IX NEW ZE.\L.VXD

The Prime Minister of Australia, referring to the purchases that are being

made by the people of the Dominions, from Britain, mentioned the fact, and I

have no doubt it is correct, that in 1913 New Zealand purchased £10,000,000

worth of goods from Britain. This is approximately correct, but for the first
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six months of tlie the present year we purchased over £10.000.000 worth of

goods from Britain. I know tiiat business has increased enormously, and
I do not need to sav tiiat we arc going to do oiu- best to place some very
large orders for machiner>' and metal manufactures, and to take advantage of

the arrangements of the British (lovcrnment to encourage tlie purchase by the

oversea Dominions of tiieir supplies in the British markets, and tiiercby assist

in lifting the depression, and providing employment for those who are experi-

encing difficulty in finding it now.

NEW ZE.\L.\Nd's PREKLREXCE POLICY

Now just another word or two about the principle of Preference. "We all

know that Canada led the way in the principle of Preference; I remember the

legislation being agreed to perfectly well, and their arc \'ery few of us who
disagreed with it at the time. I am very glad to see that idea has developed;
all the Empire has taken it up to a certain extent. New Zealand has increased

her preferences enormously. She commenced in 1907 in a very small w'ay.

About forty articles or commodities were given preference, and now the number
has risen to 425, and I am prepared to ask Parliament to go further if the

British Government—anfl I am not making any bargain, because I am simply
suggesting reciprocity— if the Britisii (^lovcrnment will simply continue in what
they propose to do, i.e., to extend the preference as opportunity offers.

THE CH.\NG1NG .ATTITUDE OF THE BRITISH PUBLIC TOW.\RDS IMPERI.\L PREFERENCE

I said that I had some idea of the difficulties that will be met with later on,

and I can see these difficulties in the distance. So far as I am able to judge I

do not think there will be any difficulty in the British Parliament about the

commodities which have been mentioned here this morning, but I believe that

the British public arc being educated up to the necessity of making the Empire
a self-supporting Empire, and I think we should all work in that direction.

I have come across a number of public men in this country, men who take
an interest in public affairs, men some of whom have been in the Britisii

legislature at different times. A very influential man said to me: "At one
time Free Trade was my religion, but I begin to see now where we are getting to

and I am no longer a Free Trader in the sense in which the word is used to-day."

He holds tlie same opinion as I do, that what is called Free Trade in Britain is

not Free Trade in the proper sense of the term. There arc many such people.

I have met them repeatedly. I have come across th.em at public meetings and
in places of public resort and I believe when the opportunity arrives that you
will find a tremendous vote in favour of the principle which it is proposed to

affirm in connection with these resolutions.

THE EMPIRE SHOULD SUPPORT BRITL-^H INDUSTRIES

Let me emphasize the point I referred to just now. I do hope that the
different countries of the Empire will do all tlicy possibly can to place orders
in the British markets for metal manufactures, or for any other form of manu-
factured goods, and as soon as possible, so as to employ some of these million
and a quarter of men who it is estimated are out of work. We can do a great
deal of good by encouraging each other. I have not the slightest doubt that
there is sufficient capital in Great Britain to employ the whole of these people
if they were only satisfied that the country- was going to get over it« financial

and commercial difficulties. I believe it will.
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At a crisis like this \vc must iiave confidence in each otiicr as British

citizens. I am not speaking for the people of any other countrj-. "We must
have confidence not only in the countrj' where we happen to be located, but

also in the Empire. If we can adopt that principle and continue in it I do not

think it will be verj- long before we find the depression lifting. I think it is

lifting now. I have heanl many evil predictions during the last six weeks, but

I hope they are not going to be verified. We can look round the Dominions
and there is not one of them now sufTering from depression. We have that to

start with. Our neighbour, Australia, is prosperous; so also is Canada. I

think youth Africa is prosperous, and I know my own country is particularly

prosperous, much more so than it was a year or eighteen months ago. The
outlook is good, but we do not forget that Britain is our market; if anything
went wrong with the British market and tiie purchasing capacity of tlie British

people was thereby reduced, then we are going .to be affected, and, e\en looking

at it from that point of view—and that is a selfish point of view. 1 adniit^

—

it is our duty to assist in lifting the depression.

POSSIBILITIES OF A. SELF-SUPl'ORTIXG EMPIRE

There is another point I have often emphasized, that anything in this

way provides another tie of Empire. I look upon it that what we are doing
now' is only a commencement. There are tremendous possibilities in the way
of a self-supporting Empire. I hope every public man will look at the ciucs-

tion from the point of view of tiic Empire rahtcr than from a strictly local

aspect. We have got past that stage.

AMENDMENT OF MERCII.\XDISE MARKS ACT

There is this one other point, which I am not going to elaborate, because
I understand it is going to be provided for by legislation; I refer to the neces-

sity, at least the desirability, of an amendment of the Merchandise Marks
Act, which would allow the public here, the consuming public, to know whether
the goods they were purchasing are produced within the Empire or outside the
Empire. That is practically all I am asking for.

The Chairman: Sir Robert Sanders says he has a statement to make in

answer to that and I think it would be convenient to take it after your speech.

THE 1917 RESOLUTION ON IMPERIAL PREFERENCE

Mr. Massev: I am going to take a little credit for what is happening.

When I came here to the Imperial Conference of 1917, Mr. Bonar Law. who
has passed away and whose death we all regret, was Leader of the House.

He was an enthusiastic supporter of Empire Preference, and, aft«r consulting

with him and one or two others. I drafted a motion and submitted it to the

Conference, aflirming the principle of Empire Preference. It was referred to

a Conunittee, representative of the dift'ercnt jiartics in the Government at that

time (because do not let us forget it was what was called a Coalition Covem-
ment or a National Government formed for the purpose of carr>'ing on the

war), and they gave it a great deal of attention. I can remember Lord Milner

taking a very prominent part in connection with it as well as Mr. Bonar Law,
but at all events it came back from the Committee to the Conference, where it

was unanimously agreed to. I mentioned it the other day when taking part in

the opening of a big sale of Empire produce which is going on this week in

London at the Army and Navy Stores, and the point I made then, and which

I want to repeat now is, if it was the proper thing for all parties to support

Empire Preference at that time, with the lessons of the war before their eyes,

it is absolutelv right now.
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IMPROVED OVTLOOK FOR A SFLF-SHTORTING EMPIRE

I i\in not so pessimistic as to believe we are going to have war next year, or

in ten years, or anything of tliat sort, but I liope when it does come—and it

may not come in this generation— I hope when it does come that the Empire
will be better prepared in the way of foodstuffs and raw materials necessary

for its citizens than it was at the commencement of the last war; and this is

the way to do it. I know this is only comparatively a small thing, but it is an
earnest of what is to follow, and I am glad to think, whethcf the idea was mine
or not, the germ was there; it was laid up; it has been one of the reasons at all

events leading up to the position to-day, and from the point of view of a self-

supporting Empire I have no hesitation in saying the outlook is better than ever

it was before. That is all I have to say.

The Chair\[.\n: I think it would be convenient. Sir Robert, if you were to

make your statement.

MERCHANDISE M.\RKS BILL AND " EMPIRE PRODtCE "

Sir Robert Sanders: My statement is in regard to tlic Merchandise Marks
Bill. I may say tliat that Bill was introduced by a private Member in the House
of Commons early in the session which is at present going on and it has passed

through the Committee stage. It has now been arranged that the Government
is to take up the Bill for the remaining stages, and it will come on in the session

which begins next week. At the suggestion of the Prime INIinister of New Zeal-

and it was agreed that this question should be placed on the agenda of the

Imperial Economic Conference, and I wish to announce that in deference to

the wishes of the Dominions it has been agreed that the words '' Empire pro-

duce " and " Foreign produce " should be used in the Bill instead of " Imported
produce " in order to distinguisii between articles coming from the Dominions
and articles coming from foreign countries. It has also been decided to insert

in the Bill a general provision as to indication of origin applying to all the cases

falling within the scope of the Bill. This general indication would be either an
indication (whether by means of a direct statement or some recognized mark)
of the country in which the articles are produced, or a statement that the articles

are Empire produce or foreign produce. This decision has already been com-
municated to the various Dominion Prime Ministers, and, as I believe it will

meet tiie principal criticism of the Bill on the part of the Dominions, I presume
it will not now be necessary to discuss this question at this Conference.

Mr. Mas.sev: I would like to thank Sir Robert Sanders for the information

he has given us with regard to what appears to me to be a very important mat-
ter. I will not discuss it now, but my object in bringing it up was that I wanted
tc give the consumers in this country the opportunity of discriminating—because
they are just as patriotic as other people—between foreign produce, in which
they have no interest, and produce and commodities from within the Empire

—

the goods of their own fellow citizens. I think I know what most of them will

do.

The Chairman: Wc are all very grateful to you for bringing it up, in the

interests of all the Dominions as well as of your own.

SOITH AFRICA AGREES WITH FINDINGS OF FOOD AND MATERIALS COMMITTEE

Mr. BmTON: I agree entirely with the finding of the Committee on Food
and Materials. Mr. Bruce has said that the Committee could not possibly have
had time to examine the matter fully. I do not see how any fuller examination
could have led them to a different result. I am glad to hear that he disclaims

responsibility himself for these proposals.
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SOUTH Africa's experiences of trade controls

We have had plenty of experience of these attempt? to put matters right by

subsidies and restrictions and control and licences and things of that sort, and

I am perfectly certain that no solution of our difficulties is to be found along

those lines. In South Africa we had ciuite a recent experience in regard to the

control of imports of boots and shoes. It was a most highly unsatisfactory pro-

ceeding from beginning to end, but I am glad to say we have given it up now
and meet our difficulties there by the imposition of a tariff.

protection by tariffs the only re.\l solution

I am inclined to think that there really is no alternative to protection by
tariffs, if we except these arrangements being made amongst ourselves now by
way of helping on trade. But Mr. Bruce seems to think that if these proposals

were turned down—and I think it was inevitable that they should be turned

down—there may be some other way of doing it. WTiat other way of doing

it is there? The tariff idea I understand, but the other thing I confess I do not

understand. However, I entirely agree with the findings of that Committee,
and, as I saj', I do not see how they could have come to any other conclusion.

THE SOrTH AFRICAN POSITION: NO INTERFERENCE WITH BRITISH FISCAL

AUTONOMY

Now, Mr. Chairman, I just want to say with regard to Preference generally,

that my attitude on behalf of South Africa remains what it was at first. We
welcome what you propose to do in respect of the matter you have mentioned.

As to going any further, the principle of reciprocity, as I told you, was advocated

in South Africa many years ago. and is perfectly sound in itself. But while

we welcome what you propose to do, we do stand upon this basis, that we claim

the right in,our Dominion to settle our own fiscal policy, and therefore we do not

claim any right, whether by actual motion or even by " methods of education,"

to interfere with the right of the British people here to settle their own fiscal

policy for themselves. That is our position in broad outline.

APPRECI.\TION OF GIiE.\T BRITAIN'S FURTHKR PREFERENCE PROPOSAL

Now, as to tiie details of your statement to-day, Mr. Chairman. I am very
glad to hear your proposals with regard to fresh apples. That, I think, will be
of material assistance to South Africa, where both in the Transvaal, and in

certain parts of the Cape Province, there is a groat deal of apple-growing going

on, and which can undoubtedly be extended considerably. This proposed
preference of your will mean about 2s. 6d. preference on a bushel, I think, and
it should go a long way to assist the South African producer to pay his freight

and enable him to compete in respect of this article in your markets. That
is quite a good thing from our point of view. I welcome also the proposal with

regard to fruit juices and honey. The honey may be a comparatively small

matter now. but is capable of being expanded. With regard to wine, I shall

have something to say about that to-morrow.
Now, I just want to mention one further point. Mr. Bruce expresses

appreciation of the proposals you make of your volition. I am afraid, Mr.
chairman, that that attributes to us in the Dominions a shy modesty and back-
wardness that we are not exactly entitled to— I am afraid not even Australia

and New Zealand. In view of the speeches we have heard to-day we cannot

make tiiat claim. As a matter of fact we have brought representations to the

notice of your Government in various matters, and what I want to say is once
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more to express our appreciation of tiie fair and lilicral way in wliirli you liave

met the representations that have been made.

APPEAL FOR PREFERENCE ON CANNED CRAY FISH

There is one point of detail, and that is canned salmon. I have nothing to

say against that. On tlie contrary, I welcome it, but may I point out to you
that, whereas in South Africa we do not can salmon, we do carr>' on a very

large and increasing business in the canning of cray fish. I think, last

year, if I am not mistaken we exported about a quarter of a million pounds'
wortii of this commodity. It used to be more appreciated in France than here,

but now the market is shifting and tlicre is a good deal of it coming here. If

excellent salmon from Canada and elscwiiere arc entitled to have this preference,

it seems only fair that preserved cray fish from South Africa siiould be included

in the same category.

PRINCIPLES ON WHICH PROPOSED PREFF.RENCES BASED

The Chairman: Let me take that point up with you now. I have gone

into that. The tests we were inclined to lay down for ourselves in considering

any of these propositions were: (1) Is there a reasonable chance of the Dom-
inions being able to provide a large volume of trade? (2) Is it a trade which

they have not already exclusively enjoyed? Because, obviously, if there is no

risk of competition a duty would merely put up the price. Conversely, if they

are doing the whole trade at present, anfl there are not competitors, we should

only put up the price by putting on a duty.

QUESTION OF PREFERENCE ON CRAY FISH WILL BE CON.SIDERED

Cray fish I certainly will consider. They come under "Other sorts of fish,

Including shellfish," as we described them. There you do about 33.000 cwts.,

while tiie foreign countries do about 41,000. You have not put the case forward.

I rather anticipated you would.

Mr. Bvrton: Yes, I am doing it now.

The Ch.\irman : I will take it now.

Mr. Bvrton : As long as you see that it seems a fair thing, and as you say
that cray fish shall come in too, I think that is all I have to say for the present.

Mr. Riordan: The position we are in is rather a happy one; we have no
grievance to ventilate in regard to this matter. I think I am right in saying that
already inter-trade between Ireland and Great Britain is greater than that
between Oreat Britain and any other Dominion; this, of cource, is due to our
proximity. There seems every prospect that trade between the two countries

will increase as time goes on.

The items upon whicli you propose recommending further preference are in

most cases items which do not interest us. The question of raw apples opens
up the possibility of an extension of that trade. Honey is anotiier item which
may interest us to a certain extent, but not the others you have mentioned, with
the possible exception of wine— I do not know whether or not you propose re-

ferring to the "wine" of my country- to-morrow. At any rate, I shall wait imtil

then for your disclosures on this point.

QUESTION OF FROZEN SALMON AND CANNED LOBSTER

Sir P.XTRICK McGr.\th: I have merely to add a word of thanks on behalf

of Newfoundland for the inclusion in the list of articles under preference of

canned salmon, which is about the only product we export, of those so listed,
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that is affected. I would sugp;est tliougli, that consideration might be given to

the item of frozen salmon— fresh salmon and salmon in the chilled state—of

which we export some. Canada, I think, also exports some, and there is com-
petition from Norway and Sweden. I had intended raising the question of

canned lobsters, suggested by Mr. Burton, because there was a competing
industry from the State of Maine in the United States as against canned loksters

from Canada and Newfoundland. But if the figures show there are no com-
jjcting exports to the United Kingdom now, it is not necessary' to press that
point.

The Ch.mrman: I think there really is not, because, if I take 1922, the
total imports from all foreign sources were 1,560 cwt., while the Empire impor-
tations were 35,577 cwt.

Sir Patrick McGr.vth: Largely from Canada, Newfoundland and South
Africa?

The Chairman: From Canada and Newfoundland, yes.

Sir P.\TRicK McGrath: May I make one suggestion, that in the phrasing
of the provision with regard to shellfish it might be so worded that the question
will not arise which those familiar with international problems of fifteen or
twenty years ago will recall, when Newfoundland had a verj' important dispute
with France, running for nearly two centuries, an aspect of which was whether
the lobster was a fish or not. It was ultimately settled by an exchange of terri-

tory in West Africa and by buying out the French fishermen on the coast of
Newfoundland by a payment of £250,000 from the British Treasury.

NEWFOUNDLAND EXPERIMENTS IN TR.\DE CONTROL

Wit!) regard to the larger question, I wish to express my sympathy with the
view and the argument put forward by Mr. Bruce on behalf of Australia, but I

do not thinJi the remedies lie along the line he suggests. Like Australia, we
produce a perisiiable foodstuff in the form of dried cod fish, and at times we
liave a situation such as confronts Australia at the present time with regard to

her beef.

We, too, have tried some of the experiments suggested in his speech at the
opening of the Conference. We have tried the question of stabilization, and we
liave tried to regulate the market, not by import but by export licences. We
tackled both of tiiose problems during the past couple of years with disastrous
results, both to the state and to the business people concerned.

In an endeavour to stabilize tlie price of cod fish, the Government set aside
half a million dollars for the purchase of cod fish on Government account and
put the business in the hands of three or four firms of good standing. But
despite that, the result was very disastrous. The return to the Colony did not
exceed 20 cents in the dollar.

We also tried a scheme of export license, and attempted to control the
export of the product from our own country by stipulating that nobody siiould

be allowed to export cod fish unices he undertook to sell the cargo of fish in

foreign markets at a price not less tiian that fixed by the Gtivcrnnicnt tlirougi)

a Board of Control. The result of a year's experimentation along these lines

was that several of the people concerned in the export of cod fish went bankrupt.
I know traders who, in the fall of 1919, could WTit« a cheque for hundreds of

thousands of dollars, but who two years later had failed and could not pay 10
ccnt-s in the dollar.

I do not mean to argue that that entire result came from this scheme of

Government control, because we were due for a setback like the rest of the world,

but many think it contributed very largely to it. Not alone did we lose the sale
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at a pnifit of much of the current season's catch of cod fish, but \vc ran tlie

risk of losing some of our markets altogctlier, because our competitors invaded
tliem, undersold us, and strcngthcnetl their own position while ours was weakened.

I mifjlit simply add that, like Mr. Innes in India, I was Food Controller in

Newfoundland during the war, and the result of my experience and observation
was to convince me that the less any Government has to do with the marketing
of fi>od i)rotlucts, or interference in general industry, the better for the country
concerned.

The discussion was resumed at the Twenty-first Meeting, held on the after-

noon of the same day (the 7th November, 19231, as follows:

—

ATTITUDE OF INDI.\ TOW.\RDS PREFERENCE NEGOTIATIONS

Mr. Innes: I have very little to say, Sir, upon the proposals for increasing

and extending the existing preference. I should just like to explain that we made
no representations to His Majesty's Government in regard to these proposals
and that we have taken no part in the negotiations which have been going on
with His Majesty's Government since these proposals were last discussed in tlie

open Conference. That was not due to any modesty on our part it was merely
our own self-respect. India, as I have already explained, under her existing

sj'stem of revenue duties, grants no favours to anyone, and in consequence we
are not in a position to ask for any favours. But since there are crumbs falling

from the rich man's table I am glad some have fallen our way.

INDIA GRATEFUL FOR INCRE.VSED PREFERENCE ON TOBACCO

I was particularly interested in the announcement made that the preference
on tobacco was to be increased to one-fourth. Since the war we have built

up quite a large trade with the United Kingdom in unmanufactured tobacco and
I hope that that trade will be further stimulated and increased by this incTcased

preference. I "should like to repeat what I said before, namely, that we are

grateful to His Majesty's Government for these concessions which they have
shown to India without asking for any return on India's part and I do hope that

when the time comes for India to consider the question of preference, India will

not be unmindful of the benefit-s she has received not only from His Majesty's
Government, but also from New Zealand and Canada.

INDI.V ENDOR.SES REPORT OF FOOD AND M.\TERI.\L.S COMMITTEE

I now turn to the Report of the Committee on Food and Materials. I was
a member of that Committee and, naturally, I subscribe to every word of the
Report. I heard the Prime Minister of Au.stralia suggest that, in the time
allottetl to it, it was not possible for the Committee to give that exhau.-tive

consideration to those proposals which they required. It is ciuitc true that we
were not able to devote very many days to the consideration of the proposals.

At the same time some of the members of the Committee were men who had
had actual experience of the working of schemes similar to those suggested by
the Prime Minister of Au.stralia, and, speaking for myself, as one of those who
has had this actual experience, I may say that I do not think it would ha\e
made .-my difference if we had sat for a month on these proposals instead of for

three days. It is perfectly true that my experience, and the experience of Sir

Patrick McGrath, Wiis experience gained in war conditions, but my experience

gained during the war was merely reinforced convictions which I have always
held. Statesmen may be very wise. They are nearly always assisted by the

best brains they can get in the countrj' in the shape of their permanent Civil
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Service. At the same time international trade i? so vast and so romplicated

that my own conviction is that tlie less statesmen and GovernnK'nts interfere,

by way of proiiihitions and restrictions, in international trade the better for

everybody concerned. I am particularly {jlad that this Committee's Report

endorses the resolutions already passed by the very important Genoa Conference,

and I hope that this Conference will also endorse those conclusions.

MR. BRUGES GENERAL RESOLVTIOX OX PREFERENCE

I should have liked more time to consider the general resolutions which

have been moved by the Prime Minister of Australia. In particular I have not

been able to consult my leader, the Secretary of State for India, as regards

these two resolutions. I notice that they make a special point of the fact that

the policy of Imperial Preference was accepted in 1917 by all the Governments
represented at the Imperial Conference. India was represented at the Imperial

Conference of 1917, but there have been ver>' rapid changes in India since 1917,

constitutional and otherwise.

INDIA CANNOT BE COMMITTED TO PRINCIPLE OF IMPERIAL PREFERENCE AT PRESENT:

When this question of Imperial Preference was last discussed in the open
Conference, I explained the position which the Government of India was com-
pelled to take, and I should like to say that, though I have not been able to

consult the Secretary of State for India regarding these present resolutions, the

Secretary of State entirely agreed and approved of all I said at that meeting.

At the same time I think I must repeat what I said then, namely, that

I cannot commit the Government of India at present to the principle of Imperial

Preference. Hitherto we have had purely revenue duties and we have made no

distinction, no discrimination, between any countries. I gave my reasons why
I was very doubtful whether we could embark upon a general scheme or system

of Imperial Preference. I suggested that a more hopeful line of advance might

lie in the giving of a preference on selected items, but I pointed out that it

would be very unwise to force that issue and I had to leave the matter there.

I must re-emphasize those points.

BUT WILL NOT OPrOSE RESOLUTIONS

At the same time this resolution is drafted in quite general terms and if

my position is clearly understood, then I do not see any reason why I should

oppose this resolution in tiiis Conference.

DOUBTS AS TO .APPLIC.\TI0N OF FIRST PART OF RESOLUTION TO INDIA

I should just like to say a word or two about the first part of the resolu-

tion. No doubt that statement may be tnie for the Empire as a whole, and for

that reason I do not propose to offer any formal objection to it ; but I cannot
help feeling doubtful, if you take particular parts of the Empire, for instance.

India, whether that statement is in fact correct. I hope I shall not be mis-
understood. I am as anxious as anyone at this table for the development of

inter-Imperial trade in ever»' possible way, but we have got to look at facts

as they are. I have already pointed out that of our export trade no less than
60 per cent goes to countries outside the Empire, and I must make this point

clear. What is most important for India at the present time is that, if possible,

Europe should stand upon her legs the whole of our prosperity depends upon
that and I doubt verv much, having reg.ard to the cliaracter of our exports,

whether an\i:hing can make up to us for the loss of our European markets.
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India exports tlie sort of tilings wiiicli tlic wliolc world buys. She exports,

particiiiarlv. jute and jute goods siic exports iiides and skins and materials

of that kind.

Take our leather: we have already tried an experiment; \vc tried to get
the Empire to take our hides by means of preference; we put an export duty
of 15 per cent upon all hides and skins exported from India, and we gave a
rebate of 10 per cent on all those hides and skins which were tanned inside the
Empire. We did that deliberately with the idea of trying to get England and
other parts of the Empire to take our hides, which had formerly gone to

riermany. What was the result? This is an example of how hard it is, by
tariffs anti things of that kind, to divert trade from its beaten channel. Ciermany
seems to be the only country in the world which can work up the Indian light

hide. In spite of all we did, in 1922 England was hardly taking any of our
hides and Germany was, as before, buying nearly all the lot. The result of that

was that we merely injured our own export trade by this export duty and we
did ourselves very little good by the preference we gave.

The same with shellac; the vast bulk of the shellac we export from India
goes to the United States. Why? Because it is reriuired for making gramo-
phone records. For some reason or other that is an industry which apparently
flourishes very much in the United States and has a huge market there. I doubt
ver>' much whether anything we could do could divert those exports of shellac

from the United States to any other country. So, personally, I should be inclined

to demur to the first paragraph of this resolution, if it were intended to apply
to India alone, but it may be perfectly correct as a general statement for the
Empire as a whole, and therefore it is not necessary for me to object to it.

I hope, sir, that my position is quite understood, and, in the sense that I

have explained, I do not think there is any reason why I should stand out of

this resolution.

DE.SIR.\B1LITY OF STABILIZATION OF TOBACCO PREFERENCE

Mr. Orm.sby -Gore: Iwould like to say just one or two words; first, as to
the further preferences which the British Government has outlined this morning.
I am quite sure that the increase of preference to tobacco will stimulate the
production of tobacco in countries like Rhodesia and Xyasaland. On the other
hand, I am quite sure, from the documents I have seen and from those who
represent the producers of tobacco in those countries, that while they naturally
take the alternative which gives them the greater preference now, tliere will be
from now on a demand for the stabilization of the preferences, because to build
up a new industry of this kind in the face of the ver>- well organized and
established position of the United States of America, which sends, after all,

more than (I think it is) nine-tenths of the tobacco required by Britain, is not
ven,- easy. The problems of quality and problems of grading are very difficult

when you have to carr>- them out on a small scale in a new country, and the
one chance of building up a British tobacco industry in those Colonies where
it can most suitably be grown is, as in the case of the sugar industrj-. to est.ablish
confidence in the minds of the planters and those who have to put in capital
in the development of an industry of this kind. Experiments have to be made.
I know it is not easy; and the one sort of stability that would be of value
would be the general recognition of the whole body politic in Great Britain
that the policy of Preference had come to stay. If only that could be estab-
lished I am confiflent that you would get capital and you would get enterprise
to go into an industry like the tobacco industrj- in Nyasaland and Rhodesia, but
until time has proved that there is no going back on substantial and effective
preferences such as the former, there may be slow development.
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THE LIME JUICE CONCESSION

Now as to the other two things which the British Government concede,
certainly the lime juice concession will be extraordinarily welcome to one island
which is going through a particularly difficult time. The Island of Dominica,
which produces far more lime than the whole of the rest of the world practically

jnit together, is a very peculiar place. It is about the wettest place in the
world, and also the steepest, and practically lime is its only economic product.

It docs produce quite the best lime in tiic world, an<l the industry- that was
formerly in Monfcscrrat has iTecn transferred to Dominica, and wiiat is now
called " Montserrat Lijne Juice " is produced in Dominica. It is hit, at this

moment, by the depreciated exchange of Italy and the production of citrate

and citrous fruit in Sicily as never before, and I am confident that this little

preference may mean new hope to the small British community that is endeav-
ouring to conquer the verj- arduous forces of nature in that \x>r>' peculiar

island.

Now, as to honey. Jamaica beats New Zealand at present, which stands
second on the list, and the log-wood honey of Jamaica, I believe, last year
stood first in the imports of honey into Great Britain from the rest of the

Empire. That industry also is capable of expansion, and I sincerely hope that
agriculture, which is considerably developing in the log-wood growing district

in southwest Jamaica, will get a fillip and encouragement from the preference

that is offered.

THE PROBLEM OF M.^RKETING INSTANCE OF CJCJA

Now let me come from the specific preferences to the general question

which was raised by the Committee which went into Mr. Bruce's propositions,

and the general discussion that has taken place on that thus morning. I have
been receiving in the last few weeks representations from the cocoa producers

of West Africa and elsewhere with regard to the extraordinarj- disparity between
the price of cocoa and the price to the consumer of chocolate in this country-.

It is the same story as, I thinlv, Mr. Bruce instanced this morning of the Sjd.

and the 9d., only in a verj' aggravated degree. I think it is a subject which,

together with all these questions, should be examined by the Economic Com-
mittee as to what is the cause of this great disparity between the price to the

consumer and the price to the producer.

HIGH R.\TE OF TAXATION RESPON.SIBLE FOR HIGH PRICES TO CONSUMER
IN BRITAIN

If I may say wliat I feel about it, and the answer which I give to my
enquirers, I say this, that the main reason why there is a great disparity of

price to the consumer in Great Britain and the amount given to the producer

in the Dominions and the Colonies is the high rate of central and local taxa-

tion in Great Britain. The distributor, whether wholesale or retail, in this

countrj' has got to pay income tax and rates which are out of all i)roportion

to what he used to have to pay before the war; and the whole of that direct

taxation is taken out of the consumer, and always will be. It is not the result

of any ring or any association or any agreement between the distributors in

this country; it is what even,' shop-keeper and everj' distributor is doing up
and down the length of the countrv'. Where you have got a country' which is

burdened with a high rate of direct taxation, especially a tax like income tax,

you necessarily get that reflected in the price to the consumer. I know case
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after c-asc where the orilinar\- shop-keeper has to pay treble, quadruple—even
more than that—what he did before in taxation, local and central. He has
got a restricted trade owing to the depression. How does he do it? By putting

more on every article he sells. And it is high taxation, it docs not matter what
form it takes, you may call it the taxation of the rich, and it all falls on the
consumer and is passed on. That is the main cause, to my mind, and one of

the ciiief difficulties in tiie adeciuatc development of the markets of Great
Britain to-day—the enormous burden of taxation which we have got to pay
for the war, for the maintenance of our unemployed, for the payment of the

American debt.

.\PPE.\L FOR INCLVSION OF COLOXIES IN PREFERENCES GR.\NTED BY DOMINIONS

Xow may I suy one word about Mr. Bruce's resolutions? I hope that those

resolutions will iiW-hide, in the consideration, not only of Great Britain, but
of each Dominion, the Colonics and Protectorates. I hope that where he says
" the develpment of the resources of the British Empire as a whole " it means
" as a whole." and that where it is possible for the Dominions to give prefer-

ence to Colonies and Protectorates in the early stages of their development,

each Dominion will be able to feel that the Colonies and Protectorates are just

as much their estate as they are the estate of Great Britain, and that they will

share in their development. Whether it is Fiji, whether it is Mauritius, whether
it is East Africa or West Africa. I hope tliat. as has been done already by
Canada in the West Indies, the preferences which are given by one Dominion
to another, and by the Dominions to Great Britain or ince vcrxa. will be
extended, as they are extended to-day by Great Britain, to the produce of the

Colonies and Protectorates. I believe that we have in the coming century in

the Colonies and Protectorates a market^—I admit not as great a market imme-
diately as the great White Dominions overseas—but at any rate a steadily

developing market, and that it would be in the interests of the Dominions as

of Great Britain to get into those markets, to got the use of their special raw
materials, and to develop trade with them. Inter-Imperial trade, and a further

extension of the policy of Imperial Preference, will, I believe, include in an
increasing degree the Colonics and Protectorates, just as I believe that in an
increasing degree the Colonies and Protectorates will give preferences in return.

I cannot say more in specific detail than that, but as far as I can see the

Colonies and Protectorates will be most ready to do all they can, subject, in

the case of Tropical Africa, to the vcn.- serious limitation imposed by the Berlin-

Congo Act and the subsequent International Treaties, to give full effect to the

policy laid down in both resolutions.

In the course of further discussion of the draft resolution moved by Mr.
Bruce, the Chairman said that he thought there was no doubt at all that the
policy of Preference was going to be a permanent one. He said: I think it is

inconceivable that in any part of the Empire the principle of Preference, estab-

lished and acted upon as it has been, should not go forward. I also think, if

I may say so in passing, that it is of great importance that where preference

is given it should be given in respect of a genuine product of the part of the

Empire which it is intended to benefit, that if it is a 43reference given by a

Dominion it is intended to be given to benefit British undertakings and British

work, and in the same way wliere British preference is given it is intended to

benefit the workmen of the Dominion and the people who will put their capital

in the Dominion to set up factories, and not merely to benefit an entrepot of

trade. I believe that is the general purpose of all of us in carrj-ing out

Preference.
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Well, at this Conference, as it seems to nie, we have gone further than we
ever have before, and I think anybody who believes in the policy of Imperial
Preference would indeed be a pessimist if he ventured to predict that what has
been done as the result of this Conference is the end. I think there is great)

force in what has been put by Mr. Bruce and ohters, that people in all parts of

tiie Empire want to know and to sec what the possibilities are, what the facts

are. and what results can be obtained if this policy is carried out much more
extensively even than we are carrying it out as the immediate result of this

Conference. At an earlier stage of this Conference I said that I thought it was
our business to face the whole of this question perfectly frankly. Well. Mr.
Graiiam lias said: " W'e arc not trying to dictate to you, but, of course, the things

we are particularly interested in arc wheat and so on." Mr. Bruce has said,

frankly, that the position with him is largely dependent upon beef, and we
recognized, when we went into the question of settlement and finance—and this

was the common opinion of the Conference—that the extenfc'ljjf settlement must

in the long run depend on the extent of the markets which, in turn, must depend

on the extent of mutual trade within the Empire. If we have said that in the

course of the Conference^—and we on our side agree to it—I do not think we
shall be embarrassed by any resolution which restates that fact. But people

do want to know what the real position is, and unless they know what the real

position is they cannot form a fair judgment.

I will take, specifically, the points put by Mr. Graham and Mr. Bruce. If

people in this country are to form a final and considered opinion on whether or

not they should have taxes upon basic food products, they would want quite

definitely to know certain things; they would want to know whether, if such

a policy were adopted, the Dominions could supply the requirements at a fair

price; they would want to know what they would get in return. That is not

a matter of a haggling bargain, it is comcthing much bigger and yet much
simpler than that; it means that they would want to know whether, if, on- their

side they adopted that- policy, it would absorb our population and our products.

As I say, that is certainly not a question of driving a bargain; it is merely
saying what I think is the plain truth—that we have not finished with this

matter, that it is a matter wliich will require much closer study, and that that
closer study can only be given if, on both sidet;, we are able to state our diffi-

culties frankly and are able to consider what would be the effect of any policy

in one part of the Empire and in another.

AMENDED RESOLITIDN Sl'GGESTED

In these circumstances, I think it is not only reasonable, but natural, that
this Conference should pass a resolution which sets out our collective opinion
as to the need of Imperial development and as to the value of preference in that
development, and I can assure the Conference that if that is the sentiment, we
should not feel it a matter of any embarrassment at all.

After some discussion, the Conference agreed upon a Resolution in the
following terms:

—

" This Imperial Economic Conference, holding that, especially in

present circumstances, all possible means should be taken to develop the

resources of the Empire and trade between the Empire countries, desires
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to reaffirm the Resolution on tlie gubjort of Imperial Preference passed
by the Imperial War Conference of 1917."*

The Conference also adopted the Report of the Food and Materials Com-
mittee, which is printed on pajic 244.

At the Twenty-second Meeting, held on the 8th November, 1923, the follow-
ing discussion took place on the subject of the preference on Empire Wines:—

Colonel W.\lti:r Gvinxkss: I am vcr\' sorry it was not possible to take
this when the Ciiancellor of tlie Exchequer was back, because he has given close

attention to the matter and has been most anxious to meet the wine-producing
industry of the Dominions to the utmost in his power, but I have heard this
morning that he has now finally agreed to give the following preferences:

—

WINES OVKR 30°

In the case of wine of over 30° there will be an increased preference, bringing
the total preference up to 665. Up till now we have been giving 33^. At the
present time the duty on non-Empire wines is 6s. ; on Empire wines it is 4s., and
in future it will bo only 2s. That will be a preference of 66j per cent. Those
are wines over 30 degrees of proof spirit.

These wines, when imported in bottle, also pay a surtax of Is., as against
a surtax for non-Empire wines of 2s., and the combined effect of t"his 50 per cent

preference on the surtax and the 665 preference on tiie ordinan,' wine duty, in

the case of these wines of over 30 degrees imported in bottle, will give a prefer-

ence on the combined duties of 62i per cent.

SP.\RKLIXG WINES

On sparkling wines negotiations have been progressing, and on the surtax

it is proposed to give the Empire produce an increased preference from the

present 30 per cent to 50 per cent. Here again there is the ordinary' wine duty
apart from the surtax. The ordinary wine duty gives a preference of 40 per

cent, so in the case of sparkling wine tlie combined effect on the two duties

will be a preference of just under 50 per cent. I am sure the Conference will

realize that this is a far higher rate of preference than has been given in any
other case where a customs duty is levied. The Chancellor has agreed to this

rather new departure in the hope that it will help to develop this new wine
industry in the various parts of the Empire which have matle representations

during the last fortnight.

CONCESSION WILL BENEFIT ONT.\RIO

Mr. Gr.\h.\m: It might be a surprise to the Conference to know that in one

of the prohibition provinces of Canada we manufacture wines to quite a large

extent. Under the Ontario Temperance Act native wine is excluded from these

provisions, and I am hoping that perhaps it will get some benefit under this

proposal. It is really an Ontarian manufacture. In certain districts of Ontario

The resolution of 1917, which appears on p. 114 of Cd. 8366 (1917), is in the following

terms:

—

" The time has arrived when all possible encouragement should be given to the

development of Imperial resources and especially to making the Empire independent
of other countries in respect of food supplies, raw materials and essential industries.

With these objects in view this Conference expresses itself in favour of

—

" 1. The principle that each part of the Empire, having due regard to the interests

of our Allies, shall give specially favourable treatment and facilities to the

produce and manufactures of other parts of the Empire.
" 2. Arrangements by which intending emigrants from the United Kingdom may

be induced to settle in countries under the British flag."

36—13
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wine of different grades of exceptionally good quality in every respect is produced.
Although it may seem a little invidious that it is manufactured in a prohibition
province, it is true, nevertheless. I will investigate tills, as I said, and I hope
it will be of some benefit to the wine-manufacturing industry in the province
of Ontario.

CONCESSION OF CONSIDERABLE VALLE TO AUSTRALU

Mr. Bruce: Well, Sir Philip, there is very little I want to say. We recognize

the concession that has been given to us, and we are quite sure it will be of

considerable value.

THE STANDARD OF PROOF STRENTH

There is, of course, one point that we have pressed very heavily upon your
volition, but we have apparently not influenced the situation, and that is in

regard to the difficulty that arises as to the degrees of proof strength. Having
such a long journey to come as we have from Australia, and having to cross

the equator, we have to fortify our wines rather more than they have to from
nearer distances and cold countries, and that places us at a considerable dis-

advantage, because those countries can bring their wines in on the present basis

with the 30° and get the lower duty, while owing to the fortification that we
have to put in^o the wine we get over the 30° and have to pay the higher rate

of duty. What we hoped to be able to achieve was that the standard should be

varied, either In* reducing it to 26°, which would prevent what is happening in

regard to wines from near-by countries and cold climates, or else to lift it to

35°, which would enable ours to get in with tlie slight fortification we have to

put in to get over our difficulty in regard to coming through the tropics.

The Chairman: May I interrupt for one moment? I rather tiiink that that

particular suggestion is precluded by treaty and therefore the only way in which
you can be met on this point is by giving a larger preference on the more
highly-fortified wines. To vary the scale of fortification is a thing which is

impossible under the existing treaties.

Mr. Bruce: What is the period of the treaties, do you know?

The Chairman: Three years; a minimum of three years.

Mr. Bruce: I said in preface that I was not going to press the point, I was
only going to raise it and point out the difficulty we find ourselves in, and
express the hope that at anj' time it is possible to varj' the basis from the 30°

the case will be ven,' fully considered. But apart from that, Sir Philip, I do not
want to say anything else. There is another point that one would have "liked to

press for even a greater concession in one direction, but we recognize the embar-
rassment it would put in regard to your beer duty and so on, and for our
part we are prepared to leave it where it is at the moment.

The Chairman: I think it ought to be of pretty substantial benefit.

Mr. Bruce: I think so; a very substantial benefit.

new ZEALAND LITTLE AFFECTED, BUT WELCOMES EXTENSION OF PREFERENCE

Mr. Massev: I have \cr\ little to say. Sir Philip. It is another extension

of Preference and, of course, I approve of that, and though I do not think it will

be of much benefit to my country, it will be of benefit to producers of wina
in different parts of the Empire, and I am satisfied to let it go.

SOUTH AFRICA GRATEFUTj FOR PROPOSED PREFERENCE

Mr. Burton: Mr. President, this is a matter, of course, of considerable

importance to us in South Africa, and I should like to say at once what I have
already communicated to tiie Chancellor of the Exchequer himself, that we
appreciate very much what has been done, and it will be of very great assistance.
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I can quite imagine tliat a good number of the wine-growing community in

Soutli Africa would probably have liked the preference to have been extentied to

light wines as well. I think the bulk of the wines sent here from South Africa
at present are light wines, wines of a light type, but I do not think, in view of

present circumstances, we can pre^s tliat, and I do not propo.^c to do so.

Sparkling wine, I am glad to say, is included. They are begining to make
sparkling wine in South Africa, and no doubt this will be a stimulant.

THE NAME " PORT "

May I just mention one point, which I do not press, but which possibly you
arc aware of, and that is one of our great difficulties in Soiith Africa—this

bother about the name "port"? Our people make wine of the type of port

wine; they may not print the name " port" on the bottle?;. They send it here,

but they may not call it " port.'" I quite understand the po-itinn. but it is a
substantial difficulty to them and I hope it may be adjusted at some future date.

TARIFF PREFERENCE

Summary of Propos.^ls by His Majesty's Government

As regards Imperial Preference, under the United Kingdom Customs Tariff,

to Empire goods. His Majesty's Government intimated that they intended to

submit to Parliament the following proposals:—

DRIED FRXHT

At present dried figs, raisins and plums (includes apricots) are dutiable at

the rate of 10s. 6d. per cwt., if from foreign countries and enjoy if of Empire
origin a preference of one-sixth, i.e., of Is. 9d. per cwt.

It is proposed to admit these goods free of duty from the Empire so that

Empire raisins, figs and plums will enjoy a preference of 10s. 6d. per cwt.

At present dried currants are dutiable at the rate of 25. per cwt. and enjoy
a preference of one-sixth, which on the existing duty only amounts to 4d.

His Majesty's Government are prepared to offer free admission to Empire
currants and to consider what increase in the duty on foreign currants may be
necessarj- to make the preference effective, such increase to come into force at

a future date to be agreed upon.

OTHER DRIED FRIHT

At present there is no duty on any other dried fruit, but whilst continuing

to admit such Empire dried fruit free. His Majesty's Government would propose
to impose a dutv of IDs. 6s. per cwt. on such foreign dried fruit, (e.g., apples

pears and peaches) as the Dominion representatives may consider of interest to
tVtpir trviilo

OTHER PRE.=;ER\-ED FRVITS

Preser\-ed fruits other than those mentioned above are not dutiable save in

respect of sugar content.s, if any. It is proposed in addition to any such duty
on the sugar contents to impose an all-round duty of 5s. per cwt. on the principal

forms of presened fruit not at present dutiable, except fruit pulp for jam manu-
facture, which will remain free of duty. All such fruit will be admitted free

from the Empire.
36—I3i
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At present sugar is dutiable according to a scale dependent on the polariza-

tion of tiie sugar with a basis rate of 25s. 8d. per cwt. on fully refined sugar.

Empire sugar enjoys a preference of one-sixth or 4s. 3id. per cwt., being

nearlj' a halfpenny a pound on refined sugar.

It is not possible at present to offer an increase in this preference, but His
Majesty's Government are ready to guarantee that if the duty is reduced the

preference shall for a period of ten years not fall with it, but be maintained at its

present rate of ncarlj' ^d. per pound so long at least as the duty on foreign sugar

does not fall below that level.

At present the duty on tobacco varies according to kind, being of course
higher on cigars than on manufactured tobaccos. On the latter it is about 8s. 2d.

per lb., on which the Empire enjoys a preference of one-sixth or, say, on raw
tobacco of Is. 4d.

His Majesty's Government would be prepared to adopt the course proposed
in regard to sugar, i.e., to stabilize the existing preference for a term of years

or alternatively they are prepared to increase the preference to one-quarter, i.e.,

to about 2s. on unmanufactured tobacco at present rates, the amount of the

preference of course varying as the basis varies.

As a result of consultation with the oversea representatives concerned,
it has been decided to adopt the second alternative, i.e., to raise the preference

from one-sixth to one-quarter.

The proposals are:—
1. To double the existing preference of 2s. per gallon on the duty of 6s.

per gallon on wines of a strength exceeding 30° and not exceeding 42°. The
rate of duty on such wines coming from the Empire would thus become 23. per

gallon.

2. To increase from 30 per cent to 50 per cent the preference on the surtax

of 12s. 6d. per gallon on Sparkling Wine.

R.^W .APPLES

It is proposed to levy a duty of 5s. per cwt. on Raw Apples of foreign

origin and to admit Raw Apples from the Empire free of duty as at present.

C.VNNED S.\LMON AND C.\NNED LOBSTER, CR.^Y FISH .\ND CR.\BS

It is proposed that a. duty of 10s. per cwt. shall be imposed on foreign

Canned Salmon and Canned Lobster, Cray Fish and Crabs, and that these

goods shall be admitted free of duty from the Empire.

It is proposed that a duty of 10s. per cwt. shall be imposed on foreign

honey, and that Honey of Empire origin shall continue to be admitted free of

duty.

LIME, LEMON AND OTHER FRUIT JtlCES

The proposal of His Majesty's Government is that a duty at the rate of

6d. per gallon shall be imposed on foreign Lime and I^emon Juices and His
Majesty's Government would" consider a list of other Fruit Juices which the
Dominions regarded as of interest to their trade. The same duty would fall on
Fruit Syrups and would be exclusive of the duty on the sugar content of such
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symps. Fruit Juices from tlic Empire will continue to be admitt^il free of
duty.

FOOD AND MATERI.^LS COMMITTEE

The Committee was constituted as follows:

—

Tiie Right Hon. Sir Piiilip Lloyd-Greame, K.B.E., M.C., M.P., President
of the Board of Trade;

The Right Hon. Sir Robert A. Sanders, Bt., M.P., Minister of Agriculture
and Fisheries;

Lieut.-Colonel the Hon. Walter Guinness, D.S.O., T.D., M.P., Financial
Secretary' to the Trea.surj"

Dr. J. H. Grisdale, Deputy Minister of Agriculture, Canada;
The Hon. Duncan Marshall, Commissioner of Agriculture, Canada;
Senator the Hon. R. V. Wilson, Honorary IMinister in charge of Depart-

ments of Health and Migration, Commonwealth of Australia;

The Hon. Sir James Allen, K.C.B., High Commissioner for New Zealand;

Sir Ernest Chappell, C.B.E., Union of South Africa;

Mr. E. J. Riordan, Secretary to Trade and Shipping Department, Minis-
t^^^ of Industrj' and Commerce, Irish Free State;

Prof. T. A. Smiddy, Irish Free State;

The Hon. Sir Marmaduke Winter, C.B.E., Minister without Portfolio,

Newfoundland (assisted by the Hon. Sir Patrick T. McGrath, K.B.E.,
M.L.C.. and Capt. V. Gordon, Acting High Commissioner, Newfound-
land)

;

Mr.. C. A. Innes. C.S.I. , CLE., Member of Governor General's Council for

Commerce and Railways, India;

Mr. L. R. Lumlev, M.P., Colonies and Protectorates.

Mr. R. J. Shackle, Board of Trade, and Major R. McK, Oakley, C.B.
E., Comptroller General of Customs, Commonwealth of Australia, acted

as joint secretaries to the Committee.

Report

The terms of reference to the Committee were:

—

"To consider and report to the Imperial Economic Conference on the

practicability of certain methods, suggested for examination by the Prime
Minister of the Commonwealth of Australia, for assisting the marketing
of food-stuffs and agricultural raw materials originating in the British

Empire, namely:—

•

"(a) The method of Subsidies.

"(6) The method of Import Licences.

" (c) The metiiod of Stabilisation of Prices."

The Committee has approached this ciuestion with a full realisation of the

importance of developing and encouraging the production of food supplies with-

in the Empire, and with the desire to support any practical proposals which can

be devised with that object. The Committee have, therefore, given the most
careful consideration to the three schemes enumerated in their terms of reference

in the light of experience of control in Great Britain, the Dominions and India,

and having regard both to the present economic position and to the general

questions of Imperial trade and development which the Conference is seeking

to solve.
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I.—METHOD OF SrBSIDIES

The Committee consider that any sclieme of direct subsidy by the Home
Government to producers in the Dominions is impracticable. If a subsidy is to
be given by a Government to a class of producers, it is inevitable that the sub-
sidising Government should retain the right to exercise a large measure of
supervision and direction over the recipients of the subsidy. This is in fact a
condition upon wiiich any Parliament would require to be satisfied, before as-
senting to a subsidy. But it would obviously be not onh' highly inconvenient,
but practically impossible for one Government to attempt to excercise this

power within the jurisdiction of another Government.
Apart from these general objections, the particular proposal that such sub-

sidies should vary in accordance with the preferential rebates accorded by each
Dominion to United Kingdom produces would seem impracticable, since

—

(a) It is impossible to arrive at any accurate measure of the money value
of tlie preference to the British trader, as such value must \a.xy in

every case in proportion to tlie severity of the foreign competition.

(6) Moreover, in order to make any scheme of subsidies effective, the
amount of the subsidies would have to be constant.

(c) Incidentally, the effect of this proposal would be that, while the direct

financial benefit of the preference given by the Dominion in each case
would accrue to individual traders, the corresponding subsidy would
be paid by tlie Home Government at the expense of the general tax-

payer. On the other hand, even if it were practicable to tax tlie value

of the preference in the hands of the trader who benefits by it, this would
simply be to reverse the effect of the preference.

(d) Such a differential subsidy might operate very unfairly in cases where
the same preference is given by two Dominions, but where
the volume of British exports differs. It is submitted that it would be
inequitable to treat differently two Dominions who accord the same
advantage to the Mother Country.

In addition to the above considerations, which, in the opinion of the Com-
mittee, show that the administrative difficulties render the proposal

impracticable,, the Committee are convinced that, were the scheme once adopted
in principle, it would be difficult to put a limit to its exteasion, and it would
become almost impossible to avoid budget burdens on a scale too hea^y to

be contemplated.

II.—IMPORT LICENSE.?, AXD III—PVRCII.\SE BO.\ED (ST.\DILI.SATI0N OF PRICEsI

The Committee are of opinion that a system of Prohibition and Licences

would involve the establishment of a State Purchase Board and Price Control,

and they are confirmed in their view by experience of control not only in Great
Britain, but also in Canada, South Africa and India. Reasons for this opinion

will appear later (see paragraph 6 (a) and (6) below).
But. in any case, the Committee cannot recommend the adoption of a system

of Prohibition and Licences for the following reasons:—
\. The system, whatever its purpose, is one to be avoided if any other is

practicable, and only to be resorted to where no other can avail. The Genoa
Conference, on the advice of the British Empire Delegations, adopted a resolution
(Articles 6, 7 and 8 of the Report of the Economic Commission, Cd. 1667)
declaring that "These measures [i.e., import or ex^port prohibitions or restrictions]

constitute at the present time one of the gravest obstacles to international trade.

"In consequence, it is desirable that no effort should be spared to reduce
them as soon as possible to the smallest number."
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The reasons which weighed with the Genoa Conference when they adopted
this rcsohition were generally identical with those set out in the following
paragraphs, and they seem to apply with equal force to-day.

2. Tlie operation of the system would produce a paralysing uncertainty in

trade from the point of view of the producer, subject to the system of Prohibition.

To take the particular case of meat, there would be difficulty in deciding not only
how much he should kill, but also at what size he should maintain his iierds,

and he would probably find further difficulty in negotiating with shipping

companies for freights, for the disposal of tonnage would be equally affected by
the uncertainty.

Nor would there be only a risk of producers ceasing to produce, if they were
liable to be excluded from the market; the importers, who would be directly

subject to control, and whose interests would be injured by it, could never be

relied on to deliver supplies promptly on the issue of a licence, if they thought

they could profit by producing artificial shortages.

It would be impossible, in short, to count on obtaining, at the momentj
when they were needed, either the precise amount of supplies or the necessary

means of shipment.

It is to be noted that this aspect of the licensing system formed, in the

view of the Genoa Conference, the gravest indictment against it.

3. It would be most difficult, even with the best will, to adminster the

system fairly as between various foreign sources of supply and various importers.

Constant complaints would be made by applicants who had been refused a

licence, alleging that licences had been granted to their competitors in cases

like their own. So long as there was more than one importer to be dealt with,

the necessity would arise of making an allocation between them, and this

difficulty would ultimately, if the policy were persisted in, involve the formation

of a single importing agency.

4. The efl'ect of a licensing system, as of an import duty sufficiently high to

produce an equally exclusive effect, is to give an enhanced value to goods

admitted to the country ; but there is the fundamental difference that the import

duty is paid to the Exchequer, while under the system of Licences the correspon-

ding sum accrues to the profit of the foreign producer and/or importer of foreign

produce.

5 Moreover, a grave objection to the proposal for Licensing lies in the fact

that the duty thrown on the licensing authority would be too invidious to be

borne.

It would have to grant licences in two events

—

(i) If Empire supplies were inadequate.

(ii) If prices were raised unduly.

In this connection the following points should be noted:—

•

(a) Th.e extreme difficulty of assessing accurately the supplies that are

likely to be forthcoming, and therefore, the additional supplies to be

admitted from foreign sources.

(6) The further difficulty, in the case of meat, of deciding whether chilled

meat is to be excluded if alternative supplies of frozen meat are

available. A gradual replacement of chilled meat by frozen would

not provide a solution of this dilemma.

(c) The licensing authority would be placed in an impossible position, in

which it would \)C assailed by consumers for refusing licences, and by
Home and Dominion producers for granting them: the maximum of

friction would result, and the whole scheme of Imperial development
would be liable to be prejudiced.

(d) Difficulty would arise, from the point of view of price, in determining

what amounts of produce should be admitted, and at what price-level
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the market was to be stabilised. If the quantities admitted were
sufficient to make the world price effective on the Home market, no
benefit would inure to Empire producers; if not, the Empire price
would govern the price of the relatively small proportion of foreign

supplies.

6. State Purchase.—As previously mentioned, the Committee consider that
the proposal for Import Licences (and indeed any system of Prohibition) would
involve a State Purchase Board and Price Control, inasmuch as

—

(a) The State could not risk finding itself short of supplies, and would,
therefore, be compelled to maintain stocks in reserve, at hea\'y expense
and with considerable risk of incurring losses.

(b) Control by limitation of imports would create an irresistible demand
for Price Control. It has been suggescted that consumers might be
represented on the controlling authority. If so, experience goes to
show that Price Control would be one of their first demands, and the
setting up of cumbrous and expensive machinery would become
necessary.

The Purchasing Scheme is tantamount to Prohibition, coupled with an
equivalent to Import Licences. But State Purchase is open to many of the
objections enumerated above, and in addition to the following:

—

War-time e.xperience has demonstrated that, under control, it is

impracticable to let quality govern price, since the variety in quality is too
great for the controlling authority to be able to take accurate account of it.

Thus, in the case of meat control in Great Britain, it was not found possible to

differentiate in price according to varjnng quality for the same cuts of meat.

Control is also costly, in that experience shows that the profit margins
fixed must be governed by the least efficient elements in the controlled trade.

Present day margins (in so far as tlicy are excessive) are in no small measure
a relic of the wide margins which it was in this way found necessary to

establish under control.

Nor is it feasible to confine price control to any one stage. Once applied,

it becomes necessary to extend it to all stages. Indeed ultimately the State

might find itself involved not only in control, but in the necessity of taking over

every phase of the business of naarketing. And, having done so, it would
probably find that margins had increased rather than diminished in consequence.

While, for all these reasons, the Committee have felt compelled to reject all

the alternatives they have been asked to consider, they emphatically agree

that it is in the interest of both producer and consmner that profit margins

should be as small as is reasonably possible. This is a common interest of the

Home and the Dominion producer.

The Committee, therefore, strongly recommend the closest co-operation,

alike between Dominion Governments and the Home Government, and between

Dominion producers' organisations ami Home organisations, in concerting and
carrying out any action which is possible for improving the marketing of Empire
agricultural produce, including the provision of further statistical information.

Signed on behalf of the Committee,

(Signed) P. LLOYD-GREAJME, Chairman.

October 25, 1923.
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IMl'EKIAL PREFERENCE IN PUBLIC CONTRACTS

The discussion of this subject was begun at the .Sixth Meeting, hehl on
Wednesday, the 10th October, 1923.

EXISTING PRACTICE OF BRITISH GOVERNMENT

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, in opening the discussion, observed

that while Imperial Preference included preference to the home supplier, and
while, so far as the requirements of the public Departments were concerned, they

were to a large extent met by manufacturers and producers in this country, the

broad principle which His Majesty's Government had adojited was that in public

contracts an effective preference should be given to goods produced within the

Empire as compared with foreign goods. Early in 1919, following on a discus-

sion in the Imperial War Cabinet, a circular instruction had been issued to all

Government Departments, and this had been followed ever since.

no fixed tercentage of preference

Recently, however, a close investigation has been made in an endeavour to

find out whether it would be possible to agree upon a uniform policy for all

Departments, and in particular whether there should be laid down a fixed or a

minimum percentage of preference. The conclusion had been come to that it

was not desirable to fix any definite percentage, or any maximum, nor was it

desirable to make any public announcement of the particular preferences given.

Of course, for more than one reason it was necessary to retain power to suspend
the preference if faced with certain circumstances.

difficulty of stipul.\ting for empire raw m.\teruls

A further point to consider was whether the preference should be expended
to raw materials used in the manufacture of goods required by a Department,
but experience had shown that it was impracticable to lay down an invariable

rule, since the exact origin of such materials was often impossible to trace.

Nevertheless, administratively it is possible to ensure to a very large extent that
the raw materials are Empire raw materials.

It had been suggested on behalf of the Colonies and Protectorates, that
that tenders should be called for "duty paid" where a preference is given, so

that the benefit of the preference should be secured in all cases. That substan-
tially is the practice of the British Government. The Chancellor gave instances

to show that if there hat! been any exceptions thej* were practicallj' negligible in

quantity.

practice of colonies and protectorates

Mr. Ormsby-Gore said he had not much to add, but he would like to take
up the point raised by the Chancellor of the Exchequer about the difficulty of

tracing back to their raw material sources the materials used in British contracts.

He read the following letter, which he had received tlie week before from the
Crown Agents for the Colonies, which was instructive as an example of the
difficulties that had to be met:

—

"We recently had a case in which we placed an order for pumps with
a firm of well-known English makers, but to our surprise we were after-

wards told that the pumps were to be made in America by their American
branch. This, I need not say, was not at all what we desired, and we are

now adding to all our forms of engineering contracts the following phrases:

'In the case of stock materials not of British manufacture the place of
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origin must be stated wlien tendering. When it is proposed to manufac-
ture the whole or any part of the work abroad the names and addresses of

tlie proposed manufacturers, and a list of the parts proposed to be obtained

from them, must be stated wlien tendering.' This formula is not suitable

for ordinary store contracts, in which we are going to add: 'In the case

of materials not of British manufacture the place of origin must be stated

when tendering.'

"

If that could be added to the contracts they would have knowledge on which
to base possible future action. At present he was afraid that a certain number
of contracts, given nominally to British firms, were made either of materials

produced outside tiie Empire or were actually handed over by those British

firms to branches or firms in alliance outside the Empire.

He outlined the practice of the Colonics and Protectorates, as it might serve

as an encouragement to Great Britain and the Dominions to give them reciprocal

treatment. Ever since the Colonial Conference of 1902 there had been an
instruction to the Crown Agents for the Colonies, who worked under the Secre-

tary of State for the Colonies and were the purchasing agents for Colonial

Governments, to give effective preference to the products of the Empire over

those of foreign countries. Tiieir practice was to invite tenders from selected

British firms only. Foreign firms were only asked to tender in ver>' exceptional

circumstances, e.g., when some special article was required which was not pro-

duced at all in the Empire, or when it was necessary, as in the case of certain

old telephone apparatus, that the parts required for renewal or expansion should

correspond with the old apparatus already installed. The practice of the Crown
Agents could stand examination. He gave the following example: The drug

salvarsan was required for some of tlie Dependencies; a German firm made an

offer to the Colonial Government of about half the price of the British article,

but the Secretary of State had asked the Colonial Government to order their

supplies of the drug from British manufacturers in spite of the difference in

price. He felt that we had to develop, and if Governments, both State, provin-

cial and local, set the example in this matter, private individuals might follow

suit. He did not want to lay down a hard and fast rule, but at a time like this

the public Departments throughout tiie I']mpire sliould do all they could in the

wording and framing of their contracts to secure the use of Empire materials

and Empire products.

COLONIAL CONTRACTS GIVEN TO DOMINIONS.

Mr. Amerv said that in recent years a habit of the Crown Agents had been

not only to encourage Empire materials generally, but to encourage Empire
finisherl manufactures. He gave several instances showing that the Administra-

tions of the Colonies and Protectorates were anxious to help not only in the

interests of the Mother Country, but the interests of every part of the Empire.

PREFERENCE IN ADMIRALTY CONTRACTS.

As regards the Admiralty, they gave a preference sufficiently substantial

to eliminate, apart from oil, all but 1 per cent of foreign purchases. They had
been able finally to transfer their last purchases of Argentine meat to Australia,

and all meat for the Admiralty now comes from Empire sources.

Canada's view.

Mr. Graham said that he could readily understand the difficulty of laying

down any fixed stated percentage of preference. There must be flexibility.

The interests of the taxpayer, in the part of the Empire dealing with preference,
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must be considered. It was essential, in his view, that tiie business men or those

interested in every portion of the Empire sliould be given an opportunity to

tender. He was strongly in favour of each part of the Empire (everything being
equalj giving a preference to every other part.

WAB OFFICE MEAT CONTRACTS.

Lord Derby said tiiat the War Ofiice fully intended to give every possible

preference to Empire goods. He assured the Conference that they took the

whole of their frozen meat from Australia and New Zealand, and with regard

to preserved meat lie quoted the opinion of a deputation from tlie Commonwealth
of Australia tliat the War Ullice had given the Dominions every consideration in

connection with a recent tendering for preserved meat, over which there had
been a publicity campaign adverse to the War OHice. He pointed out certain

difliculties in the way of giving preference which would be removed if the
Dominion High Commissioners were able to have a guaranteed list of firms,

whom they could recommend as sure to carry out a contract, and on whose
belialf they would be able to sign if they were not otherwise directly represented

in this country.

PRINCIPLE ALREADY IN OPERATION IN AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND AND SOUTH AFRICA
Senator Wilson said that the principle of preference in public contracts was

already in operation in Australia, and that public bodies there gave preference

at all times to goods produced within the Empire. Quite apart from the question
of tiie legal aspect of the tarifif, the sentimental value of the preference given by
Australia to Great Britain was estimated to be in the vicinity of £2,000,000,

and he, personally, thought that that figure was considerably underestimated.

Mr. Mas.sev said that New Zealand had been working on the principle of

preference in public contracts for a long time past.

Mr. Burton found himself in substantial agreement with what had been
said by the Chancellor of the E.xchociuer and by Mr. Graliam. In South Africa

preference had been given for some time past. He pointed out that on previous

occasions this subject had been discussed and general agreement arrived at, but
it had not been thought necessary to take any resolution; as they were all in

agreement about the principle, it was really only a question of carPiing it out.

He thought it was unnecessary to pass a resolution, but would be glad to examine
any proposal whii'h might In; submitted.

Mr. RiORDAN said that he did not desire to express any definite views in

this subject; that a Fiscal Enquiry Committee had been appointed by his

Government and was sitting at the present moment; that until the Committee
referred to hail concluded its investigations, and reported, and the Irish Free
State (iovernment iiad considered the report, the Irish representatives at the
Conference must reserve judgment concerning questions of tariffs Imperial
Preference, and matters such as these

Mr. W.\RRF.N also expressed himself in favour of the principle of preference,

which was in accordance with the practice of Newfoundland.

DIFFICULTIES TO INDIA 's ACCEPTANCE OF RESOLUTION

Mr. Innf.s said that two distinct classes of cases were indicated. In one

the raw material itself was the subject of a contract. That case did not cause

much difBcuIty in India, as most of their raw materials required for such

contracts were obtained in India. Still, there were difficulties, as instanced by
the case of sugar. They could not grow all the sugar they required, and large

quantities were imported from their nearest neighbour, Java. Owing to the

geographical situation of India, expenditure on the army in India swallowed

a verj' large portion of their revenue, and they had had to take ver\' drastic
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steps recently to reduce tliat expenditure. The army required large quantities
of sugar, and the Government of India in such circumstances would not be
justified in incurring increased expenditure by purchasing their imported sugar
from within the Empire at a higher cost than Java sugar.

PROCEDIRE FOR PURCHASE OF INDIAN GOVERNMENT STORES

That class of case, however, presented much less difficulty than the case
in which the raw material involved was onlv an ingredient in a manufactured
article. The Oovernmcnt of India were required by rule to buy their imported
stores tlirough their Store Depnrtment in I.ondnn, which was under tlie control

of the High Commissioner for India. 8uch purchase was on a very large scale,

involving annuallv manv millions of pounds, and they had had to lay down
the rule that purchases must be made in accordance with strict business prin-

ciples. In other words, the High Commissioner had to accept the lowest sat-

isfacton,' tender; not necessarily the cheapest tender, for he had been given

wide latitude to take into consideration such matters as ease of inspection,

reliability and otlier matters of a similar character. Owing to the superiority

of the British mamifacture the practical result had been that between 90 and
95 per cent, of the value of purchases made thro\igh the High Commissioner
during the past year had been expended in England on articles produced by
British manufactures. As a result of the debate which took place recently in

the House of Commons, the action taken by the Government of India in that
matter had been endorsed by the House without a division.

There were, further, practical difficulties in the way of carrying out in-

structions to use only Empire materials in manufacture. They would find it

verj' difficult to satisfy tiiemselvcs, for instance, that only Empire-produced
manganese had actually been used in a girder, or that linseed oil used in the
manufacture of any particular paint had been produced within the Empire. The
work of their Inspectors would be very seriously complicated by such in-

structions. Any resolution which they might wish to pass to that elTect would
be unworkable in practice.

He was quite prepared to consult the Government of India regarding the
terms of any resolution that might be moved, but could not go further than
that.

Earl Winterton wished only to add on behalf of India, that, in addition
to purchasing in England the large proportion of her requirements in the shape
of Ciovcrnmcnt stores which had been indicated by Mr. Innes, she was on
private account one of the best customers that Great Britain had.

RESOLUTION

The Conference decided to adjourn the discussion, so that a Resolution
might be drafted which should give expression to the views of the Conference in

regard to the principle of preference in Government Contracts, on the question
of the materials used in carrying out contracts of Empire production, and on
the question of those contracts which fall within the province of State,

l)rovincial and local authorities. The following Resolution was accordingly'

tabled at the Twenty-first Meeting, held on Wednesday, the 7th November,
1923, and adopted:

—

" 1. That this Imperial Economic Conference reaffirms the principle

that in all Go^'ernnicnt contracts effective preference be given to goods
made and materials produced within tiie Empire except where under-
takings entered into prior to this Conference preclude such a course or

special circumstances render it undesirable or unnecessary.
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"2. Tliat SO far as practioablc, efforts be made to ensure tliat the

materials used in carrying out contracts be of Empire production.

"3. That State, provincial and local government authorities should

be encouraged to take note of the foregoing resolutions."

COMMERCIAL FACIUTIES AND STATISTICS

A discussion on some aspects of these questions took place during the

preliminary consideration of the work lying before the Conference at the Second
Meeting, held on the 4th October, 1923.

CO-OPERATION IN RESPECT OF COMMERI0.A.L INTELLIGENCE

With regard to commercial intelligence, the Conference had before them a

memorandum on Co-operation between Home and Dominion Governments in

respect of Commercial Intelligence, I.E.C. (23)—5 (see page 257). The Chair-

man pointed out that the Imperial War Conference in 1917 recommended tiiat

the ser\'ices of His Majesty's Trade Commissioners should be placed at the

disposal of the Governments of the Dominions and India. There had now been

established a commercial diplomatic service in foreign countries, and attention

had been paid to the development of the commercial side of the work of the

Consular Service. It was now proposed that the services of commercial

diplomatic officers, and of senior consular officers in certain countries where no

commercial diplomatic officer is stationed, should be made available to the

Governments of the Dominions and India in the same way and to the same

extent as the services of the Trade Commissioners had already been made
available. The principle His Majesty's Government had in mind was the'

principle of mutuality, and they hoped that the ser\'ices of commercial repre-

sentatives of the Dominions might in the same way be made available to

British traders in areas where there was no commercial representative of the

United Kingdom.
A tribute was paid by Mr. Massey to the British Trade Commissioner

Service, and Mr. Innes said that the Government of India had asked him to

take the opportunity of saying in open conference how very greatly they valued

tiie facilities which had been placed at their disposal by the British Government.

Mr. Ormsby-Gore paid acknowledgment on behalf of Jamaica to the services

of the Canadian Trade Commissioner in Jamaica, and hoped that in future the

whole service of commercial intelligence would be regarded not only from the

point of view of the United Kingdom, but also of the Colonies and Protectorates.

The Chairman also expressed appreciation of the services rendered by the

Canadian Trade Commissioner Service to British traders and to the British

Government.

APPOINTMENT OF COMMITTEES

The Ch.\irm.\n tiien touched on questions connected with commercial
travellers' samples, trade catalogues and price lists, and the valuation of goods
for Customs duty purposes. It was decided to refer all these matters to a

Committee. With regard to Statistics, he said that what His Majesty's Govern-
ment had in mind in putting statistics on tiic Draft Agenda was that everytiiing

ought to be done to produce whatever statistics were produced by the various

Governments of the Empire in such a manner and in such a form as would
be of practical utility to Imperial Trade. It was decided to refer this matter to

a Committee whose terms of reference should be confined to trade statistics.

Resolutions were accordingly tabled and adopted at the Third Meeting of

the Conference, held on the 5th October, 1923, in accordance with wiiich a
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Committee was appointed to consider and report to the Imperial Economic
Conference on tlie following questions arising under paragraphs 4 (A) and (G)
of the Draft Agenda, viz.:

—

ri) Commercial Diplomatic and Consular Services,

(W) Commercial Travellers' Samples,
Ciii) Trade Catalopies,
(iv) Valuation of goods for Customs duty purposes, and other matters

connected with Customs formalities.

It w.Ts decided that the same Committee be also instnicted. in connection
witJ! iwraffr.iph 4 CB1 of the Draft Aeendn, \'iz.. Statistics, to consider and
report to tlie Imperial Economic Conference what steps can he taken in the
light of the Report of the British Empire Statistical Conference. 1920.* and of

subsequent experience, to improve the Trade Statistics published by His
Majesty's Government in order to increase tlieir value from the point of view of

the development of inter-Imperial trade, and.

That it be left to the delegations concerned, should they so desire, to nom-
inate additional members to the Committee for the purpose of this part of the

term- of reference.

REPORTS OF COMMERCI.\L F.\CILITIES COMMnTEES

This Committee (the Commercial Facilities Committee) presented three

Reports. The First Report (see page 261), which contained four Resolutions

dealing with commercial intelligence services, commercial travellers' samples,

trade catalogues and price lists, and matters connected \\nth Customs formalities,

was discussed at the Fourteenth IMeeting of 'the Conference, held on the 24th

October, 1923. The Conference adopted all four Resolutions.

Tlie Second and Third Reports of the Committee (see pages 264 and 281),

dealing the one with Certificates of Valuation for Customs purposes and the

other with Statistics, were tabled at the Seventeenth Meeting of the Conference

held on Thursday, the 1st November. 1923. Resolutions V. \T and VII. recom-

mended for adoption in the Second Report, and Resolution VIII (on Statistics)

,

recommended for adoption in the Third Report, were adopted. In connection

with Resolution VIII, the Conference reaffirmed the principle that the object of

any work that was put in hand should be to make tlie trade statistics of the

Empire as valuable as possible for trade.

CONCLUSIONS OF GENE\'.\ CUSTOMS CONFERENCE SUPl'ORTED

The question of Customs formalities was again discussed at the Twenty-
second meeting, held on Thursday, the 8th ISyovember, 1923. The Conference
had before them a letter, dated the 5th November, from Sir H. Llewelh"n Smith,

Britisli delegate at the International Conference on Customs formalities,

con\encd by the League of Nations, for the simplification and improvement of

Customs procedure, together with prints of the Convention and Final Act
adopted by the International Conference. The letter reported that the In-

ternational Conference had completed its labours, and that the Convention was
adopted ncm. con. bv the votes of thirty-two out of thirtv-five delegations

(including all six delegations from the States of the British Empire), with two
abstentions and one absentee. Some of the States voting for the Convention
did not possess full power to sign at Geneva but the convention was
signed on the 3rd November by the following twenty-one States (to which
should be added Japan, whose signature was delayed at the last moment by
the illness of the Japanese delegate) :—British Empire. South Africa, France,
Italy, Belgium, Germany, Austria, Spain, Portugal, S\\'itEerland, Jugoslavia,

• See Cmd. 648/1920.
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Greece, Finland, Eg>'pt, Morocco, Tunis, Cliina, Siam, Brazil, Chile and Uruguay.
The lotter further pointed out that the position of inter-Imperial trade and of

the application of the Convention to oversea Colonies, &c., was fully safe-

guarded.

It \va? decided to adopt the following Resolution:

—

"That the Conference should take note of the work accomplished by
the recent League of Nations International Conference on Customs and
other Similar Formalities (the 15th October to the 3rd November, 1923),

and that the conclusions of tiiat Conference shmdd be recommended for

favourable consideration to the various Empire Governments concerned."

MEMORANDUM BY HIS MA.TESTY'S GOVERNMENT ON CO-
OPERATION BETWEEN HOME AND DOMINION GOVERNMENTS
IN RESPECT OF COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE (I.E.C. (23)—5).

In connection witli the general question of closer co-operation between the

various countries within tlie British Empire, consideration has been given to the

possibility of extending the facilities for the supply of commercial information

required by the Government of the Dominions and of India. The Commercial
Intelligence Services overseas maintained by His Majesty's Government are

the Trade Commissioner Services within the Empire and the Consular and
Commercial Diplomatic Ser\dces in foreign countries.

The Trade Commissioner Service.

Occasion was taken at the Imperial War Conference of 1917 to call the

attention of the representatives of the Dominions and India to the measures
which were being adopted at that time to extend and strengthen tlie Trade
Commissioner Ser\nce. As a result of a resolution passed by that Conference,

the Governments of the Dominions and of India were invited to utilise the

services of His ALnjesty's Trade Commissioners should they desire to do so. The
present position is as follows:—

Canada.—The Canadian Government stated that for Canadian purposes

use could be made advantageously of the services of His Majesty's Trade
Commissioners in India and Ceylon, and also in the Straits Settlements when
a Trade Commissioner for that territory should be appointed. In the other

countries included in the Trade Commissioner scheme the Dominion of Canada
already had its own Trade Commissioners, and, beyond establisiiing mutual
goodwill and co-operation between them and His INIajesty's Trade Com-
missioners in these centres, they considered that it would not be necessary to

make demands upon the time of His Majesty's Trade Commissioners. In the

countries named above in which Canada had no trade reprcscntatiw, and until

such time as such representatives should lie established, the Qpminion Govern-
ment accepted the offer of His Majesty's Government.

In September 1921, the Canadian Government appointed Trade Com-
missioners for India and the Straits Settlements, and have consequently now
ceased to utilise the services of His Majesty's Trade Commissioners.

Australia.—The Government of the Commonwealth of Australia are also

taking steps to establish a Trade Commissioner Service, and consequently have
not found it necessarj- definitely to avail themsehcs of the offer of the services

of His Majesty's Trade Commissioners.

New Zealand.—The Government of New Zealand have availed themselves
of the services of the Trade Commissioners in Canada and in South Africa.

South Africa.—Tiie Government of the Union of South Africa expressed

their appreciation of the offer, and requested that Trade Commissioners should

be asked to render any assistance possible when addressed direct by them.
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Newfoundland.—The Newfoundland Government utilise the services of the

Trade Commissioner at Montreal.

India.—The Government of India availed themselves of the services of

the Trade Commissioners in all parts of the Empire, and still do so.

The duties of Trade Commissioners in the matter of co-operation with the

Governments who utilise their services have been laid down as follows:

—

(a) To reply to commercial enquiries which may be addressed to them by
traders or by the Governments represented, and to suggest suitable

local agents for producers or manufacturers in the part of the British

Empire represented;

(6) To notify the Government represented of changes in the customs tariff

or other regulations affecting its trade;

(c) To report any openings for trade or contracts open to tender which
might interest producers or manufacturers in the part of the British

Empire represented;

(d) To circulate or distribute in the area in which they are stationed ofEcial

literature relating to the trade, agriculture and manufacture of the

part of the British Empire represented; and
(e) Generallj' to watch over the trade interests of the part of the British

Empire represented in tiie area in which they are stationed.

The Consular Service.

As the result of an arrangement made in 1912 with the Government of

Canada and subsequently extended to the other Dominions, Dominion firms are

at liberty to apply direct to any of His Majesty's Consuls for information as

to the possibilities of sale of Dominion products, the method under which busi-

ness is conducted and the best means of getting into touch with markets. Under
the terms of the agreement. Dominion Trade Commissioners are also at liberty

to apply to His Majesty's Consuls for afivice and assistance.

The agreement did not, however, provide for Governors-General, Dominion
Government Departments of High Commissioners communicating direct with

Consular Officers. On one or two occasions when this point lias been raised by a

Dominion Government or a High Commissioner, attention has been called to

the inconvenience which would be caused by direct applications from Dominion
Governments or their official representatives in the United Kingdom addressed

to Consular Officers for information on commercial and similar questions. It

has been pointed out that^

—

(a) The desired information can in many cases be supplied by the Com-
mercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade (which branch is

now merged in the Department of Overseas Trade) or by the Diplo-

matic Missions abroad, thus avoiding unnecessary demands on the

time of the Consular Officers; and
(b) The Secretary- of State for Foreign Affairs should, as far as possible,

be in a position to know the amount of work which is being placed on
individual Consular Officers.

It has, however, been made clear that no objection is seen to direct commu-
nication between a Dominion Government and Consular Officers outside Europe
taking place on exceptional occasions when time was of importance and wjiere

a distinct saving of time would result from direct communication, though it has

been requested that all communications with Consular Officers in Europe should

as hitherto be carried on through the Secretary of State for the Colonies. In

cases where it is merely a (luestion of oljtaining commercial information there

is, of course, no objection to a High Commissioner bringing the matter directly

to the attention of the Department of Overseas Trade.
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Commercial Diplomatic Service.

The question of the Governments of the Dominions and India making use

of tlie services of commercial diplomatic officers by means of direct correspond-

ence was not raised, as in the case of the trade Commissioner Service, during

the Conference of 1917, very largely because it was considered premature to do
so whilst the Service was undergoing a process of complete reorganization, and
whilst it was not yet possible to gauge with any accuracy the amount of work
which would be thrown upon the newly-appointed ofiBcers. The reorganisation

of the Service has, however, now been completed, and, in 1921-2 arrangements
were made with the Government of Canada and later suggested to the other

Dominion Governments under which Dominion firms and Trade Commissioners
would be able to apply to Commercial Diplomatic Officers for similar assistance

to that whicli tlicy receive from Consular Officers.

It is still considered desirable that enquiries which the Governments of the
Dominions and India or their official representatives in the United Kingdom
wish to address to commercial diplomatic officers stationed in Europe should,

in the first instance, be transmitted through the regular channels to the Depart-
ment of Overseas Trade. Little or no delay will result from the maintenance of

this procedure, and in many cases the supply of information required will, in

fact be expedited owing to the information already being within the possession
of the Department.

If, however, the Governments of the Dominions and of India think it would
be of advantage to them. His Majesty's Government will be glad to make
arrangements under which the services of commercial diplomatic officers outside
Europe can be utilized l^y them in the same way and to the same extent as the
services of His INIajesty's Trade Commissioners are at their disposal. Similar
arrangements could also be made in respect of Senior Consular Officers in extra-

European countries where there are no commercial diplomatic officers if this is

desired.

April, 1923.

COMMERCIAL FACILITIES COMMITTEE
The Committee was constituted as follows:

—

Sir Sydney Chapman, K.C.B., C.B.E., Permanent Secretary, Board of
Trade

;

Sir W. H. Clark. K.C.S.I., C.M.G., Comptroller-General, Department of
Overseas Trade

;

Mr. C. J. T. B. Gn.-lls, C.B.E.. Board of Customs and Excise;

Mr. Harrison Watson, and Mr. R. H. Coats, B.A., F.S.S., Canada;
Major R. McK. Oakley, C.B.E., Comptroller-General of Customs, Common-

wealth of Australia;

The Hon. Sir James Allen, K.C.B., High Commissioner for New Zealand;

Mr. G. Owen Smith, I.S.O., Commissioner of Customs and Excise, Union of
South Africa;

Mr. C. J. Flynn, Revenue Commissioner, Irish Free State;

The Hon. Sir Marmaduke Winter, C.B.E., Minister without Portfolio, New-
foundland (assisted liy The Hon. Sir P. McGrath, K.B.E., and Capt.
V. Gordon, Acting High Commissioner for Newfoundland)

;

Mr. F. A. Lindsay, C.B.E., Indian Trade Commissioner in London;
36—14
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Sir Gilbert Grindlc, K.C.M.G. C.B., Assistant Under- 1

Secretary of State for the Colonies; ( Colonics and
Mr. A. J. Hardin;;, O.B.E.; f Protectorates.

Mr. L. R. Lumley, M.P. J

Mr. H. Broadley, Board of Trade, and Lieut.-Colonel J. Ried-Hyde, C.B.E.,

Dominion of Canada Delegation, acted as joint secretaries to the Committee.

FIRST REPORT
The Commercial Facilities Committee appointed by the Imperial Economic

Conference at its meetings on Thursday, the 3rd October, and Friday, the 5th

October, beg to make the following interim report. The following matters
were referred to the Committee for consideration:

—

(1) Commercial intelligence services;

(2) Commercial travellers' samples;

(3) Trade catalogues and price lists;

(4)— (a) Certificates of valuation for Customs purposes;

(fa) Other matters connected with Customs formalities;

(5) Statistics.

With regard to items (4) (a) and (5) the Committee will be making a
report shortly.

With regard to items (1) (2) (3) and (4) (fa) the Committee have prepared
the following Resolutions which they would suggest should be submitted for

adoption by plenary meetings of the Imperial Economic Conference.

Resolution I

Commercial Intelligence Services

The Committee recommend the adoption by the Imperial Economic Con-
ference of the following Resolution:—

''The Conference takes note of the offer of His Majesty's Government
to place the services of His Majesty's Commercial Diplomatic Officers

in foreign countries at the disposal of the Governments of the Dominions
and India and of the Colonies and Protectorates in the same way and to

the same extent as the services of His Majesty's Trade Commissioners
within the Empire are already at their disposal. It notes that His
Majesty's Government propose that as regards countries outside of

Europe the Governments should utilise direct the services of Com-
mercial Diplomatic Officers or of senior Consular Officers where no
Commercial Diplomatic Officers have been appointed, but that com-
munications which it is proposed to address to Commercial Diplomatic
Officers in European countries should be transmitted in the first instance

to the Department of Overseas Trade.
"The Conference, recognising the importance of all possible steps

being taken to strengthen the mutual co-operation of the sereval parts

of the Empire in matters of commercial intelligence 'with a view to the
development of Empire trade, welcomes the arrangements proposed by
His Majesty's Government.

"It also welcomes the offer of the Governments of the Dominions
which have appointed Trade Commissioners in countries overseas to
make a similar arrangement for the utilisation of those officers by
Governments of other parts of the Empire.
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"Tlie Conference further recommends tliat, wlien two or more
Ciovernmcnts of the Empire maintain commercial representative? in the

same country, an endeavoiir sluuilil he made to arrange tliat the offices of

these representatives should he in tlie same building or in close proximity,

in order to facilitate all possible co-operation between such representa-

tives in their work on behalf of Empire trade."

Resolution II

Commercial Travellers' Samples

The Committee recommend the adoption by the Imperial Economic Con-
ference of the following Resolution:

—

''The Conference proposes that articles liable to duty imported"

into anj' part of the British Empire as samples or specimens by com-
mercial travellers representing manufacturers or traders established iri

any other part of the British Empire, should be temporarily admitted
free of duty, subject to such persons complying with the laws and regu-

lations and also the Customs formaliti&s established to assure the re-

exportation or deposit in. bond of the articles or the payment of the
prescribed Customs duties if not re-exported or deposited within the

prescribed period. But the forgoing privilege should not extend to

articles which, owing to their quantity or value, connot be considered as

samples, or which, owing to their nature, could not be indentified upon
re-exportation.

"The marks, stamps, or seals placed upon such samples by the

Customs authorities of any part of the Empire at the time of exportation

and the officially attested list of such samples containing a full description

thereof, including, in the case of goods liable to ad valorem duty, a state-

ment of their value, should be accepted by the Customs officials of any
other part of the Empire as establishing their character as samples and
exempting them from inspection, except so far as may be necessary to

establish that the samples produced arc those enumerated in the list.

"The Customs authorities of that part of the Empire into which the
samples are brought may, however, affix a supplementary mark to such
samples or lists in special cases where they may think this precaution
necessary.

"In cases where the regulations require the provisional payment of

the duties or deposits for such samples on entry a receipt for such payment
should be given and the duties or deposits should be reimbursed at any
Custom-house at which the samples may be produced with a view io
re-exportation."

Resolition III

Trade Catalogues and Price Lists

The Committee recommend the adoption by the Imperial Economic Con-
ference of the following Resolution:

—

" The Conference propose.s that, where freer admission of catalogues
and price lists is not provided for, single copies of trade catalogues and
price lists of firms having an established place of business within the
Empire, sent by post, or with consignments of goods, from any part of
the British Empire, to business firms in any other part of the British
Empire, should be admitted free of duty, provided that they are the trade
catalogues or price lists of firms or persons having no established place
of business in the territory to which they are sent."

36—14i
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Resolution IV

Matters connected with Customs Formalities

A number of matters relating to Customs formalities and procedure were
brought to tiic notice of the Committee which they were given to understand
were witliin the scope of tlie Customs FormaHties Conference convened by the
League of Nations, whicli will open at Geneva on the 15th October. As the
several parts of the British Empire will be represented at the Geneva Conference,
and as the programme which has been elaborated as a b;\sis for its discussions
has already been the subject of consultation among representatives of the
various Governments of the Empire, the Committee came to the conclusion that
it was unnecessary and undesirable to duplicate the work of the Geneva Con-
ference by any detailed discut^sion of the same subjects at the Imperial
Economic Conference.

They accordingly recommend that the Imperial Economic Conference should
content itself with passing the following Resolution: —

"The Conference has had its attention called to the programme of
the International Conference on Customs Formalities convened by the
League of Nations, for the simplification and improvement of Customs
procedure so as to reduce to a minimum its interference with the flow of

commerce, which will open at Geneva on the loth October. It desires

to express its sense of the great importance to overseas trade of the matter
dealt with therein, and its hope that as many of the Empire Governments
as possible will find it practicable to participate in the league of Nations
Conference.''

Signed on behalf of the Committee

(Signed) S. J. CHAPMAN (Chairman).
October 13, 1923.

SECOND REPORT

The Commercial Facilities Committee appointed by the Imperial Economic
Conference at its Meetings on Thursday, the 3rfl October, and Friday, the 5th

October, beg to make the following Report. The following matters were referred

to the Committee for consideration:

—

1 Commercial Intelligence Services.

2 Commercial Travellers' Samples.

3 Trade Catalogues and Price Lists.

. 4— (a) Certificates of Valuation for Customs purposes.

(6) Other matters connected with Customs formalities.

5 Statistics.

The Committee have already submitted a Report, dated the 13th October,

dealing with Items 1, 2, 3, and 4 (6) ; they hope to submit a further report very
shortly dealing with Item 5—Statistics.

Certificates of Valuatioii jor Customs Purposes

With regard to Item 4 (a), the Committee have prepared the following

Resolutions (Nos. V, VI and VII—Resolutions Nos. I to IV, dealing with other

matters, having been included in their First Report) , which they suggest should

be submitted for adoption by plenary meetings of the Imperial Economic Con-
ference. To supplement these Resolutions tiiey attach an explanatory mem-
orandum setting out the position in regard to certificates of valuation for
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Customs purposes as it existed at the close of tlie Imperial Customs Conference,

1921, together with particulars as to developments wiiich have taken place since

that date. Appendeil to this memorandum are copies of the invoices and
certificates to be used

—

(a) Where duty is levied on "current domestic value" or similar basis

(Form A), and
(6) Where duty is levied on "invoice price" (Form B).

Resolution V.

Form A.

"A common form of invoice and certificate for use by exporters having
been adopted by Australia, New Zealand, the Union of South Africa, and New-
foundland, as well as by a number of Colonics, the Conference strongly recom-
mends, in tiie general interests of intcr-Imperial trade, that the early adoption
of an identical form may be sympathetically considered by all the other

Governments throughout the Empire which levy duty on a system similar to
that in force in the above-mentioned parts of the Empire.

"The Conference understands that legislation to give effect to the recom-
mendations of the Imperial Customs Conference has already been passed in

Australia and New Zealand, and they venture to urge the passing of similar

legislation in ever}' case in which such may prove to be necessary."

Resolution VI.

Form. B.

" The Conference has had before it a form of invoice and certificate which
has been prepared as suitable for use in those parts of the Empire which le\y
duty on the invoice value of goods imported from other parts of the Empire, and
require for this purpose a certified statement made by the exporter of the goods.

"The Conference strongly recommends, in the interests of inter-Imperial

trade, the early adoption by all parts of the Empire which le\'y duty on the
system in question of the form annexed to this Resolution " {i.e., the invoice

and certificate set out in Appendix II to the attached memorandum).

Resolution VII.

Certificate in Regard to Poatal Packages.

"The attention of the Conference has been drawn to the short form of

certificate prepared by the Imperial Customs Conference, 1921. for use as

establishing the origin of goods sent by parcel post from the United Kingdom.
"It understands that this form has already been adopted by a number of

the Dominions and Colonies, and considers that in the interests of inter-Imperial

trade the adoption of a similar form is desirable in the case of parcels arriving

in one part of the Empire from another part.

"The Conference therefore strongly recommends that, in the case of parcels

sent by parcel post, the contents of which are of small value and are not

merchandise for sale, the following short form of certificate should be adopted
at an early date by all parts of the Empire concerned, as providing satisfactory

evidence of the origin of the good.s in cases where the production of such
evidence entitles the goods to entry at a lower rate of duty than would other-

wise obtain:

—
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"The contents of this package arc not merchandise for sale, and
every article herein, to the extent of at least one-fourth of its present
value, is bona fide the produce or manufacture of

(name of part of British Empire)

"Dated at this day

of 19

" Sender."

Signed on behalf of the Committee,

(Signed) S. J. CHAPMAN, Chairman.
October 22, 1923.

ANNEX

Y.\Lr.ATioN OF Goods for Customs Di-TY Purposes

Empire Customs Certificates.

1. The main object of the Imperial Customs Conference (held in London
in February and March 1921) was to prepare a uniform form of invoice and
certificate of value and origin which could be used by exporters sending goods

to any part of the Empire. An arrangement achieving this would, it was felt,

be a very great saving of time and expense to exporters in that thej' would have
to keep in stock only one set of such Customs documents instead of many
different ones (which in many cases differed in quite unimportant respects).

A uniform invoice and certificate was accordingly prepared by the Conference

and published as an appendix to it*: Report. It was formally circulated to the

Dominions, India, the Colonies, and Protectorates, and subject to four slight

alterations, subsequently agreed to by the parties represented at the Conference,

adopted by Australia, New Zealand. Newfoundland (subject to the proviso

regarding the deletion of the portion of the certificate dealir.g with origin

referred to in paragraph 4 below). Union of South Africa, Cyprus, Gold Coasts

Fiji, British Guiana, and most of the West Indian Colonies.

Dominions tduch have not yet Adopted the Propo.^als of the Imperial

Customs Conference

2. As indicated in paragraph 1 of tliis Memorandum all the Dominions with
the exception of Canada and the Irish Free State have accepted the recom-
mendations (as subsequently modified) of the Imperial Customs Conference.
Canada, however, partly owing to existing legislation and partly to the special

circumstances of her trading relations with other countries has not so far seen
her way to fall into line with the other Dominions. Witii regard to the former
objection, it might be added that the Governments of both Australia smd New
Zealand found it nc<'cssary to take legislative action to bring into force in their

respective countries the recommendations of tlie Imperial Customs Conference.
The Resolution which the Commercial Facilities Committ<'e has prepared takes
special cognizance of this fact in hope that the necessity of legislative action will

not of itself be an insuperable difficulty in arriving at the much desired
uniformity throughout the Empire in this matter. With regard to the latter

objection ()'.(., special circumstances of trade) it may be noted tliat although the
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Certificate set out in Appendix I to this Memorandum miRlit in certain respects

supply more information Mian the Canadian Autliorities would require for as-

sessing Customs duties, the position would not in that respect be essentially

different from that in the case of the other Dominions who have already adopted
the invoice and certificate, as the object of a imiform in voice and certificate

is to provide all the information which any of the Dominions require for assessing

Customs duties in their territories.

At the time of the Imperial Customs Conference, the Irish Free State did

not exist as a separate Dominion. Since its establishment it has continued the

use of the same forms as are required by the United Kingdom and to collect

duty on the same basis as is adopted in this country. At the present time,

therefore, the Irish Free State does not lew duty on the "current domestic
value" of goods, and the form of certificate and invoice prepared by the Imperial
Customs Conference would obviously be unsuitable.

The ca^^e of India is similar to that of the Irish Free State and Great
Britain in that no certified statement by the exporter of the goods is at present

required for the purpose of levying duty. Neither Fonn A nor Form B is, there-

fore, applicable.

Difficulties of Parts of Empire basing Duty on "Invoice Price"

3. In the case of all Dominions (except, as pointed out above, the Irish

Free State) import duties are calculated on the "current domestic value," i.e.

the value in the countr\' of production of similar goods sold for consumption in

that country. It was, therefore, necessar}^ that the invoice and certificate should

make provision for the inclusion of full particulars regarding the "current

domestic value" as well as the actual "invoice price" of the goods. In the case

of the Colonies and Protectorates, there is no such uniformity of policy. Some
of them follow the example of the Dominions and base their duties on the

"current domestic value," whilst others le\y duties on the "invoice price" itself.

To meet the difficulties of the latter a suggestion was made by the Colonial

Office on the 25th April, 1923, to the various parts of the Empire levj-ing duty
form of invoice and certificate which omitted all references to "current domestic
on such a basis that they should consider the possibility of adopting an abbrevi-

ated value." Since the date of the Colonial Office despatcli referred to further

amendments, to meet the requirements of the West African Colonics, have been

made in the form for use by such parts of the Empire, and the form of invoice

and certificate now proposed is set out as Appendix II to this Memorandum.
If this proposal is generally adopted it will result in there being only two forms

of invoice and certificate in use throughout the Empire where a certified state-

ment by the exporter of the goods is required for the purposes of levying duty.

Do7ninions and Colonics not Granting Preference

4. In the case of Dominions and Colonies not giving preference to British

goods owing to Treaty obstacles or on other grounds, the invoice and certificate

referred to can in ordinary circumstances still be used. No certificate of British

origin is, of course, required in such cases and, therefore, only the respective

invoice and the first part (dealing with "value") of the respective certificate are

required. Where duty is based on "current domestic value" the relevant parts

of Form .\ should be used. Where duty is based on "invoice price" the relevant

parts of Form B should be used.

Present Position

5. Copies of the two forms of invoice and certificate are attached

(Appendices I and II) together with the relevant Explanatory Memorandum
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for the guidance of exporters using each. Where a certified statement by ex-

porters is required for the purpose of levying duty in tiic various parts of tlie

Empire one or otiicr of these forms is now in use, except in the following cases:

—

Canada. Kenya.
Aden. Zanzibar.

Straits Settlements. Sudan.
Ceylon. Somaliland.

Mauritius. St. Helena.
Hong Kong. Nigeria.

Papua (administered by Australia). Gold Coast.

Falkland Islands. Sierra Leone.
Bastoland, Bechuanaland, Gambia.

Swaziland. Turks and Caicos Isles.

Nyasaland. Gayman Isles.

Uganda. Virgin Islands.

Antigua. St. Kitts—Nevis.
Montserrat. North Borneo.
Bermuda. Brunei.
British Honduras. Sarawak.
Gibraltar. British Solomon Isles.

Malta. Gilbert and EUice Isles.

Federated Malay States. Tonga Isles.

Malay States not in the Federation.New Hebrides (under Joint British and
French administration).

Explanatory Memorandum

6. In Appendices I and II to this Memorandum are included as well as
the relevant invoices and certificates Explanatory Memoranda regarding their
use. These are based upon the recommendations of the Imperial Customs
Conference and should in all cases be adopted where the invoices and certificates

are themselves required. These Memoranda are in a form primarily for the
guidance of United Kingdom traders sending goods to those parts of the Empire
where the respective invoices and certificates are required. For traders in

other parts of the Empire the provisions of the Memoranda would still apply
subject, of course, to the necessary changes, 7n\itatis ?mttandis, making them
applicable to the particular part of the Empire from which the goods are shipped
to the Dominions and Colonies using the respective invoices and certificates.

Appendix I {Form A)

ExplanatoTfi Memorandum for the Guidance of Exporters using the Form of
Certificate and Invoice prepared for use in Parts of the Empire, basing
Duty on "Current Domestic Value."

1. Appendix (A) of this memorandum is the form of invoice required by
the Customs Authorities of the Commonwealt!) of Australia,. New Zealand, the

Union of Soutii Africa, and Newfoundland, and such other parts of His Majesty's
territories as may from time to time be notified in the Board of Trade Journal.

2. On the back of the invoices must be written, typed, or print<>d the com-
bined certificate of value and origin (Appendix (B)) in respect Of all goods
whether sold outright or shipped on consignment. The certificate of value and
of origin will be required in respect of goods on which preferential tariff treat-

ment is claimed, export^ed either from the United Kingdom or British Possessions;

and only the certificate of value in respect of export* from foreign countries,

or exports of foreign goods from the United Kingdom or British Possessions.
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I.

—

Vahie for Duty

3. Special attention siiould be paid to the column of the invoice dealing
witli current domci?tic value, as full information of this is required by the Customs
authorities of the Dominions when assessing value for duty. Exporters should,

furthermore, see that tlie particulars required by Clauses 3 and 4 of tlie certifi-

cate are accurately stated.

4. It should be clearly understood that the prices shown in the column of

the invoice headed " Current Domestic Value," must be tliose which are being
quoted in tlie open market at the date of invoice for delivery for home con-
sumption, and not necessarily those at which tiie order for the goods was accepted,

as it may frequently happen that fluctuations will occur in the home market
price between tiie date of order and the date of exportation. In ordinary circum-
stances the date of invoice will be regarded as the " date of exportation," but
where any alteration in value occurs between the date of the invoice and the

actual date of exportation, such change in the current domestic value should
be shown.

6. If goods are sold for home consumption at gross prices less discounts

and/or rebates, such gross prices, together with particulars as to discounts and
rebates, should be sliown in full in tlie " Current Domestic Value " column of

the invoice.

6. Where the discounts shown in the " Current Domestic Value " column
are not the ordinary trade or cash discounts, but are of the nature of contingent

discounts or rebates, they must be specified as such, and their nature detailed

on the invoice.

7. Where the goods invoiced are samples and the price on the invoice has
been arrived at after the deduction of a sample discount, the ordinary gross

prices and the ordinary trade discounts applicable to the goods in question
should be specified in the "Current Domestic Value" column.

8. Any shipment wl^rh forms portion only of a complete order should be
valued at the price per unit which, at the date of despatch of such shipment,
would be quoted for the total quantity of such complete order for supply under
similar conditions of delivers,' to a domestic purchaser.

(Note.—In the case of shipments to New Zealand, the total quantity
referred to above is limited to the quantity actually specified for delivery

within twelve months.)

9. When goods are shipped "on consignment," that fact should be indicated
in the column headed " Selling Price to Purchaser," and the " Current Domestic
Value " inserted in the column provided for that purpose, as in the case of

ordinan.' sales.

10. In the case of goods exported in bond or subject to draw-back, the value
required in tlie column headed " Current Domestic Value " is the duty-paid
domestic value, and not tlie in-bond value or tlic domestic value less drawback.
The amount of duty or drawback involved should be specified in Clause 4 of
the certificate. A similar course should be followed in regard to goods subject
to stamp duty, luxun*' tax, or other internal imposts.

11. As regards goods which are prepared specially for export and which
ordinarily have no sale on the domestic market, tlie value to be shown in the
column headed " Current Domestic Value " is that at which the supplier would,
at the date of exportation, be prepared to supply identically similar goods in
equal quantities to any purchaser for home consumption in the country of
exportation, in the event of an order for home consumption being accepted.
In this connection attention is directed to Clause 3 of the certificate.
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12. Care sliould be taken to enumerate correctly the cliarges detailed at

the foot of the invoice, as the practice of the various Dominions, regarding the

inclusion in or exclusion from the value for duty of such charges, is not

uniform.

13. It will be obsen-cd that charges such as wharfage, dock dues, lighterage,

cartage, craneage, etc., if incurred in the dock area, and charges in the nature

of bank exchange and export duties are not reciuired for duty purposes to be
enumerated at the foot of the invoice. There is, however, no objection to such

charges, if incurred, being shown separately.

II.

—

Conditions of Preference

14. Preferential Tariff arrangements exist in Canada, Australia, New Zea-
land and the Union of South Africa, but not in Newfoundland.

15. The conditions under which preference is granted in tiie various Domin-
ions are cither

—

{(i) That the goods are wholly produced or manufactured in the United
Kinfidom, or

(6) That the goods, if not wholly produced or manufactured in tiie United
Kingdom, contain at least 25 per cent of United Kingdom labour and
material in the factory or works cost.

It is essential in everj* case that the final process of manufacture shall

take place in the United Kingdom, and that the goods are consigned therefrom
to the Dominions for which they are destined.

{Note.—For the words " United Kingdom " in paragraphs 15 and
17 of this memorandum tlicrc may be substituted, in tlic case of goods
destined for Canada, Australia and South Africa, the name of the part

of the Empire entitled to preference in respect of goods shipped there-

from; and in the case of goods sent to New Zealand the name of any
British Dominion or possession in which they may have been produced.)

The following statement has been prepared as a guide to exporters in

computing the factory or works cost of the goods exported and the percentage

value therein of United Kingdom labour and material:

—

Factory or Works Cost

The factory or works cost is the total of the following items (i-iv) :

—

(i) The cost of materials as received into factory, but not including cus-

toms or excise or other duty paid or payable in respect of such

materials in the United Kingdom,

(ii) Manufacturing wages,

(iii) Factory overhead expenses,

(iv) Inside containers.

The following items must not be included in the factory or works costs,

being charges incurred subsequent to the completion of the manufactured
goods:

—

(v) Outside packages and expenses of packing thereinto. Such pack-

ages include zinc linings, tarred paper, etc., in which the goods

are ordinarily exported,

(vi) Manufacturers' or exporters' profit, or the profit or remuneration

of any trader, broker, or other person dealing in the article in

its finished manufactured condition,

(vii) Royalties.
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iviii) Carriaso, insurance, etc., from place of production or manufacture
to port of shipment,

(ix) Any otlier ciiargcs incurred subsequent to the c()mi)k'ti()n of the

manufacture of the goods.

Proportion of United Kingdom Labour and Material

In calculating the value of United Kingdom labour and material in the

factory or works costs for the purpose of determining whether the goods are

eligible for preference, the following items only may be included:

—

fa) Materials so far as they are of United Kingdom origin, but not includ-

ing any excise or other duty paid or payable in the United Kingdom.

(6) Manufacturing wages.
(c) Factorj' overliead expenses.

UI) Inside containers of United Kingdom origin.

tNotc.—In the case of goods which have at some stage entered

into the commerce of or undergone a process of manufacture in a

foreign country, only that labour and material which is expended on

or added to the goods after their return to the United Kingdom shall

be regarded as the produce or manufacture of the United Kingdom
in calculating the proportion of United Kingdom labt)ur and material

in the factory^ or works cost of the fiinished article.)

16. Further particulars as to the conditions under which preference is

granted by the various Dominions may be obtained either from the Depart-

ment of Overseas Trade, 35, Old Queen Street, London, or direct from the

Dominion Governments themselves or their overseas agents.

III.

—

Postal Packages

17. The following short form of certificate will, in general, be accepted as

satisfactory e\idence of origin for admitting at the preferential rate of duty in

the case of post parcels of small value arriving from the United Kingdom,

where the contents are not merchandise for sale:—
" The contents of this package arc not merchandise for sale, and

ever>- article herein to the extent of at least one-fourth of its present

value is bona pde the produce or manufacture of the United Kingdom.
" Dated at this day

of 19....

Sender."

The limit of value for the jiurpose of this provision is in general £10. Par-

ticulars with regard to the requirements of any individual Dominion or Colony

may be obtained from the Department of Overseas Trade, 35, Old Queen Street,

London, or direct from the Dominion or Colonial Governments concerned or

from their overseas agents, where such exist.

IV:—Signature of Certificates on Invoices

18. The certificate on the invoice must be signed in his personal capacity

by the supplier or the manufacturer or any person having authority to sign on

behalf of the supplier or manufacturer. The witness to the signature need not

necessarily be a magistrate, not.ar>', or other public official, but may be any

person competent to sign as a witness to signatures on ordinarj- business docu-

ments.
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Appendix (A)

Form of Invoice

Country of

Origin.
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Value

1. That this invoice is in all respects correct, and contains a true and full

statement of the price actually paid or to be paid for the said goods and the

actual quantity thereof.

2. That no different invoice of the goods mentioned in the said invoice has
been or will be furnished to anyone; and that no arrangements or understanding
affecting tlie j)urchasc price of the said goods has been or will be made or entered

into between the said exporter and purchaser, or by anyone on behalf of cither

of them either by way of discount, rebate, compensation, or in any manner
whatever other than as fully shown on this invoice, or as follows {^)

3. That the domestic value shown in the column headed " Current Domestic
Value " are those at which the above-mentioned firm or company would be pre-

pared to supply to any purchaser for home consumption in the country of expor-

tation and at the date of exportation identically similar goods in eciual ciuan-

titics, at C) subject to per cent cash discount,

and that such values include/exclude the cost of outside packages, if any, in

which the goods are sold in such country for domestic consumption.

4. That the said domestic value includes anj' duty leviable in respect of

the goods before they are delivered for home consumption, and that on exporta-

tion a drawback or remission of duty amounting to has

been/will be allowed by the revenuue authorities in the countrj^ of exportation.

Origin

[In the case of goods exported to Newfoundland, or other parts of the

Empire not granting Preference to British goods, the following portion of the

certificate dealing with origin should be struck out.]

(Delete whichever of 5 (a) or 5 (t>) is not applicable. If 5 (a) is used,

delete 6 and 7. If 5 (6) is used, insert required particulars in 6 and 7).

5. (a) That every article mentioned 5. (t>) That every article mentioned
in the said invoice has been wholly pro- in the said invoice has been either

duccd or manufactured in (^) wholly or partially produced or manu-
factured in C)

6. As regards those articles onlv partiallv produced or manufactured
in (7)

(o) That the final process or processes of manufacture have been performed
in that part of the Briti.sh dominions.

ih) That the expenditure in material produced in {^)

and/or labour performed in (•'*) calculated subject
to qualifications hereunder, in each and every article is not less than
one-fourth of the factory or works costs of such article in its finished
state. (Sec note.f).

(fNoTE.—In the case of goods which have at some stage entered
into the commerce of or undergone a process of manufacture in a
foreign countrj-, only that labour and material which is expended on or
added to the goods after their return to the United Kingdom shall be

(") Here insert particulars "of any aperial .nrrangcmcnt.
(8) Here insert " warehouse," " factory " or " port of shipment."
(7) Insert " United Kingdom " or name of other part of Britiah dominions.
(*) Insert " United Kingdom " in case of exports to Austraha if justified by facts, or name

of part of British dominions in case of exports to other destinations.
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regarded as the produce or manufacture of the United Kingdom in

calculating the proportion of United Kingdom labour and material in

the factorj- or works cost of the finished article.)

7. That in the calculation of such proportion of produce or labour of

th'e (®) none of the following items has been included

or considered:

—

" Manufacturer's profit or remuneration of any trader, agent, broker,

or other person dealing in the articles in their finished condition; royalties;

cost of outside packages or any cost of packing the goods thereinto; any

cost of conveying, insuring, or shipping the goods subsequent to their

manufacture."

•8. With regard to bottles, flasks, or jars, being containers of goods men-

tioned in the invoice, that such bottles, flasks, or jars are of United Kingdom
manufacture, and if purchased from bottle exchanges have distinctive marks or

features which enable me to certify to their United Kingdom origin.

Dated at this day of 19

Witness Signature

Appendix II (Form B)

Explanatary Memorandvm for the Guidance of Exporters using the Form of

Certificate and Invoice Prepared for use in Parts of the Empire, basing

Duty on "Invoice Price."

1. Appendix (A) of this memorandum is the form of invoice required by

such parts of His Majesty's territories as may from time to time be notified in

the Board of Trade journal which adopt the " invoice price " as the basis for

assessing duties.

2. On the back of the invoices must be written, typed, or printed the com-

bined certificate of value and origin (Appendix (B) ), in respect of all goods

whether sold outright or shipped on consignment. The certificate of value and

of origin will be required in respect of goods on which preferential tariff treat-

ment is claimed, exported either from the United Kingdom or British Possessions;

and only the certificate of value in respect of exports from foreign countries,

or exports of foreign goods from the United Kingdom or British Possessions.

Value

3. "\Miere goods are shipped " on consignment," the price at which the goods

were purchased, or, if they are consigned by the manufacturer, the " current

domestic value " in the country of consignment, should be stated in the column

headed " Selling Price to Purchaser."

Conditions of Preference

4. The conditions under which preference is granted are either:—

(a) That the goods are wholly produced or manufactured in the United

Kingdom, or

(b) That the goods, if not wholly produced or manufactured in the United

Kingdom, contain at least 25 per cent of United Kingdom labour and

material in the factory or works cost.

(8) Insert " United Kingdom " in case of exports to Auffralia if justified by facts, or name

of part of British dominions in case of exports to other destinations.

* Paragraph 8 maj- be struck out in all cases except where goods are exported to Australia.
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In the case of certain Colonies it is essential that the final process of manu-
facture shall take place in the United Kingdom, and that the goods are con-

signed therefrom to the Colonies in question.

5. The folk)\ving statement has been prepared as a guide to exporters in

computing the factory or works cost of the goods exportcfl, and the percentage

value therein of United Kingdom labour and material.

Factory or Works Cost

The factory or works cost is the total of the following items (i-iv) :

—

(i) The cost of materials as rccci\-cd into factory, but not including cus-

toms or excise or other duty paid or payable in respect of such

materials in the United Kingdom.
(ii) Manufacturing wages.

(iii) Factory overhead expenses.

(iv) Inside containers.

The following items must not be included in the factory or works cost,

being charges incurred subsequent to the completion of the manufactured

goods:

—

(v) Outside packages and expenses of packing thereinto. Such packages
include zinc linings, tarred paper, etc., in which the goods are

ordinarily exported,

(vi) Manufacturers' or exporters' profit, or the profit or remuneration of

any trader, broker, or other person dealing in the article in its

finished manufactured condition,

(vii) Royalties.

(viii) Carriage, insurance, etc., from place of production or manufacture to

port of shipment,

(ix) Any other charges incurred subsequent to the completion of the manu-
facture of the goods.

Proportion of United Kingdom Labour and Material

6. In calculating the value of United Kingdom labour and material in the

factory or works cost for the purpose of determining whether the goods are

eligible for preference, the following items only may be included:

—

(a) Materials so far as they are of United Kingdom origin, but not includ-

ing any excise or other duty paid or payable in the United Kingdom.
(b) Manufacturing wages.

(c) Factory overhead expenses.

(d) Inside containers of United Kingdom origin.

(Note.—In the case of goods which have at some stage entered

into the commerce of or undergone a process of manufacture in a

foreign country, only that labour and material which is expended on
or added to the goods after their return to the United Kingdom shall

be regarded as the produce or manufacture of the United Kingdom in

calculating the proportion of United Kingdom labour and material in

the factorj' or works cost of the finished article.)

7. Further particulars as to the conditions under which preference is granted

by the various parts of the Empire may be obtained from the Department of

Overseas Trade, 35, Old Queen Street, London.
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Postal Packages

8. The following short form of certificate will, in general, be accepted as

satisfactory' evidence of origin for admitting at the preferential rate of duty

in the case of post parcels of small value arriving from the United Kingdom,
where the contents are not merciiandise for sale:

—

" The contents of this package are not merchandise for sale, and
every article herein to tlie extent of at least one-fourth of its present value

is bona fide the produce or manufacture of the United Kingdom.

Dated at this. . dav

of. 19.

The limit of value for the purpose of this provision is in general £10. Par-

ticulars with regard to the requirements of any individual part of the Empire
may be obtained from the Department of Overseas Trade, 35. Old Queen Street,

London, or direct from the Government of the part of the Empire in question

or from its Overseas Agents, where such exist.

Signature of Certificates on Invoices

9. Tlie certificate on the invoice must be signed, in his personal capacity,

by the supplier or the manufacturer or any person having authority to sign

on behalf of the supplier or manufacturer. The witness to the signature need

not necessarily be a magistrate, notarj', or otlicr public official, but may be

any person competent to sign as a witness to signatures on ordinary business

documents.

Appendix (A)
(

FOUM OF INVOICE

Country of Origin, t
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hereby declare that I f
(*) have the authority to make and

sign this certificate on behalf of tlie aforesaid manufacturer/supplier, ami that

I] have the moan? of knowing and do hereby certify as follows:

—

Value

1. That this invoice is in all respects correct, and contains a true and full

statement of the price actually paid or to be paid for the said goods, and the

actual quantity thereof.

2. That no arrangements or understanding affecting the purchase price of

the said goods has been or will be made or entered into between the said

exporter and purchaser, or by anyone on behalf of either of them, either by way
of. discount, rebate, compensation, or in any manner whatever other than as

fully shown on this invoice, or as follows (^)

Origin

[In the case of goods exported to Colonies not granting preference to British

goods, the following portion of the certificate dealing with origin should be struck

out.]

(Delete whichever of 3 (a) or 3 (6) is not applicable. If 3 (a) is used
delete 4 and 5. If 3 (6) is used insert required particulars in 4 and 5.)

3. (a) That everj' article men- 3. (6) That every article men-
tioned in the said invoice has been tioned in the said invoice has been
wholly produced or manufactured either wholly or partially produced or

in (8) manufactured in ('')

(«)

4. As regards those articles only partially produced or manufactured in

(a) That the final process or processes of manufacture have been per-

formed in that part of the British dominions.

(6) That the expenditure in material produced in {^)

and/or labour performed in C) calculated sub-
ject to qualifications hereunder, in each and every article is not less

than one-fourth of the factory or works cost of such article in its

finished state. (See note.f)

(fA'ote.—In the case of goods which have at some stage entered
into the commerce of or undergone a process of manufacture in a
foreign countrj' only that labour and material which is expended on
or added to the goods after their return to the United Kingdom shall

be regarded as the produce or manufacture of the United Kingdom in

calculating the proportion of United Kingdom labour and material in

the factory or works cost of the finished article.)

5. That in the calculation of such proportion of produce or labour of the
(®) none of the following items has been included or considered:

—

(•) These words should be omitted where the maniifacturer or supplier himself signs
the certificate.

{^) Here insert particulars of any special arrangement.
(*) Insert " United Kingdom " or name of other part of British dominions.

36—15
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" Manufacturer's profit or remuneration of any trader, agent, broker,

or other person dealing in the articles in their finished condition; royal-

ties; cost of outside packages or any cost of packing the goods thereinto;

any cost of conveying, insuring, or shipping the goods subsequent to their

manufacture."

Dated at this day

of 19..

Witness Signature

THIRD REPORT

At the Meeting of the Imperial Economic Conference held on Friday the

5th October, 1923, a Resolution was passed instructing the Commercial Facilities

Committee, in connection with paragraph (4) (B) of the draft Agenda, viz..

Statistics, to consider and report to tlic Imperial Economic Conference what
steps can be taken in the light of the Report of the British Empire Statistical

Conference, 1920, and of subsequent experience, to improve Trade Statistics

published by His Majesty's Government in order to increase their value from
the point of view of the development of inter-Imperial trade.

The Committee propose that the following Resolution (No. VIII—Resolu-

tions 1—VII, dealing with other matters, having been included in their First

and Second Reports) should be submitted for adoption by a plenary meeting

of the Imperial Economic Conference:

—

Resoll'tion VIII

" The Conference, recognizing the importance of rendering the trade

statistics published by the Government of the United Kingdom as valu-

able as possible with reference to the development of inter-Imperial

trade, recommends that the United Kingdom Board of Trade, after

reviewing the statistics in question from this point of view, should draw
up a detailed scheme and submit it to the Governments of the several

parts of the Empire for their consideration."

With regard to the establishment in this connection of an Imperial Advisory
Committee which was proposed hy His Majesty's Government for discussion,

the majority of the Commercial Facilities Committee were in favour of adding
the following to the above Resolution:

—

" In the preparation of the scheme referred to and in any further

questions that may arise in relation to Imperial Trade statistics, the

Board of Trade should have the advantage of the considered and com-
bined views of the users of Imperial Trade statistics, and to this end
should consult with an Advisory Committee generally representative of

trade interests and nominated by the several Governments concerned."

The representatives of the Dominion of Canada on the Conamercial Facih-
ties Committee, however, explained that their Government could not support

such an addition to the Resolution, as they could see no advantage in the setting

up of such a Committee and, indeed, apprehended that it might exercise an
influence detrimental to the expeditious carrying out of the proposal contained

in Resolution VIII (as set out above), by hampering the establishment and
maintenance of close contact between the Dominion Statistical Ofiices and the
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Statistical Officers of United Kingdom Departments. The representatives of

Canada further stated that in the event of the establishment of such a Com-
mittee the Dominion riovcrnmcnt would not wish to be represented thereon.

The New Zealand representatives explained that they were instructed to

state that the New Zealand Government did not favour the establishment of an
Advisory Committee on the lines proposed.

The Committee regret that they have not been able to reach an unani-
mous decision on this subject. They desire, however, to place on record that

their failure to agree on the recommendation of an Advisory Committee does
not imply that any member of the Committee would wish in any way to limit

the right of the Board of Trade of the United Kingdom to establish whatever
machinery they may think desirable or to consult whatever interests they may
wish, either in regard to the preparation by them of the detailed scheme referred

to in Resolution VIII, or for their own guidance in other statistical questions.

Signed on behalf of the Committee,

(Signed) S. J. CHAPMAN, Chairman.
October 25, 1923.

IMPERIAL COMMUNICATIONS

The questions before the Conference under this heading fell into three main
divisions: (1) Shipping Communications. (2) Air Communications, and (3)

Cables and Wireless. As regards Shipping Communications the Conference
decided at an early stage of their proceedings that the most convenient pro-

cedure would be to invito Sir Halford Mackindrr, the Chairman of the Imperial
Shipping Committee, to make a statement which would cover the various mat-
ters arising out of the Reports of that Committee, as well as any other questions

of importance connected with shipping. Similarly, it was decided to invite

the Secretar\' of State for Air to make a statement to the Conference on Air
Communications, and to invite the Postmaster-General to address the Confer-
ence on the subject of Post Office Communications (mail services, cables and
wireless).

(1) SHIPPING COMMUNICATIONS

As regards Shipping Communications, the Conference had before them the

various Reports of tlie Imperial Shipping Committee, viz., the Interim and Final

Reports on the Deferred Rebate System (Cmd. 148G of 1921, and Cmd. 1802

of 1923) ; the Report on Rates of Freight in the New Zealand Trade (Cmd.
1564 of 1921) ; the Report on the Limitation of Siiipowners' Liability by Clauses

in Bills of Lading and on certain other matters relating to Bills of Lading (Cmd.
1205 of 1921); the Report on the Functions and Constitution of a Permanent
Imperial Bodv on Shipping Questions (Cmd. 1483 of 1921); the Report on the
work of the Imperial Siiipping Committee. 1920-1922 (Cmd. 1872 of 19231 ; the

Report on the Economic Size and Speed of Vessels tratling between tiic United
Kingdom and Australia (Cmd. 1917. 1923); and also the Report on Methods
of Assessment of Shipping to Income Tax within the Empire (Cmd. 1979, 1923),
which became available during the Sessions of the Conference. They also had
before them a memorandum bj' the General Post Office on Inter-Impcrial Mail
Services, Paper I.E.C. (23)—9. printed on page 333.

The proceedings were opened at the Ninth Meeting of the Conference on

the 16th October, 1923, when the following references were made to the question

of Mail Services:

—
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Sir Laming Wortiiington-Evans: Mr. Cluiirman, I do not know how
much you want me to say on this occasion, but I propose, if the Conference
desires it, to give a brief resume of the position of the mail services, the tele-

graphic services, and wireless. It is, of course, impot'sible for me to go over the
whole field in detail, but I suppose all the Dominion Governments arc pressed,

just as we are at home, from many (juartcrs to pro\'ide quicker and more
frequent services to the oversea parts of the Empire, without much regard to

the cost which would be entailed by doing so.

MAIL SERVICE FACILITIES DEPENDENT ON CARGO AND PASSENGER TRAFFIC

It may be useful, therefore, to emphasize, at the outset, the elementary
and obvious fact that ultimately the frequency and, to some extent, the speed
of the mail services must depend upon the cargo and passenger traffic upon each
route. The payments under a mail contract can, at most, represent a very
small proportion of the cost of runnning a service, and" it is therefore impossible,
within reasonable limits of expense, to provide services in excess of what the
passenger and cargo traffic demand. The development of improvement of the
mail services, therefore, proceeds pari passit with the improvements in the com-
mercial serx-ices, which increased commercial intercourse between the different

parts of the Empire brings in its train, and it has been the policy of successive
British fiovcrnments, for vcrj- many years, to confine the mail subsidies to the
payments for services rendered, by which I mean, not only the actual con-
veyance of the mails, but the acceptance by the shipping companies of a definite

standard of regularity and speed on the route to which the contract relates.

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS EFFECTED IN M.\IL SERVICES

In our view, the justification for a contract lies in the fact that ^\ithout it

the sailings on a particular Imperial route would be irregular and slow. On
certain routes, served by several different lines, we find that the best service

is obtained not bj' a contract with a particular company, but by utilizing the
ships on each and ever>- line as may prove most convenient. For example, the
West Indies, which before the war were served bj'' contract ships giving as a
rule a fortnightly despatch of mails, are now served by four or five different

lines, giving a despatch to most of the islands at least once a week and, in some
cases, oftcner. As regards the main services which are still performed under
contract, either with the Home Government or with one of the Dominion Gov-
ernments, considerable improvement has been effected in the last two years.

We have now on some of the important routes regained the pre-war standard.
For example, the South African mail carried by the Union Castle Company under
contract with the Union Government is now, as it was before the war, a weekly
service, occupying seventeen days in transit. To Canada, the fastest ser\'ice

is performed by the Atlantic lines via New York, and it is also pr.actically as

good as pre-war, except that in the wint-er months some of the largest and fastest

ships of the Cunard and White Star Line are laid up and slower boat,s have
to be substituted. Tiie Indian mail is a weekly service, as it was before tiie war,

but the transit time is twenty-four hours longer. The Australian service is

not so satisfactory'. Before the war a weekly ser\nce was pro\ided by the
P. & 0. Company in contract with the British Government, and by the Orient
Line in contract with the Commonwealth Go\ernnu'nt. in alternate weeks. These
companies are now only able to provide a fortnightly service between them,
but by using the ships of the Commonwealth Line it is usually possible to secure

a despatch of mails three weeks in eacli month. Both the P. & O. and the Orient

Companies have just arranged for an acceleration of their services, which will

shorten the voyage to Australia by two days and practically restore the pre-

war time of transit.
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REASONS AGAINST REVERTING TO EMB.\RKATION OF INDIAN AND AUSTRALIAN
MAILS AT ITALIAN PORT

I linvc been recently urged from several quartern, not least by the Italian
Government, that mails for India and Australia should be embarked at an
Italian port, either Brindisi or Taranto, as they were before the war, and it is

represented that a considerable acceleration could thereby be secured. I have
examined this possibility very carefully, but I have come to the conclusion that
the advantage, if any—and it is very doubtful if there would be any accelera-

tion at all—would certainly not be sufficient to compensate for the verj' hea\^
additional cost. It is true that the transit time of the Indian mail is now about
twenty-four hours longer than it was before the war when the mail was
embarked at Brindisi. Of this twenty-four hours not more than half can be
attributed to the shortening of the sea passage by carrying the mails through
Italy. The remaining twelve hours were due to the small boats which carried

the mail from Brindisi to Port Said (where it was transferred to the P. & 0.
mailship) being considerably faster than the mailships themselves. These
shuttleboats have now been sold out of the service and the cost of replacing

them and restoring the Brindisi-Port Said service would be extremely heavy and
would ultimately entail an addition to the P. & 0. contract payments. Apart
from this it is very questionable whether the Italian Railways could maintain
the pre-war timing. The cost of the overland transit through Italy would be
between £60,000 and £70,000 per annum. The rather problematical saving of

about twelve hours would lantl the mail at Bombay in the evening or at night

and would have little or no effect in accelerating its delivery. I am satisfied

therefore that the extra cost which, as I have said, both for the land transit and
the additional sea service, would be extremely heavy, would not be warranted.

PROSPECT OF MORE FREQUENT SERVICE TO AUSTRALIA

With regard to the restoration of the full weekly service to Australia, the

P. & 0. have built, or are building, four new ships, and when these are com-
pleted there would be some prospect. of a more frequent service. But there

remains the question whether the passenger and cargo traffic would be sufficient

to repay more frequent sailings, and this is an aspect of the question which
would require some consideration when the time arrives.

IMPERIAL PENNY POST MUST BE PRECEDED BY INTERNAL PENNY POST

The question of the Imperial penny post naturally, as far as we are con-

cerned, depends upon our being able to get an internal penny post. An internal

penny post will cost us approximately £5,000,000 a year; and until we can get

a penny post in this country it is obvious that we cannot have an Imperial

penny post. The actual Imperial part of it is rougidy half a million; that is to

say, if we once got an internal penny post, to make it apply to the Empire would
mean an ex-tra half million, but that is relatively small. I have not any doubt
that if once we got an internal penny post we would stretch it and make it an
Imperial penny post. I know Xcw Zealand is very proud of itself; it has

already got it.

Mr. M.vssey: It has very good reason, when I hear what you have got to

say about Britain.

The Ch.\irman: I think it is useful to have that undertaking from the

Postmaster-General, that when we get an internal one it will be an Imperial

one.
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Sir Laming Worthington-Evans : I think that can be done.

The Ch.axrman: For the purpose of tliis afternoon, we confine ourselves
to the subjects raised bj- the Postmaster-Cleneral, and do not, I take it, digress

into the wider shipping questions which will come up to-morrow.

mail ser\'ices between Canada and eirope now on pre-w.\r basis

Mr. Gr-^ham: The question raised by the Postmaster-General as to the
mail service throughout the Empire is, of course, verj- interesting. Heretofore,
Canada has given a subsidy to certain lines to carry our mails. Now we are
willing to pay for the carrying of mails, and we do, to any ship that takes
them, so that the mails do not have to wait for a boat of any particular line.

As the Postmaster-General says in his statement, as to the rapidity of the mails
between Canada and Great Britain, that is in pretty good condition, and I do
not think we can very well improve on it at the present time. I think we can
practically say that the mail carrying between Canada and Europe is on a pre-
war basis.

CANADIAN POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT AN EXPENSIVE ONE

In Canada, of course, our mail service has got to be quite expensive, and
the fact that we have undertaken rural mail deliver^' in a countrj' of wide
expanse and sparse population—it is not extended, of course, to all parts of the

Dominion—lays a heavy burden on the exchequer of the Post Office Depart-
ment. But it gives us great satisfaction. The life of the rural citizen, who is

far removed in some cases from the centres, is brought into daily, or almost
daily, touch with the centres, and he is able to take his daily paper, which he
could not do before.

Then we have a parcel post, which is another great expenditure, from the
fact that the transportation of our mails costs so much more money now on
account of the bulky nature of the parcels carried by parcel post. So that, on
the whole this is a fairly expensive department.

There is another call on tiie Post Ollico Department in Canada, owing to

recent legislation, which will reduce, not the income of the Government, but the
income of the Post OflBce Department. We have, since the beginning of the

war, and later, established certain stamp taxes. Up to the recent session, postal

stamps were allowed to be used on receipt-s or cheques or notes. The Minister

of Inland Revenue took the view that the Revenue Department should have
credit from the receipts for the purchase of the stamps, and Parliament passed
an Act requiring all those using cheques, notes, receipts, etc., to use other stamps;

so that the postal department will only have receipts from its own absolute

postal revenue as from the 1st October, 1923.

CANADL\N POST.\L R.4TES TO GREAT BRITAIN

The question has been raised with us by our own people, not by any person
in Great Britain, that our postal rates discriminate against correspondence with
Great Britain; not that our rates are higher than those of Great Britain, but
that our rates are higher to Great Britain than to some other countries. Our
rate is 3 cents to the United States, for we are compelled to charge as low a rate

as we can, for the simple reason that for the last half-centurj' there has been
a Convention between the United States and Canada on postal rates. Our rate
is 3 cents to them and theirs is 2 cents to us. We ciiarge more to Great Britain,

i.e., 4 cents, for we follow the rate charged in Great Britain.
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QfESTION OF REDUCTION OF RATES

As to tlie fixing of rates, of coui-se, Canada is an adherent of the Berne
Convention and lias been for very many years. That Convention discusses
postal rates, and meets again, I think, in Sweden next year, and it is possible
by that time tliat the Dominion of Canada, and Great Britain as well, may be
in u position to consider a reduction of rates; but I think it would be well for

tliat to be left for discussion at that Conference, where all the nations of the
world are represented, because postage is a matter between nations in which you
cannot very well give a preference. You make a general consideration and
survey of the whole situation. I just wished to say that it is not intended to
make a discrimination.

IMPORTANCE OF CHE.\P R.\TES

Now as to the question of the reduction in rates. As I said before, our rate
is 3 cents—practically the same as the British internal, I mean. If postal rates
on ordinary correspondence could be reduced I think it would be one of the
greatest incentives to bettor acquaintance between the different parts of the
Empire that could be imagined. Years ago, in pre-war times, we reduced the
rate from 3 cents to 2 cents. The result of that was an increase in revenue.
But it is not a fair basis to make that bald statement without explanation.
Before that time the Canadian people had used postcards to a great extent which
only cost 1 cent, but when the rate was reduced to 2 cents the postal card corre-
spondence practically disappeared and it has not reappeared under the 3 cents.

That is in a measure the reason why our revenue increased when we placed a
2-cent rate on letters. However, I think it induces more correspondence. We
discuss the 2-cent letter generally in connection with business. It is a good thing
for business, of course, but to my mind it is a greater thing if it results in

increased correspondence between the ordinary people on the farms and the men
who are employees rather than employers; it is an incentive to better acquain-
tance, and docs, I believe, conduce to increased business among dififerent parts

of the Empire as well as internal business.

Now we have discussed migration a good deal, but a letter from a con-
tented settler in Canada, New Zealand or Australia, or any part of the Empire,
sent home to friends here is the best advertisement that a Dominion can have,

and the more we can encourage that kind of correspondence among the ordinary

people, the better it is for the Empire and for the Dominions.

Mr. Bruce: Mr. President, the question of communications in this dis-

cussion, as I understand it, is limited to mails, cable and wireless.

The Chairman: Surely.

PRESENT POSITION OF AUSTRALIAN MAIL SERVICES

Mr. Bruce: There is not a great deal that I wish to say in regard to any
of these. Of course, Australia, being the farthest away of all the Dominions,
attaches the greatest importance to improved methods of communication; and
it is for us to see, either by ourselves or in co-operation with the British Govern-
ment or other parts of the Empire, that all the time our communications are

being improved and we arc keeping closely in touch with the other Dominions
and great Britain herself. In regard to mails, I have not much to say at this

stage. Of course, we are in the position now that we are not as well served

as wc were in pre-war days. But mails, as far as their frequency is con-

cerned, at all events, depend to a great extent upon commercial shipping require-

ments; and while at the moment we arc averaging something like three mails
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a month, including the P. <t 0., the Orient, and the Commonwealth Line, we
are by no means satisfied that that meets our circumstances or is all that we
require. But we recognize that to a great extent, as far as the shipping side

of it is concerned, more frequent mail services could only be established at a

prohibitive cost unless there is the passenger traffic and the goods traffic which

will make the placing of other vessels a commercial proposition.

FUTURE PROSPECTS

I understand that the companies in Australia at the moment have in mind
certain expansions and developments which should result in their at least getting

back to a weekly sen'ice in the not very distant future; so that as far as the

frequency of our mails is concerned, we can only say at the moment that we do

not think we are being adequately served, but we are very hopeful that we are

getting back to a weekly mail and will have to be content with that for the

time being.

THE TIME FACTOR

With regard to the time taken, which is probably a more important factor,

the position is not at all satisfactory. It is being considered, and considered at

great length, and now we are knocking off a day or two days under different

arrangements; but the sum total of it is that it takes twenty-nine days now

—

it used to take twenty-eight days once upon a time—so we are not advancing

in this direction quite as far as we are in other matters.

The Chairman: That leaves out of accoimt the airship service.

!Mr. Bruges Yes; I am coming to that in a moment. This matter has been

very exhaustively considered, and there is no doubt it will be dealt with when
we are considering shipping, and we shall then have to consider the report of the

Shipping Committee, the effect of steamers travelling at a faster rate, what its

commercial results will be, and so on. I do not want to consider that now.

NEED FOR ACCELER.\TION OF MAIL SER\1CES

But there is one solution which would certainly help and would probably
make more difference than anything else, and that is the airship mail service to

Egypt. Of course, Australia is verj' anxious to see .that brought about, and to

see the shortening of the time which is taken for mails to travel from Australia

10 Britain. Quite apart from getting down to the minimum time, it is, of course,

necessary, on a commercial basis, that we should continue to accelerate these

mails to some extent, because the cargo vessel is every day travelling faster, and
it puts commerce in a quite intolerable position if shipping documents cannot be

got through as the cargoes come to hand.
With regard to mails, our position is quite clear, that we want increased

and accelerated services, and we know roughly what arc the practical possibili-

ties.

Mr. Massey: Mr. President, I have listened with a certain amount of
interest to the Postmaster-General, expecting him to tell me, as the representa-
tive of New Zealand, that great improvements have taken place in the postal
6er\"ice between England and New Zealand in recent years. He did not vouch-
safe that information, and there was a very good reason why.

Sir Laming Worthington-Evans: I confined myself to the truth.
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NEIJD FOU IMPHOVED POSTAL COMMUNICATION' WITH NEW ZEALAND

Mr. M.\ssey: Tliat is quite an iionest admission and one which I appreciate.

I was going to say that instead of the service being as good as tiie pre-war
service, it is not as good as it was many years ago. I do not know who is to

blame, but it is a fact ail tlie same. I have been looking for improvements
lately, and I hoped that the Postmaster-General would be able to tell me that
he was going to assist us. Before the war—twenty-five years ago—we used to

have an annual fight in the New Zealand Parliament over postal subsidies. I

was only a private member, but I took a certain part in this, and I kngw that we
used to get our letters regularly from New Zealand to Great Britain in 30 days.
I do not say that that was so on every occasion, but it was usual—oftener under
30 days than over. I do not think we have got a mail through under 30 days
for years past; generally it takes 35 or 36 days, and sometimes over 40. It

all depends how the letters are sent.

THREE MAIN MAIL ROUTES BETWEEN GREAT BRIT.\IN AND NEW ZEALAND

There are three main mail routes between New Zealand and Britain; one is

through the Panama Canal. I believe that will be the fastest of the three routes
before long when an improved service is inaugurated, but it is certainly not yet,

because the vessels trading througli the Panama Canal from New Zealand to
England are mostly cargo vessels with passenger accommodation—good ships
and comfortable ones to travel by—but the voyage usually takes 36 days, very
seldom under 40. The other two routes are via San Francisco and New York,
and by way of Vancouver and one of the ports on the eastern side of Canada,
either Halifax to Montreal.

I do not think there is much difference in the time occupied by either of these
two routes, but I wanted to find out for myself what could be done with regard
to this matter. That was one of the reasons for my coming on this occasion
across the United States in coming to England. I came from New Zealand
to London in twenty-seven and a half days actual travelling time.

THE PROBLEM OF THE TIME FACTOR

Naturally it occurs to me that if it is possible to get passengers from New
Zealand to England in twenty seven and a half days, it should surely be possible
to get mails across. There is the problem to be solved. We are paying sub-
sidies—I am speaking of the New Zealand Government—to the Shipping Com-
pany for the steamers coming from Wellington to San Francisco and also from
Auckland to Vancouver. I think the amount is about £25,000 in each case. The
New Zealand people are grumbling, and the matter was recently brought up in
the New Zealand Parliament when the postal estimates were before the House.
I promised that I would look into it, and I thought this was a good opportunity
for doing so. The vessels are being improved. There is a ver>- fine steamer,
likely to be the best in the Pacific when she is placed in the service, being
built for the Sydney-Auckland-Vancouver route. Sydney will be the terminal
port. She is to be fitted with new Diesel Engines, and is expected to steam 19
knots. There are, of course, faster vessels on the Atlantic, but in the Pacific
an average speed of 19 knots is very good. The vessel I travelled in when I did
the journey in twenty-seven and a half days was Just an ordinary ship carrying
both passengers and cargo. She was built originally to carry fruit from the
West Indies to England, but the trade did not pay, and she was sold to the present
Company, who have used her for several years. The best speed she could attain
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was 17 knots, and yet the whole journey here took only twenty-seven and a half

days. Much faster steamers are wanted—of course, that is a big consideration

—

perhaps a better time-table on the railways, and that may be difficult to manage.
I am not finding fault with the time taken in crossing the continent of

America, but what is wanted is a more businesslike arrangement so that when
the steamers come either to Canada or San Francisco no time is lost in getting the

necessary train connections. On the night I arrived at San Franciso there was a
train going to New York. About 500 bags of mails were entrained. I stopped
two and a half days in the States, and was able to make a long promised visit in

Washington. I cannot vouch for this—and honestly I should like to think my
information was not correct—but I was informed by people in London, whose
correspondence came in the setamer in which I travelled to San Francisco and
which was placed on board the train for New York that night, that the mail was
not delivered until the day we arrived in London, though I remained two and
a half days in the States, during which I was not travelling. Now there is

something wrong there. I am not able to say what it is; I liope I shall be able

to find out, but I do want the British Post Office to help us in these matters.

Nowadays it is far too long to occupy thirtj-five or forty days in carrying mails
between New Zealand and England, and we ought to do a great deal better than
that. What is wanted is speeding up, and, so far as we arc concerned, we are
quite ready to do our share at the other end if the British Post Office Authorities

will help us at this end and I hope they will.

AVVEAL FOR RESTOR.\TION OF PENNY POST BY GREAT BRITAIN

With regard to penny postage—I do not need to repeat what has been said

before on this occasion—but New Zealand has led the way. Many years ago

the British Government led the way in connection with penny postage, and there

was a loss. New Zealand followed up closely with regard to penny postage, and
soon the revenue was increased. We were making a profit with penny postage,

but when mention is made of the fact that the Chancellor of the Exchequer
would lose £5,000,000 by adopting penny postage, what I think is forgotten is

that there is bound to be a large increase in the number of letters carried and
therefore a coresponding increase in the revenue. I am not able to say that the

one will balance tlie other, because I tliink it is very doubtful that it will, and,

as far as I am concerned, I am looking at it as Finance Minister, and I have to

watch very carefully that my accounts balance at the end of the year. I quite

expect to make a loss with penny postage for three or six months before we get

back to a normal revenue. AH the same, I think that the authorities here are

taking a pessimistic view of what will happen by its adoption. I am simply
expressing an opinion on a subject in which we arc both interested. Here is an
anomaly. A letter is posted in New Zealand to Great Britain and the postage
is Id. The reply from Britain to New Zealand costs Hd. I think it is an
anomaly that ought to be put right, and I believe it will be perhaps before very
long.

MR. MASSEY TO CONFER WITH G.P.O. REGARDING NEW ZEALAND M.\IL SERVICE

Sir Laming Worthington-Evans: May I say one word in answer to Mr.
Massey. I do not want to debate your statement at all, but I am told that it is

New Zealand herself who makes the arrangements in regard to the Pacific, the
sailing in the Pacific.

Mr. Massey: Yes.

Sir Laming Worthington-Evans: It is in your contract, not in the British

Post Office contract, but I would verj' much like to take the opportunity while
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you arc over here of having u conference with you, because I entirely sympathize

witli your desire to shorten the time. If you can get a passenger across in

twenty-seven and a half days, why not get the mails across? I quite agree

that that question has got to be answered, and I would very much like, if you
yourself were going to go into it, or if you could depute somebody to go into it,

that you siiould come to the Post OfSce and do us the honour of conferring

down there about it. We ought to do something together to reduce the time.

Mr. Ma.ssey: Thank you very much; I shall be veiy glad. As a matter of

fact if it were possible to get the mails through the Canal there is no reason

why we should not have a weekly service, but the vessels through the Canal are

slower than the others and I hesitated to suggest it. With the others we can

have a fortnightly service with no trouble at all.

Sir Laming Worthington-Evans: We could go into all these points.

Mr. Massey: I should be very glad.

1MPERI.\L PENNY POST AND POSSIBLE RE\'EXUE LOSS

Colonel Guinness: There is just one point which Mr. Massey raised about
the Imperial penny post. I am sure the Treasury will not forget the Imperial
value of any such change, but Mr. Massey mentioned that it was possible that

the increased revenue would very soon wipe out the anticipated loss. Well, I

am informed that the increased cost of handling the greatly increased mails

would be so great, especially for the internal post of which the volume is

probablj'^ ten times greater than the external post, that it might well be that we
should repeat the experience when the penny post was originally instituted when
I understand it took twenty-five years to make up the loss in revenue. I can
only say that I will see that the Chancellor of the Exchequer is made aware of

the opinions that liave been expressed this afternoon and I am quite sure he will

bear this Imperial consideration in mind when he comes to consider the point.

Mr. M.\ssey: I am quite sure he will be sympathetic if it is possible to

do it.

INDIA DESIRES REGULARITY OF MAILS RATHER THAN INCREASED SPEED

Mr. Innes: I have very little to say. As regards our mails it is true that

our services are one day longer than before the war, but the mail steamers do
what is after all their main duty, they bring documents of title before the goods

to which those documents of title refer arrive. What we chiefly desire in India,

since we do so much of our business by cable, is regularity rather than increased

speed, especially as we recognize that increased speed must mean a largely

increased cost.

The discussion was resumed at the Tenth Meeting of the Conference, on
the 17th October, 1923, when Sir Halford Mackindcr, Chairman of the Imperial

Shipping Committee, attended and made the following statement:

—

ORIGIN and CH.VRACTEH OF THE IMPERIAL SHIPPING COMMITTEE

Sir H.ALFORD Mackjnder: Mr. President, I imagine that the Conference

would probably like me, in the first instance, to say a few words by way of

report on the work of the Committee itself, because, of course, the Committee

was the child of the Imperial Conference. It originated, you will remember,

in a Resolution passed at the 1918 Conference, on the intiative, I think, of Mr.

Massey. I may remind you that at first the idea was that there siiould be two

bodies concerned with the shipping of the Empire, the one charged with con-
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sidering improvements, the other charged with the consideration of complaints.

But after discussion at the 1918 Conference, it was determined tliat tliere should

only be one Imperial Shipping Committee, because it was felt that such a single

body would carry more weight and also that you would get better people to

serve upon it. The Committee is technically what is known here as a Prime
Minister's Committee. It is appointed' by the Prime Minister of the United

Kingdom, but practically it is an Imperial Committee, because the Prime
Minister nominates the representatives of the different parts of the Empire at

the suggestion of the several parts. Several Dominions have .for their repre-

sentatives their High Commissioners in London; that is so in the case of India

also. Others, as in the case of Australia, have chosen shipping experts. Then, in

addition, there is a certain number of persons experienced in shipping and com-
merce—two chairmen of great shipping companies, one chairman of a great ship-

building company, and two merchants, who have both of them, I think, been
presidents of important Chambers of Commerce. So that the Committee is both

representative of the whole Empire and it is also, within limits, expert. The
Committee, of course, difTers from all ordinary committees appointed by the

British Prime INIinister, in that it is instructed to report direct to all or any of

the Governments of the Empire; and nearly all our reports, as the Prime
Ministers will remember, have been addressed to the Prime Ministers of all the

Governments of the Empire.

TOWERS OF THE COMMITTEE

Well, Sir, there was some delay after the 1918 Conference because there

were negotiations in regard to the constitution of the Committee, and the Com-
mittee did not get to work until the autumn of 1920, just three years ago. Since

that time there have been sixty meetings of the full Committee, many meetings

of sub-committees, and a certain number of conferences between parties in dis-

pute, over which I have presided as the impartial chairman of the Imperial Ship-

ping Committee. I think we may say that if you exclude the months of

August and September the Committee has held a meeting of some sort on an
average every week during the three years. Well, then. Sir, more important
than those points, are the powers of the Committee; it is purely an advisory

Committee, of course, but if you are to measure what the Committee has been
able to do and to express satisfaction or dissatisfaction, it is necessary also to

remember that it has no power to compel the attendance of witnesses or to

compel the production of papers or accounts, and it has no money wherewi*,h

to obtain technical advice or criticism in regard to any propositions that may
be put before it.

THE HABIT OF I;N.4NIMITY

Now, recognizing these limitations we decided very early in the history
of the Committee that it was necessary that we should set to work in

order to accomplish two things; in the first place that, if possible, we should
alwaj^s be unanimous. Our advice would carry weight in proportion to the
degree of our agreement. When j'ou have to do practical things, and when
execution will not wait, you may have to act by a majority. But in the case
of such a committee as ours we felt that unanimity and a habit of unanimity
was essential. There were two possible sources of difference. One part of
the Empire might take one view and another part of the Empire another view,

or you might have had the representatives of the Governments taking one
view and tiie experts experienced in commerce and shipping taking another
view. In either case, our report would have failed to carry weight, and I am
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glad to say that all the reports from time to time sent to the Prime Ministers
have been, as a fact, unanimous. That has been accomplished by a method
to which I would venture to draw your attention.

METHOD OF ODTAINING UNANIMITY

We determined that actual members of the Committee, representative of

particular Governments, should not themselves initiate subjects for our dis-

cussion. Had they done so, they would have become advocates. A man who
laid himself out to convince his colleagues from the start that a particular

proposition was advisable would find it diHiiailt to retire from tliat po,-;ition

unless tlie evidence were absolutely ovorwhoiining against him, and feiioroforc,

we took tiie course of requiring ti)at when any Government or any l)ody

brouglit a case before us, that case should come before us officially from the

Government in writing, and should be supported by witnesses sent by the Govern-
ment Office or other body. The representative then of a particular Govern-
ment—it might be New Zealand, Australia or Canada—would watch the case

and see tiiat it was properly developed, but he would be perfectly free at the

end to as^oci.'te himself with his colleagues from the other parts of the Empire,

and lie has always done so, with the result that we have always obtained

unanimous reports.

GOODWILL OF TIIE SHIPOWXEItS SECURED

Well then. Sir, the other matter on which we had to steer with great care

was in regard to outside authorities and interests. It is quite ol)vious tl.al, deal-

ing with Mich matters as we have to deal with, the Departments of various

Governments might feel that we were infringing on their spheres. The ship-

owners, also, were very suspicious of us—naturally they felt that they had had
their fill of Government interference during the war and immediat(>ly after-

wards—and, therefore, we had to steer very carefully so as to acquire goodwill,

and I am happy to say—I think I am justified in saying it, I am speaking in

ti.e presence of at least three of my colleagues on the Committee—that we have

succeeded in obtaining the goodwill of the shipowners. I mention that because it

was essential, and I believe that everything that we have been able to do with

our limited powers has been due to the fact that we have acted in a friendly way
and all the time have tried to get agi'eement and not to override.

POST-WAR SHIPPING CONDITIONS

Well now. Gentlemen, we started by taking up that portion of our reference
which directed us to survey the facilities for shipping within tiie Empire. We
took a certain amount of evidence. We sent out questionnaires, and in the
course of about six months we compiled a considerable amount of infonnation
which has undoubtedly been useful since, but then two things happened. On
the one hancl we began to find that the whole of the shipping world was in such

a state of flux, was so busy recovering from the disorder into which it had been
thrown by the war, that it was hopeless to think that we should be able to

make any general report for a considerable time to come, which would not be

out of date before it had actually been presented; and then on the other hand
we found that at about the end of six months we were overwhelmed with com-
plaints, and it was necessary to turn to the second part of our reference.

1RRIT.\TI0N IN THE SHIPPING WORLD

Let me just say a word or two with regard to that fact; that the complaints

poured upon us. Undoubtedly in the shipping world there was a considerable
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amount of irritation—I think that perhaps is tiio riglit word to use—as the

result of the conditions during the war. That irritation was not only on the
part of the shipowners who hatl been greatly interfered with, but it was also

on the part of the shipper associations, the producers in various parts of the
Empire, who found that they had not the facilities that they would have liked

for sending their produce over the seas; or tiiat they had to pay too highly, as

they thought, for the services of shipping; and in addition, of course, there were
also Government complaints against shipowners. But at any rate there was a

state of irritation, and my colleagues and I felt that under all the circumstances

we could not do better tlian to turn our attention to the allaying of that irritation

which we felt to have certain elements of danger in it. The chief shipowning
community of the Empire is the United Kingdom—there are other owners of

ships obviously—but a ven,' large proporticm of the shipowning interest is resi-

dent here. Ou the other hand, the Dominions and India, and in equal degree
proportionately to their size, also the Colonies and Protectorates have this in

common, that they are all dependent on exports; we here are dependent on the

ejcport of our coal and manufactures, and obviously producers of primarj'

products over the seas are equally dependent in their different ways.

Therefore as between the producers in large portions of the Empire and
the shipowning interests in this country such irritation as there was took on
a geographical aspect. It tended also to become, if I may venture to say so,

political, that is to say, the producer in New Zealand or in Australia or in any
other part of the Empire, feeling he had a grievance against the shipowners,

sought to influence the politics of his own region, and the shipowners were
thrown on to the defensive and sought help at this end. That in itself was
obviously a most undesirable condition of affairs. It did not make for friend-

ship within the Empire and might in conceivable circumstances ripen into a

condition of things which one would not like to contemplate. We laid our-

selves out then to try and smooth down these differences.

BILLS OF L.\DING

The first great complaint that came before us we reported on to the last

Imperial Conference, but inasmuch as there have been further developments
since that time, and since developments are in progress at this moment in regard

to it. I must .mention it very shortly; and that is the question of shipowners'

liabiliy under bills of lading. That, of course, was a ver>- old question, hut it

became acute after the war on account of the prevalence of pilferage. No one
quite knew who was to blame; eveni'one said the other man. If you went to a

shipowner he said the pilferage is at the docks, if you went to the docks they

said it is on the railway. Wherever you went it was elusive and therefore tlie

question of the shipowners' liability under bills of lading became urgent.

THE PRACTICE AT COMMON LAW

May I just remind the Conference very shortly of the points at issue?

Under the British Common Law the shipowner, as a common carrier, is liable

for the goods entrusted to hira for conveyance, but under the same Common Law
he is free to contract himself out of his liability, and the practice had arisen of

so contracting himself out by endorsing in various ways the bill of lading. The
result had been that there was a dispute involving at least four different sets of

people. The shipowner naturally wished to eliminate liability as much as
possible. The banker who had to deal with bills of exchange supported by bills

of lading naturally wished to be able to handle the bill of lading, knowing
without examining it too closely what its contents must be. He did not wish to
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have to examine every bill of lading to find out what had been written into it

—

I won't say capriciously—but with great variety. The merchant, of course, and
the producer wisiicd to have the maximum protection and wished to have
recourse against all the people they could, including the shipowner. Finally

the underwriter, in view of the amount of pilferage that was going on, wished to

make the servants of the shipowner more careful and to impose upon them a
responsibility. The whole position, of course, was complicated by the fact that

the practice of endorsement, being customary in the United Kingdom, was at

variance with the law in the United States and within the Empire in both Canada
and Australia.

Wc went to work, and we determined in the end unanimously to recom-
mend that the shipo^vner should not be free to contract himself out of his

liability, anci we recommend that throughout the Empire the Canadian
Act should be accepted as the model and that we should try to have a

similar condition of affairs right through the Empire. I may say incidentally

that wc sounded shipping interests outside. We appealed to their patriotism.

Naturally they did not much like the change that we proposed, but those

interests that we consulted agreed that they would not oppose, provided

there were certain safeguards inserted, and we arrived at a unanimous
compromise on that subject. Our Report was published, having been sent to

the various Prime Ministers, and was accepted by the last Imperial Conference.

The whole Empire therefore, by the Resolution at that Conference, undertook to

legislate in the same direction, but immediately after that Conference a move-
ment took place to intemationalze the practice which was to be established

within the Empire.

THE HAGUE RULES

Meetings were held and a series of rules known as the Hague Rules were
passed, and maritime countries were asked to legislate to make the Hague Rules
the law in their several jurisdictions. Then, Sir, there arose an agitation on the

part of shippers, of a certain number of shippers in this country, who asked to

have the Imperial Shipping Committee's Report translated into law rather than
the Hague Rules, their point being that our compromise had given greater

security to the shipper as against the shipowner than the Hague Rules.

THE AMENDED RULES

Further discussions took place, and the Hague Rules were modified, and on
behalf of my colleagues on the Imperial Shipping Committee I have to say that

we considered the modified Rules, and, if our opinion is desired, we think that

they carrj- out the intention of the Report which was presented by us unani-
mously and endorsed by the last Imperial Conference. There is this further fact,

that the shipowners and shippers as represented by their different Associations

are agreed internationally on this matter, with very few exceptions. Only
within the last ten days a meeting has been held, I think it was in Brussels, and
I understand that the differences are now so small that it is almost certain that
on the basis of the amended Hague Rules you will be able to get a world-wide
common practice in this matter of vital importance to the commercial world.

A Bill has been introduced into the House of Lords here; was referred to a
Joint Committee of the two Houses; has been unanimously endorsed by that
Joint Committee; and if this Conference is willing to accept as equivalent to

what was adopted at the last Conference, the Hague Rules as now modified
and as scheduled in the Bill before the British Parliament, then I imagine that
Bill will be pressed forward; and the hope of those of us who have been busy
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witli it for the last three years is that it may now be arcepted as a model Bill,

and that we may see legislation with a view to uniformity in the Empire, we
hope by way of an example to other nations, and in the end throughout the
world. That, Sir, is all I have to say on that subject.

THE FORM OF THE BILL OF LADING

There were other questions in regard to bills of lading and one especially
that has attracted considerable attention. It is in connection with what is

known as the " received for shipment " I)ill of lading. The normal bill of lading
states that goods have been shipped. It accompanies the bill of exchange and
the banker negotiates the bill of exchange on the basis of the bill of lading and
the producer is able to obtain his money while the goods are on the high seas.

Tiiere are certain inconveniences occasionally attaching to giving a "shipped
bill of lading." You may have goods lodged in the warehouse of the ship-
owning company for shipment at the earliest practicable date, and the producer
in some cases wants to get his money before the goods have actually been put
on board ship. A practice arose of giving a '' received for shipment " bill of
lading. The bankers were verj^ insistent that every bill of lading should state
facts—should state no more than the truth. If the goods had been shipped, it

must say so, but if they had only been received for shipment, it must not say
they have been shipped; otherwise, faith in the value of the document will be lost.

Two questions came before us in regard to " received for shipment " bills of
lading. The first came from the Far East, from the shippers and merchants inter-
ested in the trade of Singapore and Hong Kong, and there I presided as chair-
man of the Imperial Shipping Committee over a conference, and we were able to
arrive at a modus Tivencli, the essence of which was that there should be two forms
of bill of lading: the one should say " shipped " and should be printed wholly in
black, and the other might say " received for shipment "—tliose words being
printed in red. The bankers would then know at a glance what type of docu-
ment they w(re dealing with.

The other difficulty arose in regard to New Zealand. Sir James Allen brought
before the Imperial Shipping Committee certain difficulties, and it was arranged
that, again acting as chairman of the Committee, I should preside at a conference
at which were present bankers, shipowners and the representatives of the New
Zealand producers of wool- We were again able to arrange a compromise, the
details of which I need not go into, on conditions which were accepted by the
bankers, and the result was that the producers were able to touch their money
without undue delay.

THE QUESTION OF DEFERRED REB.\TES

Now, Sir, the next great question that came before us had regard to deferred
rebates—again an old stager. .\ Royal Commission had sat upon this question
as a result of difficulties which had arisen early in the century with regard to

South Africa. It sat, if I remember rightly, for some two or three years. It

produced a majority Report, a minority Report, and a Report of a single

member, which last was a ven.' weighty document. The recommendations have
practically not been acted upon. The Royal Commission was very useful to us,

as its records shortened our proceedings, but to all intents and purposes nothing
came from the Report of the Royal Commission. As in the case of the bill of
lading question, so in the case of deferred rebate, there was a certain acuteness
in the dispute immediately after the war. That was due to the fact of Govern-
ment ownership of merchant shipping.

The question came before us in the first instance, and mainly, on a repre-
sentation from the .\ustrlian Commonwealth Government. There was a quarrel
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—I think we may to-day, now that peace lias been arrived at, use that expression

—tliere was a quarrel between the Commonwealth Government Line and the

Australian Conference of Steamship Lines. That quarrel of course involved

a great many points, but the matter as brought before us turned on the question

of deferred rebates. The Australian Government Line could not give rebates

—

it was forbidden to do so by Commonwealth legislation. The Australian Con-
terence of Shipping Lines stuck tenaciously to its practice of giving rebates, on
the outward voyage, of course, but inasmuch as the round voyage is the unit of

shipijing, that had its repercussion on the homeward trade.

We examined this question and we presented two reports, an interim report

and a final report. The interim report dealt with a special and urgent point.

The Commonwealth Government Line represented to us that those who shipped

with them had on a number of occasions been penalized by the Conference Lines

by having their goods tendered for shipment refused, even though the ship had
sailed not full—practically refused on the ground of what is technically called

disloyalty. You sec, that goes beyond merely refusing to pay up the deferred

rebate; you boycott a particular shipper because he has shipped with your com-
petitor. Lord Incheape was before us giving evidence ami we put this point to

him, and he, with great emphasis, said, that no line he was connected with would
<lo such a thing. We came to the conclusion that it had been done, but that in

all probability it had been done by the zealous action of subordinates, and tliere-

fore 1 was authorized by the Committee to communicate with Lord Incheape
calling his attention to the evidence which he had given, informing him that
it was our intention to examine any case of such boycotting that in future came
before us, and asking him whether he could enlist the assistance of the Australian
and New Zealand conferences in the event of our having to make such an
enquiry.

Lord Incheape called meetings of the two conferences and replied that the
conferences would give us assistance, and the result was that we were able to

report to Mr. Hughes—then Prime Minister in Australia—in our interim report,

that should such a case occur again we would investigate it and that we had been
promised the help of the Shipping Lines themselves. From that day to this no
such case has been brought to our attention.

A QUASI-MONOPOLY ESSENTIAL IN THE CASE OF LINEBS

We were then free to go on to consider the main question of rebates, which
are illegal, of course, in various portions of the Empire, and which, in the main,
afTert only the outward tratle from this country to other portions of the Empire.
The Committee came to the unanimous conclusion that in the case of liners

—

and this matter does not touch tramps—a quasi-monopoly. if I may i)e allowed
to use the phrase, was essential to the maintenance of a permanent and healthly
service. A railway has a physical monopoly except at certain points where it

comes into competition with other railways, and when a Government gives
statutory powers to construct a railway it is, within limits, granting a monopoly.
Now, from its very nature, no traffic on the ocean can have a physical monopoly.
The shipping of any country is free to come and cut in, to stand for business, at
any port to which it is admitted; but a shipping line, a regular line of steamers,
if it is to render the services that are expected of it, nmst put steamers on the
berth regularly, in the slack season as well as in the good season, and must sail

at the advertised date, full or empty. It is quite obvious, therefore, that the
whole year's business must be the economic unit of liner business. If that is

not so, then at the time of harvest the tramps will come in, will take the cream
of the business, and will leave the lines to deal with the slack sea.son. On such
a basis, no liner company can possibly survive in the long run, and therefore,

30— IG
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though it was against the—may I use the expression—prejudice of a number of

the members of the Imperial Shipping Committee, liaving lieard all the evidence,

having weighed up the whole position, thcj- came to the conclusion that a certain

quasi-monopoly was essential, and that, given the fluid conditions of the ocean

and the unity of the ocean, tiiat could only be arrived at by some tie of some
description between the shipper who wished to ship parcels at any time by the

liners and the owners of the line.

Now may I say at once that as between the North Atlantic and all the

rest of the ocean there is a great distinction to be drawn. In tiie case of the

North Atlantic your shipping is plying between two vast communities, and both

of them wealthy communities. Take the United States and Canada, on the one

side, with 120 million people, and Europe, on tlie other side, with 300 or 400
million people. Many things can be done on the North Atlantic which cannot

be done in the rest of the world, and what I am now saying would be subject to

very considerable exceptions if you were thinking of the North Atlantic,

THE TIE OF "loyalty "

As regards the rest of the world, we arrived at the conclusion that a certain

tie—it was technically called of "loyalty"—was essential between the shipping

line and the shipping communities which it served. But the deferred rebate

was not the only possible tie, and we had brought to our notice a practice which
had recently arisen in South Africa. There the granting of a deferred rebate

has for some time past been made illegal, but a tie had been established between

the merchant and producing community and the shipping lines by means of an

agreement.

Instead of having a promise of a rebate to be paid to you after a certain

period of deferment, provided you are loyal in tlie meantime, there was substi-

tuted an agreement whereby you sign a contract to remain loyal to the com-

panies and to ship with certain exceptions, with the companies belonging to tiic

Conference under the penalty of liquitlated damages. So that there are two
possible sanctions for loyalty. On the one iiand is the promise of a rebate which

you will forfeit if you are not loyal; on the other hand is the payment of

damages if you fail to act up to your agreement to be loyal.

OPTIONAL SYSTEM OF REB.\TE,S OR .\GREEMEXT RECOMMENDTED

AVe took careful evidence in regard to the South African practice. The
shipowners were verj- tenacious, and we finally came to the conclusion that in

view especially of the nugatory- character of the recommendations of the Royal
Commission, we would recommend the experiment of allowing an option, so

that, on a given trade, shippers would have an option of whether they would
commit tlicmselves to tlie liner service which was catering for them by an
agreement or by the system of referred rebates.

D.VNGER OF RATE WAR AVERTED

Well, Sir, our report was drawn up unanimously and was despatched to

the Prime Ministers. We allow normally six weeks in order that the report

may reach New Zealand, the most distant of tlie Dominions, before it becomes
public. In that six weeks, one morning I read my newspaper at breakfast and
I found that the Commonwealth (nnernmeiit Line had suddenly cut it>< rates,

and that it Wius expected that within another day or two the Conference Line:^

would reply with a still more drastic cut; in other words, we were probably in

for a rate war. This was in the middle of last winter. I at once felt that since
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these two parties had been lu'forc us, and, indeed, were rejjresented witidn tiie

Imperial Sliipping Connnittee itself, the position had an element of tlie ludifrous

in it, and, in any case, was most undesirable. There was no time to be lost;

issue had not been joined; that is to say, Conference Lines had not replied by
cutting their rates. I therefore at once got on to tlie telephone and asked the two
parties if they would meet me. I subsecjuently had condonation from the

Imperial Shipping Committee. Well, Gentlemen, when they met I found that

the issue between them was in regard to the detailed application to the Austra-
lian trade of the general principles that we had come to. My hope was to get 4
truce, and I trusted that if I could get a truce, the publication of our report

would put such public pressure on the two interests that such a rate war would
be impossible.

We sat for four hours, the ice was very hard and cold to begin with, but
gradually the thaw, came on, and finally the ice broke up ami we achieved not
a truce but a peace.

The other day, knowing that I was to speak to you, I thought it would be
interesting to obtain from the two parties who are now frienils, a statement of

the present position, and I will read a letter which has been addressed to me by
Sir Kenneth Anderson, the Chairman of the Orient Line, on behalf of the Con-
ference Lines, and Mr. Eva, who is the representative in London of the Com-
monwealth Line.

"Dear Sir Halford.

"In reply to the ciue.'tion you have addressed to us, we are glad to
say that the optional system of rebate or agreement, evolved in the
Australian trade as a result of the enquiry by the Imperial Shipping
Committee into the rebate system, is working satisfactorily. The form of
agreement as originally introduced has already been signed by over 800
firms, and now that certain amendments are about to be made to meet
the wishes of the Merchants' Association, and the document, subject to
these, has been formally approved by them, it may be anticipated that
the number of firms adopting the agreement alternative will be increased.

"Yours sincereh",

(Signed) " Kenneth S. Anderson.
" E. A. Eva."

There are about L500 firms shipping in this trade, I understand, so that
already more than half of them have agreed to abandon the rebates and to accept
the agreement, and since a further number are likelv now to come in—the
amendments have been adopted only within, the last few days—I think it

probable that at least three-quarters of the trade will avail themselves of the
offer which we inducetl the two interests to put before them. I hope that the
freetlom which we obtaineil will have resulted in a settlement, at any rate in that
trade, of this long-vexed question. I hope that the example mav spread through
the trade of the.Empire generally.

VARIOVS MINOK COMPL.AINTS DEALT WITH

Well now. Sir, a number of other and smaller questions were brought before
us of the same character, dealing, that is to say, with complaints. The ship-
owners themselve.s' having met us, anil having learnt to trust us, came with their
grievance, and we welcomed it as an indication of goodwill. Their first little
grievance was that there was great delay in the bunkering of ships in Calcutta.
We were able to make representations, and I understand that things are better.
Then, Sir, certain shippers of rice from Rangoon came to us on the ground that

36—16}
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tiie sliipowniiiK agents in Rangoon, being also concerned in tlie merchanting
of rice, were discriminating against certain rice niercliants. We made certain
representations there which. I believe, had some effect.

In East Africa the merchants had some differences with the Lines serving
the East coast of Africa, and as chairman of the Committee, I met a Conference
representative of the various interests. It soon became apparent that we were
dealing with a chaotic condition of affairs, and that the shippers in East Africa
had no sort of association. I took it upon myself to tell them that until they
had formed an association they did not deserve to carry weight with the shipping
companies. I understand that an association has been fonned and has been in

negotiation with the shipping lines.

In the case of certain of the West Indies, we were appealed to to obtain

reductions of freight, and I am glad to say that in certain cases we were able

to induce the shipowners to listen to the complaint; in othec cases we were not

able to effect a reduction, but a full statement of the reasons why it could not

be given was communicated to the commercial units concerned and we heard

no more.
Much the most important of these minor cases concerned New Zealand. The

New Zealand Government sent to us the finding of a Select Committee of the

New Zealand Parliament in regard to the freights charged for cargo on the

voyage from New Zealand to this country. Well, Sir. we went into this question,

and we made a report to the New Zealand Government. We came to the con-

clusion that, as regards the six months that we investigated, under all the circum-

stances holding after the war, we could not find that the charges had been.

excessive, but we took the opportunity to point out some of the reasons why
high freights had had to be charged on the homeward voyage, in the ca.se especi-

ally of New Zealand, and in a less degree of some other countries.

THE ROUND VOY.\GE THE ECONOMIC VNIT

Perhaps I may spend just one moment on that matter, because it clears up

a good many others. As regards tramp economics, the round voyage must be

the unit. Unless a tramp can obtain a cargo outward she cannot give favourable

terms for cargo homeward. The most .-triking case of that occurred soon after

the war, outside the Empire it is true. Wlieat had to be brought home from

Argentina. At that time we were exporting little or no coal from this countrj'.

Practically the whole of the cost of the voyage had to be thrown on the import

of wheat "from South America to this country. When the export of coal from

Great Britain was resumed, freight on wheat homeward was halved. Well, that

holds generally. In the case of the liner it also hoUls. but with the further

addition which" I have already mentioned, that there you have to consider good

seasons and bad seasons, because the liner must sail, full or empty, and therefore

the round voyages of the whole year must be taken into account when you come

to deal with the liner.

THE QUESTION OF TERMINAL CH.\RGES

Not onlv must vou have cargo to carry both ways but you must also ha\-e

terminal cha'rges reduced to the lowest. I have here, and I dare say members

of the Conference have received from the Chamber of Shipping, a series of three

resolutions with regard to high Port Charges. Light Dues. Pilotage, and Quaran-

tine Expenses, at tiie Australian Ports, with regard to Light Dues levied by State

Government* in Australia as distinct from the Federal Government, and with

regard to Light Dues in New Zealand. Well, Sir, the ciuestions are of an intricate

character and I am going to throw out the suggestion that, perhaps. Mr. Bruce
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himself, or if lie is too busy lie will nominate someone else, would like to meet
some representatives of the Chamber of Shipping, and if so I would organize a

little meeting in order that these very detailed questions affecting not the whole

Empire, but a particular portion of the Empire, might be gone into in a practical

way. Perhaps, Mr. Massey would do tiie same thing with reganl to New Zea-

land. It seems to me that that would he the shortest way, and, perhaps, as

chairman of the Imperial Shipping Committee I might know whom to get together.

THE REL.\TIOX OF MIGRATION TO SHIPPING R \TES.

There are, of course, other matters wliich have to he borne in mind. Emi-
gration bears a very important relation to the cost of the round voyage.

Migrant;?, settlers, take the place of cargo. I have only this to say from a ship-

ping point of view with regard to Empire Settlement, and tiiat is that the steadier

you can make the stream of settlers, the cheaper you will get them transported.

The shipowner who is taking settlers out from this country has to fit his ship,

and the fitments are, of course, up to a point expensive. If a shipowner knows
that he can expect for a considerable period a steady flow of settlers, he will go

to the capital expenditure that is necessary to gi\-e the accommodation, and his

ship will be so fitted, no doubt, that it will be able to carry cargo back in the

space occupied by settlers on the outward voyage.

CO.VSTING VOV.\GES

Then, Sir, there comes the question of coasting voyages. Now obviously

no Imperial Committee is a suitable body even to investigate such a question

as coasting voyages, which belongs to the jurisdiction of the different portions

of the Empire, and therefore I have merely to point out that if regulations are

adopted which have the effect of excluding ocean shipping more or less com-
pletely from the coasting traffic, that means, of course, that the ships are not

earning on the round \'oyage all tliat they could earn. They are going partially

empty it may be through a certain portion of the voyage and, therefore, the cost

of the voyage has to be spread over the remainder. I do not venture to say

more on that subject, but I do point to it as one of the elements.

HIGH PORT CII.\RGKS

And lastly, there is, of course, the high cost of certain ports. On that point

I would venture to quote the report which is going to be presented to the Prime
Ministers. It was adopted by the Imperial Shipping Committee on Monday,
and is going to be presented as soon as it can be printed. I would venture to

quote one paragrapli from it; I do so because it was carefully drawn up, and I

think it probably puts' the matter more tersely than I can put it now:

—

" It has been pointed out to us that where a percentage charge by way
of tax is made upon the freight and fares from a given port, that charge

becomes almost inevitably a part of the port charges, which charges

are alwa3's taken into account by a shipowner when comparing the

competitive value of the various freights open to him."

(The question being: Shall I send my ship to this port or to that port?)

" Such a tax may, in fact, act as a repellent reducing the amount of

tonnage offering at a given port as compared with other ports, and thus

placing the producers who ship through that port at a disadvantage with

other producers in the world market."

The report will be in print in a very few days.
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I have gone into tlicse matters I am afraid at some little length, because

almost all these complaints in regard to the homeward voyage to the United
Kingdom involve tlie question of high freights. We are convinced broadly, and
apart from particular cases, that in the present state of the shipping world when
you liave some t-en million tons of shipping laicl up, it is the cost of the service

and not the enjoyment of monopoly which is the governing fact^ir, particularly

in regard to the freights charged. I do not say that that would always be so

and under all conditions, but in the present situation it is so. What you have to

take into account is the round voyage, and if you are going to get a cheap voyage
home you have got to consider the whole of the economics involved, the effect

of tariffs in checking cargo outward from Europe, the effect of emigration in

giving you settlers taking tlie place of cargo, the effect of exclusion from coast-

ing leading to the fact that your ship goes partly empty through a portion of

her voyage, the effect of terminal charges and of taxation raised on a percentage

basis.

THE QVESIION OF SUBSIDIES

Now I turn to the other side of the question, and with that I need not deal

at quite the same length. We have to consider how we can better the services

within the Empire as well as remove sources of friction. Mr. Hughes, at the

last Imperial Conference, brought that matter very urgently before me in the

discussion which took place, and I asked him whether he would send me an

official Australian request for us to investigate the question which he had raised,

namely the subsidj' necessarj' in order to give Australia a faster service of

steamers. I pointed out to him that such a committee as the Imperial Shipping

Committee, consisting of important and busy men. could hardly be asked to

investigate any proposition tliat miglit be put up by any individual idealist

througliout this Empire. Any proposition that came before the committee ought
to be brought before it responsibly by some government or organization which
considered there was a prima fncie case. He agreed, with the result that we
received a request from the Australian Government. We went into the matter

and we have presented a report to tiie Australian Government which has also

been circulated to the other Prime IMinisters of the Empire. We came to the

conclusion that we could not give a specific answer to the (jucstion which was
addressed to us. Things are still too much in a state of flux in tlie shipping

world for it to be possible to give any precise estimate in regard to a subsidy
whicii would remain true over any perceptible time, and apart from that, any
such subsidy would be a matter of bargain. But we did give a general indica-

tion of the kind of subsidy that would be necessary.

THE VERY BIG SHIP

We went into the whole matter, and as you are aware we came to the con-
clusion that the very big ship which had been so often suggested was not the
solution. The Dominions Royal Commission recommended that very big ships
should be built which could carry large quantities of cargo cheaply. We came to

the conclusion that the Dominions Royal Commission had omitted one fact, and
that is that large quantities of cargo must be forthcoming within a very
short time, otherwise your ver>' big ship would spend most of her
time in port waiting for the cargo to accumulate. Now as we have
indicated, on the outward voyage from this countrj-, manufactured articles

being sent out, the ideal syst^?m would be an endless band upon which small
parcels would be going out all the time just as they are cabled for from the
market at the other end, the result being that you would get ciicaper articles
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because tliere would be no capital charge;?, no charges for storing and for the

risk of storing manufactured goods at the other end waiting for the market to

ripen.

SUBSIDIES OUT OF THE QUESTION

Having discarded that, we were then driven to the conclusion that the

present position was necessarily unsatisfactory and that nothing but a very

large subsidy would give you a satisfactory service to Australia which was
wholly a shipping service. On the North Atlantic you have such a vast trade

that you have been able to differentiate. You have got purely passenger lines.

You have got cargo vessels that may carry a few passengers. You are able

to carry passengers as fast as they can be carried if they will pay for it. You
are able to carry the cargo as cheaply as it can be carried if you go at the

economic pace. But when you come to deal with such a country as Australia

or New Zealand, and the two countries together, remember, have only seven

million people, though it is quite true that they do the largest oversea trade, I

believe, per head, of any part of the world, the first-class passenger question

becomes very difficult. There are but a limited number of first-class passengers

available for the steamers on that trade, and unless you are to charge a pro-

hibitive fare for the voyage you mu.st have a very heav'y subsidy if you are to

have a ship specialized for passengers. But if she is not to be specializefl for

passengers, if, as is the fact everywhere except on the North Atlantic, she is to

carry passengers and cargo, then siie must not carry cargo at a prohibitive rate.

Well, the result is that the shipowners in such a trade as the Australian

and New Zealand trade are in an impossible position. On the one hand, they
are asked by Prime Ministers and others whose time is of liigh value to give

the quickest possible voyage between Australia and this country. On the other

hand, tliey are pressed by those same Prime Ministers, acting on behalf of their

producing community, to give the cheapest possible freight for cargo. No satis-

factory compromise is possible, and we came to the conclusion that, since in

the present financial condition of the world it was extremelj' unlikely that the
Ciovcrnnionts of the British Empire would pay such a subsidy as would pay for

the building of purely passenger ships and would guarantee to their owners a

long term of use, since we came to that conclusion, the only thing to do was to

seek some other solution.

SCHEME TO S.WE .\ WEEK

We came to the conclusion that the only way in which you could hope to

carry passengers and mails rapidly within the next few years from certain por-
tions of the Empire to the central parts of the world would be by a combina-
tion of air, sea and land, and we have proposed to you a system whereby you
will save a week in the carriage of mails and first-class passengers between
London on the one hand, and Melbourne and Sydney on the other hand. You
are to save four days by airship from this country to Egypt, two days on the
Indian Ocean by speeding up a little the steamships on that ocean, and one day
by saving a certain amount of time which at present is lost at Fremantle before
the train starts, and perhaps a little on the trans-continental journey. I can
assure you, as one who has sailed for a certain distance in an airship, that it is

the most comfortable form of travelling that ever was imagined—quite different

from aeroplane travelling.

There may be technical difficulties to be got over; that is not the busi-

ness of the Imperial Shipping Committee; we take the advice of the Air Ministrj'

here. On all technical air matters we should not presume to express an opinion.
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But the net effect is that we have made tliat report, and, as has been stated in

Parliament here, the Britisli Government have accepted the portion of it which
refers to airships, and I understand that, subject to cndorsal and perhaps to

negotiations in this conference, the endeavour will be made to supjjly that ser-

vice at no distant date. Shipping companies on the Indian Ocean have already
shown what they can do in hastening up their steamers, and I venture to say
on behalf of the Committee that we hope it will be considered that we have
done a more practical thing in trying to save a week in that way than by sug-

gesting to you what was originally put to us, namely, that you should pay s

subsidy sufficient to give you a service of steamers comparable with the service

of steamers which you find on the North Atlantic.

MIXOR QUESTIONS DE.\LT W'lTH

Now, Sir, there were a number of minor questions. They are always coming
before us—on this side of our reference. We have been asked, for instance,

in regard to a lightship on a particular reef off Ceylon; we brought the matter
to the attention of the Ceylon Government. We have been asked with regard
to a wireless installation on a pilot vessel off the Hooghly; we referred the
matter to the Indian Government. We were asked to improve the .steamer

conununication between Cyprus on the one hand, and the Unitctl Kingdom and
Canada on the other hand; we were able to effect an improvement; shipowners
agreed to visit Cyprus and to give the service. We were asked to see what
could be done to improve the shipping communication between Inilia and Sey-
chelles; we made recommendations, and I understand that improvement.* have
been made. We were asked to do what we could in the case of the Falkland
Islands, but I am sorry to say we were obligeil to tell the Falkland Islanders

that under present conditions they must be content to go by the West Coast of

South America.
Tlie Colonial Office consulted us with regard to the harbour at Kingston

in Jamaica. They had before them the recommendations of the Dominions
Royal Commission, based on the probability of large ships, and they wislicd to
know whether they were to make a harbour at Kingston which would be suit-

able for such great ships. We were able to assure them that the position had
so far changed that we did not think the very great ship was the problem it

was at one time thought likely to be, and in any case the time of building
such a great siiip would be such that there would be ample time to improve the
harbour of Kingston.

THE ASSE.SSMENT OF SHIPPIXG TO INCOME T.\X

Now, Sir, broadly, the position is that British shipping to-day is struggling.
The mercantile marine of the Empire proved its value from the point of view
of defence during the war. There is an excess of tonnage in the world to-day.
Very small profits are being made by the shipowning community. There may.
of course, be exceptions. Therefore, we have ventured to hurry forward for your
attention a matter upon which we were asked to report by the Chamber of Ship-
ping of the United Kingdom and by the Liverpool Steamship Owners' Associa-
tion. It regards the levying of income tax on shipping tliroughout the Empire.
I am not going into detail; the detail will be presented to the Prime Ministers
as soon as ever the printers will supply us with copies of the Report. We liave
not ventured to make a definite recommendation, but we have presented certain
alternatives. We have not ventured to make a definite recommendation for the
reason that there involved purely financial questions, (luestions of the amount of
revenue which different parts of the Empire though it necessary to raise, and we
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did not feci that it was right for us to go into tliat. But, l)roadly speaking, we
iiave arrived at tlic conclusion tiiat the variety of mctiiods of assessment

tiirougiiout the iMiipire is, in fact, an impediment to commerce.
Tiic Imperial Sliipping Committee sits regularly, and I believe that it has

this great advantage— I claim it—that whereas a Royal Commission or other

body has this question or that question referred to it and is an ad hoc body, and

has as such to go into all manner of preliminary matters, we have a group of

gentlemen who are in the habit of acting together, who have acquired the

habit of unanimity, who represent different parts of the Empire, and who can

shorten investigation because they are able to take a great many things as

already proved.

The CiiAiRM.\x: T am sure the Conference is very much obliged to Sir

Halford for his important statement. The account that he lias given of the

work which the Imperial Shipping Committee has done, and is doing, prove-

the wisdom of those Dominion representatives who wisely pressed for its

formation.

DISCUSSION ON SIR HALFORD MACKINDER's ST.^TEMENT

Mr. Graham: Mr. President, the Report is very interesting and I join with

you all in saying how mucli we arc indebted to Sir Halford Mackinder for it.

It is true that the larger things in it refer mostly to Australia and New Zealand,

but this does not make it any the less interesting to other Dominions so far as

the general principles are concerned. I will just mention one or two things

referred to by him. He mentions small ships and the wisdom of having these

small ships utilized. .Just for general information, if any portion of the British

Empire desires a number of small ships, I could indicate where thej' could pro-

cure them at a reasonable price.

SHIPPING PROSPERITY DEPENDENT ON EMPIRE DEVELOPMENT

It is true that the forwarding or shipping business is not in a prosperous
condition. It might be said periiaps that few businesses are, but the after-

math of the war seems to be reacting against the shipping business perhaps more
severely than any other, because it can only depend upon commerce ancl plenty
of it. Notwithstanding the fact that it is not prosperous, the rates are con-

sidered by the shippers too high, and the great tlifficulty is in straightening out
this divergence of views without altogether ruining tlie shipping business. The
Chairman of the Imperial Shipping Committee has rightly said that you cannot
get reasonable rates, much less cheap rates, unless you iiavc a cargo botn ways;
so that, as he remarked, the success of shipping depends, as the solution of

nearly all our other troubles depends, upon the development of the outposts of

the British Empire, so that we shall be able to have cargoes not only one way
but both ways. With us it is just the reverse of the situation commented upon
by Sir Halford. We can get a cargo to Liverpool, but we fail to get a full cargo

back. Consequently, we arc in difficulty a good deal of the time.

DIFFICULTY OF .\PPLYING PRINCIPLE OF "LOYALTY" IN CANADA

Sir Halford has mentioned the question of "loyalty"; that is "loyalty" in

its technical sense, as referring to shipping. In broad terms that is loyalty to

the Company that is doing your carrying business; it is not fair to give one
person the lean end and give some other person the remunerative part of your
business. The reverse strikes us in Canada, and we had a Parliamentary
investigation last session. The Canadian Merchant Marine was roundly con-
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(Icmned because its manager, or one of its representatives, "sat in" witli

representatives of other companies to discuss the best means of carving on the

shipping business. We were at the reverse end of tliis principle in that our

people were objecting to the Government-owned Transportation Company
lia\'ing any dealings with the Samaritans at home, the shipping companies.

] have rather taken the view, which I think is the riglit one, tiiat when a

Ciovcrnmcnt goes into a pure business venture, it must do as other people in

the same business, or it is not competent to carry on the business. However,
I want to point out one of the difficulties that might arise if we attempt to apply
that principle of shipping loyalty in our country.

DEVELOPMENT OF CANADIAN H.\RBOrR.S

With reference to the harbour dues and charges, we have expended very

vast—almost fabulous—sums upon developing the harbours of Montreal and
Quebec on tlie St. Lawrence, Halifax and St. John on the Atlantic, as well

as internal harbours, and at the present moment are developing the Vancouver
liarbour. Prince Rupert, one of the finest natural harbours in the world, is

yet to be developed on the Pacific. It may be of interest, but I do not want
to detain the Conference long, to point out that a new sea path from Canada
to the British Isles has been opened up since the opening of the Panama Canal,

and traffic in farm products, particularly wheat, is starting from a certain

dividing line in AVestern Canada towards Vancouver and the Pacific, where it

originally went to jNIontreal and Quebec and Halifax and St. John on the

Atlantic. This year there have been shipped through the Vancouver port some-
thing over 20 million bushels of wheat. The Federal Government loans the

money for these, on which the Harbour Commissioners pay interest; so it may
be that you will have to approach that question of restriction which Sir Halford
raised, with a little caution, lest it might result in slowing up the development
in these harbours, which has been very extensive, but which we hope will repay
in increased Empire traffic in addition to the international traffic.

DISCRIMINATION AGAINST CANADA IN BRITISH SHIPPING RATES ON FLOUR

Now I come to just two things which are of great interest to us, and perhaps

some person in the discussion when we meet again can give me a little light

upon them. In the first place—this applies to ships registered in Great Britain

— a cheaper rate is given on flour, for example, from New York than from our

C'anadian port of Montreal. That was a question which was threshed out

largely in a committee of Parliament last session. I only yesterday received

a cable from the Minister of Trade and Commerce including a complaint from

the millers of the Dominion of Canada, that the Canadian shippers are being

discriminated against this way. They can send their flour to New York by rail

over an American railway and get a cheaper rate from New York than they

can from Montreal. As a result, the Canadian miller in shipping from ^lontreal

is under a handicap, and if he ships via New York not to be under a handicap
he injures the Canadian railways. There should be some possible way by which
at least those within the Empire might get as favourable a rate from their own
ports as from the port.s of a foreign country. It might be argued that if the

Americans were giving a cheaper rate on American flour only, than was given

on Canadian flour from Canadian ports, it would be in defence of their own
milling industry, but they carry Canadian flour from their own ports at a

cheaper rate than from Canadian ports.

The Chairman: Are you able to say, Mr. Graham, whether these lower

American rates, the New York rates, were brought in by the United States Lines
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and wlicthcr our lines liad to {'onfurni in onlcr to keep a siiare of the trade?

The fault may lie in the fact tiiat, the United States backing their shipping

lines with subsidies and so on, the United States Lines have ciuoted these rates

and that anybody else who wants to get any carryinfi trade there has to

i-onforni to them. We could go into that.

INSfR.\NCE RATE.S ON THE ST. L.iW'UENCE ROUTE

Mr. Gr.\h.\m: It is a matter for investigation. The other question of

great importance to us is the matter of insurance on the St. Lawrence route.

The Canadian route is discriminated against on account of extra insurance

imposed on traffic going through the St. Lawrence. We maintain that that

is altogether unjust and the Canadian Federal Government has spent very

very large sums in making the channel safe through to Montreal. It has the

depth, and is well lighted, and we want to urge as strongly as possible that the

rates against traffic from the Dominion of Canada, as compared with the

insurance rates from New York and other American ports, are altogether unjust.

In fact, We have come to the point in Canada, this is not a threat at all but
just a statement of the plain situation—that if these insurance rates cannot be

adjusted wc are inclined to form a Company of our own to carry the marine
insurance now carried by other organizations.. In the merchant marine, I

might, say in evidence of our faith in the channel, we carry no insurance wliat-

ever. We adoptwi the policy last year after investigation over a period of

years, that the amount of insurance paid on the vessels themselves (I am'not
speaking of the cargo now) has so far exceeded the amount it has cost to carry

the insurance that it is a splendid investment for the Canadian National Rail-
way and the Canadian Government to carry the insurance themselves and that
is being done.

Sir H.\lford M.\ckinder: That would be the case with a certain number
of the great companies carrying on shipping here; they insure their own vessels.

Mr. Gr.\h.\m: These ships ply the St. Lawrence route, many of them,
and we consider the insurance rates imposed on the traffic through that route

altogether out of proportion to the amount required to carry them and leave

a good margin of profit.

The discussion w-as continued at the Eleventh Meeting of the Conference,
on the 18th October, 1923, as follows:—

Mr. Bruce: Mr. President, we arc all very grateful to Sir Halford Mac-
kinder for the very lucid and informative statement he made to us yesterday

afternoon. He covered all the activities of the Imperial Shipping Committee
since its establishment, and after having heard what he said ancl having studied

the various reports that the Committee has made, I think we must come to the

conclusion that this Committee has rendered very great service to Britain

and all the Dominions. As far as Australia is concerned, I desire to express

our ver>- great appreciation of the work they have done and the manner in

which they have carried out the duties that were allotted to them. The
appointment of the Committee was something tliat almost approached an
inspiration; and Mr. Massey, who I understand took a very great part in it,

must be very well satisfied with the result of the appointment of the Com-
mittee he was so instrumental in bringing about. The work of the Committee
has certftinly been done in a way which inspires very great confidence. They
have managed to obtain the goodwill of all the persons connected with the

great shipping indu.«trj', and knowing, as most of us do, the suspicions that

were entertained with regard to this Committee by those directly concerned
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with shipping, I think it is a very great achievement that tiiey iiave been able

to still those suspicions and to create an atmosphere of goodwill with the people

with whom they have had to deal.

The question of shipping is, of course, quite vital to the whole Empire,
and it is particularly vital to Australia because we are so far away from the

markets in which we have to dispose of the greater part of our production.

BILLS OF L.\DING.

The first question that Sir Halford dealt with was that of Bills of Lading.

None of us who have had any commercial experience at all, can have any
doubt as to the great benefits that will result if, as appears now to be almost

certain, an international basis for Bills of J^ading is adopted. The question has

been a verj' burning one for many years, and it became particularly acute

during the period of the war. There are two aspects of it, of course. There
is the point of view that if you have varying terms in Bills of Lading, that

is only another way of promoting competition between the different shipping

agents. There is also the point of view of the shipper that his interests have
to be safeguarded. Most of us remember the struggle that went on as to the

shipping companies' liability and the amount at which that liability was to

stand, and the more or less satisfactory conclusion that was arrived at after

a good deal of negotiation and something nearly approaching to a fight.

DEFERRED REB.'VTES.

The next point was the question of Deferred Rebates. The position was
a very difficult one, and the Commonwealth Government Line was to a certain

extent instrumental in bringing this whole question under notice. I think it i-=

very satisfactory that, as a result of the efforts of the Shipping Committee, the

trouble which at one time was verj' acute has been settled. If there were war
between two great forces such as the Commonwealth Line and the other ship-

ping lines, the position would be ven,- detrimental to the interests of the ship-

pers themselves, but it is very difficult to make a fact like that clear to the

people generally in any country. In Australia we have exactly the same feelinji

as ^Ir. Gralir.m indicated exists in Canada. There are grave suspicions about
any arrangements arrived at between shippers, and there is always an idea that

such arrangements will operate very detrimentally to the interests of shippers

by the different lines. If there had been no Shipping Committee, and this

matter had been settled without an exhaustive examination of the position by
a body that really carried weight in the Dominions, I am afraid we never
should have been able to allay the suspicion in the minds of the people; but
with this very authoritative pronouncement from the . Shipping Committee I

am confident that that suspicion will disappear, and we shall not be forced into

a position in which no arrangements could possibly be permitted—a position

which would have resulted in very serious detriment to the interests of those

who have to ship-

THE QUESTION OF FREIGHT CHARGES.

The wliole question of getting cheap freights is one of the greatest possible

interest to Australia. It is very difficult to make the people of Australia under-
stand that cheap freights are dependent to a great extent upon the possibility

of runni'ig ship services on a profitable basis, but it is also very difficult to

make them understand that an arrangement between shipping companies may
possibly have the result of giving them an improved service and cheaper
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freights. 1 think the Shipping Committee has done a great deal to assist us in

Ijringing that fact iiome to the people in Australia, and for that we are very

grateful to them.

VALVi: OF COMMITTEE FINDINGS FROM POUTICAL POINT OF VIEW.

Nowadays, everj-thing lends itself to political agitation; and if you have
objections coming in continuously with regard to freights, and suggestions being

made that freights are unduly high, it inevitably leads to a certain stagnation

of effort by the people, and is apt t<i undermine their independence; because
they consider if tiiat sort of thing is happening they are justified in coming to

r.overnments and asking for government assistance. If they see that they are

not being unduly exploited with regard to freights, they go forward in a more
contented spirit, and with better results. For my own part—and I am sure this

view would be verj- strongly held in Australia—I should very much like to

know that there is some body whose findings could be relied upon, and^to whom
any question of this description could be referred.

PORT riI.\RGES IX .\USTRALU.

The otlip'- points raised were with regard to certain factors which may add
to the cost of freights in Australia, in particular, the question of port charges

was raised- That question is one to which we have also given very serious con-

sideration. The Siiipping Companies issued a Memorandum setting out the

port charges in Australia, comparing tliem with the charges in other ports of the

world and d<^:;ling witli specific items, such as lighterage, light dues, pilotage

and other handling charges, in the different port~«. In May of the present year
we had a Conference between the Commonwealth and all the States, at which
the States wpre represented by their Premiers, and this question was raised by
the Commonwealtii. We set out the whole position in an exhaustive Memoran-
dum, and at the Conference the matter was considered and certain definite

conclusions were arrived at. Tlie most important of those conclusions is one
that I will read to you. I personally was speaking and I dealt with several

questions that had to be considered, including coast light, and I said this:

—

"Can we subscribe to the principle—which the Commonwealth is

prepared to do—that a profit should not be made out of harbour charges,

naturally affecting freights which, as I have stated, are a most important
matter to Australia? If revenue has to be raised, it is very desirable

that it should be derived from some other source."

To that proposal of mine the States all assented, so that we have now got
to a point which I think is very important that every one of the Governments
in Australia ha\-e subscribed to the proposition that revenue should not be
derived from this particular source, and the charges in our ports should be
limited to the pure costs of providing the services which are required by
shipping entering into our different harbours.

LIGHT DUES

Tiie main question, which w*as discussed at very great length, was with
regard to the lights around the Australian coast. The position with regard to
those ligiits is that up to 1916 they were the responsibility of the different

States, but in that year the Commonwealth Government took over all the ocean
lights and the States only retained the harbour lights. The proposal we made
to them was that we should take over the whole of the lights so that tiiere would
be no justification or excuse left for the States ciiarging any light dues at all.
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That I think will be agreed to, but it is not finally iktermincd yet. It is

important that something of the sort should be done, because, although the

States have been relieved of practically the whole of their responsibility in con-

nection with lighting, they are in most cases still charging, either the same

amount as they used to when J^hey were responsible for the whole of the lights,

or a figure which is still quite substantial.

Sir Halford made a suggestion that perhaps it would be a good thing if I,

or somebody else representing Australia, met the shipowners—I should be

very glad indeed to do that, and I think it would be most appropriate if Sir

Haiford, as Chairman of the Committee, would be good enough to arrange the

meeting.

THE COMMOXWE.\LTH NAVIGATIOX ACT

As to coastal trade, in Australia we have a Navigation Act of our own in

whicii wc lay down certain standards for ships trading around our coasts. Tiie

Kavigatitm Act was passed by Australia with a view of trj-ing to establish a

Mercantile Marine of our own, and I am sure the First Lord of the Admiralty

will agree with mc that to have a Mercantile Marine of our own is very desir-

able. We have heard many complaints as to the provisions of our Navigation

Act, but you must take it that Australia is quite determined that she will have

a Navigation Act of her own, and try to create a Mercantile Marine of her own.

However well designed any Act may be, there may be some things in it which

do not really help to achieve the objects aimed at, and may even be detrimental

to them.
At the end of the last Session of Parliament we appointed a Royal Com-

mission, which is sitting at the present time, and which should report very soon

after Parliament meets again in the New Year. The purpose of the Commis-
sion is to consider the whole incidence of the Navigation Act, and to report

generally upon its effects on Australian trade; so that all these questions are

very much under consideration at the present moment.

ASSESSMENT OF SHIPPING TO INCOME TAX

The question of income tax was also dealt with, and we are prepared tO'

discuss income tax or any other charge that increases our freights, but the
question is not quite so simple of solution as some people seem to suggest.

Australia at the present moment has one principle in regard to income tax;

and that is, that she collects income tax on all income derived within her
borders; but we do not charge income tax on income derived outside. I think
that is a fairly reasonable attitude to take up, and it is a fairly logical one.

Britain, of course, takes a very different view. She follows for income tax
purposes income earned anywhere, whether inside or outside her borders, pro-

vided it is the income of a person who is a British domiciled resident. In
Australia we do not; we confine ourselves to collecting income tax on income
derived in Australia. Now there is no question but that part of these shipping

profits is derived in Australia; and it would mean a complete departure from
the basic underlying idea of our income tax rating if we agreed to abandon
the taxation which we levy upon shipping in our ports. Still, if it will achieve

any real result, wc are ciuite open to discuss any method of adjusting this matter
between the Ciovernments concerned. But I ought to make it quite clear that

at the present moment the Australian (lovernment would be very reluctant

to subscribe to the prmciple that, for example, British registered tonnage, which
possibly is owned by a British Registered Company, should be freed from all

taxation in Australia, although earning profits there, and that the British

Government should solely collect that tax.
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A RK( IPROCAL ARKANGEMKNT

The C]iairman: Would tliat apply, Prime Minister, to the new proposal

which is that wc should reciprocate and that we should collect tax on our
Companies leaving yours free of taxation on profits earned here and graft on
to the ordinary taxation the special exemption in the case of shipping by reason

of its special difliculties?

Mr. Bruce: Wc might be open to consider that but, of course, a moment's
reflection will show that it is an entirely one-sided bargain. If you look at

the registered tonnage of British shipping, and then look at Australia's mag-
nificent mercantile marine, and discuss it on the basis of a reciprocal arrange-

ment, you will see there is a vcn.' large benefit in one direction and a small one
in the other. We are perfectly prepared to consider whether there is any
reciprocal arrangement we could come to in regard to it; but at the present

moment we cannot quite see that shipping companies should come into our
waters and derive profits there, without our getting any revenue at all from
them. As to the suggestion that we take an arbitrary rule as to what the

profits are, it is almost impossible to avoid doing something of that sort; but

wc are quite prepared to consider whether we arc taking an unfairly high
standard of profit in assessing companies. We have I think shown very
recently that wc are not taking up any unreasonable attitude on that point.

We used to charge on the basis of 10 per cent on the takings, but in the
Income Tax Act of last Session we have reduced that to 7k per cent, and we
are still open to con.sider whether that is too high or whether it is a fair basis.

In regard to the past, I think that, up to tlie time when the shipping slump
occurred, the shipping companies have no very good grounds for any great

objection to what we did. I have considerable sympathy for them as regards

the period which followed after the shipping slump took place, but over the
whole period during which they have had to pay, I must say I do not think they

have been very unfairly treated. I have explained the principles of the taxa-

tion; and, as to the amount, we are quite open to listen to any representations,

our whole object being to try and ensure that we shall get for Australia the

cheapest possible freight.

THE PROBLEM OF IMPROVING THE SERVICES

The only other point I want to deal with is the other side of the picture

which Sir Halford dealt with; that is, what can be done in the way of bringing

about any improvements. I do not think the impwrtance of the report which
was made by the Committee, as a result of the direct reciuest of the Australian

Government, can possibly be exaggerated. It has been rather usual to draw
pictures of our great distance from the markets we have to trade in, and to

stress the importance of accelerated services. Nobody would for one second

argue that that is not a vcr>- proper attitude to take up, but what you desire to

achieve must be conditioned by what is possible to do. Take the Report of

this Committee. I am quite sure that in Australia, at all events, this cry would
have been raised year by year, almost week by week, and there would have
been.no authoritative answer to give, and no means of showing what was
possible and what was not. But this Report, with the great weight that it has
behind it, will be of the greatest assistance in bringing home to the people of

Australia exactly how far it is possible to go in this direction, and what is quite

out of the question to attempt to do.

There arc many factors concerned with it. The economic size of vessels,

it has been pointetl out, depends upon the cargoes that are offering; and I think

the conclusion arrived at by the Committee is sound, that, as far as cargo and
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passengers are concerned, it is not so much a question of the speed, but the
certainty and continuity of the service. But that point is dealt with in the

fullest manner by the Report, and it does show that both as to size and as to

speed it is necessary to consider whether it is economically possible either to

build ships of a much larger size or greatly to increase their pace.

Personally, I agree entirely with what has been found by the Committee.
The only thing that has left a doubt in my mind, which perhaps Sir Halford
Mackinder will be able to clear up, is that aft^r exhaustively reviewing the

position and showing all that can be done—including an acceleration of the

speed during the sea passage part of the transit—we arrive at a position where
the total time occupied is one day longer than used to be the original j^ractice

for making this journey. I have no doubt there is an explanation, but at the

moment I am not very clear as to what it is.

I wish to deal with one other point with regard to that particular Report.

It is very useful to have it shown that as far as passengers, with very few excep-

tions, and cargoes are concerned, any expedition which could be achieved would

certainly not compensate for the increased cost and the uneconomic basis of the

service. It would not justify the enormous subsidies that would have to be

paid by the Governments concerned.

M.\1L SERVICES

AVith regard to mails, while they are not to-day as important as once they

were, because we rely much more upon cable communication and wireless for

all matters where great expedition is required, it is essential that we should

have the most accelerated mail sen'ice that we can get. The suggestion is to

accelerate the mail; and the greatest acceleration we bring about is by an air

service between Egypt and Great Britain.

CONTINU.\NCE OF IMPERI.\L SHIPPING COMMITTEE

The other matter that we have to consider is the question of the continu-

ance of this Committee. I know that on a previous occasion Australia took the

view that the matter should be further considered before any definite decision

was come to, but I think that was to a great extent due to the fact that the

Committee had yet to prove its real usefulness. I think it has now quite proved

itself to be invaluable from the point of view of the Empire, and, on behalf of

Australia, I am prepared to say we desire this Committee to continue and to be

placed upon a permanent basis.

The functions which it has to perform will, of course, depend upon circum-

stances as they arise.

COMMITTEE SHOVLD CONTIXVE .\S .\X IMPERI.\L BODY

On none of these questions will this Committee be in any sense dictating

to the Governments. It will merely be giving an authoritative opinion which
should be of great value to the different Governments in forming their opinions

upon matters that they have to decide. I believe there is an extraordinary

amount of useful work that this Committee can do, particularly having regard

to the fact of the paramount importance to the whole Empire of shipping com-
munication and shipping facilities for our intcT-Impcrial trade, whicli we all

hope will be very greatly extended in the years that are coming. I think that it

siiould be a truly Imperial body; and tlie only basis upon which we would
consider it was a right and proper tiling to continue it permanently would be

that it should be really an Imperial Committee which has its responsibility to

the whole of the Prime Ministers or to ttie Imperial Conference, and not to any
individual part of the Empire.
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Mr. Massey: I want to oommonce. Mr. President, by congratulating Sir

Halford Mackindcr anrl cxjirossing my appreciation of the very fine statement

which we had from him yesterday, and also in regard to the good work which

the Committee has done; and here I feel that I ought to make a confession.

For some time after the Committee was set up, I was somewhat doubtful as to

whether ver\' much good would result, either to the people overseas or on this

side of the world. My doubts have been quite set at rest by the statement

that was made yesterday, and I am very glad to be able to admit it. It is

quite evident now that British citizens on all sides of the world are beginning

to realise that as the ocean is our national highway— and it is undoubtedly—
it is just as important that we should make the best use of it, just as we do in

connection with our railways and roads.

VIT.\L IMPORTANCE OF SEA COMMUNIC.\TIONS

It was a ver>- important principle in the old Roman days of settlement, that

when people became possessed of new territory the first thing they did was to

make good roads, provide moans of access, not only for the Romans themselves.

but also for tlie people of the occupied countn,', and undoubtedly it was a good
principle. We have only to look to-day at what has been left behind, at the

roads we are using to-day. I am referring to this as an instance of foresight

on the part of a people who were undoubtedly successful in colonising. If it

were necessarj' for them to provide the best roads possible, then we must do
the very best we can so far as the ocean highway is concerned by providing

and getting tiie best means of sea communication that is possible, because there

is no question about it, that improved shipping ser\'ices and reasonable freights

go a long way towards promoting the prosperity of the countries concerned.

I speak feelingly because our prosperity in New Zealand depends upon our
getting sliippcd the primary products for which New Zealand is so justly noted.

I was very glad to hear the very considerable improvement that has been
made in the somewhat difficult question of Bills of Lading and Rebates. I

know that the question of Rebates, as they stood for a long time past, caused
ver>' strong feeling in New Zealand, and if the agreements which appear to be
taking the place of the Rebates work satisfactorily—as I hope they will—then

I think we have heard the last of the trouble with regard to Rebates for some
time to come. The Shipping Committee seems to have found a solution of the

diflBculty, and I congratulate them thereon.

A NEW ZEALAND FREIGHT DIFFICULTY

Now one of our diflBculties—and I am still thinking of freights—and it is

extraordinary that it should be so, is tiiat nature has been particularly generous

to New Zealand in the way of providing harbours. The coasts of both islands

are indented with harbours, and even where the population is sparse good
harbours are to be found. Now, that raises this diflBculty. Where these settlers

are producing mutton and wool, say, they produce a few- thousand carcasses of

mutton or lamb, as the case may be, or a few hundred bales of wool, they insist

upon the large stteamers coming into their port to lift their meat and wool.
That is verj- convenient to the settlers, and indeed, it would be an awkward
proposal to say the ships should not call, if they are willing to do so; but in

actual practice a great deal of time is lo.«t. The time of these big ships of

12,000 tons is estimated at £300 or £400 a day. It means, therefore, that the
settlers or the people in more closely settled parts of New Zealand have, under
existing circumstances, to pay, in the form of higher freights*, for the time
occupied by the ships in travelling round the coast.

3t>— 17
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It is a diflicult question, anil, as far as New Zealand is concerned, I am
afraid it is getting worse because we have many of these small harbours
which are being improved at the present time. I know harbours in ^Jew

Zealand—New Plymoutii and Wanganui—where fifteen or twenty years ago
they never dreamed of ships up to 10,000 tons entering, but they do so now.
They appear to be quite successful with them. Those things, of course, increase

the difficulty, but in spite of that I am glad to be able to say—and I want to

give the Committee credit for the work they have done in this—that there has
been a very important reduction of freights during the last twelve or eighteen

months.

RECENT FREIGHT REDUCTIONS

I have not got the figures by me at the moment, but speaking approxi-
mately I believe that the reduction of freights to exporter? from New Zealand
has not been less than £1,000,000 i)cr annum during the last twelve or eighteen

months. That means that the price they receive for their products is increased

by that amount, and it is a very fine thing for them, it is a good thing for the

country, and undoubtedly encourages the settler and producer. There is a little

more to be done in this connection.

THE ME.\T EXPORT CONTROL BOARD

1 ought to mention that a very successful organization has been estab-

lished in Isew Zealand itself, part of whose business it is to look after shipping

freights. I am now speaking of the Meat Export Control Board. That Board
has been in existence, I think, for about two years, and in quite a number of

directions it has done good work.

THE NEW TYPE OF SHIP

On the whole our shipping service is satisfactorj'. We do not expect it to

be perfect, and we know that shipping as a whole is passing through what may
be called a transition stage. We cannot go the length of asking the ship-

owners to scrap the ships they at present use. because we know perfectly well

that the users of the ships would have to pay for them by increased freights or

something of that sort. But gradually, a new type of ship is being adopted

—

anyone who is interested in or connected with shipping will understand that

—

a new type of ship with Diesel engines, which will be able to travel probably

on the average faster than the ships which are in use now and also carry more
cargo. The internal combustion engine is taking tlie place of the ordinary

engine, and so far as they have gone they have been quite successful. At all

events, New Zealand ship-owners are proving their faith by having ships built

with Diesel engines. I know it will be an improvement, but we do not ask them
to scrap the other types and adopt a new type for some considerable time to

come.

THE C.\RRIAGE OF P.\?SENGF.RS .\ND MAILS

Now, as to the carriage of passengers and mails, I shall be very glad when
it is found possible to speed up the connections.

We have long had a great deal of difficulty about the time taken in carr>'-

ing mails, but we think we are justified in asking that they should be delivered
in the shork^st time possible between the two countries. I think it can be done
because I come back to the argument I made the other ilay when dealing with
postal matters. If steamers can carry passengers between New Zealand and
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iMiglaiiil in tweiity-scvcn ami a liall days, they can surely carry mails in the

same time, and that is all that \vc arc asking for; and I should be very glad if

the Siiipping Coinmittei; would sec its way to look into this matter for us.

INCOME TAX

Just a word about income tax. I do not think we have had the same trouble

in regard to this in New Zealand as they have had in Australia and in Britain

itself. We are fortunate in New Zealand in having a verj- good man at the head
of the Income Tax De])artment. The principle that I would like to go upon is

this, that the income will pay taxation where it is earned. I know it is difficult

of application, but, as I have said, we have very little difficulty in New Zealand.

I know that difficulties have taken place in other countries, and if they go upon
the principle of arriving at a mutual understanding about the percentage that

ought to be charged or payable in income tax, many of these difficulties would,

I think, disappear.

QUESTION OF GIVING THE COMMITTEE FURTHER POWERS

There is another point which has occurred to me since dealing with the

Report, which is under discussion. I think it would be desirable to consider
whether it would not be possible to give this Committee, in whom we have all

confidence, more power than they possess at present. When we set up a Parlia-
mentary Committee we always give them power to call for persons and papers.
Would it not be possible to give the Shipping Committee the same power? I am
not insisting upon the persons; it may not be advisable to compel a person to
come forward—I am not going so far as that—but I do think that the Com-
mittee has earned our confidence and our gratitude, and in that case I think it

ought to be considered by tlie Government—possibly it means legislation—as
to whether the Shipping Committee should not be given the power to call for

persons and papers when sucii papers are required for the public good. I ask the
President of the Board of Trade to look into this and see if anything can be
done.

The Cii,\iRM.'\N : It is a matter, Mr. Massey, which we have considered

carefully, and I have discussed it with Sir Halford, and when he replies he will

deal with it.

Mr. M.\ssey: I shall be glad to hear his opinion, because I have not had
the opportunity of consulting the Chairman, but I want to express my gratitude

to the Committee for what they have done, which seems to me only an earnest

of what they will be able to do in the future, and I hope they will continue

the good work which has been so well and auspiciously commenced.

Mr. Burton: I was unfortunately unable yesterday afternoon, owing to

some other important work I had to do, to hear Sih Halford's statement, but I

have read it, and I hope he will allow me to join in what has been said with

regard to the ex'trcmc interest with which we have heard the statement.

I do not know that there is very much that I need say. I agree the Commit-
tee has done good and useful work, and, so far as we are concerned, we are all in

favour of its continuance. I noted with interest the statement made about the

change of opinion with regard to the size of ships. That statement, of course,

is a matter of importance to all of us, but it is a matter of particular interest

to South Africa, where we recently have been considering the possible necessity

of making great alterations in our dockyards and things of that sort.

3(.v—I7i
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SOVTH AFRICAN ACTION WITH REGARD TO DEFERRED REBATES

Sir Halford also referred to the change which had been made in the De-

ferred Rebate sy.<tcm, and I note there that lie speaks of the introduction by

South Africa of the new system—I tiiink she wa.s the first to introduce it by

legislation. The South African Parliament was the first in the Empire to legis-

late against Deferred Rebates, and to substitute for that system a general

contract or agreement. As I fancy the Committee it«elf points out in its Report,

the new system is open to certain objections as well, but it undoubtedly is an

improvement on the old one, and I am glad to notice that this change made by

the South African Parliament is now being adopted elsewhere as well.

PROPOSED LEGISL.ATION RFXJARDING BILLS OF LADING

I really think that is all I need to say, perhaps, except this. I am not quite

sure whether Sir Halford knows, or you do, ISIr. Chairman, that with regard to

the Bills of Lading we propose also to deal with them. We have got on our

legislative stocks a Bill, which we hope to introduce quite early, which will pro-

vide against unfair or unreasonable conditions in Bills of Lading, and which will

endeavour, so far as these things are humanly possible, to provide against any

evasion of the Act when it becomes an Act, by efforts to contract outside of the

L^nion.

HILLS OF LADING. APPEAL FOR EMPIRE VNIFORMITY

The Chairman: Mr. Burton, on that last point of Bills of Lading and your

proposed legislation, I do hope that it may be found possible in the Course of

this Conference that all the Dominions should be able to adopt The Hague Rules

in the final form that they have come to. I was going to suggest at a later stage

this morning the appointment of a small Committee to go into these rules in

detail and see if they could not report to us.

Mr. Burton: Yes. I am told by our Commissioner of Customs that, as a

matter of fact, your Hague Rules are substantially adopted in our Bill. There

is no reason at all why it should not be submitted to the Committ-ee and the

thing discussed, by all means.

IRISH interest in ALL-RED ROVTE

Mr. Riordan: There is one aspect of this subject that particularly interests

IrolaiKl, Mr. President. Various speakers have referred to the question of speed

in obtaining communication between one part of the Empire and another. As
you are aware, some years ago there was a great deal of discussion in regard to

an All-Red Route. The question was before previous Imperial Conferences, 1

think, and it looked for a time as if something in that way was likely to result,

the idea being that one of the west-ern ports in Ireland should form a link in the

route. I notice that no speaker here in the last two days li.'vs made any reference

to that subject. I am not advocating the scheme nor am I stating that it is not

advisable, but I think it would be well if Sir Halford, in his reply, could make
some reference as to the practicability of that scheme or whether the idea has

been abandoned altogether, and if so, for what reason. It has not been aban-
doned so far as local interests in Ireland are concerned. We are being continu-

ally reminded that there was such a scheme, and we should like to have some
authoritative views on the subject. There is no other point that I wish to deal
with.

Mr. W.arren: There is nothing I can contribute, Mr. President. We are

pretty well served in the North Atlantic, and the discussion seems more to affect

my friend on my right (Mr. Massey) and Mr. Bruce.
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Mr. I.NNEs: I won't detain the Conference verj' long, but I should like to

associate nivsclf on behalf of India with the appreciation of the Prime Ministers

of the Dominions, not only of Sir Halford Mackindcr's very clear and compre-

hensive address yesterday, but also of the value of the work which has been

done by tiie Imperial Shipping Committee. That Committee has already been

of very great service to us in India, particularly in two matters, namely, the

question of Bills of Lading and also the question of Deferred Rebates.

POLICY OF INDIA AS REGARDS BILLS OF LADING

As regards Bills of Lading, I think I may say at once that if this Bill, the

Carriage of Goods by Sea Bill, whicli is now before the British Parliament is

passed by Parliament, I think there is no doubt that India will endeavour to

follow suit. I think we siiall probably be able to introduce legislation on exactly

similar lines.

THE DEFERRED REBATES QUESTION IN INDIA

As regards Deferred Rebates, the Report of the Imperial Shipping Commit-
tee came at a peculiarly opportune moment for us. Tliere is a great feeling in

India at present that tlie Deferred Rebate system does operate as a bar to the

formation of an Indian Mercantile Marine, that it prevents any Indian steam-
ship company that may be started from doing any profitable business. Well,

there was a good deal of rather loose talk upon the subject, and when we got the

Imperial Shipping Committee's Report we were able at once to circulate it as

widely as possible througliout the country, and I tliink that that Report which,

if I may say so, is a very clear, impartial, almost a judicial, examination of the

whole system, has had very great educative value. Of course, I cannot say
what the result of the present discussions which are now going on in India will

be, but, at any rate, I have no doubt at all that that Report has done a great

deal of good.

SHIPPING TAXATION

I do not propose at present to go into the question of the taxation of ship-
ping. I understand that the Imperial Shipping Committee is putting in, in the
course of the next two or three days, a Report upon that subject, and I would
prefer to avoid going into such a difficult subject until I get that Report, and
also I am excused from doing so because, if I may say so, the Prime Minister
of Australia has put the case for India with far greater ability than I could do.

I think we should have some difficulty to agreeing to any reciprocity arrange-
ment. For instance, I find from figures which I happen to have here showing
the tonnage of the ships that entered British Indian ports from foreign countries
in 1919-20, the tonnage of Britisli ships was 5.200,000, and the tonnage of British
Indian ship was 124,000. We do recognize in India that this question of the
taxation of shipping is a matter of very great importance to the shipping com-
munity, and if we can reduce the complexity of the subject without any serious
sacrifice of revenue, I think we in India will recognise that ever\- effort should
be made to that end.

DANGER OF CONVERTING COMMITTEE INTO A BVREAITRATIC BODY

There is one other point I should just like to touch on before I close, and
that is the question of the continuance of the Imperial Shipping Committee.
As I have said, we in India think that the Imperial Shipping Committee has
thoroughly justified itself by the results it has already been able to show, and
we are entirely of opinion that the Shipping Committee should continue to
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exist, but I could not help thinking as I listened to Sir Halford Muckinder

yesterday that the Shipping Committee had owed a great deal of its success

to the fact that at present it is a purely honorary body. It commands great

weight from that very fact as an impartial conciliating body. 1 think that

we shall have to consider whether, if we convert that body into a permanent

body with a paid Chairman, a paid Secretary and a paid establishment, it

will continue to carry the same weight. I recognize, of course, that a Com-
mittee which has sat, I understand, on an average once a week since it was

established three years ago probably may not be able to continue to command
the honorarj' ser^^ccsof the distinguished people who now serve upon it, but

I am rather afraid that damage may be done if it is in any way converted into

what I may call a bureaucratic body, an official body. I should be rather afraid

of giving it powers, as suggested by the Prime Minister of New Zealand, to

call up(m the shipping companies to produce papers or to produce witnesses.

I am afraid that if we conferred these powers upon it, or if the British Govern-

ment did so, it might at once alarm the shipping community, but, at any rate,

I should like to say that the Government of India do hope that the Committee

will continue to exist in some form or another.

VITAL INTEREST OF THE COLONIES IN SHIPPING QLT:STI0NS

Sir Gilbert Grindle: As a member of the Imperial Shipping Committee,

I do not like to say anything about its doing good work, but I should like to

assure the Conference that it certainly does most interesting work, and I think

that anybody connected with the administration of the Colonics and Protec-

torates in any way is impressed with the advantage of such a Committee being

in existence and of our being represented on it. There is no part of the Empire

more dependent on sliipping than we are. The Colonies and Protectorates are

dependent upon the British IMercantile IMarinc not only for their prosperity

but for their bare existence, and they are therefore much more interested in

the solution of shipping questions than any other part of the Empire. As

regards East Africa, I should just like to add that I understand the East African

shippers are not yet entirely satisfied, but they have taken the first step towards

becoming entirely satisfied by forming an organization which will be able to

discuss the questions at issue in the spirit of co-operation and mutual goodwill

and confidence which is the tradition of the Committee.

The Ch.\irm.\n: I will now ask Sir Halford Mackinder to reply upon the

general points that have been raised on his statement.

SIR H. MACKINDER'S REPLY TO THE DISCUSSION

Sir Halford Mackinder: I will not go into all the points in the different

speeches, but there are just a few points I should like to deal with. May I.

n the first place, on behalf of the Committee, express my gratification? I am
sure when I report it to the Committee it will be the general feeling, that the

work that we have tried to do in the last three years, not only has been

assessed from the point of view of the endeavour that was put into it, but

apparently also it has had the good fortune to meet the practical difficulties

that hav-e arisen in more than one part of the Empire.

discrimination against can.adian ports

Mr. Graham referred to the question of the rates for cargo, and he

mentioned flour from New York, as compared with Montreal. That is precisely

the kind of question upon which agitation arises, and upon which it seems to

me it is \Qvy necessary to have all the facts impartially worked out. Often
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one finds that there is a reason which does not appear on the surface. If

Canada wished us to undertake an inquirj' of that kind, we should be very
glad to sec what wc could do to a.sccrtain the facts so far as they are access-

ible on tiiis side, and so far as Canada is able to put them before us on the

other side. I rather gathered, from the fact that Mr. Graham raised the ques-
tion, that his complaint had reference to rate's fi.xcd no doubt largely by the

United Kingdom owners. If that is so, we shall be very glad to inquire into

it if it is referred to us.

THE INCOME TAX QUESTION

Well then, Sir, Mr. Bruce referred to the question of the income tax and,

perhaps, I might just say a wort! on that. The report which is coming to you
will not present any cut and dried solution of the difficulties which we depict.

Wliat the report has done is, first of all, to marshal the facts with regard to the

whole Empire as to income tax and as to the mode of assessment as it affects

shipping, and in marshalling those facts we have had the assistance of the Inland
Revenue authorities of tiie United Kingdom. Secondly, we marshal the griev-

ances as put before us by the shipowners. Wc have had the assistance of the

Inland Revenue of the United Kingdom in our criticism of that ex parte state-

ment; but, as we shall state quite clearly, we have not had the advantage of

the assistance of the fiscal authorities of the Dominions, of India, and of the

other parts of the Empire.
By way of conclusions, we present you with a number of suggested solutions

which have been put forward, w^thout giving you a recommendation as to any
one of them, because we recognize that many questions are involved outside

our reference. But we have thought that it was within our reference to make
quite clear the fact that the variety of assessment in the Empire is so great tliat

shipowners are involved in hea\-y and costly work, and, in fact, that the whole

situation, though not, perhaps, serious as regards any one jurisdiction, does, when
you take a shipping line into account or a tramp owner into account who is

dealing with many countries, amount to an impediment to trade. It is a truly

imperial question, because, while it is simple in regard to any one jurisdiction,

it becomes very complicated for a shipowner who has to consider all the various

jurisdictions of the Empire.

I suggest that the Conference would do well to see our Report before it

takes further action. The Report does not pretend to give any final opinion, but

it does marshal the facts in a way that I think will be helpful.

With regard to the point^s raised by Mr. Massey, he will remember that in

the Report that we made to him in regard to the freights between this countrj'

and New Zealand, we drew special attention to the difficulty that was involved

by these many harbours and the many calls. I am sure the Imperial Shipping
Committee will be very glad to hear that Mr. Massey is considering that
question.

VALUE OF SHIPPING ASSOCIATIONS

May I now take just one more point of Mr. Massey's statement? That
was in regard to the ^leat Export Control Board, and, at the same time in Sir

Gilbert Grindle's statement with regard to East Africa. May I say that the
work of the Imperial Shipping Committee is greatly facilitated, and would be
immensely facilitated, by the general existence of strong associations of shippers?
You have on one side well-organized Conferences of the ship-owners. Of course
that is a relatively simple thing to achieve because you are dealing with a
homogeneous interest but anything that could be done throughout the Empire
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to get tlie sliippcr interest to organize itself so tliat it can negotiate with the

ship-owners, and also make authoritative representations to tlie Imperial Ship-

ping Committee, would very greatly facilitate matters.

THE DURBAN DRY DOCK AND THE SIZE OF SHIPS

Well then Mr. Burton mentioned the matter of the size of the ships in South
Africa. Of course, the Shipping Committee is aware that at Durban you are

making a very large dry dock whicli is capable of receiving the very largest

contemplated ship. The case of South Africa differs from the case of Australia

and New Zealand, mainly because the Suez Canal has not to be traversed by a

great deal of shipping that goes there. If there were a traflBc between South
Africa and Australia on a considerable scale the whole position would be changed-
One of the solutions of tiie rapid service from Au.^tralia which we considered,

was whether ver>- large ships could not come via the Cape. There would have
to be subsidies, and we felt that in all probably the South African Government
could not subsidise unless a certain amount of space were reserved in those large

ships for South Africa. That would mean, of course, under existing conditions

of trade, that the ship would have to go partly empty acro.«s the Southern Ocean
between South Africa and Australia. I hope tliat nothing that has l)een said

would be taken as implying that we think that where a great work is being
undertaken, such as the Durban dp*' dock, that all possible provision should not
be made for the possibilities of the future in regard to the use of ver\- big ships.

I am not talking of big ships, but of very big ships. Nobody can give you an
authoritative utterance on that matter wliich will be authoritative for more than
a limited time; no one can predict what the future development will be. That
matter was discussed by the Imperial Shipping Committee, and the feeling was
very strong that we should insert words, and we did insert words, in the Austra-
lian Report on the economic size of ships which would prevent our being taken
as implying that such a work as the Durban dry dock was a useless work and a

useless expenditure. We do not hold that view in that case.

THE ALL-RED ROUTE

Well, Sir, I do not quite know what the representative of Ireland wanted
me to say in regard to the All-Red Route."

Mr. RioRDAx: May I mention that I perhaps did not make myself clear

when I referred to it as the "All-Red Route"? I merely mentioned that name,
because that is what it was known by. I mentioned that the matter had been

discussed, I understand, by previous Imperial Conferences. The British Gov-
ernment and the Governments of some of the Dominions were ven.- interested

in the subject at the time. The advocates of the scheme I understand claim
that, if one of the western ports of Ireland were adapted for this purpose, that

instead of Mr. Massey, although he made a record journey, taking 27^ days to

come from New Zealand to London, he could have done it, according to their

figures in 22V days. Those are really the points. That is all past histor>- of

course. What I would like to know is whether that scheme of utilizing a west
of Ireland port to expedite the trade between these countries, Canada, Australia,

and New Zealand, has been abandoned, and if so, whether it would be possible

to give any reason for its abandonment.

Sir Halford M.vckinder: Well, if the Government of the Irish Free State
chooses to put the case before us, we should be very glad to enquire into it and
to give you a report. It would be a matter of much interest to us to give a
report to the Irisli Free State, and it would be of any help that the facts should

be shown in such a way that you could put them before the Irish public, we
should be only too glad to assist.
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Mr. Amery: May I say a word on that subject now? I took a consider-

able interest in it in the old day.*. Mr. Riordan is quite right in saying that it

occupied a vcPt' considerable part of the time of Imperial Conferences of fifteen

and twenty years ago, and it is conceivable tiiat it may again in future. The
scheme was that in the first case this country should be linked up with Ireland

by train ferry, so that trains could run straight through to a harbour in the west

of Ireland. The harbour was to be Blacksod Bay (which is the nearest to the

mainland of Canada) Cork or Galway, with 22 or 23 knot steamers, so that

Canada could be reached in four days. Then accelerated train services across

Canada and accelerated mail ^'ancouver-Ncw Zealand so as to make it possible

to get to New Zealand in just over twenty-two days.

I went into it very closely at the time. The financial obstacles to the scheme
have increased since, owing to the cost of high speed shipping. There is the

Panama Canal as an alternative for freight. There is the air possibility purely

for mails at very higii speed, and there is also the substantial difficulty that

apart from mails and passengers there would not be any great volume of traffic

either on the link Ireland to Canada or on the link Vancouver to New Zealand
to justify the high speed, short of an altogether inordinate subsidy, till traffic

on both sides had developed verj- considerably. If Ireland develops and by a

great development of the system of train ferries is able from a port in western

Ireland to distribute goods at once all over the British Isles and if the total

volume of traffic for Canada increases ven,' greatly I daresay that scheme,

which does make use of the fundamental geographical fact that the Atlantic

is much narrower as you get further North, that scheme may come into very

practical consideration again, but I imagine at the present moment that the

subsidy required to carry it out would be in excess of the economic advantages.

Sir Halford M.\ckinder: If Mr. Riordan wishes it examined we can
examine it, but I think the facts that have been stated bj- the First Lord of the
Admiralty would be found very pertinent in all probability at the present time.

Mr. Riord.\n: The First Lord has thrown a great deal of light on what I

wanted to know.

EXTENSION OF COMMITTEE'S POWERS DEPRECATED

Sir Halford Mackixder: There is only one other point which you, Sir,

expressly asked me to say something about, otherwise I should have felt that it

was rather a matter for the Conference to deal with than for me to say anything
upon, and that is in regard to the Committee itself. In regard to its powers, I

verj' much hesitate to accept the idea, so far as I am concerned, that they should
be increased. I doubt whether, if you had power to send for witnesses and for

documents, you would in fact, get a great deal more. You would have to know
of the existence of tiie documents, and you then have to be able to interpret

them. Let us say there are the books of a great company. I have sat on several

Government Committees where the enquirv* has been very safely burked because

you could not interpret accounts unless you knew a verj' great deal of the
industrj' or the particular line of commerce whicli was involved. I feel sure if

we once get on those sort of terms with the shipping companies we shall be able

to do far less than we have accomplished in the last three years. If we were at

daggers drawn with them, and we should be before we came to investigating

their accounts on demand, I question whether we should get out of them the

same acquiescence in measures which they did not like connected with Bills of

Lading, connected with deferred rebates, and other similar matters which, in

fact, we have managed to obtain, and I should prefer to leave the matter, if the

Conference saw fit, in the position that if the Committee found it could not
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obtain tlie information it required, and tliat it was more likely to obtain it by
more autocratic methods, it pliould ask for more power. Though there were
times, I know, wiien some members of the Committw; felt tliat we might have
been a little more inquisitorial, I cannot help thinking, looking back on the
whole tliree years, and on tlie increasing confidence which has been expressed in

us, and the increasing goodwill which we have managed to acquire, I cannot help
feeling we should have done no more, if as much, if we iiad had greater powers.

Tiic mere fact that you possessed those powers would jnit everyi)ody meet-
ing you in a cautious attitude instead of being in a confidential attitude. The
mere fact that we had those powers, for instance, would have prevented me from
doing what T have been allowed to do on ocmsion. A company has held out on
principle against its accounts being seen. On one ver>- important occasion I, as

Chairman was allowed to see those accounts with skilled assistance, though the
accounts were not shown to the full Committee, and the Committee was good
enough to accept my report with regard to them. Well now. that is a confiden-
tial relation which obviously could not exist if I were Chairman of a Committee
equipped with powers suddenly to turn round and say: "You are not doing what
I want: now I am going to exercise my powers." I vcrj' much question whether
we should gain.

THE POWER OF I'l BI.ICITY

I point out to the Conference the enormous power of publicity. It is in our
power to make a report, and if the Governments of the Empire consent to the
publication of that report, well if a situation wliicli won't bear investigation is

revealed, then the persons involved are seriously imi)licated. I do feel that
the fact that we are an Imperial Committee, that we have acquired, may I say
it, a certain prestige, and that our printed word carries some weight, gives us in

reality a ver>' great power, and as long as people feel they arc treated equitably
they are likely to treat us with confidence. So far a-s I am advised fl have not
had an opportunity of consulting with my Committee! I cannot help feeling that

I have expressed the view of the Committee at large. If we ever found we
wanted powers we would ask for them, but at present I think we are in a stronger
position without them. That is my feeling.

Sir James Allen: Might I say one word as a member of the Committee?
There was one time during the process of our work when I really did feel that

it would pos.<ibly have been helpful to us if we had had greater powers. I was
very concerned on behalf of my country in regard to the freight question and
incidentally with the profits of the shipping companies in years gone by.

But I am bound to confess that the arrangement that was made for the Chair-
man of our Committee to sec, with an accountant, the accounts of some of

the shipping companies, did very largely remove the difficulty, and, on the

whole, I am inclined to think that the Chairman's remarks point to the wisest

course to pursue for the time being, but it is conceivable that the day may come
—I hope it may never come—when we may be refused information which is of

essential importance to the Committee when enquiring into certain problems.
I think we sliould perhaps wait, as is suggested, until tiie day does come, anti

then if it is felt that the Committee ought to be given the powers, they can be

granted to them.

The Chairm.^n: I very much incline to that view myself. One starts

naturally with the feeling: Well, ought not this Committee to have the fullest

possible powers? I have watched its work all the time. It was either going to

solve its problems in the way it has or it was going to break down, and the

more it goes on with the co-operative spirit that it has at present, the more
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certain do I feel that wc shall not need those powers; and if we can get on
without them I believe it is going to do the greatest work. I would add this,

that nothing could encourage tiic Committee more in its work or make sure that

it did not shirk any position, sucli as Air. Massev ha« indicaterl, th.'in tlie

appreciation which has been expressed by the Prime Ministers of the Dominions
of its work to-day. Its constitutional position, as it exists, is that it is the

creature of the Imperial Conference; it reported to the Prime Ministers, as was
fitting, as soon as this Conference assembled. I believe in a sense it is

anomalous perhaps; it is difficult to define it, but it is just because it does possess

that relation it has been the success it has.

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED

On the motion of Mr. Massey, seconded by Mr. Bruce, the following
Resolution was then agreed to:

—

" That this Imperial Economic Conference desires to convey to

Sir Halford Mackinder, as Chairman of the Imperial Shipping Com-
mittee, and to the members of that Committee an expression of its

appreciation of the very excellent work which they have done during
the period of the Committee's existence, both in the interests of the
commercial and producing communities, and of British citizens generally."

At their Thirteenth Meeting held on the 23rd October, 1923. the Con-
ference adopted the following Resolution:

—

"That this Imperial Economic Conference is of opinion:—
" 1. That the work accomplished by the Imperial Shipping Com-

mittee is convincing proof of the wisdom of its establishment, and
that it is of the highest importance to the Empire that this work should
continue.

" 2. That it is, therefore, desirable to maintain the Committee on its

present basis, deriving authority from, and responsible to, the Govern-
ments represented in the Imperial Conference."

BILLS OF LADING COjMMITTEE

Arising out of the discussion reported above, the Conference appointed,
on the 18th October, 1923, the Bills of Lading Committee, with the following

terms of reference:

—

" To consider the provisions of the rules applicable to Bills of

Lading as settled at the final Conference at Brussels, and to report
whether the rules so settled should be recommended for adoption through-
out the Empire."

At their Seventeenth Meeting, on the 1st November, the Conference had
before them the Report of the Bills of Lading Committee (see page 340) and
decided to adopt the following Resolution:—

" This Imperial Economic Conference having examined the Rules
relating to Bills of Lading recommended by the International Conference
on Maritime Law iield at Brussels in October, 1922, and embodied in
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the Carriage of Goods by Sea Bill now before the British Parliament,

is of opinion tliat in all essential principles they are based upon the

Canadian Water Carriage of Goods Act, 1910, and the Report of the

Imperial Shipping Committee, 1921, and believing that there is a good

prospect of international agreement in regard to I3ills of Lading on this

basis which would be of benefit to every part of the Empire, considers

that these Rules can be recommended for adoption by the Governments

and Parliaments of the Empire."

SHIPPING TAXATION COIMMITTEE

The Conference also decided at their Thirteenth Meeting, held on the 23rc'.

October, 1923, that a Committee be appointed "to take into consideration the

Report of the Imperial Shipping Committee on the mcthofl> of assessment of

shipping to Income Tax within the Empire, and to make recommendations to

the Imperial Economic Conference."

The Report of this Committee (the Shipping Taxation Committee) is

printed on page 346. The Report was considered by the Conference at their

Nineteenth Meeting on Tuesday, the 6th November, when it was decided that

the recommendations put forward in the Report be adopted.

INTER-IMPERIAL MAIL SERVICES

MEMORANDUM BY THE PCST OFFICE (i.E.C. (23)—9).

A tabular statement is attached showing (a) the present mail services to

the Dominions and India compared with the services before the war, and (6)
the mail services to the less well-provided of the Colonies, &c.

The mail services to the Dominions must be regarded as still in the post-
war transitional period. They are constantly improving, and they are closely

watched in order that no opportunity may be lost of accelerating or otherwise
giving better facilities.

It is perb?ps hardly necessary to point out that inter-Imperial commimiea-
tions are based on commercial requirements, and that if cargo and passenger
trafiBc demand speedier ships the mails will automatically benefit; but that in

tiie absence of those commercial requirements it is not the policy of the Post
Office to create fast services for the sake of the mails alone.

As regards the less prosperous Colonies which lie ofif the main rout«s ol

sea communications, it has been found that more frequent and less expensive
mail services can be provided by making use of all opportunities afforded by
the calls of passing steamers. In these circumstances, it is the policy of the
Post Office not to make contracts involving large anminl payments, but to

send mails at poundage rates by all ships available. For instance, the sers'ice

to the West Indies under the R.M.S.P. contract, which was terminated by the

company in 1915. limited the service to once a fortnight; under present

arrangements mails are sent four or five times a month.
Generally speaking, all steamship services, with one or two notable excep-

tions, such as the Union Castle service to South Africa and the New Zealand
Shipping Company's service through the Panama Canal, are performed at

slower speeds than before the war.

March, 1923.
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I.—MAIL SKRVICE TO DOMINIONS AND INDIA

Pre-War Service Present Service

Weekly service viA Suez
Time to Adelaide, 29
days.

Resular fortnightly ser-

vice, with additional
despatches by non-con-
tract steamships of Com-
monwealth Government
Line, thus giving a ser-

vice, as a rule, three
weeks out of everv four.

Time to Adelaide,30-
31 days.

Newfoundland.

South Africa (including
Rhodesia, Uechuana-
land, Basutoland,
Swaziland and South-
West Africa).

Twice a week vi& New
York. Additional des-
patches at least once a
week by direct Packet.
Time to Montreal, 8

days.

Weekly ser\-icc alicrnateiy
vi& Suez and vi& North
America.

Times to Auckland
Via Suez, 37 days.
" Vancouver, 33

days.

Twice a week by direct
Packet or vi& Canada,
Time of transit

—

Direct, 7 days.
Vi& Canada, 9-10

days.

Weekly
17 days to Cape Town.

Weekly ser\-ice by Penin-
sular and Oriental Pack-
ets vi& Brindisi.
Time of transit

—

London-Bombay,
13 J days.

Practically the same a.s

pre-war service, except
that during the winter
months some of the
faster and larger ships
are laid up or diverted
from the Atlantic ser-

vice.

Time to Montreal, 8-9
days.

Despatches about five
times a month at vary-
ing intervals vi4 Nortl)
America, vi& Suez , and by
direct .ship from the Unit-

ed Kingdom through
the Panama Canal.
Times to .-Vuckland

Via Suez, about 40 day
days.

" N. America, about
34 days.

" Panama, about 37

days.
Same as for Canada, with
additional despatches
about twice a month by
direct Packet.
Time of transit

—

Direct ship, 7 days.
Via Canada, 9-10

days.
" New York, 12

days.
Weekly

17 days to Cape Town.

Weekly service by Penin-
sular and Oriental Pack-
ets via Marseilles.
Time of transit

—

London-Bombay;
14J days.

The Peninsular and Orien-
tal and Orient Com-
panies which maintain
the contract service have
not yet been able to
replace their war lo.sses

so as to provide a weekly
service; but further ships
are being built. It is

doubtful, however, whe-
ther commercial require-
ments would justify a
more frequent service
than that at present in

force.

The route through
Italy has been aban-
doned since the war;
the gain in time would
not be very consider-
able, and the cost of
carrying the mails across
Italy would be very
high.

British lines to New York
and direct.

Regular service is impos-
sible at present as the
Trans-Pacific sailings are
not at regular intervals
as before the war. The
New Zealand Post Of-
fice, which controls the
Trans-Pacific service,
been asked to consider
whether any improve-
ment can be effected.

British Lines.

Service by Union Castle
Mail Steamship Com-
pany of same speed and
regularity as before the
war. Only alteration is

that the mail now leaves
on Friday instead of on
Saturday.
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II.—COLONIES, Ac, WITH IRREGULAR MAIL SERVICES

Pre-War Service Present Service

British Guiana.

British Honduras.

Falkland Islands.

Kenya and Ugiindii

Tanganyika
Territory

Twice a week to New
York, and thence on
alternate Saturdays by
direct steamship to Nas-
sau, and about weekly
from Miami, I'Morida, to
Nassau.
Time to Nassau, 11-14

days.
Twice a week to New
York, and thence by
direct steamship. Also
about once a fortnight
vi& Halifax.
Time—
Via New York, 13

days.
" Halifax, 15 days.

Fortnightly by R.M.S.P
Contract Packet to Bar-
bados, and thence by
inter-Colonial Contract
service.

Time to Demerara,
15 days.

Twice a week to New
York, and thence once a
fortnight by direct
steamship, and once a
week via New Orleans.
Time to Belize, 17

days.
Once every four weeks by
P.S.N. Contract Packet.
Time to Stanley, 25
days.

Twice a week to New
York, and thence by
direct steamship.
Time, 12-15 days.

Fortnightly by British
steamship or German
Packet from .Vden, about
twice a month by Ger-
man Packet from Naples
and monthly by Frencl
Packet from Marseilles.
Time to Mombasa,—
17-19 days.

Same as pre-war service.

Twice a week to New
York, and thence by
direct Fume.';.'>-Hermuda
Steamships (British)

sailing twice a week
during the winter month
months, and about six

times a month during
the remainder of the
year, or by R.M.S.P.
Steamship (British) sail-

ing about once a week
during the winter month
months.
Time, 10-lC days.

To Trinidad, and thence
by R.M.S.P. (British)

Trinidad Line (British),

Clyde Line (U.S.).
Dutch and French Lines
sailing collectively about
twice a week. Also by
direct non-contract
steamship to Demerara
about once a month.
Time to Demerara,

16-21 days.
^ame as pre-war ser\'ice

.\bout once every sLx weeks
by direct non-contract
P.S.N, steamships.
Time to Stanley, 28

days.
.\bout weekly by direct

Elders and Fyfte's non-

contract steamships, and
also to New York, and
thence by United Fruit
(U.S.) and Clyde (U.S.)
Lines sailing collectively

two or three times a
week.
Time, 16-lS days.

Weekly to .\den or Bom-
bay by I', and O. Packet
thence by first oppor-
tunity, also fortnightly

by French Packet froii)

Marseilles. Opportuni-
ties from .\den are:

Sailings of I'nion Castle,
British India and other
British Lines, also Scan-
dinavian East Africa
Line about twice a
month in all. From
Bombay: British India

Service from Unit«d3tat«s
is by United States
Steamship Lines.

The Mail service is by
British Lines through-
out.

See Windward Islands for

ser\Mce to Trinidad.

crv-ice from
U.S. Lines.

U.S. by

This sorN-ice is improving.
The French sailings are

now fairly regular.
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Pro-War Service Present Servire Remarks

FortniKlitly by French
Packet from Marseilles,
monthly by French
Packet from Aden, and
about once a month by
British Packet from Col-
ombo.
Time, 24-33 days.

Seychelles

.

West Indies

—

Leeward Islands (ex-

cept _ Tortola) viz..

St. Kitts, Nevis, An-
tigua, Montserrat and
Dominica.

Windward Islands

—

(a) Bardados,
Trinidad and
Tobago.

.Vbout once a month by
French Packet from
Marseilles (with supple-
mentary despatch from
(.\den), and monthly by
Briti.sh Packet from
Bombay.
Time viA Marseilles

19 days.
Time vift Aden, 15
days.

Time vi& Bombay
23-29 days.

Fortnightly by R.M.S.P.
Contract Packet to Bar-
bados, and thence by
inter-Colonial contract
service.

Time, 15-17 days.

By various routes four or
five times a month.
Time, 16 days.

Fortnightly by direct
R.M.S.P. Contract
Packet.
Time to Barbados, 13

days.
Time to Trinidad, 14

days.

Contract Service fort-

nightly.
Time to Momba.sa,

—

18-24 days.

Weekly vifl the Cape by
Union Castle Packet,
thence by Union Castle
or Clan Lino about once
a month: also fortnight-
ly by French Packet
from Marseilles.
Time, 23-37 days.

Weekly by P. and O. Pack-
et to Bombay, thence
fortnightly by British
India Steam Navigation
Company's Packet.
Time, 25-32 days.

Twice a week to New
York, and thence by
steamships of Quebec
(British) and Clyde
(U.S.) Lines sailing col
lectively about four
times a month: also vi&
New York and Ber-
mu<la (by British Lines)
and thence by Canadian
R.M.S.P. steamships
fBritish) sailing once a
fortnight.
Time, 16-24 days.

To New York twice s

week.
From New York to St
Thomas, Virgin Islands
of the U.S.A., by the
Quebec, Clyde, and
other Lines, sailing col
lectively at least twice a
week.
Time, 16 days.

.\bout four times a month
by direct steamships of

Royal Netherlands West
India Mail. Harri.son and
Leyland Lines; also, for

Trinidad only, by
French Packets sailing

in alternate fortnights
from Bordeaux and St
Nazaire.
Time to Barbados, 14-

19 days.
Time to Trinidad, 1

20 days.

The Colonial Oflice i.s con-
sidering the question of
the establishment of a
contract service between
Mauritius and the Unit-
ed Kingdom (probably
viA a French port).

This is a regular contract
service. The great
objection to it is that it

is slow. A better service,
however, does not seem
to be attainable.

The service is partly
dependent on U.S. Lines.

Service is partly dependent
on Dutch Line and
French Packet (to Trini-

dad).
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Report

The Imperial Shipping Committee, in their Report of February, 1921, on
the limitation of shipowners' hability l)y clauses in bills of lading, recommended
that there should be uniform legislation throughout the Empire on the lines of

the existing Acts dealing with shipowners' liability, but based more precisely on
the Canadian Water Carriage of Goods Act, subject to certain further provisions.

The Imperial Conference of 1921 ajiproved this recommendation, and also

recommended the various Governments represented at the Conference to intro-

duce uniform legislation on the lines laid down by the Committee.

Before effect could be given to these recommendations, a movement had
developed for the purpose of securing world-wide uniformity to rules on this

same subject of bills of lading, and this resulted in the preparation of a draft

set of international rules known as The Hague Rules, 1921. These rules have
been discussed at great length by the interests chiefly concerned in the various

maritime countries, and in October, 1922, at the international Conference on
Maritime Law at Brussels, a set of Rules based on these Hague rules was unani-

mously recommended by the delegates of all- the Governments present as a

basis for an International Convention.

The rules thus recommended at Brussels were embodied by the British

Government in a Bill introduced into the House of Lords. It was considered

verj' carefully by a .loint Committee of Lords and Commons, presided over by
late Lord Stcmdale, and certain alterations were made in the Bill, which is now
befoie the British House of Commons.

The Committee made it their business to ascertain to what extent the
United Kingdom Carriage of Goods l)y Sea Bill at present before the House of

Commons carries out the recommendations contained in the Report of the
Imperial Shipping Committee of Fcbruarj', 1921, and they compared section by
section the Canadian Water Carriage of Goods Act, 1910, with the provisions of

the United Kingdom Bill and the Rules scheduled thereto. The comparison is

set out in the Paper I.E. (B.L.2) (see Appendix).

It is apparent that the rules were based on the Canadian Act, and that the
more important differences in principle of any importance were:

—

1. That whereas under Section 4 of the Canadian Act the shipowner is under
a definite obligation to use due diligence to make and keep the vessel seaworthy,
under the Bill and Article III (1) of the Rules the definite obligation is only to

use diligence to make the ship seaworthy before and at the beginning of the
voyage, thougli the Bill and Rules cover the voyage obligation in practice by
the requirement in Article III (2) of the Rules that the carrier shall properly
and carefully load, handle, stow, carry, keep, care for and discharge the goods
carried.

2. Under Section 6 of the Canadian Act the carrier is relieved from liability

for loss or damage resulting from faults or errors in navigation or in the manage-
ment of the ship or from latent defect, but the relief is subject to the exercise
of due diligence to make the ship seaworthy. Article IV (1) and (2) (a) and
(p) of the Rules cover this point, but there is no definite stipulation that the
relief is dependent on the seaworthiness of the vessel, though under Articles III

(1) and IV (1) the carrier is liable for any damage arising or resulting from
unseaworthiness if he has not used due diligence to make the ship seaworthy.

It was ascertained that provision has been made in the Rules for the further
proposals of the Imperial Shipping Committee.

3(5—18
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The Committee recommend the adoption by the Conferenrc of tlic following

resolution:

—

" The Conference, having examined the Rules relating to hill? of

lading recommended by the International Conference on Maritime Law
held at Brussels in October, 1922, and embodied in the Carriage of Goods
by Sea Bill now before the British Parliament, is of opinion that in all

essential principles thej' are based upon the Canadian Water Carriage

of Goods Act, 1910, and the Report of tlie Imperial Siiipping Committee,

1921, and believing that there is a good prospect of international agree-

ment in regard to bills of lading on this basis which would be of benefit

to every part of tiie Empire, considers that these Rules can be recom-

mended for adoption by the Governments and Parliaments of the

Empire."
Signed on behalf of the Committee,

(Signed) AVolmer, Chairmnn.

2, Whitehall Gahdens, S.W.I,

October 30, 1923.

APPENDIX

Imperi.\l Economic Conference. 1923

Bills of Lading Committee

To what extent does the United Kingdom Carriage of Goods by Sea Bill Carry
out the recommendations contained in the Report of the Imperial Ship-

ping Committee of February, 1921?

The Imperial Siiipping -Committee, in their Report of February, 1921, on
the limitation of sliipowners' liability by clauses in bills of lading, recommended
that there should be uniform legislation throughout the Empire on the lines

of the existing Acts dealing with shipowners' liability, but based more precisely

on the Canadian Water Carriage of Goods Act, 1910, subject to certain further

provisions in regard to

—

(1) Exceptional cases in wliich goods should be allowed to be carried by
shipowners at owners' risk;

(2) The precise definition of the physical limits to the shipowners' liabilitj';

(3) The fixing of maximum values for packages up to wliich shipowners
should be liable to pay.

It will be convenient t« compare the sections of the Canadian Water
Carriage of Goods Act with the provisions of the United Kingdom Carriage of

Goods by Sea Bill:—

Canadian Water Carriage of Goods Provisions in the Carriage oj Goods
Goods Act by Sea Bill

Section 2: Definitions

—

Article I (c) of the Rules excepts

(a) Under the definition of "goods." live animals and deck cargo from the

live animals and wood goods are ex- definition of "goods."

cepted.

(b) The "ship" includes ever>- de- Article I {b) of the Rules. "Ship"

scription of vessel used in navigation means any vessel used for the carriage

not propelled by oars. <>f goods by sea.

(r) Definition of '"port." The Bill contains no definition of

"port."

Section 3 applies the Act to goods Section 1 of the Bill applies its pro-

carried or received to be carried from \isions to goods carried from any port

any port in Canada. in Great Britain or Xorthcm Ireland
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Canniiian ]Vntrr Carriage of Goods
Act

Section 4 prohibits cluuses in bills

of lading

—

(1) Relieving the owner, charterer,

master or agent of a ship from liability

for loss or damage arising from negli-

gence, fault or failure in the proper
loading, stowage, custody, care or de-

livery of goods received for carriage.

(2) Relieving the owner or charterer

of any obligations to properly man,
equip and supply the ship, and make
and keep the ship seaworthy.

(3) Relieving the master, officers,

agents or servants of the ship from
obligations to carefully handle, stow,

care for, preserve and properly de-

liver the goods.

l^rovisions in the Carriage of Goods
by Sea Bill

This is covered by Article III (2)

11(1 (8) of the Rules"

This is covered by Article III (1)

and (8) of the Rules, but the exercise

of due diligence is limited to making
the ship seaworthy before and at the

beginning of the voyage.

This is covered by Articles III (2)

and IV (2) of the Rules.

Section 5 requires an express refer-

ence to be made to the Act in bills of

lading.

Section 6. Subject to the exercise of

due diligence to make the ship sea-

worthy, the carrier is relieved from
liability for loss or damage resulting

from faults or errors in navigation, or

m the management of the ship or from
latent defect.

Article III (8) of the Rules provides

that any clause, covenant or agreement
in a contract of carriage relieving the
carrier of the ship from liability for

loss or damage arising from negligence,

fault or failure in the duties and obli-

gations pro^^ded in the Article shall

be null and void.

Clause 3 of the
similar provision.

Bill contains a

Article IV (li and (2| (a) and (p)
cover this point, but relief from lia-

bility is not dcj)eiidiiit upon due dili-

gence to provide a seaworthy ship.

Section 7. Certain immunities of Article IV ^2l and (4) of the Rules
the shipowner from liability for loss detail similar unconditional liabilities,

or damage to goods are set out which
are not in any way conditional.

Section 8. The shipowner's liability Article IV (5 1 of the Rules makes
IS limited to $100 per package, unless a similar provision, but the limit is

a higher value is .stated in the bill of £100.

lading.

46— isj
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Canadian Water Carriage of Goods
Act

The shipowner is not to be liable

for loss or damage if the nature or

value of the goods has been falsely

stated by the shipper.

The declaration by the shipper as

to the nature and value of the goods

is not considered as binding or con-

clusive on the ship.

Section 9. The carrier, on the de-

mand of the shipper, is required to

issue a bill of lading showing the

marks necessary for identification as

furnished in writing by the shipper,

the number of packages the quantity

or weight, and the apparent order and
condition of the goods as delivered to,

or received by the carrier, and the bill

of lading is prima facie evidence of the

receipt of the goods as therein de-

scribed.

Section 11 requires the ship to give

notice of arrival to consignees of

goods.

Section 12 provides a penalty for

the making of illegal or defective bills

of lading, or the refusal to issue a bill

of lading, and for refusal or neglect to

give notice of the ship's arrival.

14 GEORGE V, A. 1924

Proiisions in the Carriage of Goods
by Sea Bill

This is covered by Articles IV (G>

and III (5) of the Rules.

Under Article III (4) of tiie Rules
the bill of lading is to be prima facie

evidence of the receipt by the carrier

of tiie goods as therein described.

Article III (3) of the Rules re-

((uires the carrier to issue a bill of

lading on demand of the shipper con-

taining the same particulars required

by the Canadian Act, except that the

number of packages or quantity or

weight of the goods is to be furnished

in writing by the shipper.

Article III (4) of the Rules provides

that the bill of lading shall be prima
facie evidence of the receipt of goods
as described in the bill of lading.

There is no similar provision in the

Bill.

The Bill as originally introduced

into Parliament contained a penalty

clause, but it was cut out on the re-

commendation of the Joint Select

Committee of both Houses of Parlia-

ment, which considered the Bill. The
reasons for deleting the clause are

stated in paragraph 20 of the Report
of the Joint Committee. The reasons

are briefly as follows: (1) If a person

be prosecuted under clause 3 (2) and
raise a defence under Article 6, the

interpretation of that article (as to

whether the particular shipments in

question were ordinary' commercial
shipments made in the ordinary course

of trade, or shipments where the

character or condition of the property
carried, or the circumstances, terms and
conditions under whicii the carriage

was performed were such as reasonably
to justify a special agreement) the

interpretation of that article is neces-

sarily left to a Court of Summari-
Jurisdiction, which is not well suited

for such decisions; (2) similar provi-
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Canadian Water Carriage of Goods Provisions in the Carriage of Goods by

Act Sea Bill

sions in tlie American " Hartcr Act
''

and other Carriage of Goods by Sea

Acts have not been made use of to any
extent; (3) Article III (8) of the Rules

makes any provisions not in accord-

ance with the Rules null and void.

Section 13. A penalty is imposed on Sections 446-450 of the Merchant
persons who ship goods of an inflam- Shipping Act, 1894, provide penalties

raable, explosive or dangerous nature for not disclosing the nature of goods

without disclosing their nature and ob- of a dangerous character which are put

taining the permission of the carrier in on board ship,

writing.

Section 14 provides that dangerous Article IV (7) of the Rules contains

goods shipped without permission of a similar provision,

the carrier may be destroyed without

compensation, the person shipping the

goods shall be liable for all damages
directly or indirectly arising out of

the shipment.

Section 15 makes provision for exist- Clause VI (3) of the Bill provides

ing contracts. for existing contracts.

The recommendation of the Imperial Shipping Committee, that there should

be provision in regard to exceptional cases in which goods should be allowed to

be carried by shipowners at owners' risk, is carried out in Article VI of the

Rules.

The second recommendation of the Committee, that there should be a

precise definition of the extent of physical limits within which liability should

obtain, so that a shipowner may not have to accept liability for that which is

not within his control as a shipowner (e.g., when acting as warehouseman, for-

warding agent, ctc.1 is covered by Article I (e) of the Rules which limits tb.e

application of the Rules to the period from the time when tb.e goods are loaded

to the time when they are discharged from the ship.

The recommendation as to fixing maximum values for packages up to

which shipowners should be liable to pay, is carried out in Article IV (5) of

the Rules, which provides that the carrier shall not be liable to an amount
exceeding £100 per package or unit, but a higher maximum amount maj'^ be

agreed upon between the carrier and shipper.

SHIPPING TAXATION COMMITTEE

The Committee was constituted as follows:

—

Sir Richard V. N. Hopkins, K.C.B., Chairman of the Board of Inland

Revenue.
Mr. R. H. Coats, F.S.S., Statistician, Dominion of Canada.
Mr. John Sanderson, Commonwealth of Australia.

Mr. G. F. Copus, and
Mr. E. T. Toms, New Zealand.

Sir W. Mcintosh, M.L.A., and
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Sir Ernest Cliappell, C.B.E,, Union of South Africa.

Mr. E. J. Riordan, Secretary, Trade and Shipping Department, Ministry
of Industry and Commerce, Irish Free State.

The Hon. Sir Marmaduke Winter, C.B.E. , Minister without PortfoHo, New-
foundland.

Sir E. M. Cook. C.S.I., C.I.E., India.

Mr. H. A. F. Lindsay, C.B.E., Indian Trade Commissioner in London.
Sir Gilbert Grindle, K.C.M.G., C.B., Assistant Under-Secretary of State for

the Colonies, Colonies and Protectorates.

Mr. E. A. Eborall, Board of Inland Revenue, and Lieut.-Colonel J. Reid-

Hydc. C.B.E., Dominion of Canada Delegation, acted as Joint Secretaries to the

Committee.

Report

\. The Terms of Reference to the Committee were:

—

'To take into consideration the Report of the Imperial Shipping

Committee on the methods of assessment of shipping to Income Tax
within the Empire and to make recommendations to the Imperial

Economic Conference."

2. The Committee have carefully considered tlie Report of the Imperial

Shipping Committee, and have also had the advantage of hearing a statement

by Sir Halford Mackinder. the Chairman of that Committee.

3. It is unnecessary to recapitulate here the details of the complaint of

the shipowner* as set out in the Report of the Imperial Shipping Committee,

which has already been circulated to the Imperial Economic Conference (I.E.C.

(23)—28). The complaint of the shipowners is summarised under the following

headings in paragraph 18 of that Report:—
'(i) The arbitrary nature of a tax levied on a certain percentage of gross

receipts.

"(ii) The loss of time and labour and the expense involved, where the tax

is leviable not on such a percentage, but on net profits, owing to the

difTercnt methods of assessment in the various countries to which a

shipowner may trade.

"(iii) Tlie difficulties experienced in obtaining relief from the double pay-

ment of Income Tax and the inadequacy of the relief when obtained."

4. The observations which the Committee have to offer on these three

points are set out in the following paragraphs.

ASSESSMENT ON .\ ST.\TUTORY PERCENT.\GE OF FREIGHTS, &C.

n. It is true that, if the shipowner is not given the right to have the assess-

ment subsequently adjusted in accordance with the actual results of his business,

the system of assessment on a statutxiry percentage of freights, (^-chas the ad-

vantage of simplicity with the resulting economy of administration.

There are, however, inherent imperfections in this system of assessment.

There is a clear difficulty in fixing an appropriate percentage when the ordinary

cycles of prosperity and depression have been disturbed by war. Even if a

percentage reasonably measures a shipowner's profits over a period of years, it

may be fairly contended that the disadvantage to a shipowner of having to pay
Income Tax when he is making losses must outweigh the advantages he may
gain by paying tax on a favourable basis in times of prosperity.
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6. Again, in times of (loi)ri'ssion shipowners under tiiis system cannot always
secure the compensatory relief ordinarily obtainable from United Kingdom
Income Tax (sec paragraphs 9 and 10 of tiiis Report).

7. The Committee agree that the difTu-ultics arc met to some extent where
the siiipowncr is allowed the option of being assessed on actual profits, but such
an option of course operates against the interests of Exchcc|uers, and if tiiis

option can be exercised only after payment of tax levied on the statutory per-

centage of freights, <S:c., it has the further disadvantage in times of depression

oi requiring the shipowner to find money in excess of that ultimately payable at
a time when he can ill aft'ord to do so.

ASSESSMENT ON ACTUAL PROFITS

8. The difficulties experienced by the shipowner when he is called upon to

ileclare his profits to each Government are set out fully in the Report of the

Imperial Shijiping Committee. He has to contend, to a greater degree than
other taxpayers, with diversity of law antl practice resulting from world-wide
operations, and the nature of his trade is such that he is faced with peculiarly

difficult questions in any attempt to segregate profits or losses arising in each
country in which he trades.

RELIEF FROM UNITED KINGDOM INCOME TAX IN RESPECT OF THE PAYMENT OF
DOMINION INCOME TAX.

9. The main difficulties under this heading have arisen where the Dominion
assessments have been based on a percentage of freights, &c. The relief due from
United Kingdom Income Tax depends upon the true rate of the Dominion Tax
on the real income, and that rate is det<>rmined by dividing the amount of the
Dominion Tax paid by the amount of that income.

Thus a Dominion rate of 2s. in the £ on a sum equal to 10 per cent of the

freights, (fee, may, in a time of depression such as the present, be a rate of 10s.

or more in the £ on the profits actually earned. The relief from United King-
dom Income Tax is, however, limited to 50 per cent of the rate of the United
Kingdom tax as charged on those profits.

10. It will be seen, therefore, that at the present time the relief from the
United Kingdom Income Tax may be very small compared with the total amount
of the Income tax paid in the other countries of the Empire and that where there
are actually losses there can be no relief.

RECOMMEND.A,TIONS

11. The Committee have considered carefully the first suggestion in the
Report of the Imperial Shipping Committee that the solution might be found by
the various Covernments of the Empire agreeing to the exemption from Income
Tax of the non-resident British sipowner. Such a solution of the problem has
been brought recently into great prominence by the offer of the United States
of America to grant exemption from Income Tax to the shipping of any country
granting an equivalent exemption to United States shipping, and by the corres-

ponding action of the United Kingdom Government in taking power, under the
Finance Act of 1923, to conclude reciprocal arrangements with any foreign State
for the granting of this exemption.

12. Such an arrangement between the countries of the Empire would, of
course be a complet-e and very simple solution of the shipowners' difficulties.

The proposal, however, besides involving considerations as to the yield of
revenue, raised far-reaching questions of principle and the Committee's discus-

sions disclosed no present prospect of the various Governments reaching unanim-
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ity on this subject. The Dominion of Canada exempts from Income Tax the

profits of non-resident sliipowners, and it would seem right that Great Britain

should take power to make reciprocal arrangements witli tiiat Dominion (and

any other Dominion or Government which might choose to adopt the like prin-

ciple) on the lines of the legislation as to reciprocity for foreign countries

included in the Finance Act of 1923. To meet other cases, the Committee have
turned from the consideration of any solution based upon this principle, to pro-

posals which do not in any way impair the right of any countn.' of the Empire
to tax income arising within the sphere of its jurisdiction.

13. For the reasons indicated in paragraphs 5 to 8 of this Report the Com-
mittee recommend that henceforward the normal basis of assessment to income
tax on the profits of non-resident British shipowners in the various countries

of the Empire should be the actual trading results and not a statutory per-

centage of freights, fares, &c.

14. For the more convenient ascertainment of the profits chargeable, com-
bined with duo security to the Exchequers concerned, the Committee recom-
mend that, as a working rule, the countries of the Empire should adopt the

following practical administrative measures:

—

(a) The shipo^Tier to furnish the complete accounts of his business to the

taxing authority of the country in which he resides, i.e., the country

from which his business is directed and controlled.

(b) Where a shipowner, in addition to trading in the country where he

resides, trades also with any other country or countries of the Empire
where Income Tax is levied, the taxing authority of the country in

which the shipowner resides to furnish him upon request with a Certi-

ficate stating:

—

(i) The ratio of the profits of any accounting period as computed

according to the Income Tax law of the last-named country

(subject to adjustment as may be necessary in regard to loan

interest) to the gross earnings of the shipowner's vessel or fleet; or

(iil The fact that there were no such profits.

(c) The non-resident shipowner to produce the above-mentioned Certifi-

cate together with a return of the amount of his freight, fares, &c., to the taxing

authority of each country in which such income arises and that authority to

apply the certified percentage to the amount of the freight, fares, &c., in that

country in order to compute the amount of the profits assessable there.

(d) Where a country interested in the settlement of this percentage has a

representative in the country where the shipowner resides, that representative,

after being sworn to secrecy, would confer, where he deems it necessary, with

the taxing authority concerning the Certificate to be granted to the shipowner.

(e) While normally it may be unnecessary for a taxing authority assessing

the profits of a non-resident shipowner on the basis of these proposals to raise

an assessment on a percentage of freight, fares, &c., before receipt of the Certi-

ficate referred to in (6) above, circumstances may exist where such an assess-

ment is desirable (for example, in the case of the casual call for a tramp ship

where there is no responsible resident agent) : but where this is necessary, the

shipowner should have the right to claim adjustment in due course on the basis

of the Certificate.

15. It seems to the Committee that these recommendations as a whole

would, if adopted, substantially remove the diflBculties to which the Report of

the Imperial Shipping Committee is directed, without impairing the jurisdiction

of the Government-s concerned.

On behalf of the Committee,

(Signed) R. V. NIXD HOPKINS, Chairman.
October 31, 1923.
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(ii) AIR COMMUNICATIONS

Tlie discussion of tliis subject began at the Twelfth Meeting, lield on the
19th October, 1923. The Conference had before them a memorandum by the

Air Ministry on "Empire Commerce and the Air," I.E.C. (23)—10 (printed on
page 357) ; the First Report on Imperial Air Mail Services by the Civil Aviation
Advisory Board (Cmd. 1739/1922) ; and the Report on Government Financial

Assistance to Civil Air Transport Companies, 1923 (Cmd. 1811/1923).

IMPORTANCE OF AIR TRANSPORT TO THE EMPIRE

Sir SAMtTTL Ho.\RE, Secretary of Stat* for Air, in opening the discussion,

said that he proposed to give a summary of developments in air transport since

the last Imperial Conference, and to inform the Conference of any definite

steps that the British Government proposed to take in the field of civil air

policy. He emphasised the importance of developing civil air communications,
and referred to the memorandum by the Air Ministry (page 357), which con-
tained a .statement, in tabular form, of the savings of time between London and
various parts of the Empire that might reasonably be expected to take place if

air communications could be extensively developed.
The last Imperial Conference left this question without arriving at any

very definite decision, or taking decided action. Since 1921, advances had been
made both as regards aeroplane development and airship development.

AEROPLANE DE^•ELOPMENT: THE HAMBLIXG COM.MITTEE

As regards aeroplane development, progress had been made both as a
result of certain enquiries conducted and in the light of practical experience
gained. The Hambling Committee, although primarily concerned with Euro-
pean cross-Channel Services, had a definite connection with the w-ider question.

Up to tlie time when the Committee was appointed, civil aviation, so far as

aeroplanes were concerned, had been proceeding in a hand-to-mouth manner.
It had been operated by a number of small private undertakings, and, judging
the results from an international point of view, no very great advance had
been made. It seemed to the Committee that civil aviation must be put on a

stronger and wider basis, and their principal recommendation was that, instead

of three or four small companies, all operating cross-Channel services, there

should be a single strong company with a large backing of private capital. If

this company could be well started, it would be easier to develop the longer

Imperial routes. In Sir Samuel Hoare's view, the longer aeroplane routes w-ould

probably have to be developed by international arrangements, but it would be
easier to negotiate such arrangements if there were a single strong national

company with substantial Government representation.

POSSIBILITIES OF AN IMPERL^L AIR ROUTE

Another inquiry had been instituted in connection with the development of

airmails. The Committee had collected much valuable information, and made an
experiment, which had shown that a saving of 13^ hours could be made between
Plymouth and Manchester, and a saving of 19V hours between Pljrmouth and
Belfast. .^ga!n, the Civil Aviation Advisory Board had undertaken a survev
over a wide field of the possibilities of an Imperial air route by aeroplane.
In their report they had proposed that research should be undertaken as to the

type of machine and so forth, that various preparations should be made over
certain sections of the route, and that tenders should be invited, either for a

complete service or for a service over certain portions of the route. Sir Samuel
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Hoare had not been in a position to proiluce tlic money in his estimates for the

whole of tliCHp proposals, but lie had been able to set aside a sum for building

an experimental eivil aeroplane capable of undertaking the long-distance

journeys. He pointed out that the Government had actual experience of a mail

service by aeroplane between Bagdad and Cairo. Although this service was
being operated by military machines, which are economically somewhat extrav-

agant, over a country that is practically desert, with no intermediate points at

which to obtain passengers or traffic or mails, yet over this route of 886 miles,

of the last sixty-nine journeys, sixly-five were successfully completed, and the

average weight of mails carried during the twelve months ending September.

1923, was more than double that carried during the twelve months preceding.

Very remarkable efficiency, he believed, had also been achieved in Australia

with similar experiments, and. although he <li(l not wish to set the case too

iiigh, and altliough civil aviation, as far as Europe was concerned, must be to

some extent dependent upon Government subsidies for some time to come, his

general conclusion was that heavier-than-air travel was becoming very much
more reliable and was getting on to a much sounder economic basis.

AIRSHIP de\'elopment: the bueney scheme

The subject of airships was fully discussed at the last Imperial Conference,

and there had subsequently been various communications between this country

.and different parts of the Empire. Nothing, however, came of the discussions

or the communications, and the British Government came to the conclusion, in

August, 1921, that they could not proceed with the maintenance and operation

of airships. Since that time, however, certain proposals had been made to the

Britisii Government by private persons, the most conspicuous being connected

with tiie name of Commander Burney, These had seemed to him of sufficient

importance to demand most careful enquiry, A Sub-Committee of the Com-
mittee of Imperial Defence went into them with the result that on various

grounds, military and civil, the Cabinet came to the conclusion that they ought

to resume, in some way or another, the operation of airships, and that the best

way to proceed was by subsidizing a private company on the general lines

suggested by Commander Burney, The scheme generally was to develop a

commercial airship service to India (originally to Australia, but this was found

impracticable, at any rate to begin with). Commander Burney proposed, in the

first place, to produce an airship that could get to India in 100 flying hours, and

to conduct experiments with that ship. Nexl, to develop a weekly service to

India with three ain^hips; and, finally, to operate a bi-weekly service with six

large airships of perhaps 5 million cubic feet. Government assistance would

correspond, with these three stages, and would be conditional on the various

tests appropriate to each stage being satisfactorily carried out. Sir Samuel

Hoare then gave an indication of the savings of time that would be effected

between Great Britain and various parts of tlie Empire if the scheme developed

successfully; so far as the practicability of the scheme was concernetl, while not

exaggerating its possible advantages, he thought that it was well worth trying.

The tei'hnical experts saw no insuperable difficulties, and there were various

developments connected with airships which went to diminish, if not to remove,

certain of the most serious obstacles which had hitherto retarded progress.

Other great countries were proceeding with the development of airships, and the

actual position in tireat Britain was that the Government had accepted, in

principle, the Burney Scheme, discussion of details was proceeding, the financial

side was in the main agreed, and there was no reason why the Scheme should

not be agreed in full.
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HKLP OF DOMINIONS INVITED

He was most anxious tliat those Dominions interested in the question should
give him their views on tlie subject and if possible assist the British Clovern-
ment financially or otherwise in carrying the Scheme into effect. He made it

clear, however, that the British Government meant to go ahead, and not in any
way depend upon the help of any Dominion. He suggested that the represen-
tatives of the Dominion who were interested in the development of airships

should take the matter up with him at the Air Ministry, or that tiie Conference
should appoint a Committee to go into the matter.

.VIRSHII'.S NOT OF IMMEDIATE INTERE.ST TO C.\X.\DA

Mr. Graham said that he tliought that at the present moment the question
of airships was not of immediate practical interest to Canada. Canada was.
however, interested in the development of air coininunicatioiis, and they had
done some work in that respect themselves. He thought that the question of
carrying freight was still largely a question for the distant future, but that the
carr>'ing of mails was a very important matter, and also to a limited extent the
carri'ing of passengers.

Australia's interest in air.ships

Mr. Bkvce said that it seemed to him that the main question as regards the
establishment of Empire air communications was the question of airships, and
this would have to be ver\- seriously consirlered. Australia would be quit«

prepared to consider the matter seriously if they were once convinced that it

was a practical proposition, but he would like to have an opportunity of looking
into the information available and of discussing the matter with the Air
Ministry.

Australia's aeroplane experience

As regards aeroplanes, there were a number of questions which might use-
fully be considered by a small committee, and in this connection Australia had
some experience. They had had one service running for about eighteen months
now, and it had run without mishap, carrying a great quantity of mails and
some passengers. That experience had demonstrated that in a country' of very
vast distances without communications a very valuable service could be rend-
ered by the aeroplane. Another service was being started now in Queensland,
and they harl it in contemplation to start a service in other parts. He was
interested in the Hambling Report, and Australia had had a Committee con-
sidering the same cjuestion, and that Committee had come to the same conclu-
sion as the Hambling Committee, namely that the subsidizing of a number of

small commercial enterprises was not a satisfactory way of handling the ques-
tion. Other questions he would like to discuss with the Air Ministry were the
question of the value of aeroplanes for survcj' work, and generally the question

how far it is possible to employ the military side of aviation for more or less

commercial purposes in peace time. It would be verj- valuable if some sort of

liason could be established between the Governments so as to secure some con-
tinuity of information.

some doubts regarding airships

Mr. M.\.>^sEY said he would like to see something practical done in the way
of experimenting with airship services. Personally, he was somewhat sceptical

about airships, because he was here in 1921 when the big airship, built in this
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country and sold to tlie American Government, liad, on its last trial flight, after

trials which had been to a certain point exceedingly satisfacton.', broken in two
and caused a most terrible accident. He thought that it was important to know
as soon as possible whether the practical experience that was yet to be obtained
would warrant the development of airship services being pursued. If airships

were going to be useful, Australia and New Zealand being so far away, would
want to make use of them more than any other countr^^ He knew of no better

form of trial than that which had been suggested, namely, that airships should
be tried by carrying mails to Egj^pt and, if possible, to India.

SOUTH AFRICA CHIEFLY INTERESTED IN AIR SURVEY

Mr. Burton agreed that a meeting at the Air Ministry with the Minister
and his experts was much getter than a discussion at the Conference. The
most interesting feature in the Minister's speech, to an undevcl()i)ed country like

South Africa, was the use of the Air Service for survey purposes, and was a
matter well worth attending to. He stated that, as South Africa was not in the
scheme of Airship communication, and might not be in it for a long time,
although the scheme was of immense interest and of tremendous potential
future importance, at the moment South Africa was not really affected by it.

He would, however, accept the Minister's offer to see him and his experts about
the use of the Air Service for survey purposes, which might be of great import-
ance there in future.

Mr. Riordan said that his Government were considering this matter at the
moment, and were very directly interested in the question of civil aviation. He
would like to arrange for one of their experts to attend the proposed Committee.

TWO PROBLEMS—THE DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL

Mr. IxNES thought that they might regard tlic problem from two points
nf view. First, that of their own internal civil aviation routes. That was a
domestic problem which each country had to decide for itself, but at such a

Conference as they were holding, if each one of them brought into the common
stock the experience and knowledge they had gained it might be of great assist-

ance to them. He had with him a complete statement of the position in India,

and would like to be able to discuss it with the experts of the Air Ministry-.

That would be of great assistance to India. The other aspect of the question

was the problem of the great international air routes. That problem concerned

the Conference, as a Conference, very nearly. India had had a great deal to

do with the problem during the past few years.. His Majesty's Government
had consulted the Government of India on more than one occasion, mostly

with reference to a heavier-than-air service between England and India. Act-

ing on the advice of their Air Board, the Indian Government had always felt

doubtful whether such a service could he justified as a commercial proposition,

at any rate for a very long time to come, but the Air Board in India had con-

sidered the figures which had been placed before it in regard to Commander
Burney's airship scheme and that scheme appeared, on the figures given, to

offer much more in the way of a commercial scheme. He was authorized to

say that, though the Government of India could not say mucli on the subject,

as they were not acquainted with the details of the scheme, they did take the

keenest interest in a scheme of that kind, especially as it would reduce the time

taken in the transit of passengers, mails and parcels between England and

India from, ho understood, fourteen and a half days to five days.

As every one knew, the Government of India was in financial difiiculties.

and he doubted whether they could agree to assist in the experimental stage of
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the scheme. He understood tliat that stage covered tlie period during which a
service would be worked experimentally between England and Egypt and that
the extension to a later stage, namely, the continuation of the service from
Egypt to India; would depend upon the result of the first experiment. He would
be very glad if the small committee suggested by Sir Samuel Hoare were formed
in order that the full details of the scheme might be given to him. The Govern-
ment of India were prepared to consider those details with the greatest interest

and sympathy.

V.\LUE OF AIR SUEVEY IN DEVELOPMENT OF THE COLONIES

Mr. Ormsby-Gore referred to survey work. An attempt had been made
in British Guiana, but the machine sent out had been unsuitable, and had come
to grief, and the Colony could not afford another one. The trouble was that

the very Colonies where an aerial survey would be most useful, such as British

Guiana and Northern Rhodesia, where there was a great belt of sleeping sick-

ness difficult to pass through, were the very ones that could not afford to pay
for it. Their experience suggested that a specialized type of machine was
required as well as experienced observers and surveyors. When the Air Force

went into this matter he hoped they would consider British Guiana and
Northern Rhodesia and Tanganyika Territory; they were valuable fields for

further experiment, and aerial survey in them might be of great value to the

development of the Empire.

THE IMPERI.\L SIGNIFIC.'VNCE OF AIRSHIP DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Amfry then urged upon the Conference the great importance of the

airship to Empire development. Experiment had gone very far. German
Zepplins flew some hundreds of thousands of miles as a commercial proposition

before the war with hardly an accident. During the war one of them flew to

East Africa and back. In the United States long distances had been achieved.

Other proposals were on foot which, if the matter were still in a purely experi-

mental stage, would hardly be practicable. Mr. Massey had referred to a

serious accident. This was undoubtedly due to the fact that the ship had been

built for military purposes, without that strength and stability that it would

have had if built for commercial purposes. Technical experts were convinced

that the larger the airship the easier to handle and the safer it would be. An
airship was fai more comfortable than a liner and went faster. But what was
really important was that, if it were once proved that airships could do long

distances witiiout halting, the whole question of world transportation would be

enormously simplified. All that mattered then would be the shape of the

globe, and the winds that blow round it. The north-east wind would- send an

airship north of Iceland across Greenland by the shortest route to Western
Canada. With the trade wind that Columbus followed, the ship would go in

three to three and a half days to the West Indies and round with the south-

west wind back via the United States. It might be a sound proposition to go

to Australia- by way of the Cape with the advantage of the forty miles an hour

of the Roaring Forties. And this not in the remote future. Within five years,

lines of airships might be found developing to all sorts of points in the Empire.

This would affect economic development to an enormous extent. It would also

affect the important problems of defence and constitutional relations. He had

a verj' profound conviction that, unless some unforeseen difficulty should

emerge, within ten years we should find ourselves in a new age of transporta-

tion.
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APPOINTMENT OF COMMITTEE

The Conference decided that a Committee should be set up (1) for the

purpose of enabling the Air Ministry and the Dominion Representatives to

discuss the financial, t-echnical and operational details of the Burney Scheme
with a view to ascertaining how far and in what way it is possible to ensure

Imperial o-operation, (2l for the purpose of affording an opportunity for an

interchange of information with reference to other questions connected with

civil aviation and for arranging the best means for ensuring a continuance of

this interchange of information for the future.

ADOPTION OF RESOLUTION

The Committee sat, and reported in due course. Its report was discussed

at the Twenty-first meeting of the Conference, held on the 7th November,
1923. The Conference adopted the three resolutions contained in the report

(see page 363).

AIR COMMUNICATIONS

EMPIRE COMMERCE AND THE MR

Memorandum by the Air Ministry fI.E.C. (23)~10).

AVhen the question of speeding up Imperial Communications was discussed

at the Imperial Conference in 1921, the conclusion was reached that surface

communication offered no hope of considerable improvement, and the use of

air routes for this purpose was therefore considered. At that time, however,

there were not sufficient data upon which definite action could be taken. The
object of the present memorandum is to summarize the subsequent develop-

ments in regard to air commerce and to suggest the desirability of the co-

ordination of Imperial air policy in the future.

The main directions in which the air offers service of commercial utility

to the Empire are Communications anfi Survey.

1. Comiminications.—Since the Imperial Conference of 1921, a Civil Avia-
tion Advisory Board consisting of technical experts and representatives of the

leading commercial associations in Great Britain have considered in detail the

operation of alternative services by heavier-than-air machines from Great
Britain to India. The report of the Committee is attached.

Since this report was issued further experience has been gained on the

subsidized air routes between England and the continent, which has resulted in

increased efficiency in the maintenance of regular services only surpassed by
the 100 per cent efficiency obtained in Australia. It has also shown the prac-

ticability of a more intensive use of material than in the past with resultant

economies in running costs, and it is reasonable to suppose that this principle

could be still further extended by a unified control and operation of British air

lines. Recommendations embodying thi< principle were made by the Hamb-
ling Committee which sat early in this year. The report of this Committee is

also attached. Although consideration of Imperial air rout-es was outside the

terms of reference to this Committee, many of the considerations upon which

their recommendations are based are eciually applicable to the question of

Imperial air routes.

Proposals for utilization on a commercial basis on the Imperial routes

have been formulated and are now under consideration, but it should here be

recorded that though the adoption of an airship policy for the main Imperial
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routes wouUi affect aeroplane services, tlie effect would not be adverse. Heavier-
tlian-air and lightcr-than-air services should be complementary. The com-
mercial utility of airships is confined to long distance flight, and in any airship

route the stopping places would be at a great distance from one another. It

can be anticipated that an airship service would create a demand for speedy
transport radiating from these stopping places to cities off the line of route

and to intermediate commercial centres on the line of route.

The saving of time which would result from the establishment of air routes

will be apparent from the comparative table attached (Annex (A), which show.s

the times taken in transit on certain Empire routes when travelling

—

(i) By existing means of communication.

fii) By airship services employing a type of airship known to be a prac-

tical possibility.

(iii) By an existing type of aeroplane employed in daylight flying only.*

Practical proof of the potentialities of obtaining such time-saving results

is afforded by the service which is carried out by the R.A.F. from Cairo to

Bagdad. By this service the time occupied in the carriage of mails between

Cairo and Bagdad is reduced from nineteen days to two. Exiension of the route

to Karachi as recommended by the Civil Aviation Advisory Board would reduce

the time occupied in transit from Cairo to Karachi from twelve to four days,

and a natural ex-tension of the line to Calcutta woud effect a saving of five

days on the existing service of eleven days from Cairo.

In assessing the Imperial and economic value of air services such as these,

it is the increased traffic which may be expected and not merely a proportion

of existing traffic that demands attention. Increased commerce invariably

follow's improved means of communication, and it is largely the time factor

that prevents the business man in Great Britain from visiting Canada as he

now visits France, or from travelling to Australia with the same frequency with

which he now travels to the United States.

To avoid any possibility of the uiuiecessary duplication of overhead charges,

and to obtain the utmost economy in the operation of aircraft for purposes of

Imperial commerce, it is, of course desirable that there should be the highest

possible degree of co-ordination consistent with such freedom of action as is

necessary to meet local conditions.

2. Survey.—It is of importance that the Governments of the Empire should
assist one another to systematize the development and operation of air survey
services. In Great Britain the usefulness of such undertakings is for obvious
reasons small, though even here commercial undertakings have appreciated its

utility, and recently an aerial survey party was sent from London to the North
of Ireland to carrj' out an aerial survey of Lough Neagh for a commercial firm

undertaking hydro-electric power plant erection. In parts of the Empire, which
possess territories as yet undeveloped, air survey undoubtedly offers advantages
not yet fully realized. To air survey in Canada belongs the achievement of

being the first aerial commercial undertaking to reach an established self-

supporting basis. On this service virgin forest country is photographed and
the nature of timber subsequently classified with complete accuracy. The
presence of mineral oil in vegetated areas can be ascertained in the same manner.
For geographical survey and mapping, air work can now be relied upon to give

an accuracy of 99 per cent as compared with land survey in country which is

comparatively flat, and of 95 per cent in mountainous country.

* In this latter connection it should be stated that recent night flying experiments demon-
strated the complete practicability of commercial night flying in the absence of fog and
low cloud.
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Costs of initial equipment and of transport equipment call, however, for

co-ordination of air survey schemes over large areas in order to bring overhead
expenditure within reasonable limits. It is impossible, owing to variations in

cost due to different geographical conditions, to lay down general estimates

of the cost of aerial survey, but some idea of the saving effected by operation over

large areas may be obtained from the fact that, at a rough estimate, the cost of

an aerial survey of an area of 55,000 square miles would be \l. per square mile,

and if the area were 110,000 square miles the cost would be reduced to 14s. lO^d.

per square mile.

Tiie machinery for co-ordinating these Empire air services remains to be set

up. Such co-ordination cannot, however, be fully achieved without co-operation

for utilization of Imperial equipment within the Empire. This is not merely a
matter of securing markets witiiin the Empire for Empire aircraft, but it is essen-

tial with a view to securing mutual benefit from progress in design, common
operational practice, and the ultimate advantages of standardization and inter-

changeability. But most important of all is a common rcalzation that the

greatest value can be obtained for the air services of the Empire only by
co-ordinated effort.

April, 1923.

Annex (A).

TI.MES TAKE.NJ IN TR.\NSIT OX EMPIRE ROUTES

Service
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Annex (B)

Customs Duties on Aircraft and Accessories

The following statement, which has been compiled in the Department of

Overseas Trade from the latest information available, shows the duties leviable

on aircraft on importation into the various countries of the Empire.

Hritish
Preferential

Tariff

Ceneral
Tariff

Vnited Kingdom.
Aircraft and engines for aircraft are free of duty, and so are accessories

lis such. Certain articles, however, which are. or may bo, used as aircraft
accessories (as. for example, ignition magnetos and are-lamp carbons) are
subject to key industry- duty at the rate of 33 J ad valorem. Key industry
duty is not applicable to goods produced in and consigned from the British
Empire

Per cent

Irish Free Stale.

The customs tariff, which took effect on the 1st April, 1923, appears to
agree in all respects with the tariff of the United Kingdom

Australia.

Aeroplanes and other aircraft, including balloons and parachutes.

.

Parts and materials used in the manufacture and repair of aeroplanes
and other aircraft, as prescribed by departmental by-laws

Landing lights specially constructed for use in aerodromes for night
flying

25 ad valorem

I'ree

Canada.

! Aeroplanes and other aircraft, and complete parts thereof, under
regulations prescribed by the Minister of Customs and Excise

And on and after the 1st .July, 1923

Note.—A "siilcs" tai is levied, in addition to import duties,
on the duty-paid value at the following rates:—

•

3i per cent on importations by wholesalers or manufacturers.
per cent on importation by retailers or users.

New Zealand.
Flying machines
Engines, specially suited for flying machines, including necessary

controlling gear for same
Eyebolts, galvanised
Implements and fittings specially suited for use in straining or stretch-

ing wires

Note.—A primage tax of 1 per cent od valorem is also levied,
whether goods are otherwise dutiable or not.

South Africa.
Airships, aeroplanes and other aircraft, including completed parts

thereof

British India.

Aeroplanes, aeroplane parts, aeroplane engine parts.

Newfoundland.
Aircraft. Ac, are not separately mentioned either in the dutiable or

in the "free" list, and no definite information is available as to the customs
treatment applicable to such articles
Aden'
Ceylon

.

Prime movers and component parts thereof.
Unenumerated goods

Ci/pras*
Falkland Islands'
Federated Malay States'
Fiji'

Gambia'
Oibraltar*
Gold Coast and Togoland'

81 ad valorem
Free

15 ad valorem

Free

Free

2 J ad valorem
10
10

Free

27} ad valorem

Free
20 ad valorem

*.\eroplancs are not specifically mentioned. The tariff treatment specified is that to which unenum-
erated goods arc subject.

30—19
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British
Prefercniial

Tariff

General
Tariff

Bong Kong'.
Kenya*

Per cent
Free

Malta
Mauriliua
Nigeria.

Free. (Certain accessories, however, might be held to be dutiable at

the rate of 15 per cent ad vaiorem, as "articles of brass, copper, zinc . .

and all minor metal articles")

Nyasaland'
Palesline'
Rhodesia.

Airships, aeroplanes and other aircraft, including completed parts
thereof

Per cent
Free

20 ad valorem

7J "

12

Sierra Leone'
British West Indies.'

Antigua
Bahamas

Note.—Steam, oil, gas or electric engines arc duty free.

Barbados
Bermuda
British Guiana
British Honduras
Dominica
Grenada
Jamaica

Note.—Prime motor engines of all kinds are duty free.

Montserrat
St. Kitts Nevis
St. Lucia
St. Vincent
Trinidad and Tobago

Straits Seltlementa*
Tanganyika'
Uganda*

10 ad valorem
91 "

10

16 ad valorem
12

12J

\6\advalorem
10
10

125 "
15

10
10
10

15

15

16) •

20
Free

20 ad valorem
20

•Acroplar.es arc not speciScally mentioned,
erated goods are subject.

Thp tariff treatment specified is that to which unenum-

AIR COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE

Report

1. The Air Communications Committee was established at the meeting of

the Imperial Economic Conference on Friday, the 19th October, 1923, with the

following terms of reference:

—

"That a Committee be set up (1) for the purpose of enabling the

Air Ministry' and the Dominion Representatives to discuss the financial,

technical and operational details of the Burney Scheme with a view to

ascertaining how far and in what way it is possible to ensure Imperial

co-operation; (2) for the purpose of affording an opportunity for an

interchange of information with reference to other questions connected

with Civil Aviation and for arranging the best means of ensuring a con-

tinuance of this interchange of information for the future."

2. The Committee was constituted as follows:

—

The Right Hon. Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt., C.M.G., M.P., Secretan,- of State

and President of Air Council.

His Grace the Duke of Sutherland, Under-Secretary of State for Air.

Sir G. L. Barstow, K.C.B., Controller of Supply Scr\'ices, Treasury.

The Hon. G. P. Graham, LL.D., Minister of Railways and Canals, and
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Major-Gencral J. II. MacBricn, C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O., Chief of General

Staff, Canada, and

Commodore W. Hose, C.B.E., R.C.N. , Director of Naval Service, Canada.

The Right Hon. S. M. Bruce, M.C., Prime Minister of the Commonwealth
of Australia.

The Right Hon. Sir James Allen, K.C.B., High Commissioner for New
Zealand.

Mr. J. J. Walsh, Postmaster-Gem ral, Irish Free State.

The Hon. Sir Marmaduke Winter, C.B.E., Minister without Portfolio,

Newfoundland.

Mr. C. A. Innes, C.S.I. , CLE., Member of Governor General's Council for

Commerce and Railways, and

Sir E. M. Cook, C.S.I., CLE., India.

Sir James Stevenson, Bt., G.C.M.G., Personal Adviser to the Secretary of

State for the Colonies on Business Questions, Colonies and Protec-

torates.

Mr. Noel Smith, M.B.E., Air Ministry, and Mr. J. C B. Drake, O.B.E.,

Secretary to Indian Delegation, Joint Secretaries to the Committee.

3. Brigadier-General F. H. Williamson, C.B., C.B.E., Director of Postal

Services, joined the Committee on the 25th October.

4. The Committee met on the 29th October at the Air Ministry, discussed

the subjects within its terms of reference, and decided to recommend the fol-

lowing resolutions for adoption by the Imperial Economic Conference:—
(1) That the British Government should circulate to the Dominions and

India a statement showing the present anticipated operational per-

formances of rigid airships and in the future should circulate regu-

larly up-to-date information of the progress of the Burney airship

proposals in order that consideration of Empire participation in these

or future airship proposals might be facilitated.

(2) That the British Government should prepare a draft procedure
designed on a reciprocal basis to secure more rapid and more exten-

sive interchange of information in regard to civil aeronautics and
should submit this for the consideration of the other Governments of

the Empire with a view to general adoption.

(3) That having regard to post-war developments, any British oversea

countries which have no up-to-date experience of air photography and
contemplate the use of air survey, would be well advised, whenever
possible, to consult other Empire Governments having such experience

before accepting estimates or schemes providing for its use.

Signed on behalf of the Committee,

SAMUEL HOARE, Chairman.
November 5, 1923.

(iii) CABLES AND WIRELESS

The Conference had before them the Memorandum on Cables and Wire-
less Communications of the Empire, I.E.C. (23)—7, printed on page 404. In

connection with representations made to them by the Empire Press Union, the

Conference appointed a Committee to receive a deputation from the Union on

the subject of overseas communications by cable and wireless telegraphy. The
proceedings of the deputation, which was received on the 23rd October, 1923,

are printed on page 414.

36— li>i
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At the Ninth Meeting of the Conference, held on the 16tli October, 1923,

the Postmaster-General, Sir L. A^"orthington-Evans, made his opening state-

ment, the earlier part of which, dealing with mails and postal questions, has

already been reported under the heading of Shipping Communications above.

The portion of the Postmaster-General's statement, and of the subsequent dis-

cussion, which related to Cables and Wireless, was as follows:

—

Sir L. WoRTHiNGTON-EvANs: I will now turn to Telegraphic Communica-
tions, and I think the two aspects of this problem which will be of interest to

Dominion representatives arc, firstlj', the sufficiency of the cables connecting

the different parts of the Empire for the traffic which they have to carry,

because upon this depends a quick and reliable service; and, secondly, ques-

tions of rates and charges.

The cable communications of the Empire fall into two main groups, firstly,

the Transatlantic routes and, secondly, the system of the Eastt-rn and its asso-

ciated Companies.

(.\) TRANSATLANTIC ROUTES

The Transatlantic routes provide communication with Canada and New-
foundland and form an important link in the State-owned route via Imperial

and Pacific to Australia and New Zealand. Before the war it was somewhat
of a reproach to the British Empire that the whole of the cables across the

Atlantic were either owned or leased by American Companies and their opera-

tion was, therefore, under American control.

(i) hnpcrial Cables.

Since that date the British Government has acquired the two Imperial

cabl&s which are worked direct between London and Halifax (Nova Scotia I.

The first cable was constructed in 1917 by diversions and additions to the

German Emdcn-Azores-New York cable, which was taken possession of by the

British CJovcrnment in the war. The second was purchased in 1920 from the

Direct United States Company. Between them these cables now carry about

14 million of paid words per annum, and there is still considerable spare capacity

for expansion of traffic. The steadily increasing business of these cables shows.

I think, that the service is satisfactory, and, in point of speed, it beats all the

other Transatlantic routes. The average transmission time between London
and Montreal via Imperial during the past six months has been about three-

quarters of an hour for full-rate telegrams.

(ii) Pacific Cable. Additional Capacity required.

The other link in the State-owned route to Australia and New Zealand

is the grat Pacific cable wiiich was laid in 1902. The traffic carried by the

cable has increased from about 3 million words before the war to 10 million

words in 1921-23, and I understand it is now loaded to its full capacity. The
Pacific Cable Board, which is responsible for its administration, has been con-

sidering for some time past the duplication of the whole or part of the route, and
additional cables have been laid and will be brought into use, I believe, within

the next few weeks, which will relieve the pressure between Australia and Fiji.

But the more difficult problem still remains of providing an alternative route

over the long stretch of about 3,500 miles between Vancouver and Fanning Island,

in mid-Pacific, and between Fanning Island and Fiji. Experiments have been
carried out by the Board to test the possibility of a wireless ser\'ice as an alter-

native means of communication between Vancouver and either Fiji or Fanning,

and in the light of these experiments the Board will, no doubt, be able to reach

a conclusion whether wireless or a duplication of the cable is the most promising
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policy. In view of the steady expansion of the traffic, I have no doubt it will

be the view of all the Dominion*; concerned that additional capacity, whether

by wireless or cable, is urgently required on this route. Although the present

traffic can be carried efficiently, the absence of spare capacity is a bar to the

reduction of rates, because any substantial accession of business which a reduc-

tion of tariff might be expected to bring could not be comfortably carried on tiic

single cable and would lead to delay and deterioration of the service.

Before I pass from the problems of the Pacific Cable Board I should like

to give expression to the regret we all feel at the recent and unexpected death

of the Chairman, Sir Henr>' Babington-Sniith, who has guided the policy of the

Boanl at a very difficult period of its history with an ability to which I think

his colleagues will be the first to testify.

(b) eastern system, tribxtte to eastern company

The other principal group of cables is the extensive .system of the Eastern

and its associated Companies, which provides communication inter se between
Great Britain, the whole of Africa, India and tlic Far East, with connections

to China and along the East Coast of South America and with other foreign

countries. It also offers an alternative route to the Pacific cable to Australia

and New Zealand.

In the period immediately succeeding the war, telegraphic communication
with India and the East was subject to serious difficulties and delays. At one
time telegrams to the Far East took from seven to ten days in transit. This
situation was mainly due to three causes:

—

1. Considerable increase in traffic;

2. The suspension of the alternative routes to the Far East via Siberia, and
to India via the Indo-European Company's lines, and

3. The interruption of the normal work of cable repair and renewal during

the five years of war.
By now, however, the Siberian route to the Far East is again open, and the

Indo-European Company's route through Germany, Russia and Persia to India
has been restored and was opened to traffic la?t month.

The Eastern Company have not only made up the leeway in the renewal
of their existing system, but tiicy have completed two additional lines of cable

the whole distance from Great Britain to Singapore, touching at various stations

en route. The additional cable capacity thereby obtained, together with the

reopening of the alternative routes, has restored the service to its pre-war
efficiency, and the normal transmission time for full-time messages to all the
more important destinations in India, Africa and Australia on the Eastern system
does not now average more than three or four hours. It is difficult to over-

estimate the debt which the Empire owes to this great association of Companies
which were the pioneers of British cable enterprise. The Eastern Company cele-

brated its jubilee last year and it is a significant example of the enterprise which
the Companj- have always shewn that they should have been able and ready to

spend the very large sums, running into several millions, involved in the pro-

vision of two new cables to almost the farthest ends of the Empire.

NEW CABLE SCHEME FOR W'E.ST INDIES

There is one part of the Empire in which cable communications are not in

such a satisfacton,' position. I am speaking of the West Indian Colonies. The
requirements of these Colonies are at present served to a large extent by the

West India and Panama Company. The Imperial Government has considered

the best means of providing the communications required in the event of this
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Company ceasing to function, and a comprehensive scheme has now been pre-

pared which has been agreed to in principle by the Government of Canada and
by the Colonies concerned. The scheme involves the provision of a new cable
from Turk's Island to Barbadocs, whence it will bifurcate* to Trinidad on the

one hand and British Guiana on the other. The smaller islands will be served
by a number of wireless stations subsidiarj* to the cable whicli will connect
with a central station at Barbadocs. The new cable will connect with Canada
via the Halifax-Bermuda cable. Tenders are on the point of being invited for

the cable required, and I hope the order will be placed in a few weeks' time.

CABLE R.\TES

I will now turn to the question of rates. It has been the settled policy for

many years past, both of the Imperial and Colonial Governments, to bring

cable communication within the reach of an increasing proportion of the popu-
lation by the gradual reduction of rates, and for some years past all licenses to

British Companies issued by the Government have included a clause providing
that the Postmast«r-General may call upon the Companies to reduce their

rates, any difference being referred to the Railway and Canal Commission for

decision. It is fair to the Companies to say that, generally speaking, they have
willingly fallen in with this policy. The reduction of rates would, no doubt,
have proceeded more quickly if it had not been for the war, and for the conse-
quent large increases in the cost of cable operating and maintenance. It is not
onlj' the wages of the operators which are involved but the rise in the cost of

cable for repairs and renewals, and the maintenance of ships, and practically

everj' other item of expenditure. Notwithstanding these increases important
concessions to the public have been made. The Eastern Company's rate of

2s. Gd. a word to South Africa has been reduced to 2s. at the end of 1919, and
quite rccentlj- the Is. rate to Canada has been reduced to 9d. The Australian

Government have the right, when they choose to exercise it, to require the

Eastern Company to reduce the Australian rate from 3s. to 2s. 6d., and I have
no doubt that as soon as further capacity is available on the Pacific cable, to

which any reduction would also have to apply, this concession will be called

for. But the reductions on full-rate telegrams, valuable though they are, have
only been one and perhaps not the most important means of cheapening cable

communication.

DEFERRED, WEEK-END AND NIGHT LETTER SER^^CES

The last few weeks has seen a notable development in the cheaper types
of telegram, I mean such classes as deferred, week-end and night letter tele-

grams. There is no doubt that a considerable proportion of the messages sent

over these long distances can, without disadvantage, be deferred for one or two
days, and the popularity which these cheap services have attained show that

they meet a real demand on the part of the public. Week-end messages can
now be sent to Canada at the rate of 2\d. a word. The week-end rate to Aus-
tralia w'as reduced to 7-Ul., and to Kcw Zealand 7d. on the 1st September last.

A day letter service was introduced on the 1st September for Australia and
South Africa at rates of 9d. and 6d. a word respectively, and to India on the
1st October. These rates represent about one-fourth of the charge for ordinary
telegrams, and I think the large use which is being made of them shows they
are successfully developing what I may call the social or domestic traffic. The
week-end telegrams sent over the Pacific cable last year aggregated three and
a half million words, almost as many as those sent at full rate. I hope the
process of reduction will continue. I think we shall all be agreed that especi-

ally in the case of long distances there is still considerable scope for it.
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IMPERIAL WIRELESS SCHEME ABANDONED

I will now turn to the question of wireless communication. I do not sup-

pose there is any fundamental difference of opinion between us as to tiie import-

ance of wireles.s service. A few enthusiasts anticipate that mreless will sup-

plant communication by cable, but I think its proper function and probable

development is rather to supplement than to supplant cable communication. In

the present state of wireless science it certainly does not provide either as

accurate, or as reliable, or as swift communication as cables, and it is, more-
over, open to interception, but all of us recognize that its enormous potentiali-

ties and improvements are developing every year, and the provision of up-to-

date wireless service will increase the existing capacity of our means of Imperial

communication and tend ultimately to the reduction of rates.

The late Ciovernment, acting on the advice of a committee constituted in

1919, submitted to the Dominions a comprehensive scheme for the provision of

Imperial wireless stations, each of which would be owned and operated by the

Dominion in which it was situated. This scheme, however, did not meet with

the approval of the Dominions, and I can quite understand that, faced with the

same financial difficulties that we are at home, they preferred to employ or

license a private undertaking and so avoid the necessity of incurring the con-

siderable capital expenditure entailed in the erection of State-owned stations.

The means by which each Dominion would co-operate in the Imperial scheme,

I mean whether it should employ a private company or erect a station of its

own, was of course a question entirely for each Dominion Government to settle,

and the Imperial Government accept the decisions they have come to.

FRITISH WIRELE.SS TRAFFIC TO BE DIVIDED BETWEEN GOVERNMENT STATION AND
PRIVATE COMPANIES

As regards Great Britain, the Government have decided, in the first place,

to provide themselves a station which will be owned and operated by the

Government, and, secondly, to license private companies to conduct services

subject to an agreement with the Government as to the division of traffic

between the companies and the Government station. We are pressing on with

the Government station as quickly as possible. A site m^ar Rugby has been
secured. The orders for a considerable portion of the plant have already been
placed, and I anticipate tliat the station will be completed before the end of
next year, but we have not yet arrived at a satisfactory division of the ser\'ices

with the Marconi Company.

NEGOTIATIONS WITH MARCONI COMPANY

The Marconi Company originally expressed a strong preference for a
pooling arrangement as between the Government station and the Company's
station. There appeared to me to be disadvantages in a pool under which
responsibility for the services would be, to some extent, divided, but as it was
the basis which the Company themselves desired, negotiations proceeded on
that footing, and by the end of July last we had reached such a measure of
agreement that only a few minor points were outstanding, and I had hoped that
an agreement would have been completed within a few days.

The Company have, however, since then changed their minds, and they
have intimated that, for reasons which I am not altogether able to appreciate,
this arrangement is not now acceptable to them. I regret that they did not
arrive at this conclusion at an earlier date, for a good deal of delay would have
been avoided, but I do not wish to press a scheme of joint working upon them
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if they are definitely opposed to it, and I have indicated that the Government
would be prepared to divide the scr\'iccs on what I may call a regional basis,

which, at the outset, appeared to me to be the best arrangement, so that tiie

services for Canada and South Africa, for example, should be conducted by the

Government station, whilst those for India and Australia should be conducted

by the Marconi Company's station. The Government station is to be erected

partly for commercial and partly for strategic reasons. It is essential, that in

parting with the monopoly which the Government possesses by statute, we
should secure that a sufficient amount of commercial traffic is reserved for the

station to operate. Provided this is secured I shall be ready to meet, as far

as I possibly can, any views which the Marconi Company may submit to me.

The services to be given by the Government station will not be less efficient than

the Marconi Company's, and the Government station is likely to be open for

traffic before the Company's, and I hope tiiat the Canadian and South African

Governments will see their way to concur in the proposal I am making.

APPE.\L FOR SUPPORT OF IMPERIAL ATLANTIC CABLE ROUTE BY DOMINION
GOVERNMENTS

There are two or three minor matters upon which I should like to ask the

assistance of my colleagues from overseas. On the subject of Imperial cables

there are two points of detail in regard to which I should like to bespeak the

assistance of the Dominion authorities. I think the movement in favour of the

State-owned route to Canada and Australia derived its impetus as much, if not

more, from the Dominions as from the mother country, and, now we have such

a route, we arc anxious to secure as nmclr traffic as wc legitimately can, and in

particular we think we have a fair claim to all Government messages, that is, on

cables. All the traffic initiated by the Imperial Government to Canada, Aus-

tralia and New Zealand is sent via Imperial, but we have reason to know that

several of the departments representing the Canadian and Australian Govern-

ments in London, and some of the Government departments in the Dominions

themselves still use the competitive routes either of the American or the Eastern

Companies, and I should be very grateful if the Prime Ministers of Canada

and Australia could see that all the traffic over whicii they have control is sent

via the Imperial route, which is certainly not inferior to its competitors either

in speed or in accuracy.

DESIRABILITY OF CO-OPER.\TIOX OF CANADIAN PACIFIC R.VILWAY IN IMrERL\L

ROUTE SCHEME

The second point concerns Canada only. The traffic passing over the

Imperial cables is conveyed across Canada by a land line leased from the

Canadian Pacific Railwav, and the railway claim an exclusive right to all

telegrams destined for t^ie Imperial cable. This claim, if it be recognized,

prevents traffic handed in to the Canailian National Telegraph Offices being

forwarded by tiie Imperial route. It is clcariy a deplorable situation that, for

this reason, messages handed in at a Government Telegraph Office in Canada

should liave to be forwarded by the route of an American Company, and it

occurs to me that possibly the Canadian representatives may be able to help

us in smoothing away the difficulty which has arisen with the Canadian Pacific

Railway. I understand the question is not one of legal right, but of harmoni-

ous working, and, as the Canadian Pacific Railway give an admirable service, we
are anxious to carrj' them witii us rather than to override autocratically a claim

which is no doubt honestly put forward.
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APPEAL- TO AUSTRALIA TO REDICE TERMINAL RATE

While I am on this subject, perhaps I might appeal to Mr. Bmce to re-
examine the possibility of rorhu'ing the Australian terminal rate, which is in
part responsible for the very high charge to Australia. The Australian Post
Office at present collect 5(1. a word on all traflic, including that which is collected
or delivered by the Eastern Company or the Pacific Cable Board, even tliough
it is not handled at all by the Australian Post Office. To this extent the ter-
minal charge is a royalty and not a payment for services rendered. The corre-
sponding charge in England is Id. a word, and this only applies to traffic which
is actually handleil by the British Post Office. The exaction by the Government
of so heavy a charge appears to me hardly consistent with an avowed policy of
cheap communication, and I feci sure a lowering of the rate would be highly
appreciated by the commercial community and would stimulate cable com-
munication with Australia.

Well, Sir, I have dealt I am afraid rather at length, but still as briefly as
I could, with the mails, the telegraphs and the wireless, and I have ventured
to point out to my colleagues from overseas two or three things which I felt

sure they would like to meet us upon, if it is at all possible.

THREE RESOLL'TIOXS TO BE SUBMITTED

There are three resolutions which are to be submitted to tlic Conference,
and perhaps I had better call attention to them. They occur in I.E.G. (23)—7 on
the last page. " It is suggested that the following proposals should be put before
the Imperial Economic Conference: ia) That representatives of the Dominions
and India should be associated in the work of the Imperial Communications
Committee when questions of interest to them are under consideration." I think
Mr. Amery would explain that. I have already dealt with (b) :

" Tiiat in view
of the fact that the Dominions interested in the Pacific cable have for a long

time pressed for the provisions of a State-owned connecting link across the

Atlantic, all possible support "—I am here appearing as a trader asking for

custom—" should be given by the Governments of the Empire to the State-owned
Atlantic cable route which has now been provided." That I hope we shall agree

to. Then (c) is: "That in any concessions given in the British Empire to

private enterprise in respect of cable or wireless services (including broadcasting

stations) preference should be accorded to British Companies." That I think

speaks for itself.

DISCUSSION ON POST OFFICE COMMUNICATIONS
N.\TURE OF IMPERIAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE

Mr. Ameby: I did not know that Resolution (a) was really coming for-

ward at so early a stage. The Imperial Communications Committee is a com-
mittee of the British Government and of its Departments, which deals with

Imperial communications—that is to say, more particularly with cables and
wireless. I have been its Chairman for some time, and previously Lord Milner,

and afterwards Mr. Churchill, were Chairmen. I believe in the days of its

inception there was some consultation actually carried out, or at any rate con-

templated, with representatives of other Governments of the Empire, with a

view to making it an Imperial committee as well as a British committ^-c dealing
with Imperial communications; but as a matter of fact, pending the actual
carrying out of the scheme then contemplated, of a State-owned chain of wire-
less stations round the Empire, that aspect of the Committee was not proceeded
with and it has up to the present remained, in effect, a British Departmental
committee.
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CAUSE OF ABANDONMENT OF IMPERIAL WIRELESS SCHEME
Now. as tlie Postmaster-General has explained, the State-owned conception

has largely lapsed, partly no doubt for revenue reasons, but partly also because,
with the progres;; of wireless science in the last' few years, the conception of a
chain of stations round the Empire is itself out of date; because it is now pos-
sible for each part to have a station, if it cares to put up the money, which will

communicate with any other part of the Empire. You do not need links at
intervals of 2,000 miles. It is possible to have a station in England to com-
municate direct with a station in New Zealand, and vice versa, and it is that
which, taken together with the original financial difficulty, caused the original

scheme to break down.

NEED FOR EXCHANGE OF TECHNICAL INFORM.\TION

Recently, in dealing with the new situation as it has arisen, we felt, on the
Imperial Communications Committee, that while it may be desirable, and per-
haps is desirable, that there should be free play round the Empire both of
State-owned and of privately-owned stations dealing with wireless, there are cer-

tain very important questions affecting wave-lengths. There arc only a certain
number of limited wave-lengths which we can get allotted to us among the
wave-lengths which have been partitioned among the wave-length nations of
the world.

There are certain technical and other aspects of the problem which are of
interest to the Empire as a whole, and with regard to which it would be valu-
able for each Government to have an advisory opinion from somebody who can
exchange technical information with the other Governments; and it occurred
to us that it might best be met by asking the Governments of the Empire to

attach some representatives to the present Imperial Communications Com-
mittee or in. some other form to creat* an Advisory' Committee on the technical

aspects of inter-Imperial wireless. It is not a question of creating any body
whose functions would be otherwise than purely technical and advisory on
some of these rather intricate points affecting wave-lengths—the type of station,

and a number of problems which crop up in connection witii tlic astonishing

developments which wireless science has been going through, and will no doubt
continue to go through in the next few years. That is really all I have to say

on that point.

APPRECI.\TION OF WORK OF PACIFIC C.\BLE B0.\RD

Mr. Gr.\ham: As to the telegraphs, cables and wireless. I will not say any-
thing particularly about the cables only that I joiin with the Postmaster-General
in regretting the death of the President. We had two vacancies on tlie Board
for Canada to fill recently, and I am glad to say we have secured Sir Campbell
Stuart and Mr. Pacaud, and we think they will make valuable additions to that

Board. As to the work on that Board, I think it can be summed up by a little

statement I have as to the value of the work of tliat Cable Board: "The
financial statement of the Pacific Cable Board, contained in their annual report

for 1922, shows a profit of £153.565." I will not give the details. Sufficient to

say that they operate at a profit, and in these times, when orders may be rather

hard to get, and cable orders are few and people are economizing, I think it is

very encouraging to know that this Pacific Cable Board is one organization on
which the Empire can rely for business management.

G0\-ERNMENT wireless ST.ATIONS IN CANADA

Now as to our wireless. I must not get into any complications as between
Government ownership and private management. We in Canada have both.
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In connection with our Air Force, in our Defence Department we have a
number of stations, anti this year have extended those stations up into the far
nortii of the Yukon. These stations in the Defence Department are under
military control, and while I dare not say a word about control of any other
Department, as I am not in the Defence Department myself, the discipline,

particularly in outposts of this kind under the Defence Department, does not
injure the good management of the wireless system. We have altogether in

Canada about 280 stations. The wireless system, I might say, excluding that
portion of it managed by the Department of Defence, is under the Marine
Department.

C.\N.\D.\ PREFER.S I>RIV.\TE OWNERSHIP FOR THE LARGER STATIONS

Now as to Government management. Canada has Covemment ownership
of 22,600 miles of railways. As the Postmaster-General has stated, it also has
a telegraph line; and outside those stations that the Government has established,
which are very' useful, and which, among other things, afford great protection
to our shipping on the Great Lakes, as well as on the sea coast, I am inclined
to think that on the larger scale we prefer to leave it with the private companies.
The Department of Marine now grant licenses and thus control the operation.
In addition to the stations owned by the different departments, they have granted
licenses to the Marconi Company for stations on the Atlantic, one at Montreal
and one at Vancouver, if I remember correctly. This would, of course, afford a
link in the round-the-Empirc cliain, and wliatever arrangements were made,
unless Governments cliange their mind.s—and sometimes people change their

minds for them—this woulrl be the policy of Canada. If you were to ask to-day
what the policy would be, I would say that for the Empire chain it prefers

private ownership.

Sir Laming Worthington-Evans: The question I put really was whether,
having adopted—as you, of course, are entitled to adopt—the company policy,

you see any objection to that company communicating with the Government-
owned station at this end.

Mr. Graham: Oh no, that is j'our affair largely.

Sir Laming Worthington-Evans: That would be the link at this end.

Mr. Graham: My own view is that if you are to have a round-the-
Empire system you would have to come to some arrangement by which each
Dominion and each link will connect up with the other links.

Sir f-AMiNG Worthington-Evans: That is right.

Mr. Graham: I might say, to illustrate it, that we have in Canada now
a telephone system—the largest is the Bell. We have a system of rural tele-

phones, but I introduced an Act to compel the Bell Telephone Company to

make arrangements with the local companies to take their messages at rates to

be fixed by a Board that we have appointed.

question of co-oper.\tion of c.p.r. in imperial cable scheme

Now I come to the question which the Postmaster-General raised as to

the C.P.R. Telegraph line being the sole beneficiaries of the Government-owned
cable. I had not raised that, but I am not regretting that it has been raised.

Being the Minister of Railways with a telegraph system under control of the

national railway system, I appreciate the difficulty in which the Postmaster-

General finds himself and the disability under which we find ourselves as the

owners of this telegraph system in connection with the Imperial cable. I will

give you a concrete case to show, the difficulty. We are here at the Imperial
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Conference; we are supposed to be bubbling over with it; we give orders that
our cables are to be sent by tlie Imperial Cable, but when they get to the other
side our messages do not go over the Government line. If I wished from London
to send a message to the Manager and President of the Canadian National
Railways, it will be delivered by the C.P.R. messenger boy; so I would not
suggest liow it should be done, but it brings up this point—and the Postmaster-
General will readily appreciate it—that if we cannot get any messages for the
Canadian National lines over the Imperial Cable, we cannot be expected to

hand in messages to the Imperial Cable if we can send them otherwise.

Sir L.\^^I^•G 'Worthixgtox-Ev.a.ns: May I point out that it is on your
own ground? It is nothing to do with me. If you can clear your end you will

get the Imperial right through.

Mr. Graham: I am afraid you have made that end very Imperialistic.

A contract has been made with the Canadian Pacific Railway.

Sir Laming Worthington-Evans: I think you will find there is no legal

difficulty.

Mr. Graham: I am not speaking of a legal difficulty. That probably
can be cleared up. All I would say in reference to that, because business is

business after all, is that I might take this part (r) of this suggested Resolution:

"That in any concessions given in the British Empire to private enterprise in

respect of cable or wireless services, preference should be accorded to British

companies." I might say in concessions given in the British Empire to private

enterprise in respect of cable or wireless, I would not say preference, but equal

treatment should be given to a Government-owned line. However, that is a

detail that can be worked out. Now the Postmaster-General mentioned the

West Indies and a suggestion that has been under consideration by the Cana-
dian Government for the improvement of cable services; we have no wireless

services with the West Indies.

The Chairman: Before you leave that, (c) is rather a different point.

Mr. Graham: I was just giving it as an illustration. I do not want that

paragraph changed. The sentiment in that might be reversed.

The Chairman: You accept (c).

Sir Laming Worthington-Evans: (6) is what we want j'ou to do.

Mr. Graham: I am not accepting anything. I am proposing to the Post-

master-General that he might adopt the sentiment, but reverse it.

Sir Laming Worthington-Ev.ans: I do, I am full of sentiment!

Mr. Grah.am: You do not get my point; I was bringing it down to the

Canadian National Telegraph Line.

POSSIBILITY OF WIRELESS COMMUNICATION BETWEEN CANADA AND WEST INDIES.

I had wondered, without consultation with my colleagues, if a wireless

system could not well be established between Canada and the West Indies. I

have not discussed that at any length, it is only a suggestion that may be of

value. We have now between the West Indies and Canada three lines of steam-

ships; one the British line, another the C.P.R., and the other the Canadian
merchant marine, and it might be well that the West Indian GoA-ernment and

the Canadian Government should discuss the possibility of wireless communi-
cation between these two outposts of the Dominion. I do not know, Mr. Presi-

dent, that I should have said all I have said, and I will not say any more. I

presume that these resolutions here wall be given careful and close scrutiny, so

we will know exactly what they mean before we are asked to vote.

The Chairman: I would not ask you to vote. It may not be necessary

to vote. I hope we shall probably be able to accept them. I would not be

averse from setting up a committee to discuss them, but I think it would be
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convenient, if there arc any further questions to elucidate—the Postmaster-
General, T think, explained pretty clearly what those resolutions meant—to

have them put now and here, wiiile he is here and can answer them, (a), I

think, is perfectly plain. Probably everybody will agree to that.

MEANING OF RESOLUTION (a)

Mr. Brvce: Save that up to the moment I am not too clear what the

Imperial Commimications Committee work consists of, other than the consid-

eration of wireless or any teclmical matters in connection with the establish-

ment of wireless.

Mr. Amery: For instance, the West Indian situation has been before it.

If I may pcrliaps for a moment just go back to that, it will exemplify the

point. IVTr. Graham has raised the question wiiether wireless might not be put
in. On the section Canada to Bermuda wireless is used as an alt^-rnative, and
the whole scheme which was worked out by the Imperial Communications Com-
mittee has been discussed with the Canadian Government, and I think in the

main outline it is agreed generally. The sole object of that Committee has
been to study schemes, whether of cables or of wireless, from the point of view
of securing technically, and in every way, the best service, the best conditions

for license, and so on.

Mr. Brice: The resolution merely proposes that on occasions when this

Committee, v^hich is actually a British Committee, is considering a question,

and it is thought that tiie matter under discussion would be of great interest to

some Dominion, they should invite a representative.

Mr. Amery: That is all it comes to, certainly.

PRINCIPLES underlying RESOLUTIONS (b) AND (c)

Sir Laming Worthington-Evans: Resolution (6), of course, is a little

more. From a business point of view I want you to support the Imperial cable

where you can.

The Chairman: As far as possible, I mean. If it be the fact that ]\Ir.

Graham has a contract which precludes him, obviously he cannot do it, but

having set out with the idea of getting an effective Atlantic cable in British

hands, and having got it largely as the result of pressure, and perfectly right

pressure, at the Imperial Conference, we want to endorse it by getting all the

support we can from the Governments.

Sir Laming Worthington-Evans: I am sure you will do it if you can.

The Chairm.\n: Resolution (c) speaks for itself—that you give prefer-

ence to British undertakings.

Mr. IxNEs: Britisii, I suppose, means the British Empire. Would it not

be a better plirase—British Empire?

Mr. Guinness: Or companies registered within the Empire.

Mr. Graham: Wliat do you mean by British Empire Company?

Mr. Amery: As distinct from a United Kingdom Company?

Mr. Innes: As distinct from an Indian Company?

The Chairman: That is also a British Company, from that point of view.

Mr. Amfry: I think in that context, like "British subject," "British Com-
pany" means a company domiciled anywhere in the Empire. We have no

lawj'er here, but I think that is so.

Mr. Graham: A British subject was not always that.

Mr. Bruce: That might be, technically, but I think many people would

take that to mean a company registered in Great Britain.
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The Chairman: It is not intended for tliat.

Mr. Bruce: I think it should be made quite clear.

Sir Laming Wortiiington-Evans: We had better say companies regis-

tered within the Empire or in the Empire.

Mr. Am?;ry: Registered and owned, really, because they might be regis-

tered but not owned.

Sir Laming Worthington-Evans: Registered and controlled, or some-
thing of that sort.

The Chairman: We can work out a form which will meet it.

AUSTRALIAN FOR AI.L-BRITISH CABLE

Mr. Bri.'ce: Cables, of course, are of even greater interest to us than
mails, because it is vital that we should be in the closest touch with Great
Britain and the other Dominions. I do not propose in tliis connection to go
over all the difficulties that we are faced with as an outlying Dominion of the

Empire because of the time it takes for us to communicate with Britain, or how
extraordinarily dangerous it might be at some time if we could not readily and
fully consult with regard to questions of very great moment. But leaving that

side of the question out, commercially we desire that we should have a reliable

cable service to Australia, and we take the view that the establishment of an
all-British cable service is an admirable thing that we should all support.

As to the third resolution, reading into it the words which have been indi-

cated by the President of the Board of Trade to the effect that acquicscense in

it must at times be conditioned by one's own special circumstances, we broadly
subscribe to it and will do everytliing in our power to assist.

EASTERN CABLE SERVICE CHARGES

Anotlier point with regard to the cable service which has been raised is the

position as to the Eastern service and our power to reduce the present charges.

That has been very carefully considered by the Australian Government. There
is the difficulty of the carrying capacity of the cable at the present time, and we
have really deferred consideration of it until we can get a clearer indication of

the development of wireless telegraphy and how far it is going to meet our
particular circumstances. But without question, if wireless is not going to meet
our circumstances to the extent we anticipate, we shall be in favour of the

cables which the Board propose to build in amplification of their present

system, and we recognize that, in so far as we have power to reduce the cable

rates, it is obviously to the advantage of Australia that it should be done.

QXJESTION OF THE TERMINAL R.VTE IN AUSTKALU

The other, and somewhat old, question of the terminal rate in Australia

has been raised. If we are coming to reduction at all, we shall certainly come
down Id. in accordance with the arrangement

—

Sir Laming Worthington-Evans: Come down to Id.?

Mr. Bruce: We shall come down Id. in accordance with that arrange-

ment. With regard to what further action we are prepared to take, I am afraid

I am not going to commit my Government at this stage, but let me content
myself with a broad statement that we believe in the lowest possible cable rates

between Australia and Great Britain.
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SCHEME FOR HIGH-POWER WIRELICSS STATION IN AUSTRALIA

With regard to the third point^—wireless, that is a matter in which, at this

moment, we are very vitally interested indeed, and our present position is that

we have entered into an arrangement under which the Commonwealth Govern-
ment has acquired the majority of the siiares of a wireless company whicii is

operating in Australia, known as the Amalgamated Wireless Company, and the
Commonwcaltli Government has also entered into a contract with that Com-
pany under which the Company has undertaken to erect a high-power station

which will be capable of communicating directly between Australia and Britain.

PROVISIONS OF CONTRACT WITH AMALGAMATED WIRELESS CO.

The contract contains many provisions, but it is quite clearly defined that

the service has got to be a commercial one, on a basis which is indicated in the

contract itself. Tiie Amalgamated Wireless Company has now called for

tenders for the erection of that station, and there are various safeguards to the

Company, which indirectly is the Commonwealtii Government, in the event of

the station not being able to give the commercial service that has been laid

down. We were faced with this difficulty, with regard to the station that we
are erecting in Australia, that it was quite useless to put up a high-power

station capable of communicating tlirectly with Britain if there was nothing in

Britain that could communicate directly with us. We stood out and opposed

what is known as the Norman Scheme; the chain system of 2,000-mile step«

did not appeal to us at all, probably because we were at the end of the chain,

and we knew what would happen to our messages when they tried to get

through the accumulation. But at that time tlie Norman Scheme was the

accepted proposal for Empire wireless communication, and we accordingly had
to make our own arrangements. The form that our arrangements took was to

embody in the contract we made ^^^th the Amalgamated Wireless Company an

obligation to erect in both Britain and in Canada reciprocal stations to our

high-power station in Australia, and that obligation of the Amalgamated Wire-

less Company was carried into the invitation to tender when we proposed to

erect our own station in Australia. The result is that the tenders have come
to hand on the basis that the tenderer is responsible also for reciprocal stations

in Britain and in Canada.

QTTESTION OF RECIPROCAL ST.ATION IN GREAT BRITAIN

Subsequently to these tenders being issued we heard that the British Gov-
ernment had changed it-s views, and now proposed to erect a high-power station

it«elf. I cabled to Britain and asked for some information as an indication

whether they could handle our traffic or not, and, as a result of the reply I got,

we considered the matter ven,- carefully and we came to the conclusion that it

would be very doubtful if, with the pressure there would be on the British

Government stations, they would be able to give us the reciprocal service we
should want; and being in that position, we of course were very concerned to

see that the reciprocal station, which the tenderer for our Australian station

had undertaken to establish, could be erected in Great Britain. That, of course,

involved a license being issued by the British Government. The Australian
Government never had verv* serious doubts about the license being issued, for

the reason that at the time when we took exception to the Norman Scheme,
and did not vote in favour of it, the then Prime Minister of Aastralia speci-

fically asked the question whether Britain would offer us all facilities for

establishing our own service, and it was readily said that they would do so.

Subsequently to that, and subsequently to our entering into these arrange-

ments. Mr. Bonar Law made a statement in the House which we interpreted
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to mean tliat there would be no further trouble with regard to our reciprocal

stations being erected here by private enterprise. The point that I want now
to try and get clear is—what is the position? The Postmaster-General indi-

cated to us that there had been negotiations between Marconi's, who are pro-

posing to erect the station, and the Government, with a view to an interchange

of traffic, which would be an ordinary and usual arrangement, I should imagine,

in a case of this kind. But what I have not got quite clear is why the negotia-

tion broke down.

III.'^TORY OF NEGOTIATIONS BETW^EEX HIS MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT AND
THE MARCONI COMPANY

Sir Laming Worthington-Evans: In about July last we got what we
call a pooling agreement, that is, an intcrciiange of traffic agreement. The
broad heads of the agreement were these—^the Government was going to put

up one station, the Marconi Company two stations, and the traffic should be

pooled, should be worked by the Post Office through either of the three stations,

as the traffic might require, so that a stattion would be allotted to Australia if

the Australian traffic required such a station, and the surplus could be sent to

someone else, whatever was required on three big stations. The Marconi Com-
pany first wanted the whole of the work to be done from Radio House, that is

to say, done under their auspices. That was in the earlier part of July.

Mr. Bruce: Did that include the Government station?

Sir Laming Worthington-Evans: Yes. including the Government sta-

tion. That was in the earlier part of July. We declined because we wanted to

be able to do the operating ourselves. They accepted that, provided that we
would let them have someone in the Post Office building to see how it was

going on. We agreed, and so it stood from July until September. Then in

September, Mr. Godfrey Isaacs came along and said. "We have been looking

into tliis; on such an arrangement as this we could not find the capital required,

and therefore we cannot go on with the proposed agreement," or words to that

effect, and so that negotiation practically broke down upon that point, upon the

point of who was to control the operating of messages. That did not mean
who was to keep up the stations; that had already been agreed. The two sta-

tions erected by the Marconi Company would be kept up by them, and the

one station erected by the Government would be kept up by the Government.

So we have got to this position. We have offered them licenses on an original

basis, that is to say, they can have a license to communicate with you and can

put up a station to communicate with you if they choose, but what they are

now asking is that they should have a license to communicate all over the

world, irrespective of any Government station at all. That we cannot agree to.

That, you see, is not p'rivate enterprise, that is private enterprise excluding

Government enterprise altogether, which we have never agreed to.

Mr. Bruce: What I was going to suggest is that perhaps it would be

better if we do not, just at this stage, discuss that aspect, because it is really

only a matter that concerns Australia. We are building our station; we must

have reciprocal stations and arrangements in Enaland. But I will discuss the

matter privat-ely with the Postmaster-General before taking further action.

Sir Laming Worthington-Evans: I thought you wanted me to tell you
what the position was.

Mr. Bruce: I wanted to do so.

EMPIRE WIRELESS INTERESTS IN THE PACIFIC

There is only one other thing with regard to wirless which I would like to

raise. That is the question of wireless in the Pacific. I have a certain amount
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of information which I could place at the disposal of the Postmaster-General,

but it does not appear that wireless in the Pacific is in a peculiarly satisfactory

condition from the point of view of Britain and the Empire generally. If

Australia is going forward with this big wireless scheme, it is very possible

that we shall be in the position where we may more or less ensure the predom-
inance of the Empire in the Pacific with regard to wireless. I am sure the Con-
ference would desire that we should advance our wireless interests in the Pacific

as much as possible, because it would be ver\' valuable from the defence stand-

point in time of trouble.

Mr. Amjiry: Perhaps I could answer at once on that. The whole question

of the Amalgamated Wireless Company erecting a chain of stations in the

Pacific for the use of the Islands has been up before the Imperial Communica-
tions Committee. .\s far as we were concerned wc have blessed it, I think

there remains an outstanding question as to how far Fiji can come within the

scheme. I may say that generally we are entirely of the same view as Mr.
Bruce, and I think the thing is fully in train.

The Ch.\irm.\n: That does show how important (a) is in the proposed
resolution.

Mr. Bruce: Subject to those two points which may have to be further

discussed, there is nothing else that I want to say with regard to this question.

APPRECIATION OF REDUCTION IN C.4BLE RATES TO NEW ZE.\LAND

Mr. Massey: With regard to cables, I have been hoping for a long time
past to see a reduction in cable rates. The week-end cable has been a very
great convenience to business people and people who are not generally looked
upon as business people, but who take advantage of the cheaper cables in order
to get a message through from one countr>' to the other. The Postmaster-
General stated that the week-end cable to New Zealand was 7d., I think he
said. That is a tremendous reduction. I was not aware it was as low as that.

Sir Laming Wokthixgton-Evans: Sevenpence against 2s. 8d.

Mr. Ma.spey: Sevenpence against 2s. 8d. for ordinary cables. T know
I get a much larger number of week-end cables both ways. I think it was
mentioned in the course of the debate that the Pacific cable was working up
to its full load, and that it is not possible for the Pacific cable to do more th.in

it is doing at the present time. It is quite satisfactory to know that the Pacific

cable is doing so much business. I was interested to hear the amount of profit

made la.«t year. If they were able to carry a larger amount of business then
I would say at once reduce the rates, but if they cannot earn*' a larger amount
of business it is not much use suggesting it. It is a matter which wants looking

into.

WIRELESS DEVELOPMENT IN NEW ZE.'VLAND

Probably wireless will come into competition with cables presently, and T

hope it will. I am looking forward with a great deal of optimism to the develop-

ment of wireless, though I have to admit we have not done very much in the

way of establishing wireless in New Zealand. I do not say there are no stations,

there are, but it is in connection with Englanfl I am thinking of. We have done
little or nothing; we are simply watching the course of events. I am not able

to express an opinion as to whether our wireless will come down by way of the

Pacific or whether it will go the other way, by way of the Indian Ocean. I

will say this though, and it is just as well that the British Post Office should

know it, that we are not in favour of privately-owned wireless stations if we
can do without them. I think that is a matter which ought to be under the

36—20
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control of the State, and wlien I ?ay the State I mean by the Empire at botli

ends, Britain at the one end and the oversea Dominion which ever it may be

at the other end. I should like to think that something definite will be done
in regard to wireless so as to give us and Australia an opportunity of making
up our minds. Perhaps Australia has made up her mind; we have not, as to

what is the best course to adopt, and as to the route over wiiicli tic wireless

shall go. So far as a wireless station in New Zealand is concerned I do not

think there will be much difficulty in arranging for that. It is a matter of

expense, and the money has got to be found whether we borrow it or find it out

of revenue. I see no objection to the motions that have been moved, and I am
ciuite prepared to support the whole three.

SOLTH .'^FRIC.\ .\GREES TO EESOLVTIONS (a) .4ND (c) , BIT NOT CONCERNED IN (bI

Mr. Bvrton: I do not think there is much for me to say. There are

some matters connected with our communications with Great Britain that I

think we shall be able to discuss with the Postmaster-General. I need not

detain the Conference about those. He asked for an expression of our views
in regard to the proposal that the Government station here should do the com-
munication with our proposed South African station. I am afraid I cannot at

the moment give him a definite- answer about that.

Sir L.\MiNG Worthington-Evans: I am seeing General Smuts next week.

Mr. Bi-rton: That is all right, because I am not sure what the terms of

our contract may be. Now as to the resolutions, I see no objection to ia)

provided that it is clearly understood that any representatives of ours should

be there merely in an advisory capacity.

The Chairman: Surely.

Mr. Burton: And to assist the British Government with what informa-

tion they can give, but not to bind us by any executive action of theirs at all.

The Chairman: That is clearly understood.

Mr. Bubton: ib) does not really concern us in South Africa. As to ic).

is not that really only an example of what we are considering under another

head, namely, the question of preference in contracts generally, and should we
not let that stand over for consideration with the rest? We have that under

consideration now. It is a question of preference in a contract.

IMr. Amerv: Is it not a little bit more than that? That wireless or a

cable is of sucli strategical importance that it is essential that the Company
that controls it or that deals with it should 43c British, from that point of view.

!Mr. Burton: Yes.

Mr. .\mkrv: That is in your own contract, of course?

Mr. Bvrton: I have no objection to it really.

INDIA AGREEABLE TO RESOLITIONS (a) AND (c) , BUT NOT CONCERNED IN (b)

Mr. Innes: As regards the cable service I do not think India has at

present much to complain of. I have a long memorandum here with which I

will not trouble the Conference. From it I see that our postal and telegraph

department in India is constantly examining such questions as the possibility

of reductions in" rates, the possibility of introducing week-end services, daily

letter telegrams, which indeed ha\T now been introduced, and so forth, and the

general conclusion is that with our present system and with the prospect of

an Inilian wireless company which wc are now cnn'^idfrinii. our needs are

adequately met for some time to come.
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A? regards wireless I am afraid India does not take quite the same view

as New Zealand in refjard to tlie agency witli wliicii a big wireless service

should he worked. We have always taken the \'iew that if possible we should

entrust it to private enterprise, naturally imposing the most careful safeguards

upon that private enterprise. Those are the lines upon which we are now work-

ing. I understand that the Government of India are now actually considering

the question of placing a contract with a bona fide Indian wirekss cninpany

to start a big wireless station.

As regards the resolutions to which you have referred, India does not

appear t-o be in any way concerned with resolution (b), and I do not think that

India will have any difficulty at all in accepting rcsiihitions iV;l and Oi. That
is all I have to say.

PI,E.\ FOR EXTRL'STIXG NEW W'EST IXDI.VN C.\BLE TO r.\CIFIC CABLE BOARD

Mr. Ormsby-Gore: I hope that before the Conference terminates it will

be possible to get the assent of the Governnu'nts of Canada, Australia and New
Zealand to the proposal referred to by tiie Duke of Devonshire at the Imperial

Conference the other day. to allow the Pacific Cable Board to work the new
West Indian Cable. The Board will have to be reconstructed and given powers

to do so bv an Act of Parliament. We are now engaged upon drafting the Bill.

The Bill will be ready next week and I will circulate it to the Governments
concerned, and, if we could get your assent or your views on that before this

Conference separates, it will save a great deal of time and a great deal of delay.

CABLE COMMrXIC.iTIOX MUST COME BEFORE WIRELESS IN WE.ST INDIES

With regard to what Mr. Graham said about wireless communication with
the West Indies, our present experience of it has not been altogether happy.
British Guiana had a cable; that cable has been broken for some time now,
and it has been entirely dependent upon wireless, and the wireless has been
somewhat irregular. .Similarly, with regard to the wireless station in .lamaica;

when I was going to .lamaica, we had to get within a hundred miles of it before

we could communicate with it; owing to atmospheric conditions it has not been

quite satisfactory. I am quite sure that cable communication must come first.

Cable communication has been very bad hitherto, and I hope that this new-

cable, if it is entrusted to the Pacific Cable Board, will make a great difference

to the rapidity and reliability of communication. The old cable, of course,

went through foreign territory in communicating with the various Islands,

which was very undesirable, and an all-British route is very necessarj* in that

part of the world, for defence reasons and others, in the neighborhood of the

Panama Canal.
If any development comes up in connection with the Pacific Islands, our

High Commissioner in the Western Pacific would be very glad to communicate
anything Mr. Bruce wishes us to press with regard to the Islands in the Pacifii-

and the imperfections of wireless communication. I do not think there is any-
thing else of general interest in connection with the Colonies that I need go

into at this moment.

The Conference then adopted the following Resolutions:

—

''(a) That representatives of the Dominions and India shoulrl be

associated in the work of the Imperial Communications Committee when
questions of interest to them are under considrrat on.

'(fc) That in view of the fact that the Dominions interested in the

Pacific cable have for a long time pressed for the provision of a State-

36—20}
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owned connecting link across tlic Atlantic, all possible support should
be given by the Governments of the Empire to the State-owned Atlantic
cable route which has now been provided.

"(f) That in any concessions given in the British Empire to private

enterprise in respect of cable or wireless services (including broadcastine
stations), preference should be accorded to British Companies of any
.part of the Empire."

The discussion of Wireless Communications was resumed at the Twenty-
third Meeting of the Conference, held on the 9th November, 1923, as follows:—

Sir Laming Worth ington-Evans: I have circulated a memorandum,*
which I expect the Conference has in front of it. wh.ch rc;illv is a sliort state-

ment of the very recent history in regard to wireless, and I have had confer-
ences with General Smuts and with Mr. Graham with regard to the proposals
which are contained in this memorandum—that the Government station should
communicate with South Africa and with Canada, leaving the other parts of

the Empire to communicate with any stations put up by the Marconi Company.
I understand tliat as far as both South Africa and Canada are concerned they
consider, while it is their own business to make their arrangements within their

own countries, cither for Government operation or for operation through such
licenses as they desire, it is the Home Government's duty also to make its own
arrangements with regard to its own territory, and that provided they get a

proper means of communication it is a niatt<M- oi indiffeunce to tiieni whether
it is a (Jovernnient-owned station or whether it is a Company-owned station.

I gather tliat Mr. Graham agrees that I have recited what is the view of

Canada and what is the view of South Africa. I understand that Mr. Bruce is

not satisfied with that. I think it would probably be convenient if Mr. Bruce
put his views before the Conference, and then, if I might be allowed, I might,
perhaps, make a short reply and suggest a form of resolution which this Con-
ference might agree to, if it so desired.

^Ir. Graham: The Postmaster-General has stated our position. We
want an efficient service, and we are not particular how it is given to us at this

end. It is largely your business to control wireless and everything else in your
own territory.

The Chairman: Mr. Bruce.

AN IMPERIAL, NOT LOC.\L, QUESTION

Mr. Biuci;: The Postmaster-General has indicated that although I have
had conferences with him, I cannot, on behalf of Australia, take quite the same
view that Canada and South Africa do. That being so, I think I ought to

make it quite clear exactly where I stand, ami how I view the position. Canada
and South Africa have both taken the view that the question of wireless and of

the operation of the stations to be established in Great Britain is a question
for the British Government, and that that being so they do not desire to take
any particulai action. I, of course, entirely agree that local questions are

matters for the consideration of the local Government, and in Australia we
liave always very strongly .striven for our right^s in that direction. But I ven-
ture to suggest that this particular question goes a little beyond that point. It

is a very great Imperial question, and we have all been asked to come here, as

the representatives of the different parts of the Empire, to consider questions

whicli are of vital interest to the future not only of Great Britain but of all

parts of the Empire. Holding such a strong view with regard to this question

*I.E.C.(23)—57, printed on page 412.
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of wireless, a view whieh is very fully shared in Australia, I am afraid I have

to set out at some length exactly where we consider we have arrived. I need

not deal exhaustively with the importance of wireless and the various questions

connected with it,s extension and the provision of a really eflBcient Empire

serv-ice; that was done very fully by the deputation we had here the other day

from tlic Empire Press Union.

I'Ol.NTS VITAL lO AN i:ril(li:\T WIKtLKSS SKUVICK

I desire, however, to put on record the points which appear to us to be vital

to an efficient wireless service.

(1) Necpssity for Cheap and Rapid Communication.

It is a fundamental prin''iple, which has been accepted by this Conference,

that it is vital to the Empire tliat we should have really cheap and effective

communication, and to-day the rapidity of comnmnication is, perhaps, the most

serious consideration. In the matter of trade, unless we have really first-class

rapid comnmnication between the Dominions and Great Britain, many of the

things that we have been attempting to do at this Conference will inevitably

become impossible of accomplishment. At this time we have to direct our

minds to all methods of communication, particularly those which offer the

possibilitv of an improved service and a reduction of rates. Wireless appears

to offer both those very desirable results. If we do not take the fullest advan-

tage of this new mitiiod of communication, we are inevitably going to handicap

our business men ver>' seriously, in Great Britain and in the Dominions, as,

against their competitors.

(2) Importance oj Improved Xeics Service.

We have also to consider the position in connection with Press messages.

Wireless is one method of reducing the distance that separates the Dominions
from the Motiier Country. There is no question but that, if we can provide

a greatly increased service of well selected and interesting news we shall do a

great deal towards getting a greater unity of thought througliout the Empire,
and towards maintaining and promoting those close relations which we so much
desire.

(3) The Question in its Relation to Migration.

Wireless has also to be considered in relation to migration. We arc trj'ing

to move the surplus people of Great Britain into the outer Dominions in order

to get a better distribution of our population. One of the greatest obstacles we
are confronted with is the fact that migrants who contemplate going to Australia

rather hesitate to do so because of the great distance and the feeling that they
will completely lose touch with their old associations. Efficient and cheap
wireless would go a long way to help. They would have a cheap method of

communication, but possibly what is more important, they would have very full

and regular news coming from the land which they had left.

(4) The Defence Aspect.

We have also the question of defence. Cables were a very efifective method
of communication in the past, but they can certainly be improved upon, and
cables from the defence point of view have one ver>' serious drawback, that they
can be cut. We had experience of that in the war. Almost as soon as it broke
out, we cut the German cable from America and reconnected it and used i*rfor

our own purposes. We have only got to visualize what might take place in

any future war. if a temporary' command of any part of the seas were obtained
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by our enemies. Our communications witli the outlying Dominions niiglit be

cut, witli tiie result that the whole of our future effort-s would be very seriously

handicapped.

(5) Need for Closer Consultation on Foreign Affairs.

Then there is the ciuestion of foreign affairs. I do not want to go to any
extent into the altered position of the Dominions and the new status they hold,

but in all the Dominions there is a ver>' strong feeling that if we are to be a

part of the Empire, and are to bear any responsibility for its foreign policy, we
must have a very much closer knowledge of evcrj'thing that is happening. Many
schemes have been put forward as to how that consultation can take place;

but I think the considered opinion of everybody is that the problem can only

be solved if we have improved communications which will enable us to be

more closely in touch with one anotlier. Wireless offers that opportunity, if it

can achieve anything like what is claimed for it, and the one objection which

has been urged against it, the lack of secrecy, is by no means certain to continue

in the future. It is now claimed as the result of a recent invention, that it

"will be possible to get secret wireless communication between the different parts

of the Empire.

(6) Wireless Needed to Supplement Imperial Cables.

At the present time, the cable communication between the different parts

of the Empire is by no means satisfactory. Speaking here the other day I had

to point out that with regard to the Empire-owned cable, there would be no

use in reducing the rates at present, because the cable is already overloaded

and cannot carry any further traffic; so that a reduction of the rate would

probably only lead to greater congestion. AVe are faced at this moment with

the necessity of considering whether we are going to duplicate that cable at

great expense. It may be possible that, if we can press on with wireless, there

will be no necessity to duplicate the cable. That is one reason why no delay

should be permitted to take place. We have to ascertain whether wireless can

be brought to the aid of the cable, and if it can, whether we are not freed from

the necessity of going on with the proposal to duplicate the Pacific cable.

The case that was made out the other day by the Empire Press Union was
a good case and an unanswcrai)lc one. M tiic present nnmu'iit tlie cable service

is inadequate, and consecjuently there must be a very serious limitation of the

news that will flow between the different parts of the Empire, unless some action

is taken.

(7) Need for Dissemination of British News througlioiit World.

In regard to wireless we have to consider our position in the world gener-

ally. Other nations are going ahead and sending far more news into other

countries than we are in (>reat Britain. We have had nistances given to us

of the position in China, and most people will remember what Lord Northclifife

said when he made his world tour some two years ago. In dealing with the

question of the East he said

—

" I have seen German wireless messages tapped daily on the voyage.

They arc as misleading as the lies concerning Washington, Eg>pt and
India during the war. Reports of the gloominess of British trade

emanate apparently from the same mischievous minds as were operating

in war time, and are equally dangerous, owing to the present uncer-

tainties.

" The result, excepting half a dozen British-owned journals, is that

a tone is rapidly increasing in the Eastern press inimical to England."
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That is a position that I lion't think any of us wish to sec growing up, and it

certainly will have an effect upon our trade and upon our prestige and upon
our general position in the world.

THE EMPIRK F.\R 3F;IIIND FOREIGN COUXTRIES

From the point of view of Empire communications, from the point of view

of development of the Empire (about which we have said so much at this Con-
ferenccl, and from the point of view of our position as one of the great com-
mercial nations of tlie world, the problem appears to me to be one that cannot

brook any further delay. It is very lamentable that we find ourselves in this

position. Prior to the war we were far ahead of any of the other nations. It

appeared that these developments were going to lie to a great extent in our

hands, and that our position with regard to wireless in the future would be an
almost unchallengable one. But the result has been very different. At the

present moment we are very far behind other countries. We have very full

mformatiun as to what our present position is. and 1 do not want to detain the

Conference long by going into it. We know what other countries have done,

and the number of stations that they luwe established.

SUMMARY 0¥ THE INTERN.\TION.\L POSITIOX

There is, however, a sunnuary of the position which is very short, and
which will be quite sufficient for my purpose. It is from an article by Sir Harry
Brittain in the Observer of the 29th July, 1923. I am not vouching for the

number of stations he gives; but even if they are not absolutely correct they

are so nearly so that it does not make any difference.

The statement is as follows:

—

" Summarizing shortly the information in a recent return, it showed
that the Unit^'d States of America possesses sixteen high-power stations,

France four, and tiermany and this country two each. But this sum-
mary does not accurately represent the position. The two stations pos-
sessed by Germany are far and away more efficient tlian either of the
two possessed by this country. The Naucn station has an overall power
of 800 k.w., and the Hanover station, 400 k.w. Great Britain only pos-
sesses a Post Office station at Leafield, an arc station of 250 k.w-. and
admittedly out of date, and the Carnarvon station with an overall power
of 340 k.w.

" The comparative position of the four Powers may, I think, be
roughly summarized as follows, making allowance for efficiency:

—

" The United States 16
"France 8
" Germany 4
" Great Britain 1."

I do not want to give any further tletails. 1 have a complete statement
here showing what every country is doing, and a close examination of it shows
that we are far behind the other countries of the world, and that the pre-
eminent position wliidi looked assured to us before the war has altogether

disappeared.

WAVE length: a serious factor

There is another very serious factor in the case, and it is that every day
it is becoming increasingly difficult for us to obtain the position wc ought to

hold. Ix)ng-distance wireless is depenflent upon wave length. There is now an
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arrangement by which wave length can be taken up for certain stations. The
present position is that fifty-tiiree wave lengths between 10,000 and 26,000 metres
are already occupied or rescr^-cd. Almost every month new stations are erected
and new wave lengths will be reserved, and if things are allowed to drift

indefinitely, we shall probably find ourselves in serious diflBculties, even on the

question of wave length. However viewed, the wireless position does not look
hopeful at the present moment.

All I have said is merely a ver>- short summars- of the invaluable work that
wireless can do in regard to both Empire communication and international
communication, and an attempt to indicate that the present position is very
unsatisfactory from the point of view of the British Empire, which probably
depends more than any other countrj' in the world upon really efficient and
cheap communication. But the subject is so important that anybody who is

taking a serious interest in it ought to consider it in much more detail than I

am able to do to-day; and a close study of the statement made by Dr. Donald
on behalf of the Press Union the other day will give a great deal of verj- valu-
able information.

THE 1921 scheme: .\X IMPERI.\L WraELESS CH.4IN

Everj^body remembers that at the Conference two years ago the Norman
Report was considered, and the Conference adopted the proposal for 2.000-mile
step stations to form an Imperial chain. Australia dissented from that scheme,
and expressed the view that the question should be dealt with on the basis of

direct communication over long distances. At that time long-distance wireless,

on the basis of communication, for example, between Australia and Britain,

was completely ruled out, and was considered outside the realm of practical

politics.

PRESENT AVSTR.\IJAN SCHEME HELD UP OWING TO .\B.SENCE OF RECIPROC.\I.

ST.\TION IN GREAT BRITAIN

Only two years have gone, but to-day the position is completely changed,

and the Post Office in Britain, and opinion generally, is convinced that direct

long-distance wireless is possible, and is the system that should be adopted.

Unfortunately the fact that two years ago the opposite view was taken has

placed Australia in a most embarrassing position. We went fonvard believing

in what we had stated at the Conference, and we have made arrangcment-s to

erect a station which will be capable of communicating direct with (Ireat Britain.

That station will be the largest in the world. It will have twenty towers of 800

feet each. We are committed to this great undertaking, but, owing to differences

of opinion with which I have no concern at all, we arc faced with the ver>'

serious possibility that we shall not have a reciprocal station in Great Britain

that will satisfy our requirements. Naturally, therefore, we have to press vi.'rj-

very seriously that some settlement of the difficulty mu.st be arrived at, to

prevent our arrangements with regard to wireless being rendered inoperative,

and the whole scheme of Empire wireless development being held up indefinitely.

THE ROLTE VIA CANADA

There is also another factor which I must refer to. In our scheme it was
proposed, not only to put a reciprocal station in Great Britain, but also to have

an alternate route through North America by means of a station in Canada,
which would serve for direct communication between Canada and Great Britain,

but which also would be employed as a connecting link for communication by
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tlie alternate route between Australia and (ircat Britain. So tiiat Australia, at

all events, is very interested in the situation witli regard to Canada as well as

the situation in Great Britain.

THE THREE POSSIBLE METHODS OF DIVIDING THE TR.\FFIC

The Postmaster-General's memorandum embodies three proposals, which
he says arc the three methods by which tiie situation can be dealt with. The
first is " unrestricted competition under which both the Company's stations and
th eGovernment station would communicate indiscriminately with each of the

Dominion stations "; the second is '' a form of pooling arrangements whereby
the traffic would be operated from one central control, and routed via the
Government station or the Company's stations as the day to day reciuirements

indicate, the revenue being pooled in proportion to the number of stations con-
tributed by each party." The third is " a regional distribution under which
the services with certain Dominions would be conducted via the Government
station, and with others by the Company's stations."

THE SCHEME OF REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION

The first two arc at the present moment not under consideration. Apparently
a parting of the ways has arrived with regard to both of them. The first one,

of unrestricted competition, would not I think at first sight recommend itself

to anybody, but I am expressing no views on the first two at the present moment.
The pooling arrangement has apparently broken down, owing to the differences

between the Marconi Company and the British Government, with which I have
not the slightest conceni. I have no interest in the Marconi Company or in

the British Government. I have an interest in Australia and in the whole
Imperial idea of a wireless system. We are therefore brought back to the fact

tfiat the third policy of regional distribution is the one that appears now to be

under consideration.

THK D.\NGERS OF SVCH .\N .\RR.\NGEMENT

Personally I see the gravest dangers with regard to any such arrangement,
and my apprehensions arise from the position in. which wireless in the world
has arrived at the present moment. We have in Canada a private company
which operates wireless there under license from the Government. That private

company is contemplating the erection of new high power stations at Montreal
and at Vancouver. It is a private company, and as such it is entitled I pre-

sume to hold any views it chooses. It is taking exception to being dependent
solely upon a Government station. In what I am going to say now, I am not
expressing my own opinions or views. I am merely trjing to indicate what will

quite possibly happen in the position in wiiich we shall find our.selves. That
Canadian company has views which may be summarized by saying it is not
prepared to be dependent upon a station controlled by a Government for its

reciprocal traffic from Great Britain; and, holding that view, it is saying that
the whole position is at the moment quite different from what was contemplated
when it talked of erecting the [Montreal and Vancouver stations.

The Post Office proposal to allocate the Canadian traffic, under a regional
arrangement, to the Government station here, does not in any way affect the
Canadian company, provided that there is the same efficiency in the Govern-
ment station as there would be in a privately controlled one, because the Cana-
dian company is in the fortunate position that all messages that go from Britain
to Canada would have to be received l)y the company, and all messages sent
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from C:\nada to Britain would have to be sent by tlie company. They will

get their share of the receipts or revenue, and they will handle all the traffic,

whoever may be sending the messages to them. So that if they have a com-
plaint, the only ground upon which they can base it is tlic assumption that
under Government control the business will not be handled with the same
efficiency, and that there will not be the same number of messages going through.

They can take up that attitude, and it is then open to them to say that

they are not going to proceed with the erection of the stations at >Iontreal and
at Vancouver. That I think would be a very lamentable thing from the point

of view of Canada. It would certainly be a most lamentable thing from the

point of view of Australia, because we want our reciprocal station in Canada
at Vancouver for the service we are establishing. That I think is tlie position

that we have to face. It is perfectly true that if that attitude were taken up
by the Canadian Company it would be open to the Canadian Government to

come in if they wished, and to say: We arc going to erect both stations; we
are going to take over the whole of the control of wireless. There is nothing

at all to prevent Canada doing that. But I view with apprehension the inter-

minable delay that would take place if anything of the sort had to be done. As
to whether or not. in the event of the Canadian Company acting as I have
suggested, it might be said that the Canadian Company were acting in con-

junction with the Marconi Company, or holding somebody to ransom, I express

no opinion. I do not know what their motives arc. What I do say, is that

there will be a very serious situation unless you can find some way out of the

present trouble.

South Africa is in a somewhat similar position. South Africa has handed
over wireless under a license to a company, which is now erecting a station

there. That company may take the same view. Both Canada and South Africa

may take the view that one British station operating with them will not fulfil

their requirements. They may say, and I think it would be a very natural

thing to say, that they must have an alternate route. Wireless, like cables,

breaks down at times, and they might be left without any means of communi-
cation, and they arc quite entitled to object to that.

There is also another consideration. It seems to me that Canada and
South Africa might say: But whose messages are going to get precedence over

this route? The reason why we objected to the 2,000-niile step station was that

we knew inevitably our messages through to Britain wouUl come in behind the

messages from all the places along the route.

It seems to me that if only one station is pro\ided for serving Canada and
South Africa— it not being a matter for arrangement between (iovernments but

for independent consideration by private companies, which are entitled to hold

any opinion they like—we may find a most embarrassing situation arising, even

to the point of the Canadian company wimling itself up on the ground that the

position is impossible, and the Government having to step in and erect its own
stations, with the long delay that will occur and the intolerable difficulties that

will inevitably arise with regard to patents.

.\X .\LARM1\G POSITION

That being the view that I take, I think the present position is a most
alarming one. and it is one for which we have to find some solution. Other-
wise the whole of the wireless position of the Empire is going to remain in its

present unfortunate state, whicii is handicapiiing us as against all ilic other

coimtries of the world. I hope it will be understood that I am stressing this

question from a very real appreciation of the necessity of getting wireless com-
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muiiifation tliroushout tlic EiiipiiT of t!ic most efficient cliaract^-'r, ami also

because Australia lias been led into tiie i)resent position by the actions of other

people.

We went forward with our scheme of direct wirelesri communications,
ha\-ing been told that, as we could n.ot agree to the proposed indirect method,

we could find our own method of gettin}; Empire communication. If, after wc
have gone ahead and in\'olved ourselves in very serious liabilities, wc are to be

faced with the situation that all we have done has been perfectly useless, I

tiiink we have very legitimate grounds of coniplaint, and we cannot be accused

of interference if we press our case strongly.

ERECTIOX OF OTHER ST.\TIOXS IN GRK.^T BRIT.VIN .V POSSIBLE SOLUTION

There is one pos.'ible sound and sane way by which the position as it

now stands can be met. The British Government have decided that they are

going to build a station. That is entirely their business, and wc have nothing

to do with it at all. But since they have decided to build a station, but have
limited themselves to one station, I think, on behalf of Australia, I am entitled

to say that there should certainly be licences issued for other stations to be

erected in Great Britain. At the time when this station was announced, I

communicated with the British Government and asked what their intentions

were; and having heard what they proposed to do, I indicated that as far as

Australia were concerned, we should not be satisfied to be dependent upon one

British station for our communications. We recognized that there would be a

great amount of ordinary propaganda going out from this station, in addition

to the ordinary work of communicating with other parts of the F.nipire; and T

think the British Government ciuite recognized that view, and did not take up
the position that we should be content with one station.

THE POOLING ARRANGEMENT EXAMINED

If there are to be other stations erected by outside enterprise, it seems to

me that on only one sane basis can they be possibly conducted; and that is

under the second of these alternatives, namely, a pooling arrangement. As I

understand it, a pooling arrangement has been considered, but has broken

down because of certain recjuirements that one side or the other are alleged

to have stated to be essential. As to this I cannot think that it is impossible

to arrive at an arrangement.

The main point, I understand, is that there must be some central point

from which messages are to be despatched. With three stations operating, that

would appear to be the intelligent way of handling the situation so that the

traffic can be routc<l through whichever station is available at a particular

moment. It being perfectly clear, I sliould imagine, to any intelligent person
that it is necessary- to have a central despatching point, then, surely, it is

possible to come to some arrangement as to how that central despatching point

is to be operated; and it certainly seems to me that the proper way to deal

with that side of the question is. that if there are two stations, one privately

owned and one Gt)vernment-owned, the despatching and the operatives in the

despatching centre should be provided half and half, with some arrangement
as to the general control of the whole of the operatives. If it is one station

against two stations, then one-third might come from the owner of the one

station and two-thirds from the owner of the two stations.

Surely there is some method by which an arrangement of that character
can be arrived at. Personally, I do not think that either one side or the other.
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if there were three stations, would be entitled to demand that they should
have the whole of the control of the despatching from a central office. It ought
to be conducted under the general management of the people who are concenicd
in proportion to the stations they hold.

SUGGESTED ACTION IF A POOLING ARRANGEMENT NOT AGREED UPON

If a pooling arrangement cannot be arrived at, the position will be a very
serious one, but it may have to be faced. If no arrangement can be come to

with those people and companies who are interested in wireless, and with whom,
incidentally, I am not at all concerned, it is essential that there should be the

fullest publicity as to the position the two parties are taking up. There should

be no shadow of doubt as to what the attitude of each of the parties is, and if

the statements made by one party substantially differ from the statements made
by the other, then some method should be arrived at by which the two points

of view can be investigated by some quite impartial body, who will give the

facts to the British people and to the whole of the Dominions as to where we
are in the matter.

If we find the position is that some outside organization is taking up an
utterly unreasonable and irreconcilable attitude, and is really trj-ing to hold the

Government to ransom, then it seems to me the Government must take very
definite action. I do not know whether the British Government would be

prepared to do it, but if the final necessity comes it is open to the British

Government to erect all the stations that are required in this country. Person-
ally, I think that would be a most unfortunate situation to arise; I can see

innumerable difficulties with regard to patents and other rights; but, at the same
time, I would never be a party to allowing some outside body to hold a Govern-
ment to ransom, and I would certainly not use the pressure that perhaps Australia

can bring to aid any persons to secure an arrangement which is not a fair and
proper one, and one to which they are not entitled.

PrSLIC STATEMENT OF CASE IMPER.\TIVE

But it seems to me that no situation of that character need arise. It must
be possible that a pooling arrangement can be arrived at on a satisfactorj' basis.

It is imperative, however, that the whole case should be stated, and the fullest

publicity given to it. If the facts cannot be arrived at by this means, then

some impartial authority must be appointed to investigate the whole situation

and give a clear statement of the fact*. After the finding of such an impartial

body, I do not believe that either a Govcnimcnt or any out.*ide people would
be able to resist the pressure that the whole of the people of Britain and the

Dominions would put upon them, so that the future of wireless, which is so

essential to the whole of our development, would not be allowed to be held up
to enable a quarrel to continue, a quarrel which appears to be getting extra-

ordinarily intense at the present moment.
I am sorrj' to have taken up so much time, but this matter is vitally

important from Australia's point of view.

NEW ZEALAND AWAITING ACTION BY GRE.AT BRITAIN

Mr. Massey: I was just going to say, Sir Philip, that I look upon this

matter of Wireless Communications as one of the most important that has
been brought before this Conference during the present year. I have not referred

to it outside except in very general terms. I understand some of the difficulties

that have occurred. I say it is important, because I believe that there are pos-
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sibilities with regard to wireless which are yet undreamt of, and I believe that
wireless is of more importance to us in the countries of the Empire that are
farthest away from Eurojie tiian even to the countries within two or three
thousand miles of Great Britain.

Now wiicn the Conlerencc met last time, two or two anfl a half years iigo.

it was understood at that time that wireless, when it became established, would
have to be arranged by stages. The suggestion was put forward that probably
the first stage would be Cairo; another station in India; another one some-
where between India and Australia and so on to New Zealand, if it became
necessary for New Zealand to make its arrangements for getting its wireless in

that way. What I mean is this: we have done practically nothing in New
Zealand, because we have been waiting for some definite action from Britain
itself. As soon as Britain let^s us know what it is going to do then we can go
on with our arrangements, but in the meantime we cannot do anything of very
much ^aIuc. That is what we are up against.

\Vc have wireless stations, and I have always looked upon it as very
important that we should control the wireless station at Samoa, which was
German before the war, because it may become necessary for us as an alterna-
tive, to do what has been suggested by the Prime Minister of Australia, to have
an alternative route across Canada. That may be necessary, and I do not
mind in the slightest. All I want to know is this: when is the British Post

Office going to make up its mind; when are they going to tell us they will be
able to transmit messages to New Zealand, or if not to New Zealand to some
intermediate centre? And then we can go on with our arrangements, and there

will be no avoidable delay so far as we are concerned.

NEW ZE.\L.\ND IN FAVOUR OF EMPIRE CONTROL

As to the question between Empire control and control by private indi-

viduals or even by a public company, I have no hesitation in saying that so
far as that question is concerned, I stand for Empire control. I think that the
system of Empire wireless, when it comes, ought to be under the control of

the different coimtries of the Empire; that we shall be able to make a satis-

factory arrangement between the different countries for that purpose I do not
doubt.

Like other members, I know something of the wire-pulling that has been
going on and the propaganda that has been in circulation. I do not stand for

that sort of thing. I realize the dangers in any private control of wireless. If

it came to war-time, one never knows what is going to happen. I do not think
any Government would hesitate for five minutes as to whether they woulil take
over the control of wireless during a war period or whether they would not.

Personally, I would not hesitate, and I do not think there is anybody in Britain

who would, but we have to understand where we are, and I want to liave a

conversation with the head of the Post Office on this subject before I leave

England. I am not going away for a few weeks, because I have a great many
matters to attend to, but there is no doubt in my mind that if wireless develops
as it has developed in the last year or two, it is going to be cheaper, and much
more satisfactory and efficient than the cable. That is my opinion. I am not

finding any fault with the cables; we have had, on the whole, a good service

by cable and one which might continue for a very long time to come, but the

other is one we should take advantage of.

IMPORT.\NCE OF AN EARLY DECISION

I do not like the idea of the nation to which we all belong falling behind in

wireless or in anything else. I do not think it pays us to do it. We have to
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take advantage of improvements and inventions as they come along. There is

time for it if the authorities here, tlie people at the head of affairs in England,

will only bestir themselves and make up their minds as to what they are going

to do, and if they do make up their minds, other countries like New Zealanfl

will be able to do what is best under the circumstances. And I say again, there

is no delay as far as we arc concerned, whether Britain will be able to com-
municate direct to us or through Canada, as it has been suggested just now, and
which I think very likely will be the case. That is all I wish to say. Sir Philip.

The Ch.mkman: I think, Postmaster-General, it would be convenient as

we have taken it in this way to hear anybody else, if they have any points to

raise. Sir William, I gathered yesterday that Mr. Burton said he was in agree-

ment with the Post Office generally?

SOUTH .\FRICA S.\TISFIED WITH BRITISH SCHEME

Sir WiLLi.vM jNIacintosh: Yes, we are in agreement with what has been'

said by the Po.«tmaster-General. We, as you know, have taken our own indi-

vidual line and have entered into a contract, and that being the position, we
do not consider we have any status t« interfere with anything that you might
wish U) do on this side, unless we had reason to suppose there would not be an
efficient service. We are asked to assume—of course, we have had a good deal

of pressure put on us by the Alarconi Company—we are asked to assume that

the service by the British Government will not be efficient, and will not be early

brought into operation. Wc arc not prepared to assume that. We have had
an assurance from the Postmaster-General that the Rugby Station will be

ready more quickly than any stations that Marconi's could possibly put up if

they started one right away, and that there will be a fully equipped and fully

efficient service. With that, of course, wc must remain content. I would like

to say that from the point of view of a company that has entered into a con-

tract to put a large sum of money into our country, one cannot help having a

certain amount of sympathy with them when they say the competing cable

people are free to work the thing from both ends, and thc}- will only have their

one end, and, therefore, it will not be so easy for them to make it pay—there

will be a po.<sibility that it will not pay. After all, that is not our concern.

AVe have had an assurance from the Post Office and with that we remain con-

tent.

EXAMPLES OF THE DANGERS OF PRIV.ATE MONOPOLY

Sir P.\TRiCK McGrath: Mr. President, if I intervene in this di^cu^^iun it

is merely because I want to emphasize the danger of creating a private mono-
poly in wireless telegraphy. In this, as in the matter of Preference, which we
discussed a few days ago, Newfoundland furnishes a "horrible example."

The original submarine telegraph cables were laid across the Atlantic from
Newfoundland to Ireland over sixty years ago. They were laid under a charter

from the Newfoundland Legislature, which gave the Company—now known as

the Anglo-American Telegraph Company—a fifty years' monopoly. Some
twenty years later, another company was established, and tried to lay a cable

into Newfoundland and break the monopoly. The cable was actually laid into

Conception Bay, but the Anglo Company obtained an injunction from the

Supreme Court, and the other companj- had then to lay its cable to the main-
land of Canada. Another twenty years, and the question "arose of establishing

telephones in Newfoundland, when the Anglo Company intervened again, and
successfully maintained its claim that telephony was a branch of telegraphy and
covered by its monopoly. The third development was in 1901, when Marconi
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attempted to get wireless signals across the Atlantic. Knowing of tliis mono-
poly, he gave out that he was seeking to communicate with steamers in mid-

ocean, which, indeed, he was, but he was also trying to pick up signals from

Poldhu, in Cornwall, at St. Jolin's, and, after a week's tests, he announced to

the world his success in this. I may say that it was through me, being a journal-

ist, tiie announcement was made and that I heard the signals at the time. As
soon as the world was made aware by Marconi of what had happened, the

Anglo Company again obtained an injunction to restrain him from further

experiments, and he liaci to pack his bag and " clear out,"' as tlic Americans say.

What detriment resulted to the progress of cabling from the exercise of

this monopoly, I cannot of course say, but it is significant that within a few-

days of the expin.- of the monopoly in 1904, all the " English-speaking " cable

companies working across the Atlantic, cut their cables on the Grand Banks
and brought them into Newfoundland, where they established .stations, and, as

a result, they increased the efTiciency of their lines, according to their own
claims, about 33 per cent.

Wiien the Marconi Company in turn established themselves in Newfound-
land, they also sought and obtained exclusiv'e privileges, and our Government
found that when it wanted stations established on the Labrador Coast for the

convenience of our fishermen, who resort there every summer, they could only
be established by arrangement with the Company.

Another danger of monopoly arises from the present situation of the
English-speaking transatlantic cable companies. The Commercial Cable Com-
pany, a purely American concern, is operated from New York; the Western-
Union, another American concern, has recently absorbed the Anglo-American,
and this combination is also operated from New York instead of from London
as previously. The " Direct " Cable was included in this group, but a few
years ago was purchased by the Imperial Government, to serve as a unit in an
Imperial Telegraph service to girdle the globe, but of course it can only carry

a fraction of the traffic.

The Empire is thus faced with the contingency that its transatlantic cable

facilities may at any time pass under foreign control. An evidence of the

danger of this is afforded by the experience of the Western Union Cable Com-
pany some three or four years ago, when they tried to lay a cable from Miami,
m Suuthern Florida. \'u\ the ^^'est Indies, to 8outh America, in conjunction with

some British cable company, antl because of pressure from American cable

interests, the American (jovernmcnt intervened, and by the use of warships
forcibly prevented the laying of this cable until tlie company accepted the terms
dictated by the authorities at Washington.

All of these circumstances seem to me to point the moral that in this

matter even,- step should be taken to prevent a private monopoly being created
in so important a service as wireless telegraphy is likeh* to become in the future
relations of the different portions of the British Empire.

E.\RLV .SOLVTION OF VIT.\L IMPORT.\NCE

Mr. Innes: As far as India is concerned. Sir. we accept absolutely the

statement in the last paragraph of the Postmaster-General's memorandum,
namely, that the policy to be adopted in this country is entirely a matter for

His Majesty's Government; hut India hopis that in the near future we shall

make a real advance in the construction of a big high-power station, and I do
hope that when that station i~ in operation we shall not be held up by the lack

of adequate reciprocating arrangements in this countr>-. I should, on general

Empire grounds, like to associate myself with what the Prime Minister of Aus-
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tralia has said, namely, that it is a matter of vital importance that some solu-

tion should be found of the difEculties which have already held up this very
important matter in this country.

Sir Laming Worthington-Evans: Mr. President. I think there is a general

agreement amongst all of us as to what Mr. Bruce said about the necessity for

better communication throughout the Empire, whether it be of news, whether it

be for the migrants, or whether it be to supplement the cable service, and I

entirely agree with him that we are hciiindhand as an Empire in wireless

communications, and it is essential that leeway should be made up, and that

there should be a really cflficicnt and effective inter-communication throughout

the Empire by wireless. Up to that point, we are ab.<olutely all agreed, but when
we have said that, we have got to consider the means by which that service can

be obtained.

PROGRESS OF BRITISH GOVERNMENT .STATION

Perhaps I may say just one or two words about Mr. Bruce's statement with

regard to the Australian position. He says that Australia is now putting up a

station of 20 ma.sts of 800 feet each, and the danger lie fears is that there will be

no reciprocal station in Great Britain. I have informed the Conference that as

far as the British station is concerned the land is purchased, the designs are

made, the masts are ordered, and I am assured that, by the end of next year,

that station will be erected. I think it will be erected probably within twelve

months.

THE NEGOTI.\TIONS WITH THE MARCONI COMP.\NV

Now, there are well-known difficulties in coming to an agreement with the

Marconi Company. I thought we had come to an agreement in July last. I

announced an agreement, or the main heads of an agreement, in the House of

Commons in July last, because at that moment, after negotiation with the

]Marconi Company, we had settled what seemed to be all the main heads of the

Pooling Agreement. The Pooling Agreement amounted to this, that the Gov-

ernment should put up one station, that the Marconi Company should have

licenses to put up two stations, and from all those three stations there should

be communications with the Empire, controlled by one controlling hand who
would route the messages as the requirements of the traffic and of the various

other stations of the Empire indicated.

The course of negotiation was that the Marconi Company claimed that the

operating should be done from Radio House by the Marconi Company. We
point«d out that that was not desirable; that the operating ought to be done

by the public authority, by the Post Office, although the technical management
of eacii station would remain in the hands as to the two stations, of the Alarconi

Company, and as to the one station, of the Government; but the actual opera-

ting and routing of the messages should be done by one central authority at the

Post Office; they already do it to a large extent in other wireless work, and it is

a matter of common routine work.

At first Marconi's objected; they afterwards agreed. They first made the

proposal that Mr. Bruce has made to-day, namely, that part of the employees

should be Post Office employees and part of them Marconi employees. Tliat was
their proposal. We examined that with a desire to meet them, but the terms of

service of Government employees and the terms of service of private companies'

employees are so different that you could not get them working alongside each

other under any ordinary form of supervision. Wc point^nl that out to the

Marconi Company.
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The Marconi Company then withdrew that proposal and said: "Well, we

will agree to your doing the operating, provided that we can have someone in

your Olllce to watili the working of the business." We accepted that at once,

"and I said: "Yes certainly, you are entitled to that; you are entitled to two-

thirds of the receipts and you are entitled to sec that the business is properly

managed. By all means we will welcome your man in the Post Office for that

purpose." That was in July. It seemed to be entirely agreed. Negotiations

on minor details, the actual drafting of the agreements, went on between the

Post Office and the Company.

THE BREAKDOWN OF THE NEGOTIATIONS

But in September last Mr. Godfrey Isaacs came back and said that he had

been considering the matter and had come to the conclusion that he could not

raise the money on the footing that the control of the operating was to remain

with the Post Office. I pointed out to him that this was a complete volte face,

that he had already come to an agreement on these matters. He said he was

sorry about that, but that was his decision and he could not go on. I was then

thrown back from the pooling of what is known as regional distribution.

DIFFICULTIES OF REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION NOT LIKELY TO BE SERIOUS

I do not think that the difficulties of regional distribution are likely to be

serious. Mr. Bruce fears that the Marconi Company may refuse to consider

regional distribution, and tiiat, tliorcforc, he may lose his alternative route. He
thinks that the Marconi Company may refuse to put up the stations in Canada.

Mr. Bruce: No, no.

Sir Laming Worthington-Evans: Of course they may.

Mr. Bruce: That is not the point I am making at all. I am assuming

that the regional agreement is accepted. Supposing it were accepted, then I say

that the Canadian Company miglit refuse t-o put up two stations they are

talking of in Montreal and in Vancouver. I am not saying it is right. Please

understand me. I am merely putting what may happen.

PRESSURE exercised BY M.\RCONI COMPANY

Sir Laming Worthington-Evans: That would be a form of the pressure

brouglit to bear upon us by the Marconi Company. When you talk of "the

company", or when South Africa talks of "the company", we have got to

remember that it is the Marconi Company all the time; tliey are all of them,

directly or indirectly, controlled by the one hand, which can tell tlic Canadian
Company; "Well, you had better say that if the regional distribution is ac-

cepted we shall not go on with the Canadian stations". That is a form of

pressure which is being brought to bear upon us now, and if I may speak quite

freely, we have either got to give way to that pres.sure, in which ca.?e you liave

got a monopoly in the hands of the Marconi Company, or we have got to resist

that pressure. If the Marconi Company declare their policy to be that they

will not put up stations in any part of the Empire unless they are given a free

run throughout the Empire we shall know where we are, and we shall under-

stand that notiiing short of what would in practice, if not in form, be a

monopoly, will satisfy them.

the present offer to the COMPANY

Now t'lc offer which I have made to the Marconi Company, and wliich

they have not yet refused, is that we will put up our Government station for

communication with South Africa and Canada, and they can put up two
36—21
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stations for communication anywhere else in tlic Empire. They liave not

refused that. What they have been doing is to put pressure by propoganda

upon all of ynu, because each one of you has admitted, cacti one of you has said,

that, while not influenced by it, attempts have been made to enlist your sympa-

thies and your advocacy on the side of the Marconi Company.

Mr. Bruce: Might I just interrupt? I must say, in fairness to the Marconi

Company, that they have not tried to influence me. I sent for Mr. Godfrey

Isaacs myself, and liad about half an hour with him, and I sent for him again.

They have not approached me.

Sir Laming Wortiiington-Ev.\ns: The real point we have to consider is,

are we prepared, or are we not, to give a virtual monopoly of wireless communi-
cation to one company. That is the question.

Mr. Massev: There can be only one answer to that question. It is in the

negative.

Sir Laming Worthington-Evans: I know your answer, and I think I

know Sir Patrick McGrath's answer from what he has said. He has had a

peculiar experience of monopoly and litigation, and I am sure he does not want
to repeat it in wireless.

GOVERNMENT OR PRIV.\TE MONOPOLY ALIKE UNDESIR.\BLE

Now I do not believe that this question is insoluble. I believe that the

Marconi Company will recognize that either the pooling arrangement or the

original allocation is a fair offer on the part of the Government and that a

monopoly is out of the question. I believe that will happen. If it does not

happen, the British Government will have to consider whether it should not

put up further stations. That is the alt<>mative. As we stand now, we have a

super-station going up with twelve masts. It may be that that station could

be extended, or another station would have to be put up, but I do not want

either a monopoly in a private firm or in the Government. I should prefer to

see the two working together; I believe there is a quite unknown, quite un-

realized, almost unimagined, development still to come in wireless; and I want

the two agencies, the Government service as well as the private enterprise, to

combine for the purpose of securing for Great Britain and the Empire the verv-,

very best service that can be got.

After further discussion, Mr. Bruce proposed:

"That this Imperial Economic Conference affirms the importance

of establishing as quickly as possible an efficient Imperial Ser\-ice of

Wireless Communication, and is of opinion that the several Governments

of the Empire should take immediate action to remove any difficulties

which are now delaying the accomplishment of this, while providing

adequate safeguards against the subordination of public to private

interests."

This was carried unanimouslv.
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CABLE AND WIRELKSS COMMUNICATIONS OF THE EMPIRE

Memorandvm by the Post Office (I.E.C. (23)—7)

i.—general description of existing cable routes

Two main sets of routes start out from Great Britain:

—

(a) The trans-Atlantic routes, and
(b) The Eastern system of cables—whicli between them serve practi-

cally the whole of the British Empire.

(a) Trans-Atlantic Routes.

There are fourteen cables between the British. Isles and North America,
some landing (this side) in the Irish Free State and the rest in Cornwall; and
all landing on the other side in British territory—either in Newfoundland or
in Canada—though many of them are extended by shorter sections to the
United States.

Two of these trans-Atlantic cables, the " Imperial Cables," are owned by
the British GovernnK'nt. The other twelve cables are all worked, and most of

them also owned, by American companies.
Both the Imperial Cables are worked direct between London and Halifax.

They both land near Penzance (Cornwall); but they are laid by different

routes, one having a relay station at Harbour Grace (Newfoundland), and the
other at Fayal, in the Azores. (Further information concerning the Imperial
Cables is furnished in Section II.)

Besides serving Newfoundland and Canada and forming a link in the
westward route to Australia and New Zealand, the trans-Atlantic cables con-
nect at Halifax with the cables of the Halifax and Bermuda and Direct West
India Companies (two affiliated British companies), which provide an all-

British route via Bermuda and Turks Island to Jamaica, where it joins the
West India and Panama Company's system. They also connect with the latter

system through the medium of the United States land lines (owned and worked
by American companies) and cables from Florida to Jamaica via Cuba.

These systems also serve British Guiana by wireless from Trinidad.

Australia and New Zealand are served by two routes: (1) by the Pacific

Cable, which is owned and worked l)y the Pacific Cable Board (representing

the British, Canadian, Australian, and New Zealand Governments) and runs
from Bamfield (Vancouver) to New Zealand and Australia via Fanning and
Fiji, being connected with the Imperial Atlantic Cables by means of a landline

between Halifax and Bamfield leased from the Canadian Pacific Railway; and
(2) by the cables of the Eastern and Associated Companies.

(b) Eastern System.

This important system is owned by the East-em Telegraph Company and
its Associated Companies. There are seven cables starting from Porthcumo
(Cornwall), of which one lands in Spain, two in Portugal, two at Gibraltar, one
at Madeira, and one at the Azores. The Iberian routes are extended through
the Mediterranean via Malta to Egj'pt, and thence down the Red Sea to Aden.
There they separate, one route running to East and South Africa (see below)
and the other to India, Ceylon and Singapore, and thence via the Dutch East
Indies to Australia and New Zealand.

36—21}
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The cable to Madeira forms the first link in a second chain to South Africa,

which runs via St. Vincent, Ascension and St. Helena, with branches to the

West African Colonies. From Soutli Africa it is extended across the Indian

Ocean, so as to form a second route to Australia.

The cable to the Azores ser\-es South America (via St. Vincent and Ascen-

sion).

It should be mentioned also that the Indo-European Telegraph Company
liave a system of land lines which before the war provided an alternative route

to India, via Germany, Poland, Russia and Persia, being connected with Great
Britain by means of leased wires in the Anglo-German Government Cables.

Tills system has been repaired since the war, but is not yet worked for through
traffic.

II.—IMPERI.^L CABLE SERVICE

The Imperial Cable No. I was formed by the diversion during the war of

one of the Emden-Azores-New York cables, the eastern section being diverted
to Penzance and the western section to Halifax. The cable thus formed was
hrouclit into use in July. 1917.

Under the Treaty of Versailles, Gcnnany renounced all rights to these and
other cables in favour of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers. The allo-

cation of the cables has been discussed by the Powers, but an agreement has not

yet been reached. The British claim, however, to retain the Imperial Cable has
not been seriously challenged.

The Imperial Cable No. II was formerly the property of the Direct United
States Cable Company, who had leased it the Western Union Company. The
latter company terminated the lease; and the British Government purchased the

cable in November, 1920. In November, 1922, it was diverted from Ireland

to Penzance, in order that it might be worked side by side with the Imperial

Cable No. I.

The Imperial Cables cater speciallj' for traffic with the Dominions. The
service, as above mentioned, is worked in close connection with the Pacific

Cable Board's service to Australia and New Zealand. The Board work the

Halifax station on a repayment basis, and look after the interests of the

Imperial Cables generallj' in Canada. Australasian traffic is sent over a special

line leased from the Canadian Pacific Railway, which is worked by the Board
direct between Halifax and Bamficld, the terminus of tlie Pacific cable. West
Indian traflSc is sent from Halifax by tlic British cable route via Bermuda.

Tiie Imperial Cable Service re-established the deferred rate to Canada a

considerable time before the Cable Companies did so, charging the pre-war

deferred rate of 4^d. to Eastern Canada, whereas the Companies, on reintro-

ducing their deferred service, for some time charged 6d. a word, although they

eventually came into line. The Imperial Service was also the first to introduce

a 3d. Night Letter Telegram rate to Eastern Canada. For some years past the

Week-end Service to Australia and New Zealand at quarter rates has been pro-

vided by the Imperial-Pacific route only. The Imperial Service alone has

restored the deferred press rate to Canada at 2\A. a word, and the Imperial-

Pacific route alone has restored the deferred press rate to Australia and New
Zealand at 4^d. a word.

The Dominion Governments frequently in the past pressed proposals for

the establishment of a Government Atlantic cable route, and now that such a

route is available—and is the only trans-Atlantic cable route under purely

British control—an appeal can be made with confidence to those Governments
to give it their full support by arranging (as most of them do) for the transmis-
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sion of all Government trafiic over the route, and in any other way tliat may
be open to them.

The position of the Imperial Cable Service as regards exchange of traffic

with the Canadian National Telegraphs is not, however, altogether satisfactory.

When the Imperial Cable No. I was first brought into operation, the Canadian
Pacific Railway was the only organization in a position to supply a connecting

wire to Montreal, and it demanded, as a condition of doing so, an exclusive

arrangement for dealing with traffic passing over the cable for Canada. This
arrangement cannot be terminated until next year, and only then on payment
of a substantial penalty. With some difficulty arrangements were recently

made with the Canadian National Telegraphs for the acceptance of trafiic in

Canatia for transmission by the Imperial Cables; but when these arrangements
came to the knowledge of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company it claimed
that they were contrary to the spirit of the agreement with them; and although
this contention is not admitted, the arrangements with the National Telegraphs
have not yet been brought into operation.

III.—P.\ciFic Cable: Proposed Duplication

The Pacific Cable Board have for some time been considering proposals

for the duplication of their route. The need for duplication is most urgent on
the longest (and therefore slowest) link between Vancouver and Fanning Island;

but it has been decided to postpone the laying of a new cable between these
points and between Fanning and Fiji, partly on account of the very high cost

and partly because of the prospects that a system of " loading " long-distance
submarine cables may soon be perfected wliicli would considerably increase the
carrying capacity. Experimental tests arc, however, being carried out in con-
nection with the adoption of wireless transmission as a second means of com-
munication between Vancouver Island and either Fiji or Fanning Island.

As regards the southwestern links of the cable (south of Fiji), the four
partner Governments have agreed to lay cables between Auckland and Suva
and between Sydney and Southport; and contracts for the manufacture and
laj'ing of these cables have been placed. The date specified for the completion
of the work is August, 1923.

IV.

—

West Indies Service

An Agreement was made in 1914 between the Imperial, Canadian and West
Indian Governments and the West India and Panama Telegraph Company
providing for a large reduction in cable rates to the British West Indies in

return for subsidies of £8,000 a year each from the Imperial and Canadian
Governments, and of £10,300 a year from the various Colonies, making a total

of £26,300 a year. The period was for ten years, expiring on the 30th Septem-
ber, 1924.

The Company's financial position has been steadily getting worse, and for
some time past there has been serious risk that they would go into liquidation.
They were given permission a few months ago to increase the rates between
Great Britain and the British West Indies (excluding Jamaica) from 2s. 6d. to
3s. a word, the corresponding rates from the first zone of Canada and the United
States being increased from Is. 6d. to 2s. a word.

Recently an Inter-Departmental Committee has been considering the
arrangements to be made on the expiration of the Panama Company's Agree-
ment in September, 1924, and has recommended a scheme under which a new
cable would be laid between Turks Island and Barbados, with branches from
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Barbados to Trinidad and Georgetown (Britisli Guiana), while tlie smaller

Britisii islands in the Leeward and Windward groups would be serv'ed by wire-

less from Barbados. With the approval of the Cabinet, tenders have been
obtained for the provision and laying of these cables and for the construction

of wireless stations, and these tenders are now under tiie consideration of the

Governments concerned.

V.

—

Eastern System

For some time after the war there was serious delay on the Eastern and
Associated Companies' cables, owing mainly to the growth of traffic and to the
closing of the Indo-European Company's route to India via Germany and
Russia and the Great Northern Company's route to the ¥a.v East via Siberia.

The Eastern Companies laid a new line of cables to Singapore in 1920;
and they have recently completed a second line of cables to the Straits Settle-

ments via Alexandria, Aden, Seychelles and Colombo. The opening of these

cables has effected a substantial improvement in the service, which is now
within measurable distance of its pre-war efficiency. Some relief has also been
afforded to the Eastern sj'stem by the reopening of the Great Northern Com-
pany's route across Siberia, and further relief will be afforded when the Indo-
European Company's service between this coimtry and India is reopened.

In connection with the laying of the above-mentioned second line of new
cables (costing approximately £3,000,000), the Associated Companies asked
that their landing rights siiould be substantially exiended. Careful considera-

tion was given to this request by the Imperial Communications Committee and
by the South African and Indian Governments, and eventually it was agreed

to extend the licenses until the end of 1944. The conditions were substantially

the same as those already in force (including the control of rates, half-rates for

Government telegrams, etc.), with the addition of a clause providing that, if

the State should at any time desire to expropriate the Companies' system (or

a part thereof which would leave the Companies with a self-contained system)
it should be free to do .«o, and that, failing agreement in regard to terms, the
Companies should not oppose in principle a Bill promoted in Parliament by
the Postmaster-General for the compulsory purchase of the cables in question.

VI.—R.\TES

A statement is attached showing the principal cable rates in force in 1908
and at the present time.

The Eastern Company reduced their rate to South Africa from 2s. 6d. to

2s. a word in December, 1919, and made corresponding reductions in the rates

to British West Africa and British East Africa. Further, in connection with
the recent extension of their landing rights, they have agreed to examine the

possibility, when the capacity of their cable system has been increased, of

making a reduction in the rate to the Straits Settlements (2s. lOd.) and in

certain local rates between British Possessions in regard to which anomalies
exist. They also agreed to restore the Week-end Services which were in opera-

tion on their system before the war as soon as traffic conditions permit. As
shown in Section V, the delay on the Eastern system has been considerably

reduced, and it seems probable that the Companies will be in a position to

restore the Week-end Services before long.

The Australian Post Office have the right, under an agreement with the

Eastern Extension Company, to require that company to reduce the rate

between the United Kingdom and Australia from 3s. to 2s. 6d. a word, the com-
pany bearing a reduction of 5d., and the Australian Administration (which
charges a terminal of 5d. a word tven on trallic which is collected or delivered
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by the company or tlic Pacific Cable Board) reducing their terminal from 5d.

to 4d. If this reduction had been made, a similar reduction would have been

made on the Inipcrial-Pacifie route. The Australian Administration decided,

however, than in view of the pressure on the cables, the question of reducing the

rate should be deferred. It is presumed that this question will be revived in the

near future, especially if a wireless service is established.

It should be added that all recent licenses to British companies have pro-

vided for the control of rates. This takes the form of a clause providing that

the company may not increase existing rates without the Postmaster-General's

consent, and that if the Postmaster-General calls upon the company to reduce

their rates and no agreement can be reached the question is to be referred to

the Railway and Canal Commission, which shall have power to fix the rates.

CABI.l', R.\TES IN 1908 AND 1923

Place
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In November, 1919, the Gowijinent appointed a Conamittee, known as the

Imperial Wireless Telegraphy Committee, under tlie cliairmanship of Sir Henry
Norman, to prepare a complete tcheme of Imperial wireless communications

in the light of modern wireless science and Imperial needs. In June, 1920, this

committee submittefl a report, which was subsequently approved by the Imperial

Government subject to the concurrence of tiic dominions, recommending that

a chain of Imperial stations should be erect<'d in England, Eg>'pt, East Africa,

Singapore and Hong Kong by and at the cost of the Imperial Government, and
in India, Australia and South Africa by and at the cost of the governments
concerned. In pursuance of the committee's recommendations, the Government
at the end of 1920 appointed a Commission of Expert-^, which in December, 1921,

submitted detailed plans and specifications for the construction of the stations.

The scheme of the Imperial AVirelcss Committee did not, however, receive

support from the Dominion Governments. A strong feeling grew up in Austra-
lia, South Africa and India in favour of direct communication without the use

of intermediate stations; it was also decided by the Commonwealth and Union
Governments to entrust the erection of their stations to private enterprise,

representing Marconi interests.

In these circumstances, the situation was reconsidered in July, 1922, and
the Imperial Government decided to proceed with the erection in England of a

station of the ultimate power contemplated by the Expert Commission (instead

of the smaller power, which they had proposed should be used in the first

instance) with a view to the provision of direct commercial communication
with India, South Africa and Australia. They also offered to erect a station in

India, to be worked by the Indian Government, capable of direct comnumica-
tion with England, South Africa and Australia. As a corollary of this decision,

the proposed second station in Egj-pt and the station in East Africa were defi-

nitely flcferred, and the question of the provision of stations at Singapore and
Hong Kong was held over for further consideration.

This was the position when Mr. Bonar Law's Government came into power.

The new Cabinet reviewed the question afresh and ultimately decided that in

view of developments in the science of wireless tclgraphy and other circum-

stances which had arisen since the late Government decided upon the policy

of a State-operated wireless chain, it was not necessary anj' longer to exclude

private enterprise from participation in wireless telegraphy within the Empire,

and that licenses should therefore be issued for the erection of wireless stations

in this country for communication w-ith the dominions, colonies and foreign

countries subject to the conditions necessary to secure British control and suit-

able, arrangements for the working of the traffic.

At the same time the Cabinet decided that it was necessary in the interests

of national security that there should be a wireless station in this countrj'

capable of communicating with the Dominions and owned and operated by the

State. A station of this kind will therefore be erected as early as possible, and
will be available for commercial traffic as well as for service messages.

These decisions are now being acted upon. The terms of the license to be
granted to the Marconi Company are being considered by the departments
concerned.

Vin.—SUGGESTIONS

It is suggested that the following proposals should be put before the

Imperial Economic Conference:

—

(a) That representatives of the Dominions and India should be associated

in the work of the Imperial Communications Committee when ques-

tions of interest to them arc under consideration.
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(6) That in view of tlie fact that the Dominions interested in the Pacific

cable have for a long time pressed for the provision of a State-owned
connecting link across the Atlantic, all possible support should be
given by the Ciovcrnments of the Empire to the State-owned Atlantic
cable route which has now been provided.

(c) That in any concessions given in the British Empire to private enter-

prise in respect of cable or wireless services (including broadcasting
stations) preference should be accorded to British Companies.

April, 1923.

IMPERIAL WIRELESS SERVICE

Memoraxdim by the Postmaster-Gener.\l (I.E.G. (23j—57).

The Government decided in March last, in view of the policy adopted by
most of the Dominions of licensing private companies to construct their wire-
less stations, that as regards the communicating stations which would be re-

quired in Great Britain

—

(o) The Government themselves would provide one station.

(6) They would license the Marconi Company to provide such other
stations as are immediately needed, subject to suitable traffic arrange-
ments being made between the Government station and the Company's
station.

There appeared to be three possible means of dividing the traffic

—

1. Unrestricted competition, under which both the Company's stations and
the Government station would communicate indiscriminately with
each of the Dominion stations.

2. A form of pooling arrangement whereby the traffic would be operated
from one central control and routed via the Government station or
the Company's stations as the day-to-day requirements indicate, the
revenue being pooled in proportion to the number of stations contrib-
uted by each party.

3. A regional distribution under which the services with certain Dominions
would be conducted via the Government station, and with others by
the Company's stations.

1. The policy of unrestricted competition would be practicable, though
uneconomical, if two services with independent stations at each end (and there-

fore two distinct lines of communication) were established with each Domin-
ion. But with a single station in each Dominion under Marconi control the
whole of the inward traffic to Great Britain would be routed to the Marconi
stations in England, while the Post Office distributing organization in Great
Britain would probably enable the bulk of the outward traffic to be transmitted
via the Government station. A system under which a single station in each
Dominion was in communication with two competitive stations in Great Britain
could not be satisfactory or economical; and there would be great difficulties

in handling acknowledgements, repetitions, &c., of messages transmitted from
the Government station in Great Britain which would have to come back via
Marconi channels.

2. A pooling arrangement was originally proposed by the Marconi Com-
pany and the principal heads of such an arrangement had, in fact, been agreed
with the Company. Ultimately, however, the Company intimated that they
would not accept a pool unless the whole of the serA-ice were operated from
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the Marconi headquarters. Such an arrangement the Government decided

could not be accepted. But they were, and still are, willing to enter into a

financial pool, providing the routing and operation of the traffic is conducted

from the Central Tclcgrapli Office, tlie provision and working of the wireless

stations themselves being divided between the Company and the Government.

3. If a pooling system be discarded, the only possible arrangement would
seem to be a regional allocation. The Government have offered the Marconi
Company licenses to conduct services with all foreign countries outside the

Continent of Europe and with the Dominions and Colonies, other than Canada
and Soutii Africa, the services with which it is jiroposed to allocate to the

(lovernmcnt station. But at present the Company have declined to accept

this offer and arc apparently hoping, by holding out for a general and unre-

stricted licence, to secure a practical monopoly of the whole of the Imperial

services.

From conversations which I have had with General Smuts with reference

to the South African station and with Mr. Graham with reference to the Can-
adian service, I understand that they take the view that just as it has been
recognized that the policy to be adopted in each Dominion rests with the Gov-
ernment of that Dominion itself, so the policy to be adopted in Great Britain

rests with the British Government, and provided the service is efficient they
will be satisfied that the conamunications with their respective Dominions
should be conducted via the Government station in this country-, which has
already been begun and I anticipate will be available for working by the end
of next year.

(Initialled) L. W.-E.
Postmaster-General.

Gener.\l Post Office, E.G.
November 7, 1923.

DEPUTATION FROM THE EMPIRE PRESS UNION

A Deputation from the Empire Press Union was Receia-ed on Tuesday,

October 23, 1923, .\t 12.30 p.m. bv a Co.mmittee of the Conference

The following were present:

—

The Rigiit Hon. Sir Philip Lloyd-Grcainc, K.B.E., M.C., M.P., President
of the Board of Trade {in the Chair).

The Rigiit Hon. Sir Laming Worthington-Evans, Bart., G.B.E., M.P.,
Postmaster-General.

Mr. J. C. C. Davidson, C.H., C.B., M.P., Chancellor of the Duchy of
Lancaster.

The Hon. W. G. A. Ormsby-Gore, ]M.P., Parliamentary Under-Secretary,
Colonial Office.

Lieutenant-Colonel A. Pownall, O.B.E., M.P., Parliamentary Private
Secretary to the Postmaster-General.

Sir. G. Evelyn P. Murray, K.C.B., Secretary, General Post Office.

Sir Gilbert Grindlc, K.C.M.G., C.B., Assistant Under-Secretary of State
for the Colonies.

Mr. E. R. Eddison, Secretary, Imperial Economic Conference.

Mr. A. A. Hopper, Private Secretary to the President of the Board of Trade.
The Hon. G. P. Graham, LL.D., Minister of Railways and Canals, Canada.
Mr. R. H. Coats, B.A., Dominion Statician, Canada.
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Lieutenant-Colonel J. Reid Hyde, C.B.E., Secretary for Imperial Economic

Conference, Canada.
The Right Hon. S. M. Bruce, M.C., Prime Minister, Commonwealth of

Australia.

The Hon. H. Burton, K.C., Minister of Finance, Union of South Africa.

8ir Howard Gorges, , K.C.M.G., M.V.O., Chairman of Board of Trade

and Industries, Union of South Africa.

Mr. W. J. O'Brien, O.B.E., M.L.A., and Mr. James Collie, O.B.E., Depart-

ment of Finance, Union of South Africa.

Mr. E. J. Riordan, Secretary to Trade and Siiipping Department, Ministry

of Industry and Commerce, Irish Free State.

Mr. C. A. Innes, C.S.I., C.I. 1-1, Member of Governor-General's Council for

Commerce and Railways, India.

Sir James Stevenson, Bart., G.C.M.G., Personal Advisor to the Secretary of

State for the Colonies on Business Questions, Colonies and Protector-

ates.

Deputation from the Empire Press Union.
The Viscount Burnham, C.H., LL.D. (President of the Union).

Mr. Herbert Jeans (Renter's, Ltd.).

Mr. N. K. Kerncy ("Argus" South African Newspapers, Ltd.).

Mr. J. H. Vinnicombe (Canadian Press, Ltd.).

Mr. Robert Donald, LL.D. (Chairman of Council)

.

Mr. Taylor Darbvshire (Australian Press Association, Ltd.)

Sir Thomas Bennett, CLE., M.P. (The "Times" of India).

Mr. H. E. Turner (Secretary Empire Press Union).

LORD BURNHAMS OPENING REMARKS
Lord Birxii.\m: Gentlemen, the Empire Press L'nion is a hardy biennial

at these Conferences, and I have only io ask you to receive to-day a deputation

consisting of Mr. Robert Donald, the Chairman of the Union; Mr. Jeans, who
represents Renter's, Sir Roderick Jones being abroad; Mr. Taylor Darl)yshire,

who represents the Australian Press Association; Mr. N. K. Kerncy, representing

the "Argus" group of Soutii African newspapers; Sir Thomas Bennett, repre-

senting the "Times" of India; and Mr. H. Vinnicombe, who represents the

Canadian Press, Limited.

INADEQUACY OF PRESENT CABLE SERVICE

I had the pleasure of meeting one of the Prime Ministers this week-end, who
implored me not to make a speech, as he said you had heard too many, so I will

not worry you with a speech. Therefore, I will assume that you are all perfectly

acquainted with the history of this question as it effects the newspaper press,

botli of this country and of the Overseas Dominions. At the last Imperial Con-
ference Mr. Hughes said that in this country- we only gave a pitiable travesty

of the truth as it affected Australia and other Dominions of the Crown. It has

been complained equally, of course, that on the other side a verj' jaundiced

view has been presented of the condition of England and the state of public

opinion here. I can only ask you to believe tiiat we recognize the inadequacy

of the scr\'ice at both ends, and I would like to hand you this record of the

resolutions p;vssed by the second Imperial Press Conference in Canada in 1920,*

* See Appendix I.
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and by the Empire Prers Union prior to the meeting of the last Imperial Con-
ference,! resolutioas which have been substantially repeated now because the

circumstances have not changed and which our Secretary has with him here

to-day. We have, of course, to put again to you that the only question—the

main quc^;tion—is the cost of telegraph}'. Personally, I took very much to

heart what Mr. Hughes said, and if I may quote my own example, I ventured

to give in our Journal a much fuller service of news from Australia. I do not

think Mr. Hughes recognizes that that news is published almost at a dead loss,

for the whole of the matter is telegraphed at 7Ad. a word—sometimes it may
have to be "urgent" as well—and nobody can pret<?nd that there is the public

interest in this country which would justify expemiiturc such as we incur of

thousands a year on this sen-ice at the present time. I need not say that the

other papers in a greater or less degree—mostly less, I daresay—have the same
difficulties to contend with. If I take Australia only as an example for a minute,

I find that in May of this year the Pacific Cable Board WTote to the London
Chamber of Commerce: " The Board cannot at present reduce its charges

between Britain and Australasia because the line is working to the full capa-

city—twenty-four hours daily. Reduced rates would naturally increase traflBc,

overload the line and produce serious delays." There are other statements to

the same effect this year, which shut out all hope of our getting a reduction

unless, of course, we are able to bring to bear the competitive force of wireless

telegraphy. I am told, Mr. Bruce will know better, that the number of news-

papers and the amount they publish is largely increasing in Australia, and
certainly it is not diminishing here. I venture to put the consideration before

you once more that the cost of communications is prohibitive, so far as the

Empire is concerned, to the great majority of papers, preventing tiicm from

giving any adequate reports of news and views from the Overseas Dominions,

and especially from Australasia. On the other hand, it is useless to expect that

there will be a reciprocal ser\-ice from this end that, in the least, satisfies the

necessity of the case to the Overseas newspapers.

We are becoming very hopeless as to the wireless situation; but, as I do
not want any redundancy or repetition, if you will allow me. Sir Philip Lloyd-

Graeme, to finish on that note, I will ask you to hear Mr. Robert Donald, the

Chairman of the Empire Press Union, who has made a special study of this

subject and who was heard for two days by the last Imperial Conference.

MR. DONALDS STATEMENT

Mr. Robert Donald then spoke in the sense of the following statement, which

he subsequently handed in to the Committee in writing:

—

POLITICAL IMPORT.VNCE OF EFFICIENT EMPIRE COMMUNICATIONS

The Empire Press Union, which represents all the leading newspapers in

the British Empire, is primarily concerned with improving, quickening and cheap-

ening the means of communication for professional reasons. But we also think

of the larger question of Imperial policy. We believe that onlj- by annihilating

distance, and getting closer int<"rcourse, can we attain greater unity and better

understanding. Mr. Hughes, when he retired from his position as Prime Min-
ister, wrote a series of articles on Imperial unity, and, after exploring the political

and economic aspects of the problem, came to the conclusion that the most

urgent thing to be done was to improve Empire communications, and the first

line of communications is to be found in wireless telegraphy.

t See Appendix 11.
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PROGRESS OF FOREIGN NATIONS IN WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY

Tlic action of the Empire Press Union is therefore entirely in harmony
with the highest ideals of Empire policy. Since the Union gave evidence before

the Imperial Conference in 1921 we have had many changes in policy, but little

or n.T progress. For the last two years our Council has been alternately con-

gratulating the Go\'ernment on making a decision which was to be followed by
immediate action, and condemning them for failing to fulfil their undertakings.

Great Britain has practically stood still for the last two years. Unfortunately
for us, other nations have been going ahead and we are now left far behind.

That statement is supported by Dr. Ecclcs, who, in a letter written on the 12th
December, 1922, said:

—

" Taking all the Oovernment-owned stations for comparison we find

that the United States Navy Department owns and operates no fewer
than ten modern high-power stations, which spread their net from Wash-
ington to Panama, to California, acros.s the Pacific to the Philippines,

and northward to Alaska. The French Government stations number
eight, some of them the largest in the world, and extend from France
throughout the French African possessions to the Pacific Ocean. The
British Empire possesses only two high-power stations, Leafield and
Cairo. Britain has left the United States, France and Japan to stand
wireless guard over the Pacific Ocean. The above wireless chains are

of combined strategical and commercial importance; but alongside there

are commercial wireless links comprising six American stations, one
French and one British station of about the same strength as the

Government stations. So on both strategical and commercial counts one

may agree to deplore our position."

Dr. Eccles is referring chiefly to Government-owned wireless with which
the Press is not intimately concerned. Although all these Government stations

flood the world with propaganda, the progress in commercial long-distance wire-

less in the last two years has been far greater than Mr. Hughes, with all his

enthusiastic optimism, ever contemplated. This development has affected every
wireless organization in the worUl except the British Post Office.

New stations have been built during the last two years and are now in

operation at Ste. Assise in France, Long Island in New York, at Buenos Aires,

at Iwaki in Japan, in Warsaw, in Peking, in Holland, for communication with
Java and Coram Hill in the United States, while the high-power stations in

Italy, Germany and Russia have been extended. Just imagine what the posi-

tion of the British Empire would be to-day if a station like that of Ste. Assise

in France was located in England, if a station similar in power to that of Long
Island was in Canada, that the Buenos Aires station was in Australia, the
Japanese one in India, the Dutch station in South Africa, and if these main
links in the chain were connected with intermediary stations. You would have
a constant flow outwards and inwards of many thousands of words daily, and
the ideal which Mr. Hugiies and others have had in view would have been
reached. As things are, the progressive schemes of other countries are rapidly
occupying the wave lengths suitable for long-distance transmission, so that it

will soon be difficult to obtain the wave lengths required for the Imperial
scheme within tiie usual wave band of from 10,000 to 26,000 metres. To take
one illustration of how we are being pushed out of the world wireless by foreign

competition, particularly in regard to dissemination of propaganda and the

distribution of news. The French long-distance station at Ste. Assise has been
in operation since August, 1922, and sends many thousand words of commercial
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matter and news throughout the world—to the United States, the Argentine,

the West Indies, the Far East—to all the French African and Asiatic posses-

sions. The French Government broadcasts oflQcial news and propaganda from

the Bordeaux, Lyons and Paris stations. France is in daily communication

with the United States and the Argentine, and is now erecting powerful stations

in its distant colonies for reciprocal services.

The foreign commercial and news service from France is carried on by

Radio-France, a subsidiary company to the French Wireless Telegraphic Com-
pany. From information which I liave received from it and from its tariff 1

see that it covers the whole of the Western hemisphere, so that commercial and

news messages are despatched to all parts of Canada, Newfoundland, to the

West Indies, to British Honduras, St. Vincent, British Guiana and the Falk-

land Islands. This service goes through New York, or Buenos Aires and cannot

be transmitted any other way, as the Marconi Company has the right to handle

the business for the French Company in the British Empire. It has the right,

but it has not been given the opportunity, so that the wireless communications
reach British possessions through foreign channels. This Radio-France Com-
pany having completed its Western circuit, is now launching out in the Far East

and the Pacific. The company announced on the 1st of this month that it is

carrying on negotiations with tiie French Wireless Telegraphic Company, of

which it is a subordinate, and the Governor General of French Indo-China,

with the object of setting up a wireless agency in the colony to be managed by

a French company and to carry on a political, commercial and financial service

between Europe and the Far East. This agency would cover the whole of the

Pacific.

SERIOUS EFFECT ON BRITISH IXTERE.STS OF JOREIGX WIRELESS SERVICES

It is unnecessarj- for me to point out the seriousness of the effect on

British interests of wireless propaganda which is broadcasted over the world

to-day and is picked up and used by hundreds of newspapers in foreign

countries, which are glad to get news for nothing and are not always able to

detect its subtle propagandist character. Equally serious is the service of

commercial news which helps competing countries to form new connections

and to create new vested interest ?. England has for many years been the world's

centre for cable ser\'ices; it has not retained its supremacy in wireless and

London is no longer the clearing house for news in Europe. Leading American

new.<papcrs have transferred their headquarters to the Continent or news is

sent direct from Berlin, Rome and Paris to America. News is always affected

by the environment of its source.

SUCCESS OF THE LF.AFIELD STATION

Since the Leafield Station, the first link in the Empire Chain was opened

and the first period of experimentation passed, it has succeeded in recovering

part of the American service. It is so rarely we can say an%-thing in favour of

the British Post Office that I would like to "read a letter which I have received

from Mr. John S. Steele, the London correspondent of the Chicago Tribune.

He says:

—

" We have been using the Leafield Station for our news transmission

to Chicago for more than a year now, with very great success. The
experiment was initiated by the Chicago Tribune, at first with it? own
receiving station on the roof of our building in Chicago. We found,

however, that there was too much interference with reception in a big
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city, SO a small experimental station was established at Halifax. This

worked so well that eventually a group of half a dozen American news-

papers was formetl, and a permanent receiving station at Halifax was
erected. My own transmission produces about 3,000 words a night and I

believe that already the traffic sent via Leafield and Northolt to our

Halifax Station amounts to 10,000-12,000 words. In addition to that

we are receiving from the Lyons Station in France and a station in Italy.

" So far as speed and accuracy are concerned, I have never had any
cable service so good as that given to us by the Post Office through

Leafield. "We have had some little trouble with the relay from Halifax,

owing to the fact that the land wires are sometimes down. That is now
being overcome by the erection of a low-power sending station at

Halifax which will transmit our material to Chicago and New York."

I would like to make one or two observations on this Post OflBce success.

First, the volume of business is small compared with what will be necessary

anfl possible when new high-power stations are erected and inventions now in

existence for speeding up are in operation. In the next place the first link in

the Empire Chain was not established to serve other countries. The Post Office

ofiicials state that the official wireless sent out by Leafield reaches India, Aus-
tralia, South Africa, the West Indies, but we liave no evidence that it is used

by the press in those countries and certainly no newspaper would entrust Lea-
field with messages for Australia or South Africa. I am not blaming the Post
Office, as its experts were at much pains to demonstrate before the last Imperial

Conference that it was impossible to send wireless messages a greater distance

than between 2.000 and 3,000 miles, and in the case of Leafield the Norman
Committee admitted that the arc system of transmission employed was possibly

in a state of obsolescence. But if Leafield with its old-fashioned system,

instead of the latest thermionic valve, with masts only 300 feet high instead of

masts 900 feet high now used in connection with modern high-power stations

can give these results, what will be the results from a really up-to-date station?

It will mean that we will be able to communicate at least as freely with Aus-
tralia as we now do with America.

CRITICISM OF I'OST OFFICE POLICV

If the latest proposal of the Post Office to divide the Empire into two wire-
less spheres is carried out the comprehensive workl scheme adopted by Aus-
tralia will be destroyed. The Australian scheme provided for the erection of

a station at Vancouver and another was to be built at Montreal. If the Post
OflBce takes over Canada as part of its division of the Empire, the Australian
plan falls through, and who will build the necessary stations at Vancouver and
Montreal? No doubt the estimates of the Australian Wireless Company were
based on the assumption that it would have greater freedom of operation, not
only in the Dominions, but in foreign countries so as to take full advantage of

the alliances into which the ^larconi Company have entered. It is not pre-

sumed that the one British high-power station proposed to be erected by the
Post Office would adequately serve the Dominions, particularly in regard to

news. A group of stations is necessary in order to provide for interruptions and
to relieve pressure in one direction. In fact the full advantages of wireless
will not be attained unless we in England adopt the same policy as in Fr'iiirc

and be able to have a free interchange of Empire and foreign business. The
policy of the British Post Office has always been in favour of State ownership
and State operation. There has been a distinct set-back to this policy, especi-
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ally in regard to operation during the last few years, so that at present the only
wireless systems owned and operated by Governments for foreign services is

tiiat carried on by the Soviet Government of Russia and by the British Post
( )ffice. I do not know what arc the financial results under the Bolshevist regime,

but the last figures published on the operation of the British Post Office show
that against an expenditure of £95,700 for the twelve months ending June, 1923,

there was only a revenue of £45,700 including £10,000 received from the Foreign
Office, showing a loss of £50,000. From a commercial point of view such results

of State operation are disastrous.

The nationalization of a business still in a state of evolution is not likely

to be successful. A Government Department will alway.-; plav for SMftty. It

will not take risks. In this case it will be unable to get the use of the world's
latest inventions, and its administration will sterilize the whole business. More-
over, national spheres for wireless cannot verj' well be separat^'d from the inter-

national. State operation should be limited, but State control should be general,

and national interests safeguarded in every direction and ultimate State owner-
ship provided for. The I'^mpire Press Union is equally interested in communi-
cation by cables and has been instrumental in bringing about a substantial reduc-
tion in press rates before and since the war.. The cables are entirely inadequate
to meet the needs of the Empire. A few years ago wireless was spoken of, not
as an alternative sen-ice to the cable, but as a supplementarj' service. Already
such has been the rapid advance and increased efficiency of wireless that before
long it looks as if cables will have to take a secondary' place. We are keenly
interested in the control of cables when licences come up for renewal, and want
to see competition between the two methods of commmiication, as well as com-
petition within each service. While the rat<>s quoted for press messages may
seem to be moderate you should remember that what is required is not only
cheap rates, but adequate service. The press rate is frequently illusory, because
of the delay owing to congestion. Newspapers or agencies have to pay private

or urgent rates amounting to several shillings a word. In any case commercial
messages have always the preference. What is wanted therefore is not only
cheaper rates, but speedy and adequate service. For these means we must look
to wireless, to which tiie future belongs, and find some means of infusing a new
spirit into the British Post Office, which has been mainly responsible for stopping
progress. The two organizations concerned in all this wireless muddle are the
Post Office and the Marconi Company. We cannot get rid of eitiier of them,
and we cannot get on without them both.

Wireless communications are frequently interrupted by what scientists call

atmospherics. What we are suffering from in this countrj- are the atmospherics
which exist between the Post Office and the Marconi Company. Unless some
pressure is brought to bear upon these two organizations to clear away the

atmospherics and introduce goodwill in place of ill-feeling you may reach an
arrangement, but will not secure harmonious co-operation. Without harmonious
co-operation on the part of all concerned the Wireless Chain can never be made
an efficient link of Empire.

ST.\TEMENT BY THE REPRESENTATrVE OF REt-TER'.S

Mr. Je.\ns: Speaking as the representative of Renter, and as such speaking

for the whole of tiie Empire Press. I really can only reinforce what Lord Bum-
ham and Mr. Donald have said. But I think I have a further title to be heard,

inasmuch as I myself have heard oxery wireless discussion which has ever taken

place in the House of Commons. I have heard a whole battalion of Postmasters-
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(icncral discu^sinn; tlie subject. Having heard all tlie.<e statement.-;, perhaps I

may be allowed to expres.s my surprise that evcrj-tiiing remains just as it was.

Substantially, we are exactly wiiere we were before the outbreak of war in the

wireless position. There has been no material change. Speaking from the point

of view of the Dominion journalist, I would like to emphasize the point which

Lord Burnham made, and Mr. Donald also, as to the value of competition

between the cal Ic companies and the wireless. Once you get competition, the

charges of which Lord Burnham complained will, I think, rapidly come down.
Competition makes the cable companies, who arc always extremely courteous, I

must say, still more civil, and the competition of the cable company, in their

turn, makes for moderation on the part of Marconi. There is the further more
general jioint of Empire interest. We find, in Renter's, that where a Dominion
is in particularly close communication with the Mother Country, close frequent

press communication with the Mother Countrj', that Dominion is always in

closer touch with ourselves than other Dominions with whom press coramunica-

tjcn cannot, for various reasons, be so frequent. It seem.? a reasonable pre-

sumption that if you get a general increase of communication throughout the

Empire, you will have this closeness of touch on a general and exiended scale.

THE AUSTRALIAN POINT OF VIEW

Mr. Tavlor Darbysiiire: As far as Australia is concerned, there is only

one point. It is this, that we Australian big users of wireless transmission and
cable transmission are in the exasperating position of knowing that everything

is ready for us in Australia for a wireless service and we cannot get a move on
this side. We cannot get movement at all. We have been promised it over and
over again. When I said " Good-bye " to Mr. Fiske, the head of the Amalga-
mated Wireless Company, he said at the beginning of the year, " We shall be

ready to start in eighteen months' time." We are no nearer ready now th.an we
were then. The delay is on this side. I think Mr. Bruce will bear me out.

Tiie contracts arc all fixed with the Amalgamated Wireless people there, and it

i.s only awaiting the word " go." As a user, I do not mind—nobody does

mind—whether it is a Government concern or private enterprise that is handling

the question, but we do want the question handled.

THE SO^TH AFRICAN INTEREST IN THE M.\TTER

Mr. Kerney: The case for South Africa is almo.^t the same as the case for

the other Dominions, but there is one very important difference I would like to

emphasize. The South African newspapers, in tlieir telegraphic communication
with this country, have to rely solely on one caljle company. The Australian

and New Zealand papers have both an Eastern and Western route for their

communications; the Canadian Press have all the transatlantic companies for

their service, but the South African papers have to rely solely on the cables

of the Eastern Telegraph Company. That service is a good one to-day; it iias

been greatly improved in the last twelve months, and I have everj' reason to

believe that improvement has been largely influenceil by tlie prospect of wire-

less competition. I think, therefore, it is a fair assumption that when wireless

communication between this country anil South Africa becomes an accomplished
fact, the cable conditions will be improved. That will certainly be for the

benefit of the South African papers and for the advantage of their readers, as

well as, I think, indirectly for the benefit of the Empire.

36—22
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INDIAN ANXIETY FOR ACTION IN THE MAm:R

Sir Thomas Bennett: Tlicrc is ;i goofl deal in saying " ditto " to cverj'body

else in this discussion to-day, and I do not want to repeat any of the general

arguments that have been put forward. I would only say that in India the

installation of an efficient wireless sen'ice would be greatly appreciated, not

merely as competing with the cable companies, but as supplementing them, and
sometimes as being a substitute for them. Not so long ago, we had some weeks
of a very inefficient service, and at that time an efficient wireless ser\'ice would
have been of very great advantage. Now, we arc puzzled somewhat to know
why there should be the delay in India. The question of principle has been
settled, the Government of India have agreed to hand over the service to a

private company, and I believe that as soon as the order were given the money
would be found for the installation. That makes us a little impatient. There is

nothing else that I need say in regard to this matter except that in these days
there is a greater call than there has been hitherto for a full and efficient ser\-ice.

A greater interest in home affairs is being taken in India, and I think it is true

that in England a greater interest is being taken in Indian affairs.

Lord Bvrxham: Certainly.

Sir Thomas Bennett: Therefore, a cheaper service would be of great

Imperial advantage.

the HIMAN point OF VIEW

Mr. Vinnicombe: I would simply emphasize the human point of view. The
question of Empire settlement is now under discussion. If you can keep people

who go to the Western Prairie in touch with what is happening here you offer

a greater inducement for them to go. Settlement and communication go hand
in hand. In Canada they experience difficulty, owing to cost, in getting the news
service so complete as they would like. There was a meeting held only recently

in Winnipeg, when it was proposed to curtail the news sen-ice from Winnipeg
to the Pacific Coa.st and from Montreal to Nova Scotia in consequence of the

expense involved. If you want Empire settlement you must have communica-
tion, and it seems to met that a cheaper news service would go a long way
to facilitate the operation of the Settlement Act.

Lord Bvrnham: Are there any questions you would like to put?

The Chairman: I will ask my colleagues if they have any questions to ask.

Sir L. Worthington-Evans: I have no questions.

THE .ATTITCDE OF THE COMMONWEALTH GOVERNMENT

Mr. Bruce: I do not know that questions are going to help ver>- much. The
position, as I understand it, is that the Empire Press Union have come to make
representations to the effect that it is vital that we sliould get a cheaper and
more efficient Cable Service. That, of course, one entirely agrees with. I take

very much the same view that Mr. Hughes did, although I do not express it in

quite the same language. The matter funis largely, as far as Australia is

concerned, on the Wireless position. As you know. Australia is going forward

with the erection of her own wireless station, which will communicate direct

with Great Britain, but that station will be perfectly useless unless we have
reciprocal stations here. That is a matter which is under discussion now, and I

do not think there is ver\- much to be said about it. From my point of \'iew

we have got to get reciprocal stations someliow. The Press Union have raised

the matter of Wireless, but I will not now go into detail as I am discussing

this question at the present time with th(> Postmaster-General.
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With regard to the Pacific Cable Board, the position, of course, i;^ an intoler-
able one, inasmuch as when a ciieaper rate is suggested the answer is: " Well, it

would be useless to reduce the rate; it would give a worse service, because of
the terrific congestion that would take place. The line is loaded to its inaxi-
niuni now." The fact that a Cable Company does extraordinarily good business
is not exactly an argument in favour of keeping its charges up, anfl that position
cannot remain indetinittdy. This ([ucstion of communication with Australia is

so vital that if we are not going to have wireless, if wireless is not coming into

the field to compete with the cable service, then tiie Pacific Cable Board must
jpnt down more lines. They must duplicate; they must do something. Australia,

of course, has a big interest in the Cable Company and it is not prepared at this

stage to advocate this extension and duplication until it is quite clear what
will be our position in regard to wireless. From cxcvy point of view, there-

fore, it is vital to Australia that this question of wireless stations is settled

somehow. I entirely agree that wc must have a cheap, speedy and adequate
means of communication, and we are either going to have it by wireless or we
must have more cables. With regard to putting any questions to the deputation,

there is nothing one can ask at the present stage. The whole matter is under
discussion, and all we can say is that we recognize the necessity for this sen'ice

which is so urgently demanded.

The Cn.\iRM.\x: I thought possibly there might be some points you would
like to clear up.

T think the Conference are ven,^ much obliged to you for putting the --ase so
plainly. The matter is, of course, oue of the subjects under discussion here.

We have had a shorthand note taken of all that has been said. We have the
statement which, I think, it will probably be convenient to amplify by having
Mr. Donald's statement inserted, and, of course, the Conference will consider it

in all the deliberations it takes on this subject. The Conference is very glad
to have had the opportunity of hearing the representations you have made,
which have been put ver>- plainly. We are very much obliged to you.

Lord Burnh.^m: We are very much obliged to you. Sir Philip Lloyd-
Greame, for the courtesy with which we have been received and for the large
measure of concurrence which has been expressed.

(Th.e deputation then withdrew.)

Appendix I,

Extracts from Resolutions adopted by the Imperial Press Conference, Ottawa,
Canada, August 5, 6 and 7, 1920.

Cable and ]yireless Communications.

2. (a) That this Conference is strongly of opinion that it has become
necessar yto secure forthwith facilities for the better, quicker an dcheaper con-
veyance of news throughout the Empire, and calls upon the Empire Press Union
to take immediate steps to attain this end.

(b) This Conference strongly recommends the Governments of Great
Britain .nnd Ireland, of the Dominions and of India to encourage the develop-
ment of cable, wireless and other facilities for the exchange of news and opin-
ion within the p]mpire, and to assist in securing reduced rates for such inter-
communication; any such assistance to appear specifically in the estimates of
public expenditure, and to be so directed as not to affect the quality of the
news sers'icc supplied, or the freedom of the newspapers so served.

36—22}
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(c) Thi? Conference is of opinion that the full utility of cable and wire-

less communications, as a factor in educating public opinion, and in maintain-

ing a good understanding between all peoples of the Empire, will not be at-

tained until rates arc reduced to a basic charge of Id. per word for Press mes-
sages throughout the whole of the British Empire.

3. This Conference is strongly of opinion that steps should at once be
taken to provide the British Empire and the world with the advantages of wire-

less telegraphic and telephonic communications, and it urgently requests the

Governments of the Empire to secure by public or bj- full facilities for private

enterprise, at an early date, adequate wireless services throughout the Empire.,
4. That with a view to improving cable and wireless communications and

inter-Imperial news service within the Empire, this Conference suggests that

each delegation shall press upon its own Government the initiation of negotia-

tions with the neighbouring Governments of the British Dominions for such
improvement of cable and wireless communications between them as will be to

their mutual interest and advantage; information as to any action taken by
delegations in this connection to be communicated to the Empire Press Union.

5. Thar a Committee be appointed in London by the Empire Press Union,
consisting of the President, four representatives of the British Isles and two
representatives of each overseas delegation, to take action requisite upon the

resolution adopted by the Imperial Press Conference (Canada. 1920) regarding

Cables and Wireless Communications.

Postal Rates (Letters).

6. This Conference is of opinion that there should be cheaper postal rates

for letters throughout the Empire, and the various delegations undertake to

urge their respective Governments to take appropriate action; the Empire
Press Union to be advised by delegations of any measures they may take to

this end.

Postal Rates (Newspapers and Periodicals).

7. This Conference recommends that postal rates within the Empire for

newspapers and periodicals should not exceed the lowest rates in force between
any foreign country and any part of the Empire.

Dissemination oj Empire News.

8. That, as Empire interests need a greater dissemination of knowledge
concerning the Empire, this Conference urges the Council of the Empire Press
Union to take such action as may be practicable to ensure the interchange and
publication of a larger volume of Empire news, apart from political propaganda,
by the newspapers associated with the Empire Prc-^ Union than at present

pertains.

Appendix II

Resolution adopted by the Council of the Empire Press Union on July 12, 1921

That this Council is deeply convinced of the necessity of combining Gov-
ernment support with private enterprise and competitive business administra-
tion in any world-wide British wireless system: and urges all Governments
within the Empire to co-operate on concerted lines, without further loss of

time, to secure important business and political advantages that will otherwise

be obtained by other enterprises.

That copies of this resolution be sent to the Dominions Prime Ministers
and the Indian representatives at present in London; and to the overseas

sections of the Empire Press Union, for further urgent action in their respective

countries.
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RECIPROCAL ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENTS

The discur^sion on this suhjcct was opened at the Fifteenth Meeting held

on tlie 25tii October, 1923.

Sir Douglas Hogg, Attorncy-Gcnerul, in opening this discussion, said that

at Connnon Law in all countries having tiu; English Ciuumon Law. and, he

tiiouglit, in countries having the Roman-T^utch Law, a judgment obtained in

one jurisdiction can only be enforced in the other by bringing an action on it.

As between the three countries in the United Kingdom the position was altered

in 18G8 by an Act which provided for the enforcement of the judgments of one
country by registering them in the other. In 1911 the Imperial Conference
resolved that steps should be taken to see how far judgments obtained in the

United Kingdom or in any one of the Dominions could be reciprocally enforced.

In 1916 a T")r:'ft Bill was circulated to the various Dominions practically drafted

on tlie lines of the Britisli .Judgments Enforcement Art. That was criticised by
various Dominions, a Committee was ajipointed by Lord Finlay to investigate

those criticism.^, and, as a result, a modified Bill was circulated in 1919 and

was substantially enacted in this country in 1920 by the Administration of

Justice Ant.

THE ADMINLSTRATION OF JUSTICE ACT, 1920

That Act provides that wherever there is reciprocal legislation the judg-

ments in one country can be enforced in the other by registering them in the

otiier country, subject to certain exceptions, where there is an Appeal pending,

or where the Court originally acted without jurisdiction, or where there has

been no appearance or submission to the jurisdiction, or where the judgment

has been obtained by fraud of the party, or where the judgment is contrary to

tiie i)ublic i)olicy of the particular country where it is sought to be enforced.

Witii those exceptions a judgment obtained in any Dominion which has adopted

reciprocal legislation can be registered in England and thereupon enforced just

as if it w-ere a judgment obtained in England.

THE PRESENT POSITION

New Zealand, Western Australia, South Australia, Newfoundland, and
most of the Colonies, have adopted the Act, and therefore Reciprocal Enforce-

ment of .Judgments prevails as between them and Great Britain. With regard

to other Dominions or States, some have promised to legislate at once, some
have said they may legislate when they can find time, and some have not

answered at all. It is obviously a matter for each Dominion to make up its

own mind about, but in practice it is of material assistance if, instead of having

the expense and trouble of a fresh action when a judgment has already been

obtained, it were possible, by the simple and inexpensive method of registration,

to enforce a judgment obtained in one part of the British Empire in any other

part of the British Empire. The suggestion the British Government had to

make was that the Dominions should favourably consider the possibility of

enacting legislation on the lines of the British Administration of Justice Act,

1920, as soon as they saw fit.

COMMERCIAL AWARDS

With regard to Commercial Awards, including Arbitration Awards, the

position in this countr>', and the position under the Administration of Justice

Act, is that wherever an Award has become enforceable in the country of its

origin, the country where it is made, as a judgment (which is done in England
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by an application to the High Court) then it can be enforced as a judgment

by registration under the Administration of Justice Act in any countrj' which

adopts that Act.

CANADIAN PRONINCES NOT VET READY TO ACCEPT PRINCIPLE

Sir Lo.MER GouiN said that under the Canadian constitution the Provinces

have exclusive jurisdiction to legislate in matters of the administration of

justice in tiie Provinces. Since the Resolution of the Imperial Conference in

1911 referred to by the Attorney-General was passed the different Provinces

of the Dominion had been consulted, and it appeared from the answers received

that the majority were not readj', at any rate for the present, to legislate on the

lines suggested. While, therefore, he was prepared to be party to a Resolution

pointing out the general convenience of reciprocal enforcement of judgment-s,

he wished to make it abundantly clear that he could in no way bind the

Provinces.

COMMONWEALTH PREPARED TO .\CCEPT PRINCIPLE

Senator AVilson said that he was largely in the same position as Sir Lomer
Gouin. The Commonwealth Government were quite prepared to adopt the
principle of reciprocal enforcement of judgments, and would do what they
could to bring the matter to the attention of the States Governments with a

view to uniformity being attained.

POLICY already ADOPTED IN NEW ZEALAND

Sir James Allen said that New Zealand already reciprocated with the
Mother Country in this matter, but that they were anxious to go further, and
an Act had been passed last year to enable reciprocity to be extended to other
parts of the Empire, and he should bo very glad to know that the other Domin-
ions would i-o-operate.

- Mr. Do Wet said that while his general attitude on this matter was sym-
pathetic he could not be very enthusiastic about it. since to his mind there was
no urgent ufcessity for legislation of this nature in South Africa. In his seven
years' experience as a Minister not a single case had been brought to his notice

where there hr.d been any difficulty about enforcing a foreign judgment, but as

soon as he could see his way clear he would introduce a Bill.

Mr. RioRDAN stated that he had received no instructions from his Govern-
ment on this subject, but would bring the matter to their attention on his

return to Dublin.

Sir Patrick McGr.\th said that Newfoundland had already legislated.

Mr. Innes said that the matter had been under consideration for some
time pa-st in consultation witii local goveinnients ;uvl public IxhIks in India,

and the principal of the proposal had found general acceptance. The Govern-
ment of India as a result were favourably disposed towards legislation, and had
the matter now under consideration.

Mr. Ormsby-Gore said that the only important Colonies which had not

yet taken action were Kenya Colony, Fiji and Malta. He had every reason

to hope that they would all come in. He hoped that when any Dominion or

Province was going to legislate they would bear in mind the New Zealand Act
which contained a provision making it possible to apply the Act universally in

the Empire.
At the conclusion of the discussion Sir Douglas Hogg said that as there

was general agreement as to the giving of recognition to the judiciary of each
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part of the liritish lunpiro in other parts, he would suggest tliat, without com-,
mitting any Dominion to any specific legishition within a specific date, a

Resolution, rccounuending tiie desirability of legislation might perhaps meet
with acceptance. It was accordingly decided to frame a Resolution, which
siiould contain a reservation covering the case of those Dominions where these

matters come witliin the scope of Provincial or State .Governments.

RESOLUTION ADOPTED

The following Resolution was accordingly adopted by the Conference at

the Seventeenth Meeting, held on the 1st November, 1923:—
'"The Imperial Economic Conference take note of the action already

taken in many parts of the Empire to carry into effect the proposal con-

tained in Resolution XXV of the Imperial Conference, 1911, with regard

to mutual arrangements with a view to the enforcement in one part of

the Empire of judgments and orders of the Courts of Justice in another
part, including judgments or orders for the enforcement of commercial
arbitration awards. While it is recognized that in certain Dominions
these matters come witliin the scope of Provincial or State Governments
whose freedom of action could not be bound by any decision of the

Dominion or Central Government, the general view of the Imperial
Economic Conference is that a universal arrangement throughout the

Empire for the reciprocal enforcement of judgments, including arbitra-

tion awards, could not fail to be valuable and advantageous to trade and
commerce, and is accordingly an object at which the different parts of

tiic Empire should aim."

PATENTS, DESIGNS AND TRADE MARKS

The discussion on this subject was opened at the Second Meeting, held on
the 4th October, 1923. The Conference had before them the memorandum by
the Board of Trade, I.E.C. (23) -8, reproduced below.

The Ch.\irm.\x reminded the Conference that the British Empire Patent
Conference, 1922, made two recommendations. One was the recommendation
of an ideal to be aimed at, i.e., an Imperial Central Patent Office. This would
take a long time to establisli. The second was tiie recommendation of a pro-

visional system under which an applicant would be able to apply for a patent

at the Patent Office in Great Britain and to obtain, on that application, the

registration of his patent both in Great Britain and throughout the Empire,
subject to this: that, on notice of the application for registration being sent to

a local Patent Office, it would be open to objection either by the Comptroller
of that Patent Office or by local objectors.

It was agreed to set up a Committee to consider and report to the Con-
ference on Imperial co-operation with reference to Patents, Designs and Trade
Mark*. The Report of this Committee (see page 434) was discussed at the

Seventeenth Meeting of the Conference, held on the 1st November, 1923, and
tlie following Resolution was adopted:

—

"This Imperial Economic Conference have given careful considera-

tion to the Provisional Scheme recommended in the Report of the Britisli

Patent Conference, 1922, and they are of opinion that, apart from one
or two details which might receive further consideration by correspond-

ence between the heads of the Patent Offices, the Provisional Scheme is
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a practicable one, and promise? considerable advantages to British

inventors throughout the Empire; but in view of the difficulties felt by
the Dominion of Canada a* regards the absence of any provision for

reciprocal registration of Dominion patents, the Conference feel unable

to make any recommendation so far as the Self-Goveming Dominions
and India are concerned.

" The Conference, however, unanimously agree tliat it is very desir-

able that the Provisional Scheme should be adopted by the Colonies and
Protectorates, and that considerable benefits would tlioreby lie derived

by inventors throughout the Empire."

IMPERIAL CO-OPERATION AYITH RESPECT TO PATENTS, DESIGNS
AND TRADE MARKS

Memorandum by the Board of Trade (i.e.c. (23)—8).

1.

—

Empire Patext.s

A copy of the Report of the British Empire Patent Conference 1922, i-

circulated herewith.* It shows what action was taken to carry out the Reso-
lution of the Imperial Conference of 1921 endorsing the following proposal of

a special Committee:

—

"The Committee recommends that a conference of representatives of

the Patent Offices of His Majesty's Dominions shall be held in London at

an early date to consider the practicability of instituting a system of

granting patents which should be valid throughout the British Empire.'"

The definite recommendations of the Report were as follows:—

(a) The existing rights of the United Kingdom, tlic self-governing Domin-
ions, and India to grant patent-s in accordance with their laws and
within their own territories to be maintained in full.

(6) The establishment of a Central Patent Office for the reception and
examination of applications for, and the grant of, patents which shall

extend to the United Kingdom, or to any of the self-governing Domin-
ions, or to India, upon registration in the particular territory in whicii

protection is desired. The application for registration to be open to
* opposition before registration is actually effected.

(c) The Central Patent Office, in examining applications submitted to it,

to make a search co-extensive with the field at present covered by the

searches now made in the United Kingdom, the self-governing Domin-
ions and India collectively.

(d) The scheme suggcstetl above to be equally applicable to all the Colonies

and Protectorates, subject to the qualification that the application for

registration shall not be open to opposition unless the existing law-

makes provision for the hearing of opposition to the grant of patents,

but in anj- case the local Courts to be empowered to declare that an
exclusive privilege has not been secured in the territories within tlieir

jurisdiction.

(e) The fees for registration to be of such amount as would result in a

considerable reduction in the total cost of obtaining patents throughout
the Empire at the present time.

While the Conference accepted the above scheme as that which would have
the greatest chance of success and acceptance throughout the Empire, the Dele-

gates felt that in view of the difficulty of equipping a Central Office with all the

Not reproduced.
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necessary material lor tlic pxtendcrl examination and of tiie time ami expense
wliieii would necessarily be involved, it would he desiralile to consider the possi-

bility of some pro\-isional scheme, which migiit be put into force until such time
as the "preferred" scheme became capable of realization.

This proposal was adopted and the Provisional Scheme as drafted and ac-
cepted is as follows:—

(a) Existing rights of the United Kingdom, self-governing Dominions and
India to grant patents in accordance with their laws and within their

own territory to be maintained in full,

{b) The patent obtained by examinaticm and grant in the United Kingdom
Patent Office to extend to any of the self-governing Dominions or to

India upon registration in the particular territory in which protection
is desired; the application for registration to be open to opposition, and
to any lawful objection which the head of the Patent Office where regis-

tration is applied for may think fit to raise, before registration is

actually efTccted.

(c) The scheme suggested above to be applicable to any of the Colonies
and Protectorates with such modifications as may be suitable to local

reciuirements and administrative machinery.

Copies of the Report have been submitted to the Governments of the Do-
minions and India, with a view to the adoption of the Provisional Scheme
recommended. Up to the present the following replies have been received:

—

Self-Goveming Dominions.

Canada Xot prepared to adopt
New Zealand Favourable consideration likely but final

decision deferred.
Union of South Africa .... Matter to stand over for the present.

Colonies and Protectorates.

•Malta Will adopt
Cyprus Favourable
Federated Malay States . .

''

Oibraltar

Gilbert and Ellice Islands.
'

Grenada "

Hong Kong ''

Nigeria •'

Seychelles •'

Somaliland '

Straits Settlements "

Unfederated Malay States .

Zanzibar •'

Gold Coast Favourable, but considers existing legis-

lation sufficient.

Bahamas Unfavourable
Southern Rhodesia
Northern Rhodesia "

Basutoland Postpone decision until Union of South
.\frica has decided.

Bcchuanaland Ditto
Swaziland Ditto

* In the case of Malta, the scheme which they are prepared to adopt is that outlined for
the Dominions and India.
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It is suggested that the Imperial Economic Conference shouhi futher con-
sider the Report of the Patent Conference, 1922, with a view to general agree-
ment as to tlie adoption of the Provisional Scheme.

DESIGNS AND THADE MARKS

As regards Imperial registration of designs and trade marks, it is thought
premature to make any definite suggestions until it is seen whether the proposals
with regard to patents meet with general approval, especially as in some parta
of the Empire there is at present no system of domestic registration of trade
marks.

If, however, it is found possible to adopt the Pro^^sional Scheme for the
Imperial grant of patents a resolution might be proposed urging the various

Governments to proceed to consider the possibility of a scheme of Imperial

registration of designs and trade marks.

April, 1923.

Supplementary Memorandvm by the Board of Trade (I.E. (P.\t.) 2).

With reference to the Memorandum by the Board of Trade on Empire
Patents circulated as Paper I. E.G. (231-8, it is notified for the information of

the Committee that tiic following adilitional replies relative to the adoption of

the Provisional Scheme have been received:

—

Self-Governing Dominions.

New Zealand (further reply) Favourable, but final decision deferred.

Colonies and Protcstorati.'i

Bermuda Fa\ourable.
British Honduras "

Falkland Islands
"

Fiji

Gambia
Xyasaland "

Sierra Leone "

Solomon Islands
"

St. Lucia

Uganda Favourable, but considers existing legis-

lation sufficient.

Ceylon Wishes to adopt scheme for Self-Govern-
ing Dominions.

St. Vincent Ditto.
Mauritius Unfavourable.

Board of Trade.

October 10, 1923.

PATENTS COMMITTEE.

The terms of reference of the Committee were: to consider and report to

the Imperial Economic Conference on the questions arising under paragraph 4
(E,t of the draft agenda, viz.. Imperial Co-operation with reference to Patents,

Designs and Trade Marks.
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The Committee was constituted as follows:

—

Mr. W. Temple Franks, C.B., Comptroller-General of Patents, Designs and
Trade Marks;

Dr. 0. D. Skelton, M.A., Ph.D., Canada;
Sir Robert Garran, K.C.M.G., Solicitor-General, Commonwealth of Austra-

lia;

The Hon. Sir James Allen, K.C.B., High Commissioner for New Zealand;
The Hon. N. J. de Wet, K.C.. Minister of Justice, Union of South Africa.

Mr. E. J. Riordan, Secretary to the Trade and Shipping Department, Min-
istry of Industry and Connncrce, Irisli Free State;

The Hon. Sir Marmaduke Winter, C.B.E., Minister without Portfolio, New-
foundlantl (assist<>d by the Hon. Sir P. McGrath, K.B.E., and Capt. V.

Gordon, Acting High Commissioner for Newfoundland;
Sir E. M. Cook. C.S.I. , C.I.E., India;

Mr. L. R. Lumley, M.P., Colonies and Protectorates.
Mr. B. G. Crewe, Patent Office, and Mr. G. F. Ainsworth, Commonwealth

of Australia Delegation, acted as joint secretaries to the Committee.

Report

To the Chairman of the Imperial Economic Conference. 1923.

Sir,—I have the honour to report that the Patents Committee ajjpointed by
resolution of the Imperial Economic Conference has held three meetings, on the

11th 18th and 23rd October. 1923. The second meeting was devoted to a visit

to the I'nitcd Kingdom Patent Office and an investigation of the procedure and
practice there adopted in connection with applications for patents; with special

reference to the examination for novelty.

I.—P.\TBNTS

Discussions

The deliberations of the Committee were limited to the question of the

acceptance by the Dominions and India of the Provisional Scheme recommended
in the Report of the British Empire Patent Conference, 1922. Copies of this

Report had previously been submitted to the Governments of t!ie Dominions
and India and of the Colonies and Protectorates with a view to the adoption of

the Provisional Scheme; and a summarv of the replies received was circulated

to the Committee. (See Papers I.E.C. (23) -8 and I.E. (Pat.) 2).*

Position of the Dominion,'^, India, d'c, as regards the Provisiotial Scheme
As a result of the Discussions which took place, the attitude of the various

Crovernments may be briefly summarised as follows:—
Canada.—Dr. Skelton stated that Canada was unable to accept the Pro-

visional Scheme, as it afTonled no provision for the reciprocal extension to the

United Kingdom of patents granted in Canada. Apart from this, there were
certain points of detail upon which difficulties were felt.

The Comtnonwealth of Australia.—Sir R. Garran, as a result of the discus-

sions said that the Commonwealth was unable to pledge itself to an immediate
acceptance of the Scheme. They were in sympathy with the principle, but con-

sidered that the Scheme made insufficient provision for the security of the Aus-
tralian patentee, having regard to the extended period within which registration

in Australia of a United Kingdom patent would be possible.

*See pages 432-433.
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New Zealand.—Mr. Crow ?aid that New Zealand was definitely favourable

to adoption, but his Government regarded the success of the Scheme as depend-

ent upon its acceptance by the majority of the Dominions and India.

The Union oj South Africa.—Mr. De Wet explained that the Scheme differed

but little from the procedure and practice already in force in the Union, and

there would consequently be no great difTiculty in accepting the principle. There

were, however, difficulties in the way of tiie necessary legislation. If, neverthe-

less, the other Dominions fell into line, South Africa would do its best to come
in. Even if the Dominions did not at present adopt the Sciicme. great practical

advantages would be obtained by its universal adoption by the Colonies and
Protectorates.

The Irish Free State.—Mr. Riordan stated that the Irish Free State had not

yet decided upon the form its patent legislation would ultimately take.

Neicfoundland.—Sir M. AVinter said Newfoundland war- prepared to accept

any decision arrived at by the Committee.

India.—Sir E. M. Cook stated that India was doubtful about adopting the
Provisional Scheme owing to difficulties in the way of legislation. These might
arise in consequence of the apparent preferential treatment of persons obtaining
patents in the United Kingdom. His Ciovernment would feel less difiBculty

about adopting the ''Preferred" Scheme. If, however, the other Dominions all

agreed to adoption, India would endeavour to pass the requisite legislation.

The Colonies and Protectorates.—A large proportion of the Colonies and
Protectorates had agreed to adopt the Scheme.

Observations npon the Vizirs of the Dominions and India.

The obstacles in the way of the immediate adoption of the Scheme by the
Dominions and India appeared therefore to be

—

(A) Objections to principle.

(B) Criticism of detail.

A memorandum dealing with these difficulties was prepared by tiie Chair-
man and circulated to the Committee. The arguments used may be briefly

summarized as follows:

—

(A)

—

Objection to Principle.

(i) A Complete Reciprocity not Possible.

A complete reciprocity of practice under the Provisional Scheme appears
impossible owing to the differences of practice and procedure in tiie various
offices of the Empire. It is practically admitted that the United Kingdom
Patent Office is the one which at the present time possesses the most complete
and efficient system, and consequently is most suit<H:l to act as a Central (Office

for the Empire.

(ii) .4 Complete Reciprocity Wasteful and Uneconomical.

Even assuming that all the Patent Offices of the Empire were of equal effici-

ency, the mere fact that reciprocity could be accorded would not prevent such a

system from being both wasteful and uneconomical. The reciprocal registration

of Dominion Patents would not only introduce additional complications, but

would accentuate the tendency towards the multiplication of Offices all perform-

ing tiie same difficult and technical examination of specifications, which it is

the main object of an Empire Patent Scheme to prevent. The burden of the

inventor would consequently be increased instead of decreased.
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(iii) No Dcroqntioti of Aiitonowous liighta and no I'nditc Prrfprcnre.

There is ni) real dcrogatiun of any powers at present exerciseil l)y the Do-
minions in tiie voluntary selection of an Office elsewhere for the purpose of

making the necessary examination of an inventor's claims.

liv) Adrmitagcs to Empire Inventors.

The advantages which would accrue from the Provisional Scheme arc ad-

vantages which will accrue not only to inventors in the United Kingdom, but

to inventors throughout the British Empire.

(B)—Criticism of Detail.

As regards the criticisms of detail, no matter of principle is involved, and
the difficulties raised might be adjusted by correspondence between the heads of

the Patent OfTices or met by some provision in the local laws.

Conclimons of the Committee

This memorandum formed the basis of discussion at the final meeting of

the ConMnittee. At this meeting the Canadian Representative stated that he was
compelled to adhere to the original decision of the Canadian (iovemmcnt. and
the Representative of India expressed, as before, his doubts as to the possibility

of legislation. In these circumstances, the Representatives of tlie other Domin-
ions considered that the advantages of the Scheme (which was only provisional,

and a step towards the "' Preferred " Scheme recommended in the Report) were
not sufficient to outweigh the difficulties of passing legislation and of adjusting
the practical details. The Committee, therefore, were unable to agree to a

ilefinite acceptance of tiie Provisional Scheme. They were, however, of opinion
that the advantages of the Scheme in its application to the Colonies and Protec-

torates were considerable, and that its adoption by them would be highly
desirable in the interests of inventors throughout the Empire.

The following Resolution embodying these views was accordingly passed:—
' The Committee have given careful consideration to the Provisional

Scheme recommended in the Report of the British Empire Patent Con-
ference, 1922, and they are of opinion that, apart from one or two details

which might receive further consideration by correspondence between the

heads of the Patent Offices, the Provisional Scheme is a practicable one,

and promises considerable advantages to British inventors throughout the

Empire; but in view of the difficulties felt by the Dominion of Canada
as regards the absence of any provision for reciprocal registration of

Dominion patents, tiie Committee feel unable to make any recommenda-
tion so far as the Self-Coverning Dominions and India are concerned.

'' The Committee, however, unanimously agree that it is very desir-

able that the Provisional Scheme should be adopted by the Colonies and
Protectorates and that considerable benefits would therefore be derived by
inventors throughout the Empire."

II.

—

Designs and Trade Marks

Having regard to the attitude of the Dominions and India tn the principle

involved in the Provisional Scheme for patents, it appeared to be useless to

proceed to the consideration of the practicability of the Imperial Registration

of Designs and Trade ^larks. and no recommendation is made upon the fiuestion.

I have the honour to be. Sir.

Your obedient servant,

(Signed) W. TEMPLE FRANKS,
October 30. 1923. Chairman of the Committee.
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ECONOMIC DEFENCE

(Flag Discrimination)

The Conference discussed tliis subject at their Thirteenth Meeting iield on

Tuesday, tiie 23rd October, 1923. The following Resolution was before the

Conference:—
" In view of the vital iniiiortance to tlie British Empire of safe-

guarding its overseas carrying trade against all forms of discrimination

by foreign countries, whetiier open or disguised, the representatives of

the (iovernnients of the Empire declare:—
'

1. That it is tiicir established practice t« make no discrimination

between the flags of shipping using their ports, and that they have no

intention of departing from this practice as regards countries which treat

ocean-going shipi)ing under the British flag on a footing of eciuality with

their own national shipping.
" 2. That in the event of danger arising in future t« the overseas

shipping of the Empire through an attempt by a foreign countrj- to

discriminate against the British Hag, tiie ( iovernnuiits of tlie Empire will

consult together as to the best means of meeting the situation."

THE NEED FOR RESISTING UNFAIR FIAG DISCRIMINATION

The Ch.\irman, in introducing this Resolution, said that their whole dis-

cussion ou Shipping Communications had emphasized the vital importance to

cven,^ part of the Empire of the mercantile marine, that essential factor in the

complex of Empire trade. Any attack upon Imjierial shipping was. in point

of fact, an attack on the common interest of trade within the Empire. British

shipping had always taken the attitude that given a fair field they were pre-

pared to face any competition, but that shipping should be subjected to unfair

discrimination was not reasonable. In the past there had been numerous

attempts at such discrimination, and the Cliainn;in cited example.-. He pointcil

out that there was undoubtedly to-day a serious risk in a number of countries

of discrimination against shipping, which, though general in character, was

bound to hit British shipping hardest every time. Tlie purpose of the Resolu-

tion before the Conference was to ensure that when any such attack should

bo made there should be consultation between the units of the Empire, of course

leaving it to each Government to decide what actual steps it should take.

After a brief discussion the Resolution was unanimously adopted.

EMPIRE CURRENCY AND EXCHANGE

The Conference had before them a memorandum prepared by the Treasury

on Currency Co-operation in the British Empire (Paper I.E.C. (23i—33, sec

page 464). The discussion of this subject was bcgim at the Six-teenth Meeting

of the Conference held on the 26th October, 1923, and proceeded as follows:

—

The Chairman: I will ask Sir James Allen to open the ciuestion as it has

been raised primarily by New Zealand.

NEW ZE.\LAND's RE.\S0NS FOR R.\ISING THE SUBJECT

Sir JjUkiES Allen: Unfortunately, Mr. Massey has another engagement

this morning and cannot be present for some little time. It therefore falls to

me to explain why New Zealand asked that this question of Empire Currency
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!-liouki be placed upon the agenda paper. There are two reasons. One is the

serious detriment with whieii our trmie was hampered by the difficulties with
regard to the remittances of money from London to New Zealand and New
Zealand to London, and the rates of exchange. The parity of our currency was
also to some extent a difficulty, although not so great with us perliaps as with
some others. The other reason why we asked that it might be placed on the agenda
paper was that Mr. Darling, who, I understand, is a hanker of some prominence
and an ex-director of the London Joint City and Midland Bank, had made a

special study of the question extending over some years, and that he finally

put up these definite proposals with regard to Empire Currency Bills.

DrFFICfLTTES WITH RKG.\RD TO EXCH.\NE RETWEEN NEW ZE.\L.\ND .\ND LONDON

I want to make plain, if I can, our difficulties with regard to the remit-
tances of money and exchange, which have been so great as seriously to inter-

fere with our trade. I think probably that Australia would be able to tell a
story still stronger than mine with regard to remittances of money from London
to Australia. I know that the British Australian AVool Realization Association
have very great complaints to make with respect to the cost of remitting money
which is due to their fanners in Australia for wool. Our difficulty arose owing
to the fact that the question of drafts appeared to be entirely in the hands of

the banks, whether they were drafts for sale or drafts to be purchased, and that
the banks appeared to exercise a monopoly, in the exercise of which, in our
judgment, they were charging rates which were not justifiable.

On the 22nd October the banks were selling demand drafts on New Zealanil

and were charging 17s. Cd. On a cable transfer to New Zealand they charged
25s. On the other hand, when the banks were purchasing demand drafts on
New Zealand they only paid £98 10s. for them, and for three months' drafts

on New Zealand they paid £97. 1 am bound to say that next month, on the

2nd November, the purchased demand drafts on New Zealand will be slightly

reduced. Here may I say that apparently the publicity which has been given

to this question during the last twelve montlis may have had an afi'ect upon
the banks themselves, because one finds that the terms have been improved
twice recently

—

\ per cent was granted in August, 1923, £98 to £981; and another

\ per cent is due on the 2nd November, 1923, bringing the £98] to £98^ for buying
demand drafts in New Zealand or Australia? So far as we in New Zealand are

concerned, the banks sell demand drafts on London and allow 5s., that is to say,

the drafts cost £99 15s.. and three months' drafts £99. For cable transfers on
London they charge 5s., costing us £100 5s. The purchase demand drafts on
London cost 35s.—£98 5s.; and three months' drafts 60s.—£97.

The difference, therefore, in the buying and selling rates in the same place

is really very substantial and a very heavy charge on trade. I will give you
an instance. A British merchant who desires to purchase New Zealand exchange
would have to pay the London bank £100 17s. 6d. in order to receive £100 in

New Zealand six to seven weeks hence, so that he pays 17s. 6d. premium, and
in addition to that he loses interest on the £100 17s. 6d. for six or seven weeks.

On the other hand, if he is to receive payment for goods shipped to New Zealand
the London banks will only discount his £100 demand draft on New Zealand
at £98 10s.—that would be raised in November to £98 15s.—so that in buying
£100. New Zealand pounds, he pays £100 17s. 6d.. and by selling £100, New
Zealand pounds, he receives £98 10s. The difYerence, in our judgment, consti-

tutt-s a fairly large profit to the banks. AVe do not wish to exclude the bankj
from making reasonable profits, but with profits such as those it appears to us

to go beyond what is reasonable, and we consider them a serious detriment to

trade.
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NEW ZE.-VLAXD's DIFFICLLTY WITH REGARD TO REMITTANCE OF MONEY TO AL'STR^VLIA

I also want to call attention to the very grave difficulty that we had in New
Zealand with respect to tlie payment of moneys that were owing to Australia by
New Zealand. New Zealand tried to secure means of transmitting money in

New Zealand, f.nd tiiey cabled to luc lo ask mo to tn,' and get some favourable

chance of remitting from London. I could get no favourable terms wliatever,

and it ultimately resulted in New Zealand borrowing money in Australia at b\

per cent. They had the money to pay these debts, but tlie cost of remitting

was so heavy that it paid them better to borrow money in Australia to pay a

debt which was due. Here may I say that it has been suggested—1 am not

quite sure whether by the Treasury or not^—tliat those who wish to remit money
iiave otiier sources than the banks themselves to wliich they can apply, that is

to say. there may be companies doing business with Australia and New Zealand

who would be prepared to consider drafts for remittances? I have experi-

mented upon that, with no good result whatever. There is very little to be

obtained in that way, although occasionally you may get a small amount at a

better rate than the bank will provide. But when it comes to remittances of

large amounts of money, such as the British Australian Wool Realization Asso-

ciation have to remit U) Australia, that is impracticable. After all, we have

got to get back to the one source of supply—the banks—and try to arrange

some reasonable torms.

APPOINTMENT OF COMMITTEE SUGGESTED

Now. I am going to suggest, if I may, that the question, which is a very

difticult and technical one, siiould be referred to a Committee, and tliat that

Committee should ask Mr. Darling, the Treasury, and any others that the Com-
mittee may think fit, to come before them and explain the scheme, and answer
questions, and that then the Committee might report to us and we migiit have

a considered judgment after having gone into details which I ilo not tliink it

advisable to go into here. Then we might come to a conclusion.

SIR ,1. cooper's scheme

I have alluded to Mr. Darling's scheme, and I will say a word or two about
that in a minute. Since Mr. Darling first proposed his scheme, two other

schemes have been suggested, one by tiie Treasury in the Treasury Memo-
randum which has been submitted to us, and the other submitted quite recently

by Sir .Tames Cooper, the Deputy Chairman of the British Australian Wool
Realization Association. Sir James Cooper's scheme was published in the

Economitit of the 20th October, 1923. Sir James Cooper, with whom I have
had several conversations about Mr. Darling's scheme, is strongly in favour
of Mr. Darling's proposal, but, assuming the possibility of Mr. Darling's sciicme

not being accepted, he suggested another one, an alternative, to the following

effect:

—

" (a) Let the Commonwealth Government definitely arrange that the
Commonwealth Bank of Australia shall fulfil its proper and original

function and allow perfect freedom for exchange operations in any
part of Australia to any customer who likes to open an account
with it.

' {b\ Let the New Zealand Government, regardless of its holding in the
Bank of New Zealand, insist on the Bank of New Zealand allowing
perfect freeilom likewise througliout New Zealand.

' (c) Let both, through these Banks in London, give proper facilities for

the purchase and sale of Australasian exchange in London."
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I myself would have put in the words " Australia and New Zealand "

instead of " Australasian," because I do not like the word " Australasian."
Now, I am not going to comment upon Sir James Cooper's scheme, but I

think that might also be remitted to the Committee to inquire into, if they
should see fit to do so; nor am I going to comment upon the Treasury scheme,
except to say that I think the Treasury objections, in my judgment—and I am
only a layman, please understand—are somewhat far-fetched, especially with
regard to tiie mutual agreement. I can understand the banks raising the issue
of mutual agreement, because the Associated Banks are naturally opposed to
this scheme. It will affect to some extent their profits unless, as Mr. Darling
claims, the Empire Currency Bills so improve credit that increase of trade might
be expected. If that increase of trade were to accrue, it is quite possible, though
the banks may lose through some alteration with respect to exchange and remit-
tances of money, they may make greater profits out of increased trade, because
they would have to finance traders probably. That is only my suggestion. As
regards Mr. Darling's scheme

The Ch.mrm.vn: As regards the Treasury- criticism, I may put this to you
now. I gather that it was twofold, first of all, the objection to Mr. Darling's
scheme as a scheme on its merits, but, secondly, if j-ou establish Mr. Darling's
currency scheme, that that would not solve the immediate and burning ques-
tion which you are raising, namely, the rates of commission which the banks
charge, because whether you have Mr. Darling's system or the present system,
the ordinary trader will have to acquire his exchange through the banks.

Sir James Allen: Yes, but if I understand Mr. Darling, the holder of a

Currency Bill will be able to convert into currency wherever it is required. I am
not going into that in detail; I am not a banker, and that is the sort of ques-

tion the Committee may well consider. As regards the Treasury proposals for

a central bank of issue in the various countries, I do not want to go into that.

I think the Committee should examine the Treasury and let us know what their

considered judgment is after that examination.

MR. darling's proposals

As regards Mr. Darling's own proposals, I want to say a few words, if I

may. The main points in his scheme are the free convertibility between
Empire Currency Bills and the currency of the participating countries—free

convertibility. Each country should undertake not to issue currency except

against gold or Empire Currency Bills; that is to say, in Great Britain the

Empire Currency Bill would probably, to a certain extent, be the reserve

security to be held by the bank instead of what they do now, holding so many
of the Treasury Bills; and may I just say that I think Mr. Darling has been
led to adopt the Empire Currency Bill scheme very largely because he has
realized the growing importance of the Empire question, and that he believes

that by the creation of an Empire Currency Bill, you will have a security quite

as liquid and quite as valuable to the bank and to others, if necessary, as a
British Treasury Bill itself? And there is some attraction in the name of Empire
Currency Bill; a combined issue on behalf of the participating countries by
commissioners in London representing those countries, and the Empire Cur-
rency Bills to be sold in London by competition, thus securing the best rates

and tlie best market. They are to be for three months in two sections, one in

Bills payable at three months and the other in Certificates subject to three

months' notice of repayment on either side; and these Certificates to carry

interest based on the Bill rate. He suggests a reserve or gold basis of 5 per cent

36—23
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to 10 per cent to be contributed by the participating countries in proportions

to be agreed upon. He reports against a separate Treasury Bill issue by each

country on the ground that the combined gold reserve would be more effective

than several small portions, and also many separate lots of Bills could not be

issued so economically as a combined issue. I am giving Mr. Darling's pro-

posals—I am not responsible for these. As regards the total amount to be

authorized, he did, on some earlier occasions, name a given amount. In his

later pamphlet he has laid down no definite amount; that is to be a matter for

future arrangement; but his idea originally was, at any rate, that the Currency

Bills when issued should be secured by the banks, and should represent security

for the currency, which at that time, I believe, was at 340 millions, and that

the remainder could be sold at rates corresponding, leaving a considerable

amount available for the banks and for the public.

An important point, which perhaps niisht be misundcrsUnjil by some, is

that under Mr. Darling's scheme the issue of these Empire Currency Bills would
not mean any increase of indcbU>dncss to any of the countries concerned. His

idea is that they should be issued to replace War Loans or short-dated Loans,

for which we are now paying interest, and as a result we might be safe to

anticipate that, in some instances, at any rate, although we should not have the

sarne stable security, or partial stable security, we should have a floating security

and, at any rate, we should have to pay a lower rate of interest. We may be

paying 4V per cent or 5 per cent for our War Loans, and probably it is safe

to assume that we should secure tlie Currency Bills at about 3^ per cent and
thus save interest. The maturing Bills would be met by proceeds of sales on
renewing Bills, subject to such adjustments as might be necessary* in respect

of interest and discount expenses, and he says: " The New Zealand Banks, by
purchas^ing Currency Bills here, could ensure the proceeds being available in

New Zealand. Currency could be issued to their value, as they would apparently

come within the powers of the banks in their special acts to convert public

securities into currency within the prescribed limits."

I do not know that I need go into any further detail with respect to the

proposals; I have simply outlined, it seems to me, very briefly what appeared

to me to be the main points, and I do consider that there Is something to enquire

into. We want relief somehow, and must get relief if v.e can, from tlie very

heavy charges on us for remittances and exchanges, and I suggest that a Com-
mittee be set up with power to call for these experts, who may be able, if they

do not approve of Mr. Darling's scheme, to suggest means by which this relief

may come.

THE MATTER ONE FOR A COMMITTEE

Mr. Bruce: I think. Sir Philip, it would be better if I spoke now, because

it may then appear that it is not necessary for the Treasury here to go into

tiie question at the length they may be contemplating. All I want to say at

this stage is tiiat I entirely endorse the suggestion of Sir James .Mien that this

matter should be referred to a Committee. It is quite hopeless to attempt to

discuss it here.

I will merely give one example of the seriousness of these proposals, and
the necessity to examine them from everj- point of view. Even if it were estab-

lished that Mr. Darling's scheme is perfectly sound, and that it will solve the

problem we are faced with, it is verj' possible that it involves a complete reversal

of the whole of our banking system in Australia. That is a question that would
have to be reviewed in very great detail before one could agree to a scheme of

this character.
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A REMEDY MUST BE FOUND

But what I do want to deal with in the very few remarks I wish to make
is the absolute necessity for doing somctiiing. We must find some remedy for

the position which is quite intolerable at the present time. During recent years

wo have had such tremendous fluctuations in the position as between London
and Australia that un(|uesti(mably the trade between the two coimtries has been

ver\' seriously hampered, and it has had other results which might eventually

lead to a most undesirable position.

THE .AUSTRALIAN EXCHANGE SFPUATION IN 1921

Going back to the situation which arose in the early days of 1921, Australia

was vcrj- prosperous at the time; she had plenty of money available for remit-

tance to Britain; she had certain commitments to meet in Britain, but wo found

not merely that an excessive rate had to be paid to remit money to Britain, but

that it was absolutely impossible to elTcct a transfer at all. That was very
serious. The rates that had to be paid for what could be got certainly hampered
trade, but the more serious side of it was the fact that there were a great number
of old commitments outstanding in London which simply could not be met.
Australia's credit in the past has been extraordinarily good in the British

market. I think, generally speaking, the British manufacturer would say he
preferred to deal with Australian businesses for the reason that they are mostly
fairly long established, have got big resources behind them, and, generally speak-
ing, take the fullest possible advantage they can obtain for cash payment; and
with many of the very big businesses trading with this country it had become
quite an established principle that they generally paid cash if it was advan-
tageous to do so. If it was not, they paid by bill, but the idea of renewing bills

was quite an unusual one. In 1921 we found ourselves faced with the position

where houses that had never renewed a bill in their transactions in Britain had
to go to the manufacturers with whom they were dealing and tell them quite

frankly that they had to renew bills; and in many cases they had to renew them,
not once, but twice, or even oftencr, before the exchange position became such
that they could transfer the ample funds they had in Australia to Great Britain.

A happening of that sort which can be explained does have a certain effect upon
creating an atmosphere of doubt in regard to the credit of a particular country,

and Australia has certainly got to see to it that she is not going to be placed

in that position again.

The Ch.urman : It is verj- bad for the man here who is going to be paid.

Mr. Bruce: That led to verj' many serious difficulties, for the reason that

a great number of the people here came under suspicion of their banks and
their position was a verj- difficult one because, as far as the Australian merchant
was concerned, it was comparatively easy for him to explain the situation to his

manufacturer where it was one isolated transaction; but where you had a great

business in Britain which was probably trading with all the quarters of the

globe and had facilities with his bank in respect of that trade, it was very
difficult always to make it quite clear that the cause of the present temporary
embarrassment was a particular exchange situation which had arisen in regard

to Australia. And I know with absolute certainty tliat at that time the banks

in Britain were doing a thing which is not their usual practice, that they were
not merely considering the amount of the overdraft the manufacturer had from
them, but they were taking very much greater care than they usually do to

combine the overdraft with the bills under discount and arrive at the total

30—23 J
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liability of any individual manufacturer. Of course, in the general way that is

always done by tlic bank, but it is not done with the same precision and care

as during tliis particular period. Certainly Australia did ver>' considerablj-

embarrass a number of the people they were trading with at that time, and
that situation cannot be allowed U) recur in the interests of Australia and
also in the interest^ of the trader at this end of the world.

THE SITU.\TION IN 1922

The other side of the picture arose during the year wiiich has just gone,

1922, and the beginning of this year, when Au.*tralia found herself in the very
reverse position, that wiiile she had ample funds in Great Britain it was almost
impossible to transfer them to Australia. In fact, in regard to one instance

which has been quoted by Sir James Allen, that of the British Australasian Wool
Realization Association, they actually were in the position of having something
like 6 or 7 million pounds over iiere that it was almost imperative that they
should transfer to Australia and there was no method by which they could get

facilities to do it. Of course, the effect upon Australia is verj- serious in a
happening of that sort. I remember at the time we were considering the ques-

tion of a Commonwealth Loan for certain development works in Australia and
I discussed it with the directors of " Bawra," and I discussed it with a great

number of people in " Bawra " who were expecting sub.«tantial amounts of these

6 or 7 millions; but the fact that the money could not be transferred at the

time we wanted it greatly embarrassed us. In regard to that particular loan,

it led, when action had to be taken, to the withdrawal of a great deal of money
which should have been available for ordinary commercial purposes in Australia,

and that withdrawal was necessitated because we really could not get money
from Great Britain, whereas if the money could have been transferred readily

and easily we should not have had any sort of embarrassment with our own
local finance. That is the sort of situation in regard to which some action

must be taken.

THE POSITION OF THE BANKS

I do not want at this time to go into the question of whether the banks
in Au.stralia have failed in a very obv-ious duty which lay to their hand, to

handle this situation. They were faced witii tiic rlifficulty tiiat gold had disap-

peared and they had to find certain new bases to carrj' through their transac-

tions. All I will say is, they certainly did not arrive at any method by which

what was so necessarj' should be accomplished. The other point is as to the

difference between the banks' selling and buying rates. That again is a ques-

tion which at this time I do not want to go into. I have expressed my opinion

ver\- clearly and definitely to the banks, and it is a situation which cannot

be allowed indefinitely to continue. If out of the deliberations of this Committee
some scheme is evolved on a very broad basis, there may be no necessity to take
that question up or to take any action, but if no broad solution of the whole ques-

tion is evolved then it is a matter to which certainly the Australian and New
Zealand Governments will have to give ver>' serious consideration. We have

both got institutions which are supposed to be National Banks, and there would
appear to be in our hands an injtrument to remedy a situation which is becom-

ing increasingly difficult, but I do not want to deal with that side of it at this

moment. It may not even be necessarj' for us to consider what action we
should take in that connection.
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IMPERATIVE THAT THE MATTER SHOULD BE VENTILATED

As far as Australia is concerned, we certainly desire that this matter should
be vcntilat<'(l. It is imperative from our point of view that it should be done;
I suggest it is imj)erative from the British point of view also. We are all very
anxious to promote an ever-increasing trade, and there are schemes which have
been advanced for financial co-operation by the British Government in develop-
ment schemes carried out in Australia, but an increase in trade or that co-opera-
tion in regard to financing schemes will all involve the transfer of very large

sums of money between Australia and Great Britain, and we must not find our-

selves at a later date in tiie embarrassing situation of having evolved great

schemes which are admirable in their conception and perfectly sound, but not
being able to carrj' them into effect because we have overlooked the difficulties

which the exchange position might create.

SALUT.\RY ACTION OF Al'STRALIAN BANKS IN 1921

There is one other point that I think I should state, in fairness in regard

to the banks in Australia. I have many complaints against them, many and
bitter complaints, wiiich I have voiced on many occasions and probably will

voice again in the future, but in regard to the particular period in which I have
referred in 1921, when credit facilities in Britain were ver\' difficult to obtain

and remittances were nearly impossible, there is no doubt that the action that

the banks took at that time saved Australia from finding herself in a very

serious position. We enjoyed a period of very great prosperity during the

war. There had been an inclination just when the war was over for people to

indulge in very serious over-trading, and it was the vision of the banks which

saw where this was leading us to, and the action they took in seriously restricting

credit in Australia, which helped to save us from the effects of that over-trading

position. Very serious losses were suffered, but we were enabled to get out of

the situation we found ourselves in whilst there was still a very substantial pur-

chasing power in the people, and we avoided the situation which arose here,

which had the most serious and almost paralyzing results in regard to British

industry. I think it is only fair to quote that, as illustrating that the work
the banks are doing is quite valuable, while in no way departing from the very

clear attitude one must take up that in regard to this particular matter the

banks certainly are not doing all that they might to facilitate transfers between

Great Britain and Australia and between Australia and Great Britain, and par-

ticularly they are certainly open to very grave criticisms for the rates which they

are charging for the difference between the buying and selling prices of money.

That is all I want to say at this particular stage.

TREASURY AGREE AS TO EXISTENCE OF DIFFICULTIES

Colonel GriXNESs: I should like to say at once that the Treasury are in

full accord with the proposal that this matter should be discussed by a com-
mittee. A great deal of consideration has been given to it since Mr. Darling's

Scheme was first brought forward, and the British Treasury' are quite in agree-

ment with what has fallen from both Sir James Allen and Mr. Bruce as to the

serious impediment that is now involved in Imperial trade by the difficulties of

remitting money and the fluctuations in sterling exchange. I am sure that it

is much better to remit a subject of that kind, which is very technical, to an
expert Committee, rather than to att-empt to deal with it at a Conference of

this description.
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BOTH HOLD THAT DARLING SCHEME IS NO REMEDY

Both Sir James Allen and Mr. Brure referred, in the many specific recom-
mendations which they put forward, to Mr. Darling's scheme. If we are going

to have a Committee, it is certainly not necessary for us to discuss it in detail;

but as we have got to dccido wliat directions to give to the Committee, I think

it is just as well to summarise in two or three sentences the difficulties which
the Treasury would urp;o against that scheme; and therefore there is a strong
reason, if you set up a Committee, not to limit them to the Darling scheme, but
to focus their attention on the real evils, and see if they cannot find an effective

cure. The Treasury view is that the Darling scheme is a much greater dis-

turbance, even if it were found to be practicable, than is necessary. There would
be no need for such a scheme if sterling regained its gold parity, and since this

scheme has been put forward the South African premium has dropped from 8
to 1^ per cent. It looks as if matters were curing themselves in that respect,

and that it is not justifiable to cause such a cataclysm in our financial policy.

IMPOSSIBLE TO CONTROL CLTIRENCV WITHOUT CONTROL OF CREDIT

We do not believe that the sciicme will be effective, because control of

currency cannot operate satisfactorily unless, at the same time, you have control

of credit. Mr. Darling apparently recognizes that it would be impossible for

self-governing communities to allow interference in tlieir credit arrangements
and finance and does not put fonvard that proposal, but we believe that caution

on his part really renders the scheme nugatorj'. If we are to have this joint

guarantee, we inevitably should have to have joint control and a great deal of

interference which would be liable to cause friction between the various guar-

antors.

As so much stress has been laid this morning on the disability from which
trade suffers owing to higli bank charges and exchange operations, I would
point out what is developed in the Treasur^• Memorandum, that in our opinion

this would not be cured by the issue of Empire Currency Bills, because these

Bills would be held by the banks, just as Sir James Allen has told us the drafts

were in the hands of the banks, and the trader would no more go outside the

ring and deal in these Bills himself than he goes in for exchange direct at the

present time.

Mention has been made of Sir James Cooper's scheme, and I would say
that that appears to coincide ver>' closely in principle with what the British

Treasury has put forward. The fact that these schemes have been elaborated

shows that there is an urgent need for consideration of these two int<^r-related

problems; the fluctuations in sterling cxciiangc, and the high rates on cxciiange

operations. If you cure the first (the fluctuations in exchange) you will largely

decrease the second which is partly due to the need for a large return to com-
pensate for risks taken in what is vcr>^ speculative business under present condi-

tions. If stabilization does not cure this trouble and if it is found on inquiry

and experience that it is due to a " ring " in the control of exchange markets,

it could be dealt with by a central bank taking steps to deal with such a " ring."

TREASfBY WELCOMES PROPOSAL TO SET VP A COMMITTEE

Therefore, we welcome the proposal of a Committee, and I would suggest

that it be a Committee of experts, and that not only Australia and New Zealand

and the British Trcasur\-, but all parts of the Empire should be represented

on it, because we believe that certain Dominions have had experience in this
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respect which would be very useful to the other Dominions. We here, of

course, have not got quite the same problems. In the Dominions the bank rate

system docs not exist, and there is not a free enough market in bills to allow

of redi.-icounting to the extent that takes place here. We believe that the South
African ami Indian experience of central banking might probably be very fruit-

ful if put before the Committee.

THE TERMS OF REFERENCE

1 would suggest that if this Committee is set up we limit it to certain

specific points. In the present state of public anxiety and uncertainty as to

matters of currency it would, for domestic rcat^ons, be veiy inadvisable for the

pulilic to imagine that the whole bases of our currency system were being

tiirown into the melting pot.

CANADA NOT PARTICULARLY AFFECTED

Mr. Mackenzie King: I presume that this subject is primarily of interest

to those parts of the Empire with sterling currency. I do not think it affects

Canada particularly. Our exchange transactions are made primarilj^ in relation

to New York, and bankers, I think, hold the view that it would not be prac-

ticable to consider any otlier basis at the time. I should assume that under
the circumstances it will hardly be necessary for Canada to be represented on
this Committee. The Memoranflum prepared by the Treasury sets forth our
position, I think, with accuracy.

A NEW ZE.ALAND COMPLAINT

Mr. Massey: I would just like to add a word. I may say that this has
arisen out of the fact that I have had a number of complaints, principally from
New Zealand, with regard to the rate of exchange, but even since I came to

London I have received complaints with regard to the same thing. Let me
quote a letter which I have received from a gentleman in London. He says:

—

" The matter of exchange payable between New Zealand and Britain
• is also of great moment to the meat trade. I understand that the present

rate charged by the New Zealand banks is 2g for a thirty days draft

on London, and you will appreciate what this means when I state that

this practically means a farthing per i)ound on lamb at it« present price,

that is to say, the exchange is costing the exporters of meat lOd. for

every 40-pound lamb."

I do not know whether this applies all round, but if it does it is a very serious

thing. It is only right to saj- that it h!\s been indicated by the banks that they
propose to make a slight reduction in November, and I hope that will be the
case. If the inquiry has no other effect, I believe it will have the effect of

reducing the rate of exchange. My correspondent goes on:—
" This rate is, of course, considerably higher than pre-war. From

memon.', I think the pre-war rat* was under 1 per cent, so there is a

great opportunity to reduce the cost to the producer if we can get the

rate of exchange down to normal."

It is only right to admit that this cuts both ways to a certain extent. It

was my duty, two or three months ago, to authorize the transfer of half-a-

million from New Zealand to London, and instead of having to pay exchange,

we received one-half per cent by way of premium on the transaction. But,
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with regard to the charge the other way, according to my frined, that is 2^
for a tliirty days draft on London. I do not want to go over the same ground
that has been covered by Sir James Allen, but 1 do hope that something satis-

factory will result from the inquiry'.

A? representing the New Zealand Government, I am able to look at it

from the point of view of a banker as well, because the New Zealand Govern-
ment owns a third of the Bank of New Zealand, and a third of the profits is

credited to us. Nevertheless, I want the rate of exchange—and the rate of

interest too, for that matter, though we have nothing to do with that at present

—to be as low as it is possible to arrange.

Mr. BrKTON: Mr. Chairman, South Africa, as the greatest gold producing
country in the world, is, of course, vitally interested in the whole of this ques-

tion on its larger side; but in what I am going to say I propose to look at it

from a much wider point of view than that of South Africa alone.

TWO REMEDIE.S FOR EXCH.\NGE DIFFICULTIES

(1) Return to Gold Standard.

As to the second point for consideration, namely, this matter of the bank
rates, I see no objection at all to the Committee inquiring into that, although,

as far as we are concerned, it seems to us there are only two real remedies for

these difficulties. One would act automatically if you got back to gold. You
agree that that would dispose of your trouble, because the banks could not
then charge the Dominion importer more than it would cost him to ship gold

to the United Kingdom, or the Dominion exporter more than it would cost him
to import the gold from the United Kingdom. Unfortunately, that is not pos-

sible at the present moment.

(2) Establishment of Central Reserve Banks.

The second substantial remedy, which I think is foreshadowed in the

Treasury Memorandum, is for the Dominions to establish central reser\-e

banks. We have had experience of that, and, although in South Africa owing
to the Central Reserve Bank not having operated effectively for more than
about eialitoen months, we have not settled this thing to our satisfaction by
any manner of means; still, the situation with us is materially better than it

is in either Australia or New Zeal.ind. The charge in the case of Sduth Africa

is l per cent. The banks charge the South African exporter 1\ per cent, for

cabling his sterling currency to South Africa, and give the South African im-
porter I per cent, for cabling his South African currency to London. There
can be no doubt tliat, having regard to the remoteness of tlie possibility of loss

to the bank, the charge is certainly high, even in South Africa, but it is ven,-

much lower than the charge levied by the Australian and New Zealand Banks
for the same ser^nces, for in their case it is l\ per cent, and I was intorestcd

to hear Mr. Bruce say he had grave complaints against the Australian banks.

One wonders why the Australian State Bank is allowed to associate itself with

other commercial banks in exploiting the community in this way, because it

does so. The Treasury Memorandum points out tliat the Commonwealth Bank
in Australi.i. under the powers that it possesses to-day. could do a material

service in improving this state of affairs, if it would only use the powers that

it has, but so far, apparently those powers have not been used. However,
although I doubt whether we shall get, except bj- means of the two methods I

have mentioned, namely, an actual return to the gold standard, or the estab-

lishment of central banks, any practical remedy for this difficulty at the

moment. I do not object at all to the enquiry which I understand the Treasury-

would like to have made.
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THK DARLING SCHEME DEAD AS FAR AS SOUTH AFRICA CONCERNED

Well now, on the second matter, which is a much larger one, let me say

at once that South Africa is not prepared even to consider and examine Mr.
Darling's scheme further than it has done already. I will not object to the

Committee poing into the matter; it may have a useful result in flogging what
seems to me to be a dead horse already, so I will not object to that, but I only

want to say quite candidly, that, what-ever anybody else may lio, we cf^rtainly

shall not adopt Mr. Darling's scheme. It is hardly necessary for me to add
to what has been said already on behalf of the Treasury. The crucial difficulty

of the scheme has been pointed out, namely, that it provides machinery for

creating currency without, at the same time, creating any machinery for con-

trolling credit. These two functions must be closely co-ordinated if you are

ever to make the thing a success. To my mind it is impossible—I do not care

how many committees you set up—it is impossible to devise any scheme for

controlling credit throughout any four self-governing countries, and that is

why I am sure this scheme for Empire Currency must fail.

SOUTH Africa's interest in the gold standard

The adoption of the scheme would involve in the participating country new
currency legislation, and it would involve a complete abrogation of the gold

standard, which would be the result of course, because you would convert your
notes simply into these Currency Bills. Well, as you can imagine, it is impos-
sible that South Africa in its unique position as the greatest gold-producing
country should abandon the gold standard. May I say it is equally unthink-

able that Oreat Britain would do so? We have heard so much about inflation

here in recent years, talk about inflation by gentlemen who are supposed to be

financial experts, and this talk has naturally—perhaps you do not know to

what extent—disturbed the minds of people in the Dominions very substantial-

ly, because it has made them fear that it was possible that Britain's attitude

with regard to sound finance was in danger of being weakened. Well, to us in

the Dominions, Britain's action in this matter is of vital importance. The
lead that she gives would probably be followed in most of the Dominions; at

all events she necessarily leads in all these things, and her adherence to sound
financial policy in face of the enormous difficulties which have beset her and
are still besetting her now has not only maintained her prestige in the world
at large but has been our main rock of salvation. It has been our main hope
of stability and steadiness in a world of financial chaos to-day, so that we
were, if I may say so, all of us, very pleased indeed to obscr%-e in this morn-
ing's paper what I never for a single moment doubted, but what all this wild

talk about inflation began to make some of us a little nervous about, I mean
the announcement made on behalf of the British Government by the Prime
Minister in his speech last night which we heartily welcome.

SOUND finance THE ONLY CTOE

All attempts to get out of your difficulties by means of that sort, or by
means like Mr. Darling's scheme—these things are all dodging the issue. It is

the old story of the ostrich sticking his head in the sand. You cannot do it

that way. There is only one plain road, that is to stick to the sound policy

which, so far, this country has followed, and which we in South Africa hope
she will adhere to in the future. That is our policy. We have laid down our

belief in the gold basis. Our law is found upon an adherence to that, and the

expressed intention of the Government to work towards the restoration of the

gold standii.rd at as early a time as is possible.
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Well nnn-. let me just say this further, that the currencies—I am not sure

that that wi^s put quite clearly, or that it entered as fully as it should into the

proposals of the Treasury—that the Dominion currencies usually stand at a

premium above sterling, because their exports, as a general rule, recently any-
how, have exceeded their imports. This position may he due to .some extent

to other causes, but that is the main thing. The reverse has happened occa-

sionally, i.e., our imports have exceeded our exports, but the normal position is

the other way, and that is the position to-day. If you could restore the gold

standard in the United Kingdom and in the Dominions, the trouble arising m
this respect would, of course, disappear entirely, as I have said.

SOUTH Africa's currency policy

Now, may I just say a word with regard to the measures taken in South
Africa in these matters? We passed legislation in 1920 establishing a central

bank, and also making certain provision to enable us to get over our temporary
diflSculties in respect of the gold standard. Wc postponed the free gold market
there for three years. We have had now, this year, to postpone it for another

two. But South Africa is not disposed to postpone that longer than she can

help. Her wttitude is this. She feels, on account of her trade connections

—

you can put it roughly both ways, exports and imports—abor.' 70 nor cent of

our trade is done with the United Kingdom; it is done here with Britain, and
we realise, being the much smaller country that we are in these matters, that

our wisest course is to follow sterling, to stick to sterling for the present. We
propose to stick to sterling so long as the British policy is a gradual approxim-
ation towards the restoration of the gold standard, but we certainly should not

stick to sterling if there were a change of policy in tiiis respect.

THE SOUTH AFRIC.^.N RESERVE BANK

We passed legislation in 1920 to establish a Reserve Bank with the sole

right of issuing notes. It was practically precluded from doing ordinan,' commer-
cial business and it was not subject to Government control. That bank was
brought into existence in 1921 and it has been operating effectively as I said for

about eighteen months now. It may be of interest I think—the matter is men-
tioned in your Memorandum—to note that we have provided for the use of

British Treasury Bills to a limited extent as part of our Reserve Bank Note
backing, but that measure is a purely temporary one. It was adopted in order

to get us over the difficulty created by a comparative failure of the supply of

commercial bills, which, in the original Act together with gold, were the only

backing. In our first Act, the backing for bank notes was confined to gold, 40
per cent I think it was, and 60 per cent of commercial bills. In our country' the

system of commercial bills had not, up to then been much adopted; they used

the system of overdrafts. The use of tliese bills is increasing though the use of

them has not been as great as we would have liked to see, or as much as was
contemplated when the Act was passed. So that I have provided an additional

form of backing in the use of these Treasury Bills, but that is a purely tempor-
ary thing and I am sure will not be favoured when the time allowed for its use

has departed.

Now I do not want to detain you unnecessarily about this matter. Our
root policy in South Africa is a firm belief in the gold standard as the only
proper foundation for currency in this civilized world to-day. Our policy is to

move towards that as rapidly as our circumstances allow us. That we adhere
to. We rejoice in the statement which has just been made on behalf of your
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Government and we were pleased at the adoption of the report of the Cunliffe
Committee some time ago which no doubt, after what has been stated, it is

clear the Government here intends to adliere to. That is our position. We are

not going to consider for a single moment the adoption of any such scheme as

that of Mr. Darling for the reasons I have given you. But I am quite prepared
to agree to the proposal that has been made that we should have a Committee to
examine the matter from all points of view. I do not object to the examination
of Mr. Darling's scheme; I only want you to understand from the start that I

regard it as a dead horse. It is out of consideration so far as we are concerned.
Short of that, by all means let us discuss these other points which have

cropped up, such as the bank rate. The bank rate is a substantial business
difficulty ; and we feel it in South Africa, not so much as the others do, but quite
materially. I would be quite glad for the Committee to consider that and see
whether there is a way out. If there is a substantial and practical way out I
would welcome it, but I do hope this Committee is not going to be given such
wide scope in the matter that they will be sitting here for months after the
Imperial Economic Conference has dissolved. You must see to that. The
work tiiat has to be done must be done within a reasonable time so that it may
be brought back to us and we can consider it.

Mr. Riord.\n: I cannot contribute anything of value to the discussion, Mr.
President, but I shall arrange that a representative of our Ministry of Finance
will be over here for the Committee work.

Sir Patrick McGr.\th: Our position is identical with Canada's. Our
banking is done by branches of the Canadian banks. We are not interested in

the matter.

Mr. Innes: I have very little to say. Mr. Darling, I see, specifically

excludes India from his scheme. Had he not taken that precaution then I should
have said at once that the Government of India are not inclined to favour that
scheme. I quite agree that the whole subject should be explored in all its

bearings, and if it is decided to refer it to a Committee we shall be happy to

place any experience we have in these matters at the disposal of that Committee.

Mr. Ormsby-Gore: I consulted my advisory Committee yesterday after-

noon and I was informed by some of the merchants there represented that they
have certain points in connection with the bank rate of exchange to bring up,
and therefore on that issue I think we should be represented.

The Ch.\irm.^x: Do you want to be represented on the Committee or be
able to lay points before them.

Mr. Ormsby-Gore: Both.

The Chair.m.\n: I forsee a large Committee. It may be that we should
want both—I am speaking rather as Board of Trade—that, you and I could
agree. I think it is essential to have on that Committee some of the people who
are experiencing the difficulties at this end. I should like, for instance, to con-
sult with the Association of Chambers of Commerce and the Federation of

British Industries and see if we could get one person or two from them. Those
are the kind of people I want to see on that Committee, the people who are
meeting with the practical difficulties, and ver>- likely their difficulties and your
people's difficulties are the same and we might be able to agree on personnel.

STABILITY OP STERLING THE MAIN INTEREST OF THE COLONIES

Mr. Ormsby-Gore: Yes. As the policy of recent years has been to link

the issues of the various Currency Boards, West .\frican, East African, the

Straits, etc., to sterling, the great interest of the Colonies and Protectorates is
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the stability of sterling, and that is to our minds intimately bound up with the

maintenance of the idea of the gold standard, and really from the point of view
of the Colonies and Protectorates I should like to endorse everything Mr.
Burton has just said.

Mr. Amery: I only want to add just a word or two on that. I do not pro-

pose to discuss Mr. Darling's scheme. It is a very ambitious scheme. The only

thing I would say about it is, that the results of many years study by a practical

banker of his experience cannot be an altogether visionary scheme, and I have
no doubt Mr. Darling will have his own answer to some of the criticisms sug-

gested

DIFFICULTY NOT INSX;PER.\BLE. SOME INSTANCES FBOM THE COLONIES

I would like to say in confirmation of what Mr. Ormsby-Gore said, that
whether the problem is soluble on a comprehensive scale or not, certainly as

between any two parts of the Empire it can be solved. In the sphere of the

Colonial Office it has been solved in a number of ways in a number of different

instances. Mr. Ormsby-Gore referred to East and West Africa. In both those
cases the exchange has been kept absolutely level to the great advantage of
trade and commerce, by Currency Boards composed partly of Government and
partly of bank representatives. A similar institution keeps the st<?rling exchange
absolutely level with the dollar currency of the Straits Settlements and Malay
Federated States. There are other ways. At one time, before the creation of

the East Indian Currency Board when the rupee was threatening suddenly to

soar to a point which would have ruined all the planters in East Africa, an Order
in Council making English currency notes legal tender at a certain rate was
passed which kept the exchange level though in fact I think no notes actually

flowed out. And again, in the case of certain Protectorates like Nyasaland and
Northern Rhodesia, which are politically separate from the Union of South
Africa, the fact that they allow their currency to be managed by the same banks
as those operating in the Union keeps their currency quite stable. The same,
Sir P. McGrath has just told us, applies as between Newfoundland and Canadai.

I only mention these facts showing that in one way our difficulty is not an
insuperable one; it can be overcome.

The only other thing I should like to say is with reference to what Mr.

Burton said. Of course we have a tremendous interest in getting back to parity

with gold, not only on general financial grounds, but owing to the fact that we
have immense debt payments to make to the United States in gold. But that

very fact adds to our difficulties ; the fact that we have verj' heavy payments to

make to the United States tends to set the exchange against us.

STABILITY OF STERLING WITHIN THE EMPIRE AN ESSENTI.AL STEP TOW.\RDS GOLD
PARITY

Now Mr. Ormsby-Gore hinted at what I believe is very fundamental to

this whole problem, that is, the wider we can get the stability of exchange within

the Empire, the easier it will be for us to work back to gold parity with the

United States, and therefore also the easier to get back to parity with Canada,
the absence of which is paralysing all British investment in Canada at the

present moment. While I agree very largely with Mr. Burton, I regard all

proposals which get sterling stability extended as wide as possible over the

Empire not as an alternative to getting back the gold standard, but as an essen-

tial step to accelerate the process of getting back the parity between sterling

and gold, and therefore helping us with the payment of our great American
debt.
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Mr. Ma.ssky: I would just like to say, in order to clear up one point that

has been raised, tliat we are not in any way tied to Mr. Darling's scheme or

any other scheme. If we can f2;et a better scheme than Mr. Darling's we shall

adopt it, and there is no attempt in the proposal that has been put forward to

interfere in any way with the gold standard. That is not in my mind and is

not in tlie mind of my colleague who has taken a very active part in this matter.

After some discussion as regards the constitution and terms of reference

of the suggested Committee (in the course of which Mr. Mackenzie King said

"We are perfectly agreeable to being represented if so desired, but we do not

feel that we have the same interest in this qustion as certain other parts of the

Empire have"), it was agreed that a Committee should be set up "to consider

the difficulties which have arisen in regard to exchange between certain parts

of the Empire, and between such parts and the United Kingdom, including the

bank charges on exchange transactions, and to recommend what practical means
can be taken to deal with them."

This Committee (the Committee on Inter-Imperial Exchanges) reported

to the Conference on the 6th November, 1923, and their Report is printed on
page 478. The discussion was resumed by the Conference at their Twenty-
second Meeting held on the 8th November, 1923, when Sir Charles Addis, who
had acted as Chairman of the Committee, attended and made the following

statement:—
STATEMENT BY CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEE

Sir Charles Addis: I have the honour to submit the resolutions which
have been passed with unanimity by the Committee on inter-Imperial Ex-
changes. It will be remembered that by the terms of our reference we were
limited to the consideration of the difficulties which have arisen with regard

to the exchange in certain parts of the Empire, and the suggestions which we
submit to you it will be understood are not directly applicable, or perhaps even
of practical application, to those parts of the Empire such as India or Canada,
where these difficulties do not exist.

THE QUESTION OF BANK CHARGES

The charges, that is to saj-, the differences made by the banks between
buying and selling sterling, came under the consideration of the Committee,
and we had the opportunity of discussing them with the managers of the banks
in the Dominions concerned. It was explained to us that the nominal rates

quoted were in practice materially reduced by concessions customarily made.
It was further explained that those charges in addition to such elements as in-

surance against risk included various services rendered by the banks and other-

wise unrequited. There was, for example, the action taken by the banks to

prevent undue fluctuations in exchange caused by differences in seasonal de-

mands; the expense incurred by the accumulation of bank balances, alternately

at home and alternately in the Dominions, arising out of these seasonal de-

mands; and the advantage given to the merchant in enabling him tiirough the

relative stability of exchange to enter more fully than he otherwise could have
done into contracts for forward delivery. In this way it was explained the

operations of commerce and exchange were facilitated by the banks.

I think it fair to the banker to state the arguments which they put before

us, but I have to say that the Committee, having considered them, arc of opin-

ion that in some cases these charges are still unduly high, and that they might
be reduced. The Committee are also of opinion that, if the suggestions which
they have submitted to you for the stabilization of exchange are put into force,

they will undoubtedly, other things being equal, be of great assistance to the

bankers in enabling them to reduce their charges.
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RETURN TO GOLD STAND.\RD THE REMEDY

With regard to the general diffirultics of exchange, the Committee are

satisfied that, for the most part, they find their origin in the suspension of the

gold standard, and that a remedy will be provided automatically as soon as

that standard is effectively restored. In their judgment, therefore, it is highly

desirable, in the interests of all parts of the Empire, that the policy should

be steadily pursued of a return to an effective gold standard.

THE DARLING SCHEME

They have also considered schemes which have been put forward—interim

schemes, temporary scheme?— for bridging over the period between now and
the removal of the existing difficulties on the resumption of the gold standard.

In particular, they have had the advantage of a personal exposition by Mr.
Darling, of his well-known scheme. It is not, he assures us, in any way intended

by his plan to abrogate the gold standard. He agrees that his scheme would be

subject to levision and alteration, if the gold standard were restored. There
is a further similarity between his scheme and those measures which we have

suggested for your adoption, in so far as he also contemplates tiie creation of

a central hank, one of whose functions would be the management of a sterling

exchange standard.

The Committee, however, are satisfied that it is perfectly possible to

achieve the same or at least similar results to those contemplated in the Darling

and in other schemes, by utilizing and extending the existing machinery of

banking and credit, without having resort to the creation of a new instrument

of Imperi;il credit with the various constitutional and financial diflBculties to

which that might give rise.

NEITHER NECESS.VRY NOR DESIRABLE

It is considerations like those which have led the Committee, after careful

consideration, to say that they are unable to recommend as either necessary

or desirable the adoption of Mr. Darling's scheme.

SUGGESTED REMEDIES

(a) Action by Dominion Note-Issuing Authorities.

They suggest that if the note-issuing authorities in the various Dominions

were to undertake operations in sterling exchange, it would go far to provide

a remedy for the difficulties referred to. It is scarcely necessary to add that

the more closely those operations are kept to the parity or the fractional parity

of exchange, the more effective the remedy is likely to be. The measures advo-

cated by the Committee could be undertaken without making any change in

the existing machinery, beyond that to which I have referred.

(b) Creation oj Central Banks.
They would, however, be materially accelerated and assisted by the forma-

tion of a central bank in those Dominions where such an institution does not

already exist. With the accumulation of an adequate sterling reserve in this

country, it would be comparatively easy for such an institution to keep

exchange closely to par, by undertaking to buy and to sell sterling either to

the banks or to the public, or to both.

The Committee believe that some such action as has been suggested if

taken by note-issuing authorities in co-operation with central banks, would

effectively meet the difficulties which formed the subject of their examination.
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I think it right to add that we have had to oontend, as you will under-
stand, with ttie difficulty of time. We have only had a week in which to report.

It was not possible in these circumstances to hold a protracted enquiry, or U)

call the numerous witnesses who, no doubt, might have assisted us with their

expert evidence.

The more the Committee went into the subject, however, the more they
were convinced that, even if time had admitted, it was better to limit their

functions to making ^^uggcstions of a general rharacter, which should not be

binding on those who accept them, but which might be used as a "taking-off"

place for such of the Dominoins as might decide to follow up the suggestions

by an enquiry, which, in consideration of the varying conditions involved, could

probably be conducted to very much greater advantage on the spot. For these

reasons we have confined ourselves to the suggestions put forward in the reso-

lutions which have been circulated, and as chairman of the Committee I beg
respectfully to recommend them for your adoption.

DISCUSSION

CANADA NOT DIRECTLY AFFECTED

Mr. Graham: I am very much interested in the remarks to which we have
just listened. This very intricate question has been placed before us with such

terseness and clarity that even such a dry subject has been made interesting.

As has been stated, Canada is not directly affected. I would just like to point

out this, that we have a gentleman in Canada, well known in London, who
has produced or is producing a treatise on this question of currency, but it is

so involved that I would not care to attempt to place any of his contentions

before the Conference. I think I am safe in saying, however, that he takes

the opposite view to that expressed this morning, and a warning is hereby

given that at the next meeting of this Conference that method will probably be

placed before the Conference for consideration.

The Chairman: Not necessarily endorsed by Canada, I presume?

Soundness of Canadian Financial Institutions

Mr. Graham: Not up to date. Would it be out of place if I take a

moment or two to call attention to a situation that sometimes is magnified by
the Press? 1 want to assure this Conference that there is no doubt as to the

stability of the financial institutions of Canada. The fact that one bank has

recently collapsed on account of very, very bad business management is not
any indication that the system under which our banks operate is not a good
one. I will not detain the Conference, but I thought this was a good oppor-
tunity to assure the financial world of London that the Canadian banks and
our financial in.stitutions are on a sound and solid foundation. Any failures

that take place, take place on account of bad management.

REPORT BASED ON ASSUMIPTION OF E.\RLY RESTORATION OF OOLD STAND.\RD

Mr. Bruce: Sir Philip, the first resolution in the Committee's Report deals

with the restoration of the gold standard, and I think most of us will agree that

if the gold standard were restored it would go a long way to solve many of the

difficulties that are arising to-day. But what I would really like to know is

whether thet resolution is in as an indication that the Committee's view, after

going into the matter, is that there is a reasonable prospect on an Empire basis
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of the gold standard being restored, or is this first resolution merely a state-

ment of the opinion that if such a thing were possible, then it probably would
solve the problems wc are faced with? I should imagine that its being put
there indicates that the view generally taken was that the possibility of the

restoration of the gold standard is one which was contemplated as being pos-

sible of accomplishment. Could I ask it by way of a question?

Sir Ctiarles Addis: That is so. It is based on the assumption of an early

restoration.

Mr. Bruce: That being the position, I think that the second resolution

that they have arrived at is almost the only course that they could take. If

the restoration of the gold standard was recognized to be an impossibility, or

that it could only be brought about after a very long lapse of time, or even

if the Committee had come to the conclusion that the restoration of the gold

standard wjis not desirable—I do not for one second want to be understood to

take that view myself, as personally I am very convinced that the restoration

of the gold standard is a thing we should all be working towards—then I think

the question would have to be faced of finding some other method of providing

for our exchange arrangements in the future and their adjustment. If, how-
ever, we are going to get back to a gold standard I personally agree that it i>

not desirable, nor is the position so acute that we have got to take some action,

the result of which must be fraught with verj* grave doubts from whatever
standpoint it is considered. Certainly it could not be undertaken nor could

any schem.e be put into operation before there was the fullest and the closest

enquiry in the different countries concerned. Personally I think that the giving

effect to a scheme such as Mr. Darling's would possibly involve a complete

revolution (if the whole of our banking system in Australia. That view may
or may not be correct, but certainly, as that possibility is involved, you would

need to have an examination on the spot and the fullest possible enquiry to

determine what the effect of any action you might take would be. I tliink

there was no other conclusion that the Committee could have come to than

the one embodied in the second resolution.

In regard to the third resolution (c), the Committee, after an examination

of the position, have laid down that the bank charges for buying and selling

sterling appear to be unduly high. I do not want to comment upon that find-

ing. I stated it as my view when we were dealing with this matter before. In

regard to la) and (6) I am afraid I can make no comment at all. They mvolve
questions of high policy for any Government and I, having in my own Parlia-

ment indicated that we were contemplating placing our Commonwealth Bunk
under a Board, and there having been many rumours as to what our intention

was, and exactly on what basis we were going to operate what is our National

Bank in tiie future, I think any comments by me upon those two proposals

would be a little dangerous.

VAXtJE OF committee's WORK

Mr. Mas.sey: I should just like to say. Sir Philip, I quite realize that
there were difficulties in the way of the Committee doing as much as was
expected from them at first. The time limit, of course, was the real trouble.

We know it was quite impossible for the Committee to go into a completely
exhautive enquiry of the whole subject. I understand that and ace; pi it; but
as one of the movers in this connection I want to say I am very strongly of

the opinion rhat what has been done has been well worth doing. I was particu-

larly pleased with the very valuable information given to us by Sir Charles
Addis when he was speaking a short time ago, especially his statement that it
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was likely that the gold standan! would l)c restored at no distant date; that
is very valuable information for most people througiiout the Empire. Of eourse,

the difficulty lately appears to have been that there was not sufficient gold

within the Empire as to enable it to be utilized for the purposes of shipment anrl

stahlizine the exchanges. Let us hope that that dilliculty will be got over
because I think that is the best thing that can possibly happen, I know there

are many bankers who are not anxious to restore the gold standard, because
when the gold standard is restored it is going to interfere seriously with the

profits they have been making.

.\CTIOX PROPOSED BY NEW ZE.\L.\Nn

So far as the other points are concerned I propose on behalf of New Zea-
land to comply with sub-clauses (a) and (b) of clause 3 by getting a confer-

ence of the principal hankers of my country to ascertain what can be done, and
1 shall have no difficulty in doing tliat because I have had to convene them on
several occasions, and I have always found them quite willing to come and
discuss matters with the Treasury and with myself. I am very glad to see that

admission in sub-clause (c) where it is stated that in some cases the bank
charges for buying and selling sterling are unduly high and should be capable
of reduction. That is exactly our case. There it is in a nutshell.

As I mentioned at an early stage when the Committee was being set up I

am. able to look at both sides of the question because, although the Pank of

New Zealand is not a State Bank, the State has a large interest in the Bank
of New Zealand. I do not know exactly what the State would sell for, but at

the rate at which bank shares, even new shares are selling, I know that our
interest in the Bank is very large.

QUESTION MIGHT BE REFERRED TO ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

Then there is another point regarding the Committee which it is proposed
t« set up. I do not think we have got to the last stage in connection with that.

T refer to the Committee which it is proposetl to set up to carry on from one
session to another the work of the Economic Conference. It might be well

to arrive at an understanding so that if need be the matter which has just been
reported upon from the Exchanges Committee, might be referred to the new
Committee which it is proposed to set up.

The Ch.\irm.\n: I think that could very well be done. Supposing for

instance that (c) did not produce the desired result, the retluction of bank
charges, it would be a very good thing to lay it before that Committee again.

SOUTH .AFRICA WELCOMES THE REPORT

Mr. Bt rton: After what I said on this subject the other day, Mr. Chair-
man, you will not be surprised to hear me say to-day that I welcome the Report
of this Connnittee, in spite of the fact that owing to restrictions of time they
have not been able to hear as many witnesses as they might otherwise have
done. If Sir Charles Addis will allow me to say so I entirely accept his decis-
ion, and that of the Committee, that it was really unnecessary to go on hearing
crowds of witnesses when they had a perfectly clear conviction in their minds
as to what the situation really was. I welcome the Report. I am glad to sec
what is said by the Committee about Mr. Darling's scheme, which has been
bruited about so much. There are always scliemes of this sort when people
are in difliculties about their affairs, and there are always other people who
will tell them how to get out of those difficulties without having to pav their

debtvs.
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E.UILY RETURN TO GOLD STANDARD THE ONLY SOLUTION

I should have liked, I confess, to see a definite resolution in terms of the

statement which Sir Charles Addis has made to us to-day of the desirability

of aiuiiiiK steadily at a return to the Rold staiuiard. That is not in the resolu-

tions; but I welcome that statement as coming from him, and I am not going

to reject the Report because of the absence of such a resolution, nor propose

any further modification pf it. I must add, that I was rather horrified to hear

a suggestion made by some of my colleague,? that it was quite possible we
should never return to the gold standard at all. My feeling about that ( and
apparently it is the feeling of the Committee and of Sir Charles), is that the

only questiop about our return to the gold standard is a question of time. It

is simply n question of how soon you are going to do it. I am very glad indeed

to hear from him this morning that his view, and I take it the view of the

Committee, is that an early return is quite possible. We look to that, and from

our standpoint certainly in. South Africa, we regard that as offering the only

real hope of a solution of our troubles. These other things are all of a more

or less futile and deceptive character. The only way in which you are going

to got rid of your troubles is by working steadily back to gold, and endeavour-

ing to get there as soon as possible.

Mr. Riordan: We too, accept the report.

Sir Patrick McGr.\th: We are not interested.

Mr. D.adiba D.alal: As Sir Charles Addis has said that these resolutions of

the Inter-Imperial Exchanges Committee do not apply to India, we have nothing

further to say.

Sir James Steven.son : We were members of the Committee and we endorse

them.

The Chairman: There are some points I should like to put to Sir Charles

on this Report. The first is that even if it is not possible to get back to the

gold standard in a comparatively short time, would the Committee still adhere

to their findings in 2 and 3? I gather that that is so.

The second point I should like to put goes to (c), which, to my mind, was
the most important point referred to them, because it was the immediate ques-

tion on which somctiiing practical could be done. Were the Committee reason-

ably satisfied that, having found the bank charges, in some cases, to be exce-ssive,

there was a real prospect, now that this Committee had sat and ventilated the

subject, and found that and published it, that those charges would be reduced

to what is a proper and fair remuneration for the services of the banks and

no more?

prospect of redi ced bank charges

Sir Charles Addis: In reply to your first question, there is no doubt the

Committee would still recommend that action should be taken under 2 and 3,

even if it were supposed that the restoration of the gold standard should be

indefinitely prolonged. They believe that such a course would certainly ameli-

orate the difficulties which have arisen with regard to exchange, both on the

side of the supply of local currency, and also, I believe, on the siiie of re<lucing

the bank charges. The information by the bankers Wivs given on the condition

that it was tc be considered confidential, but I am sure that I am not departing

from that undertaking when I say that the impression left ujion tlic minds of

myself and my colleagues at our int^erview with the bankers, was that steps had

been taken to reduce, and would be taken to reduce still furtiier. their bank

charges, with the effect of at least making them less onerous than they are.
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If re.-iolutions 2 and 3 come into effect, tliat would certainly facilitate the reduc-

tion very mucii.

The Chairman: Tlien I take it the Conference will accept and endorse

the Report.

(.\s;rccili.

The Chaik.man: I am sure we arc all extremely grateful to Sir Chark-
Addis for presiding over this Committee. It has been a very quick piece of

work. I did not think, myself, it was possible to get so efTcctivc a piece of

work done in such a short time. I am sure I am expressing the views of the

whole Conference in saying how much we appreciate the time and trouble

expended on this matter.

Mr. Massey: AVill that statement of yours with regard to the work done
by the Committee, and the thanks of the Conference being conveyed to thcni,

be publisiied?

The Chairman: I hope so.

Mr. M.\ssey: I think it ought to be published.

The Ch.airman: Yes.

Sir Charles Addis: I am very much obliged to you.

CURRENCY CO-OPERATION IN THE BRITISH EMPIRE

Memorandum Prepared by the Treasvry (I.E.C.(23)—33).

I

1. Among the topics in the Agenda of the Empire Economic Conference, is

that of Empire currency and exchange. Proposals have been made by Mr.
J. F. Darling for unifying the currencies of the Empire (see Appendix I), Many
features in his scheme, more especially the creation of an Imperial short-dated

security to be a joint liability of Great Britain and the Dominions, and to

take the place of a part of their existing debts, are, in the opinion of the

Treasury, open to serious objection in theon.' as well as nearly insuperable diffi-

culties in practice (see Appendix ID. It is possible, however, that progress

may be made in the desired direction by some less ambitious method.

2. The evils to be remedied are two: first, tiie divercronce of the exchanges

from parity; and secondly (in the ca.ses of Australia and New Zealand and in a

lesser degree in that of South Africa) excessive bank charges.

II.

3. The former is really dependent on the general problem oi tiie stabiliza-

tion of the exchanges throughout the world. It may be possible, nevertheless,

to make some progress in the British Empire by itself. The currency resolutions

passed at the (ienoa Conference looked forward to a ceneral return to a gold
standard, and recommended: (1) the use of the machinery of a gold exchange
standard; and (2l international co-operation in the regulation of credit with a

view to stabilization of the purchasing power or commodity value of gold. The
stabilization project cannot take effect till the gold standard is in actual

operation.

On the other hand, the machinery of an exchange standard can be brought
into operation without waiting for the restoration of a gold stanflard. The
essence of an exchange standard is that the currency of one country is made
convertible into the currency of another. Neither currency need necessarily be

convertible into specie. The currencies of Egjpt and the Straits Settlements (to

3i>—2!J
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take two examples out of many) are convertible at the present time into

sterling, al' bough sterling is at a discount in comparison with gold.

4. Before the war the currencie-< of South Africa, .\ustraha. and New Zea-

land were practically based on a similar system. Like sterling they were, it is

true, gold currencies. Not only were tlie bank-notes in use legally and genuinely

convertible into gold coin, but" gold coin was itself in general circulation. But

the banks carrying on business in those Dominions had ultimately to rely on

the Bank of England for their reserve of cash, and accordingly they used to

maintain reserves in the form of sterling bills on London or sterling credits in

London, and it was especially to the state of those reserves that they liad regard

in regulating the accommodation they gave to trade in the Dominions. Tiierc

were gold movements, because both South Africa and Australia are gold-produc-

ing countries and regularly export gold as a commodity, but it was not on gold

movements that the banks relied. There was no central gold reserve in the

Dominions from which the usual exports could be supplemented, and, if the

banks found their sterling resources falling too low, they proceeded to restrict

credit till the balance was redressed.

The gold currency in circulation was at best there in the background, ready

to move if the regidation of credit failed to work.

5. Since the war the same system has been in operation, but with two

important modifications. In the first place, the gold currency has dropped out,

and there is no longer an automatic remc<ly if credit regulation does not keep

the currencies at par. Secondly. t!ie purchasing power of the pound sterling

has fluctuated more violently than ever before, and has subjected the exchanges

to a proportionate strain.

The result has been that the currencies of the Dominions have diverged

from par. When the pound sterling was heavily depreciated in 1920, the South

-Vfrican pound rose to a premium which was at one time as high as 8 per cent.

There followed a violent appreciation of sterling (that is to say. a fall in prices

in this country I and the South .\frican pound, unable to keep pace, fell to a

discomit of 5 per cent. At the same time, there was a deadlock in the .Austral-

asian exchange market because the banks had exhausted their holdings of sterling,

and the Australian pound likewise fell to a slight discount.

6. These disturbances were due to the temporary \'agarics of sterling. The
prices of commodities in Great Britain rose by one-third in a year, and then fell

in one year more by one-half. To keep their currencies at par, the Dominion-

would have had to bring about equally violent chances in their own price leveN.

They were not prepared to do so, and that is why the pre-war system, by which

the British and Dominion currencies were linked togettier, broke down.

Since 1921. both the .Australian and the South African currencies have again

overtaken sterling, and at tlie present time tiie .-Xustrnlian is practically at par

(i per cent premium), while the South .African is at a premium of l\ per cent.

For South Africa to return to par would cause no disturbance worth mentioning.

But to guard against the evils of a fluctuating exchange it is not enough
that the exchanges should return to par. What is wanted is some plan

which will tend to keep them at par. It may be that we shall soon be in a

position to re-establish the gold standard. But that is not certain, and we ought

not to disregard the desirability of setting up machinery for regulating the

exchanges, if the return to the gold standard is long postponed.

7. Under the present conditions, when the sterling resources of the South

African or Australasian banks are inconveniently enlarged or diminished, they

need not restore them (as they had to with a gold standard I by expanding or

contracting credit; they have the alternative of quoting sterling at a discount

or at a premium. The problem is simply to avoid resorting to this alternative.
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Tlio boist mctliod is to rely on a central bank of issue. A central bank of

issue ean efTert tiie exchange in eitiier or botli of two waj-s. It may undertake
to issue its not^.s against st^'rling and convert them back into sterHng at a fixed

rat€. and/or it may itself take measures for expanding and contracting credit

as the state of the exchanges may require.

The former method, which is that of the exchange standard, is the more
directly effective. So long as it is operative, the sterling resources of the banks
and their cash resources in the Dominions, being convertible into one another,

form a single whole. A shortage of sterling and a shortage of cash are, from
their point t)f view, the saiiie thing, and equally compel a contraction of credit.

But if the central bank, besides buying and selling sterling for notes, make.?

a practice of rediscounting for the other banks, the-se latter can replenish their

cash by this means. If they are enabled to do so on easy terms, the contraction

of credit will be a\'oi(led. The ultimate effect of excessive rediscounts will be

to deplete the central bank's own sterling reserves.

Therefore, if there is a rediscounting central bank, both methods of regu-

lating the exchanges must be followed. If, on the other hand, there is no redis-

counting system, it is still possible for the authorities in charge of the note issue

to follow the method of the exchange standard.

8. South Africa has recently established a central bank, the South African
Reserve Bank. This is intended to be a rediscounting bank issuing not-es against

gold and bills. Under the original constitution of the bank as enacted in 1920,

the bills were apparently intended to be inland bills, payable in South Africa,

and, therefore, in South African currency, though it is not clear that bills on
London were actually excluded. The demand for rediscounts has not material-

ized to the extent anticipated, and amending legislation has now been passed,

enabling thf> bank to hold either British or South African Treasury Bills against

its note issue. With this new power, the bank will be in a position to bring the

exchange to par, if it chooses, by simply offering to buy British Treasury Bills,

paying with its own notes. It can then prevent the South African pound from
falling below par by offering to sell the sterling so acquired from the notes.

9. Australia has no fully fledged central bank ready to rediscount. The
Commonwealth Bank, however, has, since 1920, been entrusted with the man-
ageriient of the Australian note issue. The note issue must be backed by at
least 25 jxr cent of gold, and in recent years the actual proportion has been
above 40 per cent. The fiduciarj- portion of the note issue must be invested
(under the original Act of 1910) :

—

{a\ On deposit in any bank; or

(6) In securities of the United Kingdom or of the Commonwealth or of a
State.

To these the amending Act of 1920 has added:—
(r) In Trade Bills with a currency of not more than 120 days.

These powers should be adequate to enable the Commonwealth Bank to
keep the exchange at par (/ it chooses to use thevi. The bank was never
intended to be a rediscounting institution, nor has it acted as such up to now.
But the note issue system, which it has taken over, already contained, in the
power ot making deposits with other banks, the germ of a rediscounting power.
For these deposits resemble rediscount-s in being loans of paper currency at
interest to the banks, and by encouraging or discouraging them it is possible
to regulate the supply of currency. Presumably the new power of inve-sting in

trade bills is intended to develop this side of the management of the note issue.

Up till the 30th .lune. 1922. advantage lu-ul not been taken of the power
to invest in trade bills. At that time the deposits; in banks (yielding from 3 to

6 per cent interest) amouuteil to £1,751.000, and the rest of the fiduciary issue.
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amounting to £25,266,000, was hacked entirely by Commonwealth and Aus-
tralian State Ciovernment securities (including advances to a total amount of

£18,000,000 made by the Commonwealth to the States at the beginning of the

war). British Government securities, though covered by the statutory powers,

are not held.

Thus, though the Commonwealth has power to put sterling securities (not

only Government securities, but trade bills) in the Notes Account, it does not

at present use that power.

10. On the other hand, it holds very large sums in sterling for the purposes

of its ordinary banking business. On the 31st December, 1922, it held money
at call in London to the amount of £9,210,000, beside-s a large amount of invest-

ments anil sterling bills. The primarj' function of the Commonwealth Bank
has been up to now to act as the banker of the Commonwealtii Government.
In view of the large financial operations required by the Connnonwealth Gov-
ernment in Ivondon, the bank must needs hold large sums in sterling. Wiicn
the Commonwealth Government borrows in London, the proceeds pass into the

hands of the bank; when the Commonwealth Government has to pay interest

or meet other liabilities in this country-, the bank must be its agent for pro-

curing the necessary sterling funds. The bank is, therefore, quite in a position

to regulate the exchange. L^pon it and upon the Government together would
devolve the functions which for India are discharged by the Indian Government
and the Intlia Office in regulating exchange through the medium of Lonilon

balances and Council Bills.

Originally Mr. Darling reconunendcd an exchange system based on sterling

bills as a solution of the prol)lcm of intra-Imperial exchange. In putting for-

ward his lat^er proposal for Emj)ire Currency Bills, he was presumably guided

by a desire to avoid anything of the nature of a unilateral arrangement. He
did not want to ask the Dominions to base their currencies on British cur-

rcuc3', but thought it politically preferable to suggest a symmetrical system by
which all currencies alike would be based on a single type of security which

should not be British, but Imperial
On the other hand, there are many practical reasons why the Dominions,

like India, should be quite ready to include sterling assets in the backing of

their note issues, as some of them already have statutory' powers to do. The
mere fact that so large a part of their debts has been, and will continue to be,

borrowed in London, is itself a justification for giving sterling a special position.

And, even apart from that, sterling in any case possesses a paramount position

in the financing of trade, both inside and outside the Empire. Many foreign

countries [e.g., Japan) hold bills on London as part of the backing of their note

issues. There is no reason to suppose that some of the Dominions would be in

any way unwilling to adopt a similar plan.

11. What has been said above applies to South Africa and Australasia,

but the case of Canada present* some ilifferent features. Canada ha.s no

central bank, and even her note issue system is not so easily adaptable as that

of Australia to a sterling exchange standard. And the Canadian banks arc

more intimately related to New York than to London. They make a practice'

of maintaining funds in both centres, but it is on their resources in New York
that they chiefly rely in regulating credit in the Dominion. Canadian currency

was actually at par with the American dollar during the latter part of 1922.

and, though it is now 2 per cent below par, it is at a premium of 4^ per cent

over sterling.

It may be that Canada would prefer to remain outside a British Empire
currency system till the gold standard is restored. But tiiat need not stand in

the way of the initiation of an arrangement with the other Dominions.

12. India cannot enter such a system till a new parity has been adopted

for the rupee. The breakdown of the exchange standard, that began in 1917
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anii culminated in 1920, was due, like the exehaiigc difficulties of South Africa
and Australia, to the extravaRcnt fluctuations in the purchasing power of the
pound sterling. Up to P'cbruary, 1920, when tho rupee, according to the foreign

exchange market, appeared to be apjireciating, it was really depreciating, only
it failed to depn ciate as fast as t!ie pound. Thercai'ter. it appeared t(j be depre-
ciating, but in leality it simply remained stationary while the pound ;ippre-

ciated.

Stabilization of prices is as desirable in India as in England, and stabiliza-

tion of the exchange may be expected to come presently as a by-product of
this policy. Thus, except in the case of Canada, th.e maintenance of intra-

Imperial parities of exchange is by no means a difficult problem, and need not

wait for the restoration of the gold standard.

Ill

13. There remains tlie question of bank charges on exchange operations.

This arises only in the cases of South Africa and Australasia, where the banks
settle by agreemejit among themselves fixed rates for buying and selling

exchange, whether in the form of transfers or of bills. These rates often remain
unchanged for months. From the point of view of the trader, fixity is in itself

a convenience, but it has from time to time involved the banks themselves in

.some embarrassment, in that it has led to their sterling resources either being
depleted (a^^ i" the case of the Australian banks in 1920 1 or becoming redundant
(as in the case of the South African banks in the present year).

14. The policy of fixing rates, though artificial, is not the ground of com-
plaint. The grievance arises from the wide gap between buying and selling

rates. This gap, the " turn of the market," is really the banlver's conmiission.

In a free and healthy exchange market it may be very small. For example, on
the 6th July the exchange in London on Montreal was quoted at 4 G7j-4. The
turn was only ^ per cent. The buying and selling prices each differed from the

middle price of 4-67§ by I cent, or 0-27 per mille. At the present time the South
African banks in South Africa buy cables on London at 2 per cent discount and
sell them at Ij^ discount. The difference' is I per cent, so that the banks' profit

is 4 375 per mille.

The Australasian banks in Australia and New Zealand buy sterling cables

at 981 and sell them at 100^, the difference being 1\ per cent, and the bank's

profit 7-5 per mille. For bills the difference between buying and selling price

is less significant, because the ordinary business of a bank is rather to buy bills

from traders than to sell them. Tlie selling price is therefore of secondary

importance. The buying price, which is what matters, allows for commission
on the scale adopted for cables and demand drafts, and also for interest between
the buying of the bill and its maturity. The rate of int<?rest can be deduced

from the difTerence between demand drafts and bills of 30 to 120 days.
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These rates were fixed in June, wlicn tnule billi^ were quoted in London at

3 per cent or less. The rates for bank bills were little more than 2 per cent.

The rates charged by the South African and Australasian banks, in addition to

a " turn " calculated to Rive them a profit of ,V per cent and i per cent respec-

tively on every exchange transaction, certainly seem high.

15. It may be asked whether traders do in fact find themselves compelled

to pay these rates. It may be that the banks in some cases make concessions

to their customers, but such concessions, if they occur at all, do not seem to be

so general as to make the quoted rates nominal or unreal.

There are traces of an outs'de market both in South African and in Aus-

tralian exchange. But this outside market appears to be of an intermittent

character and of inadequate scope.

It has been alleged that in the case both of South Africa and of Austral-

asia the banks form a ring, and that traders are so completely dependent upon

the goodwill of their bankers that tliey dare not go outside tlie i.ng to Imv

exchange. Otherwnse, of course, it would be very easy for them to create a

market by direct dealing with one another. There are only two banks in the

South African market. The Australasian banks number about a score, but seem

to be equally closely associated.

IG. For the evils of these artificially regulated exchange markets (if it be

true that they exist) it is by no means easy to suggest a remedy. Proposals

like Mr. Darling's for supplying a medium of remittance in the form of a credit

instrument payable equally in Great Britain and the Dominions will not solve

the problem. Traders will not acquire his Empire currency bills as means of

remittance, any more than they used to acquire gold as means of remittance

before the war" The bills will be held only by the banks themselves. A trader

who buys one and uses it to pay an overseas debt will be stepping outside the

market in the same way as if he did an exchange deal with another trader.

It may be hoped that if tiie exchange is stabilized, by whatever method,

the bankers' '" turn " will be diminished. It was substantially narrower before

the war than it is now. In fact, a wide " turn " is usually a sign of a speculative

exchange. To a cautious banker the prospect of a gain by exchange is by no

means an equivalent set-off against the risk of an equal loss. He therefore

increases the gap between buying and selling prices, and so iioth discourages

transactions and weights the scales in his own favour. In the London (juotations

of tlie collapsed currencies of Europe it is common to see a " turn " of 10 or 20

per cent.

17. If the natural improvement which will come with stabilization is not

sufficient, the only further remedy that is likely to be efficacious is some kind

of officially-supported competition in the exchange market.

This competition would presumably take the form of a st.;inding offer,

either by the central bank of issue or by the Government of the Dominion itself,

to buy and sell sterling at fixed rates. This must be an offer not. merely to do

exchange business with the other bank^^ of the Dominion, but to do it with the

traders themsch'es. Any such jiroposal would naturally raise far-reaching ques-

tions of the ilesirability of Government int<'rlerence in business. These are pre-

sumablv for the consideration of the Dominion Governments themselves.
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APPENDIX I

C'l HHENCY Co-ori;KATioN IN TH?: British Empirk

Mr. D.\rling"s Sciikme

Summary of the Scheme

Mr. J. F. Darling's latest proposals (there have been several! for unifying
tiic currencies of the Empire were explained in an address to the Manchester
Association of Importers and Export<Ts on the 4th December last.

The scheme is basctl upon the creation of a new Imperial short-dated security
to be called Empire Currency Bills. The security would take the place of
British Treasury Bills, and of a suitable portion of the debts of the Dominions.
(Ircat Britain and tiie Dominions woukl assume each a proportional share of
the liability and would delegate the nianageinent of the bills to Empire Currency
Bill Commissioners, representative of them all.

The bills would be at three months, and would be payable at maturity,
;it the option of the holder, either in London or in any of the particiiJatinj;;

Dominions. They would be issued by tender in London. But besides the bills

there would be an issue of certificates payable on three months' notice from the
holder, and i)earinfi interest fractionally below the average competitive rate for

the bills. The certificates wt)ulil be intended to meet the convenience of over-

seas holders who would not want to be repeatedly renewing.

The reserves held against the note issue in Oreat Britain and the partici-

pating Dominions, in so far as not held in gold, would be held exclusively in

Empire Currency Bills, ami the total anu)Uiit of the bills issuetl woukl be suffi-

cient to provide these reserves, and in a<ldition some hundreds of millions to be
lield by the banks in (ireat Britain and the Dominions.

The b'lls, being payable on maturity in London or in the Dominions at

the holder's option, would have some of the characteristics of gold as a means
of remittance. They would move towards any part of the Empire in which the

currency teniled to appreciate.

The object which the scheme professes to attain is to secure in the Empire
the unifying efl'ect which a gold standard gives, without waiting for the gold

standard itself to be re-establishetl.

It may be mentioned that it was before the war, and still is, the practice

of the Australasian ami South African banks to hold a portion of their assets

in sterlin? in London, partly in the form of bank credit?, partly of bills

on lAindon. These sterling resources are their reserx'cs, and supply the banks
with an index for their guidance both in controlling credit and in regulating the

exchange market.

The new feature which Mr. Darling's scheme would aild to the existing

practice is that the Empire Currency Bills, instead of being purely sterling

securities, would be available at any time to procure credit or currency in the

Dominions, If for any reason (Cj/., inflation in tlreat Britain i a premium on

the Dominion currencies threatened, the supply of those currencies could be

increased by the export of Empire Currency Bills from Great Britain to the

Dominions, and the premium would not arise. If, on the other hand, the

currency of one of the Dominions threatened to fall to a discount, the banks

carr>ing on business in that Dominion might possess, in addition to the supply

of sterling coming into their hands in the ordinary course of trade, a reserve

of Empire Currency Bills or Certificates, which could be sent to London and

used as sterling securities.
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APPENDIX II

Mr. Darling's Scheme

Criticisms

The objections which may be raised against Mr. Darling's sclieme fall

mainly under two heads: (ll the financial relations between the United King-

dom and the Dominions; and (2) the bearing of the scheme on the control of

credit.

Under the scheme the British and Dominion Governments are to pool a

large part of their national debts, and the debts so pooled, and formed into

Empire Currency Bills, arc to be floating debts. Mr. Darling contemplates an

increase in the aggregate of floating debts, and objection might certainly be

raised to any such increase. Nevertlicless, a great part of his Empire Currency

Bills are to be held in Currency Note reserves, and an increase in the floating

debt outside those reserves is not an essential feature of the scheme.

The holders of the Empire Currency Bills would be creditors not of the

British and Dominion Governments, but of the Empire Currency Bill Commis-
sioners, who. in turn, would be creditors of the various Government-s. Each
Government would be liable for a specified proportion of the capital and interest

of each bill. So long as the bills were kept outstanding, and no reduction was
made in their total amount, the capital liability would not require to be met.

On the other hand, the liability for interest, in the form of discount on the bills

issued week by week, would accrue continuously. In the event of a default on

the part of any one of the participating Governments, there would be a defici-

ency, which the Commissioners would be unable to meet from their own
resources.

It is quite obvious that such a deficiency could not be allowed to remain.

If a security is such that it will not be paid in full if any one of several Govern-
ments fails to meet its engagements, then the credit of the security will be worse

in the banking world or money market than if it depended on one Government
only. If there were to be Empire Currency Bills with the standing that Mr.
Darling expects, or. indeed, with a ready market at all, there would have to be

some dear and adequate provision against any deficiency arising from the

default of one Government.
That provision would have to take either of two forms: (1) a mutual

guarantee by the participating Governments of one another's obligations, or

(2) the subscription of a capital or reserve fund.

Of these two. the second only differs from the first in that (i) the liability

of any one Government is limited to the amount of its subscriptions, and (ii)

the money has to be found beforehand instead of waiting till a default occurs.

If the capita! were merely subscribed and not actually j^aid up. the second differ-

ence would not arise, and, as in any case the reasons for having a guarantee tell

against any limitation of the guarantee, the alternative of the subscription of

a capital fund may for practical purposes be disregarded.

Thus the scheme would really necessitate a mutual guarantee. Each of the
participating Governments woukl have to guarantee the payment of the whole
issue of bills, whether presented for payment iu its own territorj' and in its own
currency, or elsewhere and in other currency.

For any of the Dominions to guarantee the whole issue (tentatively esti-

mated by Mr. Darling at £1,000 millions) would be quite unreal. It would be
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unreal, not nierely because the amount guaianteeil would he cxeessive, but

because the event upon which the greater part of the guarantee would be con-
tingent, the (k fault, that is, of the Unitetl Kingdom, would involve the financial

affairs of the Dominions themselves in such confusion that their guarantees

would probably become inoperative.

Virtually, therefore, the guarantee would be a guarantee by the United
Kingiloiu of the obligations of the Dominions. This is not to be ruled out as

a political impossibility merely because it would be a novelty. But such guar-

antees have as a matter of fact been avoided in the past for \Try good reasons.

To refer to only one of these, it may be pointed out that the responsibility

assumed would lead the British Government to examine, an<l even to criticize,

the finances of the Dominions, and this interference would be none the less

vexatious because the Dominions would be equally entitled, in virtue of their

guarantee of British liabilities, to examine and criticize British finances.

This mutual guarantee is by no means the end of the financial complica-
tions between the United Kingrloni and the Dominions involved in Mr. Dar-
ling's proposals. But a further elucidation of that part of the subject is best

combined with an examination of the bearing of the scheme upon the control

of credit.

The Empire Currency Bills would be the only security held against the
paper money of the participating Go\ernments. Mr. Darling apparently con-
templates that people who want currency in any Dominion should hold bills

till maturity and then present them for payment. But in practice this would
not be so, for the need for additional currency in a Dominion would not cor-

respond exactly with the maturities of the bills which the banks in the Dominion
happened to hold. The banks would want to sell the bills for currency to the

note-issuing authority.

New bills would be tendered for in London, and presumably it is not

intended that note-issuing authorities should ever sell bills in the Dominions.
Any bills bought by those authorities would therefore be transmitted to London
and held there. Probably the note-issuing authority would buy the bills in

London rather than in the Dominion, crediting the seller with currency in the
Dominion by cable. For the holder would have tendered for the bill in London
and would naturally keep it in London till he found that he wouUl want to turn

it into currency in the Dominion. Only tlie Empire Currency Certificates

would be held in the Dominions. Bills held in London would be convertible

immediately either into sterling or into Dominion currency. Certificates would
be immediately convertible into Dominion currency, but not necessarily so into

st<?rling. Bills would therefore in almost all cases be preferred.

Any one who possessed sterling would be able to buy Dominion currencies

therewith, because he could buy Empire Currency Bills (either by tender or m
the market i and sell them to the Dominion concerned. One who possessed

Dominion currency, however, would not so easily be able to buy sterling. He
might not be able to procure Empire Currency Bills in the Dominion, because

all the Dominion banks might prefer to keep their bills in London.
Mr. Darling says (pages 32-33) : If the Commonwealth Bank

granted to the banks transfers by cable at par, issuing currency in Australia

against the payment in of sterling in London, and paying out sterling in London
against receipt of currency in Australia, the resources of the banks in either

place would become immediately available against their liabilities in the other."

That is so, ?'/ the Commonwealth Bank undertook these functions. But they do

not arise out of Mr. Darling's scheme, and they could perfectly well be under-

taken without it. Before the war gold was available for the purposes which

Mr. Darling assigns to his bills, but the Commonwealth Bank never undertook
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to buy and sell sterling at par. Tlic proposal that it should do so is something
(juitc distinct from Mr. Darling's scheme, and, it may be added, a much simpler

way of accomplishing the same encLs.

The Empire Currency Bills then would be held in London, and could be

sold either (a) to Dominion Governments for cable transfers in Dominion cur-

rency, or (b) to the British Govcrnnu'nt for Currency Notes. But in practice

no one would ever sell them to tlie British Covernment. Currency Notes are

only needed for internal circulation in the United Kingdom, and for that purpose
they are dra^\ai out bv British depositors, who are supplied through the Clearing

Banks.
The Clearing Banks get tiieir supplies of Currency Notes from the Bank

of England, and, if their credit balances with the bank are insuiricient, tiiey

replenish them by calling up money from the Money Market. It is the Money
Market, that is to say. tiie Discount Houses, that have to get the additional

credit re(iuired from the Bank of Enghind. Under Mr. Darling's scheme they
could, of course, get it by rediscounting Empire Currency Bills, just as they can
now by rediscounting Treasury Bills. But there is no reason why they should

prefer to offer or the Bank of England prefer to receive these bills rather than
any ordinary sterling bills. Nor would the British Government want to receive

Empire Currency Bills to hold against the additional Currency Notes issued,

for it woulil receive them automatically from the Commissioners, who would
adjust appropriatelv the amount to be put up to tender on the next occasion

(pages 38-39).

Thus the existing methods of controlling credit would continue essentially

unchanged. Ttie new factor introduced by Mr. Darling's scheme would be the
power given to hanks operating in tlie Dominions to turn sterling into Dominion
currency by selling Empire Currency Bills to the Dominion Governments. That
would prevent Dominion currencies ever being (luoted at a subst^antial premium
over sterling. But it is always easy for a Dominion Government to keep
flown its own currency to parity with sterling. All that is necessary is to offer

to buy sterling at par.

What is more difficult is to keep the Dominion currency up to sterling

parity, for this may necessitate a contraction of creilit in the Dominion, ."^uii-

pose that a depreciation of the Dominion currency were threatened by a relaxa-

tion of credit in the Dominion. The tendency would make itself felt in an
uncovered excess of imports into the Dominion, and the Dominion banks would
have to part with sterling assets (including Emjiirc Currency Bills i. At the
same time, tliere would also be a growing demand for Dominion currency for

internal circulation. This could only be acquired by selling Empire Currency
Bills to the Dominion Government. The double loss of Empire Currency Bills

ought to lead the banks to contract credit in the Dominion. In a Dominion
ecjuipped with a piopcrly-conducted central 'bank of issue, this would almost
certainly follow. But recent experience seems to show that in a Dominion
without a central bank the proper sequence of event< cannot be relied on. It

is only too likely tliat the banks would find themselves completely denuiled

of Emjiire Curremy Bills, and unable to procure tiie requisite supplies of Domin-
ion currenc>-.

In such a case the remedy imperatively rec|uin.>d is a suspension of the
currency law. But what does that mean? Not merely an ailministrative ordin-
:.nce ordering a breach of the law, with a subseciuent indemnity; not even an
emergency act of the legislature. It means a breach of the understanding with

the other participating Governments. Who would have to be consulted about
such a step? What provision would have to be made for withdrawing the emer-
gency currency? The Dominion Government concerned would have to raise

money to buy Empire Currency Bills. If the breakdown be supposed to have
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nrisen merely tliroupli a mismanagement of commercial credit, this could be
done (though only at the risk of a continuance of uni^ound credit conditions).

But if it had arisen from tiie financial embarrassment of tiie Dominion ( lov-

ernment itself, there would be an iinixisse. Either the Dominion would have

to be nursed back to financial soundness with the assistance and control of the

other participating Govermnents, or it would have to acquiesce in a deprecia-

tion of its currency. But that would mean a dei)arture from the system, and
would entail upon the Dominion the obligation to pay off its share of the

Empire Currency Bills. This it could not do. In other words, the mutual
guarantee woukl materialize, and the burden of the inflationary finance of one

Dominion would be thrown upon the rest of the Empire.
It may be contended that it is very improbable that any of the Dominions

will ever be so imprudent as to resort to inflationary finance. Yet it is hardly
an exaggeration to say that there is no Government in the world that has not

exhibited this degree of imprud(Mice at some time in the last ten years.

As pointed out above, the machinery for controlling credit and supplying
currency in this country- would remain unchanged. The discount rates pre-

vailing in the Money Market would depend on the action of the Bank of Eng-
land. That means that the interest charges to be paid by the participating

' lovernmentss upon the Empire Currency Bills would be ultimately determined
by the Bank of England. 80 long as the total amount of the bills remained
unclianged, the rate of discount upon them would be determined automatic-

ally by the tenders. But it might be that the Dominions (who are not accus-

tomed to a large floating debt with the consequent fluctuations in interest

charges) would not be content with this arrangement. They might wish either

to increase or to decrease the total issue of the bills. Such a measure would
hiwo imi)()rtant reactions upon the Money Market, and upon the Bank of

England's credit policy. The experience of managing our vast floating debt
I luring the past few years has sliown again and again the necessity for the

most intimate co-operation between the Treasury and the Bank. Could this

co-operation be maintained, if to the Treasury and the Bank were added in

the first place the Commissioners representing the United Kingdom and the

Dominion-;, and secondly, the Dominion Governments themsleves, whose con-

sent would be necessary to many measures?
Mr. Darling proposes that the participating Governments should hand over

to the Empire Currency Bill Commissioners a part of their gold reserves, say,

10 per cent of the total issue of bills. The gold handed over would be abstracted

from the existing currency reserves, and would be regarded nut as a restn'e

against note issues, but as a reserve against the Empire Currency Bills them-
selves. Mr. Darling anticipates that the existence of such a reser^•e would
increase confidence in the bills, and suggests that " in the c\ent of the rate (of

discount being forced up unduly, the gold could be used to pay ofT for the time

being a portion of the issue" (page 261. In this contingency "the Commis-
sioners could pay in gold to their account with the Bank of England, and retire

a corresponding amount of Empire Currency Bills. This would ease the situa-

tion by increasing the supply of money in the market .... While the gold

reserve would be under the control of the Connnissioners. they would probably

find it advantageous to consult with the Bank of Englanrl before taking action
'"

(pages 42-431. In a recent article ("Times Trade and Engineering Supple-

ment" of the loth September. 19231 Mr. Darling suggests that the Commis-
sioners shouUl also use their gold to raise the American Exchange, and facilitate

the payment of the British debt to America.
These proposals illustrate the kind of divided responsibility for the control

of credit that would be involved in the scheme. Mr. Darling claims that it is

desirable to " concentrate " the gold reserves of the Empire. But what he actu-
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ally proposes is the reverse of a concentration. i>omc of the gold would be

collected in the hands of the Commissioners, but the rest would be left in the

same hands as now. The only chanpcc would be the addition of one more to

the various authorities which hold gold. The new authority would either be

responsible to the British and Dominion ( lovernments, and unable to take

important decisions without their consent, or in proportion as it was freed from

these trammels would be irresponsible.

The decisions to be taken by tlic Commissioners might well be matters of

acute controversy. The use of gold from the reserve to lower the prevailing

rate of discount in London would be or would seem to be in the interests of the

(iovernmcnts with floating debts in London, but might conflict with the policy of

the Bank of England in controlling credit. The Commissioners ought, as Mr.

Darling says, to consult \nth the Bank. But is it certain that they would agree?

The use of gold from the reserve to buy dollars for the payment of the

British debt charges in America might be in the interest of the British taxpayer.

But could the Commissioners do this without consulting the Dominion Clovern-

ments? Would not the Dominion Governments urge, with reason, that the gold

should be drawn from the resen-es of the British Goveniment or of the Bank

of England?

COMMITTEE ON INTER-LM1'ER1.\L EXCILWCES

The constitution of the Committee was as follows:—
Sir Charles Addis, K.C.M.G., Chairman of the Hong Kong and Shangiiai Bank.

London Committee.

Sir Arthur Balfour, K.B.E., Personal Adviser to the President of the Board

of Trade.

Colonel O. C. Armstrong, D.S.O.

Mr. 0. E. Xicmeyer, C.B., Controller of Finance, Treasury.

Dr. O. D. Skelton, 'M.k., Ph.D., Secretary- to the Canadian Delegation. Imperial

Conference, Canada.
Mr. W. J. Young, C.B.E., Commonwealth of Australia.

The Hon. Sir James Allen, K.C.B., High Commissioner for New Zealand.

Sir Henr\' Strakosch, Kt., and Mr. E. H. Farrer, C.^LCi., Union of South Africa

Mr. E. J. Riordan, Secretary, Trade and Shipping Department, Ministry of

Industrv and Commerce, Irish Free State.

The Hon. Sir Patrick T. McGrath, K.B.E., Member of Legislative Council,

Newfoundland.
Mr. Dadiba Dalai, CLE., High Commissioner for India assisted bv
Sir E. M. Cook, C.S.I., CLE.
Sir James Stevenson, Bt., G.C.M.G., Personal Adviser to the Secretary of State

for the Colonies on Business Questions, Colonies and Protectorates.

Mr. H. Brittain, Treasury, and Mr. H. AI. Cox, Office of the High Commis-
sioner for the Commonwealth of Australia, acted as Joint Secretaries to tiie

Committee.
RESOLLTIONS .\GREED BY THE COMMITTEE AT THEIR MEETING ON NOVEMBER 6. 1923

The Committee, having considered their terms of reference, have unani-

mously resolved:—
L That arising as they do from the suspension of an effective gold standard,

the difficulties of Inter-Imperial exchange will disappear when the currencies

of Great Britain and the Dominions affected are again made convertible into

gold.
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2. That it is neither necessary nor dcsiral)lc to adopt eoniplirated plans for

a new instnunent of credit, sucii as Empire Currency Bills, which involve diffi-

cult and disputable constitutional and financial questions.

3. Tiiat where difficulties have arisen in regard to exchange between certain

parts of tiie Empire and between such parts and the United Kingdom

—

(a) The position could be ameliorated if the note-issuing authorities were
to accumulate sterling assets and to undertake to exchange their local

currencies for sterling and vice versa.

(6) This measure might be further developed and assisted by the creation

of central banks and by mutual co-operation as recommended by the

Genoa Conference,

(c) In some eases the bank charges for buying and selling sterling appear
to be unduly high and should be capable of reduction.

(Signed! C. S. ADDIS, Chairman.

2, WinTKH.\I.L G.'MIDEXS, S.AV.l,

November 6, 1923.

CO-OPERATION FOR TECHNICAL RESEARCH AND INFORMATION

The Conference had before tiiem (nf the Report of the Imperial Institute

Committee of Enquiry, 1923 (published separately, Cmd. 1997 of 1923); (h) a
memorandum by the Department of Scientific and Indu.strial Research on " The
Co-ordination of Research witiiin the Empire" (I.E.C. (23)-16, printed on page
4921; and a memorandum by the Secretary of State for the Colonies (I.E.C.

(231-18. printed on page 514). The discu-ssion was begun at the Eighth
Meeting of the Conference, held on the 16th October, 1923.

THE ORGANIZ.VTION OF RESEARCH IN GREAT BRIT.AIN

In opening the discussion, Lord Salisbury said that the Imperial Institute
was a noteworthy example of an attempt at mutual assistance and co-operation
in the Empire, which he hoped he would persuade the Conference it was well
worth while in some form or other for them to further. It was becoming
increasingly clear that the business of research was an essential clement in the
industrial progress of a country, and it had been recognized that a measure
of Government action was required. There had accordingly grown up in Great
Britain, under the jurisdiction of tiie Privy Council, a Government organization
for research in many fields.

ITS VARIOUS ASPECTS

Its work could be described under three heads. First, the work in connec-
tion with standards of measurement, standards of electrical values, etc., as,

for exiimple, the testing by the National Physical Laboratory of clinical ther-
momett-rs. Next, specific research work undertaken at the request of some
Government Department, such as the War Gffice or the Admiralty. Lastly,

research for commercial and industrial purposes, in which, of course, care is

taken not to attempt to compete with the work of private enterprise. In this

connection, however. Lord Salisbury pointed out that the Government have at

their disposal advantages not possessed by private enterprise, for a large number
of scientific men will give their advice to the Government at far less than the

true remuneration of their great talents and place their knowledge, through the
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Government, at tlie service of the community. Tliere is also a kind of research

vvliich, while not immetliately remunerative, is remunerative in the long run,

and that kind of research private enterprise cannot be expected to undertake.

THE DE.SIR.\BIL1TY OF MX.TUAL CO-OPERATION

All this work is going on and is growing, and His Majesty's Government are

anxious to share all that they possess in these respects with even*- part of the

Empire. This is not altogether unselfisli on their part. They arc anxious in

their turn to get from the oversea countries facilities lacking in Great Britain,

as. for instance, in questions coinicctcd with t''e prcparat on of timher with

metallurgical resources, electrical output, and the cold storage of food. The
Dominions, invited to contribute in this manner to the common stock, might

ask what was the nature of the organization in Great Britain which attempted

to cope witli these great questions. The Research organization has several

methods of procedure: the promotion of research by individuals; the promotion

of research by associations of trades; and research by the Government itself

for industrial purposes, which, while not always producing immediate profit, in

the long run probably contributes the largest element of progress in industry.

The suprenjc example of this last kind of work is the work of the National

Physical Laboratory, in such questions as (to take an instance) the actual

form and shape of ships, how far pressure affects them, and in what direction

modifications might be introduced for the purpose of eliminating resistance and
effecting economies in running. This was only one example of work carried on

in the inteitst. not only of Great Britain, but of every country in the Empire
which build.- ships. Lastly, there are Boards or Committees of scientific men,

and others interested in industry, not directly connected with trade, but stu-

dents of research into the various elements of national life; such Boards, for

instance, as have to do with food and fuel. It would be possible to conduct
investigations if the Dominions supported the organization, into such questions

as the marketing of fruit, and the production of power alcohol, or of flax.

The Research organization was run on strictly business lines. The "Geddes
Axe" had spared the Department, and, indeed, remarked that it did not spend
a halfpenny more than it ought to spend. In these circumstances. Lord Salis-

burj' felt that he could hope, with some confidence, for the support of the Con-
ference.

ST.ATEMEXT ON THE IMPERIAL INSTITUTE

Mr. Ormsbv-Gore said that he proposed to make a statement about the

Imperial Institute and the Report of the Committee of Enquiry, of which he

was Chairman, given, as it were, in his capacity as Chairman of the Council

of the Institute and as Chairman of the Enquiry Committee, and not as repre-

sentative of the Colonies and Protectorates.

The Committee, whose Report was before the Conference, was set up early

in the present year as the result of the serious financial position of the Imperial

Institute due to the withdrawal of the contributions from India and Australia.

It was also felt that there was overlapping in research. Much valuable research

work was biing done in this country, in the Dominions and in India, but with-

out, as yet, adequate co-ordination. In particular, there was certainly over-

lapping in this country between the Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau and.

the Imperial Institute.

SUPPORT OK INSTITITE BY DOMINIONS A\n INDIA E-SSKNTI.VL

Mr. Grmsby-Gore then explained that unless the oversea contributions to

the Imperial Institute were put on a definite and assured footjng, the Institute

must be liquidated. He briefly summarized the position, following the main
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points of tho Enquiry Committee's Report, and explaining tlie chief recom-
mendations. Tiie Imperial Institute uns founfled to commemorate the Jubilee

of Queen Victoria, and a sum of £429,000 was collected from the Governments
and private sources throughout the Empire to establish it. One of the most
important contributions was received from the Princes and peoples of India.

In 1919 the largest contributors were the Colonies and Protectorates; next came
the receipts from endowments; then from fees; then the British Government's
grant; then the contributions from the Dominions, and, finally, from India.

The financial position was unsatisfactory, and there followed the Milner-
Chamborh'.iii Agreement, and the Milncr negotiations with the oversea Gov-
ernmcnt.!?. The contingency foreseen in the Milncr-Chamberlain Agreement
had now arisen, i.e., the oversea contributions had fallen short of the amount
required for the Institute to obtain the British Government's grant of £10,000

a year.

WORK DONE FOR DOMINIONS AND INDIA

He then gave a brief account of the work of the Institute for the Domin-
ions and India in recent years. In 1920-22 the total number of investigations

carried out at the Institute for India liad been 431, and for the Dominions 726.

As an example of the type of investigation carried out at the Institute, he

mentioned ti'e work on various raw materials necessitated by various inquiries

from the High Commissioner for the Union of South Africa in London, e.g.,

fruits, gums, barks, minerals, flax, timbers, cotton seed. Similar inquiries were

received from the High Commissioners for other Dominions and the Agents-

General for the Australian States. The staff employed in the laboratories of

the Institute did not attempt to carry out complete final scientific investigation;

their aim was to make preliminary technical investigations with a view to

placing the particular raw material or article produced by the Dominions in

touch with the tritdc iii this country. Ha\'iiig made the ))rcliiiniiary analysis

the Institute ascertained what firms in this country could take the raw material,

what they would be prepared to pay for it, and in what form it could be best

exported or imported. The great success of the Institute had been achieved in

linkinc; up scientific work with the commercial sale of the product concerned.

INDIA AND THE INSTITUTE

As regards India, the Conuiiittee of Enquiry had heard contradictory evi-

dence on the value of the Institute from the representatives of the India Office

and of the Government of India on the one hand, and unofficial Indian opinion
on the other. India had been perhaps more closely associated with the Institute
than any other country of the Empire, but he could not but recognize that the
(lovernment of India had recently formed a very definite opinion on the ques-
tion of the Institute, and, speaking on behalf of the Council, he was grateful

to them for having supf)orted it so long by the generous contributions from
Indian funds, and for having deferred more than once the severance of their

connection with the Institute. He thought, however, that it was regrettable
that the Industrial Commission in India which considered the work of the
Imperial Institute did not give the Institute any opportunity of furnishing
evidence in justification of its work; but even so the evidence recorded in

favour of the Institute was on the whole stronger than that against it. The
Committee for India of the Imperial Institute, which contained distinguished
reprcsentat!ve.=: of India under the Chairmanship of Sir Harvey Adamson, had
assured him that, in spite of the magnificent provision made in India for the

application of science to industrj'. there was still a type of technical investi-

gation which must be referred to institutions in this country. It could easily

.36—25
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be understood that the producer of raw materials for industry requires, in

addition to the help of agricultural and other experts in his own country, the

skilled advice of cxpert-s in close personal touch with the actual users of his

produce.

THE QLTSTION OF THE EXHIBITION GALLERIES

In the pressing need for economy the majority of the Enquiry Committee
felt that the Exhibition Galleries must be abandoned. An important minority,

however, including Sir James Allen, the High Commissioner for New Zealand.

was anxious to retain the galleries, but Mr. Orinsby-Gore felt that, as they

had to cut ciown somewhere, it was important to keep the most valuable part

of the Institute, i.e., the work of preliminary scientific investigation. By elim-

inating the galleries a rent of at least £8,000 a year would be available, and

.£5,000 a year of costs would be cut. Some of the exhibits, e.g., the Canadian,

in the galleries were valuable; but the difficulty was that collections, to be

really valuable, must be changed frequently, and the British Empire Exhibition

of the following year would put in the shade any exhibits which the Institute

could ever display.

THE M.-VX.\GEMENT OF THE INSTITUTE

As regards the management of the Institute, Mr. Ormsby-Gore agreed that

the present Executive Council was not the most suitable body to control an

institution of this kind. The value of its work lay in relating science to com-
merce, and the Enquiry Committee recommended that it should be linked up
with the whole work of commercial intelligence by placing it under the Depart-

ment of Overseas Trade. The entire Institute and its management ought

undoubt<^d'y to be reconstructed (subject, obviously, to its Imperial aspect not

being impaired), and he attached great importance to the proposal that in

future the Director of the Institute should not be a member of the Governing
Body nor of the scientific staff, but should be purely an administrative officer.

The fact was that Professor Dimstan, who was a very able man, had often to

give up his scientific work to attend to administrative, political and financial

business; and on the other hand that side of the work lost by the fact that the

Director had also to supervise the scientific investigations.

THE FINAXCL^L PROPOS.\LS

Among the actual financial proposals which were set out in the document
I.E.C. (23) -18, it was important to note that those Governments which now-

contributed both to the Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau and to the Imperial

Institute would in future make only one subscription. The merging of the

Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau into the reconstructed Institute Mr.
Ormsby-Gore regarded as absolutely vital. The Committee's investigations

went to show that the reconstructed Institute, minus the Exhibition Galleries,

could be run as a central Information Bureau for the whole Empire. pro\'ided

with laboratories for preliminary scientific investigations and for performing

the present work of the Mineral Resources Bureau, at a cost of about £40.000

per annum. To make up this figure there would be available the rent of the

Exhibition Galleries and the income from the Endowment Fund of the Imperial

Institute. It remained to collect about £25.000 per annum from the various

contributing Governments. It was suggested that if the oversea Dominions
and India would contribute £8,000 between them to the reconstructed Institute

the Governments of the Colonies and Protectorates, although tiieir revenues

were much smaller, would provide their third, i.e., £8,000.
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THK H18TORKAI. .VXD SKNTl.MENT.XL .\SPECTS

The DuKK OF Devonshire sai<l tliat the British ( lovcnniicnt were pre-

pared, if the plan went through, to make a contribution of £9,000 a year for a

period of five years. That, with the £8,000 from the Colonics and Protector-

ates, made £17,000. The question before the Conference was whether the

Dominion'^ and India were prepared to make up tlie balance of £8,000 for a

period of five years. Tiie Duke drew attention to anotiier aspect of the matter.

Tiie Institute served to commemorate the .Jubilee of Queen Victoria in 18S7.

It marked not merely an event in the reign of a Sovereign, but a very definite

stage in our development as an Empire, and he hoped that it would be carried

on a* an Imperial Institute in the heart of the Empire. The matter was one

which must be looked at not merely from a commercial point of view, but also.

to a certain extent, from a sentimental and historical standpoint.

CAX.J.DA ACCEPTS RECOMMEND.\TIOXS OF COMMITTEE OF EXQUIHY

Sir LoMER GoviN said that the Canadian representative on the Imperial
Institute (Committee of Enquiry, 1923, had signed the Report and the Recom-
mendations, anil that Canada was prepared to accept the first recommendation
and to contribute her share of the £8,000. If that was not feasible and recourse

had to be had to the alternative reconunendation, Canada was still prepared to

contribute her share because she believed in the Institute and in the Bureau.
The Bureau hail already rendered very valuable service, and he expected that

it would rentier more valuable services in the future.

AUSTR.\LIa's difficulties IX SVPPORTIXG THE IX.STITLTE

Senator Wii.sox said that Australia was anxious to help in the direction of
mutual assistance within the Empire, but he explained that many of the diffi-

culties with which Australia was faced (in regard, for example, to such pests
as rabbits, prickly pear, blow fly, etc.), had made it necessary for the Common-
wealth Government to spend something like £30,000 a year in scientific and
industrial research, and probably even a larger amount was spent by the States.
The results they would be only too pleased to make available, but in view of
this large expenditure it would be realized that Australia found some difficulty
in contributing to an Institute in this country as well. He reviewed the position
which had led to the appointment of the Committee of Enquiry, and explained
that the Commonwealth Government, having been continually adding to the
cost of the scientific work of the Australian Institute of Science and Industrj-,
have not felt justified in continuing the subscription to the Imperial Institute.
He wished, however, to make it clear that the door was not absolutely closed,
and Australia would further consider the matter in the light of the information
that had been given that morning.

NEED FOR A CO-ORDIX.\TIXG BODY

Sir .Iam>:s Allex said that it was realized that immense work had been
done in England during the last few years in scientific research, although at a
very late time in our history. In particular he referred to the work which had
been done as regards the dye industry, and he understood that New Zealand
users now found British dye-s quite satisfactory and intended to stick to them.
It seemed to him absolutely essential that there should be some skilled co-
ordinating authority which would be able to put people in touch with organi-
zations carrymg out pure research, whether thev be in Great Britain or in the

36—25}
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Dominions. He believed that if the Imperial Institute were reorganized it

would provide a most valuable connecting link within the Empire for this pur-

pose. New Zealand, like Australia, was developing research, but all the«c

research organizations ought to be in touch with one another.

NECESSITY FOR FUSION OF INSTITUTE .\ND MINERAL RESOURCES BUREAU

He wished to press the absolute necessity for the amalgamation of the

Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau and the Mineral Section of the Imperial

Institute. Wiicn the establishment of the Mineral Resources Bureau was first

proposed, Mr. Massey had expressed some apprehension that it would involve

overlapping with the work of the Imperial Institute, and other Prime Ministers

had foreseen the same danger. The event had justified these apprehensions,

and New Zealand had decided to discontinue her contribution to the Imperial

Mineral Resources Bureau in view of the overlapping which took place. They
would be willing, however, to restore the contribution if the two bodies were

amalgamated and there were some guarantee that the work would be carried

on efficiently.

Mr. l^I\ssEY said that personally he was more than ever impressed with

the importance of the research work done by the Imperial Institute, and he felt

there was even greater work waiting to be undertaken, not only on behalf of

England or the United Kingdom, but particularly on behalf of the oversea

Dominions and the tropical countries of the Empire. There were pests in New
Zealand a^^ well as in Australia. He hoped that the Exhibition Galleries of

the Imperial Institute would be carried on; New Zealand was quite prepared to

pay her share of any extra amoimt required for that purpose.

IN.'lTITUTE AS HITHERTO CONDUCTED NOT P0PUL.\R WITH DOMINIONS

Mr. Burton thought Mr. Ormsby-Gore was quite right in asking the Con-

ference to say "Yes" or ''No" about the Institute. The subject had been dis-

cussed at various Imperial Conferences, and there had always been a great deal

of enthusiastic talk about it, but when it came to the question of financial

support difficulties were raised and the contributions actually were very

meagre. This was due to the fact that as the Institute had been conducted

hitherto it had not appealed to the Dominions or to many people who were

familiar with its working in this country, and there was a great deal .of differ-

ence of opinion about it^ usefulness or the desirability of continuing it on any-

thing like those lines. He had a great sympathy with the appeal that had

been made on the grounds of sentiment, but he was doubtful whether that

really should be allowed to settle the matter.

south AFRICA CAN ONLY SUPPORT A BUSINESSLIKE SCHEME

On the business aspect he was in entire agreement with the Minority

Report which had been put in by the High Conunissioner for South Africa to

the Comm.ittee, which had recently reported on the working of the Institute.

In South Africa the amount that was spent on technical and scientific research

was increasing each year, and it was extremely difficult to persuade Parlia-

ment to spend more money upon an institution six thousand miles away, of

which they had very little knowledge. If the Parliament could not be satisfied

that the money was being well spent and that the object as a business matter

was a sound and good one. he was afraid no amount of sentiment would settle

the question.
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He li.'id always supported the project ol tlic Imperial Mineral Resources
Bureau, because if it was properly looked after and conducted on proper lines

they could gel an Institution which would be of substantial value to all the

Dominions; and to South Africa, which was especially interested in minerals

of all sorts, the successful establishment of an institution of that kind miKlit be
of great value. He suggested that the matter should not be settled at once,

but that it should be given further consideration and discussed either in Com-
mittee or on another occasion, when the proposed amalgamation of the two
institutions, the working, the management and the scope and other details of

the whole tiling could be gone into; but he was unable as things were at present

to commit South .\frica to an annual expenditure of £1,500. £2,000, or what-
ever might be South Africa's share in future under this head,

.ATTITUDE OF HUSH FREE ST.\TE

AFr. RioRiuN said that a considerable amount of research work had been
ea.rried on in the College of Science in Dublin and the Universities in the Irish

Free State, and that these organizations were continually clamouring for larger

funds so that they might extend this eminently useful work. So far as the

Imperial Institute and the other bodies referred to were concerned, it would be
necessary tor them to prove to his Government that it would be of advantage
to them U) contribute towards their upkeep. If satisfied on this point, he had
no doubt his Government would contribute.

Sir Mah.m.\dvke Winter said that he thought Newfoundland would i)t' pre-

pared to fall in with the proposals if the other Dominions did the same.

INDI.\ NOT SATISFIED .\S TO VALUE OF INSTITUTE

Mr. JNNEt; said that in the past the Government of India had had a good
deal to do ^vith the Imperial Institute and had taken a great interest in it, but

for some time past they had not been satisfied that India was getting full value

for the amount of money she was spending on the Institute. As he had men-
tioned on previous occasions, the state of India's finances was making it neces-

sary for her to examine every item of her expenditure very closely. Further,

they had felt doubts whether the conception of the Institute was quite sound.

He thought he was right in saying that the modern tendency was towards
specialized inquiries and specialized institutes. He understood that the Depart-
ment of Scientific and Industrial Research worked largely in that way. In

India they regarded with some doubt an Institute which undertook to give a

scientific opinion on any subject referred to it without citing the authority for

that opinion. Scientific departments in India had come to look upon the

Imperial Institute somewhat askance because its scope was so wide.

Further, when the Institute was started they had practically no scientific

departments in India. Having organized those departments, they did not feel

the same need for assistance of that kind from the United Kingdom. Their
own scientific departments were in direct touch with corresponding scientific

institutions in Great Britain.

The Imperial Institute also undertook the function of an agency for com-
mercial intelligence. The Government of India had organized a Commercial
Intelligence Department both in India and in London, Experience had shown
that they weic able to get information of that kind more quickly through their

Indian Trade Commissioner than through the Institute, For those reasons they

had been compelled to decide that the money which they used to contribute to

the Imperial Institute was more ureently needed elsewhere.

k
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DOUBTS AS TO VALUE OF PROPOSED HEORGANIZATION'

The mfiin point for consideration now was whetlicr tiie propnsal> niado l)y

the Committee of Enquiry overcame the objections which the riovernmeiit of

India had previously held. The Report of that Committee luui, lie thought,

rather supported the view hitherto taken by the Government of India. The
proposal wa?, as he understood it, that the Institute should in future function

as a clearing house of information, equipped with laboratories to enable it to

carrj^ out the work of preliminary analysis and investigation oi raw materials.

This recommendation, he understood, had behind it the authority of the Depart-
ment of Scientific and Industrial Research, whose views must command great

respect. At the same time, speaking as a layman, he would have thought that

it might l)c possible for that Department to organize a smaller institution at

less expense to carry on the work required.

He thought that the Government of India might find some difficulty (hav-
ing regard to their views on the utility of the Imperial Institute) in regard to

the proposal to amalgamate the Mineral Resources Bureau with the Institut-e.

INDIA WILL CONSIDER COMMITTEK's PROPOSALS SYMP.\THETIC.\LLY

He was anxious, however, not to give the Conference the impression that

India was determined to have nothing at all to do with the Imperial Institute,

however it might be reorganized. The Institute stood for a great Imperial idea.

But they had to look at the question mainly from a busines> point of view. He
was authorized to say that, if the proposals now made were found, on further

examination, not to be open to the objections which the (iovernmcnt of India

had hitherto taken, and if the general opinion of the Conference was that the

proposals of tb.e Committee should he sui)])orle(l, then the ( .i)\erinn;'nt of

India would give those proposals their most careful and sympathetic considera-

tion. He I'ouhi not commit them to a decision at present, as he could not com-
mit the Lejiislathre to providing the necessary contribution. He thought that

the Conference might examine the subject in committee, and see whether they

could not fr.-mic a resolution which would be acceptable to all.

Earl Wjnterton said that, as the Government of India had been referred

to frec|uent.ly in the course of the discussion, he wished to make it clear that,

while Mr. Innes had actually been speaking of objections taken by the Govern-

ment of India, the views he expressed were also those of the Secretary of State

for India, who had always been with the Government of India in the matter.

APPOINTMKXT OF COMMITTEE

A discussion then ensued with regard to the setting up of a formal Com-
mittee to go into the question of the Imperial Institute and the contributions

of the Dominions, the Colonics and Protectorates, and India; and at the next

meeting (the Ninth Meeting, held on Tuesday, the 16th October, 1923), a Com-
mittee was appointed to consider the Report of the Imperial Institute Committee
of Enquiry, 1923, and to report to the Imperial Economic Conference thereon.

The Committee (the Imperial Institute Committ<>e) reports! on the 31st Octo-

ber, 1923. and their Report is printed on page 517.

DISCUSSION ON committee's REPORT

The Report was discussed by the Conference at the Eight<>enth Meeting,

held on the 2nd of November. 1923, when the Chairman, on behalf of Lord Salis-

bury, formally moved the adoption of the resolutions recommended in the Rc-
jiort.

Mr. Graham agreed.

Senator Wilson agreed.
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THE CASE FOR TlIK KKTENTION OF IllK KXHIBITION GALLERIES

Sir James Allen pointed out tiiat he had found it necessary to dissent from

the Report of the Committee to the extent of reserving his right to support the

retention of tlie Galleries of the Imperial Institute. In the Report of the Im-
perial Institute Committee of Enquiry there was a reservation on this subject

signed by Lord Islington, Sir Arthur Shirley Benn (representing the Associated

Chambers of Commerce), Sir Edward Davson (representing the Colonics), and
himself, and he hoped that the members of the Conference had read that reser-

vation. The main reason advanced by the majority for not retaining the galler-

ies was based on financial considerations, but they also made some definite

criticisms. They urged that the collections were not properly representative.

While admitting this, he thought it was not the fault of the Institute but of the

Governments concerned, of the High Commissioners themselves, who had not

taken sufficient interest in the Imperial Institute. This lack of interest, he

though.t. was largely due to the constitution of the Executive Council, which
provided for an unduly small representation of oversea Governments. This
would be altered if the recommendations of the Committee of Enquiry were
adopted. Further, it must be remembered that during the war the galleries were
used for other purposes. It had been suggested that the High Commissioners'
windows should be used for exhibition, but that, in the case of New Zealand at

least, was impossible owing to lack of room and storage. There was no other

place in which such a unique collection was gathered together of Colonial prod-
ucts as the Imperial Institute, and the suggestion as regards the High Commis-
sioner' windows did not touch this side of the question. Personally, he had gone
away everj- time from a visit to the galleries with a wider knowledge and a greater

respect for the Colonies of the Empire because of what he had seen in the gall-

eries, and these were things which could not be gathered from books. Again,
the majority had admitted the necessity of maintaining up-to-date sample
rooms, and suggested that a small travelling Exhibition of a really representa-
tive kind should be undertaken. He agreed that such collections must be housed
somewhere, and it was better to have them available at any time for the London
public and visitors to London rather than bury them where accommodation was
cheap.

PUBLIC INTEREST

Public interest, it was perfectly true, might well have been greater, but he
dill not think it was quite realised how many people have visited the galleries

in spite of drawbacks, such as Sunday closing, &c. The Royal Charter, under
which the Imperial Institute was established as an Imperial Memorial to the
Jubilee of Queen Victoria in 1887, declared that a portion of the first of the main
objects should be "the formation and exhibition of collections representing the
important raw materials and manufactured products of our Empire"; and, while
realising the difficulty of an up-to-date exhibition of all the manufactured pro-
ducts of the Empire, he did visualize a more or less complete exhibition of raw
materials and certain of the most important manufactured articles.

COMMERCIAL AM) EDIC.XTIOXAL VAH."E

With regard to the commercial value of the Institute, it seemed to him that

the majority on the Committee of Enquiri* had not given full weight to the
evidence tendered, a summary of which was given at the end of their Report.
He also referred to the educational value, with regard to which he endorsed fully

what was stated by the Director at t)ie end of the Report.
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As regards the financial situation, the sum to be made up if the galleries

were retained was about £13,000 (made up of £5,000 a year as the cost of the

galleries, plus £8,000 a year as loss of revenue from letting the galleries). That
sum could be made up if the United Kingdom's contribution were increased from

£9,000 to £14,000, that of the Dominions from £8,000 to £12,500, and that of the

Colonies and Protectorates from £8,000 to £11,500, Even witii this expenditure on

the galleries, the various countries concerned would make a very considerable

saving on tlie expenditure that they had been providing for in the last year or

two. In conclusion, he and his co-signatories of the reservation to which he had
referred felt that there was definite value and practical utility in continuance of

these galleries.

TRIBUTE TO THE DIRECTOR

There was only one other remark he wished to make, and that was to pay
his tribute to the verj' excellent work that liad been done in very adverse circum-
stances by the Director of the Institute, Professor Dunstan. The further he had
examined into the work done, the more lie had been impressed with Professor
Dunstan's ability, zeal and devotion.

Mr. Btjrton agreed entirely witli the Report, but was opposed to Sir James
Allen's proposals about the galleries. He was not prepared to go beyond the
Report of the Committee, of which he was a member.

Mr. RioKDAN said that he had nothing to add to what liad been said.

Sir Patrick. McGrath said that, like Sir James Allen, lie would prefer to

see the galleries kept open, but as tlie matter had been thoroughly dealt with
by the Committee, and four of the larger Dominions were unalterably opposed
to the retention of the galleries, it seemed to liim that there was nothing for it

but to bow to the will of the majority. lie. tlierefore, endorsed the Report of

Lord Salisbury's Committee and the resolutions based thereon.

Mr. Innes said that he endorsed the Report of the Committee. He thought
it must be recognized that Sir James Allen had made out quite as good a case

as could be made out for the retention of the galleries, and he greatly regretted

that so far as India was concerned he could not support him. Whatever might
be the value of galleries of that kind, tiie fact remained that owing to the neces-

sity for retronohmcnt they had had to abolisii precisely tiie same kind of

galleries in India.

Mr. t)RMSBY-( ioRE s;ud he regretted tiiat tiiey felt conipclled to close the

galleries, but tiiey could not ask the Colonies to pay more tiian was now pro-

posed for the Institute. He added to Sir James Allen's tribute to the work of

Professor Dunstan, which had been done under very difficult financial circum-

stances, lie supported the Report of Lord Salisbury's Committee.

ADOPTION' OF RESOLUTIONS

The Report was adopted, Sir James Allen refraining from voting. The
following resolution was then tabled and agreed to:

—

"1. That Resolutions 1 and 2, reconmicnded for adoption by the

Imperial Institute Committee of the Conference, be adopted.
''2. That the following Resolution be adopted:

—

"The Imperial Economic Conference take note of the memorandum
on the co-ordination of rcsearcii bearing upon industry, and the sugges-

tions for its development submitted by tiie Department of Scientific and
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Indii?trial Research in consultatiou with the Ministry of Agriculture

and Fisheries and other Departments, and they are of opinion that all

possible steps should be taken to encourage the exchange of scientific

ami technical information between tiie various parts of the Empire, and
the co-operation of the official and otlicr organizations engaged in

research for the solution of problems of common interest."

CO-ORDINATION OF RF^EARCH IN THE EMPIRE

Memor.andv.m by the Department of Scientific and Indistrial
Research (i.e.c. (23)—16).

The programme of the forthcoming Imperial Economic Conference will, it

has been officially announced, include inter alia the consideration of co-ordin-

ated action for the improvement of technical research. The work of the various

bodies which have alrcatly been established on an inter-Imperial basis for the

purpose of economic co-operation will also be considered. The Department of

Scientific and Industrial Research is interested in both of these topics.

Co-Ordin.\ted Action for Rese.\rch

2. In 1915. soon after the issue of the White Paper describing the scheme
for the organization and development of scientific and industrial research ni

Great Britain, proposals were made by the Governments of Victoria and New
South Wales that the scheme should be extended and made applicable to the

oversea Dominions, or even to the Empire as a whole. These suggestions

received careful consideration, and a memorandum on the subject was issued

through the Colonial Office to tiie various Dominion and Colonial (iovern-

ments. This memorandum, which was published in the Report of the Depart-
ment for 3915-16, is reproduced as an appendix hereto (Appendix I).

3. The suggestion is made in the memorandum that, if the general pro-

posal of co-operation between the various parts of the Empire in research com-
mended itself, each oversea Government willing to enter into a co-operative

arrangement should, as a first step anrl at an early date, constitute some body
or agency having functions analogous to those of the Advisory Council which
acts for the United Kingdom. An indication was given in the memorandum
as to the possible forms of an agency arrangement which might be made be-

tween various Governments for research purposes, and the probability that

such an arrangement might quickly develop into a more intimate and more
highly organized relation was alluded to.

4. In Canada, Australia and South Africa, official bodies have been set up
corresponding more or less to the organization in this country for encouraging
scientific and industrial research. Canada has followed most closely the model
of the Mother Country. There, a Committee of the Privy Council, assisted by
an Honorary Advisory Council, representative of the scientific and industrial

interests of Canada, is responsible for the administration of funds provided by
the Dominion Government for expenditure on research. The Australian Com-
monwealth Government has set up a Commonwealth Institute of Science and
Industry entrusting executive power to the Director, who is responsible to the

Minister for Trade. The statutory functions of the Institute are very wide in

scope, covering investigations in every branch of pure and applied science and
all industry, both primary and secondary. Provision is made in the Act for

the setting up of a General Advisory Council for the Commonwealth and of State

Advisory P>oards. These have not yet been created, but provisional bodies are

acting until the permanent bodies have been appointed. In South Africa, an
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Advisory Board of Industry and Science was; appointed with the duty of sur-

veying the resources of the country on a national basis in every field. A com-
mittee of this Board, styled the Research Grants Board, advises on research

in universities and cognate matters. The Advisor^' Board, having completed

the pioneer work it was formed to do, has now been dissolved, but the Research

Gi'ants Board continues to discharge its functions in regard to research. New
Zealand so far has not yet adopted any scheme for the encouragement of

scientific and industrial research, although proposals have been submitted to

the Government for consideration.

5. The Department is represented on the Colonial Research Committee,
appointed in 1919 by the Secretarv of State for the Colonies at that date (Vis-

count Milner, K.G., G.C.B., G.C.M.G.), to administer a fund of £100,000 placed

at his disposal by the Treasury for the encouragement of research in the non-

self-governing Dominions of the Crown during a period of five years. The
grant was made on the understanding that in the administration of the funds,

the Secretary of State would utilize- as far as possible the services of existing

agencies, and would co-operate with such bodies as the Imperial Mineral
Resources Bureau and the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research.

The despatch sent by Viscount Milner to the smaller Colonics and Pro-

tectorates informing them of the appointment of the Colonial Research Com-
mittee and of the creation of the fund, cnipiiasizcd the importance of develop-

ing new sources of supply within the Empire of raw materials which are essent-

ial to British industries and which are at present obtained almost entirely from
foreign sources. Reference is made in a later paragrapli (paragraph 33 1 of

tliis memorandum to the need for co-operation between tlie Imperial Govern-
ment and the Governments of Dominions and Colonies in utilizing deposits of

little known materials which maj' have valuable industrial uses.

6. Tiif Department keeps in touch with the research organizations in the

Dominions in various ways, e.g., by the interchange of reports and publications,

by correspondence on matters of mutual interest, and, in the case of Canada,
by the occasional presence of representatives of the Honorary Advisory Council

for Canada at meetings of the Advisory Council of the Department.

TiiK Impkkiai. Aspect of the Work oy the Dep.\rtment of Scientific

AND InDUSTRI.\L ReSE.\RCH

7. The activities of the Department fall into three m;iin groups:—
(n) The encouragement of scientific research in universities and colleger.

(b) The encouragement of research for industries or groups of related

industries carried out by co-operative associations of firms in the in-

(iustries concerned.

(c) Tlie conduct of research required for Government purposes or under-
taken in the national interest for the general benefit of the community.

8. Encouragement of Scientific Research in Universities and Colleges.—
Grants are made on the recommendation of the Advisory Council to research
workers in educational institutions and elsewhere in order to promote research
of high quality into fimdamental problems of pure science or in suitable cases

into problems of applied science. Grants are also made to enable students of

adequate attainment to undergo training in scientific investigation. The vari-

ous grants fall under one or more of the following headings:—
(a) Personal payments to research workers to enable them to give either

the whole or part of their time to research work.
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<b) Per.-onal payments to rcsojircli assistants of scientific standinii to
enable tliem to work in collaboration with a professor, or other quali-
ficd rcsearcli worker, in the development of any research in which he
\< interested.

(c) Provision of laboratory or clerical assistants to be employed bv
research workers.

id) In special cases, provision of apparatus or other equipment or fund-
to meet expenses incidental to research work.

(e) Maintenance allowances to post-graduate. students to enable them to
receive training in scientific research under tiio direction of professors
or other qualified persons.

9. Grants under (a), (6), (c) and (d) are tenable only in the United
Kingdom. Maintenance allowances may be awarded to British students only,
but will be tenable in that place, including places outside the -United Kingdom,
which, in the view of the Advisory Council, is best fitted to provide training
in the branch of science in which the student is to specialize.

10. It may reasonably be anticipated that the policy of awarding mainten-
ance allowf;nccs to enable students of promise to avail themselves of the facili-

ties for research, ofifered by University institutions of colleges, will result in a
marked increase in the supply of trained investigators, and that a certain pro-
portion of t'.iese will, as a result of their training, be well qualified to attack
jiroblems b.aving a direct bearing on conditions of life or agricultural and
industrial development in those parts of the Empire where research along these
lines is needed.

It should be added, how'ever, that in awarding grants to students, no con-
ditions are imposed as to the subjects on which research is undertaken, and
the control of the student's work is left to the supervising professor. Similarly,

grants to en investigator to enable him to continue research of exceptional

timeliness cr promise leave him entirely free to follow up his enquiries whither-
soever they may lead. The highest order of research cannot be organized. The
utmost that can be done by material means is to assist the promising investiga-

tor to " gang his ain gait."

11. Research Associations.—For the purpose of promoting industrial re-

search, the Department holds a capital fund, which amounted originally to

£1,000,000. Out of this fund grants are made to Research Associations estab-
lished by particular industries to supplement the income contributed to each
Association by the co-operating firms who are members of that Association.

These grants are given for a limited period in each case, and it is the policy of

the Government to encourage each Association to become self-supporting, and
ultimately to conduct research for the benefit of, and at the sole cost of, the

industry.

12 At the present time twenty-five Research Associations have been estab-
lished, among which are associations for the cotton industrj', the woollen and
worsted industr>-, the linen industry', rubber and tire manufactures, cocoa and
confectionery, non-ferrous metals, refractories and electrical and allied indus-
tries. The annual expenditure in grants from the fund is at present of the order
of £100.000, and represents approximately half the aggregate income of the
various Associations.

13. Research Required for Government Purposes or undertaken in the

National Interest.—This group of the Department's activities covers a wide
range. It includes the work of the following research organizations, whose work
has an imperial significance:—
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(i) National Physical Laboratory.

14 The Laborat«rj' is a public institution for standardizing and verifying

instruments for testing materials and for the determination of physical con-

stants. The facilities it offers for carrying out tests and special investigations

are available on payment for the various Dominion and Colonial Governments,

and for the industries and trade interests throughout the Empire.

15. One of the main functions of the National Physical Laboratory is the

care and maintenance of the fundamental standards of measurement of the
countn,'. In the discharge of this function the Laboratory takes such steps as

are necessary to give effect to international agreements relating to units of

measurement, and to realize in a concrete form tlic standards adopted by the
appropriate international conventions or congresses. It co-operates with the
Board of Trade in maintaining the standards of length, volume and mass. It

has tiic custody of the primary electrical standards, and is responsible for accu-
rate measurements of derived standards, eg-, those employed in wireless work,
and in measurements of electrical power. The standards of illumination and of

temperature, including higii and low temperatures, arc regulated by the work
of the Laboratorj'. It has the care of the Britisli radium standards. Close co-

operation is thus desirable between the Laboratory' and the weights and measures
departments, or standardizing institutions of Dominion and Colonial Govern-
ments, in order tiiat the necessary uniformity and accuracy of the primary units
of measurement may be secured throughout the Empire.

16. Closely allied with the preceding is the work of the Laboratory as a

testing institution. The application of the standards to manufacturing practice
is secured through the medium of the instruments sent to the Laboratorj' for

tests. In connection with the supply of accurate measuring instruments for

all purposes the Laboratory can assist both directly and indirectly. It can aid

Dominion and Colonial Governments and firms in securing satisfactory instru-

ments for purposes of research or manufacture, and where local testing insti-

tutions are established it can help in the supply of accurate standard instni-

ments, and can advise as to methods of measurement to be employed.

17. Research is continuously in progress in the Laboratorj- on the proper-
ties of materials and the Qfficiency of instruments and machines, with a view to

the improvement of engineering structures and of manufacturing processes.

The researches on metals and alloys, on road materials, on materials for electric

insulation and'for cold storage work, on apparatus for radio-telegraphy, and the
investigation for the improvement of aeroplane and of ship design may be cited

as e.xamples. Much of this work requires expensive equipment, e.g., the ship
tank, wind tunnels, high voltage plant, which can most economically be provided
at a central institution. The knowledge and experience thus gained by the
Laboratory, and the facilities for investigating special problems, can be made
use of alike by the central authorities of the Dominions and by intlividual firms
throughout the Empire. The Laboratory is able to undertake investigation into
special questions affecting the utilization of natural resources or directed to
overcome manufacturing or other difficulties. In this connexion it is important
and would be of great mutual advantage, that the Laborator*- should be closely

in touch with any similar institutions elsewhere engaged in technical and
industrial research.

18. Some examples of assistance of the kind indicated above may be given.

The N.P.L. has aided the Government Laboratories in Calcutta responsible for

the testing of materials, electrical instruments, &c., by advising as to methods
of test and apparatus to be employed, and by verifying the accuracy of standard.s

and instruments provided. ^Iaterials for the Indian Government Railways are
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tested ill the l.aboraton-. Ilel]) lias been given tlirouRli the Crown Agents to

Colonial tiovernments in procuring apparatus required for various purposes.

The Laboratory has assisted the Electrical Standards Laboratory, Ottawa, in the
provision of standards for electrical measurements, and has superintended the

construction of a standard wavemeter for tlie Director. Canadian Radio-telegraph

ser\'ice. The Commonwealth of Australia have asked for the help of the Labora-
tory in procuring a similar wavemeter for their use, and in the provision of an
accurate dividing engine. An investigation into the properties of timber has

been carried out for the Forest I")opartmont, Kenya Colony, and into the riuali-

ties of railway material supplied for the (lovernment of South Africa. Tests in

the Tank for the improvement of ship design have been made for the Common-
wealth of Australia, and for Canadian shipping firms.

19. IMuch work has been done by the Laborator>' for the Research Asso-

ciations in this country to which reference is made elsewhere. Similar investi-

gations for the improvement of manufacturing processes and products could, of

course, be undertaken for associations of manufacturers or other bodies in the

dominions.

(ii) Fuel Research Board.

20. The Fuel Research Board, in addition to work on British coals, has
undertaken for payment at its station at Greenwich investigation? for certain

dominion Governments on their local coals. The Board has also pursued
enquiries on the subject of peat, a matter in which other parts of the Empire,
notably Canada, are also interested.

2L Investigations are being made by the Fuel Research Board in this

countrj' and in various Dominions and Colonies into problems of the produc-
tion and utilization of alcohol for power purposes; this is essentially a matter
in which there may be a community of int<'rest between this countrj- and the

Oversea Dominions and Colonies. The subject is discussed in detail in

Appendix IL

(iii) Food Investigation Board.

22. The Food Invcstigaticm Board undertakes scientific investigations in

connexion with the food supply of this country. While the Board's work has
been undertaken primarily in the interests of the consumer in this country, the
results cannot fail to be of importance to the producers in all parts of the
Dominions of food for export, as well as to the manufacturers and distributing

trades concerned in foodstuffs throughout the Empire. An enquirj' has recently

been undertaken in co-operation with the Australian fruit growers and the

shipping companies into the cause of " brown-heart " in shipments of apples from
Australia. In Appendix III, the need for co-operation between the Imperial
Government and the Governments of Dominions and Colonies interested in the

overseas trade in fresh fruit is fully discussed.

Work has been done for the Colonial OflSce on the canning of whale fish,

in connexion with the whale fisheries of the Falkland Island Dependencies.

(iv) Forest Products Research Board.

23. The Forest Products Research Board, which was established as the

result of resolutions passed at the British Empire Forestry Conference in July,

1920, undertakes research into the forest products both of this country and of

the overseas Dominions and Colonies. The work comprises: (1) research into

wood technology.', including the testing, seasoning and preservation of timber;

(2) investigation into forest products other than timber, such as tannins,

natural dyes, &c.
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24. The Board is giving its main attention to tlic fundamental problem?
connected with forest products. As a first step a station for research into

methods of seasoning timber is being erected at Faraborough. The inve^^tiga-

tions on testing and seasoning are directed to the establishment of a solid foun-

dation of scientific knowledge rather than to determining the suitability of

selected timbers for different purposes. Mucii of the testing necessary to funda-
mental encjuirj' will, liowevcr, have an immediate practical application to certain

urgent problems witii which the Forest Sen'ices of the Empire are confronted in

the utilization of their timbers.

25. The Department is also proposing to establish, with the co-operation of

the Forestry- Commission, a timber-testing Committee to undertake work of

more immediate economic importance and to assist timber growers with such
knowledge as is at present available to ascertain the qualities of their products.

(v) Building Research Board.

26. The Building Research Board undertakes investigations on buildin<r

material and methods of construction, including the consideration of standards

for structural materials at present unstandardized. The following are instances

of work of interest to the Empire generally:

—

(a) An investigation is being conducted into the possibility of making
" ciment fondu " (the new French high alumina cement) from deposits

of bauxite in the Empire likely to be suitable for the purpose.

(b) A series of experiments have been carried out on heat transmission

through walls, concrete and plasters. The results of these experiments

have been published and should be of special interest to builders in

tropical climates.

(c) A Committee has been formed to investigate the best methods by whicii

decay in building stones, especially in ancient structures, may be pre-

vented or arrested. The subject of this enquin,' is likclj- to appeal to

those who are responsible in different parts of the Empire for the main-
tenance of public buildings and monuments in a state of repair.

(<f) Preliminary investigations recently undertaken appear to show that a

puzzolanic cement of verj' satisfactory strength can be made from the

spent shale of the shale oil industry. Should this be confirmed bj'

further researches, the discoverj' would materially and beneficially affect

the economies of the shale oil industry in the Dominions as well as in

this country.

(e) The Board is undertaking tests on the sound absorption of building

materials required in the construction of the legislative Chambers at

the New Delhi. The cost of the tests is being defrayed by the Govern-
ment of India, at whose request the work is being done.

(vi) Co-ordinating Research Boards.

27. The Co-ordinating Research Boards of the Department were estab-

lished in order to provide a single direction and financial control for the scientific

work needed for the righting Services of a fundamental nature or which has
a wide civilian as well as a direct military intercut. Four Boards have been
established in the first instance, for chemistry, physics, engineering and radio-

tclegraphy respectively. There arc certain committees of these Boards, how-
ever, which have been entrusted with the conduct of investigations in special-

ized fields.

28. Much of the work of the Co-ordinating Research Boards has an
Imperial significance; thus, the investigation into the use of leader gear under-
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taken by the Physics Board, in view of its possible utility in navigation, should

be of interest to Australian and Canadian coast shijjping lines; the work of the

Radio Research Board is of direct Imperial interest in relation to communica-
tions and shipping; whilst the researches on the causes and prevention of

deterioration in fabrics undertaken by the Fabrics Co-ordinating Research

Committee will obviously be of general interest throughout the Empire.

Proposals for Co-ardination of Research

29. Schemes for the co-ordination of technical research in the Empire would
be connected with: (a) the production and utilization of raw materials; (6)

manufacturing problems.

(a) Rail' Materials.

30. The Royal Commission on the Natural Resources, Trade and Legisla-

tion of Certain Portions of His Majesty's Dominions, in their Final Report
(1917), recommend the formation of an Imperial Development Board, one of

whose functions would be to investigate in co-operation with existing institu-

tions and committees for scientific research:

—

(i) The possibilities of production within tlie Empire of such essential

materials and commodities as now are, or may, in the future, be found
to be mainly produced or controlled outside its limits, as well as the
possibility of new supplies generally.

(ii) The best means of promoting efficiency and preventing waste in

existing methods of production,

(iii) The possibilities of the utilization of substitutes for essential com-
modities which are not found to be available within the Empire.

31. Lord Balfour of Burleigh's Committee on Commercial and Industrial

Policy after the War, whose report was published in 1918, while expressing
sympathy with the objects which the Dominions Royal Commission had in view
in putting forward their proposals, were inclined to doubt if they were imme-
diately practicable. They favoured the formation of organizations dealing
separately with a number of special commodities or groups of commodi-
ties, adding, however, that it would no doubt be possible at a later stage

to bring organizations set up for these special purposes into one single organiza-
tion should that course be deemed expedient. Steps have indeed already been
taken along these lines. The Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau has been
formed to collect information as to the mineral resources of the Empire, but it

does not exploit new sources of supply. The Empire Cotton Growing Corpora-
tion exists to foster the growing of suitable varieties of cotton throughout the
Empire. The Empire Flax Committ<'e of the Board of Trade has a similar aim
for the growing of f]ax.

32. A further development of co-operation between research associations

and organizations engaged in producing primary materials in other parts of

the Empire would be of great utility in promoting the economic development of

the Empire. The Cotton, Linen and Rubber Research Associations are already
linked up with the Empire Cotton Growing Corporation, the Empire Flax Com-
mittee, and the Rubber Growers' Corporation respectively. The Woollen
Research Association is co-operating with the sheep breeders in this countrj' in

experiments in the breeding of sheep in order to improve the quality of the wool,

and the extension of this co-operation to the Dominions might be worth con-

sidering.
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33. Co-operation between the Dominion and Colonial Governments and
the agricultural research organization in Great Britain, which is now assuming
considerable proportions, might be of great value to the agriculturists of the

whole Empire. This system of research, which is mainly supported by grants

from the English and Scotch Departments of Agriculture, is mostly concerned

with subjects such as cereals, live stock and dairy produce that are of vital

concern to the Dominions.

34. The importance of co-operation in utilizing the mineral resources of

the Empire can hardly be over-emphasized. Apparently unimportant deposits

of little known minerals may sometimes possess great economic value. But
owing to the fact that their value would only be ajjpreciated by those engaged

on research in countries where a wide range of manufactures exists and where
the necessarily expensive and elaborate equipment is available, local private

interests cannot be expected either to recognize the value of such deposits or to

work them when discovered. The follow-ing examples w-ill illustrate the point:—
(i) The work proceeding at the National Physical Laboratory on the

metallurgj- of the minor metals such as cadmium and by berj'llium,

if it leads to practical developments, will directly interest and benefit

the Union of South Africa and other Dominions and Colonies where
deposits of cadmium and beryllium are available,

(ii) Recent investigations have shown the value of titanium oxide as a

basis for white paints; as a result of prolonged researches, the details

of which have not been published, the oxide is now being manufac-
tured in Norway and elsewhere from the mineral ilmenite. The
mineral in question is found ^\nthin the Empire, anil in Travancore
it is separated in some quantity from monasit« sand before the latter

is shipped for use as a source of thoria and ceria. The evolution of

a satisfactory method of producing titanium oxide from ilmenite

would find a valuable outlet for this mineral.

(iii) The optical industry- is at present dependent on foreign sources for a

supply of clear colourless fluorite used in certain verj' important

optical systems. Deposits of white fluorit* have been found in South
Africa, but before it can be ascertained whether or not they contain

the mineral of a quality to meet the requirements of the optical indus-

try, certain preliminary investigations would be necessary. Quartz
and calcite are other examples of minerals, fresh sources of which
in a high degree of optical purity would be of great value to the

optical industry.

(iv) The utilization of suitable bauxite deposits in the Empire for the

manufacture of " ciment fondu " may have important reactions on
militarj' and civil engineering and may be followed by ext<>nsive

industrial developments in the centres where the bauxite deposits

are foimd.

35. A certain amount of research on the raw materials of the Empire has
in the past been conducted at the Imperial Institute, and the question of the

policy to be adopted in future as regards re,search for the Empire overseas has

received consideration from Mr. Ormsby-Gore's Committee on the Future of the

Imperial Institute. It is understood that their Report is before the Conference
(I.E.C. (23) -13). The Research Department were asked to express their views
on the future of the Imperial Institute, and submitted a report outlining a scheme
for the establishment of a clearing house of t-echnical and scientific information

to deal with questions from the oversea Dominions and Colonies as to (a) pos-
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sible uses and markets for new raw materials or semi-manufactured products;
(b) new uses and markets for already known raw materials or semi-manufac-
tured products; (r) the best means of preparing such products for marketing;
and (d) generally, technical and scientific information bearing upon the indus-

tries of the Dominions and Colonics. The Research Department also recom-
mended that the clearing house should be so organized as to provide means for

dealing with information bearing upon Forestry and Agriculture, since recent

Imperial Conferences have recommended the establishment of Imperial Bureaux
for both these subjects.

36. The facilities offered by the various Boards of the Department can be,

and are being, utilized in order to promote the development of the resources of

the Empire. Thus, the National Pliysical Laboratory, the Fuel Research Board,
the Food Investigation Board and the Building Research Board have, as indi-

cated in earlier paragraphs of the memorandum, already undertaken investiga-

tions at the request of Dominion and Colonial Governments or on behalf of

Dominion and Colonial trade interests. But the facilities offered in this country
for the conduct of scientific investigations likely to lead to industrial develop-

ments in other parts of the Empire are perhaps not .sufficiently widely known.
It is considered essential to bring the producer overseas and the research organi-

zations under the Department into much closer touch.

ih) Mamijacturcd Articles.

37. The British Government scheme of industrial research is the only
organized effort that has yet been made anywhere in the Empire to stimulate
industries into taking co-operative action for the purpose of carrying out
research. In Canada a somewhat similar scheme lias been adoptecl by the
Dominion Government, but has not been proceeded with for reasons of economy.
The intention was to establish a National Research Institute discharging testing

functions and providing laboratories and research facilities for the use of

co-operative research guilds corresponding in all essentials to the Research Asso-
ciations established in this country'.

38. A proposal has been made by the Director of the Commonwealth Insti-

tute of Science and Industry in Australia that British Research Associations
should be encouraged to extend the basis of their membership so as to enable
firms resident in the Oversea Dominions of the Empire to join them and benefit

by the results of their work. The Articles of Association of nearly all Research
Associations enable them to admit, as members, firms resident in the Empire
overseas. Research Associations for industries where the raw material is a
vegetable product (e.g., cotton, linen and rubber industries) are interested in

research into the conditions under which the product is grown. Co-operation for

the purposes of research already cxi.sts between certain Research Associations
and colonial producers (c/. paragraph 32) , and could no doubt be extended to
other industries if facilities were provided by an Imperial scheme for co-ordin-

ating research. At the same time, it must be remembered that Research Asso-
ciations enjoy a large measure of autonomy, and would be free to adopt in a

matter of this kind whatever course of action appeared to them to be most
desirable in their own interests. Further, grants made to Research Associations
by the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research arc derived from the
Million Fund, which was voted by Parliament from the proceeds of taxes levied

in this country. In the event of Research Associations undertaking work on
behalf of firms situated outride Great Britain, these grants would be used in

part for the benefit of persons who had not contributed to the original fund.

If firms in the Dominions and Colonies were to join British Research Associa-

tions in large numbers the question might arise as to whether grantKS made by
36—26
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liic Home (jovcrniiicnb coukl properly bu regarded as available in aid oi con-

tributions from such firms and whether firm;! in outlying parts of the P'nipire

should not look to their own Governments lor sueh assi:i^tance.

But after all it is essential to remember that an industrial Research Asso-

ciation is only a means to an end. Tiiat end is the provision of opportunity for

competent invcstijiators to engage, in a scientific spirit, in researches which,

whether in the immediate future or after a long interval, will lead to new
knowledge applicable to the processes of industrj-. The organization has dis-

charged its function when it has (1) stated the problem, and (21 applied the

result^ of research on a full technical scale to the production of manufacture^.

This must be kept steadily in view in considering the possibilities of usefui

extension of existing organizations.

39. In preceding paragraphs, reference is made to the ser\'ices wiiich the

research organizations of the Department are able to render to Dominion and
Colonial Governments. An instance of the converse is the arrangement made
by the Fabrics Co-ordinating Research Committee with the Governments of

India, Australia and South Africa for the exposure of samples of fabrics in

various tropical climates in connexion with the investigation on deterioration

of fabrics being undertaken by the Committee.

Conclusion

40. It 1.-- e\iucMt iriiiu the above that there is ainpli- .-u'pe ior co-ordination

between the Researcii Department and other research organizations in the

Empire. A measure of co-ordination already exists?, but much more could be

done in this direction. It is suggested that the scheme for the establishment

of an Imperial Bureau of Information, proposed in the report of Mr. Ormsby
Gore's Committee, would provide part of the machinery necessary for this

purpose.

September, 1923.

.M'PENDIX I.

l)i.i'Aivl.\i ; .
- -KNTIFIC .\ND Ixi>

Memorandum on the Suggestions made by the Governments of Victoria and
New South Wales for making the Scheme for the Organization and
Development of Scientific and Industrial Research applicable to thii

whole Empire.

1. The Committee of the Privy Council for Scientific and Industrial Researcii

have considered the papers communicated to them by the Secretary of State for

the Colonies on the 23rd November. 1915. and the 3rd January, 1916, including

memoranda by the Minister of Public Works of Victoria and by the Honour-
able Premier for Kew South AVales. It is suggested in these memoranda that

the scheme dcscribetl in the White Paper issued by ^Mr. Arthur Henderson on

the 23rd July, 1915 [Cd. 8005], and subsequently embodied in the Order in

Council of the 28th July. 1915. should be extended and made applicable to the

Oversea Dominions, or even to the Empire as a whole.
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2. In the memorandum by the Minister of Pul)lie Work.s of A'ictoria, speeial

stress is laid on the statement made in paragraph 3 of tiie Wiiite Paper that

—

" It is eleariy ilesirable tliat tlie scheme sliould operate over ti>e king-

dom as a whole with as little regard as possible to the Tweed and the

Irish Channel. The research done should be for the kingdom as .i

whole, and there should be complete liberty to utilize the most effective

institutions and investigators available irrespective of their location in

England, Wales, Scotland or Ireland."

The Committee of Council have no hesitation in expressing their concurrence

in the view that the principle of the passage above cited is capable of a much
w'ider application, and so far as in them lies they are prepared to co-operate

cordially with the Secretary of State in promoting such an arrangement between
the Mother Country and the Oversea Dominions as would secure the effective

application of the principle throughout the Empire. A complete and effective

system of research implies the power to carry out each piece of work in the

place where the conditions are most favourable anil where it can be performed
most tlioroughly, tiuickly and economically. It is obvious that a reciprocal

arrangement by which the scientific and industrial resources of the Mother
Country in men, material anfl equipment could be made available for a research

in which any of the Dominions was primarily interest<-d, and which convei-seiy

would place the resources of the Oversea Dominions at the disposal of the

Mother Country and of each other, would greatly augment the aggregate research

capacity of the Empire and eniiance the productivity of its industries.

3. The simplest form of Imperial co-operation would be an arrangement by
which one Government (or some administrative body acting under its authority)
would act as the agent of another Government for the purpose of arranging,
carrying out and supcn*ising a specific research, the entire cost being borne by
the tiovernment initiating the research. It is not outside the existing powers
of the Committee of the Pri\7- Council to aid a research intended to benefit

a British industry, even though the research may be conducted beyond the
borders of the United Kingdom. For instance, tlie best means of recovering a
metal found in one of tlie Oversea Dominions and needed for the proiluction of
some new alloy required by the British Metallurgical or Engineering Industry
might form tiie subject of a research conducted in that Dominion at the instance
and at the cost of the Committee of Council. For this purpose their Advisory
Council would naturally try to find some body or institution in the Dominion
willing, as the Committee's agent, to arrange for and supervise the actual execu-
tion of the research. Conversely, there is no reason why the Committee of

Council or tlicir Advisory Council should not act as the agent for an Oversea
Government (or for any body or institution acting under tlie authority of that
Government) for the purpose of arranging and carrying out on its behalf and
at its cost any research which could more conveniently or effectively be con-
ducted in the Mother Country. For instance, it may be worth while for an
Oversea Dominion to defray the cost of a research in the Mother Country into

the best method of utilizing an earth or metal which is to be found in the

Dominion, but for which there is not at present a sufficient market in the

Mother Countn,-, with a view to creating such a market.

4. If, however, an effective agency arrangement were established between
different parts of the Empiro, It is highly probable that this relation wouhl
{(uickly develop into a more intimate and a more highly organized relation

The scope and methods of modern scientific research, especially when it is

directed to the solution of the practical problems of trade and industry, arc
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such as often to require the combined efforts of many workers in many places,

involving a co-ordinated division of labour and a series of investigations into

problems arising at many points in the process between the raw material and
the finished product. Where the raw material is produced, and especially

where it is grown, in one part of the world and manufactured in another, a
satisfactory solution of the series of problems with which the industry is con-

fronted will often require concurrent and concerted investigation in both coun-
tries. For instance, wheat, cotton, silk, rubber and wool offer a niunber of

distinct though related problems which intimately affect more than one of

the constituent parts of the Empire, and which can be most effectively dealt

with by simultaneous and co-ordinated investigation in different parts of the

wxrld. In such cases, moreover, it is not at all likely that the commercial
interests of the two countries in the results of the tlifferent parts of the research

will be so distinct as to admit of separate valuation of and separate payment
for the work actually done for each countrj'. The character of modern organ-

ized research, and the character of modern commerce and industry', are in fact

such as to render it almost inevitable that a relation which starts as one of

reciprocal agency between different part^ of the Empire should lead to a more
definitely co-operative relation of " joint venture " or " limited partnership."

Under such an arrangement two or more parts of the Empire would combine
to frame a scheme for the investigation of a specific problem in which they
were all jointh' interested, would contribute in agreed proportions to the cost

of the whole work, and would arrange between themselves for the distribution

of the w^ork among the laboratories, factories, etc., at the disposal of the con-

tributories, for the super\'ision of the work and for the collection, statement

and use of the results achieved.

5. It is not inconceivable that in the future the relations of agency or
"joint venture" may lead to a still more extensive and comprehensive part-

nership or union of interests. The White Paper already referred to declares,

at the end of paragraph 3, with reference to the United Kingdom, that " there

must be a single fund for the assistance of research under a single responsible

body." The question whether it would be practicable to extend this principle

to the whole Empire by the constitution of a Central Body for the purpose
of administering a common fund supported by contributions from the United
Kingdom and Oversea Dominions raises issues with which the Committee of

Council are not competent to deal. The '" pooling " or consolidation of the

resources of the Empire for the purposes of scientific research is a stimulating

ideal, but though pure science is cosmopolitan and disinterested, it is in its

application to trade and industrA' inevitably affected by the divergent com-
mercial interests of individuals and Governments, and the wide separation in

space and the great di\crsity of the components of the British Empire are

still material considerations of which full account must be taken in thinking

of any scheme for unified administration.

6. The Committee of Council, however, believe that even at the present

time, when the energies of the Empire are so proccupied by the war, it is not
only possible but very desirable to make an advance in the direction sug-

gested by the Governments of Victoria and New South Wales.

It may not be possible during the war to undertake, either at home or in

the Oversea Dominions, any researches invohnng the concerted work of a large

number of trained researchers, or the provision of extensive plant and equip-

ment. On the other hand, the Committee of Council are more than ever con-

vinced that during the war it is essential to prepare and test, if only on a rela-

tively small scale, an organisation by which the scientific resources of the

Empire can be mobilized on a large scale immediately the war is over. The
success of anything like an Imperial Scheme of Research must ultimately
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depend at least as much upon tlie skill, foresight, and care witii which it is

managed as ujjon the zeal and goodwill of the Go\Trnments, universities, and
industries wiiich co-operate in it; and it woidd be very impiaident to wait until

tlie demand has become heavy and urgent in the \w\tc of then improvising a

satisfactory' system of management.
7. The Connnittec, therefore, suggest that if the general proposal com-

mends itself, each oversea Government which is willing to enter into a co-opera-

tive arrangement should, as a first step and at an early date, constitute some
body or agency having functions analogous to those of the Advisory Council
which acts for the United Kingdom.

Tiic Committee of Council have, of course, no intention of suggesting that
the particular arrangement adopted for the United Kingdom should be taken as

a moilel by other i)arts of tlie Empire. The Committee of Council as originally

constituted consists of six Ministers ex officio and three ex-Ministers. This
body is ultimately responsible for asking Parliament to furnish the necessary'

funds and for approving their expenditure. It is an essential part of the scheme
that all proposals for research shall stanil referred to an Advisory Council
which is a relatively small body, mainly consisting of eminent scientific men
and men actually engaged in industries dependent upon scientific research,

and that this Council shall take full rcspoasibility for the scientific and tech-

nical soundness of all research proposals recommended by them for State

assistance.

In the case of the Oversea Dominions, the precise relation of any new body
or agency to the Central or the State or Provincial Ciovcrnment, or to a par-

ticular Alinistry, must obviously depend on local conditions and local preferences.

It is, of course, assumed that it would be supported by the resoiu-ces and
influence of the Ministry- of Commerce, as in the United Kingdom the resources

and influence of the Board of Trade are available for working the scheme of

Research in its commercial and industrial relations.

The Committee of Council, however, venture to lay stress upon two points.

First, any bodies or agencies instituted for the purpose should, under their

respective Governments, have really responsible functions and substantial author-

ity. The several bodies, moreover, should he at liberty to communicate freely

with one another, and should, within the limits of the funds placed at their

disposal, be empowered to negotiate with one another for the formulation and

execution of schemes of research. Secondly, a close connexion should be main-

tained between these bodies and the public educational systems and institutions

of their respective countries. It is obvious that the work of Universities and

other institutions for advanced scientific and technological education will both

affect and be affected by a State scheme of research, and that the systematic

development of research must ultimately depend upon an aflcquatc supi)ly of

men ami women who are fitted by their training to undertake it. So far as the

extended scheme of research involves consideration of the educational problems

of different parts of the Empire, it would possibly form an appropriate subject

for consideration at the next Imperial Educational Conference and the next

Conference of the Universities of the Empire.

8. It is too soon for the Committee of Council to speak as to the working

of the scheme which has been established in the United Kingdom. One of the

most important functions of the Advisor>- Council is to promote a better under-

standing and a closer union between men engaged in science and in industry.

Considerable use has already been made by the Advisorj' Council of sub-com-

mittees reinforced by suitable experts in particular branches of science or indus-

try, such as were contemplated by paragraph 8 of the White Paper, and arrange-

ments are now being made to give effect to the principle of paragraph 7 of the
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White I'iiper by setting uj) certain repre.<ent:itive Standing Committees for the
great scientific industries of Engineering, Metallurgy and Mining.

9. The Committee of Council would gladly co-operate with tlie Seeretarj' of

State in establishing and conducting any central organization which it may be
found desirable to set up in London for the purpose of facilitating and carrying
• 111 the business of an Imperial Scheme of Research. Some kind of central office,

information bureau or clearing house would be required, and, to start with, it

might be possible to use, and, as occasion requires, to extend, for this purpose,

the staff of the Advisory Council. A beginning has already been made by the

Advisory Council in the compilation of a Register of R&search, the scientific

;ind industrial utilitj' of which would be obviously greatly increased if it,s scope

w-ere extended to all parts of the Empire.

10. No reference has been made in this memorandum to the research work
which is already done on behalf of the Oversea Dominions and Exchequer-
.lided Colonies and Protectorates by such institutions as the National Physical

Laboratory and the Imperial College of Science and Technology, as well as by
the Laboratorj' of the ImjKTial Institute. Close relations between the Advisory
Council and the.sc institutions are being established, and it is, of course, assumed
that in any extension of the Research Scheme to the Oversea Dominions full

use would be made of the facilities offered by these and similar institutions, and
of the experience possessed by the bodies and persons concerned in carrj-ing on
their work.

CREWE,
Lord I'rcsichnt.

ARTHUR HENDERSON,
President of the Board of Education.

L. A. SELBY-BIGCE,
Special Secretary of the Committee.

Office of the Bcvrd of Edic.\tiox,

Whiteh.\ll. London. S.W.,

Ma 2. 191(i.

APPENDIX H

Mi:.M()U.\XDlM ON THE ProDI CTION OF PoWER AlcUIIUL IN THE BRITISH EmI'IRE

1. Great Britain and the Oversea Dominions, Colonies and Protectorates

are almost entirely dependent on foreign countries for the supply of liquid fuels

for use in internal combustion engines. This is clear from the following figures

of the -world's cnide petroleum production for tlie years 1921 and 1922:

—

Country
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2. The duration, moreoviT, of tlic wurldV resources of this natural product,
of whifh petrol or gasnlpne is one of tiio distillates, has been the subject of con-
siderable discussion lately, and the view has been expresserl in authoritative
quarters, in the I'nited States especially, that, at the increasing rate of produc-
tion and consumption, the rajiid exhaustion of supplies is only a matter of a
very short term of years.

3. The seriousness of the ciuestion led to an investigation being entrusted
to the Fuel Research Board of the Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research, as to the possibilities of ])roducing alcohol witliin the Empire for use
as an alternative fuel.

4. The result of the investigation, so far as the United Kingdom is con-
cerned, has been to show that there is no prospect of the production of alcohol

' on a scale even remotely approaching the consumption of imported petrol, the
figures for which for the last three years are as follows:—

Gallons.

1920 206.910,704
1921 2.51,098,1.5.5

1922 311.190,222

The reason for this is that the raw materials which could be grown for the
purpose are important foodstufTs. and. with the possible exception of potatoes,
are not, and could not be grown in anything like sufficient quantities to meet
food rec|uirements. For this reason alone, quite apart from the high cost of
cultivation, the production on a commercial scale of alcohol from \Tgitation
for power purposes is not possible in this country. The further investigations

of the Fuel Research Board have therefore been directed to exploring the pos-
sibilities of the production of alcohol for use in the British Empire outside tho
United Kingdom.

5. It is de-irable here to refer briefly to the methods by which alcohol can
l)e produced, viz:

—

(ll By the fermentation of sugar derived from vegetable matter; or
(2t From the cellulose of the pl-mt bv converting it to fermentable sugar>

by—
(a) Chemical, or

(6) Bacterial processes, or

(3) Synthetically.

6. At the present time tiie only methods of proved economic value are the
fermentation processes, utilizing sugar obtained directly from the plant, e.g.,

from molasses, or from material containing starch, e.g., grain of all kinds, and
many roots and tubers.

7. As regards synthetic production, the possible r;iw materials are calcium
carbide and the ethylene in the coal gas from ordinary gas-making plant and
from coke-oven installations. Large-scale manufacture of alcohol on a com-
mercial basis from either of these materials is unlikely within the British
Empire, with the possible exception of Australia, where the production of cheap
electricity on a large scale is now being developed, which might render chea]>

calcium carbide available for the purpose.

8. It has been stated above that the prospect of adding materially to the
supplies of liquid fuel in the United Kingdom by the production of alcohol from
home-grown materials is remote. The position is not quite the same as regards
the Dominions, Colonies and Protectorates. Their own liciuid fuel requirements
are relatively small, land is more generally available, labour is in some cases

comparatively cheap, and the climate is in certain instances just what is
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required for gowing suitable vegetable raw materials. Again, in inany parts

of the Empire, molasses, a waste product of the sugar refineries, is available,

and this is a material which can be converted very cheaply into alcohol.

9. The problem of alcohol production on these lines is being taken up in

various parts of the Empire, and its manufacture from molasses has been com-
menced in Australia, New Zealand, South and East Africa, British Guiana, and
in some of the AVest Indian Islands. The cultivation of crops rich in starch,

such as the sweet potato and cassava, is also being considered.

In this connection memoranda on cassava and sweet potatoes as sources

of power alcohol have been prepared under the direction of the Fuel Research
Board.

10. Turning now to the production of alcohol from the cellulose of the

plant, there are vast quantities of tropical and semi-tropical vegetation, such

as the grasses of Australia and Africa, and waste vegetable products, such as

maize—and rice—straw and corn cobs, etc., which might be commercially pos-

sible sources, if alcohol could be produced from them bj' chemical or bacterio-

logical processes.

11. This branch of the subject has been engaging the attention of the Fuel
Research Board continuously for some time. The work on the direct production
of alcohol from cellulosic materials by the action of micro-organisms presents

considerable difficulties, and progress has so far not been sufficient to enable

any opinion to be expressed as to the possibilities of success.

12. With a view to a process which would be cliemical in its initial stages,

the mechanism of the acid hydrolysis of cellulose has been studied, and the

optimum conditions to ensure the maximum production of pentose with a low
strength of acid at a moderate temperature and pressure have been arrived at

as the result of semi-technical scale work on such materials as are available in

this country. The method of fermenting the carbohydrates originally present

in the raw material, and those resulting from the hydrolysis, which are mostly
pentoses not fermentable by ordinary yeasts, has also been worked out under
similar conditions.

13. In view of the fact that cellulosic materials are inexhaustible, are con-

stantly renewed by nature, and are of little or no commercial value, they would
appear to offer a possible solution of the problem of raw materials, if a prac-
ticable and economic method of treating them can be discovered.

14. The work on their conversion into alcohol, so far as it has been carried

in this country, points to the conclusion that a manufacturing process does not
offer any great technical difficulties, is not complicated, and does not require

elaborate and costly plant.

15. How far the production of alcohol on these lines could be established
in the Empire Overseas on an economic basis, is a matter which obviously
depends on a great number of local conditions. The further investigation of

the problem should be conducted therefore in those coimtries where the condi-

tions would appear to be favourable, and should include experiments on a semi-
technical scale with raw materials at various stages of growth and storage, as

these matters may have an important bearing on details of the process, and on
final results as regards yields.

16. As regards the economic aspects of the problem in the various parts

of the Empire, it is impossible to express an opinion on the results of semi-
technical or even of manufacturing scale work in this country. The more
important factors which go to make up the retail selling price are the cost of

the raw material delivered at the factory, the cost of labour, fuel and water,
and the cost of distribution; if intended for e.xport, the cost of transport

to seaboard and of freight have to be added.
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17. These various items must differ, and diff'.T widely, in the various
countries where manufacture would be possible, both amongst themselves and
from those of the Mother Country, added to which the question of yield of

finished alcohol per unit of raw material, a very imjwrtant factor in the final

price, will almost certainly he affected by its age and condition. It is therefore
obvious that the further investigation of the problem must be conducted in

those countries where conditions are favourable and where work on a semi-
technical scale—that is to say, on a 'few hundredweights of the material at a
time—can be carried out, the material itself being used at various stages of
growth and storage.

18. In order that these experiments may have the best chance of success
without undue delays, it is essential that they should be carried out under the
supervision of experts who have already dealt with and overcome difficulties in

this country and who are well versed in the technique of the processes. Quali-
fied men could be made available for the purpose.

19. It may emerge as the result of these further investigations that it

woukl not be possible to produce alcohol from ccllulosic materials at a price

that would ennble it to be transported to the United Kingdom and sold in com-
petition with petrol at its present price. In \aew, however, of the possibilities

as regards the future of petrol supplies referred to in the opening paragraphs
of this memorandum, it is undoubtedly most necessary that every step should
be taken to establish, if possible, a satisfactory technical process which could

be put into operation, at least for local purposes, if and when the increasing

scarcity and price of petrol makes the use of an alternative liquid fuel neces-

sary.

20. It is suggested that co-ordination on this question is a matter for con-
sideration at the Imperial Economic Conference, and, if the matter is remitted
to a technical committee, the Research Department would be in a position to

furnish detailed information on all technical points which might arise.

APPENDIX III

Imperial Co-operatiox in Food Preserv.\tion Research

The Application oj Science and Research to the Problems of Overseas Transport

of Fruit and Vegetables

A large group of problems which have much in conamon and which affect

the industrial welfare of the Empire is that which centres round the overseas
transport of perishable food products.

We are concerned in the present memorandum only with that aspect which
includes the oversea trade in fresh fruit. Statistics supplied by the Department
of Oversea Trade serve to focus the relative magnitude of the trade and its

distribution*

Fresh fruit of all kinds is a highly perishable commodity. A fruit is a
living organism endowed with a limited span of life and sensitive to external

conditions. Broadly speaking, there is at present only very elementary know-
ledge as to how to control to the best advantage the conditions during the

handling, storage and transport of large bulks of these commodities for con-
siderable periods and over the long distances required. A very striking amount
of avoidable wastage occurs which, for lack of precise knowledge, is attributed

* See page 514.
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to unknown cause?. From tinn' to tinn' losses assume sucli serious proportions.

as lately in the Australian trade, as to threaten the existence of the producing

industry. Wastage and deterioration tend to occur sporadically and so under-

mine confidence and affect the stability of prices. Nevertheless, it is undoubted
that the business of transport could be put upon a secure basis and greatly

expanded by the application of sound scientific principles and by eng:iging on

the task the co-operation of engineers, physicists and biologists.

The scientific work involved should include, not only the application of

known principles, but also, if a far-sighted view is taken, extended opjjortuni-

ties for fundamental research in the physiolog\' of fruits and vegetables, as

living organisms. The problems involved in the overseas transport of fruit

are common in their broad features, no matter whether it is fruit from Aus-
tralia, South Africa or Canada which is in question. Further, the transport

centres round the home-country as a focus. The real difficulty of dealing with

these problems centrally from the United Kingdom, or separately in any of the

countries of origin, is that they cannot be solved by work at cither end alone.

AVhat is required is close study by a single mind or group of minds in close

personal contact of all the conditions from the orchard to the consumer. It

appears most desirable that organized co-operation between the parties con-

cerned in tackling these problems should be set on foot through tlie offices of

the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research in London, which has

already, to a considerable extent, explored the jiosition through its Food Investi-

gation Board.
Early in the history of the F.I.B., the Fruit and Vegetables Committee of

that Board came in contact with the Overseas Fruit Trade through receiving

samples of damaged and deteriorated fruits from the Trade Commissioner for

South Africa, from the 0^e^seas Farmers' Co-operative Federation, and from
the markets, with requests to diagnose the cause of damage, and to advise as to

means of prevention. In the correspondence which ensued it was continually
pointed out that material advance would not be made unless opportunity was
provided for the exploration of the conditions obtaining during transport, and
unless close contact with the scientific staffs in the countries of origin was estab-

lished in order to relate conditions prior to shipment to the cjuestion of good or

bad transport. Leading men connected with the trade, both overseas growers,
shippers and oversea Ciovernment representatives, urged the desirability of a
thorough scientific investigation of the conditions of oversea transport, but the

Food In\estigation Board took no active steps in initiating such investigations

as being outside its immediate scope.

In 1922 matters reached a crisis. Very serious deterioration and loss

occurred in the transport of the Australian apple crop to this countrj', and the
.\gcnt-Ciencral for Tasmania, on behalf of the fruit-growing interests of Australia
and of the Au.stralian fruit trade, was able to prevail upon the shipping com-
panies to co-operate in seeking for the first time a full scientific investigation

of the conditions prevailing during transport in the holds of their vessels, jiro-

vided conditions prior to shipment were also investigated. The Food Investi-

gation Board was approached, and agreed to undertake an investigation of

strictly limited scope, and three research workers were sent to Australia to study
the conditions i)rior to shipment and in the holds of three fruit boats of different

types carrying Australian fruit on the return voyage to this country. The
steamship companies agreed to afford ever>- facility, and to provide free pass-

ages, and the Commonwealth Government to pay all incidental expenses incurred

on the trip and in connexion with the residence in Australia. This investigation

has been carried out with successful results, which are at present in course of

being embodied in formal reports. Much, however, remain^ to he rlmic. The
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trade intere.<ts, nioreoviT, arc ali\c now to the value of scientific research and
invcstiRations, and are anxious to see the work begun last year by tlie Depart-
ment, in connexion witli tiio Australian apple trade, continued and extended.
It is felt tliat the scientific work involved should be carried out by the Govern-
ments concerned, as tiie only means of dealing satisfactorily with a situation
which involves the divergent and sometimes conflicting interests of growers,
shippers, steamship companies, and agents and con.sumers—an ojiinion wiiicli

experience in this matter of the recent expedition has confirmed, in that the good-
will and confidence of all i)arties was accorded to the Research Department. It
is felt, therefore, that every effort should be made to arrange co-operation
whereby the organization, experience and central position of the Department
of Scientific and Industrial Research may he utilized to the full.

C)vER.SE.\ Tr.\de in Fresh Fruit

Figures for 1921

£

Fresh fruit: total ini|)orl> ( aj)pnixiiiiat(ly i . . .. 33,000,000
Apples, raw: total imports 7,400.000

Of which, from

—

I 'Hited States of America 3,340,000
Canada 2,480,000
Australia 990,000

Bananas, raw: total imports (j,650,000

Oranges, raw: total imports 7,9.50,000

Other fruits, raw (including nut^s. used as fruit i

:

total imports 11,000,000

Canada exports chiefly apples.

Australia exports chiefly apples; also pears, plums, peaches. Oranges a
developing trade.

South Africa exports oranges, pears, plums, peaches. Pineapples a develop-
ing trade.

Estimated deterioration between 20 per cent and 30 per cent. Australian
apples in 1922, approximately £125,000; probable annual loss by deterioration

all told of the order of £1,000,000. The 1922 deterioration in Australian apples
was so severe that insurance companies refused to insure in future. The conse-

quence was that Australian growers created a " fighting fund " and there are at

present five legal cases impending.

C0-0Pf:RATION FOR TECHNICAL RESEARCH

MEMOK.VND1 M BY THE SeCRET.\RY OF St.\TE FOR THE COLONIES (I.E.C. (23)— 18).

His Majc>ty's Government have considered the Report of the Imperial
lustitutt" Committee of Enquir>',* and find themselves in general agreement with
the conclusions at which the majority of the Committee have arrived. They
therefore propose to the Conference the adoption of the Committee's scheme
for the contiimation of the Imperial Institute on a contributory basis as a
Clearing House of Information and a centre for the investigation of the raw
materials of the P>mpire on the lines recommended in the Report and for the

amalgamation of tiie work of the Institute and of the Imperial ^Iine^al Resources
Bureau. They also propose that the F^xhibition fJalierics shall be dealt with

as recommended by the Committee.

» See Crod. 199".
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His Majesty's Government desire to draw particular attention to the state-

ment in the 91st paragraph of the Report that it is a condition precedent to the

Committee's recommendations that a definite assurance can be obtained that a

guaranteed income of approximately £40,000 a year will be available for a

period of years for the purpose of the new amalgamated Imperial Institute and

Imperial Alineral Resources Bureau, and to the view expressed by the Com-
mittee that in the absence of such an assurance their recommendations are

doomed in advance to failure. The history of the past few years amply con-

firms these statements. It is impossible for the Institute or any institution to

perform its functions unless it can be assured of the necessary minimum revenue

for a reasonable term.

If no definite assurance that the full amount of the income required to

carry out the Committee's recommendations will be available is forthcoming

from the Conference, there would appear to be no option but to adopt forth-

with the Committee's alternative scheme for the continuation of the minimum
of the more important functions of the Institute so far as the income available

without Government contributions will allow. Although His Majesty's Govern-

ment would regret this necessity, it is, in their opinion, essential that the

Governments concerned should be aware that it is their intention to adopt the

alternative scheme unless it is clear that the necessary support for the Com-
mittee's proposals is assured at the Conference.

It will be observed that under their alternative scheme the Committee do
not propose that any change should be made in the status of the Imperial

Mineral Resources Bureau. The Bureau, therefore, will remain in being, and
will no doubt continue to receive contributions, as at present, from the Govern-
ments concerned. In 1922, the last year for which a report is available, the

Bureau received in contributions from His Majesty's Government and the Over-

sea Governments a total of £14,283. as compared with a total contribution by
His Majesty's Government and the Oversea Governments to the Imperial Insti-

tute of £38,269 for the corresponding year.

The following estimate of the cost of carrj'ing out the Committee's pro-

posals has been prepared:

—

ESTIM.\TE OF COST OF SCHEME PROPOSED RY THE IMPERIAL IX.STITUTE EXQUIRY
COMMITTEE

EXPENDITCRE

Present expenditure of the Imperial Institute,

leifs the proportion due to the Galleries. . . .28,000
Additional expenditure due to absorption of the

functions of the Imperial Mineral Resources
Bureau 8. 000

Contingencies 3, 000

39,000

Rete.nue
£

Endowment Fund 3,426
jVnnuity (North Gallery) 864
Fees for work done (say) 1,710
Rent of Exhibition Galleries 8,000
Leaving to be provided by Government

contributions 25, 000

39,000

His ^Majesty's Government are prepared to propose to Parliament an
annual grant of £9,000 a year for a period of five years and to invite the
Colonies and Protectorates to agree to contribute between them an annual grant
of £8,000 for the same period, on condition, but only on condition, that ths
Governments of the Dominions and India are willing to give assurances that
they will make contributions amounting in all to £8,000 for the fixed period of

five years.

DEVONSHIRE.
October, 1923.
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Appendix
S/3011/2.

Treasury Chambers, September 29, 1923.

Sir,—I have laid before the Lords Commissioners of His Majesty's
Treasury Sir G. Grindle's letters of the 14th and 22nd instant (39728/1923),
enclosing a copy of the Report of the Committee appointed to consider the

functions and future of the Imperial Institute, and a draft statement with

which the Secretary of State proposes to preface the Report in submitting it to

the Imperial Economic Conference.

My Lords note that the Duke of Devonshire has accepted the Report, and
they do not desire to dij^sent on financial grounds. They concur mo.st strongly

in the view that the income of the Institute should be assured for a term of at

least five years, and they woukl also consider it essential for its well-being and
usefulness that contributions should be made by all the Dominions. Should
the scheme outlined in the Report not prove acceptable to the Dominions, His
Majesty's Government would resume complete freedom of action, either to

adopt the alternative suggested by the Committee or to take steps to clo'se the

Institute.

Their Lordships observe that, in any event, the Exhibition Galleries will

be available for other purposes, and tiicy are prepared to contribute to Institute

fimds the rental value, estimated at £8,330. lu order, however, that profitable

use may be made of this space and of any other space that may be set free if

the main scheme of the Report be not adopted, they are bound to require that

the decision on the future of the Institute should be taken at the Imperial Con-
ference.

With renarcl to the actual amount which it is proposed that His Majesty's
Government should contribute, my Lorrl.-: would have preferred that tlie British
contribution should be the same as those proposed for the Dominions and
Colonies respectively, viz., £8,000; and they consider that, having regard to
the savings on salaries, rent, and publications of the Imperial Mineral Resources
Bureau when its functions are absorbed, a sum of £24,000 would have repre-
sented a reasonable estimate of the total contribution required.

But if the Secretary of State feels strongly that £25,000 represents a more
probable figure, ray Lords will not raise objection to the British Exchequer
contribution being fixed at £9,000 per annum.

I am, etc.,

(Signed) G. L. BARSTOW.
The Under-Secretary of State,

Colonial Office.

IMPERIAL INSTITUTE COMMITTEE

The constitution of the Committee was as follows:

—

The Most Hon. the Marquess of Salisbury, K.G., G.C.V.O., C.B., Lord
President of the Council;

Lieut.-Colonel A. Buckley, D.S.O.. M.P., Parliamentary Secretary to the
Department of Overseas Trade;

Dr. Charles Camsell, LL.D., F.R.S.C, Deputy Minister of Mines, Canada;
Senator the Hon. R. V. Wilson, Honorary- Minister in charge of Depart-

ments of Health and Migration, Commonwealth of Australia;
The Hon. Sir James Allen. K.C.B., High Commissioner for New Zealand;
The Hon. H. Burton, K.C., Minister of Finance, Union of South Africa;
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Mr. E. J. Rionlaii, Sci-rctary to Trade and Slappinj!; DcpartiiKMit, Ministry
of Industry and Commerce. Iri.^li Free State:

Tlie Hon. Sir Marmaduke Winter, C.B.E., Minist<>r witliout Portfolio

Newfoundland (assist<>d by the Hon. Sir P. McGratli, K.B.E.. and
Captain V. Gordon, Actin-r Hiali Commissioner for Newfoundland)

:

Mr. C. A. Inncs, C.S.I.I., (".I.E., Member of the Ciovernor-Ceneral';

Council for Commerce and Railways, India;

The Hon. W. G. A. Ormsby-(^iore, M.P., Parliamentary
I'nder-Secretarj' of State for the Colonies;

Sir .James Stevenson, Bart., G.C.IM.G.. Personal Adviser Colonies

to the Scerctar\- of State for the Colonies on Busi- \ and
ness Questions; I'rotoetoratcs.

Sir Gilbert. Grindle, K.C.M.G., C.B., Assistant Under-

Secretary of State for the Colonics.

Mr. E. B. Boyd, and Mr. P. McGilligan, Secretary to the Irish Free State

Delegation, acted as joint secretaries to the Committee.

This Committee, appointed by the Imperial Economic Conference at its

meeting on Tuesday, the 16th October, begs to make the following report:

—

The Committee, which consists of representatives of Great Britain, Can-
ada, the Commonwealth of Australia, New Zealand, the Union of South Africa,

the Irish Free State, Newfoundland, India, and the Colonies and Protectorates,

was instructed to consider the report of the Imperial Institute Committee of

Enquiry, 1923, (I.E.C. (23)—13)* and to report to the Imperial Economic
Conference thereon.

The Committee have prepared the following resolutions, which they would
suggest should be submitted for adoption by a plenary meeting of the Imperial

Economic Conference:

—

Resolvtiox 1.

The Committee recommend the adoption by the Inijicrial Economic Con-
ference of the following resolution:

—

" The Conference recommends the adoption of the first of the two
schemes for the future of the Imperial Institute and the Imperial Mineral
Resources Bureau proposed in the Report of the Imperial Institute- Com-
mittee of Enquiry, 1923, subject to the following modificatious: -

" (i) That in order to ensure that the reconstituted Imperial Insti-

tute may in future undertake in its laboratories only preliminary investi-

gations of raw materials for the purpose of ascertaining their possible

commercial value, and to ensure that investigation or research of a more
extensive kind may be referred to the appropriate authority, whether

in this country or elsewhere in tlie Empire, there shall be formc<l a small

Committee of the Governing Body to be known as the ' Laboratory
Committee,' consisting of the Comptroller-General of the Department
of Overseas Trade (or his nominee), the Secretary of the Scientific and
Industrial Research Department (or his nominee), and a Fellow of the

Royal Society, being a representative of that Society on the Governing
Body of the Imperial Institute, who will supervise tlie laboratory work
of the Institute and report thereon from time to time to the Go\erning
Body.

" (ii) That, with a view to ensuring that in future the reconstituted

In.<titute may have expert assistance in regard to finance, e.g., in estab-
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'lislfinent matters, a representative of His Majesty's Treasurs be aildetl

to the ntnv {Uneniint? Btnly ami to tlie new Managing Committee pro-

posed in paragraphs 100 and 101 of tlie Keiwrt of tfie Imperial Institute

Committee of Enquiry."

Sir .lame.s Allen, however, the representative of New Zealand, wishes it

made clear that he adheres to the Reservation attaciied to the Report of tiie

Imperial Institute Committee of Enquiry; and, while assenting in general to

the previous recommendation, reserves complete liberty of action for the New
Zealand representatives at the Imperial Economic Conference in respect of the

recommendation to abolish the Exhibition Galleries of the Institute.

Rksoi.vtiox 2.

The Committe recommend the adoption by the Imperial Economic C'un-

ference of the following resolution;

—

" The Conference approves the estimate of the cost of maintaining
the reconstructed Institute as set out in paragraph 5 of the memoranUiiu
by the Secretary of State for the Colonies submitted to the Conference
(I.E.C. (23)—18); and suggests that in order that the sum of £8.000

which is proposed as an annual contribution from the Dominions and
India may be obtained, the Ministerial representatives of the Dominions
and of India advise their respective Legislatures to contribute tlu-

following annual amounts for a period of five vears:

—

£

"Canada 2,000
" Commonwealth of Australia 2,000

"New Zealand* 1,200
" Union of South Africa 1,200

"India 1,200
" Irish Free State 200
" Newfoundland 200."

October 31, 1923.

Signed on behalf of the Committee,

SALISBURY, Chairman.

IMMUNITY OF STATE ENTERPRISES

The discu.ssion of this .subject was opened at the Fourteenth Meeting, held
on the 24th October, 1923.

The Ch.\irm.\x said that tlie whole question was becoming increasingly
important as Governments tended to engage more and mt)ie in trade and com-
merce throughout the world. It would be generally agreed that it was unfair
that State enterprises should enjoy a large measure of immunity to which
private enterprise, engaged in the same business, was not entitled. It was also
difficult, if the principle were not carried out at home, to insist on it vis-a-vis

foreign Governments, some of whom engaged extensively in business.

He then referred to Article 281 of the Peace Treaty which provides that:
" If the German Government engages in international trade, it shall not in

respect thereof have, or be deemed to have, any right*, privileges, or imniuni-

On the understanding that New Zealand is willinf; to raise this amount to £1,500. pro-
vided that the Exhibition Galleries of the Institute are ritsinod.
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ties of sovereignty." Tliat. though a provision of a very general *kind, was
iimtied to the trade activities of ex-enemy countries. He proposed to the

Conference that, in view of the action already taken by various international

conferences, and of the report of the Colwyn Committee in Great Britain, the

most convenient course was to divide the subject into two categories: (1) Taxa-
tion generally, and (2) Shipping, both as regards taxation and other liabilities.

REPORT OF THE COLWYN COMMITTEE

The Colwj'n Committee, which was appointed to consider questions arising

in connection with the liability of Dominion and Foreign Governments, etc., to

United Kingdom taxation, summarized its proposals as follows:

—

" 1. Property in the United Kingdom owned by a Dominion Govern-
ment, otherwise than in a trading capacity.

" We recommend that Dominion Governments should be exempted
from United Kingdom Income Tax on all income arising to them from
property, real or personal, which they own in the United Kingdom,
except so far as the property may be owned or held in a trading capacity.

" In the case of real property, we recommend a corresponding relief

from payment of Land Tax, so far as the property is occupied for official

purposes.
" These exemptions should be conferred by statutory enactment.

" 2. Property in the United Kingdom owned by a Dominion Govern-
ment in a trading capacity, and profits derived by a Dominion Govern-

ment or its agents from trade in the United Kingdom.
" We recommend that all Dominion Governments should be invited

to agree to the following proposition: Any Government within the Empire,

so far as it engages in trade, shall be treated as liable to the taxation of

any other countrj' witliin the Empire, in which it may citlier own
property' in connection with trade or make trade profits; the liability

of the United Kingdom Government or any Dominion Government so far

as engaged in trade shall be co-extensive with the liability of a private

trading corporation in similar circumstances.

"We recommend that, on such an agreement having been reached,

the Crown should be made legally liable, in accordance with the agree-

ment, by provisions in the statute law of the several countries.

"3. Property in the United Kingdom or the Dominions owned by a

foreign Government in a trading capacity, and profits derived bv a

foreign Government or its agents from trade in the United Kingdom
or the Dominions.

"We recommend that, after the principle of mutual taxation has

been agreed within the British Empire, negotiations should be opened

with the Governments of foreign countries, with a view to reciprocal

agreement between those countries and the Empire to the following

effect : If or when the Government of a foreign country- carries on trade

in the United Kingdom or in a Dominion, and if or when the Govern-
ment of a country within the British Empire carries on trade in a foreign

country, the trading Government shall not, in its character as such, be

treated as entitled to any sovereign immunity from taxation either

directly or througli the claim of superiority to the jurisdiction of munici-

pal Courts; nor shall a Government so trading be treated as entitled to
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any sovereign immunity from taxation in respect of property in the
• other country concerned which it may own or hold in a trading capacity
or in connection with trade.

"It would be a proviso to the whole agreement that it should be
without prejudice to the national interests of a sovereign State in any
emergency of war."

The Ch.urman pointed out that by the last proviso it was intended to

make tlie same sort of provision as had always been regarded as necessarj' in

the case of shipping carrying essential goods in time of war, and to exempt the
nationals of States from arrest or such summary procedure in time of war.
These principles of the Colwyn Committee appeared to the British Govern-
ment to be fair and reasonable, and they would propose them for general adop-
tion. It was also important to support any representations to foreign Govern-
ments engaging largely in trade by the common policy of the British Empire.
This in regard to taxation.

IMMUNITY OF STATE-OWNED SHIPS

As regards shipping he would go further. Shipping had received special

consideration at a succession of international conferences. The Conference had
already taken the view that it was to the interests of every part of the Empire
to see that the shipping of the Empire was treated equally throughout the

world. Now the immunity of State shipping was considered by the Inter-

national Committee on Maritime Law in October, 1922, and immediately
afterwards by the Brussels Diplomatic Conference, which recommended strong-

ly the principles and practice recommended by the International Committee.
In the summer of 1923, the International Committee on Maritime Law met
again at Gothenburg and drafted, in the form of a suggested Convention, the
details of the original proposals, which were, broadly, that state-owned ships

should accept the same liability as private owners, with the exception of war-
ships and other vessels in the possession of, or chartered by. Governments on
non-romnKTcia! work. The proposals in the original Gothenburg Draft, amend-
ed in consultation with the British Admiralty (inserting provisions which, while

doing no violence to the general principle, would give the fullest security neces-

sary for supplies to the Navy in peace and war), the Chairman recommended
to the Conference for adoption.*

The recommendations of the Colwyn Committee with regard to taxation

generally, and the proposals outlined in the amended Gothenburg draft, which
cover not only taxation but questions of immunity in respect of collision and
so forth, were, therefore, before the Conference.

Mr. Graham said that the Canadian Government approved the principles

of the Colwyn Committee's Report, on the assumption that any agreement
arrived at would bind not only the Dominions but also reciprocally the United
Kingdom (the Chairman stated this would certainly be the case). It must also

be remembered that several Provinces of Canada might be interested in the

matter in their own right, and the Canadian Government could not bind

Provinces either as to taxes imposed by the Provinces or taxes to which it

might be sought to render them liable.

COMMONWE.\LTH PREP.-VEED TO COME INTO LINE

Mr. Bp.uce said that the Commonwealth Government had already consid-

ered the recommendations of the Colwyn Report and had replied that they were

prepared to come into line. He wished, however, to make it quite clear that

the proposals had nothing to do with the freedom of any Government to act

36—27
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inside its own jurisdiction witli regard to the enterprises under its control. He
also like Mr. Graham, desired to point out that the Commonwealth Govern-
ment had no power to bind any State Government in this matter.

It wa^ the third of these resolutions (proposing negotiations with foreign

countries as to the taxation of property owned by them in a trading capacity)
which chiefly influenced the Commonwealth Government in favour of the pro-
posals. To strengthen our hands in such negotiations he was prepared to agree
to the twr preceding paragraphs dealing with Dominions' property in Great
Britain. But he suggest-ed that there should be some clear definition of "trad-
ing capacity.

"

* For amended Draft, see below, at end of Resohition adopted at the Seventeenth
Meeting.

As regards Shipping, the Commonwealth was quite prepared to accept the
proposals. The only thing he felt a little hesitation about was the power to

enforce judgments against the actual ship itself, but he was prepared to accept
this if the Conference as a whole were agreed.

Mr. M.iSSEY said that the New Zealand Government had already con-
curred in the recommendation of the Colwyn Committee. He also agreed to

the proposals regarding shipping.

Mr. BvKTON in agreeing stated that most of the draft proposals in the

Gothenburg Report had been embodied in the South Africa Merchant Shipping
Bill which was to come on next Session.

Mr. RioRD.\N and Sir P.\trick McGr.\th also concurred in the proposals.

Mr. Innes explained that no specific instructions had been given to him
in regard to the subject under discussion, but he thought that the Government
of India would have no difficulty in accepting the principle of the proposals

contained in the summary of the recommendations made by the Colwj-n Com-
mittee.

in the matter of the immunity of State-owned ships, there, again, the

Government of India had accepted the principle. In March last they had
passed the Indian Merchant Shipping Act which consolidated all previous

Merchant Shipping Acts. Previous Acts had not applictl to ships belonging to

His Majesty's Government or to those belonging to any foreign Government.

The new Act excluded from that exemption, ships employed for profit by a

foreign Government.
He thought, therefore, that the Government of India would certainly

accept the principle of both the proposals.

Mr. Ormsby-Gore concurred in both proposals.

ADOPTION OF RESOLUTIONS

General concurrence having thus been arrived at in the recommendations

of Lord Colwyn's Committee, and in the t^-rms of the proposed Draft Conven-
tion, resolutions, making plain that they were adopted without prejudice to the

rights of the States or Provinces of a Self-Govcrning Dominion, were submitted

to^ the Conference at the Seventeenth Meeting, held on Thursday, the 1st

November. 1923, and adopted. The resolutions were as follows:

—

"1. This Imperial Economic Conference, so far as it is competent

for its members without prejudice to the rights of the States or Provinces

of a self-governing Dominion, agrees with the recommendation of the

Committee on the Liability of Dominion and Foreign Governments, &c.,

to United Kingdom taxation expressed in the following terms, viz.:

—

" 'Any Government within the Empire, so far as it engages in trade,

shal' be treated as liable to the taxation of any other country within the
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Empire, in which it may either own property in conneetion with trade,

or make trade profit.s; the liability of the United Kingdom Government
or any Dominion Government .so far as engaged in trade shall be co-

extensive with the liability of a private trading corporation in similar

circumstances.'

•'It is agreed that each of the several Parliaments of Great Britain,

the Dominions and India shall be invited to enact at the earliest oppor-
tunity a declaration that the general and particular provisions of its

Acts or Ordinances imposing taxation shall be deemed to apply to any
commercial or industrial enterprise carried on by or on behalf of any
other such Governments in the same manner in all respects as if it were
carried on by or on behalf of a subject of the British Crown. It is not
contemplated that sucli legislation should liiive retrospective effect for

any year prior to 1924. This Conference further agrees that, as soon
as possible after the passing of the aforesaid legislation, negotiations

should be opened with the Governments of foreign countries, in accord-
ance with the recommendations of the aforesaid Committee

—

" 'with a view to reciprocal agreement between those countries and the
Empire to the following effect: if or when the Government of a foreign
countrj' carries on trade in the United Kingdom or in a Dominion, and
if or when the Government of a country within the British Empire
carries on trade in a foreign country, the trading Government shall not,

in its character as such, be treated as entitled to any sovereign immunity
from taxation either directly or through the claim of superiority to the
jurisdiction of municipal Courts; nor shall a Government so trading be
treated as entitled to any sovereign immunity from taxation in respect

of property in the other country concerned which it may own or hold in

a tr.iding capacity or in connection with trade. It is understood that, as
the Committee recommend, it would be a proviso to the whole agree-
ment that it should be without prejudice to the national interests of a
sovereign State in any emergency of war.'

"2. The Conference further recommends that the draft convention
on the immunity of State-owned ships adopted by the Meeting of the
Maritime Law Cormiiittee of the International Law Association held at

Gothenburg in August last, and amended after consultation between the
British Admiralty and Board of Trade, should be adopted throughout
the Empire as the basi.s on which an international con\ention might be
concluded. This amended draft is as follows:

—

" 'Immunity of State-owned Ships.

'"(Amended Draft: October 26, 1923.)

'Article 1. Vessels owned or operated by States for trading pur-
poses, cargoes owned by them and cargo and passengers carried on such
vessels and the States owing or operating such vessels shall be subjected
in respect of claims relating to the operation of such vessels or to such
cargoes to the same rules of legal liability {i.e., liability to be sued for
payment ), and to the same obligations as those applicable to private
vessels, persons and cargo.

" 'Article 2. Such liabilities shall be enforceable by the tribunals
having jurisdiction over and by the procedure applicable to a privately-
owned ship or cargo or the owner thereof.

" 'Article 3. Ships of War, State Yachts, Surveying Vessels, Hospital
Ships and other vessels owned or operated by States and employed on

36—27}
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other than trading purposes shall continue to enjoy the respective

privileges and immunities hitherto enjoyed by them by the comitj' of

nations. Liabilities against such ships in respect of collisions or salvage

claims shall, however, be enforceable, but only by action before the com-
petent tribunals of the State owning or operating such vessels; and no
such vessel shall be liable to arrest. Similarly, State-owned cargo car-

ried for non-commercial purposes in ships owned or operated by the

State shall not be subject to seizure, but shall be liable to process of

Law, but only in tiie Courts of the State owning such vessels.

" ' Article 4. The provisions of this Convention will be applied in

every contracting State in all cases where the claimant is a citizen of one
of the contracting States, provided always that nothing in this Conven-
tion shall prevent any of the contracting States from settling by its own
laws the rights allowed to its own citizens before its own Courts.

" ' Article 5. This Convention shall not be binding on a belligerent

State in respect of claims arising during the period of belligerency.'
"

BIPORT AND EXPORT OF LIVE STOCK

The discussion on this subject took place at the Sixteenth Meeting of the

Conference, on the 26th October, and was opened by a statement by Sir Robert
Sanders in the following termS:

—

Sir Robert S.\nders: I do not want to go at too great length into the his-

tory of what has been a somewhat contentious subject.

THE DISEASES OF .\NIM.\LS ACT, 1896

The position was until a year ago that all live cattle were prevented from

coming into these islands, and it is under that system that the present genera-

tion of agriculturists have carried on their business. That was called the "em-

bargo", and that was imposed by the Diseases of Animals Act, 1896. I am quite

aware that great objection is taken particularly to the name of that Act, an

objection wliich I have heard expressed on several occasions with vehemence,

I might also say with heat. That is really one of the eccentricities of English

jurisprudence. Wc have a large number of Acts of Parliament called by curious

names. For instance, we have an Act that says that contracts for the sale of

land must be in writing. We call that the Statute of Frauds. There was an

Act passed in 1909 under which local authorities prohibit Cinema Exhibitions

from taking place on Sunday, and censor films that might be calculated to

.shock the youthful visitor. Well, we call that an Act "'To make better pro-

vision for securing safety at Cinematograph Exhibitions." Those are the sort

of eccentricities that you get in Act^s of Parliament. It is rather the rule than

the exception that a state of things should arise under an Act of Parliament that

has nothing to do with the name of that Act.

THE REMOVAL OF THE EMBARGO ON C.^.^•.\DLVN STORE CATTLE

Now, the nexl step in this matter is that, in consequence of promises made
by Lord Ernie in 1917 to Canadian representatives this subject was brought up
in both Houses of Parliament in the summer of 1922, when the following Reso-.

lutions were passed:

—
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In tlie House of Common;;:—
" That this House is of opinion that the time has arrived when the

embargo on tiie import of Canadian cattle should be removed";

and in the House of Lords:

—

" That this House accepts the conclusions of the Royal Commission
that the Dominion of Canada is free from cattle plague, pleuro-pneumonia
and foot and mouth disease, and is of o])inion that steers from the Do-
minions might be admitted as store cattle to Great Britain, subject to

precautions by means of quarantine being taken."

In consequence of these Resolutions, an Act was passed last December
entitled the "Importation of Animals Act, 1922." That Act authorizes the

admission of store cattle from Canada. So far as Canada is concerned, we
have withdrawn unreservedly any suggestion that her cattle should be excluded

on grounds of disease. The stigma to which she objected, which was imposed
by the Diseases of Animals Act, has been removed by the Importation of

Animals Act of last year.

THE QUESTION OF F.\T CATTLE. BRITISH ATTITUDE

I understand, however, that Canada is not completely satisfied, and that
she desires not only free import for her store cattle as defined in the Act, but

also free access to our iidand markets for her fat cattle. With regard to this

request, I must point out that the British Government must have regard prim-
arily to the interests of its own producers. I think that principle has been
admitted more than once during this Economic Conference. Canada has been
accustomed for the last generation to send us her fat cattle for slaughter at

the ports. It is still open to her to do so. The removal of the embargo on
store cattle does not justify a claim that additional privileges should be given
to fat cattle, if as most certainly is the case, the representatives of British
agriculture are convinced that it would be detrimental to their interests. This
definition of store cattle was inserted in the Act by the House of Commons
without any pressure from the Government. It is not embodied in a Diseases
of Animals Act, so that it casts no stigma on the health of Canadian cattle,

whether store or fat, and it must be regarded as a matter of domestic policy
adopted in the interests of our own producers. I cannot hold out any hope,
therefore, that the Government will propose or that Parliament would accept
any alteration of a decision that was deliberately arrived at less than a year
ago.

BREEDING CATTLE

The second clause of the Act authorizes the Minister to admit by Order
Canadian animals other than stores. Such Order, however, has to be approved
by both Houses of Parliament. My predecessor, Sir Arthur Boscawen, had
informed the Canadians of his intention to introduce such an Order at an early
date, and was under the impression that he would be supported by the agricul-
tural interests of the country in doing so. When, however, I came to look into
the question I found that that impression was based upon a misapprehension
and that all classes of our agricultural community were strongly opposed to
admitting breeding cattle into the country. So strong was that opposition that
I thought it very unlikely that such an Order would be confirmed by Parlia-
ment. Probably it is not generally recognized what an important matter our
pedigree herds are to English agriculture. They have been built up mainly by
private effort, though latterly the Government has given some assistance, and
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althougli tliey comprise only a small proportion of the total stock of cattle in

the country they influence the quality of a vast number of animals that are

not pedigree. Our agriculturists are exceedingly nervous about anything that •

would in any way reduce the class of our stock which we have done so much
of late years to improve, and they are firmly opposed to the admission of

breeding cattle to this country.

Mr. Massey: You mean stud cattle?

Sir Robert Sanw:rs: Yes. It is only right for mc to say that this applies
to all breeding cattle, and that the strong feeling of the great majority of
agriculturists is against making any further relaxation of the present system.

TERMS ON WHICH BRITAIN IS PREPARED TO FACILIT.ATB TR.\DE IN PEDIGREE STOCK

So far as the majority of the Dominions are concerned, geographical con-
siderations must limit the importation of cattle from the Empire to Great
Britain to valuable animals which will realise a high price. Having regard to

the paramount importance of safe guarding tiie interests of our own breeders
and our valuable trade in the export of pedigree stock not only to the Dominions
but also to foreign countries, the British Government, while anxious to promote
inter-Imperial trade and to give the best possible terms to the Dominions,
would not feel justified in doing more than to undertake to introduce legislation

to facilitate the exchange of pedigree stock throughout the Empire as a whole
on reciprocal terms, subject always to satisfactory precautions being taken
against the introduction of disease.

THE UNJUST IMPLICATION OF THE 1896 ACT

Mr. Graham: Mr. President, I am not sure just why a question of this

kind should be brought before the Economic Conference unless it be to provide

a jury at the trial of this question. This matter was threshed out for a great

many years Canada strongly objecting that the reason given for shutting out

her cattle that they were diseased, was not founded on fact, and full investiga-

tion has proved the truth of the contention. There was no reason in our mind
to exclufle Canadian cattle for verj' many years under the Animals Diseases
Act. Now, it has been stated that it is an eccentricity, I might call it, of

British jurisprudence, that you often call things by their improper names in

the title of statutes, as the question of prot<>cting children in the Cinemas, etc.

Well, in that case, there was no stigma placed on cinema men, the Act was
careful in its title—true, to make it mean something it did not mean—but it

was careful not to place any stigma on the business of the cinema men. But
in this case for many years we have suffered under the allegation that cattle

disease was rampant in Canada, which was not the case. I might add just

here that, although in a measure the embargo has been lifted, portions of our

cattle under the enforcement of regulations are still suffering from the stigma,

because, when an inspector, in classifying tlie cattle landed, declares that any
cattle come under what might be called the "fat class," they are slaughtered

on the docks as if they were diseased cattle under the Animals Diseases Act.

There is no pretension by anybody that there is any disease in the cattle, they

are not slaughtered because they arc diseased, but are slaughtered because they

are considered not to come under the technical stocker class. We think that is

an incongruity and an injustice.

CANADIAN DISAPPOINTMENT WITH THE 1922 ACT

To come down to 1922, I must say with brutal frankness that the Canadian
people are very much disappointed. After arriving at an agreement with the
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British Ciovernmcnt along certain lines, wc arc disappointed to find out that the

statute passed diil not comply with the terms of the understanding. There was

a restriction defining ''store" or "stockcr" cattle placed in the Act, which was

not considered, I believe, at the Conference between the Finance Minister of

Canada, the Minister of Marine and Fisheries, and the British Government.

It has been stated tiiat that was introduced by a private member, and wiiilc I

do not wish to criticize it, as that is the business of the British Government, I

am inclined to tiiink that, if the Government had resisted the amendment, it

would not have been pressed, much less passed; but that is the business of the

British Government. Now I pass on to the present difficulty, because, if the

Act had been passed as was discussed at the Conference, it would have left the

door much wider open. I admit that there are difficulties in passing statutes,

in enacting statutes in Parliament, perhaps on the inside that may not be

discernible on the outside. I have had experience along that line myself.

We have arrived at this stage. We do think that the Act, or that portion

of the Act providing for the admission of breeding cattle or cattle capable of

breeding should be made operative. It must have been so intended, else it

would not ha\'e been placed in the statute, and we feel that, we cannot press it

further, it is a fact that the British Government is not complying entirely with

the understanding arrived at between the two Governments.

SPIRIT OF 1922 ACT NULLIFIED BY IN.SPECTION SYSTEM

A matter that has not been mentioned is this. Provision has been made
now for classification as between stockers and fat cattle, and wc contend that

that was not anticipated in the Conference. But even under the statute as

passed, which contained the new restrictive clauses, this inspection has been
carried on, not only with a tletrimental effect to the Canadian cattle trade, but
with an injustice to the Canadian cattle trade. Stockers have to comply with
certain restrictions, branding, detention and that kind of thing, to which fat

cattle are not subjected. Then stockers have to be kept separate from fat cattle,

and there are various restrictions to wliich what we call fat cattle are not

subject. These cattle that are shipped as stockers from Canada arrive at the
port in Great Britain, and it is our contention, we think based upon fact, that

the spirit of the Act, the spirit of the arrangement is not being carried out, l)ut

is bemg nullified by the details of the inspection. In other words, that cattle

that are really stockers or store cattle, and capable of being fed for weeks and
months with great improvement, are placed in the category of fat cattle when
tliey arrive here, and are not even allowed to be taken a few hundred yards
to another abattoir, but are slaughtered on the docks. They are slaughtered

under the Animal Diseases Act (though they are not diseased) with great detri-

ment to the reputation of Canadian cattle. Further, these animals, which we
contend are not fat, are slaughtered, and their carcases must be sold. Canadian
meat of an inferior ijuality is thus placed on the market. It is not fed up to the

point of superiority of which it is capable, and Canadian beef is put down as

an inferior article because the cattle are called fat by an inspector and slaught-

ered, that neither we in Canada nor you in Great Britain would under any other

cricumstancc? think of slaughtering for tlie market.
It is not out of place for me to give a detail or two. Several head of cattle

were sent over here a few days ago by the Canadian Government as store cattle,

cattle that in our countr>- would be considered stockers, cattle that I have no
hesitation in sajMng your farmers would call stockers if they owned them, and
would feed them at lea.st until the Christmas trade arrived. There were some
sixty of these. They were all eventually put down as fat cattle and slaughtered,
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showing a distinct conflict of opinion between our experts in Canada and the

inspectors here. I could give otiier details.

Another question has been raised which I do not think was ever in

the mind of the British Government and that is, inspectors have undertaken
to say not only that cattle are too fat, but that others are too poor. Surely
that was not the intention that the inspector was to classify an animal as one
that should not be sold to a farmer to fatten if he wanted to buy it. There
was in one shipment of cattle carried recently quite a number of exceptionally
poor catttle. 1 had hoped to have had the photographs of them here to-day,
but they have not arrived. These cattle were not considered too fat. They
were considered too poor and not of the proper class of cattle for the British

farmer to fatten. That surely is an intervention with trade not contemplated
in the Act. To my mind under that statute the inspector would have just as
much right to inspect a horse of mine that I was selling over here and to say
it was not fit for the market. The idea and the"whole intention of the Act was
that cattle should come over here to be fatted, and the class of animal would
be a thing between tlie farmer here and the seller in Canada. I only mention
that to show to what extent the inspection goes.

I do not know that I need go into any more details. We are tiioroughly

disappointed. I could read much stronger language than I would think proper

to use, but we feel that not only are our farmers disappointed after being shut

out of the market for thirty j-ears on account of diseases which did not exist,

but that the agreement made is being disregarded. The door opened, cattle

were coming in freely, and were being sold and purcha>cd rapidly by the farm-
ers here for fattening, but all at once, the door is in a measure closed. Now
the shutting out of these fat cattle or of cattle that are called fat by inspectors,

is of far greater moment than it may appear. It has this result—that the

raisers and stock-breeders in Canada are beginning to think that there is no
use in endeavouring to take advantage any more of this market, because they
do not know whether an animal will be declared fat when it gets over here or

not, and the slaughter of all these animals so declared to be fat animals, but
which we contend are not, has always been done not only with loss to the

immediate interest, but to the detriment of the good name of Canada and the

beef which our best cattle produce.

A suggestion was made by tiie Minister of Agriculture as to an arrange-

ment for tlie interchange of pedigree stock. Possibly it would be of some benefit,

but it will not cure the situation as to the exclusion of our gootl grade stock

whicli might be capable of breeding. But the immediate trouble, and the

greatest disappointment we in Canada have, is the fact that cattle we send over

as we believe under the statute are classified so as to nullify much of the good
that should come to our trade under the statute.

-ALLEGED DISCRIMIN.VTION BETWEEN' DOMINIONS

Then we cannot see why we should be used differently from any other

Dominion. We would not at all say that any other Dominion should be

deprivcil of anything it has on our account. Xot at all. But wo believe if

trade is to be Imperial the benefits must be reciprocal. It is a fact so I am
informed, and is publicly stated in our Press, in an interv'iew with the Montreal
Gazette (perhaps one of the sanest newspapers in the British Empire) that

Canada's cattle do not receive the same treatment as at least one other

Dominion in that their cattle after certain days of quarantine in England are

allowed to be sold anywhere either as stocker or fat cattle. All those restric-

tions are put against our trade. As I said in the first place, I am not sure

this should be dealt with at the Conference as it is a matter between the

Canadian Government and the British Government.
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I have endeavoured to place our side of tlie case as dispassionately as

possible before tiie Conference. We think the spirit of the Act is being nullified

by the system of inspection, and that the advantages which were intended to

be had for Imperial trade are not being experienced; and as a result of it all,

the Canadian faniicT feels greatly aggrieved and greatly disappointed in that

he is not getting what he was assured he was to get in the way of freedom

of entry for his cattle into the British market.

SUGOESTIOX OF DISE.\SE IN AX:STR.\LI.\N CATTLE REPUDIATED

Mr. Brvce: S.ir Philip, I have verj- little to say with regard to this matter.

It is one which primarily concerns Canaila. There is one point, however, to

which I wish to draw attention particularly in view of the last few words that

Mr. Graham uttered. He said he did not see why Canada should be treated

differently from other Dominions. It is suggested that, while there may be
some questions upon which there is a difference of opinion, Canada is being
treated very advantageously as against any other Dominion at the present

moment. Really that is the only point tiiat I want to raise, and I do want
to utter a protest with regard to it. I'nder the Diseases of Animals Act, 189G,

our cattle are excluded from this country, and there is an implied suggestion

that there is some disease in Australian cattle. That I absolutely repudiate, and
say that there are no possible grounds for any such suggestion. I appreciate
all that Sir Robert said at the beginning as to the naming of Acts ancl so on,

but none the less the position is one which I want to utter a protest against.

AUST.'VLIAN .\TTITIDE ON GENERAL QUESTIONS

As to the actual que-tion under discussion, we have nothing to say about
it. It is true that it is not a trade with which we are actually concerned, but
we certainly do want to maintain the position which we have taken up very
definitely indeed wit!) regard to our own country, that we have a perfect right

to take whatever action we consider necessary in the interests of our own
particular producers. AVe take a very definite stand on that, that nobody is

entitled to dictate to us what we shall do for the protection of the people who
are our own particular producers. Taking that view, we certainly could not
think of attemj^ting to force any other Government to take any action which
was against the interests of their own producers. I think we accept that as a
fundamental principle that we are prepared to adhere to, and naturally we
could not express any views which could be interpreted as trying to force some-
body else to do what we arc not prepared to do ourselves.

Mr. M.\s.sey: I hardly think that New Zealand is very seriously concerned

in the shipment of live-stiock from that country to Great Britain. I do not

think anything of the sort is possible; the voyage is too long. Of course, in

saying that it is well to admit that stud stock are occasionally carried from

England to New Zealand and a few the other way. Every year a certain

number of horses and cattle are shipped, and I suppose that will continue.

Sir Robert Sanders: The trade in horses is perfectly free.

Mr. M.vssey: I am glad to hear that.

THE QUESTION OF DISEASE

I just want to emphasize the point which has been referred to by the

Prime Minister of Australia. So far as disease is concerned, we have prac-

tically none. I want to qualify that by saying that I believe we have some
tuberculosis in our cattle just as it is found in everj' other country in the world.
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Tlicre is no countn- that I know of free from tuberculosis, but in stock we have
no such thing as foot and mouth disease, and I know you have had it here

pretty often. We have no anthrax; I have heard of that in the United Kingdom.
I am glad to think that measures have been taken to stamp them both out.

So far as I know, neither of those diseases is prevalent in England at present.

THE ADMISSION OF .ANIMALS FOR THE EMPIRE EXHIBITION'

Horses are not affected by what is proposed, but I want to raise this point.

You have a big exhibition coming on here next year, which I hope will be

a tremendous success, and, if so, I believe it will do every countrj' in the Empire
a great deal of good. What are you going to do with regard to stock coming
over for that exhibition?

Sir Robert Sanders: There is a clause in the Act of 1896 by which the

Board may make such orders as they think fit for allowing the importation of

foreign animals for exhibition purposes.

Mr. Massey: Will there be permission to dispose of them in this countn,-?

I may say I was consulted about this before I left New Zealand, and the opinion
I expressed was simply that I hardly thought either cattle or horses would be
sent to England for exhibition purposes. The expense would be too great.

New Zealand is one of the countries where stud stock does not deteriorate.

I believe we could, with advantage, ship you some specimens of sheep that
would be an object lesson to Britain. I am speaking of the breed peculiar to

New Zealand—Corridales. They have spread von,- rapidly all over the Domin-
ion, and they are useful both for mutton and for wool. I should like to know
something definite about it. I do not say our people do not want to send
horses. I only say that, in my opinion, it would not be worth while. You
have had very good horses iniport^ul from New Zealand before to-day.

I would like to know what is going to be done definitely with regard to the

animals coming from overseas for the Exhibition, whether they would be
allowed to be disposed of here, because it would be of no use bringing stock

here and intending to take them back. \ory few people could stand the

expense, and I would not be inclined to encourage it.

Sir Robert Sanders: They would be in very small numbers.

The Chairman: The Exhibition would not hold a great lot of them.

Mr. Massey: I presume each countn.- finds room for its own exhibits.

Duke of Devonshire: I am not speaking as Colonial Sccretar>- now, but
as connected with the British Empire Exhibition. If you send the stock and it

is allowed to come by the sanitary and local authorities of Wembley, who
may have to be coasult<?d in the matter, I w-ill undertake to say that you will

be able to get rid of it to the best advantage you can.

Mr. Massey: That is something definite, and I am very glad to get that.

It would not be satisfactorj- if I could not tell New Zealand something definite

when I go back.

the beef market

There is another point. I am raising this in the int^erests of British agri-

culturists as well as my fellow citizens. If they want to benefit themselves let

them look at the fact that South America is gradually taking possession of the

whole beef market in Britain. That is the position to-day. I can only speak
from memory, but I believe that last year 5 million quarters of beef came into

this countr\' from South America, and I know perfectly well that the British

farmer cannot produce fat stock—I am speaking of cattle—anything like so

cheaply as the man in the Argentine can, or one of the other States there, and
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send it to England. I am interested, of course, as representing a great pro-
ducing countr\', but I think tlie interests of the British agriculturists come
even before those of the New Zealand farmer, and are very much more seri-

ously affected. I am not worrying about lamb and mutton. We can beat
them in lamb and mutton cvcr>^ time, but we simply cannot stand up to them
with beef. I have advised New Zealandcrs to drop the slii])inent of beef and
go in for something else. I do not know that I have anything more to say.

I am verj' glad to have this statement from the Duke of Devonshire with
regard to the exhibition of stock which New Zealand is inclined to send.

SOUTH AFRICA INTERESTED IN EXCHANGE OF PEDIGREE STOCK

Mr. Burton: This seems to me to be really a matter for settlement
between the Dominion concerned and the British Government rather than for

this Conference. I have nothing to say about that, but I should just like to

say that I welcome the statement made by Sir Robert Sanders with regard
to the promise to facilitate this exchange of pedigree stock. As far as I am
aware that would be of considerable value to South Africa, and I look at it

from that point of \'iew.

Mr. Riordan: As the statement made by Sir Robert Sanders in no way
affects the interests of the Irish cattle trade, I shall not delay the Conference
with any further remarks.

Mr. Innes: I have nothing to say. India has no grievance in this matter,
and 1 cannot comment in any way on the difference of opinion between His
Majesty's Government and the Dominion of Canada.

REMOVAL OF EMB.\RGO AND INCREASE IN CANADIAN PREFERENCES

Mr. Mackenzie King: I the first place, I would like to mention again

what I said at the opening meeting, that we appreciated in Canada the diffi-

culties with which the British Government was confronted in this matter, and
appreciated sincerely the action of the Government in seeing that the embargo
was removed, giving admission to our cattle. We wished to do something

more than give verbal appreciation of that action, and we increased the Britisn

preference, amongst other things, in the hope that the British public would
realize that having met us in a matter in which we were vitally concerned, we,
in like mea.'^ure, would like to meet them in a matter which was of concern to

British interests. We increased our preference by giving an additional 10 per

cent discount on the existing preferential duties on all goods coming through
Canadian ports. I want to make it clear that this was done largely as the result

of the action of the British Government in respect to the admission of our cattle.

We intend to hold to what we have done. Our attitude in the matter of prefer-

ence is one of trying to further as much as we can inter-Imperial trade.

TI!F SPIP.'T of THF .\GREE?IENT SHOULD BE ADHERED TO

The point which I think we would stress most strongly—and it is a point,

I tliink, which is felt equally on this side—is the importance of carrying out

whatever agreements may be reached in the spirit as well as in the letter. We
have no desire to do other than live up to an agreement that we have made, and
we expect the British Government to adopt the same attitude, not only by itself

and its Ministers, but through its officials. We think the officials should be

definitely instructed as to what is the agreement and understanding in this

matter. As Mr. Graham has pointed out, there was a definite agreement made
between the Ministers of the Crown of Canada and the Ministers of the Crown
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here, as to what was to constitute the provisions of an Act of Parliament. That

agreement was altered somewhat by an amendment of the Act. That was a

disappointment, but we realized that the Government had its difficulties in a

measure of this kind when it came into the House of Commons and the House

of Lords.

THE QUESTION OF BREEDING CATTLE. A FXmTHER DIS.^PPOINTMENT FOR CANADA

However, the Act itself stands for the voice of the British Parliament, and

at the moment we find a further disappointment in that the Minister of Agri-

culture tells us distinctly that, though the Act has a clause referring to the

admission of breeding cattle, which has been framed with a view to giving

practical expression to another phase of the agreement, he will find it impossible

to introduce the Order which would give force to that clause of the Act and

make it of service to us. That must necessarily occasion another considerable

disappointment. It distinctly cuts do^^^l the value of the legislation and dis-

tinctly limits what we hoped and expected would be the outcome of the agree-

ment.
THE INSPEOnON DIFFICULTY

Now, as to the difficulties, there again let me say that our Government arc

prepared to be as considerate in every particular of the difficulties with which

the British Go\t'rnment is confronted as can reasonably be expected, but there

is a limit to which consideration can go. If the Act in it* provisions is to be

whittled away clause by clause and what is left to be completely whittled away

by the method of administration, of what avail is it? That brings me to the

last point, namely, the administration and regulations in regard to the admis-

sion of store cattle. As Mr. Graham has pointed out, that is really ver>- serious,

because it afTects our cattle in two ways. In the first place, it brings back a

certain stigma which the Minister has rightly stated was never justified, and

which the British Government is anxious to have removed completely, and, in

the second place, it gives our beef in the British market a reputation which it

does not deserve. Indeed, it may conceivably help to destroy the very trade it

was intended to further. If we send our cattle in as store cattle, lean and thin,

and with the intention of having them fattened here, and they are slaughtered

immediately and put on the British market as Canadian beef, it will not take

very much in the way of marketing that kind of beef to destroy any reputation

our cattle may have. One can see how the farmers of Canada would naturally

be very sensitive on a point of that kind. I believe if the Minister of Agricul-

ture will say that in the carrying out of the legislation he will see that instruc-

tions are given to his officials to the effect that the spirit of the law must be

lived up to, and that Canadian cattle coming in as store cattle must not be put

into a classification into which they slioukl not properly be placed, he will go

a long way to remove what Mr. Graham rightly referred to as a feeling of great

disappointment and some indignation at the moment. I think it is entirely to

the interests of British trade with Canada and our trade with Britain that irri-

tations of that kind should not be permitted to develop. If they start on one

side there is apt to be retaliation on the other, whereas all that we want is to

carry out whatever agreements we have in a spirit of goodwill and liberal inter-

pretation.

A CONCRETE CASE

I might mention a concrete case that was brought to my attention this

morning, of a shipment of cattle that was sent over from Canada to two dif-

ferent ports. The single shipment was divided into two lots, one lot of fifty
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bciiiR sent to one port and the other lot to anotlicr port. At tlie one port those
stockers were classified as fat cattle and slaughtered immediately. At the other
port they were admitted as stockers and so regarded.

The Ch.\irm.\n: All out of the same lot?

Mr. M.\CKENZiE King: Yes, all out of the same lot. I do not mind saying
that our shippers are anxious to find out how the law is being administered.

This, I believe, was done designedly by one shipper, who divided his shipment
into half and sent half to each of the two ports; at the one port they were
slaughtered immediately, at the other port they were admitted and regarded as

store cattle. That is an actual fact within the past week. It bears out what I

say, that some of the officials of the departments are evidently over-zealous in

taking a certain course, at some ports at least, and I think tiiat what
is most needed is that the Government itself should make known to its officials

the view that was expressed by the Government to our own Ministers.

THE NEW ZEALAND INSPECTION SYSTEM

Mr. Massey: In order to remove any possible misapprehension, I should
like to say that every animal in New Zealand that is intended to be slaughtered

is inspected while alive by a thoroughly qualified veterinary surgeon; and the

carcase is afterwards inspected by a veterinary surgeon, and if there is the

slightest indication of disease—and there is only one disease possible—if there

is the slightest indication of tuberculosis, the carcase is sent to the manure
works, and there is the end of it.

After some further discussion, the Conference decided:

—

(a) That steps should be taken to promote inter-Imperial trade in pedigree
stock throughout the Empire as a whole on reciprocal terms, subject

always to satisfactory precautions being taken against the introduc-
tion of disease.

(h) That a conference should be arranged between representatives of His
Majesty's Government and the Canadian Government to consider the
question of the administrative interpretation of the terms of the
Importation of Animals Act, 1922. The Minister of Agriculture and
Fisheries undertook to make the necessarj' arrangements.

FORESTRY

The discussion on this subject took place at the Eighteenth Meeting, held

on the 2nd November, 1923.

The Conference had before them a Memorandum I.E.C. (23)—44 (see

page 545) by the Forestry Commission, embodying the Resolutions of the British

Empire Forestry Conference, 1923.

Lord Lov.\T, Chairman of the Forestry Commission, in opening the discus-

sion, said that these Resolutions were adopted by technical foresters representing

Great Britain, the Dominions, India, and the majority of the Colonies and Pro-
tectorates. As regards the supreme importance of forestry in the Empire there

are 11 hundred million acres of forest land; the value of the internal and external

trade is approximately 150 millions a year, and timber is one of the most impor-

tant raw materials.
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THE EUBOPEAN SOFTWOOD POSITION

Softwood (which means coniferous timber) represents some 80 per cent of

the imported commercial wood used in the Empire. The great reserves of coni-

ferous timber of the world are situated in the Northern Hemisphere, and (as

regards the United Kingdom! Russia lias in the past dominated the position. At
present 250 million acres in Russia are out of commission, and of this total the

40 million acres of commercial and normally accessible woods, which iiave always
been overcut, are apparently being further reduced. Of the Baltic nations.

Sweden is the only one which is growing timber at a greater rate than she is

cutting it. The present maximum figure for exportable timber from Northern

Europe is something under 2 billion (that is to say 2 thousand million) cubic

feet per annum, and Great Britain's requirements are some 650 million cubic

feet per annum.

DEPLETION OF UNITED ST.\TES FOREST RESOfRCES

In Northern America, where the remainder of the great sources of accessible

softwood exist, the United States dominates the position. They use something

like 24 billion cubic feet per annum, including 8^ billion cubic feet of softwood

saw-mill timber. They have reduced their virgin forests from 822 to 137 million

acres, and are continuing to fell them at the rate of 5^ million acres per annum.
If in consequence they were to go to Europe for even a small supply, prices in

Europe might be seriously affected.

VIRGIN SUPPLIES OF SOFTWOOD TIMBER DRAWING TO AN END

In short, the time in which the Empire can rely on the virgin supplies of

the world for softwood timber is drawing to an end. He did not want to exag-

gerate his case. Obviously, before the starvation point was reached prices would
go up and the per capita consumption diminish. But this meant a considerable

rise in price, and that would be a serious outlook for some of our Empire indus-

tries.

DEFINITE EMPIRE FORESTRY POLICY RKQVIRED

After a careful review of the whole position the 1920 and 1923 Empire
Forestry Conferences laid down as the first essential the importance of having

a definite forestrj- policy based on a survey of resources to give driving power
to carrj' the policy into effect.

The 1920-1923 Conference laid down that it was necessarj- to define forest

policy in a Forestrj' Act or Ordinance. In addition it would be necessary that
a survey shoukl be made which would make clear for all time which is agricul-

tural and which is forestry land. Nothing is more disastrous than changes of

policy in this respect. Again, it is essential that there should be funds to carry

out the policy over a period of years, for in forestry- long views must be taken:
the crop does not ripen for 30, 50, 60 or 80 years, and during periods of stringent

economy the first thing likely to disappear is that which will not produce
immediate \asible results.

Another essential is that the forest officer should be independent of local

politics and have an assured position; and for those parts of the Empire which
have not got responsible Governments there should be an organized body of

foresters.
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Lord Lovat called special attention to Resolution No. 2 of the 1923 Con-
ference, which reads as follows:

—

" In view of the great and increasing tirain on the softwood forests

of the world, it is incumbent on every part of the Empire to conserve
and augment its own resources of growing coniferous timber."

In regard to the question of Empire Trade, the opinion of the Empire
Forestry Conference was that probably there cannot be any very great change
of the softwood line of trade from the one great softwood Empire reserve,

Canada, because it will naturally, as the United States is cut out, trend to

the United States. Already a very large proportion of the capital which is

sunk in working lumber and pulp in Canada is United States money. It is a
short haul, the knowledge of the markets is there, and a great many of those

who are carrying out timber operations in Canada are Americans.

THE POSITION WITH REGARD TO HARDWOODS

In the case of hardwoods, the position is different, and Lord Lovat hoped
that the Duke of Devonshire would lay before the Conference a letter which
had just been received from the School of Forestry in Yale University. It was
the belief of the Forestry Conference that the possibilities of development of

the hardwoods of the Empire were likely to be important. What was essential

was a knowledge (1) where the merchantable hardwoods were, the amount which
could be got, the cost of extraction and (2) the use to which they coulil be put
when exported.

FORESTRY CONFERENCE'S PROPOSALS FOR ACTION

With regard to the proposals of the Forestry Conference for active measures,
in addition to those already referred to, Lord Lovat emphasized the importance
of forest products investigation. At the Madison Laboratorj- they liave an
organization which investigates every species of timber in the United States,

and, in addition, the timber of the southern portion of North America. They
believe that many of the hardwoods of the British Empire will have to be
used to supplement their own hardwoods. The view of the Forestry Conference
was that there ought to be Empire co-operation in this matter, some central

authority to oversee and allocate the lines of inquiry at existing laboratories.

CENTRAL TR.\INING INSTITUTION FOR FORESTRY

Finally, Lord Lovat referred to the subject of a Central Training Institu-

tion for Forestry-, a step which has been twice- recommended by Imperial
Conferences. It was thought that Great Britain should be selected for the

first central place of training for advanced courses, because in Great Britain

alone in the Empire there are woods of sufficient age that a whole rotation of

a species can be followed. Great Britain is also in close touch with the con-

tinental forests. Subsequent places of training would have to be instituted

where they could give ad hoc instruction, i.e., in particular areas for particular

forms of applied silviculture; Canada for forest engineering, &c.

RESOLUTION SUBMITTED

Lord Lovat then submitted the following resolution:—

" That the Imperial Economic Conference accepts the resolutions of

the Empire Forestry Conference (Canada, 1923), and recommends them
to the respective Governments of the Empire for action."
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The Duke of Dkvoxshike said tliat it was only necessan- for liini to give

Lord Lovat and the Conforcnoc an assurance on beiialf of tlic British Govern-
ment and the Colonial Office that everj'thing possible would be done to support
progress in forestn' matters. He then laid before the Conference the letter

referred to by Lord Lovat, from the School of Forestrj', Yale University, which
illustrated what Lord Lovat had said about the increasing shortages of hardwoods
in the United States, and showed that we had the possibility of supplying it if

we turned our resources to the best account.

In the course of discussion it was pointed out that there had been no time,

in view of the necessity of bringing matter before the Imperial Economic Con-
ference before they adjourned, to work out the financial side of the proposal,

or to clear up certain details as to procedure; and it was agreed that some
verbal modifications in the Resolution before the Conference would be necessary

to cover tliese points.

jNIr. (Iraiiam said that he had just been going to raise the question that

had been raised as to the inability of the Conference to accept the Resolution

as it stood until they knew what was involved in the matter of finance. He
wished to say that Canada had considered it a great honour to have had the

Empire Forestry Conference in that country. There had been some years ago

a ConserA'ation Commission which had looked into forestry resources among
other things; that Commission liad now ceased to exist, but its work had been

delegated to different departments.

THE RIGHTS OF THE CANADIAN ^RO\^NC^;S IN RECORD TO FORESTRY

In considering the terms of the Resolution it would have to be borne in

mind that most of the Provinces in Canada owned their own natural resources,

and the Resolution could therefore only be advisory in form, since the Federal

Government had no control over forests where the Provinces owned and con-

trolled their own natural resources. It was true, however, that the Federal

authorities made Dominion-wide investigation as to the resources and as to

the policies that ought to be adopted. At the present moment, for example,

the Commission was investigating the whole situation in regard to the pulp-

wood territory,' of Canada, with a view to making some recommendation to

the Federal Authority, and while each Province looked after its own fire pro-

tection the Air Board (now the Department of Defence) had been doing pro-

tection work from the air. No doubt proper care had not been taken in past

years: there had been such a quantity of timber that it was not protected as

it should have been.

As regards education, there were in one or two of the Canadian Universities

forestry schools, but it might be true, as Lord Lovat had suggested, that more
ought to be done in this direction by some institution established in Great

Britain.

A PR/\CTICAL DIFFICULTY

He illustrated the kind of difficulty which arose in connection with any
widespread policy of the kind they had in mind by the case of settlers in the

Provinces of Ontario and Quebec, whose only subsistence at the early stage of

their settlement w-as the selling of pulpwood from their farms as they cleared

them for occupation. Consequently, any step to limit the export of pulpwood
grown on these farms would, in effect, prevent the settlement of these lands.

CAN.UJIAN SUPPORT FOR AN EMPIRE FORESTRY POLICY

They were prepared in Canada to do everj-thing possible to assist in pre-

sers'ation of their forests, and, further, to develop trade and forest products
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between Canada and other parts of the Empire, and he believed that the mar-
ket for Canadian forest products in Great Britain would develop as the possi-

bilities of Canadian timbers became more widely known.

AUSTR.\LI.\X INTEREST IN THE QUESTION

Mr. Brvce said that in Australia they were very much interested in the
question of forestry, for, as in most other countries, it had been seriously

neglected in the past. In particular, the seriousness of the position as regards
supplies of softwood was beginning to be realized. The Commonwealth Gov-
ernment controlled forestry questions only so far as concerned its own two
particular areas. Otherwise, the matter was wholly controlled by the States,

except that the Commonwealth ril.«o dealt generally with the question of forest

production. He could go so far as to say, however, that he would discuss the

whole question with the States, and bring under their notice any resolution that

the Conference might pass.

THE GRE.\T IMPORT.\NCE OF THE SUBJECT EMPHASIZED

Mr. Mas.?ey said that he thought that the subject now before the Confer-
ence was one of the most important that they had had to deal with, and he
though it a pity that more time was not available to go thoroughly into details

with regard to it. In his view it would be for each country to provide its o\mi
finance. Perhaps more had been done in regard to forest work than the different

countries got credit for; in New Zealand, for example, they had been planting
for quite a number of years. Formerly the forests of timber in New Zealand
had been verj- seriously depleted. Up to about a generation ago some of the
best timber was grown in the New Zealand bush, but the settlers simplj' chopped
it down and burnt it. According to an estimate of the Forestry Department
the standing timber in New Zealand was worth about £38,000,000, and there
was still a considerable quantity of the magnificent building timber, Kauri
Pine, which took about a thousand years to grow to maturity. There was no
question that supplies all over the world were steadily tliminishing, but he
thought it must be borne in mind that the price of timber as it increases would
encourage further planting. As regards turning timber land into agricultural

land, that seemed inevitable. New Zealand required agricultural exports even
more than she required to conserve her timber, though where possible, timber
should be used up first. He thought that the Resolutions of the Canadian
Conference, and the discussion which had taken place that afternoon, would do
good.

Mr. Burton agreed as to the enormous importance of the subject. He
could not conceive of the Conference doing anything of greater importance than
taking every possible step for the development of afforestation and the care
of the already existing forests. Some ver\' useful proposals were made by the
1920 Conference, which were set down under the heading, Constitution, Status,

etc., all of which were already embodied in the South African practice.

In South Africa they were extremely jealous of allowing any forest land
to be turned to agricultural purposes. In his opinion, the whole management,
organization and control of the forestn.* of the country should belong to the
central Gvernment, and unless that were so it was never going to be done
successfully. He understood that the suggested Forestry Bureau was now to

be undertaken by the Imperial Institute, and that the training at Oxford w.a.s a
matter for the British Government. He had always been a keen advocate, not
merely of the conservation and prcser\-ation of their existing forests, but of

afforestation generally, and more particularly of conifers, in which much was
being done in South Africa. As far as the Report was concerned, he gave it

his hearty support, and suggested that they approve of it in general terms.

36—28
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RESOLUTION AMENDED

In order to meet the points which had been raised during the foregoing dis-

cussion, the Chairman suggested that the Resolution should be amended so as

to read as follows:

—

" The Imperial Economic Conference accepts generally the Resolu-

tions of the Empire Forestry' Conference (Canada, 1923 1. and recom-

mends them to the respective Governments of the Empire for their

favourable consideration."

Mr. RioRDAN said that the Irish Free State Minister of Agriculture was
proposing to introduce very shortly a Bill in connection with forestry, which it

was expected would lead to good results.

new^foundland's interest in the pvlp industry

Sir Patrick McGr.\th strongly supported the general principle of the

Resolutions, and sincerely hoped that something practical would result. In

Newfoundland in the past twenty years the production of pulp and paper had
been developed so as to become the second most important industry in the

country. They were at present producing 200 tons of paper a day. which would
probably, within a few years, be increased to something like 1,000 tons. This
meant that they would soon have seriously to consider ^^gorous measures for

reafforestation.

A FOREST POLICY LONG EST.\BLISHED IN INDIA

Mr. Innes said that the amendment made in the Resolution moved by Lord
Lovat had removed certain difficulties which he had felt originally. Those diffi-

culties were due largely to the fact that, as in Australia and Canada, the forests

in India were vary largely committed to the care of the Provincial Govern-
ments, and that the Government of India could not have directed the Provincial

Governments to accept any resolutions on the subject. Another difficulty arose

from the fact that the Government of India had not yet seen the Report of the

Empire Forestry Conference. The Report seemed to him to be very valuable,

and he did not think that the Government of India would find any difficulty in

accepting the principle of the resolutions proposed. As a matter of fact, they

had in India anticipated to a large extent some of the most important of those

Resolutions. For instance, they had had a forest policy 1859. and every one of

their Provincial Governments had a highly organized forest service. They were

quite accustomed to dealing with such matters as the reser\'ation of land for

forests, and it was not their policy, once they had reserved land for forests, to

release it again for agriculture.

THE PROPOSED TRAINING INSTITUTION

The only other point to which he wished to refer related to the proposal

that there should be a central institution for post-graduate and specialized

training in forestry. He understood from what Lord Lovat had said that that

proposal did not mean that they were in any way bound to train at such an

institution their probationers for the Indian Forest Service. Provided that were

clearly understood, he though it possible that the Government of India might

find the proposed central institution valuable for advanced post-graduate train-

ing for selected probationers of their Dehra Dun College, and also for refresher

and specialist courses for their forest officers.
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HELP FROM IMPERL\L GOVERNMENT ESSENTIAL TO DEVELOPMENT OF COLONIAL
FOREST RESOURCES

Mr. Oii.MSBY-CioRE Paid that this question was one of the most important
from the point of view of tlie Colonics and Protectorates which had been raised

at tlie Conference. He must say, quite frankly, that the Colonies which were
poor and undeveloped like British Guiana and British Honduras could never

contribute to the proposed central work here unless they in return got very sub-

stantial assistance from the British taxpayer in the necessary work out there.

He gave, as an instance, British Honduras, which had completed a survey in

October, 1921 ; this was of inunense value to our premier maliogany-producing
colony, which produced the finest quality mahogany in the world, and the one
which was specially selected for aeroplane propellers, and this was a result of

the British Treasury giving a grant of £1,000.

As regards British Guiana the Colonial Office could not do anything. The
finances were in the hands of an elected majority, and all too little had been
done. Six-sevenths of the area of British Guiana was virgin forest containing

some of the most valuable timbers in the world, and with the exception of green-

heart which predominated and which was heavier than water, and a hard wood,
very little was known about the use of these woods. There had been no survey
of the colony either mineral or forest. The Colony's total revenue (a country
bigger than the British Isles) was less than one million, and if anything was
to be done to develop, in the interests of the Empire, a Colony of that kind, it

could only be done by full Imperial co-operation, financial and otherwise. He
hoped West Africa would be able to contribute. Mr. Unwin's book which had
come out this year, " West African Forests and Forestry," was an eye-opener
to him, both as to the character of the timber that already existed there and as

to what could actually be grown. He hoped that Lord Lovat's efforts and the

efforts of the Forestry Commission to develop an Imperial and not a merely
local view of forestry would be crowned with results. He would do everything

he could to induce Colonies, in so far as they were financially able, to help, if

in return they could get help from the Imperial Government, but he hoped that

no more would be asked from the Colonics than the contribution which they
were going to pay to the Imperial Institute, wiiich was going to be the same as

all the rich Dominions and India combined. He was glad that Lord Lovat had
brought out to the world, and he hoped it would go out to evcr>' Colony, what
the problem facing the world was.

AMENDED RE.SOLUTION ADOPTED

The Conference then adopted the Resolution in the amended form as given

above.

FORESTRY

Memor-^ndim by the Forestry Commission (I.E.C. (23)—44)

1. In continuation of the introductory Memorandum on forestry submitted
in April last (Appendix I) the Forestry Commissioners beg to present the follow-

ing Statement with reference to the recommendations of the Empire Forestry
Confrence which has been held in Canada in the inter\-al.

2. The Conference was attended by representatives of Great Britain. India,

all the Dominions and most of the important non-self-governing Colonies.

Ample opportunities were afforded by the Canadian Federal and Provincial

Governments for the inspection of Canadian forest resources and for discussion.

36—2Si
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The Resolutions of the Conference, which are appended (Appendix II), explain

in broad outline the work and findings of the Conference. It is proposed here

to elaborate those subjects which are of general Empire interest, bringing to

bear as well certain relevant information which the British representatives

collected in a subsequent tour of the forests of the United States. These subjects

are:

—

(i) Forest Policy.

(ii) Softwood Resources.

(iii) Empire Trade in Forest Products.

(iv) Investigation into Forest Products.

(v) Forestrj' Education (Central Institution).

FOREST POLICY

3. Industry requires as raw material ever-increasing quantities of forest

products. The increase is due not only to growth of population, but also to

the greater per capita consumption. Thus in the United Kingdom the amount
of wood and timber used per head of population trebled during the sixty years

before the war and was still increasing steadily. Coniferous timbers (or soft-

woods) are required for structural purposes and for pulp for paper; broad-

leaved timbers (or hardwoods) for special purposes and to a minor extent for

pulp; and, finally, miscellaneous products (Minor Forest Products), gums, resms,

tannins, fibres, etc., for various purposes. Detailed figures for all these materials

are not yet available, but the following figures indicate the magnitude of the

current trade in timber, wood manufactures and pulp.

TR.'i.DE IN TIMBER, WOOD M.4.NUFACTURES AND PULP OF WOOD, 1922 —
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Forest Policy is to ensure continuity of supplies on a scale sufficient to meet
prospective demands. Resolution No. 1 of the Forestry Conference reaffirms

what may be called the fundamental creed of foresters.

The Commissioners believe that the future well-being of the whole Empire

and its individual parts depends in no small measure on the effective incorpora-

tion of this creed into accepted political economy, and they recommend it to

the Imperial Economic Coliference in that sense.

SOFTWOOD StJPPLIES

5. Of tlie total quantity of wood and timber used in the trade and commerce
of the World probably at least 80 per cent is softwood.

The great softwood forests arc situated in the Northern Hemisphere, in

Europe, Siberia and in North America. In round figures Europe is estimated

to have 240 million acres of merchantable softwood forests; the area in Siberia

is unknown, but the major portion is very difficult of access and unlikely to be

of commercial value in the near future; the United States has 225 million acres

(exclusive of Alaska"), and Canada 234 million acres. Outside of Canada the

Empire contains no large body of softwoods which is surplus to present—to say

nothing of prospective—requirements. As regards the Empire the main lines

of export of forest produce from the northern softwood forests are as follows:

From Northern Europe to Britain, South Africa, Australia and India; from

Eastern Canada to the United States and Britain; from the Southern United

States to Britain, and from Western Canada to the Orient, India and Australia,

to the United States and Britain.

6. The position as regards permanence of supplies from these softwood
regions is far from satisfactory. As regards the European exporting countries,

in Sweden and Finland only is the annual growth equal to the annual cut.

Little authentic information is available with regard to the great northern
Russian softwood forests which' cover over 210,000.000 acres. The merchant- .

able area is roughly 40,000.000 acres, but it is believed that the pre-war cut

exceeded considerably tlie growth. The withdrawal of so large a body of timber
from Commerce emphasizes the importance of every country maintaining
reserves of its own.

In the North American softwood forests the inroads by felling, fire and
insects, are very great; in the Canadian forests at the best they balance the
growth, while in the United States it is estimated that they are 4 8 times as

great for all classes of softwoods and 8 6 times as great for saw-timber. The
position of the United Stat-cs is in fact of supreme importance in considering
this question of the Empire's softwoods supply.

Starting with some 820,000,000 acres of softwood and hardwood forest the
United States have now approximately 470,000,000 acres of nominal forest. Of
the latter area 138,000,000 acres are virgin forest, 250,000,000 acres are second
growth, of which a very small proportion only is cared for systematically, and
upwards of 81,000,000 acres are so devastated as to produce nothing until
replanted. The great industries of the States are mainly in the east and the
Atlantic forests have been depleted to meet their requirements. The procedure
has been to work out one forest region and then to turn to the next most
convenient region. The new region is attacked first on a small scale, the large
export mill follows, production reaches its peak in a few years, remains steady
for a few years more and then falls rapidly. After the small mill has completed
the cleaning up process, production is practically at an end and sometimes
insufficient for local requirements. First the New England and then the Lake
States Forests were worked out. In ten to fifteen years the Southern Forests,
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which now supply rather more than one-third of the total consumption of

United States softwood timber, will have readied the same stage of depletion.

Lumber is now being transport«l by rail 2,750 miles from the Pacific Forests

and 1.200 miles from the Southern Forests to the Eastern manufacturing centres.

This systematic depletion of the forests of the Eastern United States has

been met by the increasing importation of forest products from Canada. The
table below shows how the United States have displaced the United Kingdom
in the Canadian export market.

AVERAGE ANNUAL EXPORTS OF WOOn, WOOD PHOnrCTS AND PAPER FROM
CANAD.\

Values {$) in 1,000's

Destination
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The evidence produced at the Forestry Conference was to the effect that

there was considerable room for development in the production of minor forest

products and it was agreed that the subject should be especially consiilered at

the next Conference.

EMPIRE TRADE

8. Softit'oods.—As regards the trade in softwoods it does not appear that
the main currentNS can be do deflected that the Empire can be made self-sup-

porting. The indications rather are that one of them, the Canadian-United
States current, is likely to increase until in ilue course there remains practically

no surplus for export from North America. This statement is made on the
basis of the present trend of development, which may be worth explaining in

further detail.

As pointed out already in paragraph 6 the depletion of the forests of the
Eastern States has rendered it necessar>' for the intlustries to seek fresh sources

of supply, which the Eastern Canadian forests by reason of their accessibility

have naturally provided. As regards timber the American consumer is less

fastidious than the British, being content to buy 15 16 inch boarding a.s inch

and to accept more defective material. A large proportion of the output of

the saw-mills is of small dimensions, suitable chiefly for hou.<c Iniilding and
does not find so ready a market in Britain. As regards pulpwood the United
States pulp mills have found it flesirable to import round about 1,000,000 cords

in order to keep going or to conser\'e their own inadequate resources in growing
wood. As regards pulp and paper, Canada exported in 1922 approximately
1,200,000 tons to the United States. These processes have resulted in the influx

of American capital into Canadian forests and with it a close understanding of

trade rociuirements.

So much for the present trend of development; if on the other hand Canada
could devote to systematic timber production the enormous area of land suited

to nothing else, she coulfl produce sufficient softwoods to meet not only the
needs of the markets of the United States, but also the normal requirements of

the Empire markets.

In spite of the permanent character of the main trade currents a number
of examples were quoted at the Forestn.' Conference showing that with a better

system of Trade Intelligence an increase in the Empire Trade in softwoods
might be secured. For example, fruit is carried from the West Indies and from
South Africa to Canada in Swedish boxes; timber is imported by Japan from
British Columbia to be sawn up and rc-exiwrt^d as boxes to the Malay States;

Douglas fir timber similar to that growing in British Columbia is imported into

Australia from Washington and Oregon.

Ilnrdv'oods and Minor Forest Products.—As regards hardwoods and minor
forest products the markets to a considerable exient have yet to be developed.
This subject is dealt with below under the heading " Forest Products Investiga-
tion."

1>R0P0.«.\LS FOR .XCTION

9. The Commissioners, on behalf of the Forestr>^ Conference, venture to

bring to the notice of tiie Imperial Economic Conference Resolutions Nos. 1 and
2 of the Forestry- Conference, dealing respectively with Forest Policy and Soft-

wood Resources and to suggest that both are of such importance as to warrant
the attention and support of the Imperial Economic Conference.

Action in respect of both resolutions would then rest with the individual

Governments of the Empire.
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They have also the honour to submit the following proposals which call

for co-operative action:

—

(a) A systematic survey of the Forest Resources of the Empire.

lb) Forest Products Investigation.

(c) An improved system of Commercial Intelligence.

(d) An Empire Forestry Bureau.

(e) A Central Training Institution (Forestry) at Oxford University.

Certain of these proposals, viz., the Sun-ey of Resources, Forest Products

Investigation and tlie Training Institute are purely forestr>- questions; those

relating to Commercial Intelligence and the Forestn.' Bureau are involved in

wider questions which are already before the Economic Conference.

10. Survey of Resources.—Most of the delegates to the Forestry Conference

were able to report that under the stimulus of the first Empire Forestry' Con-
ference (1920) a beginning is being made with tiiis work, but it is desired to

emphasize the importance of accelerating progress and of aligning the results

of the survey with the investigations to be conducted at the Forest Products

Laboratories of the Empire.

11. Investigations into Forest Products.—It is clear that a great deal more
attention could be paid with advantage to those great forest resources which
have either remained undeveloped or imperfectly utilized. It is a problem which
is common to all parts of the Empire and calls for concerted as well as individual

action.

Tiic Forestry Conference, in discussing this question, had before them
reports on the work being done in Great Britain, Canada, India (Dehra Dun),
Australia, South Africa and other parts of tiic Empire and in the Unitcil States.

There was complete unanimity in the view that tiie lead set by the United States

of concentrating investigations at a Forest Products Laboratorj' was sound, and
Resolution No. 7 empha.'^ized the necessity of setting up such a laboratory' for

Great Britain and those non-self-governing parts of the Empire which have no
laboratories of their own.

Subsociuontly, Lord Lovat and other delegates to the Conference visited the

United States laboratory' at Madiscn and were able to confirm at first hand
the wisdom of tlie resolution. The Madison Laboratory is probably one of the

mo.st successful of its kind in tiie world, and it owes its success to the following

among other reasons:

—

(a) That it is under the direct charge of a responsible officer who has been
given a reasonably free hand to concentrate on the work.

(b) That the laboratory has gathered up, co-ordinated and expanded the

scattered work already in progress.

In the words of Colonel Graves, late Head of the United States

Forest Service, " We made no progress until we got the work under one
roof and organized it."

(c) While keeping fundamental research well in the foreground it has
reached out into the commercial world inspiring it with the value of

investigational metiiods and learning in return the nature of the prob-
lems with which the industry was confronted. In tiiis way the confi-

dence (and gradually tiie financial help) of commercial men has been
obtained.

The experiences, so far as they go, of the existing Empire Laboratories are

confirmatory.

The setting up of the laboratory in the first instance is a matter for co-opera-
tion between the Colonial Office as representing the non-self-governing parts
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of tlic Empire, the Department of Scientific and Industrial Researcli and tlie

Fortstry Commissioners. But tlie proposed laboratory ought to render wider
Empire services tiian those connected with liome and colonial forest produce. By
co-ordinating its operations with those of the laboratories at Montreal, Dehra
Dun and elsewhere it should be possible to cover the whole field of work very

effectively, to secure uniformity in metliods and to prevent overlapping. By
this means a ver\' desirable stimulus could be given to the more systematic

investigation and utilization of our very valuable forest resources.*

12. Commercial Intelligence and the Empire Forestry Bureau.—Tiie Com-
missioners observe that the subject of Commercial Intelligence is before the

Economic Conference, and they have, therefore, no connncnts to make except
tiiat the subject of Forest Products should receive adequate attention in the

scheme which will doubtless be evolved, and that it will be necessar>' for the
jiroposed Forest Protlucts Laboratorj' to be kept in the closest possible touc!>

with the Forest Products side of the work of the Commercial Intelligence organi-
zation.

* It will be understood that the income for this work would also be supplemented by any
fees received from private inquiries or from Dominion Governments or British Government
Departments in respect of work done specially to their order. Similarly, the Laboratory
would be prepared to pay fees for work done to its order in analogous institutions in the
Dominions. India or elsewhere.

The proposal to form an Empire Forestry Bureau originated at the First

Empire Forestry Conference (1920) and was reconsidered at the Second Con-
ference (1923). The recent proposals witli regard to the reorganization of the

Imperial Institute (I.E.C. (23)—13), were not then known, and the Second
Forestry Conference considered it advisable, in view of the current financial

stringency, to distribute the work of the Bureau, so far as was possible, between
the Empire Forestry Association and a Standing Committee (Resolutions 5

and 6).

The paper submitted by the Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research (I.E.C. (23l -IG, pararaph 35) point* out that a place sliould be
reservetl for the Forestry Bureau in the reorganized Imperial Institute and the

Commissioners would support that proposal.

13. Central Training Institute.—The development of technical Education
and Research in Forest matters iias not kept pace with reciuirements. There
has been a dispersal of effort with the result that at no place in the Empire
is it possible adequately to train technical officers and research workers. This
is a serious hindrance to forest development and was emphasized in Resolution
No. 4 of the Forestry Conference. The debates on the subject showed clearly

the desire of oversea forest officers to have in close proximity to the Continent
of Europe a centre from which to study the result of the old-established systems
of silviculture and methods of research.

The Report of the Conference Committee on this subject is appended
(Appendix III).

The proposal to set up forthwith at Oxford a Central Institution for post-

graduate training and research is founded partly on that need, but it is hoped
that in due course other parts of the Empire will establish similar institutions

for the development of special subjects: Canada, for example, for forest engi-

neering; India for tropical forestry. The main cost of the Institution will fall

in the first instance on the Forestrj- Commission and the Colonial Governments,
but it is believed that the Dominion Governments and the Government of India

may find it of practical value and worthy of some measure of financial support.
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Forestry Commission, 22, Grosvexor Gardens, London,

October, 1923.

APPENDIX I

Forestry

Memorandum by the Forestry Commission

The forests of the Empire constitute two important natural resources:

—

(a) In growing timber, which is the raw material for a vast number of

industrial processes.

(b) In the soil, which by systematic treatment can be made to yield

increasing amounts of timber and other forest products necessary for

the continued prosperity and development of the Empire.

The following information is based on data supplied to the Imperial

Forestry Conference held in London in 1920.

Extent, Distribution and Character of Forests

The total area is approximately 1,857,500 square miles, of which some 40

per cent (700,000 square miles) is classified as accessible and merchantable.

Canada has about 50 per cent of the total area, India 14 per cent, Nigeria

and the Gold Coast 14 per cent, Australia and New Zealand about 8 per cent.

About half the total forest area is coniferous and half broad-leaved. The
bulk of the former is in Canada, while the bulk of the latter is tropical in

character.

Forest Products

As regards timber, the chief industrial demand is for softwoods (conifers),

which provide not only constructional material, but also pulp for paper. From
the point of view of local supply the distribution of coniferous forests is very
unsatisfactory, and most parts of the Empire are importers and are faced with

the prospect of increasing difficulty in securing supplies.

The consumption of hardwoods (broad-leaved species), while large in itself,

is relatively small compared with conifers. The forests contain many hard-
woods which have not yet been trieil out in commerce.

In addition to timber, the forests supply many minor products, e.g., tannins,

gums, resins, fibres, etc.

Trade in Forest Products

Apart from the large (but unknown) consumption locally of indigenous

timber, the United Kingdom, as the chief importer, and Canada, as chief

exporter, overshadow the rest of the Empire. The bulk (over 80 per cent in

1909-13) of the Unit-cd Kingdom imports came from foreign sources (chiefly

North Europe), and the bulk of the Canadian exports went to the United States.

Broadly speaking, all the other large units of the Empire import softwoods,

the trade being largely in the hands of Scandinavia.

On balance it would appear that, large as are the forests of the Empire,
the imports of timber exceed exports by some 150 million cubic feet per annum.

State of the Forests

There is a consensus of opinion that the present utilization of timber cannot
be continued indefinitely, i.e., that while serious inroads are being made into
the capital of the forests the efforts being made to secure regrowth are totally

inadequate.
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I'roposals of the Eriipirc Forestry Conference of 1920

The Ccinfcrcnoc put forward the following constructive proposals:

—

1. A survey of Forest Resources, to be undertaken by each of the con-
stituent parts of the Empire.

2. A scheme of Research for the guidance of individual Forest Authorities.

3. A scheme of Education in relation to the Home, Indian and Colonial
Forest Services.

4. The formation of an Imperial Forestry Bureau for the collection,

co-ordination and dissemination of information relating to forestry

in all its branches (i.e., to trade in forest products, silviculture, forest

protection, research, etc.).

Imperial Forestry Conference 1923

One of the functions of the Conference, which will be held in Canada
during July-August, will be to review the position with regaril to the proposals
of the 1920 Conference. The period between the two Conferences has been one
of financial stress, and, although a certain measure of support has been forth-

coming for those proposals of the 1920 Conference which were of an Imperial
character, the Forestry Commission has thought it advisable not to press them
forward until the Second Conference has reaffirmed them.

At the 1923 Conference special attention will be paid to the questions of

forest resources and trade, and it is hoped that it will be possible to present to

the Imperial Economic Conference in October a statement of the position.

April, 1923.

APPENDIX II.

Resolutioxs of the British Empire Forestry Coxkerexce, 1923

The Conference passed the following resolutions which the Delegates under-
took to bring to the notice of their respective Governments:

—

1. Forest Policy

Believing them to be well-founded, this Conference reaffirms Resolutions

1, 2, and 3 of the 1920 Conference, which emphasize the great importance of

each part of the Empire laying down a definite forest policy, surveying its

resources of timber and ensuring that certain elements of stability are secured
in the constitution of Forest Policy.

These resolutions are as follows:—

" 1. Forest Policy

" In view of the great importance to the Empire as a whole, as well as to

each of its component parts, of producing a sustained yield of all classes of

timber, and of encouraging the most economical utilization of timber and other
forest products, and of maintaining and improving climatic conditions in the
interests of agriculture and water supply, each of the Governments of the
Empire should lay down a definite forest policy to be administered by a pro-

perly constituted and adequate forest service.
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" 2. Survey of Resources

" The foundation of a stable forest policy for the Empire and for its com-
ponent parts must be the collection, co-ordination and dissemination of facta

as to the existing state of the forests and the current and prospective demands
on them.

" A note descriptive of the survey which is desired is appended in Annex-
ure A.

" 3. Constitution and Status.

" In order to attain continuitj' in the development of forest resources it is.

desirable that certain elements of stability be secured in the constitution of the
forest policy. This may be done by the following measures:—

" 1. The definition, where this has not been done already, of forest policy,

in a forestry Act or Ordinance.
" 2. The reservation for the purpose of economic management and develop-

ment of forest land under conditions which prevent the alienation of

any which is primarily suitable for forests except for reasons consistent

with the maintenance of the forest policy as a whole.
" 3. The assurance to the forest authority of funds suflBcient to carry out

the accejited policy for a series of years.
" 4. The grant to members of the forestry service of the status of civil

servants with due provision for pension.
" 5. The appointment as the chief officers of the forestry service of persons

having a high standard of training in forestry, their selection and pro-

motion being by merit alone.
" 6. The establishment in each of the larger parts of the Empire and for

the Colonies not possessing responsible Government collectively, of an
officer or oflicers, having special duties of advising as to forest policy

and surveying its execution."

2. Softwood Resources

In view of the great and increasing drain on the softwood forests of the

world, it is incumbent on everj' part of the Empire to conserve and augment its

own resources of growing coniferous timber.

3. Empire Trade in Forest Products

This Conference is of opinion that the Empire's requirements of timber and
other forest products should be supplied to the greatest possible extent from
sources within the Empire.

That, while economic and geographical considerations may preclude the

exclusive use of Empire timber, the trade between units of the Empire can be

largely increased.

That the Empire can become self-supporting in almost all minor forest

products.

That with these aims in view, active steps should be taken throughout the

Empire to organize and foster trade.

This Conference, owing to difficulties of time and access to documents, has

not been able to complete its investigations into this subject, and recommends
that it be remitted to the Standing Commimttce on Empire Forestrj' for pre-

sentation to the Imperial Economic Conference which meets in London during

October nex"!..
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4. Education (Central Institution).

This Conference strongly endorses the view held by the 1920 Conference

that a Central Institution for post-graduate and specialized training in forestry,

combined with research, is essential to the proper development of the forest

resources of the Empire, and regrets that owing to abnormal financial con-

ditions the setting up of such an institution has had to be postponed. This

Conference approves the report of its Committee appointed to inquire into this

subject (Annexure A), and urges the departments concerned to take immediate

steps to inaugurate a Central Institution for Forestry training and research

at Oxford University, so that, if possible, it may begin to function at the opening

of the next academic year, i.e., in October, 1924.

5. British Empire Forestry Association

This Conference welcomes the incorporation by Royal Charter of the Empire
Forestry Association, under the Presidency of H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, and

commends its work to all interested in the forests of the Empire. This Con-
ference considers that the Empire Forestry Journal, issued periodically by the

Association, should be the medium for the publication of official and technical

information; that, pending the formation of an Empire Forestry Bureau, this

information should be collected and prepared by the Standing Committee on

Empire Forcstrj- (?ce Resolution 61, assisted by technical correspondents in all

the Forest Departments of the Empire.
This Conference endorses the recommendations of the Committee apointed

to consider this subject (see Annexure B).

6. Standing Committee on Empire Forestry

With a view to maintaining continuity of action in respect to meetings of

the British Empire Forestry- Conference, this Conference recommends the estab-

lishment of a Standing Conmiittee which should consist of:—
The Chairman of the Empire Forestry' Conference.

The Technical Commissioner of the British Forestrj- Commission.
The Head of the proposed Central Institution for Education.

One Representative from each of the following:

—

Colonial Office.

India Office.

The unit of Empire in which the last Conference was held.

Tlie unit of Empire in wiiich the next Conference will be held.

A Member of the Council of the British Empire Forestrj- Association

who has had experience in Colonial Administration.

With power to add to their number.

7. Investigations into Forest Products

This Conference notes with pleasure the steps taken in Great Britain to

form a Fore,*t Products Research Board, but urges that the scope of the Board's
work be extended considerably so that, in addition to fundamental research,

it may undertake investigations leading tf> the application of the results of

research to commercial practice, in accordance with the methods wliich had
been found profitable in the Unit^-d States of America. Canada and India. This
Conference further urges that immediate steps be taken to establish in Great
Britain a well-equipped Forest Products Laboratorj-.
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8. Forest Fire Protection: Canada

The widespread damage to timber, property and life resulting from uncon-

trolled forest fires is a menace to the economic well-being of the British Empire,

and constitutes the greatest single deterrent to the practice of forest manage-

ment. The Conference endorses the report of its Forest Fire Protection Com-
mittee (Annexure C), believing that the forest fire problem, though difficult,

is capable of solution if the forest authorities receive full public support and

the requisite assistance from the Government.

9. Silviculture: Canada

In view of the distastrous effect of fires, insects and fungi upon the supplies

of standing timber, and of the results of the existing logging methods in impover-

ishing the forests of their valuable species and in impairing tlieir regeneration,

this Conference strongly recommends the application of more effective silvi-

cultural methods to tlie Canadian forests, and commends the report of the

Committee on Silviculture (Annexure D) to the earnest consideration of the

Dominion and Provincial fiovernmcnts and of the timber industrj'.

10. Shifting Cultivation

The practice of shifting cultivation except when controlled as an integral

part of forest management is a serious menace to the future welfare of certain

portions of the Empire'. The recommendations made by the Committee
appointed to consider and report on this question (Annexiu-e E) are approved

by this Conference, which urges Governments concerned to take such measures

as may be necessary to deal with the situation.

At the same time this Conference recognizes that, if strictly controlled,

shifting cultivation may, under certain conditions, be made to serve a useful and

even a necessary purpose in silvicultural operations, particularly in connection

with the formation of planations. When applied to such useful ends this Con-
ference favours its encouragement, under control.

11. Xcxt Conference

This Conference accepts the gracious invitation of tiie Government of the

Australian Commonwealth to hold the next meeting in Australia, and requests

the Commonwealth representative. Air. Owen Jones, to convey to his Govern-

ment a message of coniial thanks and appreciation. At the same time this

Conference wishes to place on record its opinion that if suitable to the Common-
wealtii Government, the year 1928 would be the date most suitable for the

meeting.

12. Vote of Thanks

This Conference places on record its most grateful thanks to the Federal

and Provincial Governments of Canada for the hospitality, care and attention

which they have shown the delegates throughout tlieir stay in Canada.
The delegates also wish to thank the civic authorities, universities and

private associations, mill owners, lumbermen and private individuals whom they

met in the course of their five thousand-mile tour for their welcome and acts

of kindness, and also for the way in which there has been placed at their dis-

posal information which has materially added to the interest and value of the

work of the Conference.

Victoria, B.C., September 7, 1923.
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List of Delegates
Great Britain—

Major-General Lord Lovat, K.T., K.C.M.G., D.S.O., etc., Chairman,
Forestn' Commission.

R. L. Robinson, O.B.E., B.A., B.Sc, Commissioner, Forestry Commission.
A. W. Bortiiwick, O.B.E., D.Sc, Education, Research and Publications

Officer, Forestry Commission.
Fraser Story, InteUigencc Officer, Forestry Commission.
Captain J. W. Munro, D.Sc, B.Sc. (Agr.), B.Sc. (For.), Entomologist,

Forestr\' Commission.
Sir James Caldcr, C.B.E.
Lieutenant-Colonel G. L. Courthorpe, M.C., M.P., Ciiairman, British

Empire Forestry Association.

Professor R. S. Troup, CLE., M.A., D.Sc, School of Forestry, Oxford
University.

Australia—
Owen Jones, B.A., Chairman, Forestry Commission of Victoria.

India—
W. A. Robertson. Deputy Conservator of Forests, Burma.
C. G. Trevor, Conservator of Forests, United Provinces.

Irish Free State—
A. C. Forbes, O.B.E., Forestry Branch, Department of Agriculture.

Xcw Zealand—
Captain L. Mcintosh Ellis, B.Sc.F., Director of State Forests.

South Africa—
C. E. Legat, B.Sc, Chief Conservator of Forests.

W. S. Johnston, Associated Chambers of Commerce.

Crown Colonies—
Colonial Office.

Major R. D. Furse, D.S.O., Assistant Private Secretan,- for Appointments.

Nigeria—
J. R. Ainslie, D.F., F.L.S., F.R.G.S., Senior Conservator of Forests.

Kenya—
E. Battiscombe, Conservator of Forests.

Ceylon—
R. M. White, B.A., D.F., Deputy Conservator of Forests.

Straits Settlements and Federated Malay States—
G. E. S. Cubitt. Conservator of Forests.

British Guiana—
L. S. Hohenkerk, Forestn,- Officer, Department of Lands and Mines.

Canada, Dominion—
E. H. Finlayson. B.Sc.F., Acting Director of Forestry.
D. Roy Cameron, B.Sc.F., Dominion Forest Service.

Briti.sh Columbia—
P. Z. Caverhill, B.S.F., Chief Forester, Provincial Forest Service.

Xew Brunswick—
G. H. Prince, B.S.F., Chief Forester, Provincial Forest Service.

Nova Scotia—
J. A. Knight, K.C., Commissioner of Forests and Game.
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Ontario—
E. J. Zavitz, M.S.F., Provincial Forester.

GuCuCC
G. C. Piche, M.F., Chief of Forest Service.

Honorary Delegates

Mr. A. Bcdard, M.F., Assistant Chief of Forest Service, Quebec, Dean of

Laval Forest School.

Mr. Robson Black, Manager, Canadian Forestry Association.

Mr. W. C. Cain, Deputy Minister of Lands and Forests, Ontario.

Mr. Roland D. Craig, B.S.A., F.E., Forest Resources Specialist, Dominion
Forest Service.

Mr. M. A. Grainger, President, Canadian Society of Forest Engineers.

C. D. Howe, Ph.D., Dean of Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto,

Vice-President, Canadian Forestry Association.

Mr. Clyde Leavitt, IVLSc.F., Chief Fire Inspector, Board of Railway Com-
missioners, Canada.

Lieut.-Colonel T. G. Loggie, Deputy Minister of Lands and Mines, New
Brunswick.

Mr. G. R. Naden, Deputy Minister of Lands, British Columbia.
The Earl of Strafford, England.

Mr. Ellwood Wilson, Chief, Forestry Department, Laurentide Paper Com-
pany.

(Thirty-seven Associate Delegates also attended some or all of the Ses-

sions.)

APPENDIX III

rerort of the education committee of the british empire forestry
Conference (1923)

Report of the Committee appointed " to review the report of the Education
Committee of the British Empire Forestry Conference in 1920 and the

subsequent Interdepartmental Committee of 1921, and to consider in the

existing circumstances how the recommendations of these committees

can be adapted to meet the wants of the Empire with regard to post-

graduate and research courses."

The Committee begs to report as follows:

—

1. It may be well to begin by briefly recapitulating the stops previously

taken in regard to the matter.

As a result of the resolution passed by the 1920 Conference (Resolution

No. 9) and of the report to that Conference (Appendix C) an Interdepart-

mental Committee, representing the India Office, the Colonial Office and the

Forcstrj' Commission, with Professor J. B. Farmer as an independent scientific

member, was set up, " to prepare a scheme for giving effect to the resolution of

the British Empire Forestry Conference with regard to a central institution for

training forest officers . . .
."

The report of this Committee was issued in February, 1921 (Command
Paper 1166).

Subsequently negotiations were entered into between the Colonial Office and

the Forestry Commission with a view to guaranteeing sufficient funds to start

the institution and to maintain it for five years in the first instance, whether
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the Government of Inda found itself able to co-operate or not. It was decided
that tlie bulk of the necessary funds should be guaranteed by the Forestry
Commission and the \'arious colonics and protectorate's with important Forestry
Departments, as they would be more directly concerned with the institution

than would the self-governing Dominions.
So far as the colonies and protectorates went, the idea met with unanim-

ous approval, and all the Ciovernmcnts concerned were at that time prepared

to make the necessary contribution, except in the case of Kenya, who were
unable to subscribe until their financial position had improved.

Unfortunately, however, the Imperial Treasury were unable, for the time
being, to authorize tlie necessary cxjienditure on the part of the Forest Commis-
sion or on the part of certain African protectorates who were in receipt of a

grant in aid from the Imperial Exchequer and whose expenditure was in con-
sequence subject to Treasurj' approval.

The proposal, therefore, hail to be temporarily dropped.

2. We desire emphatically to endorse the view held by the 1920 Confer-
ence that a central institution of this kind is required in the interests of forestry

within the Empire.
We greatly regret that the setting up of such an institution has had to be

postponed, and we urge most strongly that steps be taken to start it without
delay.

3. We endorse the action taken in setting up the Interdepartmental Com-
mittee referred to above, and we agree with the modifications which, on further

inquirj', that Committee found it ncccssarj' to make in the recommendations
of the 1920 Conference.

4. In view of the somewhat partial support which the idea of a central

institution received in 1921 at the hands of the self-governing Dominions and
the Australian States, we have been at particular pains to ascertain how such an
institution could now be made of the greatest value in meeting the varied and
special needs of forestrj* in the self-governing Dominions.

As a result we are of the opinion that, given sufficient staff, the institution

could make itself of great value to the Dominions, both by providing advanced
post-graduate training for future forest officers who have received suitable pre-
paratory training in their own Dominion, and also by providing the necessary
post-graduate training for specialists and research officers. In the latter con-
nection we draw attention to the difficulty of obtaining well-trained forest

entomologists for Canada. Wc are informed that under present conditions

there are no suitable facilities for obtaining the necessary advanced training in

Forest Entomology' such as is required for the higher positions in the Govern-
ment ser\'ice.

We have received evidence from representatives of all the self-governing

Dominions expressing strong approval of the setting up of such an institution,

although in the case of Australia it is doubtful whether the forestry training

at present available in that commonwealth is sufficiently advanced to fit students

for undertaking the post-graduate courses. This objection will no doubt be
removed in course of time.

5. It is also possible that the Government of India may wish to make use
of a central institution, both for the post-graduate training of selected graduates
from the forest school of Dehra Dun and for " refresher " and " special " courses

for selected officers, who have done some years' sers'ice.

6. We have carefully examined the report of the Interdepartmental Com-
mittee on Imperial Forestry Education and find ourselves in general agreement
with its recommendations.

(a) As regards finance and staff, we do not consider that we have at our
disposal the necessary information on which to base detailed recommendations.
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Details of this nature must be left for discussion by the departments principally

concerned, and between them and the Board of Control of the institution, when
it is set up.

At the same time we feel confident that if the central institute could be set

up under good management and endowed with sufficient funds to make an

effective start, it would rapidly justify its existence and would develop, as time

went on, attracting an increased measure of support and extending its sphere

of usefulness, particularly in the direction of providing for the individual needs

of specialist research students, a branch of its activities in which we believe

there will be an increased demand as the various forest departments of the

Empire develop.

We are fully aware of the financial difficulties of the time, and we wish

to emphasize our desire that the institution should be started as early as

possible—provided always that a sufficient sum can be guaranteed to ensure

efficiency—even if it is not possible at first to raise the full amoimt of money
which would be desirable.

(b) With regard to the qualifications to be demanded of probationers enter-

ing the institution and with special reference to paragraph 8 of the report

(co-ordination of University courses), we fully agree with the principle that a

common standard of previous training is highly desirable. At the same time we
feel that if the institution is to fulfil its role as a centre of post-graduate training,

adapted to meet the need of the dilTerent portions of the Empire, a considerable

degree of flexibility in its regulations as to admission will probably be found

necessarj'. In the circumstances we consider that, while a common standard

of previous training should be aimed at in course of time, the qualifications to be

demanded of the various probationers must be left to the decision of the depart-

ment or government which selects them; provided always that the standard of

such qualification must be sufficiently high to enable them to take due advantage

of the course provided by the institution without retarding the progress of the

other students. Points of difficulty should be capable of settlement between the

Board of Control and the department concerned. The admission of private

students to the institution would be subject to the decision of the Board of

Control.

(c) We endorse the recommendation of the Committee with regard to the

association of research with the educational function of the institution, and we
recommend that close liaison should be maintained between the institution and

other centres of forest research in order to prevent overlapping and to ensure

co-ordination of effort.

7. We wish to draw att^-ntion to a function of the institution to which we
attach great importance, and which seems hardly to have received the attention

it deserves. We believe that the association of forest officers from different

parts of the Empire when attending " special " or " refresher " courses cannot

fail to be of great benefit to all concerned. Much light may be thrown on the

problems to be dealt with in one part of the Empire by experience gained else-

where. As things are, the experience of forest officers is too often confined to one

locality and we believe that the institution can do valuable work in remedying

this deficiency.

We also attach importance to the association of young probationers with

experienced forest officers, who may be attending the institution at the same

time.

8. In conclusion, we strongly endorse the view of the 1920 Conference that

a central institution for post-graduate and specialized training in forestry, com-

bined with research, is essential to the proper development of the forest resources

of the Empire.
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We believe tliat these resources can only be so developed if the supervising

staff receive a high standard of training; that the facilities at present existing

for providing sucii training are insufficient of themselves; but that, if supple-

mented by an institution of the kind proposed, the necessary standard could

be attained.

Having regard also to the great potential forest resources of the Empire
and of the increased yield which has followed, notably in India, and in certain

foreign countries, on the introduction of a more highly trained staff, we believe

that the necessary outlay on such an institution would be repaid several times
over by increased returns from the forests.

It appears to us regrettable tiiat the British Empire, with its vast forest

resources, does not yet possess an institution capable of meeting the requirements
of its own forest officers in advanced training, and that certain of these officers

have to seek instruction in foreign countries, while in other cases it has even
been found necessary to fill special posts by the appointment of officers of
foreign nationality.

We recommend, therefore, that steps be taken immediately by the depart-
ments concerned, to set up a central institution for post-graduate training and
research at Oxford University, so tliat if possible it may begin to function at the
opening of the next academic year ,i.e., October, 1924.

R. D. FURSE, Chairman.
E. B.\TTISC(>MRE,
A. W. BORTHWICK,
C. D. HOWE,
OWEN JONES,
C. E. LEGAT.

WORKIMEN'S COMPENSATION

The discussion of this matter was begun at the Eighth Meeting of the
Conference, held on Tuesday, the 16th October, 1923. The Secretary of State
for Home Affairs moved the following Resolution:

—

" That a Committee be appointed containing Representatives of

Great Britain, the Dominions, India, and the Colonies, to consider the
desirability of a common Empire policy as regards the regime applicable
under the Workmen's Compensation Laws to non-resident workmen,
and to seamen, and to the nationals of foreign countries, according as
reciprocity is or is not given by the latter."

In moving this resolution Mr. Bridgeman said that since 1911 there had
been a great development of Workmen's Compensation legislation, and each
legislature had worked out its own problem to its own way, with the result that
there were considerable divergencies of practice, too wide, in some cases, for

any hope of general uniformity being secured throughout the Empire. There
were, however, a few points, especially in regard to non-resident workmen, to

alien workmen and to seamen, where some uniformity of practice could be
arrived at, so that at any rate within the British Empire there should be simi-

larity of treatment for non-residents and seamen, and also similarity of treat-

ment for foreign workers where other countries reciprocated.
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RESOLUTION RECEIVES GENERAL SUPPORT

Sir LoMER Govix said that Canada was fairly well advanced in legisla-

tion on that point. Some provinces had legislated with regard to compensa-

tion to non-residents and others were now investigating the matter. He agreed

that the question should be referred to a Committee.

Senator Wilsox agreed that it was a Committee matter.

Mr. Massey also agreed to the question being referred to a Committee.

In New Zealand he thought they had already arranged for reciprocity in the

matter of workmen's compensation as between the United Kingdom and New
Zealand, and as between New Zealand and Queensland and Western Australia,

and what had been done they were quite willing to apply to other Empire
countries.

Mr. Burton, Sir Marmaduke Winter and Mr. Innes also agreed to the

appointment of a Committee; Mr. Innes observing that the Indian Act already

provided for payment of compensation to workmen who were not resident in

India, and that the Government of India would welcome either the abolition in

other parts of the Empire of restrictions on the payment of compensation in

such cases, or reciprocal treatment.

The Committee was appointed accordingly, and reported on the 6th

November (sec page 568). The Report was discussed by the full Conference

at their Twenty-second Meeting, held on Thursday, the 8th November, 1923.

THE RECOMMENDATION'S OF THE COMMITTEE

Mr. Bridgeman said that he had put before the Committee three Resolu-
tions over which they had found themselves largely in agreement and especially

over two (Nos. I and II of the Committee's Report) relating to non-resident^

and seamen. With regard to the third, which dealt with the question of

reciprocity in cases of foreign workers, there had not been sufficient agreement
to justify the Committee in doing more than asking the different Governments
to consider the possibility of atlopting the proposals. With regard to the other

two a direct invitation had been given to the Governments to take action, sub-

ject to a proviso in which attention was called to the fact that in some
Dominions Workmen's Compensation falls within the Provincial or State juris-

diction, and outside the control of the Dominion Government.

Mr. Graham said that Canada's Workmen's Compensation legislation came
almost solely within the jurisdiction of the Provinces, and he had no objection

to the Report. He mentioned that the railways had special Acts under Federal
jurisdiction.

Mr. Bruce said that the question of Workmen's Compensation was a ques-
tion for the States, but in view of the note referred to by Mr. Bridgeman he
accepted the Resolution.

Mr. M.assey said that he agreed with the recommendations, in the direc-

tion of which indeed New Zealand had already legislat<'d. He desired to put
on record a communication from the Labour Department in Wellington which
set out the relevant provisions of the existing New Zealand Act (Workers' Com-
pensation Act, 19221.

Mr. Burton understood that his colleague, Mr. De Wet, who was a member
of the Committee, was satisfied with the Resolutions, except that he had had
something to say about the original resolution which had been modified to meet
his views and now appeared as No. III.
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Mr. Bridgeman replied that Mr. De Wet had telephoned to say that the

modification which had been made met his point.

Mr. RiORDAN was satisfied with the Report and Resolutions.

Mr. Inne.s said that the Indian Workmen's Compensation Act was a very

recent piece of legislation, and had not in fact come into operation up to that

time. It gave effect to the principal of the first two Resolutions they were con-

sidering, and as rcgartis the third Resolution, made no distinction according to

the nationality of workmen subject to Indian law. India welcomed any action

by other countries in the direction of giving equal rights to injured workmen
employed in them, but he did not think it likely that the Indian Act would be

amended in order to narrow its scope by introducing the principle of reciprocity.

He quite agreed to all the Resolutions proposed.

WOHKMKN's compensation l-Ml'KACTICABLE IN MOST COLONIES AT PRESENT

Sir Gilbert Grindle, speaking on behalf of the Colonies and Protectorates,

accepted the Resolutions, but said that conditions in the greater part of the

Colonies rendered Workmen's Compensation quite out of the question at present.

He mentioned this so that when the next Conference came it would not be

thought that if they had not done anything it was due to lack of goodwill. They
were considering actively the introduction of Workmen's Compensation in one or

two of the older Colonies.

RESOLUTIONS ACCEPTED

It was deritied that Resolutions I, II and III recommended for adoption by
tJie Workmen's Compensation Committee of the Conference bo adopted. In
adopting these Resolutions the Conference noted that, in certain of the Domin-
ions, Workmen's Compensation falls wholly or partially within Provincial or

Stat-e jurisdiction, anil is in those cases and to that extent outside the control of

the Dominion Go\crnment.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION COMMITTEE

The constitution of the Committee was as follows:

—

The Right Hon. W. C. Bridgeman, M.P., Secretarj- of State for Home
Affairs

;

The Most Hon. the Marquess Curzon of Kedleston, K.G., G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E.,
Secretarj' of State for Foreign Affairs (or his representative)

;

His Grace the Duke of Devonshire, K.G., P.C, G.C.M.G.. G.C.V.O., Secre-
tary' of State for the Colonies (or his representative!;

Mr. G. E. Baker, ^lercantile Marine Department, Board of Trade;
The Hon. Sir Lomer Gouin, K.C.M.G., and Mr. R. H. Coats, B.A., F.S.S.,

Canada;
Senator the Hon. R. V. Wilson, Honorary Minister in charge of Departments

of Health and Migration, Commonwealth of Australia;
The Hon. Sir James Allen, K.C.B., High Commissioner for New Zealand;
The Hon. X. J. de Wet, K.C., Minister of Justice, and Mr. W. J. O'Brien,

Union of South Africa;

Mr. E. J. Riordan, Secretary to Tnule and Shipping Department, Ministry
of Industry and Commerce, Irish Free State;

The Hon. Sir Patrick T. McGrath, K.B.E.. Newfoundland:
Sir E. M. Cook, C.S.I. , C.I.E., India.
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Sir Gilbert Grindle, K.C.M.G., C.B., Assistant Under-Sec-
retary of State for the Colonies;

Mr. H. G. Bushe, Assistant Legal Adviser to the Colonial

Office.

Mr. C. M. Knowles, Home Office, and Major R. McK. Oakley, Comp-
troller-General of Customs, Commonwealth of Australia, acted as joint secre-

taries to the Committee.
REPORT

The Workmen's Compensation Committee appointed by the Imperial Eco-
nomic Conference at its meeting on Tuesday, the 16th October, 1923

—

" to consider the desirability of a common Empire policy as regards the

regime applicable under the Workmen's Compensation laws to non-resident

workmen, to seamen and to the nationals of foreign countries according as

reciprocity is or is not given by the latter
"

submit their Report as follows:

—

The Committee have prepared the following Resolutions which they sug-

gest should be submitted for adoption by plenary- meetings of the Imperial
Economic Conference.

RESOLUTION I

Non-resident Workmen

The Committee recommend the adoption by the Imperial Economic Con-
ference of the following Resolution:—

" That the Conference, taking note of the existing restrictions in the
Workmen's Compensation laws of certain parts of the British Empire on
the payment of benefits to workmen and tlieir dependents on the ground
of non-residence in the State in which the accident happened, and hav-
ing regard to the tendency of such restrictions to discourage movement
within the Empire, is of opinion that no British subject who is per-

manently incapacitated, and no dependent of a British subject who has
been killed, by accident due to his employment in any part of the Empire
should be excluded from any benefit to which he would otherwise be
entitled imder the AVorkmen's Compensation law of that part of the

Empire on the ground of his removal to or residence in another part of

the Empire."

Resoltition II

Seamen

The Committee recommend the adoption by the Imperial Economic Con-
ference of the follovdng Resolution:—

" That the Conference, having had its attention drawn to cases

where British sailors injured by accident while serving on ships registered

in some part of the Empire have had no claim to compensation owing
to the law of that part of the Empire being restricted, in its application

to seamen, to accidents occurring within territorial waters or other

limited area, is of opinion that the Government of any such part of the

Empire should ensure that the benefits of its compensation law will

extend to all accidents to seamen serving on ships registered within such

part of the Empire wherever the ship may be when the accident takes
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place. And furthermore the Conference invites the Government of any
Britisli Colony or Protectorate where there is a registered of shipping

but where legislation giving compensation rights to seamen does not at

present exist, to consider the adoption of such legislation.

Resolution III

Aliens

The Committee recommend the adoption by the Imperial Economic Con-
ference of tiie following Resolution:

—

" That the Conference, taking note of the disabilities imposed under

the Workmen's Compensation laws of certain foreign countries on British

subjects residing in those countries and their dependents, invites each

Government of the Empire, regard being had to its own particular con-

ditions, to consider tiie possibility of adopting in workmen's compensa-

tion legislation, the principle of reciprocity, that is. that tb.e benefits of

such legislation should be accorded to subjects of foreign countries upon
the condition that and to the extent to which such foreign countries accord

reciprocal treatment to British subjects."

The Conference notes in adopting the foregoing Resolutions that, in certain

of the Dominions, Workmen's Compensation falls wholly or partially within

Provincial or State jurisdiction and is in those cases and to that exi^nt outside

the control of the Dominion Government.
Signed on behalf of the Committee,

W. C. BRIDGEMAN, Chairman.

November 6, 1923.

IMPERIAL ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

The question of the desirability of establishing some advisory or consultative

body on an inter-Imperial basis which could look into and follow up questions

of an economic character arising out of tlie work of the Imperial Economic
Conference had been referred to by tlic Chairman in his opening speech, when
he suggested that it might conveniently be discussed towards the close of the

Conference. At the Nineteenth Meeting, held on Tuesday, the 6th November,

1923, Mr. Bruce moved a resolution in the following terms:

—

" That in the opinion of the Imperial Economic Conference

—

" 1. It is desirable to establish an Imperial Economic Committee,

comprising representatives of the Governments represented in the Imperial

Conference, and responsible to those Governments.
" 2. The function of the Committee should be to consider and advise

upon any matters of an economic or commercial character, not being

matters appropriate to be dealt with by the Imperial Shipping Com-
mittee, which are referred to it by any of the constituent Governments."

COMMITTEE NEEDED TO C.\RRY OX WORK OF CONFERENCE

Mr. Brite referred to the fact that this was the first Imperial Economic

Conference which had ever been held. It had done valuable work, and he

thought it a great pity if with the rising of the Conference the whole of its

work should come to an end. Definite decisions had been taken by the Con-
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ference in certain directions, proposals had been made by the British Govern-

ment with roeiard to additional preferences, and he thought that the Conference

were convinced of the necessity in the interests of the whole of the Empire
that a policy of general Imperial development should be carried into effect.

This could not be done simply by passino; a resolution. It would involve, first,

action by the Governments concerned, and, secondly, improvements in methods

of trading as between the countries of tiie Empire. The institution of the

Imperial Shipping Committee showed the value of a body which, owing to its

personnel and character, could give authoritative and impartial opinions upon

the kind of questions which will undoubtedly arise in connexion with the foster-

ing of inter-Imperial trade.

EX.\MPLE OF QIESTION FOR INVESTIG.\TIOX : POSITION OF .\t'.STR.\U.\X BEEF INDISTRY

That the ciuestions which would arise would not be merely questions of

tariffs or preference was shown by the instance of the Australian beef inilustrj'.

He referred to the unsatisfactorj* position of that industrj' and to the serious

effects, from the point of view not only of Australia hut of this country, if the

industry of raising of beef for export were to be abandoned. It is very difficult

to open up virgin country in a great continent like Australia, unless cattle

raising can be undertaken as the first step, so enabling the settlers to look

around and ascertain whether further development (e.g., in the direction of

sheep farming, agriculture, etc.l is likely to lead to good results. It had been

publicly announced that His Majesty's Government did not propose to put an
import duty on meat. Without expressing any view^s upon that decision, Mr.
Bruce pointed out that there were many other avenues which would have to be

searched to see whether something could not be done, for example, as regards

marketing, unfair competition, etc., in order to improve the position of this

industry. He quoted the instance of the beef industn,- because it was a case

where at first glance one might be inclined to say that the only question was
one of tariff and preference, and he wished to point out that even in such a case

there was plenty of need for investigation.

.\ PRIME ministers' COMMITTEE

Mr. BurcE said that he entirely agreed with General Smuts 's observations
at the first Meeting of the Conference as to the desirability of creating new
machinerj', and he desired to make it clear that the present proposal was not
one for the setting up of machinery to regulate the relations between this country
and the Dominions. The Committee would be purely advisory. Further, it

would be appointed by the Prime Ministers of the Empire, and responsible to

them and not to any United Kingdom Minister or Department.

TYPE OF QVESTIONS TO BE REFERRED TO COMMITTEE

Mr. Brvce then proceeded to indicate tho type of questions which, in his

view, the Committee could usefully concern itself with. He did not attempt
to give an exhaustive list, particularly as experience would show what type of

questions would arise. Any question that would affect the inter-Imperial trade

generally would, jmma jack, be a suitable one for consideration by the Com-
mittee; and this would clearly cover the question of tariffs generally and their

effects on trade between different parts of the Empire. He was referring here

simply to the consideration of the effectiveness of a tariff in actual existence:

the effectiveness of a preference, or, for example, of the proportion of Empire
labour and material laid down as the minimum to enable imported goods to
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benefit by Empire preference. Such quet^tions involve the consideration of a
great number of facts, and it might well be that a Government would wish to

invite the assistance of the Committee in ascertaining and considering how far

the object of its tariff was, in practice, being achieved, or how far some par-

ticular complaint as to the operation of the tarilT was justified, or whether the

tariff was adequate or inadequate. It must, however, he pointed out, be clearly

understood that questions of this kind could on no account be referred to or

considered by the Committee except at the specific request of the Government
concerned. It would be an impossible position, and would simply break the

Committee up, if it were suggested that any Government which thought it had
a grievance against some other Government of the Empire was at liberty to

have questions of this kind considered by the Committee. Subject to that

understanding, he referred to a number of other questions as instances of the

kind of question which the Committee might consider: dumping, depreciated

exchanges, investment of capital in the British Empire, the operations of trusts

or monopolies.

He also pointed out that the detail work of any Economic Conference
which might be held in future might be reduced, if a number of minor matters
which would otherwise have to be dcilt with by the Conference were investi-

gated by the Committee. There would also inevitably be questions which the

present Conference would have carried to a certain point, but which had not

been exhaustively considered and finally disposed of, and the existence of a
Committee which could carry on the investigation of these questions would
prevent a future Conference having to take them up all over again.

Mr. Bruce did not suggest that the Committee would itself do all the work
of investigation; it would be able to enlist the services of other people to fur-

nish reports, and so on. He thought that having regard to the importance of

such a Committee it would probably be able to command the services of almost
any person whom the constituent Governments would desire to invite to sit

upon it.

PROPOS.\L Wr.LCOMED BY GREAT BRITAIN

The Chairman said that, on behalf of the British Government, he whole-
heartedly welcomed t!ie proposal put forward by Mr. Bruce. He had purposely
at the outset suggested that this matter would be more conveniently discussed
towards the close of the Conference, because he had felt that as the Confer-
ence went on two things would become plain. First, there was a general deter-

mination to make inter-Imperial trade a growing reality, and for that purpose
not only Government action arising immediately out of the Conference, but
detailed questions of administration, and (still more important perhaps) ciues-

tions arising out of the day to day work of producers, manufacturers and traders

throughout the Empire would have to be dealt with; and it would be the duty
of the Committee to see that these matters were not pigeon-holed. Secondly,
he felt, and the event had justified it, that the Conference had had to deal with
a number of matters which might have been settled, some of them as much as

two years ago, if the machinery had been in existence. Although these were
not big questions, it was very important to the trade of the Empire that they
should be settled as quickly as possible, and the moment they had got round
a table they had been able to deal with them; he referred to such questions as
Samples, Customs Formalities. Trade Catalogues, and Licenses for Commercial
Travellers. He agreed with Mr. Bruce that another matter which might well
come up was the question of marketing; this was a ciuestion of as much interest

to producers in this country as to producers in the Dominions, but the present

Conference, with the amount of business before it and the limited time at its

disposal, could not hope to deal with it exhaustively.
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CASE FOR A STANDING BODY AS AGAINST " AD HOC " COMMITTEES

It had never been contemplated that a body should be set up having
executive powers. The Committee would be an Advisorj- Committee on the

lines of the Imperial Sliipping Committee, responsible to each of the constituent

Governments, and its duty would be purely to deal with matters on which those

Governments desired its opinion and advice. It might be urged that such
matters could be dealt with by ad hoc Committees, but these would by no
means meet the case; it would mean interminable delays; the question would
arise every time whetlicr it was worth while to establish an advisory Committee
for the particular problem in (luestion; moreover, with ad hoc Committees the

advantages would be lost of the continuity which belongs to a Committee con-

stantly dealing with tlie same kind of questions, and of the authority and
prestige whicii such a Committee faltliough it has no executive power) can
acquire bj' steadily carrying on its work and arriving witii all the force of its

authority at unanimous recommendations.

PER,S0NNET-: STRONG UNOFFICIAL ELEMENT DESIRABLE

He thought it ver}' important that the Committee should have both official

and unofficial members, and that the unofficial element should be strongly repre-

sented. It was not too much to say that the present Conference formed a

landmark in the development of our inter-Imperial trade relations, and he was
perfectly certain that a Committee of the kind proposed would be welcomed
in business and manufacturing circles as a practical step. He agreed with Mr.
Bruce that tiie Committee would command the services of anybody whom it

might wish to enlist.

CANADA OPPOSED TO EST/VBLISHMENT OF ECONOMIC COMMnTEB

Mr. Graham said that, though he did not wish to interfere with the views

of any members of the Conference, he must say candidly, that he had not

been convinced of the wisdom or necessity of such a Committee. The Imperial

Shipping Committee had been quoted as a precedent. He thought it would be a

mistake to go on organizing permanent bodies as the outcome of a friendly

Conference as to the conditions existing in diflcrent parts of the Empire. At
the next Conference it would, no doubt, be suggested tliat this Economic Com-
mittee be made permanent, and in its turn it would be quoted as a precedent

for the setting up of further machinery to carry on work for which, in the view

of Canada at any rate, ample machinery- already exists. The Chairman had
suggested that some of the work could l)c done in the intervals between Con-
ferences. Mr. Graham thougiit, however, that tiie fact of matters being referred

to the Committee, and tlieir having dealt with certain things in advance, would
lead to the Committee's advice being presented to the Conference as a complete

and crushing argument. This would, to his mind, take away much of the

freshness and originality of the Conference, and would be an impediment to its

work rather than a help.

POSSIBLE RE.\CTIONS OF COMMITTEE ON FISCAL AUTONOMY

Fiscal policy was not a matter about which the advice of any body of that

kind would be sought; nor would Canada, at any Tt\te, submit to advice being

tendered to her on that subject by such a body. The suggestion, so far as that

portion of the work of the Committee was concerned, seemed largely to resolve

itself into a proposal for a Tariff Commission for the Empire. But tariffs and
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dumping were matters for tlic Ciovcrnmcnts tliomspl\'os and their constituents

to consider. He could not agree to an arrangement wlicrcby such a Committee
might investigate sometliing referring to a particular Dominion, which that

Dominion had not referred to them.

Tlie Cn.\iRM.\N, on this point, explained that tiie Committee would have no
power to entertain a cotniilaint from one Dominion against the tariff policy of

another. AVhat was contemplated as regards tariffs was merely that if, for

example, some question arose as regards a preference given bctwecji one
Dominion and the Mother Country, they might agree between them to ask the

Committee to advise what the practical effect of that preference was. It would
be a sin-e qua non that any matter affecting two Governments could only be

referred to the Committee by common consent.

Mr. Gr.\h.\m felt that the Conuuittee would interfere, he believed not in a

helpful way, with tlic rights of the different parts of the Empire to manage their

own affairs and fiscal policies. Next to having executive functions, advisory

functions are the bost powerful, and once a Committee of this kind advised that

certain things should be done, immediately those who were not in favour of

that course would be put on the defensive. There was no need for new machin-
ery; the existing organizations, toucliing every angle of trade and relations

between the oversea Dominions and (^reat Britain, should be sufficient. He did

not desire to prevent the Conference's adopting the Resolution and appointing

the Committee if it saw fit, but he was not at all convinced that it was the

proper tiling to do.

NEW ZEALAND SUPPORTS PROPOSAL

Mr. Massey supported the Resolution for several reasons, one being the

unqualified success of the Imperial Shipping Committee. He would not, how-
ever, ask such a Committee to report, for example, upon the New Zealand
Customs Tariff. He took it that the work of the Committee would be, to some
extent, in the nature of giving effect to the work of the Dominions Royal
Commission. He thought the Conference had done good work, but necessarily

quite a number of proposals were being left simply in their initial stages and
would have to be taken up at the next Conference. It would be the business

of the Committee to carry on and continue the work as far as possible. He
thought that the whole question of the beef trade should be gone into, since

it was a very serious state of affairs if this countrj' were to be allowed to drift

into the position of being dciicndcnt upon a foreign market for its beef supplies.

The Committee should be able to take this matter up anil investigate the

position and let the public know how things stand. The question of the propor-

tion of British labour and material required in imported goods as a condition

of their having the benefit of Imperial preference was another matter which
should be looked into. There was also the question of inter-Imperial Exchanges,
which ought not to be lost sigiit of. As regards marketing, what was wanted
was to sec that producers got a fair price for their products, while not being
guilty of even the suggestion of exploitation as against the consumers. As Prime
Minister of New Zealand he had had a certain amount of experience in this

direction. About two years ago, at the time of the serious slump, it had been
decided to set up an organization to look after the marketing of New Zealand
products, particularly meat products. It was only an experiment, but at the

time it gave rise to much adverse criticism. If a Committee such as that now
proposed had been in existence, he would have been verj' glad to have referred

this matter to the Committee, in order to satisfy people that the New Zealand
producers were not out for exploitation. They simply went in for an improved
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system of co-operative marketing, and lie was glad to think that it had been a
success. If the Committee was to be constituted he would be ver>' glad to refer

the work of the New Zealand Meat Control Board to the Committee to report

upon. Mr. Masscy also referred to proposals for similar boards in connection
with dairy produce and fruit, and said he would like some organization to exist

to which their system of working might be referred so as to reassure the public.

The Chairm.\n suggested, in order to meet the points which had been
raised, that the following words should be added to the resolution: " provided
that no question which has any reference to another part of the Empire may be
referred to the Committee without the consent of that other part of the Empire."

MODIFIED RESOLVTION RECEIVES GENER.\L SUPPORT

Mr. Burton thought the Committee might prove a useful body if its func-

tions were restricted to what he understood Mr. Bruce meant and as defined

by the Chainnan, viz., a volmitary organisation of a certain number of gentlemen
of expert knowledge and capacity who would investigate and report upon any
question of an economic or commercial character when asked to do so by any
Government in the British Empire.

If the functions of the Committee went beyond tliose, and into the regions

of tariffs and things of that kind, the Committee would kill itself at once.

In view of the good work which had been done by the Shipping Commit-
tee, and provided they steered clear of the multiplication of organizations out-

side of the sphere of the Governments of the Dominions and of the United
Kingdom, and of setting up too elaborate machinery-, he agreed that it was pos-
sible tiiat the Committee might do good work, and he had no objection.

Mr. RiORD.vx raised no objection to the appointment of the Committee,
provided the position were clearly understood to be as described by the Chair-
man, namely, that in a matter with which two Governments were concerned

they would consult in advance before it was referred to the Committee. If

they did not both agree the matter woukl not go to tlie Committee: if they both

agreed it would go.

Sir Patrick McGr.\th said that he thought a good case had been made
out for the establishment of the Committee, which in his view ought to be

regarded as an experiment.

Mr. Inne.-? said that he had come to the meeting with an open mind. He
had wanted particularly to be reassured on the point that no question affecting

India should be referred to the Committee without tiie consent or at the instance

of India itself. In view of the addition suggested by the Chainnan to the reso-

lution, India would be ver>- happy to accept the proposal. He agreed, how-
ever, with' Sir Patrick McGrath that the Committee should definitely be on
an experimental basis, for he thought it was possible to make too much of the

analog>' of the Imperial Shipping Committee: the proposed Committee would
have to deal with a very much wider range of subjects, and he rather doubted
whether it would be practicable to get in a Committee of that kind so authori-

tative a body as we had got in the Imperial Shipping Committee.

NEED FOR separate REPRESENT.\TI0N OF COLONIES

Mr. Ormsby-Gore thought a Committee of this sort could be of great

value to the Colonies and Protectorates; for instance, in marketing, the Colo-

nies could not afford agents in this countrj-, and this Committee could be of

great assistance to them in the many difficulties they were up against in market-
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ing their produce. He hoped the Conference would agree to a separate repre-
sentation of the Colonies and Protectorates apart from the British Govemnaent.
This was the opinion of tlic unofficial commercial community; and if the
Colonies were to play their part in the development of the Empire, they must
have the assistance of the unofficial world, and their opinion must be allowed
more weight.

With so many Colonies there would be a difficulty in representing them on
a Committee. He suggested that there should be a panel, on the lines of his

unofficial Advisorj- Committee, who would appoint the member most concerned
to attend each separate discussion.

After further discussion, the resolution was adopted by the Conference,
the Canadian representative, however, dissenting.

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE COMMITTEE

The question of the constitution of the Committee and the representation
upon it of the various Governments concerned was brought up at the Twenty-
second Meeting of the Conference on Thursday, the 8th November, 1923, when
it was agreed that the Dominions and India should each be represented by
two members, no rule being laid down as to whether the members should be
Government officials or non-official persons. It was further agreed that Great
Britain should be represented by four members, one of whom, the Chairman
explained, would be a Government official, and the others representative persons
of outside knowledge and experience (e.g., agricultural, manufacturing, or mer-
cantile and financial). The Colonies and Protectorates, it was agreed, should
be represented by one official and one non-official, who should change in accord-
ance with the subject under discussion.

As regards the expenses of the Committee, it was agreed that it was not
necessarj' for the Conference to come to any decision, at any rate, for the
present. The Chariman said that it was not proposed to make the setting up
of the Committee in any way conditional upon contributions being forthcom-
ing from the various constituent Governments. It might, no doubt, be better

in the long run that it should happen that the various Governments interested

in the Committee should be prepared to contribute towards it; but he was not
going to make the appointment of the Committee, or ask the Conference to
make the appointment of the Committee, in any way contingent upon there
being pro rata contributions towards it.

ADOPTION OF RESOLUTION

The decisions of the Conference on this subject were accordingly as fol-

lows. It was decided to adopt the following Resolution:

—

" That in the opinion of this Imperial Economic Conference (Can-
ada dissenting)—

'
1. It is desirable to establish an Imperial Economic Committee,

comprising representatives of the Governments represented in the Imperial
Conference, and responsible to those Governments.

" 2. The function of the Committee should be to consider and advise
upon any matters of an economic or commercial character, not being
matters appropriate to be dealt with by the Imperial Shipping Com-
mittee, which are referred to it by any of the constituent Governments,
pro\nded that no question which had any reference to another part of

the Empire may be referred to the Committee without the consent of that

other part of the Empire."
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It was furtlier decided that in the constitution of the proposed Imperial

Economic Committee representation should be allotted to the various constitu-

ent Governments as follows:

—

Great Britain 4 members
Dominions 2 members each
India 2 members
Colonies and Protectorates 2 members

CONCLUDING REMARKS

APPRECIATION OF ASSISTANCE RENDERED BY OFFICI.U.S

Mr. Massey: Before the Conference comes to an end, Mr. President, I

would just like to say that I think the representatives of the different Govern-

ments should express their appreciation of the courtesy and consideration which

have been extended to the individual members of the Conference by the mem-
bers of the different Departments who have assisted in connection with the

discussions that have been going on. I feel very strongly that the least we
can do in connection with what has taken place is that we should say thank
you for all the assistance that has been given, and I know that every member
of the Conference very much appreciates what has been done by the different

officials who have attended here during the many sittings of the Conference.

THANKS TO CHAIRMAN AND SECRET.\RL\T

Mr. Bruce: I should like very much to associate myself with what Mr.
Massey, as the oldest and senior member of the Conference, has said, and
particularly I should like to say to you. Sir Philip, how very appreciative we
all are of the tact you have shown in handling this Conference tliroughout its

sittings, and of the very great ability which you have displayed. I think we
have all greatly appreciated the courtesy that you and all your colleagues who
have attended here have shown to us, and I am quite certain that any good
results that may come from the Conference will be due to the spirit in which the

British Government have approached this Conference and have invited us to

express our views with the utmost frankness.

I should also like, if I may, to express our appreciation to the Secretariat

for the work they have done, and for the invaluable assistance they have given,

particularly ia the Dominion Prime Ministers and to India I am sure, and I

think probably that the British Go^•crnment have also derived a verj' great deal

of assistance from their services. I certainly think that we should put on
record our appreciation of all they have done to assist the deliberations of the

Conference.

Mr. Massey: I think we all endorse that.

Mr. Grah.\m: Mr. President, I endorse every word that has been said

by Mr. Massey and Mr. Bruce. I think a great deal of the success of any
gathering depends upon the man who presides over the gathering, and I am not

sure that on this occasion he had such an easy task in connection with some
of the other members. I do not know what others would have done in very

trying times. We certainly owe a great deal to you, Sir, for the manner in which
you have presided over this Conference, which has had before it questions

which to my mind, were as difficult and as delicate to handle as could come
before anjr body of men with different viewpoints, all aiming at the one goal
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but from a (iitTercnt angle. Tlie Secretary, Mr. Eddison, has been a tower of

strength to the wliole organization.

Would you allow me to go a little further along this line, and to say that

I think we who come from overseas owe a great debt of gratitude to the people

who form the Government Hospitality Fund? We have been looked after in

a very enthusiastic and cordial manner, not only in the way of entertainment,

but in the carrying out of little minor duties for us that it would have been
very difficult for us to have carried out ourselves.

I want to join in expressing my thanks, as far-as Canada is concerned, for

all these things, and hope that great good may result from this gathering. Of
course, after all, the foundation of success lies in the fact that we have been
able to meet each other and talk frankly across a table in language in which
we could not have indulged had we been carrying out diplomatic correspond-
ence.

Mr. Innes: I should like, very briefly, to associate myself with what has
been said by the Prime IMinisters of New Zealand and Australia, and also by
Mr. Graham. I am afraid that the representative of India was possibly one of
those "other" persons to which Mr. Graham referred! It is true that in the
case of one or two matters which I considered of vital importance I had to take
a line of my own. I am sure everybody in this Conference will agree that it is

much better to be honest. It is better that I should have stated frankly the
diflBculties that I felt, than that I should have agreed to resolutions which I

knew perfectly well I could not carry out. I do hope the Conference will realize

that I took the course which I knew in the long run would be of the best interest,

not only to India but also to this country itself. In all my diflSculties I have
met with the greatest consideration, not only from you. Sir, but from members
of the Cabinet and also from the oversea Prime Ministers, and I am very
grateful for that consideration.

Sir William Macintosh: South Africa joins very heartily in the expres-

sion of thanks and appreciation.

Sir Patrick McGr.\th: May I say. Sir, that our Prime Minister expec-

ted to be here this morning, but was doubtful whether he could be present
owing to some engagements he had. But on his behalf and my own, I would
like to join very cordially in and endorse all that has been said by the repre-

sentatives of the Dominions.

appreciation of the spirit in which oversea repeesent.\tives approached
THE conference

The Chairman: Gentlemen. I am very grateful to Mr. Massey, Mr. Bruce,
Mr. Graham, Mr. Innes, Sir William Macintosh and Sir Patrick McGrath
for the far too kind things they have said. It has been a real privilege to be
associated with you all in the work of this Conference, and I would like to say
at once that I would associate myself most whole-heartedly with the apprecia-
tion which has been expressed of the work of the Secretariat, and I include

in that, as I know the members of the British Secretariat would, the consistent

help which they have received from the oversea members of the Secretariat

in their work . I am not sure that the rapid working at any rate of any Con-
ference does not depend as much upon having an efficient Secretariat as upon
anything else, and we certainly have been extremely fortunate in that respect.

It has not been at all a difficult Conference to preside over, although many
of the subjects have been difficult, and some delicate. It has not been difiBcult

to preside over the Conference because of the men we have had to work with,

and because, I think, of three other things. In the first place, we have ap-
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proached this Conference with the intention of working in a thoroughly busi-

ness-like way, and I think we have all done that; we have also approached it

with the knowledge that on even' subject that has come up we could speak

perfectly frank to one another, and if we did not feel that, and had not done

that, half tlie value of the Conference would have gone; but above all, everyone

wiio has taken part in this Conference as has been clear from the deliberations

and from the conclusions, has approached even*' subject, while rightly expressing

the individual interests which he had at stake in the matter, with the great

overriding common purpose that in everything we did we should tr>- to promote

the object of the Conference, namely, the development of Imperial resources

and the promotion of Imperial trade. I think we have done a good deal, but

the work has only begun, and I am perfectly certain that this Conference has

laid foundations upon which we shall build much more in the future.

THANKS TO MR. DAVIDSON AND THE PRESS

May I also say what I know all of us would feel; that is, the obligation

we are under to Mr. Davidson fur the very difficult task which he took up at

the outlet and has carried on throughout. I know that the Press themselves

have already expressed to Mr. Davidson their appreciation of the way in which

that work has been discharged. We all felt it most desirable that the

fullest publicity that was consistent with the public interest should be given

to the work of the Conference day by day, and that cpuld not have been done
if we had not had somebody as competent and as zealous in the discharge of

that duty as Mr. Davidson. I must also say that I think the Press has respon-

ded most completely to the efforts which we made for publicity, and I think

our thanks are due to Mr. Davidson and to the Press for the fact that the

public has been fully informed throughout our deliberations of ail that we were
doing.

On behalf of my colleagues I thank you again. We could have had no
greater pleasure or pri'vilege than to have been associated with you in the work
of the Economic Conference.

(The proceedings of the Conference then terminated.)
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limited to costs of providing required
services, Bruce. 253.

Port charges, light dues, etc.. suggested
meeting between Australijin repre-
sentative and representatives of
Chamber of Shipping, with regard (o,

Mackinder, 244-5.

Rate war, danger of, and aversion of,

Mackinder, 242-3.

Size of ships, question. Mackinder, 264.
Subsidy necc-sarj- to give a faster service,

enquiry into, by Imperial Shipping
Committee. Mackinder, 246 .

Soldier land settlement schemes. Bruce. 49.
State enterprises, immunity of, attitude re-

specting, Bruce, 417.
Tariffs, reciprocal arrangements with other

countries, refusal up to present. Bniee,
50.

Trade

:

Overseas, 1880, 1901. 1921. Bruce. 54.
with U.K. compared with Russian 1913,

Bruce, 176

Trade Conuaissioner Serricc, 207.
Wheat production, possibilities, Massey, 180.

Wines

:

British preference on. and value of con-
cession, Bruce. 150-1, 194; Uoyd-
C.reame. 150-1.

Standard of proof strength, question of,
Bruce, 194; Lloyd Grcatut. 194.

Wireksss:

Contract with Amalgamated Wireless
Company for high-power station and
question of reciprocal station ia Great
Brilam. Bruce. 303-5. 312. 314-5, 338-9.

1981 Imperial scheme not a«rec*l to by
Bruce. 312.

P.O. memorandum, 327-8.
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Australia

—

Con.

Wireless

—

Con.

Post Office policy criticised in connection

with, Donald, 33o.

Proposed scheme. Worthinuton-Evans.
296.

Regional di.-itribution of traffic, dangers

of, Bruce, 313-4, 321,

Route via Canada, proposal, Bruce. 313-4.

UrRencv of settlement of matter. Darby-
shire, 337; Bruce. 338-9.

Wool, possibilities of increased production,

Masey, 33.

Babington-Smith, Sir Henry, expression of

reerefc at death of. WorthinRton-Evans.

293; Graham, 298

Bahamas:
Favourable to scheme recommended by

British Empire Patent Conference. 345.

Mail ser^'ice. 269-70.

Barbadoes:
Cable from Turk's Island, scheme, Worth-

ington-Evans. 2fl3-4; 325-6.

Mail service, 270.

Barlow, Sir Montague, Overseas SettJement.

86-7.

Basutoland, decision with regard to Scheme
recommended by British Empire Patent

Conference postponed until Union of

South Africa has decided, 345.

Bechuanaland. decision with regard to Scheme
recommended by British Empire Patent

Conference postponed until Union of

South Africa has decided, 345.

Bennett, Sir Thonia-s. representing the

"Times" of India, wireless, Indian anxiety

for action, 338.

Bermuda:
Cable service, 323, 325.

Favourable to Scheme recommended by
British Empire Patent Conference, 346.

Mail service, 270.

Wireless communication with Canada,

Graham, 300.

Bills of Lading, see under Shipping.

Bridgcjnan. Mr., Workmen's compensation.

451-3.

British capital, need for. King. 31

British Australian Wool Realization Associa-

tion, complaints of. with regard to ex-

change. Allen, 350-1.

British Empire Exhibition; 112.

Admission of animals for, Ma^ey, 426;

Sanders, 426; Devonshire, 426.

British Guiana:
Aerial surveying, Omi.'iby-Gore, 285.

Alcohol production from molasses, 408.

Cable service and scheme, Worthington-
Evans, 293, 323. 325.

Customs valuation. Imperial Customs Con-
ference proposals accepted by, 210.

Forestry position and development impos-

sible without financial assistance Orms-
by-Gore, 435.
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Brit'.-h Guiana—Con.

Mail .*er\ice. 269.

Wireless service, Ornisby-Gore. 307.

British Honduras:
Favourable to scheme recommended by

British Empire Patent Conference, 346.

Forestry position and development impos-
sible without financial a-ssistance, Orm»-
by-Gore, 435.

Mail service, 269.

British North America, Migrants of British

and Irish nationalitv to and from, 1913,

1921, 1922, 109.

British South .\frica. Migrants of British and
Irish nationalitv to and from 1913, 1921,

1922, 109.

Brittain, Sir Harrj-. quoted, Bruce. 311

Bruce, the Right Hon. S. M., M.C., Prime
Minister of Australia:

.\ir transport, 283.

Australia

:

Beef industr)-, 172, 174-5.

and British Preference proposals, 126.

Cable services, 302.

Fruit industry, 50, 170.

Harbour charges. 253-4.

Income tax system, 254-5.

Mail services, 231-2, 256.

Preference on British goods, 50-2.

Wine industry, 150, 194.

British Market, value of, to Dominions and
apprehensions as to future of, 57-59.

Commonwealth Navigation Act, 254.

Concluding speech, 462.

Empire currency and exchange, 355-7, 367-9.

Emjiire development resolution. 177.

Financial co-operation in Imperial Develop-
ment. 12.V8, 136, 137-9.

Food and Materials;

Committee's report, 173.

Imperial Royal Commission suggested,
68-9.

Markets problem, 49, 50, 174-7.

Procedure for dealing with proposals dis-

cu.<sion. 144-7.

Proposals, 63-7.

Forestry, 433,

Imperial communications. 301-339.

Imperial Economic Committee, 455-7.

Imperial Shipping Committee, 251-2-3.

Livestock, import and export. Imperial

policy, 424-5.

Opening speech, 48-69.

Overseas Settlement. 49, 59-60, 61, 97.

Public contracts. Imperial Preference in,

urged. 62.

Russia, effects of revival of trade in, 175-6.

Shipping:
Assessment to income tax, 254-5.

Bills of Lading, international basis, 252.

Deferred rebates. 252.

Freight charges, 253-4,

Improvement of services, problem, 255-6.

Light dues. 253-4.

Port charges, 253.
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Bruce, lilt Rigl.t Hon. .S. M,. M.C.—Con.
Tariff preference, 56, 57, 59-60, 170-2, 176-7,

194.

Trade, value of Dominion markets to Great
Britain. 52-6.

United Kingdom

:

Comparative value of Dominion nnd
Foreign trade, 54-6.

Salcguardinc of Industries Act, 56.

Wireless comniiiiiications, 303-4, 309-16. 320-

339.

Workmens compensation. 451.

Buckley. Lieut.-Col. A., D.S.O.. M.P.. Parlia-
mentary Secretary to the Department of

Overseas Trade:
Overseas Settlement

:

forthcoming Conference in Rome, 9S.

Group system. 83.

Report, adoption moved, 97.

Statements. 70-6. 9.5-7.

Burney. Commander. Airship scheme of, see
under .\irships under Air Communications.

Bumham, Lord, inadequacy of present cable
service. 331-2.

Burton, the Hon. H. K. C, Minister of

Finance, South Africa

;

Aerial surveying, 284.

Air transport, 284.

Bills of lading, 260.

Deferred rebates. 260,

Empire currenev and exchange, remedies for.

360-3, 369-70.

Financial Co-operation in Imperial Develop-
ment, 131-3. 136, 139.

Food and Materials Committee findings

agreed with. 183-4.

Forestry. 433-4.

Imperial Communications, resolution. 30C.

Imperial Economic Committee, 460.

Imperial Institute, 388-9, 392.

Imperial Shipping Committee, 259-60.

Livestock import into Great Britain, 427.

Overseas Settlement, 83-6.

Public contracts Imperial preference in, 203.

South Africa:

British preference, 153-4.

and British preference proposals. 154-5.

Cotton growing. 132-3.

Maize production. 193.

Wine industr>', 155-6, 194-5.

State enterprises, immunity. 418.

TaritI preference, 146, 155-6.

Workmen's compensation, 452.

Cables:
All-British Cable, Australian support fo"-.

Brace, 301-2.

Australian terminal rate, reduction:
Appeal for Worthington-Evans, 297.

Question of. Bruce, 302.

Competition with wireless companies, value
of. Jeans. 337.

Concessions in British Empire to private

enterprise in respect of services, pref-

erence to British Companies, resolution.

16. 328. discussion and adoption. 297.

306. 308-9.

Cables^Con.

from Defence point of view, disadvantage,
Bruce, 309-10.

Deferred week-end and night letter services,

Worthington-Evans, 294, 324, 326.

Ea.«;tern svstcm, Worthington-Evans, 293,

323-4, 326.

Imperial Atlantic route:

Canadian Pacific Railway co-operation in

scheme

:

Desirability of. Worthington-Evans, 296,

300.

Question of. Grrtham. 299, 300.

Support by Dominion Governments;
Appealed for. Worthington-Evans, 296.

Australian attitude. Bruce, 302.

Resolution, 16. 297. 328-9; Worthington-
Evans, 301 ; Lloyd-Greame, 301

;

adoption, 307-8.

Imperial Cable Service. 324-5.

Inadequacy of present service, Bumham.
331-2.

"

India. Innes, 306-7.

Pacific Cable Board. 323.

Additional capacity required and con-

sideration of methods, Worthington-
Evans, 293; Massey. 305; Bruce, 339.

Appreciation of work of, Graham, 298.

Duplication:
Proposed. 325.

Wireless development might avoid,

Bruce. 310.

Entnisting of new West Indian cable to.

plea for, Ormsby-Gore, 307.

Post Office memorandum, 323-7.

Rates:
Control provided for, in recent licenses to

British Companies. 327.

Reduction, policy of Imperial and Col-

onial Governments. Worthington-

Evans, 294.

Statement, 326-7.

Resolutions of Imperial Press Conference.

Ottawa. 1920. 339-40.

Statement by Sir Laming Worthington-
Evans. 291-7.

Transatlantic routes: Worthington-Evans,
292.

.Vmerican control, McGrath, 319.

P.O. memorandum. 323-4.

Week-end, to New Zealand: appreciation.

Massey, 305.

West Indies:

Scheme, must come before wireless, Orms-
by-Gore. 307.

Service and new scheme for Worthington-
Evans, 293-4. 32.V6.

Wireless needed to supplement Imperial

cables. Bruce. 310.

Calcutta, bunkering of ships at. improvement
owing to representations by Imperial

Shipping Committee. Mackinder, 243.

California, fruit industry and possible com-
petition of, Bruce, 58-9. 172.

Canada:
and Air Communications, GraJiam, 283.

Apples, British imports, Lloyd-Greame, 164.
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Canada

—

Con. ^

British Commercial Consular and Diplo-

matic Services, utilisation of by Cana-

dian finns and Govermnent. 209.

and British Preference proposals, Graham.
147-50, 151, 166-7, 214.

Cables: ^ ,
.

Communications and rates, Worthmpton-
Evans, 292, 294. 323, 324, 325, 327.

Dominion Government support of Im-

perial Atlantic route, appeal for,

Worthington-Evan^, 296.

with West Indies, new scheme. Worthing-

ton-Evans, 293-4.

Canadian Pacific Railway:
Co-operation in Imperial Atlantic Cable

scheme:
Desirabilitv, Worthiugton-Evans, 296,

300.

Question of, Graham, 299, 300.

Exchange of traffic will. Imperial Cable

service, position. 325.

Canned salmon industry, Lloyd-Greame.

164-5; Graham, 168.

Cattle:
Breeding, position regarding, Sanders. 421-

2; King. 428.

alleged Discrimination against, Graham,
424.

1922 Act. disappointment with, Graham,
423; King, 427-8.

Fat, British attitude: Sanders, 421, disap-

pointment at, Graham. 422-3.

Inspection svslcm and spirit of Act nul-

lified by, Graham. 423-5.

Inspection difficulty and spirit of act

should be adhered to. King, 428-9.

Store, raising of British embargo: Graham.
184; Sanders, 420-J.

Appreciated and preferences increased

largely as result of. King, 427-8.

proposed Commercial latelligeace Imperial

Ad\Tsor>' Committee not approved by
representatives of, 22C-7.

Contribution to Imperial Institute: Gouin.

387.

Resolution, 19, 415.

Currency and exchange. King, 359; Amery,
364; Graham, 367, 374.

Customs duties on aircraft and accessories

and British preference. 289.

Economic position. King, 30; Graham, 148.

Economic relations with United States of

America, Graham, 148.

Exports on which preference would be of

most value, Graham, 167-9.

Financial co-operation in Imi)erial Develop-
ment scheme not of direct interest to,

at present, Gouin, 125-6; Massey. 130.

Financial institutions, soundness of, Graham,
367.

Flour export, discrimination against Canada
in British shipping rates, GnUiam, 250.

Flour and rolled oats industry, Graham,
168, 169.

Forest rj';

Attitude, Graham, 432-3.

anada

—

Con.

Forestry

—

Con.

Average annual exports of wood, wood
products and paper. 438.

Fire protection, Grahair, 432, 446.

Products, expansion possibilities, Graham,
168-9.

Provincial rights with regard to, Graham,
432.

Pulpwood, investigation of position,

Graham, 432.

Resources. 437-442.

Schools, Graham, 432.

Silviculture, propo.^al, 446.

Softwood trade, 439.

Trend of. towards United States, Lovat,

431, 438-9.

Trade in forest products, 442.

Trade in timber, wood manufactures and
pulp of wood, 1922, 436-7.

post-War neglect, Graham, 432.

Fruit export. 411.

Fuel Research Board work for, 397.

Goods manufactured in, value 1920, Graham,
149.

Harbours, development of. Grah.im, 250.

Honey exports to U.K. Lloyd-Greame, 165.

ImmigTitlion:
Assisted passage rates, 120.

Attitude re King, 30-1, 103.

Boys training scheme, 108.

Children and iuv<>niles, 110.

Conference with H.M. Government, Jan-

u-iri^-Febniary. 1921, 97-8. 101-5.

Co-operation of Railways. Gr.iham, 77.

Difficulties realized. Barlow, 86.

under Empire Settlement Act, 1922, Buck-
lev, 71 ; Graham, 76

Families. 108. 115-6.

Group schemes to be considered, Buckley,

95, 118-9.

Immigration emplo>'ment ser\Mce, Buck-
ley, 95.

Land settlement schemes for ex-eoldiers,

117-8.

Large areas available, Allen, 78.

Minister of, Hon. James Robb appointed,

Graham, 76.

Nomination s>-stem. 113

Passage agreements with H.M. Go\em-
ment, Buckley, 95, 107-8.

Passage schemes Committee's Report, 113-

4.

Position. Graham, 76-7.

Prospects. Buckley. 72.

Prefi4ronco for BriOish settlers, Amer\-.

91.

Public school boys measures for encour-

agement. Buckle}", 96, 116.

Reception arnmgcmcnti Committee's re-

port, 114.

Teachers, scheme, 108.

Training. Buckley, 96.

Women, measures for encouragement of,

117.

Imperial Press Conference, 1920. extracts

from Resolutions, 33^1-40.
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Caniiil;i

—

Con.

Imports from Unitid KmiiJom:
1913, 1922. Uruce, 52.

per capita. Bnico. 'lii.

Fabric ^ouds, obstacles to, and proposed
establishnienl of branches in Canada.
Graham, 148-9.

Manufactured goods, percentage, Bruce,
53.

Jud;.;mpnts, Provinces not yet ready to ac-

cept principle of reciprocal enforcement,
Gouin, 342.

Mails:
Po.*tal rates:

to Groat Britain and U.S.A., 230.

Reduction question, Graham, 231.

Services Worthinpton-E\ ans, 228; Graham,
230. 269.

Manufactured goods not assembled from
imported foreign products, Graham, 169-

70.

Metal and mineral resources, Graham, 168.

Motor car industrv, Graham. 170.

National Physical Laboratory's work for.

396.

Ontario, value of proposed preference on
wines to, Graham, 193-4.

Overseas trade. 1880, 1901. 1921, Bruce, 54.

Paper industry, Gr.iham, 169.

Patents non-adojition of scheme recom-
mended by 1922 Conference, 345, 347.

Ports, discrimination against, 262.

Post Office Department. Graham. 230.

Preference

:

on British goods, policy. King. 31; Graham
147-8. 167.

Conditions of, 218.

25 per cent rule, Graham 169.

to India, Innes, 158.

to West Indies sugar, Graham, 170.

Public contracts, reciprocal arrangements
with West Indies, Ormsby-Gore, 159.

Pulpwood, limitation of export, settlement
of lands would be prevented, Graham,
432.

Raw Materials re-exported, rebate on,
Graham. 149.

Scientific and industrial lesearch organiza-
tion, 393-401.

Shipping:
"Loyalty" principle, difficulty of apply-

ing, Graham, 249-50.

Steamship comiuunicatioij with West In-
dies, Graham, 300.

"Soldiers' Settlement Board," Gtubam,
76.

Stamp taxes, Graham. 230.

State enterjirises. ininumify of, attitude re-
sjiecting, Graham, 417.

Sugar industrj-. Graham, 169-70.

Telephone sj-stem, 299.

Trade Commissioner in Jamaica, acknowl-
edgement of .services. Orin.'sby-Gore. 205.

Trade Comiuissioncr Service, ajipreciation of
.services, Lloyd-Greame. 305, 208.

Trade with New Zealand. Masscy, 33.

Canada

—

Cuti.

Western, development of traffic with British

Isles via Panama Canal, (iniham, 250.

Wheat i)roduction possibilities, Masscy, 33,

180.

Wire:e-s:

Communication with West Indies, scheme,
Graham, 300-1; Amery, 301.

Communication with Government .station

agreed to, Worthington-Evans, 308, 330;

Graham, 308.

Governinent stations and ])ri\ato compan-
ies, Graham, 298-9.

Position in, Bruce, 312-4, 321.

Proposed Scheme, Worthington-Evans,
295.

Workmen's compensation, Gouin, 452.

Canned fish, tariff preference, see that title.

Cape of Good Hope, Group Settlement, 1820,

Burton, 84.

Ceylon

:

Li'.;htship on reef o£f, steps taken by Im-
perial Shipping Committee, Mackinder,
248.

and Scheme recommended by British Em-
pire Patent Conference, 347.

Trade Commissioner service. 208.

Chamberlain, Rt. Hon. Austen, quote! on Im-
perial Preference, Bruce, 57.

Chamberlain, the Right Hon Neville, M.P.,
Chancellor of the Exchequer:

Financial co-operation in Empire develop-
ment, procedure for further examina-
tion of .scheme. 136-7.

Imperial Preference, British proposals. 159-

60.

Imperial Preference in Public contracts, 201.

Cocoa, British preference, effects, Lloyd-
Greame, 140.

Coffee, British preference, effects, Lloyd-
Greame, 140.

Colonies and Protectorates:
Appeal for inclusion in preferences granted

by Dominions, Ormsby-Gore, 191.

Loans raised by, Ormsby-Gore. 136.

and Patents provisional scheme, 345-8.

Representation on Imperial Economic Com-
mittee, resolution. 24. 462.

Size and importance, Orm.sby-Gore. 46-7.

Trade in timber, wood manufacture.- and
pulp of wood, 1922, 436.

_

Treasury control not acceptaBle to, Ormsby-
Gore, 136.

Vital interest in shipping questions. Grindle.
262.

Colonial Sugar Company, Masscy. 35.

Commercial Facilities Committee:
Appointment, 205-6.

Constitution. 209-10.

First Report. 210-2.

Resolution-^ adopted. 207.

Second Report, 212-226.

Resolutions adopted. 207.

Third Reixjrt, 226-7.

Resolulions adopted, 207.
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(Commercial Intelligence:

Colonies and Protectorates should be con-

sidered, Ormsby-Gore, 205.

Co-operation between Home and Dominion
Governments, Memorandum, 207-9.

Diplomatic and Consular Services:

Committee on. appointment of, 205-6.

Communciation with by Governments
and firms of Dominions and India,

209.

Proposed making of services of, avail-

able to Governments of Dominions
and India, and reciprocity hoped for,

Llovd-Greame, 205.

Resolution, 210-11, adopted. 206.

Commercial Travellers' Samples:
Admission free of duty, resolution. 211.

adopted, 206.

Appointment of Committee on 205-6.

Resolution. 211. adopted. 206.

Statistics, see that lillc.

Trade Catalogues:
Admission free of duty, resolution, 211.

adopted. 207.

Appointtiient of Committee on, 205-6.

Trade Commissioners:
British, tribute paid to, Massey, 205:

Inncs, 205.

Canadian service, appreciation of services.

Lloyd-Greame, 205.

Canadian in Jamaica acknowledgment of

services. Ormsbv-Gore, 205.

Present Position, 207-8.

Utilization of serx-ices by Governments of

Dominions and India, 208-9.

Cook. Sir E. M.. C.S.I., C.I.E., patents, 347.

Cooper, Sir James. Scheme with regard to

Exchange. Allen. 352-3.

Copper:
African resources. Smuts, 39.

American supply. Smuts, 39.

Commercial and Industrial Policy after the

War. Lord Balfour of Burleigh's Com-
mittee, 399.

Cotton

:

African resources. Smuts, 39.

American supply. Smuts, 39.

Empire cultivation and possibilities. Lloyd-
Greame, 26-27; Massey, 35; Ormsby-
Gore, 47.

South Africa, prospects of industrj- and plea

for application of financial co-operation

scheme to. Burton, 132-3.

Crow, Mr. patents, 348.

Cuba. Sugar, .\meriean preference, Ormsbv-
Gore, 159.

Currants, Preference on, see under Tariff

Preference.

Currency and Exchange, sec Empire Cur-
rency and Exchange.

Customs Valuation:
Difficulties of parts of Empire basing duty

on "invoice price." 215.

Dominions and Colonies not granting pre-

ference, 215.
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Cui^toms Valuation

—

Con.

where Duty based on "Invoice Price," ex-

planatory memorandum, 222-6.

where Duty levied on "Current Domestic
Value," explanatory memorandum, 216.

Invoices and certificates resolutions, 17-8,

213-4.

Qi'prus

:

Customs duties on aircraft and accessories

and British preference, 289.

Customs valuation. Imperial customs Con-
ference proposals accepted by, 214.

Favourable to Scheme recommended by
British Empire Patent Conference. 345.

.Steamer communication with the United
Kingdom and Canada, steps taken by
Imperial Shipping Committee to effect

improvement, Mackindcr. 248.

Durbyshire. Taylor. Australian Press Associa-
tion, wireless position in -Australia, 337.

Darling. Mr., scheme with regard to Empire
Currency and Exchange, see under Em-
pire Currency and Exchange.

Davidson. J. C. C, C.H.. C.B.. M.P.:
Placed in charge of publicity arrangements,

69.

Thanks to, Lloj-d-Greame. 464.

De Wet. the Hon. N. J.. K.C.. Minister of

Justice. South Africa

:

Patent.^. 348.

Reciprocal enforcement of judgments, 342.

Deferred Rebates, see under Shipping.

Denmark

:

Exports to. and imports from Great Britain,

1922. Bruce, 54.

Imports from United Kingdom per capita,

Bruce, 55.

Derby, Lord, Imperial Preference in public

contracts, 203.

Devonshire. His Grace the Duke of, K.G.,
G.C.M.G., G.C.V.O.:

British Empire Exhibition, admission of

animals for, 426.

Forestry. 432.

Imperial In.-;titute. 389. 411-12.

Dominica. Island of, value of Lime juice

preference to, Ormsby-Gore, 190.

Dominions Royal Commission:
Recommendation respecting Imperial De-

velopment Board. 399.

Recommendation respecting big ships, Mac-
kinder, 246.

Donald. Robert. Chairman of Empire Press

Union. Wireless services. 332-6.

Dun-stan. Professor, Director of Imperial In-

stitute, tribute to. 392.

Eiist Africa:

Alcohol production from moliisses, 408.

Cable ser\'ices and rates. 323. 326, 327.

Currency Board, Ormsby-Gore, 363 Amery,
364

Shijipers. formation of association, Mac-
kinder, 243.

Wireless scheme, P.O. memorandum, 327-8.
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Eastern Cable Coiiipanv, W'orthington-Evans,
293; Bruce, 302, 323.

Eedes, Dr.. quoted. Donald, 333.

Economic Conference, special character of,

Innes. 43.

Economic Development

:

Government iii-lion ui economic siihere,

limits, King, 30.

Lessons of the past, Lloyd-Greame, 24-5.

Possibilities of the future, Lloyd Greame,
25.

Eddison, E. R , appreciation of work. Graham.
463.

Education, encouragement of teaching of

British Empire history urged, Massev,
37-8.

Egypt:
Airship scheme, Bruce, 232, 318; Mackinder,

247; Hoare, 282.

Cotton cultivation. Massey, 35.

Currency, 372.

Wireless service, 327.

Emigration, see Overseas Settlement.

Empire Currency and Exchange:
Action by Dominion Note-issuing authori-

ties, suggested remedy, Addis, 366.

Australia, situation in 1921 and 1922, Bruce,
355-6. *

Bank charges. Addis. 365-71; Bruce. 368;
Lloyd-Greame, 370, 375-6.

Central Banks, suggested remedy, Burton,
360; Addis, 366-7.

Committee on Inter-Imperial Exchanges:
Appointment, 365.

Approved. Bruce. 354.

Suggcstod. .\llcn, 352.

Constitution. Ormsby-Gore. 363, 382.

Proposal welcomed by Treasuiy. and
should be Committee of Experts,
Guinnese, 358-9.

Report accepted and endorsed, 370, 371.
Resolutionb-. 382-3.

proposed Terms of reference. Guinness.
358-9.

Thanks to. 371.

Value of work of. Massey, 368-9.

Control of currency impossible without
control of credit. Guinness. 358.

Sir James Cooper's scheme, Allen, 352-3.

Mr. DarlingV scheme; Allen, 353-4; Bruce,
354, 368; Amery, 364.

Dead as far as South Africa concerned,
Burton. 361-2. 370.

no Remedy. Guinness, 358.
Report of Committee on, Addis. 366.

Treasurj- memorandum. 371-4. 377-82.

Difficulties with regard to, between New-
Zealand and I-ondon. Allen. 350-1.

DifBculties not insuperable, instances from
the colonies. Amery. 364.

Divergence of exchanges from parity Treas-
ury Memorandum, 371-5.

sound Finance the only cure for difficulties.

Burton, 361.

Ciold standard:
Aasumption of early restoration, Addis,

366.

Return to, the rcmedv. Burton, 360-2, 370;
Ormsbv-Gore. 363-4; Amery. 364;
Addis. 366; Bruce. 307, Mas.5ey, 369.

South Africa's interest in. Burton, 361.

Stability of sterling an essential step
towards, Amery, 364.

Improvement, need for, Massey, 37.

New Zealand difficulties and proposed ac-
tion, Allen. 352, Massey, 359-60, 369.

Question might be referred to P'.conomic

Committee Massey, 309; Lloyd-
Greame, 369.

Resolutions. IS. adopted. 371.

South African policy, Burton, 362.

Stabilitv of sterling the main interest of
the Colonies, Omi.<by-Gore. 363-4.

Treasury memorandum. 372-82.

Ventilation of matter imperative and need
for remedy. Bruce. 355-57.

Empire Press Union:
Council, resolution respecting wireless, 1921,

340.

Deputation from, 330-40.

Empire Settlement, see Overseas Settlement.

Europe, position in. Innes, 44.

Fabric goods. British, Canadian imports, ob-
stacles to. and proposed establishment of

branches in Canada, Graham, 148-9.

Falkland Islands:

Aircraft and accessories admitted free, 289.

Mail service, 270.

Patents, provisional scheme approved, 346.

Shipping communications, Mackinder, 248.

Whale fi.sheries. work by Food Investiga-

tion Board in connection with. 397.

Fanning Island, cable communications, Worth-
ington-Evaas, 292.

Far East, cable communications, Worthing-
ton-Evans. 293.

Federated Malay States:

Aircraft and accessories admitted free, 289.

Currency, management of. Amery, 364.

Patents, provisional scheme approved, 345.

Fiji:

Cable communication, Worthington-Evans,
292.

Customs duties on aircraft and accessories

and Briti.sh preference. 289.

Customs valuation. Imperial Customs Con-
ference propossils accepted by, 214.

Judgment.-;, reciprocal enforcement of, not
in force. Ormsby-Gore. 342.

Patents, provisional scheme approved. 346.

.Sugar production. Massey. 35.

Wireless communication question, Amery,
304.

Financial Co-operation in Imperial Develop-
ment, see under Imperial Development.

Fitzgerald, Mr., Imperial preference, 156.

Flax, Empire production possibilities, Orms-
by-Gore. 47-48.
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Flour, preference, see under Tariff Preference

KooilstufTs and Raw materials:

Mr. Bruce's proposals, discussion on pro-

cedure for dealing with, 144-7.

Committee

:

Appointment, 160.

Conilitution. 197.

Report; 197-200.

Adopted, 193.

Comments on, Bruce. 173.

Findings agreed with. Burton, 183-4;

Inncs, 187-8.

Empire production:

Effects on of revival of trade with Russia,

Bruce.
Possibilities, Ormsby-Gore, 47-48; Massey,

182.

Imperial Royal Commiasion, suggestion.

Bruce, 68-69.

Import Licenses:

Adoption of system not recommended.

Lloyd-Greame. 161-162, 198-200.

Proposal, Bruce, 66.

Marketing:
British assistance in, urged. Bruce. 62.

Co-operative, a possible solution, Lloyd-

Greame. 178; Maasey, 178.

High rate of taxation responsible for high

prices to consumer in Britain. Orms-

by-Gore. 190.

Problem, Llovd-Greame, 24; Bruce, 4S.

49. 50, 174-6; Gore. 190.

Problem not fully solved by proposed

preferences. Bruce, 174.

Preferential tariffs a matter for Great

Britain to decide. Burton, 155-6.

Profit margins should be as small as reas-

onablv po:*:ible Lloyd-Greame, 163;

Massev. 177-8, 200.

Protection by Tariffs, the only real con-

clusion. Burton, 184.

Protective tariff on, with preference to

Dominions, proposal. Bruce. 62-5.

Sliding scale tariff proposal, Bruce. 65-6.

Stiibilization of prices:

Proiicv-^al. Bruce. 63. 66-7.

not Recommended, Lloyd-Greame, 163-4;

199-200.

State P\irchase Board:
Proposal. Bruce. 67.

Reiiort of Committee Lloyd-Greame, 161.

199. 200.

Subsidies

:

Impracticability, Lloyd-Greame. 161. 197-8.

in New Zealand, not a success, Massey,

177.

Proposal, Bruce, 65-6.

Trade control:

Newfoundland experiments and non-suc-

ces-s. McGrath. 186.

South Africa's experience. Burton, 184.

Foreign affairs, need for closer consultation

on, Bruce, 310.

Forestr\-:

British Empire Forestr\- Association. 44o.

British Government and Colonial Office at-

titude, Devonshire, 432.

Forestry

—

Con.

Central Training Institution:

Mr. Graham on. 432-;i.

Mr. Innes on, 434.

Proposal. Lovat, 431-440-445.

Report of Education Committee of the

British Empire Foresln- Conference,

1923, 448-51.

Colonies' position, Orrasby-Gore, 435.

Commercial intelligence, proposal, 440-1.

Definition of policj-. need for, Lovat, 430-1.

Diminution of supplies. Lcvat, 430; Mas.<ey,

433, 442.

Empire Forestr>' Bureau, 441.

Empire Forestrj- Conference, 1920, proposals,

443.

Empire Forestry Conference. 1923: 443, reso-

lutions of. Lovat. 530-40; 443-6.

Education Committee, report, 448-51.

List of delegates. 447-S.

Empire resources, Lovat, 435-6.

Empire trade. 444.

European softwood posit «on. Lovat. 430.

Extent, distribution and charactor of forests,

442.

Finance, each country should arrange and

provide for, Massey, 433.

Fire protection, Canada. 446.

Forest officers, must be independent of local

pohtits and have assured position, Lovat,

430.

Forestry

—

cont.

Fore.st products:
Investigation, need for, Lovat 430-1;

439-40.

Trade in, 442.

Hardwoods and minor products, 438-9.

Development possibilities Lovatt 431.

Empire trade, 439.

Resources. 438-9.

Importance of subject Massey, 433; Bur-

ton. 433. . .

Memorandum by the Fore9tr>- Commission,

435-51.

Policy. 436. 443.

Resolution: 22; 431. 540.

Adopted. 435.

Approval Massey, 433; Burton, 433.

Principle approved, McGraih, 434, Inncs,

434.

Suggested amended form, Llo\d-Greamc,

434.

Shifting cultivation. 446.

Softwoods:
Empire trade. 439-40.

Supplies, 437-8.
j f •. i

Tnde of Canada, trend of. towards LnitoU

States. Lovat, 431; 438-9.

Standing Committee on Empire Forestry-,

resolution of Imperial Forestry Con-

ference, 1923, 445.

Sur^ey of resources, proposal, Lovat, 429-30.

439-40, 444, 445.

Trade in timber, wood manufactures and

pulp of wood. 1922, 436-7.

Differencial tariff for colonies of Bruce, 57.
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France- ( 'on.

Imports from United Kiiiitiloni : 1913, 1922,

Bruce, 53.

Per capita Bruce, 55.

Manufactured goods, percentage, Bruce,
53.

Wireless stationa, Bruce, 311. Donald, 333-4.

Fniit:

see also under Names of Countries.
Dried, preference, see vnder Tariff Prefer-

ence.
Fresh:

D.tmage in transport. 411.

Oversea trade in 1921, 411.

Overseas transport, application of science

and research to pi-oblems of, need for.

409-11.

New Zealand industrj', position, Massev,
151-2.

Preserved, preference, see under Tariff Pre-
ference.

Fruit juices, preference, see \inder Tariff Pre-
ference.

Gambia:
Customs duties on aircraft and accessories.

289.

Fa\ourable to sceme recommended by
British Empire Patent Conference, 346.

Garran, Sir Robert, K.C.M.G., patents, 347.

Genoa Conference, 199.

Germany

:

Airships, Amery, 285.

Hides import from India, Innes, 189.

Imports from the United Kingdom:
Manufactured goods, percentage Bruce.

53.

Per capita, Bruce, 53.

Samoan copra import, Ormsbv-Gore, 47.

Total exports. 1890. 1900, 1905, 1910, 1912,

Bnice. 56.

Wireless stations, Bruce. 311.

Gibraltar:

Aircraft and accessories admitted free, 289.

Favourable to scheme recommended by Bri-

tish Empire Patent Conference, 346.

Gilbert and Ellice Islands, favourable to

Scheme recommended by British Empire
Patent Conference, 346.

Gold Coast:
Customs duties on aircraft and accessories,

289.

CJustoms valuation. Imperial customs Con-
ference projiosals accepted by, 214.

Forestrj' resources, 442.

and Patent scheme, 345.

Gouin, the Hon. Sir Lomer, K.C.M.G., Min-
ister of Justice and Attorney-General,
Canada

:

Financial co-operation in Imperial Develop-
ment, 125-6, 137.

Imperial Institute. 387.

Judgments, reciprocal enforcement, 342.

Workmen's Compensation, 451.

Ck)vemment Hospitality Fund, tlianks to,

Graham, 463.

Graham, the Hon. George P., LL.D., Minister
of Railways and Canals, Canada:

Air comnnmications, 283.

Canada

:

Kcouoniic position, 148.

ICconomic relations with United States of

America, 148.

Import of British fabric goods. 148-9.

Harbours, development, 250.

Manufactured goods, 169-70.

Raw materials, re-exported, rebate on,
149-50.

Sluj)ping. " Loyalty principle, difficulty of

applying, in Canada, 249-50.

Canadian Pacific Railway and Imperial
Cable scheme, co-operation question,
299-300-1.

Concluding speech, 462-3-4.

Currency and exchange, 367.

Financial co-oijeration in Imperial develop-
ment schemes, 137-8.

forestry, 432-3.

Government Hospitality Fund. 463.

Imperial Economic Committee, 458-9.

Imiierial Institute, 390.

Livestock import and export, Imperial
policy, 42^-3-4-5.

Mail services, 230-1.

Overseas Settlement, 188, 76-7-96-7.

Pacific Cable Board, 298.

Panama Canal i"oute, 250.

Public contracts. Imperial Preference in,

202-3.

St. Lawrence route, insurance rates, 251.

Shipping communications. 219-50-1.

State enterprises, immunitv of, 417.

Tariff preference. 147-8-9-.')d-51. 166-70. 193-4.'

United States of America Tariff, 148; l.SO.

Wireless communications, 298-9, 300, 308
Workmen's coiiiijensation, 452.

Great Britain, see United Kingdom.

Greece

:

Commercial Treaty with, Lloj'd-Greame,
142.

Currents, possible dumping, Bruce, 171.

Imports from United Kingdom per capita,

Bruce, 55.

Grenada, favourable to Scheme recommended
by British Empire Patent Conference, 345.

Grindle. Sir Gilberi. K.C.M G., C.B., As.sistant

Under-Secretan,- of State for the Colonies:
Colonies and Protectorates, vit«l interest in

.sliipping questions. 262.

Workmen's compensation, 453.

Guinness, Colonel

:

Empire Currency and exchange, 356-9.

Imperial Penny Post, 235.

Wines, i)reference proposals, 198.

Halifax

:

Cable Ser\ice Worthingtcn-Evans, 292, 323.

3J5.

Wireleiis service, 327.

Hoare. the Rt. Hon. Sir Samuel, Bt., C.M.G.,
MP., Secretaiy of State for Air, Air com-
munications, statement on, 281-3.
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Hogg, Sir Douglas, reciprocal enforcement of

judgments. 341-2, 343.

Holland, assistance of Colonies, Bruce, 57.

Honey, preference on, see under Tariff prefer-

ence.

Hong Kong:
Aircraft and accessories admitted free, 290.

Bills of lading, forms, Mackinder, 240.

Favourable to Scheme recommended by
British Empire Patent Conference, 345.

Wireless scheme, P.O. memorandum, 32S,

329.

Hooghly, wireless installation on pilot vessel

off, steps taken by Imperial Shipping Com-
mittee, Mackinder, 248.

Imperial Conmiunications: see also Air, Cables,
Mails, Shipping and Wn-eless.

Cheap and rapid communication, necessity
for, Bnico, 309-339; Worthington-Evans,
320.

Dissemination of British news throughout
the world, need for, Biuce, 318.

Improvement, importance of, Massey, 36^;
Smuts, 41.

Political importance of efficient communi-
cations. Donald, 323-3.

Questions to be considered, Llovd-Greame,
27.

Imperial Communications Committee:
Association of Dominions and India, resolu-

tion: 15, 297, 301, 32S.

Agreed to. 305-6-7.

Work of, Amory, 297.

Imperial Cu.-toms Conference, London, 1921,
213.

•Imperial Development: Bnice, 54.

Acceleration of schemes throughout the Em-
pire of vital interest to Great Britain,

Lloyd-Greame, 121-2, 125-6; Massey,
128.

Financial co-operation

:

Advance of interest:

India's position, Innes. 135.

New Zealand's development schemes
would be acceler:ited, Massey, 128.

Proposal, Lloyd-Greame, 123-4.

more Suitable to Ausrralia than guaran-
tee. Bruce, 126-7.

Australian welcome of proposals, Bruce,
126-8.

Canada not directly interested in, at
present, Gouin, i25-6; Massey, 130.

Colonies' attitude towards proposals,
Ormsby-Gore, 135-6.

for Colonies, importance of. Bruce, 128.

four Conditions of proposed scheme.
Lloyd-Greame, 12.'J-4 acceptable to
Australia, Bruce, 127.

H.M. Government's proposals. Lloyd-
Greame. 123-5.

General welcome extended to. 138-9.

Report of Committee, 138.

Guarantee of interest, India's position, 135.

Guarantee probably helpful with regard
to small Colonies, Bruce, 126.

Imperial Doveloiiment

—

Con.

I'inancial Co-operation

—

Con.

India prepared to co-operate, Innes, 134-

135.

Sir P. Lloyd-Greame on, 26-7.

New Zealand undertakings likely to

benefit from, instances, Massey, 128-

30.

Procedure for further examination of

scheme, discussion. 136-8.

Resolution 12. adopted, 139.

South African Government undertakings
not likely to need. Burton, 131.

South African cotton grcjwing, plea for ap-

plication of scheme to, Burton. 132-3.

South African Public Utility and Private

undertakings, possible application of

proposals to. Burton. 131-2.

Statement, LloydrGreame, 121-4.

Discussion on. 124-39.

Treasury control not acceptable to Colo-

nies. Ormsby-Gore, 136.

^"alue of proposals as shown by instance

in Newfoundland, Winter, 133.

Resolution, 12; Bruce, 177.

Imperial Development Board recommenda-
tion of Dominions Royal Commission, 399.

Imperial Economic Committee:
Advantages doubtful. Smuts, 41; Graham,

458.

Approval of suggestion, Massey, 459-60.

proposed Character of, Bruce, 456; Lloyd-
Greame, 458.

Constitution, 461-2.

Desirability of. Lloj-d-Greame, 28, 457-8;

Bruce, 456.

Discussion, 455-61.

Empire currency and exchange might be

referred to. Massey, 369; Lloyd-

Greame. 369.

Expenses, provisions. Lloyd-Greame. 461.

Experimental basis suggested, McGrath,

460; Innes, 460.

Functions. Massey. 459; Burton. 460.

Questions to be dealt with by, Bruce, 456-7.

Representation of Colonies and Protector-

ates, suggestion, Ormsby-Gore, 460-1.

Resolution 22: Bruce. 455-7.

Adoption, 461-2.

Value to be derived by Colonies and Pro-

tectonites, Ormsby-Gore, 460-1.

Imperial Economic Conference:

Agenda. 69-70.

Appreciation of assistance rendered by Offi-

cials. Massey. 462-3.

Publicitv arrangements. 69.

Value of. King, 29.

Imperial Institute:
' Amalgamation of Imperial Mineral Re-

sources Bureau, see under Imperial Min-
eral Resources Bureau.

Australia's difficulties in supporting, Wilson,

387.

Canada willing to contribute, Gouin, 387.
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Ini|>enal Institute

—

Con.

Clearing house scheme of Scientitic and In-

dustrial Research Department, 400.

H.M. Government recommendations, 411-

12.

Committee:
Appointment, 390.

Constitution, 413.

Report : 414-5. discussion on and adop-
tion. 390-2.

Contributions from H.M. and Oversea Gov-
ernments 1922, 412.

E.xhibition Galleries:

Closure

:

Agreed to, Burton, 302; McGrath, 392;
Innes, 392.

Saving to be efTectod and need for.

Ormsbj-Gore. 386. 392.

Retention:
Ca.*e for, Allen, 391.

*

Hoped for, M;»ssey, 388.

Estimate of expenditure and contributions
from Dominions and India resolution
recommended by Committee, 414-15.

Finance. proposals. Oimsby-Gore 386;
Devonshire, 387, 412.

Functions, Salisbury. 383-4.

Historical and sentimental aspect, Devon-
shire. 387.

Importance of work. Masses', 388.

Indian and, Ormsbv-Gore, 385-6; Innes, 389;
Winterton. 390.

Irish Free State attitude Riordon. 389.

Laborator>' Committee Resolution recom-
mended by Committee, 414-5.

Maaaeemcnt, Ormsby-Gorc, 386, 414.

not Popular with Dommions as hitherto
conducted. Burton. 3?8.

proposed Reorganization

:

Approved, Allen. 387-8.

Doubt as to value of. Innes, 390.
Resolutions 19-20. agreed 392-3.

Revenue, sources of. Orm.sby-Gore, 384-5.

South Africa's attitude, Burton. 388-9.

Support bv Dominions and India essential.

Ormsby-Gore, 384-5.

Treasure- letter re, 413.

Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau:
Amalgamation with Imperial Institute:

Scheme, 411.

further Consideration suggested, Bur-
ton. 388-9.

Importance of, Orraaby-Gore, 386; Allen.
3,S7-8.

Contributions from H.M. Oversea Govern-
ments. 1922. 412.

Functions. 399-400.

Resolution. 19.

Imperial Preference:
in Public Contracts, iee that lille.

Tariff, fee Tariff Preference.

Imperial Shipping Committee, see under
Shipping.

Imperial War Conference, 1917, resolution on
tariff preference, Masscy, 182.

Austjalia's position regarding, Bruce, 59-60.

Reaffirmed, 12-13, 192-3.

India:
Airship service to, Burnej- scheme, Hoare,

282; Innes, 284-5.

Bills of lading, policy as regards, Innes. 261.
Bombav City development scheme, Innes,

134.

British and Canadian Trade Commissioners,
207.

Cable services and rates, Worthington-
Evans. 292. 323-4-6-7; Innes. 307.

Contribution to Imperial Institute, resolu-
tion, 19, 415.

Currency and exchange, Innes, 363, 374-5.
Customs duties on aircraft and accessories,

2S&-90.

Customs valuation, 214-15.

Development schemes, proposed grant of
interest during initial stages, Lloyd-
Greame, 123.

Discriminating protection policy, limes, 45.

Economic position, Innes, 156.

European markets for, importance of, Innes,
188-9.

Exports to United Kingdom, percentage,
1921, 1922, Innes, 45-6.

Financial co-operation in imperial develop-
ment schemes, willingness to co-operate
in. Innes, 134-5.

Financial position, effect of war on. Innes,
44-5.

Forestr>'

:

Position and resources, Innes, 434.

Trade in timber, wood manufactures and
pulp of wood, 1922, 436.

Government:
Co-operation with Fabrics Co-ordinating

Research Committee, 402.

Position of. Innes. 43.

Hides and skins, attempt to encourage ex-
port to Empire countries bj- preference
and failure, Innes, 188-9.

and the Imperial Institute, Ormsby-Gore,
3S5-6; Innes. 389-90; Winterton, 390.

Imperial Preference in public contracts,
difficulties to acceptance of resolution,
Innes, 203-4.

and Imperial Shipping Committee. Innes.
261-2.

Import duties, increase, Innes, 156-7.

Imports from United Kingdom: 1913, 1922,

Bruce, 53.

Large proportion and prospects of in-

crease, Innes, 4.5-6.

Manufactured goods, percentage, Bruce,
.53.

Judgments, reciprocal enforcement, matter
under consideration. Innes, 342.

Livestock, no grievance, Innes, 427.

Mails:
Embarkation at Italian port, reasons

against reverting to, Worthington-
Evans, 229.

Services: Worthington-Evans. 228. 269.

and Regularity desired rather than in-

creased speed, Innes, 235.

Merchant Shipping Act, Innes, 418.

National Phvsical Laboratorv's work for,

396-7.
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India

—

Con.

and Patents provisional scheme, 347-8.

Preference principle, non-acceptance of,

Innes, 156-8. 187-9.

Railway and other development acbentes,

Inne.-;, 46. 134-5.

Representation on In>v)erial Economic Com-
mittee, resolution, 23, 462,

Shellac, cxjiort to Uii.A., Innes, 189.

Shipping:
Deferred rebates question. Innes, 261.

with the Seychelles, recommendations for

improvement made by Imperial Shii)-

ping Committee, Mackinder, 248.

Taxation question, Innes, 261.

State enterprises, immunity, attitude re-

specting, Innes, 418.

Store purchases;
Difficulties in way of Imperial preference.

Innes. 203-4.

in London, large proportion, Inoes, 201

;

Wmtertou. 204.

Sugar, purchase from Java and difficulties in

way of purchase at higher price, Innes,
203-4.

Sukkur Barrage Scheme, Innes, 134.

Tariff concessions to, by Great Britain, \rv
Zealand and Canada, gratitude for, and
possibilities of reciprocation, Innes, 158.

Tobacco industry, Innes, 187.

Trade:
Effeet of war on, limes, 44-5.

Import and export statistics, Innes, 44.

Trade Commissioners in, Innes, 205.

Trade Commissioner's services in all part

of the Empire utilized by, 207-8.

Trade Facilities Act might be brought to

notice of business interests in, Innes.

135.

Wages, Innes, 157.

Wireless

:

Anxiety for action, Bennett, 338.

Position, Innes, 319-20.

Private enterprise preferred, Innes, 307.

proposed Scheme, Worthington-Evans.
297. 327-S.

Workmen's compensation, Innes, 452-453.

India and Ceylon, Migrants of British and
Irish nationalitv to and from 1913, 1921,

1922, 108.

Indian Labourers Fiji, Massey, 35.

Indo-European Cable Company, Worthington-
Evans, 293. 324, 326-7.

Innes, C. A., C.S.I., CLE., Member of Gov-
ernor-General's Council for Commerce
and Railways, India:

Air cummunications, 284-5.

Burney airship .<cheme. 284-5.

Concluding siieech, 463.

Currency and Exchange. 363.

Economic Conference, special character of
43.

Financial co-oiH>ration in Imperial De-
velopment. 134-5, 139.

Foodstuffs and Materials Committee's re-
port endorsed 187-S.
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Innes. C. A.—Coti.

Forestry. 434-5.

General Ecunouiie outlook, 44.

Great Britain, economic position, 44.

Imperial Communications, 306-7.

Imperial Economic Committee, 460.

Imperial Institute, 388-9, 392.

Imperial Preference in imblic contracts,
203-4.

Imperial Shipping Committee, 261-2.

India:
Development schemes, 46. 134.

Discriminating protection policy, 45i.

Economic position. 156.

Govemmenl. position of, 43.

Imports from Great Britain, large pro-
portion and prospect of increase, 45.

Preference princii)le, non-acceptance of,

156-7, 187-8.

Reciprocal enforcement of judgments in,

matter under consideration, 343-4.

SliippLng communications, 271-2.

Tariff concessions to, and possibilities of

reciprocation, 158.

Trade Facilities Act might be brought to

notice of bu-siness interests in, 135.

Trade and fimince position, 44-5.

Livestock, 427.

Mail services. 235.

Opening speech, 43-6.

State enterprises, immunity, 418.

Tariff Preference, attitude of India, 187.

Trade Commissioners, 205.

Wireless communications, 319-20.

Workmen's compensation, 452-3.

Irish Free State:

Aircraft and accessories admitted free, 289.

Contribution to Imperial Institute, rcsolu-

rion, 19. 415.

Customs valuation, 214-5.

Fiscal Enquiry Committee, RionLin. 203.

Forestry, proposed legislation. Riordan, 434.

and Imv)ei"ial preference. Fitzgerald. 156.

and Imperial Institute, Riordan. 389.

Interest in all Re<i Route and question re,

Riordan. 260. 264-5. replv Mackinder,
264; Amer>-. 265.

Patent legislation, form not yet decided,

Riordan, 348.

Position of, at Economic Conference, Mc-
Grath, 42.

and Tariff preference proposals, Riordan,
185.

Italy

:

Differencial tariff for possessions, Bniee, 67.

Embarkation of Indian and Australian mails
at Italian jiort, reasons against reverts

ing to, Worthington-Eviins, 229.

forthcoming Eiiimigratiou Conference in

Rome, Buckley, 98.

Imports from Umted Kingdom per capita,

Bruce, 55.

Jamaica:
Cable service, 323.

Canadian Trade Comuiissiouer acknowledg-
ment of services. tJrmab.x-Gore. 205.

Honey industrj-, Omisby-Gore. 190.
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Jamaica—('«».

Mail service, 270.

Sugar industry, benefit of Government pre-
fereuue proposals, Ormeby-Gore.

Wireless service, not ver>' satisfactory,

Ornisby-Gore, 159.

Japan

:

Competition with Canada in canned salmon
Graham, 168.

Differential tariff for possessions of, Brace.
57.

Wireless stations, Donald, 333.

Jeans, Mr., representative of Rcuter's, 335-C

Judcments, reciprocal enforcement:
Administration of Justice Act, 1920, Hogg

341.

Australian Commonwealth |irepared to

accept |)rinciplp, Wilson, 342.

Canadian pro^•in(es not yet ready to accept
pnnciple of. Gouin, 342.

Commercial Awards, enforcement position

HoKn. 341-2.

Common Law position, Hogg. 427.

India's position, Innes, 341.

New Zealand's poHcv, Allen. 342; Ormsby-
Gore. 342.

in Newfoundland, McGrath, 342.

Present position, Hogfr. 341-2.

Resolution, adopted, 16-343.

South Africa's position, De Wet. 342.

Keatinge, Mr., report on cotton growing in

South Afrcia referred to. Burton, 132-3.

Kenya

:

Customs duties on aircraft and accessories,

290.

Mail service, 270.

Reciprocal enforcement of iudgmentment.s
not in force. Ormsby-Gore, 342.

Timber, investigation by National Physical
Laboratorj-, 397.

Kcmey, X. K., representing " Argus " group
of South African newspapers. 337.

King, the Right Hon. W. L. Mackenzie, C.
M.G., Prime Minister of Canada:

Canada's pont-war economic pa«ition. 29.

Canadian preference on British Goods, 31-2.

Currency and exchange, 359, 365.

Empire's need for British Capital, 31.

Great Britain's post-war trade difficulties,

29.

Imperial Economic Conference, value of, 29.

Limits of Government action in economic
sphere, 30.

Livestock, Imperial policy respecting im-
port and export. 427-9.

Opening speech, 29-32.

Overseas Settlement, Canadian attitude
towards, 30-1.

Kingston, Jamaica, harbour, advice given by
Imperial Shipping Committee, Mackindor,
248.

Levant, po^ible competition in dried fruits,

Bruce, 58.

Lime juice, preference, see under Tariff Pre-
feience.

Liquid fuels:

Dependence on foreign countries for supiily
of, 406.

Petrol, United Kingdom imports. 1920,
1921, 1922. 407.

Power alcohol

:

Commercial production in L^nitcd King-
dom, impossibility, 407.

Coordmation re, suggestion, 510-12.
Production in the Empire, investigation of

I>o.ssibilities by Fuel Research Board,
509.

Production methods, 407.

Livestock

:

Admission for British Empire Exhibition,
Massey, 425; Sanders. 425: Devonshire,
425.

Australian attitude, Bruce, 425.
Canadian cattle:

Breeding, opposition of British agricul-
turists to admission of, Sanders, 421-2,

^
ili.-iappointment at. King. 428.

Fat. British attitude, Ssuiders, 421, dis-

appointment at, Graham, 422-3.
Inspection ditficulty and spirit of act

should be adhered to. King. 42&-9.
Inspection system under Act, and spirit

of Act nullified by, Graham. 423-4.
Spirit of agreement should be adhered to

King, 427-8.

Store cattle, removal of embargo on,
Graham, 148; Sanders, 420-1.

Apjireciatcd and preferences increased as
result of. King, 427.

alleged Discrimination between Dominions,
Graham, 424-5.

Diseases of Animals Act. 1896. Sanders, 420.
Implication of. protests, Graham, 422;

Bruce. 425.

Xew Zealand:
Freedom from disease, Ma.^sey, 425-6.

Inspection system. Massey, 429.

Pedigree stock, inter-Imperial trade:
Proposjil, Sanders, 422, opinion re, Gra-

ham, 424.

Resolution. 429.

South African interest in. Burton, 427.
Resolution, 21. 429.

Lloyd-Greame, the Right Hon. Sir Philip,
K.B.E., M.C., M.P., President of the
Board of Trade

:

AustraKan wine industry, 194.

Bills of lading, appeal for Empire unifor-

mity, 260.

Briti.sh Empire, economic development,
24-5.

British Empire Patent Conference, 1922, re-

commendations, 343.

Commercial Intelligence, 205-6.

Concluding speech. 463-4.

Diplomatic and Consular Services, 205.

Empire Currencv and exchange, 353, 370,
371.

Financial co-operation in Imperial Develop-
ment. 26-7, 121-5, 126, 130, 131, 136-7,

138, 139.

Foodstuffs and Raw Materials, 144-47. 160-

164, 173, 178.
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Lloyd-Greamc. the Right Hon. Sir Phillip-

Con.

Forestry. 429-431-434.

Great Britain, economic position <"• ^*-

Imperial Communications, 27, 249, 300, 301-

302
Imperial Economic Committee, 28, 457, 459,

460, 461.
^ ,

Imperial Shipping Committee, extension ot

powers deprecated at present, 266-7.

Opening speech, 23-28.

Overseas Settlement, 25-6, 98.

Shipping, assessment of, to income tax, 2*4.

Shipping communications, Economic de-

fence, 350.

State enterprises, immunity of, 415-(.

Steps for improvement of mutual trade, 28.

Tariff preference and British Governments

proposals, 27, 140-4, 150-1, 154, 164, 185,

180, 191-2.

Thanks to, 462-3.

Trade Commissioners, 205.

McGrath, the Hon. Sir Patrick T., K3.E.,

Member of Legislative Council, JNew-

foundland

:

Cables, transatlantic, 318-9.

Currency and exchange, 363.

Concluding speech, 463.

Financial co-operation in Imperial develop-

ment, 139.

Imperial Economic Committee, 460.

Imperial Institute, 392.

Forestry, 434.

Judgments, reciprocal enforcement, iii.

Opening speech, 42.

State enterprises, immunity, 418.

Tariff preference. 185-6.

Trade control experiments m Newfound-

land, 186-7

Wireless communications, 318-9.

Machines and macliinen', imports into Aus-

tralia from United Kingdom 1920-21 and

value of preference on, Bruce, 52.

Macintosh, Sir William. M.L.A.:

Concluding speech, 463.

Overseas settlement, 97.

Mackinder, Sir Halford, Chairman Imperial

Shijiping Committee:
Appreciation of work, resolution, 14, 2bi.

Durban Dr>- Dock. 263-4-5.

Imperial Shi|)ping Committee, 235-249, 26o-C.

Shiiipmg; . .

Acceleration of services by combmation

of air. sea and land, scheme, 247-8.

All Red Route, 264.

Assessment to income tax, 254, 263.

Associations of shippers, value to be de-

rived from, 263-4.

Bills of lading. 238-40.

Coasting voyages, 245.

Deferred rebates, 240-4.

Freights

:

Factors governing. 24o-6.

New Zealand, 263.

High port charges, 245-6.

Irritation in shipping world, 237-8.

Position of industry, 248-9.

Rates, relation of migration to, 245.

Round vovage the economic unit, 244.

Mackinder. Sir Harold—Con.

Shipping

—

Con.

Size of ships, 246-7, 264.
. . ,

Statement on, 235-249: appreciation of

Innes, 261.

Subsidies.

Mail Services:

Air Mails, see under Air Communications.

Austrahan', and need for improvement,

Massey, 36-7; Bruce, 318. 231-2.

British subsidies, Wortlungton-Evans, 228.

Canadian postal rates, Graham, 230.

Facilities, dependence on cargo and

passenger traffic, Worthington-Evans,

228, Bruce, 231-2.

recent Improvements. Worthington-Evans,

228
India, services, and regularity desired rather

than increased speed, Innes, 235.

New Zealand, conference with G.P.O.

suggested, Worthington-Evans, 234-5,

agreed to, Mas.sev, 234-5.

New Zealand, and need lor improvement,

Massev, 36-7, 239-40, 258-9.

Penny Post, Imperial;

Appeal for restoration of, Massey, m-£,
21. 233-4.

Dependent on internal penny post, Wor-

thington-Evans, 229-30.

and possible Revenue loss. Guinness, 2Sa.

Post Office Memorandum, 268-272.

Rates:
_ .-, . ~>i

Importance of cheap rates, Graham, ai.

Resolutions of Imperial Press Conference,

Ottawa, 1920, 340.

Statement by Sir Laming Worthington-

Evans, 228-30.

Malta:
Customs duties on aircralt and accessories,

290.

Reciprocal enforcement of judgments in not

in force, Ormsby-Gore, 342.

Scheme recommendetl by British Empire

Patent Conference to be adopted, 345.

Manufactured Articles Research, proposals

for co-ordination of. 400-1.

Marconi Company;
Canadian Government licenses to, Graham,

299.

Xegotiations of H.^^ Government with,

Worthington-Evans. 295-6, 304, 320-1-2.

Massey, the Right Hon. W. F., Prime Min-

ister, New Zealand:

Airships, 37, 283-4.

British Empire history, encouragement ol

teaching urged, 37-8.

British industries. Empire should support,

181-2.

British Trade Commissioners, 20o.

Cable communications. 304.

Concluding speech, 462.
, „ . --

Cotton cultivation within the Empire, M.

Empire currency and exchange, 37, 359-60,

368-9. .^.,. . „,
Empire self-supporting possibiUUes, M,

181-2.
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Massey. tlio Right Hon. W. ¥.—Con.
Financial cooperation in Imperial Develop-

ment, 128-30, 139.

Foodstuffs and materials, 147, 177-8.

Forestry, 433.

Imperial communications, need of improve-
ment, 36-7.

Imperial F.conomic Committee, 459-60.

Imperial Institute, 388.

Imperial Shipping Committee, 257, 267.

Income tax, 259.

Lvestock import and export. Imperial policv,

425-7.

Meat trade, 37, 152.

Merchandise Marks Act, 182-3.

New Zealand:
Bills ol' ladmg and deferred rebates, 257-S.

and British prel"erence proposals, 151-3.

Dairj- farmins, 34. 82-3, 179.

Fruit-urowins industrj', 151-2.

Hydro-Electric .-schemes, 123.

HousiuK, 80-1-2.

Land Settlement. 35-6.

Livestock in.spection system, 429.

Mail services. 232-4-5, 258-9.

Meat F.xport Control IJoard, 258.

Meat production and industry, 36. 426-7.

Overseas Settlement, 32. 79-80-3.

Preference to Great Britain, 152-3.

Shipping, 257-9.

Tobacco growing. 179.

Trade with Britain. 36 180-1.

Opening Speech. 32-38.

Penny post, 229. 234.

Public contract.s, Imperial Preference in.

203.

Record journey, 36-7.

Sugar production, 35.

Sea communications, vital importance of,

257.

State enterprises, immunity, 418.

Tariff preference. 34-5, 152-3, 177-83. 194.

Wireless communications, 37, 30.5-6, 316-7-

8, 322.

Workmen's compensation 452.

Mauritius:
Customs duties on aircraft and accessories.

290.

Mail .«er\ico. 271.

Sugar industrj' and benefit of Government
preference proposjils, Ormsby-Gore, 159.

Unfavourable to Scheme recommended by
British Empire Patent Conference. 346.

Meat Trade:
Australia and New Zealand, South Ameri-

ca's competition and appeal for con-
sideration. Massey, 152.

Beef industr>'

:

Australian, critical position of and pro-
blem of market. Bruce, 172, 174-5.

Capture of British market by Argentine,
Massey. 426-7.

Problem of marketing in Great Britain.

Mnssel, 177-178.

for British Army and Navy

:

Beef contract given to country outside the
Empire, Massey, 36.

36—31

for Rriti.'sh .\rniy and Xavy

—

C(yn.

Meat Trade

—

Con.
Naval contracts within the Empire, Amery.

202.

War Office contracts:
in Frozen meat with Empire wholly

Derby, 203.

Preserved position re Derby, 203.

Merchandise Marks Act, Amendment, desir-
ability, Massey, 182, 183.

Merchandise Marks Bill and " Empire Pro-
duce," Sanders, 183.

Metal Manufactures, imports into Australia
from United Kingdom, 1920-21 and
value of preference on, Bruce, 52.

Mexico, petroleum production 1921. 1922 406.

Milk, condensed and sweetened, British pre-
ference would be welcomed Massey, 152.

Millcn, Senator the Hon. E. D., on State-
aided Empire settlement, 1921 102-103.

Milner. Viscount, on State-aided Empire set-
tlement 1921 102.

Mineral Resources of the Empire, Co-oper-
ation in utihzation of, importance, 400-
401.

Molasses, preference, see under Tariff Prefer-
ence.

Montreal harbour, development, Graham 250-
2oI.

Motor Cars, preference, see under Tariff Pre-
ference.

National Physical Laboratory functions and
work for Dominions, etc., Salisbury 384,
396-397, 400.

New Zealand

:

Administration of Justice Act 1920 adopted
by. Hogg, 341.

Alcohol production from molasses. 408.

Animals from, for Empire Exhibition, ques-
tion respecting. Massey, 426.

.Vpples industr\-, and effect of preference on
Lloyd-Greame 164: Massey 164. 178, 179.

Banks, position of, and profits made on ex-

change. Allen 351-352; Bruce 356-3.57.

375-376.

Barley cultivation M;is.«py 180.

Britain's growing market in Massev 180-181.

and British preference proposals. Massev,
151-1.52, 177.

Cables:
Appeal for Dominion Government support

of Imperial Atlantic route. Worthing-
ton-Evans. 296.

.Appreciation of reduction of rates, Mas-
sev. 305.

Rates 327.

Services. Worthington-Evans, 292. 323-324.

Canned salmon industrv prospects, Massey
179-180.

proposed Commercial Intelligence Imperial

Advisory Committee not approved by
representatives of 227.

Cattle, inspection system. Massey 429.

Contribution to Imperial Institute, Massev
388, resolution 19, 415.
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New Zeiiland

—

Con.

Currency and Exchance:
Action proposed, Mai?sey 369.

Complaint with regard to rate of ex-

chanKc, Massey 369-60.

Mr. Cooper's scheme. Allen 352-3. .

Difficulties with regard to, Allen, 251-2-3.

Systems 371-2-3.

Customs duties on aircraft and accessories

and British preference. 2S9.

Customs valuation 214. 216, 220.

Dairv farming and development, Masscv
34, 82, 179.

Development schemes:
Advance of interest would accelerate. Mas-

sey, 128.

UndertakinKS likely to benefit from pro-

posed financial co-operation, instances

of, Massey, 128-9.

Exports

:

Increase in last ten years, Massey 34.

to Fnited Kingdom, percentage 1921
Innis 45.

foodstuffs systejn of subsidies not a success
Massey 177.

Forestry:
Position and resources. Massey 433, 445.

Trade in timber, wood manufactures and
inilp of wood, 1922, 436.

Fruit-growing industry, position. Massey,
151-2.

Great Britain ^thc principal market for pro-
ducts of Massey 36.

Honev export Lloyd-Greame 165; Massey
180.

Housing Scheme Massey, ^1-2.

Hvdro-electric schemes, Lloyd-Greame 123,

Mas.««y 128, 130.

Immignition

:

Assisted pa.s.«ages. Amer\' 90, 103.

Attitude rt. Massey 81; 103.

Boys and girls 108-9.

Bush and swamp land not imrfiediately
a'vail.Hble for settlers, Massey, SO.

Conference with H. M. Government, Janu-
arv-Fohniary 1921. 9S-9. 101-5.

Economic question, .-Mien, 77.

under Empire Settlement .\ct, Buckley
71-2, 77.

Group system. Mas,sey. 81. S3.

Hoiising difficulty, Allen, 79; M isssev, 99-

100. SO. 81-2.

Labour attitude, .\llen, 78.

no Large area available, Allen, 78; Mas-
sey, 80.

Migrants of British and Irish nationality

to and from, 1913. 1921. 1922. 109.

Nomination system .\llon, 78, 103. 113.

P.assage agreement with II. \L Govern-
ment, 107.

Passage .'chemes. Committee's report. 114.

Po.-;ition Allen. 77-8-9.

Prospects. Allen, 78-9.

Public school bovs Allen, 79; Buckley. 96.

116, US.
Reception arrangements Coramrttee'.' re-

port, 11.5.

Skilled Labour, need for, Massey 81.

Types, .\llen, 79.

New Zealand^Coti.

Immigration

—

Con.

L^rban population unsuitable for. Massej-,

81.

Sir William Windham's mission Buckley,

72.

Women, measures for encouragement of

117.

Imperial preference in public contracts, Mas-
sey, 203.

Imports from Great Britain:

1922 Massey 33.

Approximate yearly value, Mas.-ey, 152-3.

Per capita, Bruce 55.

Income tax, Mas-seV 259.

Judgments, reciprocal enforc-ement ,
Allen

342; Ormsby-Gore 342.

Land Settlement, Massey 35-6.

Livestock, freedom from disease, Massey
425-6.

Mail services: 268, 269.

Conference with G.P.O. proposed, Worth-
ington-Evans, 234, aftreed to, Massey,

235.

and Need for irapfoveraent, Ma.ssev, 36-7,

233-4. 258.

via S-an Francisco and New York, need for

improved train connection. Massey.

234.

Marketing of produce. Massey. 459-60.

Meat Export Control Board, Massev 258.

Meat trade: Massed 36.

and Competition of South American

States and appeal for consideration,

Mas&ey. 152. 426-7.

Beef, problem of marketing, in Great

Britain, Massey 177-8.

Effect of rate of exchantse to exporters

Massey , 3.59.

Penny post Massey 234-5.

and Patents provisional scheme, 345, 346,

348.

Preference fo British Countries, Massey 33,

1,52-3. ISl. 21S.

Preference in public contracts, Ma.s-«cV, 153.

Railwav schemes. Massey, 129, 130.

Research work Allen 3S7-8.

Road making schemes and benefit to be

derived from financial co-operation,

Ma,*sey. 160-1.

Scientific .and industrial research organis-

ation, proposals under consideration

129.

Sea communications of yital importance

to, Massey 257.

Shipping:
Freights

:

.\vprecifttion of work pi ShipiMng Com-
mittee, Bruce 253.

Difficultv owing to number of hiir-

bo\irsi, Massev, 267-S; Mackinder,
2i84.

to Great Britain. Mackinder 244.

Reduction Ma.ssev 258.

Light dufes. suggested meeting between

New Zealand representatives and

representatives of Chamber of

Shipping with regard to, Mackinder,

244-245.

Ship, new t\T>e of, Massey 258.
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New Zoiilaiul

—

Con.

Research Work

—

Con.

Soldier Settlpmont Schpme, Mnsspy 79-80.

State entonjrisc'. immunity of. attitude

re.«riectinK, Massey 418.

SiiRJir Imiioi-t,'5 from Fiji Massey. 3.5.

Tariff c()nces.sion.s to India. Inncs 158.

Tobacco crowinc Ma.'.^ey 179.

Trade

:

with Can.ida Ma.<.-jey 33.

Oversea.'^ 1880. IflOl. 1921, Bhice. .'54.

with U.K. conipaTod with Russian 1913,

Bnice, 17,5-6.

services of Trade Commissioners in Canada
and Soutli Africa useel by, 207.

Unoccnpied hmd, tax on, Mas.sey, 81.

Wheat production, Massey, 180.

Wine production, Mas.s'cy, 180.

Wireless, position. Massey, 30.5-6, 316.

Wool trade, bills of lading. Mackindcr. 240.

Workmen's compensation, Massey, 452.

Newfoundland:
.\dministration of Justice Act adopted bv,

1920, Hogc, 341.

Apple production, Llovd-Greanie, 164.

BankiuR. McGrath, 363.

Benefit from Trade Facilities Act, Warren,
42.

Cable service, 323, 327.

Contribution to Imperial Institute, resolu-

tion, 19, 415.

Currency, manauement of, .\mers', 364.

Customs \aUiation, 214, 216; 220.

Dried cod, trade control experiments, Mc-
Grath, 186-7.

Frozen salmon, tarifif preference, sugRestion,

McGrath, 185-6.

and Imperial Institute, Winter. 389.

Judgment reciprocal enforcement, McGrath,
342.

Mail service 269.

Overseas settlement position, W'arren, 87-S.

and Patents provisional scheme. 348.

Pulp and paper industry. Winter, 133; Mc-
Grath, 434.

Telegraph monopoly of Anplo-American
Telegraph Company. McGrath. 318-9.

Trade Commissioner at Montreala services
utilized by, 208.

Trade control experiments, McGrath, ISo.

Trade iu timber, wood manufactures and
pulp of wood, 1922, 436.

Wireless monopoly of Marconi Company,
McGrath, 319.

News service:
Connection with migration, VinDicombe, 336.

Empire Press Union, deputation, 330-40.

Importance of impro\ed services, Bruce,
309.

Inadequacy of, and connection with cable
service, Burnham, 331-2.

Resolution of Imperial Press Conference,
Ottawa, 1920, 340.

Nigeria

:

Aircraft and accessories admitted free with
certain small exceptions, 290.

Favourable to Scheme recommended by
British Empire Patent Conference, 345.

36—31}

Nigeria

—

Con.

Fonestry resources. 442.

Loan refen-ed to. Ormsby-Gore, 135-6.

Northcliffe, Lord, (pioted, Bruce, 310.

Northern Rhodesia

:

.•\erial survey desirable, Ormsby-Gore, 285.

Cureucy, management of, Amery, 364.

Favoiuable to Scheme recommended by
liritLsh Empire Patent Conference, 345.

Nyasaland

:

Currency, management of, Amery, 364.

Customs duties on ain'raft and accessories,

290.

Favourable to Scheme recommended by
British Empire Patent Conference, 34G.

Tobacco industry-, stabilization of prefer-

ence desirable, Orm.sby-Goro, 189.

Ormsby-Gore, the Hon. W. G. A.. M.P.. Par-
liamentary Under-Secretary of State for

the Colonies:
Aerial surveying, 285.

American economic policy. Empire dc-

velopement necessitated by, 47.

British Emjiire, productive possibilities,

47-8.

Canadian Trade Commissioner, Jamaica.
205.

Colonies, Protectorates and Mandated Terri-

tories, .size and importance. 46-7.

Commercial Intelligence, 205.

Empire currency and exchange, 363-4.

Financial co-oi)eration in Imperial develop-

ment, 135-6, 139.

Forestry, 435.

Imperial Economic Committee, 460-1.

Imperial Institute, 384-5. 392.

Imperial Preference in ptiblic contracts, 159,

201-2.

Marketing problem, 189-90.

Opening speech, 46-7-8.

Reciprocal enforcement of judgments, 342.

Rhodesia, settlement, S6.

State enterprises, jmnumity, 418.

Sugar, British preference proposals. 1,59.

Tariff preference, 189-90-1-2.

Tobacco. 159.

West Indian Cable scheme, 307.

Overseas Settlement:
African possibilities. Smuts, 39-40.

Assisted pa.ssages. 103, 108, 120.

British and Irish subjects recorded as emi-

grants from, or immigrants into each

division of the United Kingdom, 1913,

1921, 1922, 110.

Canadian attitude towards. King. 30-31.

Children and juveniles. Buckley, 75, 116.

Classes of settlers, 75, 100, 123.

Connnittee on

:

Appointment of. 94-5.

Constitution, 110, 111.

Report: 110-121.

Adopted, 97-98.

Concurred in Graham. 96; Bruce. 97;

Wilson, 97.

Presentation of. Buckley. 94-7.

Tribute to. on behalf of British Govern-

ment Lloyd-Greame. 9."?.

Value of work, Bruce, 97.
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Overseas Settlement

—

Con.

Conferences 1921, Buckley, 70-1, 98-9, 105-6.

forthcoming Conference in Rome, Buckley,
98.

Connection with other questions Smuts, 40;
Bruce, 49; Buckley. 74; Bruce, 73-4;

Amen,-, 88, 100, Mackinder, 245-6.

Co-operation of Dominions less complete
than desirable, 99-100.

Details of scheme, need of improvement,
Buckley, 74.

Difficulty of inducing people to migrate, Bur-
ton, 83.

Dominions' suggestions invited, Buckley, 75.

Draft Agenda, questions to be considered,

Lloyd-Greame. 25-26.

Economic security, need for, Amery, 88.

Education of the young with view to, sug-

gestion, 112.

Empire Settlement Act: 1922:

Agreements entered into under, 107-9.

Objects of policy, 100.

Provisions, Buckley. 71. 99, 106-7.

Results, Buckley, 71-72; Graham, 98. 111.

Schemes under negotiation under, 108.

Even distribution of T'.mpire population a
fundamental need, Amery, 93-4.

Expediting of development schemes import-
ant, 112.

Families: Buckley, 75, 115.

Importance of, Amer>-, 90.

Maintenance Allowances to heads of

families for temporary period, question
of. Buckley, 95, 115.

Financial co-operationa:
Methods of, 103.

Scheme of advantage with regard to speed-
ing up. Massey, 129.

" Follow-up '' system, need for, Graham, 76-7;

.\mer>'. 91-2.

Free pas.<ages to ex-service men and their

families, Amery, 90, 103.

H.M. Government's attitude and appeal to
Dominions, Barlow, 86, 101.

Group system, Buckley. S3, 95; Burton. 92.

118; Barlow. 87; Amer>-, 84.

Housing, imjiortance of. .'Vmery, 90.

Labour attitude. 101.

Land settlement schemes. 117-8, 121.

Long-term arrangements in settlement
schemes, need for, Amery, 89.

Memorandum. 9S-101.
right Mental attitude towards, importance of

creating, .\mcry, 93.

Migiints of Briti.sh and Irish nationality to

and from extra-European Countries,
1913, 1921. 1922 109.

Migration from the LTnited Kingdom, 1871-
1920 110.

New Zealand, land settlement possibility,

Massey 35-6.

better News services of importance in con-
nection with. Vinnicombe. 338.

Nomination system: Buckley 95; Allen 97,

113.

the Eventual solution of problem Bruce
U3.

Extension of system, proposals 113.

Success of 103.
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Overseas Settlement

—

Con.

Obstacles to more rapid expansion:
Economic Buckley 73; Allen 77; 111.

Labour opposition. Allen, 77.

Political Buckley 90; 74. 111.

Psychological Buckley 73; Graham 76;
Amery 92.

Oversea Settlement Committee, 1922 Re-
port 100.

Passage Agreements, Buckley 95.

Passage rates Amery 82.

Passage schemes, 108. 114-5.

Policy underlying movement, Buckley. 75-6.

Preference for British settlers, urged, Amerv
91.

Progessixe enlargement of policy desirable
112.

Prospects in the future. Buckley 49.

Public School boys. Buckley 75, 96; Allen,

79; 116.

Rate, connection with rate of absorption 111.

Receiition arrangements 100, 114-5.

Reculated Migration absence in the past

Mas.sev 32.

Resolution 12. 97-8.

Resolution of 1917 Conference and .Austra-

lia's position regarding. Bruce 59.

prof)er Selection, need for Graham, 76;

Amery 91.

Selection and recruiting. Report of Commit-
tee. 112.

State-aided, Conference on. Januarv-Febru-
ar>' 1921. Buckley 70. 98. 101-5. 111.

Statement, Buckley, 70-76.

Training:
Land work for Overseas preferable, with

brief period of testing at home. Buck-
ley 96; 119.

for Rural life. Barlow 87.

Unsound distribution of Empire population.

.\mer\- 89.

Wireless advantage in connection with. Bruce
309.

Women :\nd girls: Buckley 75; 117.

for Household ser\'ice. training at home
recommended 119.

Importance of providing for 100.

Pacific

:

Cable Board aec under Cables.

Empire wirele.<s interests in. position. Bruce
304; Ameri-. 305.

Palestine, customs duties on .lir-craft and
accessories. 290.

Panama Canal

:

Development of traffic from We-tern Can-
ada to Briti.<:h Isles via. Graham. 250.

Mail ser\'ice via. Ma.<sey 233; 268.

Paper, imports into Australia from Great
Britain. 1920-21 and value of preference

on. Bruce 52.

Patents. Designs and Trade Marks:
British Empire Patent Conference. 1922 re-

commendations of. Lloyd-Creame 343-4.

Committee on Imperial co-operation with

reference to:

Appointment, 343.

Constitution. 347.

Report, 346-349.
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Piitcnts. Dcsiuns and Trade Marks

—

Con.

Imperial Central Patent Office, question,

Lloyd-Greanic, 343.

Imperial Co-operation with respect to.

Board of Trade Memorandum. 343-346.

Resolution. 16, 349, adopted, 343.

Perley, Sir G., on Slate-aided Empire Settle-

ment 1921 103.

Port Riro. Sugar. American preference. Orms-
b.v-(!ore, 159.

PortuRal. differential tariff for ,possessions.

Bruce 57.

Press, thanks to, Lloyd-Greame 464.

Prince Rupert harbour, to be developed,

Graham, 2.50.

Public Contracts. Imperial Preference in:

in Au.siralia, Wilson 203.

Briti.-sh Government policy. Chamberlain.
201.

Colonies and Protectorates, practice of,

Omisby-Gore 159, 202; Amery 202.

Empire finished manufactures, encourage-

ment. Colonies and Protectoniles, Orms-
by-Gore 201; Amery 202.

Fixed perccntaKC of preference, difficulty.

Chambcrlam, 201; Graham 202-3.

Irish Free State not yet in position to state

Its views, Riordan 203.

Mutual preference between different parts

of the Empire, plea for, Graham 203.

New Zealand Massey 153.

Newfoundland. Warren 203.

Raw Materials:
not of British manufacture, suggested

clause in contracts, Ormsby-Gorc. 202.

Indian position with regard to Innes 203-4.

Stipulation for, difficulty, Chamberlain.
201; Ormsby-Gore 201-5; Innes 204.

Resolution 13. 204-5.

in South .Vfrica, Burton 203.

Suspension, power reserved. Chamberlain 201

Tenders, calling for. duty-paid, practice of

British Government, Chamberlain 201.

Treasury circular to Government Depart-
ments, 1919, Chamberlain, 201.

Urged. Bruce 62.

Quebec harbour development, Graham 250.

Queensland, cotton growing Massey 35.

Rangoon, shipowning agents, discrimination
against certain rice merchants, steps taken
by Imperial Shipping Committee. Macki#-
der 243.

Raw Materials, co-ordination of research, pro-
posals 398-400.

Rhodesia

:

Customs duties on aircraft and accessories
and British preference 290.

Land settlement sehoines. probability of IIS.
Tobacco inilustry. stabilization of preference

desirable. Ormsby-Gore 1S9.

Riordan. E. J.. Secretary to Trade and Ship-
ping Department Irish Free State:

Air communications. 284.
Empire currency and exchange. 363, 370.

Riordan. E. J.

—

Con.

Financial assistance in Imperial develop-
ment 139.

Forestry 434.

Imperial ICi-ononiic CoiiiMiittee 460.
Impcri.il Institute ,3S9. 392.

Imiicrial Preference in Public Contracts 203.
Patents 348.

Reciprocal enforcement of Judgments 342.

Shipping. Irish interest in All-Red Route. 260.
264, 205.

State enterprises, immunity 418.
Tariff preference 185.

Workmen's compensation 4.53.

Russia:
Competition with Canada in canned salmon

Graham 168.

Forestry position, Laval 429; 437.
Imports from United Kingdom per capita.

Bruce .55.

Revival of trade with, effects on Empire
production. Bruce 175-6; Massey 179.

Safeguarding of Industries Act. sec under
United Kingdom.

Salisbury, the Most Hon. the Marquess of
K.G., G.C.V.O., C.B., Imperial Institute
383.

Salvarsan. contract by Secretary of State for
the Colonies with Brirish manufacturers in
spite of price being higher than that of-
fered by German firm. Ormsby-Gore 202.

Sanders, Sir Robert:
Mr. Bruce's proposels. procedure for dealing

with 146.

Livestock import and export Imperial policy
420-1-2. 426.

Merchandise Marks Bill 183.

St. Lawrence Watei-way, insurance rates, hard-
ship of, as compared with rates from New
York, etc., Graham 251.

St. Lucia, favourable to Scheme recommende<l
by British Empire Patent Conference 346.

St. Vincent, wishes to adopt Scheme recom-
mended by British Empire Patent Con-
ference, for Self-Goveming Dominions. 346

Samoa:
Copra, export of practically whole produc-

tion to Germany, Ormsby-Gore, 47.
Wireless station, Massey. 316-7.

Scientific and Industrial Research:
Agricultural research, 399-400.
.Application to the whole Empire suggested

by Governments of Victoria and New
South Wales, memorandum on, 393.

Associations, 395.
Central Body for administration of common

fund supported by United Kingdom and
Dominions, question of, 404.

Coordinating body, need for, Allen, 387-8.
Coordination in:

Memorandum by Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research, 393, 402-3.

Memorandum bv Secretary of State for the
Colonies. 411-2.

Schemes. 393-4, 398-402.
Imperial Bureau of Information scheme, 402.
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Scientific anil Industrial Research

—

Con.

Mutual cooperation, desirability, Salisbury,

383-4.

Research Associations, admission to member-
ship of firms in Dominions question of,

401-2.

Resolutions. 19, 392-3.

Scientific and Indu^itrial Research Department:
Boards of. 400-401.

Building Re.search Board, work of, 398-9.

Colonial Research Committee, 393-4.

Coordinatinc Research Boards, 398-9.

Encouragement of scientific research in Uni-
versities and Colleges, 394.

Food Investigation Board:
Functions. 397.

Investigation into damage to Australian

apples in transport. 411.

Forest Products Research Board, work of,

397-8.

Fuel Research Board:
Fimctions and work for Dominions. 397.

Investigation into possibiUties of produc-
tion of power alcohol in the British

Empire, 407-8.

Fimctions, 394.

Grants to Research Associations, 395.

Imperial aspect of work, 394-402.

Seychelles

:

Favourable to Scheme recommended by Bri-

tish Empire Patent Conference, 345.

Mail ser\nce. 271.

Shipping communication with India, recom-
mendations for impro\oment made by
Imperi:d Shipping Committee, Mac-
kinder. 248.

Shipping:
Acceleration of ser\uces by combination of

air, sea and land, sclicme, Mackinder,
247-8.

All Red Route, Irish interest in, and ques-
tion respecting, Riordan, 329, 260. 264.

265.

Reply to. Mackinder, 264; Amery. 265.

Associations of shippers, value to be derived

from, Mackinder 263-4.

Bills of Lading:
proposed British legislation, Mackinder,

239-40.

Comparison with Canadian Water Car-

riage of Goods Act, 1910, 273, 274-5-

6-7.

India would introduce legislation on
similar lines, Innes, 261.

Committee on;
Appointment of. 267.

Constitution, 272.

Report. 273-4-5-6-7.

Common Law practice, Mackinder, 23S-9.

Empire uniformity:
Appeal for. Llovd-Greame. 260.

Hope of, Mackinder, 239-40.

Foniis of. " shipped ' and " received for

shipment," Mackinder, 240.

Hague Rules, and amendment, Mackin-
der, 239. 273-4.

International basis, benefit to be derived
from. Bruce. 252.
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Shii)ping

—

Con.

Bills of Lading—Con.

Rules recommended by Bruseels Inter-
national Conference. 1922. adoption,
resolution. 15. 274. adopted. 332. 268.

Shipowners' liability under, acuteness of

question after the war, Mackinder.
238.

South African proposed legislation. Bur-
ton, 260.

Work of Imperial Shipping Committee
with regard to. Mackinder, 238-9-40.

Coasting voyages, exclusion of ocean ship-
ping from, effect on rates, Mackinder.
245. 246.

Deferred Rebates

:

Australian question respecting, Mackin-
der, 240-1.

' Loyalty " ii^eenient in South Africa in

place of. Mackinder. 242.

Optional system of rebates or agreement:
Recommended by Imperial Shipping

Committee. Mackinder. 242-3.

Sat^ifactorj- working of. in Australia.

Mackinder. 242-3.

Quasi-monopoly essential in case of liners,

Mackinder". 241-2.

Royal Commission on. Mackinder. 240-1.

South African action. Burton. 260.

Work of Imperial Shrjiping Committee
with regard to. Mackinder. 240-1.

Api^reciation of Bmce 2.52.

Economic Defence: Lloyd-Greame 350.

Resolution, 17, adoption. 330.

Freights

:

Appreciation of work of Shipping Com-
mittee. Bruce. 252.

British shipping rates on flour from Can-
ada, discrimination against Canada as

compared with U.S. .4., Graham, 250;
Lloyd-Greame, 251.

High. factors governing, Mackinder.
245-6.

Reduction. New Zealand, Massey, 258.

Relation of migration to. Mackinder, 245.

Imperial Shipping Committee:
Advantage of. Mackinder. 249.

Appreciation of work of, 312, 14, 251-2-3,

267.

Continuance:
Hoped for. Burton. 259. Innes. 262.

and Placing on permanent b.asis desired,

Bruce. 256.

• Resolution. 14. 267-8.

as Imperial body, responsible to Imperial
Conference or to whole of Prime Min-
isters advocated. Bruce, 256.

Meetings held. Mackinder, 294.

Origin and character of. Mackinder, 236.

Permanent body with paid Chairm.in. etc.

danger of conversion into bureaucra-
tic body, Innes. 261.

Power to send for witnesses and for

documents:
Doubt as to advantage of, and possible

disjidv.antage, Innes. 262; Mackin-
der. 26.5-6; Allen, 266; Llovd-Greamc,

266-7.

Suggestion. Massey, 259.
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Shipping

—

Con.

Imperial ShippinK Coramitfccs

—

Con.

Powers, Mackinder. 236.

Shipowners' gooilwill pocured, Mackin-
der, 237.

Unanimity, habit of, and methods of ob-
taininK, Mackinder, 236-7.

Value of findings from political point of

view, Bruce, 2.53.

Work of, Mackinder, 237.

Improvement of services, problem of, and
report of ommitfee, Bruce, 25.5-6.

Insurance rates on St. Lawrence route, hard-
ship of, as compared with rates from
New York, etc., Graham, 251.

Irritation in shipping world, Mackinder,
237-S.

Light Dues. Australia, proposed taking over
of, by Commonwealth Government,
Bruce, 253-4.

" Lovalty " principle, diflicultv of applying
in Canada, Graham. 249-50.

Mail services, ^e that title.

Navigation Act. .Australia, Bruce, 254.

North Atlantic, difference of conditions from
those in other parts of the world, Mac-
kinder, 241.

Port on West of Ireland, question of, Rior-

dan, 260, 261, 265; Mackinder, 32S;
Amery, 264-5.

Port Charges:
Australia, decision that revenue not to be

derived from, and charges to be limit-

ed to costs of providing required ser-

vices, Bruce, 253.

Imperial Shipping Committee report Mac-
kinder 245.

Position of industry. Mackinder 248-9.

Prosperity dependent on Empire develop-
ment, ALickinder 245: Graham 249.

the Round vovage the economic unit Mac-
kinder 244, 246.

Size of shii>s, Mackinder 246-7, 264; Gra-
ham 249; Burton 239.

Statement on Mackinder, 235-249.

State-owned ships, immunity, see under State

enterprises.

Subsidy necessarj; to give Australia a faster

service, enquiry into, by Imperial Ship-

ping Committee, Mackinder 246.

Taxation: Lloyd-Cireame, 2.55.

Australian position re, Br\ice, 254-5.

Committee

:

Appointment 268.

Con.-ititution, 277-8.

Report. 27.8-80; adopted, 15. 267-8.

India and, Innes. 261.

Report of Imperial Shipping Committee.
Mackinder 262-3.

Shipowners' complaints, and consideration

of. 278-80.

Variety of methods an impediment to

coramerce, Mackinder 249.

Terminal charges, question of. Mackinder.
244-5.

Vital importance of sea communication-'
Mafsey 257.

Sierra Leone:
Customs duties on aircraft and accessories,

290.

Favourable to Scheme recommended by
British Empire Patent Conference 346.

Silk, possibilities of Empire production. Orm.s-
by-Gore 47-8.

Singapore

:

Bills of lading, forms, Mackinder 240.

Wireless scheme, P.O. memorandum 328.

Skelton, Dr., patent.s 347.

Smith, Sir H. Llenellvn, British Delegate at

the International Conference on Customs
formalities, letter from, considered 206.

Smuts, General the Right Hon. J. C, K.C..
C.H., Prime Minister of the Union of

South Africa:

African Continent, economic possibilities of
39-40.

British fiscal policy, no attack on, intended
38.

Imperial Communications, importance of

improvement 41.

Imperial Economic Committee, advantage
doubtful 41.

Imperial Preference, additional British pre-

ferences would aid Empire development
40.

Opening speech 38-41.

South Africa:

Great Britain the most important but not
the only market 39.

Preference policv, willingness to reshape.
40.

Skilled labour and capital required. 39-40.

United States of America, economic policy.

Empire development necessitated by 39.

Somaliland. favourable to Scheme recom-
mended by British Empire Patent Con-
ference 345.

Solomon Islands, favourable to Scheme recom-
mended by British Empire Patent Con-
ference 433.

South Africa:

Air surveving worth consideration. Burton
284.

Alcohol production from niola.-;scs 408.

Apple growing and value of proposed pre-

ference. Lloyd-Greanie 164; Burton 184.

and British preference proposals, Burton 1.54-

1.55 184.

Cable services and rates. Worthineton-
Evans 294, 323-4, 326-7; Kerney 327.

Canned cray fish, appeal for preference on.

Burton 185.

Capital required, Smuts 39-40.

Contribution to Imperial Institute, resolu-

tion. 19. 415.

Cotton growing, prospects of industr\-. and
plea for application of financial co-oper-

ation scheme to. Burton 132-3.

Currency and exchange position. Burton 360,

362 ; 372, 372-8. 375.

Customs duties on aircraft and accessories

and British preference. 289.

Customs valuation 214. 216. 220.

Dried fruits, opinion with regard to prefer-

ence proposals, Burton. 154.
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Soulh Africa—Con.

Durban drj' dock and the size of ships, Mac-
kinder 264.

and Financial co-operation in development
schemes, Burton 131-3.

Forestry

:

Position, Burton 433.

Trade in timber, wood manufactures and

pulp of wood, 1922, 436.

Fruit export 411.

Government, co-operation with Fabrics

Co-ordinating Research Committee 402.

Great Britain the most important but not

the only market. Smuts 39.

Immigration:
Agricultural settlers, need for, and terms

offered, etc.. Burton 85.

Difficulties realized. Barlow, 86.

Group system, Burton, 84.

Land settlement scheme 118.

Policy Amery 92.

Position re Buckley, 71; Macintosh, 97,

106.

Public school boys 116.

Skilled labour required, Smuts 39-40.

Unskilled labour not needed, Burton. 85.

and Imperial Institute, attitude, Burton 38S-

389.

Imperial Institute work for, Ormsby-Gore,
385.

Imperial preference in public contracts,

Burton 203.

Imports from United Eangdom per capita,

Bruce 55.

Interest in exchange of pedigree stocks. Bur-

ton 427.

Interest in Gold Standard, Burton 361.

Judgments, reciprocal enforcement, legisla-

tion not urgent, De Wet, 342.

Mail service. Worthington-Evans 228, 268,

269.

Maize growing prospects and question of

British preference. Burton, 155.

Merchant Shipping Bill, Burton 418.

Overseas trade 1880, 1901, 1921, Bruce 54.

and Patents provisional scheme 345, 348.

Preference to British products: Smuts, 40-

41; Burton 153.

Conditions of 218.

Extension desired subject to local needs.

Burton, 154.

Willingness of South Africa to reshape

policy. Smuts 40.

Railway material for. investigation by Na-
tional Physical Laboratorv 397.

Reserve bank. Burton 262-3, 373.

Scientific and industrial research organiza-

tion 393.

Shipping:
Bills of lading, proposed legislation, Bur-

ton, 260.

Deferred rebates:
Abolition and substitution of ''loyalty"

agreement, Mackinder 242.

Action with regard to. Burton, 260.

Trade Commissioner Service in 207.

Trade Controls, experience of. Burton 184.

South Africa—Con.

Trade with United Kingdom, percentage,

Innes, 45; Burton 362.

White fluorite, need for inve-stigation 400.

Wine export trade:
Alcoholic content difficulty, Burton, 155.

"Port" name, difficulty. Burton 195.

proposed Preference ajipreciated. Burton
194,

Wireless:
Communication with Government station

agreed to, Worthinglon-Evans 308,

330; Macintosh 318.

Interest in, Kernev 3.37.

Position, Bruce 314: Macintosh 318.

proposed Scheme, Worthington-Evane 2%,
327-8.

South Australia, administration of Justice

Act 1920, adopted by. Hogg, 341.

Southern Rhodesia

:

Favourable to Scheme recommended by
British Empire Patent Conference, 345.

Xced for settlers with capital, Ormsby-Gore,
86.

Spain

:

Differential tariff for possessions, Bruce, 57.

Imports from United Kingdom per capita,

Bruce, 55.

State Enterprises, immunity of:

Colwvn Committee Report: Lloyd-Greame,
415-7.

Discussion on and agreement, 417-18.

Proposals, Lloj'd-Greame, 415-6.

Importance of question, Llovd-Greame, 415.

Resolutions, 20-21, 418-20.

Shipping. Gothenburg draft Convention:
Lloyd-Greame, 416-7.

.Adoption recommended, 25, 419.

Proijosals agreed with, Massey, 418.

Willingness to accept proposals, Bruce,
417.

Statistics:

Imperial Advisory Committee, approved by
majority of Commercial Facihties Com-
mittee but not by Canada or New Zea-
land, 226.

Report of Commercial Facilities Committee,
226, Resolution, 14, 226.

Adopted, 226,

Steele, John S,, quoted on Lealield wireless

station, Donald, 334.

Stevenson, Sir James, Empire currency and ex-

change, 370,

."^traits Settlements:
.Aircraft and accessories admitted free, 290.

British and Can.adian Trade Commissioners,
207.

Cable service and rates, 326,

Currcncv. management of, Ormsby-Gore,
363; Amerj-, 364; 372.

Favourable to Sclierae recommended by
British Empire Patent Conference, 345.

Sugar

:

Empire production, possibility of meeting
Empire requirements, Massey, 35;
(Jrmsby-Gore, 47.
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Sutiar

—

Con.

Indian purchases iu Java and difficulties in

way of purchase at higher price, Innes,
203.

Preference, see under Tariff Preference.
Production, effect of Imperial Preference,

Massey, 34.

Swaziland, decision with regard to Scheme
recommended by British Empire Patent
Conference postponed until Union of

South Africa has decided, 345.

Sweden, timber position, Lovat 430, 437.

Tahiti, sugar production, British capitalists,

Massey, 35.

Tanganyika

:

Aerial survey desirable, Ormsby-Gore, 285.

Customs duties on aircraft and accessories,
290.

Development, hmitations in connection
with, Ormsby-Gore, 136.

Mail ser\'ice, 270.

Tariff Preference

:

Australian, on British goods and value of,

Bruce, 50-2; 59-60; Lloyd-Greame, 140;
Wilson, 203; 218.

British

:

Agricultural products on which preference
would be valuable to Canada, Graham,
168.

Apples, raw:
Proposal, Lloyd-Greame, 164.

Approval, Massey, 179; Burton, 184.

Australian wines, Bruce, 150, Lloyd-
Greame, 150.

Barley and hops, proposal, Lloyd-Greame,
165.

British fiscal pohcy, no attack intended.
Smuts, 38.

Canned cray fish:

Appeal for. Burton, 185.

Proposal, 196..

Question to be considered, Lloyd-
Greame, 185.

Canned lobsters:

Proposal, 196.

Question of, McGrath, 185-6.

Canned salmon, proposal Lloyd-Greame,
164-5; 196.

Approval, Graham, 168; McGrath,
185-6.

Cocoa, effects, Lloyd-Greame, 140.

Coffee, effects. Lloyd-Greame, 140.

Connection with overseas settlement.
Smuts. 40-1; Amery, 88-9.

Currants, proposal, Lloyd-Greame, 141-2,

150, 195.

Danger of foreign dumping rendering pre-
ferences ineffective, Bruce, 171.

Dried Fruits:
Effects, Lloyd-Greame, 140-1.

Proposal, Llovd-Greame, 141-2; 154,

195.

Approval, Massev, 151; Burton, 154;
Graham. 166'; Bruce, 170-1.

Effect on Britain's relations with other
countries, Bruce, 56-7.

Tariff Preferences

—

Con.

Effects on Imperial production, 34; Smuts,
40; Lloyd-Greame, 140-1.

Flour, would be valuable to Canada,
Graham, 168.

Forest products would be valuable to
Canada, Graham, 168.

Frozen salmon, suggestion, McGrath,
185-6.

Fruit juices, proposal, Lloyd-Greame, 165,
196-7.

Approval, Bruce, 171; Burton, 184.

Honey, proposal Lloyd-Greame, 165; 196.

Approval, Bruce, 170; Massey, 180;
Burton, 184; Ormsby-Gore, 190.

Increase in price of food not intended
Massey, 34-5.

Irish Free State position, Fitzgerald, 156.

Jam, proposal, Lloyd-Greame, 142-3.

Lime juice, value to Dominica, Ormsby-
Gore, 190.

certain Metals, minerals, etc., would be
valuable to Canada, Graham, 168-9.

Molasses, effects, Lloyd-Greame, 141.

Motor cars, effects, Lloyd-Greame, 141.
of Mutual advantage, Lloyd-Greame, 140.
Need for making effective, and sugges-

tions regarding, Bruce, 60.
1917 resolution: Mas.sey, 182.

Australia's position regarding, Bruce,
59-60

Reaffirmed, 61, 192-3.

a Permanent policy, Lloyd-Greame, 192.

Preserved Fruits, proposal, Lloyd-
Greame, 142, 195.

Welcomed, Massey, 151.

Proposals: Lloyd-Greame, 140-144, 191-2.

Australia's attitude, Bruce, 150, 170.

Canada's attitude, Graham, 147-50, 151,

106, 214.

India's attitude, Innes, 187.

Irish Free State position, respecting,
Riordan, 185.

Markets problem not fully solved by,
Bruce, 174.

New Zealand's appreciation and atti-

tude, Massey, 151-2, 177.

South African appreciation. Burton, 154,

184.

Spirit in which made, Lloyd-Greame,
143-4.

Suggestions invited, proposals not the
last word. Chamberlain, 159-60.

Test to be applied in part of prefer-
ences, Lloyd-Greame, 164, 185.

Questions to be considered, Lloyd-
Greame, 27.

Shellfish, suggestion as to wording Mc-
Grath, 185

Sugar

:

Effects, Lloyd-Greame, 140-1.

Proposal, Lloyd-Greame, 113, 196.

Appreciated. Burton, 154.

Gratitude of Colonies and benefit to

be derived. Ormsby-Gore, 159-60.

Tobacco

:

Effects, Llovd-Greame, 141.

Proposals. Lloyd-Greame, 143, 164, 196.
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Turiff preference

—

Con.

Britiab

—

cont.

Appreciation, Burton, 154, 166; Inncs,

187.

Extension to Colonics and Protector-
ates hoped for, Orniaby-Gore, 159.

Stabilization of, desirability, Ormsby-
Gore, 189.

I'rgcd from point of view of self-sup-

porting Empire, Massey. 182.

Wlicat, would have been welcomed, Gra-
ham. 167.

Wine, proposal, Llovd-Greame 165; Guin-
nps.* 193; 196.

Appreciation of. Bruce 170, 194; Gra-
ham 193; Massey 194; Burton, 194.

British public's attitude towards, change in,

Massey 181.

Canadian, on British Goods : King 31 ; Gra-
ham 167; 218.

25 per cent rule, Graham 169.

By Dominions inclusion of Colonies and
Protectorates apjicaled for, Ormsby-Gore
191.

by Foreign countries to their dependencies,
Bruce 57.

Inter-Dominion preferences. Graham 148.

Investigation of question by propose Im-
perial Economic Committee not ap-
proved, Graham 458.

Mutual action desirable, Amerj- 88.

bv New Zealand, to Great Britain, Massev.
151-2; 181; 218.

Public opinion in Great Britain, information
desired, Lloyd-Greame, 192.

Resolution. 13; Bruce 177, 191, attitude re,

Innes 188.

by South Africa, Smuts 40; Burton, 153; 218.

South Afric^in position. Burton 184.

Textiles, imports into Australia from United
Kingdom 1920-21 and value of preference
on, Bruce 52.

Tobacco

:

African resources. Smuts 39.

American supply. Smuts 39.

Tariff preference, see lliat title.

Tobago, mail service, 271.

Togoland, Customs duties on aircraft and
accessories, 289.

Tortola, mail service, 271.

Trade

:

Steps for improvement of mutual trade,
questions to be considered, Lloyd-
Greame 28.

Value of British Market to Dominions, ap-
prehensions as to future, Bruce 57-58.

Trade Commissioners, scr under Commercial
Intelligence.

Trade F.acilities Act, sec under I'nited King-
dom.

Travancore, Imenite 400.

Trinidad:
new Cable scheme, Worthington-Evans 294;

325.

Mail sen-ice, 271.
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Turks Island:

Cable service 323. scheme, Worthington-
Evans 293; 325.

Uganda

;

Customs duties on aircraft and accessories,
290.

Favourable to Scheme recommended by
British Empire Patent Conference, but
considers existing legislation sufScient
346.

Mail service. 270.

Unfederated Malay States, favourable to
Scheme recommended by British Em-
pire Patent Conference, 345.

Union Castle Company, 228.

United Kingdom.
see also subject headings.
Aircraft and accessories admitted free, 289.

Carriage of goods by Sea Bill, .see proposed
British legislation under Bills of Lading
under Shipping.

Commercial treaty with Greece, Lloyd-
Greame. 142.

Comparative value of Dominion and
Foreign trade, Bruce. 54-56.

Conference on State-aided Empire Settle-

:iipnt, January-February, 1921, 98, 101-

105.

Economic position and dipcultics, Lloyd-
Greame 25-27; Innes 44.

Empire Settlement Act, see under Oversea
Settlement.

Exports:
1890. 1900. 1905, 1910, 1312, Bruce 56.

to P'oreign countries and Overseas Empire,
1901, 1913, 1921, 1922, Bruce, 53-54.

A'ahie ^)f Dominion markets and statistics,

Bruce 52-56.

Fiscal system, change in, i>ew situation would
be created, Graliam 167-iS.

India Great Britain's l?est customer, Innes
45.

Manufactured goods, Emjiire .support hoped
for, Massey 181:2.

Xavy

:

Contracts, Imperial pi^^fereo^ in, extent
of, Afliery 202.

Meat contracts:
Criticism, Massey 36.

within the Empire, Amer)' 202.

New markets, need for. Bruc« o6.

New Zealand s principal market. Massey 36.

Post-War trade difficulties. King, 29.

•Safeguarding of Industries Act:
ElTccts, Lloyd-Greame Wl.
Industries asking for protection under,

Bruce. 56.

.Soutli African trade with, percentage. Bur-
ton, 361.

Taxation, high rate of, responsible for high
prices to consumer, Omisby-Gore. 190.

Tr.uie Facilities Act : Lloyd-Greame 26.

might be Brought to notive of business
interests in India. Innes Wi.

Newfoundland's benefit from. Warren 42
Trade in timber. woo<.l manufactures and

pulp of wood, 19'22, 436.
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United Kincdoni

—

Coti.

War Office:

Beef contract pivcn outtiide the Empire.
Maescy 36.

Meat, frozen, obtained wholly from ,\iis-

tralia and New Zealand, Derby, 203.

Meat preserved, position re, Derby 203.

United States of America:
Airships. Amery 2S5.

Atlantic cable companies. McGrath 319.

Canada's economic relations with, Graham
148.

Canadian softwood export trend towards,

Lovat 431; 438-9.

Compietition with Canada in canned salmon.
Graham 168.

Debt to. Amery 364.

Disoriminfition against Canada as compared
with bv British shipping rates on flour,

Grahain 250; Lloyd-Greame 250-1.

Eeononiie and debt policy, Empire develo])-

ment necessit^ited by. Smuts 39; Orms-
bv-Gore, 47; Bruce. 55.

Exports. 1890. 1900. 1905. 1910, 1912, Bruce
S6.

JBxport* to. from Dominion.s and India, per-
centage, 1921, Innes 45.

Exports to and imixirts from Britain. Bruce
54.

•Imports from United Kingdom:
1913. 1922, Bruce. 53.

Manufactured goodf. percentage. Bruce
.53.

Per capita, Bnice 53.

Petroleum i.reduction 1921. 1922. 406.

'Postal rates Convention with Canada. Gra-
ham. 230.

Preference to sugar colonies, Orrasby-Gore.
159.

Shellac import from India. Innes 189.

Tariff. Bruce .57; Graham 14S. 150.

Timber investigations in. Lovat 431 ; 438. 440

Tinaber position. Lovat, 430; 437-8.

Wheat, stabilization of prices. Bnic 67.

Wireless stations, Bruce, 311; Donald 333.

Vancouver harbour, development. Graham 2,50.

Vinnieombe. H.. representing the Canadian
Press. Ltd.. 338.

Warren, the Hon. W. R.. K.C.. Prime Minis-
ter. Newi'oundland

:

Imperial Preference in Public Contracts 203.

Newfoundland, benefit from Trade Facilities

Act. 42.

Opening Speech 42.

Overseas .settlement 87-8.

Shippmg 260.

.Western Australia:

Administration of Justice Act. 1920 adopted
by. Hogg. 341.

F'airbridge Farm School 109.

West Africa:

Cable rates. 326-327.

Cocoa, disparity between price of. and of

chocolate in Great Britain. Ormsbv-
Gore. 190.

West Africa

—

Con.

Currency Board, Ormsby-Gore 363; Amerv.
364,"

Forestry, Ormsby-Gore, 435.

West Indies:

.\lcohol production from molas.ses 408.

Cables

:

Rates. 327.

new Scheme for: Worthington-Evans,
293-4.

Plea for entrusting, to Pacific Cable
Board, Onnsby-Gore, 307.

Service, 323. 325.

to South America, difficulties in con-

nection with, referred to, McGrath,
319.

Ciuuidian preference to sugar from, Graliam,
170.

Customs duties ou aircraft tmd accessories
and British preference, 290.

Customs valuation. Imperial Customs Con-
ference proposals accepted by, 214.

Freights, steps taken by Imperial Shipping
Committee, Mackindcr, 244.

Honey exjiorts to U.K.. Lloyd-Greame, 165.

Mail service, Wortliington-Evans, 228; 271.

Public contracts, reciprocal arrangements
with Canada, Ormsby-Gore, 159.

Steamship communication with Canada,
Graham, 300.

Sugar industry-, benefit of Government pre-

ference proposals, Ormsby-Gore, 159.

Sugar jiroduction, Massey, 34.

Wireless:
pre\ious Experience not very satisfactory

and cable conimunidtion must come
first, Ormsby-Gore, 307.

Scheme under consideration, Amery, 301.

Suggestion, Graham, 300.

Wheat:
Empire production possibilities, Massey, 180.

Preference, see under Tariff Preference.
Russian trade revival, effect on Empire pro-

duction, Bruce, 175-6; Massey, 180.

Wilson, Senator:
Imperial Institute. 387, 390.

Iiu|>erial Preference in public contracts, 203.

fJversea settlement, 97.

Reciprocal enforcement of judgments .'n

Australia, 342.

Worknaen's compensation, 452.

Windham, Sir WiJliam, mission to Australia
and New Zealand, Buckley, 72.

Windward Islands, mail service, 271.

Winter, the Hon. Sir Marmaduke. C.B.E.
Financial co-operation in Imperial Develop-

ment, Newfoundland case showing value
of proposals, 133.

Imperial Institute, 389.

Patents. 348.

Workmen's compens;ition. 452.

Winterton, Lord:
Imperial Institute. 390.

India, as customer of Great Britain, 204.
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West Indies

—

Con.

Wireless

:

Advantages of, and valuable work to he

done from Imperial point of view,

IJruce. 308-9-10; Massey, 316-7.

Australia

:

Contract with Amalgamated Wireless

Company for high-power station and
question of reciprocal station in

Great Britain, Bruce, 303-4, 312. 314-

5, 338-9.

Need for settlement of matter, Bruce,

338-9; Darby.-^hire, 337.

Route via Canada, proposal, Bruce, 312-3.

between Canada and West Indies:

Scheme under consideraton, Amery, 301.

Suggestion. Graham, 300.

Canadian position and svstems, Graham,
298-9; Bruce, 313-4, 321.

Competition with cable companies, value

of Jeans, 337.

Concessions, resolution 16, adopted, 307-8.

Empire interests in the Pacific, position,

Bruce. 304-5; Amen,'. 305.

Empire Press Union Council resolution,

1921, 340.

Empire's position compared with foreign

countries, Bruce, 311; Worthington-
Evans, 320; Donald, 333-4.

Foreign services, progress and serious effect

on British interests, Donald, 334-4-5.

Government or private monopoly ahke
undesirable, Worthington-F.vans, 322.

Imperial scheme: Graham, 299.

Abandonment of, Worthington-Evans,
295; Amery, 297-8.

British Government station and progress,

Worthington-E\ans, 295-6, 320.

British traffic, division between Govern-
ment station and private companies,
Worthington-Evans. 295.

Earlv decision on question important,

Massey, 317-S; Inncs. 319-20.

Empire control favoured, Massej', 317.

Erection of other stations in Great Bri-

tain, suggestion, Bruce, 315.

Government station to communicate with

South Africa and Canada, Worthing-
ton-Evans. 308; Graham, 308; Mac-
intosh, 318.

Memorandum by the Postmaster-General,
329-30.

Negotiations between H.M. Government
and the Marconi Company, Worth-
ington-Evans, 295-6, 304, 320-1-2.

New Zealand awaiting action by Great
Britain, Massey, 316-7.

1921 scheme, Australia's dissent from.

Bruce, 312.

Pooling arrangement, consideration of,

and suggested action if arrangement
not agreed on Bruce, 315-6.
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.Australia

—

Con.

Pooling arrangement

—

Con.

Post Office Memorandum, 327-8.

Private enterprise preferred in India,

Innes, 307.

Private monopolv, dangers of, McGrath,
318-9.

Private owned stations not favoured,
Massey. 305-6.

Regional distribution scheme:
Dangers of arrangement, Bruce, 313-4,

321.

Difficulties not likely to be serious,

Worthington-Evans, 321-2.

Resolution, 15, 322.

South Africa satisfied with British

scheme, Macintosh, 318.

Importance of, from news point of view,

Donald, 336.

India's position, Innes, 319-20; Benjiett, 338.

Leafield station, success of, Donald, 334-5.

Newfoundland's position, McGrath, 318-9.

New Zealand. Massey, 305.

Pos.sibilitics. Massey, 37.

Post Oftice policy, criticism, Donald, 335-6.

Resolutions of Imperial Press Conference,
Ottawa. 1920, 339-40.

South African position, Bruce, 314; Mac-
intosh. 318; Kemey, 337.

Statement bv Sir Laming Worthington-
E\ans, 295-6. 304, 309, 320-2, 329-30.

Technical information, need for exchange

of. Amen.', 298.

Wave length, serious position in connection

with, Bruce, 311-2.

West Indies, question of, Graham, 300;

Amery 300; Ormsby-Gore, 307.

Workmen's Compensation

:

Committee:
Appointment, 452.

Constitution. 453-4.

Report, 454-5.

Commoir Empire pohcy as regards, dis-

cussion respecting, 451-3.

Resolutions, 22. 451-2, 454-5.

Adopted, 453.

Worthington-Evans, the Right Hon. Sir

Lamington, Bart., G£.E., M.P., Post-

master-General:
Cable communications. 292-7.

Imperial Penny Post, 229-30.

Mail services, 227-30, 234-5.

Statement on Post Office communications,
227-30.

Wireless communications 295, 304, 309-10,

320, 329-30.

Zanzibar:
Favourable to Scheme recommended by

British Empire Patent Conference, 345.

Mail service, 272.
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IMPERIAL ECONOMIC CONFERENCE, 1923

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

Tlic lull Report of the proi't'i-dings of the Imperial Economic Conference
will bo presented to Parliament as son as practicable, aiul will include a record

of the discussions partly in the form of verbatim extracts from the speeches

and partly in the form of precis, together with copies of documents, such as

Memoranda and Kejjorts of C'ommittecs of the Conference which are of sufficient

importance or general jiublic interest to warrant their publication. In the mean-
time the Conference have thought it desirable to issue the following Resolu-
tions adopted by them under various headings of their Agenda. The great bulk
of these Resolutions, together with the tenour of the discussions leading up to

them, have already been published in the Press from time to time during the

sitting of the Conference.

RESOLUTIONS

1. OVERSEA SETTLEMENT WITHIN THE EMPIRE

It was decided to adopt the following Resolution:

—

' This Imperial Economic Conference approves the Report of the
Committee appointed to consider questions relating to oversea settle-

ment. The Conference endorses the recommendations of the Committee
and notes with satisfaction the arrangements as recorded in the Report
which have been arrived at, or are in contemplation, with a view to

improving the facilities for settlement within the Empire.
' The Conference takes this opportunity of reaffirming its sense of

the importance of the policy of oversea settlement to the well-being of

the Empire."

2. CO-OPERATION IN FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO IMPERIAL
DEVELOPMENT

It wa,< agreeil that the Scheme recommended by the Committee on Co-opera-
tion in Financial Assistance to Imperial Development be adopted. The Report
of the Committee reads as follows:

—

' The Committee on Financial Co-operation recommends for adop-
tion by the Conference the following scheme which was submitted to the
Committee by the representatives of His Majesty's Government:

—

' The suggestion which the Imperial Government make is that in

order to facilitate the anticipation of work which otherwise would not
be taken in hand for some years they should give a contribution towards
the interest charges on loans raised for capital expenditure of this kind
by public utility undertakings (viz., communications, power lighting,

water, drainage, irrigation, etc.). These undertakings migiit be under
either public or private control or management.

5
36ii—2}
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" The assistanct' wuuld hv in n'.~pect of expenditure on orders placed

in tills country and wuuld be applicable only to schemes approved by
the Dominion or Central (iovernment concerned and certified by it to be

in anticipation of norma! expenditure. Payment would be made to the

Dominion or Central (iovcrnment wiiich would be responsible for pay-
ment to the ultimate recipient.

" It is suggested that the maxmium grant should be three-quarters

of the interest charges for a period of five years.
' In order to qualify for the Imperial contribution a scheme must

be accepteil by the Imperial Ciovernnient within the next three years.

The approval on behalf of the Imperial Ciovernnient would be given after

consultation witii the Treasury, the Colonial or India Office and the

Board of Trade.
" It would be umlerstood that priority will be given to schemes

involving the earliest placing of orders."

3. IMPERIAL CONFERENCE

(1) Tariff Preference

It was decided to adopt the following Resolution:—
" This Imperial Economic Conference, holding that, especially in

present circumstances, all possible means should be taken to develop

the resources of the Empire and trade between the Empire countries,

desires to reaffirm the Resolution on the subject of Imperial Preference

passed by the Imperial War Conference of 1917."

Further, at> regards Imperial Preference under the United Kingdom Cus-

toms Tariff to Empire goods, His Majesty's Government intimated that they

intended to submit to Parliament the following proposals:—

Dried Fruit.

At present dried figs, raisins and plums (includes apricots) are dutiable at

the rate of 10s. 6d. per cwt., if from foreign countries and enjoy if of Empire
origin a preference of one-sixth, i.e., of Is. 9fl. per cwt.

It is proposed to admit these goods free of duty from the Empire so that

Empire raisins, figs and plums will enjoy a preference of 10s. 6d. per cwt.

Currants

I

a pre

At present dried currants are dutiable at the rate of 2s. per cwt. and enjoy

., preference of one-sixth, which on the existing duty only amounts to 4d.

His Majesty's Government are prepared to offer free admission to Empire
currants and to consider what increase in the duty on foreign currants may
be necessary to make the preference effective, such increase to come into force

at a future date to be agreed upon.

Other Dried Fruit.

At present there is no duty on any other ilrii d fruit, but whilst continuini

to admit such Empire dried fruit free. His Majesty's Government would pro-

pose to impose a duty of 10s. 6d. per cwt. on such foreign dried fruit [e.g.,

apples, pears and peachesi as the Dominion representatives may consider tf

interest to their trade.
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Othir Preserved Fruits.

Preserved fruits otlier than tliosc mentioned above are not dutiable save
in respeet of sugar eontents. if any. It is proposed in addition to any sueli

duty on the sugar eontents to impose an all-round duty of 5s. per evvt. on the
prineipal forms of preserved fruit not at present ilutiable, exeept fruit pulp
for jam manufacture, which will remain free of duty. All such fruit will be
julmitted free from the Empire.

t^iigar.

At present sugar is dutiable according to a scale dependent on the polari-

.zation of the sugar with a basis of 25s. 8d. per cwt. on fully refined sugar.

Empire sugar enjoys a preference of one-sixtii or 4s. 3ld. per cwt., being
nearly a halfpenny a pound on refined sugar.

It is not possible at present to offer an increase in this preference, bui
.?Iis Majesty's Government are ready to guarantee that if the cluty is reduced
the preference shall for a period of ten years not fall with it, but be main-
tained at its present rate of nearly \d. per pound so long at least as the duty
on foreign sugar docs not fall below that level.

Tobacco.

At present the duty on tobacco varies according to kind, being of course

higher on cigars than on unmanufactured tobaccos. On the latter it is about
8s. 2d. per lb., on which the Empire enjoys a preference of one-sixtli or, say,

on raw tobacco of Is. 4d.

His Majesty's (lovernment would be prepared to adopt the course pro-
posed in regard to sugar, i.e.. to stabilize tlie existing preference for a tenn
t)f years or alternatively they are prepared to increase the preference t-o one-

quarter, i.e., to about 2s. on unmanufactured tobacco at present rates, the
amount of the preference of course varying as tiie basis varies.

As a result of consultation with the oversea representatives concemeil,
it has been decided to adopt the second alternative, i.e., to rasie the Preference
/rom one-sixth to one-quarter.

Wine.

Tlie proposals arc:—
1. To double the existing preference of 2s. per gallon on the duty of 6s.

per gallon on wines of a strength exceeding 30° and not exceeding
42°. The rate of duty on such wines coming from tiie Empire would
thus become 2s. per gallon.

2. To increase from 30 per cent to 50 per cent the preference on the surtax
of 12s. 6d. per gallon on sparkling wine.

Raw Apples.

It is proposed to levy a duty of 5s. per cwt. on raw apples of foreign origin

:ind to admit raw apples from the Empire free of duty as at present.

Caiimd .S<(/moH and Camied Lobster. Cray Fish and Crabs.

It is proposed that a duty of 10s. per cwt. shall be imposed on foreign

canned salmon and canned lobster, cray fish and crabs, and that these goods

shall be admitted free of duty from the Empire.
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Honey.

It is propo-sed that a duty of 10s. per cwt. sliall be imposed on foreign iioney.

and that honey of Empire origin shall continue to be admitted free of duty.

Lime, Lemon and other Fruit Ji/'ces.

The proposal of His Majesty's r.overnnifnt is that a duty at tiic rate of

6d. a gallon shall be imposed on Foreign lime and lemon juices and His Majesty's
.Government would consider a list of other fruit juices which the Dominions
Regarded as of interest to their trade. The same duty would fall on fruit

syrups and would be exclusive of the duty on the sugar content of such syrups.

.Fruit juices from the Empire will continue to be admitted free of duty.

(2) Imperi.\l Preference in Public Contracts

It was decided to adopt the following Resolution:—

" (1) That this Imperial Economic Conference rc-affirms the principle

that in all Government contracts effective Preference be given to

goods made and materials produced within the Empire except where
undertakings entered into prior to this Conference preclude such ji

course or special circumstances render it undesirable or unnecessary.

" (2) That so far as practicable, efforts be made to ensure that the material-

used in carri'ing out contracts be of Empire production.

" (31 That State, provincial and local government authorities should bo

encouraged to take note of the foregoing resolutions."

4. FURTHER STEPS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF MUTUAL TR.\DE

(\)—Imperial Co-operation ix respect of Commercui. Intelligence

It was decided to adopt the following Resolutions:

—

(i) Commercial Diplomatic and Considar Services.

" This Imperial Economic Conference takes note of the offer of

His Majesty's Government to place the services of His Majesty's Com-
mercial Diplomatic Officers in foreign countries at the disposal of tiie

Governments of the Dominions and India and of the Colonies and Pro-

tectorates in the same way and to the same extent as the services of His
Majesty's Trade Commissioners within the Empire arc already at their

disposal. It notes that His Majesty's Government propose that as

regards countries outside of Europe the Governments should utilize direct

the services of Commercial Diplomatic Officers or of senior Consular
Officers where no Commercial Diplomatic Officers have been appointed,

but that communications whidi it is proposed to address to Commercial
Diplomatic Officers in European countries should be transmitted in the

first instance to the Department of Overseas Trade.

" The Conference, recognizing the importance of all possible steps

being taken to strengthen the mutual co-operation of the several parts

of the Empire in matters of conmiercial intelligence with a view to the

development of Empire trade, welcomes the arrangements proposed by
His Maicstv's (^.ovcrnment.
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It al^'o wt'lcdiiu's the nfTiT of the (iovernmeiits of tlio Dominions
whicii iiave iippointcd Tnule Commissioners in countries overseas to

make a similar arrangement for tiie utilization of those officers by Gov-
ernments of other parts of tlie Empire.

" Tlic Conference further recdinmcmls that, when two or more (Jov-
ernments of the Empire maintain commercial rejjresentatives in the
same country, an enjea\our should be made to arrange that the offices

of these representatives should be in the same building or in close prox-
imity, in order to facilitate all possible co-operation between such repre-
sentatives in their work on behalf of Empire trade."

(iii Comimrcial Travellers' Samples.

'' Tiiis Imperial Economic Conference proposes that articles liable

to duty imported into any part of the British Empire as samples or speci-

mens by connnercial tra\'cllers representing manufacturers or traders

established in any other part of the British Empire, should be tempo-
rarily admittetl free of duty, subject to such persons complying with the
laws and regulations and also the Customs formalities established to
assure the re-exportation or deposit in bond of the articles or the pay-
ment of the prescribed Customs duties if not re-exported or deposited
within the prescribed period. But the foregoing privilege .should not
extend to articles wliich, owing to their ciuantity or value, cannot be con-
sidered as samples, or wliich, owing to their nature, could not be identified

upon re-exportation.

" The marks, stamps, or seals placed upon such samples by the Cus-
toms authorities of any jiart of the Empire at the time of exportation and
the officially attested list of such samples containing a full description
thereof, including, in the case of goods liable to ad valorem duty, a state-

ment of their value, should be accepted by the Customs officials of any
other part of the Empire as establishing their character as samples and
exempting them from inspection, except so far as may be necessary to

establish that the samples produced are those enumerated in the list.

" The Customs authorities of that part of the Empire into which the
samples are brought may, however, affix a supplementary mark to such
samples or lists in special cases where they may think this precaution
necessary.

" In cases where the regulations retjuire the provisional payment of

the duties or deposits for such samples on entry a receipt for such pay-
ment should be given and the duties or deposits should be reimbursed at

any Custom-house at which the samples may be produced with a view
to re-exportation."

(iii I Trade Catalogues.

" This Imperial Economic Conference proposes that, where freer

admission of catalogues and price lists is not provided for, single copies
of trade catalogues and ]irice lists of firms having an established place
of business within the Empire, sent by post, or with consignments of
goods, from any other part of the British Empire, to business firms in

any other part of the British Empire, should be admitted free of
iluty, provided that they are the trade catalogues or price lists of firms

or persons having no established place of business in the territory- to

which thcv are sent."
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(B) Statistics

" This Imperial Economii' Conference, recognizing the importance
of rendering the trade statistics published by the Government of the
United Kingdom as \-alual)k' as possible with reference to the develop-

ment of inter-Imperial tratlc, recommends that the United Kingdom
Board of Trade, after reviewing the statistics in question from this point

of view, sliould draw up a detailed scheme and submit it to the (lovern-

ments of the several parts of the Empire for their consideration."

(Cl T Ml'].RIAL COMMI N1C.\T10NS

(i) Shipping.

(u) Imperial Shipping Committer.

It was agreed to adopt the following Resolutions:—
(1)

" That this Imperial Economic Conference desires to convey to Sir

Halford Mackindcr, as Chairman of the Imperial Shipping Committee,
and to the members of that Committee, an expression of its appreciation

of the very excellent work which they have done during the period of

the Committee's existence, both in the interests of the commercial and
producing communities, and of British citizens generally."

" That this Imperial Economic Conference is of opinion:—

" (1) That the work accomplished by the Imperial Shipping Com-
mittee is convincing proof of the wisdom of its establishment, and that

it is of the highest importance to the Empire that this work should con-

tinue;
' (2) That it is, therefore, desirable to maintain the Conmiitlee on

its present basis, deriving authority from, and responsible to, the Ciov-

ernments represented in the Imperial Conference."

(b) Carriage of Goods by Sea.

It was agreed that the following Resolution be adopted:

—

" This Imperial Economic Conference having examined the Rules
relating to Bills of Lading recommended by the International Conference
on Maritime Law held at Brussels in October, 1922. and embodied in the

Carriage of Coods by Sea Bill now l)efore the British Parliament, is of

opinion that in all essential principles they are based upon the Canadian
Water Carriage of (iooils .\ct, 1910, and the Report of the Imperial

Shipping Committee, 1921, and believing that there is a good prospect

of international agreement in regard to bills of lading on this basis which
would be of benefit to every part of the Empire, considers that the,»e Rules
can be recommended for adoption by the CJovernments and Parliaments
of the Empire."

(ii I Air Xarigation.

It was decided to adopt the following Resolutions:—
" (1) Tliat the British (lovernment should circulate to the Domin-

ions and India a statement showing the present anticipated operational

performances of rigid airsliips and in the future should circulate regularly

up-to-date information of the progress of the Burney airship proposals in

order that consideration of Empire participation in these or future airship

proposals might be facilitJited.
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" (2l Tliat tlie Britisli (jovernnicnt should prepare a draft procedure
dcsijiiicd (in a reciprocal l)asis to secure more rapid and more extensive

interchange of information in regard to civil aeronautics and should sub-

mit this for the consideration of the other (iovernmcnts of the h'-mpire

with a view to general adoption.

" (3l That having regard to post-war developments, an\' British

oversea countries which have no up-to-date experience of air photography
and contemplate the use of air survey, would be well advised, whenever
possible, to consult other Kmpire ( !o\-ernmcnts having such experience

befoic accepting estimates or scIumiics providing for i!s use.''

(iii) Cables and Wireless.

It was agreed that the following Resolutions be adopted:—

' fa) That this Imperial Economic Conference affirms the impor-

tance of establishing as quickly as possible an efficient Imperial f^ervice of

Wireless Conuuunication, and is of opinion that the several tiovernmenis

of the Empire should take iimncdiate action to remo\e any difficulties

which are now delaying the accomplishment of this, while providing

adequate safeguards against the subordination of public to pri\-ate

interests.

" (fe) That representatives of the Doiuinions and India should be

associated in the work of the Imperial Communications Committee when
questions of interest to them are under consideration.

" (c) That in view of the fact that the Dominions interested in the

Pacific cable have for a long time pressed for the provision of a State-

owned connecting link across the Atlantic, all possible support should be
given by the Ciovernmcnts of the Empire to the State-owned Atlantic

cable route which has now been provided.

" (rh That in any concessions given in the British Empire to private

enterprise in respect of cable or wireless services (including broadcasting
stations), preference should be accorded to British Companies of any part
of the Empire."

(D)

—

Reciproc.vl Enfuki 1..MI n 1 oi .It og.mk.ms, inch iu.ng Arritr.^tion

AW.\RDS

It was decided to adopt the following Resolution:

—

' This Imperial Economic Conference take note of the action already
taken in many parts of the Empire to carr>' into effect the proposal con-

tained in Resolution XX^' of the Imperial Conference, 1911, with regard

to mutual arrangements with a view to the enforcement in one part of the

f>mpire of judgments and orders of the Courts of .lustice in another par',

including judgments or orders for the enforcement of conunercial arbitra-

tion awards, \\hile it is recognized that in certain Dominions these

matters come within the scope of Provincial or State (iovernments whose
free<iom of action could not be bound by any decision of the Dominion or

Central (iovernment, the general view of the Imperial F^conomic Con-
ference is that a universal arrangement throughout the Empire for the

reciprocal enl\>rcement of judgments, including arbitration awanls. could

not fail to be valuable and advantageous to trade and commerce, and is

accordingly an object at which the different parts of the Empire should
aim."
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(E(

—

Impf.kial Co-oper.vtiox with Referknte to Patents Designs and Tkadk
Marks

It was decided to adopt tlie followinii Resolution:—
" Tiiis Imperial Ecoiioinic Conference iiave given careful consider-

ation to tiic Provisional Sdiciue rcconiniedned in the Report of the British

Empire Patent Conference, 1922. and they are of opinion that, apart from

one or two detaids which might receive further consideration by corres-

pondence between the heads of tiie Patent Offices, the Provisional Scheme
is a practicable one, and promises considerable advantages to British

inventors throughout the Empire; but in view of the difficulties felt by the

Dominion of Canada as regards the absence of .-iny provision for reciprocal

registration of Dominion patents, the Conference feel unable to make any
recommendation so far as the Self-Coverning Dominions and India are

concerned.
" The Conference, however, unanimou-ly agree that it is very desir-

able that the Provisional Scheme should be adopted by the Colonies

and Protectorates, and that considerable benefits would thereby be derived

by inventors throughout the Empire."

( E I

—

Eaonomu' Defence

It was decided to adopt the following Resolution:

—

" In view of the vital importance to the. British Empire of safe-

guarding its overseas carrying trade against all forms of discrimination

bj' foreign countries, whether open or disguised, the representatives of

the Governments of the Empire declare

—

" (1) That it is their established practice to make no discrimina-

tion between the flags of shipping using their ports, and that they liavi

no intention of departing from this practice as regards countries which
treat ocean-going shipping under the British flag on a footing of equality

with their own national shipping.
" (21 That in the event of danger arising in future to the over-

seas shipping of the Empire through an attempt by a foreign country

to discriminate against the British flag, the Governments of the Empire
will consult together as to the best means of meeting the situation."

((})—CvsTOMS Formalities

(i) Valuation of Goods for C^istonis Duty Purposes.

It was decided to adopt the following Resolutions:—
Form A

" A common form of invoice and certificate for use by exporter-

having been adopted by Australia. New Zealand, the Union of South
Africa, and Newfoundland, as well as by a number of Colonies, th-^

Conference strongly recommends, in the general interests of inter-Iniperial

trade, that the early adoption of an identical form may be sympath-
etically considered by all the other Governments througliout the Empire
which levy duty on a system similar to that in force in the above-men-
tioned parts of the Emjiirc.

'' The Conference understand- that legislation to give effect to the

recommendations of the Imperial Customs Conference has already been
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l);i>setl in Australia and New Zealand, antl tlioy venture to urge the pass-
ing of similar legislation in every case in whicli ^ucli may prove to be
neccssarj'."

Form B
' The Conference lias had before it a form of invoice and ecrtificat.'

wliicii had been prepared as suitable for use in those parts of the Empiie
which levy duty on tiic invoice value of goods imported from other part-

of the lOnipire. and require for this purpose a certified statement made
by the exporter of the goods.

" The Conference strongly recommends, in the interests of inter-

Imperial trade, the early adoption by all parts of the Empire which levy

on the system in question of the form annexed to this Resolution."*

Certificate in Regard to Postal Packages

" The attention of the Conference has been drawn to the short forn.

of certificate prepared by the Imperial Customs Conference. 1921, for

use as establishing the origin of goods sent by parcel post from the United
Kingdom.

'' It under.-^tands that this form has already been adopted by a num-
ber of tiie Dominions and Colonies, and considers that in the interest-^

of inter-Imperial trade the adoption of a similar form is desirable in the
case of parcels arriving in one part of the Empire from another part.

The Conference therefore strongly recommends that, in the case ol

parcels sent by parcel post, the contents of which are of small value and
are not merchandise for sale, the following ?hort form of certificate shoull

be adopted at an early date by all parts of the Empire concerned, a^^

l>roviding satisfactory i'vidence of the origin of the goods in cases where
tlie production of such evidence entitles the goods to entry at a lower

rate of duty than would otherwise obtain:

—

' The contents of this package are not merchandise for sale,

and every article herein, to the extent of at least one-fourth of its

present value, is bona fide the produce or manufacture of

(name of part of British I'^mpirel.

'• Dated at this day

of 19.. .

" Sender."

(ii) lull iiiatiuitai i'oiifi n iiii on Cu)<toins Formalities.

It was decided to adopt the following Resolution:—

" That the Conference should take note of the work accomplished
l)v the recent League of Nations International Conference on Customs
and other Similar Formalities (the 15th October to the 3rd November.
19231, anil that the conclusions of tliat Conference sliould be recom-
mended for favourable consideration to the various Empire Ciovern-

ments concerned."

See Appendix.
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(H)

—

Empire Cvrhexcv and Exchange

'llie Imperial Economic Conference adopted and endorsed the following

Resolutions, submitted to them by the Committee on Inter-Imperial Exchanges:

"(1) That, arising as they do from the suspension of an effective gold

standard, the difficulties of Inter-Iinperial exchange will disappear when
the currencies of Great Britain and the Dominions affected are again

made convertible into gold.
" (21 Tliat it is neither necessary nor dcsirabh to adujit complicated

plans for a new instrument of credit, such as Empire Currency Bill*,

which involve dilBcult and disputable constitutional and financial ques-

tions.
" (3) That where difficulties have arisen in regard to exchange

between certain parts of the Empire and between such parts and the

United Kingdom.

" («) The position could be ameliorated if the note-issuing authori-

ties were to accumulate sterling assets and to undertake to

exchange their local currencies for sterling and vice versa.
" (1)1 This measure might be further developed and assisted by the

creation of central banks and by mutual co-operation as recom-
mended by the Genoa Conference.

'
(el In some cases the bank charges for buying and selling sterling

appear to be unduly high and should be capable of reduction.

(.1)

—

Co-operation for Techxic.u, Research and Inform.vpion

It was decided to adopt the following Resolutions:

—

Resolution 1

' This Imperial Economic Conference reromnicnds the adoption of

the first of the two schemes for the future of the Imperial Institute and
the Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau proposed in the Report* of the

Imperial Institute Committee of Knciuiry. 1923, subject to the following

modifications:

—

'
(?) That in order to ensure that the reconstituted Imperial Institute

may in future undertake in its laboratories only preliminary

investigations of raw materials for the purpose of ascertaining

their possible commercial value, and to ensure that investigation

or research of a more extensive kind may be referred to the

ajipropriate authority, whether in this countiy or elsewhere in

the Empire, there shall be formed a small C'ommittee of the

Governing Body, to be known as the ' Laboratory Committee,'

consisting of the Comptroller-General of the Department of

Overseas Trade (or his nominee) , the Secretary of the Scientific

and Industrial Research ]")epartment (or his nominee), and a

Fellow of the Royal Society, being a representative of that

Society (in the Governing Body of the Imperial Institute, who
will spcrvise the laboratoi-y work of the Institute and report

thereon from time to time to the < ioverning Body.
" (ij) That, with a view to ensuring that in future the reconsti-

tuted Institute may have expert assistance in regard to finance,

e.y., in establishment matters, a representative of His Majesty's

Till? Report will be published in due course.
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Treasury be added to the new Governing Body and to tiie new
Managing Committee proposed in paragraphs 100 and 101 of
the Report of tlie Iiiij)erial Institute Committee of Enquiry."

HenoliiiioH 2

" Tliis Imperial ICconomie Conference approves the estimate of the
eost of maintaining the reconstituted Institute as set out in paragraph o
of tlie memorandum by the Seci-etary of State for tlie Colonics submitted
to the Conference (I.K.C. (231-181: and suggests that in order tliat the
sum of £8.000, whicli is proposed as an annual contribution from tlie

Dominions and India, may be obtained, the ministerial representatives
of the Dominions and of India advise their respective legislatures to con-
tribute the following annual amounts for a period of five years:—

£
" Canada 2,000
'• Connnonwealtii of Australia 2.000
"New Zealand* 1.200
" Union of South Africa 1.2U0
" India 1.200
" Irish P'ree State 200
"Newfoundland 200"

Hc!<o(iitioii 3

' This Imperial Economic Conference take note of the memorandum
on tiie co-ordination of research bearing upon industry and the suggestions
for its development submitted by tiie Department of Scientific anil Indus-
trial Research in consultation with the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisher-
ies and other Departments, and they are of opinion that all possible steps
should be taken to encourage the exchange of scientific and technical infor-

mation between the viuious parts of the Empire, and the co-operation of
the official and other organizations engaged in research for the solution
of problems of common interest."

(K.)

—

Immuxitv of St.\te Enterprises

It was decided that the following Resolutions be adopted:—
I.

" This Imperial Economic Conference, so far as it is competent for

its members without prejudice to the rights of the States or Provinces of

a self-governing Dominion, agrees with the recommendation of the Com-
mittee on the Liability of the Dominion and Foreign Governments, etc..

to United Kingdom taxation expressed in the following terms, viz.:

—

" Any Ciovernmcnt within the Empire, so far as it engages in

trade, shall be treated as liable to the taxation of any other country
within the Empire, in which it may either own property in connection

with trade, or make trade profits; the liability of the United Kingdom
Government or any Dominion Government so far as engaged in trade

shall be co-extensive with the liability of a private trading corporation

in similar circumstances."

*0n the underst,infHng that New Zealand i.-; nillinz to rai.* this amount to $1,500,

pro%'ideci that the Exhibition Galleries of the In*iitute are retained.
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It is agreed that each of the several Parliaments of (ireat Britain,

the Dominions and India shall be invited to enact at the earliest oppor-
tunity a declaration that the general and particular provisions of its Acts

or orilinances imposing taxation shall be deemed to apply to any com-
mercial or industrial enterprise carried on by or an behalf of any other

such Governments in the same manner in all respects as if it were carried

on by or on behalf of a subject of the British Crown. It is not conteni'

plated that such legislation should have retrospective effect for anv vear

prior to 1924.
" This Conference further agrees that, as soon as possible after the

passing of the aforesaid legislation, negotiations should be opened with

the Governments of foreign countries, in accordance with the re<oinincnda-

tions of the aforesaid Committee, " with a view to reciprocal agreement
between those countries and the Empire to the following effect: if or

when the Government of a foreign country carries on trade in the United
Kingiiom or in a Dominion, and if or when the Government of a country

witliin tlie British Empire carries on trade in a foreign country, the

trading Government shall not, in its character as such, be treated as

entitled to any sovereign immunity from taxation either directly or

through the claim of superiority to the jurisdiction of municipal Courts;

nor shall a Government so trading be treated as entitled to any sovereign

immunity from taxation in respect of property in the other country con-

cerned which it may own or hold in a trading capacity or in connection

with trade.
" It is understood tliat, as the Committee recommended, it would be

a proviso to the whole agreement that it should be without prejudice to the

national interests of a sovereign State in any emergency of war."

IT.

' The Conference further recommends that the draft convention on

the immunity of State-owned siiips adopted by the meeting of the Inter-

national Maritime Committee held at Gothenburg in August last, and
amended after consultation between the British .\dmiralty and Board of

Trade, should be adopted throughout the Empire as the basis on which an
international convention might be concluded. This amended draft is as

follows:—
" Immunity of State-owned Ships.

•• (Amended Draft: October 26, 1923.)

"Article 1.—Vessels owned or operated by States for trading

purposes, cargoes owned by them and cargo and passengers carried

on such vessels and the States owning or operating such vessels «hall

be subjected in respect of claims relating Ui the operation of such

vessels or to such cargoes to the same rules of legal liability {i.e.,

liability to be sued for payment) and to the same obligations as

those applicable to private vessels, persons or cargo.

" Article 2.—Such liabilities shall be enforceable by the tribunal-

having jurisdiction over and by the proaedtire applicable to a

privately-owned ship or cargo or the owner thereof.

" Article 3.—Ships of war, State Yacht^s, Surveying Vessels,

Hospital Ships and other vessels owned or operated by States and

employed on other than trading purposes shall continue to enjoy the

respective privileges and immunities hitherto enjoyed by them by
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the comity of nations. Liabilities against such ship.s in respect of

collisions or salvage claims shall, however, be enforceable, but only
by action before the competent tribunals of the State owning or

operating such vessels; and no such vessel shall be liable to arrest.

Similarly, State-owned cargo carried for non-commercial purposes
in ships owned or ojjcratcd by the State shall not be sui)jcct to

seizure, but <hall be liable to process of Law, but oidy in the Courts
of the State owning such vessels.

' Article 4.—The provisions of tliis Convention will be applied

in very contracting State in all cases where the claimant is a citizen

of one of the contracting States, provided always that nothing in this

Convention shall prevent any of the contracting States from settling

by its own laws the rights allowed to its own citizens before its own
Courts.

" Article 5.—This Convention shall not be binding on a belliger-

ent State in respect of claims arising during the period of belliger-

ency."

5. IMPKHI.M. POLICY WITH HF.tlARI) TO THK IMPORT AND EXPORT
ANJ3 LIVESTOCK

After consideration of this question, the Imperial Economic Conference
decitled that steps >iiould be taken to promote Inter-Impcrial trade in pedi-

gree stock throughout the Empire a> a whole on reciprocal terms, subject always
to satisfactory precautions being taken against the introduction of disease.

It was further agreed that a Conference should be arranged between repre-

sentatives of His Majesty's Government and the Canadian Ciovcrnment to con-

sider the question of the administrati\-e interpretation of the terms of '" The
Importation of Animals Act, 1922."

6. IMPERIAL POLICY \VITH REGARD TO FORESTRY'

It was dccide<l to adopt tiie following Resolution:—
" That the Imperial Economic Conference accepts generally the

Resolutions of the Empire Forestry Conference (Canada, 1923), ami
reconnncnds them to the respective ( !ii\-erniii(iits of the Empire for their

favourable consiileration."*

7. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

It was decided to adopt the following Resolutions:

—

Resolvtiox L

Xon-rc.'^irli nf Workim n

" That this Imperial Ei'unomic Conference, taking note of the exist-

ing restrictions in the Workmen's Compensation laws of certain parts

of the British Empire on the payment of benefit^ to workmen and their

dependants t)n the ground of non-residence in the State in which the
accident happened, and having regard to the tendency of such restric-

*It is understood that the Report of the Empire Forestry Conference (Canada, 1923).
is being communicated separately to the Pre.'^.
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tions to (lisfourage movenu-nt witliin tlic Empire, is of opinion tliat no
British subjert wlio i.< permanently incapacitated, and no dependant of

a Britisli subject wlio lias been killed, by accident due to his employment
in any part of the Empire siioulil be excluded from any benefit to whicli

he would otherwise be entitled under the Workmen's Compensation law
of that part of the Empire on the ground of his removal to or residence

in another part of the Empire."

Resolution 11.

Seamen

" That this Imperial Economic Conference, having had its attention

drawn to cases where British sailors injured by accident while servinit

on ships registered in some part of the Empire have had no claim to

compensation owing to the law of that part of the Empire being restricteil.

in its application to seamen, to accidents occurring within territorial waters

or other limited area, is of opinion that the Government of any such part

of the Empire should ensure that the benefits of its compensation law
will extend to all accidents to seamen serving on ships registered within

.such ])art of the Empire wherever the ship may be when the accident take-

place. And furthermore the Conference invites the (lovernmcnt of any
British Colony or Protectorate where there is a register of shipping, but

where legislation giving compensation rights to seamen does not at present

exist, to con^^ider the adoption of sueh legislation."

Resolution III

Aliens

" That this Imperial Economic Conference, taking note of the disa-

bilities imposed under the Workmen's Compensation laws of certain for-

eign countries on British subjects residing in those countries and their

dependants, invites each Ciovernment of the Empire, regard being had t-i

its own particular conditions, to consider the possibility of adopting in

workmen's compensation legislation, the principle of reciprocity, that is.

that the benefits of such legislation should be accorded to subjects of for-

eign countries upon the condition that and to the extent to which such for-

eign countries accord reciprocal treatment to British subjects.''

The Conference notes in adopting the foregoing Resolutions that, in certain

of the Dominions, Workmen's Compensation falls wholly or partially within

Provincial or State jurisdiction and is in those cases and to that extent outside-

the control of the Dominion Ctovernment.

8. IMPERIAL ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

It was decided to adopt the following Resolution:—
" That in the opinion of thi< Imperial Economic Conference (Canad.i

dissenting)—
' (1» It is desirable to establish an Imperial Economic Committe.\

comprising representatives of the Governments represented in tli

Imperial Conference, anil responsible to those Governments.
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' (2) Tlic function of tlic Coinniittec sliould be to ronsidcr and advise
upon any matter* of an economic or commercial ciiaracter, not
being matters appropriate to be dealt with by the Imperial Ship-
ping Committee, which are referred to it by any of tiie consti-

tuent Governments, provided that no question which has any
reference to another part of the Empire may be referred to the
Committee without the consent of that other part of the Empire."

It was further decided tiiat in the constitution of the proposed Imperial
Economic Committee representation should be allotted to the various con.stituent

Ciovernments as follows:—
Cireat Britain 4 members
Dominions 2 members each
India 2 members
Colonies and Protectorates 2 members

APPENDIX
The following is the form of invoice (Form B) referred to in tiie second

Resolution under (C.) Valuation of Goods for Customs Duty Purposes, above:

—

Country of

Origin t

Marks and
Xumbers on
Packages

Quantity ;ind

Description of

tioods

SellinK Price to

Purchaser

Amount

t To be completed only where preferential rates of duty are claimed.

Combined Certificate of Value and of Origin to be Written, Tiiped, or Printed
on Invoices of Goods for Erportation to Britiah Colonics, d'c.

I (M of (2) of (3)

manufacturer supplier of the goods enumerated in this invoice amounting to

hereby declare that I [(•'I have the authority to make
and sign this certificate on behalf of the aforesaid manufacturer supplier, and
that I] have the means of knowing and do hereliy certify a? follows:

—

Value

1. That this invoice is in all respects correct, and contains a true and full

statement of the price actually paid or to be paid for the said goods, and the
actual quantity thereof.

2. That no arrangements or understantiing affecting the purcha.se price of the

said goods has been or will be mtide or entered into between the said exporter and

(') Here insert manager, chief clerk, or as the ca^e may be. •

(-) Here insert name of firm or company.'
(') Here insert name of city or country.
(') These words should be omitted where the manufacturer or siip!>lior him.*elf sien.<

the certificate.
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purchaser, or by any one on behalf of either of them, either by way of discount,

rebate, compensation, or in any manner wiiatever other than as fully sliown on
this invoice, or as follows (

•''

)

Origin

[In the case of goods exported to Colonies not granting preference to

British goods, the following portion of the certificate dealing with origin should

be struck out.l

(Delete whichever of 3 (a) or 3 (6) is not applicable. If 3 (o) is used

delete 4 and 5. If 3 (6) is used insert required particulars in 4 and 5.)

3. (a.) That every article mentioned 3. (6.) That every article men-
in the said invoice has been wholly tioned in the said invoice has been
produced or manufactured in (") cither wholly or partially produced or

manufactured in (^)

4. As regards those articles only partially produced or manufactured in (^'l

(a.) That tlic final process t)r processes of manufacture have lieen per-

formed in tiiat part of tlie British dominions.

ib.) That the expenditure in material produced in (•"')

and/or labour performed in (") calculated

subject to qualifications hereunder, in each and every article is not less

than one-fourth of the factory- or works cost of such article in it~

finished state. (See note.f)

(\Note.—In the case of goods wiiich have at some stage ent-ered into

the commerce of or undergone a process of manufacture in a for-

eign country only that labour and material which is expended on

or added to the goods after their return to the United Kingdom
shall be regarded as the produce or manufacture of tlie Unite.!

Kingdom in calculating the proportion of United Kingdom labour

and material in the factory or works cost of the finislied article.)

5. Tiiat in the calculation of such proportion of produce or labour of the

C) none of the following items has been included or considered:

—

" Manufacturer's profit or remuneration of any trader, agent, broker,

or other person dealing in the articles in their finished condition; royal-

ties; cost of outside packages or any cost of packing the goods there-

into; any cost of conveying, insuring, or shiiiping the goods subsequent

to their manufacture.''

Dated at this dav
of 19....

Witness Signature

C*) Here insert particulars of any special arrangement.
(*) Insert " United KinRdom " or name of other part of British dominions.
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IMPERIAL CONFERENCE, 1923

SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS

1.—PREIJMIXARY NOTE
The proccodinffs of tlic Conference opened at 10, Downing street, on October

1, 1923, and were continued until No\-embor 8. During; tiiat period 16 plenary
meetings took place, which were normally attended by the following:

—

Great Britain

The Rt. Hon. Stanley Baldwin, M.P.. Prime Minister (Chairman).
The Most Hon. the Marquess of Salisbury, K.G., G.C.V.O., C.B., Lord

President of the Council.
The Most Hon. the Marquess Curzon of Kcdleston, K.G., G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E.,

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs.

His Grace the Duke of Devonshire, K.G., G.C.M.G., G.C.V.O., Secretary
of State for the Colonies.

C.\NAD.\

The Rt. Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King, C.M.G., Prime Minister.
Tiie Hon. G. P. Graham, Minister of Railways and Canals.
The Hon. Sir Lomer Gouin, K.C.M.G., Minister of Justice and Attorney-

General.

Commonwealth of Au.stralia

Tile Rt. Hon. S. M. Bruce, M.C., Prime Minister.

Senator The Hon. R. V. Wilson. Honorary Minister in Charge of Depart-
ments of Health and Migration.

New Ze.\l.'VND

The Rt. Hon. W. F. Massey, Prime Minister.

Union of South Africa

General The Rt. Hon. ,1. C. Smuts, K.C., C.H., Prime Minister.

The Hon. H. Burton, K.C., Minister of Finance.

The Hon. N. J. dc Wet, K.C.. Minister of Justice.

Irish Free St.\te

Professor John MacNeill, T.D., Minister of Education.

Mr. Desmond Fitzgerald, T.D., Minister of External Affairs.

Newfoundland

The Hon. W. U. Warren. K.C., Prime Minister.

India

The Rt. Hon. Viscount Peel, (i.B.E., Secretary of State for India and
Head of tiie Indian Delegation.

Colonel His Highness the Maharajah of Alwar. G.C.I.E., K.C.S.I.

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, K.C.S.I.

5
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Secretariat

Great Britain.—Sir M. P. A. Hankcy, ('..C.B.; Mr. E. J. Harding, C.M.G.

Catmda.—Dr. 0. D. Skclton.

Commonwealth of Australia.—Sir R. R. (larran, K.C.M.G.

New Zealand.—Mt. F. D. Thomson, C.M.G.
Union of South j4/nca.—Captain E. F. C. Lane, C.M.G.

Irish Free State.—Mr. P. McGilligan.

Newfoundland.—Mr. W. J. Curevv.

India.—Professor L. F. Rushbrook Williams, C.B.E.

Other Ministers took part in the proceedings at one or more meetings.

These were:

—

Great Britain

The Rt. Hon. Lord Robert Cecil, K.C., M.P.. Lord Privy Seal.

The Rt. Hon. Neville Cliainbcrlain, ^LP., Ciiancellor of the Exchequer.

The Rt. Hon. W. C. Bridgcman, ^LP., Secretary of State for Home Affairs.

The Rt. Hon. The Earl of Derby, K.G., G.C.B., G.C.V.O., Secretary of State

for War.
The Rt. Hon. Sir Samuel Hoare, Bart., C.M.G., M.P., Secretary of State

for Air.

The Rt. Hon. L. S. Amerv, ALP., First Lord of the Admiralty.

The Right Hon. Sir Philip Lloyd-Greame, K.B.E., M.C., M.P., President of

the Board of Trade
The Hon. W. G. Ormsby-Gore, M.P., Parliamentary Under-Secretary of

State, Colonial OflScc.

Irish Free St.\te

Mr. W. T. Cosgrave, T.D., President of the Executive Council.

]Mr. Kevin O'Higgins, T.D., Vice-President of the Executive Council.

General R. Alulcahy, Minister of Defence.

Mr. ,T. C. C. Davidson, C.H., C.B., M.P.. Chancellor of the Duchy of

Lancaster, and Minister in Charge of Publicity, and Sir J. Masterton Smith,

K.C.B., Permanent Under-Secretary of State, Colonial Office, were present at

nearly all of the Sessions of the Conference.

The follovying also attended for the discussion of subjects which particularly

concerned their respective departments:

—

Gre.at Britain

Admiral of the Fleet Earl Beatty, G.C.B., O.M., G.C.V.O., D.S.O., First

Sea Lord and Chief of Naval Staff, Admiralty.

General The Earl of Cavan, K.P.. G.C.ALG., G.C.V.O., K.C.B., Chief of

the Imperial (ieneral Staff, War Office.

Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh M. Trenchard, Bart., K.C.B., D.S.O., Chief

of the Air Staff, Air Ministry.

The Rt. Hon. Sir John Anderson, G.C.B., Permanent Under-Secretarj- of

State, Home Office.

Mr. R. G. Yansittart, C.M.G., M.V.O., Private Secretary to the Secretary

of State for Foreign Affairs.

Mr. A. W. A. Lccper, C.B.E., Assistant Private Secretary to the Secretary of

State for Foreign Affairs.

Mr. T. Jones, Principal Assistant Secretan,', Cabinet Office.
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Lieut.-Colonel C. W. (i. Walker, D.S.O., At^f^is^tant Secretary, Committee of
Tinpcrial Defence.

Commander H. R. Moore, D.S.O., R.N., Assistant Seeretary, Committee of
Imperial Defence

Major L. A. Clemens, O.B.E., M.C., Assistant Secretary, Committee of

Imperial Defence.
Major-General Sir Fabian Ware, K.C.V.O., K.B.E., C.B., C.M.G., Vice-

Cliairnian of the Imperial War Graves Commission.
Major C. K. Phillips. O.B.E.. Land and Legal Adviser, Imperial War

Graves Commission.

C.VNAD.\

Major-Gcneral J. H. :\IacBrien, C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O., Chief of General
Staff, Canada.

Commodore Walter Hose, C.B.E., R.C.X., Director of Naval Service, Canada.

Commonwealth of Australia

Vicc-Admiral Sir Allan F. Everett. K.C.M.G., K.C.V.O., C.B., First Naval
Member of the Royal Australian Naval Board.

Rear-Admiral P. H. Hall-Thompson, C.M.G., First Naval Member Desig-
nate of the Roval Australian Naval Board.

Brigadier-General T. A. Blaney. C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O., Australian Repre-
sentative on the Imperial General Staff, War Office.

-New Ze.\l.\nd

Commodore A. CJ. ?Iotham. C.^I.G.. R.N., Naval Adviser to the New-
Zealand Delegation.

Irish Free St.\te

General Sean MacMahon, Chief of Staff. Irish Free State.

Major-General J. J. O'Connell, Assistant Chief of Staff, Irish Free State.

Mr. 0. Esmoude (acting for Mr. McGilligan).

IXDIA

Lieut.-General Sir Alexander Cobbe. V.C. K.C.B., K.C.S.I., D.S.O., Secre-
tarv, Military Department, India Office.

Lieut.-Colonel Sir Wolseley Haig, K.C.I.E., C.S.I., C.M.G., C.B.E., Political

Secretary to His Highness the Maharajah of Alwar.

In addition to the meetings of the full Conference, there were eleven meet-
ings of Committees, and technical discussions on Defence Questions at the
Admiralty and Air Ministry.

II.—OPENING STATEMENTS
In opening the Proceedings on October 1st, Mr. Stanley Baldwin, as Chair-

man, extended a welcome to the Representatives of the Dominion? and India,
and referred especially to the enlargement which had taken place in the circle

of the Imperial Conference by the constitution in 1922 of the Irish Free State.

Mr. Baldwin then made a general statement on the Imperial and Inter-
national situation, in which he reviewed the chief events which had taken place

37—2^
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since the Conference of 1921, and outlined briefly the agenda of the Conference

and the main problems wliich would come before it.

Speeches were made in reply by the Prime Ministers of Canada, New
Zealand, the Union of South Africa, and Newfoundland, by the President of

the Executive Council of the Irish Free State, and by the ^iaha^ajah of Alwar

for India. The cordial greeting extended by Mr. Baldwin to the Representa-

tives of the Irish Free State was wannly endorsed by other speakers, and Mr.
Cosgravc expressed his deep appreciation of the welcome which he and his col-

leagues had received.

These opening speeches were published in full immediately afterwards.*

The Prime Minister of the Commonwealth of Australia was not present at

the opening meeting: he was unable to reach London until October 5th.

III.—MESSAGE TO THEIR MAJESTIES THE KING AND QUEEN

The first official act of the Conference, in accordance with the practice on
previous occasions, was to send a message of greeting to Their Majesties the

King and Queen.

The words of this message were:

—

" The Prime Ministers and other Representatives of the British

Empire assembled in Conference, at their first meeting and as their first

official act, desire to express their respectful greetings and fidelity to the

King, and fervently hope that His Majesty and Her Majesty the Queen
may be long spared to strengthen those ties of love and devotion which
unite the peoples of the British Commonwealth."

His Majesty's gracious reply was read aloud by the Prime Minister of

Great Britain at the meeting on October 5th and w-as in the following terms:

—

'
I sincerely thank the Prime Ministers and other Representatives

of the British Empire for the generous terms of the message which they
have addressed to the Queen and myself on the occasion of the opening
of the Imperial Conference. I sincerely trust that their deliberations

will lead to a solution of those many and grave problems the settlement

of which is so essential to the future welfare and prosperity of the Com-
monwealth of the British Nations.

•• GEORGE R.I."

IV.—MESSAGE TO JAPAN

It was also resolved at the first meeting of the Conference to send the fol-

lowing message of sympathy to Japan:

—

" The Prime Ministers and Representatives of Great Britain, the
British Dominions and India, assembled at the Imperial Conference,

desire at their opening session to send to their old and faithful ally, Japan,
an expression of their profound sympathy in the terrible calamity by
which she has been assailed; their admiration of the patriotic energy
and unconquerable spirit with which the Japanese nation have met the

See Appendix I Sess. Paper No. 37;i.
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blow; ami their confident expectation that Japan will rapidly recover

from a shock that might have overwhelmed any less courageous people

and will pursue, undismayed, the great part that she is destined to fill

in the social and economic progress of the world."

In reply to tliis message a note was received from the Japanese Ambas-
sador in London. This note, which was read aloud by the Prime Minister of

Great Britain at the meeting on the 11th October, was as follows:

—

" Under instructions from the Japanese Premier, I have the honour
to request Your Lordship to convey to the Right Honourable Stanley

Baldwin, Prime Minister, and his eminent colleagues on the Imperial

Conference, the Japanese Premier's sincere thanks for the touching

message of sympathy in the calamity which has befallen Japan. Count
Yamamoto desires to assure Mr. Baldwin that the manifestation of

cordial sentiment coming as it did so promptly from the representative

statesmen of the British Empire, the old and never failing ally of Japan,
has deeply moved the Japanese nation in their great distress and will give

them encouragement anil reassurance in taking up the tremendous task

of reconstruction.
" I have, etc.

" HAYASHI."

v.—DEATH OF MR. BOXAR LAW
The Rt. Hon. A. Bonar Law, Prime Minister of Great Britain from October

24th, 1922. to ALiy 21st, 1923, died on October 31st. One of his first acts on
assuming office had been to have a message of invitation sent to the Dominions
and India, which resulted in the calling of the Imperial Conference and of the

Imperial Economic Conference this year.

The following resolution was passed by the Conference at its meeting on
the afternoon of October 31st:—

" The Members of the Imperial Conference have learnt with the most
profound regret of the death of the Rt. Hon. Andrew Bonar Law, at whose
invitation, issued on his assuming office last year, the present Conference
is now meeting.

" They desire to express to the members of the late Prime Minister's

family their deep sympathy in the irreparable loss which they and the

Empire have sustained by his death."

VI.—PUBLICITY

The Conference gave special attention to the question of publicity for its

proceedings. There was general agreement that at meetings of this nature,

where questions of high policy and of the greatest consequence to all parts of

the British Commonwealth are surveyed and dealt with, it was of the first

importance that the representatives present should feel able to speak among
themselves with the utmost freedom and in a spirit of complete confidence.

Hence, it was considered essential that nothing should be published without

the approval of the Conference as a whole and under its directions.

At the same time it was felt that the proceedings of the Conference would

cause wide interest among the peoples of the countries represented, and conse-

quently that, as opportunity offered, information regarding its deliberations

should be made public.
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It was decided to place the general arrangements as to publicity in charge

of a British Minister, and, at the unanimous wish of the Conference, the Chan-

cellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, Mr. J. C. C. Davidson, C.H., C.B., M.P., was

asked to be present at the meetings and to undertake the necessarj^ work.

This procedure, thougli of an experimental ciiaracter, turned out to be of

much value and at the conclusion of the meetings the Conference expressed to

Mr. Davidson its great indebtedness for his valuable help.

A discussion also took place, at the instance of the Prime Minister of Can-
ada, as to the desire of the Parliaments of the various parts of the Empire to be

afforded the fullest information ])ossible on all matters concerning whicii negoti-

ations were going on, or discussions taking place, between tiic \'arious Govern-
ments. It was felt that as many as possible of tlie communications passing

ought to be made available for the use of the Parliaments, and a general under-

standing was reached as to the principles which should govern the pul)lication of

correspondence between the Governments.

VII.—COLONIES, PROTECTORATES AND MAND.\TED TERRITORIES

The Secretary of State for the Colonics gave to the Conference, on October
3rd, a comprehensive review, subsequently published*, of the situation in the

Colonies, Protectorates, and Mandated Territories.

A general discussion followed on \arious aspects of policy in regard to the
•development of the Colonial Empire and the Mandated Territories, and great

stress was laid by the representatives of the Dominions and India on the eco-

nomic importance of these parts of the world and, in particular, on the value to

the Empire as a whole of the great tropical territories in East and West Africa

and in Eastern Asia.

One question touched on was the recent arrangement concluded with the

Belgian Government for the rectification of the Ruanda Boundary, and
it was made clear that this rectification still left available a strip of the British

mandated territory of Tanganyika west of Lake Victoria, which could be utilized

for the construction of a line north and south.

The Prime Minister of Newfoundland expressed his interest in the researches

about to be undertaken in the Antarctic by the late Captain Scott's ship '"Dis-

covery." It had already been arranged that any information obtained from
these researches should be made avaihiblc to the Government of the Union of

South Africa, and the Duke of Devonsliire undertook that the information should

be supplied also to the Newfoundland Government.

It should be added that the further developments in the Middle East, and
particularly in Palestine, which occurred during the sittings of the Conference,

were placed before it.

The Conference took note of the^e developments.

VIIL—FOREIGN RELATIONS

The discussions on foreign relations were commenced on October 5th

by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, who gave to the Confer-

ence a review of tlie general situation in every part of the world, and the most
frank exposition, first, of the main problems which have confronted the Empire

during the last two years, and, secondly, of those whicli seem most likely to

arise in the near future.

See Appendix II in Sess. Paper No. 37a.
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Tlic greater part of what Lord Curzon said was necessarily of a confidential

character, since it was his object to supplement the written and telegraphic com-
munications of the past two years by giving orally to the Representatives of the

Dominions and India the inner history of the period, but it was thought advis-

able that extracts from those parts of his speech which related to subjects of

immediate interest antl importance, viz., the situation in connection with the

Reparations i)r()i)lcm and tiic Turkish Treaty, should be published forthwith.*

This was a departure from tiie practice at previous Imperial Conferences,

when statements made by tiie Foreign Secretary have been regarded as confi-

dential throughout.

Lord Curzon's review was followed by a general discussion on foreign

relations, in which Lord Robert Cecil as British representative on the Council

of the League of Nations, all the Dominion Prime Ministers present, the Vice-

President of the Executive Council of the Irish Free State and the three members
of the Indian delegation, took part.f

Frequent and detailed examination was given, not only to the main features

of the international situation, but to the different aspects of that situation as

they developed from day to day. Nor did the Imperial Conference terminate

its sittings until each subject had been carefully explored and a common under-

standing reached upon the main heads of foreign policy.

It was wiiile the Conference was sitting that the President of the United

States renewcil the offer of tlie United States Government to take part in an

international conference or enquiry to investigate the European Reparations

problem, and to report upon the capacity of Germany to make the payments to

which siic is pledged. Tlic Conference cordially welcomed, and decided to take

immediate advantage of, this overture; and communications were at once entered

into with the Allied Powers to obtain tlieir co-operation.

The Conference, after careful consideration of the policy which has been

pursued, was of the opinion that the European situation could only be lifted on

to the plane of a possible settlement by the co-operation of the United States of

America, and that, if the scheme of common enquiry to be followed by common
action were to break down, the results would be inimical both to the peace and

to the economic recovery of the world.

It felt that in such an event it would be desirable for the British Govern-

ment to consider very carefully the alternative of summoning a Conference itself

in order to examine the financial and the economic problem in its widest aspect.

The Conference regarded any policy which would result in breaking up the

unity of the (Jerman State as inconsistent with the Treaty obligations entered

into botii by Germany and the Powers, and as incompatible with the future dis-

charge by Germany of her necessary obligations. The strongest representations

on this subject were accordingly made to the Allied Governments.

The Conference considered the situation in the Near and Middle Ea.<t and

recorder! its satisfaction at the conclusion of peace between the Allies and Tur-

key. An end had thus been brough.t to a period of acute political tension, of

military anxiety and financial strain in the eastern parts of Europe: and more

particularly had great relief been given to the sentiments of the Moslem sub-

jects of the British tiirone in all parts of the world.

Another of the subjects that engaged the attention of the Conference was

that of Eg>-pt. The Conference was glad to recognize the great advance that has

been made during the last two years towards a pacific settlement of this com-

*3ee Appeodi.x III in Sese. Paper No. 37tt.

tFor speeches on the work of the League of Nations see Appendix IV in Sess. Paper

No. 37a.
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pl'ex problem, which will safeguard important communications between several
parts of the Empire.

The Conference, so much of whose time had been occupied two years ago
with the question of the renewal or termination of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance
and with the future regulation of the Pacific, noted with satisfaction the results

of tlie Washington Conference, wiiich had added immensely to the security of

the world witliout disturbing the intimate relations that have for so long existed

between the Empire and its former Ally.

It recognized with satisfaction tlie progressive fulfilment of the obligations
incurred under the Washington Treaties; it registered the confident belief that
the future relations between the Governments and peoples of the British Empire
and Japan will be not less sincere and cordial than when the British and
Japanese Governments were bound by written conventions; and it recorded its

profound sympatliy with the Japanese Government and people in the terrible

catastrophe which has recently befallen tliem.

During the session of the Conference, the question of the regulation of the
liquor trafiic off the American coa.sts and of tlie measures to be taken to avoid
a serious conflict either of public opinion or of official action was seriously

debated. The Conference arrived at the conclusion that, while affirming and
safeguarding as a cardinal feature of British policy the principle of the three

mile limit, it was yet both desirable and practicable to meet tiie American
request for an extension of the right of search beyond this limit for the above
purpose, and negotiations were at once opened with the United States Govern-
ment for the conclusion of an experimental agreement with this object in view.

Finally the Conference, after listening to a detailed exposition of the work
of the League of Nations during the past two years, and more particularly of

the recent sitting of the Council and the Assembly at Geneva, placed on record

its emphatic approval of the action that had been taken by, and the support

that had been given to, the representatives of the British Empire on the latter

occasion. There was full accord that the League should be given the unabated
support of all the British members of the League as a valuable instrument of

international peace, and as the sole available organ for the harmonious regu-

lation of many international affairs.

This Conference is a conference of representatives of the several Govern-

ments of the Empire; its views and conclusions on Foregn Policy, as recorded

above, arc necessarily subject to the action of the Governments and Parlia-

ments of the various portions of the Empire, and it trusts that the results of its

deliberations will meet with their approval.

IX.—NEGOTIATION, SIGNATURE AND RATIFICATION OF TREATIES

The principles governing the relation? of the various parts of the Empire
in connection with the negotiation, signature and ratification of Treaties

.seemed to the Conference to be of the greatest importance. Accordingly it was
arranged that the subject should be fully examined by a Committee, of which
the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs was Chairman. The Secretary of

State for tlie Colonies, the Prime Ministers of Canada, the Commonwealth of

Australia, New Zealand, the Union of South Africa and Newfoundland, the

Minister of External Affairs of the Irish Free State, and the Secretary of State

for India as Head of the Indian Delegation, served on this Committee. With
the assistance of the Legal Adviser to th.e Foreign Office, Sir C. J. B. Hurst,

K.C.B., K.C., the following Resolution was drawn up and agreed to:

—
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' Tlie Conference recommend:^ for tlie acceptance of the govern-
ments of the Empire represented that the following procedure sliould

be observed in the negotiation, signature and ratification of international

agreements.
' The word ' treaty ' is used in tlie sense of an agreement wliich,

in accordance witii the normal practice of diplomacy, would take the

form of a treaty between Heads of States, signed by plenipotentiaries

provided with Full Powers issued by tlie Heads of the States, and
authorizing the holders to conclude a treaty."

I
" 1. Negotiation.

" {a) It is desirable that no treaty should be negotiated by any of

the governments of the Empire without due consideration of its possible

effect on other parts of the Empire, or, if circumstances so demand,
on the Empire as a whole.

" (6) Before negotiations are opened with the intention of con-
cluding a treaty, steps should be taken to ensure that any of the other
governments of the Empire likely to be interested are informed, so that,

if any such government considers that its interests would be affected,

it may ha\e an opportunity of exjiressing its views, or, when its interests

are intimately involved, of participating in the negotiations.

" (c) In all cases where more tiian one of the governments of the

Empire participates in the negotiations, there should be the fullest pos-

sible exchange of views between those governments before and during
the negotiations. In the case of treaties negotiated at International

Conferences, where there is a British Empire Delegation, on which, in

accordance with the now established practice, the Dominions and India
are separately represented, such representation should also be utilized

to attain this object.

" U/) Steps should be taken to ensure that those governments ot

the Empire whose representatives are not participating in the negotia-

tions should, during their progress, be kept informed in regard to any
points arising in wliich they may be interested.

" 2. Signature.

" (fi) Bilateral treaties imposing obligations on one part of the
Empire only should be signed by a representative of the government o!

that part. The Full Power issued to such representative should indicate

the part of the Empire in respect of which the obligations are to be
undertaken, and the preamble and text of the treaty should be so worded
as to make its scope clear.

" (b) Where a bilateral treaty imposes obligations on more than one
part, of the Empire, the treaty should be signed by one or more pleni-

potentiaries on behalf of all the governments concerned.

" (c) As regards treaties negotiated at International Conferences,

the existing practice of signature by plenipotentiaries on behalf of all the
governments of the Empire represented at the Conference should be

continued, and the Full Powers should be in the form employed at Paris

and AVashington.

" 3. Ratification.

" The existing practice in connection with the ratification of treaties

"

should be maintained.
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II.

"Apart from treaties made between Head.s of States, it is not unusual
for agreements to be made between governments. Such agreements, which
are usually of a technical or administrative character, are made in the

names of tlie signatory governments, a'n^ signed by representatives ol

those governments, who do not act under Full Powers issued by the Heads
of the States: they are not ratified by the Heads of the States, though in

some cases some form of acceptance or confirmation by the governmenta
concerned is employed. As regards agreements of this nature the existing

practice should be continued, but before entering on negotiations th«
governments of the Empire should consider whether the interests of any
other part of the Empire may be affected, and, if so, steps should be taken
to ensure that the government of such part is informed of the proposed
negotiations, in order that it may have an opportunity of expressing its

views."

The Resolution was submitted to the full Conference and unanimously
approved. It was thought, howc\er, that it would be of assistance to add a
short explanatory statement in connection with part 1 (3). settine out the

existing procedure in relation to the ratification of Treaties. This procedure
is as follows:—

(a) The ratification of treaties imposing obligations on one part of the
Empire is effected at the instance of the government of that part;

(b) The ratification of treaties imposing obligations on more than one part
of the Empire is effected after consultation between the governments
of those parts of the Empire concerned. It is for each government to

decide whether Parliamentary approval or legislation is requireil before

desire for, or concurrence in, ratifications is intimated by that govern-

ment.

X.—THE UNITED STATES AND " C " MANDATES
Certain general questions concerning the territories in South West Africa

and the Southern Pacific administered under '' C " Mandates had been raised by
the Government of the United States of America, and the opportunity of the

Conference was taken to examine these questions.

XL—CONDOMINIUM IN THE NEW HEBRIDES

The developments in the New Hebrides since the Conference of 1921 were

examined and the present situation and possibilities of action further discussed

by representatives of the British Government in consultation with the Prime
Ministers of the Commonwealth of Australia and New Zealand.

XII.—DEFENCE

The Conference gave special consideration to the question of Defence, and
the manner in which co-operation and mutual a.«sistance could best be effected

after taking into account the political and geographical conditions of the various

parts of the Empire.
The Lord President of the Council, as Chairman of the Committee of

Imperial Defence, opened this part of the work of the Conference by a state-
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ment outlining the main problems of Defence as they exist to-day. He was

followed by the First Lord of the Admiralty, the Secretary of State for War and

the Secretary of State for Air, each of whom explained to tiie Conference the

aspects of defence which concerned his special responsibilities.

In addition to these statements there was a full and frank interchange of

views in which the standpoints of the various representatives and the circum-

stances of their countries were ma<lc clear. There were also di.scussion.s at the

Admiralty ami Air Ministry' at which Naval and Air Defence were dealt with

in greater detail. The points involved were explained by the Chiefs of the

Naval and Air Staffs respectively and were further examined.

In connection with Naval Defence one matter of immediate interest came
before the Conference, namely, the projected Empire Cruise of a squadron
of modern warships. The First Lord of the Admiralty explained that tlie

project was that two capital ships, the " Hood " and the " Repulse," together

with a small squadron of modern light cruisers, should visit South Africa, Singa-
pore. .\ustralia and New Zealand, and return liy way of British Columbia, the

Panama Canal and Eastern Canada. The light cruisers would accompany the

battle cruisers as far as British Columbia, but would return to England by way
of the west coast of South America and Cape Horn. The Dominion Prime
.Ministers expressed their appreciation of this proposal, and assured the Con-
ference that the ships would be most heartily welcomed in their countries.

After the whole field of Defence had been surveyed, the Conference decided

that it would be advisable to record in the following resolutions its conclusions

on the chief matters which had been discussed:

—

"(II The Conference affirms that it is necessary to provide for the adequate
defence of the territories and trade of the several countries comprising
the British Empire.

" (2) In this connection the Conference expressly recognizes that it is for

the Parliaments of the several parts of the Empire, upon the recom-

mendations of their respective Governments, to decide the nature and
extent of any action which should be taken by them.

" (3) Subject to this provision, the Conference suggests the following as

guiding principles:—
" (a) The primary responsibility of each portion of the Empire repre-

sented at the Conference for its own local defence.
" (b) Adequate provision for safeguarding the maritime communica-

tions of the several parts of the Empire and the routes and water-

ways aloi g and through which their armed forces and tnode pass.

" (c) The provision of Naval base.* and facilities for repair and fuel

so as to ensure the mobility of the fleets.

" (dl The desirability of the maintenance of a minimum standard of

Naval Strength, namely, equality with the Naval Strength of any
foreign power, in accordance with the provisions of the Washing-

ton Treaty on Limitation of Armament as approved by Clreat

Britain, all the self-governing Dominions and India.
" (e) The desirability of the development of the Air Forces in the

several countries of the Empire upon such lines as will make it

possible, by means of the adoption, as far as practicable, of a

common system of organization and training and the use of uniform

manuals, patterns of arms, equipment, and .stores (with the excep-

tion of the type of aircraft), for each part of the Empire as it may
determine to co-operate with other parts with the least possible

delay and the greatest efficiency.
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(4) In the application of these principles to the several parts of the

Empire concerned the Conference takes note of:

—

' (a) The deep interest of tlie Commonwealtli of Australia, tiie

Dominion of New Zealand, and India, in the provision of a Naval
Base at Singapore, as essential for ensuring the mobility necessary

to provide for the security of the territories and trade of the

Empire in Eastern Waters.
" (6) The necessity for the maintenance of safe passage along the great

route to the East through the Mediterranean and the Red Sea.

" (c) The necessity for the maintenance by Great Britain of a Home
Defence Air Force of sufficient strength to give adequate protec-

tion against air attack by the strongest air force within striking

distance of her shores.

(5) The Conference, while deeply concerned for the paramount import-

ance of providing for the safety and integrity of all parts of the Empire,
earnestly desires, so far as is consistent with this consideration, the

further limitation of armaments, and trusts that no opportunity may
be lost to promote this object."'

XIII.—STATUS OF HKiH COMMISSIONERS

Certain questions were discussed relating to the status of the High Commis-
sioners in Great Britain, particularly in connection with precedence and with
exemption from taxation, Customs duties, etc.

The representatives of the British Government undertook to examine the
points raised, while explaining that any alteration of the existing rules of pre-

cedence would require the approval of His Majesty the King.

XIV.—POSITION OF INDIANS IN OTHER PARTS OF THE EMPIRE

The position of Indians in other parts of the Empire was reviewed by the
Conference in the light of the developments which have taken place since the
Resolution which formed part of the Proceedings at tiie 1921 Conference. The
subject was opened by a general statement from the Secretary of State for India
as Head of the Indian Delegation. He explained that the intensity of feeling

aroused in India by this question was due to the opinion widely held there
(which, however, he did not himself share) that the disabilities of Indians were
basetl on distinction of colour and were badges of racial inferiority. This state-

ment was followed by a full presentation of the case on behalf of India by Sir

Tej Bahadur Sapru and His Highness the Maharajah of Alwar.

It was found possible to publish these speeches, anatl those made in the

course of the discussions by the Prime Minister of Great Britain, the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, the Dominion Prime Ministers and the Minister of

External Affairs of the Irish Free State, shortly after the speeches had been
delivered.! In this respect the procedure differed from tlmt at the Conference
of 1921 when only the Resolution adopted was made public. It is unnecessary
in the present Report to do more than refer to the main proposal made on behalf

of the Indian Delegation and the views expressed and conclusions reached with

regard to it. The Indian proposal was to the effect that the Dominion Govern-
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ments concerned, and the Britisli Government for the Colonies and Protector-
ates, should agree to the appointment of Committees to confer with a Com-
mittee appointed by the Indian CJovernmcnt as to the best and quickest means
of giving effect to tlie Resolution of tiie 1921 Conference.

In the case of the Union of Soutii Africa, wliich was not a party to the 1921
Resolution, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru expressed the hope that the Union Govern-
ment would agree to the tiovernment of India sending an agent to South Africa
wiio would protect Indian nationals there, who would serve as an intermediary

between them and the Union Government, and who would place the Indian
Government in full possession of the facts regarding Indian nationals in South
Africa.

The Conference expressed its high appreciation of the able and moderate
manner in which Lord Peel and his colleagues had presented the Indian case.

The opinions expressed and the conclusions reached with regard to the above
suggestions were, in brief, as follows:—

The Prime Minister of Canada observed that, so far as he knew, Indians

now domiciled in Canada did not suffer any legal or political disability in eight

out of the nine provinces of Canada; as regards the ninth province—^British

Columbia—he was not aware of anj- legal disability, and even the political dis-

ability that existed in the matter of the exercise of the franchise does not apply

to all Indians because the federal law relating to the franchise lays it down tjiat

any Indian who served with His Majesty's military, naval or air forces is entitled

to the franchise. He explained the present difficulties in conceding the franchise

to Indians generally in British Columbia which are due not to. distinction of

colour but to economic and complex political considerations, and he reiterated

what he had already said to Mr. Sastri on the occasion of the latter's visit to

Canada in 1922, namely, that the c|Ucstion whether natives of India resident in

Canada should be granted a Dominion Parliamentary Franchise on terms and

conditions identical with those which govern the exercise of that right by Cana-

dian citizens generally was necessarily one which Parliament alone could deter-

mine, and that the matter would be submitted to Parliament for consideration

when the Franchise Law comes up for revision.

Mr. Mackenzie King added that he was somewhat doubtful wiiother the

visit of a Committee appointed by the Government of India would make it

easier to deal with this problem in Canada, but that, should it be desired to

send a Committee, the Canadian Government would readily appoint a Com-
xnittee to confer with the Committee from India.

The Prime Minister of the Commonwealth of Australia explained the

principles underlying the present attitude of Australia on this question. He
stated that the representatives of every shade of political thought in Australia

had siiown sympathy with the claim that lawfully domiciled Indians should

enjoy full citizen rights, and that he believed that public opinion was ready
to welcome, so far as concerned the position of such Indians, any measure
conceived in the interests of the Empire as a whole.

The Commonwealth had the right to control the admission to its terri-

tories of new citizens, and its immigration policy was founded on economic
considerations. He felt that, in view of the position which existed in Australia,

there was no necessity for a Committee, but assured the Indian representa-

tives that he would consult his colleagues on his return to Australia as t^i

what action should be taken in connection with the Resolution of the 1921
Conference.

The Prime Minister of New Zealand said that the New Zealand Govern-
ment would welcome the visit of a Committee from India such as had been

tSee Appendix V in Sess. Paper No. 37a.
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suggested should this be desired; New Zealand practically gave the native*

of India now resident in the Dominion the same privileges as were enjoyed
by people of the Anglo-Saxon race who were settled there.

The Prime ^Minister of the Union of South Africa intimated that, so far

as South Africa was concerned, it was not a question of colour, but that u
different principle was involved. He stated that the attitude of thinking

,men in South Africa was not that the Indian was inferior because of his colour

or on any other ground—he might be their superior—but the question had to b?

t'onsidcred from the point of view of economic competition. In other words,
the white community in South Africa felt that the whole question of the con-

tinuance of western civilization in South Africa was involved. Cicncral Smuts
rould hold out no hope of any further extension of the political rights of Indians

in South Africa and, so far as the Union was concerned, he could not accept Sir

Tej Bahadur Sapru's proposal.

Tiie Secretary of State for the Colonies, on behalf of the British Govern-
ment, cordially accepted the proposal of Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru that there

.should be full consultation and discussion between the Secretary of State for

the Colonies and a Committee appointed by the Government of India upon all

questions affecting British Indians domiciled in British Colonies, Protect-

orates and Mandated Territories. At the same time the Duke of Devonshire
was careful to explain that, before decisions were taken as a result of discus-

f^ions with the Committee, consultations with the local Colonial Governments
concerned, and in some cases local inquiry, would be necessary.

Further, while welcoming the proposal, the Duke reminded the Conference
that the British Government had recently come to certain decisions as to

Kenya, which represented in their considered view the very best that could be
done in all the circumstances. While he saw ho prospect of these decisions

being modified, he would give careful attention to such representations as the

Committee appointed by the Government of India might desire to make to him.

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. while taking note of the above statement of the

Duke of Devonshire, desired to make plain that the recent Tvenya decision

ycould not be accepted as final by the people of India.

The Secretary of State for India, summarizing as Head of the Indian Dele-
gation the results attained, 'pointed out that the discussion had demonstrated
that it was a mistake to suppose that Indians throughout the Empire were given

an inferior status or that such disabilities as might be felt to exist were based
on race or colour.

XV.—CONTRIBUTION OF INDIA TO THE EXPENSES OF THE
LEAGUE OF NATIONS

The ([ucstion of the contribution of India to the expenses of the League
pf Nations was raised by the representatives of India at the Conference and was
.referred to a Committee under the Chairmanship of the Secretary of State for

the Colonics. It was there explained by Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru that India was
.assessed far higher than any other part of the Empire, except Great Britain.

,In 1922. Lord Balfour had stated publicly at a meeting of the Assembly that

the various parts of the Empire represented on the League would settle among
themselves the exact amount which each would find. India desired to ascertain
whether, in view of this statement, some relief could be afforded by the other
parts of the Empire.

The members of the Committee representing Great Britain and the Dom-
inions, while expressing sympathy with the difficulties of India, explained that
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their Governments were not able to agree to any variation from the standard

of contributions already laid down by the Assembly for 1923 and 1924.

In the fircunistanccs it wa;;, of course, impossible for tlie Committee as a

whole to make any recommendation. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru intimated that

India must necessarily reserve the right to raise the question of its contribu-

tion at the League Assembly of 1924, and the Secretary of State for India,

as Head of the Indian Delegation, affirmed this attitude when the matter came
up before tlie Conference.

The Conference took note of tlie position.

XYL—NATIONALITY QUESTIONS

Certain questions connected with the law of British nationality were

brought before the Conference at the instance of the Commonwealth Govern-
pnent and were referred to a Committee under the Chairmanship of the Secre-

tary of State for Home Affairs.* These questions were shortly as follows:—

(1) The grant oj naturalization to persons resident in Mandated Territories.

Apart from certain special cases, there is under the existing law no power
to grant an Imperial Certificate of Naturalization to a person who is not quali-

fied by residence in His Majesty's Dominions. The Commonwealth Govern-

jncnt proposed an amendment of the law, so as to provide for the grant of

^certificates on the basis of residence in " B " or " C " Mandated Territories,

i.e., the territories administered under Mandates in Africa and the Southern
Pacific. To this proposal (which accorded with certain recent decisions of the

Council of the League of Nations) the British Government added the sugges-

tion that similar provision should be made, generally speaking, in the case of

persons resident in British Protectorates.!

The Committee decided to recommended that the power of granting Certi-

ficates of Imperial Naturalization be extended so as to cover persons resident

jn " B " and " C " Mandated Territories and also in Protectorates.

(2) The appointment of Committees oj Inquiry in connection with the Revoca-
tion oj Certificates.

A self-governing Dominion which has adopted Part II of the British Nation-
ality and Status of Aliens Act. 1914. as amended, has power in accordance with

the provisions of Section 7 of that Act to revoke certificates of naturalization.

Provision is made in the Act for investigation of the circumstances, in given

instances, by a Committee of Inquiry-, presided over by a person who holds or has

held high judicial office. The Conmionwealth Statute adopting Part II of the

Imperial Act laid down a definition of high judicial office which it is now anti-

cipated may cau>e difficulty in some cases, as persons of the prescribed standing

jnay not be available. The Commonwealth Government accordingly contem-
plated the adoption of a somewhat wider definition.

The Committee came to the following conclusion:

—

" Having heard the reasons for which the Commonwealth Govern-

ment is disposed to provide that the presidency over such Committees of

*For the memorandum prepared by the Commonwealth Government see Appendix

VI, Part I. in Seas. Paper No. 37a.

+For a joint memorindum on this subject by the Home OflRce and the Colonial Office

see Appendix VI. Part II, in Sess. Paper No. 37a.
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Inquiry may, where convenient, be taken by persons holding judicial

office of lower standing than that prescribed at present by the Com-
nionwealtli statute, the Committee see no objection to a question of

machinery ol this nature being settled according to local circumstances

an<l needs, if after examination of the experience of the Committee of

Inquiry, and of the practice which has grown up in the United King-
dom, the Commonwealth Covcrnmcnt desires to make an alteration."

(3) The Xationality of Married Women.

The Commonwealth Government proposed an amendment of the Imperial

nationality law as to the nationality of British-born women married to aliens.

lUnder the present law the national status of the wife follows that of her hus-

band; a British woman becomes an alien on her marriage to an alien, and
there is no power to naturalize her during the continuance of the marriage.

The Commonwealth Government have found that the wife's loss of British

.nationality tends to give rise to hardship in cases where the wife is separated

from, or has been deserted by, her husband, and tiiey accordingly suggested an
^Iteration of the law to cover such cases.

This proposal raises wider questions of principle and policy in regard to

the national status of married women, whicii have attracted considerable atten-

,tion in recent years both w-ithin the British Empire and in certain foreign coun-

tries.* A number of arguments for and against maintaining tlie existing rule

that " The wife of a British subject shall be deemed to be a British subject

,and the wife of an alien shall be deemed to be an alien " will be found in the

two draft Reports prepared by Members of a Select Committee of both Houses
of the British Parliament who examined this question earlier in the year in

.connection with proposals which had been made for a fundamental alteration

in the law.

The discussion of this question by the Committee of the Conference did

not disclose any opinion in favour of altering the existing law as to the nation-

ality of husband and wife; and the following resolution was passed:

—

" The Committee are of opinion that the principle of the existing

law that the nationality of a married woman depends on that of her

husband should be maintained. They nevertheless recommend that
power sliould be taken to re-admit a woman to British nationality in

cases where the married state, thouf^li subsisting in law. has to all prac-
tical purposes come to an end."

The conclusions of the Committee were reported to the Conference and
received approval.

XVII.—VALIDITY OF MARRIAGES BET^^EN BRITISH SUBJECTS
AND FOREIGNERS

Another matter suggested by the Commonwealth Government for considera-

tion by the Conference concerned the law relating to tiie validity of marriages
(between British subjects and foreigners. The main difficulty appears to be that

such a marriage, although validly contracted in British law, may nevertheless in

.certain circumstances be invalid in the law of the foreign countrj- concerned.'!

The subject in its various aspects is dealt wnth briefly in a Memorandum prepared
by the Home Office, for which see Appendix VI, Part III, in Sess. Paper No. 37a.

JFor the correspondence see Appendix VI, Part IV, in Sess. Paper No. 37a.
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Tlic Committee, under the Cli;iirman<lii|) of tlic Home Secretary, t<) whom
thi,'; que.^tion was referred, came to tlie conckisioii that, having examined the

^nction whicli is being taken by tlie Foreign Office and tlie Home Office to carry

into effect the Marriage with Foreigner? Act, 1906, tiiey liad no rccommenda-
,tion to make. Tlie Committee's resolution to this effect was laid before the

Conference and accepted.

XVIII.—PHOPOSKD KXTKXSION OF THK POWERS OF THK IMPF.KI.VL

WAR CRAVES COMMISSION

During the course of the Conference a proposal was received from the

Imperial War Craves Commission that the powers conferred upon the commis-
sion by the Charter of 10th May, 1917, and the Supplementary Charter of 10th

August, 1921, should be extended so as to enable the Connnission to comply
with a request, based on pui)lic expediency and economy, tiiat they should under-

take the public duty of the future maintenance of such Cemeteries and Craves
as the (Mil Military Cemetery at Tel el Kebir, the Crimean Cemetery at Scutari,

which is in the same plot of ground as the Conunission's War Cemetery, and the

older Cemeteries in Turkey whicii could more conveniently be maintained in

conjunction with the graves of those who fell in the Great War.
Tiiis propo.«al was submitted to the Representatives of the Governments

concerned, all of whom have idicated their acceptance of the proposed amend-
ment of the Charters by the adilition of a clause to the following effect:—

" The Commission, if in their absolute discretion they deem it

desirable, may, at the request of any Government of any part of Our
Empire responsible for or desirous of maintaining any place of burial or

memorial whether or not of or relating to such Officers or men as may fall

within the descriptions contained in Our Original Charter of May 10,

1917, on Our Supplemental Charter of August 10, 1921, or of or relating

to any other Officers, men or civilians whatever, exercise with regard to

such place of burial or memorial aforesaid and the graves in such place

of burial all oi- any of their powers as in the said Original and Supple-
mental Charters were applicable to the said burial place or memorial and
graves, provided that the cost of or incidental to any exercise of the

additional powers given by this Our Charter be provided by the Govern-
ment making the aforesaid request.

Accordingly the necessary steps will be taken forthwith to incorporate a

clause on the above lines in a further Supplementary Charter for submission to

His Majesty the King.

XIX.—ADDRESS TO HIS .MA.IE.STY THE KIXt;. EMPEROR OF INDIA

The following Address to His Majesty was moved by the Prime Minister of

Great Britain at the concluding meeting of the Conference and was unanimously
adopted.* Mr. Baldwin, as Chairman of the Conference, was asked to submit

the Address to His Majesty.

To His M.A.IESTY THE KiNG, E.MPKKOR OF InDI.\.

" Wc, the Prime Ministers and Representatives of the British Empire,
who have been assembled to take counsel during the past six weeks, desire,

*For the reply from His Majesty see Appendix VIII in Sesv- I'ii..^r Vo ."^Ti
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before our meetings come to an end. to give expression once again to our

affection and ror^pect for Your Majesty and Her Majesty the Queen,
and to reaffirm our fidelity to tlie Crown.

" We have liad to face, in the course of the deliberations at both our

Conferences, many and serious problems which confront the sister nations

and the peoples of the British Commonwealtli. We shall count ourselves

fortunate if we have been able to contribute towards the solution of these

problems, even to a small degree.
' Yet as we look back on the years which have passed since the

Great War, we are proud to feel that, amid the economic and political

convulsions which have shaken the world, the British Empire stands finn

and that its widely scattered peoples remain one in their belief in its

ideals and their faith in its destiny.
'' To the task of promoting that unity, of which the Crown is the

emblem, Your Majesties have long devoted your strength and labours.

AVe pray that the consciousness of the devotion of the peoples and the

members of your Empire may encom-age and uphold you in that task for

many years to come."

XX.—CONCLUDING RESOLUTION

The Conference at its concluding meeting placed on record the following

Resolution:

—

" Before the meetings of the Imperial Conference terminate, the Prime

Minister of Great Britain and his colleagues desire to express their great

pleasure at having been able to welcome in London the Prime Ministers

of the Dominions and the other Representatives from overseas, and their

appreciation of the readiness of other members of the Conferenc.e to

travel so far in order to take part in its sittings.

"On their part the Prime Minister and Representatives of the Domin-
ions and India wish to place on record their thanks, first to the Prime

Minister of Great Britain for his conduct of the business of the Con-

ference, and secondly, both to him and to the other members of the British

Government for their constant attention to its work, in spite of the

pressure of other duties.
" The members of the Conference are unanimous that the hours spent

in consultation have been of the greatest value, and will do much to

facilitate the work of achieving unity of thought and action on matters

of common concern to all parts of the Empire."

London, November 8, 1923.
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APPENDIX I.

OPENING SPEECHES, OCTOBER 1, 1923

OPENING SPEECH BY THE PRIME MINISTER OF
GREAT BRITAIN

WELCOME TO OVliR.SE.V REPRESENTATIVES

Mr. Stanley Baldwin: I have great pleasure in extending to you all a
very hearty welcome to Great Britain. General Smuts and Mr. Massey arc

no strangers to this historic Council Chamber. They took an important part
in the deliberations of the last Conference, and indeed in those of all similar

meetings held here since 1917. The same is true of Lord Curzon. The rest of

us, with the exception of Mr. Burton, are, I believe, here for the first time at
an Imperial gathering of representatives of Great Britain, the Dominions and
India.

I have at the outset to draw your attention to the enlargement which has
taken place in the circle of the Imperial Conference by the constitution last

year of the Irish Free State. I am sure you will wish that I should, on behalf
of all His Majesty's Governments who have in the past been entitled to attend
these meetings, extend to Mr. Cosgrave, as President of the Free State Execu-
tive, and to his colleagues, a cordial welcome on joining our councils.

Wc welcome Mr. Mackenzie King, and we shall rely on him to continue
the high traditions of his predecessors. Especially shall we be glad to benefit

by his knowledge of industrial problems. Mr. Warren is almost as new to

his high office as I am to mine, but he is no stranger to this country. Nor is

Mr. de Wet, to whom also I extend the cordial greeting. Mr. Bruce is unable
to be with us at the opening of our deliberations, but we shall welcome him a
few days hence.

It is a great pleasure to have with us distinguished representatives of the
Indian Empire in the persons of His Highness the Maharajah of Alwar and
Sir Tcj Bahatlur Sapru. His Highness is widely known as an enlightened ruler

deeply interested in the educational and material progress of his State—a State
which rendered valuable help in men and money during the war. Sir Tcj
Bahadur Sapru has long been a conspicuous figure in Indian public life, and we
recognize in him a brilliant lawyer and wise statesman.

GERMAN REPAR.\TION AND RUHR OCCrPATION

In his review of the state of the world at the opening of the last Confer-
ence in the summer of 1921, the British Prime Minister struck on the whole
a moderately hopeful note. At home he observed a sense of strain and exhaus-

5
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tion after the prolonged struggle of the war; there was labour unrest and
unemployment, though no actual privation amongst our people. Abroad there

was turmoil and tension, but some of the most troubles.ome and menacing
problems of the peace had either been settled or were in a fair way of settle-

ment. One of these was the disarmament of Germany, the other was repara-

tion. The former was in process of being accomplished. The schedule of

reparation liabilities drawn up in accordance with the Treaty of Versailles by
the Reparation Commission had been forwarded to the German Government
on the 5th May, 1921. When Mr. Lloyd George spoke six weeks later it

had been accepted by Germany, so that, as he told his colleagues at this table,

the two most troublesome problems were either settled or in a very fair way
of being adjusted. Nowhere is prophecy more difficult than in politics, and
''specially in the field of foreign affairs.

As is well known, it proved impossible to hold Germany to the fulfilment

of her reparation obligations under the scheme evolved in May, 1921. The
Allies at various times granted alleviations and postponements, but the German
payments grew ever less, until at the end of last year we were faced witii the

possibility of total default. Definite proposals for a complete and final settle-

ment were made in January last by Mr. Bonar Law. These proposals involved

lieavy sacrifice by the British taxpayer in the direction of writing off debts

for which we hold the unconditional obligations of our Allies. Our jjroposals

would involve the WTiting off of the greater part of the Allied obligations

amounting to over £1.200 million sterling and leaving the British taxpayer

to face the resulting burden without iiimself receiving payment. We deeply

regret that so generous an offer to effect a final settlement did not receive more

favourable consideration.

This difficult problem of reparation was complicated by a difference of

opinion amongst the Allies as to the measures to be taken to secure the pay-
ment of what was due to them. It need scarcely be emphasized that there was
no difference of opinion whatever on the principle that Germany shoukl be

made to pay to the utmost limit of her ability. The French and Belgian

Governments decided to seize and exploit the Ruhr Valley, and they claimed

that, Germany having been reported in voluntary default by the Reparation

Commission, they were entitled to do this under the Treaty of Versailles. His

Majesty's Government could not share this view, and were, moreover, con-

vinced that such action could not but prejudice the prospects of the Allies

ultimately securing the bulk of reparation. The French and Belgian Govern-

ments, however, with the acquiescence, though not very active support, of the

Italian Government, proceeded to put their plan into execution. Ilis Majesty's

Government decided that, being convinced of the inexpediency of such action,

they could take no part in the execution of the Franco-Belgian measures. The
German Government, refusing to recognise the legality of the occupation

irciered and organised passive resistance, which has been practised up till

now, and has, in its turn, called forth ever stronger measures on the part

of the occupying authorities. His Majesty's Government have had no easy

task, while remaining in occupation of part, of the Rhineland, in carrying out

their policy of neither helping nor hindering the action of their Allies, but

they dare to hope that they have succeedeil in the main in maintaining an

attitude of strict neutrality. The Notes which have been exchanged between

us and the French Government since the January Conference have more and

more revealed an honest divergence of opinion as to the best method of obtain-

ing reparation and of advancing the cause of permanent peace in Europe.

That divergence reflects differences of temperament and outlook between the

two nations which it would be foolish to ignore, but the last twenty years have

shown that they are not incompatible with whole-hearted co-operation in the

face of grave danger.
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We liave strained every nerve to preserve the solidarity of the Allies and

especially the Entente with France. We have done this believing that any

rupture lictwcen us might still further postpone the peace which Europe so

sorely needs. I am aware that the patience we have shown in trying to preserve

good relations with France has laid us open in many quarters to the charges of

indecision and weakness. But at least it has borne witness not only to our wish

to act, in the words of Disraeli, as " a moderating and mediatorial Power" in

the Councils of Europe, but to our ardent desire to preserve our friendship with

France.

At this moment it seems that we are entering on a new phase with the

collapse of German passive resistance, which appeared to be imminent when I

met the French Prime Minister in Paris not many days ago. How the new

situation will develop I shall not venture to predict, but one thing was clear to

us in Paris, and becomes daily clearer; it is only by the closest co-operation and

complete confidence of the Allies in each other that we can hope for a settle-

ment of Europe's difficulties.

A fuller and a more detailed statement of the situation will be made to you
by the Foreign Secretary when we come later on in the week to the discussion

of foreign affairs.

THE JANINA MUKDERS AND OCCUPATION OF CORFU

Within the last few weeks, we have been faced by a sudden crisis in the r^a-

tions between Greece and Italy which threatened at one moment to assume serious

proportions, but which, I am glad to say, has now been settled. I do not desire

to anticipate what will be said later upon this subject, but I wish in my present

speech to call your particular attention to the very useful and, in my opinion,

effective part played in this crisis by the League of Nations. I am aware that

there are many people who consider that the League has missed a very obvious

opportunity of establishing its prestige in quarters where it has hitherto been

either derided or ignored. The temptation to react dramatically and violently

to the present crisis is one to which a less statesmanlike body than the League

Council might pardonably have succumbed. I consider that the members of the

Council deserve the greatest credit for having placed the permanent interests

of peace above what might have seemed the immediate interests of the League

itself. And in this moderation they have been amply ju.stified; there is no single

person possessing real knowledge of the recent crisis or any settled experience

of similar crises in the past, who does not realize to-day that, had the League

not existed and acted as it did, a resort to arms would almost inevitably have

taken place, and that, had the Council not shown the wise discretion for which

in some quarters they have been assailed, the outcome of the crisis might have
been verj' different. The League by its moderation and common sense may
temporarily have disappointed the expectations of its more ardent and impet-

uous supporters, but the exhibition of these qualities in very trying circum-

stances has strengthened its hold upon the confidence of reasoning men in all

countries.

I think we have everj' reason to be satisfied with the part played by our

Delegations at Geneva in contributing to this happy result.

TRE.\TY OF LAX.S.\NNE

Peace with Turkey was signed at Lausanne on the 24th July last, after a

Conference lasting seven months, with a suspension of sittings from the 2nd
February to the 20th April. Various reasons—the delays of the Paris Peace
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Conference, political changes in Greece, the difficulty of maintaining a united

Allied policj-, the development of a strong militar\- and nationalist movement
in Turkey—compelled us to negotiate a treaty with Turkey on a different basis

and of a different nature from those concluded with our other enemies of 1914.

The Secretary of State for Foreign AfTairs will shortly explain to you in greater

detail ttie genesis of the treaty and it* main lines, but I think that after hearing

his statement you will agree with me that, broadly speaking, this treaty not

only safeguards the essential interests of the I^ritish l-jripire. without damage to

British prestige, but has done something to reconcile those different national

and religious interests which have so often troubled this quarter of the w'orld.

and may have laid the foundation of a period of comparative tranquility and

economic reconstruction.

DEBT TO THE VNITED STATES OF .\MER1CA

Thanks largely to a mutual dctennination to arrive at an agreement,
arrangements have been concluded with the (lovenimcnt of the United States

of America for the gradual repayment over a bng period of the sums we bor-

rowed from that Government to ensure the successful prosecution of the war.

It must be remembered that on our debt we were liable, apart from any question

of repayment, to pay 5 per cent—amounting to over 200 million dollars—for

interest alone. The funding arrangement has reduced the burden for interest

ami repayment combined to 161 million dollars per annum. The burden, despite

the various provisions intended to assist us in shouldering it. is very heavy; it

amounts to Id. in the £ on income tax; it ecjuals three-quarters of our total

receipts from that tax before the war. The repayment of this debt is going to

call for all our energies. But we considered that funding the debt was the only

possible course consistent with the supreme standard of British credit; and that

it was an essential preliminary to the restoration of the normal economic life of

the world. The debts of Great Nations must be recognized if the foundations of

commercial progress are to stand.

IMPERIAL DEFENCE

It will be remembered that when the last Imperial Conference was held in

1921 the chief question with regard to Imperial defence under consideration

was the future of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance and it-s bearing on the relations

of the British Empire with the United States.

WASHINGTON CONFERENCE

It was during these discussions, which extended over several days, that the
invitation from the President of the United States for a Conference on Dis-
arm.'iment was received.

The Conference on Limitation of Armaments assembled in Washington in

November, 1921. I do not think I exaggerate if I say that the results achieved

exceeded our most sanguine anticipations. If these were due in great part to

the dramatic proposals with which the United States Government confronted the

Conference at its opening meeting, by general admission they were also in no
small degree attributable to the skill, tact and diplomacy of Lord Balfour,
ably assisted by the delegates from the Dominions and India.

It may not be out of place to remind you that these results included:

—

1. The Treaty for the Limitation of Naval Armament.
2. The Quadruple Pacific Treaty.

3. The Nine-Power Treaty regarding China.
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4. Tlic Nine-Power Treaty regarding the Chinese Customs Tariff.

5. The Treaty for tlie proteetion of tlie lives of Neutrals and Non-com-
batant^s at sea in time of war and to prevent the use in war of noxious

gases and eiicmieals.

6. Many supplementary Resolutions and Declarations.

I think we may justifiably claim that these results which are not only a

real benefit but also contain a promise in the future for the whole Empire, are

in no small measure due, first, to the last Imi)erial Conference, which was so

largely roncerned in initiating the Washington (conference, and, second, to the

Britisli Empire Delegation, which co-operated so successfully with the United
Stat<^s and other ( lovernments in i)ringing it to fruition.

The ratification of the Quadruple Pacific Treaty has now been completed,

and thereupon the agreement concluded between Creat Britain and Japan in

1911 automatically terminates.

We have all been deeply moved by the news of the recent earthquake in

the East, and I am sure you will wish me to express our profound sympatliy with

our faithful Ally in the terrilile calamity which has befallen her and our

recognition of the brave spirit in which she has met it.

.\IR DEFENCE

The other chief questions of Imperial Defence which have been dealt with in

the interval since the last Conference will be reviewed later by the Lord
President of the Council. Problems of Empire Defence will necessarily occupy
a consideraljle share of our deliberations. It will be within your knowledge
that we decided with great reluctance to add to our defensive Air Forces. When
announcing this increase in our programme to Parliament, I said, and I should

like to repeat here, that, in conformity with our obligation under the Covenant
of the League of Nations, His ^Majesty's Government would gladly co-operate

with other Ciovernments in limiting the strength of air armaments on lines

similar to the Treaty of Washington in the case of the Navy, and any such

arrangement, it is needless to say, would govern our policy of air expansion.

UNEMPLOYMENT

The impoverishment of the world consequent on the ravages of the war
has been immensely aggravated and prolonged by tlic unsettlement of Europe
which I have described. Contraction of trade in Europe is felt throughout tlie

workl. in India, in C'anada, in Australia, in South Africa, on all of whom the

European market reacts. All countries of the world are burdened by debt, by
taxation, by budget difficulties, by exchange fluctuations. We here at home a.s

a great trading and exporting country feel the result with especial severity.

Since the summer of 1921 there has on the whole been some improvement
in the state of employment in this countr>'; but unfortunately the numbers
unemployed remain still very large, and the depression in trade which revealed
itself in the autumn of 1920 has not pa.ssed away.

In the spring and early summer of the present year there were signs of an
early revival of trade. I'nhappily the improvement then promised and partly
realized has suffered a check. Recently tiie figures of unemployed have taken
an upward turn, and it is to be feared that this increase will continue during
the coming winter months. We have roughly a million and a quarter out of

work as compared with a little over a million and a half when the last conference
met.
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INTKR-l.MPERIAL TRADE

The efforts of the Government to cope with this situation have been and

will continue to be directed on three main line?. In the first place, relief works

of a useful and practical kind and costing many millions are set in operation

with Treasury assistance through Local Authorities and otherwise. Secondly,

provision on an unprecedented scale is made through the National Unemploy-

ment Insurance Scheme for those in the insured trades who are unavoidably

unemployed; and thirdly, every practicable step is taken to stimulate and

encourage the revival of trade at home, with the Dominions, India and the

Colonies and with foreign countries.

An Agenda for the Conference has been prepared and it embraces a number
of topics in addition to foreign affairs and defence which it is desirable wc
should examine together, but I think you will agree that one of the most

important items on it is this question of inter-Imperial trade. The whole sub-

ject will be gone into by the Economic Conference under the Chairmanship of

my friend, the President of the Board of Trade, and we shall have before us

here some of the major questions which are involved. I am confident that we
shall be able to devise measures which will lie to our mutual advantage by way
of redistributing the population, improving transport and means of communi-
cation, and, generally, increasing the facilities for the growth of trade within

the Empire.
The economic condition of Europe makes it essential that we should turn

our eyes elsewhere. The resources of our Empire are boundless and the need
for rapid development is clamant. I trust that we shall not separate before

we have agreed upon the first steps to be taken to create in a not too distant

future an ample supply of those raw materials on which the trade of the world

depends. Population necessarily follows such extension, and that in its turn

leads to a general expansion of business from which alone can come an improve-
ment in the material condition of the people.

Upon the peculiar problems presented by India I do not now propose to

dwell, however briefly. Doubtless they will be authoritatively interpreted to

lis, as occasion arises, by the Members of the Indian Delegation. But it does

seem to me important to remember that this great country stands at the moment
in special need of all the sympathetic understanding we can give her. She is

engaged, under British guidance, in the stupendous task of educating one-fifth

of the human race to the burdens and privileges of responsible government,
and the period of transition between the old tradition regime and the emergence

of self-governing institutions must necessarily be both delicate and difficult.

Moreover, her relationship with other component elements in the British Com-
monwealth presents a problem at once complex and critical, for in it are

involved the contact of civilizations, so varied in history and tradition, and
the future harmony of East and West. I am convinced that we may look with

•onfidence for the co-operation, not merely of the peoples of India themselves,

but also, in so far as may lie in their power, of the Dominion Governments.

CLOSING SURVEY

Contemplating Europe as we do to-day, and comparing what we see with
what we hoped for three or four years ago, we can find little to encourage us m
our labours. The size of armies and the money spent on munitions are gieater

than in 1914. Economic solidarity is rent asunder. Is it not amazing that
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after an exl'austino; worlrl-wide war all efforts should not be directed to recon-

struction, to the building up of the wealth spent in war and waste, and to the

recreation (if the economic machinery which war has put out of joint? The

nnlv ((insolations 1 can draw in a situation so charged with unrest are to recall

the history of the past and to retlcct on the unity of our own Empire and the

deep and universal desire of our people for peace.

All tlie great European wars have been followed by a recrudescence of mili-

tarism and the nations have taken far more years to recover from the shock of

war than the years which scjiarate us from the Treaty of Versailles. It took

France a couple of centuries to recover from the Hundred Years' War; a long

and dreary period followed the Thirty Years' War, in Germany. The years

which followed Waterloo were among the darkest in our national history. After

the Congress of Vienna there was no organized demand for schemes of disarma-

ment.
Compared with a century ago, we have, at least within limits, a League of

Nations, and no one can have studied the transactions of its Assembly at

Geneva without becoming aware of a growing international moral sense, and a

determination to confront the problems of the reduction of armaments, difficult

as they must be. What can be achieved by international co-operation and

reconstruction on sound economic lines is showTi in the case of Austria, where

nine Governments have joined to guarantee a loan. No one who knew Austria

eighteen months ago would recognize the new spirit which now prevails there.

Compared with a century ago, there is a powerful friend of peace in the United

States. In this room on this occasion it is natural that w'e should be most

conscious of that League of Nations in whose name w^e are assembled—the

British Commonwealth—that system of States spread all over tlie world, far

greater, as General Smuts once truly said, than any Empire which has ever

existed, " a dynamic system growing, evolving all the time towards new
•destinies."

THE BRITISH EMPIRE

The British Empire, whose representatives are assembled here to-day, has

often been described as the product of accidents. It is, in fact, the natural and

spontaneous product not of its own necessities only, but of those of mankind.

Scarcely four centuries have passed since the continents of the world swung
like new planets into each other's ken. When Columbus discovered America
and \'asco da Gania opened the routes to the East, all nations and kindreds of

the earth were presently brought into intimate contact. A few years later a

political writer of the sixteenth century remarked: " Henceforth the world is one

Commonwealth." In a sense his words were prophetic. Our ever increasing

control of natural forces has so knit the nations together that whatever afTects •

one for good or ill afTects them all. They are as organs of one body. But the

mastery achieved over physical forces has completely outdistanced the control

acquired over human forces. The fact is that our minds learn far more quickly

than our characters change; so the social and political structure of the world

has not kept pace with the growth of its knowledge. I am not saying that no

progress has been made in applying moral ideas to political facts. Before me
I sec men wlio together can speak for a world commonwealth containing one-

quarter of mankind. The peoples you represent are drawn from all the con-

tinents, from all their races, from every kind of human society. Like a network
of steel embedded in concrete this Commonwealth holds more than itself together.

It held through the greatest cataclysm that has ever shaken the foundation- of

the world. Dissolve those ties and civilization itself would collapse.
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Wc arc often told that self-interest binds the Empire together. A half

truth presented as the whole is a dangerous falsehood. I have likened the ties

which unite us to steel, but steel of the wrong temper may be brittle as glass.

The only element which can give a tensile (luality to human ties is a sense

of duty in men to each other. Wc, gathered in this chamber, will strengthen

the bonds which unite us so far as we are able to keep in mind the needs of

others than those for whom we speak. Wc stand here on an equal footing and
no Government present in this chamber can bind the rest. We can act witii

effect so far as we agree, and no further; but I weigh my words when I say
that we shall achieve agreement and so strengthen tlic bonds which unite us

only in so far as each and all of us is seeking how to relieve not only our own
difficulties and troubles, but those also of a distracted world. The British

Empire cannot live for itself alone. Its strength as a Commonwealth of Nations
will grow so far as its members unite to bear on their shoulders the burdens of

those weaker and less fortunate than themselves.

OPENING SPEECH BY THE PRIME MINISTER OF CANADA

Mr. M.vcKEXZiE King: Prime Minister and Gentlemen: The Prime Min-
ister in iiis opening remarks made reference to precedents which have been
established at former gatherings. I understand that the representative of the

senio'r Dominion has been the first to speak after the Prime Minister of Great
Britain. In these circumstances. I venture to say just a word or two. Person-
ally I could not but wish that one of the more experienced and older members
of the gatiiering had been the first to address iiis remarks to this Conference,

my friend IMr. Massey, or General Smuts, who have been at similar gatherings

in the past; but it may be well that precedents should be observed, and the

procedure at former Conferences followed.

WELCOME TO REPRESENT.\TIVES OF IRISH FREE ST.\TE

May I thank the Prime ^linistcr ver>- cordially for the heartiness of the
welcome which he has extendeti to us? I am sure we all join with him in

experiencing pleasure at the presence at this gathering of the representatives of

the Irish Free State. Coming from the Dominion of Canada, the close associa-

tion of the name of our Dominion with that of the new Irish Free State in the
Treaty and Constitution makes it a special pleasure to me to have the privilege

of meeting at this table the representatives of that State.

COMMENTS ox MR. BALDWIN'S SPEECH

Having regard to the short time wc expect to occupy this morning, it would
•scarcely, I think, be ad\'isable for me in any way to attempt to comment upon
the clear, comprehensive review which has been made by the Prime Minister
of the situation in Europe, and the mention made of other parts of the world,
except to say that the information which has been given to us to-day. and
particularly the elevated note which has been struck, will, I believe, be welcome
not only to members of this gathering, but to the countries that are represented
here, and, indeed, should be helpful in the wider field of international relations.

The subjects that have been touched on are, of course, among the most important
with wliich the British Empire is concerned, the issues witli which they deal
and to which they give rise are far-reaching, and it would not be advisable
therefore to attempt to comment in any particular upon any phase of the ques-
tions at this stage. During the sittings of the Conference I assume ample oppor-
tunity will be afforded to all of us to make such references and comment as we
may think v.ould be necessarj- and helpful.
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VALUE OF IMPERIAL CONFERENCES AND OF PERSON.\L CONSULTATION

I feel it is a very creat privilege to have the opportunity of meeting in

this personal way members of tlie Briti^ih Government, the heads of the Govern-
ments of the Self-Governing Dominions, and the representatives of India, to

discuss matters, many of wiiieh are of common concern. In matters of govern-
ment tlie value of personal contact and association cannot I think be over-
estimated. Some of the gentlemen present, mo.^t in fact, I am ha\-ing the oppor-
tunity of meeting for the first time to-day; some little acciuaintance has been
formed by correspondence and cables, but I thinlc a personal meeting is worth
more than all the cables and correspondence combined. In so far as I have
the privilege of speaking for the people of Canada, I would say that at this

Conference we have only one aim and purpose, that, namely, which actuates

all of us, of meeting together with a view to being mutually helpful, in doing
what we can towards solving as far as may be possible mai>y of the great

problems whcih are of concern to us all. I think as we each speak our minds
clearly with reference to matters in which some of us have perhaps a special

interest and to other matters of general interest, we will find that no problem
is incapable of being at lea.<t in some way appreciably solved if the spirit of

goodwill is present, as it is certain to be in this gathering.

VALUE OF PUBLICITY

May I just say this one word— it is a thought which has come to me more
forcibly as I have listened to the Prime Minister's review—important as it is

that those of us who represent Governments and are members of Governments
should have the information which has been given to us to-day, and should

have a common understanding among ourselves, more important I believe it

to be that the Parliaments of the Empire should have equal advantage, as far

as may be possible, of the fullest information with respect to such matters as

are of concern to us all, and not only the Parliaments, but still more important,

I would say, as far as this can be attained, the peoples of the various Dominions
from which we come. For that reason I am glad of the publicity which is to

be given to to-day's proceedings.

As a common sentiment, a common feeling, is developed among the peoples

of the component parts of the British Empire, the solution of the questions that

arise will be found appreciably easier. I can think of no greater service any
of us could find it possible to render than that perhaps of taking back to our
Parliaments, and through our Parliaments transmitting to our people, much
of the information which we will gatiier here, information which will be helpful

in interpreting to those whom we represent the difficulties and problems witl;

which other parts are concerned. Similarly, I feel positive that no contribution

can be rendered to this gathering of greater value or of greater permanent worth
than that as representatives we should seek not merely to express our own
individual views, but, so far as we can do it, set forth the views of our Parlia-

ments and the views of the people represented in our Parliaments, with refer-

ence to the affairs of the Empire, and of the different countries that compose it.

EMPIRE STANDS FOR PEACE

I think, Prime Minister, that throughout the British Dominions there will

be very great satisfaction at the emphasis which you have placed upon the
desire which actuates us all here, not only to further goodwill and harmonious
relations between the different parts of the Empire, in working out our own
problems, but also to make what contribution we can towards peace and justice
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in tlie world. That, I think, is the pride we idi feel in the British Empire, that

it has stood for peace, justice and goodwill among men, and, in so far as we can

make a contribution that will be of benefit to mankind, it seems to me that it

will come in largest measure through the circumstance that, representing dif-

ferent countries, scattered in different parts of the globe, we nevertheless are

all one in our aims and in our purpose, and that the purpose which you have

just set forth in such eloquent terms.

OPENING SPEECH BY THE PIILME MINISTER OF NEW ZEALAND

Mr. M.4SSEV: Prime Minister, I do not intend at present to comment upon
matters to which you have referred in the very clear and very exhaustive state-

ment which yoa have just given to the Conference. I say that because I think

better and more suitable opportunities will offer lat«r on, and I would just like

to express a hope that before this Conference conies to an end we shall be able

to do something definite and satisfactorj- in the way of solving as many as pos-

sible of the problems that have arisen during the last few years. I just wish

to join with you. Prime Minister, and with the Prime Minister of Canada, Mr.
Mackenzie King, in the welcome which you have extended to each and every

one of the new members who have appeared at the Conference table to-day for

the first time. I have no doubt they will be able to do good work, and as one
of the older members I can say for myself, and I know General Smuts will join

with me, we shall be very pleased to have their assistance in the many matter*
that are certain to be brought before us during the next six weeks or two
months.

OPENING SPEECH BY THE PRIME MINISTER OF THE UNION
OF SOUTH AFRICA

WELCOME TO HEPRESENTATIVES OF IRI.-^II FREE STATE

General Smt-ts: Prime Minister, I join with my colleagues here in express-

ing with what great interest we have listened to you. I also join with them
in welcoming our friends from Ireland to this Conference. You have painted

a very dark picture of the present state of affairs in Europe, and yet the presence

of the Free State here goes to show what the spirit of goodwill can effect. Two
years ago, when we had our last Imperial Conference, the state of affairs in

Ireland was about as black as anything which exists in Europe to-day; but
the difficulties were resolutely grappled with and as a result we have the Irish

Free State represented here at this great Conference, sitting at this Board of

our Commonwealth and collaborating with us on the problems which face us
all. A case like this is to me a proof that nothing is really as bad as it looks,

nor perhaps is Europe as bad as it looks. I join most heartily and most
sincerely m welcoming our friend President Cosgrave here to-day. He will

find in this Conference, I am sure, sympathy and support from all of us. The
difiiculties which Ireland has passed through and will continue to pass through
are difficulties which are not peculiar to her. He will find that many of those
questions which confront Ireland are common to the whole Empire. Here he
will find help and assistance and sympathy in the consideration of his own
problems, and he will find that this Conference, this High Court of our great
Commonwealth, is the best forum for the discussion of his problems.
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I am verj' glad that Mr. Massey has been able to come. 1 know he has liad

to face great difficultici? in coming. However, he has triumphed, as he alway.s
docs, and I hope tiuit, now we shall have a full Conference, wo shall be able to
do really good work and that a real advance will be registered on this occasion.

!?irf.\TION IN EVROPE

This is a most important and solemn occasion in the history of our great
Commonwealth. The picture which the Prime Minister has painted to us to-

day in his able and interesting speech is a veiy black one. The world is undoubt-
edly in a bad way. Instead of the peoples drawing togetlier as we hoped they
would after the War the tendencies are the other way, the passions which the
War has let loose are still rampant evcrj'where, and if ever there was a time when
a helping hand was needed by the world, and Europe especially, it is now. Our
Commonwealth is still there; it has stood many a storm; it has laid down many
a great precedent in the historj' of the world; and the present situation in

Europe more than any previous one calls for a great united effort on its part.

I trust it will really pull its weight and make a great contribution to the solu-

tion of the questions which are confronting the world.

W.\t~HlXGTON CONF'KRENCK

You are right, Prime Minister, in pointing out what was achieved witk
regard to the Washington Conference. There is no doubt that the inception of

the Washington Conference was brought about in this Chamber. It originated

here in our deliberations, and owing to the subsequent great initiative of the
Government of the United States.

That Conference marked greater advance for peace than any other Con-
ference which has been held after the war. In that way the last Imperial Con-
ference became very fruitful. I hope that this Conference will be as fniitful,

and even more fruitful, in the contributions which it will make towards a

settlement of the questions which are now distracting the world.

With regard to the Empire questions to which you have referred, I am
sure that in one way and another they are all capable of solutions. At least,

we can, as ^Ir. King has said, make an advance toward their solution. The
spirit of goodwill and friendship in which we meet here makes every question
soluble. We can register an advance even if we cannot arrive at definite solu-

tions. In saying this, I do not wish to enter into a discussion of details; we will

do that as the Conference progresses.

Mr. B.\LDWix: Yes, on Friday.

POWER OF THE EMPIRE

General Smuts: Yes, Friday. I await the statements of the Foreign
i^ecretary and other gentlemen who are going to address us. But let me say
this here and now; I have the feeling that our Commonwealth is a verj- great
and powerful one. The British Empire can exert a force such as possibly no
other agency on earth to-day to pull the world together, and I am an.vious, so

far as it can be done with goodwill and firmness, that whatever influence there

is in this Empire, this greatest machine on earth, should be used to the full in

order to assist the settlement of Europe. We have no reason to speak with

bated breath. For centuries this country has, on every critical occasion in the

histon.- of Europe, spoken with the voice of authority, and the other Nations
have alwavs in the end iiad to listen to that voice.
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My feeling and my desire is that on a unique occasion like this, without
using threats or \'iolent language, and in a spirit of complete goodwill, we should
once more do what has been done before and speak with a voice that will be
listened to in the affairs of the world. I am not going into details now because
we shall come to them later in the course of the week.

JANINA MIRDERS AND 0CCUP.\TI0N OF CORFV. POSITION OF LE.\GIE OF N.-VTIONS

You have made reference to the League, and I agree with what you have
said. At the same time, I think there is much misunderstanding as to what
happened quite recently at Geneva. I have the feeling that the League has

strengthend its position. The League lias in the face of wliat threatened to be

a ver>- grave crisis in Europe acted witli moderation and wisdom.
But the general view is that the crisis in Southern Europe has constituted

a check for the League. The impression is that the League in a first-class crisis

has not pulled its weight and has Ix^en inefficient, and whatever good work there

was was done by other agencies. It is most important to clear up the position

and remove this erroneous impression. I hope Lord Robert Cecil, when he comes
back, will be able to explain to this Conference what has really h.appened. It

would be lamentable that the impression should gather that the League has
been pushed aside. Our object should be to strengthen the League and support
it in everj- way; there is nothing else to do. If there were some other agency
hokhiig the nations together and working for peace, I would back that up. It is

not a question of any particular form. So far we have devisexi one form and
one form only for iiolding the nations together in a brotherhood of peace. As
the real nature and interest of the British Empire is peace, I think we should

support the League to the full and strengthen her hands as far as possible and
add whatever weight wc can to her counsels. I hope the misunderstanding

which exi-sts at present vriU be cleared up and that people will recognize that

the League has really come with credit out of the Italian business.

DEBT TO UXITED STATES

As regards the American debt, I have expressed my cordial agreement with

what you have done in funding that debt. The British Empire carries out its

contracts. At the same time, I fear that, unless tiiere is a real recovery of the

world, unless you can succeed in re-establishing the trade and commetce of the

world, you may find that you have undertaken an intolerable burden for this

country. What you have done should therefore be followed up with equal
decision in a great attempt to restore the trade conditions of Europe. Other-
wise you may find that what you have undertaken is perhaps more than this

nation can bear. Some people seem to regard their debts very lightly nowadays.
I am glad that the British (lovernnient has been consistent. .\t the beginning,
of the war in 1914, it insisted on the fulfilment of International obligations. It

staked the existence of the whole Empire on tiiat. Similarly after the war, you
said, we shall honour our bond and pay. That is right and proper as a policy,

but, at the same time, think it would be almost an intolerable burden to this

people unless you can really have peace in the world.

NEED FOR PEACE IN EUROPE

Our duty, therefore, not only to the world, but to this people who are going
to carry this obligation, is to move heaven and earth in having peace re-estab-

lished in Europe. Some jieople think that Europe does not concern us, that it is

mere philanthropy or meddlesomeness to concern ourselves with her affairs, that
we should leave Europe alone in her present stress. That attitude seems to me
quite hopeless. You cannot have even the possibility of paying your American
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debt unless you can restore peaceful conditions in Europe. We can go far to

extend Empire trade, and I hope that everything will be done to do so. Without
any revolutionary departure from the settled fiscal policy of this country, I

think a great deal can be done to foster inter-Empire trade, and I hope that this

Conference will rcgi-stcr a very great advance in that direction. But it will

naturally take many years before the British lunpire could take the place of

Europe in your trade. In the meantime, you will have to carry all your burdens;

you iiavc to carry the present internal burdens and also to carry the weighb
of this intolerable external debt. It is clear to me you will not be able to do it

unless peaceful conditions arc restored in Europe. I do not want to say any
more. Prime Minister. I only wish that this Conference will be successful

—

that it will achieve not only the objects it ha.s in view with regard to the Empire,
but also with regard to that larger and more difficult situation which confronts

us in Europe. It is not only you who wish to re-establish trade—we in the

outer Empire want to do the same. We also had our markets in Europe, and
they are largely gone. Therefore, even if there were no higher motive than mere
self-interest, wc should still try our very best to establish conditions of peace and
quiet in Europe. But there is much more. Deeper human motives appeal to us.

The same motives that carried us into the war continue to guide us in the

peace. It is quite impossible for us to disinterest ourselves in the awful condi-

tions which exist all around us as a result of the war. We shall require much
patience, and it may be that it will take much longer than we thought possible

to have the world restored to normal conditions. Let us exercise patience, but
at the same time let us really pull our weight. There is a rapid worsening of

conditions all over Europe. It may be that this will still continue for years and
become an irremediable set-back to Western civilization. Even at this moment
fundamental changes are taking place in Europe which will largely affect the

future status and relations of the nations. I only hope that it may be possible

to stay the rot before things have gone too far.

OPENING SPEECH BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE EXECUTIVE
COUNCIL, IRISH FREE STATE

ACKXOWLF.DGK.S WELCO.ME EXTENDED TO REPRESEXT.\TIVES OK IRISH FREE STATE

Mr. Cosgrave: Prime Minister, I wish to express my very real appreciation
of the welcome you have extended to us and of the pleasing references you have
made to our inclusion in this Conference. I also appreciate very highly the
cordial welcome extended to us by Mr. King, Mr. Massey and General Smuts,
and the great interest in Ireland shown by General Smuts in his speech. He is

perhaps the best able to appreciate the difficulties through which we have passed,

as he also gave ready and most valuable assistance to bring about the position

which leads to our presence here to-day.

raSITION OF FREE STATE

In your statement, Sir, you have referred to problems which, both in size

and number, overshadow our own immediate difficulties, and it gives us hope
that, besides settling our own affairs, we may give some assistance in the solu-

tion of problems affecting the whole world. We come to this Conference in good
faith, with an earnest desire to render what assistance we can in the solution of

the problems to be faced, and to carry out with good faith and goodwill our part
of that undertaking which vou on your side have faithfully honoured in the
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past, rcaliziiig that it is only iu the exercise of these great attributes that it is

possible for us to reach the desired end. This business is new to us and it is

not possible for us to express opinions upon the many great and important

matters which have been mentioned in your speech. The troubles and difficul-

ties of our present situation and the circumstances surrounding it make my
immediate association with the Conference less than I would wish. You, Prime
Minister, will appreciate that, and I am sure His Grace the Duke of Devon-
shire will do so also. I would say it is a very real pleasure for me to be here

and to have witnessed such a cordial and wholehearted reception. We realize

our responsibilities and we are prepared to take over and shoulder the burdens,

which are common burdens. I was very much gratified with the concluding

paragraphs of the Prime Minister's speech and with the statement made by
General Smuts that the real objective of this Conference is to further the cause
of peace.

OPENING SPEECH BY THE PRIME MINISTER OF
NEWFUUXDI.-Wl)

WELCO.MK TO REPRESENT.MIVE.S OF IRISH 1-REE STATE

Mr. Warren: Prime Minister and Gentlemen, I just desire to thank you.
Sir, for the very cordial welcome that I have received. Perhaps as represent-

ing Britain's first-born, it might come well from me to congratulate the newest

Dominion, the Free State, and to assure Mr. Cosgrave, on behalf of New-
foundland, that he has many of his countrymen there who have the greatest

sympathy for him, and they all sincerely hope that he may be successful in

the task he has undertaken.

POSITION OF NEWFOUNDLAND

I should like to say. Sir, that the fact that I am here at all is a sign of

what Great Britain has always stood for. I represent a small community,
but we have never been impelled, coerced, not even, as far as I know, asked,

to merge our political independence into that of a larger Dominion. We have
been allowed to plough our own furrow and we have everj- confidence that

we shall be allowed to do so in the future. Pcrh.aps after I have attended as

many Conferences as my friend on my right, Mr. Massey, I may be able to

speak with more confidence than I do this morning. I have to thank him
for his reference to us. We all know that among Dominion Prime Ministers

he is the father of us all and, sitting as I do so close to him, I hope that I may
learn from him how to acquire a title to Prime Ministership by prescription.

There are a vast number of people looking to this Conference and looking to

us to show some results. I feel sure that we arc all imbued witii one idea.,

and that is to do everything we can to achieve the results which arc expected

of us, and I am sure that we are all ready to make any sacrifice that may
lead to those results.

OPENING SPEECH BY HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJAH OF
ALWAR, ON BEHALF OF THE INDIAN DELEGATION

Lord Peel: Prime Minister, I will ask my colleague. His Highness the

Maharajah of Alwar, to reply for the Indian Delegation.
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The Maharajah of Alavah: Prime Minister of Great Britain, your I.ord-

ihips and Gentlemen, I come to-day as the nominated representative of the
Princes of India. You know that they rule over one-third of the Indian
Empire and most of them are connected by treaties and engagements with tlie

Britisii Crown; but tliey are perhaps best known for their united loyalty and
attachment to tiie Throne.

To-day, iiowever, I am privileged to speak in the name of the 300 millioa-;

of peoples of my country. I speak on behalf of one of the oldest civilizations

within the Empire, but who in the race of self-government have still much
leeway to make. In the name of India, I thank you. Prime Minister, for the

very felicitous terms in which you have extended your welcome to us on behali

of the British Cabinet. I thank you, and through you those on whose behali

you speak, for the expressions of goodwill for my country. I thank you all.

frienfls, for the hopes that have been expressed that the Conference may
acliieve harmonious results. I can only say that I sincerely share that hope
myself and, in conclusion, I trust that it will be permissible for me to thank
the Prime Minister for the kind remarks he has made about myself and my
State. I appreciate them particularly as I take them to be compliments paid
to my Order, through me as their representative.

I will only speak about one word more. On such an occasion a.s this, I

ask myself what is to be our attitude? Surely it is on this factor that the
ultimate results of our Conference will mainly depend. The answer I receive

to my question is in unhesitating terms. Surely is not this Conference com-
posed of brother delegates from the sister Dominions? We assemble round
the hub of the Empire as members of the family of nations, all united in one
cause—namely, the uplift of the British Empire—all cemented together by one
force, namely, the British Crown.

Gentlemen, the recent great war has left behind its aftermath to which
the Prime Minister has given very lucid expression. Wounds and sores are
still festering in many parts of the world.

With a little sacrifice, with a little toleration, with a little understanding,
all this world can, I believe—and firmly so—still be made a playground for

God's children. With a little willingness to give—and it does not reciuire much
willingness to take—mountains can certainly be converted into mole-hills.

On the completion of this Conference, I ask myself—would we rather say
that we were able to achieve and gain this or that for our individual country
or that we were in the privileged position of being able to subscribe, however
little or great it was, for the unity of the British Empire. It will be a proud
moment indeed if we can subscribe to the latter sentiments eventually. I do
not mean to say that there will not be questions during our discussion and
deliberations on which there may be dififerenccs of opinion, or on which it will

be our responsibility to seek gain for our individual territories and nationali-

ties. But in carrying out that responsibility, all we have to remember is that

we have something greater to look to than our own country, namely, the
British Empire, and that there is something even greater than the British

Empire, namely, Humanity. Why is it then that we wish to subscribe our
little quota to make that British Empire, which is already great, if possible

even greater? It is because we like to believe that it will be, with everj- indi-

vidual component part working out its own destiny in mutual harmony witii

others, and even with all our different nationalities, creeds, castes and religions

existing—that the British Empire is going to fulfil its great object of leading

humanity, not only towards peace, not only towards right understanding, but

ultimately towards the great Divinity of which after all each one of us are but
active sparks. That at least is my idea for the attitude at our Conference,

to fulfil it shall be my endeavour.
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APPENDIX II

STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLOMES
AS TO THE COLOMES, PROTECTORATES AND MAINDATED
TERRITORIES, OCTOBER 3, 1923

The Dike of Devoxshike: I understand that it is the general wish of the

Conference that, as Secretary of State for tiie Colonies, I should give a brief

account of the manner in which the responsibilities entrusted to the Colonial

OfVice for the Colonies and Protectorates have been discharged during the two
years which have passed since the Conference last met. Although tiie destinies

of tliese great dependencies of the Crown are the immediate responsibility and
trust of the British Government, it would be wrong if it were to be supposed
that tiie moral and material progress and development of these large areas were
not of increasing importance to all the partners in the British Empire, and it is

the constant aim and endeavour of the Colonial Office to foster the interest of

the Oversea Dominions in these great territories and so to stimulate inter-

Imperial trad'?.

I do not propose to attempt to deal in any detail w'ith the economic aspects

of the Colonial Empire. These aspects, important as they are, come more
properly within the purview of the Economic Conference, on which the special

interests of the Colonies and Protectorates will be represented and advocated by
tiie Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Mr. Ormsby-Gore, who will have
associated with him Sir James Stevenson and Sir Gilbert Grindle, aided by an
Advisory Committee composed of persons possessed of special and practical

experience of the industrial life of the several Colonies and groups of Colonies

concerned.

ECONOMIC DEPRESSION SLOWLY LIFTING

In the statement which my predecessor, Mr. Churchill, made to the Confer-
ence of 1921 about the Colonies and Protectorates,* he referred to the creeping

paralysis wiiich had overtaken almost all tiicir industries after the artificial

prosperity of the war period. They still suffer under the general depression of

trade, but I think I may say that, taken as a whole, the Colonies are "pulling

through." The financial position of some of the smaller Colonies is a constant
source of anxiety to their Governments and to us. but tliere are indications that
the larger tropical areas for which we are responsible are recovering. Much,
however, remains to be done before the tratie of the Colonies can lie said to be in

a satisfactory position, and it is to trade within the Empire that we must look
to regain at least part of the ground that has been lost during recent years.

Proposals will be placed before the Economic Conference with the object of

increasing inter-Imperial trade with our tropical possessions and of fostering

their development. But action by Governments alone, however beneficial if

rightly directed, is not in itself sufficient and needs to be aided and reinforced

by private capital and private enterprise; and this all-important aspect of the
question is being explored by an expert Committee under the Chairmanship of

Lord Ronaldshay, the late Governor of Bengal.

See pp. 34-39 of Cmd. 1474.
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BRITISH EMPIRE EXHIBITION

It may not be thought inappropriate if I refer in pasi'ing to the Britisli

Emjiirc Exliibition, witii which 1 am associated in an iinoliicial capacity as

Chairman of its Councih In conniion with the Dominion Governments the

Colonial Governments are taking a considerable share in promoting the success

of the Exhibition, and my anticipations will be disappointed if the Exhibition

does not achieve the results expected of it and if it docs not open tlie eyes of the

world to the tremendous material resources contained within the ambit of the

British Empire. I am looking forward to meeting members of the Conference

at AVcmbley next Saturday, when they will be enabled to see for themselves

the scale and scope of this great enterprise.

EXTENT OF COLONI.^L EMPIRE

With this brief preface I now propose to touch upon certain aspects of the

progress which has taken place in the political and industrial life of tlie Colonies

since last their affairs were under review at a meeting of the Governments of

the Empire. The British Colonial Empire, W'ith its two million square miles and
a population of fifty millions, distributed in every quarter of tiie globe, presents

a panorama of ever-varying interest and romance; and I must cmpliasize what
was said by my predecessor two years ago that it is impossible in tiie time at

our disposal to attempt to do justice to this theme.

WEST INDIES

I will turn first to the oldest group of British Colonies—the West Indies.

The visit to the West Indies and British Guiana in 1922 of the former Par-

liamcntar\' Under-Secretary of State (Mr. Edward Wood), who was accompa-
nietl by Mr. Ormsby-Gorc. gave an impetus to the movement in progress there,

as in other parts of the Empire, for constitutional development. At the same
time it enabled the Secretary of State to deal with West Indian problems witii

the aid of the sure knowledge which comes from personal touch with the repre-

sentatives of every shade of opinion on the spot. I feel confident that I carry

the members of this Conference with me when I say that the written and cabled

word is no substitute for direct personal contact. It is the fixed policy of the

Colonial Office to follow the precedent so supccessfully established and to take

every opportunity of repeating in other parts of the Colonial Empire similar

official visits. I have already invited Mr. Ormsby-Gore to pay a visit to the

British West African Colonies this forthcoming winter, and I hope that he will

be leaving in the middle of December.
As a result of Mr. Wood's visit constitutional reforms are in the course

of being carried out in Jamaica, Trinidad, Grenada, St. Vincent, St. Lucia and
Dominica.

The economic position of the West Indian Colonies is far from satisfactory.

It has been necessary for several Colonial Governments to come to the assist-

ance of their staple industries in order to enable them to tide over a period of

grave depression. Both the sugar and the cocoa indu-stries have experienced
great difficulties, and the oil industn,' of Trinidad, from which so much was
hoped, has not hitherto come up to the expectations that were formed in regard

to it.

TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION WITH WEST INDIES

Telegraphic communication between and with the West Indies has given

rise to dissatisfaction for some time past, both in those Colonies and, I believe,

in Canada. The question was discusswl at the Conference held at Ottawa in
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1920, but at that time the existing contract with the West India and Panama
Telegraph Company had still some years to run and no immediate solution of

the problem was possible. We have recently put before the Canadian Govern-
ment and the West Indian Governments concerned a scheme for an all-British

cable from Turks Islands to Barbados, with subsidiary connections by cable
and Wireless Telegraphy to the other Colonies. This scheme, which is based
on the continued co-operation of the Government of the Dominion and of the
Colonial Governments with His Majesty's Government, has now been accepted
in principle by all the contributory Governments, and I hope that it will be
carried out during the coming year.

Tins scheme will afford an opportunity for an even wider measure of inter-

Imperial co-operation than the existing arrangement for joint contributions
to the West India and Panama Cable Company's subsidy. The proposed cable
is to be laid and maintained by, or on behalf of, all the Governments con-
cerned, and as it is impossible for them to undertake directly an ent^-rprisr

of this nature we propose, if the Dominion Governments represented on th(

Board see no objection, to ask the Pacific Cable Board to undertake the manage-
ment of the cables and wireless stations wiiich will be maintained under the
scheme. We do not, of course, suggest that the Board should undertake any
financial responsibility in the matter- All we ask is that they will extend to

this new all-British route the skilled management and control wliich has been
so successful in maintaining the all-British route across the Pacific. If our
proposals are accepted, as I sincerely trust they will be. this new development
of the activities of the Pacific Cable Board will form an interesting example
of a Board, constituted for one inter-Imperial purpose, being subsequently
employed by another kindred inter-Imperial purpose and will show in practice

how co-operation between British administrations once started in any sphere

tends inevitably to grow. We could ask for no happier augury of the outcomi'

of the first Economic Conference.

AGHICULTDHAL COLLEGE

Another Imperial development which emanates from the West Indies is th<

recent change in t!ic scope and title of what was formerly kno\^Ti as the West
Indian Agricultural College. At a meeting held at the Colonial Office this

summer under my Chairmanship it was unanimously agreed that the scope of

the College should be Empire-wide, but it was felt that the prospect of obtaining

the necessan.' funds would be gravely impaired if the College retained a title

suggesting that it was merely a local institution. It was, therefore, recom-
mended that the title should be clianged to the Imperial College of Tropical

Agriculture, and our aim is tiiat it should provide for the needs of all tropical

dependencies by becoming the chief centre of' agricultural research and staff

training.

BRITISH GUI.\NA

British Guiana in particular presents a special problem. Our only Colony
on the mainland of South America is rich in mineral and forest resources. In

area it is as large as Great Britain, but it has a population of only 300,000. It

is to be hopetl that immigration, without which the Colony cannot be developed,

may be resumed.
W'EST AND E.\ST AFRICA

I now turn to Africa. The British West and East African colonies both in

area and population provide our greatest opportunity and the widest scope for

'-ustained development. In those large tropical territories the improvement of

rommunication^ and the advancement of education are the foundation of moral
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and material profrrcss. New railway construction i.s now steadily proceeding

in Nigeria, Gold Coast and Kenya, while important harbour works are being

•arried out at Takoradi in West Africa (Cold Coast) and at Kilindini in East
Africa (Kenya). Tt is also hoped that the last link in the connection by rail-

way of Lake Nyssa with the coast at Roira will soon be undertaken.

KENYA AND tTGANDA

lu Kenya political questions have recently overshadowed all others. It

has been no easy task to provide an equitable adjustment of the several interests

concerned in the political future of the Colony, but, after very careful con-
sideration, the Briti&h Government has taken certain decisions which have
been made public and which I need not here repeat. I sincerely trust that the

.settlement wliicli we have made will enable all its inhabitant* do devote their

utmost energy to the development of the great resources of the territory in

which they live.

In the administration of Kenya, as in other African Colonies and Protec-
torates, we regard ourselves as exercising a tnist on behalf of the African popu-
lation. AVhatever measures we take must be considered in their relation to that
paramount duty. We propose to continue the general policy of moral, economic
and intellectual development of the African. Within the limits of their finances

the East African Governments will continue, side by side with the great work
of the Missions, to do all that is possible for the advancement of the natives.

Considerable progress has already been made, and the Unganda Railway Admin-
istration is now paying special attention to the training of natives for mechan-
ical work on the railways. It is confidently anticipated that in time mechan-
ical work of this kind and the ordinary clerical work of Government will be
carried out by Africans.

TANGANYIKA TERRITORY

In East Africa w-e administer, under a mandate issued by the League of
Nations last year, a territory' larger than any Colony, that of Tanganyika.
The countr\''s prosperitj' depends mainly upon agriculture and it has suffered

from the general trade depression, besides having much lee-way to make up
owing to the wreckage caused by the War. Progress is, however, being made,
though revival is necessarily slow. Revenue is steadily increasing, and the
relations between the native population and the Government are excellent. It

has been found possible to make a considerable reduction in the military
garrison. The system of administration which has been adopted is to support
and supervise, with the least possible interference, the established native
authority. It is recognised that, except to a very limited extent, the country
is not suitable for European settlement, and this has been recently affirmed by
the adoption of a Land Law modelled closely on one which has stood the test

of time in the Northern Provinces of Nigeria. '' Compulsor\- servitude," which
is the same thing as slaven,-, has been abolished without any of the social

disturbance tiiat was dreaded in some quarters, and, I may add, without expense.
This is a step which our German prcdece.=;sors had never ventured to take. We
are now able to spend more money on native education—though not so much as

I would wish—and also on agriculture, thanks to the liberal assistance afforded

by the Empire Cotton Growing Corjwration, who regard the Territory as a

promising field for development.

RHODESIA

In Rhodesia important constitutional changes are now taking place.

As explained by Mr. Chiu-chill, the position when the last Conference was
held in 1921 was that a delegation from Southern Rhodesia was due to arrive
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shortlj' in this countn,' to discuss the terms of the future constitution. As a

result of this ^^sit, draft Letters Patent providing for the constitution of respon-

sible Government were prepared with a view to submission to the electors in

Southern Rhodesia. Subsequently discussions were also held in South Africa
between the Union Government and representatives from Southern Rhodesia
regarding the alternative policy of entn*' into the Union.

FoIlo\\nng on these discussions, a referendum was held in October of last

year on the question whether the territory' favoured entr\- into the Union or the
grant of resp6nsible government. The referendum having resulted in a vote in

favour of the latter alternative, the Constitution has accordingly now been com-
pleted and came into force this week on the 1st October. Difficult questions

which had arisen ^^^th regard to the unalienated lands and the rights of the
British South Africa Company on the tennination of their administration have
now been satisfactorilj- settled by means of agreements which have been
arrived at with the Company and the Elected Members of the pre:^ent Legis-

lative Council of Southern Rhodesia. The settlement ^\-ith the Company
involves a substantial contribution from Imperial funds in addition to the

amount for which the new Administration will make itself responsible. The
settlement should be of material assistance to the new Government in the dis-

charge of its responsible task. Under the new Constitution certain powers with

regard to native administration are reserved to the High Commissioner for

South Africa, but in other respects the people of Southern Rhodesia will have
a full control of their Government and administration. In Northern Rhodesia,

under the agreement made with the British South Africa Companj', the British

Government will relieve the Company of the administration on the 31st March,
1924, so that on that date the whole of the administrative side of the Company's
great work in Rhodesia will come to an end.

I turn now to the East.

In Ceylon the new Constitution granted in 1920. under wliicii the unofficial

element in the legislature is given a majority, has justified the hopes of its

advocates and has worked successfully for three years, although some further

modifications of the Constitution are now under consideration. Ceylon's tea

and copra trade is flourishing, and there has recently been a substantial im-

provement in the position of the rubber industn,- as a result of the measures
for the restriction of output undertaken jointly by the rubber-growing Colonies.

I am glad to report that the economic depression in Malaya, especially in

the two main exports of tin and rubber, would seem to be passing.

The revenue has improved, and the financial stringency, which was especi-

ally severe in the case of the Federated Malay States, is to some extent relieved.

A farge loan of £10,000;000, of which £ 9,000.000 have already been issued on the

London market, has enabled the administration to be carried on and important

public works to be proceeded with. The loan has been entirely applied to Fed-

erated Malay States purposes, but in order that it might be a trustee security

it was found necessan- that it should be issued by the Colony of the Straits Set-

tlements, which has re-lent it to the Federated Malay States.

Tlie Colony itself lias come through a severe period of adversity without

having to borrow for it-s own purposes.
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IIONG KONG

The disturbed condition of tlie neighbouring Chinese province of Kwang
Tung and of China generally has naturally had a bad effect on the trade of

Hong Kong as a distributing centre for South China, but in spit« of this the
trade returns for last year would have sliown a considerable increase on those
of the previous year had it not been for a very serious strike of Chinese labourers
wiiich paralysed the port for several weeks in the spring of 1922. A large scheme
is under contemplation at present for an extensive reclamation undertaking,,

designed to increase the facilities of what is already, from the point of view
of tonnage entered and cleared, the biggest port in the world.

Of all parts of the Empire, Hong Kong has probably come through the
recent acute period of trade depression with the least loss and suffering. This
is due t-o the fact that, as the entrepot of South China, she profits from every
branch of the huge and varied export trade of China, as well as from its

European imports. It is also true that political unrest in China has diverted

much wealth and capital to the neiglibouring British Colony, in which the
merchants and well-to-do classes of Chinese have implicit confidence.

Fiji has suffered from the loss of the Australian market for its principal
export products, namely, sugar and fruit. But thanks to New Zealand, which
now takes the bulk of the sugar crop. thc.~e islands, which arc of great importance
to our Imperial position in the Pacific, have passed the worst. I have recently

learned with interest that there is an expectation of important new developments
in trade and shipping communications between Canada and Fiji which cannot
but be of mutual benefit to both. The demand for labour in Fiji exceeds the

present supply, but the impetus of tlie new Canadian trade may attract both
capital and labour to the South Pacific group.

F.VLKL.\ND I.SL.\NDS AND .\XTARCTIC

It may interest the Conference to know that the late Captain Scott's

Antarctic ship, the " Discovery," has been purchased on behalf of the Govern-
ment of the Falkland Islands for employment mainly in research into whaling
in the Dependencies of the Colony, which include South Georgia, the South
Shetlands and Graham Land, the South Orkneys, and the South Sandwich
Islands.

In these Dependencies the Empire possesses a whaling field which in recent

years has been more productive than all the rest of the world combined.
Existing scientific knowledge of the numbers and habits of the whale is

inadequate; and we are anxious to devise a system of control of the industry

which will prevent the practical extermination which has taken place in other

whaling areas. The expedition will also afford opportunities for adding to

scientific knowledge in many other directions.

Evidence that the investigations are also of int«re.*t to the Dominions is

afforded by the opinion expressed by the Government of the Union of South
Africa that the efforts which are contemplated in regard to the study of whaling
off South Africa will gain immensely from the operations of the " Discovery."

MIDDLE EAST

This concludes what I have to say to-day about the Colonies and Pro-
tectorates, but my suney would be incomplete without some special reference

to development* in the Middle East. The supervision of this area, which
includes Iraq and Palestine, was assumed by the Colonial Office in the spring

of 1921.
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In the statement made to the Conference by Mr. Churchill in 1921, a general
outline was given of the Middle Eastern policy of the late Government, which
was directed towards reducing expenditure both in Iraq and Palestine. This
policy has been steadily pursued both by the late Government and the present
Government, and the result is that the total expenditure this year on these
two countries falling on the British Exchequer is estimated at £8,548.000 as

against the actual expenditure of £26,695,364 for the year 1921-22.

To take Iraq first: On the 23rd June, 1921, the day after Mr. Churchill
made his statement, the Emir Feisal, third son of the King of the Hejaz, arrived
at Basrah as a candidate for tiie throne of Iraq. He was well received by the
people, and on the 11th July the Council of State passed a unanimous resolution
declaring him King of the countn,-, provided tiiat his Government sliould be a

constitutional, representative and democratic Government, limited by law. Sir

Percy Cox, who was then High Commissioner, took steps to obtain a confirma-
tion of this resolution bv means of a referendum, of which the results were
kno^vn on the 19th August. In an electorate of about 1,000,000 the votes for

King Feisal represented a proportion of 96 per cent, and he was accordingly

recognized as King of Iraq by His Majesty's Government. The nexl step was
to place our relations with him on a proper footing. Our position as mandatory
was regulated by the terms of the draft mandate (though that document had
not then, and has not yet, been formally approved bj' the League of Nations)

;

but it was felt that a stage had been reached, with the establishment of consti-

tutional monarchy in Iraq, when some more appropriate instrument was
required as between ourselves and the mandated State. Accordingly a com-
munication was made in November, 1921, to the Council of the League of

Nations, informing them that the British Government had been led by political

developments in Iraq to the conclusion that their obligations vis-a-vis the

League could be most effectively discharged if the principles on which they
rested were embodied in a Treaty to be concluded between His Britannic

Majesty and the King of Iraq. This Treaty would scn'e merely to regulate

the relations between the mandatory and the Iraq Government, and was not
intended as a substitute for the Mandate, which would remain the operative
document defining the obligations incurred by His Majesty's Government
towards the League of Nations. Negotiations with King Feisal were opened
at the same time. After somewhat lengthy discussions a Treaty of Alliance

was eventually signed on the 10th October, 1922. You will note the date,
which was just before Mr. Lloyd George's Government went out of ofiice.

The Treaty provided for the conclusion of a number of subsidiary Agree-
ments in which the precise degree of obligation undertaken by His ^lajesty's
Government was to be defined. It was originally to remain in force for

twenty years, but the present Government, after a most careful review of
the M'hole question of policy in Iraq, arrived at the conclusion that this period
was too long. On the 30th April, 1923, a Protocol was signed at Baghdad,
providing that the Treaty should terminate upon Iraq becoming a member
of the League of Nations, and in any case not later than four years from the
ratification of peace between Great Britain and Turkey. It was further
stipulated that nothing should prevent a fresh agreement being concluded
with a view to regulating the subsequent relations between the High Con-
tracting Parties, and that negotiations for that object should be entered into
between them before the expiration of the above period.

The present position is that the elections for the Constituent ,\ssembly
in Iraq, whose approval is necessary before the Treatv and Protocol are rati-
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fied, commenced on the 12th July. Tlie electoral procedure is a cumbrous
one, with an elaborate machinery of primarj' and secondarj- elections based
upon the Turkish system. It is not expected that the Assembly will be in

session much before the end of the year. It is hoped that before its first

meeting the various subsidiary Agreements now under negotiation with the

Iraq Government will have been provisionally concluded.

FUTURE OF MOSUI, VILAYET

There is one important point with regard to which the future of Iraq is

still unsettled. You may remember that, during the first Lausanne Conference,

an acute controversy arose over the future of the Mosul Vilayet. The Vilayet

has been administered as part of Iraq since the end of the war. On economic
and racial grounds the case for its inclusion in the Iraq State is exceedingly

strong.

Nevertheless, the Turks, though their arguments were entirely refuted by
Lord Curzon, held tenaciously to their claim that the Vilayet should be restored

to Turkey. It was finally agreed that a decision on the boundary question

should be held over for the moment; that a period of nine months should be

fixed (as from the date of the ratification of the Treaty of Peace with Turkey)
during which the frontier between Turkey and Iraq was to be laid down by
"friendly arrangement" between the British and Turkish Governments; and
that, failing such agreement within the period specified, the matter should be
referred to the Council of the League of Nations. This arrangement was
embodied in Article 3 of the Treaty as eventually signed at Lausanne on the

24th July last. We hope to start negotiations with the Turks at a very early

date.

GENERAL SITUATION

Although this question is still outstanding, it may, I think, be claimed
that the policy initiated by the late Government and adopted with the modifi-

cations explained above by the present Government, has on the whole suc-

ceeded beyond expectation. Relations between the British representative at

Baghdad and the Arab Government are good. Our hope is that, within the

maximum period of four years, we shall have discharged in full our obliga-

tions to the Iraq State. We also hope that we shall have established such
strong ties of friendship with the Government and people of the country that

they will be glad to make fresh arrangements with us, at the termination of

the mandatory period, in which our special position, as the Power mainly
instrumental in achieving Arab liberation, will be freely recognized. That is

our confident hope. If it is realized, Iraq may yet constitute a stable factor

in the East. I do not wish, however, to take too sanguine a view of the present
situation. There are many difficulties still before us. The Iraq Constituent
Assembly has still to be elected. It is impossible to predict with any certainty

what will be its general attitude and complexion. Its first task will be to

ratify the Treaty concluded by King Feisal and the subsidiary Agreements
which I have already mentioned: also to enact the Organic Law which the
Mandatory is required under the terms of the draft Mandate to frame for

submission to the Council of the League of Nations. Until these stages have
passed it is difficult to speak with full confidence.

TRIBUTE TO SIR PERCY COX *

I should not like to close this part of my statement without paying a
tribute to Sir Percy Cox, who recently retired from the High Commissioner-
ship for Iraq. He possessed a knowledge and experience of Middle Eastern
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affairs that can only be described as unique. They were built up on a quarter

of a century's arduous and successful work in the Persian Gulf region, where

he acquired an influence that can never have been surpassed. We have been

ver>' fortunate in having been able to count on the assistance of this distin-

guished public servant in dealing with our Middle Eastern dillicultics. He
was succeeded last month by Sir Hcnn.- Dobbs. an Indian ci\nl servant with a

distinguished record, who had served pre\'iously in Iraq.

PALESTINK

With regard to Palestine there is one direction in which the situation has

greatly improved since Mr. Churchill spoke in June 1921. The garrison has

been largely reduced and tlic cost correspondingly diminished. The actual

charge to the British Exchequer in respect of Palestine \\ as £2,021,000 in 1922-23.

The estimate for 1923-24 is £1.500,000, while we have undertaken to reduce the

figure to £1,000,000 in 1924-25. The figarc of £1,500,000 is, of course, included

in the amount which I mentioned above as the total estimated expenditure in

Iraq and Palestine for this year. Beyond 1924-25 we have not given any explicit

undertaking, but we hope that the progressive reduction of expenditure will go

steadily on until the figure has been reduced to very small dimensions indeed.

But our success in this direction must depend on the economic development
of the country, which in its turn depends upon political stability. I wish I

could report to you that there has been a sub.stantial improvement in the local

political situation during the last two years. In one sense it would be true.

Since the Jaffa outbreak in the early part of 1921, which Mr. Churchill men-
tioned in his speech, there has been no serious disturbance of the public peace.

We have now got a very efficient gendarmerie in Palestine which could be
trusted to deal promptly with any emergency that might arise. But political

unrest is by no means a thing of the past. A solution of the Jew-Arab con-
troversy has still to be found. Perhaps I may be allowed verj' briefly to sketch
the events of the last two years.

ZIONIST POLICY

You are aware that our policy in Palestine is based upon the Balfour
Declaration of November 1917, by which we undertook to promote the estab-

lishment of a National Home for the Jews, subject to the condition that the
civil and religious rights of the rest of the population were not to be pre-
judiced. We have been doing our best to honour both parts of that declaration.

Our High Commissioner, Sir Herbert Samuel, has displayed not only administra-
tive abilities of the highest order, but also the strictest impartiality in dealing
with the conflicting interests of the inhabitants of Palestine. A Jew himself,
he has never been accused of showing undue favour to the Jews. On the con-
trary, his high sense of justice is recognized and applauded in every quarter.

Nevertheless, opposition to the so-called Zionist policy has continued. It

came to a head in ^Iay 1921, when the Jaffa outbreak took place. In the follow-
ing June the late Government published a definition of what was meant by the
" National Home," with a view to allaying Arab apprehensions. The Arab
spokesmen were not satisfied and decided to send a Delegation to London to
place their case before the Government. Tlie Delegation stayed in London for

nearly a year, but in spite of nmch discussion it was not found possible to come
to terms ^ith them. What did iiappen was that a fresh statement of policy was
issued in June 1922 which made important advances towards meeting the Arab
views. The statement was officially accepted by the Zionists, but not by the
Arab Delegation, who returned to Palestine after its publication. The new
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policy included tlie cstabli.^liincnt of a LcKif^Iativc Council on a partially elected

basis. The elections for this Council were fixed for the early part of this year.

Owing to Arab abstentions, an insufficient number of secondary electors were
returned and the project of setting up a Legislative Council had '.o be suspended.
The Arab politicians have, in fact, adopted an attitude of non-co-operation with
the (iovernnient. They have received a good deal of encouragement from
various quarters, both in England and elsewhere. We shall, of course, continue
to carry out our obligations. There can be no doubt whatever on that point.

But the present unrest is undoubtedly doing harm, and we should be glad to

see it brought to an end without delaj'. The matter is engaging our active
attention.

TRANSJORDANIA

Perhaps I ought to add a word about Trans-.Iordan. To this region, though
it is covered by our Mandate for Palestine, the Zionist policy does not apply.
We have there an administration under an Arab ruler, assisted by a British

adviser. The ruler is the Emir Abdullah, a brother of King Feisal of Iracj and a
son of the King of the Hejaz. On the whole the experiment has worked well,

though the position is not altogether free from anxiety.

CONCLUSION'

That is all that I wish to lay before the Conference this morning. I shall

be very glad to supply further information on any point connected with the

Colonies and Protectorates or with the Middle East in which any member of

the Conference may be interested, and 1 need not say that we shall welcome
any advice or counsel which may be forthcoming from any of the Delegates in

the handling of the large and complex responsibilities which devolve upon the

Colonial Office.

APPENDIX III

STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN
AFFAIRS AS REGARDS THE TURKISH TREATY AND THE
REPARATIONS PROBLEM, OCTOBER 5, 1923

I

TURKISH TREATY

Lord Curzon: Two years ago, when I spoke here aboui the position in

Anatolia, where the Turkish and Greek armies were ranged opposite to each
other, hostilities between them had just recommenced. The fighting began with
a preliminaiy success, but ended in an early check, to the Greeks.

My object throughout, for I acted as representative of His Majesty's Gov-
ernment in the many Allied conversations and Conferences that took place,

was to bring these ill-judged and ill-fated hostilities to a close. They could

do no good to either party. They were desolating one of the fairest regions

in Asia. The Greeks were unlikely to win, and, even if they did win, had
neither the men nor the resources to maintain an advanced position in Asia Minor.

The Turks would probably triumph in the long run, but only at a heavy cost.

Throughout 1921 and 1922 therefore my time was largely consumed at

Conferences in London and Paris in the attempt to bring about Allied int«r-
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vention, and to persuade both parties to place their case in our hand-^. T \va^

a firm believer in united actian, i.e., in Allied action. His Majesty's Government
at no stage had a policy as distinct from the Allies, and to this policy we loyally

and unswervingly adhered. But my task was not rendered easier by the notor-

ious Agreement concluded in October 1921 between a French agent and the

Angora Turks, known as the Franklin-Bouillon Agreement, wliich undoubtedly
led the Turks to think that the French Government was unreserv'edly on their

side, and which greatly encouraged their pretensions. All our efforts to bring

about negotiations, or mediation, or an armistice, failed. Finally, the Turkish
Army, imbued with a revived national ardour, well led, and taking advantage
of the increasing weakness and demoralisation of the Greeks, made a sustained

advance and practically drove the Hellenic forces out of Asia Minor.
This was followed by dramatic events. There was a revolution in Greect-

which resulted in the enforced abdication of King Constantino. The victoriou-
Turkish army, elated by its success, conscious of Allied disunion, and resolved
to push fonvard even at the cost of a war with Great Britain, practically

destroyed Smyrna and advanced towards the Straits, then held by Allied force.-

The French withdrew their troops to the European shore, being resolved in no
circumstances to become involved in hostilities with the Turks. Great Britain

alone saved the situation and prevented the invasion of Europe by rushing a

powerful force, militar>', naval and air, to the Dardanelles and to Constanti-
nople. But it was by a hair's breadth only that the renewal of war was avoided
Presently I found myself again in Paris, engaged once more in the attempt U'

build up Allied tmity and to obtain even at the eleventh hour a pacific solution

The Mudania Armistice followed in October 1922, and the stage for the peace
negotiations was set.

Just, however, as the Greek defeat had cost Constantine his throne, so the

victory of Angora cost the Sultan his Kaliphate. He was deposed by Angora
and fled to Malta, and his successor, appointed by the Grand National Assembly
was permitted only to enjoy a purely religious authority.

On the 20th November, the first I^ausanne Conference began, and there I

met the representatives of France, Italy, Japan, Roumania, Jugoslavia and
Greece. Thither came the Turks, with whom we were to negotiate the Treaty
and the Bulgarians and others when their interests were involved. Thither th(

Americans sent observers. There, for the purpose of discussing the future

status of the Straits, in which they were vitally interested, Russian represent-

atives also were admitted. There we sat for eleven wearj^ weeks, engaged in

dail}', and often in nightly, negotiations. At the end of th.at time we were on
the brink of concluding a Treaty—indeed, the pen and ink were ready and the

draft was lying on the table ready for signature, when at the last moment diffi-

culties about the financial, economic and capitulatory- clauses of the draft

Treaty arose—feature in which the French and Italian, but particularly the
former, were more actively concerned than ourselves, but in respect of which
I stood unflinchingly by my colleagues—and the Turks, calculating, in view oi

the man}' concessions that had been made to meet them, that they hail only to

hold out to obtain even more, declined to sign. I had no doubt myself that in

the long run, after some more palavering and after extracting some furthei

concessions from the fatigue and war-wearine.ss of the Allies, they would come
to terms, and this view I expressed confidently on my return to England in

February of the present year.

The discussions were resumed at Lausanne in April, and lasted for anothei

three months, our chief representative on this occasion being Sir Horace Rum-
bold, the British High Commissioner at Constantinople. There were many
anxious moments then as before, and the process of lu\ggling was continued
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with pertinacity and at a length, that recalled the palmiest days of Oriental
diplomacy in the past. Finally, a Treaty was signed on the 24th July last, which
has since been ratified both by Turkey and Greece, and only awaits ratification

at the iiands of the Great Powei"s as soon as their Parliaments have reas.scmbltxl

Since then, it having been decided by the terms of the Agreement that tlie Allied

forces, which have remained in occupation of Constantinople ever since the war.
should evacuate within a period of six weeks—which period temiinated two
days ago—the British troops ably commanded by Sir Charles Harington, who
has shown the most conspicuous tact and self-restraint in very trjing circum-

stances, have withdrawn. Our Turkish entanglement is now at an end, and it

rests with the Turkish Government, having re-entered into possession of theii

capital, to demonstrate what use they can make of their recovered position.

I have seen the Treaty thus concluded severely criticised, as a rule by those

whose motives in making the attack are not free from suspicion. Undoubtedly
the Treaty is not such a Treaty as coul have been concluded in 1919, had the

Allied Powers at Paris devoted to the Turkish problem one-fiftieth part of the

attention that they bestowed—I might almost say squandered—upon problems
and peoples of vastly inferior importance. It is not such a Treaty as was con-

cluded and signed, though not subsequently ratified, at Sevres in August, 1920.

It is not such a Treaty as might have been signed at Lausanne had the Powers

at all points maintained the united front which they displayed on some. But

I should like to explain how and why it was that it was the best Treaty that

could be obtained in the circumstances.

In the first place, I would remind the Conference that when I went out to

Lausanne in November last it was not generally believed that a Treaty could

be concluded at all. Such was the temper of the Turks, elated by their over-

whelming defeat of the Greeks, profoundly suspicious of Allied and notably oi

British intentions, and convinced that their arms were unconquerable, that the

majority of my colleagues here condoled with my mission and expected very

soon to see me back again. Secondly, the principal problems, whether of the

Straits or the Islands, or the frontiers, or the capitulations or finance, seemed

almost insoluble, unless the Allies were prepared to dictate their terms at th?

point of the bayonet.
Such had been the case with all the previous post-war Treaties. These had

in each case been drawn up by the victorious Powers, sitting, so to speak, on

the seat of judgment, in the absence of the culprit, and imposing what penalty

or wiiat settlement they chose. Only when the terms had been drawn up was
the beaten enemy admitted to be told his sentence and to make the conven-

tional protest of the doomed man.
Such indeed was the environment in which the original Treaty of Sevre.*

was drawn up and signed, though never ratified by the Turkish representatives.

Far otherwise was it at Lausanne. There the Turks sat at the table on a footing

of equality with all the other Powers. Every article of the Treaty had to be

debated and explained to them. Agreement had to be achie\-ed, not by brandish-

ing the big stick, but by discussion, persuasion and compromise. The Turks
knew very well that the Allies had no stomach for further fighting. The Allies

were never certain how far the genuine desire of the leading Turks for peace
would control the unruly Nationalist and Ex-tremist elements, who had a quite

exaggerated estimate of their strength.

What then did the Treaty achieve? Territorially it lopped off from the
Turkish State the whole of Syria, of Palestine, and of what is now called Iraq.

Turkey ceased to have any hold or power over Aral)ia. Her possessions were
confined to the Anatolian plains and highlands from which the Ottoman Turks
originally came, and to the narrow European territories of her former Empire
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up to the confines of Bulgaria on the one hand and Greece on the other. She
recovered Eastern Thrace and two or three of tlie Islands, but beyond the River
Maritza, except for the tiny enclave of Karagach, she was not permitted to go.

But I draw special attention to the arrangement about the Freedom of the

Straits, that great international safeguard, for which thousands of brave British

and Dominion soldiers fought and died. When I went out to Lausanne, I doubt
if any one thought that we would secure more than the freedom of commercial
passage. I came away with an arrangement by which free access from the

iEgean to the Black Sea, for foreign warships and aircraft, as well as merchant
ships, subject to a reasonable limitation of numbers, was guaranteed to the

States of the world. Th.e Black Sea ceased ipso facto to be a Russian preserve.

Demilitarized and unfortified zones were created on both sides of the Dar-
danelles and the Bosphorus. Turkey was given an international guarantee for

the safety of her capital and the territories around the Straits, and was allowed
to maintain a garrison at Constantinople. Who can doubt that this was a solu-

tion eminently favourable to those British Imperial interests which I was sent

to Lausanne to guard?
In the course of the discussion about the Straits, to which Russia had been

admitted^though at that time she indignantly refused to sign the Convention
—I was fiercely criticized by advanced organs at home for alienating the Powet
whose asquiescence in any future rcglcmctit of the Straits was essential, and
was charged with sowing the seeds of future war. My concluding remarks at
Lausanne, when the Powers, with the single exception of Russia, had signified

their adhesion to the Straits Convention, were as follows:

—

" M. Chicherin has announced to us that Russia will have no voice

and take no part in this Convention. The responsibility for that rests

on the Russian Government, and even if it be their present decision 1

hope the time may come, perhaps not in the distant future, when, on
reconsidering the matter, they may find it in their own, as well as in the
public, interest, to give the signature which they refuse to-day."

Those words were prophetic. Five months later the Russians, quietlj- and
without saj'ing much about it, affixed their name to the very Straits Convention
which they had repudiated and denounced, and which is now therefore a part
of the accepted law of Europe. But I have never received a word of apology
or vindication from the critics who were so certain six months ago of my san-
guinary and sinister intentions.

In the course of the discussions at Lausanne, remembering all that my
countrymen and fellow-subjects throughout the Empire had suffered at Galli-
poli, I insisted upon the handing over, the proper maintenance and the safe-
guarding of the sacred soil on the Gallipoli Peninsula, which had been stained
witii tiieir blood, and where their bodies lay. When the Turks realized that I

would break up the Conference sooner than cede this point they gave way.
We laboured hard at Lausanne to secure for the minorities, particularly

the Greek and Armenian minorities in the future Turkish State, a protection
even in excess of that guaranteed to them by the minority clauses of the Euro-
pean Treaties which we adopted and confirmed in ours. I cannot say that in

this I was successful. The records will show the nature of the fight that I put
up for these unhappy peoples. But the Turks, in their passion for a self-

sufficing and self-centred national existence, were resolved upon purging their

State of all alien elements—a policy which, in my view, was grossly mistaken,
which has been attended by incidents of great cruelty and hardship, and which,
as time passes, they will often have occasion to repent. I did, however, obtain
this much, that Turkey undertook to apply for membership of the League of
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Nations after the ratification of Peace; and at the hands of that tribunal the
afflicted minorities will receive such protection as it may be in the power of

Europe to afford.

A troublesome question arose about the future possession of the Mosul
Vilayet on the northern border of the Iraq State. To that province the Turks
put forward what I conceived to be quite untenable claims, which I was called

upon vigorously to contest. The dispute ended in an agreement to refer the

matter to amicable discussion between Turkey and ourselves during the period
of nine months after the evacuation of Turkish territorj- by the Allied forces.

If we cannot come to an agreement, the matter will then go to the League of

Nations.

The financial and economic clauses of the Treaty, which concerned France
mucli more than ourselves, ended in considerable concessions to Turkish pertin-
acity, as did those parts of the Treaty which related to the conditions under
which foreigners will in future reside and trade in Turkey. I do not pretend
to be satisfied with those conditions. But in my view the chief sufferers will

not be the foreign communities so much as the Turks themselves, who will soon
learn from experience the extent to which even an emancipated Turkish State
is depentlent upon the resources and assistance of the foreigner. At Lausanne
Turkey was consumed with jealousy for her ow-n sovereignty, which none of us
had any desire to impugn; and when the alternative was presented, as it fre-

quently was, of ceding a point which though important was not vital, or of

breaking up the Conference and reverting to a state of war, diplomacy w-as, I

think, rightly reluctant to adopt the latter alternative.

Perhaps from the British point of view the most satisfactory result of the
protracted discussion and the final agreement was the resumption of friendly

relations between ouiselves and a people with whom we had many connections

in the past, and who went to war with us, not we with thorn. A second result

which I do not think will be disputed by a single foreign Delegation at Lausanne
has been that the Power which emerged from the proceedings with the largest

access of prestige in Turkey was our own. This prestige, coupled with the strong

financial position of Great Britain, should enable this country to play such part
in the financial and economic reconstruction of Turkey as the stability of tlie

future Turkish Government may justify and our own interests demand.
If then we survey the whole field, I think that the final restoration of peace

in the Near East, where our troops have now been engaged for exactly nine

weary and costly years, the Freedom of the Straits, the liberation of the entire

block of Arab countries, the enhanced prestige of Great Britain in Turkey,
together with the appeasement in all Moslem countries which is already follow-

ing the reconciliation between Turkey and ourselves, are results sufficient to

justify our labours at Lausanne, and to silence the not always disinterested and
frequently ungenerous critics who have derided our handling of a problem which
they were powerless to compose themselves. But I repeat that the destiny of

Turkey lies with Turkey herself far more than with anyone else. The future

which she has planned for herself, whether she become a Republic or not,

whether she rules from Angora or Constantinople, will be mainly of her own
creation. A very heavy task in the disbandment of her forces, the reorganiza-

tion of her civil service, the husbanding of her economic resources, the resuscita-

tion of her industrial and commercial life, lies before her. I think that she will

experience great disillusionment and many disappointments, and that some of

the fruits which she claims to have garnered will turn out to be Dead Sea apples

in her moutli. But in making what will be a great experiment she starts with

a complete absence of resentment on our part and with the sincere expression

of our goodwill
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II.

REPARATIONS PROBLEM

I proceed to deal with tlie Franco-Cicrman, or as I sliould prefer to call it

the European, problem; for it is one that concerns not two or three States alone,

but the whole of those Powers that were engaged in the war, and to whom
reparations were allotted, and not least among them the British Empire. His

Majesty's Government have consistently held tlie view that the Gnal settlement

could only be achieved by common action and common consent, and that the

dispute is not merely a military or political conflict between contiguous States.

I caimot in the small space of time available to me narrate in detail all

that has happened since we last met at this table in .June 1921. At that date the

German Government had just yielded to an Allied ultimatum which covered a

schedule of payments for the discharge of the reparation debt, as well as under-

takings by the German Government for the early execution of the military dis-

armament and other clauses of the Treaty. The Reparation Commission, who
had under the Treaty been charged with the task of fixing the reparation debt,

had estimated it at £6,600 millions—a total which has since in some quarters

assumed an almost sacrosanct character, but which in reality bore no relation

to what Germany could pay, but was arrived at by lumping together the

demands of the various claimant Powers. This total, which is well known to be

a quite impossible sum, and which no sane person has ever expected that Ger-

many would be able to pay in full, can only be altered by the consent of all the

Powers. For a time in 1921, the ultimatum having been accepted by Germany,
and the policy of Dr. Wirth's Government being the fulfilment of the Treaty,

payments were regularly made. But the situation in Germany was unstable;

the mark began the first downward movement of its finally catastrophic descent;

German industry and high finance were stubborn and hostile; assassination

found its first victim in Erzberger—to be followed at a later date by Rathenau.
Before the end oi the year Germany made her first application for a reduction

of the payment-; due in 1922. This request was discussed ,at Cannes in January,

1922, and certain concessions were made; more were then asked for, involving

the grant to Germanv of a more complete Moratorium for the rest of 1922 and
for the whole of 1923, 1924.

This was the situation when the Allied Premiers met in London in August,
1922, to consider the request. M. Poincarc declared that if there was to be a

further ^Moratorium he must have productive pledges, i.e., the yield of certain

taxes and industrial undertakings, as well as the forests and mines in the Rhine-
land and the Ruhr. These proposals were declared to be financially and econom-
ically unsound by the majority of the expert Committee who advised Mr. Lloyd
George in the matter; and no decision was arrived at.

In the course of the autumn Dr. Wirth's difficulties increased; in November
he resigned; and with his disappearance the policy of fulfilment, which had
been his watchword, receded into the background. He wa.s followed by Dr. Cuno.

At the end of the year, when a decision by the Powers was necessary', since

the nexi payments were due, a further Conference of Allied Prime Ministers
was held in London, followed a little later by a renewal of the meeting in Paris.

By this time Mr. Lloyd George had ceased t<i be Prime Minister, and Mr.
Bonar Law had taken his place. Now it was that the Ruhr, which had been
in the background of all the French plans and proposals for two years, emerged
into prominence as the sole French specific—the Ruhr to be occupied, preferably

by the Allies, if not, then by France and such of her Allies as would go in

with her, France's object in the move being to obtain immediate payment of

the £1, 300 millions which she claimed, plus whatever sum might be required
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to pav off licr debts to Great Britain and the United States. Put in another

way, France would agree to no reduction of the total of the German reparation

debt save as a set-off against the cancellation of her war debts to Great Britain

and America.
The British view on the other hand was that Germany was incapable of

making large immediate payments; that the occupation of the Ruiir was not

the riglit way in wiiich to secure such payment; tiiat by reducing the capacity of

Germany to pay, owing to the loss of her most important industrial and
economic centre, payment would be indefinitely postponecl, and further exaspera-

tion and probably at a later date internal disruption in Germany would be

produced and that grave economic loss would thus be entailed, not merely on

the occupying Powers, but on Europe, viewed as an economic unit, in general.

Mr. Bonar Law therefore declinetl to join in the occupation, luid proposed an
alternative plan for the reduction of the total debt to £2,500 millions with an
accompanying issue of bonds, a moratorium for a short period of yeai-s and t!ic

institution of a drastic control over German finance. Further, if tliis proposal

were accepted, he made tiie oft'er, startlina; tliough unrecognized in its generosity,

to cancel the French and Italian war debts to us in toto.

The French refused, and on the llth January the Franco-Belgo-Italian

occupation of the Rulir began. It cannot, I think, be denied that the sanguine

expectations with whicii it was entered upon have been largely falsified by the

results. An extensive and prolonged military occupation was far from being

contemplated, and, indeed, as soon as it appcareil inevitable, the Italians retired

from the scene. The sustained obstinacy and fury of passive resistance were

not foreseen. The anticipated payments, whether in deliveries of coal and coke

or in reparation payments, were presently shown to be not fortiicoming. Mean-
while, as the net yield of the Franco-Belgian occupation became increasingly

disappointing, so the treatment of the inhabitants by the Franco-Belgian

authorities became increa-sinely severe. Thus there grew up a sort of deadlock,

or, if the metaphor be varied, a condition of embittered stalemate between tlie

rival forces. The Germans took the view that the occupation was in direct

violation of the Treaty. They refused all voluntary reparation payments to

France and Belgium, and tluy threw every possible obstacle in tiie way of tlic

industrial exploitation of the region. The work of the military disarmament
of Germany, provided for by the Peace Treaty, also came to a standstill.

In the meantime Mr. Bonar Law, in a generous anxiety not to frustrate

by British action the success of a policy in the practical application of which

he disbelieved, but the principle underlying which, viz., the desire and necessity

to obtain reparations, was equally accepted by ourseh'es, while wishing the

French goofl fortune in their undertaking, took up an attitude of strict neutrality.

That attitude we have maintained tliroughout the summer, retaining our army
of occupation in tlie area the custody of which had been assi.gned to us by the

Treaty, endeavouring to hold the spalcs between the rival parties, and hoping

to bring tlicm to an ultimate arrangement. The fact that we learned from out

Law Officers, after Mr. Bonar Law's return from Paris, that the occupation wa?
not, in their opinion, justified by the terms of the Treaty, thus confirming the

wisdom of the British attitude, wa.s never concealed by us from our Allies. On
the other hand, public use was not made of it until M. Poincare himself raised

the legal issue by basing his case on the alleged illegality of the German action

in resisting the occupation.

I am not here t« apportion praise or blame between the various parties in

the conflict. Our sentimental sympathy would always have been and was with

our old and trusted Ally. We had not the smallest desire to take the side ol

Germany, or to let the Germans down easily, or to deprive France of her just

due. On the other hand, we also had to consider our due. and. viewing the

37-31
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matter not tlirougli the glasses of sentiment, but from a severely practical angle,

wc rcf^ardeil with increasing anxiety the prosecution of a policy that seemed to

us to he productive of no good results, and to be leading en to disaster and ruin.

In the course of the spring the (icrman riovernmont under Dr. Cuno made
a number of rather ill-adviseci suggestions for compromise, which I need not

summarize bccau-c tlicy were in each case inadequate and stillborn. I did not

think that their diplomacy in this respect was wise; and in my various inter-

views with tlic German Ambassador I never failed to impress upon iiim this

point of view and to urge that tlic duty of his (lovcrnment was tlirce-fold:

(1) to pay their just debts, (2) to agree to the fixation of the payments by
competent auth.ority, l3) to offer specific and adequate guarantees. Simultane-
ously His Majesty's Governmcjit never wavered in the assertion of their broad
and general loyalty to the Entente, and more than once indicated to the Frencli

Government that, if security ratlier tiian, or in afldition to. rci>arations was in

their mintl, we siiould at any time be willing to ciiscu'^s it. The first definite

move, again halting and ill-conceived, was made by Germany in the opening
days of May last. It was promptly turned down with scorn by France and
Belgium and met with no approval from u^. Tiien in response to a suggestion

made by His IMajesty's Government their second ofTer of the 7th June came. Tiiis

was more substantial; for the German Government now offered to accept the
decision of an impartial international liody as to the amount and methods of pay-
ment, they proposed certain specific guarantees, and they asked for a Conference
to work out a flefinitc scheme. Here at least seemed to His Majesty's Govern-
ment to be both tlie chance of progress and the material for a reply. Prolonged
conversations with our French and Belgian Allies left their views and intentions

veiled in some obscurity; and accordingly we decided, with their knowledge, to

draw up the draft of a joint reply, with a view to securing the inestimable

advantage of concerted action.

By this time the question of passive resistance, which had been continued
with unabated intensity and had baffled all the French expectations, had
assumed the first place in the outlook of our Allies, and M. Poincare more than
once laid down with uncompromising clearness that not until it was abandoned
would he enter into discussions as to tiie future. For our part we continued
to give advice in a similar sense to the German Government; and in the draft
reply which we submitted, its abandonment, entailing the gradual resumption
of civil administration and the progressive evacuation of the Ruhr, was put
in the forefront of our scheme. In our explanatory letter to the Allies we
further made concrete proposals, viz., for the examination by a body of impar-
tial experts, acting in conjunction with, and if necessary under the orders of,

the Reparations Commission, of the question of German capacity and modes
of payment, a similar examination into the question of the proposed guarantees,
and the summoning of an Inter-Allied Conference to bring about a general
financial settlement. I do not think, therefore, that it can be said of His
Majesty's Government that they were cither backward in initiative or barren
of suggestion; and certainly our proposals appeared to us to be characterized
both by impartiality and goodwill. They were unfortunate, however, in receiv-

ing an unfavourable reply from France, and a not much more favourable
reply from Belgium. These replies have been published to the world, and I

need not recapitulate their nature. It is enough to say that not until passive
resistance was definitely abandoned by Germany would our Allies agree to
make any move; our proposal for an expert enquiry was rejected; the French
and Belgian claims for repayment were restated in unqualified form. I confers
that my colleagues and I were greatly disappointed at the result of our sincere
but thankless intervention. Once more we stated our case in the British Note
of the 11th August, a note revised with meticulous care, first by the Cabinet and
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then by the Prime Minister and myself, and once again we offered as the

price of a settlement to cancel the whole of our claims except for the sum of

£710 millions sterling to meet our debt to the United States Government. More-
over, if we cdukl get a portion of the sum from German reparations, our

demands upon our Allies wnuld be proportionately reduced. The replies of the

French and Belgian Governments have been published. They indicated not

the faintest advance from the position already taken up. Our capacity for

useful intervention was manifestly exhausted.

Meanwhile, as time p:\i-scd, it became apparent that the German Govern-
ment could not, even if tliey desired, per>i>t in the policy of passive resistance;

and at length, only a week ago, Herr Strescmann, who had succeeded Dr. Cimo
a few weeks earlier, decided to surrender. I think myself that this surrender

should have been made three months ago and was unwi<;rly and foolishly post-

poned. But I have always been told, and I suspect that it is the truth, that no
German Government could at that time have survived which made the sur-

render. Whether Herr Stresemann, who had the courage and the wisdom to

take this step, will survive is uncertain as I speak these words.

And now what is the point to which we have come? We do not grudge our

Allies the victory—if victory it be. On the contrary we welcome, just as we
have for long ourselves advised, it. But are we any nearer to settlement? Will

the reparation payments begin to flow in? Wiiat is the new '"rm of civil admin-

istration or organization that is to be applied to the Ruhr? These are questions

whicli it is vital to put, and vital also to answer.

One of the results at any rate that we anticipated has already been

brought about For we see the beginnings of that internal disruption which
we have all along feared, but which we have been consistently told to regard

as a bogey. And let it be remembered that disruption is not merely an

ominous political symptom. It has a portentous economic significance, for it

may mean the ultimate disappearance of the debtor himself.

What therefore should be the next step? I have made no concealment

of our view in my conversations with the French Ambassador, and it has the

approval of the Prime Minister, who recently did so much by his visit to Paris

to recreate a friendly atmosphere after the rather heated discharge of the rival

guns. We have repeatedly been assured by the French Government that, as

soon as pa.ssive resistance definitely ceased, the time for discussion between

the Allies would have come. So far as I can gather, the German Government

are sincere in their intentions, and have taken the steps required of them. What
may be the attitude of the local population in the Ruhr I cannot say. But if

the French contention be valid that it is only in obedience to orders from Berlin

that they have hitherto resisted, there should be no difficulty about their con-

duct now. I would merely remark that, while passive resistance has, as we
hoped and desired, been replaced by passive assistance, it may be too much to

expect it to be followed all in a flash by enthusiastic co-operation.

The French Government know therefore that we await and expect the next

proposals from them. The contingency of the cessation of passive resistance

must have long been anticipated at the Quai d'Orsay, and the consequent

measures doubtless exist in outline if not in detail. We shall be quite ready to

receive and to discuss them in a friendly spirit. Our position at Cologne in the

occupied area gives us a right to be consulted in any local arrangements that

may be proposed, and that position we have no intention to abandon. Our
reparation claim, willing as we have been to pare it down in the interests of

settlement, renders it impossible that any such settlement could be reached

without our co-operation. Our stake in the economic recovery of F.uropc. which

affects us as closely, and in some respects more so, than the immediate neigh-

bour of Germany, makes us long for an issue. We have already shown our

willingness, by unexampled concessions, to contribute to it.
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APPENDIX IV

SPEECHES REGARDirsG THE WORK OF THE LEAGUE OF
NATIONS, OCTOBER 11, 1923

STATEMENT BY LORD ROBERT CECIL, K.C., M.P., LORD PRRT SEAL
AND BRITISH REPRESENTATIVE ON THE COUNCIL OF THE
LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

Lord Robert Cecil: Prime Minister, I am in a little physical difficulty

and I hope the Conference will pardon me if my st>atement appears to be inade-
quate to the importance of the cause.

I propose, with your permission, to deal a little generally with the topic
of the League and not merely to confine myself to the particular issue of the
Italo-Cireek crisis, imless the Conference desires me to do so.

I do not propose to give you, or attempt to give you, a review of the iiistory

of the League proceedings during the last few years, because, in the first place,

I have so recently joined the Government that I sliould not be qualified to do
it from the inside point of view, and from everj- other point of view everj'body
is equally qualified with myself, because the whole of the proceedings, as you
know, are always published either immediately or at a very short interval after

they have taken place.

AIMS AXD POSITION OF LEAGUE

What I would like to tr>" to do, if I may, is to make some kind of estimate
of the present position of the League and what place it ought to occupy, and
does occupy, in the foreign policy of the Empire. And it is necessary, though I

should have hoped it would not have been, to begin by one or two elementary
observations, owing to certain criticisms from highly-placed quarters, which
have been passed on the recent proceedings of the League. It seems necessary
to emphasize once again that the League is not a super-State and it is not there

to give laws to the world it is not an organization which either legislates for or

administers other countries, nor is it a mere debating society, a collection of

more or less eminent persons who go there to indulge in futile oratory. I think

it may be defined as an international organization, to consider and discuss

and agree upon international action and the settlement of international diffi-

culties and disputes. Its method is not, therefore, the method of coercive govern-

ment; it is a method of consent and its executive instrument is not force, but

public opinion. Now. I am sorry to insist upon what to many of my hearers

must be verj- elementary observations, and I only do so, because, in connection

with this crisis, there was published a very strong criticism of the League and

the action of the British representatives, on the authority of an ex-Prime Min-
ister, which seemed to me to show that there was a considerable misapprehen-

sion, even in the highest quarters, of what the League really strives to do.

OBJECT OF LE.\GUE IS TO PROMOTE .\GREEMENT A.MONG .\.\TI0NS

The League's business is not to impose a settlement, even when a con-

troversy is brought before it; it is to promote agreement. The recent controv£rsy

was brought before the League under Article 15, as I shall show in a minute,

and its business was to get a settlement of the controversy and an agreement of
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the parties, ami, if tliey did not agree, tliere was no power under the Covenant,

nor would it liavc been at all in aeeordanec with the general principles of the

League, for the League to attempt to enforce what the Council of the League
niiglit think was the proper settlement. As everybody, I imagine, in this room
knows cjuite well, there is only one occasion in which, under the Covenant, force

is to be used, i.e., under Article 16, and the object of that is not to enforce any
particular settlement or a particular action, but to pre\'ent nations from fighting,

especially until an opportunity has been given for discussion, and consideration,

and agreement. It is rather important, I think, that that should be realized in

considering the actions of the League, and not least its action in connection
with this Italian-Circek crisis. There ought to be no doubt about it, because the

very words of the Preamble describe its objcct.s
—

"' To promote international

co-operation and to achieve international peace and security." Those are the

two objects of the League and they are to be accomplished, as I say, by inducing
the nations to agree and act together, and not by any attempt by a group of

nations, or by the majority of the League, to enforce on any particular nation
any particular line of conduct which is approved.

RE.Sl'LTS ALRE.\DY .\CIIIE\'ED

Now I would like—I will be as brief as I can—just to ask whether this

conception, because it is necessary to ask it in view of what has recently
been said in some quarters, whether this conception has, in fact, w^orked nut

successfully. Let mc just take the first object of the Preamble—international

co-operation. I do not think the severest criticism of the League will deny
it has achieved an immense amount of co-operation of the most valuable-

kind and of the most multifarious description. I only propose to mention

—

I do not propose to discuss or describe—what it has done, but, when we come
to consider the enormous number of different ways in which it has acted in

order to promote international co-operation, I think there will be no doubt in

the minds of anybody in this room that it has carried out this part of its duty
with very remarkable success. Take its humanitarian exertions: the repatria-

tion of hundreds of thousands of prisoners of war, the relief of hundreds of

thousands of refugees, the organization of a defence against the epidemics
from the east of Europe, achieved with very little expense and with absolutely

complete success. Or you may take its social activities: the great efforts and
the successful efforts it has made to strengthen the fight against opium, to

extirpate the horrible traffic in women and children, which is one of the dis-

graces of our civilization, the assi-sting and protection of native races, and a

very large part of its work which is subsidiary to the League, but in a sense

part of it, its work in the International Labour Organization.

Or you may take its economic work: the great amount of work it has
already rlone to facilitate the increase of transit between nations, or the smaller

matters that it has had something to do with, to relieve the hindrance caused

by passport regulations, or the work which it has done quite lately, the other

day. to induce the nations to agree on a convention for the enforcement of

commercial arbitration, a thing of immense importance to the commercial
interest all over the world. Or you may take its financial work: I need not

go back on the old Brussels Conference of 1920, although I still think that was
a ver>' considerable effort towards the financial re-establishmcnt of the world,

and that it deserved bett<'r practical «uccess than it actually achieved. Or you
may take the better known and more striking success, the very, very consider-

able steps that have been taken towards the financial rehabilitation of Austria,

very remarkable work— I have not time to deal with it in any detail, but the

Conference is well aware of the verv remnrkable success thait has been
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achieved in that direction- So remarkable is it that Hungarj' is asking us to

help her in the same kind of way, thoug;h, I hope, with less contingent financial

liability than in the case of Austria; and unhappy Greece, which has been
saddled with a terrible financial problem of providing for a million refugees,

i.e., a quarter of her whole population, in addition to the existing population,

is asking us to facilitate the raising of a loiui for that purpose, and the estab-

lishment of a scheme for the settlement of these refugees on a sound economic
basis. Or you may take its administrative work: the administration of

Danzig, the administration of the Saar, the various administrative duties

which have been thrust upon it, or have been offered to it, by the Lausanne
Treaty; or you may take the number of other cases—I will not weary the

Conference by enumerating any more—from what is called the intellectual co-

operative work, which I think perhaps has more the sympathy of our contin-

ental neighbours than ourselves, down to a conference for fixing the movable
feasts of the Church so as to have a fixed holiday instead of a movable one.

All this work has been done, and, I think, with very great and remarkable
success, and. considering the immense amount of advantage that has accrued
to the populations of the world, with wonderfully little expense. I do not
believe it could have been done in any other way than by the existence of the
League.

I^IPRo^'E^IENT on previous procedure

If anybody who is familiar with these things consider what, under the

old system of a diplomatic correspondence and special conferences perhaps
called of a partial kind, which have no machinery to carry them out between
their summoning, if you consider that, I think you will agree that the work
could not have bten done except by the League. The truth is that the League
really has done splendid work in all these respects, and, as Lord Curzon said

the other day, the League has exercised a wholesome and conciliatory influence

in world politics. I do not think it is right to under-estimate the immense
importance of all these kinds of activities in that conciliatory influence on the
larger political questions which have to be transacted between nations. But.

of course, all that is comparatively a minor matter.

STATUS OF LEAGUE IN INTERNATIONAL DISPUTES

The second object of the League is the object of achieving international

peace and security, and anyone may well say how can you make any claim

for the League if you consider the condition of Europe now, after the League
has been in existence for three or four years.

I feel the force of the observation. But, in the first place, I must point

out that the League is only what the Governments composing it choose to

make it. It for them to say. As I have already explained, it is not a super-

State, it has no coercive jurisdiction—it is for the Governments to say how
much or how little work they entrust to the League. The League was not asked
to deal with the Russo-Polish war; it was not asked to deal with the Turco-
Greek war; it was not asked to deal with the question of Reparations;

and it is those three big questions more than anything else that have
been responsible for the unrest which still pre\"ails in F.urope. No doubt,

of course, it may be said that if it had been asked to deal with those three big

questions it would have failed. All one can say is that may be so, but the

organizations which have attempted to deal with them have not been pre-

eminently successful. On the other hand, as ever>-one knows, in the number
of smaller questions which have been entrusted to the League, the League has
succeeded in allaying the difficulties and disputes which have come before it.
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I need not recount tlic circumstances of those disputes, the question of the
Aalaiirl Islands, the question of Upper Silesia, the question of Albania and
Serbia, which was a very dangerous question, and even the question of Vilna,

which many people resjard as one of the least successful matters; but war
between Lithuania and Poland was prevented. I think no one can deny
that the work of the Leap^ue did not meet with complete success, yet it did do
this, it prevented any furtlicr fightinf!; on tlie subject, and stojtped the fighting

which was already in progress.

ITALIAN-GREEK CRISIS

But all these are smaller questions, and that is why the recent Italian-

Greek question is of such enormous importance in the history of the League.

It was the first occasion on wliich an International Dispute of the first order

—

one which might easily have led to serious wars in Europe—it was the first big

question that hail come before the League, and it is for that reason that I hope

the Conference will allow me just to go through the dates and events, and point

out exactly what the League did do and what the League did not do.

The murder of General Tellini took place on the 27th August, and the Italian

ultimatum was issued on the 29th August. The Greek reply was the next day—
the 30th August—and after acceding to the first three or four demands and
explaining that the Greek Government was not able to accede to the other

three, without abdicating its sovereignty—that is, undertaking to hang some-
body, to allow another Power to lake its place in trying the criminals, and,

abt)ve all, to untlertake to pay 50,000,000 lire whatever happened—those three

demands the Greeks refused and concluded by saying that, if their reply was
not deemed to be satisfactory, they were quite willing to submit the whole matter

to the League; and they bound themselves beforehand to accept whatever the

League should suggest. On the same day, the 30th, came the Ambassadors' note

making their demands, for the Ambassadors were parties to the dispute; they

made their demands on the same day, and also <m the same day the Italian

Government intimated that they would not accept the League. It is rather

important that that should be emphasized, becatise it has been suggested that

it was something which the League did which induced the Italian Government
to reject it, but, as a matter of fact, they rejected it before the League had
done anything. On the 31st the Ambassadors' note was delivered and the

bombardment and occupation of Corfu took place, and articles appeared in the

Italian press hostile to the League.

APPE-Ui TO LE.\GUE BY GOVERNMENT OF GREECE AND ACTION TAKEN BY COUNCIL

On the 1st September the Greek request for a hearing before the Council
of the League was received in Geneva. The Council of the League happened to

be in session already. It immediately met on the morning of the 1st in private;

it is an illusion of some of our critics to suppose that the first meetings of the
Council to deal with this matter wei-e in public. It met in private, and the

Greek representative, M. Politis, presented his request for the consideration

and decision of the League. He read Articles 12 and 15, or at any rate the

material parts of them, and under those articles anyone can see who refers to

them that there is an absolute right given to any member of the League to

submit to the League any dispute likely to lead to a ruptui-e with any other

member of the League, and it becomes the absolute duty of the Council to take

that matter into considei-ation and endeavour to effect a settlement of it, and, if

a settlement is impossible, then to hear and report upon the issue submitted to

it, the parties agreeing that they will not i-esort to war until the dispute has
been heard and reported upon.
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In making liis speech M. Politis disclaimed any desire that Article 16

should be applied. Article 16, as everyone knows, is an article which provides

for economic pressure and blockade, and ultimately stronger measures, in case

a country resorts to war without having submitted its dispute to the League.
In other words, M. Politis did not claim that there had been a resort to war
I tliink he was right in the attitude he took. There had been an act which
might have been treated as an act of war, but in fact was not treated as an act

of war by the party against whom it was directed; and, therefore, there was
technically no resort to war, and M. Politis very explicitly said that he had no
desire that Article 16 should be applied. I do not know whether the Conference
may have noticed a letter by Sir Frederick Pollock in yesterday's " Times "

in which that distinguished jurist explains his view that tliere was no resort to

war in this case.

QUESTION OF CO.MPETENCE OF LEAGUE

The Italian representati\e, Signor Salandra, said that he liad no instruc-

tions, and asked for an adjournment, but incidentally called attention to the

fact that, since the matter was also an offence against the Conference of Ambas-
sadors, they were involved, and it was a question—he did not actually say that

the League had no competence at that stage, but suggested that it was a matter
that the Conference of Ambassadors ought to deal with. That was not accepted

at that stage by the Greek representatives, and on behalf of the British Govern-
ment I said we had no doubt at all as to the competence of the League, and I,

while deploring deci)ly the murder—which I, of course, did—said on behalf of

the British Government that wc felt there was no question as to the duty of the

League to entertain the rcciuest of the (ireek (lovernnient under the clear terms
of Article 15. I think the Conference would agree that the position was clear.

There was a dispute, if ever a dispute existed which could be described as likely

to lead to a rupture; it was a dispute of that nature; it was a dispute which at

any moment might have caused war between the two countries. Any hasty
action on the part of the Greek Commander might have precipitated the two
countries into a war, and it may be with other countries as well; that was clearly

a dispute likely to lead to a rupture. It was submitted to the Council of the

League by one of its members expressly asking them to act under Article 15,

and, as anyone who will read that article will agree, there was no option or

discretion in the matter; the Council were bound to act, and they did act. The
line which I took on behalf of the British Government was very warmly sup-

ported by the Swedish representative, M. Branting. and there wns no question

on the part of any member of the Council as to what the duty of the Council

was, apart from tlie Italian representative. However, we adjourned till the 4th

in order to allow the Italian representative to receive his instructions, merely
passing a resolution to the effect that we hoped nothing would be done on either

side to aggravate the situation.

FEELING IN ASSEMBLY

The Assembly met on the 3rd, and it had become quite evident that there

was a very strong and a unanimous feeling in the Assembly on the point. It is

perhaps worth while to remind the Conference of the position of the Assembly,
I mean of the delegates. The larger Powers are usually represented by persons

of more or less importance, commonly ex-Ministers or persons of note of that

kind; the smaller Powers are not infrequently—I think I might say almost

usually—represented by their Foreign Minister or somebody of equal authority

in their countr>': Dr. Benes on behalf of Czccho-slovakia, M. Nincic on behalf

of Serbia, M. Kalfoff on behalf of Bulgaria and Dr. Nansen on behalf of Nor-
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way, and so on; consequently a very large proportion of them speak directly

for their Governments, and those who. are not actually Ministers are usually
people of such importance that anything they say carries tiio opinions of their

countries with them. It was, therefore, of great importance tiiat there was a
really strong vehement feeling that the League must act and must do its duty,
and a strong feeling also, of course, that the occupation and bombardment of

Corfu was, in the circumstances, not a defensible proceeding.

FURTHER PROCEEDINGS OF COUNCIL

There had been delivered on the 2nd, and this is an important fact in the

situation, the reply of the Greeks to the note from the Ambassadors' Conference
and in that reply they expressed their willingness to accept whatever tiie Am-
bassadors put upon them. On the same day I received, and was intensely

grateful to the Prime Minister and tiic Foreign Secrctan,' for them, the instruc-

tions from the British Government authorizing me to take whatever action I

thought right to support the Covenant. The next day the Greek Note to the

Ambassadors was received of course, and we received—I need not go into the

detail of it—we received information of the rather vehement and formal rejec-

tion of all competence of the League on behalf of tiic Italian Go\('iiuuent. That
was the 2nd September. Wiicn we met on the 4th September, in the first public

meeting of the Council, the Italian instructions had not arrived. They had sent

somebody, one of their members, to Rome to get personal instructions and all

that we did on that occasion was to hear a further proposal from the Greek Gov-
ernment offering the deposit of 50 million lire in a Swiss bank to await whatever
damages might be awarded against them. Then came t!ie meeting of the 5th

September and then we had a communication for the first time from the Ambas-
sadors' Conference telling us what was going on in Paris. We had a speech

from the Italian representative denying the competence of the League in a very
much more moderate form, it must be said, than the language wliich had been
used outside the Council of the League, and it was on that occasion that we had
read to us the relevant articles of the Covenant in French and English pointing

out what the duties of the Council were and that we could not infringe those

duties without breaking the Covenant and incidentally breaking the Treaties of

Peace of which the Covenant was part. It became clear at this stage, both from
what Signor Salandra said to us in the Council and from information conveyed
to us from outside, that the Italians were now prepared—they had not said so up
till tlien—to accept the Conference of Ambassadors, not only as tiie proper
authority for dealing with the offence to the Ambassadors, but as determining
what ought to be done between Greece and Italy, and therefore on that date we
were for the first time in the presence of an agreement by the two parties of the

dispute to accept the decision of a Tribunal, of a body, outside the League. We
had a meeting, a certain number of members of the Council met and considered
what reply we ought to send to the Ambassadors and we felt that our business

under tlie Covenant was to do everything we could to promote a settlement, and
since the two parties had agreed to accept the decision of tlie Conference of
Ambassadors our object henceforward was to do cver>-thing we could to facilitate

the task of the Ambassadors, and to make their derision as nearly in accordance
with public opinion of the world as expressed at Geneva as we could. We there-

fore drew up the proposed terms of settlement apart from the question of the
evacuation of Corfu, and these were proposed by the Spanish member of the
Council at the meeting of the Council on the 6th. We were unable to
send those proposals as agreed recommendations to the Council of Ambassadors,
and it was in order to get over that difficulty that at my suggestion we decided
to send the whole of the minutes of our proceedings to the Ambassadors who.
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as we knew, were going to meet the next day to deal with the matter, and the

minutes included not only the actual propo-^als wliirh were, in fact, the proposals

wliicli were afterwards addptt-d practically without alteration or verA- small

alterations Lj' the Conference of Ambassadors, but also included certain vci-y

important declarations by other member^ besides the British member of the

Council as to liie competence of the League. The Belgian member, for instance,

M. Hymans, made a very strong declaration as to the clear competence of t!ie

League. That was assented to by the Swedish member and by the L'ruguayan
member, and also by the Spanish representative. It was, of course, quite well

known that that represented the strong feeling, as I have already said, of all

these nations there assembled at Geneva, and I happen to know, as a matter
of fact, that that feeling was conveyed by a great number of different nations

both at Paris and at Rome to the Governments of France and Italy. I have not

myself the least doubt that that strong feeling had a considerable effect upon
the readiness with which the Conference of Ambassadors on the 7tii September
adopted the suggestions which the Council of the League had put forr^-ard as to

the settlement of the question apart from the evacuation of Corfu. The Con-
ference of Ambassadors did adopt them. They were accepted by Greece and
Italy and then took place a rather awkward pause. We were informed that

the Conference of Ambassadors were going to deal with the question of Corfu
also. As I have said only too often, the business of the League was to promote
an agreement and a settlement, and as long as there was any prospect of a

settlement being reached it was not the duty of the Council of the League to

intervene. They therefore held their hand altogether during the next few days
awaiting the decision of the Conference of .Embassadors as to what was going

to happen in Corfu. They, of course, re-erved to themselves the right to tako

the matter up again if no settlement was reached or if a settlement was reached

60 plainly in defiance of all public law that they could not allow it to pass.

As a matter of fact, on the 13th the settlement was reached, and the note which
was sent by the Conference of .Embassadors to Greece was not unsatisfactorj'.

It said tliat it adhered t"! the terms, of course, of the 7th Sept<?mber, the first

note, and that ha\dng received from the Italian Ambassador a statement that

Italy would in any case evacuate Corfu on the 27th Sept<>mber, which, I may
parenthetically observe, was two days before the end of the Assembly, having

received that assurance it went on to say that, if the Ambassadors were satisfied

that Greece had not carried out with due care its obligations to search for and
punish the criminals, then they reserved to themselves the right to impose
further penalties on Greece including the i>ayment of the whole 50 million lire

without any reference to the International Court. That wa.* tlic note of the

13th September. On that we were not called upon to make any obsen-ations,

because both Greece and the Italians accepted the note and so far as the League

was concerned the matter was at an end.

PART PLAYED BY I.E.XGli; IN Srrm.EMENT

A settlement had been effected; we had done the best we could to effect that

settlement and I am convinced that the concentration of public opinion at Geneva
was one of the great factors in promoting wliat was, after all, a very rapid pacific

solution of an exceedingly difficult question, (^n the 17th September tiierc was
a meeting of the Council at which we took note of this settlement and I took
the opportunity of explaining very mucii what I have explained to the Conference
here, what seemed to us the duty of the League in cases of this kind. On the

18th the Italian representative made a further statement as to his objection to

the competence of the League. It was. I think one may say without impertinence,

more moderate than the previous declarations had been and thereupon it was
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agreed tliat wo should take moans to clear up definitely and for over, as far a3

one could, all tliesc legal questions that had been raised, the question of com-
petence and the question of the right to seize territor>' in order to enforce
demands—I will deal witli that in a moment—and also the question of the

responsibility for politioal crimes committed on the territory of a State. I need
not trouble the Conference with tiic details of the negotiations that then took
place. A number of meetings of the Coimcil took place and we called in our
legal advisers. They drew up five questions which raised these matters and
they were accepted, together with a declaration to wliicli I shall refer in a

moment, by the Italian Government.

DISCrSSION IN ASSEMBLY

On the 28th, and this is the last date I shall have to trouble the Conference
with, there was a meeting of the whole Assembh' when, for the first time, the

Assembly thought it was right for them to discuss and express an opinion upon
these events. It was begim by the President of the Council, Viscount Ishii,

reading the resolutions to which the Council had come. He was followed by
M. Branting. who expressed certain criticisms, particularly that the matter had
not been referred directly to the International Court of Justice. I made somo
observations.

Then occurred a really rather remarkable demonstration. Eight or ten

representatives from all parts of the world, from all four quarters of the globe,

one after the other, expressed in the strongest w^ay their conviction that the

League was competent to deal with the matter and their regret at some of the

incidents that had occurred.

SUMM.\RY OF POSITION

May I just try and summarize what seems to me to have been the result?

Greece submitted the questions under Articles 12 and 15, and. as I have
explained, the Council was bound to entertain them and did entertain them.

There was no resort to war and hence, as the Greeks ver^• truly said, Article 16 did

not apply. On the other hand a very serious question was raised as to the action

of the Italian Government in occupying territory in order to enforce a demand
against Greece.

PRECEDENTS FOR ITALUN ACTION

That is not as clear a m.attcr as perhaps some of us would wish. Undoubt-
edly before the Covenant it had been quite common for countries of all kinds

to exercise coercion of that kind. Sir Frederick Pollock called attention to

the proceedings in Crete, but there are stronger cases still. There is a case

in the early sixties where the British Government did almost exactly the same
as the Italian Government. A British subject was murdered in Japan by one
of the feudal clans. This was before the marvellous changes in .Japan. Tiie

British Government demanded £215,000 ;us compensation to the relatives of the

murdered man and £100,000 as compensation to the British Government and
apologies and the arrest of the criminals. When the criminals were not arrested

as quickly as they thought they ought to be arrested the British fleet bom-
barded a place called Kagoshima and burned it to the ground. I mention this

because it is right that we should realize that, apart from the Covenant, there

was nothing unusual, wliat^ver we may think of it as a proper international

proceeding, there was nothing unusual in what the Italians did at Corfu. On
the other hand it has raised the question of whether that Covenant permits

any such action to be taken by one member of the League against another

without at any rate resorting to every means of discussion and debate in order

to settle the dispute before such measures are taken.
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DEFENCE OF COUNCIL'S ACTION

Shortly, I venture to say that the Council did exactly what it ought to

have done under the Covenant. Its business was to promote a settlement. If

tliat settlement could not be promoted by diplomacy or by arbitration, which

are mentionf^d under Article 13, its business was to hear and report upon the

dispute itself. It carried out that duty of promoting a settlement absolutely,

and its suggestions, as I venture to think, for the settlement were of great

value and were in themselves quite sound. But once the parties had agreed

on settling it in another way than by the report of the Council, it was not

only the right, but it was the duty of the Council to do ever>'thing they could

to facilitate the settlement by those means.

-APPOINTMENT OF COMMISSION OF JURISTS

There remain then these two quejstions which I have referred to, the ques-

tion of the legality of the occupation of Corfu, which I have already dealt with,

and the question of the competence of the League. They have been dealt with

in this way. We, most of us, or I and several of the other members of the

Council, desired that they should be referred to the International Court of

Justice for an advisory opinion. The Italians were opposed to that, in the case

of one of the question.-;. They proposed that tluy sliould be rorcrnd to a Com-
mission of Jurists. Ultimately we agreed to the Commission of Jurists and they

agreed to a very strong declaration: That any dispute between members of

the League likely to lead to a rupture is within the sphere of action of the

League and that, if the dispute cannot be settled by diplomacy, arbitration

or judicial settlement, it is the duty of the Council to deal with it under Article

15 of the Covenant. In view of that very strong declaration which seemed to

me to go far to dispose of the question of competence, I did not myself think it

was necessary to fight any longer for the immediate reference to the Interna-

tional Court of Justice. The matter will go to this Committee of Jurists and

they will report to the next meeting of the Council on the 10th December. If

the Council still feel that the matter is in any doubt they will be able to put

any further questions they like to the International Court.

EFFECT OF IT.\LI.\N .ACTION ON POSITION OF LEAGUE

It seems to me, therefore, that as far as the formal po-it'.on >.. i;n i.>;ii:uc

is concerned, it is unhurt. An attack was made on its competence that has been

either actually withdrawn or will be dealt with finally in the near future. The
question of tlie occupation of Corfu is also to be submitted to legal determina-

tion, and so is the question of the responsibility for a political crime committed

on the territory of a State. I confess I think those provisions for dealing with

these questions which have born raised in this disput*^ in a r^trictlv leeal way
form a verv' valuable precedent. I do not recall any instance of an international

dispute of this nature raising very difficult questions which has been followed

by an attempt to settle those questions by strictly legal and constitutional

means, and if that precedent is established and is followed it really will lay the

foundation, as it seems to me, for a gradual elaboration of international law

which may be of enormous value for the future peace of the world. Therefore

formally the League is unhurt.

Substantially, however, I do not think one can go as far as that. There

has been tli'> challenge by a great Power of the competence of the League. It is

quite true that that has been met immediately by a very remarkable rally of

all the smaller Powers to the support of the League. It showed a very strong,

vigorous, vital feeling on the part of all those Powers not only in Europe, but
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all over the world tiiat the League must be supported, that it was the only guar-

antee of justice between the Stat<>s and that tlie small State's particularly were
vitally interested in the maintenance of tlie authority of the League. I think

that was a very valuable counterweight to the repudiation—I think we must
admit it was repudiation—by a great Power of tlie competence of the League,

at any rat« for a time. I do not think that repudiation has done the League's

autiiority as much h.arm as some people believe.

GENER.\L ATTITUDE TOW.\BDS COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS REPRESENTED ON IT

Apart from the actual repudiation by a great Power, the other unfavourable

symptom that struck me at Geneva was a certain want of confidence in the

Council of the League by the members of the Council. They did not feel as

sure of themselves as 1 could have wished. Thej- did not quite know what it

would be safe for them to do. That is perhaps not a matter of surjirise consider-

ing the short time which the League has been in existence, but I do think, if I

may say so, that it points to the necessity for those countiies that believe in the

League, as I hope we do, giving to the League on all possible occasions every

support that they can and making it a most essential part of our foreign policy.

COMMENTS ON LE.VGUE M.^CHINERY

On the other hand, I think we may say, those of us who believe in the

League, that there were very many encouraging things about this crisis, not only

the matters to which I have already alluded. I think we may say with great

truth that the machinery of the League worked well, that it all worked, as we
used to be told, according to plan, that the dispute when it was presented came
naturally to the Council, the Council naturally considered it, there was no hitch or

difficulty. I myself believe that the publicity in which the later stages of the

controversy took place was all to the good. I believe it enabled public opinion

to support the League, to support what I think was justice. I think that the

effect of public opinion was exactly what we who believed in it thought it would
be; it was so overwhelming that no country could stand against it, and that.

when it became clear that the public opinion of the world was on one side, that

countr\' had to modify its policj' in accordance with the opinion expressed.

SUPPORT OF BRITISH EMPIRE FOR LE.\GU"E

Somebody said to me the other day that the British Empire never had any
foreign policy except to keep the peace. I believe that is roughly true; at any
rate, true for very many decades, if not centuries, past. We have tried to keep
the peace; that has been the great object of British foreign policy, working not

by force, not by power, but bj- trying to promote friendliness amongst the

nations. That has been, I believe, the broad object, sometimes more and some-
times less successfully pursued by successive British Ministries. 1 believe it is

still the essential thing we should aim at. We now have in our hands an instru-

ment for that purpose in the League of Nations, incomparably more effective

than anything we have had before. We ought to do our utmost to strengthen

the League and make it more and more the corner stone of our policy, for unless

we can get rid of the war machiner>', the idea of force and compulsion, I do not

myself think there is any hope that we shall see a pacified and restored Europe.
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STATEMENT BY THE PRIME MINISTER OF CANADA

APPRECIATION OF LORD ROBERT CECIL's STATEMENT

Mr. Mackenzie King: I do not know that I have much to add by way of

comment, except to express appreciation for the information we have received,

particularly in relation to the Italian-Greek crisis, and the fact that Lord Robert
Cecil went so carefully and fully into the different a-«pects of the work of the

I>eague in which we are all so interested.

EFFECT OF IT.\LIAN ACTION ON PUBLIC OPINION IN CAN.'VDA

In speaking of the Italian-Greek crisis and the relations of the League
thereto, we cannot from a distance but feel that the extent to whicli public

opinion was focussed on the dispute was increased a thousandfold by virtue of

the fact that the League's authority to a certain extent had apparently been

ignored. It gave to every country, certainly to Canada in her interest in the

dispute, a feeling of immediate concern, which I think she otherwise would never

have had. I believe that much the same feeling was aroused in America, though

she is not a member of the League. I think there was a feeling that, after all,

nations had endeavoured to set up some machinerj' to take the place of force,

whicii machinery should be respected. I believe that the fact that the League
was meeting at the time certainly went far in arousing world opinion and would
have led to a much more vigorous action from the outside world if necessity had
occasioned it. Certainly nothing could better express the views that were held

in Canada generally with reference to the support which should be given to the

League tlian the concluding remarks of Lord Robert Cecil. In evor\' particular

they would be endorsed with enthusiasm from one end of our coimtry to the

other.

GOOD EFFECTS OF LORD ROBERT CECH.'S VISIT TO CAN.\DA AND THE VNrTED STATES

May I take advantage of this occasion to ex^press the pride and pleasure

which wc all felt in the visit of Lord Robert Cecil to America and the addresses

given there. I believe they were distinctly helpful in interpreting the work of

the League in a sympathetic manner to tlic people of the North American con-

tinent. I believe the speeches did much good. I do think that Lord Robert
Cecil's visit was in every particular helpful to the League and to the British

Empire.
I should like to mention that my colleague, Sir Lomer Gouin, was one of

our representatives at the League and possibly the Conference would like him to

say a word or two if he so desires.

STATEMENT BY MINISTER OF JUSTICE, CANADA

Sir LoMER Gouin: I was at Geneva representing my country at the last

meeting of the League of Nations. I followed the deliberations of tiie Assembly
and the deliberations of the Council. I must say that I felt proud of the role

played by Lord Robert Cecil both before the Assembly and before the Council.

C.\NADIAN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE 10 OF THE COVENANT

I must take this opportunity to thank Lord Robert Cecil for the great help
he gave Canada in connection with the proposition that we laid before the

Assembly with regard to Article 10 of the Covenant. As you remember, in

1919, at the time that the Peace Conference was preparing the Covenant, the

representative of Canada, my predecessor, the Right Hon. Mr. Doherty, opposed
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Artiric 10, and, after the Covenant was signed and brought to our Canadian

Parliament for ratification, he maintained liis opposition to that Article. But,

believing in the Covenant and wishing to be a party to the League of Nations,

he asked our Parliament to ratify the Covenant, which was done. In 1920, at

the very first meeting of the Assembly of the League, he came before the dele-

gates and asked for the repeal of Article 10. This was referred to a Commission

appointed by the Council, and the report of that Commission was to the effect

that, instead of repealing Article 10, an interpretative clause should be adopted

by tlie Assembly. That rejjort was discussed at two Assemblies, and in 1922 our

representative, the Hon. Mr. Lapointe, finding that he could not obtain the repeal

of Article 10, brought up another amentlmcnt in advance of the proposition of

the interpretative clause. This year I brought up the same amendment and with

the iiclp of Lord Robert Cecil and the representatives of the other Great Powers,

we succeeded in having the Commission, which had been entrusted with the

examination of our proposal, submit an interpretative declaration to the

Assembly, which vott-d for it by a large majority, one State only voting against

it. It is true that the Clause was not adopted, as unanimity was neccssarj'

under the ndes, but ....
LoRP Robert Cecil: It was only Persia who was again.st it.

Sir LoMER Gorix: Yes, and that is why I say that in effect we have

obtained the interpretative declaration which we were seeking. And for this I

wisii to renev,- my thanks to Lord Robert Cecil for the assistance that he has

given us. That is all I have to say.

STATEMENT BY THE PRIME MINISTER OF THE COMMONWEALTH
OF AUSTRALIA

INTEREST OF AUSTR.A^LIA IN LE.\GCE

Mr. Bruce: Prime Minister, on behalf of the people of Australia, I feel

I must say something in regard to this question, because I do not think there

is anything at this time they arc more interested in than the League of Nations.

The idea of the aims and objects of the League is gradually percolating through

Australia, and there is a very strong feeling growing up there that the League of

Nations has at least got the germ of a hope to maintain peace in the world. I

am confident that Australia would take any action it could to promote the

authority of the League of Nations, and to give it even,' opportunity to go for-

ward and grow in strength and become the great instmment that those who
brought it into being had in mind. I think that Australia's demand for some

voice in the foreign policy of the Empire is, to a very great extent, directly trace-

able to the League of Nations and Australia's interest in its objects.

.\USTRAI.I.\ STANDS FOR PEACE AND SUPPORT OF LEAGUE

It has been very well put by Lord Robert Cecil, to whom we are very grate-

ful for the information he has given, that Britain's foreign policy is Peace.

Australia's foreign policy would certainly be Peace; and, quite apart from any

apprehensions, which I may have appeared to suggest that we had, of being

involved in war without our consent, we also feel that, after the late tragic war,

we have a responsibility to try to do our share in promoting peace in the world,

and Australia believes that the foundation of Britain's foreign policy should

certainly be to support the League of Nations and make its authority as great

and world-wide as is possible. In the debate which took place in Australia with
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regard to these Conferences, the view was expressed tliat one of the greatest tasks

that lay to our hand was to see whether this Conference, representative of the

whole Empire, could not really do something towards ensuring the peace of the

world and solving some of the very serious problems we are faced with to-day.

The people of Australia take a very strong view of this matter; and I am sure

they would say, almost with a united voire, that they do believe in the League

of Nations, and that all our actions ought to be direi-ted towards trying to pro-

mote its power, its force and its authority in the world.

NEED FOB DISCRETION

There are one or two things, however, that I think I ought to say. We are

enthusiastically in favour of the League, but we think that the League ought

to show great discretion, and very great discretion, in the next few years, certainly

in the period of its infancy. If the League tries to go too far and too fast and

to achieve all the objects it has in view in too short a time, I think it will defeat

its own ends.

PROGRESS .\LRE.y)Y M.VDE .VND PROSPECTS FOR THE FOTt'BE

Personally I think very great progress, considering the time the League has

been in existence, has already been made, and I am quite certain that that pro-

gress will be accelerated and that we may be a little surprised at what the League

can accomplish. I recognize, of course, that the League of Nations is never going

to do what we hope while there are great nations outside it; but there is no

reason, because certain nations to-day do not see that they can join the League,

why we should think that the League should not go on and that the case is Jiope-

less. The position will probably improve in the future, and the one think we
have got to bear in mind is to keep the League in existence, keep it functioning;

and whether it is this League, or a greater League that will spring up in a few

years, we have to keep its idea alive. We saw very clearly that it was impera-

tive when the tragic sufferings of the war were very close to us, which many of

us rather seem to have forgotten. The League should be kept alive because, if

this League goes, we have no hope of establishing anything of the sort until we
have been through another world tragedy of the same character as that which our

generation has seen. The next world tragedy of that character is going to be a

tragedy one-hundredfold worse than the one we have experienced. So that,

although Australia is enthusiastically behind the idea of the League of Nations,

it does not think that the League at this stage, in its infancy, can ensure the

peace of the world, but it believes that, if the League is given opportunity to

grow, there is the germ here of the one thing that may ensure the great object

we all have, to maintain the peace of the world.

STATEMENT BY THE PRLME MINISTER OF NEW ZEALAND

APPRECI.\TION OF LORD ROBERT CECILS ST.\TEMENT

Mr. Massey: I would just like to say by way of introduction. Prime Min-

ister, how much I appreciate the very plain and straightforward statement that

we have had this morning. I think if even part of Lord Robert Cecil's state-

ment is published it will go a long way to clear the atmosphere which has

imdoubtedly been created by recent events. I wish also to say how much I

symnathise with Lord Robert Cecil in what has recently taken place
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For years past he has given practically the whole of his efforts, and the

whole of his energy, and the whole of his ability, to the business of the League
of Nations, from tiie commencement right up to now. I know that he must
have been disappointed with some of the criticisms, at which I am surprised

myself, and with some of the misrepresentations—wliich are worse than criti-

cisms—that have been given utterance to by men who ought to have known
better.

rERSON.\L OI'INION OF V.'^LUE OF LEAGUE

In saying that, I am bound to admit tliat I have never been cjuite an enthu-
siastic supporter of tiic League. But, witli regard to what has taken place, my
own opinion is that too nmch was expected from the League, and I think that
some of the more ardent supporters of tiic League arc themselves to blame for

the feeling that has been created. The idea that was created was this, that the
operations of the League would prevent war. I never thought so. I do not
think for a moment that the prevention of war by the League was possible.

The League was initiated to promote peace—peace by arbitration, peace by con-

ciliation, or peace by bringing to bear public opinion. I say now that I believe

a very great deal of good has been done by the League and it ought to get
credit therefor.

STATEMENT BY TIIE PRIME MINISTER OF THE UNION OF SOUTH
AFRICA

APPRECI.\TION OF LORD ROBERT CECIL's WORK FOR LEAGUE

General Smuts: I wish to join those of my colleagues who have already

spoken in expressing very strong appreciation of the work that Lord Robert
Cecil has done at Geneva. As tlie Representative of one of the Dominions for

a number of years, and now the Representative of the British Government, I

think he has rendered invaluable service, not only to the world at large, but
also to the British Empire, in the stand he has made for League principles and
for the position of the League. I nominated him as the South African Represen-

tative, not because he was necessary from the South African point of view or

to defend South African interests, but in order to give him, as the great pro-

tagonist in this country for the League, a platform from which he might con-

tinue effectively to support that movement. He has done so in a way which I

think is above praise. The moral stock of the Britisii Empire, so far as I am
informed, is very high in Geneva. I was very mucii struck by what one of the

South African rcproseiitatives told me on his return from Geneva the oilier day.

He said the most remarkable thing at Geneva is the confidence, the faith, the

reliance, which all the small peoples of the world represented there have in the

British Empire and in the stand that we are making for justice, fair play, and
international honesty. That is a matter of very great importance to us and I

think it is very largely due to the ethical tone which Lord Robert Cecil has
been able to give to the discussions there, and to the message of goodwill that he
has been able to bring from this country and from the other young nations of

the British Empire to the nations of the world.

RESTOR.\TION OF AUSTRIA

Lord Robert has told us this morning in his very full statement wiiat the

League has done and the successes the League has achieved, and he has in

particular referred to the successful restoration of Austria. The success of the
37—t J
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Austrian experiment is valuable and significant not only in itself, but because
it points a way to a similar treatment to any other country that may recjuire our
help in the future. I was discussing with some financial men in the City what
might be done in case Germany were to break down completely financially, and
there was a consensus of opinion that the Austrian experiment had been so

successful and formed so good a precedent that, if we had to take action, our
treatment of Austria might serve as a very valuable precedent. And let me
say this: that in the case of Austria also South Africa has been able to be
helpful. We happen to have as one of our South African representatives a
gentleman of Austrian origin and of verj- great financial ability who has been
able to make a very notable, if not the main, contribution towards the rehabilita-

tion of Austria.

SUPPORT OF BRITISH EMPIRE FOR THE LEAGUE

I would press very strongly that the British Empire, the British Govern-
ment and the Governments represented here at this Conference, should use all

their power in order to keep their hands clean and support the League and
support the smaller Powers where their interests clash against the larger Powers-
I agree thoroughly with Lord Robert when he said that the position of the
League is not one of force; it does not rest on the sanction of force, but on
public opinion, the moral enlightened opinion of mankind. The more we can
marshal that opinion, and we can play a large part in doing so, the more we
can mar.-;lial the support of public opinion and the feeling of the world on the
side of the League, the better for the future of the League. The League is

inevitable. The League ideal seems to be the only hojie of the world, and, if

in practice the League has not realized the great anticipations of those who
originated it, it is because of its youth and inexperience, and because of the
difficulties of the time through which we are passing, times of reaction, times
of disillusion, times when it is almost impossible to keep any good cause afloat.

We recognize that we are passing through an era of grave difficulty; all we can
do is to keep the flag of the League flying, and not to put burdens on it which
it cannot carry. In the end it must triumph; that is inevitable. There is

nothing else if there is to be a reign of law and justice in this world. In the
meantime, we can do our best to marshal public opinion behind it and
to see that it stands for the high principles for which it was origin-
ally founded. I was very glad to hear the speech of Mr. Bruce, the Prime
Minister of Australia. It shows how all the young countries of the British

Empire are now falling into line in real wholehearted support of the League.
To my mind there is no doubt that the League is not only a great world
interest; it is a British interest too. I thoroughly endorse what Mr. Bruce
has said. The more we can make the League a real living force, the less

armaments we as an Empire shall require. We cannot rest merely on a military
or a naval basis. Something far greater than armaments will be wanted in an
Empire as great as ours, and the League seems to me to be a real, substantial,

moral reinforcement of our whole position. The more we can strengthen it, the
more we can make it a reality, the more secure our position will be, which is

not one of military or naval ambitions, but one of peace and social progress in

the world. I therefore hope that whatever we can do to strengthen the position

of the League we shall do.

VALUE OF LEAGUE TO EMPIRE

Let the world know that behind the League and behind the action it has
occasion to take is the whole force and weight of the British Empire- I am
sure the League is adding a new bond of cohesion to the Empire. I am sure that

the time is coming when the young nations of the British Empire will be pre-
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pared to support any particular line of action, not merely to support Great
Britain, but because tlie League is being flouted, because the League i8 being

attacked, and they stand by tlic League. Tiiese young nations will have an

added motive and an added reason for coming forward and supporting the inter-

national action of Great Britain.

world's need for league

But it is to our interest, not only from the point of view of the British

JEmpire, but far more still from a broad human point of view, to support the

League as strongly as we can. What do we see to-day? We see a whole worM
lapsing into decay. Europe has been so smashed by the war that nothing seems
possible t-o make her rally again. The break-up which began at the end of the

war is continuing. We do not know what Europe will be like in ten or twenty
years' time. We only sec that forces are at work, far deeper and of a more funda-

mental character th.an we ever thought possible. We thought it would be pos-

sible to stabilize the position at the peace and to have a settlement of Europe
which might be abiding. We have seen now that hope has been in vain.

Nothing now is abiding. The unsettlcment of Europe continues, the break-up
continues. And in those circumstances, if there is any practical force that will

work in keeping the nations together in peace and protect us against an era

of complete reaction and brigandage such as seems now to be setting in, if there

is any such practical institution, let us exploit it to the full. We are no doubt
in for a very bad time. I think this present generation will probably see

human institution? put to as severe a test as they have ever been. And when
we have an institution like this which, whatever the attitude of the great

Powers, is undoubtedly appealing strongly to the smaller Powers, practically

to all of them, I think we should marslial our forces behind it, knowing that

this will be a stabilizing agency and that it will help to keep us together and

keep humanity afloat through the dark seas through which we are voyaging
now. Perhaps I speak too strongly, but that is my feeling. So far from
the League being a sort of revolutionary agency as many have thought, some-
thing that will destroy the British Empire, something that will work unknown
mischiefs in the world, I look on it as a great coaservative stabilizing force

working on the side of the British Empire and the ideals for which we stand.

Not only from the large human motives which have impelled us, but also from
the point of view of the British Empire, we have every reason to support this

movement to the fullest of our power and ability, and I hope we shall con-

tinue to do that, and I trust that the next crisis, which may not be far off,

will see the League emerge with greater credit and more strongly than it has

come out of this last crisis.

STATEMENT BY THE MINISTER OF EDUCATION, IRISH
FREE STATE

.VCCEPTANCE BY IRISH FREE STATE OF PRINCIPLES OF LEAGXJE

Professor John MacNeill: I may say that the Irish Free State has
arrived at nothing nearer to a definition of foreign policy than is expressed
in its adhesion to the League of Nations, and I was very much gratified to
hear on all sides to-day, from Lord Robert Cecil and from the representatives
of other States who have spoken, the view expressed that the foreign policy
in which we, as a group of nations, ought to be interested—I shall not say to
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which we ought to be committed, but in wliich we ought to be intcrc^t^d

—

should be in harmony with the principles underlying the League of Nations. I

sincerely trust that will always be so- If it is so there will never be any diffi-

culty in our following a common course together and following it effectively.

Speaking a« the junior among you and representing a junior State among
you, I have no hesitation in saying that, if a test of those principles arose and if

the League of Nations through its properly accredited organs required a certain

duty to be done, a certain amount of pressure, in whatever form desired, to be
applied, I am perfectly certain that the nation for which I sit here would
not be behindhand in doing that duty. I should like to emphasize tlie point of

view that I have expressed, because,^ as an observer in Geneva, I did my best

to estimate the feeling that was abroad, especially among the smaller nations,

and I should say undoulitedly it was a feeling of dissatisfaction rather than a

feeling of want of confulence, a feeling of desire that the objects of the League
should be made effective, which is I think the next thing to the operative will

that they should be made effective. On this question in general I did my best

to express the view of the Irish Delegation in a statement that I made at the

meeting of the Assembly on the 28th September and I shall not take up the

time of this Conference in repeating that view now.

.\PrRECI.\TION OF LORD ROBERT CECIl's WORK FOR LE.\GUE

I should like to join with those who have spoken already in offering a
testimony, a stronger testimony than my own personal testimony, when I say
that, so far as I know, and I have heard of nothing to the contrary', it was
the unanimous feeling of the representatives of the nations at Geneva that

Lord Robert Cecil had done a^ much as could be done to maintain the prestige

and the effectiveness of the League of Nations.

STATEMENT BY THE PRIjNIE MINISTER OF NEWFOUNDLAND

APPRECI.\TION OF LE.\^Gt>T;

Mr. W.vrren: I will not trespass upon the Conference except to express

what I feel as a result of this discussion. Youth as a rule docs not command
respect and is sometimes subjected to correction, either moral or physical,

which, as I know from personal experience, is sometimes quite unjustifiable.

The League is a young one and I think it has borne the strain verj- success-

fully. The fact that it has borne that strain shows that although it is young
still it is a hardy and strong growth, and I feel confident that when it goes

forward and becomes the power, which undoubtedly it will become, it will not

be subjected to such strains as have been put on it recently. By that I mean
that the nations will sec what the League can really do and will rather apply

to it for aid than attempt to thwart it.

NEWFOI;NDL.\ND"s COXFIDEKCE in lord ROBERT CECIL

So far as Newfoundland is concerned we are not represented in the League

of Nations, but we leave our interests, with perfect confidence, in the hands of

Lord Robert Cecil.
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STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA, AS HEAD
OF THE INDIAN DELEGATION

St^PPORT OF LEAGtnE

Lord Peel: I desire to associate myself generally, on behalf of India, with
the views that have been expressed iiere by the representatives of the Dominions
in sui)port of the League of Nations.

OPIUM QUESTION

I think that I ought to make one or two remarks on the position of India

in connection with the opium question. Some resolutions were passed at the

last meeting of the Advisory Committee on Opium with reference to the traffic

in opium and we have been criticized, I understand, in certain fiuartcrs because
our representatives could not fully accept those resolutions and were compelled
to make a reservation on behalf of India. The reser\'ation that was made on
behalf of India was to the following effect: " That the use of raw opium accord-

ing to the established practice in India and its production for such use are not
illegitimate under the Convention." Those who are familiar with Indian habits

ancl customs will realize how essential it was that the representatives of India

should support such a reservation.

India's position as regards opii m traffic

As there has been some criticism of Indian action on this point I should
like to say, and I will say it very briefly, how very strong the position of

India is upon this subject. First of all, let me remind the Conference that the
Indian Covemment have made very great sacrifices in the cause of the restriction

of this opium traffic. They have sacrificed no less than four million sterling

per year by their restriction of this traffic, a very great sacrifice indeed in the
case of a country' with such a large poor population and such comparatively
limited resources as India possesses, but not oidy that, they have most loyally

and faithfully and fully carried out—I was going to saj' to the letter—all the

provisions of the Hague Conventions in connection with the subject of opium.
I do not want to criticize other countries, but I could not say the same thing

of many of those countries adjoining India who have a financial interest in

the opium traffic. And not only that, but the Indian Government have been
ver^' careful to restrict all their exports of opium to the amount actually

approved of by the Governments of the countries to whom their opium was
exported. They have, in fact, only exported on indents, as you might call

them, from those particular countries and I would like to add this point, that,

as regards the consumption of opium, during the last three years this has become
a subject which is domestic to the provinces rather than an all-India subject,

because this question of the consumption of opium is now under the control of

Ministers, Indian Ministers, in the provinces; in fact, it is altflgetluT under the

control of Indian Ministers except in one particular province, and that is Assam,
Those Indian Ministers are responsible to Councils and those Councils consist

of a substantial majority of popularly elected persons; therefore we may assume
that those Ministers responsible to those Councils are fully cognizant of the

interests of their own people and are fully competent, if they wish, in the

interests of those people to restrict the consumption of opium. I point this

out because the situation, of course, has very largely changed in this respect

during the last three years and I am not sure whether some of the other repre-

sentatives at the League of Nations were fully cognizant of the change that had
thus taken place.
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STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA, AS HEAD
OF THE INDIAN DELEGATION

Lord Peel: Prime Minister, I should like to thank you and to thank the
Conference also for giving the members of the Indian Delegation the oppor-
tunity of bringing this question of the position and status of Indians in the
Dominions before you. I think you will all recognize that this subject is one
of very high Imperial importance, and I know that in approaching the subject
I speak in a general atmosphere of goodwill.

IMPORT.\NCE OF PROBLEM

Now, at the outset of the obscn'ations let me say that I wish to deal with
the broad outlines of the subject, because my colleague, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru,
has some definite suggestions to make when he follows me. I propose to deal
with this subject not so much as it affects any Dominion or any Colony, but in the
most general way. I want to show that if the unity and the strength of the Empire
are to be maintained and preserved it is really essential and imperative that we
should find a solution of this problem of the position of Indians in the Dominiona
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overseas. There have been, as the Conference knows, very great constitutional

changes quite recently in the position of the Government of India, and these

change? have brouglit into prominence wiiat was possibly latent before, but is

now clear, the existence of various parties with various opinions and policies.

But, however much these parties may be divided in their points of view on

general political subjects, on this one point there is complete unity of feeling.

For instance, there is no difTercnce as regards the strength of this feeling

between tlie party wliicli has been giving general support to the Government
in the Assembly, and the various sections of what I may call the non-co-operative

parties. When I speak of Indian opinion, I am not referring, as is often sug-

gested, to what is described as the opinion of the intelligentsia only, of a definite

intellectual class, but I am also stating the views of a great many who are not

really necessarily concerned with politics at all. Let me pass from them for a

moment. You have the opinions, we will say, of the Indian Princes, whose
views will be given expression to to-day by His Highness tlie Maharajah of

Alwar. You have other men like my other colleague. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru,

who, as we all know, was a member of the Viceroy's Executive Council, and
who holds a very high place in Indian public affairs. Therefore, you have this

singular picture, that politicians, differing widely on all other subjects, and men
of differing shades of thought, are generally united on this particular subject

You have staunch supporters of our rule in India combining on this subject

with the extreme types of politicians. You have business men and landowners
combining with men of a very different class and point of view.

FEELING IN INDI.A.

I certainly do not exaggerate when I say that this subject more than any
other, I think, is constantly impressed upon me both officially and personally

by the Government of India and by Lord Reading, the Viceroy. The Viceroy,

in his private letters, is constantly explaining and pressing upon me how
strongly the feeling of soreness and bitterness is growing on this subject, and
how, in many ways, the task of wisely governing India is made more difficult

by this intensity of feeling. Therefore, I want to place this first point bcfor:

the Conference—the remarkable unanimitj^ of feeling on the position of Indians
in the Dominions; but I do not think when you come to ask the cause that it is

ver\- far to seek.

The reason why there is such unity among our fellow subjects in India is

this, that they regard the disability under which their countrj'men labour in

other parts of the world as a brand of social inferiority. That is what cuts so
deep into the consciousness of the Indian. I am not necessarily, of course, asso-
ciating myself entirely with that view, because I know quite well that there
are other causes contributing, that there are questions of economic difficulty,

political questions with which this question must necessarily be linked. But
I have no doubt whatever that, in what I am saying now, I do voice the general
opinion of Indians.

This question of social status is a contributory cause in the history of
many social and political movements disguised under more resounding names.

India's service to the empire

Well, let me say a word about this ^eat country, feeling so strongly and
unitedly on the subject. First of all, look at its contribution to the Great War
No less than 1,400,000 men from India took their part in the service of the
Great War. Their contribution in money was well over £200,000,000. We all

remember the general enthusiasm from all parts of India, and how Princes and
others less distinguished all alike took part in the struggle of the Great War.
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HER NEW STATUS

And here, if I may say so, there are in^^talled at this very table representa-

tives of the Indian Delegation, showing that India is sitting here on equal terms

with the other Dominions in the great council chamber of the Empire. And,

again, at the League of Nations the representatives of India take their place

with the other States represented there and are able to contribute their voice

and their influence just as much as others to the deliberations of that Assembly.

HER INDUSTRI.\L POSITION

Moreover, and I do not think this is always recognized, India, though it

lias been for centuries, for thousands of years, a great agricultural State, is

now ambitious to become an industrial State; it has gone far along the road,

because it has been accepted by the League of Nations as one of the eight

greatest industrial States of the world.

India's new constitution

Now India, as the Conference knows, has recently received a new political

constitution, and that constitution, while giving the Indians far more power
than they had before in the administration of India, has also given them a great

outlet for the utterance of their national sentiments. Now what is the position

in India itself? In India itself tliere is a policy of co-operation. Britons and
Indians co-operate together in the Government of India; Britons and Indians
sit together on juries; they meet together in business; they are fellow-directors

in the great companies; they serve together on the Viceroy's Council; many of

them, of course, are Ministers in the great provinces, and those Ministers com-
mand the assistance of members of the all-India Services whether British or
Indian. Now, what must be the contrast in the minds of these men when they
look abroad and see what their standard or status is in the States of the Empire.
The members of this Conference, \nth their great experience of the cumulative
effect of these institutions and the position which India now occupies here and
in the League of Nations, will realize how much all these changes have contri-
buted towards the growing self-consciousness and sense of dignity of India.

India's feeling for the empire

Now I want to say this, and in the most plain way that I can; if I thought,
and if my colleagues thought, that this desire for equality of treatment was
inspired in any sense by a desire not to be part of, or to take part in, this great
Enapirc, neither I nor my colleagues would be pleading the cause at this table.
It is, indeed, the desire and it is the ambition of Indians—I will exclude the
negligible class of extremists, who can be found I suppose in any country— it is

their intent and ambition to share in the splendours, the glories, and the tradi-
tions of the British Empire.

They believe, moreover, that they can bring tiieir own contribution, of
thouglit, culture and loyalty, to tiiis great combine. There are those who
suggest that these disabilities under which Indians labour in some parts
of tiic Empire are of little importance, that they do not interfere with their
liberty, and that the denial of the vote does not ver\- much matter one way
or the other. Now, these views are, as one knows, the common form of objec-
tions put forward, either here or in any countn.-, to franchise extt'nsions and
franchise grants. But, though the question has importance from the purely
material point of view, I should be verj- ill discharging my duty to this Confer-
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ence if I were to represent this matter as one to be regarded merely from the
practical point of view. It is very largely with tlie Indians a matter of national
sentiment and feeling, and it is with this feeling that we have to reckon.

IMI>ORT.\NCE OF INDI.\ TO THE EMPIHE

Now. in all situations of Imperial activity, in matters of Imperial defence,

matters of Imperial trade, Imperial communications or the development of

Imperial resources, in all these India plays a most prominent part, and, as we
have granted to India a large measure of representative institutions, it is quite

clear that in dealing with these large matters we cannot disregard the opinions

of tlie represent ati\"e bodies which we have set up. And, supposing they were
disregarded, how. after all. are you going to expect India to co-operate whole-

heartedly in the great work of consolidating the Empire, and how, without this

co-operation, can the Empire attain its full measure of strength? We know, too,

that economic policy is very often influenced by political considerations; and
I feel tliat hntii on tiie political and the economic side the t;isk of governing
India may he greatly increased, and that there will be. unless we settle this

question, no real unity in the Empire, not merely on the material side—on which
I am not laying so much stress to-day—but on what is so vastly more important,

the moral side.

SCOPE OF PROBLEM

Moreover, the scope of this problem as regards many of the Dominions is

not really ver>' great. For the moment I am excluding^ from that general

proposition South Africa, where I know a great many currents and cross-

currents of opinion complicate the issue; but as regards Australia, and as

regards New Zealand, where much has been done, and as regards Canada, the

nmnbers that we have to deal with are very small—about 2,000 in Australia,

in all that vast country', about 600 in New Zealand, and about 1.200 in Canada,
of whom, I think, rather more than 1.100 are in the Province of British Columbia.

RESOLUTION OF 1921 CONFERENCE

I want to reaffirm what was stated at the Conference in 1921* as to the

complete acceptance by the Government of India and Indian opinion of the

right of the great Dominions to determine the composition of their own com-
munity. May I read the words of that resolution? They are as follow-s:—

" The Conference, while reaffirming the resolution of the Imperial

War Conference of 1918 that each community of the British Common-
wealth should enjoy complete control of the composition of its own
population by means of restriction on immigration from any of the

other communities, recognizes that there is an incongruity between
the position of India as an equal member of the British Empire and
the existence of disabilities upon British Indians lawfully domiciled in

some other parts of the Empire."

Therefore, that principle is laid down quite clearly, and consequently there need
be no anxiety on the part of any of the Dominions that there is any desire on
the part of Indian feeling to go back on that decision. Thus, in pressing this

matter upon the generous consideration of the Dominions, I feel that, vast as

are the implications of the problem, the solution of the practical question is

perhaps not so difficult as it appears. Well, justice and expediency are often

See page 8 of Cmd. 1474.
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divided. Sometimes they apj)ro;u'h each otlier, and when, as I tliink in this

case, they combine and arc merged in one another, the appeal is surely irresist-

ible, and I am going to ask tiiis Conference if the time has not come when tliese

disabilities should be specifically removed.

INDIAN government's DUTY OF S.\FEGUARDING INDI.\^- NATION.\LS OVERSEAS

I want to add this point, about the interest—possibly some may think the
unnecessary interest—which the Government and tiie Indian people take in

the position of Indians in the great Dominions. Now, so long as to any extent
Indians in the Dominions may be regarded as a foreign body in tiie great body
politic of those Dominions, so long is the Government bound to take an int<?rest

in their fate and to assure themselves as to the manner in wiiich they are
treated. But once they are al>sorbed they cease to be a foreign body; once
they are absorbed into the great corporation, as it were, of the Dominions, then
the interest of tiie Indian (iovernment, of course, will cease; and there is

nothing that anybody connected with it, there is nothing the Secretary of State
for India, dislikes more than interfering or appearing to interfere with the

domestic affairs of the great Dominions. Now, I am not insensible, of course,

of the grave difficulties which stand in the way. I know how very difficult it is

to bring iiome always to local opinion that local views and opinions are not
necessarily coincident with the wider interests of the Empire, and I know quite
well that those who are listening to me as representative of the Dominions

—

whatever they may or maj- not have done—desire that a solution of this ques-
tion should be found, and I do most earnestly plead that, when later in this

Conference they take into consideration tiie practical measures whicii they may
adopt for tiic solution of this question, they will bear in mind the intense feeling

tliat has been aroused on tiiis subject in Intlia, and will bring home to their own
people that in the highest interest of the Empire the aspirations of India should
be respected.

DIFFICULTIES OF PROBLEM

I know that there are great difficulties. The Prime Minister, in his open-
ing address, spoke of the contacts of civilization. There are contacts, of course,

here of more than one civilization and you have peoples differing in

tradition and social habits, fashioned in the course of centuries—thousands
of years, I may say—fashioned liy differences of national surroundings, by differ-

ences of secular and religious thought. We have to deal—and we should never
forget when dealing with India that we have to deal—with ancient races full

of the pride of race; we have to deal—with ancient religions full of the pride

of religion. That is, of course, one of the great differences we have to remember
in dealing with the position of India as compared with countries further west.

There are, for instance, 70 millions of Moslems in India—70 millions in India;

but in communion with them through religious ties and rites there is a vastly

greater body— iiundreds of millions of Moslems—stretcliing in a great belt from
the Gulf of Malaya right across to West Africa—hundreds of millions of

Moslems, who, in their hour of worship, all turn their faces to Mecca.

INDIAN CULTURE iVND TR.\DITIONS

We have the pride of the Hindoos in their own histon.% in their recollections

of the past; they look back to, shall we say, the Mauryan Empire, the memories
of Chandra Gupta and of his famous grandson King Asoka. Their memories
stretch to an even earlier time when, scarcely noticed by history, their Ar>-an

ancestors were moving down from the North-AVest Frontier, the traditional

path for the invasion of India, along the plains of the Five Rivers now called
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the Punjab; tliey look back to dim far off times, to a date k)ng before the Jutes

and Angles and Saxons and Norsemen, the original elements of which our race

is composed, landed on these shores; when Rome itself was a mere village, before

the Roman legions garrisoned the Great Wall which used to run from sea to sea

in the North of Britain; a period even before the Druids reared the gigantic

monoliths of Stonehcnge.

I press this subject on the Conference, and I hope, with the consent of the

Prime Minister, that they will listen to Sir Tcj while he deals with the subject

in more detail.

STATEMENT BY SIR TEJ BAII.ADUR SAPRU

Sir Tej Bah.^diti Saprv: Prime Minister, let me at once say how deeply
grateful I feel to you and to His Majesty's Government, and may I thank you
and His Majesty's Government and the various Prime Ministers for giving me
this opportunity of a free and full discussion of the question in which India

is to-day so vitally interested. I fear I may take some time, but I shall crave

your indulgence for more reasons than one; the most important of those reasons

is the importance of the subject. I am glad that His Majesty's Government
have decided to set apart a special day for this subject. That being so, am I

not entitled to draw from it the inference that His Majesty's Government do
really recognize the importance of this question? When it is known in my
country that His Majesty's Goverimicnt recognize the importance of this subject,

and that that recognition is shared by the various Dominion Prime Ministers,

that fact alone will inspire them with some hope.

Before I proceed further, may I also express my deep gratitude to Lord
Peel for the assistance he has given me in helping to bring this subject up before

the Conference, and for tlic speech whicli he has delivered to-day, which has
filled me with gratification, and which I have no doubt, when it comes to be
known to my countn,-men, will fill them also with gratification. He has identi-

fied himself to-day completely and unreser\-edly with every sentiment of our
national honour. That is what I appreciate more than the moving eloquence
with which he delivered his great speech this morning.

I may well produce in some quarters the impression of being a fighter. T

do not object to criticism of that kinrl. Really and truly, I am fighting the

cause of my countrA-, and the Premiers of the various Dominions, who have in

their daj- fought the cause of their countrj', will not object if I fight the cause

of mine. But I do fight, let me tell you frankly, as a subject of King George,

and I fight for a place in his household and I will not be content with a place

in his stables.

unanimity of INDIAN FEELING ON QL'ESTION

Prime Minister, let me tell you that the problem of Indians overseas is

of vital importance not only to India, but to the whole of the Empire. What-
ever may be our position in regard to self-government, howsoever distant we may
be from that cherished dream of ours, let me tell you that, so far as this question

of Indians overseas is concerned, we stand solid and united. We have our own
domestic quarrels; we have moderates and extremists; we have non-co-opera-
tors; and we have Hindus and Mahomedans. But so far as this question is con-

cerned, let me tell you with all the sincerity that I am capable of that we stand

absolutely united. Do not be misguided by what appears in certain papers here

which attempt to show that there is no feeling on this question. We attach far

more importance to the honour of our nationals in other part^ of the Empire
than probably you realize.
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QL-ESTION OF " IZZAT "

We express that feeling in the varnacular of our own country by a com-

prehensive and delicate phrase, which I have no douljt will readily be under-

stood by Lord Curzon and His Highness the Maharajah—that phrase is " Izzat."

There is not a man either among the Princes or among the humblest subjects of

His Majesty who does not attach great importance to that question of " Izzat."

When " Izzat " (which means honour) is at stake, we prefer death to anything

else. That is our sentiment, and it is in that light that I present my case to you.

India's position in the empire

Do not forget that my country, India, is the one country which makes the

British Empire truly Imperial. I take pride in that. I do not indulge in the

slightest degree in reflection upon the dignity or honour or position of any one

of the Dominions, but I do claim that it is my country which makes the British

Empire truly Imperial. One-fifth of the human race, with a far more ancient

civilization than your owri, to which eloquent reference has been made by Loixl

Peel, joins with you in acknowledging the suzerainty of our common Throne.

That allegiance \vith us is a real living thing. Shake that allegiance, and you
shake the foundations of the entire fabric, with consequences which it is difficult

to overestimate.

function of the conference

Might I explain to you here the considerations which will guide me in pre-

senting my case to you? In my humble judgment, the one function of this

Conference—the highest advisory body of the Empire— is to bring about a good

understanding between the various units that constitute the British Common-
wealth, to strengthen the ties which unite, or ought to unite, the different units

of the Empire with their different outlook and their difTcrcnt religions. If this

Conference fails to achieve that end, then let me say it fails to justify its exist-

ence in the eyes of the Empire. But to achieve that end, it seems to me that

it is absolutely necessary that we should open out our mmds to each other with

entire frankness. Any mental reservation on an occasion like this, and round

this table, would, in my humble judgment, amount to nothing short of treason

against the King and treason against the Empire. It is in that spirit of frank-

ness, in that spirit of candour, that I will venture to present to you my case,

and, even though I may use now and again expressions to indicate the strength

of my feeling and the feeling of my countrymen, I beg of tiie Dominion Prime

Ministers not to misunderstand my spirit.

INDIAN sentiment ON PROBLEM NOT CONFINED TO INTELLECTU.VLS

Let me tell you at once that the feeling on this question in India is deep-

seated and widespread. Let me also remove a verj* wrong impression, and I

am glad that Lord Peel has referred to this question for I desire to reinforce

his arguments as an Indian. Twenty-seven years I have been in public life;

thirteen years I have been connected with the legislative Councils, and I have

sat in the Viceroy's Cabinet. I have never witnessed before what is happening

in India to-day. Five years ago it may have been possible for you to say that

a wide gulf divided the masses from the classes. Let me now give you this

warning. The classes lead the mas.«es as never before. India has rapidly

changed, and that is tiie outstanding feature of the situation there. Tiie intel-

lectuals, or, if you like to call them, agitators, have gained ascendancy over the

masses. \A'hat the intellectuals think to-dav the masses will think to-morrow.
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This question now before uj;, let nic tell you, affects directly the masses, for it

-,<« from the masses mainly that most of our population has gone to the

Dominions. I belong to a province which has supplied a considerable number of

men to the various Dominions, and I know their feelings. You may condemn

the agitators, you may coiulcmn the intellectual classes; I will not quarrel with

that, but remember they have got power now with the masses.

INFLUENCE OF VERN.\CL.\R PRESS

Do not forget the growing and increasing influence of the vernacular press.

I do not justify or vindicate its attitude in every respect. I will, however, state

the facts. It now penetrates into the innermost recesses of our villages, and

every village has got a reader who reads for the illiterate people the vernacular

newspapers. I have been reading extracts from the vernacular press of my
own country, and, while I do deprecate the wild language in whicli it has

indulged, let me tell you frankly that it is seething with indignation over this

question, and that it is affecting the whole outlook of my countrymen in the

villages.

SERIOUSNESS OF SITUATION

Any inequality of Indian nationals enters like iron into our souls. For
Heaven's sake, whether you find a solution or whether you do not find a solu-

tion, do not dismiss this statement of mine as mere sentimental nonsense. It

is an absolute fact, and I am here to interpret to you the present position of

my countrymen in regard to this question; it cuts to the quick our national

pride and our new consciousness. It permeates and sour.s our whole outlook in

regard to Imperial relationship. It derives impetus from the natural inclina-

tion to take pride in being a member of the biggest Commonwealth that the

world knows to-day. It makes the task of the Government of India, of which
I had the honour of being a member until a few months ago, infinitely more
difficult in dealing with their domestic problems than you realize. Here I must
reinforce the arguments of Lord Peel. This feeling runs right through our

national life.

FEELING OVER KENYA QUESTION

Let me at once tell you that I am not willing to enter at length into the

merits of the Kenya decision, but my countrymen expect me, and my Govern-
ment expects me, and I am bound by all considerations of honour and duty, to

put you in full possession of the sentiments of my countrymen and of my Gov-
ernment in regard to your decision. They have received that decision with the

utmost i)ossible dismay. I know the official view is that in certain respects our

position in Kenya has been improved. That is not a view we share. Wc judge

you by a standard which is admittedly very high. We were not fighting for

little things; we were fighting for a big principle. I know and I feel, and my
countrj-men feel, and my Government feels, that a serious blunder has been

made. I know also that British statesmansliip is wise, and whenever a tiling

goes wrong it begins to think, and I honestly believe that it will soon recognize

the mistake which it has made. Let me tell you, on behalf of my countrymen,
that neither my country nor the Government which I have the honour to represent

will accept this decision as final. Indeed, there is nothing final in politics, and
I want His Majesty's Government to recognize that position and to indicate, if

possible, that they do look upon that question in the light in which I have just

presented it. May I conclude this portion of my speech by assuriiig tlie Con-
ference that while on domestic questions of Indian politics we, like most of you.

have our differences of parties, groups and interests, yet, upon this question
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which concerns the honour of our nationals in Kenya, and the honour of our

nationals overseas, there is no difference between us, from the Viceroy down-
wards?

VIEWS OF THE GO\TaiNMENT OF INDI\

May I remind you of what the distinguished and eminent statesman, w-ith

whom I had the privilege of working in close co-operation for two years, and to

whom I hope my countrymen and his countrymen will do justice some day, said

on a critical occasion to the legislative Assembly when the announcement of

the Kenya decision was published in India? I will quote from his speech.
" The news of the decision regarding Kenya," said Lord Reading, " came

to me and my Government no less than to you as a great and severe disappoints

ment; for India had made the cause of Indians in Kenya her own. As His
Majesty's Government has stated, this decision conflicts on material points with

the strongly expressed views of my Government as laid before the Cabinet by
the Secretary of State for India." That is the opinion of the Viceroy.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF NON-OFFICI.\L FEELING

May I crave your indulgence just for two minutes to read out to you a few
typical telegrams which I have received during the last few days, some of them
from absolutely unexpected quarters. They have come to me from representa-

tive bodies of all shades of opinion. Mr. Sastri, who has been so frequently,

during the last few years, connected with this matter, sends me a telegram
supporting the proposals, not without misgivings, which I am going to put before

you at present. Now, the Swaraj Party, to which I do not belong, and which
does not see eye to eye with me, and from which I should never have expect-ed

to receive support, sends this telegram from Poona, through its Secretary and
leader, M. Kilkar: " Maharashtra Swarajya Party offers you full support any
strong action you take to get redress Kenya wrong." Let me tell you again
that most of the telegrams come from unexpected quarters.

tINEXPECTED TESTIMONY

Well, here is a most remarkable telegram from a gentleman with whom
I worked in full co-operation until five years ago, but from whom I separated
when difTercnccs arose. Pandit Madan Mohon Malaviya now belongs to the
non-co-operation Party, and three days ago. if you would have asked me, I

should never have said that I would receive a telegram like this from that
gentleman. It is from a man with forty years solid work behind him, and this

is his telegram. It is sent to mc from Simla.

" Indians all shades public opinion at one with you in demanding
equality status with fellow subjects throughout British Empire.
If representatives other parts not prepared give practical support this

elementary right Indians as citizens Empire, participation Indians
Imperial Conference becomes mockery, deep national humiliation, and
trust botli you and Maharajah of Alwar will withdraw."

I have received two telegrams from Mrs. Besant, giving support to me on
her own behalf and on behalf of her entire Party. Let me tell you that while I

am her friend I do not belong to her Party.

TELEGR.WI FROM GO\'ERNMENT OF INDU

Lastly, may I give to you the telegram which was handed over to me the

day before yesterday, which has come to me from the Government of India.

It says: "We understand from Reuters that Conference will discuss overseas
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questions probably on 24th. Tlic resolution passed recently by a majority of
the Bombay Corporation to boycott Empire goods, where possible, as a protest
again.-t tlu' Kenya decision, and a resolution on the same lines of the Poona public
meeting, furtiicr indicate the importance attached to ecjuality of status overseas,
and we sincerely hope that the proceedings of the Conference will restore confi-

dence and good feeling. As regards ' C ' Mandates, we trust that the atmosphere
will permit you to secure a favourable solution, otherwise India's right to

revision of tiic policy nmst be reserved. Sapru's proposal in letter to Sir Nara-
simlia Sarnia to reserve the rigiit to challenge policy when India's interests are
affected, though substantially the same as ours, is less elastic. We earnestly
hope that you have secured Smuts' agreement to abandon or modify the segrega-
tion policy as suggested in our despatch. We attach verj- great importance to

it. We hope also that the Dominions and the Colonial Office will consent to the
appointment of Agents to assist them and us in this difficult cjuestion as sug-
gested in our memorandum. Please senfl copy of the telegram to Sapru."

I will not take up your time further. I have tried only to reinforce the
argument which Lord Peel put forward by showing how the diflerent classes of
our people are agreed on this question.

PRESENT POSITION OF IXDI.^N.S OVER.SE.\S

Having explained the depth and implication of Indian feeling, I will now
proceed to explain the circumstances in various parts of the world by which this

feeling is at present aggrawited. I have been studying such official papers as
are available to me. and, for the sake of convenience and to save your time, I

propose to read out to you a very brief summary of the position. There are
about H million Indians now settled in other parts of the Empire, and in many
parts they are subjected, as Indians, and quite irrespective of how well they
shape up to local franchise standards, to grave political and even economic
disabilities.

NEW ZE.\LAND

Let me start my brief survey of these grievances by paying a tribute to the
Government of New Zealand, which is represented by my distinguished friend

over there. That Cioverninent, in its own territory- at least, treats Indians on a
footing of equality with all other inhabitants of the countr\-. .And my country-

men can live there among the New Zealanders as fellow-citizens in honour.

.\l.STR.\LI.\

In Australia also the disabilities which Indians suffer are comparatively
small. We hope that before long legislation will be passed to enable them to

exercise the Dominion franchise, and to remove the disqualification they at

present suffer in regard to invalid and old-age pensions. In certain provinces
also th.ere are minor disabilities which I hope it will not be hard to remove. In
Queensland they have no State franchise; and they have to undergo a dictation

test for employment in the sugar and dairy industries, which is apt to operate
prejudicially. In Western Australia also they have no State franchise; while in

Southern Australia they are disqualified for leases under the Irrigation Act. Let
me tell you plainly that, if I have failed in this statement to convince Mr.
Bruce, I hope he will at least extend to me the hand of fellowship on this

question; I am willing to co-operate with him to devise methods for a solution

of these difficulties.

37-5
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CANADA

In Canada, of which ^Mr. Mackenzie King is the distinguished Prime Min-

ister, there is a small population—I hope he will correct me if I am wrong—of

not more than 6,000.

Mr. M.\CKENZiE King: Over 1,200.

Sir Tej Bahadur S.aprv: Thank you very much. In British Columbia there

is no Dominion, Provincial or Mmiicipal franchise.

SOUTH AI'UICA

Now I come to the most difficult part of my task. I come to South Africa.

In South Africa the problem is most serious. Here there are 161,000 Indians,

of which all but a few thousands, mainly resident in Cape Colony, have no poll-
.

tical franchise. In Natal, besides this, they fear to lose the municipal franchise.

In the Transvaal there is no franchise of any kind. Nor is it only of political

subjection that my countrymen complain. They also suffer under severe econ-

omic handicaps. In Natal they are restrained from acquirinc town lands in

townships. In the Transvaal they arc prohibited, either as individuals or as

companies, from acquiring land; and in the Gold Area they may not occupy

land. To make their lot more miserable, the laws governing the grant and

regulation of traders' licenses are administered in a manner which strikes directly

at their own interests. Moreover, the Union Government, of which my friend.

General Smuts, is the head, is even now contemplating legislation which will

provide for the compulsory segregation of Indians in urban areas by restrictions

on the ownership and occupation of land.

REFERENCES TO PREVIOUS STATEMENTS BY GENER.\L SMUTS AND .MR. BURTON

May I be permitted, at this stage, to invite the attention of the Conference

to a curious discrepancy between this very serious state of affairs and the senti-

ments enunciated in 1917. I believe in this very hall? General Smuts then said,*

and I quote his very words:

—

"Once the white community in Soutii Africa were rid of the fear that

they were going to be flooded l3y unlimited immigration from India " (a

fear removed once and for all by India's acceptance of the Reciprocity

Resolution of 1917) " all the other questions would be considered sub-

sidiary and would become easily and perfectly soluble."

May I also remind you of what Mr. Burton saidf on a former occasion at

the Imperial Conference, and I attach considerable importance to the testimony

he has given as to the character of ray countrymen in South Africa? Mr. Burton

said: "As far as we are concerned, it is only fair to say, and it is the truth, that

we have found that the Indians in our midst in Soutii Africa, who form in some
parts a very substantial portion of the population, are good, law-abiding, quiet

citizens, and it is our duty to see, as he {i.e., Sir S. P. Sinha) expressed it, that

they arc treated as hiunan beings, with feelings like our own and in a proper

manner."

COLONIES. BRITISH GUIANA

From the self-governing Dominions I shall pass on to the Colonies and

very briefly allude to our position there. In British Guiana I gladly acknow-

ledge that our Indian population can live on terms of honour and equality

of treatment. Their grievances are comparatively very much fewer.

*See page 119 of Cd. 8566.

tSce page 199 of Cd. 9177.
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In Fiji my countrymen demand more adequate representation, based on

a satisfactory francliisc, in tlic legislative bodies; they also as!; for (he settle-

ment of a minimum wage based on the cost of living; they ask for the removal
of the poll tax, which presses very hardly upon them. They ask further that

land should be given to them for settlement. They ask, and I have received a

cable from an important quarter, that if these grievances are not removed
they should be repatriated.

KENYA

In Kenya the Indians desire a common roll instead of coininaiid franchise.

They protest against the administrative veto, which prevents them acquiring

land from willing European sellers in the highlands; and they fear that the
immigration restrictions may be employed in such a way as to prejudice the

development of the colony by Indians.

UGANDA AND TANGANYIKA

In Uganda tiie Indians are pressing for representation by two nominated
members of the Legislative Council; and in Tanganyika, which my country-

men helped to win for the Empire, they have certain grievances which, I

understand, are at present under the consideration of the Colonial Office, such
as Profits Tax, peddlers' licences and the trade licences, and may I express

a fervent hope that the Colonial OfTice will give most sympathetic considera-

tion to those grievances before they arrive at any decision?

Thus, wherever we may turn, we see circumstances in the local status of

Indians which are not to be reconciled with India's national aspirations or

with the position which she will obtain as the result of the declared policy

of His Majesty's Government—a position which I hope to achieve much
sooner than some people realize.

" C " MANDATES

At this stage I will slightly digress from my argument and refer to the
" C " Mandates in a very few words- In regard to the administration of what
I will call the " C " Mandated Territories which have been committed to the
charge of certain Dominions, I desire to say that my countrymen cannot
acquiesce in any position which, does or may in the future make their status

inferior to what it was when those territories were administered by Germany.
I have already read to you the views of the Government of India in the tele-

gram. The matter is at present not of very great practical importance as the
number of my countrymen is very small; but I must in fairness enter a caveat
against any action which may in future turn to oin- disadvantage. May I also

in this connection remind you of the provisions of Article 22 of the League of

Nations? I will only quote the material portions. After referring to Central
African and other peoples, it lays down the Mandatory Power, besides certain

otlier duties, shall " secure equal opportunities for the trade and commerce
of other Members of the League." I take my stand on that.

RESOLUTION OF 1921 CONFERENCE

Having thus reviewed the position in the self-governing Dominions and
the Colonics according to the information available to me— and I shall not
object to any Member of this Conference correcting me if I am wrong in any
detail—let me tell you what the position was that was taken by this Confer-
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ence in 1921." Lord Peel read out to us a portion of that Resolution, but I pro-
pose to read out to you the whole of that Resolution; that Resolution runs as
follows:

—

" The Conference, while rea(firiuin<: the Resoluion of tiie Imperial
War Confcrenee of 1918 tiiat eaeh rominunity of the British Common-
wealth should enjoy complete control of the composition of its own
population by means of restriction on inmiigraiion from ; iiv of the other
communities, recognizes that there is an incongruity between the posi-
tion of India as an equal member of the British Empire and the e.xi.^t-

ence of disabilities upon British Indians lawfully domiciled in some
other parts of the Empire. The Conference accordingly is of the opinion
that in the interests of the solidarity of the British "Commonwealth it

is desirable that the rights of such Indians to citizenship should be
recognized.

'• The representatives of South Africa regret their inability to accept
this Resolution in view of the exceptional circumstances of the greater
part of the Union.

" The representatives of India, while expressing their appreciation
of the acceptance of the Resolution recorded above, feel hound to place
on record their profound concern at the position of Indians in South
Africa, and their hope that by negotiation between the Governments
of India and of South Africa some way can be found, as soon as may be.

to reach a more satisfactory position."

IMMIGRATIOX QUESTION DOES NOT .ARISE

You will thus see that the resolution divides itself clearly into three parts.

I will take up the first part which deals with the question of immigration.

It gives each Dominion the fullest and the freest right to regulate the character

and the composition of its own population. I am bound by that. You are

bound by it, but just as I am bound by it you are also bound in honour by
the second part of the resolution, which really is the most vital part with which

I have got to deal, except, of course, that portion which relates to South Africa.

But before I proceed further let me make one point clear. Let there be no mis-

gi\ing about the question of immigration. There is a growing sentiment in my
countr}' that we should not send our nationals outside anywhere, and I may
perhaps make a confession, with the permission of the Prime Minister and the

Secretary of State, regarding my attitude when I was a member of the Govern-

ment of India. I helped to draft the Immigration Act, and I was the President

of the Committee which sat to consider it. I was probably the strongest expon-

ent of the view that there should be no immigration from India outside on any
conditions whatsoever. We do not want our nation outside India to appear as

a nation of coolies. We have had enough of that. There is plenty of scope for

the conservation of the energy of my countrymen in my own country. AVe

want tliem to rise to the full height of their stature in our own countrj-. The
Dominions therefore need have no fear on that account.

NECESSITY OF IMPLEMENTIXG RESOLVTION

I have just said that, as I felt bound in honour by the first part of the reso-

lution, I consider, and I hope that I am not demanding anything extravagant
from you, that you are also in honour bound by the second part of the resolu-

tion. I will be absolutely frank. I will exclude South Africa, because South

See page 8 of Cmd. 1474.
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Africa stood out. I makf nu appeal to Soutli Africa on the basis of the second

part of the resolution, but I will ask the other Dominion Prime Ministers what

my countrymen, and what my Government, are asking in India, namely, what
steps have been taken, or are proposed to be taken, to lionour this three-year-old

agreement? While every reasonable man must make allowances for practical

dillicultics in the implementing of that resolution, while I recognize the difiicul-

ties arising from local circumstances and prejudices, from the slow changes of

public opinion, and from the exigencies of party politics, yet, 1 must tell you,

the question, to us, is one of vital importance, and in fairness to my countrj'

I must say that she finds herself absolutely unable to acquiesce in the present

position. I have, therefore, come to you in the name of my Government, and

in the name of the many millions of my countrymen, to make an earnest appeal,

a sincere appeal, to join hands with me in devising some methods such as your

statesmanship will enable you to do, methods intended to gi\-e effect to the

principle of equality embodied in that rcsolutitm, the resolution of 1921. Do
not for a moment think that I fail to recognize your difficulties. I have held

office, and I know the difficult position of responsible Alinisters. 1 am not

blind to those difficulties, but pray let me ask you also to realize our national

difficulties and my difficulties.

PROBLEM MU.ST BE FACED IN A SPIRIT OF CO-OPER.\TION

I invite you to face with me in the broadest spirit of statesmanship this

vital problem that Lord Peel and I have had the honour of placing before you
this morning, and I chum your co-operation in devising methods of solving this

problem. After a long and careful consideration I have come to the conclusion

that I must place certain definite constructive suggestions for your considera-

tion. If you, on your side can make better suggestions to me, if you can offer

any better alternatives to me, take it from me that you will not find anyone more
ready than myself to accept them. I earnestly suggest that what the occasion

demands is a united effort if we are to find a solution of this difficult problem,

a problem which threatens at no distant date to acciuire almost the character

of a problem of foreign policy. I appeal to the Dominion Governments and

to His Majesty's Government to take a united course.

A CONSTRUCTIVE PROPOSAL.

I will now tell you what my resolution or proposal is. I have reduced it

to writing, and with, your permission I will read it. My resolution is: Let the

Dominion Governments, who have an Indian population, let His Majesty's

Government in areas under their direct control, such as Kenya, Uganda, Fiji,

and other places where there are Indians resident, appoint committees to confer

with a committee, which the Ciovernment of India will send from India, in

exploring t!ie avenues how best and how soonest the principle of equality

implicit in the 1921 resolution may be implemented. And, lest the course of

the enquiry be prejudiced, I will couple with my proposal the request that any
anti-Indian legislation which may be i^cnding should be stayed until the report,

of these joint committees is available. That is my resolution. At once I propose

to remove any misapprehension which may be lurkinc in the minds of anyone
who has listened to me. I flo not want a Central Committee. Let me tell you.

I want a Committee appointed by each Dominion within its own borders, and I

want the Committ.ee appointed by each Dominion to confer with the Committee
which will be appointed by the Government of India, and which will go to each

Dominion. That is my appeal to the Dominions, except, of course, to South
Africa, under the resoluticm of 1921. I make the same earnest appeal to His
Majesty's Government, and especially to His Grace the Duke of Devonshire
and the Colonial Office, in so far as the resolution relates to the Colonies.
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ITS ADVANTAGES

I will, in a few words, tell you what, in my humble judgment, are the

advantages to be gained from my resolution. In the first place, you gain time,

and that will enable us to calm the angrj- passions that have arisen in India on
this question. In the second place, India will be undoubtedly in a more hopeful

frame of mind, and we all of us can bring all the more forces available to us

to bear upon the solution of this problem. In the third place, my resolution

absolutely safeguards your independence, I mean the independence of the

Dominions. It places the initiative in your hands, and let me tell you, it is not

merely because I am anxious that the Dominion.s sliould have that independence
that I have provided that safeguard, but also because of a lurking feeling of

self-interest in my mind. You have received a rich inheritance of independence,

freedom and self-government in your territories. I am still aspiring to it. I

hope my aspirations will be realized very snon, and then, like you, I shall be
jealous of any outside authority imposing its will upon me in mj- affairs. It is

for that reason that I am anxious that the Dominions themselves should take
the initiative in regard to this Committee which I have suggested and to the
Committee which we propose to send out from India to confer with you in

your countries. I think, and I lionestly believe, if the problem is explored on
those lines it will be found that it does not in the end prove to be insoluble.

SOUTH .VFKICA. ADDRESS TO GENERAL SMUTS

I now turn perhaps to the most difficult part of my work, .nnd that is my
address to General Smuts. I frankly recognize that I caimot address him on the

basis of the resolution of 1921. He was no party to it. But I address him on
three specific grounds: first of all, as a humanitarian; secondly, as an Imperial
statesman; thirdly, as the Prime Minister of South Africa.

AS A HUMAXIT.ARIAN

As a humanitarian I say he eannnt absolve himself of the moral duty which
rests on his shoulders of elevating the status of my countn'men within his

Dominion. Let it be granted that their standard is low; it make? his task all

the more imperative and urgent that he should help tliem in raising that

standard. My countrymen, and I wish to say it emphatically, are as much
strangers in South Africa as Englishmen or as General Smuts. The assistance

of my countrymen, like the assistance of General Smuts and others, has helped

in building up the prosperity of South Africa; and let him not forget my
eountrj'men now when it lies in his power to raise their standard. He cannot
permanently relegate th.em to a position of inferiority; for therein lies a menace
not to his country or to mine, but to the Empire.

.\S AN IMPF.RI.U. STATESMAN

I appeal to him next a^ an Imperial statesman. Ever since the days of

the Armistice, what is it that General Smuts has stood up for? He has stood

up for peace, peace to all the world; and lie has stood as the protector of

minorities. He has acquired a unique position as an Imperial statesman. It

has given him world-wide fame. What is it that we have observed during the

last three weeks of the sitting of this Conference? General Smuts has been

trying to devise means to bring peace to a distracted world. Is he going to

exclude from that happy mission of his, his country and mine? For let me tell

you that there shall be no peace unless he includes his country and my country

within the ambit of his big proposals. I do not address him on the basis of
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the resolution of 1921; I do not wish to interfere witii his very natural desire

to be consistent. I appeal to him independently of that resolution, and I say
to him: " Will you not join hand.s with me, as I have appealed to the other
Dominion Prime Ministers,, in devising methods for the solution of this problem
now and for all time?" 1 do not indulge in any threat; that is not in my line;

and I hope tleneral Smuts will not misunderstand me. However powerful he
may be in South* Africa, and however weak we may be in India, you cannot
relegate my countr>-men for all time in King George's Empire to a position

of inferiority.

AS PRIME MINISTER OF THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA

I will now address General Smuts as the Prime Minister of South Africa.

Does he fully realize the implication of his present policy? I doubt whether
he does. Will he not be aggravating the trouble not merely in South Africa, but
throughout the world, by putting the white people on one side and the coloured
races on the other side? I tell him frankly that if the Indian problem in South
Africa is allowed to fester much longer it will pass, as I said just now, beyond
the bounds of a domestic issue and will become a question of foreign policy of

such gravity that upon it the unity of the Empire may founder irretrievably.

I therefore earnestly trust that he will not refuse to co-operate with me in

attempting to discover a solution, and I also hope that, in view of the present
seriousness of a situation to which my Government and my people have referred

more often than I can repeat here, he will agree to the appointment of a
Diplomatic Agent to be sent by the Government of India to South Africa, who
will protect our nationals there, who will act as an intermediary between them
and the South African Government and who will put our Government in full

possession of the facts relating to our nationals.

PROPOSALS CONT.AINED IN GENERAL SMLTS' MEMORANDUM

I will very briefly make a reference to the proposals which General Smuts
has been good enough to circulate in a memorandum* among the members of
this Conference. I have read them with very great care and with all the
attention and weight to which a memorandum of General Smuts is entitled. Let
me tell him, and let me tell you all. that it is a document of remarkable subtlety,

such subtlety as I have always been accustomed to associate with the name of

General Smut,«. In the first place, General Smuts takes exception to what Mr.
Sastri has been saying or doing. I do not hold a brief for Mr. Sastri. He has
been an intimate friend of mine and a fellow-worker in public life during the

last twenty years. If the only objection General Smuts has got to find with
him, and if the only crime t« be attributed to him, is that he has in the
Dominions frankly and freely pleaded for the equality of his countrj'men, then

let me tell General Smuts that he is indicating not merely Mr. Sastri, bu 320
million of my countrymen. We all plead guilty to that charge.

IMPLICATIONS OF MEMORANDUM

I wdl refer no more to the personal issue, but I will ask you first of all

to consider the implications of that important memorandum. General Smuts
compares the British Commonwealth to the League of Nations, but I say
emphatically that analogy may hold good up to a certain point, but after that
breaks down. The League of Nations has no common Sovereign. The British

Commonwealth has a common Sovereign, and we are united to him by our

*See page 138.
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allegiance to liim. But if the British Conimonwcaltli is to be eompare<i with

tiic LcaRUc of Nations, you cannot stop short of the full cxt-ent to which that

analogy must be applied. Wiiat it it tiiat the League of Nations has been created

for? it has been created, as 1 understand it, to settle disputes between the

various (lovnrnments by conference, by consultation, and will do so unless they

refuse to come to that conference and that consultation. But it is just this

consultation and conference which General Smut*, as I under.^tand, is refusing.

What is it that a resolution like his comes to? It asks the Dominion Prime
Ministers, who took part in the Conference of 1921 and agreed t-o that Re.«o-

lution, now to treat it is a '" scrap of paper " and to join him in passing an

ab.solutely new Resolution which, on the face of it, has for it* object the reser-

vation of the fullest freedom of each Dominion to pass its own laws regarding

Franchise.

PRACTICAI. LIMITS TO rON'STITUTIOX.\L RIGHTS OF DOMINIONS

Nobody has doubted that Constitutional right, but there are limits to that

Con.stitutionr.I right, limits wdiich are prescribed by prudence. Let me illus-

trate that. The British Parliament here is a Sovereign Parliament, and the

Free State Parliament in Ireland is also an independent Parliament. Suppose
the Irish Free St-ate Parliament passed, or intended to pass, legisLition to the

effect that it would not recognize the right of any Protostant or Englishman
to the Franciiise in Ireland, and .suppose, on the other hand, the British Par-

liament intended to pass legislation to disenfranchise all Irishmen settled in

Scotland; well, if you looked at it strictly from the legal point of view you might

say that these Parliaments would be within their right, but prudence would at

once prescribe limits to the exercise of that power, that constitutional right.

The first impulse of the two Parliaments would be to confer, to devise methods
of avoiding a conflict. Will they not do it? Yes. I recognize the constitutional

liberty and the constitutional rights of the Dominion Ciovcrnnients, but let me
tell you this, that constitutional rights can only be exercised with prudence

and discretion up to a certain point, and beyond that point you have to allow

those constitutional rights to be subordinated to statesmanship, to prudence

and to discretion. Well, I do not wish to raise a legal ariziiiucnt. I liojie no

legal argument will be raised, because this is not a legal body. There is only

one thing I will sav. General Smuts has said that the one binding tie between

the Dominions and other parts of the Empire and India is our common allegi-

ance to the common Sovereign, but he has coupled that statement with a

further proposition, viz.. that from that allegiance political rights do not flow.

CONSTITtTIONAL ISSVE NOT TO BE RAI.SED HERE

Well. I will not have a duel with General Smuts on a point oi c(in.>iMtu-

tional law, but I will venture to tell him one thing- Allegiance to the Sovereign

is a very living thing. It is not a mere figure of speech, and, whenever you pass

any law which affects the allegiance of the subject to the sovereign and the

corresponding duty of protection of the sovereign to the subject, you tread on

very dangerous ground. If a constitutional position like that is to be argued,

let it be argued before a legal body, and, speaking for myself, with all humility,

I have no fear of facing that constitutional issue on legal grounds, but I do

not wish to raise that legal argument at this Conference.

APPEAL TO THE CONFERENCE. INDIA's POSITION IN EMPIRE

I have practically reviewed the whole position and I will now make an

appeal to the Conference itself. I will appeal to the Conference to realize

to the full the implications of the Indian problem. I have placed before my
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colleagues from the Dominions and His Majesty's Government here certain

specific proposal?^. I believe, and honestly believe, that the British Empire
stands for justice an<l equality in the eyes of the world. Will you make a
place witliin it for India? Think for a moment of the present position. Ancient
and modern history provides no parallel to it. Three hundred and twenty
million of my countrymen, whose religion is different from yours, whose colour
is different from yours, whose race is different from yours, whose history is

different from yours, are united by the common tic of allegiance to the common
sovereign. They are members of a commonwealth the like of which has never
existed before and let me tell you, that, while I do not wish to interfere with
your absolute imlependence inside your own borders, I am one of those men
who say that the British Empire can never be described as an exclusively white

Empire. Within it< borders it comprises a large number of populations of

coloured races. Now, how are you going to keep Indians, or for that matter,

all the other coloured races, within that Empire? By force? Never, because
apart from the obvious limitations of force you cannot be untrue to your own
traditions of liberty, justice and equality; you cannot afford to ignore and
neglect the world opinion on this question. By preserving and safeguarding

our sentiments? Certainly. That will be the strongest tie von can have
and it remains for you to make use of it. Fulfil our aspirations within our own
country for self-government, fulfil our aspirations for a position of equality

inside the Dominions and inside the Colonies, and India will stand shoulder to

shoulder with you through thick and thin. It is by prej^erving that sentiment

that you can keep India and I pray, with all the sincerity I am capable of.

that this Conference may come to some decisions which may strengthen the

bonds between the Empire and India, for I do believe in that connection. Make
no mistake, it is by sentiment and by the preservation of that sentiment that

you will retain us and enable us to achieve self-government and to satisfy

our other national ambitions outside our own country.

WHAT INDI.* MEANS

Think for a moment what India means to you. More than three hundred
million men are closely allied to other Asiatics, constituting almost the entire

half of humanity. They are placed within the ambit of the British Empire. If

we are incorporated within the commonwealth, think what we sliall mean to the

peace of the world, with our ideals of self-government, bridging as we do the

East and the West, shouldering burtiens which are yours as well as ours for the

service of humanity.
COMMON LOYALTY TO CKO^^N

Think again of the ties which bind us together, if you will allow them to do

so. King George is your King, but our Sovereign. The devotion to his person

and to his throne is a ver\- real thing notwithstanding what some wild and
extravagant men may say in my country. I claim, and let me be very plain,

not as a matter of grace, but as a matter of right, as the King's subject, to have
an honourable place in his household, a position of equality and honour within

the Empire, wherever it may be; for to us our position in his household overseas

is of far greater importance than any other questions which are agitating our

minds at the present moment. 1 am fighting in this .spirit, fighting as a finn

believer in the connection of India with f'ngland, fighting as a loyal and devoted
subject of the King, as one who has had the honour of serving him in his Govern-
ment in India, and I am fighting for the honour of my country before you all:

my plea—indeed the plea of all my countrymen, is for equality within tlie great

King's Empire, including his Dominions. On that there can he no faltering or

weakening on my part. I invite you to devise means with me to give effect to

this cherished ambition of mv count rvmen.
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APPEAL TO PRIME MINISTER OF GREAT BRITAIN AND HIS MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT

May I now make an appeal to the Prime Minister? Sir, you are the head

of His Majesty's Government. Let me tell you that every single word that falls

from you on this occasion will be read and re-read and analyzed in my country

from one end to the other.

I now want to make an appeal to the Prime Minister and to hi? colleagues.

Do not send His Highness the Maharajah, do not send me, back to India to say

that I have attempted to seek justice at this greatest advi.sory council of the

Empire and that I have failed. I speak witii all earnestness. One single gesture

from His Majesty's Government, one single expression of sympathy put into

practice, one honest attempt made to try to find a solution, will allay the situa-

tion in India in a manner which you do not realize. I am afraid that I have

trespas^^cd too much on your time and I beg your pardon. I also thank you for

the patient and courteous manner in which you have listened to me; but the

cause of my country demanded that I should put my whole case before you
frankly and to the best of my ability.

STATEMENT BY HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJAH OF ALWAR

The Maharajah of Alwar: Prime Minister and Friends, I join in the echo

of thanks to the Prime ^Minister for having set aside a day specially for dis-

cussing the problem of Indians overseas, a question which. I believe, will be

tackled with all the goodwill that I sec around inc. and will help, when it reaches

its final stages, to allay the great amount of feeling that is at present rather

prominent in the minds of my counlrj-men. To-day is India's day, and, as

these words come before my vision, thoughts and ideas of all kinds surge through

my mind, some of emotion, some of patriotism, others of unity of the Empire;

but coloured as they are by comparatively narrow ideas of nationalism, citi-

zenship, political rights and freedom, they pale into almost insignificance before

the dominating sunlight of the feelings and ideas of common brotherhood. But
I ha\c to speak to-day of mundane affairs, the sordid affairs of the political

arena, and about the vciy life and existence in this material world of some unpro-

tected communities. I must perforce descend from the high and exhilarating

heights and leave my pedestal, which is yours also, by birthright, as of every
individual either inside this room or outside it—nay, of all fellowbeings within

the four corners of the Empire. . I do so. Sir, I hope, only temporarily, to try)

and find my level again in the life of love where we were all intended to live,

and sometimes try to get to.

INDIA DIVIDED INTO BRITISH INDIA AND THE INDIAN ST.VTES

Now, before going further, I will briefly halt to touch, in passing, on a

subject that is known to many of you already, but which, I know, is not known
to some. You know that India is divided into two parts, or rather, more cor-

rectly speaking, I should say into two administrative spjieres. Two thirds of

that countiy is called British India, and is under the direct sovereignty of His
Majesty the Emperor and his Government, with all its machinery of Parliament,

Cabinets, Government of India, and so forth. There is the other one-third, which
is governed by the Indian Princes and Chiefs, whose subjects aro the subjects of

their own rulers, and who have, not from to-day, but from six to eight genera-
tions, been in alliance by means of treaties, Sanads, engagements, etc., originally

formed with the British East India Company, but the responsibilties of which
were taken over by the CrowTi in 1858. These systems are not the growth of
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yesterday, but the survival of a regime of hundreds of centuries, yet able to

imbibe and assimilate such progress as is com[)atible with our traditions, reli-

gions, ideas and environments I have trespassed on your tinij with regard to

these matters, as they will bear an important part on what I huve to say later.

I intend to speak to-day, not merely as a representative of the Princes, but al80,

and even more so, as an Indian, than whom I believe no one regards his mother-

land more sacred, and who wisiies notiiing more than that she shall receive

justice from the British Government, in whose hands her destiny is placed, and

co-operation from her sister States who form the comity of nations in our

Empire. Let me say at the outset that I iiave no vain threats to place before

you— for the simple reason that they go against the very principle of "Co-opera-

tion" which I placed before myself on entering the precincts of this room the

first day of our Conference. I will say, furtliermore, that while, on the one

hand, I have nothing to beg, and I will not beg, I also make no demands, as

I have no demands to make. But tiie motherland, whose salt I eat, the land

whose soil has given me birth, tells me that it is my duty to place in plain,

untarnished, but candid form in words before you all the facts of our case, such

as I know them.
PUDLICITY

And now. Prime Ministers, I have one request to make, and that is that

every word I utter or haxv uttered to-day in my statement may be cabled in

full to my countrj-men ami in no hashed or pruned fonn. I do not desire thi^s

because I seek cheap notoriety by making Gallery Shots, but because my
countrymen have the right to know every word I say in their name. They
may have some things to criticize and others wiiich they may not entirely like.

It is in justice to them, speaking, not as their representative, but as one of them,

that I therefore do not wish to say anything behind their backs, 7,000 miles

away, whicli I will not gladly say to their face.

BRITISH EMPIRE ST.VNDS FOR- JUSTICE .\ND FREEDOM

I will now proceed. We believe that the greate.st a.ssets to the British

Empire lie in its championing the cause of freedom and justice. It is because

I feel, my country feels—rightly or wrongly—that freedom and justice are at

stake as exercised, or perhaps as understood, that I want to speak these words.

I hope they will be in the interests of the Empire, and it will be something
done—if nothing more—if misunderstandings and misapprehensions that do exist

are somehow removed. It will be all the greater glory to you all—and I speak
of no tinsel glory, but the glory of the heart—if the British Government and the

Great Dominions will show by words, and prove by action, that they mean
to assist one of their sisters who is old in age, but also at present the w-eakest

member on the ciiess-board of the political game.

DESPONDENCY IN INDIA

I hear wails from India itself—and now I speak principally of that two-
thirds—conveying tlie feelings of despondency. The words of my fellow brethren,

of my country, seem to ring in my ears: Are we going to progress steadily, pro-
gressively, yet not too slowly towards our goal, which the other sister nations
have been more fortunate in already achieving—the goal of having the power
to govern our own countrj' as a loyal and integral part of the Empire? Are
we going to be helped affectionately and with kindly feeling to the goal which
has been pronounced publicly by the British Government, and more than which
we do not aspire to, of being a loyal self-governing Dominion within the Empire?
Is everything going to be done to accelerate our progress, or is our progress
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under \ariou.'^ pretexts to be retarded and delayed? Have we a long number of

years before us of a great furnace to pass through, from wiiich Ireland has only

just emerged?
Sometimes I am afraid this despondency has been seen to give rise to

despair, which has resulted in giving exhibitions in many places of those hideous

atrooitios at which the British (iovernment, as the Custodians of our country,

do not feel happy, and of which we, as its sons, are certainly not proud. If India

had some more definit<> proposition before it than having to wait ever>' ten

years for its destiny to be enhanced, if it had reasonable assurance of rapid

but progressive advancement, I believe that self-government, which is the goal

of us all. for two-thirds India could be achieved, early and smoothly. I add
this despite anvthing that may be said to the contrary, that the achievement

is possible within a very much shorter period than some people would like to

have us believe. I know, and I do not need to be told, that it depends to a

great extent on India's capacity herself. I agree, but surely you do not desire

to throw India entirely on her own resources? Does she not look to Britain

to give her periodical and sustained assistance, so that my country may be, as

it has been in the past, reallv and genuinelv a grateful and loyal partner of

your wonderful heritage?

SOLUTION OF CONSTITVTIONAL PROBLEM IN INDIA

I am speaking of self-government for two-thirds India, and, in dealing with

this subject, 1 hope I may seek your indulgence for another few moments. The
solution, I firmly believe, will not lie in grafting Western principles of political

government on to the East with a stroke of the pen. Already many old bottles

have cracked into which this new wine has been poured. I would much rather

you get India round a table in confidence, and work out, with her sons, plans

and methods that would he best suited to her environment, by which she can

obtain her goal in the most rapid, but, at the same time, most peaceful and
loyal manner. I say it is possible, and probable of early success, and you will

be doing something for 300 millions of human beings that will cement them to

you with gratitude and brotherly feelings.

The world was not built for academic or pious assurances spread over a

number of years, the fulfilment of which may well pass over a lifetime. But
what seems to me is this—and that is why I have mentioned tliis subject and in

connection therewith I will say no more—that the whole problem, if viewed

with breadth of vision and imagination, is really. Oh! so simple. It is not such

a hedgehog as may be conceived by those who do not come in close contact

with it; and it is really still capable of a solution w-hich will leave a stronger

England and a loving India.

In the end, in tin.? connection, I will only say this much. Many unpleasant

incidents have taken place in India of late years. I have no desire to lift before

you the veil to disclose tales of woe or wails of lamentation.

Many mistakes have undoubtedly been made on both sides. So far as

India's side of the picture is concerned, it will be a regrettable spot on India's

fair name, and I say this in all solemnity, that any grievances which India may
have had. and did have, were allowed to be involved in interfering with the

welcome given to the Royal Heir to the British throne, namely, the Prince of

Wales, when he was touring in British India.

Will the British Royalty, you British Statesmen and people, not overlook

this blunder and let it be past histor>-? Can we not bury what has happened
and rise in mutual goodwill and understanding for the future? Let not then the

hand of tlie clock be held back. Advance in full confidence that what you do

for India will be repaid to you a thousandfold from the people who know how
to respond to generous sentiments.
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POSITION OF INDIANS OVERSEAS

And now I start on a voyage outside my country under tlic aegis of the
Britisii Flag. Under the protection it gave to its loyal citizens, Indians in search
of wealth, adventurous people in search of enterprise, left their homes and their

shores to find refuge in parts where freedom, justice and peace were symbolized
in the trident of the Red, White and Blue.

Indians found their way to Soutli Africa, to Canada, to New Zealand,
Australia, and, I am not personally aware, but pcrliaps some of them to New-
foundland. They went as citizens under the Union .Jack, established their

homes, invested their money, and settled down as peaceful citizens of the

Empire. I have been told, and perhaps rightly so, by General Smuts, that the

idea of British cititzenship has changed from what it was a few years ago. I

have forthwith applied myself to the facts, and asked the question, What does
that mean? Surely the answer cannot be the treating of any particular race as

outcasts. I am well aware of tiie fact that several of the fiuestions with regard
to Indians Overseas lie almost outside the direct concern of the Imjierial Gov-
ernment. They are really within the purview of the self-governing Dominions,
who are connected with the main centre by silken ties, and I will leave it at that.

I want to address a few remarks directly to my Dominion colleagues.

And I will say this: One of your links in the chain is weak. If one link

in it is weak and further weakened, perhaps you can do without it. That is

your business. We, on our part, do not wish it. AVe want to have you with us.

Let your inclinations decide. I know, my friends, how difficult it is for you to

make any personal promises—for your positions depend, your authority depends
on people to whom you are answerable. I assure you I appreciate the difficulty

of your position. I, an Indian, have only tried to hold out my hand. I do not
know if you and your people have the power and the desir" to grasp it. Nothing
hurts in the world more than the loss of "Izzat," humiliation. It is that one
word which is the keynote of half the troubles of this world. It is certainly the

keynote of the troubles of my country-. Whether it is imaginary- or real. Provi-
dence will judge, at least with open hearts shall we be able to approach Him,
our Lord, on tlie Day of Judgment, and say. We are your children. It was all

a game, it was all the chequer board of nights and days; we played our part,

if it'were ours for sacrifice, then we sacrificed that others might live.

Friends, I want to tell you that I have received messages from my country
asking me that I should not work on the Conference, encouraging me to resign

because India suffered humiliation—in Natal and Kenya. But I paid no atten-
tion to these counsels of despair. It may perhaps be thought that I sought
honour and glory, and could not forego such a lure as the Imperial Conference,
hut tlie reason that kept me here, rightly or wrongly, was because I felt that
nothing in this world was achieved by ill-feeling, that a great deal if gained by
toleration and goodwill. Come what may, I am determined to exercise them to

the Inst in this assemblage.

I have received wails from the Fiji Islands, saying that the poll-tax was
causing Indians grave injustice, and that they desired to be repatriated if no
other gratification could be given to them. I have received tales of woe from
Natal complaining th;it a law was going to be introiluced segregating them as

outcasts. Similar stories come from Basutoland and other places which I need
not go on reciting. How all this sounds to your ears I do not know. How it

sounds to mine is it necessary to speak? How it is going to affect India if these
questions are not solved, is a propliecy that I sliudder to make.

.\nd. remember, my friends, that this question does not affect British India
only, but our Indian States' subjects also are involved in this overseas problem.
It is not alone a question that agitates the mind of British India, but it is one
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that is viewed with equal humiUation in the Indian States. Why! I was sur-

prised myself to receive letters from my own subjects, one or two sentences of

which I will read out to you. I hope you will not mind the portions in which,

out of affection and loyalty, personal references are made to me. Tliis is cer-

tainly not the reason why I quote these sentences: "The Imperial Conference

is drawing near. Your Highness is a member of that important assembly.

India, bereft of all sympathy with the outside world, has been passing her

transitional days in trying circumstances, aggravated recently to a great extent

by the Kenya tlecision."

Again: " Whether the movement means for India a political set-back or a

real awakening and a sure progressing State, towards building up a great

national edifice, remains to be seen, but at present she looks to Your Highness

with wistful eyes."
KEXY.\ SETTLEMENT

I say no more, and I regret having mentioneil this portion oi liie letter. I

have read the main portion of it to illustrate that the Cjuestion is viewed with

no less concern in one-third India than it is in two-thirds. I can give you

innumerable instances, but I will not waste your time. The question of Indians

in the Dominions is one that concerns the Dominion Premiers and their Parlia-

ments primarily; but the question of Kenya as a Colony stands on an entirely

different footing. I believe I am right when I say that many Indian settlers

went to Kenya long before it was discovered as a suitable place for colonization

by the white people. They took lands, invested money, and to a great extent

helped in developing the prospects of that country economically. So long as the

colony was administered by the Imperial Government, difficulties, I understand,

did not arise until the question of franchise to the residents came under con-

sideration. It has now been decreed in the last decision that the recent white

settlers, who are in a minority, are to be given the majority of votes in relation

to an Indian population, which is in majority—thus leaving the latter at the

mercy of the former, to be gradually ousted, if necessary, and as seems possible,

by means of legislation.

I do not mean to enter into the pros and cons of this case—what Lord Elgin

said or Lord Milner recommended are side issues—because, from my own

twenty years' experience of administration, I know how easy it is to produce

arguments with all the power in one's hands and records and papers at one's

disposal in favour of one case against another. Arguments would be an unwise

course for me to adopt, for understandings are not always reached by argu-

ments. I know that there are some noblemen and gentlemen of influence from

this country who desire to settle there, if they have not already done so. But

the principal argimient that has been advanced is that the Colonial Office holds

Kenya in trust on behalf of the African races, who are the original inhabitants

of that country.

Isow, if I may say so, it strikes me as being peculiarly grotesque that a

country, held in trust on behalf of a people who are backward and have yet to

grow under the a-gis of the British flag, should actually have a franchise given

to any one el.se to develop the country during the interregnum. Docs this mean
that, when the original tribes and people awaken from their slumber, they will

be given primarj- consideration in relation to those who have invested money
for several years past, and who govern the country, not under trust, but under

a Franchise? I do not wish to enter into any further arguments. The whole
question of Indians overseas seems to be one which does not mean the flooding

of the different portions of the Empire with Indian immigrants claiming rights

and privileges merely by their number in order to oust others who may have
the rightful heritage. Mr. Mackenzie King, in one of his utterances in this
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Confcrcni'c, said, with regard to Canada, that it was possible to restrict immi-
gration from Japan by mutual agreement, not necessitating the introduction of

law. That was mutual right understanding wiiieh did not cause any humilia-

tion on either side, and allowed the Dominions to grow in accordance with tlieir

own environments, yet at the same time made no strictures or asked no stric-

tures to be passed on peoples who had settled there as peaceful citizens. I

believe that the Indian Government—and I am open to correction if I am
wrong—would be equally prepared to enter into mutual understanding with

the various Dominions and Colonies to prevent immigrants from flooding these

countries. Under such circumstances is it not possible to modify the laws and
to enforce them in a manner that they do not pointedly chafe against any par-

ticular community, thus causing them humiliation? What I want to know is

whether my countrymen, as citizens of the British Empire, have any rights to

settle in these countries, not for exploitation, not by way of peaceful penetra-
tion, but as peaceful traders, to live thcic unobtrusive existence.

TRIBUTE TO GENERAL SMUTS

General Smuts, in talking about the questions of Indians who come to his

country, suggested, I think, in a casual way that they might be sent for settle-

ment to British Guiana. I believe the British flag has been planted at the
North Pole, so I wonder if that would not be a more suitable solution of the
problem if it was desired to exterminate them. But I really came to know
General Snuits after my brief knowledge of him, that, although he has been
called—I am sorry to say—the arch-enemy of India, yet we have in him, if I

may be permitted to say so to his face, a sagacious statesman who sees far

ahead of ordinary mortals what is in the interests of our greater Empire. From
my personal conversations with him I would reverse the epithet, and saj' that
I regard him since I have come here—and I speak in no platitudes—in his heart
of hearts, personally a staunch friend and supporter of India.

I may assure you, friends, that I quite appreciate the difficulties that exist

in the solution of this great problem. 1 realize that, though individually most
of you may be prepared to look at the matter from a broad Imperial view, you
have to return to your Parliaments which may hold different opinions. All I
have to say, therefore, is that, while we are conferring in this Imperial assem-
blage, can we not put our heads together to solve the difficulty which surely
human beings were meant to solve, not for the sake of individuals, but for the
sake of the Empire. I have said this much, because I feel that the problem is

much greater than what appears on the surface relating merely to Indians over-
seas. If you can enable India by real action to feel that her humiliation is

removed, that she can take pride in the Empire to which she has the privilege
to belong, you will have achieved something which will be of lasting credit to
yourselves and of benefit to the chain of which we all form a loyal link. Par-
ticularly since I have come here have I realized how whole-heartedly and with
a single purpose Lord Reading and his Government have given their utmost
help to our cause. Things do not always appear in public or in the Press which
enable India to sec what part the Government of India is playing in our cause.
All glory, however, is due to them for their assistance. We shall not easily
forget it, and hope tliat some day we may repay them for their effort and good-
will. Regarding Lord Peel, it is more difficult to give him thanks since he sits
beside mc. 1 thank him, however, in the name of India— if I may do so and
thank him with a grateful heart for his powerful championship of our cause
he has indulged in to-day. My heart has been softened by the words he has
spoken of our nationality and our religion. I hope every word of this state-
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mcnt will go to India, so tliat my oountn- may not dc^spair tiiat it has no one
to support it. When tiic discussions take place, similarly. I hoj)e the Prime
Ministers of the Dominions will allow their goodwill and proposals to go to my
country, for that I am sure will have a very happy result. 1 have \evy little

more to say.

.ME.s.«.\GE FROM PRINCES OF INDIA

Now. Prime Minister and Friends, it is my pleasurable ta.*k to read out a

message that I received from my Order in India. His Highness the Chancellor

of our Chamber, the Maharajah of Bikancr, has conveyed it to me by means
of a cablegram. This is the message:—

" Had the Chamber been sitting at this time, Indian princes would
have desired to send a message to this Conference in view of the important

question of Indians overseas, including Indian States' subjects who are

affected specially in Kenya. But as the Chamber is not sitting the Princes

of India by cablegram convey a cordial message of friendship and good-

will to His Majesty's Government, the British Nation, to the Dominions
and Colonies and their distinguished representatives at the Imperial

Conference, with whom the Princes are united by common ties of loyalty

to His Imperial Majesty the King-Emperor."

The cable continues as follows:

—

" We give expression of our hope that the united effort* of all con-

cerned at the Conference will yield some satisfactory- result, drawing
closely together into bonds of good fellowship the great comity of nations

forming the British Empire to which the Princes and States are firmly

attached, and securing the Indians, including the subjects of Indian

States, an honoured position in all parts of the Empire in keeping with

India's rightful place in the British Commonwealth and in conformity

with the assiduous and constant efforts of His Excellency the Viceroy

and the Government of India."

Friends, I convey this message to you coupled with my own hope that its

aims and objects may be finally achieved before we leave England at the

termination of the Imperial Conference.

The subject is undoubtedly large and certainly complicated, but surely with
goodwill we will overcome difficulties, anfl. if. as we believe, we are firmly

determined to see that ever>- portion of the British Empire i> strengthened, then

I by no means despair; but on the other hand hope for possibilities of arriving

at a settlement which will make you all the more respected and loved in the

eyes of those you help and will leave those grateful to you to whom you extend

your hand in assistance. I hope that it will be possible for you to consider

also whether it would not be advisable hereafter to allow India to be called

a Dominion, not a self-governing Dominion until she becomes so, but a

Domini(m, specially when making reference to lur in relation to her sister

Dominions.
Gentlemen, I think I have said all that I wished to on the subject of my

countrymen overseas on India's day. It has been a great pleasure to me to

meet round this table great Statesmen who are my colleagues from the Dominions
and to have the pleasure of making their personal acquaintance. May I thank
them for their kindness and courtesy to myself which I take as a token of their

goodwill for my country? If, at any time, any of my colleagues think of

visiting India, I hope they will give us an opportunity of showing and proving
that we do not always speak words but act on them, and that we can give you
as cordial a welcome to our countr>' as it is possible to do within our capacities.
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GENERvU, SMUTS WELCOMED TO INDIA

I said one day to my friend, General Smuts—and I speak sincerely and in
no conventional lann;uaf!;e because he who was our enemy a few years ago is

to-day one of our iiest friends and a ^reat statesman of to-day—I said to him
I hoped lie would come some day to India and he replied that he would be
viev.'cd with suspicion. I hope India, with all her political quarrels and diffi-

culties, has not lost her human touch and response to appreciate great .states-

men and to prove to them that beyond our domestic disputes, beyond our domestic
quarrels, lie the .sentiments of humanity.

I believe, and I will with this conclude, that India came into the comity
of nations within the British Empire with a definite purpose. It is a link that
was soldered by the hand of Divine Destinj-. It was a means of enabling the
West to imderstand the East and Ticc-i'crsa, but it also came in in order that

the two ci\ilizations with their spiritualities, with their material advancement
and progress, might by their association together evolve a civilization, a great

humanity of Cod's children playing their individual parts in the cause of God.
When that day comes before us and, figuratively speaking, we stand before the

Judgment Seat of Him who ha.s sent us here, we shall each have our accoimts

to render. India may differ from you in race; she differs in religion and in

creed, but she does not differ in point of humanity. Personally I say this: If

you give us your assistance in time of need—for a friend in need is the friend

in deed—we shall give you not onlv our gratitude but also our cordiality and
practical assistance. But if it is destined to be otherwise, then I say this, that

we shall be in a still iiigher position, for India will be able to say that she

sacrificed herself in order that others might live; she prided herself in her

political weakness in order that others may be strong; we gave our little best

for the Higher purpose, for the Divine purpose which is our common goal

—

our common brotherhood and the salvation of humanity.

October 29, 1923

STATEMENT BY THE SECRET.\RY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES

tribute to presentation of case for INDIA

The Di^KE OF Devonshire: At the outset of the few remarks I have to offer,

I cannot refrain from saying that India has been exceedingly fortunate in the

spokesmen selected to represent her case in this Conference.

That case, eloquently stated by Lord Peel and His Highness the Maharajah
of Alwar, was developed by Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru in a speech the closely

reasoned argument of which was greatly reinforced by its studied moderation.

WHAT INDIA ASKS

I particularly noticed that the proposal which he submitted was outlined

rather tlian reduced to the specific terms of a resolution. In this, if I may
say so, I think he was very wise, because, while he made the general purport of

his proposal perfectly clear, he left the precise form to be moulded in the sub-

sequent discussion. Let me state as shortly as I can the gist of that proposal

as I understood it. Two years ago this Conference, with the exception of the

Prime Minister of the Union of South Africa, agreed that the rights of Indians

domiciled in parts of the Empire other than India should be recognized. Sir

37—
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Tej now proposes that the question how and when effect can be given to this

agreement should be made the subject of inquiry and discussion between com-
mittees representing the several Governments concerned and a committee-

representing the Government of India.

LIMITATION OF INDIAN REQUEST

That is what Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru asks. But before I proceed I must
also invite you to note that tiiere are various matters already settled which he

is not attempting to reopen. He does not question the right of each community
in the British Commonwealtli to control the compositinn o\ it> own population.

He is not. in a word, asking the self-governing Dominions to reopen the ques-

tion of Indian immigration. He frankly recognizes the autonomy of the Dom-
inion Governments within their respective territories. What he asks is that

the Governments concerned will agree to discuss with the Government of India

the steps necessary to give effect to the resolution passed by the Conference in

1921. It is, of course, in the last instance for each Government to decide for

it.«elf. but, because in certain matters such decisions are not limited in their

effects to the countries by wliich they are taken, the issues to which they
relate may be brought for mutual discussion here-

BRITISH GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS PRINCIPLE OF REQL^EST

In so far as the British Government is responsible for the Colonies and
Protectorates, I can only say on behalf of the British Government that we
certainly accept the principle of the request put forward by Sir Tej Bahadur
Sapru.

MAINTENANCE OF KENYA SETTLEMENT

In saying this you will not understand me to mean that we are prepared
to reopen matters which have been made the subject of recent and most care-

fully considered decision. I refer more especially to the Kenya settlement,

the terms of wliich were placed before and accepted by the British Parliament
in July. While I would not propose that the area of discussion between the

contemplated Committee and the Secretary' of State for the Colonies should be
limited, I should only be misleading India if I were to say anything to suggest

that the Government could consent to reconsider the decisions embodied in the
settlement of July last. To use the words of the White Paper, the constant
endeavour of the British Government throughout their deliberations was to

relate the principles which must govern the administration of a British

Colony in Tropical Africa to the wider considerations of general Imperial
Policy as enunciated in the Resolution of the Imperial Conference of 1921.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF BRITISH G0\T:RNMENT

I have also to remind the representatives of India that, so far as the
British Colonies and Protectorates arc concerned, the ultimate responsibility

rests with the British Government, and it is with the British Government,
and more i^articularly with the Secretary of State for the Colonies, that any
questions affecting British Indians domiciled in these Colonies and Protect-
orates should be discussed in the first instance by such a Committee as Sir

Tej has suggested. It will then be for the Colonial Office to consult, as may be
necessary, anj' Colonial Government concerned with these discussions before
any decisions are taken by the British Government.
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POLITICAL STATUS OF INDIANS IN COLONIES, PROTECTORATES AND MANDATED
TERRITORIES

I am hopeful that the area to be covered by these discussions will not in

fact prove wide. I recently circulated to members of the Conference, in

response to their general wish, a memorandum* upon the political status of

Briti^^h Indians in the Colonies, Protectorates and Mandated Territories. I

studiously confined my memorandum to facts, and perhaps I may be permitted
to summarize ciuite briefly what that memorandum contains.

It shows that, in the West Indian Colonies, British Indians are under no
political or legal disability of any kind. They have the same franchise and
the same opportunities of becoming members of elective bodies as any other

British subjects. The West Indian Colonies in which thero is a considerable

British-Indian population arc British Guiana, Trinidad and Jamaica. In

British Guiana and Jamaica the elective system already exists, and it will be

introduced in Trinidad at an early date.

When you turn to the Eastern Colonies the memorandum shows that in

Ceylon, under a revised Constitution about to be issued, qualified British

Indians will be eligible for the franchise and for election to the Legislative

Council in the same manner as all other British subjects. Again, in Mauritius

there is no distinction between British Indians and other British subjects a?

regards eligibility for the franchise.

In East Africa you will find from the memorandum that in Uganda the

Legislative Council is not elective, but that there is no restriction on the

number or race of the unofficial members who may be nominated to the Council,

while in Tanganyika Territory there is no Legislative or Executive Council.

Subject to a clear understanding on these points, my colleagues and I

cordially welcome on behalf of the British Government the proposal of the

representatives of India so far as the Colonies and Protectorates are concerned.

STATEMENT BY THE PRIME MINISTER OF CANADA

Canada's attitude of goodwill

Mr. Mackenzie King: I would like to say that I think Canada fullv

appreciates the magnitude and seriousness of the problem with which the

Government of India and the Government of Britain are confronted in dealing

with any question affecting the status of Indians, and that our attitude from
the beginning has been, and at present is, one of being exceedingly anxious to

be helpful in the solution of any problem tiiat may arise. His Highness the

Maharajaii, in speaking last week, referred to the manner in which we had
recently taken up by conference some questions respecting Immigration with
Japan, and he said that, in his opinion, any of these rjucstions of status and
political rights respecting resident Indians could be best settled by adopting a

similar method. He referred particularly to an attitude of goodwill being more
important than anything else in the solution of tiiese difficult questions. I think
the Maharajah is entirely right. Attitude in these matters is all-important;

so far as the Canadian attitude is concerned, it gives me pleasure to say that we
are most anxious to deal with this whole question in a spirit of mutual under-
standing and goodwill.

See page 136.

37—(4
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RECENT HISTORY OF INDIAN IMMIGB.\TION QUESTION

I have in my hand a Report* that I made to the Government of Canada
in 1908. It relates to Immigration to Canada from tlie Orient, and Immigra-
tion from India in particular. It wa;< tbe result of a ^ii^it which, at the instance

of the Government of the day in Canada, I paid to England to confer with the

Secretary of State for India in regard to the question of immigration from India

to Canada. If I may be permitted, I would like to read the concluding para-

graph of this Report, because it sets out the attitude of that time—fifteen years

ago—which we took towards questions affecting our fellow British citizens from
India:—

" Nothing could be more unfortunate or misleading than that the

impression should go forth that Canada, in seeking to regulate a matter

of domestic concern, is not deeply sensible of the obligations which

citizenship within the Empire entails. It is a recognition of this obliga-

tion which has caused her to adopt a course which, by removing the

possibilities of injustice and friction, is best calculated to strengthen the

bonds of association with the several parts, and to promote the greater

harmony of the whole. In this, as was to be expected. Canada has had

not only the sympathy and understanding, but the heartj- co-ojicration

of the authorities in Great Britain and India as well."

I sliould say, perhaps, that, after conferring with the Secretary of State

for India in London at that time in regard to this question, I subsequently, at

the instance of the Canadian Government, went to India to take up with the

authorities there the question of the migration of Indians to Canada with a

view of seeing whether we could not work out a solution which would avoid

an^'thing in the nature of legislation which might be misunderstood or regarded

as invidious in India, and I am happy to say that we were able, as a result of

conferences, to come to an understanding between the two Governments which

was as satisfactory to the Government of India as it was to the Government
of Canada. If it was possible to do that in regard to the difficult question of

Immigration, I think it ought to be possible for us similarly to effect a satis-

factory solution with respect to any of these other questions that may arise,

and it is from that point of view that I hope my colleagues from India will feel

that the Canadian Government is approaching this particular subject.

POSITION OF INDIANS DOMICILED IN CAN.\DA

Lord Peel in his remarks said, I think, very rightly, that what the Indians
felt more than anything else was that the disabilities under which their country-

men live appear as a braml of social inferiority. The extent to which that is

true depends very largely upon the nature of the disabilities and the circum-
stances which account for any that may exist.

NO DIS.^BILITIE.S IK EIGHT PROVINCES. SOME POLITICAL DIS.\BILITV I.V ONE
May I say at once in regard to Canada that, in eight of the Provinces out

of nine which comprise the Dominion, I am not aware of any legal or political

disability under which any Indian resident in Canada suffers, and, with respect

to the ninth Province, I am not aware of any legal disability of any kind; 1

am only aware of a political disability in the matter of the exercise of the
franchise in that one Province, and that not as regards all Indians, because, as
respects all Provinces, including British Columbia, the one exception I have
mentioned, the Federal Law relating to the francliise sets it down that any

See Canadian Sessional Paper No. 36.\ of 190S.
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Indian who served with His Majesty';; Forces—Military, Naval or Air—is

entitled to the franchise. I mention this as evidence of the fact that our citizens

appreciate the services that India lias rendered the Empire and desire to

acknowledge them wherever possible.

HISTORY OF C.VNADIAN FK.\NCmSE

May I say a word as to the way our franchise has been developed? The
Dominion is the result of the bringing together of a number of Provinces, and
the Party to which I belong—the Liberal Party in Canada—has taken a posi-

tion that, wherever it was possible to recognize the wishes of a Province in

matters pertaining to the franchise, regard to such should be had. For that

reason our Federal Franchise Act for many years recognized for Federal pur-
poses only the franchise prevailing in the Province. We had not a separate
franchise for the Dominion. We took, for the Dominion, the provincial fran-

chise as it existed, with the result that in some Provinces some classes had the
right to vote who had not the right to vote in others, not on account of race,

but owing solely to the fact that for their own reasons certain of the Provinces
had thought it well to limit the franchise in certain particulars. The late Gov-
ernment, which represented an opposite view in some particulars, changed some-
what the Franchise Law a few jears ago, and endeavoured to enact a Federal
Franchise which would be applicable generally throughout the Dominion. They
provided that women, for example, should have the right to vote in Federal
matters. Those of us who had held to a recognition of provincial enactments
opposed that attitude. We said it should still be left to the Provinces to deter-
mine as respects the franchise to be given women, as in 'ill else, what they
thought best. However, the Government at that time did carry a provision
which made the law in this matter of the exercise of the franchise by women
generally applicable. Notwithstanding, that verj- Government, having regard
for the conditions in the Province of British Columbia, in order to avoid a
serious situation arising there which might have been misunderstood in other
parts of the Empire, found it necessary as regards certain of the provisions
affecting the Federal Franchises in the cases of British Columbia to make an
exception to this general application. I mention this because it discloses how
in one Province a particular question may become a burning political issue.

For the Federal Government to try and deal with it in a manner which would
be regarded as coercing any Province would give rise to an entirely new ques-
tion. For example, if the Federal Government had tried in respect of all

persons resident there to impose on the Province of British Columbia certain
obligations, such, for example, as the right to vote under the Federal franchise,
the issue would not in public discussion have been a question of the franchise
at all; it would have been a question of coercion by the Federal Government
of a Provincial Government, and you would have had a political battle fought
on the basis of what we speak of as "provincial rights." I am sure all at this
table will appreciate that that kind of political conflict is one of the most
dangerous a country- can be faced with. It is as though Britain
were to try and impose certain obligations on Canada or some other part of the
Empire. In dealing with the Provinces we of the Federal Government seek,
as far as we can, to prevent anj-thing in the way of coercion. I think it is as
well to mention this because it helps to explain why in one Province it has not
been possible, up to the present, to concede the franchise to the Indians who
are there.

*

QUESTION BEST DE.\LT WTFH ON RECIPROC.'U, LINES

As to how Canada's action may be viewed in India, it seems to me to be
ver\' much a matter of interpretation, and the spirit of interpretation. I
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could go to India and say with truth, that every citizen coming from the State
over wiiich His Highness the Maharajah of Alwar rules has rights of citizenship

in my Province which I have not in his. That is a point which cannot be
brougiit out too clearly. In eight Provinces out of nine in Canada every Indian
resident there has the same right as other Canadian citizens, but that is not
equally true of Canadians resident in India. If this aspect is put before the
people of India thej' will see that the reciprocal method of dealing with this

question, as pointed out by General Smuts, is one which perhaps presents the
line along with which we can proceed most satisfactorily. So far as Canada
is concerned, we would not ask for our citizens resident in India any right which
we are not prepared equally to concede to Indians resident in Canada. I think
you may take that as the fundamental basis on which we would be prepared
to deal with this question; we hold to this reciprocal point of view because in all

things we have found it to be one of the most satisfactory methods of dealing
with questions of this kind.

PROBLEM IX BRITISH COLUMBI.\ AN ECONOMIC ONE

So far as British Columbia is concerned the problem is not a racial one;

it is purely an economic problem. The Labour forces in British Columbia are

very strong. That Province has had industrial problems of a character which
no other Province in the Dominion has had and what the Labour people are

aiming at is, I think, to maintain certain industrial standards which they had
sacrificed much to acquire. As respects some of those wlio have come from
otiier countries they are rather fearful, until at least they have resided for some
time in Canada and have acquired our method of living, our customs, habits,

and so forth, that to give them the rights of franchise in full may mean that the

standard already maintained may be undermined. I would like to make this

clear.

POSSIBLE POLITICAL CONSEQUENCES OF GIVING FRANCHISE TO INDIANS
IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

It may seem I am straining a little in emphasizing the possible political

consequence of giving the franchise to resident Indians in British Columbia.
But take the actual situation as it is in Parliament to-day. When we came

into office, I had a majority of one behind me in the House of Commons. I

tliink we have a majority of three at the present time. Many of the constitu-

encies were very close. It is conceivable that in British Columbia the difference

in the result might be material by increasing a certain vote in some of the

constituencies. In other words, were the subject to become one of political

discussion, I think it would be possible for a political orator to make it quite

apparent to the people of British Columbia that the fate of the Federal Gov-
ernment might depend upon the vot« cast by the Indians resident in that

Province. It would not be an exaggeration, it would not be a figure of speech;

it is a literal and absolute truth- It is conceivable that the complexion of Par-

liament as it is to-day might be entirely changed. The consequence might
be that one Government rather than another would be in office by the vote of

those who. neither in their own country- nor in Canada, have ever exercised

the franchise. That is the situation which exists at the moment. I do not

expect it will exist ver>' long, but it all helps to show the difficulty which we
are confrontefl with when we contemplate, in any immediate way, results

which we all hope will be effected in the course of time. It is for that, among
other reasons, that I appreciate the method of approach which Sir Tej has

adopted in bringing his suggestion before this Conference. He has appreciated,

I think, our difficulties as well as his own, and, in suggesting there could be
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a Conference between representatives of India and representatives of Canada,
I tliink he has had in mind enahlint!; the citizens of India to appreciate just the
kind of circumstances wiiich have governed our actions quite as much as

havinu; our citizens appreciate his difficulties. That is the sort of approach
and attitude whidi permits us to get togctlier and I should be surprised if,

dealing with this question in that spirit, we could not work out a thoroughly
satisfactory solution.

1NTERPRET.\TI0X OF 1921 RESOLUTION

There is one point I ought to make quite clear and that is the extent to

which my hands are tied in dealing with this question. The resolution* which was
passed at this Conference two years ago in the minds of some present com-
mitted the Dominions to giving the franchise to the Indians. It was, they
allege, in the nature of a general commitment. It is all important that we
should know whether that was the intention of the resolution or not. I think
in the first place we should be very careful of resolutions that are introduced
or passed, and I think, when once they are passed, we should do our utmost
to see that any hopes to which they may give rise are not destroyed. In the
House of Commons I asked my predecessor, Mr. Meighen, what his interpreta-

tion was of the resolution of 1921. I have before me the "Hansard" of the

29th June of this year,! which contains the record, and with the permission of

the Conference I .shall read from it:

—

"Mr. Mackenzie King: May I ask my right honourable friend

one question? The resolution of the Conference, or at least one clause

of it, is as follows:

—

"The Conference accordingly is of the opinion that in the

interests of the solidarity of the British Commonwealth it is desirable

that the rights of such Indians to citizenship should be recognized."

" The Honourable Member for, George Etienne Cartier, Mr. Jacobs,

has said that these words imply an undertaking on the part of this Par-
liament, or rather on the part of Canada, to see that the federal fran-

chise is granted to the Indians in British Columbia. Is that correct or not?

Mr. Meighen: The words are English and the words are simple.

I understand them fully and if the Prime Minister does not I must leave

him just where he is-

Mr. Mackenzie King: I think the House is entitled to an answer
from my right honourable friend. He represented this country at the
Imperial Conference. He knows better than anyone else what interpre-

tation he placed on these words. I ask him, seeing that he represented

Canada at the Imperial Conference when that resolulion was passed,
whether he understood that Canada was giving an undertaking to the
Indians in British Columbia to the effect that they should be entitled

to the franchise.

" Mr. Meighen: No human being understood anything of the sort.

The words are very plain and there is no misunderstanding them."

I should be taken very seriously to task if, when I returned to Canada,
it could be said that I had placed an interpretation on that resolution which the

Prime Minister of Canada who was present at the time it was passed was
unwilling to have placed upon it. I think Mr. Meighen has taken his attitude

See page 9 of Cmd. 1474.

t See page 4815 of Officinl Report, House of Commons Debates, Canada, 1923.
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from tlie words: ''It is desirable that the riglits of such Indians to citizenship

should be recognized." If that means we would all like to see it done, that we
hope it may be done, I think I can agree with him in this expression of such a
wish. On the other hand, as to its constituting an actual pledge, I am bound
to take the interpretation which Mr. Meighen himself gives and places upon it.

I should, perhaps, say that I presented that point of view to Mr. Sastri when he

was in Canada and my recollection is that Mr. Sastri did not maintain that the

resolution constituted a pledge which obliged the Federal Government to give the

franchise to resident Indians but rather that it expressed what the Conference
hoped would be done by the diflferent Dominions as opportunity offered.

MR. SASTRI'S VISIT

May I say just a word in regard to Mr. Sastri's visit? We were pleased

to welcome Mr- Sastri to Canada and we sought to give him the fullest oppor-

tunity to speak publicly wherever he wished to do so in the Dominion, to confer

with any persons whom he might wish to meet, and we were glad to have him in

conference with us in the Cabinet so that we could ex-plain very fully all the

considerations of which we had to take account. I think Mr. Sastri appreciated

our situation the better in view of having seen conditions for himself and having

talked with many persons in different parts of the Dominion.

MATTER WILL BE CONSIDERED WHEN FRANCHISE L.AW REVLSED

I cannot do better in setting forth our Governments attitude than to read

to the Conference and place on record the letter I wrote to Mr. Sastri just as

he was leaving our Dominion. It is dated Ottawa, the 5th September, 1922, and

is as follows:

—

" The Right Hon. V. Sriniv.\sa Sastri,
" Chateau Laurier, Ottawa.

" Dear Mr. Sastri,—
" In reply to the representations made by you at the interview with

my colleagues and myself on Friday of last week, and which were the

subject of further conference between us yesterday, I desire to assure

you that, at the earliest favounible moment, the Government will be
pleased to invite the consideration of Parliament to your request that

natives of India resident in Canada be granted a Dominion parliamentary
franchise on terms and conditions identical with those which govern the
exercise of that right by Canadian citizens generally.

"The subject is necessarilj' one which Parliament alone can deter-

mine. It will be submitted to Parliament for consideration when the

franchise law is under revision.

"In conveying to the Government of India an expression of the

attitude of the Government of Canada in this matter, we hope that you
will not fail to make it clear that at the present time, in eight of the
nine provinces of which our Dominion is composed, the federal franchise
is granted to natives of India resident in Canada, on terms which are
identical with those applicable generally to Canadian citizens.

" Yours sincerely,

'' W. L. Mackenzie King."

You will observe that we have promised Mr. Sastri that when our Federal
Franchise Law comes up for revision we will take care to see that Parliament
is fully informed of his representations and wishes, and we will seek to have
those representations and wishes given every consideration. It is probable that
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the Doniinion Fnincliise Act will come up for revision at the approaching Session

of Parliament. 1 told Mr. Sastri it was hardly probable it would come up last

Session, but that I thought it would come up next Session, li the course we
anticipate is followed, the Franchise Act will be referred to a Committee of

the House, and that Committee will be in a position to hear any representa-
tions that may be made to it.

IK COM.MITTKK I'KO.M INDIA SENT TO CANAD.V, IT WILL BF, GIVEN EVERY OPPOUTUNITY
TO DICUSS QUESTION

My friends from Imlia will have to decide for thcmselvos what is likely

to be most in their own interests in the matter of having a Committee visit

Canada and take up this matter anew. I say that for the reason that I am
not so sure that Mr. Sastri's visit has made it easier for us to deal with this

problem. I would put it in this way. Mr. Sastri's visit helped to direct the
attention of the country to something which I imagine the greater part of the
countrj' did not know anything about. I doubt if the majority of the people in

Canada were aware that in the Province of British Columbia, for e.xample, the
Indians did not ha^c the franchise. They may have known in the other Prov-
inces that they had the franchise, but the question of the few in British Columbia
not having the franchise would hardly be known to any extent outside that
Province. Once, however, Mr. Sastri began delivering his speeches the Labour
Council from one end of the country to the other began to receive communica-
tions from Labour Organizations in British Columbia asking them to take care
to see that such standards as labour had won in British Columbia were main-
tained. The forces that were opposed to granting the franchise to Indians
became organized in a way they had not been before. Whether that same
result might follow the visit of a deputation from India I cannot say. It might
or it might not, but, should our friends from India think it would help them to
have a delegation come to Canada to confer on the subject, wc shall be most
happy to appoint a corresponding group to meet and confer with them. If it

were their desire to have tlieir delegation given an opportunity of meeting the
Parliamentary Committee to which the matter w-ill be referred for considera-
tion, I should be glad to sec, if the time of their visit so permitted, that they
were given a chance to meet the members of that Committee and to confer
with them at Ottawa. In other words, we would be only too happy to give to
any group which may come from India, any person she may send, the amplest
opportunities to discuss with our public men all aspects of this particular ques-
tion. I say this having regard to the method of approach Sir Tej has presented
to us here. He has made it clear that the Committee would come for the pur-
pose of exploring avenues and ways and means to reach an ultimate result. He
should recognize that we may have to take time in this matter, but I would
like him to believe that we are sincere in hoping that we will be able to meet
his wishes. In seeking so to do, we may have to proceed step by step, but the
Canadian people as a whole are, I am sure, really desirious of meeting our
fellow British citizens from India in every reasonable particular. I have not
the slightest doubt about that.

PROGRESS OF INDIA T0W.\RDS SELF-GOVERNMENT

Perhaps I may be pennitted to say just one word in conclusion. Sir Tej
spoke very feelingly the other day about political freedom and the desires of
India in the matter of self-governmenk. When I was in India I heard a good
deal of the discussion that was going on. Let me say that I have a natural
sympathy with the desires of a people to have the right to manage their own
affairs. Were I a citizen of India, and this is what I felt most at that time, I
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should feel above ever>-thing else that in India being a part of the British

Kiupire there lay the surest guarantee that this desire for self-government will

l)e realized in the course of time in the manner wiiich to India herself will be

most effective and helpful. It is inconceivable that the opinior.s represented at

this table, the views of the difTercnt Dominions represented here, should not

accord with aspirations of self-government. There is this, however, which I

think we ha\'e to remember and which those of us in the Dominions have had

occasion to realize, that our Dominions have been peopled largely by citizens

who have come out from the Britisii Isles, and that those who have been most

active in effecting reforms have themselves come with ideals which it had taken

their ancestors many, many years to work out in this old land. Our struggle for

responsible government in the Dominions was largely a continuation of the long

struggle of several centuries which had taken place in the British Isles, and I

think the evolution of self-government in the Dominions lias become what it is

largely because of the long process of political training through which in previous

years the peoples of the British Isles had passed. For that reason I hope that

our friends in India will appreciate that here again time may be a helpful

factor in the working out of what, in the long run, in the interests of India her-

self will be the surest and the best guide to complete self-government.

STATEMENT BY THE PRIME MINISTER OF THE COMMONWK.M.TH
OF AUSTRALIA

TBIBXTTE TO PRESENT.^TION OF CASE FOR INDIA

Mr. Bruce: Prime Minister, I would like to preface the few remarks I

wish to make by congratulating the representatives of India on the veiy elociuent

and temperate manner in which they stated the case which they have to present.

ATTITUDE OF AUSTRALIA TO RESOLUTIONS OF PREVIOUS CONFERENCES

This question is not one which vitally affects Australia as it does Soutli

Africa. I desire, however, to refer to the Resolution on the position of Indians

in the Empire which was adopted by the Conference of 1921. The resolution

commenced by rcalTirming the previous Resolution of 1918, that the govern-

ment of each community of the British Commonwealth should enjoy complete

control of the composition of its own population by means of restriction on

immigration from any of the other connnunitics. It then went on to recognize

that thi'vc i^ an incongruity between India's position as an equal member of

the British Empire and tlie existence of disabilities upon British Indians law-

fully domiciled in some other parts of the Empire. The resolution recorded the

opinion that, in the interests of the solidarity of the British Empire, it is desir-

able to recognize the rights of such lawfully domiciled Indians to citizenship in

their countries of domicile. This resolution was concurred in by the repre-

sentatives of Australia.

SYMPATHY WITH INDIANS DOMICILED IN AUSTRALLA

The object of the representatives of India at this Conference in bringing

forward the question of the status of Indians is, as I understand, to further

the investigation of the question of the means of giving practical effect to that

part of the resolution which refers to the recognition of rights of citizenship of

Indians lawfully domiciled in other parts of the Empire. As far as Australia is

concerned, this question has been the subject of considerable public discussion.
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and tlie representatives of every sliade of politiral tliouRlit have sliown sympathy
witli tlic claim tliat lawfully (lomiciled Indians should enjoy full citizen rights.

As the question did not figure in the preliminary agenda of the Conference, I have
not had the opportunity of consulting my colleagues or my Parliament upon
it. I believe, however, that Australian public opinion is ready to welcome,
so far as the position of Indians domiciled in Australia is concerned, any
measure which is conceived in the interests of the Empire as a whole. The
number of Indians- in Australia is small—there are only 2,000 of them—so that

from the purely Australian point of view the problem is a small one, but it is

recognized that; this is part of a larger Imperial problem.

NO CH.\NGE IN COMMONWE.\LTH IMMIGR.4TION POLICY

It is not a question of admitting fresli Indians within our territorj-. That
would be contrary to the fundamental principles which animate the people of

.\ustralia and must govern the policy of any Australian Government; nor, as

I fully understand, is there the slightest shadow of a suggestion that the immi-
gration of Indians into Australia is desired by the Government or by the people
of India. It is simply a question of satisfying the legitimate aspirations of the

few Indians who are already lawfully domiciled in our midst, and contributing

by this action to the solution of an Imperial problem, by the removal of

anomalies which, as I understand, are felt very keenly in India in view of her
new status as an integral part of the Imperial Commonwealth.

TRIBUTE TO IXDI.\'S PL.\CE IX EMPIRE, .\ND TO HER CIVILIZ.\TION

India is no longer a mere Dependency, but one of the component members
of the British Commonwealth of Nations. We have the greatest admiration

of the efforts put forth by India in the late war, by which she won her new
status. I need only refer to her contributions in men, money and matt-rial, her

recruitment on a voluntary basis of something like 1^ million men, the services

which her army rendered by sending more than a million Indian troops over-

seas to all tlic theatres of war, and her free gift to the Imperial E.xchequer,

which added, as I am told, over 30 per cent to her national debt at that time.

Apart from these material aids, the moral value of the part played by India in

the war cannot be over-e.<timated. The vast masses of the Indian people have
always been conspicuous for their loyalty to the British Throne, and their whole-

hearted and voluntary' participation in the world conflict undoubtedly afforded

striking proof of this to both foe,s and friends alike. Even apart from that

welcome evidence that in its hour of need the Empire may rely on India as a

.strength and support, instead of a source of weakness as our late enemies dared

t« hope, I wish to emphasize that the people of Australia have always had the

greatest respect for India's traditions and culture, lier literature and her arts,

her attainments in the world of thought and her achievements in action—in a

word, for her civilization, which, while reposing on such ancient foundations, has,

at the same time, sliown itself capable of progress and adaptation to the need« of

the modern world. That civilization is not identical with ours; it is older, and

it is the civilization of the East rather than of the We.-t; capable, however, ar

India has already shown, of absorbing what is \aluable in Western civilization,

JTist as the West, in its turn, has lessons to learn from the civilization that is

characteristic of India.

INDI.\N PROBLEM RESULTS FROM CONFLICT OF ECONOMIC STAXD.VEDS

Nor is the established policy of maintaining the European character of our
population and not permitting the immigration of Asiatic settlers in conflict with
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surli an appreciation. It is not a policy founded on feelings of race or colour,

but it is motived by economic considerations which appear to us to be clear and

cogent. I have said that the civilization of the East, though older and possibly

in some respects superior, is different from that of tlie West, and among other

things this implies a well-marked difference of economic standards. Asiatic

immigrants would be able to work and support life with what, to them, would

represent a liigh degree of comfort, under conditions and for wages which would

make it impossible for workers of European descent, accustomed to European

standards, to compete with them. If, therefore, Asiatic immigrants were admit-

ted, it would be impossible to provide employment for Europeans. They would

inevitably be ousted from the labour market, and our population, and with it

our institutions and our civilizations, would gradually lose their original Euro-

pean character which we are naturally determined to do all in our power to

preserve. It is for this reason tiiat the Conuuonwealth Parliament has passed

enactments which effectively prohibit the immigration of Indian or other

Asiatic settlers or labourers, and it is for this reason that we welcomed the

Resolution of 1918, reaffirmed in 1921, by which the Imperial Conference has

recognized the right of each Government to control the composition of the popu-

lation of its countn.- by means of restriction on immigration from the other

communities of the Empire.

.\TTITUDE OF AUSTRALIA IS SYMPATHETIC, BUT NO NEED FOR COMMITTEE

That Resolution was accepted by India, and the Government of India have

never swerved in their loyal acquiescence and co-operation with us in our policy.

But, viewing the relations of India with the other parts of the Empire as an

Imperial problem, we appreciate that the maintenance of the immigration policy

is only one side of the question. On the other side we have the desire of India

to see the grant of political and other rights of citizenship accorded to her sons

who have already, and in some cases for many years past, been legitimately

domiciled within Australia. This desire is largely satisfied in the principle of

tlie Resolution of 1921. That Resolution, together with the Resolution of 1918,

must be regarded as interdependent parts of a single endeavour to promote

harmonious relations between the Dominions and India by securing the immi-

gration policy of the former on the one hand and by removing the cause of any

ill-feeling in India on the otiier. The object of both Resolutions, as I regard

them, is to foster the cohesion of the Empire as a single unit, not only compre-

hending within itself certain communities of European race all inspired by
Western ideals of civilization, but also uniting in one system the different ideals,

elements of strength and potentialities of progress towards the common good

which the Empire is happily able to draw from Eastern as well as from Western

sources.

In view of the position which exists in Australia and the consideration

which has been given to the question, there is no necessity for a Committee
further to discuss the matter such as has been suggested by Sir Tej Bahadur
Sapru. While I appreciate the spirit in which it is put forward, I do not think,

in the special circumstances of Australia, there is any necessity for such action.

On my return to Australia I will consult with my colleagues as to what action

can be taken.
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STATEMENT BY THE PRIME MINISTER OF NEW ZEALAND

TRIBUTE TO PRESENTATION OF CASE FOR INDIA

Mr. Ma.ssey: I will only detain tiie Conference a very few minutes. I

should like—and I have no doubt the other members of the Conference feel as
I do— I should like to express my appreciation of the eloquent speeches
delivered by the representatives of India. I am especially impressed by the
fact, which was very evident, that, while they were insistent in looking after

the interests of India, they spoke as patriotic British citizens. I do not think
there will be very much difficulty in the plan— I am thinking now of the pro-
posal that Committees representing the Dominions should meet a Committee
representing India. I am speaking more particularly for my own country

POSITION OF INDIANS IN NEW ZEALAND

I would like to endorse that, so far as New Zealand is concerned, we are
practically giving the natives of India resident in New Zealand the same privi

leges which are enjoyed by people of the Anglo-Saxon race who are settled there.

There is practically no difference between them. If there is or ever has been at
anj' time any objection to natives of India coming to New Zealand, those
object ion< have been raised for economic reasons such as have been referred to

by the Prime Minister of Australia. The workers in New Zealand are naturally
anxious to maintain the present standard o^ living, and if there happened to
be a large influx of natives of India at any time they have nn idea that such
standard might become lowered. They are naturally anxious—and I am bound
to say the New Zealand Parliament is also anxious—to prevent anything of the
sort happening. There is no such thing as race-prejudice or an>i;hing of that
sort. So far as the aboriginal natives of New Zealand are concerned they are
in exactly the same position as the European residents in New Zealand; they
have the same privileges in regard to Parliament and in connection with local
affairs.

STATUS OF INDIA .\T IMPERIAL CONFERENCE

I have heard it stated as a matter of fact that there is an impression in

India that the representative,? of the Indian Empire at the Imperial Conference
do not occupy the same position as the representatives of the Dominions or other
parts of the Empire. Now I think that ought to be contradicted emphatically.
We who represent the Dominions—and I know I can speak for those who repre-

sent the United Kingdom and the Colonies as well—are anxious that the repre-

sentatives of India sitting round this historic table should enjoy all the privi-

leges that we enjoy and should have exactly the same position. I think that
ought to be made perfectly clear in India.

METHODS OF AGIT.^TION IN INDIA

I know this, that India has become during recent years a fruitful hunting

ground for agitators; I am not thinking of Indian agitators when I say that,

because I know—and it is nothing to be proud of—that some of the people of our

own race have taken a promient part in fomenting trouble in India, and not

only in India, but in those British countries where a number of natives of India

have iiecome located. There are not many opportunities in my country, but I

have known people of our own race to be doing their level best to stir up trouble

with the natives of India. Fiji is our neighbour and there is a large number of

Indians there. I am not speaking for Fiji, but I would only say this, that I

have the best of reasons for knowing—I know it officially—that Europeans
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frcfiuently have been doing their level best to foment disturbances in Fiji. I

am simply speaking of labour troubles and difficulties of that sort. Once troubles

are started and when strikes take place we, who have had experience of these

industrial troubles, never know where they are going to end; and they some-
times stir up trouble which is not forgotten for a very long time afterwards.

TRIBUTE TO INDIA's PLACE IN EMPIRE, AND TO HER CH'tLIZATION

My opinion—I speak as a British citizen and not only as the representative
of New Zealand—is that we should do everything that is possible to make the
natives of India feel, whether here or in India itself, that we want to treat them
with justice, and that we want to do everything that is fair and right and proper
as far as they are concerned. I know perfectly well that when we think of

government by Indians we have to remember—and I think it was the Maharajah
who expressed his opinion—that if development is to take place it will not be
(|uite by what is called Western methods. We can understand that. Wlien one
remembers the huge population of India, the number of races which are there,

the number of languages that are spoken, and the different religions, I have often

thought that it might be desirable, when the time comes, as I believe it will

come, to let India be divided into a number of Dominions rather than to remain
one State or Empire as it is at present. I have not been to India, and I only
look at it from the outside- The European residents in India, and the represen-

tatives of India themselves, know very much better than I do what will be

necessary in time to come to enable Indians to attain the position they desire

to occupy. I was very much struck With the ('(includinii remarks of Lord
Peel, and I have not forgotten that when the destinies of the British Empire
were trembling in the balance there was no hesitation on the part of India to do
her duty ; I will not say " to come to its assistance," because when they were
fighting for the Empire they were fighting for themselves as citizens of the

Empire. They undoubtedly did their duty in a way which was admired in

every part of the Empire and by every one of its races. The Prime Minister of

Australia has mentioned the number of men who were sent and the amount
of money contributed by the Indian Empire itself, and on that account I am
quite sure the representatives and the patriotic British citizens, to whichever
part of the Empire they belong, will always be desirous of upholding the

wishes of the people of India and of assisting in the development which they
so ardently desire. I do not know whether it can be done for some time or

not; probably hurrying up matters might do more harm than good.

NEW ZEALAND STANDS BY PREVIOUS RESOLXJTIONS

So far as the Committees are concerned, when Mr. Sastri was in New Zea-

land he had an opportunity of meeting both branches of the Legislature and an
opportunity of saying everything he chose to say to them. He said that, so

far as New Zealand was concerned, he then had practically no fault to find.

I hope later on that the same thing may be said of the residents in other parts

of the Empire. I was present, of course, when the original arrangement was
made in 1918; I was present when it was reaffirmed in 1921; and by that

we desire to stand. If any improvements can be suggested with regard to what
is in operation at present, I have not the slightest doubt but that the repre-

sentatives of the Dominions and the other representatives of the British Empire
here will consider them. I do not know whether anything of the sort is intended

at present, but I want to assure the representatives of India that so far as they

are concerned there is no desire to keep them in the background, but to give

them all the privileges that British citizens in other parts of the Empire enjoy.
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I should like to say that I do not intend to interfere in the matter of Kenya.
The position in South Africa stands by itself and I am not able to judge of it.

I only say that I should like to do anything I possibly can to bring about a

better understanding between the two races in South Africa, those representative

of the European race and those representative of the Indians. If we can do
anything at all we shall be only too glad to do it.

STATEMENT BY THE PRIME MINISTER OF THE UNION OF SOUTH
AFRICA

TRIBUTE TO PRESENT.^TION OF CASE FOR IXDI.V

General Smuts: I desire to pay my tribute also to the earnestness, the

eloquence, and the ability of the speeches that have been mide here by the

representatives of India. The proposal which has been made by Sir Tej Sapru
does not concern South Africa, and tliercfore I do not think it is necessary for

me to detain the Conference at any length. As, however, the subject is a very

difficult one I may perhaps be allowed to say a few words in reference to the

general situation.

MR. SASTRl's MISSION H.\S M.\DE SOLVTION OF PROBLEM MORE DIFFICULT

The Maharajah has said, very rightly, that wiiat this question requires is

understanding—understanding not only of the difficulties and the special position

of India, but also of the difficulties and the special position of other British

communities; and I think a few words of mine might not be out of place here.

So far as I can judge, the atmosphere has really become worse in the last two
years for a solution of this question. In South Africa, undoubtedly, it has

become worse. That is due partly to tiic visit of Mr. Sastri f.nd his speeches

in various parts of the Empire, to which I do not wish to refer with any parti-

cularity. The Prime Minister of Canada has said what the effect of the visit

has been in Canada, and in South Africa it has undoubtedly emphasized the

difficulties that existed before. Tiiat was one of the reasons why I tiiought

it might not be wise for Mr. Sastri to come to South Africa. Our difficulties are

great enough as they are.

SOUTH AFRICAN .ATTITUDE TO INDIAN PROBLEM IN KENYA

There was another circumstance which has affected the attitude and the

atmosphere in Soutli Africa verj^ considerably, and that is the Kenya question.

There is no doubt that in South Africa a profound sympathy was stirred up for

Kenya. Here you have a verj' small British community, a handful of settlers,

who find themselves pitted against the mighty Empire of India, who find them-
selves against overwhelming forces, and who, although they ar- the most loyal

community in the British Empire, consisting mostly of ex-Army men, had in

the end to go to the length of almost threatening force in order to maintain

their position. The sympathy that was aroused and stirred for Kenya in

South Africa has had a ven,' serious repercussion there on the Indian question

as a whole. I have no fault whatever to find with the attitude of either the

Colonial Office or the India Office here. I liave nothing but praise for the way
they handled this very difficult situation, and the settlement that was come to

was, I think, a wise compromise, and so far as my influence went I used it with

the people of Kenya to get them to accept the settlement, as they have accepted

it. But I must say, quite frankly, that I have been ver>' much perturbed over
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the attitude adopted by the Indian Government in this matter. Thej- pressed

the ease against Kenya in a way which seemed to me to exceed the limits of

prudence and wisdom, and when the settlement was ultimately made language
was used in regard to it which I think would certainly not help the case of

loyalty either in India or anywhere else in the Empire. The whole incident, as

I say, has had a very bad effect in South Africa.

POSITION IN SOUTH AFRICA ITSELF

The difficulties from the African point of view are verj' great. Sir Tcj haa

said—and quite rightly—that the majority of the population of the British

Empire are coloured. That is so. But let me make this remark: all through

the very able and moderate argument of Sir Tej he referred to this colour ques-

tion ;ind the indignity which was either openly or by inference inflicted on tliose

British subjects who have colour. Well, I wish to say that, so far as we in South
Africa are concci-ned. it is nut :\ (iiii'slidii of colour, it i.< a different principle that

is involved.

QUESTION NOT ONE 01 t'ULOLK BUT OF ECO.NO.MIC COMPETITION

I think that even,^ thinking man in South Africa takes the attitude, not

that the Indian is inferior to us because of his colour or on any other ground

—

he may be our superior: it is the case of a small civilization, a small com-
munity, finding itself in danger of being overwhelmed by a muc'i older and more
powerful civilization and it is the economic competition from people who have
entirely different standards and viewpoints from ourselves. From the African

point of view, what is the real difficulty? You have a continent inhabited by
100 million blacks, where a few small white communities have settled down as

the pioneers of European civilization. You cannot blame these pioneers, these

very small communities, in South Africa and in Central Africa if they put up
every possible fight for the civilization which they started, their own European
civilization. They arc not there to foster Indian civilization, tiiey are there to

foster Western civilization, and they regard as a very serious matter anything
that menaces their position, which is already endangered by the many difficulties

whicli surround them in Africa. In south Africa, our position in a nutshell is

as follows: In the Union, we have a native population of over 6 million; we have
a white population of over 1^^ million: we have an Indian population of some-
thing like 160,000, mostlj* confined to one Province, to the most British Province
in the Union, the Province of Natal.

PARTICULARLY IN N.'VTAL

Mr. Sastri, in one of his somewhat outrageous statements, referred to this

as a Boer Empire, an empire which is swamped by Boer ideals. Well, the fact

is that the Indian difficulties have mostly arisen, and continue to grow, in a

part of South Africa where there are almost no Boers at all, in an almost purely

British community; but you have in this Province of Nalal a majority of Indians

and a minority of British settlers, and, whatever the mistakes c.f tlie past may
have been, the grandchildren of to-day do not plead guilty to the errors of their

ancestors and thej' want to right the situation and safeguard the future for

themselves and their children.

SUFFR.\GE QUALIFICATIONS IN SOUTH AFRICAN PROVINCES

What is the position? In the Cape of Good Hope and the Cape Province

we have a franchise, a property and income and literary franchise, and in that

Province the Indians are on exactly the same footing and have the same fran-
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chise as the whites; no difference is made. But in tlie other three

Provinces of the Union we liavc a nmnhood sulTra.!;!-'. In tl.u [wo Pro-

vinces of tiie interior, tlie Transvaal and tlic Free State, that franchise was hiid

down by the British Government, and not by oursehes. When we received a

Constitution after the Boer War, many years ago, this Constitution contained
manhood suffrage, and that has remained the state of affairs up to to-day, and
will probably remain the state of affairs for a long time. The tendencies in

South Africa, just as elsewhere, are all democratic. You cannot go back on that

manhood suffrage. Once it lias come, you will probably pass on from maniiood
suffrage to universal suffrage. That was the act of the British (lovernment,
and not of the people of South Africa.

KXTKNSION OF FR.-\N('UISE TO INDIANS IS IMIOSSIBLE

How are you going to work that in with an Indi.nn francliise? 11 an Indian
franchise were given, it has to be identical; no dift'ercntiation would he allowed
t)y Indian public opinion—and quite rightly. Well, the result would be that in

Natal, certainly, you would at once ha\e an Indian majority among the voters.

But our difficulty is still greater. You iuive a majority of blacks in the' Union,
and, if there is to be an ecjual manhood suffrage over the Union, the whites
would be swamped by the blacks; you cannot make a distinction between
Indians and Africans; you would be impelled by the inevitable force of logic

to go the whole hog, and the result would be that not only would tiic whites
be swamped in Natal by the Indians, hut the whites would be swamped all over
South .\frica by the blacks, and the whole position for which we have striven
for 200 years or more now would be given up. So far as South Africa is con-
cerned, therefore, it is a question of impossibility. Sir Tej and his colleagues
say, quite rightly, that for India it is a question of dignity. For South Africa,
for white South Africa, it is not a question of dignity, but a question of exist-

ence, and no Government could for a moment either tamper with this position
or do anything to meet tlie Indian point of view.

1921 RESOLL'TION A MISTAKE

That is why I think the resolution passed in 1921 was a mistake. I thought
it then, I still think it, a great mistake. We got on the wrong road there. For
the first time we passed a resolution through this Conference by a majority.
It has never been done before and I do hope it will never occur again. Our
procedure in this Conference has been by way of unanimity. If we cannot
convince each other we agree to differ and to let the matter stand over. But,
for once, we departed from that most salutary principle, which I consider
fundamental to the whole Empire, and we passed that resolution by a majority.
I had to stand out. But that has made things worse in South Africa. South
Africa now certainly sees that she has to stand to her guns much more resolutely
than she would have done otherwise. I think we made a mistake in 1921, and
that is why I suggested the otiier alternative consideration of this subject.

POSSESSION OF BRITISH CITIZENSHIP DOES NOT IMPLY RIGHT TO FRANCHISE

Sir Tej said that I was subtle, that my memorandum* was a subtle one.
I am not subtle, and my memorandum, I thought was a truism. All that I said
was this. There is one British citizenship over the whole Empire, and there
should be; that is something solid and enduring; but we must not place a wrong
interpretation upon that; we must not derive from the one British citizenship

*See page 138.

37-r
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rights of Franchise, because that would be a profound mistake. The attitude

has been that Franchise does not depend upon Britisli citizcnsiiip. It is only

in India that this position is not understood. Indians go the length of deri\nng

from their British citizenship the further notion of equal Franchise rights

too, and they claim that they may go from India to any other part and enjoy

the same Franchise rights as the other portions of the Empire. I think that

is a wrong conception. It is wrong not only as regards India, but as regards

everj- part of the Empire. I do not think that an Australian for instance, should

come to Soutli Africa and claim the Franchise there as a matter of course. He
is a British subject, and on that footing we are equal in the eye of the law,

but, when it comes to the exercise of political Franchise rights, I think that there

is a great difference and distinction and we should recognise that; and where

a distinction is carried into actual practice, as it is in South Africa, it should

not be looked upon as an indignity, as a reflection on the citizens of any

Dominion, including India, who come to us and who do not get these rights.

That is really all I wish to say about this matter.

INDIA CANNOT MAKE QXra:STION ONE OF FOREIGN POLICY

I noticed in Sir Tej's statement a remark which almost looked like a threat:

that if India fails in forcing on us the view which she holds strongly, then

she may be compelled to make of it a question of foreign policy. Well, I would
say this, you cannot have it both ways. As long as it is a matter of what
are the rights of a British subject, it is not a matter of foreign policy; it is a

matter entirely domestic to the British Empire. If it becomes a question of

foreign policy, then Indians cannot claim on the ground of their British citizen-

ship any more the recognition of any particular rights. Once they appeal to a

tribunal, whether it be the League of Nations or whatever it be, outside the

British Empire, they can no longer use as an argument tiie common British

citizenship. I want to keep it there. I want it to be recognized that you must
not drive it too far, and you must not derive from that citizenship claims which
you cannot uphold.

COMMENT ON .'SPEECH OF MAH.XRA.IAII OF AI.WAR

Let me just say in this regard to wiKit fell from the Maharajah. He said

that, if we do not invite him, that he will invite himself.

The Mah.\ra.i.\h of Alw'.ar: I did not quite say that.

General Smvt.^: Let me say this, Maharajah. Nobody would be more
welcome in South Africa than you would be, and I would welcome nothing
more than that you should come as a great representative of India to look into

conditions in South Africa yourself, convince yourself of the situation there, and
convince yourself also that, apart from the far-reaching political difficulties we
have, our fundamental attitude towards our Indian fellow-citizens is one of
justice anil fair play. I do not tiiink that our Indian fellow-subjects in South
Africa can complain of injustice. It is just the opposite. They have prospered
exceedingly in South Africa. People who have come there as coolies, people
who have come there as members of the depressed classes in India, have pros-
pered. Their children have been to school; they have been educated, and their

children and grandchildren to-day are many of them men of great wealth.
I noticed the other dav that the Reverend Mr. Andrews, who is a great

friend of the Indian cause in South Africa, publicly advised Indians in South
Africa not to go back to India. The Government of South Africa actually pay
for their ticket^?, give them pocket money and other inducements in order volun-
tarily to return to India, and thousands avail themselves of that policy and
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return to Indiii. That gentleman, who is a great protagonist of tlie Indian cause,

has publicly advised Indians not to fall in with that policy. He say.s: "You
will be worse off in India." I quote this to show that there is no unfairness,

no injustice to our fellow-citizens in India; but, when they come forward and
make claims which, politically, we cannot ])ossibly recognize, our attitude of

friendliness will worsen and the position as regards them will become very

difficult and complicated.

The M.\H.\KAJAH OF AiAV.\u: I should just like to get my mind a little more
clear on one point, and that is with regard to settlers in Natal who have built

their houses, invested their money and spent their money there. What would
you propose about them?

Gener.\l Smuts: They have all the rights, barring the rights of voting for

Parliament and Provincial Councils, that any white citizens in South Africa
have. Our law draws no distinction whatever. It is only political rights that
are in question. There, as I have explained to you, we are up against a stone
wall and we cannot get o^•cr it.

STATEMENT BY THH MINISTER OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, IRISH
FREE STATE

SYMP.VTIIV OF IRISH FREE STATE WITH INDIAN CLAIMS

Mr. Fitzgerald: Prime Minister, in our country I do not need to say we
have no racial distinctions at all. Indians in Ireland have the same position

as Englishmen or South Africans. It seems to mc that this matter falls more
or less into two classes. There are the Indians in the Dominions and the Indians

in the Colonies and mandated territories, etc. Now we recognize the Dominions
as independent Sovereign countries, having a perfect right to look after their

own affairs, and we really have no right to interfere there, and in the mandated
territories and Protectorates they are contrdled by the British Government and
we have no responsibility. So all that I can do really is to give an opinion.

We have no responsibility in the matter; but, if we had responsibility, we should

have to protest very strongly against any racial distinctions being made. We
who are not Anglo-Saxons have suffered a good deal in the past from being

treated as an inferior race. Now the Indian representatives here are not on an
equality with the rest of us, because they are not really here in a representative

capacity; they are not really sent by an independent Indian Government, and
they cannot really be regarded as equal with the rest of us. If I were an Indian,

putting myself in their position, I would recognize that this hypersensitivencss

about their treatment outside of India arises really from the fact that they have

not, so far, reached the degree of self-government that the rest of us have

reached. With regard t« Indians in the Protectorates and so on, the Govern-

ment which is primarily responsible for those places being the Government which

is also responsible for India, it seems to us unjust that there should be any
distinction drawn between Indians and other British subjects in those places.

rROGRE.SS toward.? SELF-GOVERNMENT ONLY SOLITION

At the same time it seems to me that the only solution of this trouble,

which comes from racial sensitiveness, is for Indians to be in a position to

make real reciprocal arrangements and to make bargain for bargain. The only
way that this Indian trouble is really going to be solved is for that progress

towards self-government—whatever form of self-government they consider suit-

able for themselves—to be hastened with all speed so. as to avoid what Sir Tej
v-n
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and the Maliarajali indicated—revolutionary raetliods taking tlie place of

evolutionary methods. We in our I'ountry nuist necessarily sympathize whole-
heartedly with the Indians both in their protests against tlieir inferior race

treatment and in their feelings as to the freedom of their country. We also

recognize quite jjlainly here that we have no right to dictate to the other Domin-
ions as to what tliey do in their own areas. That is all I have to say. Prime
IMinister.

STATEMENT BY THi: PRIME MINISTER OF NEWTOUNDI-.^ND

TKUU IK TO ]'RESENT.\TION OF CASE FOR INDIA

Mr. W.\rken: I must add my congratulations to the Indian Delegation
upon the eloquence and force of the speeches they have made.

NO DISABILITIES IN NEWFOUNDLAND

As far as Newfoundland is concerned, we have no distinction whatever.

As long as an Indian is a British subject he can vote in Newfoundland in the

same way as an .Australian, Canadian, or New Zealander. or anybody else.

We have no restriction on immigration and I may say that, if an Indian is

not a British subject, the mere fact that he is an Indian is no bar to his becom-
ing naturalized and obtaining the vote in that way in Newfoundland. I do
not want to express any opinion upon the internal affairs of any other sister

Dominion.

STATEMENT BY SIR TE.I BAHADUR SAPRU

APPRECIATION OF RECEPTION OF PROPOSALS

Sir Te.t ilvHADUR Sapru: Prime Minister, I must tell you, and through

you your colleagues in His Majesty's Government, and the Dominion Prime
Ministers that I could not have hoped to have had a better hearing here.

Therefore my thanks are due to one and all of you, even though it may not be

that I see eye to eye with you in some of j'our remarks.

COMMENTS ON ST.\TEMENT OF SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES

I will first of all refer to the speech delivered this morning by His Grace

the Duke of Devonshire. I listened with deep intere-st to his speech, and let

me express to him my thanks for the manner in which he has expressed

sympathy with our general aspirations in this matter. His Grace was good

enough to say that he did not want to mislead India in regard to Kenya, and.

therefore, he spoke frankly. I hope His Grace will pardon me if I also desire

to be equally frank in giving expression to our jiosition. I did not expect at

any moment during the last few days that I have been working over this

question that I would go back with the Kenya decision reversed. That was
not what I was aiming at; but I want to make it abimdantly plain that I do

not wish the substance of my proposition to be affected. Tiie language of the

resolution is a matter for settlement; but it is of the very essence of that

resolution that Kenya must come in. Secondly, I want to explain that, while

His Grace has said that His Majesty's Government are not prepared to accept
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the resolution in regard to Kenya, my country will refuse to accept that

decision as final. Thirdly, I will make it plain that the Committee I have

proposed should, in conferring with the Colonial Office, have the widest scope

—that is to say, it must discuss not only questions affecting other Colonies,

but also those relating to Kenya: otherwise I do not see that you can possibly

satisfy my countrymen.
This is all I wanted to say with regard to the Committee and its dealings

with the Colonial Office here. Well, I will now pass on from the Duke of

Devonshire and the Colonial Office to the Dominion ^Ministers-

COMMENTS ON STATEMENT OF PRIME MINISTER OF CANADA

I have listened with very great interest to the speech of Mr. Mackenzie
King, and must thank him heartily for supporting me and accepting the sub-

stanee of my proposal.

INTERPRETATION OF RESOLUTION OF 1921 CONFERENCE

There are just one or two words with regard to his speech that 1 would
like to say. He referred to his view, or rather the construction put in his

Parliament, on the Resolution of 1921, and he read out a passage from Mr.
Meighen's speech. Now let me tell him that we are here sitting, not as lawj'ers.

nor arc we sitting in a Court of Law; our functions are quite different. I

suppose that we would claim that the functions of a statesman are very much
higher than those of a lawyer, although I myself happen to be associated with
that noble profession. Now that Resolution of 1921 I believe was not drafted

by a conveyancing lawyer, it was probably tlrafted by sonicoiie of the statesmen
around this table or by someone similar to a statesman, and I would like you
and your Parliament to approach it from the point of view of the statesman.
I know that as a Prime Minister and as a party politician it may be safe

to rely on certain phrases, but let me tell him that it would be a great mistake
to dispose of those words " it is desirable '* as not morally binding upon him
—I do not care whether they are legally binding upon him or not.

HOPES FOR GOOD RESULT FROM APPOINTMENT OF COMMITTEE

I am inspired by the hope, and particularly by the manner in which Mr.
King has spoken, that the result of the conference of the Committee which we
propose to send to Canada with the Committee going to be appointed there
to consider the questions of franchise cannot but lead to satisfactory results.

I will not anticipate the verdict of the conference of the two Committee-s,
which Mr. King has to a certain extent attempted to do. I will leave it

entirely to the hands of the Committee to come to their own conclusions, and
then will bo the time for us to discuss how far we are in agreement or how far

we are separated. But I recognize his spirit of support and of sympathy with
me, and I appreciate that. I do thank you, Mr. Mackenzie King, for the spirit

in which you have spoken this morning.

COMMENTS ON ST.ATEMENT OF PRIME MINISTER OF THE COMMONWEALTH
OF .AUSTRALIA

From Mr. Mackenzie King I shall pass on to Mr. Bruce, and let me express
my unreserved admiration for the manner in which he has spoken this morn-
ing, and the tribute he has paid to my countrymen and our civilization. I

note that he considers it unnecessary for my Government to send any Com-
mittee to his country because he thinks the problem is such that it may be
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settled without any discussion. Well, that is encouraging to me, but I do

venture to express a hope that, if we do decide to send a Committee just to

place our case before him and his Government, he will not refuse to accept that

Committee. We do not want to send a Committee to create any agitation in

his country—or for the matter of that any agitation in any country—and I

can absolutely feel sure that that is not what is at the back of my mind;

but, if it is necessary for us to explain our position to you and to help you

in the problem, for Heaven's sake do not refuse to accept a Committee like

that. Wc want simply io help you, and, if without receiving a Committee
from my Government and my country you can solve the problem, so much the

better for you, so much the better for us, and so much the more creditable to

you and to your Government.

COMMENTS ON ST.\TEMEXT OF PRIME MINISTER OF NEW ZEALAND

Well, my thanks are also due to Mr. Massey. I hope Mr. Massey will

recognize that in my speech of Wednesday I thanked him. I very much
appreciate his reference to the services of India during the war, and I do

sincerely hope that such grievances as there may be in his country will receive

sympathetic treatment at his hands. I do hope that he will accept the sub-

stance of my Resolution. We wish to help him in every possible way; we do

not want to harass him in his own country or in his Government.

COMMENTS ON .STATEMENT OF PRIME MINISTER OF THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA

Now from Mr. Massey I propose to pass to General Smuts. I am sorry

to miss him here, but I will say he has never replied to the points I raised. He
referred to my description of him as subtle: well, if he objects to that I will

withdraw it, but I will say that his present speech is remarkably illusory and
evasive.

I raised questions with regard to specific grievances, relating to residence,

acquisition of land, and trading licences in his country, and I find no expres-

sion of opinion upon those questions. He then said my Resolution had nothing

to do with him.

It has primarily to do with him. I made it abundantly plain in the course

of my speech that I did not make an appeal to him on the basis of the reso-

lution of 1921, but that my appeal was made to him independently of that

resolution and that I wanted him to join hands with me in investigating the

facts and in trying to devise some methods of solving this problem, which he

probably thinks is insoluble, but which docs not appear to me to be insoluble.

Again, he referred to Mr. Sastri, and to the prejudice he has caused. I have
already said what I felt about Mr- Sastri, and I do not want to say more.

If Mr. Sastri's fault was that he pleaded for his countrymen in the Dominions,

then that is a fault which can reasonably be found with the 320 millions of

his countrymen.
MEANING OF BRITISH CITIZENSHIP

Now I will come to one particular portion of the speech which struck

me as based on an entire misconception, legal and constitutional. That is the

question of citizenship. He said that India was the only country which prob-

ably claimed all political rights merely from the fact that Indians were British

citizens. Let we warn him that India is not the only countn.- which holds that

view. There are other countries which hold those views. Well, he absolutely

confuses the territorial law with personal law; in other words, his position

really is this, that, if in my own country I did not enjoy full rights of citizen-

ship, when I go to his country I must be under a disability. I will put to
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General Smuts, what would have happened if an Irishman, before the new
ronstitution came into force, had gone from Ireland and had settled down in

Natal or any other part there and was told: "Because you are not a free

nation within your own borders, you dare not claim those rights, although you
are qualified according to our Franchise Law to claim them "? There is an
essential confusion in the position which General Smuts takes. Really the

fact of the matter is, tiiat you cannot, according to modem law of citizenship

and according to the lastest development of thought on this subject, have two
kinds of citizenship in the same Empire, a higher and a lower.

When I go to your country, and I do satisfy the requirements of the

law of franchise, you have no right to tell me that because I am an Indian
subject of His Majesty I shall not be entitled to exercise my Parliamentary
rights. Therein lies the whole position General Smuts has taken, and, with

regard to the disability of Indians in the purchase of townlands and in respect

of trade licences and other things, General Smuts, as I have said before, had
not a word to say in his speech this morning.

DEPRECATES RESCINDING OF 1921 RESOLUTION

Therefore, the position remains this, that while I receive support, sub-

stantial and general, from His Majesty's Government and from all the Dom-
inion Prime Ministers, I have received no support from General Smuts.

On the contrary, he has expressed a desire that the resolution of 1921

should be repealed. I hope for the reputation of this Conference, for the great

reputation of the Dominion Prime Ministers and for the reputation of His
Majesty's Government, that nothing of the kind will be done, and, though
you may tell my countrymen that the problem is undoubtedly a difficult one,

I request you also to say that you are trying to discover means of solving it.

If you will do that you will change our attitude in regard to great Imperial
questions.

POSITION OF INDI.VNS ALRE.'^DY IN SOLTII AKRIC.\

There is only one more remark I will make in regard to General Smuts'
speech. He referretl to the desire for repatriation and to tiie advice of Mr.
Andrews. Let mc tell you that, if anyone understands Mr. Andrews or knows
him intimately, I do. There are hundreds and thousands of my countrymen in

South Africa who cannot even speak their mother tongue. They have settled

there, their fathers have settled there, and it is very easy to understand how
diflScult they will find it t-o leave a land in which they and their fatiiers and
grandfathers have lived. It is for those reasons that Mr. Andrews ad\'ised, and
it is for those reasons that I should advise them, not to leave that country, but
to figlit their battles until tlieir position is recognized some day or other as that
of equal citizens.

ME.\NIXG OF ALLUSION TO " FOREIGN POLICY "

General Smuts said that as a British .subject I could not claim that this

problem would pa.«s from the stage of a domestic problem to that of a foreign
problem. He misunderstood me. It is not difficult to foresee a stage being
reached when even tiie Government of India, whom he has attacked over its

attitude in regard to Kenya, but which I must admire for the very same attitude
which it did take, may find it necessarv to appeal to His Majesty's Govern-
ment, and to say, that one part of the Empire is .standing against the other, and
it is for you. His Majesty's Government, now to treat this problem inside your
own Commonwealth as you would deal with a problem of foreign policy. That
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is what I meant, and I do anticipate a stage like tliat being reached at no
distant date in so far as the relation of India with South Africa is concerned.

COMMENT ON STATEMENTS OF MINISTER OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, IRISH FREE STATE,

AND OF PRIME MINISTER OF NEWFOUNDLAND

Lastly, I will pass on to what my friend, Mr. Desmond Fitzgerald, said.

No one could be more happy or contented than myself if he could help me to

get self-government for India to-day, but that is a matter between us and His
Majesty's Government. I see no reason, iiowever, why until we get complete

self-government in India we should be treated on a lower footing in King
George's Empire outside India. \Ye iiave a strong sentiment on tliat point, and
there can be no weakening in that sentiment so far as I am concerneil and so

far as my fellow-countrymen are concerned. There is no one who believes more
strongly than I do, or is working harder than I am, to win self-government for

India, and, God willing. I do hope to win it notwithstanding any doubts that may
be entertained by members of His ^Majesty's Government. But 1 will not allow

those considerations to affect my position in regard to the status of Indians

overseas. Suppose we get Dominion self-government to-morrow in India, the

problem will still have to be faced. Therefore let us not mix up the two. I

should be very glad indeed if the Conference would endorse a resolution in favour

of self-government, but I want them to endorse a resolution, also in regard to

Indians and their position overseas. I must also thank Mr. Warren for the

support he has given me.

WISHES TO PRESS PROl'OS.VL FOR RE-SOIATION

There is only one word that remains for me to say. When I moved that

resolution I perhaps did not make it quite clear that I was moving it. I merely

said: " My resolution is as follows." I wish the Conference to understand that

I definitely moved that resolution. I have already said I am open to argument

in regard to the phraseology of it so long as the substance remains and so long

as Kenva finds a place in it. That is a matter which is between me and the

Colonial (Office and could be sent up to you later on, but I do wish to move that

resolution, and I beg vour support; at any rate I am entitled to ask for the

support of the general idea embodied in that resolution. I do wish it to be

understood that, so far as I am concerned, I stand by the resolution of 1921

and by the principle of equality. I do not wish to put any larger interpretation

on tlio resolution than is justilicd or is just, but do not let me give you the

impression that there is any weakening on my part so far as the resolution of

1921 is concerned or so far as the supplementarv- resolution which I iiad the

honour to put before you on Wednesday last is concerned. I thank you, Prime

Minister, and all the other Prime Ministers.

October 31, 1923

STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA, AS HEAD
OF THE INDIAN DELEGATION

THANKS FOR RECEPTION OF PROPOSAL OF INDIAN DELEG.\TION

Lord Peel: I desire to thank most sincerely the Members of the Conference

for the ver>- cordial and sympathetic way in which they have received our

proposals about the position of Indians in the Empire. I thank them also for

the high place that they have assigned to this question among Empire problems.

I thank them for the complete grasp that they have displayed of this difficult
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business, not as an isolated or local or Indian question, but in its Imperial
aspeet. I am grateful to them for the complete frankness and fulness with
which they have explained the views of those they represent.

SUMM.\RY OF RESULTS OF DISCUSSION

In opening this discussion, I explained that the intensity of the feeling

aroused in India was due to the opinion widely held there, that the disabilities

of Indians were based on distinction of colour, and were badges of racial

inferiority. I did not associate myself with that view. I believe it to be

mistaken. The course of this discussion has shown that I was amply justified.

Any impartial i)crs(in reviewing the statements made will find it impossible to

prove that any general ban is maintained against Indians in the Empire or that

throughout the Empire they are placed in an inferior status; or again, that such

disabilities as they may suffer from are based on colour or racial grounds.

The Duke of Devonshire has shown that in the West Indian Colonies

—

British Guiana, Jamaica, Trinidad—Indians enjoy the same rights as other

British subjects. The same, I believe, is true in Ceylon and ^^lauritius.

Mr. Mackenzie King has told us that in eight out of nine provinces in Can-
ada Indians enjoy full rights of citizenship. If in one province there are excep-

tions to the general rule, these exceptions are based, not on the colour distinction,

but on rather complicated social and political considerations.

Mr. Bruce has told us that representatives of every shade of political

thought in Australia have shown sympathy with the claim that lawfully domi-

ciled Indians should enjoy full citizen rights. He believes that Australian public

opinion is ready to welcome, as far as the position of domiciled Indians is con-

cerned, any measure which is conceived in the interests of the Empire as a

whole.

General Smuts said, " It is not a question of colour; it is a different prin-

ciple. . . . It is the case of a small civilization, a small community, finding

itself in danger of being overwhelmed bj- a nmch older and more powerful
civilization; it is the economic competition from people who have entirely

different standards and viewpoints from ourselves."

The same sentiments have been expressed by the representatives of the

other Dominions, and notably by Mr. Massey. These opinions, so remarkably
similar in tone, of this great body of Empire statesmen, must surely bring con-

viction and comfort to any Indian whose feelings may have been injured or

whose sense of dignity may have been impaired by a contrary view. Let their

suspicions and their doubts be allayed by these declarations of the Empire
leaders, sent out to the world from this Conference.

NOT DESIRABLE TO PRESS RESOLUTION

Let me now consider whether any action should be taken on the definite

proposals placed before the Conference by my colleague. Sir Tej Sapru. He
was not concerned, nor was the Delegation concerned, so much with his concrete

proposals as with the attitude that would be taken up by the Prime Ministers

in their different Dominions on this subject. I consider that the position of the

Indians within the Empire has been most notably advanced in this Conference.

Mr. Bruce has stated that he thinks that further enquiry' is unnecessary, but

that, on his return to .\ustralia. he will consult with his colleagues and see what
action can be taken. Mr. Mackenzie King has reaffirmed his statement about

the revision of the Federal Law, and he is quite willing, if it is thought desirable

to send a Delegation to Canada, to appoint a group to meet and confer with

such Delegation. I rather gather, however, that the passing of this particular
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resolution might not necessarily assist in obtaining the result which we desire.

General Smuts, I am afraid, will not be able to support the resolution. General
Smuts, it is true, did not support the resolution of 1921. I should like to say

that I do not rest my case entirely on the resolution. If theie had been no
resolution of 1921, this problem would still be urgent and pressing. The reso-

lution of 1921 stands, but I rest my case not merely upon a formula but upon
the broad equities of the case and an appeal for justice and Imperial unity.

I am quite aware of the difficulties of South Africa, but I hope General Smuts,
w-hen he returns, while alive to his own diflBculties, will retain a vivid conscious-

ness of our own.

It has been said that the Empire Conference should be unanimous in its

resolutions. I think that, if this resolution is pressed, some members might
be disposed not to vote for it; not because they do not sympathize with the

end to be attained, but because they think this particular means is cither unne-
cessary or perliaps not desirable. Such a vote, therefore, might create a totally

false impression in India of the real situation. I ask my friend. Sir Tej Sapru,

whether he might not consider it advisable not to press his resolution. But I

am very anxious that it should be made quite plain in India what are the results

that have been attained. I think it would be most valuable if a sliort note could

be added to tiie Report of the Conference showing clearly what arc the practical

results of this discussion and what India has gained.

STATEMENT BY HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJAH OF ALWAR

The Maharajah of Alwak: In this world of ours a great deal, if not every-

thing, depends on how far, and how, we are able to control our human nature

and in what channels we can guide it in order to achieve successful results. It

is easy enough to see the dark patches, to brood over difficulties, to exaggerate

and enlarge upon them, and finally to be overcome with remorse, repentance

or despair.

But history teaches us the great lesson that the world advances and does not

recede, when, without deluding ourselves, we are able to buckle our determina-
tion and throw our vision beyond the clouds on to the silver lining. Humanity,
after all, behind which shines the radiance of the Godhead, is not so black as

our imaginations and our unfulfilled desires and hopes arc likely sometimes to

paint it. Stone upon stone can steadily be built into an edifice with a single-

hearted purpose, with the help of cement of our goodwill and toleration.

OBJECTS OF CONFERENCE

I conceive that our Conference of the members of the British Empire has

assembled in order to shed light over the dark patches, to exercise our deter-

mination in subscribing our quota to solve difficult problems, and, instead of

hypnotizing ourselves with pessimism, to enable us to look ahead to the dawn
which must invariably follow the night.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

India did not figure in the Agenda of our Conference when we assembled

around this table, but, as an Indian, I thank the Prime Minister and the British

Government for having agreed to our suggestion to set aside a day for the

discussion of the important problem of Indians overseas. We owe acknowledg-

ments for letting the discussion extend to a much longer time than originally

conceived, in order to give everyone an opportunity to unburden their mind and
to put forward their points of view.
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SUMMARY OF TREVIOIS DISCUSSION, AND THANKS TO PRIME MINISTERS AND OTIIEK

SPEAKERS

In my own personal capacity I said at the commencement of the Confer-

ence tliat rightly or wrongly—and I believe rightly—I came with the determina-

tion of giving co-operation and goodwill, and I am happy to be able to ack-

nowledge to-day that during our discussions we have found the full measure

of it.

I thank the Prime Minister of Canada for having given a very welcome

lead, in viewing our problem, relating to his Dominion, from a broad point of

view.

On behalf of my Order I thank Mr. Bruce for his sympathy, and the Prime
Ministers of New Zealand and of Newfoundland for the very warm and cordial

support of India as related to their Dominions.

From Ireland came a very warm-hearted response towards their fellow-

citizens of the Empire in my country.

I hope I may even thank General Smuts for such kind references as he has

made for my countrymen, and I thank him for extending to me personally an

invitation to come to South Africa to see for myself the problems and diffi-

culties that exist. I sincerely hope that I may be able to accept his very kind

invitation and I almost wish I was going back with him to his country. But

at the present moment thi.< is not feasible; but that invitation will certainly

not i)ass into oblivion, but will remain in a tender corner of my heart, and I

hope for the sake of my country I may be able to respond to it at no great

distant date. I make it clear, however, that I should like to come in my per-

sonal capacity and not as a representative of my countiy or of my Order, for

that would be the best way to enhance my own personal knowledge of the

difficulties that exist and to understand the problems that exist in that country

which are, perhaps, the main sources of the whole question having come up so

prominently.

General Smuts will appreciate, however, that, although I may deprive myself

of coming as a representative, I shall still come as an Indian and as one in

whose heart these questions undoubtedly rankle, but who, for his personal satis-

faction—and if he can be of any use and is desired to be of any use to his

countrj'—will be able to do so, while at the same time keeping in mind the

broader view of trying fully to appreciate the difficulties that exist on the

different sides.

POSITION OF INDIANS IN CANADA

Now what is the position of Indians overseas as we see it to-day on the

bright side, if you look? Mr. Mackenzie King has told us that in Canada
there are eight provinces in which no legal disability exists as regards Indians,

and where, I understand, they have equal rights of franchise.

Mr. Mackenzie King: There are nine provinces. They have no legal

disabilities; there is a political disability in one; that is all.

IX AUSTRALIA

The Maharajah of Alwar: In Australia, although the domiciled Indians

amount only to about 2,000, we have the promise of the Australian Premier

that they will be treated sympathetically and that this question has been the

subject of considerable public discussion and the representatives of every shade

of political thought have shown sympathy with the claim that lawfully domiciled

Indians should enjoy full citizen rights and finally that, so far as the position

of Indians domiciled in Australia is concerned, any measure which is conceived

in the interests of the Empire as a whole would be welcomed.
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IN NEW ZEALAND

In New Zealand the number of Indians is small, but the spirit which recog-

nizes no difference of race, colour or creed is indeed one that should inspire not

only our admiration, but also our gratitude, and the Prime Minister of New
Zealand has told us that they give the Indian residents in New Zealand prac-

tically the same privileges which arc enjoyed by people of the Anglo-Saxon

race, and that there is practically no difference between them.

It is even a happy augury to hear words come out of the mouth of this

responsible Statesman that the Aboriginal Tribes in New Zealand arc in exactly

the same position as the European residents, and that they iia\'" the same privi-

leges in parliamentary and local affairs.

IN NEWFOVNDLAND

In Newfoundland the numbers of Indians are smaller still, but we are glad

to see the same spirit prevailing there as in New Zealand.

IN IRISH FREE STATE

In Ireland the problem does not arise, but we nevertheless appreciate and
welcome the sentiments on behalf of its Representatives.

IN SOUTH AFRICA

In South Africa, General Smuts has told us that, in the Cape of Good
Hope and the Cape Province, Indians are on exactly the same footing as the

Whites and have a franchise. General Smuts has hinted to us that in the

Transvaal and the Free State the franchise was not laid down by South Africa,

but by the British Government.

IN COLONIES, PROTECTORATES, &C.

And now after the Dominions I come to the Colonies. His Grace the

Colonial Secretary has told us that, so far a? British Colonies and Prot^-ctorates

are concerned, in the West Indian Colonies British Indians are under no political

or legal disability. This includes British Guiana, Trinidad and .Jamaica where

there is a considerable Indian population. In Ceylon, qualified British Indians

will be eligible for the franchise in the same way as other British subiocts.

In Mauritius there is distinction between Indian and other British subjects

as regards eligibility for the franchise.

In East Africa there is no restriction on the number or race of the unofficial

members who may be nominated on the Executive Councils of Kenya or

Uganda.

EXISTING DIFFICULTIES

Now, Gentlemen. I have to say this, that I know some people who read

what I have said so far may consider that I have spoken in empty platitudes;

and that in doing so I am seeking favours or honour. How I'-'- that vision

is from my mind it is not necessary to stat«, but, if looking on the bright

side of things is wrong in appreciating the facts that are already before us,

then I gladly stand open to the charge and have no bones of contention to

pick, but tiie primary reason why I have taken your time in emphasizing

these facts is in order to condense what I have already seen, that the whole of

the British Empire is not such a dark patcii for our countryni'ii :i< some

would like to believe, and that tiiere is much ground to improve the situation

by showing our goodwill and co-operation. This does not mean that I do not
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appreciate t'ne (lillicultie:; where tliey lie—and they do lie. It is not difficult

for human nature t« bite or to sting, but those arc qualities which do not

appeal to me in such an atmosphere as this.

The ilifiiculties that exi>t with regard to Indians overseas exist I know

—

and all know—in British Columbia in Canada, in Natal in South Africa.

and have reached their climax in Kenya. In liritish Columbia, Mr. Mac-
kenzie King has told us, verj' frankly and candidly, that it is a question of

Provincial franchise where the Federal Franchise Act supports it which places

Indians in a position of disability. Mr. Mackenzie King has said that his

action when viewed in India would be very much a matter of the spirit of

interpretation—where he is entirely right—for it is the spirit in which we
take such thing-; that the problems come before us.

In British Columbia we are told that the problem is not a racial one,

but an economic one, and tliat Mr. Mackenzie King welcomes the proposition
made by Sir Tcj for a Conunittee to go to Canada to discuss this question with
his Government.

The responsible st-atesmen of Canada have been good enough to say that
they welcomed Mr. Sastri and gave him full opportunity to speak and confer

with any persons he might wish to do so in orcler to meet the difficulty, and
finally that, when the Federal Law comes up for revision, Canada will take
care that Parliament is informed of India's wishes. We sincerely hope that

they will pay every favourable consideration to this important point regarding
our people

In Natal, General Smuts has equally candidly explained that if he gave
Indians the right to franchise on an equality it could not then be withheld
from tlie native population of South Africa, and would, under the circumstances,
flood this portion of the country and demolish the work of the Wliite settlers

of 200 years, and this is, indeed, a potent argument and I appreciate the diffi-

culties, but the question as regards Natal, as also of other places where such
disabilities exist, does not hinge on the future migrations flooding this country,

for, with right understanding, I believe tlic r'.overnment of India's co-opera-
tion can be achieved to solve this difficulty, but the question is with regard to

Indian settlers who have lived in Natal and who have invested their property
and have settled there for several generations. Is it likely that, witiiout the
franchise, laws will be passed by those who possess the franchise to oust the
Indians from their rightful heritage, since they went to that country under the
British flag as peaceful settlers? General Smuts gave the assurance in answer
to my question that Indians would have tlie full rights of citizenship, and the
only question concerned with the difficulty was with regard to franchise. I

hope that the Prime Minister of South Africa will give this question favourable
consideration, not from a local, but from an Imperial jioinr of view, in order
to sec that no disabilities exist which would hamper the peaceful existence of

my countr>-mcn there. It would, indeed, be a useful advance in conciliatory

methods if General Smuts could see his way to asking his Parliament to wel-
come our Committee to go there from India in order to discuss frankly, can-
didly and, if necessan,', quietly, the whole problem as it affects India.

And now I come to Kenya. I believe, from what I am informed and from
what I have seen myself, that no question of Indians overseas agitatr^ their

minds and gives them more feeling of racial discrimination and loss of self-

respect than Indians in Kenya. Thi'^ I believe to be mainly due to the fact

that, while it has been asserted by previous Imperial Conferences that the

Dominions have a right to settle their own populations, Kenya is not a self-
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governing; Dominion, but is a Colony administered by the British Govern-
ment. It is to the Britisii Government, therefore, that Indians look to see

that tlicir position, which lias already become very awkward in Kenya by the
minority of white settlers being given a majority in votes, is not further jeop-
ardized and that they are not placed under disabilities by laws being passed
by the majority segregating them or eventually ousting them from positions in

which they have invested money in the country which, I understand, they have
helped to improve for many years back.

I understand—and if I am wrong in my assumption I hope I will be cor-

rected—that His Grace, holding the charge of the Colonial Office at present,

has been good enough to agree that the Committee of India would be welcomed
to discuss with him the whole problem, and that the entire question will be fully

and sympathetically considered by the Imperial Government from the points of

view put fonvaril by the Indian Committee. May I thank His Grace and,

through iiim, the British Government, for this assurance, and earnestly hope
that the final results will be an advance on the present situation and give

cause for my countrj-men to be grateful for assistance?

PER.SONAL POSITION

On this important problem of Indians overseas I have little more to say,

but I wish to add this, that my position as a Delegate from India is likely to

be misunderstood in some quarters and even in India, and therefore I would
like to make it clear.

I have not come here as an elected or selected representative of British

India. I have not even been elected or selected by my Brother Princes, or

have their mandate.
I think you know that I am not an employee of the British Government,

but in accordance with past precedent I have come here as the nominated
representative of the Indian Princes and have been invited to work here by
the Government of India and the Secretan,- of State. But, although I carry

no mandate for what I say for my Order. I nevertheless iiappen to be one of

them. I am an Indian and I belong to a family who have been loyal and faith-

ful allies of the Crown and its Government. I have, therefore, primarily

expressed my own views, but I hope also what I feel to be the views of my
Order and my countrymen, or at least some of them.

I have much appreciated the compliment of ha\-ing been asked to work on
this Conference, but, for the sake of my countn,', I hope that my successor at

the next one will be even more fortunate in being elected by my Order to come
to this distinguished gathering in consultation, with the approval of the Viceroy
and the Secretary' of State.

I should welcome indeed if our member for two-thirds of India should be

privileged to enjoy the same position, but on this topic I will not attempt to

speak as it is outside my purview and because I would be charged with treading

on ground on which angels fear to go.

CONCLVSION

And now, in conclusion, I will say this. The whole question of Indians

overseas is, we arc told, in many places, an economic problem; that it is not

a racial one, to impress upon anyone the inferiority of any particular race. I,

at any rate, welcome that sentiment and I feel, now that this goodwill and

co-operation is prevailing on all sides, that the whole of this difficult problem

will be set at re.<t^—and the earlier the better—within the domains of possi-

bilities, so that India can turn her mind towards her own domestic problems

and work out her salvation to be a loyal and integral part of the British Empire.
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In conclusion, may I thank the Dominion Prime Ministers for the words
that have fallen from their lip.s, whore one said that he certainly desired to see
India go ahead; and that the 1921 Re:^olution passed by the preN-ious Conference
is regarded as a pledj^e which all concerned seem anxious to fulfil and to uphold?

Prime Minister and (untlcnicn, I thank you one and all for having created
in this room that favourable atmosphere towards my country, which I hope
will soon bear practical ami tangible results, not only for the sake of the British
Empire, but for the sake of one-fifth of the human race.

Mr. Har\'ey, in giving his views recently, when Lord Curzon presided, said:
" We have preferred settlement to argument." That exactly sums up my con-
clusion, and I hope that I may be permitted to express my final sentiments.
Although it is in poetry, I think the words exactly express my views:

—

" What then shall be the guerdon
(A great and priceless burden)

Of taut'ning up our Grand Old Empire's Chain?
It shall be for us the Glory

. To prove in full the story

Our Brotherhood docs not exist in vain.

Don't criticize and grumble;
DonU sneer at every stumble;
Let each one trv' and see the other's aim:
And if at first wc fail

To hear the fricmlly hail

Let us bear in mind the birthright of our slain.

Like lihem we'll pull togeiher

—

Rose and Waltle. Maple. Heather

—

Our own bright Star is ri.sing with the mom;
Aye, let's sail the ship together

Thro' storm and stress of weather,
Onward, ever onward, to the Dawn!"

STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES,
ON BEHALF OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR HOME AFFAIRS

The Duke of Devonshire: I regret to say the Home Secretary is unable

to be here this afternoon, but, as a statement* has been circulated to the whole

of the Conference which will eventually be published, I would like to make the

following obser^-ations on his behalf:—

MEANING OF IMPERI.\L NATIONALITY

" This interesting and frank discussion has brought out in high relief a

distinctive characteristic of the British Empire or Commonwealth—an essential

unity attaining realization in varying and independent methods and practices

under a great variety of conditions.
" At the core lies the vital principle of common British nationality on which

the representatives of India have justly and eloquently laid great stress, and
which finds expression in General Smuts' words: 'The common Kinship is the

binding link between the parts of the Empire.'
" It is not inconsistent with this principle to recognize, as it always has been

recognized, that every part of the Empire is free to settle it« own domestic con-

cerns, including questions as to the rights to be enjoyed by any person or classes

*See page 138.
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of persons within its territory. In considering problems aiising out of this riglit

or freedom it is important not to confuse tiie issue by any ambiguous use of such
words as 'citiz-en' or 'citizenship.' If those words are used, as tiiey rightly may
be, as having a local significance and connoting a status or right which it is

within the power of any self-governing Dominion to confere on persons within

its territory, they should not at the same time be used as though they were
almost synonymous with the Imperial conception of nationality.

" Imperial nationality is one and indivisible; local citizenship and the rights

and privileges attached thereto may be diverse. If we keep these two concep-

tions clearly in our minds it ought to be possible, notwithstanding difficulties

of detail and practice, to maintain a principle of action consistent alike with

Imperial unity and local autonomy."

STATEMENT BY THE PRLME MINISTER OF GREAT BRITAIN

Mr. Stanley Baldwin : After what has been said on behalf of the Domin-
ions and by the Duke of Devonshire on behalf of the British Go\ernmcnt, I

have little to add.

RESULT OF INDIAN PROPOSAL AS REGARDS COLONIES AND PR0TECT0R.\TES

I should like first of all to read to the Conference a statement which has

been drawn up, as the result of informal discussions, since our last meeting. It

sets out, for inclusion in the records of the Conference, the result of Sir Tej

Sapru's proposal, so far as it relates to the Colonies and Protectorates. The
statement is as follows:

—

" The Secretary of Stat<" for the Colonies, on behalf of His Majesty's

Ciovcrnmcnt, cordially accepted the proposal of Sir TcJ Bahadur Sapru
that there should be full consultation and discussion between the Secre-

tary of State for the Colonies and a Committee appointed by the Gov-
ernment of India upon all questions affecting British Indians domiciled

in British Colonies. Protectorates and Mandated Territories. At the

same time the Duke was careful to explain that, before decisions were
taken as a result of discussion with the Committee, consultations with the

local Colonial Governments concerned, and in some cases local enquiry,

would be necessary.
" Further, while welcoming the proposal, the Duke of Devonshire

reminded the Conference that His Majesty's Government had recently

come to certain decisions as to Kenya, which represented in their consid-

ered view the very best that could be done in all the circumstances.

While he saw no prospect of these decisions being modified he would give

careful attention to such representations as the Committee appointed

by the Government of India might desire to make to him.
" Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, while taking note of the above statement

of the Duke, desired to make plain that the recent Kenya decisions

could not be accepted as final by the people of India."

PITBLICATION OF SPEECHES

I am glad to think that, on this occasion, we have been able to arrange for

the speeches made at this Table to be published. This constitutes a departure
from the procedure at the 1921 Conference, when only the resolution which has

been quoted here more than once was made public. We shall, of course, include

a brief summary of the proceedings when a report on the work of the Conference

comes to be prepared.*
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HELPFUL NATURE OF DISCUSSION

I hope that tlic Indian delegation will feel, as I feel, that the discussions
we have had on this subject have been most helpful and encouraging. There
has not merely been goodwill and an earnest attempt to meet India's wishes
so far as varying political and economic circumstances in different parts of

the Empire permit, but we can record quite definite results. These are due
to the growing sense of partnership among all the many peoples and races who
owe common allegiance to the Crown. It is thi.-^ sense of Partnership which I

should like to stress. India's value to the Empire and the Empire's value to

India are becoming every day more clearly seen. The British Commonwealth
of Nations rests upon no narrow basis. It is the greatest association known to

the world of many races bound together ever more intimately by common inter-

ests and by mutual desire to help each other. Here at these Conferences we
can with full freedom learn each other's problems and each other's point of
view, and India can, I am sure, feel that the magnitude of her share in our
common partnership, and of her contribution to the common weal, is being
realized in increasing measure. I am confident that he members of the Confer-
ence who have spoken for India will feel, both from the manner in which their

representations have been received and from the actual results achived, that
mutual goodwill can and does help each and all of us to solve our common
problems. I think the Conference as a whole can congratulate itself on what
has been effected.

STATEMENT BY SIR TEJ BAHADUR SAPRU

Sir Tej Bah.\dur Sapru: Before the Conference leaves this very important
subject, I desire to take up just two minutes of your time in making my own
position quite clear.

EFFECT OF DISCUSSION ON INDIAN OPINION

I am completely satisfied with the kindness of my colleagues from the
Dominions, and I am sure that Indians throughout the Empire will derive new
hope and encouragement from their attitude. This, of course, does not apply
to South Africa, regarding which country I had my say on Monday last. As
regards the Colonial Office, I am very glad to notice that the Committee to be
appointed as I suggested is not to be restricted in its scope to certain specified
Colonies, To me, as an Indian, it is, of course, disappointing that the Duke,
speaking last Monday, saw no prospect of modifying the Kenya decisions,
which, as I have already made clear, can never be accepted in India. But
his agreement with the principle of my scheme, and his consent to give careful
attention to such representations as the Committee may lay before him.
inspires me with the hope that the door is not barred, and that the Colonial
Office may be shown the way to an acceptable solution. I shall recommend
those with whom I have any influence, both in India and elsewhere, to work
through this Committee to obtain an amelioration of such conditions as they
and everj' Indian regard as incompatible with our national dignity and with
our position as equal subjects in the Empire of our common Sovereign.

NO NEED TO MOVE FORMAL RESOLUTION

May I here just also refer to the expression of opinion made by Lord
Peel to-day with regard to the Resolution that I intended to move on the last

•See pages 17-20 of Cmd. 1987.
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occasion? I thoroughly appreciate the advice that lias been given to me to-day

by Lord Peel. I have noted with great pleasure the spirit of cordiality shown
by my colleagues from all over the Empire, except General Smuts. I take

their speeches as ver>' encouraging, and 1 note that what I wanted really has

been achieved, namely, that they recognize the character of the Resolution

of 1921, and that they have given me a hope that they would do something

material to achieve the end which we have in view, namely, the accomplish-

ment of the principle of equality. Most of them have accepted my sugges-

tions about Committees; Mr. Bruce thinks that he can do without a Com-
mittee. As I said on a former occasion, so much the more honourable and
creditable to him and to his country. It is because I have this support from

all the Dominion Prime Ministers excepting one, that it is unnecessary for

me to move my Re-solution formally.

TH.\XKS TO LORD PEEL

Lastly, will you allow me to say one word about Lord Peel? Through-
out the aiLxious days I have had to spend upon this question within the last

two weeks I have received nothing but unreserved support and encourage-

ment from him, and I am sure that, when my countr\'men come to know how
strongly he has stood by me, they will realize that not only the Government of

India and the great Statesman who presides over that country- have identified

themselves with our national sentiment with regard to this matter, but that the

Secretary of State has also done the same. May I thank you. Sir, on behalf of

myself and on behalf of those whom I represent? That is all, Sir.

Annexe (A)

POLITICAL STATUS OF BRITISH INDIANS IN THE COLONIES,
PROTECTORATES, AND MANDATED TERRITORIES

Me.MOKANDUM PrEP.\RED IX THE CoLONIAL OfKICE

West Indies.

In the West Indies British Indians are under no political or legal disability

of any kind. They have the same franchise and the same opportunities of

becoming members of elective bodies as any other British subjects.

The West Indian colonies in which there is a considerable British Indian

pojHilation arc British Guiana, Trinidad and .lamaica. It may be of interest

to add some particulars regarding the franchise in these colonics.

In British Guiana the property qualifications for voters are somewhat
complicated, and the following may serve as examples. Persons are qualified

to be voters for counties if they have an annual income or salarj^ of S480 or

are tenants of a house, or house and land, of an annual rental of $192. A
person is qualified as a voter for a city or town if he possesses a similar income
or salary, or is a tenant to the value of $120. In either case, the payment of

$20 in taxes qualifies. No person is entitled to be registered as a voter unless

he can read and wTite some language.

In Trinidad the Legislative Council is at present nominated, but the

elective system will be introduced at an early date. A person desirous of

being registered as a voter must be able to satisfy the Registration Officer

that he or she can understand the English language when spoken, and must
possess one of a number of property qualifications. An annual salai-y of

£62 10s., or the payment of £12 10s. for rent, or the occupation of land, or

land and house thereon, assessed to taxes at 10s. a year will qualify.
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In Jamaica tlic qualification for voters is the receipt of salary or wages
of £50, or income of ii similar amount combined with the payment of a rental
of £10. or the payment of taxes of 10s. on real property or £1 10s. on personal
property.

Eastern Colonies.

In Ceylon, under a revised Constitution about to be issued, qualified

British Indians will be eligible for the franchise and for election to the Legis-

lative Council in tiic same manner as all other British subjects. In addition,

they will have tlie privilege of electing two Indian representatives on a com-
munal basis. The property qualification for tiie franchise is reasonably low.

In Mauritius there is no distinction between British Indians and other Brit-

ish subjects as regards eligibility for the franchise. Moderafc property and
educational qualifications are imposed in all cases. An Indian member is also

specially nominated to the Council of Government, to represent Indian interests.

In the Straits Settlements provision for an Indian representative, nominated
by the Governor, is made in the recently revised Constitution of the Legislative

Council.

With regard to the Fcderatid Malay States, the Government of India has
recently suggested that Indians should have representation in the Federal Coun-
cil. This cjuestion is now under discussion with the High Commissioner.

Soxdhcrn Pacific.

In Fiji the question of the political representation of Indians is still under
consideration.

Eastern Africa.

In Kenya, where there are four communities to consider, the communal
system of representation in the Legislative Council has, after careful considera-

tion, been adopted. The European British subjects vote for eleven elected mem-
bers on an adult franchise. The Indians will vote for five elected members on
a wide franchise, which will be determined in consultation with the Indian com-
munity. The Arabs will vote for one elected member on a franchise to be deter-

mined in a similar manner. Until the political education of the African is

advanced, African interests will be represented by a non-African, nominated,
unofficial member, who will be a missionary.

The unofficial members of the Executive Council are not limited either as to

race or numbers by tiie instrument of Government. Hitherto, there have been
two European unofficial members and one Indian unofficial member, and it is

hoped to continue this arrangement, with the addition of an unofficial member
w^hose advise on matters affecting Africans will be of value.

In each Council there is an absolute official majority.
In Uganda the Legislative Council is not elective. There is no restriction

on the number or race of the unofficial members who may be nominated to the
Council. The members at present approved are two Europeans and one Indian.
There is an official majority.

In the Executive Council, there arc no unofficial members.
In the Tanganijika Territory there is no Legislative or Executive Coimcil;

but, speaking generally, Indians have the same rights as the citizens of other
countries members of the League of Nations.

CoLONi.\L Office, October, 1923.
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Annexe (B)

THE POSITION OF INDIANS IN THE BRITISH EMPIRE

Memorandum by the Prime Minister of the Union of South Africa

Before the Conference comes to consider this thorny subject, I wish my
colleagues to consider the following suggestion of a way out of the difficulties

in which we find ourselves. In India the position of Indians in other parts of

the Empire seems to be adding to the political agitation and unrest, while in

those other parts the atmosphere for the solution of the difficulty is not improv-
ing, but on the contrary getting worse. This latter change is in some measure
due to the Sastri mission. Mr. Sastri by his mission and his speeches has
undoubtedly made matters worse. He has, for instance, never failed, whenever
opportunity presented itself, to attack the Indian policy of South Africa, and
has thereby greatly exasperated public opinion in that Dominion, already verj'

sensitive on this issue. In other Dominions he has made people alive to the

issue—indeed he has largely created it. The claim he has everywhere vigor-

ously pressed for equal franchise rights for Indians over the whole Empire has
not onlj' gone further than the local, claims of the Indians themselves, but lias

tended to raise opposition in quarters where it did not exist before. It is

because I foresaw this development that I did not invite Mr. Sastri to include

South Africa in his mission. It is not alleged tliat the economic position of

Indians in other parts of the Empire is bad. It is admitted that they are success-

ful and thriving under the laws of the Dominions, and are in most respects

economically better off than they would be in India. But the claim is put
forward for equal political rights throughout the Empire, and its denial is

looked upon as a stigma, as an affront to our Indian fellow-subjects. And no
questions are more difficult and dangerous than those involving national dignity

and honour.

The Indian claim for equal franchise rights in the Empire outside of India
arises, in my opinion, from a misconception of the nature of British citizenship.

This misconception is not confined to India, but is fairly general, and the Con-
ference would do not only India but the whole Empire an important service

by its removal. The misconception arises, not from the fact, but from the

assumption, that all subjects of the King are equal, that in an Empire where
there is a common King, there should be a common and equal citizenship, and
that all differences and distinctions in citizen rights are wrong in principle.

Hence it is claimed that, whether a British subject has or has not political rights

in his country of origin, he slunild, on migration to another part of the Empire
where British subjects enjoy full political rights, be entitled automatically to

the enjoyment of these rights. It is on this basis that equal political rights are

claimed for Indians who live in the Dominions or Colonies outside of India.

It is, of course, clear that the assumption on which the claim is based is

wrong. There is no equality of British citizenship througliout the Empire. On
the contrary, there is every imaginable difference. In some parts British sub-
jects have no political rights wiiatever; in others they iiave modified rights of

one kind or another; in others, again, they have the fullest political riglits. In

the same part you may find British subjects with little or no political rights, and
others with full rights- There is no common equal British citizenship in the

Empire, and it is quite wrong for a British subject to claim equality of rights

in any part of the Empire to which he has migrated or where he happens to be

living. There is no indignity or affront at all in the denial of such equality.

Once this is clearly recognized, the stigma above referred to falls away. Indians

in those parts of the Empire wlicre thev do not enjoy equal franchise rights

cannot justly or fairly claim that their national dignity or status is involved.
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I go even furtlicr. The newer eoneeption of the British Empire as a

smaller League of Nations, as a partnership of free and equal nations under a

common hereditary Sovereign, involves an even further departure from the

simple conception of a unitarj' citizenship. British citizenship has been variable

in the past; it is bound to be even more .so in the future. Each constituent part

of the Empire will settle for itself the nature and incidents of its citizenship.

The composition and character and rights of its people will be the concern of

each free and equal State in tiie Empire. It will not only regulate immigration
from other parts of the Empire as well as from the outside world, but it will

also settle the rights of its citizens as a matter of domestic concern. The
common Kingship is the binding link between the parts of the Empire; it is

not a source from which private citizens will derive their rights. Tiiey will

derive their rights simply and solely from tiie authority of the State in which
they live. Hence Indians going to Canada will not be entitled to claim equal
political rights with the other citizens of Canada, no more than Canadians going
to India or Australia could claim equal political rights there. The conception
of the Empire as a League of Nations ouglit to do away with these claims, which
are so disturbing and unsettling in the Empire.

From this point of view the Indian resolution passed at the last Imperial
Conference was a profound mistake. It was not only impracticable, but it ran
counter to the new conception of the Empire as not a unitary State but a
partnership of equal States. It has both theoretically and practically landed us
in a false position, and the sooner we get out of it the better for tiic future good
relations of the different States of the Empire. The political claims of Indians
arising under that resolution should not be allowed to create difficulties for the
Governments of the Dominions, whicii would not have arisen if the constitutional
position had been properly appreciated.

The Indian Government should not claim from the other Empire Govern-
ments what (say) the friendly (lovernmcnts of Japan and China would not
claim. And the fact is that with neither of these Government's have we any
difficulties in the Dominions, while the difficulties with India are notorious and
growing.

We must get to the right constitutional conception, which I take to be the
absolute and unquestioned power and authority of each part of the Empire to
settle such questions for it.<clf. India has threatened retaliation as a method
of reprisal against Dominions which do not concede equal rights to her nationals.
This is, again, a false position arising out of the misconception which I have
explained. There should be no question cither of retaliation or reprisal. India
should be free to deal with nationals of the Dominions on a basis of reciprocal
treatment, and neither on her part nor on the part of the Dominions concerned
should there be any resentment or ill-feeling in the matter. Our relations in
this regard should be practically those of friendly sovereign States towards each
other. Unless this readjustment of viewpoint is brought about it is feared that
the question of the position of Indians in the Empire may continue to grow
in gravity.

I would therefore suggest that for the resolution of the last Conference on
the subject there be substituted a resolution affirming the right of each portion
of the Empire to regulate citizenship as well as immigration as domestic ques-
tions for it* own handling and not affecting the status or dignity of other
portions of the Empire, and expressing the opinion that provisions for reciprocal
treatment of the nationals of the States of the Empire should not be looked
upon as unfriendly or othenvise affecting the good relations of these States
{titer se. It would thus be left to the good sense of each State of the Empire
to say what citizen rights shall be enjoyed, and by whom, within their terri-
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torial jurisdiction, and no State of the Empire shoukl have claim to force its

citizens on any other State or resent their exclusion or special treatment by the

latter.

J. C. SMUTS.
South African Deleg.^tion, Savoy Hotel, W.C. 2,

October 18. 1923.

APPENDIX VI

PAPERS REGARDING NATIONALITY QUESTIONS

P/VRT 1

MEMOR.\NDUM PREP.\KED BY THE C0MM0NWE.\LTH GOVERNMENT FOR CONSIDERA-
TION AT THE IMPERI.\L CONFERENCE, 1923

The Commonwealth Government desires to make certain amendments in

the Commonwealth Nationality Act 1920-1922. This Act gives effect, within the

Commonwealth, to the system of Empire naturalization introduced by tlie British

Act, the British Nationality and Status of Aliens Act 1914-1918. As tlie British

Act was framed in consultation with the Dominions, the Commonwealth Govern-
ment tlesirc's tliat tlie amendments now suggested should be discussed at the forth-

coming Imperial Conference.

The amendments desired relate to:

—

(A)—The constitution of the tribunal to which cases of revocation of

naturalization are referred for enquiry.

(B)—Re-aidmission to British nationality of British-born women married
to aliens.

(C)—Naturalization of Residents of " B " and " C " Mandated Territories.

(a)—CONSTITtTION OF THE TRIBCNAL TO WHICH CASES OF REVOCATION OF
NATUR.ALIZ.\TION ARE REFERRED FOR ENQUIRY

By section 7 of the British Nationality and Statiis of Aliens Act 1914-1918
the Secretary of State is given power to revoke certificates of naturalization

for the various classes of reasons set out in that section. In some of these

cases he is given discretion, and in others he is required, before making an order
of revocation, to give the person whose certificate is proposed to be revoked
an opportunity of claiming that the case be referred for enquiry to a committee
presided over bv a person who holds or has held high judicial office, or to the
High Court.

Section 8 of the British Act provides that, if the scheme of Empire naturali-

zation is adopted by a Dominion, tiie Dominion shall have the same powers of

revocation, there being substituted for "High Court." in section 7, the words
"High Court or Superior Court" of the Dominion.

The Commonwealth Nationality Act 1920-1922, conforming to the British

Act, confers on the Governor-General similar powers of revocation, and provndes
that the corresponding enquiries shall be held by a Committee presided over by
a person who is or has been a .Justice of the High Court of Australia or a Judge
of a Supreme Court of a State or the officer holding the principal judicial oflBce

in a Territory, or by the High Court of Australia.

The classes of persons thus designated as competent to preside over a
committee of enquiry hold offices in the Commonwealth which correspond to
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those named in tlic British Act. It has been found, however, tliat in remote
parts of the Commonwealth it is sometimes very difficult to arrange for a presi-

dent qualified under this section. To facilitate the holding of enquiries, the
Commonwealth Government desires to amend the section to ])ro\idc that a
committee of enquiry may be presided over by a .Judge of a District Court or

of a County Court (these being courts the jurisidictiou of which is inferior to

that of the Supreme Courts and which sit in parts of the Commonwealth not
visited by Judges of the Supreme Courts) or by a special or stipendiary magis-
trate (that is, a magistrate having professional qualifications who sits in a court
of minor jurisdiction).

Before making this amendment, it is desired to have the concurrence of the
Governments of the other parts of the Empire which have adopted the scheme
of Empire naturalization.

(b)—RE-ADMISSION TO BRITISH N.^TIOXALITY OF BRITISII-BORX WOMEN
MARRIED TO ALIENS

The British Nationality and Status of Aliens Act 1914. Part II of which
has been adopted by the Commonwealth Nationality Act 1920-1922, provndes
that a Certificate of Naturalization shall not be granted to any person under
" disability," the definition of which term includes " the status of being a
married woman."

This provision has, in the Commonwealth, resulted in the infliction of con-
siderable hardship upon certain women of British birth who have married aliens

and been deserted by them, but who are nevertheless not eligible to re-acquire
their former British nationality.

As an illustration, the case may be cited of a woman born in England who
emigrated to South Australia where, in 1885, she married a German. In 1912
her husbiind deserted her and returned to Germany. Since his departure he
has not written to her, not sent her money, and she has had to earn a living

as best she could. She was the mother of ten children. The eldest son served
in the Light Horse in the late war, and returned to Australia a cripple. In
1920 the woman had a paralytic stroke and was ill for a considerable time, and
partially lost her memory. Fourteen of her male relations, including sons,

grandsons, and nephews, served in the late war, and three of them were killed,

yet this woman is not entitled to the privileges of a British subject.

Other women of British birth married to aliens have also been deserted by
their husbands or been separated from them and have been precluded from exer-

cising privileges which they enjoyed prior to marriage.
In this connection attention is invited to the war-time provision of the

British Act, and the corresponding section 18 (3^ of the Commonwealth
Nationality Act 1920-1922, which permits of the re-admission of married women
to British nationality where the husband is a subject of a State at war with His
Majesty.

Although this provision is applicable only during war time, it establishes a
principle which it is thought might, with advantage, be extended to British-born
women in meritorious cases at all times.

The Commonwealth Government desires to ascertain whether the Imperial
Government and the Governments of the Dominions w-hich have adopted Part
II of the British Act would be agreeable to an amendment which would confer
upon British-born women the right of re-acquiring British nationality in cases
where they have lost such nationality through marriage with aliens and have
been deserted by their husbands.

In this connection it is pointed out that if the power under section 5 (2)
of the British Act (and section 10 (2) of the Commonwealth Nationality Act)
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to grant naturalization in special cases to " minors," who are as a class subject

to the same general " disability " as " married women," were extended to cover
" married women of British birth," all requirements would be met.

(C.)—NATURALIZATION OF RESIDENTS OF "B" AND "C" MANDATED TERRITORIES

The Permanent Mandates Commission of the League of Nations, at its

session in August 1922, adopted for submission to the Council of the League

a resolution that Mandatory Powers to which "B" and "C" ALindated Terri-

tories have been entrusted might make arrangements, in conformity with their

own laws, for the individual acquisition of their nationality by inhabitants of

these territories.

The Commonwealth Government is advised that under the existing law-

British nationality cannot be acquired by residents (not being in the service

of the Crown) of mandated territories. It accordingly suggests that the

British Act should be amended so that residence in a "B" or "C" Mandated
Territory should count as residence in His Majesty's Dominions, for the

purpose of qualifying by residence for naturalization- When the British Act

lias been amended, a corresponding amendment can be made in the Common-
wealth Act.

Prime Minister's Department,

Melbovrne, July 26, 1923.

Part 2

GRANT OF NATURALIZATION TO PERSONS RESIDENT IN MAN-
DATED TERRITORIES

joint .memorandum PREPARED IN THE HOME OFFICE AND COLONI.\L OFFICE

The Commonwealth Government have asked that the question of amend-
ing ' The British Nationality and Status of Aliens Act, 1914," so as to permit

of the grant of naturalization to persons resident in mandated territories may
be brought before the Imperial Conference. It is understood that the Com-
monwealth Government have in mind Imperial naturalization, and the amend-
ment which they suggest is one to the effect that residence in "B" or "C" man-
dated territories should count as residence in His Majesty's Dominions for the

purpose of qualifying by residence for naturalization.

2. In this connection, the Commonwealth Government have referred to

the proposal submitted to the Council of the League of Nations by the Per-

manent Mandates Commission in August 1922, which was in the following

terms:

—

" It is open to mandatory Powers to whom 'B' and 'C mandated
territories have been entrusted to make arrangement in conformity

with their own laws for the individual and purely voluntary acquisition

of their nationality by inhabitants of these territories."

3. The matter was considered by the Council of the League in April, 1923.

and the following resolutions were adopted:

—

(1) The status of the native inhabitants of a mandated territory is dis-

tinct from that of the nationals of the mandatory Powers, and can-

not be identified therewith by any process having general application.
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(2) The native inhabitants of a mandated territory are not invested with
the nationality of the mandatory Power by reason of the protection
extended to them.

(3) It is not inconsistent with (1) and (2) above that individual inhabi-
tants of the territory should voluntarily obtain naturalization from
the mandatory Power in accordance with arrangements which it is

open to such Power to make with this object under its own law.

4. Hitherto naturalization, except on the ground of service under the
Crown in foreign countries, has depended on residence in British territory.

and it has been considered undesirable to allow naturalization on account of

residence in protectorates on the ground that it is contrary to sound principle

to exercise such a high right of sovereignty as that involved in changing the
nationality of an inhabitant in a territory which does not form part of His
Majesty's dominions. Only two exceptions to this principle have been
admitted, namely, in Southern and Northern Rhodesia, where local naturaliza-
tion has been provided for by Orders in Council.

5. If provision is to be made for Imperial naturalization in mandated ter-

ritories, and it would appear from the resolutions of the Council of the League
of Nations quoted above that the League entertains no objection to this as

regards " B " and " C " mandated territories, it will be necessary to make simi-
lar provision in protectorates to which these territories are analogous.

6. The position is different as regards protected States where there are

local rulers and the native inhabitants are subjects of those rulers. It would
hardly be possible for Hi? Majesty to take power to enable such subjects of the
local rulers to transfer their allegiance to himself, and even if naturalization

in such territories were confined to persons who were not subjects of the local

rulers it is probable that the local rulers would object to such action as an
infringement of their own sovereign rights and powers. Somewhat similar

objections would apply to a proposition to provide for Imperial naturalization

in "A" mandated territories, the position of which is analogous to that of pro-

tected States.

7- If a general desire is expressed for such a change in the law as is pro-

posed by the Commonwealth Government, the most convenient method of pro-

cedure would appear to be that, when next legislation amending the Act of

1914 is introduced, provision should at the same time be made enabling the Act
to be applied by Order of His Majesty in Council (or, in the case of terri-

tories mandated to Dominions, Order of the Governor General in Council), to

the territories in question, subject to such modifications and adaptations as

may be necessary. Having regard to the difficulty which arises in connection

with protected States and " A " mandated territories, it would be desirable not

to provide generally for the application of the Act to "any territory under

His Majesty's protection or in respect of which a mandate on behalf of the

League of Nations has been accepted by His Majesty," but to provide for its

application to certain individual territories specified in a schedule to the Act.

This schedule would include " B " and " C " mandated territories and most of

the protectorates, as to which no difficulty in regard to sovereignty occurs, but

would not include " A " mandated territories or protected States.

8. Nationality of Children Born to British Subjects in Mandated Terri-

tories.—Somewhat similar considerations underlie another question which arises

out of the scheme for the continuance of British nationality amongst succes-

sive generations bom abroad contained in " The British Nationality and

Status of Alien Act, 1922." It would appear that, as regards the children of

British subjects bom in " B " and " C " mandated territories, there is no neces-
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sity to go through the procedure contemplated in the Aet of 1922 in order

that tliey may obtain British nationality at birth and retain it at majority.

It woulci seem tliat they are to be deemed to be " born in a place where by
treaty, capitulation, grant, usage, sufferance or other lawful means His Majesty
exercises jurisdiction over British subjects," and they therefore acquire British

nationality at birth in their own right under the proviso to section 1 (1) of

the Act of 1914, as amended in 1922. Children born in protectorates appear

to be in the same position. On the other hand, cliildren born in protected

States and in " A " mandated territories would appear not to acquire or retain

British nationality except in pursuance of the procedure laid down in the Act

of 1922 in regard to registration at birth and assertion of British nationality at

majority.

September 10. 1923.

P.\RT 3

NATIONALITY OF M.\RKIED WOMEN

Memorandum prepared in the Home Office

1. The Commonwealth Government have asked that the question of the

readmission to. British nationality of British-bom women married to aliens

may be placed on the agenda of the Imperial Conference.

2. Whether the cases which the Commonwealth Government have in mind
are confined to those of women who b.ave been abandoned by or for some
reason have been permanently separated, but not divorced, from their alien

husbands, or whether they inducle also cases of British-born women living

with their alien husbands, the discussion of the question must necessarily bring

into consideration the general question of the nationality of married women
whch has attracted considerable attention in recent years, both within the

British Empire and in certain foreign countries.

3. The existing British law relating to the nationality of married women
is statutor}^ and is based on the principle of a common nationality for husband

and wife.
' The matter was first dealt with, partially, in " The Naturalisation

Act, 1844," next, more completely, in " The Naturalization Act, 1870," and
now by section 10 of " The British Nationality and Status of Aliens Act, 1914,"

in which the general rule is expressed as follows: The wife of a British subject

shall be deemed to be a British subject, and the wife of an alien shall be deemed
to be an alien.

This rule is followed bj' the majority of civilized countries, though the

Legislature of the United States of America has recently reversed it.

4. Previously to the statutes quoted and under the common law of Eng-

land, British nationality could neither be acquired nor lost by marriage. This

position does not seem to liave been the result of any deliberate policy of the

law in favour of independent nationalities for husband and wife, but followed

incidentally from the application of the two general niles which at common law

governed our nationality law. Thus, in the first place, women, equally with

men, were subject to the general rule nemo potest exuere patriam, and as the

result of this rule a British woman could not divest herself of her British

nationality by the voluntarj' act of marriage. Secondly, the principle govern-

ing the acquisition of British nationality at common law wa.« " birth within

the allegiance," and British nationality could nut be acquired in any other

way. To this rule the voluntarj- act of marriage was no exception, and accord-

ingly an alien woman did not at common law acquire British nationality on

marriage to a British subject.
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5. To the above general rule, (luotcil t'roni the Art of 1914, there are cer-

tain important exicptions (sonic contained in the Act of 1914 originally and
others introiluceil by the amending Act of 1918). These exceptions are:—

(a) Where a British subject, during the continuance of his marriage,
becomes an alien by naturalization or otherwise his wife can remain
British if she makes a declaration of her desire to do so (" British

Nationality and Status of Aliens Act, 1914," section 10).

(b) The British-born wife of any alien who is the subject of a State at

war with His Majesty can become British by the grant of a certificate

of naturalization upon a tleclaration by her that she wishes to resume
British nationality. (Amendment of section 10 of the above Act by
the Act of 1918.1

(c) The wife of a naturalized British subject whose certificate is revoked
retains her British nationality, unless the order of revocation directs

that she shall cease to be a British subject. (Section 7.\ of the principal

Act inserted by the Act of 1918.)

6. In April, 1922, a Bill was introduced into the House of Commons by
Sir John Butcher, in which it was proposed to make important alterations

in the existing law, and to provide inter alia that a British woman shall not lose

her British nationality by marriage with an alien, and that an alien shall not

acquire British nationality merely by marriage with a British subject. This
Bill was referred to a Select Standing Committee of the House of Commons
for examination and report, but the proceedings of the Committee were inter-

rupted before any report was made by the dissolution of Parliament.

7- In 1923, on the motion of Sir John Butcher, a Joint Committee of both
Houses of Parliament was appointed "to examine the British law as to the
nationality of married women; to consider in their legal and practical aspects

the questions involved in the possession by husband and wife of the same or of

different nationalities; and, with due regard to the operation of the laws of foreign

countries, to report what, if any, alteration of the British law is desired."

8. This Committee, after hearing a considerable amount of evidence, was
unable to agree as to the form of a report. The proceedings of the Joint Com-
mittee have not yet been published," but advance copies of a portion of the

proceedings containing two alternative draft reports which were laid before that

Committee (one by the Chairman and one by Sir John Butcher) have been
secured for the use of the Imperial Conference antl are annexed hereto. These
draft reports disclose numerous considerations which may be advanced in favour

of or against any substantial alteration of the existing law.

9. A summary of the points and arguments urged in favour of an alteration

of the law will be found in paragraph 9 of the Chairman's report. It may be

stated generally that the main arguments proceed from (a) the demand of

various women's organisations that married women should have the same right

as men of individual choice and self-determination in respect of their national

status; and (6) the special grievances of British-born women who have become
aliens by marriage, and are subject, as such, to certain disabilities and incap-

acities (e.g., franchise disqualification).

10. As regards (a) it has to be considered inter alia whether the theoretical

value of the principle of self-determination is not outweighed l)y the practical

disadvantages (affecting, inter alia, the children) involved in a difference oi

nationalities between the parents, disadvantages ranging from the regions oi

Since published as House of Commons Paper No. 115 of 1923.
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diplomatic protection and private international law to the position of the family

as a unit of society (see paragraphs 10 and 11 of the Chairman's report and
the second section of Sir John Butcher's report).

11. As regards (6), it has to be considered whether the disabilities and
incapacities in question are such as to justify a change in the law of nationality,

or whether a remedy for most, if not all, of the grievances of British-bom
women cannot be found in specific legislative provisions dealing with the

particular subject matter (see paragraphs 10 (,i) and 14 of the Chairman's
report).

Home Office, October, 1923.

P.\RT 4

VALIDITY OF MARRIAGES BETWEEN BRITISH SUB.FECTS AND
FOREIGNERS

Correspondence Between the Secretary of St.\te for the Colonies and
THE GoVERNOR-GeNER.\L OF THE CoMMONWE.\LTH OF Al'STR-^LU

(a) Fro7n the Governor-General to the Secretary of State

(No. 381.)

Sib, October 4, 1922.

I have the honour, at the instance of my Prime Minister, to inform you that

a question has been raised in regard to the validitj' of marriages contracted

between Australians and foreigners.

It is thought that it would probably be within the powers of the Common-
wealth Parliament to enact that all such marriages shall be valid, but that

validity would probably not be recognized outside Australia if the foreigner

was not, by the law of his country of domicile, capable of contracting the mar-
riage. Such legislation, however, would not go far to improve the position, and,

while Imperial legislation extending to all the Dominions would advance matters

a little further, it is considered that it would be inadvisable to interfere with
the established rules of international law in this connection.

In order that some action might be taken which would lead to a satisfactory

settlement of the question, my Ministers have suggested that His Majesty's
Government might be asked to consider the desirability of discussing the matter
at an Imperial Conference, with a view to international arrangements being
made which would be acceptable to all parties concerned and I should be glad

if you would be so good as to take the necessarj- steps to give effect thereto.

I have, etc.,

FORSTER.

(b) From the Secretary of State to the Governor-General

(No. 133.)

My Lord, April 6, 1923.

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's despatch
No. 381 of the 4th October regarding the validity of marriages contracted

between Australians and foreigners, and to request you to inform your Ministers

that the question of the validity of marriages between British subjects and
foreigners has on many occasions in the past formed the subject of eonsidera-

tion by His Majesty's Government.
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2. As regards such marriages contracted in foreign countries according to

the lex loci, it has long since been found necessary, in order to satisfy the

requirements of foreign marriage laws, to authorize His Majesty's consular

officers to issue certificates in individual cases, varying from a statement that

the publication of banns in this country is not required in the case of such mar-
riages, to statements that, the parties having gone through the antecedent

formalities required by law for enabling them to be married at His Majesty's

consulate under the provisions of the Foreign Marriage Act, 1892, there is no
obstacle to the celebration of their marriage. Certificates according to the

particular requirements of the foreign law concerned have in this way for a good
many years past been issued by His Majesty's consular officers in France, Bel-

gium, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Hungary and Sweden. On the other hand,

in the case of marriages contracted in this country the French Government
have since 1904 authorized French consular officers in this country to issue cer-

tificates to French citizens marrying British subjects to the effect that the form-
alities of French law have been complied with, while in the case of Belgium, by
an agreement of November 1888, a similar certificate is issued by the Belgian
legation.

3. Under the provisions of the Foreign Marriage Act, 1892, and of the
Foreign Marriages Order in Council, 1913, His Majesty's consular officers are in

many cases empowered to solemnize marriages between parties of whom one
is a British subject. This Act and Order in Council form the subject of

Chapter XXX of the Consular Instructions. In this connection reference is

invited to Viscount Milner's despatch Dominions No. 506 of the 17th December
1920, and connected correspondence, as to officers who are empowered to issue

the certificates required by Article 10 of the Foreign Marriages Order in Council,
1913. I enclose a copy of a printed memorandum,* which, while summarizing
in a convenient form the fonnalities to be observed under the Act and Order
in Council, exhibits also information which has been compiled as regards foreign

lex loci marriages and marriages between British subjects and various classes of

foreigners. Copies of this memorandum were forwarded in the lat« Viscount
Harcourt's despatch No. 468 of the 30th July, 1914.

4. On the 29tli November, 1906, " The Marriage with Foreigners Act, 1906 "

(6 Edward VII, Chapter 401, was passed. This Act in section 1 provides that

any British subject desiring to be married in a foreign countrj^ a foreigner accord-

ing to the law of that country may give notice to the Registrar, or if abroad
to the marriage officer {i.e., His Majesty's consular officer), and apply for a

certificate that after proper notices have been given no legal impediment to the

marriage has been shown to exist. In section 2, as regards marriages in the

United Kingdom, it is provided that, where arrangements have been made with
a foreign countrj- for the issue by the proper officers of that countrj' of certifi-

cates that after proper notices have been given no impediment according to

the law of that countrv has been shown to exist. His Majesty may by Order
in Council require the production of such certificate before the marriage can be

solemnized. Section 3 provides for the issue of an Order in Council making
general regulations prescribing the forms to be used.

5. After the passing of this Act a considerable correspondence, which
extended over several years, took place with foreign Governments with a view
to ascertaining the possibility of giving effect, in the case both of sections 1

and 2 of the Act, to the arrangements contemplated. While it was found that

in the case of some countries a certificate of the nature conemplated by section

* Foreign OflSce Memorandum, entitled " Marriagea Abroad and in the United King-
dom ": not reproduced.
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1 was unnecessary, and that, in tlie case of some, no arrangements of the nature
contemplated by section 2 were possible, the correspondence showed that in the

case of a number of foreign countries such a^rangement^« were possible, though
the requirements of the various foreign laws created difficulties as to the forms
of certificates which would be required. Concurrently with this correspondence
His Majesty's Representatives abroad were instructed to obtain and communi-
cate to the Foreign Office the texts of the marriage laws of foreign countries, with

a view to a more complete study of the question, and these laws as received

were translated, and have been published in Parliamentary Paper Miscellaneous

No, 11, 1911 (Cd. 5993), of which a copy is enclosed,

6. As the outcome of the correspondence referred to above, the preparation

of the form of certificate to be given by the Registrar (and miifatis mutandis
by His Majesty's consular officers) under section 1 of the Act of 1900 was
commenced, but various difficulties have so far delayed its completion. When
this has been done it will be possible again to approach foreign governments in

the matter and to endeavour to bring about the further arrangements con-

templated under section 2 of the Act.

7. It is noted that Ministers suggest that the matter might be discussed

at an Imperial Conference, and a copy of the correspondence is accordingly being

sent to the other Dominions and to the Secretary' of State for India,

I have, &c.,

DEVONSHIRE,

APPENDIX Vir.

ADDRESS BY fflS HIGHNESS THE MAH.\R4JAH OF ALWAR, ON
THE DUSSEHRA FESTIVAL, OCTOBER 19, 1923

The M.^H.\RAJAH OF Alw.\r: Prime Minister and Friends, it is a curious

coincidence, I hope a happy coinc'idence, that to-day in this room we shouki be
discussing questions relating to Militan,', Naval and Air matters, all connected
with the defence of the Empire, on the exact day when in India is being cele-

brated our greatest festival of the year.

It is a festival to commemorate the march of Shri Ram, one of our greatest

incarnations, to Ceylon where he achieved victor*'. The anniversarj" is cele-

brated nowadays in India inspecting our Military troops and units, in other

words, examining the means of war, or, more correctly speaking, the means of

peace,

Wc may thus in a sense be celebrating the Dussehra festival to-day by
examining the means of Defence of our Empire.

Friends, I wish you all in the name of my country as an Indian, in the

name of the Princes as one of their Order, our cordial and sincere Dussehra
greetings to each and all of you.

Let us hope that this quiet, almost unostentatious, work that we are doing,

or trying to do, will lead to co-ordination and co-operation of all the forces of

the Empire to secure real peace, not only within, but also without.
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APPENDIX VIII.

REPLY FROM fflS MAJESTY THE KING, EMPEROR OF INDIA,
TO THE ADDRESS FROM THE CONFERENCE

It has been a great satisfaction to tiic Queen and myself to receive from
the Prime Minister of Great Britain tlie Address presented by tlic Members of

the Imperial Conference at the close of tlieir sessions. We thank you most
cordially for tlicse inspiring words.

The last few weeks have given me a happy opportunity to renew personal
touch with some of my Ministers from the Overseas Dominions, and of making
the acquaintance of others on whom their present high responsibilities have
fallen since the last Conference.

As Emperor of India. I welcome the Members of the Conference from that

great country. I know that its many peoples will rejoice that the problems
brought on their behalf to the attention of the Conference have been dealt with
so fully and sympathetically.

No one can follow closely, as I have done, the work of successive Confer-
ences without realizing the immense value of such Meetings. First comes the

spread of mutual knowledge of the conditions obtaining in all parts of the

Empire, then the increase of good feeling that springs naturally from such

knowledge, and, lastly, tlie hearty desire to co-operate in strengthening the

bonds which unite us, so that, however distracted the world may be, the British

Commonwealtli shall stand steadfast and undismayed.
I thank you one and all for your lal)ours. I am confident that these will

redound to the security, happiness and prosperity of all the nations and peoples

of ray Empire.

GEORGE R.I.

November 14. 1923.
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INTERIM REPORT

To His Excellency General the Right Honourable Lard Byng of Vimy, G.C.B.,

G.C.M.G., M.V.O., Governor General and Commander-in-Chief of the

Dominion of Canada.

In compliance with the Commission of Your Excellency dated the 27th

day of February, 1924, by which I was appointed a Commissioner to make
investigation into all material and relevant facts in relation to the Orders in

Council attached to the above-mentioned Commission, I have the honour to

submit the following interim report.

This report does not contemplate a consideration of all the matters

referred to, but has to do with such of them as have a bearing upon the facts

alleged in a petition presented to Your Excellency by an executive committee

of the depositors of the Home Bank of Canada, dated the 23rd day of Feb-

ruary, 1924, praying that those who suffered loss as such depositors because of

the facts set out in the said petition, should be indemnified against such loss

on grounds set forth.

The hearing in the matter was commenced before me in the city of Ottawa

on the 16th day of April last, and evidence was taken under oath both at Ottawa

and at Toronto on divers days between that date and the 20th day of May,
1924, inclusive; Mr. E. Laflcur, K.C., and Mr. H. J. Symington, K.C., appear-

ing throughout as counsel for the Government of the Dominion of Canada;

Mr. H. J. McLaughlin, K.C., Mr. A. G. Browning, K.C., and Mr. W. T. J. Lee

appearing for the depositors during the continuance of the hearing; and in

addition to the above-named counsel, Sir Thomas ^Yhite, K.C., Mr. McGregor
Young, K.C., and Mr. R. A. Reid appeared for different interests from time to

time.

In view of the questions raised and argued before me during the investiga-

tion, it is well, I think, to clearly define the proper range of the present inquiry^

as limited by the Orders in Council under which I am directed to act. No
ambiguity attaches to them, and it is my duty to confine myself circumspectly

to the letter of the instructions received.

I am the more desirous of doing so, inasmuch as the courts of the province,

on their civil and criminal sides, are concerned with the conduct of many of

those whose names have been mentioned in the testimony adduced before me,
and actions both civil and criminal have been commenced against some of them.

Regard for the obvious proprieties of the situation, demands complete reticence

on my part concerning the issues which have been thus judicially raised and as

to which the proper tribunals are now making inquiry. While some reference

to their acts as such directors was unavoidable during the taking of the evid-

ence, such reference was made for the most part w-holly ancillary to the

depositors' claim, and in explanation of the grounds upon which this claim is

based.

I am further particularly concerned to confine myself strictly to what I

am now directed to do, since it is said that the Parliament of Canada may be

asked to take certain action in respect of the petition filed by the depositors,

and I appreciate how jealously the frontiers of parliamentary responsibility

and action are guarded. I do not consider that the commission requires me to

set foot over that line. 1 am asked to answer these questions, and whether the

findings of fact involved in such answers be accepted or not, or whether any
81772—15
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action may be taken upon them, is not for me to say. While I realize that I

have permission to express an opinion on the result of the investigation and the

evidence taken, I recognize that the responsibility for any action thereon really

lies elsewhere, and those who carry that burden should, I think, approach their

task unaffected by the expression of any opinion on my part. My duty, as I

see it, is simply to put them in possession of definite answers to the questions

submitted, as best I may. I have been urged by certain of the counsel to say

that in my opinion compassionate allowance should be made to the depositors

who have suffered loss, and also to pronounce what would amount to a finding

of negligence on the part of some responsible for the administration of the

Department of Finance in its oversight of the bank. While my right to dis-

cuss the discretionary acts of a minister of the Crown, where no dishonesty is

alleged, has been sharply challenged by other counsel, on the ground that the

jurisdiction therein abides with Parliament itself, nevertheless I have been

further invited to express an opinion upon the diligence and honesty of adminis-

trative acts. But in strictly confining myself to answering the questions set

out in the Orders in Council, I am constrained to lay aside any inquiry into

matters suggested immediately above and to refrain from comments upon facts,

concerning which various counsel have asked that pronouncement may be made,

especially regarding the conduct of ministers of the Crown responsible for the

administration of the department immediately involved.

Wliile it would. I think, be impossible for one to follow the evidence and dis-

cussion without forming an opinion, and perhaps a strong opinion, upon the

questions so raised, yet the expression of such opinion, to my mind, would ser\'e

no useful purpose, but rather cloud the direct issues to which I .am commanded
to give attention. It may be tliat other matters related to the Home Bank will

be explored later, as coming within Order in Council number 412, directing the

commissioner to investigate:

—

" the affairs of the said bank during the whole interval between the

issue of the bank's charter and the failure of the said bank " etc.,

but in this interim report I am confining myself solely to the task of finding

answers to the questions set out in the Order in Council number 306, which

questions are as follows:

—

" 1. Wliether, in the years 1915, 1916 and 1918, representations were

made to the Department of Finance of the Dominion of Canada respecting

the condition of the Home Bank of Canada, and, if so, what representa-

tions were so made.
" 2. Whether, if such representations were made, a state of affairs

was revealed concerning the condition of the said bank such as would

have justified an investigation under the powers conferred upon the Min-
ister of Finance by section 56A of the Bank Act.

" 3. What action if any was taken by the then Minister of Finance

upon such representations as may have been made.
" 4. What effect would an audit under section 56A of the Bank Act

if made in 1915, 1916 and 1918 have had upon the conduct of the affairs

of the said bank and upon the position of the present depositors.

" 5. What was the financial condition of the said Home Bank of

Canada in the years 1915, 1916 and 1918, respectively, and what steps, if

any, could have been taken by the Government to save the situation,"

Adhering to the course indicated above and in compliance with what I con-

sider to be the directions of the commission in this regard, I desire to state

specifically my answers to the questions above set out.
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Question 1 is as follows:

—

" 1. Whether, in the years 1915, 1916 and 1918, representations were
made to the Department of Finance of the Dominion of Canada respect-

ing the condition of the Home Bank of Canada, and, if so, what repre-

sentations w'ere so made."

It will be observed that this question contains two component inquiries:

—

First, whether during the years mentioned any representations were made,
and,

Second, if such representations were made, of what nature were they?
I think it was established by the evidence that in the year 1915 no repre-

sentations were made to the Department of Finance respecting the condition of

the bank.
With equal clearness it is apparent that during the year 1916 such repre-

sentations were actually made to the Department of Finance. They are evidenced

by exhibits submitted and filed numbered from " 2 " to " 42 " inclusive. These
exhibits show that such representations originated from Messrs. T. A. Crerar,

John Kennedy and John Persse, who then were directors of tie Home Bank,
residing in Winnipeg. In these communications, as well as In many others,

Messrs. Crerar, Kennedy and Persse are termed " the western directors," and it

is clear that originally they assumed such position with a view esp>ecially of

scrutinizing the operations of the bank in Manitoba and the western provinces of

Canada. Such representations took the form of three separate communications
to the then Minister of Finance, each bearing date the 22nd day of January,
1916, the first of which in order of filing is headed: —

(Ex. 2. p. 12).

" Re Home Bank of Canada.
Re Prudential Trust Loan.

Confidential memorandum to the Minister of Finance."

It is signed thus:

—

" James Fisher,

For Western Directors."

The second communication is headed:

—

(Ex. 3. p. 15).

" Re Home Bank.

Confidential memorandum re Barnard loan."

and is also signed:

—

" James Fisher,

For the Western Directors."

The third communication is headed:

—

(Ex. 5. p. 17).

" Re Home Bank of Canada.

Confidential memorandum to the Honourable, the Minister of Finance,

from Messrs. Crerar, Kennedy and Persse, Directors of the Home
Bank residing in Winnipeg."

and is signed:

—

" James Fisher,

On behalf of and by instructions of the three Western Managers."
There are contained in the communications themselves, as well as in the

accompanying statements attached, particulars concerning various loans and
complaints about the way the bank's business was being transacted and other
matters which will be detailed as far as necessary in answer to the second part
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of this question. There were also submitted to the Minister of Finance at that

time, accompanying such communications, many letters written tjy and on behalf

of the western directors, and replies thereto, covering the period extending from
the 17th day of Februarj', 1915, to the 18th day of January, 1916

From all this correspondence it is apparent that in the year 1915 the affairs

of the bank were under criticism on the part of the western directors, and that

they were making complaints to the eastern directors concerning certain loans

and the general lack of oversight and proper care that existed, and this is

especially evidenced by the communication of February 17, 1915, by Messrs.

Crerar, Kennedy and Persse to A. C. Macdonell, M.P. (ex. 10, p. 24).

The letters which passed between the western and eastern directors, of the
year 1915, are attached to the file brought to the attention of the department
in the year 1916, and admittedly came under the attention of the Minister of

Finance at that time.

It is therefore abundantly clear that as far as the year 1916 is concerned, it

must be reported that representations were made to the Department' of Finance
of the Dominion of Canada respecting the condition of the Home Bank of

Canada.
The same answer must be made as regards the year 1918, for all the com-

munications and documents above referred to were again brought to the atten-

tion of the Minister of Finance in the year last mentioned and he received

further representations concerning the condition of the bank by way of a com-
munication from Mr. W. A. MachafTie, for many years an official of the Home
Bank. The contents of these communications will be referred to in answer to

the second part of this question.

In addition to the above, tiiere were also interviews during the years men-
tioned between the then Minister of Finance and the president and other direc-

tors of the bank as well as with Mr. Z. A. Lash, counsel for the Home Bank.
Summing up what is above written as regards the first part of question

number 1, I repeat tliat no representations were made to the Department of

Finance of the Dominion of Canada respecting the condition of the Home Bank
during the year 1915; but that such representations were made to the Depart-
ment of Finance during the year 1916, and during the year 1918.

Turning now to the second part of this question, which asks what repre-

sentations were made:^It is to be noted that tliey take the form of tliree special

memoranda, each bearing date the 22nd of January, 1916, and signed by James
Fisher for or on behalf of the western directors (ex. 2, p. 12; 3, p. 15; and 5,

p. 17). Of these, one is more general in its character and will be referred to

first in order (ex. 5). It drew to the attention of the Minister the fact that out

of a paid-up capital of not quite two millions of dollars, about S500,000 was held

in the West; that a few years then previous, three western stockholders were
placed on the board of directors to deal with the western business; tiiat they

met weekly and reported regularly their action to the head office. No eastern

director met with them, and none of the three attended the head office meeting
in Toronto unless specially requested. Also that in the fall of 1914 the western
members became apprehensive that the business of the Toronto branch was not

in good condition whereupon they went to Toronto about the middle of Novem-
ber of that year, for the purpose of acquainting themselves with the condition

of affairs of tiie home branch, as well as to make complaint of the lack of money
for loans in their part of the country; that upon their request meetings of the

directorate of the bank were at once called, lasting for four days, during which
they for the first time learned that there was no regular inspection of the

Toronto office, the reason alleged being that the business there transacted was
under weekly supervision by the eastern members of the board. The complain-

ants set out that thev were not satisfied with the information furnished at these
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meeting?, especially as to certain account?, one of which on the first day of

meeting was reported at the figure $1,100,000, but on the second day an error

was admitted to have been made, and tlie amount was raised to $1,500,000, and
on the third day it was placed at $1,780,000; and concerning which loan it

appears that even the largest figure given was too small, for at the meeting on

the 30th of the following month, it was disclosed that the amount involved was
nearly two millions of dollars. They also learned that the general manager was
indebted to the bank in a sum first reported as $35,000, and which was after-

wards disclosed to be $76,000, and the like situation existed regarding other

customers (ex. 10, p. 24). It was further represented to the minister that

although they had urged an immediate inspection of the Toronto office, and that

the report be ready for the next annual general meeting, it was not ready at that

time, and the annual report of the bank had been sent to Ottawa without the

western directors knowing of its contents. Also that they refused to acknowledge
the validity of the election of Messrs. Barnard and Haney to the board of direc-

tors, in the place of Messrs. Gooderham and McNaught. who had resigned, and
the western directors notified the manager that they held themselves free to

contest the validity of tiiese elections (ex. 9, p. 23). Another matter of com-
plaint was that at the December meeting a resolution had been submitted and
approved to the effect that a committee be appointed consisting of the assistant

general manager and two others to carry on the affairs of the bank, and to

specially pass upon all credits and make every possible effort to collect all

overdue loans, and submit the earliest possible statement showing the present

condition of tiie bank, with recommendations, which. resolution was not pressed

to its passage as the general manager was at that time out of the country in

ill-health, but it had been agreed that this course would be taken, but the agree-
ment was ignored and nothing done pursuant to these plain directions (ex. 10,

p. 25). This communication was of a general nature, and in that sense supple-
mentary to the particulars set out in the other two accompanying memoranda
referred to below, but all the matters above noted were contained therein, and
in accompanying exhibits, and thereby brought to the attention of the Minister
of Finance.

The memorandum filed as exhibit number 2 is of the same date and has
reference to the loan made by the bank to the Prudential Trust Company. The
facts laid before the minister in this document showed that the bank had parted
with $500,000 in a transaction involving the Prudential Trust Company and thp
New Orleans Southern and Grand Isle Railway Company, which was explained
by the general manager in a communication to Mr. Crerar, under date of Decem-
ber 24, 1915 (ex. 31, p. 53), part of which reads:—

" James Mason to T. A. Crerar

" Messrs. Warren, Bristol and Morden were the promoters of the

reorganized New Orleans Southern and Grand Isle Railway Company, and
as such made application to the Prudential Trust Company, Limitwl, for a

loan of S500,000, which the trust company agreed to make, provided

the bank would advance to the trust company the necessary funds. It

was afterwards discovered by the solicitor for the trust company that

under its charter it could not make the advance, but could accept the

funds from the bank for investment by way of loan to the railway com-
pany and that the trust company could guarantee repayment to the bank

—

there was no connection between Warren, Bristol and Morden and the

bank—their dealings being direct with the trust company."

There is a feature of this loan upon which I desire to make no comment,

but feel it necessan,- to state, and that is, that apparently, preliminary to thtf
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loan being made by the bank, a like sum of §500,000, being trust funds of one
of the provinces, then in the hands of tlie Prudential Trust Company, was
depositee! in the Home Bank. It was considered by certain of the directors that

in some way these funds would be security for the loan to the trust company,
but obviously such could not be the case, and on reference to the bank's solicitor,

advice to that effect was obtained. The security taken for this loan was a note

signed by the Prudential Trust Company in favour of the Home Bank of Canada,

and $750,000 of bonds of the railway company as collateral security. Now this

loan represented a very large proportion of the bank's capital, and the western

directors whose amounts for western accommodation were being curtailed, were

unsparing in their criticism of the transaction. The exhibits show a great deal

of activity concerning this loan; the trust company made no effort to repay it,

and the same may be said of the railway company.

Their third communication to the minister (ex. 3, p. 15), deals with a loan

to C. A. Barnard, who had become a director of the bank, and concerning whose

election the western directors protested, as above referred to. It sets out that

from the report of the inspector of the Toronto office made in June, 1915. it

appears that C. A. Barnard was indebted to the bank in the sum of $394,000,

and that 2,622 shares of Home Bank stock were held in the name of Barnard

and Pellatt in trust. The inspector pointed out that there was no trust deed

held concerning these shares, and that they would have to realize about 125 per

cent to enable the bank to avoid a loss. It will be shown a little later that in

addition to these three large amounts other individuals and companies were

shown to be indebted to the bank in sums wholly disproportionate to the bank's

assets, but in their first communications the western directors called the atten-

tion of the minister to these three large accounts then representing more tlian

the whole paid up capital of the institution. They complained as to the Barnard

loan that they never could get any satisfacton,' explanation of the transaction;

that it had been explained by Col. Mason at the November meeting in 1915 that

it was connected with the taking over of the Banquc Internationale, but how it

came to be made or what its object was. complainants say they could not

ascertain; neither could they understand, nor were they informed, as to the

relationship of the bank shares to the loan in question; and by the submission

of these three accounts and others mentioned in the exhibits, they brought the

atitention of the department to the condition of the bank. I do not conceive it

to be my duty to enter into detailed historj^ or explanation concerning these

loans; I am answering the question as to what the representations were, and it

is apparent that the existence of three accounts, viz: the Prudential Trust Com-
pany, C. A. Barnard, and the A. C. Frost Company, involving at that time the

withdrawal from circulation of over two and a half millions of dollars of the

bank's funds (ex. 4, p. 16, and 35 p. 59), upon which no interest was being paid,

and to some of which addition was being made from time to time, was rehed on

by the western directors in their complaint against the bank management.
They further showed that by a statement placed before the board of directors

at tile meeting in September. 1915 (ex. 4. p. 17). the Barnard aceount and the

Prudential Trust Company account, and other accounts mentioned below, had

been increased from December 31, 1914, and August 31, 1915, in the amount of

$192,849.30. Increases involved in the A. C. Frost Company account and the

Pellatt & Pellatt account were responsible for the greater part of this sum and

except incidentally in the statement of increases mentioned above, the indebted-

ness of the last named firm was not placed before the minister in the year 1916.

This branch of question number 1 is two-fold:—
First, as to what representations were made in 1916; and.

Second, wliat representations were made in 1918. Coming now to the repre-

sentations made in the year 1918. it will be obser\-ed that evcr>-thing that was
placed before the department in 1916 was still available, as well as an addi-
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tioual representation contained in the letter of Mr. W. A. Macliaffie, who signed
himself '' Late assistant to the president "; and under date of August 29th, 1918
(ex. 88, p. 178) communicated certain very important facts concerning the con-
dition of the bank to the then Minister of Finance, by registered mail. He
drew the reports of Mr. Fisher, made in February, 1916, to the Minister's atten-
tion, and also referred to the A. C. Frost account—which will be mentioned
below—as well as to certain shipbuilding transactions in which he alleged that
the bank, as well as the president and one of the directors, were interested with
a Mr. Stewart whom he described as a personal friend of Mr. Haney, the vice-

president; he made the serious charge that the dividends which had been
declaretl during the years 1916 and 1917 had been based on the addition of

interest to doubtful accounts; that section 153 of the Bank Act had been
violated; and that Home Bank officials, unwilling to share in what he termed
the "guilt" of making false returns, were obliged to resign; that the auditor
who had the affairs of the bank under examination was incapable of filling that
position; that information was withheld by the officials of the bank from their

counsel, Mr. Lash. Taken as a whole, the nature of this communication was
such as to cause the liveliest apprehension concerning the financial standing of

the bank, and concerning the safety of the funds entrusted to it, if even only a
portion of such representations were true. And from the particulars furnished

to the Minister by officials of the bank in response to his demand for informa-
tion bearing upon the accounts referred to in the communications sent to him,
it appeared that the indebteilness of the Prudential Trust Companv to the bank
on the 15th of November, 1918, had risen to tlie sum of $933,747.74 (ex. 107,

p. 194). This large increase was due, for the most part, to a further expendi-
ture, the object of which was to protect the original investment, but which in

1918 gave little promise of assisting to work the account out. The account of

A. C. Frost & Co., sometimes referred! to as the British Columbia timber account,

was reporte<l on 30th November, 1918, as an indebtedness of S'2,425,288.58
(ex. 108, p. 200). The Pellatt & Pellatt accounts showed that $1,900,960.69 of

the bank's funds were locked up therein (ex. 109, p. 201). A portion of these

capital sums represents interest on the original investment, and the bank's
statement to the Minister also revealed the disquieting fart that unpaid interest

amounting to $688,962.42 on the Frost account and $234,955.11 on the Pruden-
tial Trust Co. account, had been added to the principal and taken into profits

(ex. 107, p. 195).

It was therefore abundantly clear that the management of the bank had
resulted in an amount over twice its paid-up capital and reserve being locked
up in accounts not realizable, and for the most part not bearing interest, from
which it followed that whatever funds were available from day to day were
those of the depositors, and notwithstanding the declaration of dividends, a

proper accounting would have shown that no profit at all had been made for

years. The bearing of these facts upon the condition of the bank is specifically

enquired of in the next quotation and will, I think, be more properly considered

thereunder.

Answer to question mimbcr 1

:

—
A. In the year 1915 no representations were made to the Depart-

ment of Finance of the Dominion of Canada respecting the condition

of the Home Bank of Canada. Such representations were made in the

year 1916, as well as in the year 1918.

B. The fallowing important representations were made to the

Department of Finance concerning the condition of the Home Bank
during the years 1916 and 1918, viz:

—

(1) That an amount more than double the total paid up eapital

and reser\-e of the bank was locked up in four accounts, the securities

for which could iiot be realized upon.
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(2) Tliat loans wliolly disproportionate to the assets of the bank
had been made on inadequate security, from which large loss was likely

to occur.

(3) That amounts representing unpaid interest on at least three

large accounts were carried into profit year by year and dividends

declared on the basis of much fictitious earnings.

(4) That arrangements agreed upon at a meeting of the board of

directors with a view of passing upon all credits and making an early

statement showing the bank's position, with recommendations, were not

carried out.

(5) That false returns were made by the directors of the bank to

the Department of Finance.

(6) That specific instructions given by the Minister of Finance in

1916 forbidding the capitalizing of unpaid interest, were disobeyed.

(7) That the president and some of the directors were indebted

to the bank in large sums upon personal account and through companies

in which they had an interest.

(8) That the auditor employed by the bank from year to year

was incompetent and important matters were concealed from the board

of directors and from Mr. Lash the bank's counsel.

Question number 2 reads as follows:

—

" Whether, if such representations were made, a state of affairs

was revealed concerning the condition of the said bank such as would

have justified an investigation under the powers conferred upon the

Minister of Finance by section 56A of the Bank Act."

Argument was presented in support of the proposition that the minister is

responsible to parliament alone, and that unless ho were charged with dis-

honesty or bad faith in the performance of his duties, the exercise of his dis-

cretion could not be challenged by this commission. I am not disposed to dis-

pute this contention, seeing that the only duty imposed upon me under this

question is to say whether tlie representations made to him were such as to

justify him in calling for an audit under section 56.\ of the Bank Act.

I am not called upon to question the manner in which he made use of

the powers therein given to him, nor whether he exercised his discretion cor-

rectly or otherwise. It is easy to conceive that certain representations might
he made to a minister which would be of such a nature as not to call for the

exercise of the rights given to him by this section of the statute, while on the

other hand it is equally obvious that other representations might be made of

a character which would not only justify the exercise of his discretion, but

would make it a matter of careless administration if he should not do so. How
such discretion should be exercised is a matter by itself, and must be for the

determination of the head of the department. If any fault is to be found with

the minister as to how his discretion was exercised, the complaint must be

tried before parliament itself, always assuming honesty and integrity of purpose
on his part, and no question whatever was, or could be, raised in that regard.

But it is open to me I conceive, to say whether such a state of affairs was
revealed as would call for the exercise of the discretionary powers vested in

the minister. In answer to the preceding inquiry, I have detailed the repre-

sentations which were made, and, taking them as a basis for my answer to this

question, I do not think that any doubt can be entertained that what had been
so represented was of sufficient importance to call for an audit under section

56A of the Bank Act. I am in harmony with the view of Sir Thomas White,
as shown in his evidence at page 345 of the record:—
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'Q. As a result of the memorandum and other documents filed with
you by Mr. Fisher, you proceeded under section 113 of the Bank Act
to ask for a report?—A. I did.

Q. You also decided that it would justify an investigation under
section 56A?

—

\. I asked the auditor to make a report to me.
Q. That is under that section?—A. Yes, 56A, without doubt I

proceeded under the Bank Act.

Q. Well, you might an.swer my question, you felt yourself justified

in asking for a report under section 56A of the Bank Act?—A. Yes, un-
doubtedly, antl calling on the ])oard and on the auditor.

Q. Did you call on the auditor for a report under .section 56A of

the Act?—A. Right."

It will be remembered that in his argument Sir Thomas White contended,
with reference to the evidence above quoterj, that in answering these questions
as he did, he was not committing himself to the view that an outside auditor
should have been called in. but that he was confining his testimony to an a.ssent

on his part that the auditor appointed by the shareholders should make report,

and he said that if the questions had been put to him plainly as to his being
justified in calling in an out,<ide auditor, he would have answered them in the

negative, for the reason that, in his opinion, the conditions prevailing in the

bank at that time would have meant that calling in an outside auditor would
have necessitated closing its doors.

The powers given under section 56A of the Bank Act, as it stood in 1916,
were not confined to the employment of an outside auditor, or to the employ-
ment of the regular bank auditor either. The provision was to the effect that
the minister could direct any auditor "to examine and enquire especially into

any of the affairs or business of the bank ", and the argument was, that an
auditor wholly detached from the bank should have been selected, whereas the
minist-er. in the exercise of his discretion, for the reasons indicated, thought best

to appoint Mr. .fones, the regular auilitor of the bank. There is no necessity

for the expression of any opinion upon my part as to whether the minister

should have engaged an inside or an outside auditor for this work; either one
could be appointed by the minister under that section according to his discre-

tion and the evidence above quoted shows that the minister exercised his dis-

cretion under the section in question by the appointment of Mr. .Tones. It

must therefore follow that to his mind the conditions prevailing justified the
investigation under the autliority of section 56A of the Bank Act, altogether

apart from the question whether it should be made by one class of auditor or

the other. The enquiry up to this point, has, I think, brought us to the con-
clusion that the reason that an outside auditor was not appointed was that
the minister feared such action would result in the collapse of the bank. It is

not said by anyone that the exercise of the powers given by section 56A were
not or should not, have been called into action. The argument put forward
by counsel for the shareholders was, that such discretion as the minister saw
fit to exercise was really useless. The stat<?ment that an outside auditor would
have closed the bank, throws some light upon that contention.

The letters which passed between Sir Thomas White and the president

of the bank and Mr. Lash and others, show that it was with considerable re-

luctance that the minister relinquished his first idea of calling the attention

of the Bankers' Association to the condition of the bank, but that he was moved
thereto by representations of a betterment of condition by change of manage-
ment, and by statements made by Mr. Lash, in whom, it is unnecessary to say,

he reposed a very great deal of confidence; but inasmuch as it is admitted that

these representations resulted in calling upon the auditor of the bank under sec-
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tion 56A, it is hardly necessary for me to amplify reasons which have led me
to the conclusion that the state of affairs revealed by the representations made,
justified an investigation under the powers conferred upon the minister by
section 56A of the Bank Act, for what the minister did shows it. That he
considered the situation to be a serious one, is evidenced by his letter to Gen-
eral jNIason, then the president of the bank, written under date of Januarj- 24th,

1916. (ex. 43, p. 75), immediately after receiving the complaint of the western
directors through Mr. Fisher. It will be remembered that these representa-

tions and complaints were not made by outside people, or by individuals to

whom some personal grievance or antagonism towards the bank could be at-

tributed; they emanated from persons bearing the responsibility of the insti-

tution, being directors, entrusted by their shareholders with seeing that an
honest management prevailed. In this letter the minister said that he con-

sidered it his duty to ask for full particulars, both from the l)oard and from
the auditor, as to the accounts of the Prudential Trust Company, Pellatt and
Pellatt, and A. C Frost and Co., with a detailed statement of securities held.

In answer to a letter received from the president, asking the minister if he

would have the thirty days referred to in section 113 of the Bank Act to make
such return, the minister advised him that the matter was of so serious a char-

acter that he thought it advisal)le that the reply should be completed and
forwarded at as early a date as possible.

In writing to Mr. Fisher upon the subject, (ex. 54. p. 86) Sir Thomas further

said:

"You make certain definite explicit charges, which I conceive it to

be my duty to investigate."

This latter sentence describes the effect produced upon the minister by the

communications.
The evidence discloses that after the receipt by Sir Thomas White of the

communications from the western directors, attempts were made to change the

management of the bank so as to meet with the approval of all the directors,

and such attempts were well known to the Minister of Finance, being conducted

mainly through the late Mr. Z. A. Lash, K.C., who had personal interviews and
carried on correspondence with the minister concerning the matter. But
notwithstanding the desirability of having the whole directorate in accord, Sir

Thomas White did not consider that to be a solution of the difficulty, and defined

his position in a letter of February 17th, 1916, written to Mr. Lash in these

words: (Ex. 71, p. 162.)

"Sir Thomas White to Z. A. Lash.

" Re H07716 Bank of Canada:

"De.\r Mr. Lash:—I have your private letter of the 14th instant

and think I must ask you for the statements to which 3'ou refer. In

themselves they may disclose a situation which apart altogether from the

ciuestion of other accounts would cause me to bring the affairs of the

bank to the attention of the Bankers' Association through its president

here. The position is that I have been made aware by the Winnipeg
directors of a certain condition which is most disturbing. It does not
appear to me that I would be justified in staying enquiry because the

Winnipeg directors may ask me to suspend action. The real question is

whether the bank, having regard to the condition which will be disclosed

by the statements should be allowed to continue business with the public.

I shall be glad, therefore, if you will send me those statements. It would
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not appear to me necessary that you should specially come down about the

matter but I leave this to your discretion. I shall desire, of course, to

give the reorganized board and management every opportunity to restore

the bank's position, but this statement must be taken subject to the
overriding consideration of the public interest."

This was the view taken of the matter by the minister both in 1916, and
two years later, when his attention was again drawn to it by Mr. Machaffie's

letter. The serious character of the representations made therein was appreciated

by the minister, as shown by his letter to Mr. Ijash under date of September 4th
1918. He enclosed a copy of the Machaffie letter and asked Mr. Lash to take
the matter up with the board of directors, and e.xpresscd himself as follows:

—

(ex. 90, p. 179).

" Sir Thomas White to Mr. Lash.

"I regard the matter as of the utmost public importance, and it is

my intention to have a thorough investigation made through the Bankers'
Association or otherwise. Before taking this step, however, I wish to have
a reply from Mr. Haney and his board."

All I am at present directing my attention to is, whether or not the repre-

sentations made would have justified an investigation under section 56A of the

Bank Act. From the testimony above quoted, and from the letters, extracts

from which arc set out above, it is very apparent to me that the representations

made were regarded, on all sides, as of a character which would justify such
investigation, and, I thoroughly agree with that view.

Ansicer to question 2:

—

The condition of the bank, as revealed by the representations made,
was such as to justify an investigation under the powers conferred upon
the Minister of Finance by section 56A of the Bank Act.

Question number 3 reads as follows:

—

"What action, if any, was taken by the then Minister of Finance, upon
such representations as may have been made."

It is apparent that the answer to this must be shown by the communications
which passed between the minister and the bank and parties in interest. They
disclose in the first place, a lively apprehension on the part of the minister con-
cerning the position of the bank, and a desire to keep it upon its feet.

Confining myself first to the year 1916, it is evident that the minister acted
promptlj' on the receipt of the three memoranda from the western directors, for
on the 24th of Januarj', 1916, he addressed a letter to the president of the bank,
detailing the information submitted to him by Mr. Fisher and the complaints
made. After referring to the accounts of the Prudential Trust Co., Pellatt &
Pellatt, and the A. C. Frost Co., the safety and secm-ity of which were challenged,
the minister concludes his communication to the president of the bank as
follows (ex. 43 p. 76)—

"Sir Thomas White to James Mason.

"1 shall be obliged if you will write me oflBcially, setting out concisely
the history of these loans and indicating the amounts of unpaid interest
(if any) in such accounts. I also request a detailed statement as to the
securities held as collateral and the valuation placed upon them by your
bank. Apart altogether from the question of security, the loans appear
to me to be exceedingly large, having regard to the capital of your bank

*
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and I can only express the hope that the concern which is undoubtedly

felt by the directors mentioned may prove to be unfounded. In directing

to you this letter with reference to the memorandum which, as I have

stated, has come before me officially, I am following the practice which

we have hitherto adopted in similar cases and am acting under the pro-

visions of section 113 of the Bank Act."

On the same day the minister addressed a letter to the auditor of the bank,

Sydney H. Jones, enclosing a copy of the letter which he had sent to the presi-

dent, as follows: (ex. 46. p. 78.)—
"Sir Thomas White to Sydney H. Jones.

"The Home Bank of Canada.

"For your information I enclose herewith copy of a letter I have

today addressed to Hon. James Mason, president of the above bank,

referring to a memorandum which has been officiidly filed witli mc respect-

ing certain accounts of the bank and requesting detailed information.

Under the provisions of section 56A of the Bank Act, I now direct

and require you as auditor to enquire into the accounts mentioned and
report to mc in all proper detail respecting them. Your prompt attention

will greatly oblige."

Mr. Jones acknowledged the receipt of this letter on the 26th of January

1916, but, further than that, he seems to have paid no attention to the directions

sent him by the minister, who again addressed him on the 24th of the following

month as follows:— (ex. 59. p. 89.)

"Sir Thomas White to Sydney H. Jones.

"Re Home Bank of Canada.

"Referring to my previous letter requesting an investigation by you
of certain accounts of the above bank, I shall be glad if you will send

me as soon as possible a detailed statement showing advances, repayments,

and interest charges on the A. C. Frost Company account. The western

members of the Board have thought it desirable that I should obtain this

information. Your prompt attention will oblige."

This communication was acknowledged by Mr. Jones on the 26th of Febru-

ary 1916, and on the first day of Marcli following he forwarded a statement show-

ing details of advances, repayments and interest in the A. C. Frost Company
account, which he said that he had duly verified by the books of the bank. (Ex.

61. p. 90.) This is all that was done by the minister or the auditor under the

provisions of section 56A of the Bank Act.

It is apparent that the minister relied with confidence upon the opinions

expressed by IMr. Lash, counsel for the bank, and accepted his conclusions. The
result was, that in consequence of the representations made by Mr. Lash and
the directors, acting then in harmony. Sir Thomas consented to allow them to

work the situation out, but in assenting to this it is plain that the mind of the

minister was hardly at rest and his opinion concerning the condition of affairs

can easily be gathered from his letter to Mr. Lash as follows: (Ex. 84, p. 175).

•' Sir Thomas. White to Z. A. Lash

" I have yours of the 23rd inst., in which you set forth substantially

what occurred at our interview on Wednesday. You clearly understand

that I reserve to myself the fullest liberty to consult with the president

of the Canadian Bankers' Association, or take any other st<>ps which I

may deem to be in the public interest without further communication
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witli Mr. Himcy or youri^clf on the subject. In the meantime it appears
to me from tlie statement of yourself and Mr. Huney and from Mr.
Crerar's letter that the position of the bank i.s being im{)roved. I should
like to have from you an assurance that interest upon the Frost account
will not be taken into profits distributed to shareholders in the way of

dividends. It would appear to me also that until the New Orleans situa-

tion is cleared, it would be advisable to pursue a similar course respecting

that account."

Within a week from the receipt of the letters from Mr. Fisher, the minister had
interviews with Mr. Haney, vice-president of the bank, and Mr. Barnard, then
a director (ex. 51, p. 80), whose dealings with the bank were criticized, and
impressed upon tiiem the necessity of bringing pressure to bear on tiie doubtful
account^s, and the danger of showing unpaid interest as profit. This was fol-

lowed by communications to the minister from Mr. Fisher, K.C., and Air. Lash,

K.C., and a communication from J. Cooper Mason, acting general manager of

the bank, to the minister, enclosing papers and documents showing in full the

statements of the accounts which were challenged (ex. 63, p. 93). .Ml these

communications were written and information supplied within four weeks from
the time of the receipt by the minister of tiie complaint from the western

directors, which shows that no time was lost on his part in an effort to secure

the necessary information. The correspondence shows that the minister was
not convinced that, because the eastern and western directors had settled their

difTerence, he should staj- his hand from a thorough and complete investigation

of the bank's affairs (ex. 71, p. 1021. But further correspondence carried on

by Mr. Lash and Mr. Crerar. and personal interviews with the two latter as well

as with Mr. Haney, and information furnished concerning the accounts—much
of it misleading and false—and promises of a thorough investigation of the

bank's affairs under the direction of Mr. Haney and Mr. MachaflRe, and informa-

tion supplied by both these gentlemen (ex. 83. p. 172) and the minister's desire

to prevent the collapse of any bank in view of war conditions, resulted in his

acquiescing in the unanimous request of the whole board that no investigation

should be made. No other report from the auditor was a.sked for or received.

It was representetl to the minister, in a letter signed by Mr. Crerar (ex. 81,

p. 171) that a change in management had taken place by which he expressed

himself certain that the knowledge and information concerning the position of

affairs desired by the western directors, and the changes they wished when they

sent their request to him, could now be made without calling in outside assist-

ance; that the situation iiad materially improved within the past month, and
that it was better to have the inquirj' proceed from within rather than from
without.

If the information thus furnished to the minister concerning these accounts
had been accurate, I think it is reasonably clear that the course adopted was in

the interest of everybody, including the depositors; but it is difficult to conclude

that they had macie a full disclosure to the minister concerning the situation

which INir. Lash described bv letter written on the 29th of February. 1916, to

Mr. Fisher, in thc.«e words (ex. 132, p. 292) :—

" Z. A. Lanh to James Fisher

" The more I consider the bank's position, even assuming that every
account will ultimately be collected in full, the more doubtful I feel as

to the possibility of its continuing in business. The amount locked up
indefinitely in four large accounts, is probably three times the paid-up
capital, and more than half the total deposits; and if anything should

take place which would cause a comparatively small percentage of the

depositors to ask for their money. I do not see how the bank would, with-

out assistance from outside, continue with open doorf
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" I told Sir Thomaa that my main object, since I learned in outline

what the bank's position was, has been to bring about a position, wiiicli,

if the worst happened, would result in liquidation with open doors. Tiiis

can only be brought about by the assistance of other banks, and I want
definite instructions from the board as to how far I may go in this

direction in consultation with Sir Thomas White, for he is now an essen-

tial element in the situation, which cannot be disregarded. He told me,
and I could not dispute the correctness of his position, that, after you, on
behalf of tiic Winnipeg directors, had submitted to him information
which, to say the least, was very disturbing, the responsibility was thrown
upon him, which he could not avoid, and which would not be discharged

because those who had invited his intervention might desire him to witli-

hold further action."

Attention may be drawn here to the fact that this communication was not

addressed to Sir Thomas, nor is there any evidence that he was in possession of

Mr. Lash's views as above expressed. Following the representations above

referred to, the hand of the minister was stayed, no inspection was ordered, and

the audit, if it can be called such, was useless.

Attention was drawn by Mr. Lafleur, of counsel for the Government, to

the unwisdom of seeking information from the parties whose good faith was
challenged, and he strongly urged that the only proper course to have pur5ue<l

would have been to have sought information from an outside source. I am
not asked to comment on the course taken by the minister, but simply to say
what he did. It is open to all concerned to draw whatever inferences the

circumstances would seem to justify in that regard.

Upon receipt of the complaint, in 1916, tiie fi'^st action taken by the minister

was to direct an enquiry into the accounts complained of, and a report thereon by
Mr. Jones, the bank's auditor, under section 56A of the Bank Act. (cx-46-p-78).

And at the same time he called upon the president of the bank for special

returns under the provisions of section 113 of the Bank Act. (ex-43-p.75).

Turning to the consideration of what was done by the minister in 1918,

when further complaint was made, it is clear that upon the receipt of the

letter from Mr. Machaffie, dated the 29th of August 1918 (cx-88-p-1781, the

minister lost no time in communicating its contents to Mr. Lash, as appears

by his letter dater September 4th 1918, in which he enclosed a copy of Mr.
Machaffie's letter to him, and asked that it be taken up with the board of

directors and a report be made. The letter reads as follows:— (ex-90-p-179).

"Sir Thomas White to Z. A. Lash

" Re Home Bank

" Dear Mr. L.\sh,—I enclosed herewith copy of a letter which I have
received from Mr. Machaffie, late assistant to the president of the

above bank. I shall be glad if you will take the matter up with the

board of directors and have a report prepared dealing witli the several

charges made. I regard the matter as of the utmost public importance,

and it is my intention to have a thorough investigation made through
the Bankers' Association or otherwise. Before taking this step, however,

1 wish to have a reply from Mr. Haney and his board."

Absence of Mr. Lash and illness of Mr. Haney seemed to be the cause of a

delay in forwarding the board's reply to the charges made by Mr. Machaffie.

but it was eventually sent to the minister under date of October 29th, 1918.

(ex-96-p-182). The report is a voluminous one, touching upon all of the doubt-
ful accounts, denying the charges contained in Mr. Machaffie's letter, and
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picturing a condition of affairs with reference to the bank, which, if true,

would have disproved the necessity of action being taken. It is in the form
of a resolution of the board of directors, dealing with all tlie matters complained
(if by Mr. Machaflie, and signed by the prc-idcnt. The regrettable thing about
it is tliat in very many respects it was not true. But its receipt seems to have
satisfied the minister that tlio proper course to be taken under the circumstances
was to allow the bank officials to work out the situation. Having said so
much about Mr. Machaffie's letter, it is right, I think, for me to say, that its

force in anybody's mind would very naturally be broken by the fact that on
the 2oth of February, 1918, Mr. Machaffie had drafted a letter to the
Minister of Finance (ex-135-p-390) in which he made representations con-
rorning the Pellatt account, the New Orleans account, and the Frost account,

commenting adversely upon them, and saying that there were numerous
other accounts in a precarious condition, and sharply criticizing the policy of

the president, Mr. Haney. This letter was not sent to the Minister of Finance,

but a copy of it was forwarded to the Home Bank. (ex-146-p-402). Mr.
Machaffie subsequently retracted all thc.-*e statements in a letter to the bank,
admitting that his information was inaccurate and incomplete, and that his

first letter would have conveyed a wrong impression as to the condition of the
bank and the conduct of its affairs. Now the minister was acquainted with
the fact of this withdrawal, Snd that the reason Mr. Machaffie had retracted

these statements was, that he might procure a settlement of his claim against

the bank. If the accuracy of the information concerning the banks' affairs

had depended upon Mr. Machaffie's representations, while perhaps it would
be too strong to say that no attention whatever siiould have been paid to him,

yet the fact remains that he had retracted them under circumstances that

would very materially weaken them, and would also present their author in a

very unfavourable light. If it were a question iietween Mr. Machaffie and
the officials of the bank, backed in their statement by Mr. Lash, no one would
expect otherwise than that Mr. Machaffie's statements would be ignored. In

response to the minister's cull for a report upon the matters, there was submitted

to him under date of 29th October, 1918, a lengthy statement signed by the

president of the bank, in the form of a report unanimously adopted by the
board, instructing the president to forward a copy to Mr. Lash, and with a
direction to have the same forwarded to the minister. (ex-96-p-182). The
report made reference to what was done in 191G, and the changes made since

that time in the management of the bank, discussed the accounts which had
given so much trouble, and reported favourably on the British Columbia
account, and the New Orleans account ; it denied that any dividends had been
paid out of capital, and asserted that the profits of the bank actually earned had
been sufficient to warrant the payment of the dividends; it set out the net profits

for the years 1917 and 1918, and controverted Mr. Machaffie's statements

about the shipbuilding enterprise, on which he had commented unfavourably;

it assured the minister that the position of the bank had been steadily growing

stronger, giving figures of it« growth comprising the years 1917 and 1918, and at

great length purported to set out the improved position of the institution. It

was a report of such a character as to set at rest the mind of anyone who
believed it, and apparently was written with that end in view. Upon its

receipt the minister apparently was convinced that there was no necessity for

ordering any further investigation. It was so drawn as to raise an issue

between Mr. Machaffie and the president and directors of the bank, thereby

clouding the real question.

81772—2
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Answer to question 3:—
The action taken by the Minister of Finance upon the representa-

tions made to him consisted in:—
(a) Calling for special returns from the bank under section 113 of

the Bank Act.

(6) Calling for a report from tlie bank's auditor under section 56A.

(c) Seeking and obtaining information from Mr. Lash, the bank's

counsel, and from its president and other directors, including therein

detailed statements of accounts regarding the dealings of the bank vnth

the following indi\iduals and firms, viz: A. C. Frost & Co.; Pellatt &
Pellatt; the Prudential Trust, New Orleans account.

(d) Forbidding further capitalization of interest on doubtful

accounts.

(e) Securing a promise from Mr. Lash and the president that a

thorough investigation would be made of the affairs of the bank under

the direction of Mr. Haney and Mr. Machaffie.

I think it is right to say also that the minister's intervention in 1916

resulted in a change of management of the bank, Mr. Haney becoming vice-

president, with the understanding that he should flischarge the duties of presi-

dent, and have full powers with respect to the organization of the stafif; this

change appears to have met with the approval of all concerned, although no

improvement seems to have actually resulted from it.

Question number J, reads as follows:—
" What effect would an audit under section 56A of the Bank Act,

if made in 1915, 1916 and 1918, have had upon the conduct of the affairs

of the said bank and upon the position of the present depositors."

Confining myself to the years 1916 and 1918, as no evidence whatever has

lieen directed towards the year 1915, it is clear that an effective audit would

have revealed a condition of affairs demanding the application of innnediate

and drastic remedies. It will be noticed that both in his evidence and in his

argument Sir Thomas White directs attention to the fact that he called for an

audit of certain accounts under the above mentioned section of the Act, and

the criticism of the other counsel was, as outlined in the answer to question 2,

that he directetl the auditor of the Home Bank to do the work, instead of select-

ing an outside auditor or one named by the Bankers' Association, as he had

first in mind. It is apparent that he received no such audit, and at page 346

of the evidence he thus describes it, in answer to questions put by Mr.

McLaughlin:

—

" Q. So while you directed the audit under section 56A you never

received one?—A. I received an audit of the Frost account.
" Q. Just the statement from the ledger?—A. Well, that is what

appears in these exhibits. It is not in my mind that I received anything

else, but I may have. But I do not say I did.

" Q. There is nothing else in the exhibits. That of course was not

the kind of independent audit that these directors wanted?—A. Not up

to a certain stage, up to a certain stage they wanted an indej)endent

audit.
" Q. And this was the auditor who had certified to the various

reports of the bank from year to year?—A. Yes.
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" Q. So to ask him for a further .statement would be to merely ask
him to send in his previous report or else show he was wrong?—A. I do
not tliiiik so, the previous report dealt with general accounts. I asked
him for a report in all fitting detail.

" Q. Anyway, the report was never received, except this?—A.
Apparently not."

The evidence of the minister is to the effect tliat had he known the true con-

dition of affairs in 1916 or 1918 he would have taken steps to meet the situation.

The steps indicated by him were, that by calling in the aid of the Bankers'
Association, arrangements could have been made to have the bank taken over

by another institution. Even if, for reasons that might be imagined, this could

not have been consummateil, I think a revelation to the stockholders of tiie

existing condition of affairs could have had no other result than a complete
change of management. Anyone whose funds were at stake must instantly

have realized the necessity of forcing the liquidation of the large accounts,

whose inactivity was gradually drying up the resources of the bank. It is

impossible to state with certainty what would have occurred in any line of

business, had certain events intervened, and what renders an estimate in that

regard most questionable, is the fact that one's mind and opinions are liable

to be influenced and shaped, even unconsciously, by events subsequent to the

period which is under consideration; consequently the value of an answer to

a question of this nature must for that reason be impaired; but notwithstanding

all this, one can always rely in judgment upon the continued operation of natural

impulses for safety which prevail in financial dealing. It is a fact that dis-

closure of the true financial condition of the bank in 1916 and still more in

1918, would have shown that, under the management of the then board of

directors, the bank had been placed in most extreme jeopardy; that they, and
others associated closely with them in its affairs, had access to the resources

of the institution to a degree wholly incompatible with the bank's financial

standing; that the capital had been most seriously impaired, if not altogether

lost, and fictitious earnings were being put into profit and loss account as a

justification for declaring dividends which had not been earned, and in view of

these facts I think it can safely be said that the effect of an audit of the bank's

affairs in 1916 or in the year 1918, would have been to bring to the attention

of the shareholders a condition of affairs which would have moved them instantly

to insist upon a change of management, and to have wholly reversed the policy

theretofore pursued. It is inconceivable, I think, that the permission of the

Department of Finance, or of the shareholders of the bank, could have been

procured to countenance the continuation of the then conduct of the bank's

affairs, as must have been disclosed by a thorough and effective audit. It might
have come to pass that the minister, after such audit, would have been able to

secure the amalgamation of the Home Bank with another bank. If that desir-

able course could not have been effected, the bank would have come under honest

management, and in my view, been compelled to liquidate its affairs; for after

disclosure of its true condition, as must have followed an effective audit, there

would inevitably have been an instant demand by the depositors for their money,
and a withdrawal of public support generally, which, in view of the condition of

the large accounts, and the impossibility of converting them into liquid assets,

must, I think, have resulted in liquidation.

I now turn to the second branch of this question, which asks:

—

" Wliat effect such audit would have had upon the position of the

present depositors."

81772—3
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In answer to this I may say 1 am taking it for granted tliat sueli audit would

have been thoroimh and effective, and as observed above, I think the result

would have been either to close the bank altogether, or put it upon a firm founda-

tion as an integral part of another banking institution, since, for the reasons above

noted, I do not think it could have had further independent existence. In the

light of this supposition, it is obvious that as far as the year 1916 is concerned,

such auiiit would have saved the situation for the then depositors, for although

the capital and reser^-e had largely, if not wholly, disappeared, yet despite the

loss thus made, there was still left a fairly balanced account, according to the

testimony given by Mr. Edwards.
There is no evidence as to what number of those who are referred to in the

question as " present depositors," occupied that position in 1916 and 1918; but

I think it is clear, as regards those who were depositors in the first named year,

that if either of the aforegoing remedies had been applied, their accounts would

have been met in full from the then resources of the bank, backed by the

double liability of the shareholders, and it is this last asset which might have

saved the situation for the depositors in the year 1918.

It is my duty to specifically inquire into the financial condition of the

bank during the years 1916 and 1918 under the next succeeding question, and
the result of that inquiry,' is closely bound up in the answer to the present one;

but my finding on this branch of question 4 is that an effective audit in 1916

would have resulted in action which would have saved the depositors from
loss. While, because of lack of evidence on which to base a conclusion, it is

impossible to speak with as much certainty as regards the year 1918, the prob-

ability is that the same result would ha^T followed had the audit been made and
action taken in that year.

Answer to question 4-—
For the reasons above set out, I think an effective audit under sec-

tion 56A of the Bank Act made in 1916 or 1918, would have resulted, as

far as concerns the conduct of the bank's affairs, in either:

—

(a) Liquidation immediately following such audit, or,

(6) Amalgamation with another bank.

And the effect of such audit u]>on the position of the present

depositors:

—

If made in 1916 the present depositors would have suffered no loss.

If made in 1918, I do not think any loss would ha\e fallen upon
them.

Question number 5 reads as follows:—
" What was the financial condition of the said Home Bank of Canada

in the years 1915, 1916 and 1918 respectively, and what steps, if any,

could have been taken by the Government to save the situation?"

The returns to the Government for 1916 show (ex. 170, p. 495) that the

paid-up capital of the bank was SI .946.639: the reserve, $300,000; the deposits,

$10,028,224; the total liabilities were $18,722,963; and the total assets

$21,030,353. Upon this showing a dividend of five per cent was declared and
paid. The foregoing figures indicate an excess of assets over liabilities of

$2,307,390, which represents what the officials of the bank reported to the

Government in that year as to the financial condition of the Home Bank of

Canada. The expert accountants, Mr. Clarkson and Mr. lulwards, who testified

before the commission, were undoubtedly best equipped to find the answer to

this question. Whatever lack of unanimity there is in the opinions expressed
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by these two gentlemen, arises from a ilifUrencc as to what woultl liave been

their respective opinions if confronted by tiie piiysieal assets of the bank in

191G and asked at that time to pronounce upon their value. If the answer to

the (luest ion—what was the financial condition of the Home Bank in 1916—

depended wliolly upon ascertaining what value should be placed upon the bank's

assets in the year indicateil, I think that is a most difficult thing to determine.

Confining attention for a moment to the large accounts which were challenged,

it seems to me that the one concerning which an auditor at that time would

have spoken with most certainty, was the Prudential Trust account, spoken of

as the New Orleans account. The bonds, which were security for the loan, had

become worthless by the underlying property having been disposed of under a

prior claim, and it looked as if a total loss would be made in that particular,

and yet, to illustrate the difficulty of relying upon opinions tlius formed, it is

only necessarj- to say that at present, Air. Clarkson holds out strong hope of

this account being paid in full, that result having followed from further expendi-

ture for the purpose of protecting the claim. An estimate of the value of the

security underlying the loan to A. C. Frost & Co. in 1916 must have been influ-

enced by the rcjiorts on the^c timber limits, then on file in the offices of the bank,

as well as from reports of two of the directors wlio had personally visited the

locality and pronounced favourably upon it. A like remark may be made as

to the Pellatt <fc Pellatt loan, and while both these latter have turned out much
more disastrously than could have been anticipated, they nevertheless, in the

year 1916, could not have given to an auditor anything like the concern which

now prevails regarding them. Again, the wisdom of adding interest to an

existing loan and carrying sucli interest into profits year by year, as far

as the safety of the investment i~ concerned, must depend upon the value

of the underlying security, and that remark I think has a bearing upon
what conclusion an auditor in the year 1916 would have drawn as to

the financial condition of the bank from tiie standpoint of it^s physical

assets represented so largely by the existing securities for these large

loan^^. I can draw only lame conclusions in view of the reports which

woulil be laid before the auditor in 1916. Clearly an auditor could not have

taken it upon himself to have personally valued the timber lands, nor indeed

to have gone over all the properties and securities represented by the Pellatt

loans or tlic New Orlcan'= Railway loan, but looking at such information as was
available for him in the year 1916 with reference to the securities underlying

these large loans, and .'.peaking from the standpoint of that year, it is difficult

to say what value should have been jilaced upon these assets in 1916, and
consequently what it< financial conilition was \iewed from that standpoint.

If estimated in the light of knowledge since acquired, the answer is easy. But
I think there were easier tests to apply, which were open to his observation,

and would have challenged the attention of any competent auditor. One of

these lies in the power of the bank to earn and pay dividends from year to

year. While from the standpoint of abstract security as manifested by the

reports available. I think it could hardly be said at that time, that the capital-

ization of interest on these accounts would necessarily be productive of danger,

yet considering that such course resulted in depriving the bank of its liquid

assets available for dividends as well as for daily use, I think these accounts

were calculated to cause the liveliest apprehension. It is just as necessary

that a bank be in a position to marshal its assets for the purpose of a dividend

as tiiat its solvency be manifest from a comparison of its general liabilities and

assets, and having regard to the capital and resources of this bank, the capitali-

zation of interest on these large accounts from year to year must have been,

lookeil upon as a most dangerous and alarming procedure. And I think it

would be equally correct to say that the existence of these accounts them-
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selves, which rendered it necessary to capitalize the interest, was a most
disturbing circumstance apart from the question of securities held for them.

The effect of a bank passing a dividend is too well known to require comment.
Conditions may be imagined in which directors would wisely determine it to

be better to pay the ordinar\' dividend, even though the profits were unliquid,

as in the case of tliis bank; but. before another year should elapse, unquestion-

ably steps should be taken to force tiie liquidation of accounts rendering that

course necessary, otherwise the result would be as in the present instance.

Also, there is always an existing danger that for some reason or other a

run upon a bank's funds may take place for which a volume of ready money is

necessary to tide over the situation. Whether any cause exists justifying such
action is beside the point. It does occur from time to time that depositors

become alarmed, frequently for no valid reason, and in consequence of such
alarm demand their money. No bank sliould lose sight of the possibility of

such an incident taking place, and be prepared to meet it. From that point

of view it is unnecessary to argue tliat these accounts then carried by the Home
Bank were altogether incompatible with safety, and I think that any competent
auditor would have felt compelled to so report. Here again it will be per-

ceived that this has no direct bearing upon the sufficiency of the security for

the principal and interest of the loan, but the existence of these large loans

was. in my opinion, wholly contrary to sound banking principles, for the two
reasons briefly outlined above, and therefore that they created a very dangerous
condition for the bank. Now for these reasons, rather than from the

comparison of assets and liabilities, I think a competent auditor, viewing the

situation in 1916, would have felt compelled to report an extremely dangerous
situation in connection with the bank, for it was apparent that dividends were
being paid out of interest which had been capitalized: in other words, from
earnings which were not available, and he would have been confronted by the

ominous fact that the amount of interest so capitalized and taken into profits

then .amounted to much more than the whole capital and reserve of the bank.
He would have seen that during the year 1915, although a profit of S163,900
was shown, the actual state of affairs was that there had been taken into

profits uncollected interest on four accounts to an amount exceeding §275,000;

(p. 270) that in the year 1916. in which a profit of .S133.406 was shown, un-
collected interest to the amount of .?21 0.000 I p. 271) had been put to profit

account. Now the necessity of taking these uncollected annua! amounts into

profit and loss in order to declare a dividend, would have given to an auditor

most serious concern, apart altogether from the question whether the security

available for each individual account could have stood the strain of the addi-

tional interest as well as the principal which it professed to guarantee. No
doubt an auditor would have been very much embarrassed by finding these

large accounts in the condition in which they were, and must have reported

them with such comments as in his judgment were necessary bearing upon
the question of security, but apart from their safety from that standpoint, the

fact that by capitalizing the interest of these accounts they were absorbing

more money than the bank was making year by year, would convince him that

a very grave situation existed. I have illustrated the situation with refer-

ence t« 1916 by a reference to the accounts above named, but other accounts

were in a similar condition, and the combined effect of all these matters were
danger signals of the most alarming nature.

For tiie reasons suggested above, I cannot satisfactorily work out an answer

to this question from a comparison of assets and liabilities. I think it must
have been as a result of looking at the matter in this light, on the part of the

late Mr. Z. A. Lash, K.C., that as carlv as Februarv, 1916, he wrote to Mr.
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Fisher, K.C., of Winnipeg (ex. 132, p. 292) the letter previously set out, in part,

in my answer to question tliree, wlierein he expressed doubt as to the possibility

of the bank continuing in business, because, as he therein said:

—

" Z. A. Lash to James Fisher.

" The amount locked up indefinitely in four large accounts, is prob-

ably three times the paid-up capital and more than half the total deposits."

And he also alluded to the danger of even a slight run upon the bank.

Having regard to the condition of the bank in the years in question, from a

comparison of the assets and liabilities, Mr. Edwards has testified as a result of

his investigations that the assets of the bank in the year 1916 should have been

reduced by the sum of three millions of dollars thereby leaving the liabilities and

assets about even, thus assuring the depositors of the safety of their money, and

that the entire capital and rest had disappeared (p. 515). In arriving at these

figures Mr. Edwards put a valuation upon the assets, as it would be neces.sar>-

for him to do, and while that is easily done at present, yet from the standpoint

of the information available in 1916, I cannot say that it would have appeared

so clearly to me at that time.

Mr. Clarkson, one of the liquidators, spoke very guardedly as to the exact

position of tiie bank in 1916. but remarked (p. 283):

—

"He must have felt tliat the bank was not earning profits sufficient

to continue payment of dividends without capitalizing interest on accounts

which were in jeopardy or at least in deep water; and that being the case,

the situation must have appealed to him as a serious situation."

And further says (p. 287) :
—

" There were a great many danger signs and tiie revenue situation

was one of them."

Down to May, 1916. the interest capitalized on the A. C. Frost & Co. account

was estimated by Mr. Edwards at $535,000 (p. 540), and it may not be out

of place to say that until the date of failure interest had been capitalized to the

extent of over two millions of dollars.

The financial condition of the bank in the year 1918 when the attention

of the minister was drawn to it a second time, had become more serious, although

returns to the government for that year gave no cause for apprehension. The
returns showed (ex. 170, p. 495) paid-up capital to have slightly increased, it

then being $1,947,635. Reserve stood at the same figure, viz., ?300,000. The
deposits showed almost five million dollars increase, being §14,988.422. The
total liabilities were 825.842,635, and the assets §28,270,766. From all of which

it appeared, that if the assets were realizable, the bank was, from that stand-

point, on safe footing. But an examination of the books would have shown

—

according to Mr. Edwards' testimony—that the accumulated and unpaid interest

for the years 1916. 1917 and 1918 amounted to §676,000 (p. 509), which illus-

trates in a startling way how dangerous these frozen accounts were. Such

examination would also have shown that in 1917 a profit of $142,900 was shown

in the bank's statement, but that in that year interest to the extent of $205,000

was capitalized and never collect<?d (p. 271); that the earnings of the bank for

1918 were S167,157 which was the most satisfactory showing for a long while,

but as a matter of fact the annual statement represented the bank to have made
$228,963 in that year (p. 271).
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After tlic receipt of Mr. Machaffie's letter the minister reverted to his deter-

mination to refer the matter to the Canadian Bankers' Association, but for the

reasons which have been duly detailed in answer to question 3, he was persuaded

not to do so.

A? to what further loss in capital had taken place between 1916 and 1918,

it is difficult to form a conclusion. That some such impairment had taken place

within that period is certain, although no details of amount are furnisiied in

the evidence. Two yearly dividends amounting to over ?190,000 had in the

meantime been paid.

The concluding part of this question asks:—
" What steps, if any, could have been taken by the Government to

save the situation."

In considering what the Government might have been able to do to that

end in the years above mentioned, attention is directed to the probability of

assistance from other financial institution^. By its continual supervision of

banking matters and from the fact that there must be a renewal of the charter of

each bank every ten years, it is obvious that the Department of Finance is in a

position to exercise much influence with the Bankers' Association. While the

Government lias no power t<i compel one bank to take over another, and the

Bankers' Association has no funds with which to assist a weak bank, never-

theless, the stability of banking institutions being supreme law in financial

circles, one can see the force of the opinion expressed by Sir Thomas ^^i^ite, that

intervention on his part would have resulted in the Home Bank being taken over

by another bank or by other banks. Speaking strictly, such action could not be
forced upon the Bankers' Association, or upon any bank, and therefore, if one
is to consider wiiat the Government could have done to save the Home Bank,
apart from co-operation by the Bankers' Association or by other banks, tlie answer
to such restricted enquiry is, I think, that the Government, after ascertaining

the facts, could have closed the bank and forced liquidation at a time when, in

my opinion, no loss would have fallen upon the depositors. But there still

remained, however, the good services of other financial institutions responding

to the express desire of the Department of Finance, especially when considering

the imperative necessity for financial stability at that time. Whether, in view

of the situation which would have been then disclosed by a proper audit and
inspection, any other financial institution would have burdened itself with the

Home Bank's liabilities or not, is a matter to which I cannot give absolute and
definite answer. Tiie evidence of Sir Thomas White is clear and distinct that

he would not have allowed the Home Bank to fail at that time, but he would
have had it taken over by some other institution, clearly explaining, however,
that such action could not be made imperative upon any other bank. He was
referring to the condition of affairs from a national standpoint, and to the

overwhelming necessity at that time for keeping up a strong financial front in

face of the world's demands, and replying upon tlie unquestioned patriotism of

those who fhrected the issues of financial matters within Canada. Sir Henry
Drayton expressed the same opinion. Keeping in mind these two spheres of

operation open to the 'Government, it is clear I tiiink. that all that it could have
done to save the situation for the depositors would have been either to have
closed the bank, forcing a liquidation of its assets to meet its liabilities as far

as then possible, or have brought such influence to bear upon the Bankers'

Association, or some other bank, as might have resulted in its amalgamation with

another financial institution. •
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Atisxrer to question 5:—
I. Tlie financial conditicm of thu Home Bank was:

—

In 1916:

(a) More than double it.-? total paid up capital and reserve was locked

up in four accounts, the securities for which were not realizable.

(b) No interest was being paid on three of these large accounts.

(c) No money was available for dividends except money belonging

to the depositors, and the dividends paid from year to year were paid out of

the depositors' money.

(d) A demand by the depositors for even a small percentage of their

money could not liave been met.

(c) The total paid up capital and resene of the bank had been lost.

(/) A loss of assets calculated by Mr. George Edwards at over
$3,000,000, had been sustained, leaving the assets and liabilities about even.

In 1918

(a) Tliere had been no reduction in the amounts due to the bank

from their heaviest debtors, but on the contrary further capitalization of

interest had taken place.

[h] All the weaknesses which existed in 1916 were accentuated.

(f) The dividends paid in the meantime, amounting to over $190,000,
had been paid out of money belonging to depositors.

((/) A further loss of assets had been sustained but the auditors were
unable to state with any certainty as to the amount of such loss.

II. The only steps that the Government could have taken to save
the situation would have been to make thorough investigation into the
bank's affairs, which would have resulted:

(1) In forcing the liquidation of the bank, or,

(2) Bringing about its amalgamation wuth another bank.

It will be noticed that by Order in Council number 412, dated 17th March,
1924, the Committee of the Privy Ciiuticil advised that the powers of the Com-
missioner under Order in Council number 306:

—

" Be not limited to the specific years 1915, 1916 and 1918 referred to

in the petition of the depositors, but should extend to an investigation of

the affairs of the said bank during the whole interval between the issue

of the bank's charter and the failure of the said bank, including any
representations made to the Government of the day, as to its condition,

any action taken by way of the Ministers of Finance upon such repre-

sentations as may have been made, and the effect on the position of the

depositors of any audit under section 56a of the Bank Act if made at

any time in consequence of such representations."

I beg to report that there is no evidence that representations of any kind
were made to the Government concerning the Home Bank of Canada subse-

quent to the year 1918.
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After liis retirement from office, correspondence took place between Sir

Tiiomas White and his successor, Sir Henry Drayton, bearing upon the condition

of tlie Home Bank, as set out in the evidence given before me by Sir Henry
Drayton, but nothing requiring consideration here arises therefrom, as in any
way bearing upon the substance of the depositors' petition.

An incidental reference to the Home Bank was made by Sir Henry Drayton
to his successor in office, the Right Honourable W. S. Fielding, when the latter

succeeded to the position of Finance Minister, but nothing was said as to the

existence of the memoranda or letters above referred to.

No representations of any kind appear to have been made to either Sir

Henry Drayton or to the Right Honourable W. S. Fielding concerning the

condition of the Home Bank, and although the present ]\Iinister of Finance
expressed himself as ready to give evidence before the commission, if required,

it did not seem to me that anything had taken place which made such a step

necessary. There was nothing to indicate that his attention had ever been
drawn to the existence of the various memoranda or to the correspondence above
dealt with.

Having reference therefore to the scope of the enquiry, as enlarged by Order
in Council number 412, I beg to report that there were no representations of any
kind made to the Government of the day as to the financial condition of the

Home Bank of Canada after the year 1918, and consequently no action in that

respect was taken by any of the ^linisters of Finance.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Ott.\\v.\, the 10th day of June, 1924.

HARRISON A. McKEOWN,

Commissioner
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SUPPLEMENTARY RETURN
To an Address to His Excellency the Governor General of the 24tii March,

1924, praying that he will cause to be laid before the House a copy

of all memoranda, correspondence, telegrams and other documents

exchanged between the Government of Canada or any of its members

antl other governments, corporations or individuals, since the first of

January, 1922, relating to the St. Lawrence Waterway Route, and

the establishment of dams on the St. Lawrence for the development

of certain water-powers.

A. B. COPP,
Secretary of State.

Alover: Mr. Akcii.\mbault.

RURAL MUNICIPALITY OF SASKATCHEWAN LANDING NO. 167

Geo. G. Smith, Reeve

Stewart Valley, Sask., February 11, 1924.

Minister of Justice and Attorney General,

House of Commons,
Ottawa, Canada.

Hon. and De.\r Sir,—I take great pleasure in enclosing for your con-

sideration and action copy of a resolution which was unanimously adopted at

the regular meeting of the council board of the above rural municipality,

held at Leinan, Saskatchewan, on the 4th day of February. 1924.

Yours very truly,

P. S. CAMPBELL,
Secretary-Treasurer.

Resolution from the Rural Mvxicipality of Sask.\tchewan Landing No. 167

Moved by John T. Stewart, seconded by George G. Smith:

Whereas the Council of the Rural Municipality of Saskatchewan Landing
No. 167 is cognizant of the fact that excessive transportation costs are one of

the factors contributing most seriously to the economic problems which affect

the farmers of Western Canada;
And whereas excessive charges which prevail in connection with the lake

and rail haul of grain and other exportable products from Port Arthur to the

seaboard constitute a verj- heavy setback on the net price received by the

farmer for these products;

And whereas the proposed deepening of the St. Lawrence canals for power
and navigation purposes will reduce these lake and rail rates from approximately

79977—li
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13 cents per burfliel on wheat to 4 or o cents a bu^^hel from Port Arthur to

Montreal, thus making a saving of 8 or 9 cents a busiiel on freight cliarges;

And wliereas the development of these deepened canals is proposed in a

section of the St. Lawrence river that is owned equally betwen Canada and

th United States, with costs to be shared according to the benefits to be

derived bv each countr\';
.

And whereas tlie development of power m this international section will

produce a revenue that will take care of the amortized bonds for the whole

undertaking, making the project self-financing and self-supporting, without the

necessity of added taxation upon the people;

And whereas it is authoritatively stated tiiat the United States is now

seeking a conference with the (lovernment of Canada for the purpose of

entering into a definite treaty for the immediate prosecution of this work;

Therefore be it hereby resolved that this Rural Municipality of Saskatche-

wan Landing No. 167 request that the Government of Canada acquiesce in

the request for a conference with the ("lovcrninent of the United States for

the purpose of going ahead at the earliest possible moment with the deepening

of the St. Lawrence canals in the international section between Lake Ontario

and Montreal, to a depth of 25 feet instead of the present depth of 14 feet,

in order that the large lake freighters may have free access from the head of

the lakes to Montreal, and that ocean tramp steamers may be permitted an

open seaway through to the head of tiie lakes, thus carrying our grain and

other exportable products at a minimum lake freight diarge from the ports of

Port Arthur and Fort William to the markets of the world;

And furtlicr, that this Council protest most vigorously against any action

on the part of the Dominion (Jovernment whereby the requests of certain

interests in Ontario for the development of tiie power cnfl of the project being

gone ahead with immediately, and that the navigation improvement be done

later by the Dominion Government at the entire expense of the government;

but rather that the navigation and power improvement be undertaken simul-

taneously and at the earliest possible date;

And that copies of this resolution be sent to Premier King at Ottawa,

and all the Dominion Cabinet Ministers, to our constituency member of the

Dominion House, and to the Premiers of the provinces of Manitoba, Sas-

katchewan, Alberta, Ontario and Quebec.

Dated at Leinan, Sask., this 4th day of Februar>-, 1924.

Resolution unanimouslv adopted.

(Signed) P. S. CAMPBELL,
Secretan/-Trca!<urcr.

R. M. Saskatchewan Landing No. 169.

.February 15, 1924.

Dkar Sir,—I acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 11th instant with

which you enclose copy of a resolution adopted by the Council Board of the

Rural jNlunicipality of Saskatchewan Landing, No. 167, on the subject of the

deepening of the St. Lawrence Canals.

This resolution shall have my careful consideration.

Yours sincerely,

(Sgd.) ERNEST LAPOINTE
P. S. C.vMrBEi.L, Esq..

Secretary-Treasurer,

Rural Municipality of Sask. Landing,

Stewart Valley, Sask.
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THE SWIFT CURRENT BOARD OF TRADE
Swift Ci rrent, Saskatchewan, Canada

Fctiruary 20. 1924.

Ministir cf Justice,

House of Commons,
Ottawa, Canada.

Hon. and Dear Sir,—Upon instnietions of the Swift Current Board of

Trade l']xecutive Council, I enclose herewith for your information and con-

sideration copy of a resolution respecting the Deep Waterways, which was un-
animously passed at a general meeting of the Board of Trade on F'ebruarv 12tli,

1924.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) CHAS. THORESON,
Secretary -Treasurer.

Copy of Resolution Adopted at the Annual Meeting of the Associated Boards

of Trade of Saskatchewan at Moose Jair, Sask.j_ February 27, 1924

St. Lawrence Deep Waterww LMi'RoyEMENT

Whereas substantial reductions in transportation rates on grain, cattle and
other exportable products of Western Canada will reasonably ensue from the

completion of the St. Lawrence Deep Waterway improyement, whereby the

large Ir.ke freighters will haye throiigh iiayigation to Montreal, and ocean

tramp steamers an open seaway to the Head of the Creat L-akes. thus eliminating

costly transfers and rail haul between Buffalo anrl New York and between

Cieorgian Bay ports and Montreal;

And whereas these reductions, together with lower freight charges on
incoming commodities from Eastern ports and oyerseas will unquestionably pro-

mote most effectiyely the permanent growth and deyelopment of W^estern

Canada.

And whereas the deepening of the canals between Lake Ontario and Montreal
is p!-oposed in a section of the St. Lawrence riyer that is international waters,

owned eciually between Canada and th.e United States, with costs to be shared

according to benefits derived by each country';

And whereas, according to a memorandum in possession of the Dominion
( ioycrnment, the deyelopment of hydro-electric energ>' in this international section

will provide a revenue that will pay the total cost of the undertaking, without
impf)sing ;i cent of added taxation upon either country', and without increasing

the burden of Canada's national debt;

Therefore, be it resolved that this annu.-d meeting of the Saskatchewan
Associated Boards of Trade assembled at Moose Jaw Sask., this 27th day
of Februaiy, 1924. does hereby approve and endorse the action of the Dominion
Cioverniiuiit in conferring with the Ciovernment of the United States in a

proposal to obtain fullest technical, and economic details concerning the Deep
Waterway project, and that we respectfully request our Ciovernment to con-

summate present negotiations without unnecessary delay.
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THE SWIFT CURRENT BOARD OF TRADE

Swift Current, Saskatchewan, Canada

Resolution Uiianimoiislij Adopted by Swift Current Board of Trade, Tuesday
Evening, February 12, 1924

IMovcd by R. T. Graham, seconded by A. E. Longmore:

Wliereas excessive charges wliich prevail in connection with the lake and
rail haul of grain and other exportable products of the prairie provinces from
Port Arthur to seaboard constitutes a very heavy financial setback on the net
price received by the farmer for these products;

And whereas the proposed deeping of the St. Lawrence canals for power
and navigation purpo^^es will reduce these lake and rail rates from ai)i)roxi-

mately 13 cents per bushel on wheat to 4 or 5 cents a bushel, Port Arthur to

Montreal, thus making a saving of 8 or 9 cents a bushel on wheat carried to

Montreal by the large freighters; and a further reduction of from 1 to 3 cents
where tramp steamers can carr>' our grain direct from the head of the lakes

to Liverpool without any transfer whatsoever.

And whereas the development of these deepened canals is proposed in

a section of the St. LawTence river that is international waters, owned equally
between Canada and the United States, with costs to be shared according to

the benefits to be derived by each country;

And whereas the development of power in this international section will

produce a revenue tliat will pay for the whole cost of the undertaking, thus
making the project self-financing and self-supporting, without imposing a cent

of added taxation upon cither country, and without increasing the burden of

Canada's national debt;

And whereas the. deepened St. Lawrence, besides providing unquestionable
great savings on transportation rates for exportable products and incoming
commodities, will also be a great stimulus to the more intensive development
of the agricultural West, and provide an outstanding ini'cntive for attracting

new immigration;

Therefore be it resolved, that the Swift Current Board of Trade does
hereby approve and endorse tiie action of the Dominion Government in con-
ferring with the government of tiic United States in an effort to obtain further

technical details concerning the St. Lawrence project. And that we hereby
respectfully request that tlie Dominion Government will proceed with all the

haste possible to consummate present investigations in order that a satisfactory

treaty between the two countries may be arrived at, and work upon the project

actually begun at the earliest possible moment with a view to its speedy
completion in the economic interest of the Dominion of Canada at large.

And that copies of this resolution be sent to Hon. W. L. ?>L'»ckenzie King,
Prime Minister, the various Cabinet ^Minif^lurs at Ottawa, to our constituency

member of the Dominion House; also that copies be sent to the various Boards
of Trade of Saskatchewan. ^L^nitoba and Alberta, and to the associated

Boards of Saskatchewan, asking their cndorsation of this resolution.

(Signed) W. W. COOPER.
President.

CHAS. THORESON.
Secretary.

Swift Ci rkknt. .^ask.. Feb. 12. 1924.
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February 23, 1924.

De.\r Sik,—I acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 20th instant,

enclosing copy of a resolution adopted by the Swift Current Board of Trade
respecting the Deep Waterways. The representations contained in this resolu-

tion sliall have my careful consideration.

Believe me,
Yours sincerely,

(sd.) ERNEST LAPOINTE.
Ch.\rles TiioKicsoN, Esq.,

Secretary-Treasurer,

The Swift Current Board of Trade,
Swift Current, Sask.

Fort Garry Hotel,
WiNNiPEXJ, March 23, 1924.

Dear Mr. L.m'ointe:—
St. Lawrence Canals

I took the liberty of writing you an the 30tii January, with a few sug-
gestions as to the proposed dcciicning of tlie St. Lawrence Canals and the lake

Jiarbours, so as to allow the ocean steamer to go to upper lake ports.

Since then, the Government seem to have taken a step towards meeting
the wishes of the U. S. Government, by consenting to the appointment of a
commission to study the question further.

You know, much better than I, I feel sure, how strongly opposed the

people of our Province are towards this project, which may prove disastrous

to our seaports, and in fact their feeling towards any new public works, whilst

the debt and taxation of the country are weighing so heavily upon us.

Wliy not call a halt until we see whether the railways which we have
overbuilt, at such enormous cost, may not be able to do the trade which they
were built to do.

The Transcontinental Railway, which the wise policy of Sir Wilfrid Laurier
built, for the purpose of correcting the diversion of our grain trade to U. S.

seaports, has proved its ability to do so. It has carried export wheat from Fort
William to Quebec for 6 cents per bushel. (The all water rate from Fort
William to Montreal last year was 11 and 12 cents and in 1922 went as high

as 14 cents.)

Rival influences seem to have been able to prevent this new railway from
carrying out this great public service, and our own officials have rai.sed its

tariff to the ridiculous figure of 21 cents, whereas even if the Crowsnest basis,

in force west of Fort William, had been adopted, the rate would only have
been 11 cents.

The result has been to prohibit through grain shipments, and to force our

wheat into the lake boats at Fort William and thence to Buffalo and New
York, which last year took 65 per cent of our transatlantic export, and, the

year before, 74 per cent.

Is not this policy simply robbing the unforunate westein farmer, who
bas also seen his wheat tumble in price from $3 to $1. and at the same time

depriving Canadian seaports of their legitimate traffic?

Why not remove this barrier—of our own creation—before plunging into

any more public works?
If, however, the question of St. Lawrence waterways has to be studied

further, may I take the liberty of making the following suggestions, as to.
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the lomlition-: upon wliicli. in the intcrcr^t of Quebec and the Maritime Provinces,

tliat study should be pursued:

—

1. That the rate of 11 cents per bushel upon export wheat from Fort

William or Armstrong over the (lovcrnmcnt railway, to Quebec or Montreal
and 12 cents to St. John and Halifax, should be immediately put into force,

.and that, as recommended by tlie Senate investigation, 10 million busheh
Storage should be put at Quebec, Halifax, St. .lolin and Vancouver (14 million

is now being built at Montreal) and marine insurance guaranteed by Clovern-

ment at New York rates of premium.

2. That the Cardinal, Ottawa & Montreal route for the canal as recom-

mended by Mr. Cauchon, C.E., sliouid also lie examined and reported upon.

If as lie says, it will only cost half tlie money, and will be altogether in Cana-
xlian territory, it is well worth looking into. The route would develop the

water power at Carillon, said to be as great as Shawinigan, and might eventually

form part of the proposed Georgian Bay Canal.

Hoping that these suggestions may be of some interest to you.

Yours vcrv trulv,

J. (;. SCOTT.

If branch lines of the Canadian National Railways are to be built in the

northwest, at the public expense, should not the same policy be followed at

J^ake St. ,Iohn, where there are flourishing >ettienients. at Normanilin. Albanel,

Mistassini and Pcribonca, whicli are great feeders of the National Railways
at St. Felicien, and would be much greater if the farmers had not to drive their

produce 40 and 50 miles to reach it? A very great hardship.

Might I suggest that if you should have occasion to discuss with your

Maritime Province members the propriety of using the Transcontinental Rail-

way for the grain traffic, it might be well to remind them that by the existing

tariff the extra charge for carrying export wheat from Montreal or Quebec to

Halifax or St. .John is oniv 1 cent per 100 lbs. (6 10c pr. bushel I. So that if

the rate from Armstrong to Quebec is made lie. as it should be. Halifax and
St. John would be able to take advantage of the 214 miles shortening of dis-

tance between Winnipeg and Quebec, and would be in a position to compete
.as to price witii New York for the winter shipment to Europe. The Maritime
.Provinces should understand, at last, that their future depends upon the use

of the Transcontinental Railway and that tiicy must work with Quebec.

Marcii 27. 1924.

J, Ci. Scott, Esq.,

Fort Carry Hotel,

AVinnipeg, IMan.

Dear Mr. Scott:—
Re: S>t. Lawrence Canpls

1 have your letter of March 23rd, contents of which are carefully noted.

Thanking you.

1 remain, vours faithfullv.
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FURTHER SUPPLEMENTARY
RETURN

ail Adilrt'ss to His Excellency the (iovcrnor General of tlic 24tli Marcli,

1924, praying that he will cause to be laid before the House a copy

of all memoranda, correspondence, telegrams and other documents

cxciianged between the Government of Canada or any of its members

and other governments, corporations or indi\'iduals, since the first day

of January, 1922, relating to the St. Lawrence Waterway Route, and

the establishment of dams on the St. Lawrence for the development of

certain water-powers.

A. B. COPP,
Secrctan/ of State.

Mover: Mr. ARciiAMHAri.T.

Ott.'VWa, April 3. 1924.

De.^r Sir,—I have the honour by direction to transmit herewith a Return
to an Address of the House of Commons of Canada, so far as the Department
of Agriculture is concerned, showing a copy of all memoranda, etc., between
the Government of Canada or any members thereof, since .lanuarA' 1, 1922, re

St. Lawrence Waterway Route, and have to request that you will be good
enough to cause the same to be forwarded to the proper officer for submission
to the House.

Reference No. 46 is returned herewith.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient ser\-ant.

A. L. .JARVIS,

A.'isistant Deputy Minuitrr and Secretary
The Under-Secretary of State,

Ottawa

Ottawa, Marcli 20. 1924.
.1. Iv H. Laidlaw, E.sq.,

Secretar>--Treasurer.

Rural Municipality of Swift Current No. 137,

Swift Current, Sask.

nE.\R Mr. Laidlaw.— I am in receipt of your favour of the 14th March,
togetiier with copy of a resolution unanimously adopted by the Rural Munici-
pality of Swift Current, urging the deepening of the canals of the St. Lawrence
to permit access of ocean ships to the head of the Lakes.

In reply, Mr. Laidlaw, I think I cannot do better than attach hereto copy
of the Speech from the Throne, which was delivered by the Governor General
on the opening day of the Session and which contains the Government's pro-
gramme for this Session. You will, I know, be interested to find that one
paragr;ipli deals with the subject you mention.

Thanking you for your representations. I am.
Yours vers- trulv.
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RURAI, MUXICIPAI.ITY OF SWIFT CURRENT Xo. 137

Swift Ci rrent, Sask., March 14, 1924.

Hon. W. R. Motherwell,
Minister of Agriculture,

Ottawa, Canada.

Hon. .and Dear Sir,—Enclosed herewith please find copy of a resolution

unanimously adopted by our council board at a regular meeting on Saturday,

March 1.

Believing that nothing which can be devised will effect such a compre-

hensive solution to the grievous transportation problems confronting Western
Canada as the deepening of the canals of the St. Lawrence to permit access of

ocean ships to the head of the Lakes, we trust you will give this resolution

your very best practical consideration.

Yours very truly,

(Sgd.)"j. E. H. LAIDLAW,
Sccretarii-Trcasurer.

St. Lawrence Deep Waterw.w Improvement

lirnolution Adopted by the Rural Municipality oj Swift Current Xo. 137 in,

Rcqidar Council Meeting at Sicift Current, Sask., on Saturday. March 1,

1.921

Whereas the Council of the Rural Municipality of Swift Current No. 137

is cognizant of the fact that excessive transportation costs are one of the factors

contributing most seriously to the economic problems which afifect the farmers
of AVe^tcrn Canada:

W'hereas excessive charges which prevail in connection with the lake and
rail haul of grain and other exportable products from Port Arthur to the sea-

board constitute a very heavy setback on the net price received by the farmer
for tliese products:

Whereas the proposed deepening of the St. Lawrence canals for power and
navigation purposes will reduce these lake and rail rates from approximately 13

cents per bushel on wheat to 4 or a cents a bushel from Port Arthur to Montreal,
thus making a saving of 8 or 9 cents a bushel on freight charges:

Wiiereas the development of these deepened canals is proposed in a section

of the St. LawTencc river that is owned equally between Canada and the L'nited

States, with costs to be shared according to the benefits to be derived by eacli

country

:

Whereas the development of hydro-electric power in this international sec-

tion will produce a revenue that will take care of the amortized bonds for the
whole undertaking, making the project self-financing and self-supporting, with-
out the necessity of special taxation upon the people.

Therefore be it iiereby resolved that this Rural Municipality of Swift Cur-
rent No. 137 request that the Government of Canada act in conjunction with
the (Jovcrnmcnt of the United States for tlio purpose of going ahead at the earliest

possible moment with the deepening of the St. Lawrence canals in the inter-

national section between lake Ontario and Alontreal, to a depth of 25 feet

instead of the present deptli of 14 feet, in order that the large lake freighters may
have free access from the head of the lakes to Montreal, and that ocean tramp
steamers may be permitted an open seaway through to the head of the lakes, thus

carryiim our grain and other exportable products* at a niiniinuin lake freight

charge from the ports of Port Arthur and Fort William to the markets of the
world

:
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And tliat copies of tliis resolution he sent to Premier KinK at Ottawa, and all

the Dominion Cabinet ^Vlinisters, to our constituency niemher of tlic Dominion
House, and to the Premiers of the provinces of Manitoba, Sasi<atche\van, Alljcrta.

Ontario and Cjuebec.

Dated at Swift Current, Sask., this 1st day of Marcli, 1924.

Resolution unanimouslv adopted.

(Sgd.) J. E. H. LAIDLAW,
Secretarii-Treanurer.

U. M . of Swift Cinrrnt. \o. 137.

Copy
Ottawa. March 1, 1924.

Win. McI.NNi.s. E.-iq.,

223tj Smith Street.

Regina. Sask.

Dear Mr. McIxnis.—Your favour of the 2.5th inst., with respect to Deep
AVaterways, came to hand yesterday, and I think the best reply I can send you
is to attach hereto copy of Votes and Proceedings, No. 1, of the House of Com-
mons, in which you will find the Speech from tiie Throne, which has special

reference to the matter about which you write nic.

I am, yours very truly.

End.

2236 Smith Street. Regix.\, S.\sk., Fel)ruaiy 25. 1924

Honourable W. R. Motherwell,
Parliament Buildings,

Ottawa, Canada.

Re Deep Waterway.-<

Sir:

No doubt you are well acquainted with all the facts in connection with this

enterprise. There is only one solution to freight rates, and I think the waterways
is it. and in the coming session I think a man in your position has a great oppor-

tunity to help Western Canada out of a lot of the difficulties which farmers are

up against at the present time. The Hudson Bay Route has been in the air

for so long, that I think it amounts to nothing, and never will and I do hope tiiat

you will see your way clear to not lea\e a stone unturned to trj' to get this water-

ways deal through tliis session, especially while the United States are willing to

do so much towards the financing of the whole deal.

Yours sincerely.

(Sgd.) Wm. McINNIS.

Copy of Resolution Adopted at the Annual Meeting of the A-'isodatcd Boards

of Trade of Saskatchewan at Moose Jau\ Sask., February ;?7, /''?'

St. L.kwrence Deep W.aterway Improvement

Whereas substantial reductions in transportation rates on grain, cattle and

other exportable product* of Western Canada will reasonably ensue from the

completion of the St. Lawrence Deep Waterway Improvement, whereby the large

lake freigliters will h.ave through navigation to Montreal, and ocean tramp
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steamers an opeu seaway to tlie Head of the Great Lakes, tiius eliminating costly

transfers anil rail iiaul between Buffalo and New York and between Cleorgian

Jiay ports and Montreal:

And whereas these reductions, together witii lower freight charges on incom-
ing commodities from Eastern ports and overseas will unquestionably promote
most effectively tiic permanent growth and development of Western Canada:

And whereas the deepening of the canals between Lake Ontario and Montreal
is proposed in a section of the St. Lawrence river that is international waters,

ownetl equally between Canada and the United States, with costs to be shared

according to the benefits derived by each country:

And whereas, accordine; to a memorandum in possession of the Dominion
(iovernment, the development of hydro-electric energy in this international sec-

tion will proviilc a revenue that will pay the total I'ost of the undertaking, with-

out imposing a cent of added taxation upon either country, and witliout increas-

ing the burden of Canada's national debt

:

Therefore, be it resolved that this annual meeting of the Saskatchewan
Associ<ited Hoards of Trade assembled at Moose Jaw, Sask., this 27th day of

February-, 1924, does hereby approve and endorse the action of the Dominion
(Iovernment in conferring with the Covernment of the United States in a pro-

})osal to obtain fullest technical and economic details concerning the Deep Water-
way pro,iect. and that we respectfully request our (Iovernment to consummate
pre^lnt negotiations without uimecessary delay.

(VrTAWA. February 2.'>. 1924.

('has. Thoreson, Esq.,

Secretary-Treasurer, Board of Trade.

Swift Current, Sask.

Dear Mr. Thoreson,—Mr. Motherw'ell has asked me to ackMowledge and
thank you for your favour of the 20th instant together with resolution respecting

the Deep Waterways, which was unanimously passed by your Board at a general

meeting on February 12th.

Your \cry truly.

Prii'ate Srcrctary.

THE SWIFT CURRENT BDARD OF TRADE
Swift Cirkent, S.\sk.. February 20. 1924.

Honourable AV. R. Motherwell,
Parliament Buildings,

Ottawa, Canada.

Hon. and De\r Sir,—Upon instructions of the Swift Current Board of Trade
Executive Council. I enclose lierewith for your informiition and consideration

copy of a resolution respecting the Deep Waterways, which was unanimously
passed at a peneral meeting of the Boartl of Trade on February 12th. 1924.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) "Chas. THORESON.
Secretary-Treasurer.
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The Swift Current Hoarh or Tkadk, Swift Cirrkxt, Sask.. Canada

ncsolution unanimoiisly adopttd by Swift Currnxt Board of Trade, Tuesday
rvrning, February 12, 1924.

Mo\etl by R. T. Graham, seconded by A. E. Longmore:
Wliercas excessive charges wliicli prevail in connection witli tlie lake ainl

rail liaul of grain and otlicr exportalile products of tiie prairie provinces from

Port Arthur to seaboarfl constitutes a very iieavy financial setback on the net

price received by tiie farmer for these prtxlucts;

And whereas the proposed deepening of the St. Lawrence canals for power
and navigation purposes will reduce these lake and rail rates from approxi-

mately 13 cents per bushel on wheat to 4 or 5 cents a bushel, Port Artliur to

Montreal, thus making a saving of 8 or 9 cents a bushel on wheat carried to

Montreal by the large freighters; and a further reduction of from 1 to 3 cents

where tramp sU^amers can carry our grain direct from the head of the lakes

to Liverpool without any transfer whatsoever;

And whereas the development of these deepened canals is proposed in a

section of the St. Lawrence river that is international waters, owned equally

between Canada and the United States, with costs to be shared according to the

benefit to be derived by each country;

And whereas the development of power in this international section will

produce a revenue that will pay for the whole cost of the undertaking, thus

making the project self-financing and self-supporting, without imposing a cent

of adtle<l taxation upon either country, and without increasing the burden of

Canada's national debt;

And whereas the deepened St. Lawrence, besides providing unque-tionablc

great savings on transportation rates for exportable products and incoming
commodities, will also be a great stimulus to the more intensive development of

the agricultural West, and provide an outstanding incentive for attracting new
immigration;

Therefore be it resolved, that the Swift Current Board of Trade does hereby
approve and endorse the action of the Dominion Crovernment in conferring with
the government of the United States in an efTort to obtain further technical

details concerning the St. Lawrence project. And that we hereby respectfully

request that the Dominion Covernment will proceed mth all the haste possible

to consummate present investigations in order that a satisfactory^ treaty between
the two countries may be arrived at, and work upon the project actually begun
at the earliest possible moment with a view to its speedy completion in the
economic interest of the Dominion of Canada at large;

.\nd that copies of this resolution be sent to Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King,
Prime Minister, the various Cabinet Ministers at Ottawa, to our constituency
member of the Dominion House; also that copies be sent to the various Boards
of Trade of Sa.skatchewan. Manitoba and Alberta, and to the associated Boards
of Saskatchewan, asking their endorsation of this resolution.

W. W. COOPER, President.

CHAS. THORESON, Secretary.

,SwTFT Cv-rrent, S.\sk., FebruarA" 21. 1924.

Ottawa, April 28. 1924.

Sir,—I have the honour to enclase herewith the information in the Depart-
ment of the Interior asked for in the Address of the House of Commons dated
24 25 March, 1924. your Reference No. 46, moved by Mr. Arehambault showing:
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" A copy of all memoranda, correspondence, telegrams and other doi'ument?,

exchangetl between the Govcmment of Canada or any of it? meml)ers and other

Governments, corporations or individuals since the 1st of January-, 1922, relat-

ing to the St. Lawrence AVaterway Route, and the establishment of dams, on

the St. Lawrence River, for the development of certain water-powers."

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

W. W. CORY,
Deputy Minister.

Tho.m.\s Mulvey, Esq.. B.A., K.C.,

Under-Secretary of State,

Ottawa.
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A. G. CmsHOLM, K.C.,

Barrister, etc.

Can.\dian Bank of Commerce Chambers,
Corner Dundas and Richmond Street,

London, Canada, December 18, 1923.

Riglit Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King, P.C,
Prime Minister,

Ottawa, Ont.

De.\r Sir,—For some month.< past I have been gathering all the (lata con-
necteil with or bearing on the so called (ireat Waterways scheme for the
imi)rovement of the St. Lawrence canal system, that my reading has led mc to,

and one conclusion reached, is that tiiere is a very highly organized system of

propaganda being conducted in the endeavour to force the hand of the Canadian
Covcrnment. to enter into negotiations with the United States on this subject.

This may not be altogether apparent to a casual observer at the present time,

but I \Nill be greatly surprised if some development does not take place within

the next three months. In my view, it is the most important ciuestion, I make
no exception, any Canadian Government has had to consider since Confederation.

My study of this subject has not been along the line of whether or not

the navigation project is economically feasible or could be made a commercial

success, though I have read enough to convince me it cannot; but rather what
would be the effect on the political future of the country, of surrendering to

International control, Canada's chief outlet to the Sea. My conclusion is it

would mean a " complete sacrifice of Canadian autonomy," and is fraught with

the direst possibilities for continued Canadian independence.

I have also concluded, that as it is apparent what would he the logical

result of the scheme, if carried out, it is not a question on which Canadians can

consent to any negotiation. A conference to negotiate a treaty, which failed

of result, would undoubtedly provoke an acrimonious feeling in the LTnited States,

more particularly m the Middle West, and once aroused in an emotional people

like the Americans, one cannot foretell the end. Later American Writers con-

cede it was the West which drove the American government to war in 1912.

My own opinion is, that the only safe reply a Canadian government can

make to any overtures on this subject is, that our policy for many years has

been to construct and maintain an independent Canadian outlet to the sea, and
that this cannot now be altered. If the American Government desires a water-

way, let them construct a canal on their own side, the same as we have with

the Welland, or at the Sault. It may be remembered, the latter while long

contemplated, was actually begun and rushed to completion because of Cleve-

land's attempt to withdraw the Bonding privilege, and this threat was made
because Canada would not surrender to tlie Americans on the Fisheries question,

and the whole Fisheries embroglio which la.sted for nearly one hundred years,

arose through the complacent attitude of Lord Bathurst to American pretensions

in 1915, and so on and so on, in an endless chain.

I could write pages in justification of these conclusions, and I think demon-
strate the correctness of the views I express, and I hope to make some use of

the information I have acciuired to influence public opinion, for I believe at

present there is little real knowledge of the matter and its possibilities, but I

cannot refrain from now forwarding you these remarks, even if only to show
appreciation of what is the very serious and vital question, your Government
will undoubtedly have to decide upon in the near future, and my conviction of

how the whole scheme of Canadian independence is inseparably linked, with our

unfettered control of a St. Lawrence route to the Sea.
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In expressing the above views, I may strike a discordant note, but I run

that risk for, above all things I am a Canadian and have the most profound

conviction of the peril to be here avoided. I am sure tlicn under the circum-

stances, you will find some excuse for my addressing you on the subject. \A'ith

cordial assurances of my esteem, believe me to be.

Very sincerely yours,

(Sgd.) ANDREW GOkoON CHISHOLM.

ONTARIO

Office of the P^\ri.i.\mentary Under Secket.vry,

Department of Lands and Forests and Department of Mines.

The Right Honourable Mr. King,
Prime Minister of Canada,

(Htawa, Ontario.

Dear Mr. King,—In the first place, in accordance with the season, let me
wish you a pleasant Christmas and a Happy New Year.

In the next place, you will recall, at the deputation when we were before

you and on one or two other occasions, the suggestion that the United States

should again communicate and reopen the negotiations respecting the St.

Lawrence.
It was difficult t<3 get this done. The former President felt that the answer

lie received through his Secretary of State was the quietus.

The new President, however, has acted and coimuunicated with your
Covernmcnt.

Simply as one who thinks he understands this question and thinks that it

is the question that carries more benefit to Canada tiian any other public ques-

tion, may I urge that as far as possible you meet the United States in their

present rerjuest?

May 1 point out to you, as suggested at the time when you did me the

honor of dining with me in my house at Ottawa, that this is one of the quick

ways to settle the diversion of waters by the Chicago drainage canal? The
City of Chicago is quit* desirous of seeing the St. Lawrence consummated, and
once the United States and Canada are associated on tlie problem they will not

be interested in interfering with their new outlet to the sea through our terri-

tories, and this would make a clean up of what otherwise is a disagreeable

situation.

Then again, Ontario is faced with a shortage of power and she can only

get that from the International section in which she is interested.

All these things combined, together with the high price that is charged up
eventually to the Western producer because the big upper lake carrier cannot

go on to Montreal or any other St. Lawrence River ports, makes me believe

that your Ciovernmcnt will realize the wisdom, in the interests of Canada, of

taking up this problem.
The Wcsp is now beginning to realize that they arc paying more in this

extra freight annually than the whole of Canada would have to pay for the

sinking fund and interest and operating expense? for its sliare in the proposed
development, and this, supposing that there is no revenue whatever from power
produced.

You will remember that it was suggested that the United States should

pay one-half tlie cost of the work and also one-half the cost of the Welland.

When this is figured out and then the interest and sinking fund computed, even
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without any power revenue to liquidate what Canada's remaining portion wouid
be, the amount is much less than the West annually loses in the unneces.>ary

water rate.

I do sincerely trust, now tli:it tiie United States has approached your
Ciovernment again, that you will meet them half way.

Yours very truly,

(Sgd.) FRANK H. KEEPER.

Ottaw.v, ,Iaiiuaiy 9, 1924.

Dear Mr. Keeper,— I have been asked to acknowledge your letter of Decem-
ber 20th, addressed to the Prime Minister, regarding the "'St. Lawrence to the

Sea" navigation and power project.

I am looking fonvard to an ojiportunity of discussing this matter with

you.

Yours faithfully,

(Sgd.) CHAS. .^FEWART.
Frank H. Keefer, Esq., K.C., M.I'. P.,

Parliamentary Secretary,

Department of Lands and Forests,

Toronto, Ont.

DOMINION MARINE ASSOCIATION

The Rt. Hon. AV. L. M.\ckenzie King. C.M.C;.. etc..

Prime Minister of Canada,
Ottawa. Ontario.

Sir,—I beg to submit herewith a copy of a resolution adopted by the

Dominion Marine Association in Annual General Meeting at Ottawa on
the 17th instant, referring to the proposal of the Government of the Province of

Ontario for the development of power near Morrisburg in the St. Lawrence
River. I am directed to commend this resolution to your serious consideration.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

(Sgd.) FRANCIS KING.

Resolition Anopir.n nv the Do.minion Marine Assori.\TioN" in Annial
CiENERAi, Meeting .at Ott.\wa ox .Ianiary 17, 1924

Resolved:

That the Dominion Marine Association disapproves of the proposal made
through the Hydro-Electric Commission of the Province of Ontario for the
immediate development of power in the vicinity of Morrisburg on the St.

Lawrt'nce River in so far as the proposal in any way (a) contemplates any
reversal of the order of priority between navigation and power fixed by the

Treaty of 1909 a< the order to be ohserveil in the use of boundary waters;
(b) permits in the slightest any surrender by the Dominion of the complete
control of the river necessary for the purpose of improving and protecting

navigation, or subjects the existing control to the dominance of any parties

primarily interested in the development of power: (c) or includes a power

79977—2
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development scheme which does not form a proper part of a well considered
and fully approved plan for the development of the whole river as a unit,

primarily to improve navigation and inridentally t-o develop power.
That the Association will be pleased to see the demand for more electrical

power in Ontario satisfied as soon as possible, so long as navigation interests

remain in even,' way paramount and under tiie exclusive and unfettered con-
trol of federal authorities, and so long as any work undertaken forms a proper
part of the general plan for development of the whole river above mentioned.

And that copies of this resolution be forwarded to the Rt. Hon. the Prime
Minister, and to the Hon. the Ministers of Railways and Canals, Marine and
Fisheries and Public Works.

KINGSTON BOARD OF TRADE
KiNCSTON, C.\.N.^DA. January 22. 1924.

Honourable Chas. Stewart,
Minister of the Interior,

Ottawa, Ontario.

Dear jNIr. Stewart,—I enclose herewith copy of resolution passed at the

Annual Meeting of the Dominion Marine Association which explains itself.

The general impression among marine men is that as far as the develop-
ment at ^lorrisburg is concerned it conflicts very seriously with the scheme
laid down by the engineers of your Covcrnment and the engineers of the

International Joint Commission, and while it may temporarily ait as a supply
of power that when the development is continued at Long Sault the proposed
dam and power development will cither have to be flooded out and made useless

for power purposes or else if continued, navigation will be seriously interfered

with between Morrisburg and Cornwall and the power development above
Cornwall will be useless in the winter time.

There is ample power available on the Ottawa River to take care of the
demand in Eastern Ontario until the St. Lawrence scheme can be carried on
as a completed whole. Some years ago the Hydro-Electric Commission
expropriated the water power at Chats Falls which they now own and which
they have never attempted to develop and which is capable of supplying
Eastern Ontario for the next ten years. As far as Toronto is concerned their

proper source of power is Niagara Falls and I have no doubt that when the

demand for power becomes insistent the Federal Governments will grant the
power companies the right to use more water.

I am satisfied that the engineers of the Hydro-Electric Commission know-
that they are absolutely wrong and they do not expect that the scheme will

ever be put through.

Yours very truly.

(Sgd.) J. M. (WMPP.F.I.L.

resolvtiox adopted by

The Dominion M.\rine Associ.xtion in Anniai, General
Mkkting at Ott.\w\ ox Jani'ahv 17. 1924.

Resolved:

That the Dominion ^larine Association (lisa]iproves of the profiosal made
through the Hydro-Electric Commission of tlie Province of Ontario for the

immediate development of power in the vicinity of Morrisburg on the St.

Lawrence River in so far as the proposal in any way (a) contemplates any
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reversal of the order of priority between navigation and power fixed by the

Treaty of 1909 as the order to be observed in tlie u<c of boundary waters; (b)

permits in the sliglitest any surrender by the Dominion of tlie complete eontrol

of the river necessary for the purpose of improving and protecting" navigation,

or subjects the existing control to the dominance of any parties primarily in-

terested in the development of power; (ct or includes a power development

scheme which docs not form a proper part of a well considered and fully

approved plan for the development of the wiiole river as a unit, primarily to

improve navigation and incidentally to develop power.

Tiiat the Associ;ition will be pleased to see the demand for more electrical

power in Ontario satisfied as soon as possible, so long as navigation interests

remain in every way paramount and under the exclusive and unfettered control

of federal authorities, and so long as any work undertaken forms a proper part

of the general plan for development of the whole river above mentioned.

And that copies of tiiis resolution be forwarded to the Rt. Hon. the Prime

Minister, and to the Hon. tlie Ministers of Railways and Canals, Marine and

Fisheries, and Public Works.

Ott.\w.\, ()xt.\rio,

February 18. 1924.

De.\r Mr. C.wipnELi..—I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of

the 22nd ultimo, enclosing a copy of a resolution passed at the Annual Meet-
ing of the Dominion Marine Association relative to the proposed scheme of

development of the St. Lawrence River at Morrisburg.

Since the date of the above resolution, there has been made public the

contents of a despatch from the ( tovernmcnt of Canada to the Government of

the United States wherein the question is raised of appointing an enlarged board

to make a detailed study of the engineering and economic phases of the St.

Lawrence River Scheme.
In any action wliich may be taken you may rest assured that navigation

interests will be fully protected.

Yours FaitlifuUy,

(Sg.i.l CHAS' STFAA'ART.
J. M. C.\MPBELL. Esq.,

c the Kingston Board of Trade,
Kingston, Ontario.

TOWN OF C(^RNWAI,L

Januan- 26. 1924.

The Honourable W. L. M.vfKKXzin Kixg,
Ottawa. Ontario.

HoNoiRvnLr: Sir.—I take the liberty of writing you to exprcs> my personal

views upon the mudi talked of St. Lawrence development.
I am opposed to any development whatsoever that iloes not include the

question of navigation as well as power. I was one of a delegation that waited

upon you in either .January or February- 1923 to ask your government to again

open up negotiations with the United States government upon the plan recom-

mended by the Joint International Waterways Commission.
This plan as yfiu are aware. Sir, is for a dam at the Longue Sault and an

International Poner House at the foot of Barnharts Island anti is capable of

79977—2
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developing four timers the amount of H.P. as eompaicd with Morri<burg at the

same time the question of navigation is also part and partial of development.

At Morrishurg I believe a head of 42 feet is available whereas at the

I^ongue Sault upwards of 70 feet can be developed.

I feel that I am voicing the sentiments of most of the citizens of Cornwall

when I say they are opposed to the plan as suggested at Morrisburg.

I was not one of the recent delegation that waited upon you last week
from Ontario or did I recci\c an invitation to attend.

My attendance in January, 1923, before you expressed my views on this

most important question.

.\s one of a family who have been fighting for Liberalism in this County
for ui)wards of fifty years I beg to express to you my personal view that Sir

.\dam Beck's Morrishurg Hydro Development is in part political and with the

idea of endeavouring to embarrass the liberal Oovernment of which you have

the honour to be Leader.

I am, yours sincerely,

(Sgd.) HARRY iv. SXETSlNtlER.
Jl/ni/or.

ST. L.WVREXCE DEEP W.\TERWAYS A^v^OCLVTKA' OF
WESTERN CANADA

SwiiT CtHUKNT, Sask.. January 29. 1924.

Hon W. L. M.\CKE.\ziE King,
Premier, Dominion of Canada,

Ottawa, Ontario.

Hon. .\xd De.-vr Sir.—Acting under instructions from the President and
Directors of the St. Lawrence Deep Waterways Association of Western Canada,
I am enclosing a copy of a resolution unanimously passed at an executive meet-

of the above association held on Friday, January 25, 1924. with the earnest

prayer that you and your Cabinet give the text matter of this resolution your
very earnest consideration.

After careful and exhaustive investigation, it is the firm co-iviction of this

association that nothing is more vital to the economic destiny of Western Canada
than our farmers be given the advantages in transportation that unquestionably

will ensue with the deepening of the Canals of the St. LawTcuce so as to bring

tidewater to the Head of the Lakes, and the Liverpool market 1,500 miles

financially closer to the heart of the prairies.

I have tlie honour t^) be.

Sir,

Yours very truly.

A. S. BENNETT.
E.rccutiiT Dirtctor.

Resoiation from the St. L.wvrence Dekt \\'\Ti:!tw\v .Association of
Western Can.\da

Whereas it has come to the attention of the executive council of the St.

Lawrence Deep Water%vay Association of AVcstern Canada thai strong pressure

is being brought to bear upon the Dominion Oovernment. by the Province of

Ontario and th.c Ontario Hydro-Electric (Commission, for the development of

power in the international section of the St. Lawrence' river without provision

ft)r simultaneously proceeding with na\-igation development in these waters,
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licrctofore >o urgently advocated in luuny quarters of Eastern Canada and now
being vigorously advocated in Western Canada with a strong and rapidly grow-
ing conviction in favour of the project:

And whereas the deepening of the canals of the St. Lawrence sufJicient to

permit passage of large lake freighters tlirough to Montreal, and give ocean tramp
steamers of 8,000 tflns capacity an unimpeded seaway to the head of the Lakes,
and according to statistics from exhaustive investigations made by tliis Associa-

tion, reduce by at least 7 or 8 cents a bushel the freight costs to the farmers of

Western Canada for delivering their wheat at seaboard;
And whereas the deepened canals will readily facilitate the handling of

much larger quantities of grain at the lake head during the rush period in the
Fall, thus enabling more favourable competition with other countries Where
crops mature later;

And whereas the deepened canals of the .'^t. Lawrence will enable Western
Canada to benefit largely in the more direct and cheaper shipment of other
exportable products, .such as cattle, dain.- products, fruits, potatoes, etc.;

And whereas these transportation savings on exportable products, as well

as the not inconsiderable reduction of rates on incoming commodities from
Eastern Canada and overseas countries, and bring a direct benefit to the farmers
of the prairie provinces of $50,000,000 per annum, at a low estimate;

And wjiereas the benefits that will accrue lo the agricultural industry of

Western Canada through a deepencfi St. Lawrence will encourage settlers now
in the country to remain on their famis and proceed with more intensive develop-
ment of their lands, also attract and retain new agricultural immigrants and
tend to a speedy rcrluction of the taxation load and deficits on the national
railways, thus, in our opinion, making the improved St. Lawrence Waterway
the crucial economic question of a domestic nature before the Dominion of

Canada to-day;

And whereas the economic problems of Western Canada are of vital con-
cern to the whole of the Dominion, and the solution thereof is of national and
not sectional importance;

Therefore be it resolved, that the St. Lawrence Deep Waterways Associa-
tion of Western Canada vigorously protest against any action upon the part
of the Clovcrnment of the Dominion of Canada that will acquiesce in, or assist

to finance, any proposals for the development of power in the international

section of the St. Lawrence river unless the most arlequate deve!o|)ment for

improved navigation, as set forth in the preamble hereof, be proceeded with at

one and the same time;

And it is Further resolved, that this association urge upon the Dominion
Government conferring with the Ciovernment of the United States at the earliest

possible date with a view to immediately proceeding with the work of deepen-
ing the canals of the St. Lawrence in the section referred to for increased navi-
gation and power development, in the interests of the Dominion at large;

And that copies of this re-olution be forwarded to the Hon. W. L. Mac-
kenzie King, Premier, and members of his Cabinet at Ottawa, also members
of the Senate and members of the Dominion Parliament at large, as well as
to such other persons of official or private capacity as may be deemed advisable
in the judgment of this executive.

Dated at Swift Current. Sask., this 25th day of January, 1924.

fSgd.) W. W. COOPER.
Prcsidint.

A. S. BENNETT.
Executive Director and Secretary.
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RURAL MUNICIPALITY OF SASKATCHEWAN LANDINC, No. 167.

Stewart Valley, February 11, 1924.

Hon. W. L. M.ACKExziE King,
Premier, Dominion of Canada,

Ottawa, Ontario.

Hon and Dear Sir,—I take great pleasure in enclosing for your considera-

tion and action copy of a resolution which was unanimously adopted at a

regular meeting of the council board of the above rural municipality, held at

Leinman, Saskatchewan, on the 4th day of February, 1924.

Yours very truly,

,(Sgd.) P. S. CAMPBELL,
Secretary-Treasurer, Atlas P.O.

MUNICIPALITY OF SASKATCHEWAN LANDING, No. 167

Stew.vrt Valley, Saskatchewan, February 11, 1924.

Minister of Interior,

House of Commons,
Ottawa, Canada.

Hon. and De.vr Sir,—I take great pleasure in enclosing for your considera-
tion and action copy of a resolution which was unanimously adopted at the
regular meeting of the council board of the above rural municipality, held at

Leinan, Saskatchewan, on the 4th day of February, 1924.

Yours very truly.

(Sgd.)' P. S.' CAMPBELL.
Secretary-Treasurer, Atlas P.O.

RE-SOLVTION from the RX,TI\L MUNICIP.ILITY OF SASKATCHEWAN LANDING No.l67

Moved by John T. Stewart, seconded by George G. Smitii:

Whereas the Council of the Rural Municipality of Saskatchewan Landing
No. 167 is cognizant of the fact that excessive transportation costs are one of

the factors contributing most seriously to the economic problems which affect

the farmers of Western Canada;
And whereas excessive charges which prevail in connection with the lake

and rail haul of grain and other exportable products from Port Arthur to the

seaboard constitute a very hea^^' setback on tiic net price received by tlie

farmer for these products;

And whereas the proposed deepening of tlic St. Lawrence canals for power
and navigation purposes will reduce these lake and rail rates from approximately

13 cents per bushel on wheat to 4 or 5 cents a bushel from Port Arthur to

Montreal, thus making a saving of 8 or 9 cents a bushel on freight charges;

And whereas the development of these deepened canals is proposed in a

section of the St. Lawrence river that is owned equally between Canada and
the United States, with costs to be shared according to the benefits to be

derived by each country.

And whereas the development of power in this international section will

produce a revenue that will take care of the amortized bonds for tiie whole
undertaking, making the project self-financing and self-supporting, without

the necessity of added taxation upon the people.
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And whereas it is authoritatively stated that tiie United States is now-
seeking a conference with the Ciovcrnment of Canada for tiie purpose of
entering into a definite treaty for tlie immediate prosecution of this work;

Therefore be it liereby resolved that this Rural Municipality of Sas-
katchewan Landing No. 167 request tliat the Government of Canada acquiesce
in the request for a conference with the Government of tiie United States
for the purpose of going alicad at the earliest possible moment with the
deepening of the St. Lawrence Canals in the international section between
Lake Ontario and Montreal, to a depth of 25 feet instead of the present
depth of 14 feet, in order that the large lake freighters may have free access
from the head of the lakes to ^lontreal, and that ocean tramp steamers may be
permitted an open seaway through to the head of the lakes, thus carrying our
grain and other exportable products at a minimum lake freight charge from
the ports of Port Arthur and Fort William to the markets of the world;

And further, that this Council protest most vigorously against any action
on the part of the Dominion Government whereby tlie requests of certain

interests in Ontario for the development of the power end of the project being
gone ahead with immediately, and that the navigation improvements be done
later by the Dominion Government at the entire expense of the Government;
but ratlier that the navigation and power improvement be undertaken simul-
taneously and at the earliest possible date;

And that copies of this resolution be sent to Premier King at Ottawa, and
all the Dominion Cabinet Ministers, to our constituency member of the
Dominion House, and to the Premiers of the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatche-
wan. Alberta, Ontario and Quebec.

Dated at Leinan, Sask., this 4th day of February, 1924.

Resolution unanimously adopted.

(Signed) P. S. CAMPBELL,
Secretary-Treasurer,

R. M. Saskatchewan Landing Xo. 167.

0tt.\w.\, Oxt.\rio,

February 18, 1924.

Dear Mr. Campbell,—I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter

of the 11th instant, enclosing copy of a resolution unanimously adopted at

the regular meeting of your Council Board held at Leinan, Sask., on the 4th
February, 1924. requesting the Government to confer with the Government of

the Ignited States for the purpose of going ahead at the earliest possible moment
with the deepening of the St. Lawrence canals in the international section

between Lake Ontario and Montreal.

Yours faithfully,

(Sgd.) CHAS. STEWART.
P. S. C.\MPBELL, Esq.,

Secretary-Treasurer,

Rural Municipality of Saskatchewan, Landing No. 167,

Atlas P.O., Saskatchewan.
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THE ONTARIO ASSOCIATED BOARDS OF TRADE AM)
CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE

Toronto, Fcbiumy 12 1924

Tlip Rt. Honourable \V. L. Mackenzie King,
Prime Minister of Canada,

Ottawa, Ont.

Dear Sir,—I am instructed to enclose a copy of a Resolution adopted at

the recent Annual Meeting of The Ontario Associated Boards of Trade and
Chambers of Commerce on the subject of the Conservation of the (Ireat Lake^.

I am also forwarding copy of the Resolution to the Honourable Minister

of Marine and Fisheries.

Yours verv trulv,

(Sgd.l" T. MARSHALL.

The Ontabio Associ.ated Bo.ards of Trade and Chambers of Commerce

Conservation of Great Lakcx

Whereas the lowering of the Great Lakes levels may threaten transportation

by water, and the costs of deepening harbours and connecting rivers thereby be
steadily increased, and whereas the maintenance of the Great Lakes Levels is vital

to such water transportation, generation of hydro-electric power, development
of the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River waterway to tide-water, extension of the

fishing industry and the profit and i)l('asure of our citizens generally; therefore

be it resolved that the Dominion and Provincial Governments be urged to take
immediate action:

First, to determine the actual cause of any lowering of Great Lakes Levels:

and second, (a) To devise ways and means to prevent any further lowering,

and (b) To restore the Lakes to their former levels.

Adopted at the Annual Meeting of the Ontario Associaterl Boards of Trade
and Chambers of Commerce held at Hamilton, Ontario, Novemlier 15-16, 1923.

(Sgd.) T. MARSHALL,
Secretary-Treasurer.

THE ONTARIO ASSOCIATED BOARDS OF TRADE AND CHAMBERS OF
COMMERCE

Toronto, February 12, 1924.

The Rt. Honourable A^'. L. M.\ckenzik. Kinc.
Prime Minister of Canada,

Ottawa, Ont.

Dear Sir,—I am instructed to enclose a copy of a Resolution adopted at

the recent Annual Meeting of the Ontario Associated Boards of Trade and
Chambers of Commerce and re-confirmed by the Executive Council at meeting
of February 8, 1924, on the subject of the Development of the St. Lawrence
River,

The Executive Conmiittee respectfully commends the Government's recent
action in this connection, as reported in the press, and would urge that further
steps be taken, as conditions warrant, as will result in the early consummation
of this important international project,

I am also forwarding copy of this Resolution to the Honourable Minister
of Marine and Fisheries.

Yours very truly,

(Sgd.) T. MARSHALL,
Secretary Treasurer.
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" Whereas in the opiniun ol' the Ontario Associated Hoanls of Trade and
Clianihers oT ("omnuTce transjjortation facilities are of tiie first importance to

the people of this Province, and in order that the fullest development of our

resources be encouraged, it is desirable that our products should reach the

markets of tlie world at the least expense and with the utmost despatch;

And Whereas this Association is further of the opinion tiiat deepening the

water channel from Lake Ontario to Montreal should be such as will accom-

modate ocean going vessels that will secure the cheap and rapid conveyance

of goods to the world's markets;
Therefore he it Resolved that the Ontario Associated Boards of Trade and

Ciiamhers of Commerce strongly recommend the deepening of the St. Lawrence
to a depth of thirty feet, and that the project should be undertaken at the

earliest date practicable, and pushed forward to completion with the greatest

possible expedition;

And he it further Resolved that to obtain the desired development referred

to. the Hydro Electric Power available through the improvement of the water-

way be utilized to the fullest extent."

Adopted at Annual Meeting, Ontario Boards of Trade and Chambers of

Commerce, Sept. 21-22, 1922. and re-affirmcd at meeting. Executive Council,

Ontario Boards of Trade and Chambers of Commerce, February 8th, 1924.

(Sgd.) T. MAR.-^HALL,
S,errctnry-Trea!iu.rer.

Council Ch.wiber, February 18, 1924.

Moved by Aid. W. V. Oglesby, seconded by Aid. McKcnzic:
^Vhereas the proposed deepening of the St. Lawrence waterway between

Lake Ontario and Montreal, for navigation and power purposes, if consummated,
will reduce tiie cost of haulage and therefore constitute a desirable, permanent
iniiirovcment.

And Whereas it is claimed that the development of power in this inter-

national section will produce a revenue that will take care of the amortized
bonds for the whole undertaking, making the project self-financing and self-

supporting, without the necessity of added taxation upon the people.

Therefore the Council of the City of Brandon, in Council assembled, hereby
memorializes the Cio\ernment of the Dominion of Canada to assent to a confer-

ence with the Government of the United States of America, for the consideration

of the proposed project, with a view to thoroughly investigating the merits and
demerits thereof, and the early consummation as an international project should

it, after su<'h investigation, promise to be a desirable venture.

Carried.

H. CATER.

0tt.\wa. Ont.vrio. March 7, 1924.

Dear Mr. Bknnett,— I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter,

ai!dress(fl to the Minister of .\griculture. in which you stress the importance to

the I'rairie Provinces of the early completion of the St. T-awrencc deep water-
way project, and wish to thank you for the trouble which you have taken in

placing your views so adequately before the Administration.

Permit lue to assure you that the subject is receiving attentive considera-

tion.

Yours faithfullv.

A. S. Bexxett. Esq.. fSgd.) CHAS. STEWART.
Swift Current.

Saskatchewan.
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THE SWIFT CURRENT BOARD OF TRADE
SwiiT CmuENT, Saskatchewan, Canada,

Fcliruary 20. 1924.

Minister of the Interior,

House of Commons,
Ottawa, Canada.

Hon. and Dear Sir,—Upon in.-triutions oi tiic ."^wiit I urrcnt Board of

Trade Executive Council, I cnclo.se herewith for your information and con:iider-

ation copy of a resolution respecting the Deep Waterways, which was unani-
mously par~scd at a general meeting of the Board of Trade on February 12th,

1924.

Yours trulv,

CHAS. THORESON,
Secretary-Treasurer.

The Swift Cikrent Bo.vrd of Tr.\de

swift current, .s.\skatchewan, can.\da

Resolution I'lianimoiisly Adopted by Sivift Current Board oj Trade, Tuesday
evening, February 12, 1924-

Moved by R. T. Graham, seconded by A. E. Longmore:
Whereas excessive charges whicii prevail in connection with the lake and

rail haul of grain and other ex-portalile products of the prairie provinces from
Port Arthur to seaboard constitutes a very heavy financial setback on the net

price received by the farmer for these products;

And whereas the proposed deepening of the St. Lawrence canals for power
and navigation purposes will reduce these lake and rail rates from ajiproximately

13 cents per bushel on wheat to 4 or 5 cents a bushel. Port Arthur to Montreal,

thus making a saving of 8 or 9 cents a bushel on wheat carried to Montreal by
the large lake freighters; and a further reduction of from 1 to 3 cents where
tramp steamers can carry our grain direct from the head of the lakes to Liver-

pool without any transfer whatsoever;

And whereas the development of these deepened canals is proposed in a sec-

tion of the St. Lawrence river that is international waters, owned equally be-

tween Canada and the United States with costs to be shared according to the

benefits to be deri\'ed by each country

;

And whereas the development of power in this international section will

produce a revenue that will pay for the whole cost of the undertaking, thus mak-
ing the project self-financing and self-supporting, without imposing a cent of

added taxation upon either country, and without increasing the burden of Can-
ada's national debt;

And whereas the deepened St. Lawrence, besides providing unquestionable

great savings on transportation rates for exportable products and incoming
commodities, will also be a great stimulus to the more intensive development
of the agricultural West, and provide an outstanding inrentivc for attracting

new immigration;

Therefore be it resolved that the Swift Current Board of Trade does hereby

approved and endorse the action of the Dominion Government in conferring with

the Government of the United States in an effort to obtain further technical

details concerning the St. Lawrence project. And that we hereby respectfully

reque.«t that the Dominion Government will proceed with all the haste possible
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to consiuiiniatc i)rcseiil invostiKatioiis in "nlcr that a satisfactory troaty between

the two countries may he arrived at, and work upon the project actually begun

at tiie earliest possible moment with a view to its speedy completion in the

economic interest of the Dominion of Canada at large.

And tliat copies of this resolution be sent to lion. W. L. Mackenzie King,

Prime IVIini'^ter, the various Cabinet Ministers at Ottawa, to our constituency

member of tlie Dominion Hou.-^e; also that copies be sent to the various Boards of

Trade of t'a.-katehewan, Manitoba and Alberta, and to tlie associat<'d Boards of

Saskatchewan, askins their en<lorsation of this resolution.

(Signed) W. W. COOPER, President.

CHAS. THORESON, Secrctanj.

Swift CrHUKNT. S.vsk.. February 12, 1924.

Ott.\w.\, Ontario, February 26, 1924.

Dear Mr. Thoreson,—I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of

the 20th instant, enclosing copj' of a resolution respecting the Deep Waterways,
which was unanimously passed at a general meeting of the Swift Current
Board of Trade on the r2th instant.

This will have our attentive consideration.

Yours faithfuUv,

iSgd.) CHAS. STEWART.
Ch.'VS. Thoreson, Esq.,

Secretary-Treasurer,

Swift Current Board of Trade,

Swift Current, Saskatchewan.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY'S TELEGRAM
MoNTRE.\L, February 21, 1924.

Honourable W. L. M\ckenzie King,
Prime Minister of Canada, Ottawa.

We understand that Government proposes to appoint Commission to study

St. Lawrence problems and export of power. Stop. We urge that before

Government makes any commitment that our great interests have opportunity

to interview your ministers and explain position of Province of Quebec. Stop.

Unless you deal with the entire complicated problem any commitment now
may adversely affect the great navigation industrial and power interests of

this Province.
H. S. HOLT.

CANADIAN NATIONAL TELEGRAPHS

Ottaw.x, February 21. 1924.

Sir Herbert Holt,
Royal Bank of Canada,

Montreal.

Replying your telegram received to-day, the Government has made no
commitment respecting the St. Lawrence water^vay beyond expressing willing-

ness to have problem studied in all its aspects. Stop. I shall be only too

pleased to arrange for representations to be made to such body as may be

constituted for the purpose by any interests so desiring. Stop. I would
suggest that any request for such an opportunity should be made either through

Minister of Interior or Minister of Railwavs and Canals.

W. L. MACKENZIE KING.
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(AXADIAX DEEP WA'lERAVAYt; AND TUWER ASSOCIATION
400 fROWN Office Bldg.,

Toronto, Ontario, February 21, 1924.

Rt. Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King,
Prime Minister of Canada,

Ottawa, Ont.

Dear Sir.—At the Annual Meeting of the Canadian Deep Waterways
and Power Association lieki in the City Hall, Toronto, on Monday last the
18th inst. a Resolution was passed dealing with the proposed deepening of the

St. Lawrence Canals and the development of power in the International section

of the river and I was instructed to forward copy of Resolution to you and
urge that it receive your serious consideration.

Copy of the Resolution is enclosed herewith and expresses the view of

delegates from Ontario municipalities from Prescott in the East to Fort
William and Port Arthur in the West.

Yours respectfullv,

(Sgd.) ALEX. C. LEWIS,
Secretary-Treasurer.

Resolution

Moved by Alderman A^'. A. Sommerville, Toronto; seconded by, Controller

John Tope, Hamilton:
Whereas the development of the power now wasting on the St. Lawrence

River and the construction of a new lock system in that river of the same
capacity as the new lock system being constructed in the new Welland Ship
Canal are matters of paramount importance t<i the people of Canada,

And whereas the Government of Ontario is pressing urgently for the

authority to develop the power in the International Section of the river and
such development without further delay is an urgent need of Ontario,

And whereas the two developments of power and navigation should be
carried out co-incidently.

Now therefore be it resolved that the Canadian Deep Waterways and
Power Association strongly urge on the Government of Canada the urgent
desirability of immediately proceeding jointly with the United States Govern-
ment, with a proper scheme of joint development in order to meet transporta-

tion needs nnd al-o to provide for adequat<> power facilities.

Office of
THE CANADL\X GOVERNMI'NT TRADE COMMISSIONER

In the United States
March 4. 1924.

St. Lawrence Waterway Project

Sir,—I am requested to transmit to you the enclosed copy of a Memorial
adopted bv the Philadelphia Board of Trade and transmitted to the Congress of

the United States.

Your obedient servant,

(Sgd.) FREDERIC HUDD,
Canadiaji Goicmfncnt Trade Commissioner.

The Right Hon. W. ].. M.\ckenzie King. P.C. M.P..
Prime Minister,

Ottawa,
Canada.

Acknowledged by the Prime Minister's Private Secretary and referred to

the Minister of the Interior.
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PlIlI,ADKLPin\ IJOARI) OK TkADE

BOVKSE BUILDING

To the Honourable the- Senate and House of Kcpresentativen in Congress As-
sembled:

Tliis Memorial of tlie riiilailcli)liia Uoanl of Trade respectfully represents:

That tlie Board, believing the plan of opening up the Lake Ports for ocean-

guing vessels will |)r()ve impractical anil such ocean transportation uneconomical

feels justified in opposing the enactment as law of H. R. Bill 5635 providing

for a deep waterway from the Great Lakes to the Atlantic Ocean;
Tiiat the effect of the Bill will definitely commit the United States to the

projected improvement of the St. Lawrence, recommended by the International

Joint Commission in its report made in 1921

;

That a well formed doubt exists as to the wisdom of a great national invest-

ment having for its purpose the promotion of direct trade between the Lake
Ports and foreign countries and great doubt is entertained whether the volume

of such a trade-movement would be sufTicient to warrant the projjosed outlay;

That until the many projects already authorized for the improvement of the

rivers and liarhours of the ("ountn- ar^' jirovidcd for by ample aiipropriations,

no endorsement of one sucli as thai of Uic St. Lawrence with its (•lormous costs

should be endorsed; therefore

Your Memorialist, the Philadelphia Board of Trade, earnestly protests

against the enactment as law of H. R. Bill 5635, to provide for a deep w\itcrway

for ocean-going vessels from the Cireat Lakes to the Atlantic Ocean by way
(if tlie St. I.awrcnce River and the Welland Canal;

.\nd your Memorialist will ever pray.

THE PniLADELPHL\ BOARD OF TRADE,
(Sgd.) Wm. M. Co.atep, President.

I Seal

)

Attest:

(Sgd.) AV. R. Ticker,
Secretary.

THE MONTREAL BOARD OF TRADE
Montreal, ^Larch 4. 1924.

Right Honourable ^Lvckenzie King,
Prime Minister,

Ottawa.

vSiR,— I have the honour by direction of the Council of this Board to inform
you that it is unanimous in reaffirming the report of the Council for 1922 (see

printed copy appended) with regard to the St. Lawrence Waterway Project, the

leading points thereof being as follows:—

•

That the whole question of cost should be very carefully considered,

as at the present time Canarla is not in a position to take on a further

financial obligation of ^uch tremendous magnitude,

—

That it is most unlikely that joint control by Canada and tiie United
States of the extensive system of canals and waterways proposed in this

scheme would be possible without leading to many complications between
the two countries;

—

That while the question of increased electric power to be afforded

by the proposed development is a most important one. it would appear
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tliat this power would be for the most part available in that section of

Canada where power is already in excess of tlic rec|uiremcnts, and that

when additional power is needed it could be obtained at a verv- much
lower cost than by said proposed development.

—

That, in conclusion, the- Council of the Montreal Board of Trade
reaffirms its opposition to any serious consideration being given by the

Canadian Government to the proposed scheme for deepening the St.

Lawrence Waterway and the power development therefrom, until the

financial position of Canada has so far improved as to warrant contem-

plation of such a costly undertaking.

I am to add that the foregoing report was unanimously approved by the

general membership of this Board at the annual meeting in .January , 1923, also

that the Council prays your Government to favourably consider the conclusions

of the above report.

I have the honour to be. sir. vour obedient servant.

(Sgd.) J. STAXT.KY COOK,
Secretary.

Acknowledged by the Prime Minister's private secretary and referred to the

Minister of the Interior.

POSTMASTER GENERAL, CANADA
Ott.\-w.\. March 5. 1924.

Hon. Charles Ste\v.\rt, M.P.,
Minister of the Interior,

Ottawa.

Dear Mr. Stewart:
lie International Waterwayx

Herewith enclosed, I send you a copy of a letter written by Mr. .lohn S.

Pardee, Assistant Executive Director. Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Tidewater

Association, on the above subject.

It would seem that, notwithstanding his position, Mr. Pardee holds views

on the above subject quite at variance with those advanced by Sir Adam Beck,

Mr. Keefer and the other advocates of the rights of Ontario as against the world.

Sincerelv vours,

(Sgd.) CHAS. MCRPHY.

THE CANADIAN ENGINEER

February 26, 1924.

St.\te vs. Federal Rights

Sir.—Question having been raised as to the respective interests ol the Gov-
ernment of the United States and of the State of New York in the St. Lawrence
River, the best answer is a reference to certain leading decisions of the L'nited

States courts.

The Federal Government has exclusive control of navigable waters and the

right of navigation is paramount.
There was a bridge case, a railroad bridge over a navigable stream. The

government said, " That bridge will have to be moved, it is in the way of

navigation." The railway company said, " But we had permission to put it
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there. Tlie specific plans were approved." And the court said, " That makes
no difference. If it is in tiic way of navigation it will have to be moved." The
railway company was obliged to got out of the way. Its rights, no matter how
well secured, retired before the superior right of navigation.

Tiiere is a long line of decisions wiiicli support one another and which con-

stitute settled law in that respect. Anytiiing that gets in the way of navigation
in a navigable stream must get out of the way wiiencver the government says so.

As to power rights, they too retire before the superior right of navigation.

There was a case at the Soo. The CJovrrnment was re-arranging the

channel. In doing that, it dcstoyed a water-power and the property served
by that water-power was taken under condemnation. The owners tiiought they

should be compensated for loss of the water-power. The court said, " No,
notiiing was taken from you. Tlie government simply went ahead with its

improvement of navigation and your water-power disappeared." " But," they
said, "the land which the government took was extra valuable because it had a

water-power attached to it." And the court said, " No, the minute the govern-
ment drowned out that water-power it was no longer attached to the land."

" You can have what that property was worth as just plain land. The
water-power ran away when tiie government exercised its right of navigation."

Thereafter it appeared that the water-power which had been destroyed at one
place re-appeared in another, and the government, the court said, had a perfect

right to dispose of that power. Having seized the river for the purpose of navi-

gation everything else was included in the seizure. Furtliermore the court would
not review the act of Congress. Congress said the river was wanted for the

purposes of navigation and that settled it. It was a political decision which
tiie court will not review .

Now in this case the State of New York is the unquestioned owner of the

riparian rights in the river, but when the Federal Government undertakes to

improve the river for navigation the rights of New York retire. They may be
recognized by Congress if Congress pleases. All or part of the accruing revenues

may be yielded to the State of New York if Congress pleases. The Federal
Government, it may be supposed, will retain at least enough of the earnings to

reimburse itself for the cost of the dam and a< much more as Congress thinks
fit. all of it if Congress thinks bc^t. And as much of the water-power, or of the

revenue derived from it, may be yielded to t!ie State of New York as may seem
good to the Congress at Washington.

Whatever the conflict of interest may be between the State of New York
and the Federal Government it i~ a much less formidable difficulty tlian many
suppose.

Ver>' truly yours,

JOHN S. PARDEE,
Assistant Executive Direetor.

Great Lakes-St. Laurence Tide water Assoeation.

Di LiTii. Minx.. Februarj- 15, 1924.

Ott.\w.\. .March 10, 1924.

De.\r Mr. Ml kphv,—I v.isli to thank you for your letter of the 5th instant

and for the copy which you enclosed of a letter written by Mr. John S. Pardee.
Assistant E.xccutive Director of tlie Great I-akes-St. Lawrence Tidewater Asso-
ciation, on the subject of International Waterways.

Yours faitiifullv.

(Sgd.) CHAS. STi:WART.
The Honourable Charles Mvrphv. M.P..

Postmaster General,

Ottawa.
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P.C. 386

Certified Copy of a Minute of a Meeting of the Committee of the Privy Council,

approved bi/ His Excellencij the Governor General on the 10th March,
1924.

The Committee of the Privy Council lia\e h;ul before them a report, dated

6th Mareli, 1924, from tlie Secretary of State for External Affairs, suhmittintr

that the problems presented by the proposal to develop the St. Lawrence Water-
way are of such variety and complication that it would be u.-eful t« provide

for the co-ordination of the views of the technical officers of the several depart-

ments of Government whose work may be affected by the initiation of nego-

tiations leadint; to the conclusion of a treaty with the t'nited States of America
on tlie subject, or by the carrying out of the work, if it is undertaken.

The Minister accordingly recommends that there be constituted a committee

including one representative from each of the following flepartments. viz.. the

Departments of Finance, Public Works, Marine and Fisheries. Interior, Rail-

ways and Canals, and Trade and Commerce such representatives to be selected

by the Ministers of the said Departments respectively, who may each of them
appoint an alternate member to act in the absence of his principal nominee, and
that Colonel Biggar, Ciovernment Counsel, be appointed Chairman of sucli

committee.
The Minister further recommends that the Committee be directed to bring

to his attention such technical aspects of the problems presented by the pro-

posal as in its opinion may reciuire consideration either in determining whether

or not negotiatit)ns looking to the conclusion of a treaty should be entered into,

or, in the course of any such negotiations as may be initiated, and also to report

especially upon any matter relating to the proposed waterway which may be
referred to it by any Minister of the Crown or by the Canadian section of the

Joint Engineering Board, the enlargement of which has already been agreed upon.
Each member of the Committee shall keep his Minister informed of its proceed-
ings and conclusions.

The Committee concur in th.c foregoing anfl submit the same for Your
Excellency's approval.

The Honourable
The Minister of the Interior.

(Sgd.) E. .1. I.EMAIRE,
Clerk of the Privy Council.

MrXTCIPAT. DISTRICT OF SHKPARD. No. 220.

C.\i.GAHV. Ai.T.\.. March 11, 1924.

Riglit Honourable W. MacKhnzie King,
Premier of Canada,

Ottawa.

De.\r Sik,—The Rural Municipality of Saskatchewan Landing \o. 167. have
forwarded to our Municipality a resolution moved by Mr. .lohn T. Stewart,
and seconded by Mr. George (^t. Smitli. in connection with the deepening of the
St. Lawrence canal in the international section between Lake Ontario and
Montreal.

Their letter informs us that they have forwarded this resolution to yourself,
and they have requested that our Council draft a similar resolution.

The Council of the Municipal District of Shepard. at their meeting on
March 6th. thoroughly endorsed the resolution as submitted by the Municipality
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of Saskatcliewan, Landing No. 167, and we earncstlj- pray that this will receive

Uic attention of your Cabinet should this matter come up before Parliament
during the coming Season.

Yours respectfully,

(Sgd.)' W. HINDE,
Sccretary-Treaiiurcr

.

Acknowledged by the Prime Minister's Private Secretary- and referred to

the Minister of the Interior.

MITNICIPAL DISTRICT OF BOW VALLEY

Strathmore, Alta., ]\Larch 26, 1924.

Hon. Charles Stewart,
Minister of Interior,

Parliament Buildings, Ottawa, Ont.

Dear Sir,—Enclosed with thi.* please to find resolution passed unanimously
by the Council of the Municipal District of Bow Valley, Xo. 2111, at Strathmore,
Alberta; who respectfully request that you do all in your power to bring this

project into being, as soon as possible.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) W. G. WAY,
Secretary-Treasurer.

Bv order of the Council.

MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF BOW VALLEY, No. 219,

Str.\thmore, Alta.

Resolution from the Municipal District of Bow Valley Xo. 219

Moved by C. S. Baker:—
Whereas the Council of the Municipal District of Bow Valley No. 219 is

cognizant of the fact that excessive transportation costs are one of the factors

contributing most seriously to the economic problems which afTect the farmers
of Western Canada;

Whereas excessive charges which prevail in connection with the lake and
rail haul of grain and other exportable products from Port Arthur to the sea-
board constitute a very heavy setback on the nett price received by the farmer
for these products

;

Whereas the proposed deepening of the St. Lawrence canals for power and
navigation purposes will reduce these lake and rail rates from approximately
13 cents per bushel on wheat to 4 or 5 cents a bushel from Port Arthur to

Montreal, thus making a saving of 8 or 9 cents a bushel on freight charges;

Whereas the development of these deepened canals is proposed in a section

of the St. Lawrence river that is owned equally between Canada and the L'nited

States, with costs to be shared according to the benefits to be derived by each
country

;

Whereas the development of power in this international section will produce
a revenue that will take care of the amortized bonds for the whole undertaking,

making the project self-financing and self-supporting without the necessity of

added taxation upon the people;

79977—3
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AVhcrcas it is authoritatively stated that tlic United States i.s now seeking
a conference with the (loverninent of Canada for tlic purpose of entering into

a definite treaty for the immediate prosecution of tiiis work;
Tlicrefore be it hereby resolved that this Municipal District of Bow Valley

Xo. 219 request that the (iovcrnment of Canada ac(iuie,<ce in the recjuest for a

conference witlv the Ciovernmcnt of the United States for the purpose of going
ahead at the earliest possible moment with the deepening of the St. Lawrence
canals in the international section between Lake Ontario and Montreal to depth
of 25 feet instead of the present depth of 14 feet, in order that the large lake

freighters may have free access from the head of the lakes to Montreal, and
that ocean tramp steamers may be permitted an open seaway tiiroueh to the

head of the lakes, thus carrying our grain and other exportable products at a

minimum lake freight charge from the ports of Port Arthur and Fort William
to the markets of the world;

And further, that this Council protest most vigorously against any action

on the part of the Dominion Ciovernment whereby the request of certain interests

in ()ii1ario for the development of the power end of the project being gone ahead
with inmicdiatcly, and that the navigation improvement be done later by the

Dominion Government at the entire expense of the Government; but rather

that the navigation and power improvement be undertaken simultaneously and
at the earliest possible date.

Dated at Strathmore. Alta., this 6th day of March. 1924.

Resolutit)n unanimouslv adopted.

(Sgd.i W. G. WAY,
Secretary-Treasurer.

Ott.\w.\, April 2. 1924.

My Dear Sir,—I am in receipt of your letter of the 26th ultimo, enclosing

a resolution passed by the Council of the Municipal District of Bow Valley, No.
219, relative to the St. Lawrence Deep Waterways project, and may .say in

reply th;it this niKtter will receive attentive consideration.

Yours faithfullv,

(Sgd.) CHAS. STEWART.
W. G. W.\Y, Esq.,

Secretary-Treasurer,

Municipal District of Bow ^'alley,

Strathmore, Alberta.

Copy oj Resolution jrom Brokenhead (Man.) Board of Trade

Whereas the matter of the St. Lawrence Deep W'aterway'is at the present
time under discussion both in Canada and in the United States.

And whereas the satisfactory completion of the proposed work is of great
importance to Canada and especially to We,-tern Canada;

And whereas experience has proven that anything which facilitates produc-
tion and marketing is beneficial to the whole antl every part of the country, so
that none need fear that the proposed improvement in navigation of the St.

Lawrence River and the Great Lakes will do them damage.
Now therefore be it resolved that we. the Brokenhead Board of Traile, being

representative of Northeastern Manitoba, urge the Dominion Cio\Trnnient to
confer with the Government of the United States without delay and with a
view to immediately proceeding with the work of deepening the canals, rivers
and lakes of the St. Lawrence and Great Lakes Route and also with a view to
Power development in connection with said work.
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If it lie found feasible, we are in favour of making said A\'ater\vay of a
navigable depth of thirty feet.

Date<l at Beauscjour in tiic Province of Manitoba, this 28tli ('av of February,
A.D. 1924.

Copy of Hcsoliition Adopted (it the Annual Meeting oj the Asweiatcd Bocirdx oj

Trade of Saskatcheivan at Moose Jaw, Sask., Februarij 27, 1924

St. Lawrence Peep Waterway Improvement

Whereas substantial reductions in transportation rates on grain, cattle and
other exportable products of AVesfern Canada will reasonably ensue from the
completion of the 8t. Lawrence Deep \\'ater\vay improvement, whereby the
large lake freighters will have through navigation to Montreal, ;-.nd ocean tramp
steamers an open seaway to the Head of the Great Lakes, thus eliminating
costly transfers and rail haul between Buffalo and New York and between
Georgian Bay ports and Montreal;

And whereas these reductions, together with lower freight charges on
incoming commoditie.s from Eastern ports and overseas will unquestionably
promote most effectively the permanent growth and development of Western
Canada

;

And wliereas the deepening of the canals between Lake Ontario and Mont-
real is proposed in a section of the St. Lawrence river that is international waters,

owned equally between Canada and the United States, with costs to be shared
according to the benefits derived by each country;

And whereas, according to a memorandum in possession of the Dominion
Government, the development of hydro-electric energy m this international sec-

tion will pro\'ide a revenue that will pay the total cost of the undertaking, with-
out imposing a cent of added taxation upon either country, and without
increasing the burden of Canada's national debt;

Therefore, be it resolved that this annual meeting of the Saskatchewan Asso-
ciated Boards of Trade assembleil at Moose .law. Sask.. this 27th day of Februarv-,
1924. does hereby approve and endorse the action of the Dominion Government
in conferring with the Government of the United States in a proposal to obtain
fullest technical and economic details concerning the Deep Waterway project,
and that we respectfully request our Government to consummate present nego-
tiations without unnecessary delay.

Moved by R. H. Moore, seconded by H. D. McNaughton:
That tiie Municipal Council of the of

desires to endorse the action of the delegation of .lanuary 11, 1924. representing
over three hundred ami fifty Municipalities in requesting the Honourable the
Prime Minister of Canada and his Government to use every effort to enable the
Hydro Electric Power Commission to develop electric energy- on the St. Law-
rence River on behalf of the Municipalities of the Province of C)ntario.

And in view of the immediate necessity of making provision for an adequate
supply of power to meet the Municipal and industrial requirements of this

province we respectfully request that the Government of Canada approve the
plans of the Hydro Electric Power Commission of Ontario for (he development
of the St. Lawrence river and the undertaking of the first stage in such develop-

ment at Morrisburg and that immediate action be taken so that the commence-
ment of this work mav not be delaved.

Passed this 3rd day of March^ 1924.

Mayor.
Clerk.

79977—3i
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The attached resolution has been adopted by the following:

—

The Public Utilities Commission, city of Chatham.
Municipal Council, town of Dcseronto.
^lunicipal Council, village of Springfield.

Municipal Council, village of Havelock.
Municipal Council, township of Sandwich South.

Municipal Council, town of Waterloo.
Municipal Council, village of Port Stanley.

Municipal Council, town of Weston.
Municipal Council, township of Gainsboro.
Municipal Council, township of Usborne.
AVatcr and Light Commission, town of Goderich.

Public Utilities Commission, town of Elmira.
Municipal Council, township of York.
Municipal Council, city of Hamilton.
Municipal Council, township of Oxford.
Municipal Council, township of Darlington.

Municipal Council, township of Crowland.
Municipal Council, city of London.
Waterloo Light Commission, town of Waterloo.
Public Utilities Commission, town of Exeter.

Municipal Council, town of Prcscott.

Municipal Council, town of Tilbury.

IMunicipal Council, town of Paris.

Municipal Council, city of Guclph.
Municipal Council, police \-illage of Williamsburg.
Municipal Council, town of Smiths Falls.

Municipal Council, town of New Toronto.
Municipal Council, township of Uxbridge.
Municipal Council, township of Scott.

Municipal Council, township of Canboro.
Public Utilities Commission, city of Gait.

Municipal Council, town of Walkervillc.

Municipal Council, town of Ford City.

Municipal Council, town of Brockville.

Municipal Council, town of Kincardine.

Municipal Council, township of Egrcmont.
Municipal Council, town of Durham.
Municipal Council, village of Bayfield.

Municipal Council, village of Milvcrton.

Municipal Cotmcil, village of Newbur>'.
Municipal Council, village of Vienna.
Municipal Council, town of Vankleek Hill.

Municipal Council, village of Bell River.

Municipal Council, township of Hay.
Municipal Council, town of Picton.

Municipal Council, village of Port Credit.

Municipal Council, town of Hcspelcr.

Municipal Council, township of Derby.
Municipal Council, township of Zone.

Municipal Council, township of Delaware.
Municipal Council, town of Southampton.
Municipal Coimcil, township of McKillop.
Municipal Council, village of West Lome.
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cipal Council, town of Eastview.
cipal Council, village of Tavistock,

c Utilities Commission, town of Dundas.
cipal Council, town of Wallaceburg.

ro Electric Commission, city of Brantford.

cipal Council, city of Kitchener,

cipal Council, townsiiip of Seneca,

cipal Council, town of Thornbury.
cipal Council, city of Gait,

cipal Council, township of Wilmot.
cipal Council, township of Barton.

Electric Commission, city of Niagara Falls,

cipal Council, village of Woodville.

c Utilities Commission, town of Whitby.
Electric Commission, city of Hamilton,

cipal Council, village of Waterdown.
cipal Council, town of Oshawa.
cipal Council, town of Lindsay,

cipal Council, town of Thorold.

c Utilities Commission, city of Owen Sound
cipal Council, township of Clarke,

o Electric Commission, town of Niagara,
cipal Council, town of Dunnvillc.

cipal Council, town of Merritton.

cipal Council, village of Port Dover,
cipal Council, town of Elmira.

cipal Council, city of Sarnia.

cipal Council, township of Etobicoke.

cipal Council, village of Lucan.

cipal Council, police village of Mt. Bridges,

cipal Council, village of Wellington,

cipal Council, police village of Thamcsford.

cipal Council, city of St. Catharines,

cipal Council, village of Humberstone.
cipal Council, township of Grantham,
cipal Council, town of Morrisburg.

cipal Council, city of Brantford.

cipal Council, village of Bolton,

cipal Council, city of Peterborough,

cipal Council, town of Leamington,

cipal Council, town of Wingham.
cipal Council, town of Dresden,

cipal Council, town of Miniico.

cipal Council, township of London,
cipal Council, village of Tweed,
cipal Council, village of Lancaster,

cipal Council, town of Seaforth.

cipal Council, village of Drayton,
cipal Council, township of Orilia.

cipal Council, township of Arthur,

cipal Council, village of Winchester,

stock Public Utilities Commis.sion, city of Woodstock,
cipal Council, village of Brighton,

cipal Council, township of Malahide.
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Municipal Council, village of Portsmouth.
Public Utilities Commission, city of London.
Municipal Council, township of Colchester South.

Municipal Council, town of Preston.

Toronto Electric Commissioners, city of Toronto.

Windsor Hydro-Electric System, city of Windsor.

Municipal Council, town of Brampton.
Municipal Council, village of Wellington.

Hydro-Electric System, city of Sarnia.

Municipal Council, city of. Ottawa.
Peterborough Utilities Commission. City of Peterborough.

Municipal Council, township of Scarboro.

Municipal Council, township of Oxford.

City Council, city of Toronto.

Municipal Council, village of Port Perry.

Municipal Council, village of Ayr.

Municipal Council, village of Norwich.
Mnuicipal Council, township of (name illegible).

Municipal Council, township of Bosanquet (?).

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
Order of the Home of Commons

Mr. Archambault—Order of the House—For a copy of all memoranda,
correspondence, telegrams, and other documents exchanged between the Oovern-
ment of Canada or any of its members and other governments, corporations or

individuals since the 1st of Januar\', 1922, relating to the St. Lawrence Water-
way Route, and the establishment of dams on the St. Lawrence River for the

development of certain water powers.

2756-lC

BRITISH EMBASSY,
W.\sHiNGTON', January 30, 1922.

Dear Mr. W.vlker,—.\s requested in your letter of January 27tli, I have

pleasure in enclosing herewith six additional copies of joint Resolution 262,

providing for the establishment of an International Board to have jurisdiction

of the construction, operation, and control of the improvement of the Great

Lakes St. Lawrence Waterway.
Yours faithfully,

(sgd.) M. M. MAHONEY.
Acting L'nder Secretary of State for External Affairs, Ottawa, Canada.

Referred to: Public Works.

2756-lC.

H. J. Res. 262

IN THE HOUSE (^F REPRESENTATIVES
January 20. 1922.

Mr. Chalmers introduced the following joint resolution; which was referred

to the Committee on Interstate and P'oreign Commerce and ordered to be

printed.
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JdlNT RkSOLUTION

Providing for the establishment of an International Board to have jurisdiction

of the construction, operation and control of the improvement of th6

Cireat Lakes Saint Lawrence Waterway.

AVhereaiJ in the treaties now in force between tlic United States of America
and ('ii'cat Britain, namely, the Wcbstcr-Asliburton Treaty of 1842, the

reciprocity treaty of 1854, the treaty of Washin(5ton of 1871, and tlie treaty of

Washinjitoii of 1909, it i^; provided that the Saint Lawrence River shall forevei

remain free and open for the purpose of commerce to the citizens of the United
States; and

Whereas the treaty of Washington of January 11. 1909, provides for the

organization of an International .loint Commission; and

Whereas the River and Harbor Act approved March 2, 1919, provided that

the International Joint Commission should investigate what further improve-
ment of the Saint Lawrence River between Montreal and Lake Ontario is

necessary to make the same navigable for ocean going vessels, together with the

estimated cost thereof, with its recommendation for co-operation by the United
States with the Dominion of Canada in the improvement of said river, and

Whereas on January 21, 1920, in what is known as the Reference, the

Secretary of State requested the International ,Ioint Commission to invcstigato

what further improvement in the Saint Lawrence \U\er between Montreal and

Lake Ontario is necessary to make the same navigable for deep-draft vessel8

of either the lake or ocean going type and what draft of water is recommended
and the estimated cost ; and

Whereas on .January 1 , 1920, the Secretary of State in said Reference asked

the Board of Engineers to take charge of the survey of the Saint Lawrence River

from Montreal to Lake Ontario for (he purpose of preparing plans and
estimates for its further improvement to make the same navigable for tleep draft

vessels of either the lake or ocean going type, and to obtain the greatest

beneficial use of th.ese waters; and

^^'hereas in July, 1921, the Board of Engineers unanimously recommended
the improvement of said waterway for navigation and power purposes; and

Whereas the International Joint Commission on January 10, 1922, recom-

mended to the (Jovernment of the United States and the Dominion of Canada
the completion of the New Wolland Canal connecting Lake Erie and Lake
Ontario, and the improvement of the Saint Lawi-cnce River from Lake Ontario

to the sea for navigation and power purposes; Now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States

of America in Congress assembled, that an International Board be established,

composed of six members, three on the part of the United States, one appointed

by the Presitlent thereof, one by the President of the Senate, and one by the

Speaker of the House of Representatives, and three on the part of Great
Britain.

Resolveil further. That the International Board shall have jurisdiction of

the construction, operation and control of the impro\-cment of the Creat Lakes

Saint Lawreni'C waterway from Lake Erie to J^ake t>ntario and from Lake
Ontario to the sea, providing for a chaimel thirty feet deep, and shall determine

the final plans for the construction of the improvement for navigation and power

purposes.

Resolved further, That one half of the cost of construction, maintenance,

and operation of the navigation and power works shall be borne by the United

States of .\mcrica and one half bv the Dominion of Canada.
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Resolved further, That one lialf of tlic liydro-clcctric power generated by
the construction of tliis work shall be credited to the United States of America
and one half to the Dominion of Canada, and that the International Board shall

supervise the control, use, and sale of the power thus made available.

Resolved further, Tliat the expenditure of the sum of $1,000,000 is hereby
authorized to be paid from funds not otherwise appropriated, to be under the

control of the American section of the International Board, to be transferred to

the control of the International Board when completed by the legal appointment
of the Canadian section of said International Board and the appropriation of

an equal amount of money by the Dominion of Canada. This joint appropria-

tion is to be used by the International Board for organization purposes and to

start the work until additional funds are made available.

Resolved further, That the International Board is hereby authorized to issue

bonds, guaranteed by the United States of America and Great Britain, in an
amount necessary to pay for the construction of the navigation and power works.

2756-lC

BRITISH EMBASSY,
AVashixgtox, February 13. 1922.

Dear Sir Joseph Pope,—I have the honour to enclose herewith four copies

of Senate Resolution No. 235, respecting proposed St. Lawrence development,

introduced in the Senate on February 10th, by Senator King of Utah.

Yours faithfullv,

(Sgd.)" M. M. IMAHONEY.
Referred to: Public Works.

Sir Joseph Pope, K.C.M.G.,
Under Secretary of State for External Affairs,

Ottawa, Canada.

2756-lC

S. Res. 235

IX THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
February 3 (Calendar day, February 10) 1922.

Mr. King submitted the following resolution; which was referred to the

Committee on Commerce.
Resoli,tion

Whereas the project for the canalization of tiie Saint Lawrence River,

and the development of hydraulic power in connection therewith, between Lake

Ontario and the head of tidewater, in the Saint Lawrence River below tlie city

of Montreal, at the joint expense of the Governments of the United States and

the Dominion of Canada, contemplates that the Government of the United

States shall contribute one half of the cost of the construction of the neces-

sary channels, dams, locks, and hydraulic works in that portion of the Saint

La\\Tence River between the nortliern boundary of the State of New York
and the mouth of the Ricliclicu River, which portion of the Saint Lawrence

River passes entirely througli Canadian territorj', and upon whicii tlie United

States has no riparian rights, or rights with respect to the water power, and has

no contact witii the banks or with the proposed navigable channels, canals,

dams, locks or hydraulic works, for which the Government of the United States

is expected to appropriate one half of the cost of construction; Now, therefore,

be it
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Resolved, That it is the sense of the Senate that, as a condition precedent

to tile Government of the United States joining with the Government of the
Dominion of Canada in tlie cnn-atruction of such works, the Dominion of

Canada cede in tlic T'nitcd States tiio territory lying between the Richelieu
River, Lake Ciianiplaiii, and the nortiierii boundary of the State of New York,
includinj!; the bank and the bed of the Saint Lawrence River to the center of

the channel thereof, from the point of intersection with the northern boundary
of New York to the mouth of the Richelieu River, in order that the United
States may become joint owner with the Dominion of Canada of the course
of the Saint Lawrence River to the head of tidewater below the city of Mont-
real and joint owner with the Dominion of Canada in the proposed canals,

channels, dams, locks and hydraulic works and of all rights of navigation and
of water power appurtenant thereto.

27o6-lC

BRITISH EMBASSY,
Washington, February 21, 1922.

Dear Sir Joseph Pope,—I enclose herewith four copies of House Resolution
287 relating to the St. Lawrence River Development.

Yours faithfully,

(Sgd.) M. M. MAHONEY.
Sir Joseph Pope, K.C.M.G.,

Under Secretary of State for External Afi'airs,

Ottawa, Canada.

Referred to: Public Works.

2756-1

C

H. Res. 287.

IX THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
February 14, 1922.

Mr. Ten Eyck submitted the following resolution: which was referred *^o

the Couunittee on Foreign Affairs and ordered to be printed.

Resolution

Whereas the Saint Lawrence River is a natural boundary line and the

interests of the Government of the Dominion of Canada and of the Government
of the United States are mutual in its utilization:

Therefore be it

Resolved, That the President is requested to take such steps as are consis-

tent and in accordance with international procedure with the Dominion of

Canada and Great Britain to purchase all that territory in the Dominion of

Canada lying east and .<outh of the line comprising the centre of the channel of

the Saint Lawrence River from its mouth to its source and the centre of the

(iulf of Saint Lawrence, including the full riparian rights and rights to develop

and utilize half of the water power from the Saint Lawrence River.

Resolved further. That the President is reciuested to use his best endeavours

to have payments due the United States on the British debt credited on the

purchase price of the territory so acquired.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
May 25, 1922.

For the Press:

The Secretary of State, on May 17, 1922, sent to the British

Ambassador a note stating that the United States Government wouUi be glad

to take up with the Canadian Governniont tlie negotiation of a treaty looking

to the deepening of the waterways which would enable ocean going ships to

reach the Great Lakes.

The note to the British Ambassailor referred to the fact that on January

21, 1920, the Governments of the United States and Canada referred to the

International Joint Commission for investigation and report, under the terms of

Article IX of the Treaty of January 11, 1909, relating to Boundarj- Waters,

questions with respect to the improvement of the St. Lawrence River between

Lake Ontario and Montreal, both for navigation and the development of water

power. This Commission reported on December 19, 1921.

The Secretary of State said that he was authorized to state that the

President favors the negotiation of a treaty on the basis of this report of the

International Joint Commission, or such modifications as might be agreed on,

and requested to be informed as to whether the appropriate British and Canadian

autiiorities are disposed to undertake tlie negotiation of a treaty.

The Department understands that this note has been forwarded to the

Canadian Government. No answer has as yet been received.

Referred to: Public Works.

2756-lC

Ott.\w.\, December 4th, 1923.

Dear Mr. Hunter,—In accordance with your telephone request of yesterday

I am forwarding to you, herewith, copy of the despatch No. 413 of the 19th

November 1923. from His Majesty's Charge d'Affaires at Wasliingtou to His

Excellency, on the subject of the St. Lawrence River Improvement Scheme,

together wit-li copy of Sir Auckland Geddes' despatch No. 127 of the 18th of

May, 1922. referred to therein, and copy of the Minute of Council authorizing

the Minister of the Interior to deal with international questions relating to the

joint waters of Canada and the Ignited States.

Yours very truly,
"

(sgd.) W. H. WALKER.
Assistant Under Secretary of State

for External Affairs.

J. B. Hunter, Esquire,

The Deputv Minister of Public AVorks. Ottawa.

No. 413

2756—IC

BRITISH EMBASSY,
W.\sHiXGTON, November 19. 1923.

My Lord,—With reference to Your Excellency's despatch No. 82 of May
30tii, 1922, I have the honour to transmit to Your Excellency herewith copy of

a note from the United States Government enquiring whether the competent

authorities of the Dominion Government have yet been able to give considera-
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tioii to the St. Lawrencf Ui\rr iiiiiiiiivi'mcnt schoiiu' ami wlietlior they are pre-

pared to enter into neKotiations witli the United States ( lovernmeiit on the linos

suggested by Mr. Huglies in his note of May 17th, 1922, eopy of which was
eomniunieated to Your Exceileiicv bv Sir Auckland (Irddcs in Iiis (Icsjiatch No.
127 of May 18th of that year.

I iia\"e tlie lionour to !)c', niy Lord,

^'our i^xcelieiicy's most (ibe<lient, iiumblc servant,

iSgd.) H. ('.. CHILTON.
His Excellency,

The Imvlv) Bvng of V'imy, fl.C.B.,

etc., etc., etc.,

Governor General of Canaila,

(Mtawa, Canada.

2756—IC

BRITISH EMBASSY,

Washington, .January 30, 1924.

My Lord,—I have the honour to transmit to Your Excellency, herewith,

copies of the paper mentioned in the subjoined schedule, and to enquire what
reply should be returned to this communication.

I have the honour to be,

Y'our Excellency's most obedient, humble servant,

(Sgd.) H. G. CHILTON.
His Excellency,

The Governor General of Canada.

Name and Date. Subject.

To Department of State, Washington, The St. Lawrence River Improvement
January 30th, 1924. scheme.

Rejcrencc: Ottaw.n despatch No. 13 of .January 25, 1924.

Referred to: Public Works.

2756—IC

BRITISH EMBASSY',

W.^.sHiNGTON, January 30, 1924.

Sir,—I have the honour to refer to the note wdiich you were so good as to

address to me on November 17th last, regarding the St. Lawrence River improve-
ment scheme and to inform you, by request of His Excellency the Governor
General of Canada, that the Dominion Government have had under considera-

tion the contents of your note addressed to Sir Auckland Geddes on May 17th,

1922. In that note you suggested either the immediate conclusion of a treaty

looking to tlie dc\elopm('nt of the St. Lawrence waterway along tiie lines recom-

mended by the International Joint Commission charged with the formulation

of a complete plan which would be subject to the approval of the two Ciovern-

ments, or alternatively, the constitution of a Joint Commission of experts to

make preliminary studies and investigations and to frame the draft of a treaty.

The Dominion Government point out that the report of the International

Joint Commission recommended that, before any work was carried out, the
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Joint Engineering Board, whose proposals it generally approved, should be

enlarged, and tliat once so enlarged, the said Board should further consider the

technical aspects of the problem in detail and decide upon the plan which should

be adopted.

While the Government of Canada desire to give further consideration to

the suggestions put forward in your note of May 17th, 1922, they are of opinion

that the proposal made by the International Joint Commission should be acted

upon without furtiicr delay. The Dominion Government arc accordingly pre-

pared to appoint additional engineers to enlarge the Joint Engineering Board
with a view to the Board undertaking the preparation of a final report covering

the engineering features of the whole project, including its cost. The Govern-

ment of Canada intend, further, to form a committee which will, in consulta-

tion with the Canadian members of the Joint Engineering Board, enquire fully

from a national standpoint into the wide questions involved, and they hope

shortly to be in a position to take further action of the proposals made by the

United States Government.
Meanwhile the Government of Canada would be glad to learn the views of

the United States Government in regard to the number of additional engineers

who should be appointed by each Government to the Joint Engineering Board.

The Dominion Government arc also ready to nominate one or more technical

oflBcers to discuss with similar United States officers the form whicii the instruc-

tions to the enlarged Joint Engineering Board should take, and the time within

which the Board should be directed to report.

In expressing the hope of the Government of Canada that the above pro-

posals will be agreeable to the United States Government, I have the honour

to inform you that Lord Byng of Vimy would be grateful if arrangements could

be made by telegraph for their publication simultaneously in Washington and

Ottawa.
I have the honour to be,

With the highest consideration, sir.

Your most obedient, humble servant,

(Sgd.) H. G. CHILTON.
The Honourable Charles E. Hughes,

Secretary of State of the United States,

Washington, D.C.

2756-lC

BRITISH EMBASSY,
W.\sHiNGTON, February 4, 1924.

My Lord,—I have the honour to transmit to Your Excellency, herewith,

copies of the paper mentioned in the subjoined schedule, and to inquire what

reply should be returned to this communication.

I have the honour to be,

Your Excellency's most obedient, humble servant,

(Sgd.) H. G. CHILTON.
His Excellency,

The Governor General of Canada.

Name and Date Subject

From Department of State, Washington,Improvement of the St. Lawrence River

D.C, February 2, 1924. for navigation and water power.

Reference:

Washington despatch Xo. 39 of January 30, 1924.

Referred to: Public Works.
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2756-lC

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Washington, February 2, 1924.

Sir,—I liavc tlie honour to acknowledge the receipt of your note No. 97,

of January 30, 1924, communicatinf; certain proposals made by the Government
of Canada concerning joint action by the United States and Cinada in regard

to the improvement of the St. Lawrence River for navigation aid water power.

The proposals made by the Government of Canada will receive the careful

consideration of tliis Government and a further communication in regard to the

matter will be made to you in due course.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my high consideration.

(Sgd.) CHARLES E. HUGHES.
Mr. Henry Gkitv Chiltox,

Charge d'Affaires ad interim of Great Britain.

2756-lC

BRITISH EMBASSY,
Wa.shington, Februaiy 6, 1924.

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit to you, herewith, copies of the paper

mentioned below.

I have the honour to be.

Your most obedient servant.

The Under Secretary of State for External Affairs,

Ottawa, Canada.

Name and Date Subject

2 copies articles from Washington Post,St. Lawrence Deep Waterways.

February 6, 1924.

Referred to: Public Works.

2756-lC

Washington Post. February 6, 1924

Canada Re.\dy to Act on Lakes W.vterway

will appoint st. lawrence river project engineers hughes advised

The Canadian government, in a note transmitted to the Str.te Department

through the British Embassy, has declared its readiness to act without delay on

certain proposals made by the International Joint Commission f( r improvements

in the St. Lawrence river between Montreal and Lake Ontario :o make possible

deep water navigation into the Great Lakes.

The Ottawa government asserts that it desires to give further consideration

to some of the suggestions made by Secretary Hughes to Sir \uckland Geddea,

British Ambassador, in a note transmitted in May 1922, but is prepared now to

appoint additional engineers to enlarge the joint engineering board and under-

take the preparation of a final report covering " the engineering features of the

whole project, including its cost."
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2756- IC

BRITISH EMBASSY
Washington, February 19. 1924.

Sir,—I liave the lionour to transmit to you, herewith, copies of the paper
mentioned below.

I iiave tlie honour to be,

Youi- most obedient servant.

(Sgd.) M. M. MAHOXEY,
The Under Secretary of State, for External Affairs,

Ottawa, Canada.

Name and Date Subject

2 copies article from Washington Star. St. Lawrence Deep Waterway,
February 18, 1924.

Referred to: Public AVorks.

27o6-lC

RmiRS W.\TER\V.\Y Pl..\N

.SPE.\KER PREDICTS GR.MN WILL RE.\CII B.\LTIMORE FROM L.\KES

Special Despatch to the Star.

Baltimore, February 18. The middle west will ship grain and iron direct

to Baltimore by an all-water route when the the great lakes St. Lawrence
wat^erway project is a reality, declared Charles M. Jackson of the Northern
New York Development League, speaking to the Foreign Trade Club here

Saturday.
He predicted that Canada and the L'nited States will join to build the

waterway and asserted that it could be built in ten years at a cost of

$250,000,000. This cost, he said, would build two canals, a channel in the St.

Lawrence and a power plant of 1.500.000 horsepower that would pay the bill

within fifty years by selling power at two mills per kilowatt hour.

Mr. .lackson said the railroads are in favour of the plan and that President

Coolidge and a majority of the cabinet and Congress, as well as a majority in

the Canadian government, approve it.

2756—IC

BRITISH EMBASSY,
W.\sHiNGTON, February 28. 1924.

My Lord.—With reference to my despatch No. 39 of January 30th last,

I have the honour to transmit to Your Excellency herewith copies of a note

from the L'nited States Oovernment containing their views on the proposals

made by the Dominion Government in connection with the St. Lawrence River
improvement scheme, from which it will be seen that the United States (lov-

emment are in general agreement with the suggestions put forward in mv note

No. 97 of the 30th ultimo.
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In exprcsf^ing tlu' iiopt- tliat tlic proposal- contaiiU'd in the (mlosed noti'

will bf acceptable to the ('lovernnient of Canada, Mr. Hughes statc.< that he
will be pleased if arrangements can be made by telegraph for a simultaneous
publication in Ottawa and Washington.

A copy of this desjiatch is being conniiunicated to His Majesty's (!ov-

ernment

.

I iiave the honour to be, my Lord,
Your Kxcellency's most obedient humble servant,

(For His Majesty's Charge d'AfTaires),

(Sgd.) JOHN CECn,.
His Excellency,

Tin; Lord Byng of Vimy, G.C.B.,
etc., etc., etc.,

(Htawa, Canada.
Referretl to: Public Works.

2756-1

C

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

\\'.\SHINGT0X, February 27, 1924.

Sir,—In your note of .hinuary 30th, 1924, in regard to the project for joint

action by the United State? and Canada for the improvement of the St. Law-
rence River between Montreal and Lake Ontario for navigation and the devel-
opment of water power, you informed me that while the Government of the
Dominion of Canada desires to give further consideration to the miggestions
brought forward to my note of May 17. 1922, to Sir Auckland (ieddes with a
view to carrying out the recommendations made by the International .Joint

Commission, the Dominion (iovernment is nevertheless prepared to act with-
out delay on the recommendation for tiie enlargement of the Joint Engineering
Board which assisted the Commission in making the investigation of the pro-
ject and to appoint additional engineers to the Board with a view to having it

undertake the preparation of a final report covering the engineering features
of the whole project, including its cost.

You informed me also that the Government of Canada intends to form
a committee which will in consultation with the Canadian members of the
Joint Engineering Board, inquire fully from a national standpoint into the
wide questions involved in the project.

In reply permit me to say that this Government is gratified to learn that
the Canadian (Jovernment hopes shortly to be in a position to take further
action on the proposals mailc in my note of May 17, 1922. and meanwhile is

especially pleased to be advised that the Government of Canatla intends to
create a committee for the purpose described in your note. This CJovernment,
similarly, will immediately constitute a national committee which will in con-
sultation with the American members of the Joint Engineering Board make
adequate inquiry from a national standpoint into the questions involved to the
end that the project for the improvement of the St. Lawrence River for naviga-
tion and the development of its water power may be carried forward as speedily
as possible.

This Government is glad to give its assent to the sugge.«tion tiiat the Joint
Engineering Board should be enlarged and, in response to the request of the
Canadian Government for its view as to the number of additional engineers
which should be appointeil, suggests that two engineers be added to the Board
of each Government, the membership of the Board thus being increased to six.
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three of whom would be representatives of the United States and tliree would
be representatives of Canada. In connection with this enlargement of the

Board it may be noted that the first of the recommendations made by the

International Joint Commission was that the Governments of the United States

and Canada enter into an arrangement by way of treaty ior a scheme of

improvement of the St. Lawrence River lietween Montreal and Lake Ontario.

It would appear that tiic Commission did not contemplate that negotiations

for a treaty should be postponed until after a report should be made by an
enlarged board of engineers but that negotiations should forthwith be opened,
that the proposed works between Montreal and Lake Ontario should " be based
upon the report of the Engineering Board " accompanying the report of the

Commission, and that the Governments should have the benefit of the advice

of an enlargcil Board of Engineers before a " final decision " should be reached.

This (iovernment would propose that the instructions to the enlarged

Engineering Board should be prepared in joint conference by the two advisory

committees which the Governments of Canada and the United States intend

to establish as indicated in your note and this reply, and that the two com-
mittees should accordingly be empowered to meet in joint conference for the

purpose of formulating such instructions. However, the instructions would be

given to the Board of Engineers by the Governments and the report of the

engineers would be made to the Governments.
As it appears that the report of the Board of Engineers of June 24, 1921,

while of a preliminary character, as contemplated in their instructions, never-

theless presented a general plan believed to be practicable in its main features,

this Government would desire to have included in the first instructions

to the enlarged Board the two fundamental questions whether the scheme
for the improvement of the St. Lawrence Waterway which the Board pre-

sented in its report of June 24, 1921, is practicable and whether the estimates

of costs made by it require revision. The time within which the Board
should make its report should, as was suggested by the Canadian Govern-

ment, be dett'nnined in advance and stated in the instructions. It is believed

that the fundamental questions can be reported upon within a short time. If

the suggestion that the instructions to the Joint Engineering Board be pre-

pared by the two advisory committees in joint conference be acceptable to the

Canadian Government the appointment of technical officers especially for this

purpose as proposed by the Canadian Government would not be necessary.

This Government further suggests that the two committees be empowered
to meet from time to time in joint session in order to prepare supplemental

instructions for the Board of Engineers as occasion may require, and to con-

sider and develop the broader aspects of the whole matter so that each com-
mittee may be as helpful to the other as possible.

This Government is hopeful that the foregoing; proposals will be accept-

able to the Government of Canada and I should be pleased if arrangements

can be made by telegraph for publishing them simultaneously at Washington
and Ottawa.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my high consideration.

(sgd.) CHARLES E. HUGHES.
711.42157.
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MORRISBURG

10741-1

KiNGSTOx, Ont., January 21, 1924.

Hon. Dr. J.^.%rEs IT. King,
Minister of Public Works,

Ottawa, Ontario.

Sir,—I beg to submit licrcwith copy of a resolution adopted by tlie Dominion
Marine Association in Annual General Meeting at Ottawa on the 17th instant,

referring to the proposal of the Ciovcrnment of the Province of Ontario for the
development of jiower near ^iorrisburg in the St. Lawrence River. I am
directed to commend this resolution to your serious consideration.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient ser\'ant,

(Sgd.) FRANCIS KING,

Resolution Adopted by the Domixiox Marine As80ci.\tion in Annual
General Meeting at Ottawa on January 17, 1924

liesolvcd:

That the Dominion Marine Association disapproves of the proposal made
through the Hydro Electric Commission of the Province of Ontario for the

immediate development of power in the vicinity of Morrisburg on the St.

Lawrence River in so far as the proposal in any way {a) contemplates any
reversal of the order of priority between navigation and power fixed by the

Treaty of 1909 as the order to be observed in tiie use of boundary waters;

(b) permits in the sliglitest any surrender by tlic Dominion of the complete
control of the river necessary for the purpose of improving and protecting navi-

gation, or subjects the existing control to the dominance of any parties prim-
arily interested in the development of power; (c) or includes a power develop-

ment scheme which docs not form a proper part of a well considered and fully

approved plan for the development of the whole river as a unit, primarily to

improve navigation and incidentally to develop power.

That the Association will be pleased to sec the demand for more electrical

power in Ontario satisfied as soon as possible, so long as navigation interests

remain in every way paramount and under the exclusive and unfettered control

of federal authorities, and so long as any work undertaken forms a proper part

of the general plan for development of tiie whole river above mentioned.
And that copies of this resolution be forwarded to the Rt. Hon. the Prime

Minister, and to the Hon. the Ministers of Railways and Canals, Marine and
Fisheries and Public Works.

10741-1

ffi^DRO-ELECTRIC POWER COMMISSION
Toronto, January 24, 1924.

To the Secretarj',

Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, Ont.

Re: Application of Hydro-Electric Poxccr Commission of Ontario for Morris-.
burg Development.

Dear Sir:

In pursuance of authority of the Government of Ontario, the Hydro-Elec-
tric Power Commission of Ontario makes application for the approval of plans

79977—4
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and site for dam and power development works proposed to be built on the

St. Lawrence river at or near Morrisburg.

Accompanying this application are the following plans ;ind documents,

which I beg to enclose herewith:

—

1. Five copies of a description of the general engineering features of the

proposition of the Hj^dro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario to develop the

St. Lawrence river in the vicinity of Morrisburg, dated January 10, 1924.

2. Five copies of Plan No. lGO-E-105, entitled " Project for the Power
Development of the St. Lawrence River " dated Januarj' 8, 1924. being a gen-

eral plan of the site, regulating dam, the power works, and the lock for naviga-

tion within the above structures at or near Morrisburg.

3. Five copies of plan No. 160-D-106 entitled " St. LawTence River project

for power development channel improvements " showing excavation plans at

Leishman Point and Ogden Island.

4. Five copies of plan No. 160-E-107 entitled '" St. Lawrence River project

for power development channel improvements " showing excavation in vicinity

of Galops Island head of South (lalops Rapids.

5. Five copies of plan Xo. lGO-D-103, entitled " Power House at Morris-

burg, St. Lawrence River, scheme " B " being a general cross section of the

power house, and section of the dam, in which it is located.

6. Five copies of a general map of tlie St. La\\Tencc river from Brockvillc

to Montreal, with approximate proposed location of the works indicated thereon.

The above referred to plans, together with descriptive matter are general,

but I trust will answer the requirements of your department for the present.

It is expected that further detailed plans will be provided at a later date, as are

found necessary and required by your department.
The Commission suggests that a conference between the engineers of your

Department and the Commission might be desirable, with a view to settling

objections, if any. that your engineers may have to the proposed works.

The Commission desires to proceed with the work at the earliest possible

date, and would be glad to have this application receive your early considera-

tion.

Yours trulv,

(Sgd.) W. W. POPE.
!sf rri turn

.

10741-1

Description of General Engineering Features of the Proposal of the Hijdro-

Electric Power Commission of Ontario in the vicinity of Morrkburg.
Ontario. (January 23, 1924)

The works proposed to be constructed on the St. Lawrence river, opposite

the village of Morrisburg, Ontario, provide for navigation and for the develop-

ment of power. The works comprise excavated channels, navigation lock,

dams and sluiceways, embankments and power house.

The site near the village of Morrisburg, Ontario, has been selected on

account of its many advantages, some of which are,—accessibility for purposes

of construction, a location for the power house that in large measure is free

from construction hazards, the procuring of foundation material for all the

major structures, and such contours of the lands upstream as will greatly reduce

the damage and inconvenience that would result to residents as contrasted with

developments at other feasible sites.

The general arrangement of the proposed works may be understood by
reference to the accompanying drawings, upon which the various structures

and works are shown in their respective general situations.
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Sufficient siiilhvuy and sluiceway capacity will be provided to take care of

the total niaxiiuum flow of tlic St. Lawrence river without any allowance for

flow through the turljincs in the power houses. At the main (lain there will be

provided 600 feet of free spillway with crest at or about elevation 241 ; sluice-

ways a{!;gregating a clear 800 feet in length with a depth of 21 feet, controlled

by stoney sluices; a clear length of sluiceways aggregating 320 lineal feet with

a depth of 21 feet of submerged sluices witii suitable gates. Further, it is pro-

posed to divide the river, as far down as the foot of ^lurphy Island, into two
channels, by an embankment connecting this island to the power house. The
south channel will be connected to the forebay of the power plant by a channel

600 feet wide, cut through Murphy Point. Also a dam, provided with 350

lineal feet of submerged sluices, and 250 lineal feet of ice sluices will be

placed across the upper end of this channel.

The channel south of Ogden island, known as Little river, with the channels

east and west of Clnrk island, will form the forebay of the proposed develop-

ment. There will be three inlets to this basin, of which the present mouth of

Little river will form one. This channel will I)e improved by cutting off part

of Leishman's Point, by deepening the channel of Little river, and by removing
the present dam near Waddington. A cut 300 feet wide will also be made across

the low part of Ogden island west of Waddington with a bottom grade at ele-

vation 213. In addition to this channel, there will be another channel across

the island just above the main dam. Inasmuch as the new water level created

by the proposed structures will create sufficient depth of water across this

ciiannel. no excavation is contemplated here as the existing contours provide

all the carrying capacity that is required at this place.

Provision is made for sufficient excavation in the channels on either side

of Galops island to permit the proposed pool levels to be maintained without

causing lake (Ontario to rise as high as its natural flood level. This part of the

proposed work is shown on drawing 160-E-107.

Power House.—Tlie Canadian power house occupies the channel between

the lower end of Ogden island and Clark island. Provision is made for an
American power house between the east side of Clark island and ]\Iurphy point.

The Canadian power house will contain some 34 units, each capable of develop-

ing 10.800 h.p. under a head of 27 feet. A cross section of the power house

through one of the units is shown in drawing 160-B-103. The general location

of the power house, dams, and other stnictures and work are shown on drawings

Xos. 160-E-105, 160-D-106 and 160-E-107.

Question of Damages for Floorlina.—The important feature of damage to

property by flooding or by other means has not been overlooked. On account

of the uncertainties appertaining to this phase of the project, it has not been

considered necessary at this stage to do more than here give the assurance that

this matter will be disposed of in such a manner as to do full justice to all

interests concerned.

Xavigation fifructurcs.—At the north end of the dam a lock with 30 feet of

water on the sill at low water will permit shipping to pass between the pool

above the dam to the part of the present Morrisburg canal l)elow Mariatown.

This lock is provided with ample entrance piers, four pairs of service gates, a

pair of unwatering gates, and an emergency gate. Sluices in the dam adjacent

to the lock supply water to the lower reach of the canal, and for the p<iwer

plants at present drawing their wafer supply from the canal at Moni»l)urg.

Provision is made also for atlequate sluices to discharge surplus water from this

reach to the river below the dam. A swing bridge over the lock will provide

access by a railway spur to the power house.

79977—
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Shipping after passing into the portion of tlie Morrisburg canal below tlie

dam, would continue as at present through the present lock 23 and thence return
to the river and vice versa.

When, in the future, it is desired to provide for navigation with a draft of

25 to 30 feet, then the channels above and below the 30 ft. lock would be
excavated to provide the necessary depth and the necessary additions to the
entrance piers built. Shipping would then pass from the pool above the dam
to tlie river below the dam or vice versa.

10741-1.

Ott.\w.\, January 25. 1924.

SiH,—I beg leave to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of January 24
instant, enclosing the following plans in connection with the application of the

Commission for approval of a dam and power development works proposed to

be built on the St. Lawrence River at or near Morrisburg:

—

1. Five copies of the description of the general engineering features dated
January 10, 1924.

2. Five copies of plan No. 160-E-105, project for the power development
of the St. Lawrence River, dated January 8, 1924.

3. Five copies of Plan No. 160-D-106 showing excavation plans at Leish-

man Point and Ogden Island.

4. Five copies of plan No. 160-E-107 sliowing excavation in the vicinity of

Galops Island, head of South Galops Rapids.

5. Five copies of plan No. 160-D-103 being a general cross-section of the

povver house and section of the dam.
6. Five copies of a general map of tlie St. Lawrence River from Brockville

to Montreal.

None of the plans mentioned are certified by the Registrar. I note that

further detailed plans will be provided later on if they are found necessar\' by
this Department.

Would j'ou please send a set of tracings of the plans filed, and have them
certified by the Registrar.

Your suggestion that a conference between the Engineers of this Depart-
ment and the Commission might be desirable has also been noted.

The plans arc being referred to the Chief Engineer for report.

I enclose a copy of our inemoiandum explaining the rcciuirenients of the

Navigable Waters Protection Act which govern works of this nature.

Yours obedientlv,

(Sgd.) L. H. COLMAN, Secretary.

W. W. Pope, Esq., Secretary,

Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario. 190 Uni\ersity Ave.,

Toronto, Ont.

No. 840.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS, CANADA

Memorandum in reference to applications for the approval by the Governor

General in Council under the provisions of chapter 115, revised statutes of

Canada, 1906, and amending Acts, of the sites and plans of tcorks in navi-

gable waters.

Paragraph (a) of Section 2 of the Navigable Waters Protection Act as

re-enacted by Chapter 33, 1918, defines " work " as follows:

—
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(o) " AVork " includes any bridge, boom, dam, aboiteau, \\liarf, dock, pier

or otlier structure, tuiuiei or pipe, or telegraph or power cable or wire and the

approaches or other works necessary or appurtenant thereto, or any work,

structure, or ilcvice, whether similar in character to the foregoing or not, which

may interfere with navigation.

Under tiic Statute and practice of the Department the procedure is as

follows:

—

1. To deposit a written description of ihc site, if possible by mctcs and

bounds, and also a plan or plans of the proposed work, with the Minister of

Public Works, accompanied by an application for their approval by tlie Governor

General in Council. The plan or plans must be sulficient to indicate clearly the

nature and extent of the work, and also the site of the same. Five copies of the

description antl five copies of the plan, or set of plans if there are more than

one plan, are required. t)ne of the plans, or one set of the plans if there are

more than one, must be traced on linen, the others may be blue or white prints.

The descriptions must be typed on heavy paper. If these documents are sent

by mail, tliey should be addressed to " The Secretary, Department of Public

Works, Ottawa."

2. A duplicate of the above-mentioned description of the site and of the plan

or plans of the proposed woik, must be deposited with the Regi-trar of Deeds for

the district, county or province in which tlie work is to be constructed. Evidence
that the description of the site and the plans have been so deposited, and of the

date of their deposit, must be furnished to the Department, and the most satis-

factory evidence is a certificate of the Registrar endorsed upon one of the

descriptions of the site, and upon one of the plans or on each of the plans forming

a set of plans, if there arc more than one plan, forwarded to the Secretary of the

Department. It is essential that it be clearly established that the description

and plan or plans deposited witii the Registrar are duplicates of tiiose filed with
the Minister. The plan or plans so certified must be tlic tiacinjrs referred to in

Clause 1 hereof.

3. One month's notice in the form set out at the conclusion hereof, of the

deposit of the description of the site and of the plan or plans with the Minister

of Public Works and with the Registrar of Deeds must be given by advertisement

in the Canada Gazette and in two newspapers published in or near the locality

where the work is to be constructed.

Evidence of the publication of the advertisement in the Canada Gazette
and in the two local newspapers must be furnished to the Department, and
may be by Statutory Declaration, with copies of the advertisement in the Can-
ada Gazette and in each newspaper attached as exhibits. The declaration must
state that the two newspapers containing the advertisement are published in or

near the locality where the work is to be constructed, and must mention the
dates of the issues of the newspapers that contained the advertisement. Four
insertions of tlie advertisement at weeklj- intervals will be accepted as satisfac-

tory compliance with the provisions of the Statute in this regard.

4. The Applicants must furnish proof that they own or have a sufficient

interest in the land and land covered with water upon which the works are to

be constructed. It is not sufficient to hold the riparian interests alone if the
work extends beyond the limits of the shore, but a sufficient portion of the har-
bour, river or lake bed must also be held by the Applicants. The Statute has
reference to the erection of structures on lands owned by the .\pplicants or

which they iiave the right to use and is designed to provide for due protection

to navigation. It cannot be used as a means of acquiring title to lands upon
which the structure is to be erected.
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Applicants will note that wlicii it is necessary in connection witii tlic pro-

posed work for them to acquire land (including land covered witii water) belong-

ing to the Dominion of Canada, a separate application for suf^'i land must be
made:

—

(a) To tiie Department of Marine if the land is situateil in a public har-
bour.

(i>) To the Department of the Interior if the land is not a public harbour
and is in Manitoba. Saskatchewan, Alberta, the Railway Belt of British Colum-
bia, the Northwest Territoiy or the Yukon Territory or if it i- Ordnance Land
in the Provinces of Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.

(c) To the Department of Indian Aftairs if the land belongs to an Indian
reserve.

(d) To the Department of Railways and Canals if the land is part of a

canal reserve.

(e) To the Department of Militia and Defence if the land is part of a
Militaiy reserve.

(f) In other cases the application for the Dominion Land required may be
sent with the application for the approval of the work, and tlic description of the

site thereof, to the Department of Public Works.

All applications for Dominion Lands must be accompanied bj" a plan and
description of the land by metes and bounds in cjuintuplicate. One of the plans
must be a tracing, the others may be blue or white prints.

5. By Section 4 (2) of the Act, as re-enacted by Chapter 33. 8-9 George V,
1918, certain .small works costing not more than one thousand dollars, which do
not interfere with navigation are excepted from the operation of the Act and
may be, on application, approved by the Department without advertising or
filing of plans and description of the site in the Registry Office, as otherwise
required. It is to be noted, however, that if the work costis mor'.- than one thou-
sand dollars, or if it in the slightest degree interferes with navigation or encroaches
upon navigable waters, even though it may really be otiierwi.^^o of the utmost
value to navigation, it will not be within the exception. The v.orks co^'cred by
this exception are the following:

—

Small wharfs or groynes or other bank or beach protection works, or boat-
houses.

6. It is to be noted that it will he too late to apply for approval of the plans
and site after the work is built, and works nmst not be commenced before the

plans have been duly approved. The Statute gives no power to approve of works
already constructed or in process of construction, except in the case of works
constructed or in process of construction on the first day of June, 1918.

The procedure to secure approval of the plans and sites of works constructed
or in process of construction on June 1, 1918, is the same as already described

for works proposed to be constructed, except that legal evidence must be supplied
that the works were constructed or in process of construction on that date; this

evidence may be by Statutory Declaration.

Department of Pltblic Works, C.\n.u).\,

0ttaw.\, September 17, 1919.

Model Advertisement.

N.\\iG;VBLE Waters Protection Act.

R. S. C. Chapter 115.

(give full name of applicant) herebj" gives notice that

has, under Section 7 of the said Act, deposited with the Minister of Public
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Works! at Ottawa, and in the ofTicp of the District Registrar of tlie Land Registry

I )istri('t of at a deseription

of the site and tiie phuis of (insert name of work, wharf, breakwater, laying of

cable, etc., as the case may be) proposed to be (built, laid, under etc., as the

case may bci in the (name of river or other body of water) at

in front of Lot number (or at the foot of such a street, &c.)

And take notice that after the expiration of one month from the date of the

first publication of this notice (insert name of applicant) will under Section 7

of the sail! Act, apply to the Minister of Public Works at his office in the city

of Ottawa, for approval of the said site and plans, and for leave to construct

the said (wharf, breakwater, (fee, as the case may be).

Dated at this day of 1921.

(Signature)

10741.

Ott.\w.\, February 5, 1924.

Sir,—Complying with a request of the Honourable the Minister of Justice,

I am directed to send you herewith a copy of the application of the Hydro
Electric Power Commission of Ontario for approval of a dam and power develop-

ment works proposed to be built on the St. Lawrence River at or near
Morrisburg. C)ne copy of the description and of the five plans accompanying
this application are sent you under separate cover.

The above are forwarded in coimection with a meeting to be held by La
Chambre de Commerce de Montreal on the 6th instant to consider all projects

in reference to the opening of the St. Lawrence water rates.

As the Department will probably require this set later on, it is to be
considered as a loan, and I would, therefore, ask you to please return it at your
early convenience.

Your obedient servant,

(Sgd.) L. H. COLMAN,
Secretary.

.1. C. Orove.s Coxt.\nt, Esq.,

Secretary La Chambre de Commerce, Montread, P.Q.

10741-1.

HYDRO-ELECTRIC COMMISSION
ToROXTO, January 28, 1924.

Mr. L. H. CoLM.\x,
Secretary Department of Public Works, Ottawa, Ont.

De.\r Sir,—I beg to acknowledge receipt of yours of the 25th inst., with
enclosures, as stated, in connection with the application of the Commission for

approval of dam and power development works proposed to be erected on the

St. Lawrence River, at or near Morrisburg.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) W. W. POPE,
Secretary.

10741

Ott.vw.\, February 22, 1924.

Gextlemex.—Referring to my letter of January 25, further examination

of the plans filed by you with your application for the construction of a dam and
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power development works on the St. LawTence River at or near Morrisburg
shows that the power houses propoj^ed are to be located wholly in the United

States, and that only a part of the dam and the canal are to be situate in

Canada. Tiie project is consequently one which must be dealt with internation-

ally, not departmentally.

Moreover, since you were represented before the International Joint Com-
mission on the hearings preceding their report upon the development of power
and navigation on this section of the St. Lawrence you are no doubt aware that

the Commission recommended a project differing in essentials from that now
submitted by you, and that in accordance with the Commission's recommenda-
tion action has recently been taken looking to the reconstitution, with additional

members, of the International Board of Engineers, upon whose report that of

the Commission was based.

If, in the circumstances you consider that any further steps can usefully

be taken at present upon your application, the Department will be glad to

receive your suggestions.

Your obedient servant,

(Sgd.) L. 11, COLMAX,
Secretary.

The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario,

190 University Avenue, Toronto, Ont.

10741-1

HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER COMAHSSION
Toronto, February 25, 1924.

Mr. L. H. Coleman,
Secretarv Department of Pul^lic Works,

Ottawa, Ont.

Dear Sir,—Yours of the 22nd inst. with reference to the construction of

dam and power development on the St. Lawrence River, near Morrisburg. came
duly to hand and will be brought to the attention of the Board at an early date,

when you may expect to be communicated with further.

Yours trulv,

(Sgd.)' W. W. Pope,
Secretary.

MASSENA

INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION
Ottawa, September 12, 1922.

De.vr Sir,—I beg to enclose herewith copy of Application of the St. Lawrence
River Power Company for approval of a further continuance of the submerged
weir in the south chanel of the St. Lawrence River below the moutii of the Com-
pany's Power Canal near Massena, N.Y., constructed in 1918 under an Interim

Order of this Commission.
Yours very truly,

(Sgd.) LAWRENCE J. BURPEE.
Secretary.

J. B. Hunter, Esq.,

Deputy Minister of Public Works,
Ottawa.
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INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION

Application of the St. Lawrence River Foiccr Company for approval of a further

continuance of the submerged weir constructed in the year 1918, under

an interi.m order of the International Joint Commission, in the South
channel of the Saint Lawrence River, beloic the mouth of the St. Lawrence
River Power Compani/s Power Canal, near Massena, New York.

To the Honourable the International Joint Commission:

The application of the St. Lawrence River Power Company respectfully

sct.« forth:

—

1. Lender an Interim Order, promulgated by your Honourable Commission
September 14, 1918, a copy of which is attached hereto and marked Exhibit 1,

the applicant, Tlie St. Lawrence River Power Company, a New York corpora-

tion, with its princip;d office at Massena, St. Lawrence County, New York, here-

inafter termed the '" Company "' constructed during the months of October,

November and December, 1918, a submerged weir in the South Channel of the

St. Lawrence River, near the mouth of the company's power canal near Massena,

New York, as shown on the map attached hereto, marked Exhibit 2.

2. The applicant respectfully sets forth that the said weir and the South
Channel of the St. Lawrence River, in which it is located, arc wholly within the

territory of the United States and the construction and maintenance of said weir

have been authorized by the L'nited States and approved and a permit therefor

issued by the Secretary of War (bearing number 3878664 dated September

10, 1917), a copy of which is attached hereto marked Exliibit 3.

3. The company therefore respectfully applies to j'our Honourable Com-
mission for its approval of a further continuance of the submerged weir herein-

before referred to and shown on Exhibit 1 and in the permit of the Secretary

of War of the United States; that is to say, the weir as at present constructed.

Respectfully submitted,

(Sgd.) THE ST. LAWRENCE RIVER POWER COMPANY
G. R. Gibbons,

Vice-President.
2400 Oliver Building,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,

September 1, 1922.

Ott.\wa, September 13. 1922.

De.vr Sir,—I beg to thank you for yours of the 12th instant, enclosing copy
of Application of the St. Lawrence River Power Company for approval of a
furthw continuance of the submerged weir in the south channel of the St. Law-
rence River below the mouth of the company's power canal near Massena, N.Y.,
constructed in 1918 under an interim order of the International Joint Cora-
mission.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) J. B. HUNTER,
Deputy Minister.

L.\WREXCE J. BcRPEE, Esq.,

Secretarj- International Joint Commission,
Ottawa.
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IXTERXATK'XAT, lolXT COMMISSION

Ottawa, October 14, 1922.

Dear Sir.—I beg to inform you tliat a public hearing on the application of

the St. Lawrctjce River Power Company for approval of a further continuance

of th.e submerged weir constructed in 1918 under an Interim Order of this Ct)m-

mis^ion, in the south channel of the St. Lawrence River below the mouth of the

company's power canal near Massena, New York, will be held in the offices of

the Conimission, Old Land Office building, Washington, on Tuesday, December
5th, at ten o'clock a.m.

Yours very truly,

iSgd.) LAWRENCE J. BURPEE,

J. B. HvNTER, Esq.,

Deputy Minister of Public Works,
Ottawa.

Secretary.

Ott.\wa. October 17. 1922.

Dear Sir,—I am just in receipt of your favour of the 14th instant, advising

that a public hearing on the application of the St. Lawrence River Power Com-
pany for approval of a further continuance of the submerged weir constructed in

1918, under an interim order of the International ,)oint Commission, in the

south channel of the St. Lawrence River below the mouth of the company's

power canal, near Massena. N.Y.. will be held in the offices of the Commission.

Old Lantl Office Building, AVashington. on Tuesday, December 5, 1922, at ten

o'clock a.m.

Yours sincerely,

(Sgd.) J. B. HUNTER.

L.\WRENCE J. Burpee, Esq.,

Secretary Interational Joint Commission,
Ottawa.

Deputy Minister.

INTERNATIONAL .JOINT COMMISSION

Ottawa, October 21, 1922.

De.\r Sir Joseph Pope,—I am forwarding herewith copy of a communica-
tion received from the Harbour Commissioners of Montreal setting forth their

regard to the application of the St. Lawrence River Power Company. I have

written Mr. MacDougald pointing out that if this communication is to be

regarded as a formal statement in response it should under the commission's

rules be printed and sent to the Government for transnlission to the commrssion.

Meanwhile you may wish to put the views of the Harbour Commissioners before

the Government engineers who may have been charged with this matter.

Yours ver>- truly,

(.-ml.) LAWRENCE J. BURPEE,
Secretary.

Sir Joseph Pope, K.C.M.G.,
Under Secrctan," of State for External Afifairs,

Ottawa.
Referred to: Public Works.
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HARBOUR COMMISSIONERS OF MONTREAL.

PRESinKxr'.'^ Ofkice.

Montreal, Oct()l)cr 11, 1922.

I)e.\r Sir,—The Montrt'al Harltonr Coinniissionors respectfully sul^iiiit the

following statement for the consideration of the International Joint Comniission.

For many years the organization known as the Harbour Commissioners of

Montreal has been recognized generally as a public "Trust." Important public

interests, relating to navigation, to the St. Lawrence Route, to Maritime
Commerce as well a< to the Harbour of ^lontreal, have been entrusted to them,

not only for dexcloijuu-nt but for guaiding inviolate the rights, obligations, and
interests of Canada in the River St. Lawrence District.

The Harbour Commissioners recognize therefore, not onlj' their important

functions in the development of the Harbour, and the facilitation of Transport

and Trade, but their obligations in connection with the rights of the United

States and Canada, in International matters connected with the St. Lawrenci;

River. They recognize that they are serving Canada rather than Montreal.

Their views, in the past, have been held in such authority that the Connnission-

ers have approached this serious question with an open miml, and from a

practical viewpoint. It was their first impulse to cry "halt" "The Sacred Treaty
of 1842 must not under any circumstances be profaned and what may have been

approved in 1918 and permitted, at the request of the United States to meet an
urgent necessity for the prosecution of the War must not now be continued."

The Commissioners, after careful study, have concluded that such a

decision would not be in keeping with the traditions and past policy of the Trust.

Their policy must be commercial development, their duty to guard and improve
navigation.

After, therefore, due consideration of the questions involved in connection

with the application of the St. Lawrence Power Company for approval of their

application by the International Joint Connnission, of the continuance of the

submerged weir in the channel south of Long Sault Island, the Harbour Com-
missioners of Montreal are of the following opinions:

1. That the submerged weir is a fundamental transgression of not only the

letter but also of the spirit of the Webster Asburton Treaty of 1842.

2. The weir was permitted only as an interim measure, and as being a great

International necessity.

3. What could be accepted as an Inteinational requirement may not be
approved as being in the interests of a Corporation.

4. The existence of the weir in question is regarded without apprehension
as regards navigation interests and transportation. The very able Chief
Hydrographer of the Department of Marine, Canada, Mr. W. J. Stewart, has
given an opinion, which is concurred in by the Consulting Engineer of the

Commissioners, Mr. F. W. Cowe, that navigation conditions are if anything
improved.

5. If, then, the St. Lawrence River Power Company desires a valuable

privilege for profitable operations of its plant, and no interests are in the

meantime suffering, it would seem reasonable that an International lease, with

public interests safeguarded and cancellable should be negotiated by the Inter-

national Joint Commission, the proceeds to be strictly applied to navigation

interests on the St. Lawrence.
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The Harbour Commissioners of Montreal again submit for the consideration

of the International Joint Commission, that approval of every important matter
connected with the St. Lawrence should be withheld until a properly developed

plan is prepared, taking in the whole river from Lake Ontario to Montreal, fully

safeguarded for the people of the L'nited States and Canada their heritage in

connection with

1. Navigation
2. Hydro-electric power
3. Regulation of flow.

Faithfully yours,

(Sgd.) \\'. L. McboUGALD,
President.

|L.\WKENCE J. BVRI'EE, EsQ.,

Secretary International Joint Commis.-ion,

Ottawa, Ontario.

8812

INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION
Ottaw.v, December 1, 1922.

Dear Sm,—I enclose lierewith copies of statements filed by Canadian Cot-
tons, Limited, and the Shipping Federation of Canada, in regard to the Applica-

tion of the St. Lawrence River Power Company for a further continuance of

the submerged weir constructed in 1918 in the south channel of the St. Lawrence
River below the mouth of the Company's Power Canal, near Massena, N.Y.

Yours verv trulv,

(Sgd.) LAWRENCE BURPEE,
Secretary.

Referred to: Public Works.
Sir Joseph Pope, K.C.M.G.,

Under Secretarv of State for External Affairs,

Ottawa.

8812

CANADIAN COTTONS, LIMITED,

CoRNW.\LL, November 29, 1922.

The Honourable the International Joint Commission,
Attention of Mr. Lawrence J. Burpee, Secretary,

Ottawa, Canada.

Dear Sirs,-—We desire to file with your Commission, the following state-

ment in regard to the continuance of the submerged weir built in 1918 by the

St. Lawrence River Power Company of Massena, N.Y., in the South Channel
of the St. Lawrence River, near the head of the Long Sault Island.

Since this weir was built, the conditions, insofar as power development from
waters of the Cornwall Canal are concerned, have been much improved and we
have not been called upon to close down our mills, as we have had to do in

previous years, on account of the low head of water at the entrance to Lock 21,

Cornwall Canal. Prior to the placing of the weir and with the water in the

river at the level that it is to-day, we would be put to serious inconvenience
and financial loss on account of not being able to get enough water through the
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inlet gates of tlic canal to supply the rcquircinents of navigation and power and
in all probability we would be operating our auxiliary steam plant to make up
for the shortage in our water-power which is developed from the Cornwall canal

waters.

So far as our interests are concerned, we think it would be a mistake to

remove this weir. We therefore respectfully request your honourable Com-
mission to take such action as will insure its continuance.

Yours very truly,

(Sgd.) CANADIAN COTTONS LIMITEI),
W. V. BovD,

Manager.

8812
Ott.\w'.\, December 6, 1922.

Dear Sir,—With reference to your letter of the 5th instant. I enclose here-

with copy of a statement from the Siiipping Federation of Canada, which should

have accompanied my reference to you of the 4th December, 1922.

Regretting this inadvertency,

Yours very truly,

(Sgd.)
"

F. M. BAKER,
For Under Secretary of State for External Affairs.

Tlic Deputy Minister of Public Works,
Ottawa.

8812

THE SHIPPING FEDERATION OF CANADA,

218 Bo.\RD OF Trade Bldg.,

Montreal, November 30, 1922.

Lawrence J. Burpee, Esq.,

Secretarj' International Joint Commission,
Ottawa, Ontario.

Re application of the St. Lawrence River Power Company for approval of a
further continvance of their submerged iveir.

Dear Sir,—The Shipping Federation of Canada (Incorporated) have given

careful consideration to the application of the St. Lawrence River Power Com-
pany for permission to further continue with tlieir submergeil weir constructed
in 1918, and have come to the unanimous conclusion that they still hold to the

same views as expressed in their petition addressed to the International Joint

Commission on the 24th August, 1918.

The Federation have always opposed in principle any scheme that w-ould

give any vested rights of any kind whatsoever to a private corporation in con-
nection with damming or controlling our national highway. If, however, the
International Joint Commission feel there are circumstances which justify the
weir remaining, it should be taken over by the International Joint Commission

"

or other properly constituted authority and leased annually to wiiom they may
see fit, but under no circumstances should the vested rights of this weir be
allowed to remain in tlie hands of a private corporation.

Respectfully submitted,

(Sgd.) ROBERT AV. REFORD.
President.

(Sgd.) Thomas Robb,
Manager and Secretary.
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8812

INTERNATIOTsAL JOINT COMMISSION
Ottawa, December 12, 1922.

Dear Sir,—I enclose herewith copy of the Interim Order in tlie matter of

the Application of the St. Lawrence River Power Company, adopted by the

Commission on December 6, 1922.

Yours verj' truly,

(Sgd.i LAWRENCE J. BURPEE,
Secretary.

J. B. HtJNTER, Esq.,

Deputy Minister of Public Works,
Ottawa.

In the Matter of the Application of the St. Lawrknce Rivi;r Power Com-
pany FOR A Further Continuance of the Submerged Weir in the
South Channel of the St. L.\wrence River, near INIassena, N.Y.

Whereas, the Commission, by interim order dated 14th September, 1918,

approved the construction and maintenance of a submerged weir in the St. Law-
rence River, pursuant to an application dated 25th July, 1918, by the St.

Lawrence River Power Company, a New York State Corporation having its

principal office at Massena, N.Y., as by reference to the said order will more
fully appear, and

Whereas, said applicant has constructed said weir in said river and main-

tained the same, and
Whereas, said applicant has made application for the furtiier continuance

of the approval of said weir.

It is hereby ordered, as a further interim measure that the approval of the

construction and the maintenance of the said submerged weir, as expressed by
the interim order of the 14th September, 1918, shall be and is hereby extended

for the further period of two years next following the 14th day of September,

1923, and thereafter until six months notice in writing either by the Govern-
ment of Canada or by the Government of the United States to the St. Law-
rence River Power Company that the notifying Government objects to tlie

furtiier maintenance of the said weir; and thereupon, at or before the expiry

of said notice, the said weir shall be removed by the applicant company, unless

the said company having applied to the Commission within two months afttr

the service of the said notice, for the approval of the continuance of said weir

for a further period and having prosecuted said application with due diligence,

shall obtain such approval; approval granted by this order to be, however,
upon and subject to the following conditions:

1. That the diversion of water by the Massena power canal shall at no
time exceed 25,000 c.f.s. unless when the diversion of a larger quantity of

.water will not, in the opinion of the Board of Control hereafter constituted,

injuriously affect navigation.

2. That the St. Lawrence River Power Company shall, at its own proper
cost and charges, with reasonable dispatch and under the direction of the Board
of Control, cause sluice gates or other suitable contrivances to be provided so as

to protect against injur>' from flood; and also with reasonable dispatch and under
the like direction shall complete, according to the approved plans, repair, put

into good condition and make tight, so far as reasonably practicable, the said

weir 'n order that it may afford the utmost possible compensation at low water
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for the divcrrsion wliicli takes place througli tlie Massena Power Canal; and
that the weir with the sluice gates or otlier contrivances as aforesaid, shall

thereafter be maintained in good condition during the period of extension hereby
authorized, or for so long as this order shall continue to operate or to be
efifective.

3. That the weir and the flood control works herein provided for and, in

time of emergency, any equipment of the applicant wherever situated which
can be used for flood control be placed under the direction of said Board of

Control consisting of two engineers, one to be named by the Government of

Canada and the otiicr to be named by the Government of the United States who
shall control the operation of the gates and sluices therein or connected there-

with so as if possible to insure that at high water the level at the head of the

Cornwall Canal shall not be higher than that which would be caused by the

river discharge under natural conditions: that at low water the said level shall

not fall lower than at the time of low water under natural conditions and that

no diversion of water by the Massena Power Canal in excess of 25,000 c.s.f.

shall at any time take place to the injury of navigation. In the event of dis-

agreernent in the execution of their powers the Board of Control shall apply

to the Commission for directions, and further shall have the right to apply in any
circumstances where deemed necessary or advisable.

Provided that notwithstanding anything in this order contained the Com-
mission may, at any time, of its own motion and upon notice and after hearing

revoke the approval hereby granterl; and moreover all the terms and conditions

in the said interim order of the 14th September, 1918, expressed are mutatis

mutandis and so far as they are capable of being applied to this order to be

incorporated herein.

Wa-^iitnt.tmx. D.C
. December 6. 1922.

(Sgd.) 0. gard>:er.
C. A. MAGPATH.
C. D. CLARK,
H. A. POWELL,
W. H. HEARST,
M. A. SMITH.

A true copy of the duplicate original of the order signed by tlie Commis-
sioners December 6, 1922.

(Sgd.) LATM^ENCE .J. BURPEE,
Secretary.

8812

Ott.\\v.\, Decemb'i 14, 1922.

De.\r Sir,—I beg to thank you for yours of the 12th in.stant enclosing copy

of the Interim Order in the matter of the Application of the St. Lawrence River

Power Companv, adopted bv the International Joint Commission on Decem-
ber 6. 1922.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.l J. B. HUNTEl!,
Dcpuf]! Minister.

L. J. Burpee. Esq.,

Sccretan- International Joint Commission,
"Ottawa.
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8812

BRITISH E:\IBASSY,

Washington, February 27, 1923.

My Lord,—I have the honour to transmit to your Excellency, herewith,

copies of the paper mentioned in the subjoined schedule.

I have the honour to be,

Your Excellency's most obedient, humble servant,

(For the Ambassador)

(Sgd.) R. G. CHILTOX.
His Excellency, the Governor General of Canada.

Subject

Name and Date Appointment of representatives upon the

From Department of State, Washington, International Board of Control, con-

February 26, 1923. cerning the submerged weir in the

South Channel of the St. Lawrence
River, near Masseua, New York.

Reference:

Canada, despatch No. 6 of January 22. 1923.

Referred to: Public Works.

8812

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, February 26, 1923.

Excellency,—Referring to your note No. 74 of January 27, 1923, informing

the Department that Mr. W. J. Stewart, Consulting Engineer of the Department
of External Affairs, has been appointed as the representative of Canada upon
the International Board of Control, constituted by an Ordet passed by the

International Joint Commission, on December 6, 1922, concerning the sub-

merged weir in the South Channel of the St. Lawrence River, near Massena,
New York, I have the honour to inform you that Major Paul S. Reinecke,
United States District Engineer, in charge of Federal River and Harbour
Improvements in the district within which the submerged weir is located, has been
designatetl as this Government's representative on the Board. Major Reinecke's
address is 540 Federal Building, Buffalo, New York.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurance of my highest consideration.

(Sgd.) CHARLES E. HUGHES.
711,42157 Sa. 24/29.

CEDARS

35li0—IC
Montreal, April 27, 1922.

Secretary, Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, Ont.

Re Application of the Cedars Rapids Manufacturing & Poivcr Campanij.

Montreal, for approval of Plans iinder Chapter 113, R.S.C.

De.\r Sm,—In connection with the above application, we enclose herewith

five copies of the petition and rlescription of works and are sending you by
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express five copies of the plan. You will note that one copy of the plan

as well as one copy of the description of the works has been certified by the

Registrar of the District of Soulangcs evidencing the deposit in his oflSce.

The advertisements arc running in the local papers and have been forwarded
for publication in the Canada Gazette.

If any further information or documents are required kindly advise. In

the meantime we would be obliged if you would acknowledge receipt.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) BROWN, MONTGOMERY & McMICHAEL.

3560—ID

N.\vi(;.\Bi.E Water Protectio.n Act

R.S.C., Chapter 115.

The Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and Power Company hereby gives notice

that it has, under Section 7 of the said Act, deposited with the Minister of

Public Works at Ottawa, and in the oflSce of the District Registrar of Land
Registry, District of Soulanges at Coteau, a description of the site and the
plans of ice protection, piers and glance boom to be built in the St. Lawrence
River at Cedars, joining the Company's propcrtv and in front of Lots numbers
131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137 and 138.

And take notice that after the expiration of one month from the date
of the first publication of this notice the Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and
Power Company will, under Section 7 of the said Act, apply to the Minister
of Public Works at his ofifice in the City of Ottawa, for approval of the said

site and plans and for leave to construct the said ice protection, piers and
glance boom.

Dated at Montreal, this 26th day of April, 1922.

THE CEDARS RAPIDS MANUFACTURING AND POWER COMPANY.
(Sgd.) C. S. BAGG,

Secretary

3560-lD

Ix THE MATTER of the Application of the Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and
Power Company, ^Iontrcal, for Approval of its Plan for the Construction
of Certain Work in Navigable Waters, to wit, the St. Lawrence River.

To His Excellency Julian Hedworth George, Baron Byng of Vimy, General on
the Retired List and in the Reserve of Officers of The Army, Knight Grand
Cross of The Most Honourable Order of the Bath, Knight Grand Cross
of The Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Mem-
ber of The Royal Victorian Order, Governor-General and Commander in

Chief of The Dominion of Canada.

In Council:

The Petition of the undersigned, the Cetlars Rapids Manufacturing and
Power Company, a body politic, incorporated by t-pecial act of the Dominion
of Canada, and having it^s head office and prin<ipal place of business in the

City of Montreal, in the Province of Quebec.

79977—5
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Humbly Sheweth:

1. That your Petitioner was incorporated for the purpose of constructing

and operating a hydro-electric development on the St. Lawrence River at

Cedars, Quebec.

2. That upon report of the Committee of Fhvy Council approved by His
Excellency, the Governor General, on the 28th day of May, 1909, the plans

submitted by The Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and Power Company and the

description of the proposed site filed with the Minister of Public Works was
approved subject to the conditions set forth in the said Order in Council to

which the Cedars Rapids and Manufacturing and Power Company agreed and
obliged itself.

3. That uppon report of the Committee of Privy Council approved by
His Excellency, the Governor General on the 16th day of June, 1913, the plans

submitted by The Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and Power Company for

the construction of an ice boom and concrete piers at the intake to its power
canal, filed with the Minister of Public Works, was approved.

4. That upon report of the Committee of Pihy Council approved by His
Excellency, the Governor General, on the 12th day of November, 1920, the

plans submitted by Tlie Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and Power Company
for the installation of a wing dam constructed of rock and earth instead of

an ice boom and concrete piers, filed with the Minister of Public Works, was
approved.

5. That your Petitioner has for a number of years past operated its hydro-

electric development at Cedars, and since the installation of its wing dam
approved of under date November 12, 1920, has found that the trouble ex-

perienced from low water, frazil and anchor ice has been mitigated but the

trouble experienced from large sheets of floating ice whicli break away from the

shores between the head of the power canal and Coteau Rapids still continues

to be a menace to the operation of the Company's plant.

6. That your Petitioner has determined that by the installation of ice

protection piers, and glance boom, the difficulties encountered during the winter

season with the large sheet* of floating ice will be overcome.

7. That j'Our Petitioner has caused copies of its plan and description

of the site and proposed work to be deposited with the Minister of Public

Works and with the office of the Registrar of Deeds, for the District in which
such work is proposed to be constructed, the whole in accordance with the pro-

visions and requirements of Chap. 115 of the Revised Statutes of Canada, 1906.

8. That your Petitioner is prepared to properly protect all interests which
might be affected by the proposed works, and to compensate for any losses

which might be sustained by reason of the proposed works, as well as to pro-

tect the rights of navigation.

.
Wherefore your Petitioner prays that your Excellency in Council may

be pleased to approve the plan and description deposited by your Petitioner as

aforesaid.

And as in duty bound your Petitioner will ever pray.

MoNTRE.\L, 26th April, 1922.

(Sgd.) THE CEDARS RAPIDS MANUFACTURING & POWER CO.,

E. T. NoRRis, Vice-President.

C. S. B.\GG, Secretary.

Solicitors.
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Application or the Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and Power Company for
Approval of Plans of Improvements to Plant at Cedars, Que.

Description of Work.

Site.—The proposed work is situated on the the St. Lawrence River, in the
County of Soulangcs, Province of Quebec, at a place known as Cedars, Quebec.

Tlie St. Lawrence River at this point lias a fall of approximately 30 feet

and The Cedars Rapids and Manufacturing and Power Company has a hydro-
electric development at Cedars using a portion of the river flow.

Purpose oj Work.—The Company asks for the right to install ice protection

piers and glance boom abutting on its wing dam and extending at an angle
of approximately 15 degrees upstream in a westerly direction for a distance
of approximately 2500 feet and thence to the shore line a distance of approxi-
mately 1500 feet.

The purpose of the ice protection piers and glance boom is to break up
and keep out of the Company's power canal large sheets of floating surface ice

which seriously interfere with the operation of the plant during the winter
season.

Ice Protection Piers and Glance Boom.—^The ice protection, piers and
glance boom will be constructed from the end of the Company's wing dam in

a westerly direction, as indicated on white print of Drawing No. 1289—E. Tiie

Cribs supporting the glance boom will consist of timber, rock filled, the glance
boom consisting of three 12 inch by 12 inch timbers bolted together with
four inch spacings between timbers. "The section of boom being chained together

and to the piers, so as to permit of same being easily removed during the
season of navigation. The western end of boom will be anchored to a rock
filled bank situated on top of a reef as shown on plan.

The ice piers consist of timber rock filled and constructed in such a manner
as to break up the sheets of floating surface ice.

Bureau d'enregistrement du Comte de Soulanges, depose a 9^, heures am Ic

26 Avril, 1922.

(Sge.) ADRIEN ROULEAU.
Rg.

Vraie copie.

(Sge.) A.R.,

Hg.

3560—ID
Canada

Province of Quebec,
District of Montreal.

In the M.\tter of the Applic.\tion of the Cedars Rapids Manufacturing
AND Power Company, for Approv.al of its Plan for the Construction
of Certain Work in N.wigabi.e Waters, to Wit, the St. Lawrence
River.

I, Robert M. Wilson, of the City of Montreal, Province of Quebec, do
make oath and say:

—

1. That I am the Engineer of the Company applicant.

2. That I have a knowledge of the matter, and that the allegations in the

annexed Petition of The Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and Power Company,
for the approval of its plan is to the best of my knowledge true in substance
and in fact.

79977—5^
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And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true,

and knowing that it is of the same force and effect as if made under oath and
bj' virtue of the Canada Evidence Act.

Declared before me at the City of Montreal, in the Province of Quebec, this

24th day of April, 1922.

(Sgd.) R. M. WILSON.

3560-lC
Ottawa, May 1, 1922.

Gentlemen,—I have received your letter of April 29 last, making applica-

tion under section 7 of the Navigable Waters Protection Act, for approval of

the plan and description of the site of ice protection piers and a glance boom
proposed to be constructed at Cedars, Que., by the Cedars Rapids Manu-
facturing & Power Company, in connection with its power development works.

The following enclosures accompanied your communication; five copies of a

document containing a copy of the advertisement; a copy of the Company's
petition; a description of the work, the description being certified by the

Registrar; a statutory declaration; five copies of the plan-one being certified.

Your obedient servant,

(Sgd.) R. C. DESROCHERS,
Secretary.

Messrs. Brown, Montgomery & McMich.ael,
Barristers, etc.,

Dominion Express Building, Montreal, P.Q.

Montreal, June 10, 1922.

3560-lC

Secretary, Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, Ont.

Re Cedars Rapids Manufacturing & Power Company Approval oj Plans.

Dear Sir,—We enclose herewith affidavit of Mr. R. M. W^ilson establishing

the publication of t4ie notices as required by law, and are sending you by
express the newspapers containing the several notices.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) BROWN, MONTGOMERY & McMICHAEL.

3560-lC

In the m.\tter of an Apphcation by the Cedars Rapids Manufacturing &
Power Company for Approval of the Plans, under Chapter 115 R.S.C.

1. Robert M. Wilson, of the City of Westmount, in the District of Mont-
real, do solemnly declare:

1. I am the Chief Electrical Engineer of the company applicant and
reside at No. 2 Hudson Avenue, in the said City of Westmount.

2. One month's notice of the deposit of the description of the site and of

the plans with the Minister of Public Works required by law has been given
by advertisement in the Canada Gazette and in two newspapers published in
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or near the locality where the work is to be constructed, to wit, in the Montreal
Standard and Le Progres de Valleyfield, as appears by copies of the said appli-

cations hereto annexed as follows:

—

Exhibit "A"—Copies of the Canada Gazette of the following issues: May
6th, 1922; May 13th, 1922; May 20th, 1922, and June 3rd, 1922.

Exhibit "B"—Copies of the Montreal Standard of tlie following issues:

April 29th. 1922, May 6th, 1922, Mav 13th, 1922; May 20th, 1922, and May
27t.h, 19122.

Exhibit 'C"—^Copicr^ of Le Progrrs de Valleyfield of the follownig issues:

May 4th, 1922; Mav 11th, 1922; Mav 18th, 1922; Mav 25th, 1922; June 1st,

1922.

And I make tliis solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same
to be true and knowing that it is of the same force and effect as if taken under
oath and by virtue of the Canada Evidence Act.

Declared before me at the City of

Montreal, this 10th day of June, 1922.

(Sgd.) G. N. Whatley.
(Sgd.) R. M. WILSON.

3560-lC
Ott.\wa, Juno 14, 1922.

Gentlemen,—I have received your letter of June 10 instant, enclosing

in the matter of the ice protection piers and glance boom proposed to be con-

structed at Cedars, P.Q., by the Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and Power
Company, a statutory declaration proving that the advertisement respecting

the application has been published in the Canada Gazette and two local news-
papers.

Our Engineers have reported favourably with respect to the project, but
you do not appear as yet to have filed evidence that the applicants have the
right to use the site of the work.

Yours obediently,

(Sgd.) R.C. DESROCHERS,
Secretary.

Messrs. Brown, Montgomerv & McMichael,
Barristers, etc.,

Dominion Express Building, Montreal, P.Q.

Montrf..\l. June 14. 1922.

3560-lC

Secretary, Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, Ont.

Re Application of Cedars Rapids Manufacturing & Power Company for
Approval of Plans.

Dear Sir,—We enclose herewith copy of letter received from the Deputy
Minister of Lands & Forests, Quebec, together with copy of Order in Council
granting the lease of the water lot at Cedars.

Yours truly.

(Sgd.) BROT\'N. :MONTGOMEr!Y .V :^rrMICHAEL.
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3560-lC
Quebec, 13 juin. 1922.

Messieurs Brown, Montgomery & McMich.\el,,

Montreal, Que.

St-Laurent, Rapides des Ccdres

Messieurs,—J'ai I'honneur de vous transmettre ci-joint copie d'un arretc du
conseil en vertu duqucl votre cliente, la compagnie Cedars Rapids Manufactur-
ing and Power Co. Ltd., est autorisee a occupcr un lot additionnel du St-Laurent,

d'une superficie de 5-7 acres au prix de $10 de I'acre.

Je vais donner instructions au notaire Chs. Dclagrave de preparer I'acte

devant incorporer les conditions.

J'ai I'honneur d'etre, messieurs,

(Sge.) ELZ. MIVILLE-DECHENE,
Sous-Ministre.

3560-lC
]\IoNTRE.\L, June 15, 1922.

R. C. Deseochers, Esq.,

Secretary', Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, Ont.

Re Cedars Rapids Manufacturing & Power Company Application—
File No. S560-1

Dear Sir,—We beg to acknowledge receipt of your favour of the 14th
instant, for which we are obliged. Yesterday morning we mailed j'ou a copy
of the Order in Council granting the Cedars Rapids Company the lease of the

additional water lot at Cedars.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) BROAVN, MONTGOMERY & IMcMICHAEL.

3560-lC
Ott.\w,v, June 19, 1922

Gentlemen,—I have received your letter of June 14 instant, enclosing a

copy of a letter from the Deputy Minister of Lands and Forests of Quebec
together with a copy of the Order in Council passed by the Provincial Govern-
ment granting authority to issue a lease to the Company for the site required

for the ice protection piers and glance boom proposed to be constructed at

Cedars, P.Q.

There is, however, little to our purpose in the copy of the Order in Council

referred to as it does not contain a description of the area proposed to be leased,

and moreover is not certified. Kindly send me a copy of the Order in Council

with a plan and description attached certified by the proper officers of the

Department.
YoTir obedient ser^'ant,

(Sgd.) R. C. DESROCHERS,
Secretary.

Messrs. Brown, Montgomery & McMich.^el,
Barristers, etc..

Dominion Express Building, Montreal, P.Q.
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3560-lD

Kingston, June 19, 1922.

J. B. Hunter, Esq.,

Deputy Minister of Public Works,

Ottawa, Ont.

Re Da7n at Isle aiix Vachcs erected by Cedars Rapids Mjg. & Power Company

Dear Mr. Hunter,—Tlicre was a correspondence in May of last year regard-
ing this dam and after investigation at the stage which construction had then
reached it was reported to you by this Association that the dam did not appear
to be interfering with navigation. It has now been found that levels are being
interfered with, and the pilot of the " Rapids Prince " reports touching bottom
in the Cedars Rapids notwithstanding the prevailing higher water levels. It

appears that levels vary with the amount withdrawn inside the dam and accord-
ing to the report the dam has obviously changed shore levels at certain points

under conditions when good water might have been expected, and presumably
the same depreciation in level has taken place in the Channel.

The owners of the Rapids steamer are naturally concerned and I have been
instructed to call the matter to your attention and to ask whether construction

is being carried on with strict regard to the proposals approved and whether also

there is not a remedy applicable to the present difficulty. Will you be so good
as to let me know- about this. Perhaps you would indicate the present position

of the construction work and the extent of the additional work already

authorized.

Then too, it is also understood tiiat advertisement has recently been made
by the Montreal Light, Heat & Power Company of proposed additional works.

I am asked to enquire as to the character and probable effect of these works.

If they would in any way increase the difficulties of navigation the Association

would of course be on record as protesting.

I shall be glad to be favoured with a reply from you and no doubt you will

realize the seriousness of any undertaking which will in fact bar the river to

navigation, and will see that prompt investigation is made and advice given to

me on behalf of the Association.

Yours very truly,

(Sgd.) FRANCIS KING.

3560-1

D

Ottaw.'V, June 22, 1922.

Dear Mr. King,—Your letter of the 19th instant concerning the dam which
is being erected by the Cedars Rapids Mfg. and Power Company at Isle aux
Vaches, P.Q., interfering with navigation duly received.

Your communication is being referred to the Engineering Branch of the

Department for immediate investigation.

Yours very trulj',

(Sgd.) J. B. HUNTER,
Deputy Minister.

Francis King, Esq., K.C.,

Counsel, Dominion Marine Association,

Kingston, Ont.
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3560-ID

Montreal. July 3, 1922.

R. C. Desrochers, Esq.,

Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, Ont.

Re Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and Power
Company. Approval of Plans

Dear Sin,—In further reference to your request, we have pleasure in enclos-

ing herewith certified copy of the Order in Council granting the water lot,

together with certified copies of plan and description. Trusting that this will

give you the information desired, we remain,

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) BROWN, MONTGOMERY & McMICHAEL.

3o60-lD

COPIE DU RAPPORT d"uN COMITE DE l'HONORABLE CONSEIL EXECUTIF EN DATE DU
7 JUIN 1922 APPROUVE PAR LE LIEUTEXANT-GOUVERNEUR LE 7 JUIN 1922

Concervant la demandc de la compagnie dite "The Cedar Rapids Manufacturing
and Power Co. Ltd."

1110.

L'lionorabic ministrc dcs Terrcs et Forets, dans un rapport en date du
30 mai (1922) expose: que la compagnie "The Cedar Rapids Manufacturing
and Power Co. Ltd." demande la concession d'un certain lot faisant partie du lit

du Saint-Laurent en front de la paroisse de Saint-Joseph de Soulanges, pour y
faire certains travaiLX dans et but d'ameliorcr le canal d'ameni'e de Icur iisine

hydro-electrique dcs Ccdres.

Que par arte devant le notaire Jos- Allaire, de Quebec, en date du 2 courant
1910. Ic Gouvernement a loue a la compagnie susmentionnee par bail emphy-
teotique de 99 ans. a courir du Icr aoiit 1910, les forces hydrauliques d'une partie

du rapidc des Cedrcs ct une ccrtaine ctonduc des grevos et du lit du ficuve. le

tout mieux defini au bail et d'une superficie de 194.85 arpcnts carres.

Qu'en vcrtu d'un acte devant le notaire J. A. Perodeau. en dat.e du 31 mars
1913, deux lots additionnels faisant partie du lit du fieuve Saint-Laurent, d'une

etendue totale de 123,V arpents carres ont etc loues a la dite compagnie pour

le reste de la durcc du bail emphytcotiquc original. (2 aout 1918).

Que par acte devant le notaire Chs Dclagrave, en date du 25 avril 1921,

le Gouvernement a concede par bail emphytcotique un nouveau lot adjacent

aux precedents faisant partie du lit du Saint-Laurent, d'une superficie de 52.2

acres, pour le reste de la durce du bail original.

Considerant que la nouvelle demande est ncccssaire a I'usine. etablie en

vertu de la premiere concession, I'honorablc ministrc rccommandc d'etre autorise

a louer jusqu'a I'expiration du susdit premier bail et aux conditions ordinaires,

le lot demande de 5.7 acres au prix de $10.00 de I'acre, en reservant les droits

des tiers et un passage d'accee et de sortie pour les proprietaires riverains ainsi

enclaves ct celui des tiers en general ainsi que pour la na\'igation, le tout sujet

aux lois et reglements du Gouvernement federal et du Gouvernement provincial,

(8 Geo. V, chap. 68) concernant la navigation, les mines et les pecheries.

Certifie,

(sge) A. MORISSET,
Grefjier Conseil Executif.
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3560-lD

Description 0/ a Deep water lot which the Cedars Rapids Maiiitfacturing and
Power Company purposed to lease from the Government of the Province

of Quebec, in front of lots 131 to 137 inclusive, of the Cadastre of the

Parish of St. Joseph dcs Cedres, county of Soulanges.

A parcel of land, of irregular shape, lying and being on the river bed of

the St. Lawrence river, in front of lots Nos. 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137 of

the Cadastre of the Parish of Ft. Joseph des Cedres, County of Soulanges,

bounded towards the North by the lot No. 131 ; towards the Northeast and South-
west, by the bed of tlie river St. Lawrence; towards the Southeast by tiie west-
erly boundary of a deep water lot leased by the Cedars Rapids Manufacturing
and Power Company, by contract dated 25th April, 1921, and passed before

Charles Delagrave, N.P.
Tlie present parcel of land is shown in detail on a plan prepared by Paul

A. Beiquc, Q.L.S., under date of May 13, 1922, and it may be more particularly

described as follows:

—

1. A strip of land Fifty (50i feet in width, lying and being twenty-five (25)

feet on each side of the centre line which may be more particularly described as

follows:

—

Commencing at a point marked "Z" on the plan hereto annexed, which
said point "Z" is situate at a distance of One hundred and sixty-seven feet

measured along a line to the Southwest and perpendicular to tlie division line

between Lots Nos. 131 and 132 of said Cadastre of the Parish of St. Joseph des

Cedres, from a point distant One hundred and six feet and four tenths (106.4)

measured towards the Southea.st, along said division line between lots Nos. 131

and 132, from its intersection with the Northerly boundary of the Public Road.
Said starting point "Z" is located on the high water mark bounding lot No. 131,

to the South. From said starting point "Z" proceeding in a straight line, in a
direction Soutli 40° 03]' cast, for a distance of One thousand, two hundred and
fifty-nine (1.259i feet to n point marked "V;" thence, procecfling along a straight

line, in a direction South 40° 031' East and seven tenths (343.71 to a point marked
"U:" thence proceeding in a straight line, in a direction South 61° 581' East, for

a distance of Two thousand, seven iiundred and fifty-four feet and two-tenths

(2,754 2) to a point marked "Y" which is located on the Westerly Boundary of

line described by letters "M-N" in a lease of the Honourable H. Mercier to the

Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and Power Company, passed before Charles
Delagrave. N.P.. on the 25th April, 1921. Said point "Y" is located at a distance

of One thousand, three hundred and twenty-three feet and one-tenth (1.323 1)

measured in a South Westerly direction, along said line "M-N" from point '"E."

2. A strip of land measuring fifty feet (50) in width, and lying twenty-
five feet (25) on each side of the centre line, and which may be more particularly

described as follows:

—

Commencing at a point "V" hereinabove referred to in part No. 1 which
said point "V" is situate at One thou«and two hundred and fifty-nine (1.259)

feet measured in a direction South 40° 03 >' East, from starting point "Z" located

on tiie high water mark at the Southerly boundary of said lot No. 131. nnd
fully described hereinabove imder part> No. 1; and from said point "V" proceed-

ing in a straight line in a direction South 18° 35A' East, for a distance of One
thousand and thirty feet and seven-tenths (1.030 7) to point "X."

Said two parcels of lanrl. as described, containinc: by admeasurement. Five

acres and seven-tenths (5 7) acres more or less, and being shown coloured pink,

nn plan attached hereto.
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All bearings are astronomical, and all distances English measure, and
expressed in decimals of a foot.

The high water elevation is one hundred and thirty-one feet and five-tenths

(131-5) and the low water elevation is one hundred and twenty-eight feet and
four-tenths (128 4) above mean tide.

(Sgd.) PAUL A. BEIQUE,
Q.L.S.

MoNTRE.\L, May 13, 1922.

3560-lD

Ott.\w.\, July 5, 1922.

Re application of the Cedars Manufacturing and Power Company. Limited, for
approval of ice protection piers and glance booms proposed to be built at

Cedars, P.Q.

Gentlemen,—I beg leave to acknowledge the receipt of j'our letter of July
3 instant, enclosing a certified copy of the Order in Council passed by the Pro-
vincial Government of Quebec, which you state grants the water lot required for

the works. Copies of the plan and description were likewise received.

Your obedient servant,

(Sgd.) R. C. DESROCHERS,
Secretary.

Messrs. Brown, Montgomery & McMich.\el,
Barristers, etc.,

Dominion Express Building, Montreal, P.Q.

3560-lD

MoNTRE.\L, July 10, 1922.
Mr. C .R. CouTLEE,

Dept. of Public Works,
Hunter Building, Ottawa, Ont.

Dear Sir.—Referring to our interview in the matter of letter received by
Mr. Hunter, Department of Public Works, from ^Ir. Francis King, under date
of June 19th, 1922, representing the Dominion Marine Association, alleging
that the wing dam which we have constructed at Cedars from Isle aux Vaches
westward has been responsible for changing water levels so as to cause the
grounding of one of the Rapids' boats in the Cedars Rapids, the property of the
Canada Steamship Lines, we most emphatically deny that our wing dam has in

any way been responsible for the grounding of the " Rapids Prince."
In order that your record may be quite clear we take pleasure in furnishing

the following:

In June, 1920, the Power Company started the construction of its embank-
ment from the end of Isle Aux Vaches westwards; by the end of the season
of 1920 there had been completed approximately one quarter of the total em-
bankment.

At a meeting held on March 30th, 1921, of the Dominion Marine Associa-
tion in Montreal, a representative of the Canadian Steamship Lines stated that
one of their pilots. Captain Ouelette, made a complaint that our work would
be the cause of trouble to the Steamship Line boats in the Cedars Rapids.

Under date of April 30th, 1921, a letter of protest was forwarded by Mr.
Francis King to Mr. Hunter, Deputy Minister of Public Works, complaining
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that we were obstructing tlie chanuel in tlie Cedars Rapids. As a result of this

coninuinication, Mr. L. G. Papiueau, Supervising Engineer of the Department
of Public Works in Montreal, visited the work at Cedars and nuuiu certain

observations with a view to ascertaining if the work was being carried out in

accordance with plans furnished your Department, and he found such was the

case.

About May 12th, 1921, Captain Ouelette called at the Power Company's
offices and interviewed the undersigned, stating he was very much worried that

our work, which had been carried out during the previous year on the embank-
ment, would cause him trouble in navigating the Cedars Rapids. We assured

him we were certain our work woukl in no way affect navigation and in order

to satisfy him we agreed to run the Rapids in one of our own boats to prove to

him and any other Captain piloting boats through the Rapids that such was
the case.

On May 17th, 1921, Captain Ouelette, accompanied by Captain Batten,

ran the Cedars and Cascade Rapids in one of our boats accompanied by Mr.
Hawley, the Company's Resident Engineer at Cedars, and the undersigned.

Both of the Captains informed us that thej^ were satisfied that our work had not

interferred with the navigating conditions in the Cedars Rapids.

It might be of interest for you to note that at the time the trip was made
through the rapids our (jam had been extended practically 50 per cent of its

total length. The Rapids' boats continued to operate all the season of 1921,

during which time our dam was being constructed, and was completed on
October 29th, 1921.

Since last October we have not extended the bank. The work during the

present season has been the widening of the bank on the Company's own
property.

A short time after the company started the construction of its works at

Cedars, automatic recording guages were installed at the head of Isle a I'Ail

and at the head and bottom of Isle Ville Monble, otherwise known as Qucnne-
ville Island, and elevations recently taken, viz. on June 24th, 1922, demonstrate
that instead of the water being lower in the boat channel since the construction

of the enbankment from Isle aux Vaches west that the water is actually higher.

The following levels are of interest and confirm this statement:

—

August 1, 1917—Elevation Lake St. Francis 152 4

Western end of Isle a I'Ail 12404
Western end of Quenneville Island 115 54

Eastern end of Quenneville Island 107-74

June 24, 1922.—Elevation Lake St. Francis 152 5

Western end of Isle aux Vache 124 41

Western end of Quenneville Island 116 44

Eastern end of Quenneville Island 108 84

For the purpose of locating these gauges in relation to the Company's
works we forward herewith a rice paper copy of the plan of the river in the

vicinity of the Company's Plant.

On June 9th of the present year, which was the first day the Canada
Steamships Line started to run their Rapids' boats down through the Rapids,

the "Rapids Prince" touched bottom in going through la barriere. Cedars
Rapids, and as a result our work at Cedars was immediately blamed for the

boat having touched bottom.

It is interesting to note that the boats have continued to run the Rapids
every day since the 9th inst., and have not grounded although the water is

lower in the river and the condition of our dam is exactly the same as on the

,

9th inst.
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We think you are sufficiently acquaintefl with tlie condition? that exist

in the Cedars Rapids during the winter season to know tiiat the large volumes
of anchor ice that are formed in the Rapids are responsible for the movement
of large boulders, and also changed the shore line conditions along the islands.

We have experienced ourselves a very serious condition as the result of the

movement of large boulders during the ice season.

If there is any furtiier information you would like on this matter in the

waj' of records of water elevations we would be most pleased to furnish same.
It has been suggested that possibly the cause of the trouble of the boat

grounding was our drawing more water through the plant than we arc entitled

to. For your information I beg to advise you that our contract with your
Department permits us to use 56,000 sec. feet of water, and up to the present

time we have not used any more than approximately 43,000 to 44,000 sec. ft.

and each day's usage at the present is practically uniform.

In our opinion either one of two things happened to cause the grounding
of the "Rapids Prince,"—the pilot either mistook the channel owing to the

absence of some of his monuments, which are in no way permanent, or else

the anchor ice during the past winter carried down large boulders which
lodged in the gate at the point where the boat struck.

The work, which is contemplated by the application made to your Depart-
ment, filed in April of the present year, will in no way affect navigation, as

you will readily ascertain by looking at the plans filed.

It is very important to us to have the approval of our plans at once in

order that we can begin our construction work so that the glance boom and
ice piers will be completed in time to protect our plant and improve operating

conditions during next winter.

We would consider it a great favour if you can see your way clear to having
this matter disposed of at once.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) jSIOXTREAL light HEAT & POWER CONSOLIDATED.
• R. M. WILSON,

Chief Electrical Engineer.

3560-lD
KixGPTOX, OxT.. July 12, 1922.

J. B. Hunter, Esq.,

Deputv Minister of Public Works,
Ottawa, Ont.

Referring letter nineteenth Isle aux Vaches dam. President Marine Associa-
tion advises that Department's engineers and others yesterday satisfied him as

to construction works under way but this association should maintain right to

question amount of water withdrawn by Company. Protest therefore tempo-
rarily withdrawn; shall write again after meeting at Montreal, Friday.

(Sgd.) FRANCIS KING.

3560-1

D

Otiawa. .luly, 13, 1922.

A. St. Laurent, Esq.,

Chief Engineer, Public Works Dciiartnunt,

Ottawa.

Sir.—I have the honour to state that following an interview with Mr. A.

W. Wilson, Chief Eelectrical Engineer, Montreal Light. Heat and Power Consoli-
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dated, tlie enclosed letter lias been received from liiiu refuting the allegations

made that navigation in the Cedars Rapids was being injured by the power
company's works.

Briefly the extension of the power dam above He aux Vache was authorized

and work began June 1920 and it was completed October 1921, since when no
furtiier extension has been made. Tlie Marine Association protested this work
1st May, 1921, but on 17th May the Power Company took the rapids boat cap-
tains through the Cedars chutes and both were satisfied that navigation con-

ditions had not been interferetl with. At tliis time the new bank was 50 per cent

completed, and the boats continued to run the rapids until the end of season

without trouble.

On June 9th this year on first trip down the "Rapids Prince" touched in

Cedars Rapids and a protest was made. Since however, the boat has been run-
ning every day without trouble.

After consideration it seems that possibly steering marks ashore have dis-

appeared, or were confused on the occasion of the first trip this year. Possibly

last winter's ice may have carried boulders and deposited them in a jam upon
the edge of one of the shoals.

In tlie protest it was alleged that the regime of the St. Lawrence river had
been altered and that the surface above and below the power works did not

fluctuate as formerly. To examine into this condition, monthly mean readings

for the last two years were plotted against one another and the results are

enclosed in the form of a diagram. They indicate that nothing unusual has
occurred, the gauges at Cotcau Landing and Coteau du Lac above the works ris-

ing and falling in unison with the gauge at St. Timothee. The plotted points are

within an inch or two of the theoretical line, the variation being due to prevail-

ing winds and to the use of a constantly reading automatic gauge against a gauge
read once a day at St. Timothee.

With regard to abstraction of water from the boat channel into the power
works, the fact is that in the natural state 60.000 to 75,000 c.f.s. passed beween
He aux Vache and the north shore. At present according to the horse-power
generated only 44.000 c.f.s. passes between Tie aux Vache and the north shore,

the difference upwards of 15,000 c.f.s. is thrown into the navigation channel
thereby improving its condition. Occasional meterings across the power canal

would be advisable to check the consumption of water and directly prove that

the public channel was receiving its proper amount.
Evidence as to maintained channel heights is also contained in Mr. Wilson's

letter which shows that in August 1917 with Lake St. Francis, elev. 152 4 the

foot of Quenneville Island which is situated well down the Cedars Rapids showed
elev, 107 74. In June 1922, with Lake St. Francis at practically the same
•elevation, the foot of Quenneville Island showed elev. 108 84 or a good foot

higher than five years previou.5ly.

It seems clearly settled that the steamboat channel through the rapids has

not been injured by the power works and I recommend that the stay in granting

the application for the ice boom be removed, and that the company's request be

approved.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Sgd.) 0. R. CotTLEE.
Engineer, Grade II.
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3560—ID.

Ottawa, July 18, 1922.

Sir,—Referring to previous correspondence, I enclose the following papers
relative to the application of the Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and Power
Company for approval of ice protection piers and a glance boom proposed to

be constructed at Cedars, P.Q.:

1. Letter dated July 10, 1922 from Mr. R. M. Wilson, Chief Electrical

Engineer of the Montreal, Lieht, Heat and Power Consolidated.

2. Report of July 13, 1922 from Mr. C. R. Coutles, our Engineer.

Your obedient sers'ant,

(Sgd.) L. H. COLMAN.
Assistant Secretary.

Francis King, Esq. K.C.,

Dominion Marine Association,

Kingston, Ont.

3560—ID.

Kingston, July 19, 1922.

J. B. Hunter, Esq.,

Deputy Minister of Public Works,
Ottawa, Ont.

Dear Sir,—I beg to refer to my telegram of the 12th instant, with reference

to the dam under construction at Isle aux Vaches and with reference to my
letter of the 19th ultimo.

Tiie matter received further consideration at a meeting of the Executive

Committee of this Association in Montreal and I have now been instructed to

confirm the substance of the telegram mentioned withdrawing the Association's

protest as to the construction works but preserving the right to question the

amount of water withdrawn by the company.
Yours very truly,

(Sgd.) FRANCIS KING.

3560—ID.

0tt.\w.\, July 21, 1922.

Dear Sir,—In the absence of the Deputy Minister I beg to acknowledge
receipt of your favour of the 19th instant, with reference to the dam under con-

struction at Isle aux Vaches, and confirming the substance of your telegram

withdrawing the protest of the Dominion Marine Association to the con-

struction of this work, but reserving the right to question the amount of water
withdrawn by the Company.

Yours very truly,

(Sgd.) L. H. COLMAN,
Act'g. Deputy Minister.

Francis King, Esq., K.C.,

Kingston, Ont.
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3560-lD

P. C. 1681

Certified Copy oj a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council approved
by His Excellency the Governor General on the iJ^th August 1922.

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report dated

3rd August, 1922, from the Minister of Public Works, submitting that on
January 6th, 1906, an Order in Council was passed approving of the plans

submitted by the Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and Power Co. under the

Statute 4 Edward \'II, Chapter 65, 1904, of certain power development works
proposed to be built in the River St. Lawrence at St. Joseph de Soulanges, in

the Province of Quebec. The Order in Council also approved of the book of

reference describing the various lots which the Company desired to expropriate

in connection with the said works, and it provided that the approval of the plans

and the book of reference siiould not be effective until an .agreement had been
passed between the Crown and th Company;

By the statute referred to the Company was given power, amongst other

things, to construct, develop, acquire, own, use and operate water powers in

or adjacent to the St. Lawrence River, in the County of Soulanges and Province
of Quebec, and to construct, operate, and maintain, works, canals, race-ways,

water courses, dams, piers, booms, dykes, sluices, conduits and buildings in

connection with the said water powers, provided that any work authorized by
tiie said Act siiould not be commenced until the plans thereof had first been
submitted to and approved by the Covernor General in Council.

Before entering into the agreement mentioned the matter was referred to

the International Waterways Commission, which, after careful examination,
reported that though they were unable to form opinion in detail as to the effect

of the proposed works on navigation, they did not consider that fact a valid

reason for reporting adversely against the scheme as outlined, assuming that

in the detailed plans which were to be submitted later for the approval of the

Minister of Public Works the interests of navigation would be safeguarded.
Pursuant to the authority granted in the Order in Council of January 6,

1906, an agreement was entered into on May 28, 1909, a copy of which is

attached hereto, between the Crown, as represented by the Minister of Public
Works, and the said company, in which were stipulated, amongst other con-
ditions, tiie following:—

1. That the company will so construct their works tliat the general naviga-
tion of the St. Lawrence River shall not be impeded or interfered with, and
that the diversion of water shall not be so great or so effected as to in any
way injure the navigation on the St. Lawrence River.

2. That, if at any time, in the opinion of the ^linister or of any engineer
appointed by the Minister for that purpose, the na\'igation of the St. Lawrence
has been injuriously affected by the said works, then the company shall at once
constnict and maintain remedial or compensating works, or such other works
in addition thereto or in substitution therefor as in the opinion of the Minister
may be necessary to fully restore and maintain the said navigation of the St.

Lawrence.
3. That, in the event of such remedial works not having the effect antici-

pated, the companj' shall modify, alter or remove such portion of their said

works, or so reduce the use of the water provided by the said works as in the

opinion of the Minister may be necessary to fully restore and maintain the

said navigation;
4. That no construction shall he commenced l)efore detail plans have been

submitted to and approved of by the Minister.
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5. That said works shall be constructed by the company subject to the

approval of an engineer autliorized for such purpose by the Minister of Public

Works, etc.

In compliance with condition No. 4 of the agreement referred to detailed

plans of the proposed power development works were submitted by the company
and approved by the Minister of Public Works, and by an Order in Council

l)assed on October 26, 1911. the approval of the Minister of Public Works was
confirmed, and it was provided that the Minister should appoint a special

engineer to follow up the progress of the works and report to him from time

to time as to the action to be taken to enforce all the conditions of the agree-

ment and fully protect navigation interests.

On August 15, 1916, an Order in Council was passed giving the Cedars
Rapids Manufacturing and Power Company permission to divert from the

St. Lawrence River, in connection with its power works at St. Joseph de Soul-

anges, an additional 19,000 cubic feet a second of waste water from November
20 in each year to May 20 in each succeeding year, subject to the condition that

such permission did not imply a guarantee that the said quantity should be

always available, and should not constitute a preferential right for the company
when a general system of control and distribution of the waters of the St.

Lawrence would be established at the outlet of Lake St. Francis.

The Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and Power Company applied under
Section 7 of the Navigable Waters Protection Act for approval of the plan and
description of the site of a wing dam proposed to be constructed on its property

known as Isle aux Vaches, and extending upstream in a westerly direction for

a distance of approximately 3,500 feet;

Under date of November 12, 1920, an Order in Council issued approving

of the plan and description of the site of the wing dam referred to, such approval

being subject to the terms of the agreement of May 28. 1909. and further, to the

following conditions:

1. That the company shall secure from the Provincial Government of

Quebec the necessary portion of the river bed required for the work.

2. That beacons or signals shall be maintained by the company at its

expense, so as to show the end of the pier or the open space reserved for

navigation. ^,

3. That openings shall be maintained at the expense of the company to

give access to the Cedars Wharf.

4. That the depth of dumped material shall not be less than 14 feet at low
water.

It was mentioned in the Order in Council of November 12. 1920. that the

application for approval of the wing dam was referred to the Department of

.Justice which reported in effect that it was not one which needed to be referred

to the International Joint Commission but that it was purely a domestic matter

for the consideration of the Governor General in Council under the provisions

of the Navigable Waters Protection Act.

The Dominion Marine Association entered a protest against the wing dam
referred to on the ground that it caused interference with the level of tiie river,

but later withdrew the protest reserving tlie right to ciuestion the amount of

water withdrawn by the company.
The Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and Power Company has now applied

for approval of the plan and description of the sit€ of ice protection piers and
. a glance boom which it proposes to build in the St. Lawrence River at Cedars
in connection with the said jiowcr de\elopment, according to the plan and
description hereto annexed.
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The Enpinecr of the Department of I'ulilic Works at Montreal has reeom-

inended the approval of tiie api)lication svihjcet in effect to the following con-

ilitions:—
1. That tlie company shall agree to miulify and increase the size of the

opening when it is found that navigation rciiuires an increased passage way.

2. That the general conditions in the agreement of May 28, 1909, and in

the Orders in Council of .Xugu-^t lo, 1916, and November 12, 1920, shall apply.

3. Plans to be approved by the Minister of Public Works before the company
can begin works.

4. That the construction of the works shall be subject to the approval of

an engineer designated for the purpose by the Minister of Public Works.

5. That the company is to pay all damages arising from the development
of the works.

6. Lights or signals which may be necessary shall be established and main-
tained at the company's expense.

7. Beacons shall be erected on each of the two side piers marking the

open snacc to the best possible channel, these beacons to be easily visible at

daylight at a distance of two miles; the size, elevation and colour of the beacons

to be satisfactory to the engineer of the Department of Public Works so desig-

nated.

8. Should the Department of Public Works consider it advisable the com-
pany may be required to install posts or signals on land to show the range of

the channel inside the power canal.

The Chief Engineer and the Deputy Minister have concurred in the Engin-

eer's report, the company having secured the right to use the site of the work.

The Deputy Minister considers that as to conditions 6, 7 and 8 regarding the

beacons and signals that this would properly come under the jurisdiction of

the Department of Marine and Fisheries;

The Department of Ju>tice has reported that all the requirements of Section

7 of the Na\igable Waters Protection Act have been complied with, and that

the application may now properly be submitted for the approval of the Gov-
ernor (icneral in Council subject in effect to the conditions mentioned.

The Minister, therefore, recommends the approval, under Section 7 of the

Navigable Waters Protection Act, Chapter 115, Revised Statutes of Canada,
1906, of the attached plan, and description of the site of ice protection piers

and a glance boom proposed to he built by the Cedars Rapids Manufacturing
and Power Company in the St. Lawrence River at Cedars, such approval to be

subject to the following conditions:

—

1. That the company shall agree to modify and increase the size of the

opening when it is found that navigation requires an increased passage waj'.

2. That the general conditions in the agreement of May 28, 1909, and in

the Orders in Council of Augu>t 15, 1916, and November 12, 1920, shall apply.

3. Plans to be approved by the Minister of Public Works before the company
can begin works.

4. That the construction of the works shall be subject to the approval of

an engineer designated for the purpose by the Minister of Public Works.

5. That the company is to pay all damages arising from the development
of the works.

6. Lights or signals which may be nece.«sary shall be established and main-
tained at the company's expense, satisfactory to the Department of Marine and

Fisheries.

79977—6
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7. Beacons shall be erected on each of the two side piers marking the

open space to the best possible channel, these beacons to be easily visible at

daylight at a distance of two miles; the size, elevation and colour of hte beacons

to be satisfactory to the Department of Marine and Fisheries.

8. Should the Department of Marine and Fisheries consider it advisable

the company may be required to install posts or signals on land to show the

range of the channel inside the power canal.

The Committee concur in the foregoing recommendation and submit the

same for approval.

(Sgd.) RODOLPHE BOUDREAU,
Clerk of the Privy Council.

3560—ID

THIS AGREEMENT made in dupli<cate this twenty-eighth day of May in

in the year of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and nine:

—

Between His Majesty King Edward the Seventh, represented, by The
Honourable William Pugsley, His Majesty's Minister of Public Works
of Canada, hereinafter called "The Minister"

Of the First Part;

And the Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and Power Company, hereinafter

called "The Company" represented and acting by James William Dom-
ville, its President, and Casimir Dessaulles, Secretary, duly authorized

by a resolution of the Board of Directors of said company passed on
the 8th May, 1909, a certified copy whereof is hereunto annexed.

Of the Second Part;

Whereas the company was duly incorporated by an Act of Parliament
of Canada, in 1904, Chapter 65, and was given power, amongst other things,

to construct, develop, acquire, own, use and operate water powers in or adjacent

to the River St. Lawrence in the County of Soulanges, in the Province of

Quebec, and to construct, operate and maintain works, canals, race-ways, water
courses, dams, piers, booms, dykes, sluices, conduits and buildings in con-

nection with the said water powers, provided that any work by the said Act
authorized should not be commenced until the plans thereof had first been
submitted to and approved by the Governor in Council.

And whereas it is by the said Act also provided that lands actually re-

quired for the construction, maintenance or operation of the power, canals, water
courses, race-ways, reservoirs, dams, booms, piers, dykes, transmission lines

and conduits of the company may be taken and acquired by the company
subject to the approval of the Governor in Council and subject also to such

of the provisions of the Railway Act 1903, as are applicable to such taking

and acquisition.

And whereas the said Company have applied for the approval by His
Excellency the Governor in Council of the plans for the construction of a
masonry dam with sluice gates from the lower point of I'lle aux Vaches run-

ning in an easterly direction about 500 feet; of an earth dyko running
thence in the same direction to the mainland of Pointe des Ccdres, a distance

of about 600 feet; for a channel to be cut through said Pointe des Cedres about

2,600 feet in length; and from thence to erect an earth dyke from such

channel about 3,200 feet in length to the upper end of He Bedard of an
earth dyke from the lower end of He Bedard running in about the same
direction for a length of about 1,200 feet to Pte. du Moulin; and a masonry
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clam from Pointe du Moulin running the same direction about 400 feet in

length and of a power house situated on the said last-mentioned dam (the

said dams, dykes, channel and power house lieing hereinafter referred to as the

said "Works"). The whole as will more fully appear upon reference to the

plan dated the eigth day of September A.D. 1905 and signed by the parties

hereto ne i^arictur.

And whereas the company have also applied for the approval of the
Ciovernor in Council to the taking and acquiring by the said company of the
lands required for the said works, which said lands are described in the Book*
of Reference prepared by the said company, a copy of which is hereto attached
marked "Schedule A" (which saiil lands arc hereinafter referred to as the said

"lands").

And whereas by an Order in Council bearing date the 6th day of January
A.D. 1906, a copy of which is hereto annexed, marked B, the plans of the said

works and of the acquiring of the said lands by the company have been
approved by His Excellency the Governor in Council upon condition that the
company enters into an agreement with His Majesty represented as afore-

said, for the protection of certain rights and interests therein referred to.

Now therefore these presents witness that the company for and in

consideration of the approval of the plans for the said works, and for the
acquisition of the said lands by the company for itself, its successors and assigns

contracts and agrees with His Majesty represented as aforesaid as follows:

—

1. That the said company will so construct the said works that the general

navigation of the St. Lawrence River shall not be impeded or interfered with
and that the diversion of water shall not be so affected as to in any way injure

the navigation on the St. Lawrence River, such diversion not to exceed the
quantity mentioned in Order in Council dated 6th January 1906, namely
350,000 gallons per second.

2. That if at any time in the opinion of the Minister or of any Engineer
appointed by the Minister for that purpose, the navigation of the St. Lawrence
has been injuriously affected by the said works, then the company shall at

once construct and maintain dykes or dams of which the location and mode
of construction shall be determined by the Minister, from the lower end of

He a I'Ail to the upper end of He No. 467 of the official cadastral plan and
book of reference of the said Parish of St. Joseph de Soulanges, a length of

about 600 feet ; and from the lower end of the said Island No. 467 to the upper
end of He Villemomble a length of a.bout 700 feet; and from time to time
build and maintain such other works in addition thereto or in substitution

therefor as in the opinion of the Minister may be necessary to fully restore and
maintain the navigation of the St. Lawrence.

3. That if the works directed by the Minister to be built by the company
under the provisions of the last clause shall not have the effect of fully restoring

and maintaining the navigation of the St. Lawrence River, then in such case
the company shall alter, modify or remove such portion of their said works,
or so modify or reduce the use of the water provided by the said works as in

the opinion of the Minister may be necessary to fully restore and maintain the

said navigation.

4. That the company shall not commence the construction of the works
until the proposed sites, plans and details of construction and all necessary
information respecting the said works have been submitted to and approved
of by the Minister.

79977—6^
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5. That the said works shall be constructed by the company subject

to the approval of an Engineer authorized for such purpose by the Minister of

Public Works, and the decision of the said Engineer shall be final and con-

clusive upon all questions that may arise in connection with such construction.

6. That the company will settle, pay and fully provide for the claims of all

riparians and other persons who may sustain any loss or damage in conse-

quence of the construction of the said works or of any of the works which the

company may be required to construct and maintain for the purpose of

'restoring or maintaining the navigation of the St. Lawrence.

7. That it is distinctly understood and agreed that nothing in these

presents contained shall in any way relieve the said company from its obliga-

tion to observe and abide by all the provisions of its said Act of Incorporation
or of any of the provisions of the Railway Act 1903 that may be applicable

to it.

8. That if, in the opinion of the Minister of Public Works, the construction

of these works should impede the free passage of rafts down the river, provision
shall be made to pass rafts througli the power canal, and a proper slide shall

be pro\-ide{l at the lower end of the said canal, sucli opening and slide to be
provided and operated at the expense of the said company.

9. That the Hon. the Minister of Public Works may establish and main-
tain at the expense of the company on the dam or appurtenant works such
lights and other signals as he may deem necessary on account of the existence

of the proposed works for the protection of navigation.

10. Provided further that the company shall commence their works within a

period of 3 years and shall complete the development of a minimum quantity of

30,000 horse power within a period of 10 years from the date of signing this

agreement.

11. Whenever in this agreement "the company" is referred to such reference

shall include the heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, and whenever
"His Majesty" or "The Minister" is referred to, such reference shall include his

Successors and Assigns.

In witness where of, the parties hereto of tlie first and second parts have
hereunto set their hands and seals the day, month and year first above written.

Signed, Sealed and Delivered by the (Sgd.) J. B. HUNTER,
Deputy Minister and counter- Deputy Minister of Public Works.
signed by the Secretary of the N.\p. Tessier,

Department of Public Works in Secretary.

the presence of: (Sgd.) The Cedars RAPros Manu-
(Sgd.) J. A. Chasse. facturing and Power Company.

Signed, Sealed and Delivered by the Jas. W. Domville,
company in the presence of: President.

(Sgd.) S. LeMav. C. Dess.\ulles,

Paul J. Lorrain. Secretary.

[Seal] P.C. No. 1681

ORDER IN COUNCIL
Dated 14 August, 1922.

Privj' Council, Canada.

(Sgd.) RODOLPHE Boi-DREAU,

Clerk of the Privy Council.
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3560-1 D.

Ottawa, August 18, 1922.

Gentlemen,— I si'iid you licrewitli a copy of an Order in Council passed
on August 14 in:<tant, approving subject to certain conditions of tlie plan and
description of the site of ice protection piers and a glance boom proposed to be
built by the Cedars Rapids Alaniifacturing & Power Company at Cedars, P.Q.
I enclose also copies of the plan and description approved by the Order in

Council.

Kindly acknowledge receipt of these documents.

(Sgd.) L. H. COLMAN.
Assistant Secretary.

Messrs Brown, Montgomery & McMichael,
Barristers, etc.,

Dominion Express Building, Montreal, P. Q.

3560-lD
Ottawa, August 19, 1922.

R. M. Wilson, Esq.,

Montreal Light, Heat and Power Consolidated,

Montreal, P.Q.

Council has granted authority for approval your works at Cedars. In-

structions being issued to-day to Engineer Papineau by letter.

(Sgd.) A. St. Laurent.

3560-1

D

MoNTRE.\L, August 21, 1922.

L. H. CoLMAN, Esq.,

Assistant Secretary, Dept. Public Works,
Parliament Buildings, Ottawa.

Re Ice protection piers and glance booiyis Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and
Power Company, at Cedars.—Your file No. SoGO-lC.

Dear Sir,—We are most obliged for your letter of the 18th instant en-
closing copy of Order in Council, and also copies of plan and description as
approved by tlie Order in Council.

Yours very truly,

(Sgd.) BROWN. MONTGOMERY & McMICHAEI..

3560-11)

Ottawa, February 27. 1924.

J. B. Hi-NTER, Esq.. C.M.G.,
Deputv Minister of Public W^orks,

Ottawa, Ont.

Re Cedar Rapids Manufacturing and Power Company
Dear Sir,—By agreement date<l the 28th day of May, 1909, the Cedar

Rapids Manufacturing and Power Company obtained the right to use 350,000
gallons of water per second from the St. Lawrence River. This is equivalent

to 56,000 cubic feet.

The works of the Company were approved apparently by an Order in

Council dated Januan- 6th. 1906, which is attached to the agreement.
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Reference to the agreement shows that the whole arrangement with the

Company was conditional upon the preservation of navigation on the St. Law-
rence and it specifically provided that it shall not be impeded or interfered

with and that the diversion of water shall not be so affected as to in any way
injure the navigation of the St. Lawrence River. The Company is expressly

prohibited from taking more than 350,000 gallons of water per second. Paragraph
2 of the agreement provides, among other things, that if at any time in tlie

opinion of the Minister or any engineer appointed by tlie Minister for that pur-

pose, the navigation of the St. Lawrence River has been injuriously affected by
the said works, the Company is bound to construct dykes and dams as therein

provided for the purpose of restoring and maintaining the navigation of the

river. Clause 3 of the agreement makes this last provision more drastic and
provides for the alteration and removal of the Company's works, if necessary.

1 do not think it necessary to refer at greater length to the provisions of

the agreement as the original is no doubt on file in the Department for refer-

ence.

Representing the Canada Steamship Lines, Limited, I have to say that

during the years 1920, 1921, 1922 and 1923 it has been brought to our attention

that navigation has been seriously impaired and on many occasions of which
we can furnish the Department with full evidence, our steamships, the Hapids
Queen and Rapids King and the Rapids Prince have struck bottom and sus-

tained damage at the point in the river affected by tlie works and operations

of the power company and navigation has apparently been seriously interfered

with. t

This interference with navigation may be due to the construction of the

works of the Company, or to the Company taking more water from the river

than the quantity stipulated in the agreement. In either case, the remedy
under the agreement appears to be in the hands of the Minister of Public

AVorks. As I said in the earlier part of the letter, the agreement gives him
power to compel the Company to preserve free navigation even if it should

be necessarj^ to order some of the works to be removed.
The Canada Steamship Lines do not desire to be unreasonable in the

matter. This Company is only concerned with tlie preservation of navigation

but the interference with navigation at this place has reached such a point that

it has become almost unsafe to bring down our boats laden as they are with

passengers.

We would therefore respectfully request that the Minister of Public

Works exercise his powers under the agreement and investigate first, the ques-

tion as to whether the Company is taking from the river more water than the

quantity stipulated. It has been stated that this is the case but the Steamship
Company has no means of verifying this. It is however, in the power of the

Minister to do so. Secondly, we would respectfully request that investigation

be made to ascertain whether the works of the Company constructed under
the above mentioned Order in Council and agreements have had the effect

of interfering with free navigation of the river. If it should be found on
investigation that the Company is taking too much water from the river or

that the works interfere with navigation, on behalf of the companies and
persons navigating the river, we would further respectfully request that steps

be taken by the Minister to relieve the situation under the powers vested in

him by the agreement.

I shall be glad any time to attend at your convenience to discuss the
matter further and the Canada Steamship Lines will be glad to furnish you
with whatever evidence you may require which is in tlieir possession.

Yours respectfully.

(Sgd.) N. G. GUTHRIE.
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3560-10

Ottawa, February 28, 1924.

De.\r Sir,—I am in receipt of your favour of the 27th instant, suggesting
that the Cedar Rapids Manufacturing & Power Company is using a larger

quantity of water on the St. Lawrence than authorized by their agreement, and
that the effect is detrimental to navigation and is complained of by the Canada
Steamship Lines, Limited.

The matter will be duly investigated.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) J. B. HUNTER,
Deputy Minister.

N. G. Guthrie, Esq.,

Barrister,

Ottawa, Ont.

3560-lD

Ottawa, February 29, 1924.

J. B. Hunter, Esq., C.M.G.,
Deputy Minister of Public Works,

Ottawa, Ont.

Re Cedar Rapids Manufacturing & Power Company.
Dear Mr. Hunter,—I have your letter of February 28th, informing me

that the subject matter of the Canada Steamship Company's complaint will

be duly investigated.

I have a letter from the Secretary of the Company to-day asking me for

information as to what evidence we will have to submit, as the Company
desires to put the Department in possession of evidence that navigation has
been seriously impaired and will probably want to produce technical

evidence of engineers that this is due to tlie Cedar Rapids Company taking too

much water or to the nature and character of the construction of their works
I would be glad to be advised on this point.

Yours respectfully,

(Sgd.) N. G. GUTHRIE,

356a-lD

Ott.awa, March 3, 1924.

De.\r Sir,— I am in receipt of your letter of the 29th ultimo, concerning
the complaint made by the Canada Steamship Company re Cedar Rapids
Manufacturing and Power Company, and if you submit all the evidence the

Canada Steamship Company has in support, of this complaint, it will facilitate

the study of this matter by the Department. I take it that evidence as to

the nature and character of the construction of the Cedar Rapids Manufactur-
ing and Power Company's works need not be supplied.

Yours very truly

(Sgd.) J. B. HUNTER,

X. G. Guthrie, Esq.,

Barrister, etc..

Citizen Building, Ottawa.

Deputy Miiiistcr.
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LACHENE

1073Q-1

Ottawa, January 29, 1924.

Dear Sir,—With reference to the application on behalf of the Lachine
Rapids Hydraulic & Land Company, Ltd. for approval of plans and site of

proposed development in replacement of the existing development at Lachine
Rapids, I would advise you that thi.s application has been referred to our
District Engineer in Montreal, Mr. J. L. Dansereau, for a report, and I have
advised Mr. Dansereau to communicate with you for any further information
which he may recjuire in the matter.

When Mr. Dansereau's report is received I will be pleased to make an
appointment with you here, so that the matter may be further considered.

Yours very truly,

(Sgd.) K. A]. CAMERON,
Chief Engineer.

Mr. Pope,

Care Montreal Light, Heat & Power Consolidated,

Montreal, P.O.

10730-1

Montreal, February 2, 1924.

Tfie Minister of Public Works,
Ottawa, Ont.

Re Navigable Waters Protection Act and proposed application of the Lachine
Rapids Hydrardic & Land Company, Ltd.

De.vr Sir,—We are writing on behalf of Messrs. F. H. and C. W. Pen-
niston of Verdun, Que., the owners of Lot No. 999, cadastre of the Parish of

Lachine, now in the Town of Lascalle.

On examination of the plans deposited by the above named Company under
section 7 of the said Act, in the Registry Office of the Registration Division of

Hochelaga and Jacques Cartier at Montreal, we find that a portion of our

clients' property will evidently be used by the Company for the purposes of

its proposed development, and that not only this portion but the entire lot of

property will suffer a very serious detriment.

No steps have as yet been taken by the Lachine Rapids Hydraulic & Land
Company, Limited to procure from our clients the necessary- rights or ofifer

them any compensation. Hence we must, on their behajf and in protection of

their interests place ourselves on record as opposing the proposed development.

We would be glad to make personal representations to you in support of

our clients' opposition if and when you should so desire or deem necessary.

Would you kindly acknowledge receipt hereof.

Your very truly,

(Sgd.) LAFLEUR, MacDOUGALL. AL\cFARLANE & BARCLAY.
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10730-1

Montreal, Fel)ruar\- 4, 1924.

To till- Honourable J. H. King,
Minister of Public Works,

Parliament Bldgs., Ottawa.

De.\r Sir,—Our attention lias been drawn to a notice pul3li^lle(l in our daily

papers by the Montreal Liglit, Heat and Power Company, under the "Navig-

able Waters Protection Act" advising that they are asking for leave to erect

a power plant in front of Lot 4687, P. of Montreal, (City of Verdun).

We understand tiiat opposition to this project is to be heard before you;

would you be kind enough to advise us when and where such hearing will take

place.

Being the owners of said I^ot 4687 we are deeply interested in this case and

would be very thankful should you accede to our request.

We beg t<j remain, dear sir,

(Sgd.) THE GREATER MONTREAL LAND COMPANY,
J. Aid. OUIMET,

Manager.

10730-1

Ott.\wa, Februai-y 5, 1924.

Dear Sir.— I have yours of tiie 2nd instant protesting against the applica-

tion of the Lachine Rapids Hydraulic and Land Company. Ltd., for approval

of plans and site of proposed development in replacement of the existing develop-

ment at Lachine Rapids, and shall be pleased to have your representations looked

into and reported upon by tJie Engineering Branch.

Your sincerely,

(Sgd.) J.H. KING.
Messrs. Lafleur ^L\cDoig.\ll, MacF.vrlaxe B.\rclav,

Barristers, Roval Trust Building,

Montreal, P.Q.

10730-1

Ottawa, February 7, 1924.

Dear Sir,—I am in receipt of your letter of the 4th instant in which you
state that your attention has been drawn to a notice published in your daily

papers by the Montreal. Light, Heat and Power Company, under the Navigable

Waters Protection Act advising that they are asking for leave to erect a power
plant in front of Lot 4687, P of Montreal, City of Verdun.

This application is now being considered by the Engineering Branch of

this department. Will you please file in writing as soon as possible any objec-

tions which you have to this application so that they may be carefully studied.

If a public hearing is hekl in connection with this application, you will

be advisefl in good time so that you may have a representative present.

Yours sincerely,

(Sgd.) .1. H. KING
.1. A. Oil MET, Esq.,

Manager,
"The Greater Montreal Land Companv,

160 St. Jacques, Montreal, P.Q.
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10730-1

Ottawa. February 9, 1924.

J. B. Hunter, Esq., B.A.,

Deputy Minister of Public Works,
Ottawa, Ont.

Dear Sir,—I note that the Lachinc Rapids Hydraulic and Land Company,
Limited are advertising under the Navigable Waters Protection Act the deposit
of plans in connection with a proposed hydro-electric development in the St.

Lawrence River at Lachine Rapids, in front of lots numbers 993, 994, 995, 996
and 999, Cadastre of the Parish of Lachine. I am instructed by my clients

the Canada Steamship Lines, Limited, to protest against the approval of these
plans on the ground of interference with navigation through reducing the depth
of water or altering the currents in the river. I therefore respectively request
that before this matter is dealt with, the fullest opportunity may be given to the
Canada Steamship Lines, Limited, and others interested to lay before the

Department their views on the subject. I would take it as a great favour if

I could be advised that consideration of the application will be deferred until

my clients and others interested have been heard.

Yours respectfully,

CSgd.) N. GUTHRIE.

10730-1

Ottaw.a, February, 11. 1924.

Dear Sir,—I am in receipt of your letter of the 9th instant, protesting

against the application of the Lachine Rapids Hydraulic and Land Company,
Limited, for approval of plans for a proposed hydro-clcctric development in the
St. Lawrence River at Lachine and will be pleased to se that your representations

are given careful consideration when the matter is reported upon by the
Engineering Branch.

Yours sincerely,

(Sgd.) J. B. HUNTER,
N. G. Guthrie, Esq., Deputy Minister.

Barrister,

Citizen Building; Ottawa.

10730-1

Kingston, Ont., February 11, 1924.

J. B. Hunter, Esq.,

Deputy Minister of Public Works,
Ottawa.

Dear Sir,—It has just come to the notice of the Dominion Marine Associa-
tion that The Lachine Rapids Hydraulic and Land Company, Limited, is apply-
ing for approval of plans for certain developments and that the one month's
notice is on the point of expiring. The plans have not yet been examined by
the Association and formal action is scarcely possible until the next meeting
of the Executive Committee, but I am asked in the meantime to lodge a
necessary protest on behalf of the Association and to ask for time for considera-
ion, I shall be glad to know that this is in order and I shall endeavour to have
advise at an early date.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

(Sgd.) FRANCIS KING.
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10730-1

Ottawa, February 13, 1924.

Dkar Sir,—I have your;? of tlie lltli instant protesting against tlie applica-

tion of The Lachine Rapids Hj'draulic and Land Company Limited for approval
of plans and site of proposed development in replacement of the existing

development at Lachine Rapids and shall be pleased to have your detailed

objections to the proposal as soon as possible so that they may be given
consideration.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) J. B. HUNTER,
Deputy Minister.

Francis King, Esq., K.C.,

Dominion Marine Association,

Kingston, Ont.

1073O-1

To the Minister of Public Works, Ottawa

Re: The Lachine R.u>ids Hydr.^tjlic and Land Company, Limited

Navigable Water Protection Act, R.S.C., Chapter 115

The City of Verdun objects to the carrying out of this work as it will be

detrimental to the properties located in the limits of the City, and specially

amongst other things to the water intake, to the sewers outlet, to the navigation,

etc., and damages will result that will effect to considerable extent.

The City of Verdun wishes to have an opportunity to be heard when the

application of the Lachine Rapids Hydraulic and Land Company, Limited
will be made.

Verdun, February 13, 1924.

(Sgd.) FAUTEUX & FAUTEUX,
Attorneys for said City of Verdun.

10730-1

Verdun, February 13, 1924.

To the Honourable Mijiister of Public Works, Ottaica.

Honourable Sm,—Enclosed please find an objection filed by the City of

Verdun against the carrying out of the work proposed by the Lachine Rapids
Hydraulic and Land Company Limited.

Would you be kind enough to give instructions to notify our offices when
this case will be heard.

We have the honour to be,

Honourable sir.

Yours very truly,

(Sgd.) FRANCIS FAUTEUX.
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10730-1

Ottawa, Februarj' 14, 1924.

Dear Sir,—I have yours of the 13th instant with enclosed objection filed

by tiie City of Verdun against the carrying out of the work proposed by the

Lachine Rapids Hydraulic and Land Company Limited and as desired shall

be pleased to advise your Office when this case is brought up for a hearing.

Yours sincerely,

(Sgd.) J." H. KING.
F. Faxjteux, Esq.,

Citv Solicitor,

\'erdun, P.Q.

10730-1

MoNTRE.AL, February 22, 1924.

To the Honourable J. H. King,
Minister of Public Works,

Ottawa, Ont.

Re Lachine Rapids Hydraulic & Land Company

Dear Sir,—Please accept our sincere thanks for yours of the 7th ult; in

connection with same we have learned that the objections filed to you by the

City of Verdun cover very nearly all points of our case.

However we should feel much obliged to you should advise us in good time

so that our counsel may be present at the hearing.

Your truly,

(Sgd.) THE GREATER MONTREAL LAND COMPANY.
Per .T. A. Ouimet,

Manager.
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FURTHER CORRESPONDENCE between Canada and the

United States of America respecting: the St. Lawrence
Waterway Proiect—Appointment of a Joint Engineering
Board.

Xo. ir.7

BRITISH EMBASSY,

Washington, D.C, April 29, 1924.

My LoRD.^I ha\c the honour to refer to Your Excellency's despatch No.
32 of the 10th ulinio regardins; the Joint Engineering Board in connection with

the improvement of the St. Lawrence River, and to transmit to you herewith a

copy of a note received from the United States Government in reply to the

representations which I made on the 12th ultimo. A copy of my note of that

date was enclosed in my despatch No. 103 of the same day.

I have received a verbal communication from the State Department to the

effect that the United States Government desire to release this note for

publication at the earliest possi!)lc moment, and I should therefore be grateful

if Your Excellency would inform me by telegraph, with the least possible delay,

whether your Ministers concur in its i)ublication.

I have the honour to be. My Lord,

Your Excellency's most humble servant,

(For the Ambassador)

(Sgd.) H. G. CHILTON.
His Excellency

The Lord Byxg of Vimy, G.C.B., etc., ect., etc.,

Governor-General of Canada,
OTTAWA.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, April 28, 1924.

Excellency,—In your note of March 12, 1924, you informed me further in

regard to the views of the Canadian Government with reference to the pro-

posal for joint action by the United States and Canada for the improvement
of the St. LawTence River between Montreal and Lake Ontario for navigation

and the development of water power.

In pursuance of the intention of this Government, as stated in my note of

Februarj- 27, 1924, the President has appointed a national committee of nine

members having as its Chairman the Honourable Herbert Hoover, Sccrctarj- of

Commerce, which will act as an advisory- committee to this Government on all

questions that may arise in the consideration of the project.

While regretting that the Canadian Government does not desire that the

committees for the two Governments shall meet in joint conferences, at least

at the outset, to prepare instructions for the enlarged joint en^neering board

and to consider the broader aspects of the project for the proposed development

of the St. Lawrence waterway, this Government would be grateful if you would

inform the Canadian Government that the National Committee for the

United States will be prepared at all times to meet in conference with
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the Canadian Committee in the event that circumstances siiould develop in the

view of the Canadian Government would cause it to appear that joint con-

ferences by the two committees or by representatives of the committees migiit

be desirable for the consideration of any questions arising in connection with
the project.

This Government is pleased to note that the Canadian Government concurs
in its suggestion that the enlarged Joint Engineering Board shall consist of six

members, three representing the United States and three representing Canada,
and to accept the proposal of the Canadian Government that two technical

officers be appointed by each Government for the purpose of formulating the

terms in which the matters to be enquired into by the Board shall be defined.

The United States will be represented on the Joint Engineering Board by
Colonel Edgar Jadwin, Colonel William Kelly, and Lieutentant Colonel George
E. Pillsbury, Corps of Engineers, United States Army. Colonel Jadwin and
Lieutenant Colonel Pillsulnini- will also act as technical officers for the United
States to formulate .in collaboration with the technical officers to be designated

by the Canadian Government the instructions which i^ill be given to the

engineers.

This Government is also pleased to note the acceptance by the Government
of Canada of the proposal of this Government that there shall be included in the

first instructions to the Joint Engineering Board the two fundamental questions,

whether the scheme for the improvement of the St Lawrence River water-way
which the Engineering Board submitted in its report of June 24, 1921, is

practicable and whether the estimates of the costs of the project made by the

Board require revision, and to agree to the suggestion made by the Dominion
Government that amongst other matters the enlarged Board shall be directed

to enquire into the extent to which the water levels in the St. La\\Tence River

at and below Montreal, as well as the river and lake levels generally, will be

affected by the execution of the project.

It will, of course, be understood that the instructions drafted by the technical

officers will be subject to review and approval by the appropriate officials of the

respective Governments before they would be given to the Board of Engineers

by the Governments in conformity with the remark made on that point in my
note of February 27, 1924. In connection with such review and approval, the

instructions drafted by the technical officers will be submitted by the officers

for the United States to the National Committee, for this Government.
This Government would be pleased to be informed at the early convenience

of the Canadian Government of the names of the technical officers appointed by
that Government in order that the officers for the two Governments may make
arrangements with as little delay as possible to collaborate in the drafting of

the instructions for the joint engineering Board. This Government would also

be pleased to be informed in due course of the names of the Canadian members
of the Joint Engineering Board.

Accept Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

fSsrd.) CHARLES E. HUGHES.
His Excellency

The Right Honourable
Sir EsME HowARP, G.C.M.G.. K.C.B., C.V.O.

Ambassador of Great Britain.
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CODE TELEGRAM FROM THE GOVERNOR GENERAL TO HIS
MAJESTY'S AMBASSADOR AT WASHINGTON

Ottawa, May 7, 1924.

With reference to your despatch No. 167 of the 29th April. St. LawTcnce

River.

The Government of Canada has selected as its representatives on the Board
—Duncan W. McLachlan, B.Sc, Ottawa; Olivier Odilon Lefebvre, Chief Engin-

eer, of the Quebec Streams Commission, Montreal, P.Q.; and Brigadier-General

Charles Hamilton Mitchell, C.B., C.M.G., B.A.Sc, C.E., of Toronto; and of

them the two last mentioned will act as technical oflBccrs on its behalf to settle

the terms of reference.

Canadian Government entirely concurs with the Government of the United
States that it should be understood that the instructions drafted by the technical

officers will be subject to approval by the respective Governments before

being given to the Board, and these instructions will be submitted by the

technical officers for Canada to the Canadian National Advisory Committee
which has been constituted under the Chairmanship of the Honourable
George P. Graham, Minister of Railways and Canals, and which includes

among its members the Honourable Walter Edward Foster, of St. Joh.n, N.B.,

the Honourable Sir Clifford Sifton, K.C.M.G., K.C., of Toronto, Ontario;

Dr. Wilfrid Laurier McDougald, of Montreal, P.Q.,; Major-General John Wil-

liam Stewart, C.B., C.M.G., of Vancouver. B.C., the Honourable Adelard Tur-
geon, C.M.G., C.V.O., of Quebec, P.Q. ; and Messrs. Thomas Ahcarn, of Ottawa,

Beaudr>- Leman, B.Ss., C.E., of IMontreal, P.Q.; and Edward D. Martin, of

Winnipeg. Man.
The Canadian Government suggests that the unpublished despatches should

be released for publication in the afternoon papers of Friday, May 9th.

(Sgd.) BYNG.
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CERTIFIED COPY of a Report of the Committee of the Privy
Council approved by His Excellency the Governor Gen-
eral on the 7th May. 1924.

P.C. 779.

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a Report,
dated 7th May, 1924, from the Secretary of State for External Affairs, sub-
mitting that the question of improving the navigation on the St. Lawrence
Waterway so as to provide access to tlie Great Lakes for maritime commerce,
is one of considerable difficulty and complication, and its right decision may
be of the highest possible importance to Canada. The project necessarily
involves collaboration with the Lhiited States of America and the expenditure
of very large sums of money. The minutest examination of the problem in
all its aspects, financial, economic, technical and international, is not only
justified but essential. The International Joint Commission has held hearings
on the subject in both Canada and the United States, and has submitted a
most elaborate' and valuable report; the engineering problems involved have
already been the subject of enciuiry and report by an international board of
engineers, and are to be further investigated by another such Board; other
technical connected questions are in course of being studied by an interdepart-
mental committee.

The Minister is of the opinion that it would be in the public interest to
constitute a National Advisory Committee to consider generally whether or
not the project would, if completed, be beneficial to Canada, whether the
benefits which might accrue and the pecuniarj' returns, direct or indirect,
which may be anticipated from it are such as to counterbalance its disadvan-
tages, if any, whether Your Excellency should indicate a readiness to enter
into discussions with the United States of America looking towards the
negotiation of a treaty for the carrying out of the necessary works, and what
should be the character of the stipulations which any such treaty should
contain.

The Minister accordingly recommends that a National Advisory
Committee be constituted for the purposes aforesaid, the Honouarable George
Perry Graham, Minister of Railways and Canals, to be Chairman thereof,
and the follwoing to be its members:

—

Thomas Ahearn, Ottawa, Ont.

;

Honourable Walter Edward Foster, St. John, N.B.;
Beaudn,- Leman, B.Sc, C.E., Montreal, P.Q.;
Edward D. Martin, Winnipeg, ^L^n.;

Dr. Wilfrid Laurier McDougald. Montreal, P.Q.

;

Honourable Sir Clifford Sifton, K.C.M.G., K.C., Toronto, Ont.;
ALajor-Gcneral John William Stewart, C.B., C.M.G., Vancouver, B.C.;
Honourable Adelard Turgeon, C.M.G., C.V.O., Quebec, P.Q.

The Committee concur in the foregoing recommendation and submit the
same for approval.

(Sgd.) E. J. LEMAIRE,
Clerk of the Privy Pouncil.
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CERTIFIED COPY of a Report of the Committee of the Privy
Council appointed by His Excellency the Governor Gen-
eral on the 7th May, 1924.

P.C. 77S.

The Committee of the Privy Council, on the recommendation of the

Secretary of State for External Affairs, advise that Duncan W. McLachlan,
B.Sc, of the Department of Rail^vay^^ and Canals, Ottawa; Olivier Odilon
Lefebvre, Chief Engineer. (Quebec Streams Commission, of Montreal, and Brig.-

Ceneral Charles Hamilton Mitchell. C.B., C.M.G.. B.A.Sc. C.E., of Toronto,
be appointed to act with three engineers nominated by the Government of

the United States of America as a Joint Board of Engineers to examine further

into such matters relating to the improvement of the St. Lawrence Waterway
as may be referred to such Board by agreement between the Government of

Canad.'i and the Govcrmcnt of the United States, and to report upon the
matters referred to the Board within such time as may be limited by the specific

instructions agreed on as aforesaid.

The Committee, on the same recommendation, further advise that the two
engineers last above named be appointed to consult with two technical officers

selected by the Governnaent of the United States as to the subjects of investi-

gation which should be specifically referred to the Board, and to submit their

recommendations as to the form and contents of such specific instructions.

All of which is respectfully -submitted for Your Excellency's approval.

(Sgd.) E. J. LEMAIRE,
Clerk of the Privy Council.

79977—
"i
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RETURN
To an Address to His Excellency the Govenor General, 19th March, 1924,

for a copy of all correspondence, papers, applications, agreements,

letters and other documents exchanged between the Government of

Ontario and the Hydro- Electric Commission of Ontario and the Govern-

ment of Canada, relating to the construction of a power dam on the

St. Lawrence River near the town of Morrisburg for the generation of

electric power for the use of the people of the Eastern part of the

province of Ontario.

A. B. COPP.
Secretary of State.

Mover: Mr. CnrRCH.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
Office of the Deputy Minister

Ottawa, March 27, 1924.

'Sib,— I beg to transmit herewith Return called for by Order of the House
of Commons, for a copy of all correspondence between Ontario Government
or Hydro Electric Commission and Dominion Government, re Construction
Power Dam on St. Lawrence River near Morrisburg, etc., together with your
Reference No. 10.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

J. B. HUNTER,
Deputy Minister.

The Lender Secretary of State,

Ottawa.
End.

Hvdro-Electric Power Commission

Toronto, January 24. 1924.

To the Secretary,

Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, Ontario.

Re: Application of Hydw-Electric Power Commission of Ontario for
Morrisbttrg Development.

De.\r Sir,—In pursuance of authority of the Government of Ontario, the

Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario makes application for the

approval of plans and site for dam and power development works proposed to

be built on the St. Lawrence River at. or near Morrisburg.
Accompanying this application are the following plans aiirl documents,

which I beg to enclave herewith:

—
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1. Five copies of a description of the general engineering features of the
proposition of tiie Hyciro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario to develop the

St. Lawrence River in the vicinity of Morrisburg, dated Januarj- 10th, 1924.

2. Five copies of Plan No. 160-E-105, entitled "Project for the Power
Development of the St. Lawrence River" dated Januan,- 8th, 1924, being a
general plan of the site, regulating dam, the power works, and the lock for

navigation within the above structures at or near Morrisburg.
3. Five copies of i)lan No. lGO-M-106 entitled "St. Lawrence River pro-

ject for power development channel improvements" showing excavation plans

at Leishman Point and Ogden Island.

4. Five copies of plan No. 160-E-107 entitled "St. Lawrence River project

for power development channel improvements" showing excavation in vicinity

of Galops Island head of South (lalops Rapids.

5. Five copies of plan No. lGO-D-103. entitled "Power House at Morris-
burg, St. Lawrence River, scheme "B" being a general cross .section of the

power house, and section of the dam, in which it is located.

6. Five copies of a general map of the St. Lawrence River from Brockville

to Montreal, with approximate proposed location of tiie works indicated thereon.

The above referred to plans, together with descriptive matter are general,

but 1 trust will answer the requirements of your Department for the present.

It is expected that further detailed plans will be provided at a later date, as are

found necessary and required by your Department.
The Commission suggests that a conference between the Engineers of

your Department and tlie Commission might be desirable, with a view to

settling objections, if any, that your Engineers may have to the proposed

works.

The Commission desires to proceed with the work at the earliest possible

date, and would be glad to have this application receive your early considera-

tion.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) W. W. POPE.
Sccrctani.

Description of General Engineering Frnturcx of the Proposal of the Hydro-
Electric Pmver Conimi.'^sion of Ontario to Develop the St. Lawrence
Rii'cr in the vicinity of Morrisburg. Ontario.—Jayiuary 23, 1924.

The works proposed to be constructed on the St. Lawrence River, opposite

the village of Morrisburg, Ontario, provide for navigation and for the develop-
ment of power. The works comprise of excavated channels, navigation lock,

dams and sluicew'ays, embankments and power house.

The site near the village of Morrisburg, Ontario, has been selected on
account of its many advantages, some of which are: accessibility for purposes

of construction, a location for the power house that in large measure is free

from construction hazards, the procuring of foundation material for all the

major structures, and such contours of the lands upstream as will greatly reduce

the damage and inconvenience that w-ould result to residents as contrasted w'ith

developments at other feasible sites.

The general arrangement of the proposed works may be understood by refer-

ence to the accompanying drawings, upon wliich the various structures and
works arc shown in their respective general situations.

Sufficient spillway and sluiceway capacity will be provided to take care

of the total maximum flow of the St. Lawrence river without anv allowance for
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flow tlirough the turbines in tlie power houses. At the main dam tiiere will be

provideil 600 feet of free spillway with crest at or about elevation 241 ; sluice-

ways aggregating a clear 800 feit in length with a depth of 21 feet, controlled

by stoney sluices; a clear length of sluiceways aggregating 320 feet with a

deptli of 21 feet of submerged sluices with suitable gates. Further, it is

proposed to divide the river, as far down as the foot of Murphy Island, into two
channels by an embankment connecting this island to the power house. The
south channel will be connected to the forebay of the power plant by a channel

600 feet wide, cut through Murpiiy Point. Also a dam, provided with 350 lineal

feet of submerged sluices, and 250 lineal feet of ice sluices will be placed across

the upper end of this channel.

The channel south of Ogden Island, known as Little River, with the

channels east and west of Clark Island will form the forebay of the proposed

development. There will be three inlets to this basin, of which the present

mouth of Little River will form one. This channel will be improveil by cutting

off part of Lcishman's Point, by deepening the cliannel of Little Kiver ,and by
removing the present dam near Waddington. A cut 300 feet wide will also be

made across the low part of Ogden Island west of Waddington with a bottom
grade at Elevation 213. In addition to this channel, there will be another

channel across the Island just above the main dam. Inasmuch as the new
water level created by the proposed structure will create sufficient depth of

water across tiiis channel, no excavation is contemplated here as the existing

contours provide all the carrying capacity that is required at this place.

Provision is made for sufficient excavation in the channels on either side

of Galops Island to permit the proposed pool levels to be maintained without
causing Lake Ontario to rise as high as its natural flood level. This part of

the proposed work is shown on drawing 160-E-107.

Power House—The Canadian power house occupies the channel between
tiie lower end of Ogden Island and Clark Island. Provision is made for an
American power house between the east side of Clark Island and Murphy
Point. The Canadian power house will contain some 34 unit's, each capable of

developing 10,800 H.P. under a head of 27 feet. A cross section of the power
house through one of the units is shown in drawing 160-B-103. The general

location of the power house, dam and other' structures and work are shown on
drawings Nos. 160-E-105, 160-D-106, and 160-E-107.

Question of Damages jar Floodinq—-The important feature of damage to

property by flooding or by other means has not been overlooked. On account
of the uncertainties appertaining to this phase of the project. It has not been
considered necessary at this stage to do more than here give the assurance

that this matter will he disposed of in surli a manner as to do full justice

to all interests concerned.

Xavigation Stntctures—At the north end of the dam a lock with 30 feet

of water on the sill at low water will permit shipping to pass between the pool

above the dam to the part of the present Morrisburg canal below Mariatown.

This lock is provided with ample entrance piers, four pairs of service gates,

a pair of unwatering gates, and an emergency gate. Sluices in the dam adja-

cent to the lock supply water to the lower reach of the caifal, and for the

power plants at present drawing their water .«upply from the canal at Morris-

burg. Provision is made also for adequate sluices to discharge surplus water

from this reach to the river below the dam. A swing bridge over the lock will

provide access by a railway spur to the power house.

Shipping, after passing into the portion of the Morrisburg canal below the

dam, would continue as at present through the present lock 23 and thence

return to the river and vice versa.
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When, in tlie future, it is desired to provide for navigation with a draft

of 25 or 30 feet, then the channels above and below the 30-foot lock would be

excavated to provide the necessarj' depth and the necessary additions to the

entrance piers built. Shipping would then pass from the pool above the dam
to the river below the dam or vice-versa.

Ottaw^a, Januarj' 25, 1924.

Sir,—I beg leave to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of January
24th instant, enclosing the following plans in connection with the application

of the Commission for approval of a dam and power development works pro-

posed to be built on the St. Lawrence River at or near Morrisburg:

—

1. Five copies of the description of the general engineering features dated
January 10, 1924.

2. Five copies of plan No. 160-E-105 project for the power development
of the St. Lawrence River, dated Januarj' 8, 1924.

3. Five copies of plan No. 160-D-106 showing excavation plans at Leish-

man Point and Ogden Island.

4. Five copies of plan No. 160-E-107 showing excavation in the vicinity

of Galops Island, head of South Galops Rapids.

5. Five copies of plan No. 160-D-103 being a general cross-section of

the power house and section of the dam.

6. Five copies of a genereal map of the St. Lawrence River from Brock-
ville to Montreal.

None of the plans mentioned arc certified by the Registrar. I not« further

detailed plans will be provided later on if they arc found necessary by this

Department.
Would you please send me a set of tracings of the plans filed, and have

them certified by the Registrar.

Your suggestion that a conference between the Engineers of this Depart-
ment and the Commission might be desirable has also been noted.

The plans are being referred to the Chief Engineer for report.

I enclose a copy of our memorandum explaining the requirements of the
Navigable Waters Protection .\ii whidi cdxcriis works of this nature.

W. W. Pope, Esq.,

Secretary, Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario,

Toronto, Ont.

Yours obediently,

(Sgd.) L. H. COLMAN,
Secretary.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS, CANADA
Memorandi'm in reference to applications jor the approval by the Govemor-

General-i'Q-Council under the provision.^ of chapter 115, revised statutes

of Canada, 1906, and amending acts, of the sites and plans of works in

navigable u'aters.

Paragraph (a) of Section 2 of the Navigable Waters Protection Act as re-

enacted by Chapter 33. 1918, defines "work" as follows:

—

(a) " Work includes any bridge, boom, dam. aboiteau, wharf, dock, pier

or other structure, tunnel or pipe, or telegraph or power cable or wire and the
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approaches or otlier works necessary or appurtenant theret^o, or any work, struc-

ture, or device, wlicthcr similar in ciiaracter to tlie foregoing or not, wiiich may
interfere with navigation."

Under the Statutes and practice of the Department the procedure is as

follows:—
1. To deposit a written description of the site, if possible by metes and

bounds, and also a plan or plans of the proposed work, with the Minister of

Public Works, accompanied by an applica^on for their approval by the Gov-
ernor-Cieneral-in-Council. The plan or plans must be sufficient to indicate

clearly the nature and extent of the work, and also the site of the same. Five
copies of the description and five copies of the plan, or set of plans if there are

more than one plan, are rcciuired. One of the plans, or one set of the plans

if there arc more than one. must be tracetl on linen, the others may be blue or

white prints. The descriptions must be typed on heavy paper. If these docu-
ment,* are sent by mail, they should be addressed to '' The Secretary, Depart-
ment of Public Works, Ottawa."

2. A duplicate of the above-mentioned description of the site and of the

plan or plans of the proposed work must be deposited with the Registrar of

Deed« for the District, County or Province in which the work is to be con-

structed. Evidence that the description of the site and the plans have been
so deposited, and of the date of their deposit, must be furnished to the Depart-
ment, and the most satisfactory evidence is a certificate of the Registrar

endorsed upon one of the descriptions of the site, and upon one of the plans

or on each of the plans forming a set of plans, if there are more than one plan,

forwarded to the Secretary of the Department. It is essential that it be clearly

established that the description and plan or plans deposited with the Registrar

are duplicates of those filed with the Minister. The plan or plans so certified

must be the tracings referred to in Clause 1 thereof.

3. One month's notice in the form set out at the conclusion hereof, of the

deposit of the description of the site and of the plan or plans with the Minister
of Public Works and with the Registrar of Deeds must be given by advertise-

ment in the " Canada Gazette " and in two newspapers published in or near
the locality where the work is to be constructed.

Evidence of the publication of the advertisement in the " Canada Gazette "

and in the two local newspapers must be furnished to the Department, and may
be by Statutory Declaration, with copies of the advertisement in the " Canada
Gazette " and in each newspaper attaciied as exhibits. The declaration must
state that the two newspapers containing the advertisement are published in or

near the locality where the work is to be constructed, and must mention the

dates of the issues of the newspapers that contained the advertisement. Four
insertions of the advertisement at weekly inten'als will be accepted as satis-

factor>- compliances with the provisions of the Statute in this regard.

The Applicants must furnish proof that they own or have a sufficient in-

terest in the land and land covereci with water upon which the works are to be
constructs! It is not sufficient to hold the riparian interests alone if the work
extends beyond the limits of the shore, but a sufficient portion of the harbour,
river or lake bed must also be held by the Applicants. The Statutes has refer-

ence to the erections of structures on lands owned by the Applicants or which
they have the right to use and is designed to provide for due protection to

navigation. It cannot be used as a means of acc|uiring title to lands upon which
the structure is to be erected.
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Applicants will note that when it is ncoessary in connertion witli the pro-

posed work for them to acquire land (including land covereil with water) belong-

ing to the Dominion of Canada a separate application for such land must be

made:

—

(a) To the Department of Marine if the land is situated in a public

harbour.

(b) To the Department of the Interior if tlie land is not a public harbour

and is in Manitoba, Saskatchewan.^Alberta, the Railway Belt of British Co-
lumbia, the Northwest Territory or the Yukon Territory or if it is Ordnance Land
in the Provinces of Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.

(c) To the Department of Indian .MTairs if the land belongs to an Indian

reserve.

{d} To the Department of Railways and Canals if the land is part of a

canal reser\^c.

(e) To the Department of Militia and Defence if the land is part of a

Militarj- reserve.

(/) In other cases the application for tlie Dominion Land reciuired may be

sent with the application for the approval of the work, and the description of

the site thereof, to the Department of Public Works.

All applications for Dominion Lands must be accompanied In- a [ilan and

description of the land by metes and bounds in quintuplieate. One of the plans

must be a tracing, the others may be blue or white prints.

5. By Section 4 (2) of the Act, as re-enacted by Chapter 33, 8-9 George

V, 1918, certain small works costing not more than one thousand dollars, whicii

do not interfere with navigation are excepted from the operation of the Act and

may be, on application apnrovcd by the Department without advertising or filing

of plans and description of the site in the Registry Office, as otherwise required.

It is to be noted, however, tliat if the work costs more than one thousand dollars,

or if it in the slightest degree interferes with navigation or encroaches upon

navigable waters, even thougli it may really be otherwise of the utmost value

to navigation, it will not be within the exception. The works covered by this

exception are the following;

—

Small wharfs or groynes or otiier hank or beacli protection works, or boat-

houses.

6. It is to be noted that it will be too late to apply for approval of the

plans and site after the work is built, and works must not be commenced

before the plans have been duly approved. The Statute gives no power to

approve of works already constructed or in process of construction, except in

the case of works constructed or in process of construction on the first day of

June, 1918.

The procedure to secure approval of the plans and sites of works con-

structed or in process of construction on .Time 1, 1918, is the same as already

described for works proposed to be constructed, except that legal evidence must

be supplied that the works were constmcted or in process of construction on

that date; this evidence may be by Statutory Declaration.
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Department of Public Work?, Canada.

Ottawa, Septemlnx 17, 1919.

Model Advertisement

N.wiGABLE Waters Protection Act

R.S.C. Chapter 115

(give full name of .tpplieant) hereby gives notice that has. unrier

Section 7 of the .-aid Act, deposited with the Minister of Public Works at

Ottawa, and in the oflice of the District Registrar of the Land Registry District

of at a description of

the site and the plans of (insert name of work, wharf, breakwater, laying of

cable, etc., as the case may be) proposed to be (built, laid, under etc., as the

case may be) in the (name of river or other body of water) at

in front of Lot number (or at the foot of such a street, etc.,

I

And take notice that alter the expiration of one month from tlie date of the

first publication of this notice (insert name of applicant) will under section

7 of the said Act. apply to the Minister of Pui)lic Works at his office in the

City of Ottawa, for approval of the said site and plans, and for leave to

construct the said i wharf, breakwater, etc., as the case may be).

Dated at this day of 1921.

(Signature)

HVDRO-ELECTRIC POWER COMMISSION

ToROXTO, .January 28. 1924.

Mr. L. H. CoLMAN,
Secretars- Department of Pul>lic Works,

Ottawa. Ont.

Dear Sir,—I beg to acknowledge receipt of yours of the 25th inst., with

enclosures, as stated, in connection with the application of the Commission

for approval of dam and power development works proposed to be erected on the

St. Lawrence River, at or near Morrisburg.
Yours truly,

(Sgd.) W. W. POPE.
,'^ecretary.

Ott.vw'.\, February 22, 1924.

CIexti.emex,^—Referring to my letter of January 25, further examination

of the plans filed by you with your application for the construction of a dam
and power development works on the St. Lawrence River at or near Morrisburg,

shows that the power fiouses proposed are to be located wholly in the United

States, and that only a part of the dam and the canal are to situate in Canada.

The project is consequently one which must be dealt with internationally, not

departmentally.
Moreover, since you were represented before the International .Joint Com-

mission on the hearings preceding their report upon the development of power

and navigation on this section of the St. Lawrence, you are no doubt aware

that the Commission recommended a project differing in essentials from that.
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now submitted by you, and tliat in accordance with the Commission's recom-
mendation action has recently been taken looking to the reconstitution. with

additional members, of the International Board of Engineers, upon whose
report that of the Commission was based.

If, in the circumstances, you consider that any further steps can usefully

be taken at present upon your application, the Department will be glad to

receive your suggestions.

Your obedient servant,

(Sgd.) L. H. COLMAN,
Secretary.

The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario,

190 University Avenue, Toronto, Ont.

HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER COMMISSION

Toronto, Februarj- 25, 1924.

Mr. L. H. CoLMAN,
Secretary- Department of Public Works,

Ottawa, Ontario.

De.4R Sir,—Yours of the 22nd inst. with reference to the construction of

dam and power development on the St. Lawrence River, near ^Morrisburg. came
duly to hand and will be brought to the attention of the Board at an early

date, when you may expect to be communicated with further.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) W. W. POPE,
i^ecretary.
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RETURN
To an Address to His Excellency the Governor General of the 19tli March,

1924, for a copy of all correspondence, petitions, protests, letters, re-

solutions, and otlier documents exchanged between the Government

and any person or persons or organizations, or Provincial Governments

or other public bodies in Canada, protesting against the illegal diversion

of the waters of the Great Lakes by the Chicago Drainage Commission

and of any and all correspondence with the Government of the United

States, the Joint International Commission or others on the subject.

Mover: Mr. Church, M.P.

P.C. 721

Privy Council, Canad.\

Certified Copy of a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council, approved

by His Royal Highness the Governor General on the 27th March, 19121

On a Memorandum, dated 25th March, 1912, from the Minister of Marine

and Fisheries, stating that he understands that the United States Secretary of

War has arranged to hear argiuncnt in the matter of the Chicago Drainage

Canal scheme, at Washington, on the 27th March, 1912.

The Minister observes that as the proposed works contemplate the diver-

sion of ten thousand cubic feet of water per second from Lake Michigan to the

Desplaines River, the question of the effect of any such scheme on navigation

in the international boundary waters, and in the St. Lawrence River, calls for

careful consideration.

The Minister recommends,—in order that the views of the Canadian

Government may be laid before the Secretary of War,—that Messrs:—
Wm. J. Stewart, Chief Hydrographer of Canada. Department of the Naval

Service

;

\'ictor W. Forneret, Superintending Engineer, St. Lawrence Ship Channel,

Marine and Fisheries Department;
Arthur St. Laurent, Assistant Deputy Minister, Public Works Depart-

ment
;

.John Kennedy, Consulting Engineer. Harbour Commissioners of Montreal;

and
Daniel Mullen, K.C., St. John, N.B.,

be authorized to attend the meeting to be held at Washington on the 27th March.

1912. in connection with the Chicago Drainage Canal scheme, and to oppose, on

behalf of the Canadian Government, any proposal which will result in lowering

the level in the International boundary waters and in the St. Lawrence River.

The Committee submit the same for approval.

(Sgd.) RODOLPHE BOUDREAU,
Clerk of the Privy Council.
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Tlic Honourable
The Secretary of State for External Afl'airs.

From the Governor General to His Majesty's Embassador at Washington.

Go\'ERNMENT HoUSE,
Ottawa, No\'eniber 23rd, 1912.

No. 145.

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit, herewith, for Your Excellency's con-

sideration, copies of an Appr()\'e(l Minute of the Privy Council for Canada on

the subject of the Calumet and Sag Channel.

Your Excellency will observe that my responsible advisers view the making
of this Channel with grave concern and would be glad if Your Excellency will

protest to the United States Government against its construction being allowed

to continue, on the grounds that it would be highly detrimental Uj the interests

of the Dominion.
I have, etc.,

(Sgd.) ARTHUR.
His Excellency

The Right Honourable, James Bryce, P.C, etc., etc., etc.,

19th November.

P. C. 3249

Privy Council, C.a.nada.

Certified Copy oj a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council, approved
by His Royal Highness the Governor General on the 19th November,
1912.

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated
16th November, 1912, from the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for

External Affairs, stating that it has been represented to him that work has
been commenced by the City of Chicago and is in progress on a new channel

called the Calumet and Sag channel, having for its object the diversion of water
from Lake ^Michigan to the Chicago Sanitary Canal.

The Minister submits that this work is a further menace to the navigation

of the Great Lakes and the River St. Lawrence; the present diversion has
lowered Lake Huron 4^ inches and the new channel would lower it 2\ inches,

additional, making a total of 6| inches. As each inch represents a loss of 68
tons in the cargo carrying capacity of the largest boats, it is evident that

this would result in a loss on each trip of no less than 459 tons.

The Minister represents that the Calumet and Sag channel will carry

4,000 cubic feet per second. At present, with an authorized diversion of

4,167 cubic feet per second, the City of Chicago actually takes from 7,000 to

8.000 cubic feet per second. This will mean that when the Calumet and Sag
channel is completed, the City of Chicago will be diverting three times the

amount of water authorized.

The Committee, on the recommendation of the Secretary of State for

External .\ffairs. advise that Your Royal Highness may be pleased to request

His Majesty's Ambassador at Washington to infonii the United States

Government that Canada \'iews the making of this Calumet and Sag Channel
with grave concern and, on the ground that it would be highly detrimental to

the interests of the Dominion, to protest to the United States Government
against its construction being allowed to go on.

All which is respectfully submitted for approval.

(Sgd.) RODOLPHE ROUDREAU,
Clerk of the Privy Council.
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Front His Majesty's Atnbassador at Washington to the Uorcrnor-Gcneral

No. 217

British Embassy,

Washington, DecenibiT 30, 1912.

Sir.—With reference to Your Royjil Hifjline.ss's despatch No. 145 of the

23rd ultimo, on the subject of tlie Calumet and Sag Channel, I have the iionour

to transmit, herewith, a copy of a Note from the United State's Government in

reply to the representations which I addressed to them on the subject.

Your Royal Highness will observe that the note states that your Govern-
ment have been misinformed in the matter, and that the amount of water to

be withdrawn from Lake Michigan to the Chicago and Calumet rivers together

will not exceed the total amount already authorized to be withdrawn through
the Chicago river alone. 1 should be glad to know what reply you wish me
to make to the United States Government.

I have, etc.,

(Signed) JAMES BRYCE.
His Royal Highness

The DVKE OF CONNAUGHT AND StRATHEARN. K.G.,

etc., etc..

The Governor General.

Enclosure in No.

From the Acting Secretary of State of the United States to His Majesty's
Ambassador at Washington

No. 1713

Department of State,

Washington, December 24, 1912.

Excellency,—Referring to your note of the 29th ultimo concerning the

apprehension felt by the Government of Canada that that work in progress

by the City of Chicago on the (Jaluniet and Sag Channel for the diversion of

water from Lake Michigan to the Chicago Sanitarj' Canal will prove a menace
to the navigation of the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence River, and result

in the diversion of water by the city in excess of the amount now authorized,

I have the honour to communicate tiie substance of a report by the Chief of

Engineers. L'nited States Army, made to the Secretary of War on the 16th

instant, in explanation of the situation and which I feel confident will satisfy

Your Excellency that the (Jovemment of Canada has been misinformed in

the matter, and that the amount of water to be withdrawn from Lake Michigan

to the Chicago and Calumet rivers together will not exceed the total amount
already authorized to be withdrawn through the Chicago River alone:—

" The Calumet and Sag Channel is being constructed under author-

ity of a permit issued by the War Department June 30. 1910. Its purpose

is to substitute two routes instead of one between Lake Michigan and

the centre third of the Drainage Canal of the Sanitary District of

Chicago, on the express condition however, that there shall be no increase

in the amount of water diverted from Lake Michigan. The lannuaee of

the permit of June 30, 1910. on that point, is as follows:

—
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" That the amount of water withdrawn from Lake Michigan, through
the Chicago and Calumet Rivers together, shall not exceed the total

amount of 250,000 cubic feet per minute (4,167 cubic feet per second)
already authorized to be withdrawn through the Chicago River alone".

" The amount of diversion is not only restricted by the permit but
it is also controlled by the fact that the new channel will unite with the

Drainage Canal at a point some distance above the point of its discharge

into the Ues Plaines River; and, from the junction to the point of dis-

charge, the flow of water through the Ciiicago River combined with that
flowing through the Calumet or Sag Channel, must find its exit through
some miles of the existing section of the Drainage Canal, for which no
enlargement is authorized or contemplated by the War Department.

" At the time the permit was given to the Sanitary District of

Chicago in 1899 for its original diversion of water from Lake Michigan
through the Chicago River a connection with tiie Calumet River was not
mentioned, but if it had been, it is probable that a connection with that

river as well as with the Chicago River would have been allowed. So
long as the waterfiow remains unchangwl and the exit remains uncnlarged,

there seems to be no special objection to allowing an entrance t<i the

canal from both rivers, instead of confining it to a single one; especially

since, if the new (Calumet) route be developed later to a navigable state,

the doubled route between the Lake and the Drainage District dock
frontage will be greatly to the advantage of navigation interests.

" The question of tlie final total amount of wat<>r whicli the War
Department may allow the Sanitan.- District of Chicago to divert from
Lake Michigan is still before the Secretary of War for consideration,

and when his decision on that point is made, it will apply to the entire

diversion, whether through a single entrance channel or through two
entrance channels."

I have etc.,

(Signed) HUNTINGTON WII.SON,
Acting Secretary of State.

His Excellency The Right Honourable J.^mes Brvce, 0.]\L,

Ambassador of Great Britain.

Telegram

Mr. Brycc to the Governor General

W.-vsHiNGTON, DC, .January 13, 1913.

Referring to Previous correspondence with Prime Minister of last Februarj'

Secretarv of State for War has refused application of Chicago sanitary district.

iSgd.) BRYCE.

From His Majesty's A77iba.$sa(Ior at Wa.s:hington to the Governor General

No. 7

British Embassy,

W.xsiiiNGTON, Januarj' 14, 1913.

Sir,—With reference to my telegram of yesterday, I have the honour to

transmit to Your Royal Highness herewith copies of the decision of the Secre-
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tary of War in the matter of the application made l)y tiie Trustees of the
Sanitary District of Chicago for permission to divert water from Lake Michigan.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your Royal Highness'

most obedient, humble servant,

(Sgd.) JAMES BRYCE.
His Royal Highness

The Duke of CoNNAtGHT and Str.\thearn, K.G.,

etc., etc., etc.,

The Governor General.

(To be held as Confidential until date of release, which will be for the

morning papers of January 13, 1913.)

DECISION OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR IX THE MATTER OF THE
APPLICATION OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE SANITARY
DISTRICT OF CHICAGO, ILL.. FOR PERMISSION TO DIVERT
FROM LAKE MICHIGAN 10,000 CUBIC FEET OF WATER PER
SECOND.

In the matter of the application of the trustees of the Sanitary District of

Chicago for permission to divert from Lake Michigan 10,000 cubic feet

of water per second.

WAR DEPARTMENT
W.\SHiNGTOX, Januaiy 8, 1913.

The Sanitary District of Chicago applies to the War Department for

permission to increase the amount of water it is authorized to withdraw from
Lake Michigan from 4,167 cubic feet per second, the amount now authorized,

to 10,000 cubic feet per second.

The Chicago Drainage Canal was opened in January, 1900. It reverses the

flow of the Chicago River, which formerly emptied into Lake Michigan, and as

a result a portion of the waters of that lake, instead of following their former
course through Lakes Huron, Erie, and Ontario into the St. Lawrence, are now
carried across the watershed into the Illinois River, and though that to the
Mississippi and the Gulf of Mexico. The canal thus serves as a system of
drainage for the city of Chicago, cariying the sewage of that city southward to

the Mississippi, and thus protects the water supply of that city, which is taken
from Lake Michigan.

Permission to divert water from Lake Michigan was first granted by my
predecessor. Secretary Alger, on May 8, 1899. He permitted a fiowage of 5,000
cubic feet per second, but his permit contained the following conditions:—

1. That it be distinctly understood that it is the intention of the
Secretary of War to submit the questions connected with the work of

the Sanitary District of Chicago to Congress for consideration and final

action, and that this permit shall be subject to such action as may be
taken by Congress.

2. That if, at any time, it becomes apparent that the current created
by such drainage works in the south and main branches of Chicago River
be unreasonably obstructive to navigation or injurious to property, the
Secretary of War reserves the right to close said discharge through said
channel or to modify it to such extent as may be demanded by naviga-
tion and property interests along said Chicago River and its south branch.

79977—8
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Subsequently, during the administration of Secretary Root, the amount of

the current permitted to be taken was modified or restricted until December 5,

1901. when it was fixed at the amount now peniiitted, and these permits
contained the conditions that the permission herein given shall be subject to

such modification as in the opinion of the Secretary of War the public interests

may from time to time require.

On March 14, 1907. an application made for permission to divert an
additional 4.000 cubic feet per second for the purpose of reversing the current
of the Calumet River and flowing that river also through the canal to drain the
southern portion of Chicago was denied by Secretary Taft in an opinion in

which he referred once more to the desirability of submitting "this question of

capital and national importance to the Congress of the United States."

It is clear that even under the conditions heretofore manifested on these

applications, the proposition to divert the waters of Lake Michigan into another
watershed has not been entertain(>d without hesitation and careful restriction by
my predecessors. The propriety of obtaining congressional sanction for the

project has been pointed out from the beginning; and the form in which the

permit has been granted, even for the moderate amount of diversion permitted,

has been so phrased as to indicate that the permission was prejudicatcd upon the

absence of any substantial injury to commerce.
The sanitary canal has never received the direct sanction of Congress. It

was built solely under the authority of the State of Illinois, as given in its 1889
general act for creating sanitar\' districts. And although pursuant to the

suggestion of my predecessors the question of the propriety of its diversion of

water from Lake Michigan was presented urgently in the reports of the Chief
of Engineers for the years 1899 and 1900 as transmitted to Congress, no action

upon the question has ever been taken by that boily. In the argument before

me it was urged that the present canal represented the growth and development
of a national policy expressed in two acts of Congress, 1822 and 1827, which
authorized the construction of a canal "to connect the Illinois River with Lake
Michigan," thus connecting the two watersheds. (Acts of Mar. 30, 1882, and
Mar. 2, 1827.) But these statutes authorized a canal for the purpose of

navigation and not sanitation. (Missouri v. Illinois. 200 U. S., .526.) The
Illinois and Michigan Canal, actually constructed under their authority, derived
its water for navigation purposes from the Calumet, Des Plaines, and Chicago
Rivers, and not from the Lakes. And although in the latter part of its existence

it was used to a very slight extent to help purify the waters of the Chicago River
and thus sanitate the city of Chicago, such a purpose could not have been
dreamed of at the time its construction was authorized by Congress, 90 years
ago. I can not see that its authorization and construction offer the slightest

congressional sanction for the great canal now under discussion, which was not
even contemplated until much more than half a century later. Even at the time
when the present canal was constructed and opened it is verj' evident that its

ultimate possible effect upon the navigation of the Great Lakes was not clearly

realized by those interested in that navigation. The evidence before me
indicates that the withdrawal of water from Lake Michigan at Chicago would
require about five years to produce its full effect upon the levels of the Great
Lakes (see report of International Waterways Conmiission on Chicago Drainage
Canal, p. 7), and that this effect be still further obscured by periodic oscillations

in the lake levels. These facts may easily explain any inaction on the part of

the Nation and their representatives to this withdrawal of water and make it

clear that any argument of implied acquiesence must be scrutinized with unusual
care.

In this respect the situation is now very different. The present application

was opposed by representatives of 23 cities and 6 States interested in harbors
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and coniinerce upon tlic Great Lakes, notably the cities of Duluth, Milwaukee,

Toledo, Cleveland and Buffalo. It was opposed by lepresentatives of the

navigation interests engaged on the Chicago River as well as on the Great Lakes,

and by the official representatives of the Canadian Government as well as private

Canadian interests engaged in the navigation of the Lakes and the St. Lawrence

River, including representatives of the cities of Kingston and Montreal.

A verj' careful consideration of the voluminous evidence and statements

submitted, as well as a consideration of the reports of other commissions and

boards of engineers who ha\'e investigated the subject, leaves no doubt in my
mini! that the withdrawal t)f 10,000 cubic feet per second would substantially

interfere with the navigable capacity of the Great Lakes and their connecting

rivers. The Chief of Engineers, whose statutory authority in passing upon this

application is concurrent with and independent of my own, and whose opinion

upon such a question of scientific conclusion must be given especial weight, so

states in his recommendation. His conclusions are corroborated by the authority

of other boards of investigation, notably the report of the International Water-

ways Commission of .January 4, 1907.

Careful ob.servations and calculations conducted under the offices of the

United States Lake Survey and reported through the Chief of Engineers,

covering observations for the last 46 years, indicate that a withdrawal of 10,000

cubic feet per secontl would reduce levels at various places as follows:

Inches.

Lakes Huron and Michigan 6. 9

Lake St. Clair (i. 3

Lake Erie 5-4

Lake Ontario 4. 5

St. Lawrence River at Rapide Plat 4. 8+

The foregoing efi'ects would be produced at mean lake levels; the lowering

effects would be much greater at low-water periods—the precise time when any
additional shortage would be most keenly felt. This reduction would create

substantial injury in all of the American harbors of the Great Lakes and in the

St. Marys, St. Clair, and Detroit Rivers. It would produce equal injury in

Canadian harbors on the Great Lakes, and a still greater injury on the lower St.

Lawrence, the Canadian officials claiming a probable lowering elTect of 12 inches

at Montreal at low water.

The United States has improved about 106 harbors and rivers on the

Great Lakes affected by this diversion and has spent on such improvements
over ninety millions of dollars. The Canadian Government has improved over

50 harbors on Georgian Bay and Lakes Huron, St. Clair, Erie, and Ontario.

By treaty, American vessels are accorded equal rights of navigation with Cana-
dian vessels in all these waters, including the St. Lawrence River. The reduc-

tion of the -water in these harbors and channels would diminish to just that

extent the amount of these improvements, and would nullify to just that extent

the effecs of the moneys which have been appropriated for that purpose by the

respective Governments. Connecting various portions of these waterways are

the two canals at the Sault Ste. Marie, the Welland Canal, and a number of

canals on the St. Lawrence River. The available depth of water over one

or all sills of e;uh of these canals would be affected, and in some cases recon-

struction might even be made nece«sar>\

The enormous lake trafliic which uses these harbors and these rivers is

increasing with great rapidity, both in gross volume and in the size and average

draft of the vessels employed therein. The Chief of Engineers reports that to

lower the water surface 6 inche~ would reduce the pcrmi-^ibl'- i. '.i ..f ..n.- ot

79977—8^
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the large modern vessels by from 300 to 550 tons, with a consequent loss of from

$3,600 to $7,500 in freights for such vessel per season. The International

Waterways Commission reported that it would be a conservative estimate which
would make the loss t-o the navigation interests resulting from a reduction of

6 inches in the depth of water as $1,500,000 per annum, or a sum which, capital-

ized at 4 per cent, would amount to a loss of $37,500,000 (see third progress

report of International AVaterways Commission of Dec. 1, 1907, p. 24). The
lowest careful estimate of injurv to .\mcrican vessels alone is report^-d bv the

Chief of Engineers as $1,000,000 per year.

The argument was made before me that, owing to the well-known fact

that the levels of the lake vary, owing to winds and change of barometric

pressure, by amount.s even greater than the reduction which would be caused

by this canal, therefore the proposed reduction is of no consequence. This

argument is well disposed of in the report of the International Waterways
Commission of January 4, 1907, on page 8, as follows:

—

It is evident that the average level of the lake may be lowered con-

siderably without the change becoming immediately apparent, and that

fact has been used as an argument to prove that the lowering caused

by the Chicago Drainage Canal is of no consequence to those interested

in navigation. Since they can not see it they will not know it and will

not feel it. The argimient is fallacious. It is true that they can not

sec it immediately, but they will soon feel it and will know it through

the most costly means of acquiring knowledge—the injury to their

material interests. The oscillations will remain the same as before

but low water will fall lower and high water will rise less high. The
average draft of vessels must be diminished by the amount that the

average level is lowered unless the depth be restored by remedial works.

In a word, every drop of water taken out of Chicago necessarily tends to

nullify costly improvements made under direct authority of Congress through-

out the Great Lakes, and a withdrawal of the amount now applied for woul'd

nullify such expenditures to the amount of many millions of dollars, as well as

inflict an even greater loss upon the navigation interests using such waters.

On the other hand, the demand for the diversion of this wat^r at Chicago
is based solely upon the needs of that city for sanitation. There is involved in

this case no issue of conflicting claims of navigation. The Chief of Engineers

reports that so far as the intercst.s of navigation alone are concerned, even if

we sihould eventually construct a deep watervvay from the Great Lakes to the

Mississippi over the route of the sanitary canal, the maximum amount of water

to be diverted from Lake Michigan need actually be not over 1.000 feet per

second, or less than a quarter of the amount already being u.sed for sanitary

purposes in the canal. This estimate is confirmerl by the report of the special

board of engineers on the deep waterway from Lockport, 111., to the mouth
of the Illinois River, dated .January 23, 1911. It is also confirmed by the

practical experience of the great Manchester Ship Canal in England. From
the standpoint of navigation alone in such a waterway too great a diversion of

water would be a distinct injury rather than a benefit. It would increase the

velocity of the current and increase the danger of overflow and damage to

adjacent lands.

We have, therefore, presented in this case claims of entirely different char-

acters and jurisdictions—the claim of sanitation on the one side and of navi-

gation on the other: the vital interest of a single community on the one side

and the broad interest of the commerce of the nation on the other. The dis-

cretion given to the Secretary- of War under sections 9 and 10 of the act of

1899 is very broad, but I have ver>' grave doughts as to whether it was intended
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to authorize him to grant a permit which would inflict a substantial injury upon
commerce in order to benefit sanitation. Tlie entire purpose and scope of that
legislation was to make him the guardian of tlie commercial interests of the
nation represented in their waterways. And while he sometimes under that
statute must decide that the interests of one class of transportation are less

important and must yield to the conflicting interests of another class, t have
considerable doubt whetlicr it was intended to give liim authority to sacrifice

substantial interests of navigation to entirely different claims over which he
normally has no jurisdiction whatever.

But however that may be, and without resting my decision upon the ques-
tion of my legal authority, I am ciuite clear as a matter of discretion that under
the facts presented by this case no further diversion of water should be per-

mitted at Chicago without the direct sanction of the Congress of the United
States. I do not for one moment minimize the importance of preserving the
health of the great city of Chicago; but when a method of doing this is

proposed which will materially injure a most important cla-ss of the commerce
of the nation and which will also seriously affect the interests of a foreign

power,, it should not be done without the deliberate consideration and authority

of the representatives of the entire nation. The growth of Chicago is phen-
omenal and its representatives are Cjuitc unwilling to put any final limit to the

demand which may be made upon the waters of Lake Michigan for its sanita-

tion under the system now in use. I have before me the report in 1911 of

the president of the sanitary district, in which he says:

—

I am of the opinion that the presumption that our wat^r supply is

to be limited to 10.000 cubic feet per second, or 600,000 cubic feet per
minute, is gratuitous -and mischievous and should not be voiced by the
officials of this district. I believe that we should have the volume
requisite to our needs as they appear and are justified.

It is therefore quit« conceivable that compliance with their sanitary needs
according to this method of sanitation may eventually materially change this

great natural watercourse now existing through the Lakes. The weighing of the
sanitation and possibly the health of one locality over against the commerce
of the rest of the Nation and the consideration of our relations and obligations

to Canada in respect to a great international waterway are not matters of mere
technical or scientific deduction. They are broad questions of national policy.

They are quite different in character, for example, from the question of fixing

the proper location of a pierhead line or the height or width of a drawbridge
over a navigable stream— fair samples of the class of questions which come
to the Secretary- of War for decision under the above-mentioned act of 1899.
While the researches and opinions of experts in the respective fields are necessary
and useful as an assistance toward reaching a fair and proper policy, the final

determination of that policy should belong not to an administrative officer but
rather to those bodies to whom we are accustomed to entrust the making of
our laws and treaties.

In my view of the proper exercise of my discretion in this matter the fore-

going considerations are sufficient for a decision of this case. Having reached
the conclusion that the proposed diversion of the waters of Lake Michigan
would substantially injure the interests of navigation on the Great Lakes which
it is my legal duty to protect, it would clearly follow that the present applica-
tion should be denictl.

I have carefully examined, however, the evidence which both sides have
introduced bearing upon the sanitflr>' needs of the city of Chicago, and my
conclusion is in no way shaken. I am not persuaded that the amoimt of water
applied for is necessary- to a proper sanitation of the city of Chicago. The
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evidence indicate,-? that at bottom the issue come; down to the question of cost.

Otlier adequate systems of sewage disposal are possible and are in use throughout

the world. The problem that confronts Chicago is not different in kind but

simply larger and more pressing than tiiat which confronts all of the other cities

on UiQ Great Lakes, in which nearly 3,000.000 people of this country arc living.

The urban population of those cities, like that of Chicago, is rapidly increasing,

and a method of disposition of their sewage which will not injure the potable

character of the water of the Lakes must sooner or later be found for them all.

The evidence before me satisfies me tha]: it would be possible in one of several

ways to at least so purify the sewage of Chicago as to require ver\' much less

water for its dilution than is now required by it in its unpurified condition. A
recent report of the engineer of the sanitary commission (Oct. 12, 1911) proposes

eventually to use some such metliod, but proposes to postpone its installation for

a number of years to come, relying upon the present more wasteful method in

the meanwhile. It is manifest that so long as the city is permitted to increase

the amount of water which it may take from the Lakes, there will be a very
strong temptation placed upon it to postpone a more scientific and possibly more
expensive method of disposing of its sewage. This is particularly true in view

of the fact that by so doing it may still further diminish its expenses by utilizing

the water diverted from the Lakes for water power at Lockport. But it must be

remembered that for every vmit of horsepower realized by this water at Lock-
port four units of similar horsepower would be produced at Niagara, where the

natural conditions are so much moi-e favorable. Without, therefore, going

more into detail in a discussion of this question, I feel dear that no such case

of necessity has been presented by the evidence before me as would justify the

proposed injury to the many varied interests in the great waterways of our lakes

and their appurtenant rivers.

It remains only to consider certain special arguments that have been pressed

upon me. It has been urged that the levels of the lakes, even if lowered, could

be restored by compensating works. To a (certain extent that is true. But the

very nature of this consideration offers another illustration of the importance of

having the whole question passed upon by Congress. Such compensating works

can only be constructed by the authority of Congress and at very considerable

cost. It is not a matter wiiich is in the hands of the Secretan,- of War. Permission

to divert water which will at one and the same time nullify the effect of past

appropriations and make necessary similar expenditures in the future, should be

granted only with the express consent of the body in whose hands the making of

such appropriations and the authorization of such works rest.

Furthermore, in most cases such compensating works could only be

constructed with the joint consent of our neigiibor Canada. The United States

Government alone would be unable, even if it were willing to spend its own
funds, to compensate for the damage done through the lowering of these levels

unless Canada were willing to join in constructing the portion of such works

which would necessarily stand upon Canadian soil.

The question therefore becomes not merely national but international, and

this leads me to the consideration of the arguments which were urged by both

sides in reference to the treaty with Great Britain in respect to Canada of

January 11, 1909. A careful consideration of that treaty fails to indicate to me
that it is in any way controlling upon the questions now before us. It gives to

the citizens of both countries certain mutual rights of navigation in the waters

of the Great Lakes and their connecting rivers; but beyond that the question

of the right to this diversion at Chicago seems to me to have been carefully

excluded. The applicants for the permit have urged upon me that article 8 of

the treaty gives a preference to the uses of water of the lakes for domestic and
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Siinitan- purposes over the uses of sucli water for navigation. Article 8, however
applies only to future cases brought before the International Joint Commission;
and furthermore I am clearly of the opinion that the domestic and sanitary
purposes referred to in that article were intended to be the "ordinary" uses of

sucii waters for domestic and Sanitary purposes referred to in article 3. It

would be ciuite contrary to our own national policy to give such a preference to

an extraordinary sanitary use of such a character as to create a substantial

injuiy to navigation. The matter has been before our own Supreme Court in

the case of the United States v. Rio Grande Dam and,Jrrigation Co. (174 U.S.

690) . In that case the Supreme Court held that a company which proposed to

take the water of the Rio Grande River for the purpose, among others, "of
supplying water to cities and towns for domestic and municipal purposes" could
be prevented from so doing when tiie result would be a substantial injury to

the navigability of the Rio Grande River farther down. In its opinion the court
said:

—

The question always is one of fact, whether such appropriation
substantially interferes with the navigable capacity within the limits

where navigation is a recognized fact. In the course of the argument this

suggestion was made, and it seems to us not unworthy of note, as illus-

trating this thought. The Hudson River runs within the limits of the
State of New York. It is a navigable stream and a part of the navigable
waters of the United States, so far at least as from Albany southward.
One of the streams which fiows into it and contributes to the volume of its

waters is the Croton River, a nonnavigable stream. Its waters are taken
by the State of New York for domestic uses in the city of New York.
Unciuestionably the State of Xew York has a right to appropriate its

waters, and the United States may not question such appropriation, unless

thereby the navigability of the Hudson be disturbed. On the other hand,
if the State of New York should, even at a place above the limits of

navigability, by appropriation for anj- domestic purposes, diminish the
volume of waters, which, flowing into the Hudson, make it a navigable
stream, to such an extent as to destroy its navigability, undoubtedly the
jurisdiction of the National Government would arise and its power to

restrain such appropriation be untiucstioned; and within the purview of

this section (.act of Sept. 19, 1890, ch. 907) it would become the right of

the Attorney General to institute proceedings to restrain such appropria-
tion.

The treaty, however, contains provisions in its article 10 by which "any
questions or matters of difference arising betw'een the high contracting parties

involving the rights, obligations, or interests of the United States or of the
Dominion of Canada, either in relation to each other or to their respective

inhabitants, may be referred for decision" to an international joint commission
established by the said treaty. The hearing before me brought forth the fact

that the Government of Canada regards the proposal contained in this applica-

tion as one which afifects the material interests of that countrj-. The establish-

ment by formal treaty between the two countries of a tribunal with jurisdiction

to decide just such questions sfeems to me to afford an additional reason against

the assumption of jurisdiction to decide the question by an administrative officer

of one of those countries.

In short, after a careful consideration of all the facts presented, I have
reached the following conclusions:

First. That the diversion of 10,000 cubic feet per second from Lake
Michigan, as applied for in this petition, would substantially interfere with the

navigable capacity of the navigable waters in the Great Lakes and their

connecting rivers.
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Second. That that being so, it would not be appropriate for me w'ithout

express congressional sanction, to permit such a diversion, however clearly

demanded by tlie local interests of the sanitation of Chicago.

Third. That on the facts here presented no such case of local permanent
necessity is made evident.

Fourth. That the provisions of the Canadian treaty for a settlement by
joint commission of ''Questions or matters of difference" between the United
States and Canada offer a further reason why no administrative officer should
authorize a further diversion of water, manifestly so injurious to Canada,
against Canadian protest.

The prayer of the petition is therefore denied.

HENRY L. STIMSOX,
Secretary oj War.

From the Governor General to His Majesty's Ambassador at ]Vashingt07i

No. 16

Government Hovse, Ott.\w.\, February 25, 1913.

SiK,—With reference to Your Excellency's Despatch No. 217 of the 30th
December on the subject of the diversion of water from Lake Alichigan to the

Chicago Sanitary Drainage Canal, I have the honour to transmit herewith,

copies of an Approved ]\linute of the Privy Council for Canada submitting a
memorandum embodying the views of the Department of Public Works, the

Department of Marine and Fisheries and the Commission of Conservation on
the opinion expressed by the Government of the United States as contained in

Your Excellency's Despatch referred to above.

Your Excellency will obsen^e that my responsible advisers are anxious that

representations should be made to the United States Government in the sense of

this Minute maintaining the protest against the proposed construction of the

Calumet Sag Channel and against the continued injurious affection of the said

boundary waters.

I have, etc.,

(Signed) ARTHUR.
His Excellency

The Right Honourable James Bryce, O.M.

February 21.

Enclosure in No.

P.C. 398

Certified Copy of a Report of the Covimittee of the Privy Council, approved
by His Royal Highness the Governor General on the 21st February, WIS.

1. The Committee of the Pri\-y Council have had before them a report,

dated 17th Februarj', 1913, from the Right Honourable the Sccretan,' of State

for External Affairs, upon a despatch from His Majesty's Ambassador at

Washington, dated 30th December. 1912. on the subject of the diversion of

water from Lake Michigan to the Chicago Sanitary Drainage Canal.

2. The Minister observes that this despatch conveyed to Your Royal High-
ness an expression of the opinion of the United States Government that Your
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Royal Highness's advisers had been misinformed in the matter, and that, as by
the terms of the AVar Department permit under which the Calumet and Sag
Channel is being constructed, the amount of water to be withdrawn through the

Chicago and Calumet Rivers together would not exceed the total amount (4167

cubic feet per second) already authorized to be withdrawn through the Chicago

River alone, no danger to navigation interests need be apprehended.

3. The Minister has submitted to the Department of Public Works, to the

Department of Marine ami Fisheries and to the Commission of Conservation

the opinion expressed by the Government of the United States and has the

honour to submit a memorandum, hereto attached, embodying the views (in

which he entirely concurs) that have thus been elicited from the two Departments

and from the Commission.

4. The Minister states that no official information was received by the Cana-
dian Government with regard to the construction of the Canal or the request for

diversion of water, and consequently no protest was made at the time by that

Government. Notwithstanding such absence of notice Canada's failure to

protest has been advanced as a reason for assuming her acquiescence in the

proposal to divert 10,000 cubic feet per second, a fact which renders it the more
desirable that Canada shall now make plain its attitude of steadfast opposition

to the policy involveil in the proposed diversion.

5. Your Royal Highness's advisers have already pointed out in the ^linute

of Council, approved on the 19tli November, 1912, the serious detriment to

navigation interests caused by the diversion of water from Lake Michigan and
the consequent lowering of the levels of the Great Lakes. It is pertinent to

observe further that the full efTect of this diversion is at the present time miti-

gated t-o some extent by the fact that it is made from a reser\-e that has accum-
ulated in these years of plenty. There is everj- reason to apprehend that when
years of low precipitation return the harmful effects will be still more severely

felt.

6. Considering, therefore, the fact that in practice the Chicago Sanitary

District has greatly exceeded the provisions of the War Department permit;

considering further its avowed policy largely to increase the present diversion,

and having regard to the fact that the proposed Sag and Calumet Channel
cannot be of service for sanitation purposes unless the diversion at present per-

mitted should be increased, and that its construction would permit of a largely

increase<l flow through the portion of the channel between Sag and Lockport
which cannot under existing conditions take place without danger to navigation

in the main channel between Lake Michigan and Sag, Your Royal Highness's

advisers are constrained to regard the construction of the proposed channel as

constituting a grave menace to important Canadian interests; and they con-

sider it desirable that Canada's protest a.« put forward in the Minute of Council

approved by Your Royal Highness on tlie 19th November sliould be maintained,

on the ground that any diversion of water from Lake Michigan which preju-

dicially affects the navigation of the Great Lakes constitute an invasion of the

rights secured to Canada by the Ashburton-Webster Treaty of 1842 in the

channels in the river St. Lawrence and in the river Detroit and in the other

passages and channels referred to in Article 7 of that Treaty, and further of the

rights of navigation in boundar\' waters and in Lake Michigan to which this

Dominion is entitled under Article 1 of the Boundarv- Waters Treaty of 1909.

7. While relying upon the pro\nsions of the Treaties above mentioned and
any other relative Treaties and Conventions, Your Royal Highness's advisers

are not prepared to admit, and they do not admit that apart from these Treaties

the authorities of the United States or the authorities of any State have the
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riglit under the recognized principles of International Law to divert from Lake
Michigan by any means, or for any purpose, such an amount of water as will

'prejudicially affect the navigation of boundary waters in which both Canada
and the United States are deeply and vitally interested. It is submitted more-

over that the navigation of these boundan.- waters, upon tiie improvement and
development of which as International waterways each country has spent many
millions of dollars, ought to be secured absolutely from injurious diversion on

either side of the boundary line to the end that the interest of navigation and

commerce, common to both countries, may be adequately preserved.

The Committee, on the recommendation of the Secretary of State for

External Affairs, advise that Your Royal Highness may be pleased to forward

a copy of this Minute, if approved, to His Majesty's Ambassador at Washing-

ton with a request that he make representations to the united States' Govern-

ment in the sense thereof maintaining the protest against the proposed con-

struction of the Calumet Sag Channel and against the continued injurious

affection of the said boundary waters.

All which is respectfully submitted for approval.

(Signed) RODOLPHE BOUDREAU,
Clerk of the Privy Council.

MEMORANDUM respecting the despatch jrom His Excellency the British

Ambassador at Washington of 30th December, 1912, conveying reply of

the Acting-Secretary of State of the United States of the 24th December,

1912, with regard to the diversion of ivater from Lake Michigan to the

Chicago Sanitary Drainage Canal.

1. The despatch of His Excellency the British Ambassador at Washington,

above mentioned, and accompanying reply of the Acting-Secretary- of State of

the United States, have been submitted to the Department of Marine and
Fisheries, to the Department of Public Works and to the Commission of Con-
servation.

2. Reports have been received from the two departmcnt-s and from the

commission, the effect of which is ex-pressed in the following paragraphs of this

memorandum.
3. According to information available to the Government of Canada, the

Chicago sanitary- drainage canal was built solely under the authority of the

state of Illinois without federal authority or sanction: and upon its completion

the United States government was first officially informed of its existence by a

request for permission to divert water from Lake Michigan for the dilution of

the sewage of Chicago.

4. Permission to divert water from lake ]Michigan wa.< first granted by the

federal authorities on May 8, 1899. subject to the conditions tiicrcin stated.

The flowage then permitted was 5,000 cubic feet per second.

5. Subsequently the amount of the current permitted to be taken was
modified and on the 5th of December. 1901, it was fixed at 4,167 cubic feet per
second.

6. Although the federal authorities have never given permission to divert

a greater amount than 4,167 cubic feet per second it is .a matter of public

notoriety that at least 8.000 cubic feet per second, and probably nearly nine

thousand cubic feet per second ,are now being diverted through the canal for

the purpose above mentioned.

7. The trustees of the Chicago sanitary district have displayed remarkable
persistency in the attempt to divert an increased volume through the canal.
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An application to authorize a flowa^e of 10,000 cubic feet per second was made
in 1912. to the Sccretan' of War, who dismissed the application on the 8th

January, 1913.

8. The Cliiras;o i=anitary drainage canal between Sag and Lockport ha.« a

capacity of 14.000 cubic feet per second and those in control avow the inten-

tion of diverting tiiat amount from lake Michigan if it can be done without

injury to the navigation of the Chicago river. Evidences of that intention

may be found in the following extract from the report of the president of the

sanitary district for the year 1911:—
" I am of the opinion that the presumption that our water supply

is to be limited to 10,000 cubic feet per second, or 600,000 cubic feet per

minute is gratuitous and mischievous and should not be voiced by the

officials of this district. I believe that we should have the volume
requisite to our needs as they appear and are justified."

9. It is urged by the Untied States authorities that aside from the pro-

visions of the War Department permit, further protection against undue diver-

sion is afforded by the fact that no enlargement of the existing section of tiie

drainage canal below the point at which the Calumet and Sag channel would
enter the same, is authorised or contemplated in connection with the works in

progress. Such an argument is by no mean* convincing because, as has already

been pointed out, the drainage canal below .Sag has now a capacity of 14.000

cubic feet per second. Thus, the sanitary district could, if unrestricted, pass
throu-^h it a flow greater than the combined capacities of the Calumet and Sag
Channel and the Chicago river without increasing the section of the canal
between the point of junction and its discharge into the Desplaines river.

10. It appears that in the main canal between lake Michigan and Sag
the flow is at present limited not on account of the size of the canal but out
of consideration for navigation interests which cannot manage their vessels

in that channel with stronger currents than would be caused by a flow of 9,000
cubic feet per second.

11. It is of importance further to consider that for the sanitation purposes
forming the ostensible object of the canal's construction, the amount of flow

authorized by the War Department permit,—measured by the standard of the
sanitarj- district's charter which calls for a flow of 3-^ cubic feet per second
for each thousand of population.—is only sufficient for a population of one and
one cjuarter millions, a number admittedly not greater than that which is now
dependent on the drainage canal. This being the case it is not apparent what
advantage, for such sanitation purposes, can be derived from the construction
at great cost of a new channel which must obtain its flow, if the restrictions

of the permit are observed, at the expense of the main drainage canal.

12. Importance is attached to the reasons given by the secretary of war
in his decision of 8th January, 1913, upon the application of the trustees of

the sanitan,' district of Chicago. The conclusions of the secretarj- of war
are as follows:

—

" First. That the diversion of 10,000 cubic feet per second from
lake Michigan, as applied for in this petiton, woulid substantially inter-

fere with the na\-igable capacity of the navigable waters in the Great
Lakes and ther connecting rivers.

" Second. That that being so, it would not be appropriate for me,
without express congressional sanction, to permit such a diversion, how-
ever clearly demanded by the local interests of the sanitation of Chicago.

" Third. That on the facts here presented no such case of local

permanent necessity is made evident.
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" Fourth. That the provisions of the Canadian Treaty for a settle-

ment by joint commission of " questions or matters of difference

"

between the United States and Canada ofifer a further reason why no

administrative officer should authorize a further diversion of water, mani-

festly so injurious to Canada, against Canadian protest."

13. Inasmuch as the trustees of the Chicago sanitarj- district are at the

present time diverting nearly the entire amount for which permission was
refused, it is apparent that not only the navigation interests of Canada but

those of the United Stat€s as well are suffering detriment from the course now
being pursued.

14. The following extract from the decision of the Secretarj- of War is

pertinent and cogent:

—

" A verj- careful consideration of the voluminous e^^dence and
statements submitted, as well as a consideration of the reports of other

commissions and boards of engineers who have investigated the subject,

leaves no doubt in my mind that the withdrawal of 10,000 cubic feet

per second would substantially interfere with the navigable capacity of

the Great Lakes and tlicir connecting rivers. The Chief of Engineers,

whose statutory authoritj^ in passing upon this application is concurrent

with and independent of my own, and whose opinion upon such a question

of scientific conclusion must be given special weight, so states in his

recommendation. His conclusions are corroborated by the authority

of other boards of investigation, notably the report of the International

Waterways Commission of January* 4, 1907.

" Careful observations and calculations conducted under the officers

of the United States Lake Survey and reported through the Chief of

Engineers, covering observations for the last 46 years, indicate that a

withdrawal of 10,000 cubic feet per second would reduce levels at various

places as follows:

—

Inches.

Lakes Huron and IMichigan 6-9

Lake St. Clair 6-3

Lake Erie 5-4

Lake Ontario 4-5

St. Lawrence River at Rapide Plat 4-8 x

"The foregoing effects would be reduced at mean lake levels; the

lowering effects would be much greater at low-water periods—the pre-

cise time when any additional shortage would be most keenly felt. This

reduction would create substantial injury in all of the American harbours

of the Great Lakes and in tlie St. Marys, St. Clair, and Detroit Rivers.

It would produce equal injury in Canadian harbours on the Great Lakes

and a still greater injury on the lower St. Lawrence, the Canadian officials

claiming a probable lowering effect of 12 inches at Montreal at low

water."

15. Canada has expended in the construction of canals and in the improve-

ment of lakes, rivers and harbours, forming part of the St. Lawrence Waterway,
about two hundred million dollars and further large expenditures are now in

contemplation. The benefits resulting from such expenditure will be largely

minimized and may even be destroyed, if the existing diversion from Lake
]\Iichigan be permitted to continue.
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From His Majesty's Ambassador at Washington to the Governor General

No. 40.

British Embassy,

Washington, March 25, 1913.

Sir,—I have the honour to tran.smit herewith copy of the Note which I

have addressed to tlie United States Government in pursuance of tlie instruc-

tions contained in Your Royal Highness's despatch No. 16 of February 25

regarding the Calumet and Sag Channel.
The United States Government have promised to give careful considera-

tion to the views of Your Royal Highness' Government.

I have, etc.,

(Signed) JAMES BRYCE.
His Royal Highness

The Duke of Conn.aught and Str.\the.\rn, K.G.,

etc., etc., etc.,

The Governor General.

Enclosure No.

From His Majesty's Ambassador at Washington to Sea'ctary of State of the

United States.

No. 67.

British Embassy,

Washington, March 17, 1913.

Sir,—On receipt of your predecessor's note No. 1713 of the 24th of Decem-
ber last relative to the protest of the Canadian Government against the con-
struction of the Calumet and Sag Channel for the diversion of water from Lake
Michigan, I at once communicated the information contained in that note to the
Canadian Government.

In reply the Governor General has sent me a memorandum, of which a
copy is enclosed, questioning the correctness of the statements furnished to the

State Department by the Department of Engineers.

This memorandum, which is based on information obtained from the Cana-
dian Department of Public AVorks, the Department of Marine and Fisheries

and the Commission of Conservation, represents the views of the Canadian
Government, who, in calling attention to it, oiTer the following further observa-
tions.

They state that: no official information was received by the Canadian
Government with regard to the construction of the canal or the request for

diversion of water, and consequently no protest was made at the time by that
Government. Notwithstanding such absence of notice Canada's failure to pro-
test has been advanced as a reason for assuming her acquiescence in the proposal
to divert 10.000 cubic feet per second, a fact which renders it the more desir-
able that Canada should now make plain its attitude of steadfast opposition
to the policy involved in the proposed diversion.

The serious detriment to navigation interests caused by the diversion of
water from Lake Michigan and the consequent lowering of the levels of the
Great Lakes has already been pointed out. It is pertinent to observe further
that the full effect of this diversion is at tiie present time mitigated to some
extent by the fact that it is marie from a reserve that has accumulaed in these
years of plenty. There is ever\- reason to apprehend that when years of low
precipitation return the harmful effects will be still more severelv felt.
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Considering, therefore, the fact that in practice the Chicago Sanitary Dis-

trict has greatly exceeded the provisions of the "War Department permit; con-

sidering further its avowed policy largely to increase the present diversion, and
having regard to the fact that the proposed Sag and Calumet Channel cannot be

of service for sanitation purposes unless the diversion at present permitted should

be increased, and that its construction would permit of a largelv increased flow

through the portion of the channel between Sag and Lockport which cannot,

under existing conditions, take place without danger to navigation in the main
channel between Lake Michigan and Sag, the Canadian Government regard the

construction of the proposed channel as constituting a grave menace to important
Canadian interests; and thej' consider it desirable that Canada's protest as

already put forward should be maintained, both on the ground that any diver-

sion of water from Lake ^Michigan which prejudicially affect? the navigation

of the Great Lakes infringes the rights secured to Canada by the Ashburton-

Webster Treaty of 1842 in the channels in the River St. Lawrence and in the

river Detroit and in the other passgaes and channels referred to in Article 7

of that Treaty, as well as the rights of navigation in boundarv waters and in

Lake ^Michigan to which the Dominion is entitled under the Boundary Waters

Treaty of 1909, and also on the ground that apart from these Treaties the

authorities of the United States or the authorities of any State have not under

the recognized principles of International Law any right to divert from Lake
Michigan by any means, or for any purpose, such an amount of water as will

prejudicially affect the navigation of boundary waters in which both Canada
and the United States are deeply and vitally interested. Th.e navigation of

these boundary waters, upon the improvement and development of which as

International waterways each Country has spent many millions of dollars, is

a question of vital interest to both the United States and Canada and it should

be secured absolutely from injurious diversion on either side of the boundan.'

line to the end that the interests of navigation and commerce, common to both

countries, may be adequatelj'^ preserved.

I am desired earnestly to draw the attention of the Ignited States Govern-

ment to the views of the Canadian Government as here expressed on a question

to which they attach great importance, and to urge that the whole matter shall

be re-examined with a view to securing in the best manner the common and

general interests of all the regions adjoining the Great Lakes and of meeting

the serious objections which tlie Canadian Government entertf.in to the con-

tinuance of the works against which they consider it their duty to protest.

I have, etc.,

The Honourable Willi.\m Jexxings Bky.\x,

Secretary of State, etc., etc.

From the Governor General to His Majesty's Atnbasiador at Washington

Government House,
Ott.\w.\. .June 9. 1916.

No. 135.

Sir,—With reference to my telegi-am of the 8th instant, I t.ave the honour

to transmit herewith, for Your Excellency's information, a copy of the letter

from the Secretary of State for External Affairs upon which my telegram was

based.
I have, etc.,

(Sgd.) ARTHUR.
His Excellency

The Right Honourable Sir Cecil Spring Rice, G.C.V.O.. K.C.M.G..

7th June.
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To His Royal Highness the Governor General:

The undersigned has the lionour to represent to Your Royal Highness that

he lias had under eonsitleration a Bill—H.R.12193—now engaging the attention

of the Congress of the United States, providing for the construction, repair and

maintenance of public works on rivers and harbours and for other purposes.

By a reference to the Bill alluded to it will be observed that commencing

at line" 23, page 32 of the printed document, provision is made for " the improve-

ment of navigation of the Illinois River authorized by an Act of the Illinois

General Assembly approved June 18, 1915, providing for an expenditure of

$5,000,000 therefoV by the State of Illinois be and is hereby authorized in accord-

ance with said Act".

It will be further observed that beginning at line 4, page 34, it is: " provided

further that the amount of water to be diverted from Lake Micigian through this

system of waterways, shall never exceed the rate of two hundred and fifty thou-

sand cubic feet per minute".

The Minister of Marine has been advised by Daniel W. Hoan, Mayor, John
L. Klinger, President Merchant and Manufacturers Association and William

George IJruce, President Harbour Commission, all of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, that

while the provision in the preceiling paragraph restricting the volume of water to

be diverted, was passed by the Senate, there is danger that it may not find suffi-

cient support in the House of Representatives.

The Government of Canada has already urged strong grounds for the non-

interference with the waters discharging through the St. Lawrence system,

holding the view that the conservation of these is essential to the trade and
commerce of this country.

The undersigned submits that the experience of the past two seasons in the

River St. Lawrence has fully justified the position hitherto assumed by the

Canadian Government with reference to this question, which position they now
desire to reafiBrm.

The undersigned recommends that His Majesty's Ambassador at Washing-
ton may be so informed by telegrajih and requested to renew the protest made
by the representatives of the Canadian Government before the Secretary of War
in 1912 against any further diversion of the waters discharging through the St.

Lawrence system.
Humbly submitted,

(Sd.) R. L. BORDEN,
Secretary of State ior External Affairs.

Ottawa, June 7, 1916.

From His MajestT/'s Ambassador at Washington to the Governor General

No. 130.

British Emb.\ssy, -Washingtox, April 22. 1921.

My Lord Duke,—I have the honour to transmit to you, herewith, copies of

the paper mentioned in the subjoined schedule.

I have, etc.,

fFor the Ambassador)

R. L. CRAIGIE.
His Excellency '

The Dike of Devonshire, K.G..

etc., etc.. etc..

Governor General of Canada.
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Name and Date Subject

British Embassy, Washington, Diversion of water from

April 22, 1921. Lake Michigan.

Reference—Canada telegram of April 15, 1921.

From His Majesty's Ainbassador at Washington to the Secretary of State

of the United States

No. 285.

British Emb.\ssv, W.\^shixgtox, April 22, 1921.

Sir.—I have the honour to inform you that my attention has been drawn
by the Canadian Government to statements recently made public to the effect

that the authorities of the city of Chicago are about to approach Congress with

a view to obtaining legislative authority to increase the diversion of water from
Lake Michigan for the use of the Chicago Sanitary Canal up to, and even
possibly beyond, a rate of 10,000 cubic feet per second.

For convenience of reference I may perhaps be permitted to recall the

earlier correspondence that has taken place on this subject: in a note dated March
17, 1913, His Majesty's Ambassador made known to the Secretary of State the

attitude of steadfast opposition which Canada has consistently adopted to the

policy involved in the proposed diversion. Mr. Bryce took the opportunity
to point to the serious prejudice caused to Canadian navigatio-i interests by the

diversion of waters from Lake Michigan and the consequent lowering of the

levels of the Great Lakes, even when such diversion had been made from a

reserve that had accumulated in years of plenty. He further represented that

any diversion of water from Lake Michigan which prejudicially affected the

navigation of the Great Lakes constituted an infringement of the treaty rights

secured to Canada by the Ashburton-Webster Treaty of 1842 in so far as con-

cerned the channels of the rivers St. Lawrence and Detroit and other channels

and passages mentioned in Article 7 of that Treaty. It was pointed out that

such diversion was also an infringement of those rights of navigation in boun-
dan.' waters and in Lake Michigan to which the Dominion is entitled under the

Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909.

Tn drawing attention again to the above representation. I should like to

lay stress upon the fact, quoted by Mr. Bryce that, apart from the question

raised by these specific treaty stipulations, the recoirniscd [)rinciples of Interna-

tional Law do not confer cither upon the Federal Authorities of the United

States or upon any individual State of the Union the right to divert from Lake
Michigan, by any means or for any purpose, such an amount of water as will

prejudicially affect the navigation of boundary waters in which both Canada
and the United States are interested.

The existing diversion of water has not been acquiesced in by the Cana-
dian Government and is. in fact, greatly in excess of the amount authorised

by the Secretary of War in December, 1901. It has already done considerable

harm and the Water Power interests throughout all the Great Lakes and the

St. Lawrence system, from Lake Huron to tide water, look upon the present

situation with apprehension—an apprehension which is shared by the Canadian
Government.

Tiic United States Government will, I think, agree that no solution of the

area question is likely to be permanently sound or satisfactory unless it is based

upon a recognition of the principle, established by international practice, that
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no permanent diversion should he jjeniiitted to anotlier watershed from any
watershed naturally tributan*- to waters forming the boundary between two
countries.

In drawing your attention to the attitude consistently taken by the Cana-
dian Government upcm tliis (|uestion. T venture to express the confident hope

that the United States (lovemment will not give their approval to the appli-

lation of the Chicago authorities or take any steps in this matter which so

closely affects Canadian interests without in the first instance arranging for a.

discussion of the matter with tlie Canadian Gnvcrnmpnt.

I have etc.,

The Honourable Cii\ui.i:s H. HiciiKS.

Secretary of State of the United States,

Washington, DC

From His Majmti/'.'i Antba^sdilor at Washington to the Governor (ieneral

No. 156

British Emb.vssy,

W.\SHixGTox, ^lay 17, 1921.

My Lord Dvkk,— I have the honour to transmit to you, herewith, copies of

tlie paper mentioned in the subjoined schedule.

I have the honour to be.

My Lord Duke,
Your I-Acellency's most obedient, humble servant,

(For the Ambassador)

MAURICE PETERSON.
His Excellency

The DvKE OF Devonshire, K.G..

etc.. etc., etc.

Ciovernor General of Canada.

N.\ME AND D.\TE. SLTBJECT

Note from the Secretars' of State. Di\ersion of Water from
Washington, D.C'May 11. 1921. Lake Michigan.

Reference: Canada telegram of April 15, 1921.

From the Sccretarrj of State of the I'nited States to the Governor General

No.

Di:i'artmi;\t of St.\te,

W.A.sinxGTON, May 11, 1921.

ExcELLENt Y,— I liavc tlic lioiiour to acknowledge the receipt of your note

No. 285, dated April 22, 1921, by which you inform me that recently state-

ments have been made public to the effect that the authorities of the city of

Chicago arc about to approach Congress with a view to obtaining legislative

authority for the withdrawal of water from Lake Michigan for the use of the

Chicago Sanitary Canal, and bring to my attention the solicitude of the Cana-
dian (n)vcrnment that no diversion of tiie waters of Lake Michigan may be

permitted which will prejuilicially affect the navigation of the bounfiar>- waters

between Canada and the United States.
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1 have the lionour to inUirin you that it h:id been ascertained that no bill

has been introduced in either House of Congress with tlie object of authorizing

the diversion of additional waters from Lake Michigan, and tliat no information,

other than that afforded by your note, lias come to the attention of this Depart-

ment that proposals are under coiisideratiou which may lead to the introduction

of such bills. Tlie Department will be pleased to watch for developments in

this situation and to give further consiticration to the suggestions of your note

in connection with any proposals that may be made touching this matter or

bills that may be introduced in Congress concerning it.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

(Sgd.) CHARLES E. HUGHES.
c. 711.4218 M 58/ie.

From His Majesty's Ambassa(lor at Washington to thr Governor General

No. 155

British Embassy,

Washington-, ,Iune 6, 1922.

My Lord,—With reference to my despatch No. 156 of the 17th of May 1921,

I liave the honour to inform you that my attention has been drawn to the

following statements which appear in a report entitled; " Report on the Diversion

of Water from the Great Lakes and Niagara River 1921" by Colonel Warren
of the United States Corps of Engineers:

—

"The diversion through the Chicago Sanitary Canal averaged 8,800

cubic feet per second in 1917, although some daily averages were 10,000

cubic feet per second or more. Of this diversion, 6,800 cubic feet per

second is incidentally used in the development of power." (page 19).
" It is definitely known that the diversion of the amount of water

authorized to be taken by the terms of the permit of 1903, namely, 4,167

cubic feet per second, at mean stages would lower the level of Lakes
Michigan and Huron about 0.2 foot, of Lakes Erie and Ontario about as

much, and of the St. Lawrence River at Lock 25 about 0.28 foot. The
average diversion for 1917, 8,800 cubic feet per second, being uncompen-
sated, has lowered the level of Lakes Michigan and Huron about 0.43

foot, of Lakes Eric and Ontario about 0.41 foot, and of the St. Lawrence
River at Lock 25 about 0.57 foot. Damage varying in amount with the

locality extends from the lower miter sills of the locks at Sault Ste. Marie
through all the lakes and connecting channels to tide water in the lower

St. Lawrence River, and its amoimt increases in the same proportion as

the diversion at Chicago increases." (page 20).
" To this total loss of earnings the diversion of the Chicago

Sanitary Canal, an average of 8,800 cubic feet per second in 1917, con-

tributed $2,866,000 annually, and even the diversions for power in the

Chippawa-Grass Island pool far below the foot of Lake Erie, lower it

nearly one-tenth foot and cause a loss of about $526,000 each year."

(page 44).
" The general estimate arrived at was that the present diversion of

8,800 cubic feet per second has a value to the City of Chicago of about

$7,000,000 a year, or $800 per cubic foot per second per annum." (page 93)

.

It is, I believe, the understanding of the Canadian Government that the

diversion of water through the Chicago Sanitary Canal should not exceed
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4,167 cubic fcpt per secoiul wlifitas, acconliiig to Culuucl Warren's report, tliu

(Jiversiou averaged 8,800 cubic feet per second in 1917, some daily averages
rising as iiigli as 10,000 cubic feet per second. Later on Colonel Warren speaks
of the " present diversion of 8,800 cubic feet per second."

It will be seen from the earlier corres[)ondeuee tiiat, in the note which 1

addre.-sed to tile State Deparinunl on the 22nd of April, 1921, (.No. 2H5), 1

niaile representations in regard to the alleged intention of the City of Chicago
to approach Congress with a view to obtaining legislative authority to increase

the diversion of water from Lake Michigan for the use of the Sanitary Canal
up to, and even possibly beyond, a rate of 10,000 cubic feet per second. In

their reply the State Department stated that no bill had l)een introduced for

this purpose in either House of Congress and that, so far as the State Depart-
ment were aware, no proposals were under consideration which might lead to

the introduction of such bills.

Judging from Colonel Warrcn"s report, the Chicago authorities have per-

sistently exeeeiled the limit of 4.167 eubie feet laid down in the American War
Department permit of 1903 and accepted, if I am correctly informed, as the

basis for the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909, Article 3 of w-hich provides that

no further diversions - shall be made except

with the approval of a Joint Commission.
1 have the honour to enquire whether it is the desire of the Canadian

Government that representations in the above sense should be addressed to tiie

United States Government.
A bill introduced in the House of Representatives on April 18tli by Mr.

Siiaw and referred to the Connnittee on Rivers and Harbours is also enclosed.

The purpose of this bill is to limit to 4,167 cubic feet per second the quantity

of water which may be withdrawn from Lake Midiigan by tiie Sanitary District

of Chicago. 1 understand that the motive which inspired Mr. Shaw to introduce

tliis measure was that the present excessive diversion of water lias caused floods

in the District of Illinois which he represents.

I have forwarded a copy of this despatch to His Majesty's Principal

SecretaPi- of State for Foreign Affairs.

I have, etc..

(Signed) A. C. GEDDK."^.
Hi.'? Excellency.

The Lord Byng of Vimy.

Enclosure in No.
H. R. 11348

67tli Congress. 2ntl Session.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
April 18, 1922

Mr. Shaw introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on Rivers and Harbours and ordered to be printed.

A Bill

GoTerning the withdrau-nl of vatcr from Lake Michigan by the Sanitary District

of Chicago.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of .\merica in Congress assembled. That the Secretary of War is hereby
authorized and directed to prescribe regulations to govern the withdrawal of,

79977—9i
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water from Lake Michigan by the Sanitary District of Chicago, a municipal cor-

poration organized antl existing under tlic laws of tlic State of Illinois, or its

legal successor, through the Chicago and Calumet Rivers, and through artificial

channels which have been heretofore or may hereafter be constructed: Provided,

That no greater quantity tiian four thousand one hundred and sixty-seven cubic

feet of water per second sliall be withdrawn from Lake Michigan by the said

Sanitary District of Chicago: Provided further. That the Secretarj' of War is

hereby authorized to construct, at suitable points in the Chicago and Calumet
Rivers, such controlling works as may be necessary to regulate the flow in

accordance with the j)ro\-isions of this Act.

From the Counsel for the Dominion Marine A.tsociation to the Prime ^finister

Kingston, Oxt.. .lune 7. 1923

Sir.— I am instructed by the Executive Committee of the Dominion
]\Iarine Association to refer to a letter which I had the honour to write to you
on the 10th April. 1922, regarding the Chicago Drainage Canal, and to ask you
whether it is not possible for the Dominon Ciovernmcnt to take .<omc action to

assist in preventing the further improper iliversion of water at Chicago. The
Present continued low levels on the lakes seriously decrease the carrying

capacity of the fleet and as the lack of necessary depth of water is undoubtedly
due in part to what is going on at Chicago, vessel owners fear that conditions

will go from bad to worse.

Having regard to the treaty of 1910 and witli <lue regard to the restriction

imposed by the Secretary of War in 1912 limiting the diversion to 4.187 cubic

feet per second, and to the fact also that the process of tlilution and flushing

at present adopted by the Sanitary Trustees at Chicago is wasteful and, in

the opinion of this Association, not justified by the terms of the treaty

relating to the priority of rights of user, it is submitted that some representa-

tion should be made with a view to asserting the rights of the Dominion on

the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence now so seriously prejudiced.

I beg to commend the matter to your earnest consideration and shall hope

to be favoured with advice as to what action is considered proper.

I have etc.,

(Sg(i.) FRA^CIS KING
Right Hon. W. L. M.vckenzie King. C.M.G.. \-c..

Prime Minister, Ottawa. Ontario.

From the Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to the

Counacl for the Dominion Marine Association

Ott.\w.\, ,lune 12, 1923.

De.\r Sir,-—I am desired by the Secretarj* of State for External Affairs to

acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 7th instant, on the subject of

diversion of water from the Great Lakes at Chicago, and to inform you that

the matter will be referred to the technical officers of the Government for

consideration and report.

Yours etc..

(Sgd.) JOSEPH POPE
Fr.\ncis King, Esq., K.C.,

Counsel for the Dominion Marine Association.

Kingston, Ontario.
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From the Counsel for the Dominion Marine Association to thi- I' lulcr-Sccretary

of !^tutc for External Affairs.

Kingston, Ont., September "ili, 1923.

Sir,— 1 am dircrted to iiuiuirc on behalf of the Dominion Marine Associa-

tion what action, if any, is beins taken l)y way of active protest against the

diversion of water from tiie C.reat Lakes at Ciiicaso. Tiie Association lias been

deeply interested in the ciuestion since 1912 when it was represented at the

hearing by the Secretary of War at Washington, on which occasion the limitation

of 4167 c.f.s. was maintaineil, and on repeated occasions since then it has urged

the Dominion (lovernment by letters and representations made to the Prime

Minister fur the time being, and to various Departments, the need of inter-

vention to maintain for Canada the water le\-els essential for safe navigation.

The difficulties heretofore exjierienced are accentuated by coiulitions prevailing

at the present time as the los-; of an inch of available draft of water results in

the corresponding loss of carrying capacity measured in tons of freight. Can-
adian vessel owners, and in fact all transportation interests in the country, are

deeply concerned.

Recently the Trustees of the Sanitary District of Chicago waited upon the

Executive Committee of this Association to outline their proposals for establish-

ing compensating works in consideration of being allowed to withdraw 10.000

c.f.s. The Association has not seen any plans and is greatly in doubt as to the

possibility of applying remedies satisfactorily in the manner proposed even

without increasing the amount of water withdrawn. It has made inciuiry .again

in certain (juarters and it has been informed that your Department would be

able to give advice.

I would, therefore, ask you to be so good as to let me know for the benefit

of the Association what attitude is being taken by the Dominion in the matter

and whether the subject is receiving the consideration which its importance

appears to demand. I shall be glad to be favoured with an early reply.

T have, etc.,

(Signed I FRANCIS KIXC.
Sir Joseph Pope, K.C.M.C...

Under-Secretary of State for lOxternal .\ffairs.

Ottawa, Ontario.

From the I'ndrr-.^frrrtary of !^tate for External Affairs to the Coiinsel for the

Dominion Marine Assoeiation.

Ott,\w.\. October 6, 1923.

Sir,—I have been out of town for a few days, and only received a day or

two ago your letter of the 26th September last, enquiring on behalf of the Dom-
inion ^larine Association what action, if any, is being taken by way of active

protest against the diversion of water from the Great Lakes at Chicago.

As you are aware, the Secretary of Statt- for External Affairs is at present

in England, attending tlie meetings of the Imperial Conference. I am, therefore,

not in a position to afford you any information on the subject, nor do 1 know
how far the consideration which the (iovernment no doubt has given thereto may
have resulted in anv concrete decision. I shall, however, make it my duty to

enquire among the Departments of Government most likely to know something

of the matter, and will communicate with you again.

I have etc.,

fSigned) JOSEPH POPi:
Fn.\N( IS King. E.<q.. K.C.,

Counsel for the Dominion Marine Association.

Kingston. Ontario.
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From the Managing Secretary of the Hamilton Chamber of Commerce to the

Acting Premier.

Hamilton, Oxt., Scptuuiher 26, 1923.

Sir,—I am directed to coinmunicatc with you witii regard to tlie statement

made by Sir Adam Beck, Chairman of tlie Hydro Electric Power Commission,
witli regard to the illegal diversion of water from the ( Ireat Lakes by the

Sanitary district of Chicago and to advise that at a regular meeting of the

Board of Directors of the Hamilton Chamber of Commerce lield this date, a

resolution was passed placing ourselves on record that the Fciieral House
should be urged to press for an immediate adjustment of this matter with the

Tnited States.

Ontario has had within the last week or so a visit from a nuinl)er of

officials of the sanitary district of Chicago, the object of whi<'ii was to facilitate

negotiations urging towards an adjustment of the difficulty in which the sani-

tary district of Chicago finds itself by reason of its illegal diversion of water
from the Great Lakes system to the ^lississippi River. We are told that this

action is equivalent to a loss of $35,000,000 a year in water-power or 5,000.000

tons of conl annually. In adrlition it must be clear that such action must
materially afTect the level of the Cri'at Lakes producing as a conseciucnce a

most seritjus efTcct upon navigation.

We believe that this is a subject of great importance and one which should

be dealt witii very promptly. The Cio\-ernment's serious consideration is there-

fore respectfully requested.

I ha\T etc.,

F. P. HEALEY.
Manaqin{i Srrrrtari/.

Honourable W. S. Fieumng.
Acting Premier.

Parliament Buildings, Ottawa. Ont.

From the Asxi.-itatit Pri>atc Secretarij of the Acting Premier to the Managing
fircn'tnrii of the Hamilton Chamber of Commerce

Ottaw.\, September 27. 1923.

De.ar Sir.— In the absence of Mr. Fielding, I beg to .-icknowledge receipt of

vour letter oT the 2Gth instant, in regard to diversion of water from Oreat Lakes
to Mississippi River.

Your letter will be brought to the attention of Mr. Fii'lding upon his return

to Ottawa.
Your-; faithfullv,

Axsi.-^tant Private Secret.ari/.

F. P. Heai.ev. Esq.,

Managing Secretary, tlie Hamilton Ciianiber of Commerce.
ILiinilton, Ontario.

From tlie Coini>:el for the Dominion .\farine A-'-'noeiation to the I'ntler-Si cretarn

of :'itnte for External Affaim.

KiNOSTOX, Ont., October 19. 1923.

Sir.— I have the honour to refer to your letter of the 6th inst.int with refer-

ence to tiie diversion of water from the Oreat Lakes at Cliicago. and to inform

vou that at a meeting of the Executive Committee of tiic Di)niiiiii>ii Marino
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Association lieid in Toronto on the 17tli instant the matter was furtlicr con-
sidered and tlie following resolution was unanimously adopted:

—

" That the Dominion Marine Association protests in the most
emphatic terms against any compromise with the Sanitary District of
Cliicago in its demand for diversion of water from the Great Lakes in

excess of tlie 4,167 cul)i(' feet per second authorized by the United States

Secretary of War in 1912, and urges upon the Canadian Government the

need of more active measures tiian iiave been apparent to dale, with a
view to securing from the United States Government enforcement of

the existing order of tiie Federal authorities."

I was directed to conmmnicate this resolution to the proper departments
of tiic (iovernmcnt of Canada, and I am, according!}^ addressing letters con-
taining copies to the Rt. Honourable the Prime Minister and to the Honour-
able the Ministers of Public Works. Railways and Canals, and Marine.

The question, however, is of such general importance that there are doubt-
less many other departments of the Government directly interested and I am,
therefore, communicatinsi direct with you and would ask you to be so good as

to forward the resolution in the proper direction.

I shall be very grateful to you also for such information as you may find

available in pursuance of the terms contained in your letter of tiie 6th instant,

and shall be very pleased to lay before the Executive Committee of this Asso-
ciation any advice you think proper on tiie subject.

I iiave, etc.,

fSisned) FRANCIS KING.
Sir Joseph Popk, K.C.M.G.,

Under-Secretar>' of State for External Affairs,

Ottawa, Ontario.

From the Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to the Coimscl for the

Dominion Marine Association

Ott.wva, October 21. 1923.

Sir,— I am in receipt of your letter of the 19th instant, on the subject of

tlie diversion of water from the Great Lakes at Chicago, and in reply to inform
you that tile matter will be referred to the appropriate officers of the Govern-
ment for consideration.

Yours verj- truly,

(Siene.li JOSEPH POPE.
Fkancis King, E.-^q.. K.C..

Counsel for the Dominion Marine Association,

Kingston, Ontario.

From thr Mayor of CoUingvood to the Acting Prime Minister

November 23. 1923.

Honourable W. S. Fielding,

Acting Prime Minister.

Ottawa, Ontario.

De.'vr Sir,—It is proposed to send delegates from interested Munieipalities

to Ottawa to wait on the Federal Government asking that the United States

>
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Government he mcnioi'ialized at AVasliington with a view to having the City
of Chicago prevented from di\-erting tiie waters of Lake Micliigan, contrarj- to

treaty between Canada and the United States.

From estimates made and submitted at various meetings held to protest

against the actions of Chicago it would appear that lake levels and con-

sequently lake navigation are being seriously affected by such action.

We are interested in this matter in Collingwood and arc prepared to support

a peaceful but firm protest against, what appears to us, a violation of treaty

rights and a serious menace to Canadian Lake Transportation and Canadian
Industry.

]May I ask whether the Federal (Jovernment has yet decided to make repre-

sentations of any such character at Washington? We are interested enough in

this matter to join the delegation to Ottawa but if the Government has already

decided on the action to be taken I can perceive no reason for action on our part

at this time.

Yours very truly,

(Signed)) .1. HcHKKT .\HTHUR.
Mayor.

From the Private ^ecritnr]/ «/ tite Acting Prime Minister to th( ^[ayor of
Cqllingirooil

(hT.\w.\. November 26, 1923.

Dear Sir,—In the absence of Mr. Fiehling 1 beg to acknowledge receipt of

your letter of 23rd in.<tant in regard to the diversion of the waters of Lake
Michigan by the city of Chicago.

Your communication will be placed before the Minister ujjon his return to

Ottawa.
Yours faithfullv.

His Worship Mayor Arthih,
Collingwood, Ontario.

Private Secretary.

From the Goiri'nor (lenrral to His Majesty's Charge D'Affairts at Washington

No. 170.

GOVKHN'.MKXT HoiSK,

Ottaw.\, December 19, 1923.

Sir,—-I have the honour to inform you that numerous communications have
been received by the Canadian Go^ernment from various interests and corporate

bodies directly concerned, protesting vigorously against the diversion of water
from Lake Michigan. The position of the Government of Canada in opposition

to and and in protest of the injurious effects of this diversion, botii to navigation

and water power, has been fully declared in representations which have been

made to the Government of the United States. The attitude of the Canadian
Government was clearly made known in a brief filed with the Secretary of War
of the United States on the 27th March, 1912, and in Governor General's

despatches No. 145 of the 23rd November, 1912. No. 16 of the 25th February,

1913, telegram of the 8th of June, 1916, No. 135 of the 9th June, 1916, and Secret

telegram of the 15th April, 1921, to His Majesty's Ambassador at Washington
for transmission to the Government of the United States.
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In connection witli tlic afoicinciiiionetl icpicscntations. it lias been brought

to the attention of tJie Canadian (iovernnicnt tiiat on or about tiie month nf

June, 1923, the (government of the United State?: was granted an injunction

restraining the Sanitary District of Chicago from diverting water from Lake
Michigan and, furtiier tiiat this injunction woulci not bcct)ine active for a period

of six months, to permit tiie Sanitary District time in which to appeal to the

Supreme Court of the Ignited States.

I sliall be grateful if you will inform the Government of the United States

that the declared attitude of the ( lovernment of Canada in the above matter is

unchanged.
My (iovei-mncnt retiuest th.it appropriate enquiries may be made regarding

the legal proceedings undertaken by the Ciovernment of the United States, which
the Canadian tiovermnent confidently trusts will be vigorously pressed.

I have, etc.,

(Signed) BYXG OF VIMY.
His Majesty's Charge d'Affaires,

British Embassy, Washington.

From the I'ndcrSrrrftnyii of .'^tatc for External Affairs to the Mayor
of Collingwood

Ottawa, December 20, 1923.

Sir,—With reference to your letter of the 23rd ultimo, addressed to the

Rt. Hon. W^ S. Fielding, at that time Acting Prime Minister, regarding the

diversion of the waters of Lake Michigan by the Chicago Drainage Canal, I

beg to say that this question is now engaging the attention of the Government.

I have, etc.,

(Signed) JOSEPH POPE.
His Worship the Mayor,

Collingwood, Ontario,

From the British Charge d'Affaires at Washington to the Governor General

British Embassy,

W'AsniNGTON, D.C., December 21, 1923.

Xo. 447.

My Lord,— I have the honour to report that during the last session ot

Cflngrcss a special Senate Committee was appointcil by the Vice-President to

investigate the problem of a nine-foot channel in the waterway from the Great

Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico and to enquire into the navigability of the Missis-

sippi, Ohio and Missouri rivers, with a view presumably, to exploring the possi-

bility of establishing ilirect maritime communication between the Great Lakes
and the South Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.

This project continues to interest the Senate, and a sum of $10,000 has

now been allotted to the Conmiittee, which consists of five senators and seven

Representatives, for expenses connected with the calling of witnesses, the col-

lection of relevant data, etc., in connection with their investigations.

I understand that the proposals mentioned above have long been of con-

siderable interest to the Dominion Government since, if carried into effect,

they must necessarily entail the use of large volumes of water drained fropi
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the Great Lakes. I shall not fail, therefore, to keep Your Excellency informed

of all further rlevelopments in the matter.

A copy of this despatfli is being conimunicated to His Majesty's Principal

Secretarj- of f^tate for Foreign Affairs.

I have the honour to be, my Lord,

Your Exrelkncv's most obedient humble servant,

His Excellency,

"

(Sd.) H. G. CHH.TON.
The Lord Byng of Vimy-, G.C.B.,

etc., etc.. etc..

Ottawa, Canada.

From Sir Adam Beck to the Prime Minister

Canadian National Telegram

Hon. M.\CKENZiE KiXG. Toronto, Ont., February 2, 1924.

Ott.\\v.\, Oxt.

T an> informed wliat is known as tiie M(<"ormick Bill ])urporting to auth-

orize the construction of a canal and diversion of water from tlie Great Lakes
lo the Gulf of Mexico has Ijecn referred to a sjx'cial committee for investigation

and report the committee are meeting to hear evidence on Monday February
eleventii the commission considers this diversion of water a serious interference

with the power projects administered by the commission on behalf of the
municipalities and the province of Ontario who are vitally interested and have
an investment approximately two hundred and fifty million <lollars I hope you
will take the necessary action to properly protect and safeguard all interests

concerned and greatlv oblige.

ADAM BECK.

From th( (lorrrrwr General to His MajcHti/'a Chariic

D'Affaires at Wnshimjton.

C.\N'.U).\

No. 19

GOVKH.N'MKNT HoVSK,

Ott.\w.\. February 9, 1924.

Sir,—With reference to your (le-;patch No. 447 of the 21st December, on

the subject of a special Committee of the United States Senate appointed to

investigate the problem of a nine-foot channel in tiie waterway from the Great

liakes to the Gulf of Mexico, I have the honour to tran.<mit, herewith, a copy

of a letter from the Department of the Secretary of Stat<' for External Affairs

setting forth the views of my Government on the matter and requesting that

you will be good enough to communicate the sense of this letter to the Govern-

ment of the United States.

It is upon tiie last paragraphs of this letter that my telegram No. 15A. of

the 8th February was based.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your most obedient, humble servant,

(Sgd.) BYNG OF VIMY.
His Majesty's Charge d' Affaires. ,

British Embassy. Washington.
Febniarv 8th
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From the ('ndrr-^ccretfirn of ^tatr for Extminl Afjnir.t

To the Governor (JenernVx i>ecretar>i

Ottawa, Fobruary 8. 1924.

No. 447.,

Sir.—W'\[\\ nMercncc td a il('s]>atcli from His Majesty's Cliarnc iTAffaires

,it \\'asliiiigtiin to the (iovernor (leneral, dated 21st neceinher, 1923, on the

suhject of a special C'oiinnittee of tlie United States Senate appointed l)y tiie

\'iee-President to investigate tlie problem of a nine-foot channel in the wat^^r-

way from the Great Lakes to the (lulf of Mexico and to enquire into the

navigability of the Mississippi, Ohio and Missouri Rivers \\-ith a view

presumably to exploring the possibility of establishing direct maritime com-
munication between the dreat Lakes and the South Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans. I have the honour to represent that Hills before both the United States

Senate and the United States Ilcuise of Representatives, after defining the

nature of the work to be done in the stretch above mentioned, proceed to confer

up<m the Sanitary District of Chicago the legal right to divert for sewage
dilution and navigation 10.000 cubic feet of water per second from Lake
Michigan upon condition that the said district shall pay into the Treasury' of

the United States such sums as may be estimated to be its reasonable share

of the cost of constructing compensating works at several i)oints for the jjurpose

of controlling and restoring to the lakes abo\-e mentioned, the levels lost by
reason of this diversion.

In that connection it is observed that no provision is made for the

restoration of the levels of the St. Lawrence River from its head to tidewater.

In other words, the restoration to be provided is to be in the waters where

United States navigation predominates but none is provide<l for the waters so

extensively used by Canadian shipping.

Representations that have been made to the Department of Marine and
Fisheries refer not only to the loss of levels that affect navigation but also to

the diversion of wat^r for power purposes both in the international stretches

where comix'iisation may be dctemiined and in the international stretches below
Cornwall, in the Province of (Juebec. In that connection it is submitted that

the limit of 10.000 culiic feet of water per second, as (ontempl:ite<l by the

proposed legislation, is about 1.500 c.f.s. more than is being diverted at present

and it is possible tliat the proposed legislation may mean that the 10,000 c.f.s.

is allowed for diversion and [Huver at Lockport whilst the amount that would
be required for lockages may be extra.

Having reganl to the foregoing. I have the honour to represent that the

Canada Government is unalterably opposed to the proposed diversion of wat<^r

from the Great Lakes watershed to that of the Mississippi to the great detri-

ment of navigation from Sault Ste. Marie to tidewater. The diversion that

has already taken place at Chicago has lowered the waters of the Great Lakes
to an extent that is now well known. It affects harbours that have cost many
millions of dollars to deepen by drerlging. It affects the locksills of the Sault

Ste. Marie Canals, the Wclland Canal and the St. Lawrence Canal, and it

also injuriously affects the ocean siiipping channel between Montreal

and the sea, where the Government of the Dominion of Canada have

spent many more millions of dollars in flredging operations. How
great the injuries sustained by na\-igation interests are may be gathered

from the fact that everj- inch of navigable water means an atlditional 60 to 80

tons of carrying capacity. The waters of the Great Lakes are the heritage of

both the people of the United States and the people of Canada an<l quite

obviously thev should be conserved for the interests of both peoples.
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It is therefore sincerely to he hoped tliat the Government of the United
States will not only not permit any further diversion of water from Lake
Miciiigan but will intimate to, and if necessary insist, upon the Sanitarj-

District of Chicago adopting some more scientific method of sewage disposal.

I am to request that His Excellency may be humbly movod to ask His
Majesty's Charge d'Aflfaires to comimmicate the sense of this communication
t^j the (io\Trnmcnt of the United States.

I am to add that this Government is in receipt of information that the

hearings on the Bills now before the Ujiit<>d States Senate and House of

Representatives, dealing ^nth the matter, will commence at Washington on

Monday of next week, and T am further to retjuest that His Excellency may
be humbly moved to cause His Majesty's Charge d'Affaires to be informed by
telegrai>]i that it is proposed to send Mr. W. .1. Stewart, Chief Hydrographer.
to Wn-^hingtoii to be jire-^ent at these hearings on behalf of the Canadian
Govenunent, and asked that the necessary arrangements for Mr. Stewart's

attendance at these hearings should be ma<le.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant.

(Sd.l .JOSEPH POPE,
f^niler-Secretary of ''^tntc for

External Affair.').

The Governor General's Secretarv'.

Ottawa.

Copy of Code Telegram

To Il.HM . Aiiihiis.siiilor at Wa.-:ii!iiatoit from the Govrrnor General

Ott\w.\, Februarv 8. 1924.

15 A.

With reference to your despatch l^ecember 2Ist. Xo. 447. Canadian
Government is in receipt of infonuation that hearings on Bills, now before

United States Senate and House of Representatives, ilealing with matter, will

commence at Washington, on Monday next week, and it is proposed to send
Mr. W. .1. Stewart. Chief Hydronraphcr. to Washington to be present at tlicse

hearings on behalf of Canadian Governnient .'(nd ask that necessary arranac-

ments for Mr. Stewart's attendance at these hearings should be made
Despatch follows bv mail.

(Sd.) BVNt;.

Copy of Telegr.-un

From tin British Cliargr d'Affaires at Washington to the Governor General

Code.

W.\shixc;to.n-. Februarv II. 1924.
No. 14.

•

Your telegram No. 1.5 A. 1 am informed l>y State Department that no
date has yet been fixed for the liearing- on this Bill.

(Sgd.) CHHTON.
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From the Governor (Irnrrnl to //in Britdiiitic Mnje.-iti/'f! Amhnssndor <il

Washivgton

Ti'lcsiram.

OiTAWA Fihru.irv 11. 1924.

19 A.

My tcli'gnim Fcbruan- 8.

Marino Department has ascertained tiiat t'dminittee t(i ileal with (|Uestion

of Waterway from Great Lakes to (iuif of Mcxieo lias postponed hcarinfts until

sometime in March and in consequence visit of Mr. Stewart is eanceih-d.

iSd.l r.YXC,

From His }[aj(st!i's ('hargf iJ'AfJdircs at Wasliimiton to tht (iovcrnor (uixral

No. G6.

British E.miussy,

W.^sHiNGTON, February 13, 1924.

Mv LoKO,— I iiave tiie honour to transmit to Your Lordsiiip, lierewith,

ciipies of tiie ])apor mentioned in tiie subjoined schedule.

I have tlie honour to be,

Your Lordship's

most obedient, humi)le ser\-ant.

(Signed) H. (i. CHILTON.
His Excellency

The Governor General of Canada.

N.\ME AND DATE. SUBJECT.

To the Department of State. Washing-
ton, D.C.. Februarv 1.3. 1924.

Views of Canadian (iovernment on
the subject of a special Committee
of the United States senate ap-
pointed to investigate the problem
of a nine-foot channel in the
waterway from the Great Lakes
to the Gulf of Mexico and to

enquire into the navigability of

the Mississippi, Ohio and ^lis-

souri Rivers.

Rrfrrcncr: Ottawa despatch No. 19. of February 9. 1924.

Enclosure in No.

Fr-om His }fajcstii's Clinrge d'Affaire.t at Washington to the Secretary of State

oi the United States

No. 144.

BniTisH Emb.vssy.

W.\siiiNGTOX, D.C., Februarj- 13, 1924.

Sir.— I have the honour to inform you that the Government of Canada
have recently noted that a special Committee of the United States Senate has

been appointed by the Vice-President to investigate the problem of a nine-foc^t
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clianncl in the waterway from the Great Lakes to tlie Gull of Mexico and td

ineiuire into tlic navigability of tiie Missir^sippi, Oliio and Missouri rivers, with

a view presumably to exploring the possibility of establishing direct maritime

communication between the Great Lakes and the South Atlantic and Pacifii-

Oceans. The Dominion Government further understand that certain legisla-

tion now before Congress proceeds, after defining the nature of tiie work to be

undertaken in the stretch .-ibove mentioned, to confer upon the Sanitary Dis-

trict of Chicago tlic legal riglit to divert for sewage dilution and navigation pur-

poses. 10.000 cubic feet of water per second from Lake IMiciiigan upon condition

that the said district shall pay into the Treasury of the United States such sums

as may be estimated to be its reasonable siiare of the cost of constructing com-

pensating works at several points for the purpose of controlling and restoring to

the lakes in question the levels lost by reason of this diversion of water.

In this connection, the Dominion (iovernment observe that no provision is

made for the restoration of the levels of the St. Lawrence River from its iiead

to tidewater. In other words, the restoration to be provided in the legislation

above-named is to be in the waters where United States navigation predominates

but no such restoration is provided for the waters so extensively used by Cana-
dian sliipping.

Reports submitted to the Canadian Government during recent months refer

not only to the loss of levels that affect navigation, but also to the diversion of

water for power purposes both in the international stretches where compensa-

tion may be determined and in the international stretches below Cornwall in

t!ie province of Quebec. In that regard, Lord Byng of Vimy desires me to point

out that the limit of 10,000 cubic feet of water per second, as contemplated by

the proposed legislation, is about 1.500 cubic feet per second more than is being

diverted at present, and His Excellency considers it possible that the proposed

legislation may mean that 10.000 cubic feet per second is allowed for diversion

and power at Lockport, while additional water power will doubtless be required

for lockages.

In view of the above, I have the honour to inform you that the Government
of Canada are unalterably opposed to tl'.e proposed diversion of water from

tlie Great Lakes watershetl to that of the Mississippi, to the great detriment of

navigation from Sault Ste. Marie to tidewater. Tiie diversion that has already

taken place at Chicago has lowered the waters of the Great Lakes to an extent

that is now common knowledge. This afiects harbours upon which many million

dollars have been expended in deepening operations. It also affects the lock-

sills of the Sault Ste. Marie Canals, the Welland Canal and the St. Lawrence
Canals and, further, this diversion of water has a most injurious effect upon
the ocean shipping channel between Montreal and the sea, where the Govern-

ment of the Dominion have spent many more millions of dollars in dredging

operations. How great have been the injuries sustained by navigation interests

may be seen from the fact that every inch of navigable water means an addi-

tional 60 to 80 tons of carrying capacity. The waters of the Cireat Lakes are

the heritage of both the people of the United States and the people of Canada,
and the Dominion Government are of opinion that it is quite obvious that these

waters should be conserved for the interests of both peoples. The Government
of Canada, therefore, sincerely hope that the Government of the United States

will not only not permit any further diversion of water from Lake Michigan,

but will intimate to, and if necessary insist upon, the Sanitary District of

Chicago adopting some more scientific method of sewage disposal than is fore-

shadowed at present.
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I have the honour to ^cque^^t that 1 may in due cours^u \w I'urni.^licd with

an expression of tlie views of the United States (iovemmcnt upon the contents

of tliis note, for conitnunieation to His Excellency the (Jovernor (Jcnoral of

Canada.
I iia\(' the honour to be.

witii the highest consiticratioii. Sir.

Vour most obedient, iiumble servant.

(Signed) H. (!. CHILTON.
The Honourable Charles E. Hughes,

Secretary- of State of the United States,

Washington, D.C.

From His Majesty'." Chanjr d'Affnirc.t at Waxhinyton to the Governor General

No. 68.

British Embassy.

AVashington. February 18, 1924.

My Lori).— I ha\c the honour to transmit to Your Lordship, herewith, copies

of the paper mentioned in the subjoined sclieduie.

I have tiic honour to be,

Your Lordship's most obedient, humble servant,

(For H. U. Charge d"AfTaires).

(Signed I .JOHN CECH..
His Excellency,

The Covernor Cieneral of Canada.

Name and Date Subject

From Department of State, Proposed building of a nine-foot chan-
Washington, February 15, 1924. nel in the waterway from the Great

Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico.

Reference: Washington despatch Xo. 66 of February 13, 1924.

Enclo.sure in No.

From the Secretary of State of the United States to His Majesty's Charge

d'Affaircs at Washington

Departmknt of State,

Washington, February 15, 1924.

Sir,— I bcK to acknowlcd^re the receipt of your note No. 144. of Februarj-
13, 1924, concerning the proposed building of a nine foot cliannel in the waterway
from the Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico, and the suggested further diversion
by the Sanitary District of Chicago of waters of Lake Michigan.
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The contont* of your note luu'e Ix'on comnuinioatoii to the appropriate
Departments of tliis Goveninient for consitlcratioii and upon receipt of their

replieiN I shall be glad to send you the expression of the views of this Govern-
ment for which you ask.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my high consideration.

(Sicrned) CHARLES E. HUGHES.
Air. Henry Gktty Chilton.

Charge d'.\fi"aires ad interim of Great Britain.

From His Majvsti/'x Charge d'Affaires at Washington to the Governor General

No. 70.

Bkhisii Embassy,

W.\SHiNGTOX, February 19, 1924.

My Lord.— I liave the honour to transmit to Your Lordship, lierewith, copies

of the paper mcnt'ioned in the subjoined schedule.

I have, etc.,

(for H. M. Charge d'Affaires),

His Excellency, (Signed) JOHN CECIL.
The Governor General of Canada.

Name and Date Subject

From the Department of State, Wash- Appeal taken by the Sanitary District

ington. D.C., February 16, 1924. of Chicago from the decision of the

United States District Court in

favour of the Government in con-

nection with diversion of water from
Lake Michigan.

Reference: Ottawa despatch, Secret. No. 170 of December 19. 1923.

Enclosure in No.

From the Secretary of State of the United States to His Majesty's Charge
d'Affaires at Washington

Dep.\rtment of St.\te,

W.\sHiNGTOX, February 16, 1924.

Sir,—With reference to your note of December 29, 1923, in regard to the

legal proceedings instituted by the Government of the United States against the

Sanitary District of Chicago to prevent the unauthorized diversion of water from
Lake Michigan, I have the honour to inform you that the Department has been

advised by the Solicitor General of the United States that an appeal has been

taken by the Sanitary District of Chicago from the decision of the United States

District Court in favour of the Government and that the appeal is still pending

in the Supreme Court of tiie I'nited States. The Solicitor General further

stated that as soon as the record of the case shall have been printed a motion

will be submitted to the court to advance the case for early argument.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration.

For the Secretary of State,

"(Sd.) LELAND HARRISON.
Mr. Henry Getty Chilton,

Charge d'Affaires ad interim of Great Britain.
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From His Majistij's Charge d'Affairrs at Washington to the Governor General

No. 72.

Briti.sh Emb.^ssy,

\\ .\.sni.\GTON, February 20, 1924.

My Lord,—I have the lionour to transmit to Your Lordsliip, lierewith, copies

of the paper inentioned in tlic subjoined schedule.

I have the honour to be,

Your Lordship's most obedient,

humble servant,

(For H. M. Charge d'Afifaires),

(Signed) .lOHX CECIL.
His Excellency,

The Governor General of Canada.

Name and Date Subject

From Department of State, Washing- Canadian Government's wish to send

ton, February 18. Mr. W. J. Stewart to Washington
to be present at hearings in regard

to waterway—Great Lakes to Gulf
of Mexico.

Referenet : Washington despatch No. 68 of February 18, 1924.

Enclosure in No.

From the Secretary of State of the United States to His Majesty's Charge
d'Affaires at Washington

Department of State,

Washington, February 18, 1924.

.Sir,— I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your note No. 130, of February

9. 1924, in which you state tliat the Canadian Government wishes to send Mr.
W. J. Stewart. Chief Hydrographer of the Dominion Government, to Washing-
ton to be present at the hearings to be held by the Committee appointed to

investigate the problem of a nine-foot channel in the waterway from the Great
Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico and to inquire into the navigability of the Missis-

sippi, Ohio and Missouri Rivers.

Upon inquiry this Department is informed that no time has yet been fixed

for the holdings of hearings on this question.

Accept, Sir. the renewed assurance of my high consideration.

(Signed) CHARLES E. HUGHES.

Mr. Henry Getty Chilton,
Charge d'.\ffaires ad interim of Great Britain.

79977—10
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From His Majesty's Charge. d'Affairex at Washington to the Governor General

No. 94.

British Emb.\ssy,

W.\sHiNGT0V, March 5, 1924.

My Lord,—1 have the lionour to tran.siuit to your Excellency, herewith,

copies of the paper mentioned in the subjoined schedule.

I have etc.,

(for the Ambassador)

(Signed) H. C. CHILTON.
His Excellency Tlie Governor General of Canada.

Name and Date Subject

" Bo.*ton Transcript." February 26th. Press comment—Diversion of the

water on the Great Lakes.

Relrnnre: Washington despatch No. 72 of Februarj' 20th, 1924.

Enclosure in No.

Boston Transcript, February 26, 1924

The Fight for L.vke Michig.\n

A question of very great physical importance, and one having both inter-

state and international complications, has arisen on our Great Lakes. It is the

question whether, for sanitary and other reasons, the Sanitary District of Chicago

shall be empowered by a proposed act of Congress, introduced by Representa-

tive Hull, to withdraw 10,000 cubic feet of water per second from Lake Michigan

and turn it into the Illinois and Michigan canal for the proper drainage of the

city of Chicago and for purposes of navigation and of hydro-electric power.

This proposition is being actively pressed by the Illinois representatives in

Congress, and it is said that this amount of water is actually being taken at

the present time, although by the existing permission, which rests only on an

order of Secretary Alger twenty-five or more years old, only 4,167 cubic feet

may be taken. The new proposition, and the present actual o\-er-stepping of

the law, arc earnestly opposed by all the States on Lakes Michigan. Huron and

Erie, on the ground that the diversion of the water into the Mississippi water-

shed, through the canal, is steadily lowering the level of the lakes named, and

consequently shallowing the harbours and interfering with commerce. Chicago

urges the proposition not only (and principally) for the people's health and

the lives of the children of Chicago, but to improve the navigation between

the lakes and the Mississippi and to furnish hydro-electric power. It is urged

by the other States that Chicago is taking for this purpose, so desirable to her,

the water that belongs to others. Two ca*es, one of them instituted by the

State of Wisconsin, are now before the Supreme Court challenging the power to

do this and the Dominion of Canada, which is interested in the supply of water

that comes down the Niagara and the St. Lawrence, is also opposing the diver-

sion of the waters of Lake ^Michigan.
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The question, of course, would never liiive arisen but for tlie geographic-

ally striking fact that the Mississippi River, at the point where the Illinois

River comes into it, is less than five hundred feet above the sea level, whereas
the level of Lake Michigan is 581 feet above sea. The Des Plaines River,

whicii flows southward (and into tiie Illinois River) just west of Chicago, is

only sixteen miles from the shore of Lake Michigan. The result of this con-

dition is that the sixteen-mile strip of land between the lake and the Des
Plaines River is a natural dike, and as .soon as it was pierced to a sufHcient

depth by the construction of the canal, the water began to flow from the lake

toward the Des Plaines, the Illinois, and the Mississippi. The flow through
this canal is capable of control, and it is declared that at the present time the

flow is fully cciual to the ten thousand cubic feet per second which the Hull
bill would permit. Lake Michigan, in the condition, becomes an affluent of

both the Mississippi and the St. Lawrence, and it is obvious that it cannot
continue to be so extensive a feeder of the Mississippi and also be able to

supply so fully the lower lakes and the St, Tiawrence. And in fact, the level

of the lakes has been perceptibly falling, with the result tiiat the harbours of

Lakes Huron and Eric, as well as those of Lake Michigan itself, are shallowing^

to their detriment and danger. The level of Lake Huron is the same as that

of Lake Michigan. There is a descent of eight and seven-tenths feet in the

St. Clair and Detroit rivers between Lake Huron and Lake Erie, and a Niagara
plunge of 226.3 feet from Erie to Ontario. If the level of Lake Erie is

depressed—as perceptibly it has been—the volume of water flowing over
Niagara is by that much diminished, and its power lessened.

The struggle between the States and cities below Chicago on the lakes,

and the City of Chicago and State of Illinois, will be watched with interest,

even by those not immediately concerned. Naturally the Mississippi valley

interest, whicli is very powerful, will tend to cast itself into tlie balance on
Chicago's side. This with regard to the proposed legislation. The attitude

of the United States Supreme Court on the question whether Chicago has already

taken what does not belong to her will be based on the law and on justice,

presumably with due regard for the natural right of all who dwell on navigable
waters to their normal flow.

From (he Governor General to His Majesty's Ambassador ni Washington

No. 39.

Government House,

Ottawa, March 13, 1924.

Sir,—With reference to Mr. Chilton's despatch No. 70 of the 19th February,
enclosing a copy of a letter dated the 16th Februaiy from Mr. Leland Harrison,

on the subject of the Chicago Drainage Canal, I should be glad to receive, for

the use of my Government, a copy of the note addressed to the United States

Department of State on the 29th December, 1923. to which Mr. Harrison's letter

is the reply, and also a copy of the previous reply in this matter which, it would
appear from Mr. Harrison's letter, was sent to Mr. Chilton.

I have, etc.,

(Signed) B\'NG OF VIMY.
His Excellencv

The Riglit Honourable Sir Esme Howard, G.C.M.G., K.C.B., C.V.O.,

H.B.M. Ambassador at Washington.
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From the Governor General to His Majesty's Ambassador at Washington

Telegram
Ottawa. Marcli 17, 1924.

34 A.

The ques^tion of tlie diversion of water from tlie St. Lawrence watershed into

that of tiie Mississippi by the Sanitary District of Chicago is ^till causing great

concern in Canada, particularly in view of the bill on the subject wliich has been

introduced into Congress, and my Ministers desire that the Government of the

United States be informed of their hope that no action will be taken either to

confirm or permit the extension of the claims of the Sanitary District to continue

any diversion and thus adversely affect important interests in the navigation of

the great Lakes and the St. Lawrence River and the development of power, actual

or prospective, upon the river or upon interlakc connecting waters.

The position of the Government of Canada in opposition to and in protest

against the injurious effects of this diversion has been consistently maintained,

and is still held, and my Ministers venture to suggest that it would be unfor-

tunate if, now that the development of the St. Lawrence watcway for naviga-

tion and power purposes is under consideration, anj' action sh.ould be taken

which might adversely afTect the possibility of such development. They sincerely

trust that this view will commend itself to the Government of tne United States.

(Sd.) BYNG.

From His Majesty's Ambassador at Washington to the Governor General

British Emb.vssy,

W.\SHixGTON. March 18, 1924.

No. 111.

My Lord,—I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excel-

lency's despatch No. 39 of the 13th instant, and in accordance with the request

contained therein, to transmit to Your Excellency herewith copy of a note which

Mr. Chilton addressed to the United States Government on December 29th last

on the subject of the diversion of water from Lake Michigan ly the Sanitarj'

District of Chicago, together with a copy of the reply whicii was received from

the United States Government to this communication.

I have etc.,

(For the Ambassador)

His ExccUencv, (Sgd.) JOHN CECIL.
The Lord Byxg of Vimy, G.C.B.,

etc., etc., etc.

Governor General of Canada,
Ottawa, Canada.

From the Secretary of State of the United States to His Majesty's Ambassador

at Washington.

Dep.vrtment or St.\te, "Washington, Januar\- 21, 1924.

Excellency,—I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Em-
bassy's note No. 1111, of December 29, 1923, regarding the diversion of water

from Lake Michigan by the Sanitary District of Chicago.
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A ropy of the note has been referred to the proper authoritie:^ to ascertain

the statur^ of the legal proceedings pending against the Sanitary District of

Chicago and a further communication in regard to the matter will be addressed

to you upon receipt of their reply.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my higliest consideration.

For the Secretary of State:

(Sgd.l WILLIAM PHILLIPS.
His Excellency

The Right Honolr.vble
Sir AvcKL.\ND Geddes, G.C.I^LG., K.C.B.,

Ambassador of Great Britain.

From His Majc.ffn's Charge d'AjJaircs at Washington to the Secretary of State

of the United States.

Xo. 1111.

Bhitish Emba.-^sv, AV.\shixgtox, Deccmlier 29, 1923.

Sir,—My attention has been drawn by the Government of Canada to the

fact that about the month of June last the Government of the L'nitcd States

were granted an injunction restraining the Sanitary District of Chicago from

diverting water from Lake Michigan, but that this injunction would not take

effect for a period of six months in order to allow time for the Sanitary District

of Chicago to appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States. I understand

that such an appeal has been lodged but that the Supreme Court has not yet

acted upon it.

I have the honour to inform you that the Government of Canada have

received numerous communications from various bodies and interests directly

concerned with this question, protesting against this diversion of water from

Lake Michigan and I would further explain that, owing to the injurious effect

of such diversion both upon navigation and water-power, the Dominion Gov-
ernment still maintain their attitude of opposition as already explained to the

United States Government in Sir Auckland Geddes' note No. 285 of April 22,

1921, and previous correspondence.

In these circumstances, the Governor-General of Canada has asked me to

enquire the present status of the legal proceedings instituted by the Govern-

ment of the Unitt'd States with a view to preventing any increase in the diver-

sion of water from Lake Michigan, and to add that the Dominion Government
confidently hope that these legal proceedings will be vigorou-ly pressed by the

United States Government.

I have etc.,

(Sgd.l H. G. CHILTON".

The Honourable Charles E. Hvghes,
Secrctarv of State of the United States.

Washington, D.C.
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The Honourable James A. Robb,

Acting Minister of Finance,

Ottawa, Ont.

Sir,—I have the honour of presenting, herewith, the report on Agricultural

Credit, which I was asked to prepare by the Right Honourable W. S. Fielding

for the Department of Finance.
Your obedient servant,

H. M. TORY,
President oj the University of Alberta.

Administrative Chairman of the Honorary
Advisory Council for Scientific and Industrial

Research.
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INTRODUCTION

On tlie authority of a letter from the Minister of Finance, dated August 23,

1923, I undertook to make an enquiry into the subject of Rural Credits. The
above mentioned letter intimated that the enquirj' should be along the lines

suggested in the Report of the Special Committee appointed to enquire into

Agricultural Conditions, dated January 19, 1923. The report is as follows:

—

"As to the necessity of credit on more advantageous terms to the

farmers of this country, there can be little room for difference of opinion.

Well selected and secured farm loans should be among the safest and
most attractive of investments, while the security offered through the

pledging of non-perishable and readily marketable farm products is

certainly comparable to that offered by merchants and manufacturers.

Notwithstanding these facts, the agriculturist of Canada, in certain parts i

at least, pays considerably more for long term credits secured by his

property than many of his competitors in other lands as well as more
than is paid by many of his fellow citizens in other walks of life for

similar accommodation.
" Your committee are of the opinion that after consideration along

the lines hereinafter respectfully suggested, the Government should

promote the obtaining by agriculturists of this country of long term

credits, as well as intermediate credits, and that action should be taken,

and, if necessary, legislation enacted to this end at the earliest possible

date.
" The attention of your committee has been forcibly brought to

the fact that the operations of the Federal Farm Loan Board system in the

United States offer, through the National Farm Loan Associations, the

Federal Land Banks and the Joint Stock Land Banks, facilities for long

term credits to the farmers of that country, which when prudently

availed of, are of immense advantage to them. Likewise, it would appear
that the farmers of certain European countries, as well as of other parts of 1
the commonwealth of British nations, enjoy credit facilities of an advan-
tageous nature.

" The Federal Farm Loan Board system, operating through the

Federal Intermediate Credit Banks and the Agricultural Credit Corpora-

tions in the United States, is designed to supply to a verj' large extent, to

agriculturists, intermediate credits, that is to say, credits running fronii

nine months to three years.
" It will be remembered that there are at present operating in Canada

certain pro\'incial systems. As to the success of some of these, serious ^

differences of opinions have been expressed. It would appear that some
are suffering from inadequate loaning funds.

" To what extent the Federal Government should inaugurate a federal

system of long term and intermediate term loans to farmers; how such

system, if inaugurated should be related to the different provincial systems;

what features of, or other systems of, farm credits could, with advantage,

be adopted, are all matters requiring further searching investigation.
" Your committee have heard a number of witnesses and have devoted

a considerable amount of study to the question. They feel, however, that

the system is of such paramount importance that further investigation

and study should take place before definite legislation is brought down.

7
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All authorities apparently agree that there is a barren area of credit

unsupplied by either the banks on the one hand or the loan companies

on the other.

"We, therefore, recommend the investigation by the Government

into the question of long term and intermediate term rural credits; the

operation of existing schemes in Canada, the United States and else-

where; the examination of the question as to whether and to what ex-

tent systems of agricultural credit-s should be fitted into and related to

our present banking system; as well as the operations of mortgage and

loan companies; and that to this end, and in such manner as may appear

best to the Government, the views of agriculturists, bankers, representa-

tives of loan companies, officers of the present Canadian provincial loan

system, as well as of the officers of the Federal Farm Loan Systems in the

United States, should be obtained, in order that adaquate and well-

founded action for the relief of the present situation may be taken.

"In this connection also, the attention of your committee was drawn

to the question as to whether it would be advisable and in accordance

with sound economic and banking principles to extend to those provinces

which desired to obtain money for their rural credit systems, facilities

for obtaining of credit such as are afforded to the chartered banks under

the provisions of the Finance Act of 1914, under the provisions of which

Dominion notes are issued to the banks against the deposit of certain

approved securities with the Treasury Board."

Taking, therefore, the report of the Special Committee as a basis for the

enquiry, the procedure in obtaining information was as follows:

—

First, all the documents, legal enactments and reports of the Dominion

Government and the Provincial Governments, not already in my possession,

were obtained and studied. Following this the central provinces. Alberta, Sas-

katchewan, Manitoba and Ontario were visited, and the schemes in actual opera-

tion were gone into with the officials responsible for their administration.

Wherever possible ministers of Pro\-incial Governments were consulted, especially

those having already had experience in the creation or the working of legislative

enactments. The province of British Columbia and the Maritime Provinces

have not yet been visited as time did not permit, but the laws in operation and

the reports of the provinces have been studied.

In order to get first-hand information of the condition of affairs in the

United States of America, some time was spent in the offices of the Farm Loan
Board in Washington, under whose supervision both the Federal Land Banks and

the Intermediate Credit Banks arc functioning. Through the offices of this

Board the fullest information was made available to me both by means of docu-

mentary evidence and personal interviews with those responsible for the ad-

ministration of the affairs of these great organizations.

Further, letters of introduction were given me to the presidents of the Federal

Land Banks in all the centres of the country where they now operate. I was able

by visiting some of these centres to get information on the actual working of

their plans in the most intimate way.
In selecting points for detailed study, banks operating in parts of the coun-

try' bordering on Canada, the problems of which would be similar to our own,

were selected. These were the Land Bank of Springfield, Mass.. which operates

in the states of Maine, Xew Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts and northern

New York and the Bank at St. Paul, the operation of which covers northern

Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota and Montana. The Bank at

Baltimore was also visited and studied intimately as presenting somewhat
contrasting conditions to the others
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At this point I wish to expruss my grateful appreciation for tlie generous
treatment accorded me by all the officials of the organizations in the United
States and especially to Commissioner Cooper of the Farm J^oan Board at

Washington, through, whose kindness the doors of the organizations all over
the country were opened to me.

A good deal of documentary evidence was collected first hand at the centres

visited. Many of the foreign documents were made a\'ailal)le through the

kindness of Mr. Doherty, of the International Institute of Agriculture, Ottawa,
wiiile valuable assistance in the same way was given by I\Ir. Lyncli, of the

Department of the Interior.

The problems involved in the enquiry were also discussed with bank
managers in the United States and Canada, as well as with managers of loan

companies and insurance companies in both Eastern and Western Canada.
In addition to the information thus obtained, I drew upon tlie evidence

which I collected when in Europe in 1913 with the American Commission, and
the reports which grew out of the work of the commission. As far as possible,

documents have been obtained showing the recent trend of rural credit organi-

zation in Europe and in Great Britain. Documents have also been obtained
from New Zealand, Australia, South Africa and South American countries

where systems of rural credits are already in existence. So far as the time at

my disposal would permit, I have tried to cover the field of the practical appli-

cation of rural credit principles, as distinguished from mere theorizing about
the matter.

One further word by way of explanation. The usual method of holding
public sessions of enquiry has not been followed. The facts collected were
from responsible people whose statements were substantiated by documents,
legislative enactments and official reports. Many expressions of opinion were
received by letter and from individuals personally. These opinions, however
extreme, have been duly considered and carefully w-eighed.

In what follows a precise presentation of the facts gathered is attempted.
Technical terms and statistical information have been avoided, unless con-
sidered absolutely necessary for a proper understanding of the issues involved.

In the int-crest of clearness the report is divided into six sections as follows:

—

Section I^—General Considerations.

Section II—Rural Credit in Europe.

Section III—Rural Credit in the British Empire, outside Canada

—

(a) Great Britain.

(h) Australia.

(c) South Africa.

(d) New Zealand.

Section IV—Rural Credit in the United States.

Section V—Rural Credit in Canada.

Section VI—Consideration of Methods in Relation to Canadian Condi-
tions.

I have tried to make every section of the report complete in itself, so that,

after reading section 1, those interested in the study of the special problems of

the individual countrj' may do so without reference to other parts.

It is hardly necessary to point out that the movement for Rural Credits on
this continent is not an incident in the historj- of an individual countrj', but
is part of a movement covering the whole civilized world, and would appear
to be a normal development growing out of the condition? of modern agricul-

ture.
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SECTION I

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Tlie terms Rural Credit, Short Term Credit, Long Term Credit, and Inter-

mediate Credit, require definition as they are used ambiguously in much of the

current literature in which tiie terms occur.

The term "Rural Credit" is used in both Europe and America in a general

sense to include all forms of credit which have to do with the production and
distribution of farm crops. It will be used always with that meaning in this

report.

The term "Short Term Credit" has a different meaning in Europe from that

which it has in the United States. In Europe it means all forms of credit in

relation to agriculture other than mortgage credit and in which the security

is personal or easily negotiable collateral. In the United States the term is used

generally in reference to ordinary banking transactions of from three to six

months. In Canada it is used in the same sense, except in legal documents refer-

ring to Rural Credits where its meaning is the European one. When discussing

European methods, therefore, it will be necessary to use the word with the

European meaning as comprehensive of the two American terms, "Short Term
Credit" and "Intermediate Credit." In discussing Canadian documents it will

be necessary, in order to avoid confusion, to define the term when used.

The term "Long Term Credit" is ever>'where used to mean mortgage credit

and in relation to agriculture, farm mortgage credit for terms of five years or over.

The only exception is in France where a special meaning is given by the use of

the terms "Long Term Collective Credit" and "Long Term Personal Credit."

The context, however, will be found to give sufficient explanation in these

cases.

The term "Intermediate Credit" is always used to mean credit. for a period

longer than the ordinary banking transaction of from three to six months, and
yet shorter than the ordinary mortgage term. The period may varj- from six

months to five years. The security is non-perishable farm commodities or stock

security but is not based on land mortgage. As worked out in the United
States where the term is now official, it is a banking operation but done through

a bank specially regulated t-o cover the longer term stated above. In this sen.se

only will the word be used.

The problem which the Rural Credit organizations seek to solve is how to

safeguard and promote the economic interest of those engaged in agricultural

pursuits, especially by providing them with such facilities for obtaining credit

that they may be able to acquire the means of production and to dispose of

their produce on such favourable terms as to make farming a profitable enter-

prise.

One great reason why all countries have found it necessary to solve in

some measure this problem is that agriculture is everywhere regarded as the
fundamental industry, which if not prosperous reflects its lack of prosperity on
every other national activity. This is especially true of all those countlries

which seek to become even approximately self-supporting.

In order to make possible the instruments of production to those whose only
capital is the land, the Long Term or Mortgage Credit systems arose. To make
possible the seasonal operations by means of which production and disposal

could bo profitably undertaken, the Short Term and Intermediate Credit systems
came into being.
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The aims of tlie Long Term or Mortgage Credit systems, so far as they

relate to agriculture, are:—
!. To free the landowner from the necessity of borrowing directly from

the individual creditor.

2. To regulate the payment of interest and principal so as to free the

borrower from the danger and anxiety associat<-d witii demands for repayment

unfler circumstances which made payment impossible.

3. To get rid of usurious rates of interest, putting apiculture in this regard

on the same basis as other business equally secure.

From the effort to meet these conditions arose—
1. Land mortgage bonds.

2. Amortization, the repayment of the principal with the interest at a fixed

rate over a series of years.

3. Co-operative land mortgage credit, the combining of the security of

the many to secure a reduction in the rate of interest.

The reasons advanced in favour of the land mortgage bond are briefly as

follows:

—

1. It makes possible the long term mortgage, otherwise impossible, as the

individual money lender would not as a rule be willing to take a mortgage for

a term of fifteen or twenty or thirty years. This can be done by the creation

of a corporate body, the Land Bank, whose existence does not terminate with the

death of the iiulividual.

2. It places between the lender and the borrower an intermediary whose
business it is to safeguard the loan and whose security is unquestioned.

3. It makes a more flexible arrangement for the lender, as his bonds are

always available for sale in case of need or as collateral security of a high order,

if desired.

4. It makes possible the use of the amortization principle, that is the repay-

ment of the principal of the tlebt by means (if small annual instalments along

with the interot, the payment of principal and interest alike coming out of the

annual proceeds of the land.

5. It recognizes also the fact that the mortgage is to be redeemed by produc-

tion from the land, thus establishing the security on a rational basis. The
mortgage is not strictly a real estate mortgage otherwise.

6. It allows that combination of security which makes low rates of interest

possible, if correct principles are followed. In so doing it establishes a reason-

able limit for a mortgage and thus protects both borrower and lender.

7. If the fixed capital is raised in this way, free from personal or other kind
of guarantee, it leaves the total remaining assets of the farmer free as security

for his seasonal requirements for immediate production. This can be used with

the ordinary bank or through the special banks at the will of the borrower.

The aims of the Short Term Credit systems as they exist in Europe and the

Intermediate Crcfiit system as it exists in the United States are:

1. To give to the agriculturist a credit system suited to the seasonal re-

quirements of his occupation.

2. To secure for him rates of interest for this requirement consistent with

the security of his business.

With regard to the first of these aims, it is claimed everywhere by those who
advocate such credit systems that the ordinary' banks are not organized to meet

in a normal way the claims of agriculture. It is not necessarv in this report

to go over the arguments advanced, as they are quite well known. Briefly it

araovmts to this. •
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The farmer's business docs not usually give him a quirk return. His
period of investment is at least nine months or a year as he has to await the

processes of nature to give him his dividends. He is subject to losses by
accident, disease and fluctuations in prices, causes over which he has no control

and which make special financial arrangements necessar>' often covering a

period considerably longer than that required to produce his yearly crop. Short

Term Credit of three months even with the right of renewal is to him both

inconvenient and embarrassing, as although renewal may be promised the

difficulty in obtaining it is much greater if crop difficulties in the meantime
have arisen. Further, the ordinary commercial banks, organized especially to suit

commercial and industrial conditions, to a large extent fail to appreciate the

position of the farmer, who, because of his inability to meet specific banking
practises, finds himself, particularly if he is a small farmer, regarded as an

undesirable customer, not because of any fault of his own, but because he is

unable to marshal his assets in a manner to satisfy the bank. Hence the claim

tliat a special financial organization with a different purpose from that of the

ordinary bank is required.

With regard to the second aim mentioned above, the difficulty to be over-

come arises naturally out of the conditions just stated. If the ordinary com-
mercial bank is incapable of meeting legitimately the farmer's needs, then he

must either do without working capital or resort to some other means of obtain-

ing i*^.. To do without renders him helpless, unless he has already acquired a

surplus of his own. The only other sources open to him are the private money
lender or the local merchant through whom he may buy his supplies. In either

case, while the credit may be obtained for the length of time required, the cost is

very great, often too great in proportion to his productive capacity. The private

money lender is often more hard-hearted than the banker, while the local

dealer's credit is generally the most expensive of all. The latt«r usually con-

siders it necessary to protect himself against loss by increasing the price of his

goods, if sold on credit or by charging a higher rate of interest, if he advances
money

.

The Short Term Credit Banks of Europe, the Intermediate Credit Banks of

the United States and a great variety of state supported financial organizations

in other civilized countries have sought to overcome the difficulties stated above
by organizing the security of the farmer on a co-operative or semi-co-operative

basis in such a way as to make possible credit at reasonable rates of interest

and for a length of time suited to his needs.

The foregoing is not to be interpreted as an argument but as an effort to

state in the briefest possible w-ay the point of view and purpose of the Rural
Credit movement. The extent to which these organizations have succeeded will

be apparent later on in this report.
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SECTION II

RURAL CREDIT IN EUROPE

One of tlie outstanding facts about modern Europe is the number and
variety of its financial institutions. Private, public and co-operative organiza-

tions have grown up everywhere, often with a view to meet special needs or to

solve special financial problems. In every country the ordinary joint stock

bank is, of course, to be found. Side by side with these are to be found savings
banks working under definite restriction; rural banks specially suited to do
business with the rural communities; public utility banks, that is banks doing
a non-profit-making business; land mortgage banks whose activities are often

confined to land mortgage business or to credit based on land mortgages; gen-
eral joint stock loan companies; state banks doing business on a profit-making
basis in the interest of the State; and finally co-operative banks specially

regulated to assist and stimulate co-operative institutions.

Institutions of all of the above mentioned types give consideration to the
problems of agriculture and make loans on the basis of farm land security. I

shall discuss, however, the agricultural credit institutions only; that is, institu-

tions whose function is to deal with problems of agriculture specifically and
whose aim is to give the agriculturist money at rates of interest in relation to

the security offered. These institutions give to the farmer the advantage of

their knowledge of the value of his security and have resulted in establishing

agricultural credit on what is regarded as a rational basis. As a consequence
of their operation the small farmer has been taken out of the hands of the
usurers, whose rates of interest fifty years ago ranged from ten per cent to fifty

per cent, and has been made the cheapest borrower in the country. These
institutions have done more than this. They have had a regulating influence

on the rate of interest charged by all the other financial institutions doing
business with the farmer. As an illustration, one might take the position en

the Land Mortgage Credit Associations or the Landschaftcn in Germany. At
the end of 1912, the financi.'il institutions in Germany lending money on mort-
gages had invested about St).")(in.(H)0,000 in various types of mortgage security.

Of this amount over §2,000,000,000 was in farm mortgages. Of this latter

amount the Landschaften held §850,000,000, about 13 per cent of the whole, or
about 40 per cent of that invested in farm mortgages. The rate of interest,-

however, was practically that fixed by the Landschaften. The abo\^e figures

stood practically unchanged in 1920. In this section of the report attention is

devoted to a description of those institutions whose special aim is to facilitate

agricultural credit, dealing with those of a co-operative or state-aided type, or

a combination of both.

Studied with respect to their purpose, these institutions fall under two gen-
eral heads:

—

1. Those giving Long Term or Mortgage Credit.

2. Those giving Short Term or Personal Credit.

1. Long Term or Mortgage Credit

Of the institutions giving Long Tenn or Mortgage Credit the following

are the most important and will be described in some detail:

—

(1) The German Landschaften or Land Mortgage Credit Associations.

(2) The German Mortgage Credit Banks.
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(3) The German Savings Banks.

(4) The Credit Foncier of France.

(5) The Co-operative Mortgage Credit Banks of Denmark.

(6) Institutions in other Countries of Europe.

Similar institutions found in otiier parts of Europe which have a local

application or which are varieties of one or the other of the above will be

referred to only when by so doing points of special significance make it neces-

sary.

(1) The German Landschaflen or Land Mortgage Credit Associations

The German Landschaften or Land Mortgage Credit Associations were

called into being at a time so like our own, so far as the difficulties of the agri-

culturist arc concerned, that to quote from the discussion of the time seems

like reading current literature on the subject. They had their origin in the

period following the Seven Years' War (1755-1763). The land owners who

belonged largely to the nobility and who had depending on them the peasant

population found themselves in great difficulties. "Agriculture was in a dis-

astrous state; fields lay untilled, dwelling-houses had been destroyed by fire,

cattle had perished. The landowners lacked the means to carry (lui any recon-

struction inasmuch as their credit was no longer good and the difficulties in the

way of procuring necessary capital were very great. Interest was not paid

punctually, debts were not discharged, mortgages were forecloscil and insolv-

ency resulted. The confidence of investors in respect to the landowners was

completely shaken. IMany mortgage loans were withdrawn. The owners ran

the risk of losing a considerable portion of their property." In 1759 a mora-

torium was declared. This was revived six years later. "But this moratorium

merely acted as a palliative as soon as it ceased to be opcrati\c'. tlic deficiency

of credit made itself felt with landed proprietors in a still more aggravated

form. Many estates were sold by auction. In addition, there was the cir-

cumstance that the price of cereals, very high durinc: the war. fell sharply

after the peace, and besides the export of wool was forbidden on pain of death.

This meant that even where it had been possible to keep up farms or to restore

them to working order the owners were plunged in difiiculties. Credit could

only be obtained from private individuals, at a high rate of interest, since there

were at the time no institutions that could act as intermediaries lieiween land-

owners seeking credit and capitalists seeking investment for their money."

Such were the circumstances which led to the devising of the fir.:t land mortgage

scheme in Europe. The landowners of the Prussia of that day were very much
in the position of those in Western North America to-day. They had land in

abundance but money was scarce and hard to get. Interest charges were ab-

normal and ruin stared many of them in the face.

Within a very short time after the establishment of the Landschaft, the

following statement from a report to the King indicates the change that had

taken place. "Thanks to the most benevolent support of your Majesty the

credit of the Landschaft is now in an extremely satisfactory state. A remark-

able number of families who for want of money and credit were on the brink

of ruin and are now in a secure position and thoroughly rehabilitated and will

in consequence ever cherish admiration and reverence for your Majesty."

The credit for tlie scheme belongs to Buhring, a Berlin merchant. He pre-

sented his scheme to Frederick Tlic Great in 1765.

The general idea of the scheme was that the land represented the best

conceivable security, if there could be created by some sound system a quotable

security, that is if the real value of the land could be made a basis for a sound

negotiable security it would cause money to flow again freely into the required
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channels. In order to realize his scheme he advised that there be created with
the approval of the state authorities a credit association (landschaft) by per-

sons in need of credit, which on the basis of mortgages issued in its favour
would issue mortgage bonds bearing interest payable to bearer. In this way, the

liability of the individual would not be direct to the investor, the bonds being

guaranteed by the central authority.

The actual scheme as put into operation in 1770 was a modification of this

suggestion. The fundamental idea, that of placing an intermediary, the credit

association, between the individual borrower and the investor remained as a

foundation stone of the whole structure.

As it stands to-day the Landschaft is an association of borrowers for the

purpose of securing loans by the issue of bonds secured by mortgages registered

collcctivelj' against their properties. The bonds are not chargeable against any
individual mortgage but against the mortgages taken together. For this borrow-
ing, the landowner is debtor to the association and the association is debtor to

the investor. The borrower pays interest to the association, and the association

to the investor.

The bondholders are secured in the following manner:—
(a) Mortgages must not be granted beyond two-thirds of the value of the

land. The valuation is fixed after careful appraisement by independent officials,

the basis being the annual productive capacity of the land as shown by ex-

perience.

(fa) Bonds must not be issued in excess of the total amount of the mortgages
bearing equal interest.

(c) The amount of debt is being constantly reduced by amortization at

least until a certain definite portion is paid off.

(d) The organizations themselves are non-profit-seeking, and posses? no
share capital upon which profits are paid.

(e) The bonds are secured not only by total mortgages of the association,

but also by its reserves and the accumulated sinking fund payment of mortgages.

(/) Finally, should all other sources fail the incorporated landowners are

responsible in some cases to full value of their property, in others to a given

limited liability.

These associations are public corporations and are under state super-

vision. This super\-ision is exercised by a Royal Commission and the articles

of the Credit Association and the regulations must be sanctioned by the Govern-
ment, much as our railroad companies are in Canada. They possess certain

special privileges. One of the permanent officials must have passed the State

examination qualifying him for the office of judge so that they are permitted to

distrain without having recourse to ordinary civil procedure. Within the limits

mentioned above they are autonomous and manage their affairs on the principle

of self-government. The employees have the standing of state officials. It can-
not be over-emphasized that these associations are associations of borrowers,

not lenders; their aim is to save money for their members, not make money
for others. Apart from paying interest on bonds, they have no relation to the in-

vestor who buys his bonds on the market in the usual way. The landowner
becomes a member of the Credit Association when it acquires a mortgage on his

land and ceases to be a member when his mortgage ha? been paid off, so that no
pressure for dividends enters into the conduct of the business.

The special merits of these associations are summarized by Mr. J. R. Cahill in

his excellent report for the British Government in the following terms:

—

(1) They enable landowners to mobilize, as it were, their landed possessions

by the creation of bonds passing into the general system of securities; instead
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of only being able, like English landowners to provide a mortgage security ol

very restricted currency, German landowners have the advantage of being able

to convert a mortgage charge into a security realizable at any time in the general

market.

(2) Loans granted are not subject to recall.

(3) The rate of interest is as moderate as possible, being closely related to

the prevailing market rates for money.

(4) The bonds being irredeemable by the holder, the rate of interest may
not be raised.

(5) The riglit is conceded to reduce the debt by payments made at the

mortgagor's convenience.

(6) The necessary extinction of the capital debt is accomplished gradually.

(7) The costs for valuation and other charges arc low.

(8) Their administration is at once relatively inexpensive and tiieir oflBce

holders highly qualified for their work.

Of tliese associations there are twenty-three in Germany having a total

of outstanding loans in 1920 of 3,255,000,000 marks equal at par to about $850,-

000,000. The average pre-war interest was about 4 per cent. That is 4 per cent

bonds were selling at par in 1914. These bonds have always maintained a strong

position in the market. At the time of the Napoleonic Wars when Prussian four per

cents were quoted at twenty, the land bonds never fell below fifty. In 1920,

the Central Landschaft four per cent bonds were quoted at one hundred, while

in certain of the provinces they were above par. These facts show how firm a

hold, after one hundred and fifty years of experience, these securities have on the

investing public in Germany.

(2) The German Mortgage Credit Banks

The Mortgage Credit Banks, of which there are sixteen in Germany, are

an established under the guarantee of some public authority, either a State, a

Province, or a District within a Province. Wliile not restricting their operations

to farm mortgages, they all do a large farm mortgage business. They had in

1913 a total of outstanding loans of 8500.000,000, one half of which is in land

mortgages, the other half ])eing to local municipal or communal authorities. The
funds of these institutions are obtained,

—

(a) By the issue of bonds guaranteed by State, Province or District in which

it operates. These are recognized by law as trustee securities.

(b) By deposits.

(c) By grants or loans from the State or authority concerned.

(d) Payments by borrowers into sinking fund account.

(e) Accumulated funds.

These banks were specially designed to serve the needs of the medium or

small landowner to whom loans are made at moderate rates of interest, on
an amortization plan and not subject to recall.

These banks are usually managed by a special committee in some cases

appointed by the State, in others either wholly or partially by the Assembly
or Council of the public authority guaranteeing the liabilities of the bank. They
are, strictly speaking, public institutions. Any profits accruing from the opera-
tion go to the guaranteeing authority.

I have not been able to ol)tain information of the standing to-day of these
institutions. In normal times, they were functioning greatly to the advantage
of the guaranteeing authority and to the borrowers, mostly small farmers and
communal organizations.
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(3) The German Savings Bank

The German Savinpjs Banks are mortgage credit institutions of very great

importanre to farmers. Their total investments in farm mortgages in 1913 were

about $850,000,000. In some parts of Germany they were the chief source of

mortgage credit for the small farmer. Most of these institutions are public

savings hanks, established, managed and guaranteed by the public authority.

In 1913 there were 2,844 public savings banks of this type in Germany with

7,404 branches.

The deposits in these ijanks reached the sum of over .14,000,000,000.

These institutions, being usually under local control and management and

not subject to central control are allowed to fix a rate of interest to suit their

own convenience.

The result is they pay comparatively high interest on deposits, as high

as four per cent. There is no combine to fix rates paid on deposits. The re-

sult is the savings of the district go to the banks and loans are made to those

people living in the same district. The guarantee of the District Authority

makes them absolutely safe.

The charges made on loans are also slightly higher than in the case of

the Landschaften.

Of the total deposits of over $4,000,000,000 in 1913, over $2 ,,500 .000,000 was
invested in mortgages, of which §850,000,000 was invested in farm mortgages.

The exchange in all the figures in this report is based on gold values of the

coinages used.

These institutions are of such great importance in connection with agricultural

credit that the following brief statement concerning them, taken from tiie report

of Mr. Cahill, will not be without interest:

—

"The earliest German savings banks were founded to serve as

institutions for safeguarding the poorer classes against absolute poverty

by providing a place for the safe deposit of small sums of money until

such should be required in bad times. Established in connection with the

efforts to reform the poor laws they were regarded rather as philanthropic

institutions. But the savings banks lost this character of philanthropy

early in the nineteenth century, and have developed along the more
general lines of institutions for the furtherance of thrift. They have been

established usually by and under the guarantee of public authorities; and

in normal cases do not aim at profits beyond the obtaining of an adequate

interest upon money deposited with them and the payment of the expenses

of management. Any surpluses remaining after paying these cliarges

and making suitabje appropriations to reserve are applied to objects of

public welfare. In primary aim they are distinguishable from banks in

the ordinary sense of the term; they seek deposits, not in order to be in

a position to grant credit for their own profit, but to foster thrift, and

only to utilize deposits for investments in the interests of the depositors

themselves. But while there is this distinction in their aims, German
savings banks constitute, by reason of their un-exampled development

and freedom of investment credit sources of great importance. Not being

obliged to deposit their funds at interest with the State Treasur>-, or invest

in stocks and shares only as such banks are constrained to do in some
other countries, but seeking to obtain on investments the best returns

consistent with the absolute security of their funds, they have lent a very

large percentage of their deposits on mortgages, a considerable proportion

of which have been on rural property."

142—2
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The special advantage of these banks is that they provide farmers with a

public mortgage institution in their immediate vicinity and facilitate personal

relations between borrower and lender. Its local character and the knowledge
its officers possess of the conditions of the borrowers makes it possible to dispense

with costs in obtaining a loan, especially that caused by a special valuation.

The disadvantages are higher rates of interest, liability of rates of interest to rise

or of recall of loan and tlie limited facilities for reducing mortgages.

The German Mortgage Credit Banks and the Savings Banks correspond

somewhat to what is now being done in Ontario and Manitoba through the

public credit institutions.

(4) The Credit Foncicr of France

Mortgage credit in France is provideil tlirough the agency of the Credit

Foncier, a Land Credit Bank established in 1852 for that purpose. It is a joint

stock institution subject to legislative control by the French Government.

Wlien organized the Credit Foncicr was given a monopoly for a period of

twenty-five years on all land credit business over a large portion of France. The
monopoly was later extended to the whole country. The period expired in 1877

but no new competing organization has yet been established, so that land credit

still remains a monopoly in France.

The following article of the constitution shows the scheme of capitalization

and the relation of normal capital to loans:—
"The Society's capital is fixed at 200.000,000 francs. It is designed

as a guarantee of the society's obligations and especially of the land

(mortgages) and commercial obligation.

"It shall be divided into 400,000 shares of 500 francs each, entirely

paid up.

"The amount of the normal capital of the shares shall be maintained
in the proportion of one-twentieth at least of the capital realized by the

issue of bonds in circulation."

The capital has since been permitted to be raised to 250.000,000 francs on

condition that loans are made in like proportion. Originally the government
subsidized the society to the extent of 10,000,000 francs.

It will be seen that this system in its organization differs from the Landschaft,

in that it is a joint stock organization doing business for profit; the rate of

interest, however, is controlled by the Government and must not exceed the rate

of interest on the bonds by more than six-tenths of one per cent. As we shall

see the Joint Stock Land Bank which forms a part of the system existing in the

United States under the Federal Farm Loan Board, corresponds somewhat to

the Credit Foncier in that tlic capital may be subscribed by private investors;

the interest is regulated by law; and the twenty to one ratio of capital to loans

is also fixed:

—

The Credit Foncier grants loans:

—

(a) On mortgage security,

(6) To municipalities.

Mortgage loans are made on the security of houses and town property and
on agricultural land.

These loans are made in one of the following forms:

—

(rt) Short term loan on mortgage, not to exceed nine years, not repayable
by amortization and not repayable till the end of the term. The present rate

of interest on these loans is approximately 5%.
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(6) Long term loans, wliicli run from ten to seventy years; repayable by
amortization or at the pleasure of tlic borrower. The rate of interest at present

on tiu'se loans is, includiiisi amortization, approximately 5/^. Such loans are

made for a maximum of not more than one-half the value of the property
mortga^d. In the case of vine-yards, it is only one-third.

(c) Current account loans on mortgage guarantee by opening what is

called a mortgage line of credit. The rate on these loans is about one-third

higher than thai on ordinary mortgages, and the loan is repaj'able in six

months.

In addition to the loans made on mortgages, loans are made to muni-
cipalities and public institutions. The rate of interest on these loans is less

than on either of the foregoing. These loans are made for a period of from
one to nine years.

Since its origin in 1852, the Credit Foncier has loaned more than 9,000,-

000,000 francs, and, in 1913, had outstanding 5,000,000,000, the full amount
allowed under its capitalization. An additional capitalization may have been
permitted since this information was obtained. More than half the loans are in

mortgages.

The share capital of the bank was created to give security to the land

mortgage operations. All mortgage loans are covered by the issue of bonds,

which are sold in the open markets of the countr>-. The borrower is paid in

cash at current price of bonds. The bonds are not guaranteed by the GoTcrn-
ment. They are repayable in a maximum of seventy-five years.

The feature worthy of special attention, is that the Credit Foncier provides

both the Short Term and Long Term Credit. A mortgage credit being estab-

lished by a property valuation for any client, money can be borrowed against

this, interest being charged only on the money advanced. This is a feature

not found in Germany nor is it copied in the system now in operation in the

United States. The Credit Foncier thus in a measure serves the purpose for

certain clients of both long term and short term credit bank. The Credit

Foncier is allowed to take deposits from its clients. It is also 'permitted, in

default of payment of interest and amortization to sell without notice and
without civil procedure in the courts, as in the Landschaften.

(5) The Co-operative Mortgage Banks of Denmark

Tiie Co-operative Mortgage Banks of Denmark are fashioned after the

German Landschaften and do not therefore demand a lengthy description.

A mortgage bank in Denmark is a credit association composed of landed

proprietors (from the Danish speaking provinces) founded by the sanction

of the King w^ith a view to making it easier for its members to borrow money
upon easy terms upon the mortgage of their estates and by degrees to repay

tiie sum borrowed. Only borrowers are admitted to the association. The
borrower becomes a member when he delivers to the cashier of the association

a mortgage upon his property and receives his loan in the shape of debentures

of the association. The bonds are then sold to anyone who may wish to buy.

The relationship is specifically defined by regulations in conformity with which

the loan is made. The security for the principal and interest of the mortgage
bond is the sum total of all the mortgages effected by the association.

Bondholders may have their bonds cashed on giving six months' notice.

Should the demand, however, exceed the amount at the disposal of the bank
through its sinking and reserve fund, the bondholder must wait until pay-

ments beco^me due from the mortgages. When a bondholder gives notice of his

desire to ca'sh his bond, he is notified the date he can secure payment. Mortgages

142—2J
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are paid by an amortization scheme in forty-seven year?, the amortization

being three-quarters of one per cent of the loan annually. Payment of a

larger amount may be made at the regular payment date, should the mortgagor

desire it. Should the sinking fund thus formed exceed the bonds presented

for cash at any given time, a drawing is made for other bonds to be redeemed.

The members of the association may borrow up to three-fourths of the

value of the property and must pay four per cent interest on mortgages, three-

quarters per cent amortization and one-quarter per cent for expenses, making
altogether 5 per cent. The value of the property is based directly on the

revenue which the borrower can show as accruing annually to him from the

property.

The association is managed either directly by the members through a

general meeting or by a board of directors chosen by a general meeting. The
general meeting is held at least once a year. Full details of their methods
are available if desired.

There are 14 associations of the Landschaft type in Denmark doing first

mortgage business and 9 for second mortgages on small estates. The latter

are the only ones of their kind in Europe.

(6) Institutions in other Countries of Europe

In nearly all other countries in Europe facilities exist in some form for

mortgage credit based either on the German or French model. In Holland
the gnvernment authorized the creation of Joint Stock Mortgage Banks for the

purpose of afliliating the small savings organizations which had arisen in the

villages and country places and were doing mortgage credit. They were not

subsidized by the government and found their money for loans out of the

savings deposited in the small village banks which affiliated with them.

Mortgages are issued for forty years on an amortization plan.

In Austria in pre-war days, the mortgage credit business was mainly in

the hands of the savings banks. Of these six hundred and sixty-nine were in

operation in 1914, mostly in towns and cities. At that date these banks had

invested in mortgages 3,700,000,000 crowns, about 55 per cent in agricultural

property.

Institutions based on the German Landschaftcn also prevailed and were

rapidly growing in 1914.

In HiNGARY, a system of state-supported though not state-owned institu-

tions exist. ^Mortgage bonds are issued against mortgages in the usual way.

In 1911, $500,000,000 worth of such bonds were in circulation, redeemable under

definite regulations. Many of them had been sold in France.

In Italy, a great number of institutions do agricultural long term mortgage

business. Land Credit Institutions, Land Credit Banks, Savings Banks and

Mutual Societies all exist for the purpose. They grant loans on first mortgages on

a fifty per cent valuation. The amortization period is ten to fifty years. The
annual payments include (a) Interest, (b) Amortization instalments, (c) In-

come tax, (d) Commission and management expense, (c) Revenue and stamp
duties. Bonds are sold, where possible, against the total securitv of mortgages

held.

In Sweden, there are ten distinct land mortgage associations of the Land-
schaftcn type created by authority of the Government. These have a monopoly
of the land mortgage business. For these there is a central institution known
as the Swedish General Mortgage Bank which advances money to the district

associations upon the assignment of mortgages taken from the members of the

associations. Members of each association are jointly and severally liable for all

loans made. The central bank is a semi-public institution closely associated

with the government and enjoys a monopoly.
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With regard to the security of the land mortgage systems described, it

may be said that the land mortgage bonds are everywhere regarded as the

safest kind of security avaihiblc for both large and small investors. The pay-
ment of interest and principle is assured by strict government supervision

which prevents over-issue and wiiich sees that all repayments made by bor-

rowers are reserved for repayment of bonds. Their record of accomplishment
is so high that money sufficient for their needs flows freely into their treasury.

2. Short Term or Personal Credit in Europe

The expression 'Short Term or Personal Credit" is 'used everywhere in

Europe to include all types of agricultural credit other tiian mortgage credit.

This form of credit is based mainly on the security of the borrower as indicated

by his general standing in his community and on his personal assets apart

from land.

Only such institutions as devote their attention mainly to agriculture will

be discussed. The ordinary commercial institutions, joint stock banks and
savings bank? therefore will not come under review, except as they are part

of an agricultural credit system.

Under the section devoted to general observations I have set forth briefly

the reasons advanced for the development of the institutions hereia described.

I quote here only one short paragraph from a document w-hich was prepared
by a distinguisiied European authority to set forth the reasons for their creation

in Europe.
"Urban bankers being naturally more conversant with commercial

or industrial undertakings are less capable of judging the standing ol

a farmer and his business capacity. Credit imi)lies confidence and
facility of supervision; but the banker is unacquainted with farming and
farms are comparatively isolated units, usually more or less remote from
the banking office. Ordinary commercial tests are not often applicable,

especially where small farmers whose book-keeping is apt to be very
incomplete and unmethodical, are concerned. Tiie same difficulty pre-

sents itself as to proposed sureties who are also likely to be farmers.

Other banking security is often out of the question and the procuring

and bringing of sureties to the bank involves great loss of time and ex-

pense. The world in which the bankers or bank manager moves is

not that of the farmer so that personal knowledge is infrequent. The
whole situation is rendered even more unfavourable by the supplanting
of small country banks by branches of great banks which are directed

on fixed lines from headquarters and whose managers are frequently

changed. Commercial banks cannot, moreover, be brought nearer than
small towns.... The smaller farmers offer also little attraction to tlie

ordinary commercial banks as borrowers, and, apart from other dis-

advantages, pay for the small loan they require an unduly high per-

centage as interest and commission. As a result, farmers cannot obtain
from banks, organized mainly to serve industrj' and commerce, credit

in suitable amounts at reasonable interest and on security which they
can usually provide. Yet while commercial banks have become less

satisfacton*' from the standpoint of the farmer, his need for working
capital has greatly increased. More scientific and intensive farming,
made necessar>- by competition which has been facilitated by improved
and cheapened transport, refrigerating proresscs, and other causes, re-

quires more capital expenditure on labour, fertilizers, feeding stutTs and
machinery; payment in kind being entirely superseded by payment in cur-

rency, wliile money wages are higher; and other expenditure including

cash payments to the state and other public authorities has increased"'
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The quotation is from a European document and may be taken as a reason-
able statement of the conditions which gave rise to the institutions about to be
described.

Of the institutions in Europe giving short term or personal credit to farmers
the following, of which a short description is given, are the most important:

—

(1) The Raiffeisen System of Banks or Credit Societies of Germany.

(2) The Credit Agricole of France.

(3) Modifications of 1 and 2 found in otlicr parts of Europe as the Rural
Banks and Popular Banks of Italy, Hungary and other countries.

(1) The Raiffcisen System of Banks or Credit Societies of Germany

There arc two distinct steps to be taken to complete the organization of

credit on Raiffcisen lines. First the formation among the farmers of local credit

societies and second, the organization of a group of societies into a collective body
federated into a central bank. These societies are based on what are known
as the "Raiffcisen Principles".

(a) Tiicir legal foundation is the unlimited liability of all their members
for all liabilities of their particular society.

(b) Their aim is to improve the condition, alike material and moral, of

their members.

(c) They admit only members from a distinct district, which is advisedly
as narrowly circumscribed as is consistent with its being self-supporting; there-

fore, there can be no persons members of more societies than one at any one
time.

(d) They collect no entrance fee.

(e) So far as the law of the land permits, they issue no shares; wherever
the law makes shares obligatory, they limit a member's holding to one share

onlj', which must be small; and should dividend be declared on such share, such

dividend must not in rate exceed the interest charged upon loans.

{/) The only officer remunerated for his services is the "accountant" (the

employee who keeps the accounts and actually handles the money) ; members
of the managing committee and the council of inspection are expected to dis-

charge their duties without remuneration.

ig) All profit resulting is conscientiously carried to an indivisible common
fund belonging to the society as such.

The following statement prepared by the general secretary of the Union of

Co-operative Societies in Germany will serve to make clear their purpose and
mode of operation:

—

"The task which credit societies set themselves is to provide the cash

required for advances and credits to be accorded to members; further-

more, to provide for the supply of goods required by members and to

make any other arrangements for the promotion of the material welfare

of their members which may appear desirable; and the aim which they
pursue is to come to the aid of those who are materially weak and to

further the intellectual and moral well-being of their members rather

ihan to earn a profit. The foundation upon which they are built up is

that of Christianity and loyalty; it is a standing rule that at society

gatherings neither denominational nor political subjects may be touched

upon in discussion.

"These societies are not allowed to engage in any speculative business

whatever. Advances and credits are permitted only to members on
personal security, and for objects held to be economically legitimate, in
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the shape either of specific loans or p1«c of rurroiit accounts. Adequate
security must be provided for every loan or credit to be granted. And in

respect of every loan the term for repayment is fixed in advance, the
'length of time and the amount of tlie instalments for repayment are in

every case proportioned to the object of tlie loan and the power of the
borrower to repay within a given time. No loan is granted without
consideration of the object for which it is asked and the capacity and
title of the borrower to answer for a credit. Borrowers are, on their

side, entitled to repay at any time. In respect of certain contingencies
the societies reserve to themselves the right of calling in the loan."

When tlie system is fully organized, it consists of a group of these local

societies, eacii as independent unit, but federated into a Central Bank. The
central Bank acts as a clearing house for the group. It makes it possible to
confine the action of the local society to a small group in a fixed district, thus
making collective action possible. The Central Bank also serves as a pur-
chasing agency for agricultural requirements and a selling agency for agricultural

products.

The Central Bank is a joint stock company, but its shares are held only by
the local societies or certain officials of the institution.

The objects of the Bank are:

—

(a) To carry on banking and credit business, more particularly as a means
of equalizing temporary shortness or oversupply of cash in local banks.

(b) To provide for collective purchase of agricultural requirements, as

well as for collective sale of agricultural produce.

The money required for the business of the Bank is provided as follows:

—

(a) By the issue of shares to local societies.

(6) By deposits received and loans raised.

(c) By commissions charged and a margin of interest on business transacted.

(d) By profits on the dealing in goods and by similar income.
The money so raised is applied as follows:

—

(fl) In credits given in current account to local co-operative banks, societies,

central banks formed for particular counties or provinces, co-operative societies.

(b) For carrj^ing on a business in goods.

(c) For discounting acceptance and making advances in approved securities

in conformity with the practice of the Imperial Bank.
(d) For any other purpose in harmony with the general objects of the

institution.

The profits realized are applied as follows:

—

(a) To the accumulation of a reserve fund.

(b) To the payment of a dividend on shares, which must not in any case
exceed four per cent.

Each local society has a credit fixed by the managing committee of the
Central Bank. This credit is based on the valuation of the possessions of the
members of the society, the liability being unlimited, that is, each member is

jointly responsible for the w'hole of the obligations of the local society to which
he belongs. The borrowing power of each member of a local society is fixed by
the local society.

The adjustment of assessment to determine the maximum credit of the
local society is made every three years.

The business transacted between the local society and the central bank
is as follows: "Should the funds collected locally by the branch ofiices prove
insufficient for their daily requirements, those oflices are to apply to the central
bank for the balance needed. Such amount is funiished either in cash out
of the balance in hand, or else by means of a draft on the Imperial Bank. &ur-
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plus funds held by the branch offices are in the same way paid in to the Central

Bank. Each branch office is required to send in to the Central Bank every week

a return of its transactions and holdinjis in cash, and every month a full return

showing the whole state of its business. By such means the Central Bank is

enabled to exercise a steady and effective control over the branches. In addition,

each branch office is subjected once every year to a minute inspection carried

out, in conjunction with the chief inspector of the union, by a committee

nominated by the Council of inspection of the central bank.

"In this manner the Agricultural Central Bank for Germany has, in spite

of its formation as a joint stock company, been enabled to retain it« genuinely

co-operative character, transacting business in its wider sphere practically on the

same co-operative lines as the local credit societies do on a smaller scale. Its

being registrared as a joint stock company facilitates its business with the

money markets, and provides for it, through its share capital, a working fund

which cannot be affected by any changes occurring which influence local

societies. Keeping the money transactions with societies in its own hands, it is

in a position to charge lower rates than societies would be saddled with, were

the business to be carried on through the medium of independent provincial

intermediate institutions; and by means of its branch offices it secures to itself

all that information respecting the financiiil status of local societies which is

imperatively needed for the appropriate apportionment of credit. It is, there-

fore, a central bank based entirely upon self-help and self-government, and com-

bining in itself all the advantages both of a centralized and a decentralized

clearing house for money."
As already mentioned, these societies are not only co-operative agencies for

obtaining credit, but also for the purchase and supply of farm requirements, and

for the sale of farm produce. Within it are organizations for the purchase of

fertilizers, feed, farm machinery and the collective sale of all kinds of farm

produce.

In Germany there is a general Union of the Raififeisen Societies with other

types of co-operative societies such as co-operative dairies, etc., All these are

under the caption of the "General Union of Rural Societies". Its aim is education.

At the close of the year 1913 there were 25,576 of these societies in Germany, of

which 16.927 were loan and savings banks of the type described above.

These credit societies have practically banished usur\' from the communities
where they are organized. Any farmer of good standing in his community, who
has established a reputation for honesty, may obtain his working capital on
reasonable terms. In 1913 these societies had out on loan 1,800,000.000 marks
at rates from four to five per cent.

All this was not accomplished by magic. It followed on a determined and
systematic effort running through a long period of years to establish credit

on a basis of security which reduces to a minimum the liability of loss. In
other words, this has been made possible because the secm-ity ofi'ered is of

such a character as to make serious loss to the lender almost impossible. The
three essential facts of the security are:

—

(a) The unlimited liability of all members of the society.

(6) The money borrowed must be put to productive uses.

(c) The operation of the individual society is limited to a small, well

defined area.

(2) The Credit Agricolc of France

The agricultural credit system as worked in France is the outstanding
example in Europe of a credit system involving co-operation among borrowers,
either on the principle of limited or unlimited liability, and state aid. It is a
state-aided co-operative system.
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This system was created by a law passed in 1894 which took for its nucleus

of organization the small unions and agricultural syndicates already in operation

in local communities. Tlic following statement from Senator Albert Viger of

France, for some years President of the National Federation of Agricultural

Co-operative Associations, indicates the idea behind the scheme:

—

"The first step toward the establishment of an Agricultural Credit

System in France was to organize rural credit from below, to see that

the roots were firmly fixed in the agricultural population itself. An
idea formerly prevailed in France as in other countries that agricultural

credit could only be established by the formation of great central banks

from whence credit could flow out to all the local centres. When the

government of France finally took up tlie question of agricultural credit

in earnest, it was planned on an entirely different principle. It was de-

cided that agricultural credit should begin with the lowest group; that

the co-operative agricultural society or syndicate should form its own
credit bank and that these should grow from below. Under the French

system we therefore have the credit syndicate and out of these the de-

partmental banks (Regional Banks) usually located in the principal

towns and finally the Central Federation of credit over which I preside.

The development of the system has been from the growth of the small

unit."

It will be seen, therefore, that the unit of organization like that of the Raif-

fcisen system is the small group in the community organized for the purpose

of facilitating the credit of the group. There are 4,000 of these local groups or

banks organized in France; 1,000 on the principle of unlimited liability; 3,000

with limited liability. A bill is now before the French Parliament compelling

the pnnciple of unlimited liability. The system is highly specialized and in-

cludes only the farmers of the community.

In 1899, a system of Regional Banks was founded of which there are 100

now in operation. These correspond to the Central Banks of the Raiffeisen

system. Each of the four thousand local banks functions through one of

the Regional Banks. These are joint stock banks fostered by the state but not

state-owned. State aid is grant^-d on condition that they submit to state super-

vision. This aid stimulates their development so that to-day the system em-
braces the whole nation.

The Regional Banks were organized for two reasons:

—

(a) To discount the bills of the local bank and to endorse them for the

Bank of France. This was necessary because the Bank of France is not per-

mitted by law to discount bills with less than three signatures. The endorse-

ments of the farmer, the local banlc and the regional bank, fulfill this condition.

Further, it places between the Bank of France and the local unit an intermediary

capable, from intimate knowledge, of valuing the security offered.

(b) The regional banks were further necessary as a medium for distributing

the funds placed at the disposal of agricultural credit, by the Government. Each
one receives from the government through the Bank of France four times the

amount of its paid-up capital. This amount it uses as a reserve fund on deposit

with the Bank of France to secure its credit for discounting purposes. The
money for this is found as follows:

The charter of the Bank of France having expired in 1896, was renewed
by the Government under certain conditions favourable to agriculture. The
conditions were:
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First, that the Bank of France must advance to the Government the sum of

40.000,000 francs, free of interest, to use in subsidizing the rural credit organ-

izations.

Second, that it pay annually a certain portion of its yearly profits as an

advance for agricultural credit. This conditional advance was to be not less

than 2.000,000 francs. It has varied between 4,000,000 francs and 5,000,000

francs annually.

The law of 1896 fixed the annual advance from profits as twelve and one-

half per cent, of the net profits on discount business done by the Bank of France.

In 1911, when this charter was again renewed this percentage was increased

to 147^ per cent when the discount rate was 3^ per cent and to 16j per cent

when the discount rate was 4 per cent. The money provided in this way up to

1920 amounted approximately 200,000.000 francs.

When the charter of the Bank of France was renewed a committee was
appointed composed of members of the Senate, representatives of the local banks,

directors of the Bank of France and certain other persons through whom the

funds provided as above should be distributed to the Regional Banks.

In the operation of these banks three forms of credit are granted:

{&) Short term personal credit.

(b) Long term collective credit (non-mortgage).

(c) Long term personal credit.

(a) Short Term Personal Credit

This form of credit is given generally for one year. It is strictly personal;

only the endorsement of someone of known responsibility is required. The local

association endorses and recommends to the Regional Bank whicli in turn, siiould

it not have the money, endorses to the Bank of France. As the Bank of France

is not allowed to make a loan for a longer period than three months, the ad-

vance is made for that period subject to renewal. In one year 85,000,000

francs were loaned in this way, of wliich 60,000,000 were from money provided

by the stat«.

(b) Long Term Collective Credit (Non-Mortgage)

The main purpose of this form of credit is to promote the prosperity of the

farmers with small holdings. It makes it possible for a group to unite for the

production, conservation or marketing of the products actually produced by the

members of the association. Tiie members must he really engaged in produc-

tion. The rate of interest on this form of credit must not exceed 4 per cent.

The period of the loan must not exceed twenty-five years. The total loans to one
society are limited to twice the capital of tiie society. This form of long term
credit is not found in any other country in Europe.

(c) Long Term Personal Credit

The following statement from M. Vinreux. of the Credit Foncier, will explain

this kind of credit:

"The law of 1910, providing for personal long term agricultural credit, is

the latest stone in the structure of agricultural credit in France. This form of

credit is granted by the local banks through tiie Regional Bankf, which receive

money for this purpose out of the advance made for the purposes of agricultural

credit by the Bank of France. It is only granted to small agricultural holdings,

for the purpose of the law is to attach the small peasant farmer to the soil."
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The mnximum period for wliieh the loan runs is fifteen years and is only

allowed in the ease of young farmers. The purpose is to assist the small farmer

to purchase holdings and to encourage young men who have finished their mili-

tary service to take up a farm.

The loans are extinguisliable by amortization, and the rate of interest is,

as a rule, two per cent. A mortgage on property may be taken but life insurance

policies and surety security are accepted.

The French local societies differ from the German ones in certain particulars.

Tiiey sell shares but only to persons who are already members of some profes-

sional agricultural syndicate or agricultural co-operative insurance association.

While they may receive deposits a definite maximum is fixed in relation to paid

up capital.

Unlike the German societies, the withdrawal of a member does not terminate
his liability until the obligations assumed during his membership have been
settled. Further, the principle of one man one vote does not apply, voting being
based on shares held. In addition, loans may be made by the local society from
its own funds for productive uses to farmers who arc not members. The Regional
Bank, however, with which the local society is affiliated, is not permitted to dis-

count loans made to non-members. Lastly, no state aid is given to the local bank
as such. All state aid is given to the Regional Ranks which make loans directly

to the person endorsed by the local society. As these organizations have a mono-
poly with respect to Government assistance, co-operation on the part of the
farmer is almost compulsory.

Reference has been made so often in the foregoing to the Bank of France,
that a word of explanation seems necessary. The Bank of France is a bank of

issue; that is, its function is to issue paper money and re-imburse it. It issues

notes either against deposits or on the guarantee of credit operations. It is pro-
hibited from issuing loans on any other basis. The repayment of the paper francs
in circulation is guaranteed either in coin or commercial paper protected by
bonds.

The Bank of France assists agriculture in three ways. First, in conformity
with regulations mentioned above it assists the individual agriculturist by facilit-

ating loans and discounts. Second, it makes possible the work of the agricultural
banks by rediscounting for the Regional Banks and other coynmercial banks.
Third, it provides the government with funds with which to supply the needs
of the agricultural credit banks.

(3) Modiiicalions of (1) ami (2) Found in Other Paris of Europe

Many variations of the foregoing types of credit institutions for personal
credit arc found in various parts of Europe. Nearly every country has found
some modification necessary to suit its own requirements. In Italy personal credit

is granted by both state and co-operative institutions. The aid of the state, as
in France generally finds its way to the borrower through these co-operative
institutions, and not directly to the individuals. By means of special legislation

the Government of Italy has made provision to the extent of over $14,000,000 for
agricultural loans at reasonable rates of interest, a maximum of six per cent being
charged.

The co-operative banks of Italy are based on the ideas before mentioned.
As applied to Italy they are known as

—

(a) The People's Banks, organized by Luigi Luzzatti.

(6) The Rural Banks, organized by the Leone Wollenborg.

The inspiration in each case came from Germany and is but the application
of known principles. Tiiere are about 2,000 banks of the second class in Italy of
which two-thirds are under the control of the church.
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In nearly every other country of Europe similar institutions exist for the

promotion of agricultural credit. It is not too much to say tliat these institutions

have been one of the most important factors in improving rural conditions in

Europe. As stated bj- one who is an enthusiastic admirer of thein, '' The use of

credit in agriculture may be compared to the use of water. If the water is

brought into the field at the right time, in the proper way, and in proper quan-
tities, it will be valuable; but if the field is flooded or if the water is applied at

the wrong time, it will be destructive." These societies have aimed to apply

credit to productive purposes and without question have attained their object.
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SECTION III

RURAL CREDIT IN THE BRITISH EMPIRE OUTSIDE OF CANADA

The United Kingdom

Co-operation for the purpose of promoting agriculture and carrying with it

the organization of co-operative credit, began in the United Kingdom in tlic

year 1895. At first, it was mainly confined to Ireland, where the Irish Agri-

cultural Organization Society was promoted. Development began in England

in 1901 and in 1905 in Scotland, where societies were established following the

Irish pattern established by Sir Horace Plunkett. The following statement

from Sir Horace Plunkett indicates the principle on which the institutions were

organized
—"The keynote of our proposals is in the proposition that the farmers

must work out their own salvation, and, further, that this can only be done

by combination among themselves."

The objects set before them were "to secure the co-operation of all con-

nected with the land, wiicther owners, occupiers, or labourers, and to promote

the formation of agricultural co-operative societies for the purchase of reciuis-

ites, for the sale of produce, for agricultural credit banking and insurance and

for all other forms of co-operation for the benefit of agriculture."

Under the Agricultural Organization Society, all organizations were allowed

to affiliate, which aimed at co-operation. By 1914, out of 495 co-operative

societies organized in Great Britain and affiliated, there were 48 credit societies

and one central co-operative agricultural bank. It is with the activities of the

agricultural co-operative credit societies that we are specially concerned.

The following statement issued by the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries

in 1912 indicates the point of view of the British authorities with respect to

these societies:

—

"It is possible to form an agricultural co-operative credit society

under the Industrial and Provident Societies Act, with shares and share

capital and limited liability; but, as a matter of fact, all the societies

of this character now in existence in England and Wales have been

registered under the Friendly Societies Act, 1896, and the special author-

ity granted by the treasury in accordance with section 8(5) of that

Act. A society registered under that authority must have for its object

the creation of funds by monthly or other subscriptions, to be lent out

to, or invested for, the members of tlic society, or for their benefit, and

must have in its rules provisions that no part of its funds shall be

divided by way of profit, bonus, dividend or otherwise among its mem-
bers, and that all money lent to members shall be applied to such pur-

pose as the society or it8 committee of management may approve."

Unlimited Liability

All the societies organized under the Friendly Societies Act in Great Britain

are unlimited liability societies, that is, every member of the society is, equally

with every other member, jointly and severally liable for all debts incurred by

the society and for any loan which any member or his sureties may fail to pay.

No one is admitted as a member to a society unless he lives within a certain

prescribed area, such as a parish or two or more adjoining parishes. He must
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also be approved by the rommittec as a man of good character, worthy of

admission to the society. All the members have an equal voice in the election

of the committee of management.
Through these societies, loans are made to members on approved security

for a spefific purpose of such a productive nature tluat the loan may be repaid

through the activity in which it is invested. Tlic maximum loan is £50.

Deposits

The societies are permitted to receive deposits either from members or

non-members and to pay interest on them. All profits are carried to a reserve

fund for the purpose of meeting possible losses and no dividends are permitted.

The only benefit which any person receives by becoming a member of the

society is the special benefit of receiving loans.

The loans are taken out for any purposes likely, in the opinion of the loan-

ing committee, to prove profitable, such as the purchase of sheep, pigs, cattle,

horses, to procure seed, plants or manure, or for the employment of extra

labour, and are made repayable at the time when the borrower may expect

to reap the return of his expenditure, generally running from six to twelve
months. Loans are granted for a period of two years under certain special

conditions.

The rate of interest varies from 4^ per cent to 6 per cent.

The total amount of loans under these societies is not large and they have
not plaj-ed a very large part in the development of agriculture in Great Britain.

Perhaps the chief reason for this is the unpopularity in Britain of the principle

of unlimited liability and the fact that Great Britain is served so thoroughly

by joint stock banks as compared with other countries on the continent of

Europe.
Some of the joint stock banks have been willing to assist in financing these

societies; in fact, many of them have offered their co-operation but even this

did not assist the growth to any considerable extent.

In Ireland, organization of credit societies of the type just described has

been much more rapid. In 1913, there were 236 of these credit societies in

Ireland, with a total membership of 19,105 and a loan capital of approximately

$275,000 and a turnover of about the same amount.
This probably represents the position in the United Kingdom at the out-

break of the war so far as Short Term Credit was organized among the farmers.

Long Term Credit

Long term credit in Great Britain has always been regarded as a field for

private enterprise. In order that permanent improvements might be carried

out by land owners, special corporations were organized, under government

regulation, but without government assistance, for the purpose of making loans

to farmers. For example, the General Land Drainage Company was formed

in 1849, the Land Improvements Company in 1853, the Scottish Drainage and
Improvement Company in 1856 and the Land Loan and Enfranchisement Com-
pany in 1860. The first and last of these just mentioned were absorbed into

the Land Improvements Company in 1864.

All these companies were authorized under statutorv authoritv which oer-

mitted charges to be made against estates. The interest was limited to 5 per

cent. Since the war, it has been found necessar\- to remove the 5 ner cent

limit and to allow the rate of interest to be fixed by the Board of Agriculture.

The Improvement of Lands Act of 1864. aiithorized land owners to raise

loans on mortgages against their estates. From its inception the Land Improve-

ments Company authorized under the Act advanced approximately £13.000,000

for various improvement purposes.
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There was a similar organization for Scotland.

Under these sclicnios, money is advanced for the erection of farm buildings
and cottages, for the making of roads, sewers, drains and for the erection
of silos. Before the loan is made, the application must be submitterl to the
Department of Agriculture and Fislierics for inspection and approval. The loans
are repayable by an annuity for a prescribed period, which varies from 1.5 to
40 years, according to the nature of tlic improvements.

The mortgage given ranks prior to existing mortgages, but not as against
statutory taxes. As these mortgages arc usually .assignable to insurance comp-
anies, who seek them for investment purposes, the resources of the company are
verj' great and money has always been easily available.

Under a general statute of Great Britain, machinery is created for the
organization of other companies to do corresponding work so that there is a
basis for the development of regulated private enterprise in this connection to
a very considerable extent.

During the war, the position of agriculture in England underwent a great
change. There was an increase in England and Wales of over 21,000 land-
holders as compared with 1914, and in Scotland an increase- of 1,600. The
majority of these purchases took place between ,lune. 1919, and ,Iune, 1921, the
total involving a change in ownership of approximately 2,000,000 acres of
farm lands.

There were two reasons for this— (a) There was a desire on the part of

many landowners on account of hea\'>' taxation to dispose of their land, and (h^

a keen demand for the purchase of farms for the purpose of land settlf^ment.

due to the increased price of farm products. In October, 1919, the then Prime
Minister gave the farmers an assurance that the prices of staple products would
be maintained in case of the markets falling, so as to safeguard them against
serious loss. This was put upon the statute book in 1920, a sliding scale being
fixed, baseil upon the 1919 cost of production. This was the period during which
so much land was purchased and at prices beyond normal values. The following
year, 1921, conditions had arisen which made it impossible to carry out the
provisions of the statute of 1920 and it was repealed.

A committee was appointed by parliament in 1923 to make an investigation

into the whole matter and decided that "the plea tliat the farmer was induced

to buy land by the representations made by the Government has undoubtedly a

solid foundation", and , therefore, some scheme of relief was necessary.

The fall in prices further produced generally a condition with regard to the

farmers in England that was brought about by the fall of prices in both

Canada and the United States. A great deal of the money used in the purchase
of lands had been borrowed from the banks by means of overdrafts and, as the

banks were not allowed to take mortgages, the position of both banks and
farmers was considered precarious.

The same committee went into the whole question of short term credit for

farmers to meet their current needs and examined the facilities that were oflered

by the banks and the conditions under wliich loans were made. It is not
necessary in this report to go into the details of the enquir>'. Suffice it to say
that the relation of the banks, the credit of merchants and dealers were all

inquirerl into. It was found that there was outstanding approximatelv £40.000.-

000 on loans to farmers from the banks, of which £26,000.000 had been
advanced for the purchase of land and £20,000,000 for nonnal current pro-

duction. The committee was of the opinion that bank facilities were, in the

main, available to farmers in good standing, but that a large class of small
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farmers, who did not easily have access to the banks, had not credit facilities

necessary to make a success of their occupation. Recommendations were, there-

fore, made covering both the long term and short term credit and were incor-

porated into an act of parliament, which was passed July 31st, 1923.

Provisions nnder Act, July 1923, for Long Term Loans

Under this Act, power is given to the Public Works Loan Commissioners to

lend money to associations created for the purpose of making advances upon
farm mortgages at any time within five years after the passing of the Act, the

total amount to be subject to the approval of the Treasurj' and under
conditions which the Treasury may prescribe. The borrower must be a person

who had agreed to purchase the land comprised in tlie inortgage not earlier than

the 5th day of April, 1917, and not later than the 27th June, 1921. The object

of this is to cover the period of inflated lam! prices.

The land comprised in the mortgage must be wholly or mainly agricultural

land.

The amount of the loan must not exceed 75 per cent of the value ascertained

to the satisfaction of the Commissioners, or exceed an amount equal to thirty

times tlie annual value of the land as ascertained for income tax purposes.

The rate of interest is to be fixed by the Treasurj'.

The loan is repayable in sixty years by yearly instalments of the principal

advanced, together with interest charges.

Tlie land must be free-hold or copy-hold land.

The advance is made by the Commissioners to an Approved Association,

which, in turn, secures the mortgage on the property.

"For tl>e purpose of the Act, the expression 'Approved Association' means
an association which is approved by the Treasur*' for the purposes of this Act
and which does not trade for profit and by its constitution or otherwise is

restricted in relation to the rate of interest on loan capital and the distribution

of profits among its members, so as to comply with regulations made in that
behalf by the Treasury."

The sections of the act referring to Long Term Credit, as previously stated,

are designed to assist recent purchasers of land.

Provisions under Act, 1923, for Short Term Loans

The Act further calls upon the Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries to

"take such steps as are practicable to promote the formation or extension of

Agricultural Credit Societies, that is to say, societies approved by the Minister
and registered under the Industrial and Provident Societies Act. 1893, ha^^ng
for their object or one of their objects, the making of advances to members of

the society repayable within a period not exceeding five years for such agri-

cultural purposes as may bo approved by the Minister."

The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries is authorized at any time within
three years after the passing of the Act, or during such additional period as the
Treasury may prescribe to make advances to such societies to an amount equal
to the amount of shares held by members of the society and of which at least

25 per cent has been paid up. This is clearly an effort to create a greater interest

in the Agricultural Credit Societies mentioned earlier in this section.

The Act is made, subject to certain modifications, to apply to Scotland.

The Act is cited as the "Agricultural Credits Act of 1923."

In this report I have not taken cognizance of special Acts for the purchase
of land from landowners, such as the enactments for the purchase of land in

Ireland.

It is expected that, under the stimulation of government assistance, the
Credit Societies will have a rapid development, especially among small farmers.

The overcoming of the individualistic tendencies of the British farmer, however,
is likely to be a slow process.
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The Commonwealth of Australia

In all tlie States of the Australian Commonwealth, provision is made for

loans from government sources to farmers, both for short term and long term
credit. In most of the States, advances are made as loans to settlers, advances for

the purchase of farms, and advances under tlie Returned Soldiers' Settlement Act.

The Commonwealth government has contributed by advances to the various

States to meet the requirements of the Returned Soldiers' Settlement Act. These
advances to the States up to June 30th, 1923, amounted to approximately

£32,866,000.

New South Wales

In New South Wales, there is a Government Savings Bank with a Rural
Credits Department. Through the Rural Credits Department all advances are

made to settlers. For Short Term loans, these advances are made as over-

drafts on current account. For Long Term loans they are made on first mort-
gages with an amortization period of 31 years. The limits of the loans made
under the Act are £50 to £2,000. They may be made,

—

(1) for the purchase of farms, in which case advances must not exceed

80 per cent of the valuation of the security and are limited to £1,250;

(2) for land held in fee simple; the loan must not exceed 66 per cent of

the security;

(3) not exceeding £500 in the case of homestead lands, provided that this

does not exceed tlic value of the improvements on the land;

Loans may also be made on land leased for a period of years on a basis

of 50 per cent of the security which the borrower can ofi'er.

The savings banks are under a Board of Commissioners, to whom is given

the authority to make loans.

As the advances to returned soldiers are under a special act for a special

purpose, I am not entering into a discussion of these loans.

Victoria

In the State of Victoria, the State Savings Bank is the institution through
which money is advanced to settlers. Under this bank there is a loan mortgage
department created for the express purpose of making loans to settlers. This
department is authorized to borrow up to £10,000,000 for the purpose of making
loans. Tlie liank is controlled by a Board of Commissioners on whom is con-
ferred the authority to decide on loans.

The limits of the loans are the same as in New South Wales, viz., £50
to £2,000, a limit of two-thirds of the value of the security offered.

In the case of special land used for vineyards, hop-grounds, orchards, etc.,

advances may be made to a much larger limit, subject to the will of the com-
missioners.

Mortgage bonds may be sold for the purposes of the Act and the loan may
be made in cash or in mortgage bonds at a price fixed by the commissioners.

Victoria has, in addition to this State Savings Bank Act, an Act called " The
Closer Settlement Act," which is under a board known as "The Closer Settle-
ment Board," through which loans, so far as agriculture is concerned, may be
made.

—

(1) to agricultural labourers on allotments in aid of the cost of fencing
and erecting dwelling houses;

(2) to lessees of crown lands for carrying on farming or grazing pursuits
and to owners of land for the purchase of fencing, etc.

The interest fixed is 5% and the repayments are made on the basis of forty
hilf-yearly instalments.
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Queensland

In Queensland, advances are made under a State Advances Act and the

Co-operative Agricultural Production Act. Under the State Advancer^ Act,

the board of management may make advances to property owners for any of

the general purposes of agriculture against first mortgage on property. The
limit of advances is £1.200 and in no case to exceed 75 per cent of the value of

the property.

Advances may be made to purchase property or to refund indebtedness

for agricultural purposes, to purchase stock and implements, to effect improve-

ments or any general agricultural productive purposes.

The loan is repayable in 20 years in half-yearly instalments.

The interest rate is 5%. Interest only is payable during the first five

years, amortization beginning after the end of the five year period.

Under the Act known as " The Co-operative Agricultural Production Act",

advances may be made to any co-operative organization engaged in manu-
facturing processes relating to agriculture. These loans may be made up to

two-thirds of the entire cost of the machinery and buildings necessary for the

process.

This Law calls for the organization of associations with capital shares of

which at least two-thirds must be held by producers. Upon the shares no
dividend greater than six per cent is permitted. The security in this case is a

fir.st mortgage on property.

South Australia

In South Australia, there are a number of Acts, under which advances may
be made to farmers out of government funds, of which the most important are:

—

(1) The Crown Lands Act. Under this Act, advances may be made to

homestead holders for erecting buildings and making improvements on their

land. The limit of loan is £50.

(2) The Advance to Settlers on Crown Lands Act. Under this Act there

is a Board known as the Advances to Settlers Board, which is authorized to

make advances to any settler on the security of his land and improvements, for

the purpose of making improvements, the limit being £400. An additional loan

of £250 can be made provided this is not greater than three-fourths of the excess

value above £400 of the property. The loan maj^ be made for discharging exist-

ing mortgage or for any other productive purpose, if satisfactory to the Board.
Interest only is reciuired on the loan for the first five years and from that

time it is amortized by half-yearly instalments in thirty years.

(3) The State Advances Act. The State Advances Act is similar to the

State Advances Act previously described. Loans under this act cannot exceed

£5,000 and must be repaid within 42 years. The loan is based on a three-fifths

value of the property.

(4) The Irrigation Act. Under this Act, there is a Commission known as

The Irrigation Commission, which may make loans on leased property for the

purpose of clearing, fencing, constructing channels or drains, or for erecting

buildings. A limit of £600 is fixed. In addition to this. £200 may be advanced

for tb.c purpose of improvements, stocks, etc. An additional loan may be made
for refunding in the case of mortgaged property.

(5) Under the Loans to Producers Act, the Minister of Agriculture may,
on the security of a mortgage on the property, make loans to any registered

co-operative society, three-fourths of whose members arc engaged in agriculture.

This money can be applied to the erection of factories, packing houses, etc.,

etc., the Minister being protected by first mortgage on the property.
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(6) There is one otlier Act, known as The Agricultural (iraduates Land
Settlement Act. So far as I am aware, this is the only act of its kind in

existence. Under the provisions of this Act, the government is authorized to

purchase land with a view to the settlement of graduates of agricultural colleges.

Loans under this Act may bo made up to £3,000 for each graduate and an
additional £500 for the purpose of purchasing seed, implements, etc. During
the first three years, interest only is payable and the capital in half-yearly
instalments during the following six years.

Western Australia

In Western Australia, an Agricultural Bank was established in 1895. The
management of this Bank has authority to make advances up to £2,000 on the

security of first mortgages to persons engaged in agricultural pursuits. Advances
are repayable over a periotl of 30 years. Interest only is payable during the
first ten years and the principal on an amortization plan with the interest during
the remaining 20 years.

Tasmania

In Tasmania advances are made to farmers and producers under three

separate Acts, functioning in a manner similar to those in the other States.

Those are (1) The Advances Act, (2) The Closer Settlement Act, and (3) The
Advance to Fruit Growers Act.

Under the various Acts described there was loaned, during the

year 1922, in the Australian States .. £12,801,731

The total advances to date were £77,323,766

And the outstanding balances in all the states amounted to.. .. £53,913,716

The Uulon of South Africa

For the purpose of promoting agricultural credit, the "Land and Agri-
cultural Bank of South Africa" was established in 1912. Before the establish-

ment of the Union of South Africa, a number of the parts which entered into

the Union had loan banks of their own; for example, the "Transvaal Land and
Agricultural Bank," "The Land and Agricultural Loan Fund of the Orange
Free State," "The Land and Agricultural Loan Fund of Natal," "The Agri-
cultural Credit Bank in the Cape of Good Hope." The latter bank iiad, how-
ever, never been operated. With the establishment of the Jjand and Agri-
cultural Bank of South Africa in 1912, all the provincial banks ceased to exist

and their assets and liabilities were transferred into the new bank, cited as
"The Union Land Bank."

When the Union Land Bank started business, it had a capital of £2,735,000,
derived from the provincial banks on the basis of the settlement unfler which
the Mraalgamation was effected. In addition to this, its capital consists of

—

Such monies as the parliament may from time to time appropriate and such
amounts as may be recovered from loans under certain old enactments which
become part of the general scheme, and such further amounts as the bank may
be able to raise for the purpose of financing co-operative societies by means
of—

(1) discounting with other banks bills of co-operative societies,

(2^ overdrafts with other banks,
(3) issuing Land Bank bills.

Up to th.e end of 1922, Parliament had authorized advances to just over
£4.000,000. On account of the war, liowever, all of this had not been paid
into the funds of the bank, but £3.060.361 were actually paid in by the Minister
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of Finance. In the meantime, approximately £340,000 has been adiled to the

bank as the result of collections under the arrangements mentioned above. The
total capital of the bank, therefore, at the end of 1922 was approximately

£6,000,000.

On this amount Parliament has authorized the payment of 3J per cent,

but by resolution of Parliament, the interest charges varied during the period

of the war. At the moment, the bank is returning to the state an amount in

excess of the cost of the money raised by the state.

This bank is under the management of a central board, appointed by the

Governor General, consisting of a general manager and four other members.
In addition, local boards have been established at Cape Town, at Port Eliza-

beth and at Bloemfontein, for advisory purposes only, the headquarters of the

bank being at Pretoria.

Under tlie Act, everj" magistrate, field cornet and police officer and the

Postmaster General and any officer under him are by law agents of the bank
when required by the central board to give assistance.

The main objects of the Bank, in so far as they affect agriculture, are

—

(1) to make advances to farmers against the security of first mortgage

on agricultural and pastoral lands. Advances cannot be greater than

60 per cent of the appraised value of the land nor greater than a
maximum of £2,000;

(2) to make advances to agricultural co-operative societies against the

security of the joint liability of the members for the society's debts;

(3) to make advances to farmers to construct dipping tanks, silos and
other contrivances for the making or storage of ensilage and to erect

boundary fences;

(4) to make advances to settlers who hold land from the Crown under
lease or license. In addition, advances made to farmers by Parliament
for purposes of relieving distress from time to time have been admin-
istered by the Bank;

(5) to promote co-operation among farmers.

The bank's relation to the co-operation societies, is that of a lending

agency. Legally the Bank is not responsible for the formation of these societies.

They are formed under a special Act for the Promotion of Co-operation,

administered by the Department of Agriculture.

These co-operative societies at first were unlimited liability, but. by an Act
passed in 1922, the Bank is authorized to make advances to these societies with

limited liability, to receive money on fixed deposits for the purpose of financing

co-operative societies and to make advances with respect to fencing of boundaries

and public roads.

Prior to 1921, the Bank was authorized to charge only 5 per cent interest;

since 1921, 6 per cent interest has been charged on all loans.

It will thus be seen that this Bank serves the purpose of the Long Term
Credit and Short Term Credit organizations in other countries, that is. it makes
capital loans on first mortgages to farmers, and, in addition, makes short term
loans for seasonal purposes through the co-operative societies organized within
the Union.

Since its inception in 1912, the Bank has shown a net profit of £355,596,
being 5.14 per cent on the capital invested.

''While the bank is conducted on ordinary commercial lines, its object is not
to make large profits and the law provides that as soon as the reserve fund and
the capital of the bank total such an amount as is in the board's opinion adequate
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to enable tlie bank to fully carry out its objects, an amount determined by the

board will be paid to the Minister of Finance out of the profits and the reserve

fund of the bank, but the amount of the reserve fund may not be reduced below

£350,000... It is anticipated that the time is not far distant when the bank

will be fully able to carry out its oiijects on its own resources and that it will be

in a position to commence the repayment of its capital."

On the 31st of December, 1922, the co-operative societies owed the Bank
£7o0,565, while the turnover of the co-operative societies for the same year was
£1,237,400.

The amount of loans on mortgages on 31st December, 1922, was £5,858,824.

These figures will suffice to show the relation between Short Term Credit to co-

operative societies and that of Long Term Credit on mortgages.

It will thus be seen that under the South African plan, agriculture is called

upon to carry itself financially, the government borrowing the money, thus giving

security to the lenders and making possible reasonable interest rate, while the

business of the bank is supposed to be conducted so as to secure a business-like

return to the State.

The Dominion of New Zealand

The effort to promote agricultural settlement through government support

began in New Zealand many years ago and has been worked out with greater

detail with respect to the classification of land and the kind of security offered

for loans than in any other part of the British Empire.

Under the authority of an Act passed in 1892, the government began the

purchase of lands in order to make provision for their sale or lease to private

individuals. In 1894, an Act was passed, known as "The Advances to Settlers

Act," the first of a considerable number of enactments having for their object

the lending of money to settlers and workers for the purchase and improvement
of farms and for the general development of the resources of the Dominion.

Two general ideas lie behind all these schemes:

—

(1) The providing of money on security direct to settlers, and
(2) The providing of money by the government itself in the survey and

improvement of purchased lands with the intention of recouping them-
selves from the sale of the land.

Under the Advances to Settlers Act of 1894, an Advances to Settlers Office

was established and authority was taken to raise £3,000,000 within two years

for the purposes of the Act.

.•\ number of ol'p.cr Acts were passed prior to 1913 relating to the subdivision

of the land, all of which were embodied in a new Act passed in 1913, known as

'"The State Advances Act."

This Act is of a general character relating to many things other than
advances to agriculture, making provision for advances to settlers, for advances

to workers and for advances to local authorities. In this report, except inci-

dentally, only the agricultural phases of the Act are dealt with.

.\dvancc8 to Settlers

With regard to advances to settlers, the Act authorizes the establishment of

an office, called the State Advances Office, managed by an officer called the

Superintendent, who in his own right becomes a corporation. He holds office at

the pleasure of the government.
Under this Act, the Advances to Settlers Branch is authorized to make

first mortgages on lands in New Zealand when free from all encumbrances, liena

and interest, other than leasehold interest. The Act defines freehold lapfl
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as land registered under tlie Registration Act of 1908 and describes a great many
other types of land, which, under special forms of lease, are also eligible as

security for loans.

Advances arc made between the limits of £25 and £2,000. but loans not

exceeding £500 are given priority. In the case of freehold lands, loans are

granted to three-fifths of the value of the security, or two-thirds, if the land be

first class agricultural land. In the case of lands where the security is lease-

hold, loans are granted to three-fifths of tlie value of the lessee's interest.

Loans are made at the rate of 5 per cent interest per annum, and are

repayable in 36^ years on the amortization principle. The borrower is permitted,

however, to repay from time to time part of the principal in amounts not less

tiian five pounds or a multiple of five pounds.

In order to encourage early payment, one-tenth of the interest is rebated,

if the mortgagor, not being in arrears for previous instalments, pays his interest

on or before the date due.

Funds for Loans

Section 18 of the Act sets out the process by which money for the purpose

is raised:

(1) For the purpose of the Advances Office, the Minister of Finance, on

being authorized by the Governor in Council so to do, may from time

to time raise on the security of and charge upon the public revenue of

New Zealand, such sums of money as he deems fit, not exceeding in

any one financial year the amounts hereinafter specified.

(2) The maximum amount that may be raised in any one financial year

for the business of the several branches of the Advances Office shall be

as follows:

Forthe Advances to Settlers Branch.. .. £1,500,000

For the Avances to Workers Brand). . .. £ 750.000

For the Advances to Local Authorities. . £1,000,000

(3) The sum so raised shall bear interest at such rate, not exceeding five

per cent per annum, as the Minister prescribes.

Since the inception of the scheme in 1894, loans have been advanced to

53,228 people amounting to £19,826,000, of which £12,155.812 has been repaid,

leaving outstanding £7,670,188. These figures are as at December 31, 1921. Of
the loans outstanding at the above date. 14,160 are for sums not exceeding £500.

Of the amount outstanding approximately £4,500,000 is on rural land, the

balance being on urban or suburban land.

It may be of interest to note that under the Advances to Workers Branch
(and a "worker" is defined as a person whose income does not exceed £200).

there has been loaned out £4,446,685, and under the Advances to Local Authorities

Branch, there has been loaned out £4,661.000.

In addition to the money raised as described above, the Act authorizes the

lending to settlers of the amount paid in to the Public Debt Sinking Fund and
the amount also paid in to the Advances Office Sinking Fund.

Sir George Elliott, Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Bank of

New Zealand, the government bank, recently stated that the total mortgage
indebtedness of New Zealand was not less than £200,000,000. Of this amount
approximately £7,000,000 is outstanding under the State Advance Act, which,

after all, is a very moderate amount in comparison with the whole. He states

that of the £200.000.000 loaned on mortgage, by far the largest proportion has
been obtained from sources within the Dominion of New Zealand ancl represents

money in the possession of persons of moderate means.
As a large proportion of the loans under the Advances to Settlers Act is in

amounts not exceeding £500, it would appear that advantage has been taken of
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tliis Act by a ponsidorabic number of persons of morlerate means, who, at the

time of taking the loans, were in tlie process of establishing themselves.

A Moratorium Act has been in force in New Zealand with respect to

repayment of the principal of mortgage loans for nine years and will expire on
SLst December, 1924.

During the war period, tlie same conditions with respect to the prices of

land which existed in England and the United States, and, to a limited extent,

in Canada, existed in New Zealand, giving rise to after war hardships which
made the moratorium necessary.

Short Term Loans

The Bank of New Zealand, which is a bank conducted by a Board for the

State also does a very large business with the farmers. £10,000,000 of the

outstanding obligations as at March 31, 1922, were advances on short term loans

made to farmers. A ven.' large proportion of the loans were under £100, and,

therefore, were probably made to farmers of moderate means.

During the session of the Parliament of New Zealand of 1922, an Act pro-

viding for the incorporation of local associations of the usual co-operative char-

acter was passed. The objects to which loans under these organizations could

be applied were as follows:

—

(a) Clearing, fencing, drainage and improvement of a piece of ground
occupied by the member;

(b) Construction of buildings on these grounds;

(c) Purchase of tools, livestock, seed, plants, trees and other things useful

for the occupation or exploitation of land;

(d) Purchase of professional implements;

(e) Payment of mortgages, debts, and other obligations of the member;
(/) All the other objects which the Governor General in Council maj' declare

as approved in the sense and for the purposes of the present law.

No associations had been formed under this Act up to 31st July, 1923.

In all the British Dominions, agriculture has felt very heavily the after

effects of the war and special consideration has been granted it. Reports would
indicate that the institutions described above and designed to aid agriculture are

functioning as satisfactorily as could be expected.
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SECTION IV

RURAL CREDIT IN THE UNITED STATES

1. Long Term or Mortgage Credit

The agitation for rural credit in the United States began many years ago.

During periods of prosperity it would lie dormant but would spring into life again

during periods of depression. The whole movement which led to the establish-

ment of the small state banks with authority to do mortgage business was a

result of the conviction that the large national banks under federal regulations

were so commercial and industrial in their spirit and organization that the state

system of small banks was necessary to agriculture. It was an effort to solve

the problem of mortgage credit from within the state. The fact is that almost

without being recognized agriculture had become so enormous in its industrial

and commercial relations that old methods of financing its operations were felt

to be inadequate without the real reason becoming quite apparent. This state

of affairs was brought about by the permanent settlement of the enormous areas of

good agricultural land and the disappearance of cheap new lands capable of easy

settlement; the consequent rise in value of the lands in the settled area and the

difficulty of securing, without being possessed of considerable capital, good
farms; the better education of the farming population and the consquent applica-

tion of modern science to agriculture.

With regard to available lands it may be noted that by 1915. six-seventh^

of all the free land of the United States had been taken up and what remained

was mostly desert, dry or swampy land which could not be brought under cul-

tivation without great capital expenditure. This was brought about by the

passage of the Homestead Act of 1862. Long before 1900 therefore land in the

settled areas had so advanced in price that the difficulty of obtaining good land

by those who desired to cultivate it became very great and larger capital expen-

ditures were necessarj'. This fact is indicated by the enormous increase in the

price of land as shown by the United States census and by the rapid increase in

the number of tenant farmers. Land which had been bought originally for $1.25

an acre was worth in 1915 from $150 to $250 per acre. The average price of plow

land in the United States in 1919 was estimated by the United States Bureau of

Crop Estimates as $74.31 per acre, while since 1900 the average value of the farms

in the country had increased approximately 400'r

.

Parallel with tliis rise of values and as a consequence of it was a great

increase in the number of tenant farmers. In 1880, 25.6% of the farmers of the

United States were tenants; in 1920 this had increased to 38%. The high prices

meant either becoming a tenant or removing to the centres of industry.

During the same period and prior to the establishment of the Farm Loan

Board in 1916, there had been an enormous growth of farm mortgage business

through the agencies established under state and federal laws for the purpose.

In 19i;5. the esuniated total value of farm mortgages in the United States was

$3,599,000,000. In the seven years following, this had increased to the enormous

total of over $8,000,000,000, the figure at which it now stands approximately.

The agencies granting these mortgages were the Farm Mortgage Banks, Farm
Loan Companies, Insurance Companies, local investors, private lenders and

State Banks and Savings Banks.
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Farm Mortgage Banks

The Farm Mortgage Banks were really the pioneer institutions. They came
into being after the Civil War following the development of the western states,

because of the necessity for an intermediary between the eastern capitalists

seeking investments and the western farmer. Men living in the new centres of

population:^, familiar with the country and confident of its future loaned their

small capital to farmers on first mortgages and then sold the mortgages to

the men of means in the East who possessed larger means and who desired

good investments. From such a small beginning larger farm mortgage banks

came into being, the bank taking the place of the intermediary instead of the

individuals. In 1921, Farm Mortgage Banks and Farm Loan Companies organ-

ized on the same principles had over S3 .000,000 ,000 of mortgages. Tiicse institu-

tions put their own money into the loan, sell it either directly or by means of

bonds to the capitalist, collect the interest and principal and in general act as

agents for the secondary' investor, while carrying the responsibility for the trans-

action in case of failure on the part of the borrower.

Insurance Companies

Next in importance came the Insurance Companies. These had invested

in farm mortgages in 1921, $1,250,000,000. Many of these mortgages were
purchased from the Farm Mortgage Banks. As their aim is security as well

as profit, they will doubtless be heavy buyers of the bonds of the Farm Loan
Board. A number of these companies are now making loans on the amortization
plan.

National Banks

Prior to 1913 the National Banks were not permitted to lend on the
security of land. They were primarily commercial institutions and required
liquid assets. Many of th.ese. however, acted as agents doing the work of a Farm
Mortgage Companj- for private persons and insurance companies. Since 1913
National Banks, when not situateil in a Federal Reserve City, may make loans
on farm lands under certain definite restrictions. For example, such a loan can
only be a first mortgage on improved property and the total loans at any time
must not exceed one-fourth of tlie capital and surplus of the banks.

Slate Banks

Since 1890 a ver\' large part in mortgage credit business has been played
by the State Banks. Of these there are now nearly 20,000 in the United States.

As previously stated they grew rapidly after the free lands had been settled
and the demand for rural credits became somewhat insistent. They depend
mainly on t!ie farming community for their business and are planned to meet
its needs. Many of them prefer the State charter to the National charter for
the reason that the former carries with it more privileges in the direction of the
mortgage business. It is estimatcfl that the mortgages held by the State Banks
amounted in 1915 to at least $1,000,000,000. They are, however, definitely
restricted by the fact that most of* them have small capital and are provincial
in their character and outlook.

Trust Companies and Other Organizations

In addition to the foregoing a considerable amount of farm mortgage
business is done by Trust Companies. Building and Loan Associations and a
great variety of saving banks operating under state laws. Probably one-
third of the total mortgage business is done through these agencies.

With all these agencies at work it would seem that all legitimate claims
for money on farm mortgage security would be met.
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That such was not the case was due to following causes:

—

(1) The high average of interest rates which prevailed, when compared

with the European farmers with whom the American farmer must compete,

especially in the newer settled parts of the country, the parts least able to pay.

(2) The excessive costs connected witli the making of loans, namely legal

costs, commissions, and incidental expenses.

(3) The impossibility of meeting mortgage payments out of production of

the land because of the short terms for which the mortgage was made. This

Ls empliasized wiien the increased cost of the instruments and methods of pro-

duction are considered.

(4) The knowledge that in other countries schemes of a national character

had been found to work well both in the national interest and the interest of

the farmer.

Interest Rates

With regard to the interest rates, the facts are that the average rate of

interest on first mortgage loans in thirty states of the Union was 7 Vis per

cent in 1915.^ To this must be added legal expenses, commissions and other

charges. In the different states the averages were as follows: Alabama, 8 8

per cent; Arkansas, 8-8 per cent; Arizona, 10 per cent; Illinois, 5-5 per cent;

Indiana, 5 6 per cent; Iowa, 5 6 per cent; Massachusetts, 5o per cent; Min-
nesota, 6.2 per cent; Montana, 9.3 per cent; Ohio, 5.7 per cent; Oklahoma,
7-2 per cent; Pennsylvania, 5 3 per cent; Texas, 8 5 per cent; Utah, 8-7 per

cent; Wisconsin, 5-6 per cent; Wyoming, 9 2 per cent. In comparison the

average in Europe does not exceed 5 per cent.

Not only was there a variation between the states but just as great a varia-

tion within the individual states. In Minnesota, an extreme case, it varied from

5 per cent in the south to 9 or 10 per cent in the north. Without question these

variations represented to a certain extent variations in the quality of the security.

Soil and climatic conditions, the type of farming, the distance from markets,

also played a part, but it was firmly believed that the public were being ex-

ploited by the money-lender especially in the new districts where there was
not much competition. It was recognized that this could not be corrected by the

small banks whose facilities for getting money were limited and by whom a

rediscounting was absolutely necessary if considerable business was to be done.

With regard to (2), excessive costs in obtaining money, it is only necessary

to say that for short term mortgage loans, two to five years, a commission of 5

per cent or over was often charged ; this added to the interest rate one or two per

cent. Wlien it is added that two-fifths of the total mortgage debt is in the west

north central states where the average rate is high, it seems reasonable to assume

that the average interest charges of the thirty states were not far from 8J per

cent interest, with legal charges still remaining to be accounted for, while in many
of the states it greatly exceeded that sum.

With regard to (3), the impossibility of meeting mortgage payments under

the short term conditions of payment, especially by those whose original capital

was small, was everj^where apparent. It is hardly necessary to repeat that mort-

gage payments on land at S50 to S75 per acre are an entirely different thine from

such payments at SIO per acre. In the latter case payments from production

might be possible; in the former it would be impossible unless the mortgage was

on a small percentage of the value. New methods had to be devised.

To this was added (4) the knowledge, that schemes less oppressive to the

borrower, of greater security to the lender and at lower rates of interest were

working well elsewhere, and "this created the demand for careful consideration of

the whole subject.

/Invesiigalioas made by the Rural Orpmiiation Scnice of the United States Government.
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A distinguislied autliority on agriculture, tlic Assistant Secretary of Agri-
culture in 1915 stated the matter to a body of bankers in the following terms:
"I believe I am not overstating the matter when I say that a satisfactory system
of Rural Credit is as necessary to the development of agriculture in the country
as is a widespread application of scientific methods to agriculture. As a matter
of fact, it is impossible for the farmers to make use of the latest scientific dis-

coveries without better credit facilities." It is hardly necessary to state that the
two go hand in hand.

In 1913, two commissions w-cre sent to Europe from the United States to
study and report on European methods. These were the "United States Commis-
sion" and the "American Commission on Rural Credits." The former was
appointed by the United States Congress, the latter was assembled by the
Southern Commercial Congress, an organization in the southern states interested
especially in the industrial, commercial and agricultural development of the
southern states. The reports of these conmiissions were published by the United
States Senate and became the basis of future legislation. If I were to select one
fact as impressing the .American mind more profoundly than any other as the
result of the studies in Europe of these commissions, I would say it was the fact

of farm mortgage bonds or debentures coupled with amortization.

One observer, a member of Congress, stated this conviction thus "One of the
most important discoveries in the world was the invention of the farm mortgage
bond or debenture as an instrument to promote land credit. There never has been
a successful system of land credit established in any country that does not use
the mortgage bond or debenture as an instrument of credit to moI)ilize and
liquefy land values. Through the mortgage bond the farm mortgage has been
made easily negotiable and put in such a form that the holder may realize

thereon immediately."

The result of all this agitation was the passing of a number of acts for the

purpose of promoting Rural Credit. Of these, one was especially designed to

promote Long Term Mortgage Credit, v\z:—

THE FEDERAL FARM LOAN ACT

The Federal Farm Loan Act was approved by the President of the United
States on July 17th, 1916. It is described in the Act itself as an act "to provide
capital for agricultural development, to create a standard form of investment
based on farm mortgages, to equalize rates of interest upon farm loans, to
furnish a market for United States bonds, to create government depositories

and financial agents for the United States, and for otlier purposes."
Under this Act, there is established at the seat of government in the De-

partment of the Treasury, a Federal Farm Loan Bureau, under the super-
vision of a

FEDERAL FARM LOAN BO.\RD

This Federal Farm Loan Board consists of seven members including the
Secretarj' of the Treasury-, who is Chairman, e.x-officio. The remaining six

members are appointed by the President of the United States, by and with the
consent of the Senate. Of the six, not more than three are to be members of

one political party and all must be citizens of the United States. They all

devote their entire time to the work of the Board and are paid S10,006 per
annum for their services. The term of office is eight years and members
are only removable for cause; they cannot be connected with any mortgage or
bonding business and must certify to this under oath before appointment.
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FEDERAL LAND BANKS

Under the Act, tlie Fedcxal Farm Loan Board is instructed to divide the

United States, into twelve districts, to be known as Federal Land Bank dis-

tricts, the districts to be apportioned with regard to the farm loan needs of the

country.

In each of these districts, they are authorized to establish a Federal Land
Bank "with its principal ofBce, located in such city within a district as the

Board shall designate." The name of the city in which the bank is located is

included in the name of the bank. These banks are now located in the cities of

Springfield, !Mass., serving Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, ^L^ssachusetts

and New York; Baltimore, Md., serving Pennsylvania, Marj-land, Delaware,
Virginia, and West Virginia; Columbia, S. C, serving North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia and Florida; Louisville, Ky., serving Kentucky, Indiana,

Ohio and Tennessee; New Orleans, serving Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama:
St. Louis. Mo., serving Illinois, Missouri and Arkansas; St. Paul, serving Min-
nesota, Wisconsin, Michigan and North Dakota; Omaha, serving South Dakota,
Nebraska, Iowa and Wyoming; Wichita, ser\-ing Kansas, Oklahoma, Colorado
and New Mexico; Houston, serving Texas; Berkeley, ser^'ing California,

Nevada, Utah and Arizona; Spokane, serving Montana, Idaho, Oregon and
Washington.

Only one Federal Land Bank is allowed in each district. Each bank is a

separate corporation independent in its organization and management, but is

under the general supervision of the Farm I-oan Board. In the case of each
bank there is a directorate composed of seven persons, three of whom are

elected by organizations to be described hereafter, known as National Farm Land
Associations, three arc appointed by the Farm Land Board and a Director-at-

large, also selected by the Board from a list of three persons having the great-

est number of votes cast for them by the National Farm Loan Associations.

Capital

When each Federal Land Bank was organized, it was organized with a capi-

tal stock of $750,000, supplied by the Federal Government. Under the Act, this

is automatically increased by five per cent on each loan made. This five per

cent is derived by the compulsory sale of stock to each member of a local

association M-ho must subscribe, and pay for in cash, five per cent of the amount
he desired to borrow. The capital stock, therefore, of each bank goes up and
down automatically, depending upon the amount of outstanding loans.

NATIONAL FARM LOAN ASSOCL\TIONS

In each federal district. National Farm Loan Associations must be organ-

ized by persons desiring to borrow money on farm mortgage security. The per-

sons so desiring must sign articles of association, specifying in general terms the

objects for which the association is formed and the territory in which it desire^

to operate (generally a county). These National Fann Loan Associations thus

become incorporated and are the only medium, excepting in very special case*,

through which persons desiring to borrow money from the Federal Land
Bank can do so. These are. in reality, local semi-co-oporativc associations, associa-

tions of borrowers, who become responsible for initiating all loan? in their district.

Only persons desiring to borrow money from a Federal Land Bank can become
members of one of these associations.

A National Farm Loan Association must consist of ten or more farmers,

whose joint applications for loans are not less than .?20.000. Each borrower, as
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before stated, must subscribe for stock equivalent to five per cent of the desired

loan and assume a liability, in case of loss, for an additional five per cent.

In other words, the local associations are double liability corporations. For
example, should a borrower desire to borrow $1,000 he must buy fifty dollars'

worth of stock in the local association and become liable for an additional fifty

dollars, in ca>c of failure of members of the local association to meet their

obligations. If the farmer has not the money to buy stock, it is deducted from
his borrowings.

The afTairs of a local association are administered entirely by officers

appointed by the association itself. Each borrower has a vote for each five

dollar share of stock he holds up to twenty. No one stock holder in the local

association has more than twenty votes, no matter what the amount of stock

he holds.

Loans Through Agents

In addition to making loans through the local associations, the Federal
Farm Loan Act provides that a Federal Land Bank may make loans on farm
lands through agents approved by the Board. Such agent must be a bank, a

trust company, a mortgage company, or a savings institution, chartered by the

state in which it is operating. This privilege may be taken ad\'antage of in

sections of the country where there are not enough farmers desiring loans to

organize a local association. In the case of a loan through a local association it

is endorsed by the association, which becomes liable to the extent of the double
liability clause. In the case of an agent, however, the agent must endorse the
loan and assume full liability for it. In return for this liability, the agent is

allowed a certain percentage per annum on the unpaid capital. This is sup-
posed to give to the agent a security corresponding at least to the double
liability security of the association.

It will, therefore, be seen that under the Federal Farm Loan Act, loans are
not made by the Federal Land Banks directly to individuals, but only to indi-

viduals applying through associations and recommended by them for loans. Every
member of the association making the recommendation becomes responsible to
the extent of ten per cent of his own borrowings for the total indebtedness of
the association. The definite aim of the Federal Land Bank is to keep itself

f'ree from direct relationships with the individual and to force the organization,

wherever possible, of the National Farm Loan Associations.

Organization of Farm Loan Association

The following illustration will make the process or organization clear. Let
us assume that a farmer wishes to borrow the sum of $2,000. He must get at
least nine other persons in the community, the total of the borrowings asked for

being not less than $20,000, to join him in forming an association.

A meeting of the borrowers is then called and each applicant subscribes for

stock to the extent of 5 per cent of the loan he desires. The law requires that
five directors be elected each member having the privilege of voting, one vote

for each share of stock up to twenty shares. A directors' meeting must then
be held and a president, vice-president, secretar>'-treasurer and loan com-
mittee of three members elected, the directors themselves not being members, of

the loan committoe. All ofiicers must be members of the association, excepting

the secretan.--treasurer, who must be a person selected especially for his suita-

bility for the work. ver\' oft^-n a local bank manager. He is the only officer

who receives compensation for his services. Wlien the foregoing has been
completed, the group is ready to enter into articles of association. These articles

can be obtained from the Federal Land Bank. The signed articles of association
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witli tlie applications for loans arc then sent to the Bank, which sends an
appraiser to investigate the security carried with the loans. After this investi-

gation, if everything is satisfactory, the decision of the Bank is forwarded with

a recommendation to the Federal Farm Loan Board, which, although almost

always following the advice of the Federal Land Bank, nevertheless has power to

refuse the charter. When the Board grants the charter, however, it is for-

warded to the association from the Federal Land Bank of its own district.

When the appraisals and applications have been fully approved and the charter

granted, the loans are forwarded to the secretary-treasurer of the local associ-

ation, who distributes the funds according to the applications made. As has

already been stated, membership in the local association is confined to actual

farmers who wish to borrow on a first mortgage basis.

After an association has been formed in a district, should another person

desire to become a borrower under the sj'stem, he must make application through

the Secretarj-Treasurer of the local association and be accepted by a two-thirds

vote of the board of directors. By purchasing the amount of stock representing

5 per cent of the desired loan, be becomes a member of the association and his

application is forward with recommendation to the Federal Land Bank of his

district. An appraiser of the Farm Loan Board is then sent to pass judgment
on the loan. This appraisal is submitted to the Federal Land Bank and com-
pared with the appraisal of the local committee. It is then sent to the Farm
Loan Board for approval before the loan is made. If the money is granted,

the money will be forwarded to the individual from the Bank through the

secretary-treasurer of the association of which he has become a member.
Non-resident landowners, landlords, land speculators, or other persons who

are not bona fide farmers, are not admitted to membership in these associations,

and therefore cannot borrow from these banks.

Dividends on Stock

The money paid in for stock is deposited with the Federal Land Bank as

additional security for the loans, but dividends are paid upon this stock throueh

the secretary of the association, generally at a rate equivalent to the rate of

intere^it paid for mortgages. The association has the right to allocate a part of

this for the expenses of the association. It is a custom in many of the

associations to use these dividends entirely for local expenses.

Amount of Loan and Interest Rate

The maximum amount which a farmer may borrow on his farm is 50 per

cent of its appraised value for agricultural purposes plus 20 per cent of the

permanent insured improvements.

The interest charges of all loans are fixed by law at a maximun of 6 per

cent not, however, to exceed the interest charges paid on mortgage bonds sold by

more than one per cent. For example, if the last sale of mortgage bonds was

made at 4^ per cent then the interest charges could not exceed 5\ per cent.

This prohibits the sale of bonds at a rate par of greater than 5 per cent.

Terms of Repayment—Amortization

All loans arc repaid on an amortization basis, the borrower having the

right to select the number of years for repayment, provided it is not less than

five nor more than forty. The working of the amortization plan can. perhaps,

be made more clear by taking an illustration. A borrower has SLOOO at 5^

per cent, to be repaid in half-yearly payments in 34^ years. To do this requires

an amortization rate of one per cent, in addition to the ordinary interest charges.

Assuminc the interest charges to be 5\ per cent then the charge, including

amortization. \Tould be 6i per cent. Under the plan, 6^ per cent, of the original
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loan of SI .000 viz., S32.50, would be collected every six month?. The difference
between the intcrcs^t r.equircment of 5^ per cent, on the sum due at any given
time and the 6^ per cent, on the total borrowing would be credited as an
instalment on the principal. The following table will show how it would work
out in this particular case:

Principal, $1,000. Rate, 5J per cent. Semi-annual Instalments, $32.50. I'inal Instalment, $32 42.

Amortization Table
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Thirty-Two Dollars and Fortv-Two Cents

payable on the day of 19.... unless this note shall be sooner

matured by extra payments on account of principal, such method of payment being on

the amortization plan and in accordance with the amortization tables printed on the back

hereof which are hereby accepted and made a part of this note. Extra payments can only

be made on the regular instalment due dates. This note is secured by real state mortgage

of even date herewith. . .

If default is made in the payment of an instalment or instalments as herem provided,

the same shall bear simple interest from the date of such default at the rate of eight per

cent per annum, as provided by the Federal Farm Lo.in Act.

If default be made in the" payment of any instalment or instalments of this note, or

if default be made in respect to any condition or covenant contained in the mortgage which

secures the payment hereof, then the entire principal of this note remaining at that time

unpaid, together with the accrued interest shall, at the option of the holder hereof, become

immediately due and payable.

Under the Farm Loan Act, however, the borrower ha? the right after five

years to repay at any interest payment date such additional instalments of the

principal as he mav dc?ire.

Section 9 of subsection 12 of the Act, which reads as follows, defines the

position of the borrower in relation to defaulted payments and other legal

charges:

—

"Every borrower shall pay simple interest on defaulted payments

at the rate of eight per centum per annum, and by express covenant in his

mortgage deed shall undertake to pay when due all taxes, liens, judgments,

or assessments, which may be lawfully assessed against the land mort-

gaged. Taxes, liens, judgments or assessments not paid when due, and

paid by the mortgagee, sliall become a part of the mortgage debt and

shall bear simple interest at the rat^ of eiglit per centum per annum.

Every borrower shall undertake to keep insured to the satisfaction of the

Federal Farm Loan Board all buildings the value of which was a factor

in determining the amount of the loan. Insurance shall be made payable

to the mortgagee as its interest may appear at time of loss, and, at the

option of the mortgagor and subject to general regulations of the Federal

Farm Loan Board, sums so received may be used to pay for reconstruction

of the buildings destroyed."

Type of Security

Loans are made only on first mortgages on farm lands and the purposes

to which the proceeds of the loan may be put are defined in the Act, as fol-

lows:

—

"To provide for the purchase of land for agricultural uses.

"To provide for the purchase of equipment, fertilizers, and live

stock necessarj' for the proper and reasonable operation of the mortgaged

farm. The term "equipment" to be defined by the Federal Farm Loan
Board.

"To provide buildings and for the improvement of farm lands, the

term "improvement" to be defined by the Federal Farm Loan Board.
"To liquidate indebtedness of the owner of the land mortgaged,

existing at the time of the organization of tlie first local farm loan

association established in or for the county in which the land mortgaged
is situated, or indebtedness subsequently incurred for purposes mentioned
in this section."

The term "equipment" has been defined by the Farm Loan Board to include

"the implements needed in the conduct of a farm to facilitate its operations. It

may consist of teams, as well as machinerj', tools and like articles.
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The term " improvements " has been defined h\ the Federal Farm Loan
Board as including " anytliing in the form of a beneficial structure, or any use-

ful, permanent phys^ical change tending to increase productive value, such as

clearing, tilling, draining, fencing, building."

Loans Limited

In the original Act, the size of the loans was limited, viz., a minimum of

$100 and a maximum of $10,000. In March, 1923, an amendment was passed

to the law permitting a maximum of $25,000.

Legal Charges

Certain charges are permitted by the Farm Loan Board to be collected by
the association from borrowers as follows:

—

(1) An application fee of $10.00 to cover cost of appraisal and the expenses

of the local association.

(2) The cost of title research.

(3) The preparation of an abstract.

(4) The recording of papers.

These costs will vary somewhat, depending upon the position of tiio title

of the individual borrower. 'In the case of clear title, they will be small. Where
there are difFicultic? to overcome and title to be cleared, the cost would neces-

sarily be higher. On the other hand, there are no renewal co.sts, no bonuses
and no recording or mortgage taxes.

Reasons for Share Stock of Local Association

It would appear that there were three main objects in having tiie purcha.se of

stock made compulsorj- upon the borrowers:

—

(1) To make the local associations more careful in their appraisement of

lands and in the persons to be recommended for loans, as all the
members are obligated to the cxient of ten per cent, of their own
l)orrowing for mistakes made. They would thus be made more anxious
to recommend loans witii a reasonable appraisement of lands and to
insist upon payments of interest and amortization charges on the part
of persons who might otherwise be careless.

2. As the sale of farm mortgage bonds was fixed to not exceed twenty times
the capitalization of the bank, the collection of 5 per cent, in cash from
the borrower for capdtal stock made it possible for each borrower to

capitalize his own loan, so that the capital stock of the bank increases

and decreases just in proportion to the amount of the loans issued.

3. To bring into the association only persons of good standing. Special
enquirj' is made concerning a man's standing in his community and the
personal element enters into decisions regarding loans.

As previously stated, the Government originally capitalized each one of
the twelve Banks with a sum of $750,000 making a total of $9,000,000 in all.

This capitalization does not receive dividends. It is really a loan by the Govern-
ment without interest to the Banks. All the additional capital is raised by the
sale of mortgage bonds, the amount issued not to exceed twenty times the
capitalization of the bank. The additional capitalization required in order to
increase the sale of the bonds is provided as stated above by the sale to the
borrowers of stock representing one-twentieth of the amount they borrow.
It will thus be seen that the whole organization is essentially an organization of
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borrowers following the German Landschaft, as distinguished from the French

Credit Foncier, where the capital of the organization is provided by selling

stock to persons seeking investments. There are no outside capitalists making
dividend? by means of profits. Investors arc guaranteed the interest on the

bonds by the Federal Land Bank. All other profits, after expenses have been

paid, go into a common fund in the interest of the Bank and to pay dividends

on the stock held by the borrowers. All bonds issued under this system are

exempt from taxation.

Deposits

These Federal Land Banks are not banks in the ordinary sense of the word.

They arc not permitted to accept deposits of current funds payable on demand,

excepting from their own stock holders, nor are they permitted to do ordinary

banking business; they are not allowed to loan money on mortgage, excepting

through the Farm Loan Associations or under the special provision for agents

in districts where there are no Farm Loan Associations; they are not permitted

to demand or receive any commission of any kind not specifically authorized

under the Act; they are mortgage corporations limited to acting as intermediaries

between investors wishing to buy bonds and borrowers wishing to secure money
on mortgage. Under the Act, however, the Secretary of the Treasury is

authorized, in his discretion, upon request of the Farm Loan Board, to make de-

posits of federal funds for the temporary use of any Federal Land Bank out of

unappropriated money in the Treasury. For such deposit the bank must pay

the usual Government deposit rate and must give satisfactory security to the

Treasury-. A limit was originally fixed at S6,000,000 as an aggregate for such

deposits.

During the years 1919, 1920, 1921, the United States Treasury, under

authorization of Congress, was permitted to purchase $100,000,000 annually of

the bonds of the Farm Loan Board tlie reason given being that as the Govern-

ment was selling bonds in enormous quantities for war purposes it preferred to

monopolize the market for the time, and so included the Farm Loan Boards'

demands with its own. Without question it established a rate for the sale of

the bonds.

Sale of Bonds

At first it was arranged that each of the twelve Banks would issue its own
bonds in its own market. At the same time the Farm Loan Board fixed the rate

of interest to be charged at a maximum of 6 per cent, and required uniformity

in rates as far as possible. It was soon seen that these two things were incon-

sistent with one another. Bonds offered for sale, for example, for the Bank
operating in Oregon, could not meet tiic prices tliat could be obtained for bonds

offered for sale for the Bank in Baltimore or in Springfield. The same general

motive that causes interest rates to be higher in the West than in the East, as

demanded by mortgage companies, became apparent with respect to the sale

of tiiese bonds, and that, as a common rate of interest was to be charged, it

would be necessary that some common scheme for tiie sale of bonds should be

arranged. The Act was amended, therefore, unifying the responsibility of the

twelve banks for each other's issues, and making possible a central agency,

under the authority of the Farm Loan Board, for the purpose of selling all the

bonds issued by the various Banks. The selling agency has been organized.

The head of it is one of the great bond houses of the United States with which

are associated 5 others forming a Syndicate. Under this Syndicate are some
800 smaller bond houses and banks operating through approximately 8,000

selling agents, distributed in all parts of the United States. The Syndicate re-
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ceives 1 per cent for selling the bonds and pays | of 1 per cent to the sub-

agencies for the amounts of their sale. There is now no trouble disposing of

all the bonds offered at from 4V to 5 per cent interest rate for par.

JOINT STOCK BANKS

In addition to the Federal Land Banks operating through the local as-

sociations, the Federal Farm Loan Act provides for the incorporation of Joint

Stock Land Banks for the purpose of carrying on mortgage business through the

issuing of farm loan bonds. Tlicse arc private corporations, although definite

limitation is placed by the Act upon their activities. These banks may be
organized by ten or more persons forming themselves into a corporation. They
must have a subscribed capital of not less than $250,000, half of which must
be paid in in casli, tiie balance subject to call by the Board of Directors. Their
charter is issued by the Federal Farm Loan Board on their complying with
these conditions, just as in the case of the Federal Land Banks. They are

not allowed to issue bonds until their entire capital stock is paid up.

Further, they are exempt from certain of the provisions laid down in re-

spect to the Federal Land Banks; for example, they arc freed from the con-
trol of the Farm Loan Board witli respect to revisions and alterations of in-

terest rates from time to time, and with respect to the nature of the mortgage.

They are also permitted to make loans for purposes other than the purposes de-

fined for the Federal Land Bank, and may operate outside a fixed district. They
are allowed also to lend larger amounts tluin the Federal Land Banks, the limit

being 837,500 for Banks with a capitalization of $250,000 and $50,000 for those

with larger capital. On the other hand, instead of being permitted, as in the

case of the Federal Land Banks, to issue bonds aggregating twenty times their

paid-up capital, they are not permitted to issue bonds to exceed fifteen times

their paid-up capital and surplus, nor arc they aided bj' grants directly made
from the Treasury of the United States. It was intended apparently in the

creation of these banks to provide a method of securing farm loans based on
a security slightly different from tliat which the Federal Land Bank was
authorized to accept and to trust to the initiative of private enterprise to take
risks that could not be permitted under the Federal Farm Loan System. These
profit-making institutions were, therefore, created with rather strictly defined

modes of operating to enable loans to reach persons who could not be reached
by a Federal Land Bank. They may lend to individuals. They function in a

slightly different way from the Federal Land Banks, and on the whole are

charging higher rates of interest, and, in all probability, taking risks wiiich, as

a private enterprise, they feel they can afford to take. They correspond some-
what to the Credit Foncier.

Growth of Business—Federal Land Banks

Since tlieir inauguration, seven years ago, the business of the Federal

Land Banks has had a very rapid development.

On Febni.irv 29. 1924, the .Assets of the Federal L.ind Bank System stood at. $936,694,908.00
Mortgage Loans had been made valued at 832.202.914.00

While the total capital stock was 44,684,777.00

Of this amount there had been collected from National Farm Loan
Associations 42,432,667.00

In addition there had been paid back into the United States Treasur\- of the
original loan of $9,000,000 for capitalizing the twelve Banks.. .'. .. .. 7,014.000.00

Dividends had been paid to the National Farm Loan Associations of.. .. 8328,173.00
And there is a total Reserve and Undivided Profits of 7.814.341.00

During the months of Januar^' and Februarv', 1924, loans were made to the
extent of

'.

"

3.i..378.ono.On

Farm Loan Bonds were outstanding to the amount of 865,206,665.00
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The loan was distributed to the various bauks of the system as follows:

—

Sprinpfield $30,967,968.00

Baltimore 41,853.691.00

Columbia 52.292.055.00

Louisville 78.981.846.00

New Orleans 74.885.917.00

St. Louis 60.233,912.00

St. Paul 104,1,>1,746.00

Omaha 97417.171.00
Wichita 73.690,608.00

Houston 93,516,680.00

Berkeley 36.254.955.00

Spokane 87,908,359.00

Every state in the Union and Porto Rico have received financial assistance

through these banks the amount varying from $254,200 for Deleware to $93,-

516,680 for Texas. Broadly speaking, the Western States and the newer States

on tlie southwest have benefited most.

Growth of Business—The Joint Stock Land Banks

The Joint Stock Land Banks, under the Federal Farm Loan Board, have
been very keen rivals of the Federal Land Banks as the following figures given

below will show.
Eighty of these Joint Stock Land Banks have organized since the system

began operation.

On February 29, 1924, their assets stood at $438,397,336.00

They had capital stock paid in to the amount of 34.233.520.00

There were outstanding mortgage loans to the amount of 400.988.343.00

They had Farm Loan Bonds outstanding to the amount of 368,176,900.00

Combining the figures Federal Land Bank.-; and the Joint Stock Banks they
show the number of loans made from beginning to be 351.183 and the amount of

loans made from beginning. §1,318,843,548.00.

As the total outstanding farm mortgages indebtedness of the United States
is now approximately $8,000,000,000 it will be seen that the Banks operating
under the Farm Loan Board now hold about 16 1 '3 per cent, of the whole. The
loans under the sj'stem will have to increase materially before the 40 per cent,

ratio of Germany will be reached. There can be no doubt, however, but that

there has already been a regulatory influence on interest rates.

One further word with regard to the Federal Farm Loan Associations.

Approximately 5,000 of these have been organized in the United States and
through these have been issued the major part of tiie loans under the Federal
Land Banks as distinguished from the Joint Stock Banks. As previously

stated, the object of organizing these local associations was to create a spirit

of co-operation among the farmers and to ensure that the administration of

the whole system should ultimately be in the hands of the lx)rrowers them-
selves and not, as in the Joint Stock Company Banks, in the hands of private

individuals for the purpose of making profit. I found a good deal of difference

of opinion as to the value of these associations, depending, I think, to a con-

siderable extent, upon the temperament of the management of the Land Bank.
For example, one bank president quite openly stated that he did not believe

that the local associations were of any real value, that the persons in them did

not co-operate, that at times it was difficult to get them to meet, in order to pass
upon loans that were urgent, and, on the whole, he would prefer to deal with
the individuals through the other appointed agencies allowed under the Federal
Farm Loan Act. On the other hand, other bank presidents were strongly in

favour of the local association, but I found in such cases they had been spend-
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ing a good deal of time tn-ing to bring about a spirit of ro-operation among the
borrowers and were convinced that as the days went by tiiesc associations would
become a strong conservative influence in maintaining the integrity of the Bank.
In the beginning, there was a disposition on the part of the local association
members to over-value their property, having, doubtless, the feeling that it

was government money they were using and, therefore, were disposed to take
as much as would be allowed. This, I was informed, very rapidly disappeared
when they began to realize that, in case of loss, they would be called upon
under the double liability clause, so that, with the passing of years and a better
understanding, these local associations are becoming helpful, not only in their
own communities, but helpful also in relation to the Bank.

The two things that stand out as having been definitely accomplished by
the Federal Farm Loan system are:

—

(1) Equalization of interest, viz., a maximum of six per cent, from the
Atlantic to the Pacific. This was only made possible bj^ the establishment of
mutual responsibility between all twelve banks and the fact that the scheme
being under the supervision of the Federal Farm Loan Board gave confidence
to the investing public.

(2) The second is the firm establishment under this system of the principle
of amortization of farm loans. It seems worth repeating a statement previously
made that the scheme of amortization would not have been valuable in the days
when there was plenty of cheap land and farmers could move easily from one
place to another for purposes of settlement. Under these circumstances, it

might be possible by means of production, in a short period of years, to repay
mortgages raised on land at these cheap valuations, but with the increasing
valuation of land, the increased capital investment necessary for the purchase
of a farm, the old system of short mortgage made tlie redeeming of a mortgage
impossible out of farm production and the United States farmers found them-
selves in exactly the same position that the farmers of Europe found them-
selves in one hundred years ago. The establishment of this principle without
question will enormously strengthen the position of the American farmer in

competition with Europe.
On the other hand, I think it is wise to point out that the Federal Farm

Loan scheme was conceived a« a business scheme intended to be self-supporting

and ultimately free from any lien upon the Government. The result is loans

have only been made where the security was of a class to warrant the loan, and
under very rigid terms. While the advantage of interest rates and of amortiz-

ation were made available to the farmers, there was no slackening in the

demand for a proper security for the money loaned. This, in my judgment, is

the real reason why the Federal Land Banks of tlie north-western states have
not been able to meet the financial needs of these communities. In parts of

these states, at least, a condition of affairs has been reached with regard to

income from land that makes it impossible for money to be loaned by the

Federal Land Banks or any other bank with the security which the law demands.
I feel confident that the major part of the complaints made, and there are

many, against the operation of the Federal Land Banks, is due to the fact that

they have refused to make loans of money against properties that could not

offer sufiicient security. In other words they have refused to become philan-

thropic institutions.

2. Short Term and Intermediate Credit

Before entering into a discussion of the organization of the Federal Inter-

mediate Credit Banks, it seems necessary to look broadly at the way the

problem of Short Term Credits for Agriculture has been faced in the United

States. As stated previously, the agitation for a better scheme of rural credits
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involving both mortgage credit and short term credit began many years ago.

In fact, the wliole movement for tlie e#tabli?hment and maintenance of small

State Banks had behind it the desire to take advantage of the commercial
opportunities which agriculture offered, and, at the same time, to provide better

facilities for agricultural credit. An illustration of this can be seen in the Bank
Law of the State of Kansas, passed in 1897, which grew out of the agitation

which followed the period of depression from 1891 to 1895. The objects and
methods of the System, as set forth by one of its authors, is as follows:—

(1) To finance the farm efficiently.

(2) To oversee the investment of money in farms so that it would be made
productive.

(3) To supervise the farming operations of the borrower so as to ensure

profitable return.

(4) To compel the majority of the directors of the bank to live at the

place wliere the bank is located.

(5) To make the capital small so that it could be put in rural communities,
yet having the competition of nearby banks.

It was believed that, with proper local organization and oversight, risks

could be taken on individuals which a large bank, without the local knowledge
could not afford to take. These banks were deposit banks only, and aimed at

using the local capital available in the development of the local community.
That these banks have flourished side by side with national and private banks,
there is no doubt, and their local intimate relation to the local community has
been of immense value. Similar statements could be made with regard to

the other State Banking Systems, at least as operated in most of the Western
States of America.

The whole matter was brought into prominence again during the crisis of

1907 when so many of the small banks of the United States closed their doors.

This was due largely to the absence of a plan by which the banks in the coimtry
could adjust themselves in relation to each other. Corresponding to the agita-

tion which led ultimately to the establishment of the Federal Farm Loan
Board, there was also an agitation for the securing of better facilities through
which capital might flow from one part of tiie country to another in times of

stress. In 1909 a Monetary Commission was appointed by the L'nited States
which, after a very intensive study of banking methods in other countries, ulti-

mately brought about the system known £is "The Federal Reserve System."
It was felt at that time that the scheme of small banks scattered throughout the
country, of whicli there were nearly 30.000, was very effective, in so far as they
related to the local community in which they operated. The absence of some
centralizing agency was very severely felt, however, especially in times of de-
pression. A competent authority has stated these diflBculties as follows:

—

(1) Decentralization.

(2) Inelasticity of credit.

(3) A cumbersome exchange and transfer system.

(4) Defective organization as regards relation to the Federal Treasury.

With regard to the first of these, it will be only necessary- to point out that
the 30.000 banks, each with its cash reserve without any exchange relations
other than through the Clearing House, made the flow of capital from one part
of the country to another almost impossible, and, as few of these banks had
any definite relation to the Treasury, even Government help in emergency times
was unavailable.

The Federal Reserve Act which was approved December 23rd, 1913, aimed
at overcoming these diflSculties. It provided for the establishment of twelve
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Federal Reserve Banks, each to operate in one of tlie twelve Federal Reserve
Districts into which the country was divided. In determining the boundaries

of these districts, regard was had to the convenience and customary course of

the business of the country. Each district was made large enough to provide
for tiie operation of a bank with a minimum capital of $4,000,000. Under the

scheme all National banks were required to become members of the System, and
State Banks and Trust Companies, which complied with certain provisions laid

down by the law, were encouraged to join. Member banks were required to

subscribe to the capital stock of the Federal Reserve Bank in their district

to an amount equal to 6 per cent of the member bank's capital and surplus.

Only a portion of this has yet been called up, but on November 21st, 1923,

the total capital paid into these banks amounted to $110,103,000.

Less than a quarter of the banks of the United States have become mem-
bers of the Federal Reserve System, but this represents approximately 50 per
cent of the total capitalization of the banks of the United States.

Each of the twelve Federal Reserve Banks is managed by a Board of

Directors elected from the member banks by a special method devised to be
equitable, and are, therefore, democratic in their management.

Above these twelve banks is a central board at Washington known as

"The Federal Reserve Board." This Board consists of seven members, including

the Secretary of the Treasury, the Comptroller of Currency and five appointed
by the President of the United States with the advice and consent of the Senate.

In addition, there is a Federal Advisory Council consisting of twelve members
appointed by the Board of Directors of the twelve Federal Reserve Banks. The
Federal Reserve Board appoints three of the nine directors of each of the

Federal Reserve Banks, while in turn each Federal Reserve Bank appoints a

member of the Federal Advisory Council, the object being to give complete inter-

communication of ideas within the whole system.

Every bank, or banking association, belonging to the Federal Reserv^e

System is required to maintain its entire legal reserve in the form of a deposit

in the Federal Reserve Bank of its district. The Federal Reserve Law recognizes

only one form of legal reserve, that is, a member bank's deposit in its Federal
Reserve Bank. They may keep balances in other banks, but their legal reserve,

the reserve which the Government looks upon as the minimum below which
the public interest demands that banks should not go, must all be kept on deposit

in the Federal Reserve Banks, which thus become the reservoir of the reserve

money of the nation. The great purpose to be served by this is that the reserves

are so mobilized in the centre of great districts that they are available at points

in the country where the demand is greatest for them, the Federal Reserve
Banks being permitted to re-discount for one another and for all the member
banks of the system.

Much discussion has taken place with regard to the relation of the Federal
Reserve to agricultural credit. It is sufiBcient for our purpose to say that the
Federal Reserve Bank, as the other general institutions described in this report,

does not do business either directly with individual farmers or with individuals

in any other walk of life. The Federal Reserve scheme presupposes that the
farmer or other person borrows through his local bank, which, if they are mem-
bers of the Federal Reserve system, may, in turn, rediscount with the Federal
Reserve Bank, the paper received from customers. The Federal Reserve Act
places certain limitations on the character of the paper to be discounted, but
in reality, as amended in 1919 and 1923, special provision is made for its banks
providing a short term credit for agricultural purpose. For example, any Federal
Reserve Bank may discount "notes, drafts and bills of exchange issued or drawn
for agricultural, industrial or commercial purposes, or the proceeds of which have
been used, or are to be used, for such purposes." The law does not permit the
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reserve banks to discount paper, the proceeds of which are to be loaned to some
other borrower, or to be used for current investment or for speculation.

" Agricultural paper is given by the Act an important advantage over Com-
mercial paper, since the latter can be discounted only for a period not exceeding

90 days, while paper which is issued or drawn for an agricultural purpose, or is

based on live stock, may now be discounted by Federal Reserve Banks even

though it has nine months to run from the date of discount. The Federal Reserve

Board has made appropriate provision for this in its new regulations in which

the definition of agricultural paper has been clarified and broadened so as to

incorporate the latest and most liberal principles adopted by the Board in de-

termining what constitutes agricultural paper. Nine months' paper will thus be

eligible for discount if the proceeds have been or are to be used by a farmer in

any one or more of the steps of planting, cultivating, harvesting, or marketing

a crop, or of breeding, fattening, or marketing live stock, and the Federal Reserve

Board has held that the marketing of crops or live stock includes carrying tiicm

for a reasonable time in order to market them in an orderly manner instead of

dumping large quantities on the market at one time in order to get money with

which to meet current expenses. Under this provision of the law, member banks
which have loaned money for nine months to wheat growers and other farmers

for the purpose of raising, carrying, and marketing their crops, will be able to

rediscount the farmers' notes with the Federal Reserv'e Banks."

Further, under the Federal Reserve Act, as amended by the Agricultural

Credits Act passed March 4th, 1923, co-operative marketing associations can issue

paper which is eligible for discount with maturities up to nine months, if the

proceeds of the paper are advanced to members of the association for an agri-

cultural purpose, or are used to pay members for agricultural products delivered

to the association, or to finance the association in packing, preparing for market,

or marketing products grown by it.? members. Co-operative marketing associa-

tions are permitted to borrow money to be loaned to the individual members of

the association under certain restricted conditions. In all cases, credit for agri-

culture is extended to nine months instead of ninety days, the assumption being

that the local bank holds the paper for three months and it is carried by the

Federal Reserve Bank for the additional six months. Further, as amended in

1923, the Federal Reserve Banks are permitted to discount sight or demand drafts

drawn to finance shipment within the coimtry of nonperishable and readily

marketable agricultural products. A limit, however, of ninety days is placed

upon such paper. In order to extend the credit facilities of the Federal Reserve

System to smaller banks under the Agricultural Credits Act of 1923, provision

was made to admit small banks whose capital was 60% of the original require-

ment, provided that within a given time the capital was built up to the necessary

requirement under the Act, and for this purpose such banks were authorized to

set aside 20% of their earned income for the purpose of increasing the capital to

the necessarj- standard.

The most important provision, however, of the Federal Reser\-e Act, insofar

as it affected farm loans, was the authorization given to national banks to make
loans for a period up to five years secured by land mortgage. I have referred

to this previously in discussing the question of the national banks. This was
only made possible to the national banks through the Federal Reserve Sj^stem.

The farmers who need long time loans, therefore, can borrow for five years from
the national banks on the security of their farm lands, and the Federal Reserve
Board has provided in its regulations that at maturity such loans may be renewed
for an additional five years, although a national bank is not permitted to obligate

itself in advance. I think there can be no doubt that the Federal Reserve System
sought to live up to its responsibilities in connection with short term loans to
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farmers. When the prices fell for farm products in 1920, they immediately began

to increase their loans through the members of tiie system to iielp steady

agricultural conditions.

For example, it was many months after the great price decline began before

the loans made from the bank in Minneapolis to the northwest farmers reached

its peak. During the period from March to November, 1920, there was more than

$30,000,000 increase in loans made under the system in the country centering

on Minneapolis, and at the end of the period, loans had reached the sum of

$115,000,000. During the same period the Federal Reserve Banks, located in

agricultural districts, increased their loans by more than $500,000,000 and their

issues of Federal Reserve notes by a nearly equal amount.

There were two principal cause.? why the Federal Reserve System did not

satisfy the demands of the agricultural districts.

(1) Because a large percentage of the small state banks w-hich do business

with the farmers did not become members of the Federal Resers'e System, and,

therefore, were not able to get the required rediscoimting privilege.

(2) Because the length of time for which the rcdiscounting privilege was
allow'ed was too short to satisfy the farmers's requirements.

The former was the fault of the small banks; the latter, if a fault, the fault

of the law itself and not of the administration.

It was because of these circumstances that the agitation took place which
brought about the foundation of the Federal Intermediate Credit Banks described

on the follow'ing pages.

THE FEDERAL INTERMEDIATE CREDIT BANKS

The Intermediate Credit Banks were organized for the purpose of providing

credit for periods longer than that granted by ordinary banking operations. They
were intended to cover what was spoken of as the barren area of credit between
the three to six months provided under the Federal Reserve System and the

minimum mortgage term. The Act creating them calls for loans between the

period of si.\ months and three years. The Act was passed in the closing days of

the 67th Congress, March, 1923, As the transactions of the Intermediate Credit

Banks are real banking transactions as distinguished from mortgage transactions,

their operations are merely time extensions of the ordinary banking systems of

the country, but related specifically to the service of agriculture. It would
appear for that reason that they might have functioned more easily under the
Federal Reserve System and the reason for not so doing is not quite apparent.

They are associated, however, with the Federal Land Bank scheme and under
the direction of the Federal Farm Loan Board. Perhaps the chief advantage of

this arrangement is the fact that they will be making banking loans to the same
people who will be taking mortgages under the Federal Land Banks and there

will be some advantage in having the same persons supervising and determining
upon credits to be granted for current account that have already dealt with the
individuals from the point of view of capital loans. From information which I

obtained I concluded that that was the chief advantage of the connection with
the Federal Land Banks and perhaps the further reason that the Federal Reserve
Board wishes to disassociate itself entirely from the operation of loans made for

a longer period than the ordinary term allowed to the Federal Reserve Banks.
Under the Act creating the Intermediate Banks, the Fann Loan Board is

given power to grant charters to twelve institutions to be known as Federal Inter-

mediate Credit Banks. It instructed the Board to establish these institutions in

the same cities as the twelve Federal Land Banks. The officers and directors of

the Federal Land Banks were made ex-officio officers and directors of the several

.
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Federal Intermediate Credit Banks. Such oflRcers were f^iven authority to create

the necessary machinery and employ the necessary officers for conducting the

business of the Bank as a separate organization from tiie Federal Land Bank.
These Banks were given authority to act as fiscal agents for tlie United States

Government and to perform such duties as the Secretary of the Treasury may
prescribe. Accordingly, acting under tlie autiiority of the charter, twelve separate
institutions were founded in the summer of 1923.

Capital Stock

In (inlcr that capital inigiit he provided for tlie business of these Banks, the

United States Government was authorized to subscribe capital stock to the extent

of $5,000,000 for each bank and the Secretary of the Treasury was given authority

to take up such portion of this stock as might be deemed necessarj' at any given

time. This gave a possible capitalization of $60,000,000 subscribed by the

Treasury. On the organization of the banks, the Treasury took up one million

dollars capital stock of each of the banks, holding the balance of $4,000,000 in

reserve to be taken as needed.

The Federal Farm Loan Board was authorized to apportion the joint expenses
incurred in behalf of the Federal Land Banks, the Joint Stock Land Banks and
the Federal Intermediate Credit Banks, all under their jurisdiction, among the

three institutions. After all the necessarj' expenses are paid, it is provided that

the net earnings shall be divided in equal parts, one-half to be paid into the

United States treasury and the balance into the surplus fund until the amount of

such surplus shall be equal to the subscribed capital stock of the bank. After

this has been accomplished, ten per cent, only of the earnings is paid into this

surplus, the balance being paid to the United States as a franchise tax. The
monies paid from earnings into the United States treasuiy are to be used at the
discretion of the Secretary' of the Treasury, either to supplement the gold reserve

held against outstanding United States notes, or to be aplied to the reduction of

the outstanding bonded indebtedness of the United States. Should a bank be
dissolved, its whole assets become the property of the United States.

Debentures

Under the Act, each Federal Intermediate Credit Bank is allowed to issue

debentures up to ten times the original paid up capital and the surplus of the

hank. As the original capitalization of the twelve banks was S60,000,000, when
fully in operation, they could issue debentures for $600,000,000, making a total

available capitalization when the stock is fully paid up of $660,000,000. It is

provided, however, that the issue of debentures shall be subject to the approval

of the Federal Farm Loan Board and no debenture is to be issued for a period
of longer than five years and only as against cash or discounted paper held by
the Bank. The rate of interest on debentures was fixed, at most not exceeding
eix per cent.

No Covemment Liability

It is specially provided that the United States Government shall assume no
liability, direct or indirect, for any debentures or other obligations issued under
the authority of the Act. To make this absolutely clear, provision is made
tiiat all debentures or other obligations shall contain in "conspicuous and appro-
priate language" a definite statement that there is no liability upon the treasury

of the United States.

Rate of Interest

With regard to the rate of interest charged, definite restrictions are placed

upon it. The maximum rate at which debenttu-es may be issued is fixed at six
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per cent, although the Farm Loan Board is given the power to determine

whether it shall bo lower than that, while the Bank itself must not cliarge a

rate of discount of more than one per cent in excess of the last debenture issued.

This fixes a maxinmm of seven per cent on discounted paper. In discounting

paper for such organizations as shall he described hereafter, the Federal Inter-

mediate Credit Bank is not permitted to discount for any borrower who charges

a rate of interest of more than one-half of one per cent above the discount rate

fixed by the Intermediate Credit Bank, The Bank is permitted to purchase in

the open market at par, or below, its own debentures before maturity.

Discounting Privileges

These Banks arc allowed a very considerable discretion in the matter of

bank business. For example, they are allowed to discount for or purchase from

any National Bank or any State Bank, trust company, agricultural credit cor-

poration (hereafter described) incorporated live stock loan company, savings

institutions, co-operative bank, co-operative credit or mortgage association of

agricultural producers, organized under the laws of any State, with their en-

dorsement, any note, draft, bill of exchange, etc., or other such obligation, the

proceeds of which have been advanced in the first instance for any agricultural

purpose or for the raising, breeding, fattening or mortgaging of live stock.

They are further authorized to make loans or advances direct to any
co-operative association organized under the laws of any state and composed of

persons engaged in producing, or producing and marketing staple agricultural

products or live stock, if the notes or other such obligations representing the

loans are secured by ware-house receipts, or shipping documents, or both, cover-

ing such products, or mortgages on live stock, provided that the loan does not

exceed 75 per cent of the market value of the product. The only restriction

placed upon the amount of such discounted paper which the Federal Inter-

mediate Bank can hold is the limitation (1st) of its own capitalization, and
(2nd) no institution can rediscount for more than twice the amount of its

unimpaired capital and surplus.

Mutual Liability

As in the case of the Federal Land Banks, mutual liability is established

as between the twelve Banks. Clearly, the purpose of this is to enable the

banks to secure equal credit facilities in the money markets of the country.

This liability is set out in Section 207 of the Act, as follows:

—

"That any Federal Intermediate Credit Bank issuing debentures or

other such obligations under this title shall be primarily liable therefor,

and shall also be liable, upon presentation of the coupons for interest

payments due upon any such debentures or obligations issued by any

other Federal Intermediate Credit Bank and remaining unpaid in con-

sequence of the default of the other Federal Intermediate Credit Bank.

Any Federal Intermediate Credit Bank shall like-nnse be liable for such

portion of the principal of debentures or obligations so issued as are not

paid after the assets of such other Federal Intermediate Credit Bank
have been liquidated and distributed. Such losses, if any, either of

interest or of principal, shall be assessed by the Federal Farm Loan
Board against solvent Federal Intermediate Credit Banks liable there-

for in proportion to the amount of capital stock, surplus, and debentures

or other such obligations which each may have outstanding at the time

of such assessment. Every Federal Intermediate Credit Bank shall, by

appropriate action of its board of directors duly recorded in its minutes,

obligate itself to become liable on debentures and other such obligations

as provided in this section."
*
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The tax exemption privilege accorded to debentures issued under the

Federal Land Banks is also granted to the debentures issued imder the Federal

Intermediate Credit Banks. This is set forth in Section 210 of the Act, as

follows:

—

"That the privileges of tax exemption accorded under Section 26 of

this Act shall apply also to each Federal Intermediate Credit Bank, in-

cluding its capital, reserve or surplus, and tiie iiuumc dirivcd therefrom,

and the debentures issued under this title shall be deemed and held Ui

be instrumentalities of the Government and shall enjoy the same tax

exemptions as are accorded farm loan bonds in said section."

The scheme of the Federal Intermediate Credit Banks with regard to the

individual borrower is identical with that under the Federal Land Banks, that is

to say, no individual can have direct access for borrowing purposes to the

Bank. All loans made must be rediscountcd loans made to a responsible corpora-

tion which in itself assumes responsibility for the repayment of the loan, so

that a borrower must find his way to the Federal Intermediate Credit Bank
through other organized financial machinery. In order to make comprehensive

machinery for this purpose, the Act authorizes the creating of

NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL CREDIT CORPORATIONS

These are organizations corresponding to the local associations under the

Federal Land Bank. These National Agricultural Credit Corporations, how-
ever, arc much more highly organized institutions than the local associations

under the Federal Land Banks.
The manner of the formation of these organizations is described in the Act

as follows: "That corporations for the purpose of providing credit facilities

for the agricultural and live stock industries of the United States, to be known
as National Agricultural Credit Corporation, may be formed by any number of

natural persons, not less in any case than five. Such persons shall enter into

articles of association which shall specify the object for which the corporation is

formed. Such articles of association shall be signed by the persons intending

to participate in the organization of the corporation and be forwarded to the

Comptroller of the Currency to be filed and preserved in his office."

The organization certificate and the articles of association must be ack-

nowledged before some judge of a court of record or notary public before

submission to the Comptroller of the Currency for approval. On the approval

of the Comptroller of the Currency, such an association becomes a corporate

body with well defined powers in relation to financial operations. For example,,

they are allowed:

—

(1) To make advances upon, to discount, rediscount, or purchase and to

sell or negotiate, with or without its endorsement of guarantee, notes, drafts,

or bills of exchange and to accept drafts or bills of exchange, which (a) are

issued or drawn for an agricultural purpose or the proceeds of which have been
or arc to be used for agricultural purposes, (b) having a maturity at the time

of discount, purchase, or acceptance not exceeding nine months, and (c)

are secureil at the time of discount, purchase or acceptance by warehouse
receipts or other like document*, conveying the title to non-perishable and
readily marketable agricultural products, or other instruments of like guarantee.

(2) To make advances upon, or to discount, rediscount, or purchase and
to sell or negotiate with or without it< endorsement (ir guarantee, notes secured

by chattel mortgages, conferring on first lien upon maturing, or breeding live

stock or dairy herds and having a maturity at tlie time of discount, rediscount,

or pun;hase not exceeding three years.
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(3) To subscribe for, acquire, own, buy, sell and otherwise deal in treasury

certificates of indebtedness, bonds or other obligations of the United States

to such extent as its board of directors may determine.

(4) To act when requested by the Secretary of the Treasury as a fiscal

agent of the United States and to perform such services as the Secretary of

the Treasury may require in connection with the issue, sale, rcil(>mptii)n or

re-purchase of bonds, notes, treasury certificates or other obligations of the

United States.

Tiicre is much additional authority given for conducting ordinary business,

but the most outstanding one is their right, subject to regulation of the Comp-
troller of the Currency, to issue collateral trust notes or debentures with

maturity not exceeding three years and to pledge as security for such notes

or debentures financial paper held by the corporation. It is specially stated,

however, that " the United States Government shall assume no liability direct

or indirect for any debentures or other obligation issued under this title and

all such debentures and other obligations shall contain in conspicuous and

appropriate language to be prescribed in form and substance by the Comp-
troller of the Currency and approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, a clear

indication that no such liability is assumed."

Capital Stock

Tiie National Agricultural Credit Corporation is not permitted to do busi-

ness until it has paid up capital of $250,000; which must represent at least 50 per

cent of the authorized capital stock of the corporation. The remaining 50

per cent must be paid within six months after the beginning of business. Such

a corporation is allowed to make loans to the extent of ten times its paid up
capital.

Rate of Interest

With regard to interest rates, it must submit to the laws of the state in

which the corporation is located. A special penalty is imposed, should at any
time, or by any means, direct or indirect, a rate of interest be charged greater

than that "allowed by the State law. If this is knowingly done, the corporation

forfeits the entire interest of the debt and has no power of collection and,

further, the person who was charged the interest, if paid, has the right to recover

in action twice the amount of the interest thus paid to the corporation, provide* 1

legal action is commenced within two years—a very definite and rigid provision.

I think sufficient has been said to show that the National Agricultural

Credit Corporations are intended to occupy a very large place in the financing

of agriculture. While they function through the Federal Intermediate Credit

Banks and constitute an intermediary between the bank and the individual,

they differ entirely from the local associations under the Federal Land Bank in

that they are private corporations for profit-making purposes, doing business

for agriculture under certain definite restrictions with regard to interest charges

and security placed upon them by the Treasury of the United States.

Credit Corporations Formed by Banks

There is one special provision to which, perhaps, attention should be called,

viz., that any particular bank of the Federal Reserve System may file application

with the Comptroller of the Currency for permission to invest an amount not

exceeding in the aggregate ten per cent of its capital stock and surplus in the

stock of one or more of the National Agricultural Credit Corporations. As a

matter of fact, while it may have been intended orginally that these corporations

should be corporations formed from among the larger producers on the land
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and local financial men, in many localities the banks have taken the initiative

in their organization, the reason for this probably being that while the banks
themselves are only permitted to rediscount with the Federal Intermediate

Credit Banks up to twice their paid up capital and surplus, these institutions

are permitted to re-discount up to ten times their paid up capital and sur-

plus. The debentures issued by these corporations are not free from taxation,

but are subject to the laws of the state in which they operate.

There has not yet been time to determine to what extent these institutions

will function as practical institutions. So far as I know the only ones operating

were organized through the agency of the banks for the purpose above mentioned.

The twelve Federal Intermediate Credit Banks were promptlv organized

after the passage of the Act, March, 1923. The following figures will show how
far they have functioned as business organizations. The statements are as at

February 29, 1924.

Direct loans and discounts have been made to the amount of. $41,409,368.00

This amount was loaned out at the banking centres as follows:

—

Springfield $ 627.950.00

Baltimore 6.511,150.00

Columbia 4,683,355.00

Louisville 2.210.406.00

New Orieans 6.164.816.00

St. Louis 1,176.607.00

St. Paul 2,659.620.00

Omaha 3,262,2,>S.0O

Wichita 4.465,676.00

Houston 3.433.177.00

Berkeley.. 5.061.240.00

Spokane 1,163,107.00

These banks had outstanding on the same date debentures
amounting to 31,750.000.00

These debentures are short term debentures and are sold generally to banks
for short time investments. The price so far has been good, as the Government
capitalization of SGO.OOO.OOO gives them special security. No one can foretell

what would happen shoukl their sale greatly exceed that amount. It is difficult

to say what the future has in store for them, as the lengthening of the Federal
Reserve discount time to nine months may greatly interfere with their develop-
ment.

War Finance Corporation

In the foregoing I have not discussed the operation of the War Finance
Corporation, which, by assisting the small banks, and co-operative organizations
and Live Stock Loan Companies, has co-operated in carrying agriculture for the
past few years. It is not part of the permanent financial system of tlie country.

It was intended to close its operations on tiie 1st of February, 1924, but because
of agricultural conditions in the Northwestern States, Congress recently extended
its life until 31st December, 1924. The figures in connection with its work
will, however, be of significance as during its existence it has been a verj' great

assistance in financing agriculture.

From the time authority to make loans to agriculture was granted in August,
1921 to November 20, 1923, advances in the interest of agriculture were made
as follows:

—

To banking and financial liabilities $169,708,000

To Live Stock Loan Companies SO.0%.000
To Co-operative Marketing Associations 37.036.000

Making a total of 287,740,000

Of this there has been repaid 211.345.000

Outstanding 76,395,000
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Like all the other institutions described, the War Finance Corporation acts

only through organized financial institutions.
" The following diagram shows the relation of the various institutions to

the Farm Loan Board and to each other, with the minimum capitalization.

Tracing backward, it also shows the steps through which the application of the

borrower must go to secure final action. It will be seen that except in the case

of the Joint Stock Banks which are private institutions under special regulations,

the farmer only gets access to the lending authority through local organizations.

FARM LOAN BOARD

80 Joint Stock
Banks

(Capital $250,000 each)

12 Federal Land Banks
(Capital $750,000

5% of loans each)

12 Intermediate Credit Banks
(Capital $5,000,000 each)

5. 000 National Farm
Loan Associations
Min. loans $20,000
or capital $1,000

Agents in

Special
Cases

Small
Banks

Farmer

National
Agricultural

Credit
Associations

(Capital

$250,000)

Trust
Companies,

etc.
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Rural Credits by Slate Governments

In addition to the provisions made, as set fortli in the foregoing, under the

Federal Government, many of the State governments of the United States have

arranged for mortgage loans, some of these making provisions to raise money by
debentures and others authorizing the State Treasury to make loans from special

funds, generally' from the permanent educational funds of the state.

The States of Idaho. Indiana, Iowa, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon,

South Dakota and Utah have made provision in their constitutions for loaning

money to farmers on mortgage credit. Most of these make their loans out of

certain specified funds, generally, however, the permanent eductional funds of

the State, or monies derived from the sale of State lands. Considerable sums

of money have been lent out under these various provisions. There are a few,

howeverj that I think deserve special mention.

The State of Arizona, in 1915, passed a law authorizing loans to be made
in farm mortgages from the monies secured from the sale of lands owned by the

State.

A State Land Settlement Act was passed in the State of California in 1917,

having for its purpose ' the permitting of closer agricultural settlement, assisting

deserving and qualified persons to acquire small improved farms, providing

homes for farm labourers, increasing opportunities under the Federal Farm Loan
Act and demonstrating the value of adequate capital and organized direction

in subdividing and preparing agricutural land for settlement."

Perhaps the most conspicuous examples of this sort of effort are to be found

in South Dakota and Minnesota. In South Dakota, the State constitution

provides that permanent school funds may be invested in first mortgages on

farm lands and, under this provision, over six million dollars had been loaned

on mortgages before 1912. In 1917, however, the legislature passed an Act

establishing a system of rural credits for the State, creating tjie Rural Credits

Board for the piu-pose of " maintaining a system of rural credits and providing

for the loaning of money by the State of South Dakota upon real estate within

this State," and, in addition, " authorizing the State of South Dakota to borrow
money on its warrants and bonds secured by the good faith and credit of the

State.""

The purposes for which these loans may be made are almost identical with

the purposes stated in the Act creating the Federal Farm Loan Board. There
is this distinction, however, that loans may be made up to scicnty per cent of

the value of the land and forty per cent of the insured value of the improvements
as against fifty per cent and twenty per cent under the Farm Loan Act. Loans
run from five to thirty-five years and are paid on the amortization principle. I

have not been able to get the exact amount of loans under this scheme, but I

was informed that it probably amounts now to S40.000,000. As the interest

charges must be paid by the Government, the State is at the present moment
embarrassed, as a consequence.

The State of Minnesota, in 1923, passed an Act creating a rural credit system
"for the loaning of money by the State of Minnesota upon real estate within the
State, authorizing the State of Minnesota to borrow money on its certificates and
bonds secured by the good faith and credit of the State for the purpose of main-
taining such system of Rural Credits." Here again the provisions regulating the
purposes of loans are almost identical with those of the Federal Farm Loan
Board. They provide for the purchase of equipment and live stock, buildings on
improved farms, liquidating indebtedness on farms, and for part payment of the
purchase price of improved farms, providect always that the property is occupied
by tlie owner. Loans are limited to sixty per cent of the value of the land plus

thirty-three per cent of the value of the improvements and the limits bcfween
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which loans may be made are $500 and SI 5,000. The money in this case, as in

South Dakota, is raised directly by the State Treasury and made available to the

board of manaiiomcnt for loans. This system has been in operation for less than

a year, but has already loaned out approximately eight million dollars with a

limit to their borrowings for the time being of forty million dollars. In January,

1924, Minnesota was disposing of its bonds at 4^ per cent par and was making an

additional bond issue for this purpose of ten million dollars. Loans were being

made to farmers on an amortization scheme for 35 \ years at 5J per cent interest

plus amortization charges, ^ per cent less than the Federal Farm Loan Board.

In reality, this Minnesota system is just duplicating the work of the Farm
Loan Board and was brought about because of the conviction on the part of

some people in the legislature that tlie Farm Loan Board was not generous enough

in its lending policy and because the macliinery through which it was working
was said to create delays in the securing of loans.

The total amount advanced on Farm Mortgages under tiic various State

systems is at the present moment not far short of $100,000,000.

In concluding this section, I think a word about the general financial con-

dition of agriculture in the United States may be permitted. In spite of all that

has been done to provide credit, great distress still prevails, especially in the

western and north-western state.*. As none of the larger organizations under
Government auspices arc permitted to deal directly with the individual, an effort

is now being made to find a more direct way to help, especially in assisting Miose

in the grain growing areas, who wish to develop diversified farming. A bill to

grant ^.lO.OOO.OOO for this purpose was recently defeated by the Senate of the

United States. The President has appealed t.o the Chairman of a new financial

organization known as the Agricultural Credit Corporation, capitalized at

$10,000,000. to undertake the responsibility of individual loans, suggesting that

under proper regulations, the War Finance Corporation would be willing to make
substantial advances for the purpose.

In the meantime, there is a great exodus from the land to the cities, especially

in the above mentioned states. In his report to the President on the matter,

Mr. Henry C. Wallace. Secretary of Agriculture for the United States, stated

that over a million people left the land in 1923. Recently, representatives of a

number of the leading farm organizations in the United States have published

an open letter to " the President, the Congress and the People of the United

States", in which the statement is made that farmers were forced from their homes
durine 1923 at the rat^ of 100.000 per month and "the process still is under way
in all its cruelty". "Countr>' conditions", it is said, "cannot be tofld in words.

The hundreds of broken banks are real, but the suffering which followed them
is hidden in the haze of distance. Unceasing toil of millions of people, futile

attempts to protect family and property is lost without recocnition. The reason

for all this remains unchecked, although it has existed for five years.

"The cause is evident. A disordered world emerging from war and handi-

capped by man-made barriers across channels of international trade proves

unable to absorb the surplus production of our farms and our industn- at prices

commensurate with American standards. An elaborate structure of economic

protection is provided for industr>" and labour but does not reach the farmer.

"The remedy is as obvious .as the cause. It rests in the application of

effective protection of the farm equally with those of other industr>'. The
establishment of domestic markets for farm crops on an American basis, apart

from world conditions, to conform with like markets already provided for

American manufacture and American labour."

The remedy proposed is that the T'nited States should shut herself off from
trade contact with the outer world. This would appear to be the remedy of
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despair. In reality, there arc two cause?, one of wliicli is touriied upon in the

foregoing quotation, viz., the disorganized state of the world markets, resulting

from the world war and the inability of Europe to feed herself at the American

cost of production. The second cause, however, is found in the fact that during

the war. the high prices of products led to the purchase of land under conditions

which made profitable cultivation impossible in normal times. This was further

accentuated hy the agricultural development of areas for cereal crops, hitherto

unused and w4iolly unsuited for the purpose. I would respectfully suggest that

in this there is a lesson here for Canada.
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SECTION V

RURAL CREDIT IN THE DOMINION OF CANADA

The discussion of the problems in connection with rural credit in Canada
is of long standing. Many years ago, in some of the provinces of Canada an
effort was made to meet the requirements of the small town and country dis-

tricts by means of a system of small bank,-;. For rea.«ons wiiich it is unnecessary

to discuss in this report the scheme failed in Canada and our banking history,

as a consequence, runs along a line entirely different from that of our friends

in the United States. Canada followed the European especially the English

tradition of establishing large central banks, operating through branches estab-

lished in localities where the establishment of such branches appeared to be

warranted economically. The Canadian hanking system went through a period

of ups and downs as did the banks of the United States, having its times of

great success and periods of prosperity and its times of failure in periods of

great depression. In the early days the demand among the farmers for credit

from the banks was not great, but, as the days went by, tlie same kind of

conditions that produced the increased demand for Agricultural Credit in the

United States increased the demand in Canada and the agitation in favour of a

special system for financing agriculture followed closely the history of the same
movement in the United States.

Up to the present time no general system of Agricultural Credit either for

Long Term or Short Term Credit has been established. Efforts have been made
from time to time to secure legal standing for Co-operative Credit Societies on
the European model, but have so far failed of recognition, as far as the Federal

Parliament is concerned.

On three occasions bills have been presented to Parliament, but did not

secure authorization. These bills were:

—

1. Bill 26, 1909-10. An Act Respecting Co-operative Credit Societies.

2. Bill 11, 1910-11. An Act Respecting Co-ajjcrative Credit Societies.

3. Bill 194, 1914. An Act Respecting Co-operative Credit Societies.

So far, therefore, as the Federal Parliament is concerned, organized Long
Term Credit is a private enterprise in the hands of the mortgage companies and
insurance companies and Short Term Credit in the hands of the banks. No
effort to meet the requirements of what is called Intermediate Credit has been
made, except by the banks.

In most of the provinces of Canada, however, effort^s have been made to

organize all these forms of credit. These efforts are discussed in what follows.

British Columbia

So far as I am aware, the first effort to establish some system of Rural
Credits in Canada was tried out in British Columbia. In 1897-8, a demand
was made in the Province of British Columbia for cheaper money than that

provided by the ordinary banks and loan companies for agricultural purposes
and an Agricultural Credits Act was passed by the British Columbia Govern-
ment in 1898. This Act was based on the agricultural system of Germany.
Its author was Mr. R. E. Gosnell, who was then in the serviic of the British

Columbia Government. Under this Act, the Government of British Columbia
took power to loan money to associations of farmers of twenty or more members
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for specific purposes, including fencing, draining, purcliase of live stock, farm
implements, etc., to persons, who, having pre-empted land, had worked upon it

long enough to secure their grant from tiie Crown as well as to other farmers
who had already had their lands under cultivation.

Tiie scheme was an unlimited liability sciieme. The money was to be
loaned to an association of borrowers, who, following the practice of the
Raifficsen syst^-m in Germany, were authorized to loan money to members on
the cndorsation of two or their number. The Government undertook to loan
to tlie Association at 3^ per cent and to allow the Association to ciiarge its

members 5 per cent, the \\ per cent margin being allowed for expenses and to

create a reserve fund for possible losses. This Act was passed as a result of

a good deal of agitation, but no loans were ever made under it for the simple
rea'son that the farmers were not prepared to accept the co-operative principle

involved in it.

Later on, two special Acts affecting agriculture were passed and, with
amendments made from time to time, are still in operation in the province.

The first was passed on March 6th, 1915, and is entitled "An Act Respecting
Agriculture and Providing for the Incorporation and Organization of Agri-

cultural Associations and Making Provision for Agricultural Grcdits". It is

cited as "The Agricultural Act, 1915". The other, passed in May, 1917, is

entitled "An Act to Promote Increased Agricultural Production" and is cited

as "The Land Settlement and Development Act". Both of these acts provide

for Long Term Mortgage Credit and also for Short Term Credit under certain

specified conditions.

Agricultural Act, 1913

Under this Act, there is created an Agricultural Credit Commission, con-

sisting of a superintendent who shall be, ex-ofiicio, a director, and four other

directors, who together constitute a Ixidy corporate with the usual powers to

conduct a lending business as described in the Act. The superintendent iiolds

office for ten years, unless removed as the result of action in the Legislative

Assembly. Two of the directors arc appointed for a period of ten years under

the same conditions, but they must be engaged in the occupation of farming;

the other two directors are the Deputy IMinister of Finance and the Deputy
Minister of Agriculture.

All regulations made by the commission for the conduct of business, all

fees payable, etc., are subject to confirmation by the Lieutenant Governor in

Council. Provision is made for the usual methods of carrying on the business of

such an organization.

Working Capital

The Working Capital of the Commission is such as is raised from time to

time by the issue of securities and such money as may be appropriated from

time to time by the Legislative .\ssembly and such money as otherwise becomes

available under repayment and other funds. All securities sold arc sold by tiie

Department of Finance of the Province and are unconditionally guaranteed by
the Province. The Board works in the closest possible association with the

provincial authorities. It, however, is authorized to keep its own accounts and
to make its own banking arrangements subject to the approval of the Govern-

ment. Provision is made in the usual way for sinking funds and reserve funds

to cover accruing securities.

Under the Act, the Commission is authorized to accept as security for loans

first mortgages upon agricultural land in the Province of British Columbia
free from all encumbrances, liens, and other interests, except where special

provision is made to the contrary.
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The loan^ arc made for tlie following purposes:—
(a) Tlie acquiring; of land for agricultural purposes and tlic satisfaction

of cncunibcrances on land used for such purposes;

(6) The clearing of land, draining, dyking, water-storage and irrigation

works

;

(c) The erection of farm buikiings;

((/) The inirchase of live stock, machinery and fertilizers;

(e) Discharging liabilities incurred for the improvement and develop-

ment of land used for agricultm-al purposes and any purpose calculated

to increase land productiveness;

(/) And any purpose whicii in the opinion of the Commission will increase

tlie productiveness of the land in respect of which tlic loan is proposed;

(<7) Carrying out the objectfi of any association, subject to approval by
Order in Council as hereinafter provided;

(h) Taking over in whole or in part and with the approval of the Lieutenant

Governor in Council, by Order in Council, any existing loan by the

Crown in right of the Province of British Columbia to any associa-

tion or any debentures issued by any association.

Xo loan is granted for an amount exceeding six-ty per cent of the aff^aised

value of the lantl offered as security for the loan, the value to be calculated on

the basis of proiluctiveness.

Loans are granted only to persons engaged in agricultural pursuits, and all

officers and directors of the company arc prohibited from receiving loans.

Loans may be made as long term loans or as short term loans or for a single

season, in every case being covered by the mortgage. The rate of interest is not

fixed, but it must not exceed more than one per cent of the actual interest paid
on the securities upon which the money was raised. Long ternj loans must be

paid back by amortization in either 36^ years, 30 years or 20 years. Short term
loans must not exceed in amount §2,000 to an individual or S10,000 to an
association. Such loans must not be for less than three years or more than ten.

Single season loans may be made secured by promissory note and by a mortgage,
the total amount to a person or individual being the same as above.

Power is given under the Act for increasing loans on a basis of improved
condition of property or in recognition of instalments already paid.

Rigid provision is made in case of a loan not being applied to the definite

piirpose for which tlic loan was granted. The Commission may by giving one
month's notice enter upon the property and sell either by private sale or public

auction without recourse to law the property of the borrower.

I'p to the end of 1922, loans were granted under the Act amounting to

SI.073,300.00, and there was outstanding $691,250.00 with overdue interest

amounting to ?32,152.53.

Most of the money loaned has been used in refunding accumulated debts.

The Act has not produced satisfactory results.

When the Agricultural Act of 1915 was passed, previous Acts bearing upon
the same subject were repealed.

Land Settlement and Development Act, 1917

The Land Settlement and Development Act was passed in May. 1917, and
amentled in 1918, 1919 and 1920. Under this Act, there was created in the

Department of Agriculture or in the Department of Lands, as might be deter-

mined by the Lieutenant Governor in Council, a Land Settlement Board, con-

sisting of one or more members appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in

Council.
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To this Board, on the authority of the Lieutenant Governor in Council, the

Minister of Finance is autliorized to pay from time to time, out of tlie con-

solidated revenue of the Province, any monies appropriated by or under authority

of the Legislature for the purposes of the Board. These advances are to bear

interest at a rate fixed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council from time to

time.

All salaries and other expenses incurred by the Board for the administration

of the Act are paid out of the money so advanced.

The Board is authorized to make loans, subject to the regulations of the

Board to any person or association on first mortgage security upon agricultural

land in the province, if it be free from encumbrances other than liens to the

Crown, that is to say:

—

(a) Land held in fee simple.

ib) Land held by record of pre-emption under the Land Act.

(c) Land held by certificate of purchase on deferred payment.

Further, the Board is authorized to make loans by security on mortgage
to Associations incorporated under the Act of 1915 of a simi not exceeding 60
per cent of the cash value of tlie Association's property.

UWder this Act, loans are made for the following purposes:

—

(a) For any purpose which in the opinion of the Board will maintain or

increase apxicultural or pastoral production;

(b) For carrying out tiie objects of any association, subject to approval
by Order in Council;

(c) For taking over in whole or in part, subject to approval by Order in

Council, an;- existing loan advanced by the Crown in right of the pro-

vince to any association or any debentures issued by any association.

Before the granting of a loan, certain definite regulations with regard to

valuing security have to be carried out.

All mortgages imder this Act contain the personal covenant of the borrower.
The borrower is also required to keep insured all destructible property.

The rate of interest on these loans is fixed from time to time by the Lieu-
tenant Governor in Council, but must not exceed by more than one-half of

one per cent the actual amount paid by the Government for the money.
Two kinds of loans are made:—
(1) Loans which may run cither 25, 20 or 15 years, the annual collections

being sufficient to amortize the loan within the period.

(2) Loans which may run from three to ten years and are described as

short-dated loans.

These loans are limited in amount not to exceed S5,000 to an individual or

$10,000 to an association. They are not amortizable, but are subject to the

conditions created by the Board.
Under this Act. in case of default in making payment, the Board may enter

upon the proi^erty for collection without recourse to a crsjrt of law.

Under this .\ct, there was outstanding at the end of 1922, on principal,

$627,615.00. and overdue interest of $34,486.00.

Lender both of these Acts, the money borrowed has been used largeh* in

paying off existing liabilities, generally in favour of mortgage companies.

It is stated by the British Columbia authorities that the most satisfactory

borrowers are those starting on new land with a certain amount of capital,

in which case the loan is made for some specific improvement.
These organizations are apparently not destined to play a very important

part in the farm mortgage business in British Columbia.
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Quebec

Tlie first successful effort to introduce the principle of the small bank for

rural purposes in Canada was made in the Province of Quebec. The late M.
Alphonse Desjardins, a resident of the town of Levis, after a careful study of

the sy.stems of small banks in operation in Europe, decided to introduce into

Quebec a system of "People's Banks", the "Cais.ses Populaires" after the model

of the "People's Banks" in Italy.

The first bank was organized under the scheme on December 6th, 1900, in

the town of Levis.

The conditions making possible the success of such a scheme were present

in the Province of Quebec as in no other province in Canada. The social, racial

and religious unity that exists there made it easy for groups of people to

co-operate on a common idea.

These banks were finally organized by law and operate under the Quebec
Syndicates Act passed in 1906 and amended in 1919. Since 1915, they are

obliged to make an annual report on their operations to the Secretary of the

Province and the Bureau of Statistics is obliged to collect and compile reports

for publication in the statistical year-book.

These banks. are not strictly rural institutions, that is to say, they admit

to membership persons who are other than farmers, but, in reality, they work

out to be more largely in the interest of farmers than any other class, because

of the high percentage of farmers composing the membership. While they do

not specially aim to do mortgage business, loans are made on first mortgage on

immovable property. In addition, they make loans to their members on per-

sonal security.

Each bank works in a small restricted area, where the personal charactei

and integrity of the individuals are well known, so that the risk on loans is

exceedingly small. The capital for the individual banks is raised by selling

shares of five dollars each and by receiving deposits, upon which savings bank
interest rates are paid. Both shares and deposits may be withdrawn on de-

mand. The liability of the shareholder of the bank is limited to the value of

his shares in the bank. It was believed by Mr. Desjardins. that it would be

impossible to have an unlimited liability scheme in Quebec as in Europe and
that was probably his real reason for selecting the Italian model rather than the

German model for his banks.

Management

Each bank is administered by a board of management composed of at least

five members. There is a committee on credit composed of at least three mem-
bers. This committee examines and approves, or disapproves, the loans re-

quested by shareholders. None but shareholders are allowed to borrow. There

is a board of supervision composed of three members, who are responsible for

checking the value of the securities and checking accounts. No member
of any board is permitted to borrow. They give their services gratuitously.

All officials are obliged to reside in the parish or city where the bank is founded.

The manager may be paid a salarj*.

Each hank is required to deposit at least ten per cent of its annual net

profit in a reserve fund. The balance is distributed among the shareholders as

a bonus or dividend. The shareholders receive a dividend on their investment,

varying from 4\ per cent to 8 per cent. Depositors are paid from three to four

per cent, on their deposits.

In 1922, there were 111 of these banks in existence in Quebec, with 32,173

shareholders or members. 30,583 persons held deposits in these banks. Loans
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were granted tliat year to tlie number of 13,367 and to the amount of S2.891,092.

The total business transactions for that year amounted to §11,148,323.00 and
tlie profit realized on the transactions was $334,395.00

The one thing necessary to make this syst.em complete, following the

European model, would be a central bank through wliich the individual banks
could co-operate in the interests of each other.

When it is recalled that, when the first bank was started at Levis on
December Gth, 1900, the total first collections amounted to $26.00 and that

this bank in 1922 had on loan $304,043.84 to over one thousand borrowers and
showed a gross profit for the year of §64,243.00, wiiile the entire system had
done business as stated above, I think it would be admitted that this is a finan-

cial achievement of a very high order and justifies the faith of Mr. Desjardins

and his associates when, in order to relieve the small farmers and working people

of the Province of Quebec from the pressure of high interest rates, they under-

took to found the system of People's Banks.

Nova Scotia

The next legislation in Canada in the direction of organizing rural credit

was passed in Nova Scotia in 1912, entitled "An Act for tlie Encouraging of

Settlement on Farm Lands". This Act was amentled in 1913 and again in 1915

and again in 1919. In addition, a special Act was passed in 1919 entitled ''An

Act to Provide Loans to Agriculturists upon the Security of Farm Mortgages".

Long Term Loans

Under the Act of 1912, " An Act for the Encouraging of Settlement on

Farm Lands", and its amendments, the following methods are provided for

making loans to settlers or farmers:

—

(a) Through the medium of a loan company through which a borrower

can obtain up to eighty per cent of the appraised value of the farm
land to be mortgaged, the Governor in Council giving the company a

guarantee against loans up to forty per cent of the appraised value of

the farm.

(b) The Governor in Council is authorized to purchase real estate in farm-
ing districts, sub-divide it into farms or lands, repair, alter, or erect

buildings and till and seed the land and sell the real estat^e, stock and
improvements to settlers. Any approved loan company may be em-
ployed to act as agent in the taking of securities and the taking of

principal and int<»rest. There is also a provision giving the Governor
in Council power to purchase stock and improvements on chattel

mortgage. Under this Act loans to the amount of S152,000 have been
made to seventy-one farmers.

The Act of 1919, "An Act to Pro\ide Loans to Agriculturists Upon the

Security of Farm Mortgages," provides for the appointment of a Board of three,

—

(a) To lend money ,to agriculturists on the security of first mortgage on
farm lands.

(6) To acquire, hold and dispose of real estate as may be required.

(c) To borrow money to carry out the objects of the lioard, to hj-pothecate,

pledge and mortgage its real property, and to sign bills, notes and
contracts and for evidences of debt or securities for monies borrowed by
the Board for the purposes aforesaid.
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(d) To make provision for tiio placing of returned soldiers or other persons

with farmers, in order that they may be instructed in farming, and

(c) To make loans to a farmer who desires to erect a dwelling house on his

farm for the occupation of any person employed by him as a farmer.

The period of a loan can be for thirty years, the amount loaned not more

than seventy per cent of the value of the property, the interest at a rate sufficient

to pay the interest on the money borrowed and the cost of raising the money
by the Provincial Treasurer. This latter Act, has, however, never been put into

operation.

New Brunswick

The New Brunswick Legislature passed in 1912 "An Act to Encourage the

Settlement of Farm Lands." This Act created a Farm ?ettlen»ent Board with

powers to purchase land in the Province suitable for farming, to improve the

same, to erect houses and farm buildings theroon and to sell these lands to bona

fide settlers. Settlers were required to pay 25 per cent of the purchase price in

cash, where the property was valued at less than $1,000, and 35 per cent if valued

at more than $1,000. The interest rate was fixed at 5 per cent. The purchase

price must be paid at stated periods, the limit for final payment being ten years.

Under this Act, in the last five years, about fifty loans have been granted.

At the end of 1922, $80,439.55 was outstanding in loans. At no time have the

outstanding loans under this Act e.xcecded $130,000.

In April, 1923, a new Act was passed in the province of New Brunswick,

known as the "Farmers' Relief Act." Its aim was to relieve farmers from financial

embarrassment, to encourage agricultural development by providing for loans

upon farm mortgages at reduced rates of interest. Under this Act, municipalities

are authorized to borrow up to 75 per cent of the total value of the real estate in

the municipality for the purpose of making loans to farmers residing within the

municipality. A Farm Loan Board is authorized, consisting of three persons, two

of whom may be members of the Municipal Council. This Board makes all

necessary regulations regarding loans. The loan to the individual must not

exceed 75 per cent of the value of the farm land owned by the borrower within the

municipality ; must be secured by a first mortgage and repayable by an amortiza-

tion plan not exceeding thirty years. The maximum interest allowed is 6 per cent

par annum.
Loans are made for the following purposes:

—

(o) The discharge of liability incurred for the improvement of land used

for agricultural purposes;

(6) The acquiring of land for agricultural purposes and the satisfaction of

encumbrances thereon

;

(c) The clearing and draining of land, the erection of farm buildings, the

purchase of live stock and implements.

Money is raised under the provisions of the Municipality Debentures Act

of the Province.

I have not been able to obtain information as to the number and amount of

loans made under this Act.

Ontario

Three separate acts with respect to Rural Credit have been passed in the

province of Ontario, all during the session of the Legislative Assembly of 1921.

The first is entitled "An Act for the Promotion of Agricultural Development"
(amended in 1923), the second, "An Act Respecting Short Term Farm Loans in

Ontario" and the third, "An Act to Finance Agricultural Development."
^
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Long Term

The first of these Acts provides for long terra or mortgage credit, the second

provides for short term personal credit, and the third provides special means by
which the Treasurer of the Province may use savings funds in financing the other

two Acts. The Acts are based on the legislation of the Province of Manitoba
described later.

Capital Funds

Under the first Act, there is established a Board, to be known as the Agri-

cultural Development Board, which consists of three persons appointed by the

Lieutenant Governor in Council. This Board is a body corporate and has for its

duty the promotion of agricultural development as provided in the Act. The
Board, with the approval of the Lieutenant Governor is permitted to issue bonds

to the amount of $500,000 in such denominations and such rate of interest as the

Board itself may see proper. Provision is made for the purchase of these bonds

by the Province of Ontario, the money for purchase being deposited with the

Board for its own use. In addition to the above, with the approval of the Lieu-

tenant Governor in Council, the Board is permitted from time to time to issue

debentures in such denominations as it may deem advisable. These debentures

are to be issued as mortgage bonds, that is, against the security of mortgages

held by the Board. The money so raised may be used in the following manner:

—

(a) Acquiring land for agricultural purposes;

(fa) The erection of farm buildings essential to production;

(c) To pay off charges existing against land at the time of acquisition by the

borrower under a will or by descent;

(d) To pay off encumbrances in which cases loans shall not exceed 50 per

cent of the valuation;

(e) For the purpose of providing tile drainage;

(/) To purchase breeding live stock;

(g) To consolidate outstanding liabilities incurred for agricultural pro-

ductive purposes.

The applicant for loans must submit evidence to the satisfaction of the

Board ;

—

(a) That he is a British subject of at least twenty-one years of age, and

has been resident in Canada for at least three years;

(fa) That he has had at least three years' experience in farming and has

displayed average ability and capacity;

(c) That he is of good character;

(d) That he is actually engaged or intends to engage upon the land upon the

security of which the loan is to be made.

The limit to which a loan can be made is $12,000 and it must be secured

by first mortgage upon lands suitable for agricultural purposes.

Provision is made for repayment in annual instalments of principal and
interest sufficient to discharge the debt within a period not exceeding twenty years.

The expenses of the conduct of the Board, including salaries, are paid out

of the consolidated revenue of the Province.

This Act has only been in operation for two years. Over 1,500 applications

have been received for loans, of which 1,411 have been granted. The total

amount of loans made up to October 31st, 1923, was $5,709,955.00.

The Ontario system of long temi loans is distinguished from the American
system in that the individual deals directly with the Board and not by means
of a local association.
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Short Term Farm Ix>an Associations

The second Act provides for short term loans. This scheme operates under

the Agricultural Development Board, as does the scheme for long term loans.

Under this scheme, local associations, known as Farm Loan Associations, are

required. Any person resident within a described territory, which has been
approved by the Board, and engaged in farming operations or agreeing to become
so engaged within one year, is eligible for membership.

~ In order to form a local Farm Loan Association, certain provisions with

regard to capital stock must be complied with, viz.:

—

(a) Thirty members arc necessary and each member must subscribe for one

share at a par value of $100.00;

(h) One-lialf the amount subscribed by the members must be subscribed

by the corporations of local municipalities in the territory where the

Association is formed;
(c) An amount eciual to that subscribed by the municipalities must be sub-

scribed by the Ontario Government.

This arrangement for capitalization of the Local Association differs entirely

from the American system.

Eacli member must pay in 10 per cent of the par value of his stock at the

time of subscription and the balance when called for, the payments by municipal

corporations and the Ontario Government being made in the same proportion.

Provision is made for the combination of two or more municipalities under one

organization.

The board of management consists of two directors appointed by the muni-

cipal corporations subscribing, two directors appointed by the Lieutenant Gov-

ernor in Council ; the subscribing members elect from among themselves a pres-

ident, vice-president and one director, who, with the four previously named,

constitute the board of management.
Under this Act, short term loans arc made for one or more of the following

purposes:

(a) Purchase of seed, feed, fertilizer and other supplies;

(6) Purchase of implements and machinery;

(c) Purchase of cattle, horses, sheep, pigs and poultry;

((f) Payment of cost of carrying on any farming, ranching, dairjnng or

other agricultural operations;

(c) Payment of the cost of preparing land for cultivation;

(/) Fire or life insurance where required, in the opinion of the directors,

as collateral security for a loan made for any of the above-mentioned
purposes.

No loan is made to exceed $2,000.00.

The maximum rate of interest allowed is 7%, one-seventh of which goes to

the local association for expenses.

Fifteen associations had been formed in Ontario up to October 31st, 1923,

and 399 loans were made amounting to S310,875.00.

The capital required for carrying on the business of the association may be

obtained in two ways:

—

(a) The Treasurer of Ontario may, with the approval of the Lieutenant
T'lcn-ernnr in Counfil, mak? loans to the Board; and

(6) The Minister of Agriculture may, with the approval of the Lieutenant
Governor in Council, enter into agreement and guarantees with banks,

loan companies and other corporations for securing money for the

purposes of the associations, and may fix interest rates and terms of

repayment.
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I doubt if this pciicnip will play a very large part in the business organiza-
tion of the fanners of Ontario.

The third Act, to finance agricultural development, authorizes the Treasurer
of Ontario to borrow money by means of deposits in any amounts from any
person or corporation and to open offices for this purpose in such parts of Ontario
as seem to him wise.

In so far as this Act affects agriculture, it provides that the money raised

in this way may be available;

—

(a) To make loans to members of associations under the Ontario Farm
Loans Act; and

(6) To purchase bonds or tlcbentures issued under the Agricultural Develop-

ment Act.

By this Act, savings bank deposits are made available through the Agri-

cultural Development Board for agricultural purposes.

It has resulted in a considerable share of the savings deposits in Ontario
going to the Government.

Manitoba

In the Province of Manitoba, three Arts rcspcctinsi Rural Ciedit have been
passed and are now in operation. One of these, " An Act to Foster and
Encourage Agricultural Development by Providing for Loans upon Farm
Mortgages at Reduced Rates of Interest", is a long term mortgage scheme; the

second, "An Act Respecting Rural Credits," provides machinery for the making
of short term personal credit loans; and the third is entitled "An Act to Encourage
Savings, to Authorize the Borrowing of Such Savings and the Issue of Securities

Therefor."

Long Term

Under the first Act, there is established in the province a body corporate

under the name of the Manitoba Farm Loans Association, to which, from the

management point of view, is given all the general powers of a financial

corporation.

The affairs of the Association arc managed by a Board known as the

Manitoba Farm Loan Board, consisting of five members appointed by the

(iovernnient. Of these members, one, the Commissioner of ^lanitoba Farm
Loans, is directly appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council and at

pleasure, one may be nominated by the Union of Municipalities of the province

and one by the Grain Growers' Association. The period of service is designated

by the Lieutenant Governor in Council. All the expenses, including salaries,

together with all other proper expenditure incurred by the Board, mus^t be paid

out of the funds of the association.

Capital Stock

The capital stock of the Association, which was originally SLOOO.OOO.
is now fixed by an amendment to the Act at S550.000, divided into 110.000

shares of five dollars each. These shares can only be owned by borrowers on
farm loan mortgages under the provisions of the Act, and by His Majesty in

the right of the Province. Every borrower must purchase capital stock of the

Association equal to five per cent, of the value of the desired loan, the same
to be paid in cash or deducted from the loan. The certificates of shares issued

are not transferable, unless the property on which the mortgage is held is

sold, in which case the shares mav be transferred with the sale.
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Under the Act, one-half the sliarc capital of the As-^ociation is purchased

by the Ciovernment. which also is authorized to advance to the Association an

amount equal to the paid up capital of its members, the total not to exceed

$550,000.

The rate of interest charged on loans made by the Association, which was

originally 6 per cent, was fi.\oil by an amendment to the Act in 1921, at 7 per cent

per annum.
The amount of the loan must not exceed 50 per cent of the estimated

value of the land mortgaged together with the value of the improvements upon

the land, the appraisals being made on a valuation for agricultural purposes only.

Loans are made only for the following purposes:

—

(a) The acquiring of land for agricultural purposes and the satisfaction

of encumbrances on land used for such purposes;

ih) For the cleaning and draining of land;

(c) The erection of farm buildings;

(d) Purchase of live stock and implements;

(e) Discharge of liabilities incurred for the improvement and development

of land used for agricultural purposes and any purpose calculated to

increase land productiveness.

Loans are made only to those actively engaged or intending to engage in

the cultivation of the land and the Board may require borrowers, if in their

judgment they deem it necessary, to insure crops against damage by hail,

storm, etc., in a company approved by the Association. Should any borrower at

any time use the money loaned for purposes other than the purposes for which
it was borrowed, the mortgage at once becomes due and payable.

Sale of Bonds

Tiie Lieutenant Governor in Council is authorized to empower the Board,
on behalf of the As.sociation, to raise by the issue of bonds against first mort-
gages, a sum not to exceed twelve million dollars. The issue at any one time
must not exceed 95 per cent of the value of the mortgages held as security. The
rate of interest at which these bonds can be issued must not exceed 5 per cent per
annum. These bonds are guaranteed as to principal and interest by the Govern-
ment of the Province, and, in case of the Association not being able to meei
interest charges, they become at once a direct charge upon the revenues of the
Province.

Further, it is provided that, pending a sale of bonds by the Association,
which have been authorized by the Lieutenant Governor in Council, the
Province may advance or guarantee a loan to the Association at any bank for

a sum not exceeding at any one time $1,000,000.

All the securities, including the capital shares issued under this Act, are

free from all kinds of taxes other than federal taxation and the succession

duties.

All mortgages are repaid on an amortization plan covered by 30 annual
instalments, the debt to be extinguished in 30 years.

Up to the 31st December, 1923, approximately $3,000,000 had been loaned
under this Act. There has been a great demand for further loans, but the
Government did not feel like going further into the scheme for the present.

It is hardly necessary to point out that this plan, like the Saskatchewan
plan, differs materially from the farm loan scheme in the United States. While
the Farm Loan Association is a corporation for the purpose or doing business,

all the money acquired is acquired through an arrangement with the Govern-
ment and with Government guarantees, while the officers who manage it are
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subject to the direct action of the Lieutenant Governor in Council. In reality,

individuals receiving loans are receiving Government monies with all the

disadvantages of the sense of close contact with the Government.

Short Term Loans

The second Act, The Rural Credits Act, is an Act authorizing the making

of short term loans. The Act authorizes the organization of Rural Credit

Societies in any part of the province. Such a society is organized on the basis

of a petition presented to the Lieutenant Governor in Council, signed by not

less than fifteen persons engaged in agriculture, setting out^

—

(o) the names, addresses, occupations, and lands owned or occupied by

them;

(6) that the petitioners desire to organize a Rural Credit Society m a

given locality within the Province;

(c) the name of the municipality or locality which is to be the place of

business

;

(d) the proposed name of the society;

(c) the amount of capital stock and the number of shares into which the

stock is divided with the amount paid on each subscription;

(/) the names of not less than three nor more than seven of the subscribers

who shall be provisional diicctors of the society.

The Lieutenant Governor in Council may then issue letters patent, incor-

porating the society with the prescribed powers under the Act, after which the

organization of the society can be completed.

The society is not permitted to commence business untill it has received

subscriptions in capital stock from at least 35 persons engaged in farming

of $100 each and of which not less than 25 per cent has been paid.

The Government of the Province is authorized to subscribe an amount equal

to one-half of the total amount subscribed by the individual shareholders, the

amount to be paid in in like proportion to the individuals. The Government

may borrow ?500,000 on debentures for this purpose. Any municipal corpora-

tion or combination of two or more municipalities may also subscribe an amount
equal to that subscribed by the Government of the Province. The municipalities

subscribing may issue debentures for the purpose of paying their subscription.

The business management of each society is vested in a board of directors

composed of nine members, three elected annually by the individual subscribers,

three appointed by the council or councils of the municipalities subscribing to

the capital stock and three by the Lieutenant Governor in Council, each to

serve for three years. It is necessary that at least one of the directors shall be

a graduate of the Manitoba Agricultural College, or otherwise specially qualified

in agriculture.

The officers of the society are appointed by the directors and registered by
the Provincial Secretary and all the subscribing municipalities in the usual

way. The secretary is the only paid officer and he may not be a member of the

society, but is appointed because of his suitability for the work. The annual
meeting is called for once a year.

The objects of the Rural Credit Societies organized under the Act are:—
(a) To procure short term loans for members for paying the cost of farm

operations of all kinds and increasing the production oi farm products;

(1) and, particularly, for purchase of seed, feed and other supplies;

(2) purchase of implements and machinery;
(3) purchase of cows, hogs, sheep, pigs and other animals;
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(4) payment of the cost of carrying on any farming, rancliing, dairy-

ing or other like operation;

(5) payment of the cost of preparing land for cultivation;

(6) payment of not more than one-half the cost of erecting silos.

(6) To act as agents for members in purchasing supplies and selling pro-
ducts

;

(c) To promote co-operation for the improvement of conditions of farm
life and to extend its operation to all residents of the district.

The moneys loaned under the Act are arranged for either with a chartered

bank or with private individuals. Loans are made on a note signed by the

applicant, approved by the directors and endorsed by the secretary, on behalf

of the society, which thereby becomes responsible to the extent of the assets of

the society, in case of default. The rate of interest is fi.xcd so as not to exceed

7 per cent per annum, of which 1/7 is paid to the local association for the pur-

poses of the business of the society, so that only 6 per cent is paid to the
lender. All loans terminate on the 31st day of December of the year in which
the loan is made, but application for renewal for one year beyond that date is

admissible, provided the loan was made for purposes not productive within a
year.

Under an amendment to the Act in 1923, the Province is authorized to lend
to any society from the treasury, "to the extent of, but not exceeding, twenty
times the paid up capital and surplus assets of sifch society, provided that no
society shall incur liabilities, whether direct or contingent, in excess of the
amount of its capital and surplus assets."

As security for the loan, so far as the individual is concerned, all animals,
machinery, or goods of any kind purchased with the proceeds of the loan,

together with the offspring of such animals and crops or any products produced
as the result of the loan are subject to lien without documentary specification.

For default in payment or dishonest practices on the part of the borrower,
there are very rigid enactments.

The capital stock of any society must be invested in Government bonds
or bonds guaranteed by the Government and all the income derived must be
paid into the society to be applied:

—

(a) in payment of the necessary expenses of the society;

(fe) in payment of dividends on the stock of not more than 6 per cent;

(c) in accumulating a reserve which may, in the discretion of the directors,

be invested in the same way as the capital stock.

Over and above all the societies there is a supervisor appointed by the

Lieutenant Governor in Council, known as the Supervisor of Rural Credit
Societies. His duties are defined by the Lieutenant Governor in Council.

In 1923, an investigation of the working of these societies was authorized
by the Government and a report made upon them by Professor Jackman and
Mr. Collier. The report was very condemnatory of the handling of the busi-

fiess of the societies and indicated the possibility of a very large loss to the
Government. Approximately $3,000,000 is outstanding in loans made under
this system of which at least three-quarters arc renewals of loans with out-
standing interest charges of approximately $30,000.

The Act originally did not place a limit to the borrowings, the result being
that some individuals have received very large loans. Amendments have since

been passed, however, restricting loans to $2,000.

The third Act, "An Act to Encourage Savings, to Authorize the Borrowing
of Such Savings and the Issue of Securities Therefor,', is similar to the corre-

sponding Act in Ontario.
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Saskatchewan

A Long Term or Mortgage Credit plan has been in operation in the province

of Saskatclicwan for ?oine years. It is worked under an Act named " The
Saskatchewan Farm Loans Act." The Act is administered by a Board called

the Saskatchewan Farm Loan Board, consisting of one commissioner and two
other members appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council. The Board
is a corporation and, while receiving its moneys from the Government, works
independently.

The Board has power

—

(a) to lend money on the security of farm mortgages;

(b) to invest disposable funds by depositing same with any chartered

bank, or in any other manner in which the trustees are permitted by
law to invest trust funds;

(c) to acquire and hold real estate for the purposes of the Board and to

dispose thereof when no longer required for such purposes;

(d) to borrow money as required for the purposes of the Board and to

perform such transactions by way of security as are necessary;

(e) to do all the necessary and incidental business resulting from the oper-

ation of a money lending agency on farm property.

The Farm Loan Commissioner holds office for ten years, unless removed
for cause as the result of action in the Legislative Assembly. The other two
members hold office during the pleasure of the Lieutenant Governor in Council.

No loan is permitted excepting on the security of a first mortgage on farm

lands situated witiiin the Province. Encumbrances, however, may be upon the

land in the nature of legal priorities under the laws of the province.

Loans are made for the following fixed purposes:

—

(1) For permanent improvements to the property mortgaged, which, in

the opinion of the Board, will assist in the productive development of

the property;

(2) Payment of liabilities which, in the opinion of the Board, have been
incurred for any of the above purposes;

(3) In special cases and under special conditions for the cultivation of land

for agricultural purposes.

No loan is made for an amount greater than 50 per cent of the Board's

valuation of the security offered.

Loans are made for a term of 30 years and are payable by amortization.

The rate of interest charged is to be sufficient to pay the interest on and
the cost of raising tlie money as well as the expenses of conducting the business

of the Board and other incidental expenses.

The working capital necessary is advanced from time to time by the

Provincial Treasurer under the authority of the Lieutenant Governor in Council.

The total sum permitted to be so raised under the Act is S10,000,000, the securi-

ties used for raising it being Provincial securities. The term of years and the

rate of interest to be paid by the Province is left to the detenuination of the

Lieutenant Governor in Council.

The amount of advances made by the Provincial Treasurer is limited by

the amount of the mortgages held by the Board and hypothecated to the Pro-

vincial Treasurer as security for the advance.

The Board is authorized, pending the disposing of securities, to borrow

from any bank or corporation with the aiiproval of the Lieutenant Governor in

Council.
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In the working of tlie Act, tlio (Jovcmnicnt lia:* not autliorizcd tlic selling
of tlcbcnturcs at a rate greater than 5 per eent and has fixed the rate of interest
for loans at 6^ per cent. The (iovernnient charges the Board 5' interest for
the money, i being assumed to be sufficient to cover the expenses of sale and
otiier incidentiil cxpen.ses to the department. The Board lias tiius a margin of
li\ per cent to cover expenses of administration and possible losses. This is

regarded by the Farm Loan Board of Saskatchewan as sufficient for the pur-
pose.

Up to December 31st, 1923, approximately $9,000,000 was loaned out under
the scheme.

It will be seen, therefore, that in Saskatchewan, while the money is raised
directly on the credit of the Province, it is p;isscd over to a Boaiil which is a
separate corporation, through which all the business is handled. Further, the
Saskatchewan plan does not use the local association in any way, so that the
individual borrower comes in direct contact with the Board. The relation of

the borrower to the Go\'crnment, tlicrefore, is much nearer than is the borrower
to the (lovernment under the American farm loan scheme and the plan resembles
more closely the plan recently inaugurated In* the state of Minnesota.

Most of the loans were made prior to 1922. The difficulty of securing money
at 5 per cent has retarded the growth of the scheme.

Alberta

There are two Acts on the statute books of the Province of Alberta, dealing

with rural credit, one entitled " An Act to Foster and Encourage Agricultural

Development by Means of Standard Forms of Investment upon Farm Mortgage
and the Eciualization of Rates of Interest." It is cited as the " Alberta Farm
Loan Act." The other, entitled " An Act Respecting Co-operative Credit " is

cited as the " Alberta Co-operative Credit Act." The first of these is to provide,

as its title indicates, Long Term or Mortgage Credit; the second is intended to

provide Short Term or Personal Credit.

Long Term Loans

The Alberta Farm Loan Act, which was passed in 1917, is, in its general

outline anil purpose, much like the corresponding Act in Manitoba. As it has

never been put into operation, I do not think it necessary to go into a detailed

description.

Provision is made for the advancing of money by the Covernment to a body
known as the .Mberta Farm Loan Board, a body incorporated for the purpose of

making farm loans. The limit of the loan is fixed at 40 per cent of the appraised

value of the land offered for security calculated on it.s productiveness as farm
land, the maxinuim amount, however, not to exceed $5,000.

Tlie purposes for which a loan is made are clearly defined and are related

entirely to farm production. Provision is made for the issuing of bonds to be
known as the Alberta Farm Loan Bonds, the same being unconditionally
guaranteed by the (iovernnient of the Province. The mortgages are to be

repaid through the usual amortization scheme, covering a period of thirty years.

The rate of interest is not fixed. It must be sufficient to pay the interest on the

bonds and to cover the current expenses of the organization.

.Short Term Loans

The Act respecting co-operative credit in the Province of Alberta is also

similar to those in the other Provinces of Canada. It provides for the organiza-
tion of Co-operative Credit Societies in the Province. A Co-operative Credit

142—6
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Society can be organized on tlie presentation of a petition to the Lieutenant

Governor in Council of not less than fifteen persons, who are engaged in

farming operations and who subscribe for stock in the society at par value

to the amount of not less than SI .500, of which not less than 20 per cent must

have been paid up, the balance to be covered by the subscriber's promissory

note payable to the society at 6 per cent interest. The society, however, can-

not commence business until there are thirty members with subscribed stock

equivalent to S3,000, being paid under the same conditions as above.

After the society has become duly incorporated, an additional 20 per cent

of the stock becomes due on the following first day of .lanuaiy and so on in

each successive year, until the full value of the stock has been paid up.

The society is organized to exercise its function in a specific district.

The management of the society is vested in a board of directors, four of

whom must be elected at the first meeting and annually thereafter by the

subscribers, three of whom are named by the Provincial Treasurer and one by

the municipality giving a guarantee to the society.

Provision is made in the Act for the guaranteeing of the securities, obliga-

tions and financial undertakings of any society by the Lieutenant Governor in

Council. Further, the Council of any municipality in the Province may also

guarantee the securities, obligations, or financial undertakings of any society,

for an amount equal to one-half the total amount of stock subscribed by the

shareholders. On assuming a guarantee for an amount of money to the society,

tiie municijiality i.s permitted to advance the money out of tiic general funds

iif the municipality without taking a vote of the rate-payers.

All the societies under the Act come under definite regulatinn.. :inil l.y-laws

approved l)y the I^icutenant Governor in Council.

The objects of the Co-operative Credit Societies arc:

—

(1) to procure short term loans for its members for paying the cost of

farming operations of all kinds and increasing the production of farm

products

;

(a) the purchase of seed, feed and other farm supplies;

(6) the purchase of implements and machinery;

(c) the purchase of cows, horses, sheep and other live stock;

(d) payment of the cost of carrj-ing on any farming, ranching, stock

raising, dairying and other operations;

(c) payment of the cost of preparing for cultivation;

(2) to act as agent for the members for purchasing goods, chattels, effects,

stock, grain, coal, wood, lumber, meichandise and any other article

or commodity required by subscribers and in selling any products

produced by subscribers and in placing hail anil fire isurance;

(3) to promote co-operation among its members for the improvement

of conditions of farm life.

Loans are made only to members of the society and at a rate of interest not

exceeding 71 per cent, of which one-half of one per cent is returned to the

society for the purpose of meeting the expenses of the society.

All a])plications for loans must be accompanied by a statement of assets

and liabilities and the endorsement of the local society. Before the monies

are advanced, the borrower must sign a note for the amount of the money to be

advanced, together with the interest on it, which, being enflorsed by the

society, can be used to obtain money from any bank or company approved

by the Lieutenant Governor in Council, by whom, as stated above, it is also

guaranteed.
Provision is made in the event of tlie borrower not being able to pay the

amount at the date of maturity, to renew the note for one year, provided the
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purposes for wliicli the loan was granted are not fully productive witliin one

year. Should it become necessary because of the default of the borrower to

seize any property of a borrower, tlie secretary-treasurer may act as bailiff and

seize and sell the property without any other authority tiian that of the

directors of the society.

Provision is also made for the retirement of a shareholder on payment of

his obligation.

Any profits accruing to the society from interest or other sources are

applied:

—

(a) in the payment of tlie necessary expenses of the society;

(b) in the payment of dividends on paid up stock held by subscribers

of not more than G per cent per annum; and
(c) in accumulating a reserve which may be invested in the same manner

as the paid up capital.

During the year 1923, $830,560.00 was advanced to these societies, of

which $245,712.00 was outstanding at December 31st, 1923.

In some of the pro\'inces of Canada, there are, in addition to the fore-

going, special Acts dealing with special phaso.* of agriculture. I have not

deemed them of such importance as to require description for this report.

Summary—Canadian Provinces

There are no available statistics regarding the amount of farm mortgage
loans in Canada so that it is not possible to state the ratio of loans made
under Provincial Government Organizations to the whole mortgage indebteil-

ness of the country. The total loans made through the Provincial machineiy,

just described, is about $23,000,000, an amount probably not more than 10

per cent of the whole, and certainly not enough to regulate interest rates on

mortgages, but enough to prove the value to the farmers of the Amortization
Principle. It is an unfortunate fact that most of the organizations described

have for the moment ceased to function because of the difficulty of obtaining

money at sufficiently low rate of interest, and because of the danger of em-
barrassing the Provinces by increasing too greatly their bonded indebtedness.

One other matter deserves special mention. In all the Provinces the Boards
of Management have had difficulty in overcoming a disposition on the part

of a considerable proportion of borrowers to regard lightly obligations to the

Government. "It is Government money, they can wait" seems to be altogether

too common an idea. The Administration Boards as well as ministers in

charge of the Provincial Treasuries have had to call attention repeatedly, to

this attitude of mind. It is being overcome but only by the use of rigid and
decisive means. In the United States the same difficulty was encountered at

first. It has been largely overcome by educational methods, by selling the
bonds of the Land Banks in the districts where the borrowers themselves lived,

thus showing to the borrowers that the money loaned was also borrowed in

their interest, and where necessary by a rigid enforcement of the regulations

regarding repayments.
With regard to interest rates in Canada there is little to add to the inform-

ation brought out by the special committee of the House of Commons last year.

The report of the Alberta Commissioner, made in 1922, after a careful study of

that Province stated that the rate for short term loans from the Chartered
Banks varied from 8 to 10 per cent "according to the condition of the district

and the degree of competition present." The rate of interest on mortgages has

been estimated to be 8 to 9 per cent the variation being due to similar causes.

1.142—7
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These figures would probably hold for AVostern Canada as a whole. In the
Eastern Provinces the interest rharges would be lighter. The aim of the Pro-
vincial Credit Organizations has been to lighten this burden by fixing rat«s

varying from 6 to 7 per cent. Tliey have succeeded only in proportion to the

business done as the total loans have not been enough to afl'ord effective

competition. It remains for consideration whetiier agriculture can prosper
under such charges.
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SECTION VI

CONSIDEKATION Ol MEIHODS IN RFXATION TO CANADIAN
CONDITIONS

Long Term Morlgiage Credit

Even a rasiml stiiHy of the foregoinp; description of the various methods
of dealing with tlic problem of long term or mortgage credit will show that, with
\ariat.ions in detail, three methods have been employed:

(1) The private investor, under which should be included the private

corporation restricted only bj- common law conditions;

1 2) Public corporations working under special legal restrictions with or

without g()\Trnnicnt support

—

(rt) conducting l)usincss in the interest of the borrowers:

ih) conducting business in tlic interest of lenders; botii within

restrictions fixed by law;

(3) Direct government loans.

With regard to (1), it is probably true that a very large share of tlie

mortgage business in every country is in their hands. Under this I would
mclude the private individual who loans directly himself and companies
organized under general laws, sucli as insurance companies and corporations

v.itliout legal restrictions witli rcsix'ct to interest charges. I think it may be

truthfully said that wliere\-er the mortgage business has been left entirely in the

hands of persons or companies operating in this way, the claim has ultimately

been made that rates of interest iiave remained high. So far as I am aware, no

country in the we:^tern world contiruies to leave the solution of the farm mortgage
problem entirely in tiie hands of organizations developed in such a way. In

times of special prosperity, things may work out all right under such a plan,

but in times of depression, in nearly every country in the world other methods
ha\e always been resorted to, at least within the last century. As has already

lieen pointied out, it was the demand for more reasonable interest and govern-

ment supervision that led to the whole scheme of Farm Mortgage Bonds in

Europe, which has since been copied in the United States and in the Provinces

of Canada. It should be stated, however, tiiat those who claim that at the

present time there is no necessity for government co-operation—and that claim

is made everywhere on the American continent—base their claim on the belief

that O(imi)etition in money lending will sufficiently regulate the business.

(2) (a) In every civilized country, corporations have been developed of the

.second type. The Landschaft in Germany, for example, is a public corpora-

tion organized under special legislation with definite restrictions upon its

business, which aims to so improve and regidate farm mortgage security,

so as to be able to secure cheaper rates of interest and to conduct its business

solely in the interest of the borrowers.

There is no declared purpose in the foundation of the Landschaft to force

|)eople to lend money at unremimerative rates; the express purpose was to so

liquefy the mortgage as an investment, to give it such backing, that as a

security, it would rank in its call for money with the best kind of public

investment. There is absolutely no question that they succeeded in doing this

.md by the institution of Long Term Mortgage Bonds, secured for the owners

of farm lands loans in competition with governments and municipalities and at

rates of interest equal to tliat which they obtained. The persons so investing
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invested on their own initiative. l)ccause they were convinced of the value of tlie

security offered. Tlie only public as.sistance granted to tliem was supervision, so

as to give public confidence as to the soundness and honesty of their methods

of carrying on their business.

Under (21 (b) come such organizations as those authorized in Great Britain

under the older Acts which are described earlier in this report. For example, the

Land Improvements Company Act of 1853 gave to the Company authority t<J

carr>' on business in land mortgages for long terms of years in connection with

definite operations for the improvement of agriculture. In doing so. the British

Government put the stamp of its approval upon the undertakings and, in

order to give public confidence, insisted that every such undertaking should be

subject to proper expert inspection and carried out by well established methods.

In return for this approval, which, while it may appear to have been a restriction,

in reality gave security to the undertaking, they made a rate of interest greater

than 5 per cent illegal. The fact that all the monies have since been forthcoming

to carry out the projects entered into by this Company, which is still operating

on a large scale, shows that the regulation did really not work out as a restriction

and that in all probability investors were glad of the opportunity to place their

money in investments made secure by the regulations of the Act.

The Credit Foncier of France is an organization of a similar character.

The business is being conducted really in tlie interests of investors. It has-been

given a practical monopoly in France of public mortgage business and received,

in addition, definite support from the Government in getting started. In return

for tlie privileges granted and for the assistance given, the Government fixed a

definite limit of interest charges to be made on mortgages, namely, not to be

greater than six-tenths of one per cent above the rate at which bonds for the

purpose could be sold to the public. The French Government does not guarantee

these bonds, but the supervision and control, which have been exercised by
Government experts have stabilized security and given such confidence to the

French investor that he is willing to accept the rates of interest offered. In this

case, inspection and supervision were established because it was demanded by

the public and because without it, security of land mortgages could not be

established in the minds of the public so as to give the necessary confidence to

secure rates of interest commensurate with the security. It was firmly believed

that private enterprise did not offer the neces«ar>' competition to give agriculture,

because of its lack of organization, interest rates commensurate with the

security, and that by organization the security could be so improved as to attract

the attention of the investing public.

With regard to institutions organized under the Farm Loan Board of the

United States, it has already been pointed out that, the Federal Land Bank<
function somewhat as the Landschaft in Germany, while the Joint Stock Banks
of the same system resemble the Credit Foncier. That is to say, they arc

institutions organized under public control and supervision in such a way as t-o

give confidence to the investing public in the security offered for loans, but, at

the same time, doing business in such a way that the profits beyond a guaranteed

return to lenders go to the benefit of the institutions and, therefore, of the

organized borrowers in the case of the Federal Land Banks but to the investors

in the case of the Joint Stock Banks.

While the United States Government put behind the Federal Land Banks
§9,000,000 free from interest charge for a period of years, nevertheless, the

policy pursued has been to bring them to a state of independence and to ni.'ikc

agriculture, through them, guarantee its own financial well-being.

Already, these institutions have returned to the United States Government
three-quarters of the capital originally granted to them and arc now financing
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tlic whole administration out of their own funds without any charge upon the

public treasury. The Federal Farm T.oan Board continues its supervision and
rare in the interest of the investing public. A definite restriction is placed by
law upon interest charges and to assist them in living within these clu\rges, a

national selling agency has been authorized. The only other special privilege

which they have in competition with other lending institutions is the freedom
from the taxation of their bonds, a much discussed and controversial subject.

With rcsju'ct to that, I may say that I heard t<he principle of tax-free bond.--

universally condemned in tlie United States by all shades of opinion, l)ut the

Federal Farm Loan Board maintained that so long as state governments and
municipalities, including towns and cities, had their bonds free from taxation,

it was only fair that the bonds issued on farm mortgages should also be free

from taxation. I think there can be no question that the issuing of tax-free

bonds is working out enormously to the benefit of tlie well-to-do. Without
question, also, it has been a benefit to the municipalities, and it has greatly

assisted the Federal Land Banks in the sale of their bonds.

(3) The third method previously described is that of direct government

loans. This has not been practised to any great exient, so far as my knowleilge

goes, elsewhere than on tlie American continent and in the British Dominions.

In Great Britain, the New Act permits go\'ernments loans for a short period of

years and is intended to give direct assistance to persons who, having bought

lands on the basis of the stability of certain legislation, suffered because that

legislation was repealed.

In most of the States of the United States, where loans are being made by

the State governments, they are being made either directly or indirectly from

the State Treasury. Even where bonds are only guaranteed by tlie governments,

(he officers administering the funds derived from them are State officers. The
same is true, in the main, of what is being done in the Provinces of Canada.

There can be no question, I think, that in the administration of institutions

dealing directly with go\'ernments, the dangers of political interference and of

I'onsequent loss to the public treasury is very great. Even in the United States,

the work of tlie Farm Loan Board, removed as it is from the direct control of

the (lovernment. has suffered because men in public life have deemed it to be

to their political adv:mtage to speak critically of its policies without making
an effort to get a knowledge of the facts.

When we come to consider the question of long term credit from the point

of view of Canada as a whole, we are faced with the fact that no organization

of a truly Canadian character has been developed. It is freely stated by those

engaged in the farm mortgage business that none is necessary, tliat there is

>ufricient competition already in this business to take care of all tlie require-

ments of the country.

It is further claimed that the restrictions by way of taxes and priorities

over iu(irtgages have become so great in soiue. at least, of the Provinces of

("aii.'ida that freedom of action is practically denierl mortgage comjianies in

carrying on their business. It was even suggested to mc that with greater free-

dom of action and freedom from restrictions, the mortgage business of the

<ountry could be flone at (me to two per cent less cost than at present. Whether
this be true or not, it is difficult to exactly determine. I have not yet found

any lender who was willing to commit himself definitely to an agreement that,

if restrictions were removed, prices on mortgages would be reduced. My juilg-

nient is, this is a matter of such serious importance that a conference between

rcpre.sentatives of the mortgage organizations of Canada and the governments

responsible for tiie legal limitations complained of and the leaders of the

farmers' organizations in the country should be held to discuss the whole
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matter and to ?oc whether some scheme could not be dcvi«ed that would remove

the suspicion and douht that have arisen in connection with it.

I think it cannot be denied, referring especially to Western Canada, that the

mortgaee business is conrluctefi in an exceedinjily expensive manner and that

reasonable co-oporation between loan companies might greatly reiluce the present

cost of administration. The Federal Land Banks of the United States arc to-<lay

conducting their l)usiness on a margin of one per cent and are setting asi<le out

of that a considerable margin for possible losses. Figures are not available for

Canada as to the cost of administering the farm mortgage busines*. but T think

there can be no doubt that it is much beyond these figures.

Furtlier, there is without r|uestion. a considerable number of farmers in

Canada, who, following the urgent advice civen during the war and at the close

of the war to continue production, find themselves, due to the lieax^' <ieflation. in

the same position that farmers founrl themselves in England and the Unit^ed

States, and for whom some pl.-m of amortization of loans is absolutely necessary',

if they are to be able to continue on the land. Thi^ demand is being met to-day

only in a very limited degree. It is very doubtful whether the Provinces alone

can continue to develop long term mortc;ase business without taking risks greater

than they should take in connectinii with their own financing.

Now, while I am firmly of the opinion expressed by Sir Horace Plunkett

arxl already (]Uoted. that agriculture must be a self supporting industry'. I

believe with equal confidence that there is a need in Canada for some organiza-

tion co-ordinating the credit which the farmer has to ofTer in such a way a« to

make it more attractive to the man who wishes to loan his money at a reasonable

rat<^ of interest with proper security. Every country in the civilized world has

ultimately ben compelled to take such a step. When it is remembered that two

per cent, under the ordinary amortization scheme, will amortize a farm mortgage

in 20 years, therefore, a roduction of two per cent in interest is equivalent in 35

years to the capital debt, the significance of the foregoing statement will be

apparent.

Short Term Loans

With regard to short term loans, as already pointed out. two things have

been aimed at

—

(1) to organize the security offered for them so as to secure more reasonable

rates of interest, and

(2) to increase the time of the loan, consistent with the seasonal production

of agriculture.

It is quite apparent from the facts already rclatnl that three methods have

been employed in securing these aims

—

( 1 1 the bett-er regulation of the security offered by means of co-ojieratinn

with either limited or unlimited liability and go\'eriuuent supervision;

(2) by direct government assistance;

_,
(3) by a combination of the above.

With regard to (1), on the European continent, generally, the better orcan-

ization of security so as to enable agriculture to be self-sustaining is the aim of

the co-operative credit movement.
The Intermediate Crerlit Ranks of the Ignited States have been organized

with the same idea in mind. They have been granted public organiz.ation and

supervision and a portion of their capitalization, in order to make it possible

that all charges shall ultimately be borne by the liu«in(ss in the interest of which

they were instituted. A special regulation in the Act of incorporation prohibit,-^

the United Stat<?s Government from guaranteeing any of their obligations.
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AVith roganl to (2), direct govornnient asf-i.stuncc, l)ro;ully speaking, all

State loans in the United State.s are heing made tlirougli organizations liaving
direct contact witii tlie government, altliougii in some of these, the principle of
establishing local co-operative associations is followed.

In so far as short term loans are made under the Australian and New
Zealand organizations, I think they may be considered as direct government
loans.

(3) In many countries, government assistance and co-operation are com-
bined. In France, as has been pointed out earlier in this report, the Bank of

France, functioning as a Jiank of Issue, is compelled to make annual grants for

the support of the co-operative banking institutions. Theoretically, these
advances are made by way of a loan, but I do not think that the possibility of

their return is seriously contemplated.
In a limited sense, the Federal Intermediate Banks woulil come under this

classification, as the capital of tlie banks has been provided by tlie Federal
Government. On the other hand, these institutions are required to pay interest

on the money borrowed and, further, a rather remarkable provision, that while
the Government refuses to guarantee the securities of the banks, all the profits

beyond a certain amount nmst be returned to the United States Treasuiy as a
franchise tax for the right of doing business or to be applied to the United States
debt.

The organizations in Canada, in tlie main, come under this classification,

that is to say, they are based on the organization of co-operation, but are

directed and supported by the Government.
With regard to the organization of short term credit in Canada, I think there

can be no doubt that some reorganization in connection with it nmst take place.

1 do not wish any statement I make to be taken as a criticism of the operation
of the batiks in Canada. That is not my business. I have no doubt that the

statement maile by bank organizations as to the losses they have had in the last

few years are absolutely true, but I think it is equally true that, excepting in

the case of well established farmers, the short term bank loan at present is not
sufficient to carry the farmer's operations. Many of the leading bankers of the
country admit this to be so. The General Manager of the Canadian Bank
of Conmierce in the following statement recently made in an address, shows that
the great bankers of the country are cognizant of the problem with which agri-

culture is confronted:

—

''The discussion of the problem of financing the operations of Cana-
dian farmers, especially in the West, occupied much of the time of the
last session of Parliament, much evidence was submitted, but as yet no
practical scheme seems to have been evolved. Unquestionably, in an
ordinary industry, if the capital already invested cannot be profitably

employed it is useless to look for more. But the importance of agriculture

as a basic industry and the plight of so many farmers during recent years
force the problem to be approached from no ordinary angle. During the
discussion in Parliament this Bank suggested that a possible solution mighO
be found in money borrowed by way of the issue of long term securities,

the marginal risk to be carried by the issue of stock of a corporation to

be formed for the purpose, the money for which would be found in such
proportion as might be agreed upon by the Dominion Government, the
Governments of the various Provinces interested, the banks and other
large corporate interests who share in financing the farmers. The details

might prove difficult to work out, but the plan of financing such require-
ments by long term securities, rather than from moneys repayable on
demand, is unquestionably sound from the economic point of view."»
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Tliere can be no doubt that the establii^liment in Canada of a Short Term
Credit System based on the formation of Local Associations for co-operative

purposes would be much more difficult than in most European countries, or

even in the United States. The uniformity of the population and the perman-
ency of family relations create in those countries the exact conditions under

which co-operative methods flourish. Yet, I think that experience has already

shown tliat a sound plan along these lines could be worked out under proper

supervision and control. It would be a definite step toward the realization

ultimately of financial control and, therefore, independence by the farmers them-
selves. Discounting facilities would have to be provided by some central agency,

either a corporation specially created, as suggested by the President of the

Bank of Commerce, or organized and to some extent, at least, capitalized by
the Government, as in the United States and in France. This would be abso-

lutely necessary, unless, through the organization of Provincial Savings Banks,

sufficient money could be found, a very doubtful contingency for some years

to come.
One word in conclusion—It ought to be clear to anybody that Canada is

slowly passing through the stage in her agricultural development that the

United States was passing through some years ago, viz., the best lands of the

country have been taken up, wealth accimiulating from the rise in land prices

will, in a large measure cease, and land mortgages based on growing prices will

be liarder to carry. I have no doubt that competition from the United States

so far as cereals are concerned will grow less and that, in spite of high tariffs,

the United States must Iniy from us eventually, but competition from a reviveil

Europe and other parts of the world will increase. If we desire to have Cana-
dian agriculture maintain its place in world competition in the future, the time to

begin to plan for the rational administration both of its finances and its scientific

dtwelopment is the present.

Should the Government deem it wise, during the present session of Parliament,

to take action with regard to the establishment of a plan for the development

of long term and short term credit, I would respectfully urge that an intensive

study of this problem be continued. If it is considered wiser to wait for further

maturity of opinion on the subject, then I would resjiectfully suggest that,

as the period given for the prcjiaration of this report has harilly been sufficient to

study the problem from the point of view of the communities seeking benefit,

that I be permitted to continue the study of the problem in the interim.
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DhrrHoiT Siui'm. u.DiNG Co.,

Foot of Orleans St.,

Detroit, Mich., September 28, 1923.

Thomas A. Low,
IMinister of Trade iind Commerce,

Ottawa, Canada.

Would con.'^ider charter steamer Oneida and five .lister ship.* now operating

on Great Lakes for lumj) net figure for use balance of season in grain carrying
trade. Each has carrying capacity of over one hundred thousand bushels wheat,

and are in first-class condition. Kindly wire if interested.

,E. KETCH.\.M,
,'^CiTctan/.

Dktroit. Muh.
Taos. A. Low,

Minister of Trade and Conunercc. Ottawa, Out.

Would consider charter steamer Oneido and five sister ships now operating
on (ircat Lakes for lump net figure for use balance of season in grain carrying

trade each has carrying capacity of over one hundred thousand bushels wheat
and are in first class condition kindly wire if interested.

E. KETCHAM,
Secretary Detroit Shipbuilding Co.

Detroit Shipbuilding Co.
Detroit, Mich., Oct. I. 1923.

Thom.\s a. Low,
Minister of Trade and Commerce,

Ottawa, Canada.

AV. H. (lerhauser Vice President Steamship Company owning steamers

will communicate with you from New York City to-day or to-morrow. Thanks
for telegram.

E. KETCHAM.

0tt.\w.\, 2nd October, 1923.

W. H. Gerh.\user,
Vice-President,

The America:) Shi]>huilding Company,
New York City, N.Y.

I will register at King Edward Hotel at Toronto to-morrow and will be

,able to give you name of party if you will get in touch with me (stop) advise

ine here quickly as I am going to Toronto on other business tonight.

THOS. A. LOW,
Minister of Trade and Commirri

.

Detroit, Michigan.
Thomas A. Low,

Minister of Trade and Commerce,
Ottawa, Canada.

Have just been in communication with W. H. Gcrhauser, Vice-President

^steamship company. He will he glad to meet in Toronto Wednesday whome\-er
.you may designate Kindly wire him to-day Hotel Biltmore New York City

your wishes.

E. KETCHAM.
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October 3. 1923.

Hon. Tiio.s. A. Low,
Kins Edward Hotel,

Toronto, Ont.

Name is W. H. Gerhauser, Vice President American Shipbuilding Company.
Xevor rccci\ed an answer to our wire to liim.

M. TAYLOR,

October 4, 1923.

W. H. ( iKUH.WSER,

Hotc 1 Biltmore.

New York City.

Can you meet party at Mount Royal Hotel Montreal to-morrow to discuss

ciiartering of lake boats with party who will meet you there.

THOS. A. LOAV.

AViNNiPEG. Max.. October 22, 1923.

AV. CI. McGe.\n,
Kirby Bldg.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

The Government accepts the interpretation placed upon section three of

the Inland Waters Freight Rates Act of nineteen twenty three by the Board of

(irain Commissioners in their statement of October nineteenth.

THOS. A. LOW,
Minister of Trade oiid Commerce.

Confinudtioii of Wmtirn Union Telegram.

Clevkland. Ohio. Octorer 22, 1923.

Hon. Thom.^s a. Low,

Minister of Trade and Commerce,

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

Mister Rathbone's circular notice to vessel managers of October nineteenth

has been received and has to-day been considered by the majority of United

States Managers who have authorized me to send you the following message

Stop. Your notice that you are prepared to accept as a compliance with section

three of the Inlanil Water Freight Rate Act of Nineteen twenty-three either (a)

the filing with the Board of Tariffs by the vessel owners or tb) the fding by
the shippers before loading of copies of charters or contracts for space Stop.

The vessel owners here represented will decline to file such tarifTs Stop. We
can have no objection to the filing by the shipper before loading of copies of

charters or contracts for space as this so far as the vessel is concerned restores

and preserves her right of contract and places no obligation on the ship and
would of course not affect the reasonableneiss of the rates because we assume
before the shipper definitely closes his contract with the vessel he has due

approval of the Government Stop. With this understanding see no objection

to United States vessels taking Canadian grain as in previous years Stop.

Please confirm.

W. H. McGEAN,
Chaimu^ti.
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4:10 PM
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Chicago. III., October 22. 23.

Leslie H. Boyd,
296 CJiain Exchange,

Winnipeg, Man.
Your message yesterday was in hopes you would l)e here to-day vessel men

had meeting in Cleveland to-day and are prepared to carry Canadian grain they

are now engaged in forming a proper charter to take care of new regulations

suggest you go to Cleveland at once to talk this matter over when will you be

there leaving for Cleveland to-night.

A. E. R. SCHNEIDER.

3:45 PM
Ry Cleveland. Ohio, October 22, via Ottawa. Ont.. October 22.

Hon. Thomas A. Low.
Fort Garry Hotel,

Winnipeg.

Mister Rathbone's circular notice to vessel managers of October nineteenth

has been received and has to-day been considered by the majority of United

States managers who have authorized me to send you the following message Stop

your notice tiiat you are preparing to accept as a compliance with section three

of tiie Inland Water Freight Rate Act of nineteen twenty-tlirec either tA) the

filing with Board of Tariffs by the vessel owners of (B) the filing by the shippers

before loading of copies of charters or contracts -for space Stop the vessel owners

here represented will decline to file such Tariffs Stop we can have no objection

to the filing by the shipper before loading of copies of charters or contracts for

spaces as this so far as the vessel is concerned restores and preserves her right

of contract and places no obligation on the ship and would of course not affect

the reasonableness of the rates because we assunu' i)eforc tiie shipper definitely

closes his contract with the vessel he has due approval of the Government Stop
with this understanding see no objection to Ignited States vessels taking Canadian
grain as in previous vears Stop please confirm.

W. C. McGEAX,
Chairman.

Fort William, August 9. 1923.

For Addresses sec separate list attachd.

The Board of Grain Commissionei-s for Canada, which is charged with the

administration of the Inland Water Freight Rates Act recently passed by the

Parliament of Canada, and copy of which is doubtless now in your possession,

is desirous of ascertaining if it is your intention to charter your boats for the

movement of Canadian grain ex Fort William and Port Arthur under the

provisions of said Act, more particularly Section Three relating to the filing of

a tariff. Please wire reply to Leslie H. Boyd, Chief Grain Commissioner,

Department of Trade & Commerce, Ottawa, Canada.

F. J. RATHBONE,
Sec, Grain Commission.

To Barium Steamship Co., 2720 Grand River Ave.. Detroit; Becker Steamship
Co., Kirby Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio; Boland & Cornelius, Mgrs. American Steam-
ship Co., Prudential Bldg. Buffalo; Brown <fc Co., Chamber of Commerce. Buffalo;

H. H. Brown & Co., Kirbv Bldg.. Cleveland: Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co., Kirby
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Bldg., Cleveland; Columbia Steamship Co., Hanna Bldg., Cleveland, Oiiio;

Crosbv Transportation Co., Milwaukee, Wis.; Davidson Steamship Co., Bay Citv,
Alich."; Forest City Steamship Co., 1400 W. 25th St., Cleveland, Ohio; General
Transit Co., Lcader-Xows Bldg., Clc\-eland; Great Lakes Steamship Co., Kirby
Bldg., Cleveland; M. A. Hanna it Co., Leader-News Bldg., Cleveland; Hutch-
inson & Co., Kirby Bldg., Cleveland; Independent Steamship Co., Foot of West
54th St., Cleveland; International Harvester Co., 1100 Harvester Bldg., Chicago;
Inter-state Steamship Co., Kirby Bldg., Cleveland; Jenkins Steamship Co.,
Kirbv Bldg., Cleveland; Kinncv Steamship Co., Kirbv Bldg., Cleveland; Lake
Transit Co., 510 Crapo Bldg., Bnv City, Mich.; Sidney C. McLouth, Marine City,
Mich.; Nicholson Transit Co., 2054 Atwatcr St., E., Detroit; Herbert K. Oakcs,
Kirby Bldg., Cleveland; Inlerlake Steamship Co., Western Reserve Bldg.,

Cleveland; Pittsburg Steamship Co., Kirby Bldg., Cleveland; Reiss Steamship
Co., Reiss Bldg., Sheboygan, Wis.; Shenango Steamship Co., Kirby Bldg.,
Cleveland; Kinsman Transit Co., Kirbv Bldg., Cleveland; D. Sullivan «& Co.,
208 S. LaSalle St., Chicago; G. A. Tomlinson & Co., Kirby Bldg., Cleveland;
Vallev Camp Steamship Co., Brotherhood of Railwav Trainmen Bldg.. Cleve-
land; Wilson Transit Co., 948 Kirby Bldg., Cleveland.

Fort Willi.\m, August 9, 1923.

Geo. M.*rr, Esc].,

Secretary-Treasurer, Lake Carriers' Association.

Rockefeller Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

For your information I beg to advise the following wire has been sent to

the principal United States vessel owners operating on Great Lakes; Stop.

The Board of Grain Commissioners for Canada, which is charged with the

administration of the Inland Water Freight Rates Act recently pas.sed by the

Parliament of Canada, and copy of which is doubtless now in your possession,

is desirous of ascertaining if it is your intention to charter boats for the move-
ment of Canatlian grain ex Fort Wiliam and Port Arthur under the provisions

of said Act, mere particularly Section Tliree relating to the filing of a tariff,

Please wire reply to Leslie H. Boyd, Chief Grain Commissioner, Department of

Trade & Commerce, Ottawa, Can.
F. J, RATHBONE,

Sec, Grain Conwiission.

M.\RiNE City, Mich.. August 10, 1923.

Leslie H. Boyd, Chief Grain Commissioner,
Dcpt. Trade and Commerce, Ottawa.

We cannot see our way clear to comply with the new regulations of your
parliament regarding the carrj-ing of grain from Canada.

SYDNEY C. McLOUTH.
P.

Detroit, Mich., August 10, 1923.

Le.<lie H. Boy'd, Chief Grain Commissioner,
Dept. of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, Ont.

Answering F. J. Rathbone telegram August ninth the only two vessels

we own suitable for grain transportation for Lake Superior are chartered to

Hutchisons Cleveland for balance of season inland water freight rates act not
received therefore cannot answer as requested until it is.

NICHOLSON TRANSIT CQ.
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P.
Buffalo, N.Y., August 10, 1923.

Lkslik H. Boyd, Chief Ciraiu Commissioner,

Dept. Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, Ont.

So far as Eastern Stearasliip Company a Canadian luipuration whose boats

we manage is concerned we will fde tarifi' in accordance with the ruling of the

administration of the Inland Water Freight Rates Act recently passed by the

Parliament of Canada so far as boats of United States register that we operate

are concerned we are not in position to offer these boats for movement of grain

out of Fort William or Port Arthur under present conditions.

ROLAND AND CORNELIUS.
P.

Ci.KVf;!..\.\D, Ohio, .\ugust 10, 1923.

Leslie H. Boyd, Chief Grain Comm.,
Dept. of Grain and Commerce, Otawa.

Answering wire of F. J. Rathbone secretary from Fort William with the

difficulties which we understand exist under the Act referred to do not as at

present informed expect to charter.

HERBERT K. OAKES.
P.

Clkvki.and. (^hio, August. 10, 1923.

Leslie H. Boyd. Can. Grain Comm.,
Dept. of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, Ont.

Replying to F. J. Rathbone's message believe American vessel owners

will object filing tariffs in accordance with provisions Section Three but see no

objection filing copy of charter personally believe charter should be filed with

hopes this will expose and stop speculation on part of vessel brokers who arc

responsible to neither grain shipper or vessel owner and who have done tre-

mendous harm to vessel interests some of these vessel brokers not being satis-

fied with their proportion of bout half million dollars a year on insurance

commissions and charter fees try and scalp tlie market on rates this is perni-

cious practice and should be stopped charters can be m;ifle between vessel

owners and grain shippers direct in which case both arc responsible to each

other and any default on either side can be properly taken care of.

A. E. R. SCHNEIDER.
The Cleveland Cliffs Iron Company.

P.

Clkvkland, Ohio. August 10. 1923.

F. J. R.\THB0N"E,

Secy. Bd. Grain Com'rs.,

Fort William. Ont.

We will not cany any grain this fall.

PITTSBURG STEAMSHIP CO.

Bay City. Mk ii.. 1232P, August 10, 1923.

F. J. R.\TIIB0NE.

Sec'y. Grain Commission,
Fort William, Ontario.

Am not acquainted with matter in question will have to advise later.

S. L. SHAW\
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CucvicLAND, Ohio, Augiisi II, 1923.

Lksi.ik II. Bovi), Cliicf Grain Commissioner,
103G Dorchester St. West Montreal Que.

Received telegram from Rathbone Secretary firain Commission Fort William
asking whether or not we intend to charter our boats for movement of Cana-
dian Grain Ex Fort William and Port Arthur under provisions of Board of

Grain Commissioners for Canada particularly Section Three relating copy of the

law we are not in position to answer you if you will kindly send us copy will

advise you what we intend to do.

THE MA HANNA CO.

CLEVKLA.ND, Ohio. 1215P. August 11, 1923.

F. J. R.4THBONE,
Fort William, Ontario.

Telegram received sorry but have not given your matter sufficient considera-

tion to answer intelligentlv.

WILSON TRANSIT CO.

Sheboygan Wis., August 13, 1923.

Leslie H. Boyd, Chief Grain Comm.
Dept. Trade and Commerce Ottawa Ont.

Our vessels not in grain market at this time cannot say wlufiier or not will

be in future.

REISS STEAMSHIP CO.

Chicago, Ills., Augus* 13, 1923

Via Ottawa, Ont. August 13, 1923.

Via Montreal, Que., Augu.-t 13. 1923.

Leslie H. Boyd,
Chairman, Board of Grain Commissioners,

Grain Exchange,
Fort William, Ont.

Answering telegram from Mr. Rathbone from Fort William we are not in

market at present time for grain from Fort William for our ships and cannot
say at the present time whether we will l)c in the market in the future or not.

SULLIVAN AND CO.

Rv Cleveland, 0., Aug. 13, 1923.

F. J. Rathbone.
Secv. Cirain Commission,

" Fort William, Ont.

Message received Mr. Tomlinson out of city for about two weeks will

have his attention upon his return.

G. A. TOMLINSON.

Cle^'eland, Ohio, Aug. 14, 1923.

Leslie H. Boyd, Chief Grain Commissioner,
Dept. Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, Ont.

Replying your wire August ninth all our vessels under management G. A.
Tomlinson Kirby Building Cleveland.

INDEPENDENCE STEAMSHIP CO. .
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Cleveland, Ohio, August 15, 1923.

Leslie H. Boyd, Chief Grain Commissioner,
Dept. Trade of Commerce, Ottawa, Ont.

Answering F. J. Rathburn Secretary Grain Commission wire of August
nintli it is not our intention to cliarter our boats to carry Canadian grain ex

Fort William and Port Arthur and file tariff Interlake Steamship Co.

Cleveland, Ohio, August 15, via Ottawa, Ont., 16, 1131 A.

J^L.^Lii: 11. BovD,
Queen's Hotel, Toronto, Ont.

Hold will arrive Mister Rathbone's message ninth was duly received Stop

Vessel offices were closed Friday account funeral late President Harding and
Saturday was short day and some managers away over week end hence delay

replying Stop Informal meeting held to-day and for reason that our ships

operate as private carriers engaged in the competitive business of transporting

ore coal and stone with occasional grain cargoes the prevailing opinion is that

the action of tlie Dominion Parliament has removed your grain from the class

of competitive business subject to free and open competition which is the only

character of business in which lake bulk freighters of United States registry

have heretofore engaged Stop Under existing conditions the managers do not

feel they can comply with the new law and of course will not operate in viola-

tion of it.

W. H. McGE.\N, Chairman.

CRCsnY Trwsport.vtion Company,

MiLWAiKEE. Wis., August 17, 1923.

Mr. F, J. R.\thbone, Secy.,

Board of Grain Commissioners
Fort William, Ont.

Dear Sir,—Your telegram of August 9th was duly received, and I can say

that we do not have a copy of the Inland Water Freight Rates Act, and would
be interested to procure copy for our information if it is possible.

We do not expect to handle any Fort William or Port Arthur grain this

season. Our operations at present are confined to a route Chicago-Milwaukee

and Detroit with a stop-over at Goderich to discharge grain.

Vcrv truly yours,
"

(Sgd.) " G. F. MUXZER.
Traffic Manager.

G. F. Munzcr—FW.

August 21, 1923.

File 1316

Crosby Transportation Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Dear Sirs,^—I have your letter of the 17th inst. and, as requested therein,

am sending you herewith copy of the Inland Water Freight Rates Act, 1923.

for your information.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) F. J. R.\THBONE.
T. Secretary.

Enclosure.
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September 21, 1923.

File No. 1316.

Tlie Oriental Navigation Co.,

New York, N.Y.

Gentlemen,—In case you have not already received copies, I am enclosing

circular letters issued operators of steamship carrj'ing cargoes of grain from
Fort William and Port Arthur to other ports in Canada and United States.

Up to the present time we have not received tarifYs covering a shipment
of grain on the steamer T. L. Church on September 10 as follows: Wheat
107.545-30. It may be that this grain was a- local shipment made in the pro-

vince of Ontario for consumption or milling and under section 9 of the Inland
Water Freight Rates Act the steamship company is not obliged to file the tariff

therefor. At the same time I would point out that the same section of the Act
places the burden of proof upon the steamship company. I would, therefore,

appreciate the receipt from you at an early date of eitlier a copy of the tariff

covering this shipment and also further shipments which you expect to make
from time to time on this vessel, or a statement in writing establishing beyond
question that the shipment referred to comes under section 9 of the Act.

Yours very truly,

EAU/S (Sgd.) F. J. RATHBONE,
End. Secretary.

Cle\'eland, Ohio, September 21, 1923.

Leslie H. Boyd,

Grain Commissioner,
Fort William, Ont.

Over five million bushels American vessel space for October and November
towing is now offered also vessel space for storage At Buffalo and side ports

these offerings are not being accepted at comparative to the bay the nontaking
of this tonnage would indicate that there is not the stress for the movement of

grain which is bought before the public by propaganda from irreconcilables

Hope to wire you some favourable news later in day.

(Sgd.) A. E. R. SCHNEIDER.

New York, N.Y., September 22, 1923.

Board of Grain Commissioners,
Fort William, Ontario.

The North American Export Grain Association comprising practically all

grain exporters Canada and States earnestly desirous of bringing about condi-

tions which will induce American vessel owTiers participate carrying Canadian
grain thus facilitating the movement and improving the price relation of Cana-
dian grain Stop With this end in view may we ask you to wire us your latest

proposal to carriers

NORTH AMERICAN EXPORT GRAIN ASS'N, INC.

Bo.\RD OF Gr.mx Commissioners for C.\n.\d.\

September 22, 1923.

File No. 1316.

H. K. 0.\KES, Esq.,

Manager, Franklin Steamship Co.,

Kirby Building,

Cleveland, Ohio.

De.\r Sir,— I beg to acknowledge receipt from you this morning of con-

firmation of your telegram of the 17th inst. and your favor of the 18th inst.
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pnclosing copy of tlic charter for a shipment of approximately 350,000 bushels

grain from Fort WiUiam to Buffalo durin<; the last five days of September at a

rate of 4]c per hu-licl for wliicli kindly accept my vcr\- best thanks.

Yours very truly,

(Sgd.)" F. .1. RATHBONE.
EAU/S. Secretary.

Ci.KMi.ANi. Ohio September 25 1923.

Leslie H. Boyd,
Chief Grain Commissioner,

Fort William. Ont.

Warner New York drain Exchange and vessel men would like meeting with
you Toronto earliest day possible this week preferably Thursday to discuss plan

relative transportation Canadian grain by American vessels stop Cleveland Cliffs

position remains as stated when you were liere their boats are now being

assigned to load grain chartres to be filed under protest think however would
be good policy for you attend meeting if possible please answer.

(Sgd.) A. E. R. SCHNEIDER.

Clevei.and, Ohio 25 430 P.

1923 Sept. 25 PM 4 54

Lk-slik H. Bovn. care Department of Trade anil Commerce,
Ottawa, Ont.

Confirming telephone conversation party of vessel and grain men will meet
you King Edward Hotel Toronto Thursday morning. Perhaps Belden and I

will come also.

A. E. R. SCHNEIDER.

CLi-riKi..\Nn. ONE. 1120A

L. H. Bull). Fort William, Ontario.

Wired you Ottawa yesterday was advised you returned Fort William
Message was then sent Ft Wiliam since whidi time have offered additional

tonnage and matters are shaping ver\' satisfactory.

(Sgd.) ' A. E. R. SCHNEIDER.

Fort William. Ont., September 28, 1923.

A. E. R. Schneider, Esq.,

Mgr. The Cleveland Transportation Co.,

Kirby Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

Please omit rate when wiring details of space chartered.

(Sgd.) F. J. RATHBONE,
CH(t.-BO.\RD. Secretary. Grain (^ommisxion.

Ci.EVKi.AND, (^iiio. September 28. 1923.

¥. .1. R.\TIIB0NE,

Secy. Grain Commission,
Fort William, Ontario.

Your message to Pringle Barge Line giving reason omit rate in future we

will send you two telegrams one giving space and period other giving rate one

vou can post the other retain fur vour files.

(Sgd.t A. E. R. SCHNEIDER.
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Cleveland, Ohio, SeptemhiT 28, 1923.

F. J. Rathbone,
Fort Williiini. Ontario.

Your telegram stating to omit rate wlien wiring you details of .space ciiart-

ered stop understand present law compels owner to specif}' rate has there been
any change would appreciate immediate advice giving particulars so can act

accordinglv.

PRINGLE BARGE LINE

Four Wii.i.iA.vi, OxT., September 28, 1923.

The Pringle Barge T.ine Co.,

Kirby Bldg..

Cleveland, Ohio.

Replying your wire we desire use telegraphed notice of charters for posting

in accordance Section six Freight Rates Act stop copy of charter which you mail
with confirmation of telegram deemed satisfactory compliance Section three

requiring rates filed stop letter follows please explain to Schneider and Oakes-
also.

(Sgd.) F. J. RATHBONE,
Secretary, Grain Cominission.

Board of Gr.vin Commi.ssioxkrs for Canada
September 28, 1923.

File No. 1316.

A. E. R. Schneider, Esq.,

Manager, Cleveland Trans. Co.,

Kirby Building.

Cleveland, 0\no.

De.\r Sir,—Enclosed find confirmation of telegram forwarded to you this

morning. The copy of charter which you forward when mailing confirmation

of your telegraphed notice of space chartered shows the rate and other particulars

deemed necessary to comply with Section 3 of the Inland Water Freight Rates
Act. We would like to use your telegram to jiost in accordance with Section 6
of the Inland Water Freight Rates Act but caimot do so unless the rate is

omitted from the telegram.

I have also to ackncjwledge receipt of your favour of the 25th inst. wherein
you protest against the filing of copies of any charters which you maj' make for

the transportation of Canadian grain during the present shipping season it will

receive the full consideration of the Board.

Yours veiy truly,

(Sgd. I F.J. RATHBONE,
Secretary.

Board of Grain Commis.sioners for Can.\da
September 28, 1923.

File No. 1316.

H. K Oakes, Esq.,

Manager, The Franklin S.S. Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

De.\r Sir,—Enclosed find confirmation of telegram forwarded to you this

morning. A copy of charter which you forward when mailing confirmation of

your telegraphed notice of space chartered shows the rate and other particulars

deemed ncccssar>' to comply with Section 3 of the Inland Water Freight Rates
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Act. We would like to use your telegram to post in accordance with Section 6

of the Inland Water Freight Rates Act but cannot do so unless the rate is omitted

from the telegram.

I have also to acknowledge receipt of your favours of the 18th and 25th

insts. wherein you protest against the filing of copies of the charters which were

enclosed. Your protests will receive the full consideration of the Board.

Yours veiy truly,

(Sgd.) F. J. RATHBONE,
Secretary.

Board of Gr.\in Commissioners for Can.\d.\

September 28, 1923.

File No. 1316.

The Pringlc Barge Line Co.,

Kirby Bldg.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemkn,—Enclosed please find confirmation of telegram forwarded to

you this morning and reply to your telegrapher inquiry received later.

The rate and other details deemed necessaiy to comply with Section 3 of

the Inland Water Freight Rates Act are siiown on the copy of iharter forwarded

by you but we have nothing to comply with Section 6. If you will omit the rate

when telegraphing in the first instance the notice of space chartered we can post

this in compliance with the requirements of the Act,

Yours very truly,

(Sgd.) F..J. RATHBONE,
Secretary.

Board of Grain Commissioners for Can.\da
September 28, 1923.

File No. 1316.

The Oriental Navigation Co.,

17 Batterv Place,

New York, N.Y".

Gentlemen,—I have for acknowledgement your favour of the 25th inst.

enclosing copy of the charter covering shipments of grain on the S.S. T. L. Church
from Fort William and/or Port Arthur to Port Colborne during the present sea-

son of navigation for which kindly accept my very best thanks.

Yours veiy truly,

(Sgd.) F. J. RATHBONE,
Secretary.

Board of Grain Commissioners for Can.ada

September 29, 1923.

File No. 1316.

H. K. Oakes, Esq.,

Manager, Franklin Steamship Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

De.\r Sir,—I have for acknowledgement your favour of the 26th inst.,

enclosing the confirmation of your telegraphic advice copy of the ciiartcr made
on that date for a shipment of grain on the Steamer Fred G. Hartwell to Buffalo

and also the formal protest accompanying same which will receive the consider-

ation of the Board.
Yours trulv,

(Sgd.) F. J. RATHBONE,
Secretary.
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Blffalo, N.Y., September 30, 1923.

Leslie H. Boyd,
Cliairman of Grain Commissioners Board,

Fort William, Ontario.

We have three Norwegian boats here with grain from Fort AVilliam Final
destination grain cargoes United Kingdom Custom Authorities Fort William
Had Captain sign papers stating if cargoes forward via Montreal cargoes and
boats would be confiscated in this scarcity of tonnage Can you give us author-
ity to forward this grain via Montreal transferring cargoes at Buffalo to other
boats and assuring us that cargoes and boats would not be confiscated Tariff

has l>een filled for this grain via Montreal Please answer quick.

BOLAND

Fort William, Ont., October 1, 1923.

BoLAND & Cornelius,
Buffalo, N.Y.

Subject matter your wire referred Customs Department, Ottawa. Will

advise as soon as possible.

(Sgd.) LESLIE H. BOYD,
Chief Commissioner.

Cleveland, Ohio, Oct. 1, 1923.

Via OTTAW^A, Oxt., Oct. 1, 1923.

Leslie H. Bo^t),

Chairman, Bd. of Grain Commr.,
Fort William, Ontario.

J. A. Speers Fort William advises nine million bushels wheat in store but
elevators cannot keep up with cleaning account grain being exceptionally dirty

over twenty boats loading yesterday morning and will be Tuesday night before

can find sufficient clean grain to take care of them stop more capacity would be
available if shippers would not charter so many boats until grain is cleaned the
quicker boats are loaded the quicker they will return for more grain according
to Speers report if fifty more boats were put in the s>er\'ice it would not help
the situation.

(Sgd.) A. E. R. SCHNEIDER.

Cleveland, Ohio, October 2, 1923.

Leslie H. Boit),

Grain Comm. of Canada,
Fort William, Ontario.

Figures given you total estimated movement grain were conservative
expect to do much better some boats have been chartered which were not pre-

viouslv figured on.

(Sgd.) A. E. R. SCHNEIDER.

Fort William, October 2, 1923.

A. E. R. Schneider, Esq..

Kirby Bldg.,

Cleveland. Ohio.

On return Fort William have your wire. Condition as stated by Speers
correct. Crop dirty and must be cleaned, stop. I figure your forty-four boats

have a total capacity of eleven million. You state we could only count on thirty

million for the season stop Is the reason for this that most Cleveland-Cliffs

^-ill only make one trip.

(Sgd.) LESLIE H. BOYD.
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BoAKD OF Grain Commissioners for Canada

Fort William, Ont., October 4. 1923.

The Prixci.k Bakuf. Link Ltd . File No. 1316.

Kirby Building.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentleman,—It i? with a great deal of pleasure the Board notes your
action when forwarding telegraphed advices of charters made in that instead of

including the rate you are sending .supplementary messages showing this and I

have to thank you for your ver>' kind consideration in this matter.

Yours very truly,

(Sgd.) F. ,T. R.VTHBONE,
K,\r MD S.ccrctanj.

BoAUu or Grain Commissioners for Can.\da

Fort William, Ont.. October 4, 1923.

A. E. R. Scii.NKiDER, Esq., File Xo. 1316.

Manager, Cleveland-Cliffs Transp. Co.,

Kirby Building,

Cleveland, Ohio.

De.\r Sir,—Your telegram of September 28th last advising that in future

when telegraphing notices of charters made for shipments of grain from Fort

William-Port Artiiur the rate would be shown in a supplementary message, duly

came t6 hand and I have to thank you for your vcrj' kind considerations in

this matter whicli is heartily appreciated.

Yours very truly,

(Sgd.) F.J. RATHBONE,
Secrctani.

EUU/MD
Cleveland, Ohio, October 5, 1923.

L. H. Bo^T), 291 Grain E.xchange,

Winnipeg, Man.

On my return from Europe am familiarizing myself with Canadian grain

situation Cleveland Plain Dealer of yesterday morning carried news dispatch

stating that your commission contemplates changing application of Clrain

Rates Act so as to have shippers file charter instead of vessel owner thus avoid-

ing objections raised by American vessel owners understand our company
suggested this plan to you in Cleveland September nineteenth I strongly urge

its adoption as a practical reasonable working basis on which all American
vessel owners can act without sacrificing their rights as stated in our protest

filed with you and I feel ought under the circumstances be carried into effect

failure to do so would in my opinion be most unfortunate.

WM. G. MATHER,
President Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co.

Cleveland, Ohio, October, 5.

Leslie H. Boyd, via Fort William. (Vtober. 5. 1923.

Board of (train Commissioners,
Grain Exchange,

AVinnipeg, Man.
Referring dispatch in mornings paper regarding possible action of com-

mission fixing maximum rates I believe owners here are maintaining attitude
that conservative rates should prevail and would very much regret seeing
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commission fixing maximum rates so far as Amcricaii boats are eoncerncd as

this would nive our oi)ponent> iicre an ojiportuiiity to say I told you so and
somewhat ^trennthen their position witliout having any beneficial effect to the
commi<<iiin on ratc< -n far a~ American vessels are concerned.

(sgd.) H. K. OAKES.

WiNNiPKG, Man. Can. October 5, 1923.

H. K. (tAKt:s,

Kirhy Buihling,

Cleveland, Ohio,

U.S.A.

Thanks for wire. Board not responsible for dispatch referred to. All

interestiMl parties will be a<lvised of any such possible action.

(sgd.) LESLIE H. BOYD,
Charge. Chiej Grain Commissioner.

Buffalo, N.Y., October 6,

via Ott.\wa, Ont., October 6. 1923.

Leslie H. Bovd,
Chairman, ( train Comm'rs. for Canada.

Ft. William, Ontario.

Report in mornings paper coming from Winnipeg that Canadian coasting
laws will be changed so as permit .\merican boat trade between two Cana-
"lian ptirts has this been done or are there any likely prospect please advise'.

(sgd.) BOLAND AND CORNELIUS.

Winnipeg, September 6, 1923.

Boland and Coenelius,
Bl FFALO, N.Y.

Board has not made or recommended changes referred to. Will advise

if such action contemplated.
LESLIE H. BOYD.

Charge Board.

Bltfalo. N.Y., October 6, 1923.

LE^sLIE H. Bo'iT), Chairman Grain Commrs. for Canada,
291 Crain Exchange. Winnipeg, Man.

Report in mornings paper coming from Winnipeg that Canadian coasting

laws will be changed so as permit American boats trade between two Canadian
ports has this been done or are there any likely prospect please advise.

BOLAND AND CORNELIUS.

Winnipeg, September 6, 1923.

Wm. (1. Matiif.r. Esq.. President Cleveland Cliffs Co..

Cleveland.

Appreciate your wire under present shipping conditions Board not contem-
plating making changes as stated in press despatch Board feels that your pro-

test should sufficiently protect your interests under circumstances.

LESLIE H. BOYD.
Charge Board.

162—2
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Cleveland, Ohio, October 8, 1923.

Leslie H. Boyd,
Chairman, Canadian Grain Commisfion,

Fort William, Ont.

Telegram received inasmuch as I am now able to assure you that the

majority of American vessel owners will accept basis of having shipper file

copy of charter I think you ought to cooperate to end this unfortunate dispute

this would give your Commission the desired information anil immediately

secure for your agricultural population bettor service and probably lower rates

am earnestly working towards this fair and equitable solution and have made
progress I think you are making a mistake in relying too much on present

shipping conditions you are nearing critical time if your crop is to be brought

down this season if you desire further conference I shall be glad to be of ser%'ice.

(sgd.) WM. G. MATHER,
President Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co.

.Wixxipeg, ICIaxitoba, Canada, October 9, 1923,

WiLUAM G. Mather, Kirby Building,

Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.

Thanks your wire Board appreciates your efforts in present situation at

present no need for concern at head of lakes but will give your suggestion

careful consideration.

Charge. LESLIE H. BOYD,

Board of Gr.ux Commissioners for Cax.ada

Fort William, Oxt., October 10. 19123.

H. K. 0.\kes, Esq., File No. 1316.

Manager, Franklin Steamship Co.,

Kirby Bldg.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Dear Sir,—^Your favours of the 6th inst. enclosing copies of the charters

covering shipments by the Steamers Earling & Hartwell between Oct. 10th and
15th are duly received. The formal protests which accompanied both of these

copies of charter will have the full consideration of the Board.

Yours very tnily,

(Sgd.) F. J. RATHBONE,
EAU/S. f^ccrctary.

Board of Grain Commissioxers for Can.ada

Fort Willi.\m, OnT., October 17. 1923.

File No. 1316.

Herbert K. Oakes, Esq.,

Manager, Franklin Steamship Co.,

Kirby Bldg.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Dear Sir,—I have for acknowledgment your favor of the lltii inst. enclos-

ing formal protest against the filing of copy of the charter for shipment of

about 350,000 bushels on the Steamship Earling during the last ten days of

October. The copy of charter mentioned in your letter was not, however,

enclosed.

Yours vers' trulv.

Vsgd.)"E. A. I'RSELL, .

EAU/S. Statistician.
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WiNXiPEG, Man., C.\x.\da, October 17, 1923.

William G. Mather, C''o Clevchuid Cliffs Coiupanv,

Cleveland, Oliia, U.S.A. (Kirby Building).

Re your wire fiftii. Possible your suggestion might be arranged providing

assurance from you that rates will be reasonable. Please wire your views.

Charge Grain Commission. LESLIE H. BOYD.

Cleveland, 0., October 18, 1923.

L. H. Boyd.
Fort "William, Ont.

Confirming telephone conversation of to-day I do not hesitate to restate

tiie opinions contained in my telegrams of fifth and eighth namely that if you
can adopt basis of having shipper instead of vessel owner file copy of charter

that majority of American owners will resume placing of their vessels in Cana-
dian grain trade stop Although it is not practicable to state how many Ameri-
can vessels would enter that trade on account yf their present contracts to carry

ore and coal yet as freedom of taking Canadian grain will be resumed without

interference unquestionably the supply of vessels will be increased stop With
reference to rates this situation would also be correspondingly eased by resump-

tion of these natural conditions we recognize if rates should raise unreasonable

that we miglit use your right of fixing a maximum but we trust that this power
will be exercised with discretion as the possibility of so doing was as you know
t)bnoxious to American vessel owners I understand that you will be able to

comnuinicate with me your decision in this matter tomorrow and I will then

communicate it to local press and Cleveland vessel owners.

WM. G. MATHER,

President Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co.

Fort William, Ont., October 19, 1923.

Wm. G. M.\ther. President, Cleveland Cliffs Iron Company,
Kirby Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

Your wire. Board lias today decided to accept as a compliance with the

Act the filing ol tariffs by the vessel owners or the filing by the shippers before

loading of copies of charters or contracts for space Will send you Night Letter.

LESLIE H. BOYD,
Chiej Commissioner.

Charge Board.

Fort William, Ont., October 19, 1923.

W\m. G. M.\ther, Esq.,

President, Cleveland-Cliffs Transportation Co.,

Kirby Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

Tlie Board of Grain Commissioners for Canada hereby notifies all ship-

ping companies, ship owners and shippers of grain that it is prepared to accept

as a compliance with Section three of the Inland Water Freight Rates Act,

nineteen twenty-three, either the filing with the Board of tariffs by the vessel

owners or the filing by the shippers before loading of copies of charters or con-

tracts for space. The Board has the assurance that a large number of Ameri-
can vessels are prepared to come into the grain carrying trade, and believe that

this increased tonnage and competition will, of itself, regulate rates. If, how-
over, under these conditions, fair and reasonable rates do not result, the Board
may find it necessary to prescribe such maximum rates as it may consider

reasonable.

Charge Board. (sgd.) F. J. RATHBOXE,
162—2A Secretary.
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Fort William, Ont.. October 19. 1923.

W.M. CI. Matiier, Esq.,

President, Clevoland-ClifFs Transportation Co.,

Kirby Bldg.. Cleveland, Ohio.

As you state you are unable give assurance that all boats will come might
suggest conference at Chicago to discuss matter personally, which might clear

whole situation and give better results.

(.sgd.) LE.SLIE H. BOYD.
Charge Board.

Fort Willl\m. Ont., October 19, 1923.

You are hereby notified tliat the Board of Grain Commissioners is pre-

pared to accept as a compliance with Section Three of the Inland Water Freight

Rates Act, nineteen twenty-three cither the filing with the Board of tariffs by
the vessel owners, or the filing by the shippers before loading of copies of

characters or contracts for space.

(sgd.) F. J. RATHBONE. Secretary.
Charge Board.

J. W. Norcross, Presidenl, Canada Steamship Lines, Montreal; Great Lakes
Transportation Co., Midland, Ont.; Francis King, Esq., K.C., Dominion Marine
Ass'n., Kingston, Ont.; Mattiiews Steamship Co., Toronto, Ont. (Board of

Trade Bldg.) ; Dr. Magill, Secretary, Grain Exchange, Winnipeg. Man.; J.

Stanley Cook, Secretary Corn Trade .\*s'n., Montreal, Que; Algoina Central
Steamship Line, Bay St., Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.: Canadian Government Mer-
chant Marine Ltd., Ottawa, Ont.; Capt. .1. B. Footo, 64 King St., East, Toronto,
Ont.; Eastern Steamship Co., Ltd., Port Colhorne, Ont.; Lake Carriers' Ass'n.,

Rockfeller Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio; Davidson Steamship Co., Bay City, Mich.;

Valley Camp Steamship Co., B. of R. T. Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio: Pringle Barge
Linc,"Cleveland, Ohio; The Lake Transit Co., 510 Crapo Bldg., Bay City, Mich.;

A. A. Langell, General Transit Co., Cleveland, Ohio: North Shore Transit Co.,

Port Huron, Mich.; Tri-State Steamship (^o., Cleveland, Ohio; Tiie Jenkins

Steamship Co., Cleveland, Ohio; Herbert K. Oakes. Kirby Bldg., Cleveland,

Ohio; Mr. Johnson, c o Tilley Johnson k Co., Barristers, Toronto. Ont.

Bo.\RD OF Gr^MN C0MMISSIOXKR.S FOR CaN.\I)A

Fort William. Ont., October 19, 1923.

File No. 1316.

The Board of (irain Commissionei-s for Canada hereby notifies all shipping

companies, ship owners and shippers of grain that it is prepared to accept as

a compliance with Section 3 of the Inland Water Freight Rates Act, 1923.

either

(a) the filing with the Board of tariffs by the vessel owners,

or

(b) the filing by the shippers before loading of copies of cliartcrs or

contracts for space.

The Board has the assurance that a large number of American vessels are

prepared to come into the grain carrj'ing trade and believe that this increased

tonnage and competition will of itself, regulate rates. If, however, under these

conditions, fair and reasonable rates do not result, the Board may find it

necessary to prescribe such maximum rates as it may consider reasonable.

By Order of the Board.

(sgd.) F. J. RATHBONE.
FJR T, Secretary.
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The Lake Carriers' Ass'n., Rockefekker Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio; James

Davidson, Davidson Stcamsliip Co., IJay City, Mich.; Valley Camp Steamship

Company, B. of H. 'J'. Blil^., Cicviland, Ohio; The Jenkins Steamship Com-
pany, Cleveland, Ohio; The Prin^le-Bargc Line, Cleveland, Ohio; Herbert K.

Cakes, Kirbv Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio; The Lake Transit Co., 510 Crapo Bldg.,

Bay City, Mieh.; A. A. Langell, The General Transit Co., Cleveland, Ohio;

North Shore Transit Co., Port Huron, Midi.; Tri-State Steamship Company,
Cleveland, Ohio.

BuFKALO, N.Y., October 19, 1923.

Via Winnipeg, M.\n., October 19, 1923.

L. H. Boyd,
Chairman, Canadian Grain Commission (PERSONAL),

Fort William, Ont.

I have purchased steamer G. J. Grammer from Pioneer Steamship Co., at a

high price and ordered vessel to Fort William from Ashland to load grain to

Buffalo trust you will feel that this is real co-operation if Fort William Buffalo

rates are satisfactory I may be able to purchase additional boats for Fort

\\'illiam trade.

(sgd.) NISBET GRAMMER.

Fr.\NKLIN StE.\M.SHIP Co.MP.WV of DuLVTH, MlNNtiSOTA

Cleveland, October 20, 1923.

Mr. F. J. Rathbone, Secretary,

Board of Cirain Commissioners for Canada,
Fort William. Ontario. Canada.

Your file No. 1316

Dear Sir,—We arc in receipt of your favor of October 17th, and herewith
hand you copy of charter mentioned in our letter of the 11th, which copy we
omitted in mailing the letter.

Verv truly yours,

H. K. OAKES.
G.M.

(
•.^L

P.

Exa rush report delivery get ans.

Cleveland, Ohio, October 20, 1923.

Leslie H. Boyd,
Chief Grain Commissioner.

Fort William, Ont,

Your message to Mr. Mather please meet me Congress hotel Chicago Mon-
day wire what time you will arrive.

(Sgd.) A. E. R. SCHNEIDER.

Cleveland, Ohio, October 20, 1923.

Leslie H. Boyd,
Fort William, Ontario.

Your message to Mr. Mather. Mr. Mather suggests that you meet me
Congress hot«l Chicago Monday hope you will come.

(Sgd.) A, E. R. SCHNEIDER.
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Fort William, October 20, 1923.

A. E. R. SdHNEIDER,
Kirby Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

Impossible meet you Chicago before Wednesday. Wire me two ninety six

Grain Exchange, Winnipeg, Monday if this satisfactory.

(sgd.) L. H. BOYD.
Charge Board.

CLEVEL.4ND, 0. 401P. October 22, 1923.

L. H. Boyd, Chairman Board of Grain Commissioners,

Fort William, Ont.

Mister Rathbone circular notice to vessel managers of October nineteenth

has been received and has today been considered by the majority of United
States managers who have authorized me to send to you the following message
stop Your notice that you are prepared to accept as a compliance with section

three of the inland water freight rate of nineteen twenty three either (A) the

filing with the Board of Tariffs by the vessel owners or (B) the filing by the

shippers before loading of copies of charter or contracts for space stop The
vessel owners here represented will decline file sucii tariffs stop We can have
no objection to the filing by the shipper before loading of copies of charters or

contracts for space as this so far as the vessel is concerned restores and pre-

serves her right of contract and places no obligation on the ship and would of

course not effect the reasonableness of the rates because we astume before the

shipper definitely closes his contract with the vessel he has due approval of the

Government stop With this understanding see no objection to United States

vessels taking Canadian grain as in previous years stop Please confirm.

W. H. McGEAN,
Chairman.

505P.
P.

Confirination of Western I'jiion Telcgratn

Clevel.\nd, Ohio, October 22nd. 1923.

Leslie H. Boyd,
Chairman Board of Grain Commissioners for Canada,

Fort William, Ont.

Mister Rathbone's circular notice to vessel managers of October nineteenth

has been received and has today been considered by the majority of United

States Managers who have authorized me to send you the following message.

Stop. Your notice that you are prepared to accept as a compliance with section

three of the Inland Water Freight Rate Act of nineteen twenty-tiiree cither (a)

the filing with the Board of tariffs by the vessel owners or (b) the filing by the

shippers before loading of copies of charters or contracts for space. Stop. The
Vessel owners her& represented will decline to file such tariffs. Stop. We can

have no objection to the filing by the shipper before loading of copies or charters

or contracts for space as this so far as the vessel is concerned restores and

preserves her right of contract and places no obligation on the ship and would

of course not affect the reasonableness of the rates because we assume before

the shipper definit<?ly closes his contract with the vessel he has due approval

of the Government Stop. With this understanding see no objection to United

States vessels taking Canadian grain as in previous years Stop. Please confirm.

W. H. McGEAN,
Chairrmin.

dig. Pioneer S S Co. 3.55 p.m.

P.
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Telegram 15156.

RA 353 201 1 Extra Cnt PSN

Ry Cleveland, Ohio, 22 4 30 P
Hon. Thomas A. Low,

Mini.^ter of Trade and Cdinincrfc,

Ottawa, Ont.

Mister Ratlibones circular notice to vessel managers of October nineteenth
has been recci\'ed and has today been considered by tlie majority of United
States managers wlio have authorizcil me to send you the following message stop
Your notice that you are prepared to accept as a compliance with section three
of the Inland Water Freight Rate Act of nineteen twenty three either (A) the
fihng with the Board of tariffs by tiie vessel owners or (B) tiie filing by the

shippers before loading of copies of charters or contractus for space stop The
vessel owners here represented will decline to file such tariffs stop We can
have no objection to the filing by the shipper before loading of copies of charters

or contracts for space as this so far as the vessel is concerned restores and
preserves her right of contract and places no obligation on the ship and would
of course not affect the reasonableness of the rates because wc assume before

the shipper definitely closes his contract with the vessel he has due approval
of the Government stop With this understanding see no objection to United
States vessels taking Canadian grain as in previous years stop Please confirm.

W. G. McGEAN,
Chairman.

Eastern Steamship Company, Limited

Port Colborne, Ontario.

BuFF.\LO, N.Y., October 22, 1923.

Board of Grain Commissioners for Canada,
Fort William, Ontario.

Gentlemen,—We acknowledge receipt of your letter of October 19th, with
reference to filing tariffs, for which please accept our thanks.

Very truly yours,

EASTERN STEAMSHIP COMPANY, LIMITED,
BoLAND & Cornelius,

JJB : D. Managers.

October 22, 1923.

H. K. 0.\KES, Esq.,

Mgr. Franklin Steamship Co..

Kirby Building,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Dear Sir,—Your favour of the 18th inst., enclosing a copy of the charter

covering the sliipment by the ss. E. J. Earling during the first ten days of

November, is duly received together with a copy of your formal protest against
the filing of this charter.

Yours very truly,

" M."
E. A. Ur.sell,

EAU/MD. Statistician.

P.
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Fort William, Ont.. October 22, 1923.

W. H. McClEAN,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Referring your message Mr. Boyd meeting representatives of vessel owners
at t'ongress Hotel Chicago Wednesday twenty-fourth stop Suggest you .see

Mather and if possible go Chicago or wire Mr. Boyd there.

F. J. RATHBONE,
Secrctarv. Grain Co/nwf.ssi'on.

P.

Chic-^go, III.. October 22, 1923.

Leslie H. Boyd,
296 Grain Exchange,

Winnipeg, Man.

Your message yesterday was in hopes you would be here today vessel men
had meeting in Cleveland today and are prepared to carry Canadian grain

they arc now engaged in forming a proper charter to take care of new regula-

tions suggest you go to Cleveland at once to talk this matter over when will

you be there leaving for Cleveland tonight.

A. E. R. SCHNEIDER.
P.

WiNNiPKO, M.\N., C.\x.\D.\. October 22. 1923.

A. E. R. Schneider,
Congress Hotel,

Chicago, 111., U.S.A.

Leaving to-night for Cleveland. Endeavour arrive Wednesday morning.

LESLIE H. BOYD.
Charge P.

Port Willi.\.m, Ont., October 23, 1923.

W. H. McGean, Esq.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Commissioner Boyd will be Statler Hotel Cleveland Wednesday instead

Chicago.
F. J. RATHBONE,
Secretary Grain Commi.'mion.

("harge Board.

October 24, 1923.

File No. 131G.

H. K. 0.\KEs, Esq.,

Mgr. Franklin Steamship Co.,

Kirby Building,

Cleveland, Ohio.

De.\r Sir,—I have for acknowledgment your favors of the 20th inst., enclos-

ing copies of the charters for shipments on the steamships E. J, Earling and

Fred CJ. Hartwell during the month of November, together with your formal

protests against the filing of tariffs in connection with same.

Yours very truly,

Secrctani.

Eau 'Md.
P.
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October 24, 1923.

Pile No. 1316.

A. E. R. SCHNF.IDLR, Esq.,

Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co.,

Kirby Building,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Dear Sir,—Durinp; the month of September you forwarded notiticaliontj of

cliartcrs having been made on the 12t.h, 13th. 20th, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th and'

28th, rc.'speetively, for siiipments at various times in October by steamers to

be named.
Will you kindly let me have the names of the vessels nominated to fulfil

these contracts.

I have advice-also ttiat space for shipment of about 140,000 bushels made on

the Penobscot, October 1st was a tlirect charter between your company and

Messrs. Jas. Richardst)n and Sons, Limited. Possibly this will be one of the

items nominated against space you have advised as chartered.

Yours very truly,

Secretary.

Eau,Md.
P.

Confirmation of Telegram sent over Private Wire

Cleveland, Ohio, October 30, 1923.

Leslie H. Boyd,
Winnipeg. Manitoba.

Your messages received and vessel managers appear satisfied and believe

business will now go forward through normal ctumnels. Stop. For purpose of

identification clause has been designated " Shippers' Indemnifying Clause and
Agreement," and will be so referred to hereafter. Stop. Will mail you copies

of printed form.
W, H. McGEAN,

Chairman.

P.

Shippers' Indem.mfvixg Clause and Agreement

This charter is made with the understanding that the Board of Grain Com-
missioners of Canada, with approval of the Canadian Government, has

duly ruled that the Inland Water Freight Rates Act of Canada will be so com-
plied with as to authorize the shipment of grain from Canadian ports, if the

siiipper shall, before loading, file with said Board copies of charters or contract«

for space entered into for grain 'shipments. And it is agreed that the shipper

shall and will on his own behalf and not as representing the vessel owner (the

vessel owner assuming no responsibility therefor), promply. upon the execu-

tion hereof and before any loading take< place, file copies of charter or con-

tract for space as reciuired by the Board of Grain Commissioners of Canada,
so as to render all shipments herein provided to be made fully authorized by
Canadian authority—so that each vessel employed hereunder may. in every
case, freely enter the port or ports of .shipment and receive its cargo, and that

clearance may be obtained and the vessel may leave port, without prevention,

hindrance or liability because of or under said Inland Water Freight Rates Act
of Canada; and that the shipper shall and will indemnify and save and keep
the vessel owner harmless from all loss or damage resulting from any failure
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to so file this charter; or, having so filed the same with the Board of Grain
Commissioners, in case any liability shall be asserted against the vessel, hei

owner, agents or servants, by reason of any sliipment or proposed shipment here-

under, because of or under said Inland Water Freight Rat<?s Act of Canada,
the shipper shall and will, through the Board of Grain Commissioners, or other-

wise, indemnify, save and keep harmless therefrom the vessel, her owner, agents

and servants. And in consideration of all the foregoing on the shipper's part,

the vessel owner agrees to perform his part of the charter to carry the cargo a-,

above provided.

HVTCHIXSON & Co.,

l.\kf. trinsportatiox

1508 Rockefeller Bldg.,

Clevel.\nd, 0., October 31, 1923.

Mr. Leslie H. Boyd,
Chairman Board of Grain Commissioners for Canada,

Fort William, Ont.

De.\r Sir,—As indicated in telegram sent you yesterday afternoon to Win-
nipeg over private wire, we have for the purpose of identification, designated

the clause to be embodied in grain charters '' shippers' Indemnifying Clause and
Agreement." The clause has been printed and distributed to vessel managers,
and several copies are enclosed.

Yours trulv.

W. H. McGEAX,
Chairman.

P.

Shippers' Ixdemxifyixg Clause axd Agreemext

This charter is made with the understanding that the Board of Grain
Commissioners of Canada, with approval of the Canadian Government, has
duly ruled that the Inland Water Freight Rates Act of Canada will be so

complied with as to authorize the shipment of grain from Canadian ports, if

the shipper shall, before loading, file with said Board copies of charters or con-
tracts for space entered into for grain shipments. And it is agreed that the
shipper shall and will on his own behalf and not as representing the vessel

owner (the vessel owner assuming no responsibility therefor), promptly, upon
the execution hereof and before any loading takes place, file copies of charter

or contract for space as required by the Board of Grain Commissioners of

Canada, so as to render all shipments herein provided to be made fully auth-
orized by Canadian authority,—so tliat each vessel employed hereunder may,
in every case, freely enter the port or ports of shipment and receive its cargo,
and that clearance may be obtained and the vessel may leave port, without
prevention, hindrance or liability because of or under said Inland Water Freight
Rates Aft of Canada; and that the shipper shall and will indemnify and save
and keep the vessel owner harmless from all loss or damage resulting from any
failure to so file this charter; or. having so filed the same with the Board of
Grain Commissioners, in case any liability shall be asserted against the vessel,

her OT\-ncr, agents or servants, by reason of any shipment or proposed shipment
hereunder, because of or under said Inland Water Freight Rates Act of Canada,
the shipper shall and will, through the Board of Grain Commissioners, or other-
wise, indemnify, save and keep harmless therefrom the vessel, her owner, ageni?
and ser\-ants. And in consideration of all the foregoing on the shipper's part,
the vessel owner agrees to perform his part of the charter to carry the cargo
as above provided.
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Fort William, Ontario, November 3, 1923.

W. H. McGean, Esq.,

Messrs. Hutchinson & Co.,

Rockefeller Bldg.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Dear Sir,—I am to-day in receipt of your favour of the 31st ult. with
attached confirmation of telegram and several copies of the clause to be embodied
in grain cliarters, and designated " Shippers Indemnifying Clause and Agree-
ment ". for which please accept my thanks.

I trust that all our tlifficultics arc now cleared away and that the mo\-emcnt
of our grain will follow the ordinary channels.

Yours verv trulv,
'
(Sgd.) LESLIE H. BOYD.

LHB T.

P.

November 5, 1923.

File No. 1316.

A. E. R. Schneider, Esq.,

Manager, Marine Department.
The Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

De.\r Sir,—I have for acknowledgment your favour of the 31st ultimo,
nominating vessels against charters already filed by you for which kindly accept
my most sincere thanks.

Yours ^•ery truly,

Secretary.
EAU MD.

P.

November 28, 1923.

p. K. Oakes, Esq.,

Manager, Franklin Steamship Co.,

Kirby Bldg., Cleveland, 0.

De.vr Sir,—I beg to acknowlcge the receipt of your favour of the 22nd inst.

confirming your telegraphed advice of the chartering of the steamship Emory L.
Ford for shipment of grain to Erie about Nov. 26th or 27th and the attached
protest in connection therewith. Kindly accept my sincere thanks for same.

Yours very truly,

E. A. Ursell,
EAU.S. Statistician.

P.
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TO HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR GENERAL IN COUNCIL.

May It Please Your Excellency:

We, the Commissioners, appointed bj' Royal Commission dated Julj- 22,

1922, issued pursuant to Order in Council P.C. 1525 of the same date, to invest-

igate, inquire into, and report upon:

—

Firstly, the matters referred to in complaints made bj- certain

officials of the Great War Veterans Association as contained in a certain

telegram; and
Secondly, certain questions relating to pension, medical treatment

and re-establishment needs of Canadian ex-service men and their

dependents;
have the honour to present to Your Excellency in Council our Second Interim
Report in respect of the Second Part of such Investigation, (being report No. 3

of the Commission.)
The subject matter of the reference concerning the Second Part of such

Investigation is as follows:

—

1. To consider and make suggestions in respect of the procedure by
which disabled ex-memliers of the Canadian Expeditionary Force are

enabled to make application for pensions and medical treatment, or

submit an appeal in resjiect of decisions thereon.

2. To recomnien<l means for ensuring that suitable provision is

made for those ex-members of the forces and dependents who are under
serious handicaps by reason of war services, in conformity with the

recommendations now made, and for whom definite legislative provision

has not yet been made.
For the above purposes the Commission shall:

—

1

.

Survey existing re-establishment needs among Canadian ex-service

men and dependents.
2. Investigate available data in respect of phases of the Parliamentarj'

inquiry as yet incomplete.

3. Obtain information as regards suitable provision for those classes

of ex-service men described in Section 7, Chapter 2, of the Committee's
report.

4. Investigate the question of Canteen Funds.

In the Second Report presented by the Couunission it was indicated that

instead of delaying all matters until a complete Final Report could be presented

it was considered best to forward Interim Reports from time to time treating

the various subjects in the order of those considered urgent. The Commission
has made every effort to complete the whole reference to avoid further Interim
Reports, but it has been found impossible to do so, without involving a delay

of probably one month. This Second Interim Report on the Second Part of

the Investigation is therefore forwardetl, in view of the fact that the matters

therein referred to are particularly subjects for legislation.

The subjects dealt with in this Report are:

—

Part One: Re Amendments to Pension Act and Interpretation of various

Sections.

Part Two Re Soldier Settlers.

The Final Report which will, it is expected, be presented within one month,
will deal with such evitlence presented ami suggestions made imder the following

headings: Procedure, Sheltered Emiiloyment (inchuling \vt Craft Workshops,
Selected Industrial Employment and Home Inilustries), ^ocational Training,

Soldiers' Homes, Relief, ^Iattel•s presented re Disabilities from certain classes
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of ailments (iiu'liuiing Mental, Blinil, Tuherciiloiis, Amputations, Syphilitic,

Premature Old Af^e) Canatlian ex-service men now residiiif;; in the United
States. Matters referred to fjenerally as Existinji; Re-l''stal)lishment Needs,
Canteen Funds, and Matters mentioned on the Hearinjjs hut not within the
scope of the Intiuiry, such as Imperials, H.X.W.M.P., and Burials.

In this Report the Board of Pension Commissioners has been referred to as

the "Pensions Board," the Soldier Settlement Board is spoken of as the "Settle-

ment Board", and the Royal Commission, now reporting is designated "The
Commission". In giving references to the pages of the record of evidence,

duplication has been avoided, where possible, l)y not repeating the name of the
place where the Sitting was held. Where, therefore, a reference to evidence
consists of simply a number shown in brackets, it refers to the evidence given at
the place next previously mentioned by name.

A copy of the evidence taken on the various Sittings of the Commission at

Halifax, St. John, Montreal, Vancouver, Calgary, Regina, Winnipeg, Toronto,
and Ottawa, consisting in all of 5,800 pages is forwarded herewith. Some 210
exhibits referred to but not incorporated in the evidence will be forwarded with
the Final Report.
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ROYAL COMMISSION ON PENSIONS AND RE-ESTABLISHMENT

SECOND INTERIM REPORT
ON

SECOND PART OF INVESTIGATION

PART ONE

AMENDMENTS TO PENSION ACT AND INTERPRETATION
OF VARIOUS SECTIONS

There were presented to the Commission suggestions as to amendments
to the Pension Act referring to upwards of twenty different subjects. The
Commission has considered these as coming within Paragraph 2 of the reference

(P.C. 1525) under which the Commission is authorized to recommend means
for ensuring that suitable provision is made for handicapped ex-service men and
their de])endents, and for whom definite legislative provision has not yet been
made. The Commission has dealt with these suggestions by treating together

those which, though made at different hearings, closely resemble each other.

There are suggestions which, although not recommended favourably, were
thought important enough to warrant being discussed at some length in this

Report, so that the considerations which influenced the Commission might be
understood and the way be open for further i^resentation of these suggestions

to Parliament, in case the reasons adopted by the Commission were thought
insufficient. The suggestions are tlealt with in the order in which the Sections

affected appear in the Act.

Re Section II (1) (b) (formerly 25 (3)

Pre-enli.stment disabilities not to be deducted from disability at discharge

This was formerly Section 25 (3). It was amended (1923, Chap. 62,

Section 3) and became clause (b) of sub-section (1) of Section 11 of the Pension
Act. It now reads as follows:

—

" No deduction shall be made from the degree of actual disability

of any member of the Forces who has served in a theatre of actual war on
account of any disal)ility or disabling condition which existed in him
at the time at which he became a member of the forces; provided that

no pension shall be paid for a disability or disabling condition which
at such time was wilfully concealed, was obvious, was not of a nature
to cause rejection from service, or was a congenital defect."

The United States provision (Sec. 300 War Risk Insurance Act) is that a

member of the forces

—

" shall be . . . taken to have been in sound condition when . . . enrolled

for service, except as to defects, disorders, or infirmities."

recorded at the inception of active service and then only to the extent so recorded.

Suggestion by ex-service men re Section 11 (1 ) (b)

That this provision be extended to ex-service men who served in England
or Canada. (Halifax 88; Toronto 188.)
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The spirit of Section 2r> (3) was that ail those who roacho<i a tlioatre of

actual war should be presumed to have been i^hysically fit on enlistment, and
the Pensions Board could not minimize the degree of disability existing at

discharge by showing that part of such disability existed on enlistment. (See

Report No. 1, 56, 57.)

This Section is admittedly a generous one. and the Commission considers

its further extention not warranted.

Recommendation of Cummisifioti.

None.

Suggestion by ex-service men re Section 11 (1 ) (b)

That steps be taken to insure that so long as some disability remains pension

is not discontinued to men who have served in a theatre of war, on the

ground that aggravation incurred on service has disappeared. (Halifax

83; Winnipeg .57-63; Toronto 631.)

This has been discussed exhaustively in Report No. 1, P. 70-73. The
final word on the subject is contained in an Instruction issued by the Chief

Medical .Vdviser of the Pensions Board stating sin-cifically that the " whole diy-

abilily must have disai)])earcd before i)ensi()n ceases."

The cases cited in Winnipeg (57 and 61) convince the Commission that

notwithstantling all the discussion which has been had and the corrective

instructions which have been issued, there is still lacking a clear and definite

understanding that the terms of the Instruction above quoted mean what they say.

Recommendation of Commission.

That necessary steps be taken to ensure that the interpretation antl practice

indicated in the Instruction above cjuoted is invariably followeil.

Suggestion by ex-service men re Section 11 (1 ) (b

)

That all the exceptions in Section 11 (1) (b) (formerly Section 25 (3) ) be

struck out. (Toronto 188.)

These exceptions apply to cases in which the disability was: (a) wilfully

concealed, (b) obvious, (c) not of a nature to cause rejection from service, (d)

congenital.

The Commission is of opinion that these exceptions are not at all unrea.son-

able nor strict in their intent.

The complaint has arisen, almost invariably, in reference to the inter-

jiretation of the word " obvious " as a])i)lied to certain cases. This was dealt

with in Report No. 1 (P. 73, 75). The word has now been defin(>d in th(> 1923

amendment to the Pension Act (C. 62, S. 1) as follows:

—

' obvious ' means that which would be apparent, clear, plain, evident

or manifest to the eye, ear or mind of an unskilled observer on examin-
ation."

The phrase excepting disabilities " not of a nature to cause rejection from
Service " is taken as referring to ailments or defects so trivial in nature as not

to- justify rejection from service. The reason for urging the elimination of this

exception is simjily that its meaning is obscure" and therefore causes apjire-

hension. The Commission has had no case brought to its attention in which
this provision was ever invoked as a ground for refusing pension. Assuming
it means what is suggested above, it is at least innocuous and was evidently

considered desirable in order to obviate any possible doubt.
The Commission considers that there is no good reason for eliminating

the other exceptions, viz., disabilities which were " wilfully concealed " or
" congenital."
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Recoiiimcndatiiin of Coinmi-ision.

None.

Re Section 12 (1)

Tmproiipr Conduct Syphilifics

" Section 12 (]).—A pension shall not he tiwurded when the deatli or dis-

ability of the inemlier of the forces was due to improper contluct as herein

defined; i^rovided that the Commission may, when the applicant is in a depen-
dent conilition, award such pension as it deems fit in the circumstances and
provided also that the provision of this section shall not apply when the death
of the member of the forces concerned has occurred on service prior to the

coming into force of the Pension Act."

The huv and practice in awardinj^c pension where syphilis has been a con-
triliuting factor to the disabihty lias been complained of. It is claimed:

—

(1) Tiiat the Pensions Board is in error in treating syphilis which originated

previous to enlistment, as due to "improper conduct," which in turn is defined

as including "vicious or criminal conduct."

(2) That even 'f this construction is correct, then the Statute should be
amended, .so that if the origin of the infection is prior to enlistment tlien the

right to pension should be the same as in the case of any other pre-enlistment

disea.se.

(3) The other cUiim is that even if syphiHs comes under the ban of the Act,

the Pensions Board is too strict in the exercise of its discretionary power to

pay pension to applicants in a dependent condition.

Previous to the coming into force of the Pension Act, it would appear tiiat

in awarding pension, no distinction was made between disabilities resulting

from syphilis and those from any other disease (Vancouver 113). The evidence
shows that the Pensions Board considers that the Pension Act changed the rule

so as to prohibit pensions for disabilities ari.sing from syphilis. The section

relied on is Section 12, which is quoted in full above.

"Improper conduct" is defined in Section 2, subsection (h) and it

"includes wilful disobedience of orders, .self-inflicted wounding and
vicious or criminal conduct."

As to the first complaint the Commission considers that the terms of the

Section are broad enough to preclude even ca.ses where the infec'ion took place

pj-evious to enlistment.

As to the second complaint the Commission appreciates the force of the
fact that this provision has been in the Act since its inception. The memorandum
i.ssued at the time the Act was passed contained no intimation that it effected a

change in the law, which uj) to that time had made no distinction between this

disease and any other whicli originated while the man was in civilian life. The
regulation of the Pensions Board which is now in force concerning the practice

under this Section shows that what was in mind was that the Section applied
at least primarily to misconduct on service. The first two paragraphs of this

regulation are:

"Disability due to Misconduct

"1. Section 12 of the Act provides that pension shall not be awarded
when the disability of a member of the forces is due to improper conduct.

"2. No pension, therefore, either for the disability or aggravation

thereof can be paid when the disability or aggravation thereof is tlue

to misconduct on service. (Vancouver 114)."
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This of covirse does not exclude the interpretation that the section appHes
also to pre-enlistment infection and later, in the same regulation, is a provision

which shows that the Pensions Board considered that it did so apply because

the Pensions Board treats disabilities which were due to "misconduct which
pre-existed enlistment" as only pensionable under the discretionary clause of

the section. The subject is naturally one which has not received much public

discussion, and claimants, especially dejiendents, may often hesitate to jiress

their claims through dread of disgrace. Those who are affected are no less

entitled to have an expression of the opinion of the Commission. The effect of

the section as construed is that the State indirectly, but no less effectively,

fines not only the ex-soldier but his dependents for an indiscretion which occur-

red before he took on any duty whatever as a soldier. For example: The man
who had T.B. on enlistment, but who was accepted and served in France gets

pension for his condition on discharge, and this persion increases as his dis-

ability grows worse, and if he dies his dependents of course get pen.sion. On
the other hand, the man who as a result of an indiscretion in his youth, has, on

enlistment, the smouldering embers of V.D.S. but nevertheless is accepted and.

like the other man, perforins the duties and takes the risk of a fit man, and
whose latent troulile would be just as much or more affected by service in the

line as the T.B. man, gets no pension for any increase after discharge. What is

even more striking is that his widow gets no pen.'--ion as of right but only if she

is in a depenilent condition, and then it is e^itirely in the discretion of the Pensions

Board to grant her such pension as it "deems fit." There is one exceptional

case where she gets pension as df right, and that is if the husband dies within

five years after discharge while pensioned for eighty per cent or over. In that

case Section 33 (2) which applies to all pensioners drawing pension to that

amount, authorizes pension to the widow, no matter what is the cause of his

death.

The example given illustrates the discrimination which the Act makes
between these two soldiers. The countrj' availed itself of the services of both
of them and put them to all duties and dangers of fit men. They both may
have given flawless service and this service probably had a more serious effect

on the health of the "immoral" man than on that of the other, but the State

rids itself of its responsibility to him and his dependents because of his ancient

indiscretion. The answer must be that the ailment of the V.D. man was
voluntary while that of the T.B. man was not, but it ajipears like an attempt
to mete out ex post facto punishment. The subject was considerably discussed

before the 1920 Parliamentary Committee (Proceetlings page 212) but this

discussion had more .reference to the case when the infection was contracted

on service. This case is of course different in that the man was in uniform and
subject to stringent prohibitory regvdations.

It may also be said that the provisions of Section 11 (1) (b) (formerly 25 (3))

which, in effect, authorize pension for pre-enlistment disability, are generous and
that a case of this kind should not have the same consideration. But that

section was drawn on the principl(> that if, on enlistment, a man was taken on as

"fit" for service purposes, he was entitled to be considered as "fit" for pension

purposes and if this is the true principle it applies to the V.D.S. man.
The rigors of the section were mitigated somewhat by the last proviso

which was adiled in 1921.

As to the third complaint, which is as to the policv laid down by the Pensions
Board in exercising its discretion to award pension, the following are the regula-

tions (in addition to those alreadj' quoted) :

—

"3. However, Section 12 provides that when the applicant is in a

dependent condition the Board may award such pension as it "deems
fit" in the circumstances."
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"4. The Board coiisiciers that a fit and proper pension in tlie cases

of those who saw service in a theatre of actual war and whose disahihties

were due to misconduct which pre-existed enhstment would he the total

disability at tlie time of discharge without any deduction for the pre-

existing condition, provided that it "was not obvious nor wilfully con-

cealed." No increase in the disability after discharge will be pensionable.

In the oases of those who did not see service in a theatre of actual war,

pension can be only awarded for that portion of the disability actual.ly

aggravated by service." (Vancouver 114).

Assuming the statute deprives the man, with the pre-enlistment infection,

of his right, the Commission considers that no criticism can be made of the

policy laid down in the above regulations.

There is nothing however in these regulations showing what is done in the

case of a man, who is infected on service and who is in a dependent condition.

According to the evidence before the 1920 Parliamentary Committee (page 214)

this man does not get pension at all and, neither do his dependents.

The Commission considers that there must be cases where the plenarj-^

authority given to the Pensions Board by Parliament should be used. It will

not do to say that Section 12 prohibits pension for misconduct on service,

because that onlj- refers to pensions as of right. The discretionary power then

comes into operation and the ([ualification for pension is dependency. Whi'U
that qualification is present the power should, in the opinion of the Commission,
be exercised.

An argument always made for the man whose misconduct occurred during

service is that it was really service conditions which contributed largely to

his downfall, and that, while his strict right to pension is gone, he should not be
left in want particularly if his service has been good.

Recommendation of Commission.

1. That Section 12 (1) be amended so that the prohibition there imposed
shall onl)- apply to improper conduct after enlistment; and

2. That the discretion to award pensions shoidd be exercised in case of

dependency, even where the misconduct was on service.

Re Section 12 (2)

Coiiipa-xsionate Pension or Allowance

"Section 12 (1).—A pension shall not be awarded when the death or

disability of the member of the forces was due to improper conduct as herein

defined; provided that the Commission may, when the applicant is in a dependent
condition, awaril such pension as it deems fit in the circumstances and provided

also that the provisions of this section shall not apply when the death of the

member of the forces concerned has occurred on service prior to the coming into

force of the Pensions Act."

"Section 12 (2).—Any individual case which, in the opinion of the majority

of the members of the Pension Board and the Appeal Board acting jointly,

appears to be especially meritorious and for which in said opinion no provision

has been made in this Act, because such case did not form part of any class

of case, maj' be made the subject of an investigation and adjudication by way
of compassionate pension or allowance irrespective of any schedule to this Act".

Subsection 2 was enacted in 1923. It is believed that the purpose in mind
was to permit of consideration of cases of special merit and hardship on joint

deliberation by the Federal Appeal Board and the Pensions Board. (See Report
of Special Committee of the Senate 1923, p. 6). The Commission is advised

that, after a close study of the subsection, the members of both these bodies
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consider that iindor the provision as framod. no cases can be dealt with l>y them.
Foliowinir is an extract from an official nieinorandurn forwarded to the Commis-
sion liy the Chairman of the Federal Appeal lioard:

—

"The members of the Pension Board and the Appeal Board have
met on two occasions for the purpose of considering cases which might
be deemed to come properly before them on the terms of the sub-section.

They were prepared to give such fair, large and liberal consideration and
interi)retation as would best insure the attainment of the object of the

subsecti(m acconiing to its true intent, meaning and spirit. The marginal
note appended to subsection 2 in Chapter 62, 13-14 George V reads:

'Compassionate pension or allowance.' The view was considered that

the section might be held to apply to cases where no provision had been
made either for or against, and in which cases, in the opinion of the

joint board the conditions were such as to warrant a pension being granted
because of such exceptional circumstances. Closer reading of the Act
forced the members of the .loiiit Board to the conclusion that the com-
passionate pension or allowance couki be made only in cases where
pension had been refused becau.se the death or disability of the member
of the forces was due to im])r()per conduct. It was afterwards decided
that even under that restricted interpretation of the enactment, no
action would be jiossible by the Joint Hoard on account of the words
used in the enactment 'because such case did not form part of any class

of ca.se.' Provision is made in the first part of the Section for cases

arising out of improper conduct, consequently they do not form part of

the class of case for which no provision has been made in the Pension
Act. The words quoted also exclude the interpretation that the dis-

cretion vested in the Pension Board is to be exercised by the members
of the Pension Board and of the Appeal Board sitting jointly.

"If it were the intention of Parliament that the Joint Board should
deal with cases worthy of consideration, of exceptional hardship and for

which no provision had been made in the .\ct, then an independent section

of the Act should vest in the Joint Board authority foi- dealing with

such cases.

"If on the other hand, it is the intention of Parliament that only

cases arising out of improper conduct are to be considered by the Joint

Board, the language of the sub-section shoukl be amended to show to

what extent the discretion now vested in the Pensions Board is to be
exercised by the Joint Board, and the words of the sub-section 'for which
no ]irovision has been made in this Act because such case did not form
part of any class of case' might well be struck out.

"Your Committee is therefore of the opinion that the Joint Board
cannot coiisider any cases under the language of Section 12.

"Your Committee does not recommend that any representations

be made to Parliament by the Federal Appeal Board or Board of Pension
Commissioners for Canada. It does recomnuMul however, that the

Chairman of the Federal Appeal Board and the Chairman of the Board
of Pension Commissioners for Canada submit this report to the Ralston

Commission for the informatit)n of the Commission and for such action

as it may deem advisalile.

"This report will be submitted separately to the Federal Appeal
Board anil to the Board of Pension Commissioners."

(Sgd.) JOHN THOMPSON,
C. B. KEILLY.
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111 (Iicat Britain provision is made for doservin}? cases hy means of a Koyal
Warrant of 1884, \vlierel)y the Secretary of State with the concurrence of the
Treasury Board is niven dis<-r('tion to make payments in exce])tional cases.
This power is used after what is refrarded as a deserving case has been refused
hy the Pensions Ministry and hy the Appeal Tribunal.

The provisions of this Warrant (referred to in the evidence as the "dis-
pensiiift warrant"—Toronto, 118, 129) are:—

Pensions 73-a.

"APPENDIX E (1)

"Copy of DisPENsiNf; W.\rrant 27th of October, 1884

"(C'lau.'se 22.5 of Army Circulars 1884)

"royal warrant Issue of Pay, Non-effective Paij and
VICTORIA R. Allowavces

"Whereas it has. been represented to us that it is expedient to make
further provisions in respect of the issue of Pay, Non-effective pay and
allowances of Our Army and its department.

'Our Will and Pleasure is that it shall be competent for Our Secre-
tary of State, with the concurrence of the Lords Commissioners of Our
Treasury, to grant, in exceptional cases. Pay, Non-effective Pay and other
Emoluments or Allowances, at rates or to persons other than those
mentioned or under conditions other than are laid down in any of Our
Warrants or Regulations

"Provided Always that a list of such of the grants thus approved
as the Lords Commissioners of Our Treasury may direct, and a state-

ment of the grounds on which they have been made, shall be anni^ally

laid before Parliament.
"It is Our Further Will and Pleasure that our Warrant of the 17th

August, 1881, be cancelled.

"Given at Our Court at Balmoral, this 27th day of October, 1884,
in the 48th year of Our Regin.

"By Her Majesty's Command.

HARTINGTON."

Nothing was indicated in the evidence to show what would be regarded
as a case to be dealt with under this unusual authority. All that was said was
that recommendation woulil be made to the Treasury that this power be exer-
ci.sed "if it was a deserving case" (Toronto 112) and that the person to be bene-
fited must be in a "needy circumstance" (114).

The Commission has frequently commented on the difficulty in administer-
ing an Act of Parliament hemmed in by well known principles of legal inter-

pretation, and at the same time making allowance for special meritorious cases
which the country woulil consider come within the spirit if not the letter of the
provision which was intended to be made for ex-service men and their

dependents.

Recommendation of Commission re Section 12 (2)

That any provision deemed necessary for permitting the grant of a com-
passionate pension or allowance in an individual case of exceptional

merit and hardship be made by way of an entirely independent and
substantive section, the constitution of the body empowered to make
such grant to be as in Section 12 (2). The maximum amount of

such grant to be fixed and the necessarj' procedure to be laid down. ,
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Re Section 13

Limitation of time for Application

"Spftion 13.—A pension shall not be awarded unless an app'ication therefor

has been made within three years, (a) after the date of tlie lieath in respect of

which pension is claimed; or (b) after the date upon which the applicant has

fallen into a dependent condition; or (c) after the date upon which the applicant

was retired or discharged from the forces : or (d) after the declaration of

peace. Provided that tlie provision of sub-section (d) as above shall not apply

to an applicant chiimin" dependent's pension who was not resident in Canada
at the date of the soldier's death and has not continuously resided therein."

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men

To eliminate this section and permit ai^plications so long as it can be shown
that the disability is connected with service or, in the alternative, to

extend the time prescribed. (Vancouver, 497; Regina 61; Winnipeg
195.)

The obvious argument is that a man with a disability which he can clearly

show as connected with service should not be told " 3-ou applied too late."

The answer is that medical opinion should be able to specify some period of

time within which it can be assumed with reasonable certainty that all disabi-

lities which could have any reasonable likelihood of being connected with service

must liavo shown themselves. Ccrtaintj- is desirable not only for the Country
but for the man. To leave the door open to a claim that a disability is connect-

ed with service which does not manifest itself until six, seven or ten j-ears after

discharge, is to invite attempts to abuse the Statute in order to provide for a
possible case which medical opinion agrees would be most isolated and rare.

In Great Britain there is no limitation of time for application. In the

Uniftd States it is required that the death or disability should occur within

one year after discharge, or that a certificate be obtained from the Director to

the effect that the soldier was at the time of disciiarge suffering from injury

likely to result in death or disabilitj-, and the time within which such certificate

must be obtained is limited to one year after the i)assing of the Legislation.

It was repeatedly stated on the hearing that if there was an entry on the

man's medical documents referring to the injury or disease which later i.s claimed

to be causing a disability, that would lie regarded as an application. (Regina

62; Winnipeg 44.5; Calgary 119.) The adherence to this practice should take

care of practically every meritorious case. The limitation period which will

apply most generally is the period ending September 1st, 1924, three years

after the declaration of peace. (See Section 13 (d) and if the injury or disease

has not shown itself in that long period sufficiently at least to cause the appli-

cant to apply to some Unit of the D.S.C.R. for treatment, it hardly seems to

be within the bounds of possibility that any manifestation afterwards should

reasonably lie regarded as having been present continuously from the time

of discharge. If there is such a case, the Commission considers that it is one
which would fairly come within the spirit of the remedial section passed in 1923,

(Chap. 62, Sect. 4), to be dealt with by the Pensions Board and the Appeal
Board jointlj', or it might even be made the subject of a special item in the

estimates.

The practice of treating an entry on the documents as an application is

sufficiently important to warrant its inclusion in the Statute.

Recommendation of Commission.

That Section 13 be amended to provide that where there is an entry on the

service or medical documents of the ex-service men by, or in respect

of, whom pension is being claimed, showing the death, or the existence
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of an injury or disease which lias contributed to the disabiHty or

death, in respect of which jiension is claimed, such entry shall be
considered an application as of tlie date thereof for pension in respect

of such disaljihty or death.

Re Section 17

Pensions Suspended on Imprisonment

"Section 17.—When a pensioner has been sentenced to imprisonment for

a period of six months or more the payment of his pension shall be discontinued

and no pension shall be paid to him for or in respect of the period of his imprison-

ment; provided, however, that the Commission shall have discretion to pay
the pension or part of it to any person who was being or was entitled to be

supported by the pensioner at the time of his arrest. Upon the pensioner's

release from imprisonment paj'ment of his pension shall be reconsidered as from

the date of his release and in accordance with the extent of his disability then

shown to exist, or in the case of a pensioner pensioned on account of the death

of a member of the forces in accordance with the rates set out in Schedule B
of this Act."

Suggestion by ex-service men

That provision be made whereby the pensions Board may paj' the whole
or part of a prisoner's pension to him when considered to be for his

benefit. (Montreal 469; Calgary 88; Toronto 602, 928.)

The type ca.se cited in Montreal (467) appeared to be of unusual hardship.

A non-commissioned officer who lost his leg on service was on pension of $45

a month. It was alleged that he was the subject of a " framed-up " prosecu-

tion arising out of a brawl in which he had unfortunately become involved.

He was convicted of house-breaking and sentenced to ten years on the evidence

of the agent of a bawdy house who had Ijcen the cause of the soldier's undoing,

and was himself sentenced to seven years in penitentiary. The man, it was
stated, was helpless, and had no funds with which to take any proceedings-

to have his case re-considered, his pension having automatically stopped as

soon as sentence was pronounced. There was nothing against his character

previously.

The contention was that a pension was a payment as of right and should

not be discontinued on account of collateral circumstances having nothing to

do with the man's service out of which the right to pension arose. It was
claimed that otherwise the countrj- would benefit bj' a man's misdeeds in a

case where the pension which was discontinued was greater than the cost of

his kee]i in i)rison. The grounil on which pension is discontinued is apparently

that pension is to compensate for loss of earning power, and if the man by
reason of wrongdoing has to be incarcerated and therefore has no earning power,

pension is not payable. This reasoning does not always hold true, however,

for exami>le, a pensioner who becomes ill from some other disability than that

for which he is pensioned loses his earning power, but his pension still goes on.

The theory of pensions was set out in a Memorandum preparetl for the

purpose of stating the principles on which the Pension Act had been drafted.

This Memorandum concludes:—

•

" The pension payable to a soldier or sailor or to his legal wife and
legitimate children is to be awarded because the soldier or sailor has

earned the payment of a debt to his wife and children, and this pension

will not be reduced or discontinued because these persons are, or have
become, self-supporting."

203—2
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On this basis, pension would ho p;iyai>l(' whether tlie soldier were in or out of

prison, so long as the disability remaineil.

It is claimed that to cut off an ex-service man's pension because he commits
a crime is to ini]iose on hlni a jiunishnient additional to that imposed on otlior

members of the community for a like offence. While this is the result, it is

only incidental. Although jiension may, in one sense, be tiie payment of a
debt, it is a debt arising out of an agreement to inilemnify against pecuniary
loss. The pel sioner who is ill from a disability unconnected with service could,

on the strict theory of indemnity, be denied pension during such illness, but
because his incapacity is involuntary it is overlooked and pension is jiaid. The
man, however, who has voluntarily and wilfuUj- deprived himself of his earning
capacity by committing crime is not in the .same po.sition to claim generosity

and have his self-imposed incapacity disregarded.

Section 17 gives the Pensions Board discretion to pay the pension to

—

"any person who was being or was entitletl to be supported by the

pensioner at the time of his arrest."

This provision is not conditional on the person to whrjni the jjayment may
be made being in need. It is however for the benefit of the dependent and not
of the ex-service man himself. In Great Britain, in the ease of a married
pensioner his persion is .stopped, but ])ayment is made automatically to the

wife, of one-half the stoppeil pension, in addition to her regidar pei sion. If the

prisoner is unmarried his pension is stopjied. and one-third of it may, on applica-

tion, be paid to a pre-war dependent. Ar.y portion of the stopped persion not so

paid to the wife or dependents is entirely forfeited. (^liristrv of Pensions
Manual, July 1, 1923, Part IX, Section 9401, 9403.) In the United States,

if a man is drawing compensation and is sent to jail, his compersation does not
stop. It is paid to him while he is incarcerated, unless his disability is shown
to have decreased by medical examination or unless it is impossible to examine
him, in which latter case compensation is discontinued. (Letter to D.S.C.R.
from Asst. Director, U. S. Veterans Bureau, May 3rd, 1923.)

There are cii'cumstances under which it would be to the substantial and
genuine benefit of a man who is a prisoner to have some part of the pension made
available, and the Commission considers that the Pensions Board should have
discretion in these cases.

Reconimendalion of Com7nission

That Section 17 lie amended to provide that where in the opinion of

the Pensions Board it appears that it is of exceptional benefit or

advantage to the pensioner, the Board may in its discretion pay the

pension or part thereof to or for the pensioner himself.

Re Section 23 (2)

Pension to Child Maintained by Mcinhor of Korres

"Section 23 (2).—No pension shall be paid to or in respect of a child unless

such child was acknowledged and maintained by a member of the Forces in

respect of whom a pension is claimed at the time of the appearance of the injury

or ilisease which caused the disability for which he is pensioned or which resulted

in his death; provided, however, that a legitimate child born subsequent to the

appearance of the injury or ilisease shall be entitled to a pension. Provided
also that the Commission may, in its discretion, award a pension to or in respect

of any child entitled in the opinion of the Commission to be maintained by the

member of the Forces in respect of whom pension is claimed."
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Swjgestion by Ex-Sermce Men re Section 23 (2)
That pension he payable to a child of a deceased soldier if any part of its

niaintcnnnci' was hoinf; jirovidcd by the soldier at the time of the

appearance of the injury or disease which resulted in the death.

(P.R.I.-St. John 80.)

In the type case cited, the child was, at the time her soldier father's illness

appeari'tl, livinfi; with her uncle. Her father was at most only supplying her

with clothing and boots. The Pensions Board discontinued her ])ension on the

ground that she was not being "maintained" by her father at the time of the

appearance of the injury or disease. (P.E.I. -St. John 78.) The suggestion

made at the Hearing was that children of a soldier whose death is connected

with service should be entitled to pension whether they had been maintained by
him or not. (P.E.I.-St. John 78-79.) It was pointed out that the latter part

of Section 23 (2) gives the Pensions Boaril discretion to award pension to children

"entitled to be maintained" by the soldier. The case cited c-ould have been

dealt with under this discretionary clause, or it might have been ruled that the

child had been "maintained" by the parent even though not wholly maintained
by him. The evidence is that in practice it is not required to be shown that the

child has been wholly maintained by the father, but that there are

—

"many cases in which a pension has been awarded where there has been
a very small contribution to the child's maintainance." (St. John 80.)

An examination of the type case shows that the Pensions Board considered

that the contributions by the father were only casual and not as part of any
regular system of maintenance, and that it was further considered that the

ease was not one which warranted the exercise of discretionary power to award
pension when the child was "entitled to be maintained" by the father.

Recommendation of Commission

None—on the assumption that "maintained" is construed in practice to

mean "maintained to a substantial extent," and that the discretion is

freely exercised in cases where the child was "entitled to be main-
taineil."

Re Section 23 (4)

Incroa.sp of Children's Pension to Orphan rate

"Section 23 (4).— When a child has been given in adoption or has been

removetl from the person caring for it. bj- a competent authority, and placed

in a suitable foster home, or is not being maintained by and does not form part

of the family cannl for by the member of the forces or the person who is pensioned
as the widow, divorced wife, or parent of the member of the forces, or by the

woman awarded a pension under subsection three of section thirty-three of

this Act, the pension for such child may, in accordance with the circumstances,

and in the discretion of the Commission, be continued or discontinued or retained

for such child for such period as the Commission may determine, or increased

up to an amount not exceeding the rate payable for orphan children. Any such
award shall be subject to review at any time."

Suggestion by ex-service men re Section 23 (4)

That on the re-marriage of the widow, pension to children should be

automaticallv increased to full orphan rates. (Regina 19; Winnipeg
797.)

The contention was that the State had substantially benefited by the

re-marriage of the widow in that payment of future pension beyond the one
year's bonus was saved, and that the children in the home of a step-father

would not be in quite as favoural)le position as if their soldier father were living.

(Winnipeg 798.)

20:5—2 i
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It was stated that the Pensions Board had power under Section 23 (4) to

award pension at orphan rates on the re-marriage of the mother and that it had
been done in many cases. (Winnipeg 798; Toronto 6(39.)

If this power is contained in the Section it must ije by reason of the provision

that, when the ciiihl "is not Ix'iiig maintained by" the witUiw, then the rate

may be increased to orphan rates. The witlow having re-married a man who
is unable to support the children would, it is supposed, be regarded as not
"maintaining" them. The Section is none too clear in this respect, but in view
of the interpretation which is put on it by the Pensions Board, as indicated

in the above reference, it is considered that no amendment is called for.

If provision were made for the automatic increase of the children's pension
to orphan rates in all cases of re-marriage of the widow, it would l)e a direct

discrimination against children whose mother saw fit to remain a widow, and
it would be an additional attraction for mercenary suitors.

RecoDimendation of Covimission

None.

Re Section 23 (5) and 33 (2)

Pension lo dependents of pensioners in receipt of SOCc pension or over,
who die from oilier cjuises witliin five yerrs after discharge or commence-
ment of pension.

"Section 23 (5).—The children of a j)ensioner who was pensioned in any
of Classes 1 to 5 mentioned in Schedule "A" and who has died, shall be entitled

to a pension as if he had ilied on service, whether his death was attributable

to his service or not, provided that the death occurs within five years after the

date of the commencement of pension."

"Section 33 (2)—Subject to paragraph one of this Section, the widow of a
pensioner who, previous to his death, was pensioned for disability in any of

the Classes 1 to 5 mentioned in Schedule "A" shall lie entitled to a pension as
if he had died on service whether his death was attributable to his service or
not, provided that the death occurs within five years after the date of retirement
or discharge or the date of commencement of pension."

Suggestion by Ex-Sernce Men

That the time limit of five >eai^ a> fixed by Sections 23 (5) and 33 (2)

be Removed. (Vancouver 310, 311; Toronto 686.)

This Section in effect authorizes a pension to dependents of an ex-.'<oldier

who dies from ailments not connected with military service, provitled he was
pensioned at 80 jier cent or over at the time of death and also providetl he dies

within five years after discharge or five years after his pension commenced. An
amendment to strike out the time limit was embodied in Bill 205 (Sec. 16) intro-

duced in the House of Commons in 1923. l)ut did not become law. The grounds for

this unusual feature in jMMision legislation were ajiiiarently : (1) The imjiossibility

of a man with an 80 jier cent ilisability being able to lay up anything for his

family and chiklren; (2) Tiie circumstance that the necessary care of the almost
totally tlisabled husband would prevent the wife from earning anything to
increase the family income; (3) The helpless ])osition of the wife ant! chiklren
who had acquiretl a certain sense of security from this regular though restricted

pension income, and who were abruptly deprived of it by the death of the father;

(4) The probability that the total or nearly total disal>ility would weaken the
resistance of the pensioner and thus contribute toward hastening his death,
even though the immediate cause was not associated with his service disability;

(5) It is also said that the provision had reference to men severely handicapped
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by a war injury such as tlio aniinitatinns and l)lin(l who were paiticularly lial)l('

to accident in civil hfc and for wlioin the Section jjroviilod a form of insurance
for a limited time until they accmninodated themselves to their new condition.

These grounds, when summarized, show two general reasons for giving
relief to the <le]iendents even though the <leath was not due to service; (1) because
the magnitude of the husband's disability prevented making ordinary financial

provision for the future; and (2) because the magnitude of the disability, or

the handicap caused by it, may have hatl some indirect influence in causing
death even though definite evidence of this is lacking.

It must not be overlooked that the Returned Soldiers' Insurance Act,
under which ex-service men were eligible for insurance no matter what their

condition of health, was of great assistance in these cases.

To cover the additional danger of accident to which handicajjiied men are

exposi>d, it is understood tlmt the Pensions Board award pension to the wfiow
even where the death is not due directly to the service dsal)ility and the exist-

ence of the disability is merely a contributing factor, unless the man was at the
time of the accident engaged in some undertaking which a rea.sonably prudent
man with his disability would not attempt. Thus, a man is blind and is in his

home and fire breaks out, and if because of his blindness he is unable to escape
in time, pension is awarded even though the war had nothing to do W'ith the fire.

On the other hand, if the same man were killed in attempting to cross a crowded
thoroughfare without an attendant or without taking the precautions which
would be obviously called for in view of his handicap and which might not at

all* be required of a man who had his sight, the pension would be refused.

Logically this practice is sound and ensures to the dependents a full measure
of justice, but there is in the mind of the public generally a certain sympathetic
consideration for men heavily handicapped which will not tolerate the idea of

the wives or children of these men being in want even though the death of the

husband cannot be proved to have had a direct relation to serivce.

It was evidently thi.s idea w'hich led to the enactment of the Section.. In
effect it constitutes an insurance policy, covering for a period of five years the
death from any cause of heavily disabled men who have families. The Com-
mission has been unable to discover the reason for the imposition of the five

year limit. In fact it might be said that the longer the family of the soldier

has been solely dependent on pension, the more surely they will require assist-

ance after his death.
The indefinite extension of the period of five years which is suggested should

not involve any large financial commitment because it can be fairly anticipated

that in practically all cases of 80 per cent disability, except anijiutations and
blind, the eventual cause of death will bo the disability for which they are now
pensioned, and pension will therefore be i)ayable to the family in the ordinary
course. There may be a few cases of accidental death, but these should be almost
negligil)le as men thus pensioned would in most cases be so invalided as to con-
fined to their house or beil. There would of course be cases of death of pensioners
from epidemic infections, but, in the case of an 80 per cent pensioner it would
probably be admitted that his lessened resistance, due to the large sc'vice

disability, directlj' contributed to the death and the family would be pensioned
in the usual course. The princijial group to be benefitted, therefc^re, are the
blind and amputatiorts, the merits of whose claim no one will deny.

To sum up,—the commitment involved in removing the time limit in this

Section will, the Commission considers, be confined very largely to the payment
of pensions to families of the blind and of 80 per cent amputations, and to the

families of the comparatively few men who may die from some other cause
than the service ailment from which they are already 80 per cent disabled.

The Section for the first five years has been generous in providing for the

payment of the pension automatically no matter what was the financial position
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of the family. Whatever the reason for this may have Ijeen, the Commisision
considers that what the pubHc desires is to see that the dependents of these

heavily disabled pensioners are provnded for in case (f need,—not that they

should receive a gratuity regardless of financial condition. The Commission
considers that this object would be achieved by removing the time limit in

these Sections, but limiting the benefits to those who arc in a dependent condition.

Recommendation of Commission

That Sections 23 (5) and 33 (2) be amended by removing the time limit

and by providing that the benefits of the section are only to be extended
to children or widows who are in a de])endcnt condition.

Re Section 31 (3)

Payments to ex-soldier who is maintaining pircnls

"Section 31 (3).—When a member of tlie Forces, previous to his enlist-

ment or during his service, was maintaining, or was substantially a.ssisting in

maintaining, one or both of his parents, an amount not exceeding one hundred
and eighty dollars per annum maj' be paid to him for each of such parents a-s

long as he continues such m-iintenance."

Suggestion by ex-sermce men

That the fact that the e.x-soldier is unable to contribute towards the mainten-
ance of his parents by circumstances bej'ond his control (such, as

unemployment) shall not prevent payment by the Pensions Board
towards the maintenance of the parents. (Winnipeg 795.)

In the type case cited (795), the soldier (Imiierial) was receiving a pi-nsion

of S15 per month for loss of use of the right shoulder causeil by a gunshot wound.
He and his mother lived in a three-roomed shack which was built by the |)en-

sioner in his spare time. He had always lived with her and on enlistment

assigned half his pay to her. He was given vocational training, and allowances

of S35.(t() per month, less .S13.75 per month for pension, were i^aid to his mother
during his training. The report of the perscm investigating his claim for addi-

tional pension on behalf of his mother stated further that

—

" Since completing training jiensioner has always supported his

mother, but for the past two years he has done very little beyond odd
jobs. His mother, who is 59 years of age, has as a result had to go out

doing work by the day, w(.)rking on an average of two to three days a

week at S1.5() per day. This week she started work as a sorter in the

Clean Towel Supply Co. at SI 2 per week, but she says she finds the work
too heavy and will have to give it up. At the present time while pen-

sioner is out of work, the money earned by the mother and iicnsioner's

pension of S15 is all they have to keep up the home."

Th(> Investigator says of the man himself:

—

" Single, lives with mother and always has, su])porting her to the

best of his ability, giving her all his earnings when he is working, al.so

his pension of S15 per month."

The Section is, in terms, not limited to ilisabled or partially ilisai)letl men
and as it reads any ex-service man who has been sujiporting his parents in

whole or in part may, so long as he continues such support, draw an amount
up to S180 per year on account of each. This, in the opinion of the Conmiission,

was not the object of the Legislation. The purpose ol)viously must have been

to provide for the parents of the disabled soldier who would, on account of their

son's disability, be deprived of the whole or jiart of his support.
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The person to be benefited is the parent, not the son, and the effect in

practic(> is or should be that the S18(l is passed on by the son to the parent,

with wiiatever additional assistance he can Rive. The coiulition that the son
shall " continue such maintenance " cannot be intended to apply when the
son is. on account of circumstances beyond his control, unable to supi^iemeut
out of his earnings the amount paid him for his parents. If he is taken ill and
is unable to earn, it would be an obvious hardship if the contribution which
was beinsr received for the parents was cut off as well. The Commission con-

siders that confusion woukl be avoided by paying the parents' allowance to the

parent direct and not by. way of refund to the son. To Ije consistent with other

provisions for parents, the allowance should only be made if the jiarents are

(or would be if the son did not contribute) in a dependent condition, that is,

" without income or earnings sufficient to provide maintenance."
The Section was passed in its present form in 1920. It did not follow

the recommendation of the Parliamentary Committee of that year which recom-
mended legislation

—

" to provide that a disability pensioner who is maintaining his father

or mother or both in addition to his wife shall be entitled to an addition

to his pension for each parent not exceeding SI80 per annum when he is

totailv disabled, and a i)roportionatelv less amount when his disability

is less than total disability." (Pari. Com. Report 192!), P. 9.)

Recommendation of Commission re Section 31 (3

)

That Section 31 (3) be amended in the following respects: (a) Limited to

pensioners; (b) Limited to cases where the parents are or would be
if the son did not contribute, in a de])endent condition; (c) Parents'

allowance not to l)e withheld on account of the son lieing unable, by
reason of circumstances beyond his control, to contribute t(jwards

his parents' maintenance.

Re Section 33 (1)

Rcfus!'.l of i«'nsion lo wid )\v in c:.se.-< whore llie marriage n';'.s after the apiiearance of the injur}"

or disea.«e resulting in death.

" Section 33 (1).—Xo pension shall be paid to the widow of a member of

the Forces unless she was married to him before the appearance of the injury

or disease which resulted in his death . . . .

"

Suggestion by ex-service men

That the portion of this Section be struck out which prohil)its jiayment
of pension to the widow in ca.ses where the marriage took place after

the appearance of the disability, or that a broader interpretation be

given to the Section, or that an amendment be made permitting the

payment where the marriage took place within one year after the

appearance of the disability, or permitting payment to the widow in

all cases where there are children. (Halifax 349: P. E.I.-St. John
76; St. John 97; Vancouver 139-148; Calgarv 100; Regina 19;

Toronto 635-648, 763-767; Winnipeg 240-258.)

The important part of the Section is that the marriage must have taken
place " before the appearance " of the injury or disease which resulted in his

death.

The reasons suggested for this provision are: (1) that it is to prevent the

exploitation of the Treasury by the woraaii who might be willing Xo marry a

disabled soldier on his death-bed for the sake of getting pension; (2) to prevent

an attempt by the soldier himself, who knows he is disabled and has an injury
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or disease which may cause his death, to benefit his fiancee at the expense of

the Country (Toronto 642); (3) that the Country should he under no respon-

sibility to a woman who of her own volition enters into a marriage contract

with a soldier in' whom injury or disease has appeared and who thus knowingly
takes the risk of possible fatal consequences. (Calgarv 105, 106; Toronto 766,

767.)

These reasons involve knowledge by the parties concerned of the existence

of the injury or the disease, and the use of the word " appearance " indicates

that the draftsman of the Section had this in mind. The disease might have
" existed " without having " appeared." " Appearance " means something
which is evident or which manifests itself to the senses of the i)arties them-
selves. It is going far beyond the object wiiich Parliament had in view if it

is to be said that the parties married after the " appearance " of the injury

or disease when neither of them knew nor could reasonably have known of the

existence of the disease at that time. (Calgary 102; Toronto 641. 764.)

The following evidence was given to show the distinction which the Pensions
Board made between the " existence " and the " appearance " of the disease:

—

" Witness: We do not go that far, to say clinical signs later show
that it must have existed, that is not consitlered; unless it actunUy wade
its appearance by signs and symptoms to some one, the man himself or

some one he consulted."
" Q. You mean that " appeared " does not mean " existed?"

A. " Existed " does not mean " appeared."
" Q. After the disability appeared docs not mean after the dis-

ability existed?"—A. No. it must have made its appearance." (Cal-

gary 101, 102.)
" Q. What do j'ou say about that .... do you say the dis-

ability has appeared when the T.B. was not known and only became
evident six months after the marriage?"—A. It has not appeared at the
time of marriage." (Calgary 101 ; Toronto 641.)

The following letter to the Chairman of the 1921 Parliamentary Committee
sets out and illustrates the practice of the Pensions Board under this Section,

and contains an amendment suggested by the Pensions Board to remove
obscuritv.

—

"BPC. 17-7-1, Vol. 4.

M.\Y 16, 1921.
" Hume Crontn, Esq., M.P.,

Chairman, Parliamentary Committee on Pensions,

House of Commons.

Section 33 of the Pension Act.

De.\r Sir,—In accordance with your request to submit a report

on the marginally noted section of the Act, the subject has had careful

consideration. It is thought that this section is not clear as it might be,

and the following examples will show the interpretation at present being

placed on it by the Commissioners:

—

(a) A pensioner has lost a leg on service but such disabling condition

does not shorten his expectancy. Marriage is contracted after

discharge and within a year a sarcoma (which is a malignant
tumor) develops on the stump and the man dies. The sarcoma
is the direct consequence of the disability which occurred as

the result of service. As, however, the actual disease which
resulted in death had not manifested itself or been diagnosed

at the time of marriage, the Board is of opinion that the depen-
dents are eligible for pension.
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(h) Another case is that of a man discharged from the service as

fit. He is told that he is fit and believes such to be the case.

Within a year tuberculosis appears and obviously was present

prior to discharfte and prior to his marriage, and yet neither

this man nor his wife, beinp; married immediately after dis-

charge, had any reason to know of the presence of so serious a

condition. Obviously the marriage was not contracted in

order to obtain a pension. On the same grounds as the previous

case, the Board considers that the dependents are eligible for

pension.

(c) A more difficult case is that of a man discharged for some slight

disability consequent upon bronchitis. He gets married and
within a few months a tuberculosis process is superimposed and
he dies shortly afterwards. Because he had been awarded
pension for bronchitis, which developed into tuberculosis, which

latter condition is also pensionable, it is taken as proof that the

disease which resulted in death had manifested itself prior to

marriage; d('])endents on this basis are not considered as eligible

for pension.

2. It is not thought that the Act should be so amended as to allow

pension to willows of ex-members of the forces who have died when at

the time of the marriage the member of the forces was being pensioned

as a result of the disease which terminated in his death, or. to put it in

other words, the purpose of the Act is understood to be to exclude from

pension the widow of an ex-member of the forces who marries when
medical opinion would have advised otherwise.

3. The Board is of opinion that when a member of the forces is

married subseciuent to physical impairment attributable to his military

service and has died as the direct result of such physical impairment,

no pension shall be paid to his widow unless it is fully substantiated

—

(a) that the complication or sequel of the physical impairment was
a direct complication or sequel;

(b) that it was not such as could have been, at the time of his mar-
riage, reasonably anticipated, foreseen or expected to occur; and

(c) that the marriage was undertaken without any intention what-
soever to obtain unwarranted pension benefits.

4. H your Committee is of opinion that Section 33 (1) of the Pension

Act as amended might with advantage be more clearly expressed it is

suggested, for your consideration, that this object could l)e attained bj-

repealing the clause in question and substituting the following therefi)r:

—

No pension shall be paid to the widow of a member of the forces

unless she was married to him previous to the time at which

the pensionable injury or disease which resulted in his death

manifested itself as to be recognizable as such by medical

men or prior to the recurrence of a pensionable injury or disease

which had been so improved as to remove the resultant dis-

ability at the time of marriage; and further unless she was
living with him or was maintained by him, or was. in the opinion

of the Commission, entitled to be maintained by him at the

time of his death and for a reasonable time previously thereto.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) J. PATOX,
Assistant Secretarv." •
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The following are summaries of the evidence presented as to some of the

type cases cited in support of the contention that too strict a construction was

being given to the Section by the Pensions Board.

Case A. (Halifax 349)

:

An officer, with three years' service, discharged fit, and appointed to the

Permanent Force in December, 1918, after l)eing i)assetl medically fit for tiuit

service. He was married in November, 1919, and died May .5th, 1920. In

this case it was contended that there could have been no "appearance" of the

injury or disease at the time of marriage, because the officer had been passed

fit for Permanent Force Service. Pension refused—marriage after tippearance

of disability.

Case B. (Regina 20, 21)

:

A man who was supposed to be perfectly fit anil who married. He applied for

insurance, and on the examination heart trouble was discovered. On enquir>-

the medical examiners considered that the heart troul)le couki be traced back

to the service period as the man had fainted once while in service, although no

disability was recorded. This was a case where it was suggested that although

the disease had evidently existed during service, yet it had not ajjpcarcd until

after marriage. After the discovery of the iieart trouble the man was put on a

pension. He died three months after. Pension refused—because the marriage

was after the appearance of the disability.

Case C. (Winnipeg 240-2.551):

An officer, enlisted as a private in October, 1914, obtained commission in

Imperial Forces, discharged March 26, 1916, medically unfit, suffering with

haemorrhage. Passed fit and joined C'.E.F. .January 8, 1917. proceeding to

France November 29, 1917. Gassed and admitted to Casualty Clearing Station

February 17, 1918, on account of haemoptysis (spitting blood), invalided to

England and admitted to hospital February 25, 1918. Discharged from hos-

pital April 9, 1918, and passed fit for service. In view of the fa<-t that special-

ists had pronounced him free of the old lung trouble he and his fiancese decided

to be married. (Winnipeg 242). Married .June 1. 1918. iWinnipeg 2.55 (f) ).

Proceeded to France May 31, 1918. Awardeil the M.C. for gallantry in the

field. Back to England for demobilization March 4, 1919. Admitted to

h()S])ital for T.B. ]\Iay 25, 1919. Discharged in Canada June 10, 1919. Died

November 29, 1921. Cause of death haemoptysis, second lesion upper lobe

right huig, not tuberculous. Gassed two or three times during the war. (Win-

nipeg 255 H). Pension refused as "pension not indicated. Disease resulting

in death made its appearance prior to marriage " (Winnipeg 2.55i).

Medical Report January 25, 1923: "in my opinion it is obvious that the Medical

Board which examined him in :\Iay, 1918, ju.st liefore his marriage, was in error

when it stated lungs and heart negative and no findings of T.B." (Winnipeg

255F).

The claim for pension for the widow was put on two grounds:

(1) That the disease which was the immediate cause of deatii was noi the

original tuberculosis but was a recurrence which did not take place (and which,

therefore, could not be said to have ap]K'arid) until after marriage. As to

this point. Section 2 (a) of the Pension Act indicates that remote and latent

original disease can be separated from the active recurrence. This subsection

expressly provides that

—

"Appearance of the injury or disease includes the recurrence of an

injury or disease which has been so improved as to have removed the

resultant disability."
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Tliorp is lU) qucstiim apparently hut tliat in tiio opinion of the Medical
Board in England in May, l'.)18, the original injury or disease had hcen improved
so as to have removeci the resultant disability beeause this officer was, just

previous to his marria}!:<', passed by tuberculosis specialists as being fit for

service in France, and rejoined and served accordingly.

(2) The second ground of claim is that by reason of the medical examination
in May, 1918, which passed him fit for service and thus sent him back to France,

the authorities are estopped from now contending that the injurv or disease

which resulted in the death had "appeared" before the marriage.

Case D. { Winnipeg 2551-256)

:

Enlistment in June, 1915. Proceeded to France January, 1916, and served

over two j'ears. Wounded in right ankle, aho had otiti? media (running ear).

Discharged May 20, 1918, no pension because no disability. ^Married November
4, 1919. Died in October, 1920, from cerebral hemiplegia (paralysis due to

trouble in the brain) due to embolism (blood clot). It was admitted that the

death was attributable to service, but pension was refused to the widow because
it was contended that the marriage took place after the appearance of the

disability. The connection of the death with service was admitted on the

ground that the clot in the brain had resulted from the old ear troulile. The
specialist who performed the post mortem says:—

"1 am o' the opinion that the heart condition found at the autopsy
must have existed for a year, possiblv longer."

There was fair ground for argument that this was a "recurrence" because

there had been no pensionable disability at discharge. The same argument as

the first contention made in Case C. applied in this case.

Case E. (Toronto 635-648):

Soldier discharged Augu.st 9. 1918, with pensionable disability, loss of three

fingers, married April, 1919. In June, 1919, admitted to hospital for T.B.
Discharged July, 1920, as total disability. November, 1920, re-admitted to

sanatorium. Died May. 1921. Pension was refused, on the ground that the

disease resulting in death "appeared" before marriage. The Di»'ector of Medical
Services said:

—

"I do not think it possible that any physician could have overlooked

the fact of the man having had tuberculosis at the time he married, and
that it would appear to be a reasonable conclusion that, to the layman
he would appear to have been in anything but ordinary health. I am of

the opinion, therefore, that the appearance of the disease in this case

should be considered to have been previous to marriage in April, 1919."

Previous to the marriage to this man, the wife had been the widow of another

soldier who had been killed in action, and she was in receipt of pension on account

of the latter's death which pension was, of course, discontinued on her re-marriage.

(Toronto 635, 648.)

Here was a case where the date of the appearance of the disea.se had to be
determined by medical opinion based on the condition of the man when he was
admitted to sanatorium in June, 1919 (weight 119 lbs.; height 5' 9^"; T.B.,

condition fairly general through both lungs). From this condition it was
decided, not unreasonably, that the man nmst have shown distinct signs of

ill-health at the time of his marriage two months before, and that the disease

had therefore api)earcd at that time.

In some of these cases the hardship is that the wife did not, and, in view

of the medical reports, could not, have anticijjated that the injury or disease

which was apparently cured would light up later and cause death. In others^
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the existence of the disease was not known although subsequent developments
indicated that it had been present at the time of marriage. There was in

neither class of cases any intention to exploit the Country.
There is another class of meritorious cases, viz., where there has been a

bona fide engagement previous to going overseas and the man comes home
partially tlisabled and finds the woman ready to carry out the contract notwith-
standing the less attractive outlook. Distressing cases like these were in evidence
before the 1922 Parliamentary Committee (Proceedings 119, 120.) A personal
instance was given by the ex-soldier himself at Calgary (104)

—

"If you will permit me I will cite my own case. I was in Canada
nearly four years prior to the outbreak of the war; I had been correspond-
ing with a young lady in Scotland. I left Canada on August 1, 1914,
to go home to lie married. Before I got home the war broke out and I

enlisted on August 30, 1914. realizing that it was my duty to fight rather

than get married. I was discharged at the end of 1916, with a 40%
disability. I returned to Canada in about six months, but I was unable
financially to get married until the end of 1918. Surely my wife is as

much entitled to a pension as the widow of a man who married and
then went overseas. A man who honestly went overseas before he was
married ought to be in the same position as a man who said: 'Well I am
going overseas, I will get married before I go so that if anything happens
my wife will get the pension.'

"

There are, therefore, three classes of cases which have special merit, and
in none of them is there any element of mercenary motive:

(1) The ease where subsequent developments show that the disease must
have existed at the time of the marriage, although its presence was not recognized,

or, in other words, it had not "appeared."
(2) The cases where the marriage takes place after the first appearance

of the injury or disease, but at a time when the disease has so subsided that
there is no reasonable expectation that such injury or disease will be a factor

in hastening death. The man subsequently dies of a recurrence.

(3) The cases where there was, before any injury or disease appeared, a
bona fide engagement to marry and where the marriage was not in any sense
influenced by the prospect of a pension, but to carry out the previous engagement.

As to Class (1), there should be no difficulty if the section is construed so

that "appearance" means "evident or that which shoidd be evident to the
parties themselves," but if there is the apiiearance of ill-health and if the ]iarties

refrain from making inquiries as to its nature it caiuiot be said that the disease

has not appeared.

The Commission with considerable hesitation suggests an amendment
with the object of trying to bring out more clearlj- the important factor which
is: knowledge by the parties of the ailment or knowledge of such symptoms
as would have led reasonably prudent people to make inquiries from which
thej' would have learned of the jiotential seriousness of the ailment. The
amendment suggested does away with "appearance" and substitutes "know-
ledge", express or implied. If with such knowledge the marriage takes place,

no pension should be granted if the ailment terminates fatally.

As to Class (2) (recurrences), Section 2(a) in effect allows the parties to

disregard an injury or disease which is apparently cured at the time of marriage,
and permits pension if death ensues from a subsequent recurrence.

The Commission therefore suggests an amendment perpetuating the spirit

of Section 2 (a) and conforming with the amendment above referred to which
makes "knowledge" instead of "appearance" the factor which defeats the right

to pension.
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As to Class (3), viz., where the marriage is to carry out a pre-war engage-

ini'nt: While the fidelity shown by the wife in marrying notwithstanding the

husband's disability is highly eoniniendable, her jiosition us to pension is

distinctly different from tliat of the woman who marries in ignorance of the

existence of any physical imi)airment. In the former case the wife deliberately

takes the risk of the husband's premature death, and it has to be assumed that

she is not uiii)repared for tliat dreaded possibility. If there are no children

it is possible that she may return to her former occupation and may be no worse

off financially than before her marriage. Under these circumstances it is difficult

to find a sound basis upon which a claim to pension as of right can be established.

There are two contingencies, however, in which the Commission thinks this

widow merits special consideration: first, where there are children of the

marriage, or, secondly, where the widow is in a dependent condition, that is,

without earnings or income sufficient for maintenance.

As to the first, although no pension is at present awarded a widow under

the above circumstances, i)ension is nevertheless awarded to the children of the

marriage. The State recognizes its liability to them, and as res\ilt of the death

of the father may provide for them at orphan rates, while the mother receives

nothing. She must, therefore, if without means, do one of the two things,

either leave the children and seek work outside in order to support her.seif, or

try to eke out an existence for herself and the family on the jiension granted

to the children. These alternatives involve either the placing of the children

in a home if she works, or poverty and under-nourishment if she remains with

them. In either case the chiklren suffer, and unjustly so in view of the liability

of the State towards them, and its obligations to their deceased father. It is

difficult, then, to deny that sufficient pension should be provided to meet the

needs of the family, living as a family, and the only way this can be secured

—

because the present provision for orphan rates will not meet it—is to award
pension to the widow, perhaps not as a right due herself, but, even if on no
other ground, as the rightful and necessary guardian of her deceased husband's

children.

The second contingency under which the woman marrying in pursuance of

a pre-enlistment engagement may be be entitled to consideration in case her

husband dies, is the case where she is in a dependent condition, that is, without

earnings or income sufficient for support. There is only one reason which occurs

to the Commission for making jjrovision for her when she deliberately married

with knowledge of her husbaiui's disability, such reason being that the engage-

ment to marry, made before the disability occurred, constituted a definite

relation in honour if not in law, and that the subsecjuent ratification by marriage

sanctioned the bond from the beginning and gave the parties some claim to

consideration in respect of a disability suffered after the betrothal. It was
argued with some force that the woman honourably betrothed to a man should

have no less claim than a woman who, although not marrieil, lives with a man
in immoral co-habitation as his wife. The latter may, in the discretion of the

Pensions Hoard, be paid a wife's pension. (Vancouver 141; Pensions Act Sec.

33 (3).)

There is also the consideration, although not a reason, that recognition

might well be given to a woman who as a fiancee sees her future husband go
overseas and on his return honoural)l.\- carried out her engagement even though
the husband, as the result of service, has become disabled, and her cares and
responsibilities are thereby increased. The Commission therefore considers

that while no satisfying logical ground appears for granting pension as of right,

the circumstances merit recognition at least to the extent of providing for such

a woman if her husband dies and she is in a dependent condition.

Tiie problem then is to ascertain the cases in which there have been bona
fide engagements previous to the suffering of the disability. Obviously the proof
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involvcil is of so indefinite a character and so difficult to obtain that such an
inquiry would he quite impracticable. The only alternative is to provide for

marriages within some definite period. It is reasonable to suppose that where
there was a pro-enlistment engagement the parties would nuirry with one year

at most after discharge, and, sinii)ly with the object of jiroviding for this class,

the Commission submits an amendment covering these cases when there are

children or when the widow is in need. The Commission realizes that the arbi-

trary time limit will include, no doubt, a number of cases where there was no
pre-war betrothal, and which are therefore not intended to be benefited.

There will also a.ssurcdly be cases where there was such engagement and where
the parties were prevented from marrying within the year from causes l>eyond

their control, but the Commission is stron,'?;ly of opinion that in the amendment
suggested it has gone at least as far as can possibly be justified on any sound
ground, and that no further general extension in respect of these cases should

be entertained. The Commission's suggestion of limiting the benefitte of the

"one year" amendment to cases where there are children, or where the widow
is in need, is a distinct limitation on the projiosals in this respect made at Cal-

gary (104), Kegina (19), Winnipeg (240-260), Toronto (636). It is also a

modification of a similar provision which was recommended by the Parliamentary

Committee in 1922 (see Committee Proceedings, P. XXV and 121), and incor-

porated in Rills introduced both in 1922 and 1923, but struck out. An estimate

of the additional liability involved in an amendment permitting ]iension to

widows married after the appearance of the disbaility without time limit, and,

alternatively, if the period for marriage was limited to one year after the hus-

band's discharge from service, is contained in the following letter:

—

"Ott.vw.x, Februarv 7, 1924.

"H. D. Df.w.\r, Esq.,

Secretary, lioyal Commission on Pensions, etc..

Senate Cluunbers,

Ottawa, Ontario.

Re Section S3 of the Pension Act.

Dear Sir:—
I am instructed to refer to your letter of the 2nd instant in connection

WMth the subject marginally noted and to report as follows:

—

The Board of Pension Commissioners furnished the Parliamentary
(,'ommittees of 1921 and 1922 with a rough estimate of increased annual
charge on account of pension for widows who were married after the

appearance of the disability.

The estimate in 1922 was .Sr23,()00.0U per annum, willi an additional

increase each year of 820,000.00.

The estimated additional charge if widows are pensioned who married

within one year of the liusband's discharge from service would be ?8.5,000

with an annual increa.se addetl to this of .*^1.t,000.

There ai'c no statistics available on these points and the estimates

are very rough ones. They are based on the marriage rate of disability

pensioners and the subsequent death rate of same.

The estimate is probably a conservative one in view of tlie fact

that a number of badly di.sabled men, such as those in stinatoria, married

almost immediately after discharge and dietl within a few months of

their marriage.
Yours very truly,

(Sgd.) W. K. DEXTER,
for Secretary."
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The Commission has no information on which to base an estimate as to the
Hability involved if the further limitation to cases where there were children,

or where tiie willow was in a dei)enclent condition, were imposed.
In ICngland no pension is paid to a widow unless the marriage took phicc

before discharge or before the end of the war. (Winnipeg 234, 235.) In the
United States, pension is paid to the widow if the marriage takes place within
ten years after discharge, and the fact of the existence or appearance {)r knowledge
of the injury or disease before the marriage seems to have nothing to do with
tlie widow's right to pension. (See United States "War Risk Insurance Act"
Section 300, 301.)

Recommendation of Commiftsion. Seclion 33 (1)

That Section 33 be amended to the following effect: (a) By striking out the
words "unless she was married to him before the appearance of the
injury or disease whicli resulted in his death" in sub-section (1), and
substituting therefor some phrase in the following sense, viz., "if her
marriage to him took place at a time when symptoms existed from which
a reasonably jirudcnt man making reasonable enquiries would have
known of the existence and the ])otential seriousness of the injury or

disease which ultimately resulted in death, provided, however, that
it shall be conclusively presumed that such symptoms did not exist

if at time of the marriage an injury or disease previously known was
so improved as to have removed any resultant pensionable disability

(b) By inserting a provision tliat the foregoing prohibition shall not

aj)i)ly when the marriage took place prior to a date one year after the
discharge of the member of the forces if (a) there are children of the
marriage of pensionable age, or (h) the widow is in a dependent condi-

tion.

Re Sections 33 (2) and 23 (5)

Pension to drpciKidits of pensioners in receipt of SO' c pension or over
who died froM> other (vuses within five ye^.r.s ."ifter disoh.irge or commenee-
ment of pension

"Section 33 (2).—Subject to paragrajih one of this Section, the widow of a
pensioner who, previotis to his death, was pensioned for disability in any of the
Classes 1 to 5 mentioned in Schedtde A shall be entitled to a pension as if he had
died on service whether his death was attributable to his service or not. provided
that the death occurs within five years after the date of retirement or (lischarge

or the date of commencement of pension."
"Section 23 (o).—The cliihlren of a pensioner who was pensioned in any of

Classes 1 to 5 mentioned in Schedule A and who has died, shall be entitled to a

pension as if he had died on service whether his death was attributal)le to his

service or not, provided that the death occurs within five years after the date of

retirement or discharge or the date of the commencement of pension."
Siuif/eKtion by Ex-Service Men

That the time limit of five years as fixed by sections; 33 (2) and 23 i.t) be
removed.

Recommendation of Commission

See discussion and recommendation under Section 23 (5).

Re Section 33 (2)

Widiiws ( f Oisrhility Pen.sioners—De.-ith not eonneete<l with service

—

Continuint; pension

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men
That in case of the death of an ex-service man, receiving less than 80 per

cent pension for a disability, who.se death is not connected with service,
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the pension be continued to the widow if slie is in need. (P.E. I.-St.

71, 74).

As an example a case was cited where the soldier who had four years' ser\nce

was on pension for bronchitis and injured knee, caused by gunshot wound.
He became ill, went to hospital, was operated on for obstruction of the bowel
and died of heart failure. Dependents were refused pension on the ground that

the obstruction was not connected with service. (P.E.I.-St. John 72). The
claim was that the dependents, if in need, should at least get pension to the

amount which the soldier had been receiving, on the ground that on account of

his disability he was not able to lay up anything for his family, (P. E.I.-St. John
74-.5) and that the greater his disabilitj^ the le.ss his power to accumulate any
surplus (75).

The rule is that if the service disability was a material factor in hastening

death, although there were other contributing causes, the dependents get full

pension, but if the death was not connected with a service disability the depen-
dents get nothing. There is no such thing as proportionate pensions on account
of death. (P.E.I.-St. John 73).

The hanlship in these cases arises particularly where the family have
become accustomed to rely on the disability pension as an aid to support and
where the death occurs from other causes and the pension abruptly ceases.

This situation has been met, in cases where the pension is 80 per cent or

over, by the provisions of Sections 33 (2) and 23 (5).

An amendment for the benefit of the children of the man who was getting

less than 80 per cent disability pension was recommended by the 1922 Parlia-

mentary Committee and added as sub-section (6) to Section 23. Under this

amendment the Pensions Board is authorized to pay for the benefit of the child

a bonus equal to the child's pension for one year. The ground for this recom-
mendation by the Committee was that:

—

"the pension which his children were in receipt of ceases on his death,

and as a result the children are suddently deprived of the benefits accruing

to them during the lifetime of the fathe . The Committee considers

that this works a hardship on the children.'" (1922 Par. Com. Report,
P. XXV).

But the reasoning applies with equal or greater force to the widow. She sud-

denly loses the benefit of the amount which was being paid on her account as

the wife of the pensioner and she also lo.ses the benefit of the husband's partial

earnings in which she would naturally share.

The suggestion is that the pension l)e continued to the dependents in case

of need, but, basically, pensions are not granted because of the need of the

applicant but because service was a material factor in the death or disability.

The Commission considers that to continue di.-;al)ility pensions after death,

from a cause not connectetl with service, is such a radical departure from well-

recognized pension principles that it is not warranted in recommending the

further extension of the exceptions alreadv created bv Sections 23 (.i), 23 (6)

and 33 (2).

Recommendation of Commission re Seclion 33 (2)

None.

Re Sections 34 (1), 34 (3), 34 (4), 34 (5), 34 (7)

Pensions to widowed mothers prospectively deiiendent—De<iu<'tions for

earnings and income

"Section 34 (1). A parent or any person in the place of a parent with

respect of a member of the forces who has died shall be entitled to a pension

when such member of the forces left no child, widow, or divorced wife who is
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entitled to a pension and when such parent or person is in a dependent
condition and was, at the time of the death of such memljer of the forces, wholly

or to a substantial extent, maintained by him."
"Section 34 (3).—Wiien a parent or person in the place of a parent who was

not wholly or to a substantial extent maintained by the member of the forces

at the time of his death, subsequently falls into a dependent condition, such

l)arent or person may be awarded a i)ension provided he or she is incapacitated

by mental or physical infirmity from earning a livelihood, and provided also

that in the opinion of the Commission sucti member of the forces would have
wholly or to a substantial extent maintained such parent or person had he

not died."

"Section 34 (4).—In cases in which a member of the forces has died leavinfj;

more than one parent or person in the place of a parent who were wholly or to a

substantial extent maintained by him, the pension for one such parent or person

maj' be increased bj- an additional amount not exceeding one hundred and
eighty dollars per annum and the total pension apportioned between such parents

or between the parent and such other person."

"Section 34 (5).—The pension to any parent or person in the place of a

parent shall be subject to review from time to time and shall be continued,

increased, decreased or tliscontinued in accordance with the amount deemed
necessary by the Commission to provitle a maintenance for such parent or person

but in no case shall such pension exceed the amount of pension prescribed for

parents in Schedule B of this Act."

"Section 34 (7).—The pension to a widowed mother shall not be reduced

on account of her earnings from personal employment or on account of her

having free lodgings or so long as she resides in Canada on account of her having
an income from other sources which does not exceed two hundred and forty

dollars per annum "

"Section 2 (p).—Widowed mother may, in the discretion of the Commis-
sion, include a mother deserted by her husband when the circumstances of the

case are, in the opinion of the Commission, such as would enfitle her to a pen-

sion."

Suggestion bij Ex-Serricc Men

That the provision for w-idowed mothers who become dependent after the

soldier's death be the same as for widowed mothers who are actually

dependent at the time of death. (Winnipeg 265, 438, 792).

The effect of the Statute as administered is that there are two classes of

widowed mothers, viz.:

(1) The dependent widowed mother who was being wholly or partially

maintained by the son at the time of his death. This widow has no deduction

made from her pension on account of any earning she may have from her personal

employment and she may also have income up to $240 per year without any
reduction being made on that account.

(2) There is also the dependent widowed mother who, although not being

maiitained by the son at the time of his death, can show to the satisfaction

of the Pensions Board that she would have been maintained by him if he had
lived. Both the earnings and income of this widow are taken into account

before pension is allowed.

To discuss the involved provisions of the subsections above quoted would
only becloud the point. The distinction is there. (Winnipeg 438.) This was
recognized when the Pension Act was passed, because in an annotation issued by
the Pensions Board in 1919, it is cearly pointed out tha'^

—

"This proviso" (meaning the proviso prohibiting deduction of earnings

from pension) "does not apply to cases of prospective dependency."
203—3
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The contention is that if the Pensions Board comes to the conclusion that

the needy mother would have been maintained by the son if he had lived, then
the case is exactly the same as where the mother was at the time of death
actually being maintained by the son. The fact of her actually having been
maintained is only evidence that he would have continued to maintain her,

and the claim is that the real inquirj^ in all these cases should be: Would the

son have supported the mother if he had lived? If so, the Country should
reasonably make up to her what she has lost.

If the son at the time of his death was actually supporting the mother,
that is definite evidence that he would have continued to do so, and compensa-
tion is readily made. When the son was not actually supporting the mother
at the time of death the Pensions Board naturally want some evidence that

he would have done so, but having become satisfied on that point it is difficult

to see whj^ the Act should prescribe that the mother's earnings should be taken
off the pension in the latter case and not in the former.

The object of the legislation must be to ensure that widowed mothers of

soldiers, who have lost their lives on service, should not be forced to cam their

living, and that if they vohmtarily take up some remunerative occupation,

the Country should not profit by reducing the pension. The present provision

for those mothers who have only become depenclent since the son's death plainly

puts on them the burden of earning so long as thcj' have the physical and mental
strength. Section 34 (3) only permits pension when the parent is

—

"incapacitated by mental or physical infirmity from earning a liveli-

hood."

This might quite properly apply to fathers but not, in the opinion of the
Commission, in the case of mothers.

In Great Britain the distinction was made between parents dependent on
the son at the time of his enlistment and parents who

—

"at any iime arc wholly or partly mcapable of self-support

from age or infirmity." (Royal Warrant, Article 21 (1) (a) (b),

and there also, if the soldier was unmarried and had no other dependents, a
small pension was paid to the parent "irrespective of pre-war dependence, age,

infirmity or pecuniary need." (Royal Warrant, Article 21 (c).)

These distinctions have since been done awaj^ with in Great Britain and the

only provision now, for parents, is in case of need, and in that case earnings and
income are deducted. (Winnipeg 210; Toronto 122.) This change in the

regulation did not however cut off pension which had already been awarded
on the ground that the parent had been dependent on the son at the time of

enlistment. This pension was at a fixed rate regardless of need, earnings,

or income.
In the United States no distinction is made between widowed mothers

actually dependent at the time of the son's death and those who become
dependent afterward. The provision is—Article III, Sec. 301 (g). War Risk
Insurance Act:

"Such compensation shall be payable whether her widowhood
arises before or after the death of the person and whenever her condition

is such that if the person were living the widowed mother would have been
dependent upon him for support."

On the question of deducting income, a case was cited (Regina 35) where
the widow had sold a property to be paid for in equal montlily instalments

which included both principal and interest. Apparentl}'^ this whole sum was
treated as income and was deducted in fixing the pension. It was the contention

that in cases like this a calculation should be made as to how much was capital

and how much income, and only the latter deducted. The Commission considers
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there is no necessity for any further regulation to cover a ca^e of this kind.

The Statute, as it stands, expressly specifies "income," not "capital," and a
calculation would readily show the amount of "income" which is to be deducted.

Recommendation of Commission re Sections 34 (1), 34 (3), 34 (4),

.84 (5), 34 (7)

That provision be made so that widowed mothers who fall into a dependent
condition after the soldier's death and who, in the opinion of the Pensions

Board, woulil have been wholly or to a substantial extent maintained
by the soldier had he lived, will be in the same position repiarding

pension as the widowed mother under Sections 34 (1) and 34 (7), so

that personal earnings will not be deducted from pension.

Re Section 34 (1), 34 (3)

Widowed Mother's Pension to be granted as of right

(The Sections are quoted ante.)

Suggestion by ex-service men
That provision be made so that a widowed mother will be pensioned

irrespective of her having been previously maintained by the son and
regardless of whether her earnings or income are sufficient for her
maintenance; in other words, that she be pensioned as of right and
not on the basis of need. (Winnipeg 265, 540; Toronto 649).

The claim was that the pension for the widowed mother should be awarded
on the same grounds as pension to the wife. The rule in Canada (Sec. 34 (3) ),

Great Britain (R.W. Sec. 21), and the United States (War Risk Insurance Act,
Sec. 301, as amended) is that, to be entitled to pension, dependency must be
shown. There was one exception (in Great Britain) whereby if the soldier

was unmarried and under 20 years of age, and no pension was paid to any other
dependent, a small pension of os per week was paid to the parents irrespective

of dependence, infirmity or pecuniary need. This provision has now been done
away with. It was proposed in Winnipeg that the above suggestion might
be made to apply to the case of the unmarried son at least. (Winnipeg 265.)

The subject of pensions to mothers was discussed in the House of Commons
on May 1, 1922 (Hansard, 1305, et seq.), and a resolution was passed approving
the principle: (a) that pension to widowed mothers should not be reduced on
account of her income; and (b) that pension should be granted as of right, and
not simply when in need. The Parliamentary Committee of 1922 (See 1922
Pari. Com. Report, page XVII) did not accept the principle of the resolution

but considered that Section 34 of the Pension Act as it stood was equitable and
should not be altered. The latter part of the resolution (as to pensions to widowed
mothers being granted as of right) was also the subject of a proposal made by
representatives of ex-service men before the Conamission at Winnipeg. (Win-
nipeg 265, 538).

The Commission has carefully studied the observations made in the debate
on the above resolution and the instances cited, and is of the opinion that the
hardship for which a remcdj- was sought would be largely cured by doing away
with the practice of deducting earnings from the pension of a widowed mother
who did not happen to be dependent at the time of her son's death. This the
Commission has alreadj' recommended. The Commission considers that the
underlj-ing principle of pensions to widowed mother is different from that of

pensions to wives and children and this is borne out by both the British and
United States provisions. The basis of a widowed mother's pension might, as

before stated, be put on the ground that she should not be forced to go out into

the world to earn her living, but if, without having to engage in personal employ-
ment, she is in receipt of an income from investment or from contributions made.

203—3 J
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by any other children, the Commission considers that it is not improper to assume
that the son, if he had lived, would have taken into consideration the amount
of revenue which his mother was receiving from these other sources, and would
have felt justified in regulating his contribution accordingly. The aim of the
Country is to make up, in reasonable measure, to the mother what the deceased
son would have contributed. The general principle that dependencj- and need
should be sho^vn in these cases has been adopted and practised on what the Com-
mission considers to be sound grounds. The fact tiiat no deduction is made from
the pension for earnings and that income up to S240 per j-ear is also not taken
into consideration in awarding the pension, shows substantial recognition of

the merits of this class.

Recommendation of Commission re Sections 34 (1 ), 34 (3 }.

None.

Re Section 38

Time for promcnl of pensions for deaths
'

"Pensions awarded with respect to the death of a meml>er of the forces shall

be paid from the day following the day of the death except,—(a) in the case in

which a pension is awarded to a parent who was not wholly or to a substantial

extent maintained by the member of the forces at the time of his death, in which
case the pension shall be paid from a day to be fixed in each case by the Com-
mission; and, (b) in the case of a posthumous child of a member of the forces,

in which case the pension for such child shall be paid from the date of its "birth."

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men.

That on the death of a pensioner one month's pension be paid to the de-

pendents automatically in order to tide over the period during which
the question of whether the death was connected with service is being
investigated. (Fort William, Winnipeg 772.)

^lany pensioners may die from ailments other than those for which they are

pensioned, and consequently liecausc a pension has been paid in the pensioner's

lifetime it does not at all follow that pension is i)ayable to his dependents after

his death. Some investigation has to be made, therefore, in every case of death

to determine whether the death itself is connected with service. Often the

cause of death as stated in the death certificate is sufficient evidence to convince

Head Office that it is connected with the service disal>ility for which pension

was being paid. In other cases reports have to be obtained to show connection

tjf the death with service, and the date of marriage, family particulars and other

facts, have to be procured to ensure that the death is pensionable under the

many and intricate provisions of the Act.

In the type case cited (Ft. William, Winnipeg, 773) the man had been on

pension for tuberculosis and died from obstruction of the bowel on April 3, 1922

(Winnipeg, 773). The first payment of pension was made on June 7, 1922

(Wimiipeg, 776). This delay would not have been unreasonable if any extended

investigation had been requu-ed but as the man was receiving 100 per cent

pension his death was pensionable whether it was connected with service or

not (Winnipeg, 777, Pensions Act, Sect. 33 (2) ). Although death took place

on April 3. word was not received from Ottawa until May 20, that the Pensions

Board had ruled that as the deceased was a Class One pensioner his widow, if

otherwise eligible, was entitled to pension. (Winnipeg 776.) Investigation was

made on ^lay 3, and request was made on June 9, that the widow fill out an

application. (Ft. William, Winnipeg 776.) This delay is obviously rather

extended and financial circumstances were apparently distressing (773, 775).
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The cvidciu'c as to tlic general practice in dealing with deatii claims is:

"of course an odd case (of delay) does come up. We pive these death

claims preference over everything else and frequently telegraph."

In Great Britain provision is made for a .special payment to tide over financial

distress while the question of the right to pension for the death is being considered.

This payment is made on the recommendation of the Local Committee and care

is taken to ens\n-(> that the widow understands that the payment is not to be

regarded in any sense as indicating that pension will eventuall.y be paid. The
(^)nunittee before reconuiicnding the payment, however, must satisfy themselves

that the prosj>ect of pensions being awarded is reasonably clear. (Local Com-
mittee's Hand-book, p. 39, para. 101). Such a provision would obviate serious

hardship in some cases especially where a large disability pension has been sud-

denly cut off by the death.

Recommendation of Commission re Section 3S.

That provision be made that, in case of the death of a pensioner and pend-

ing consideration of a claim for Pension, on account of such death, pay-
ment of an amount equal to Pension for death shall be made to the

dejiendent in weekly instalments for a period not exceeding one month,
such amount to be refunded if Pension is eventually awarded.

Re Section 41

.\llowanee to widowed mothers and widows on re-marriage

"Section 41.—Upon the marriage or re-marriage of the mother, widtiw, (ir

divorced wife of a deceaseil member of the forces who is receiving a pension, or

of a woman awarded a pension under sub-section three of section thirty-three

of this Act, her pension shall cease, and she shall then be entitled to be paid

one j'car's pension as a final payment."

Suggestion hy Ex-Seirice Men

That if the widow who has re-married is deserted or again liecomes a widow
within five vears after the re-marriage she should be restored to pension.

(Toronto 6GG, 679, 113(5; Regina 15).

Under Section 41, one year's pension is paid as a bonus to a woman who has
been receiving pension as the mother, widow, etc., of the ex-soldier. Cases

have arisen—not so infrequently as might have been supposed—where it turns

out that tlie re-marriage has been induced to some extent by the attraction

of the one year's bonus and later the woman has been deserted. There are also

cases, much more tleserving, where the second husband has died within a short

time after re-marriage. In either case the woman's right to pension has been

terminated by the bonus payment. The Pensions Board have authority to,

and, in certain cases where the step-father was unable to earn a livelihood, did

increase the children's pension to orjihan rates (Toronto GG9). The right of the

children to pension is not affected by the re-marriage.

The reasoning is that the woman has, by her re-marriage, ceased to be the

dependent of the soldier, and that consequently the obligation of the State

to her, as such dependent, has terminated. The opposing consideration is

that the undertaking of the State with the soldier was to make up reasonably

to his dependents the pecuniary a.ssistance he would have sujiplied had he lived.

The State also makes the liberal presumption that had the soldier not lost his

life on service he would have supplied this assistance to the dependents during

their life time.

There are, the Commission is convinced, cases of genuine hardship to

solilicrs' female dependents who have re-married and thus lost their pension,.
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aiui whose husbands have died in a comparatively short time, leaving them
with no mears of support. It is strongly urged that the fact that they have
tried unsuccessfully to restore themselves to normal life by re-marrying does not
discharge the State from its revived responsibility.

In Great Britain there is a different practice as between officers and other
ranks. In the case of the female dependent of an officer no bonus is paid on
her re-marriage, but if she becomes a widow, persion is revived. In the case

of other ranks, one j'eaT's persion is paid as a gratuity on re-marriage, but on
the death of the second husband pcr.sion is not restored.

The attention of the Commission has been called to the Act respecting the

Royal Northwest Mounted Police (H.S.C. 190G, C. 91, S. 56 (2) ). This pro-

vides that on the re-marriage of a witlow the pension is simply suspended, and
on the death of the second husband it is restorea, but under this Act no bonus
is paid on the re-marriage.

The Commission considers that there is sound reason for an extension of

the present provision of the Pensions Act. As the Act stands the prudent
woman is faced with a serious question when an opportunity for re-marriage
presents itself. If she marries she gets a home and a cash bonus, but she forfeits

forever an assured maintenance for the rest of her life. The Commission con-

siders that it is in the interest of the Countrj"^ as well as of the dependent woman
that her misgivings be removed and the re-marriage encouraged by some finan-

cial a,ssurance for the future. The advantage from the general social standpoint

is clear and, in addition the children of the soldier, who are to a certain extent

wards of the State, have the benefit of paternal care. The financial liability

involved is not absolute, but .purely contingent on the death of the husband
within five years. Agairst this can be placed the probability of a pre^iter

number of marriages, and the consequent probable relief of the State from sub.se-

qucnt pension payments. There would also be a reduction in the amount paid

for children's pensions which, if the mother remained a widow, might have to

be increased to orphan rates. All the foregoii'g applies to cases where the

re-marriage is terminated by the husband's death.

But it is further urged that provision be made for cases of desertion by the

second husband. The Commission considers that while there are cases of hard-

ship under these circumstances, it would only open the door to fraud to make
any such general provision. The woman who re-marries should take some
responsibility, and the fact that in case of desertion persion will not be revived

may have a good influence in preventing hasty and ill-corsidcred marriages.

If the claim for provision on desertion were admitted it would follow that there

would be an even stronger claim in ease the .second husband was prevented by
illness from supporting his wife. For the State to provide for these cases would,
in effect, completely disregard the new marriage relation, and in the result,

benefit a man who has no claim, viz., the second husband, both by making him
careless of his resporsibility for the maintenance of his family and by providing
indirectly some part of his own support.

The Commission does not consider that, on the death of the second husband,
the woman should be entitled as of right to be reinstated to pension. The hus-

band may have left her a substantial estate. The provision should only cover
cases of need and be for so long as such need continues. The limitation in the

suggestion to cases of death within five years of the re-marriage is, it is assumed,
based on the idea that, if the second husband has lived for that period, it can be

presumed that he has made some provision for his wife. This ensures that the

necessity for the husband and wife providing for the future is not done away
with by undue reliance on the bounty of the State. It also adds the quali-

fication of thrift to those which the woman maj' reasonablj- require of the man
before accepting him.
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Recommendation of Commission re Section 4I

That provision be made that in case of the death of the husband of a woman
married or re-married, as contemplated by Section 41, and if such

death takes place within five years after such marriage or re-marriage,

pension be restored if and so long as the widow is in a dependent con-

dition, and the final payment previously made under Section 41 be

refunded in instalments as fixed by the Pensions Board, such instal-

ments not to exceed 50 per cent of the amount of the restored pension

being paid from time to time.

Re Lump Sum Final Cash Payments

(Footnote to Schedule "A" re Scale of Pensions for Disabilities

General Considerations as to Lump Sum Final Cash Payments

Provision for the above was introduced in 1920. Pensions rated at less

than 15% were discussed by the Parliamentary Committees of 1919 and 1920.

(1919, Par. Com. Proceedings, p. 201), (1920, Par. Com. Proceedings, pp. 11,

48, G7). The monthly pension for a single man was 83.00 for 5% to 9% dis-

ability and .?6.00 for 10 to 14%. These small periodical paj-ments caused

vexation and discontent and it was decided to give the option of accepting

a lump sum in final payment. It is immaterial now to discuss whether ex-

service men or the Pensions Board took the initiative in suggesting this remedy.
Some statements in the evidence were that it was urged by ex-service men
contrary to the opinion of the authorities (St. John, 17, 123, 125; Calgary 28),

but it seems quite clear from the proceedings of the Parliamentary Committee
of 1919 (p. 201) and 1920 (p. 11 and 48) that the idea of the optional final pay-
ment was considered practicable and desirable both by members of the Com-
mittee and bj^ the Pensions Board as well. Obviously there can be no room
for criticising anyone who advocated this system which was accepted by every-

one concerned in an attempt to promote satisfaction. The benefit was not

all one sided however. There wa« the clear advantage to the Countrj' in elimin-

ating the expense of the examinations, and of the mass of accounting detail

incident to the periodical payments. There was also the prospect in many
cases of a substantial saving in the amount paid.

The lump sum payment was not computed on any actuarial basis. (Van-
couver 95; Calgarj' 28). In one case disability which turned out to be per-

manent, and for which a pension of ST.50 per month (including wife's allow-

ances) was being received, was settled bj' a final payment of •?120.00. It is

evident that for a man of 30 years of age permanently disabled to the extent

of 10% and thus entitled to a life annuity of $90.00 (subject to possible reduc-

tion if the pension bonus were discontinued) the maximum of S600.00 would be
a very inadequate present worth.

The Parliamentary Committee recommended final payment only in cases

up to 14%, pension (Par. Com. Report 1920, p. 11) and this was adopted by
Parliament with the rider that if the disability increased, the pensioner might
be reinstated on the monthly payment basis, but these payments were to be

applied first to refunding the sum already paid. (Footnote to Schedule " A "

to Pensions Act, Regina 127-8; St. John 127.)

The scale of lump sum payments was as follows:

—

Where disabilitv is permanent and pension is between 10 and 14%, the

final payment is S600.00.

Where disabilitv is permanent and Pension is between 5 and 9%, the final

payment is" ?300.00.

Where disabiUty may disappear and pension is between 10 and 14%, the

maximum final payment is $600.00.
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Where disability may disappear and pension is l)etween o and 9%, the

maximum final payment is S300.00.

Pursuant to this provision notice was sent by the Pensions Board to ex-

service men with disabilities under 15% advising them of their right to the

lump sum payment if desired. (Toronto 484, 488-9; Vancouver 102; Win-
nipeg 117, 118. 121). Some suggestion was made that tlie Pensions Board
officials " induced " or " advised " the acceptance of the lump sum payment,

but this is. the Commission finds, wholly unsupported by the evidence. (St.

John 17; Vancouver 50, 98, 102; Winnipeg 120: Toronto 485.)

Where the disability was not permanent the Unit Pension Medical Exam-
iners .simply had to do the best they could in estimating the gradually vanishing

degree of disability and its probable duration. (Regina 46; Toronto 484:

Calgarj' 31). Assistance was obtained from instructions sent out by Hea<l

Office as a guide. (Pensions Board Routine Order 216; Vancouver 50; Toronto

490; Calgary 32, 33). Report was then made to Head Office and the man was
advised direct as to the percentage of his permanent or non-permanent dis-

abiUty, and was told that he had the right to accept a stated amount as a final

payment. (Vancouver 50, 102; Toronto 484; Winnipeg 117.)

As was said on the hearing:

—

" It was a case of the countiy and the men gambling on the length

of the disability, and in some cases it had turned out badly for the man.
and in others I suppose the country has paid more than if he had been

put on a non-permanent basis and paid while the disabilitv lasted."

(Calgary 27.)

The trend of opinion at most of the hearings where the subject was discussed

was that experience had shown that the .soundness of the policy of lump sum
payments was at least questionable, and at St. John (p. 123) and \'ancouver

(p. 97), the opinion was frankly expressed that the adoption of this policy had

been a mistake. (St. John p. 16, 122; Vancouver pp. 50, 98. 102; Calgary ]v

27; Regina pp. 44, 48; Winnipeg p. 117; Toronto p. 482, 912.)

Suggestion by ex-sermce men

Rc-opon all cases of lump sum paj-ments

It was urged repeatedly that all these cases be re-opened and that if an\-

disability exist, the pension be reviveil on a peridiocal payment basis

making deduction for the cash payment received. (See reference

above)

.

This proposal the Commission does not recommend. For the authorities

to take the initiative and do this would be in the great majority of ca.ses to

simply raise false hopes. Men would be led to expect some change to their

advantage; whereas, in many instances the net result would be that they would

simply be put back on their former ?4.00 or .S6.00 per month allowance, and

for months and perhaps years, this small amount would be eaten up in refunding

the cash payment already received.

Recommendation of Commission re lump sum paymcntx

None

Stiggestion by ex-sernce men

Do away with lump sum pajTnents for the future

That for the future the system of lump sum final payments be done away
with. (St. John 123; Vancouver 97; Calgary 27).

While this was suggested at the hearings mentioned above, the representative

of ex-service men at Winnipeg declined to express an oi)inion on the suggestion
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without further cousidenitioii, (121), and tlic fact that this drastic step was
not more generally urged indicates that the principle of lump sum payments
is not regarded hy any means as wholly had. There is nothing to show that the
provision has not Imm^u beneficial to the ex-service man in the general run of

cases. The coni])laint has usually arisen in cases where it was not the scheme
which was at fault, hut ratlier some lack of elasticity in the regulations which
iifTectcd individual cases. The ojition of getting a substantial lump sum at

once, rather than in trifling instalments, must in many cases be distinctly

beneficial and the Commission considers that it should not be witlulrawn without
more substantial reasons than have been given. Tlie real remedy is to improve
the legislation so as to take care of cases of ol)vious h.artlship.

Recommendation of Commission re lump sum payments

That the system of lump sum final payments be continued with the

modifications recommended hereafter.

Suggestion by ex-seri'ice men

Re-open final pajTiients wlierc crior in estimating degree or tluration of

d Liability

That all cases of final payment be re-opened where the pensioner can show-

that in arriving at the amount offered him as final payment, the

duration or the degree of the- disabilitv was underestimated.

Winnipeg 119; Toronto 482).

For example: Supposing a man had synovitis (water on the knee) and the

disability was rated at 10%. The Local Pension ]\Iedical Examiner estimated,

as best he could, how long the troultle would continue. Supposing he reported

to Head Office that it was gradually improving and that his opinion was that

in two years it woukl have disappeared. Head Office, taking the estimate of

10% and of two j-ears as a basis, fixed the amount of the lump sum final payment
and advised the man of his option to accept a specified lump sum in lieu of

periodical pension. The form of the letter sent to the Pensioner was that

he had the "right to accept" a final payment in lieu of the pension then being

paid and that it "appeared" that his disaliility was 10% "non-permanent"
(no number of years mentioned). The notice then specified the periodical

instalments to which he would be entitled if he continued on pension, and
concluded by stating the amount of final payment which was "offered" to him.
There was no compulsion aljout it, some men chose to continue the periodical

payments, while of course the larger number took the lump sum.
No doubt, experience has shown that some men would have received more

money in the aggregate if thej' had continued on periodical pension, trifling though
it was, but that possibility was the chief thing to be weighed when deciding
which plan to accept. The uncertainty was the very reason for making the

scheme optional instead of imperative. It is equally probable that, in many
cases, the settlement amounted to more than the pension which would have
been paid. The lienefit of the scheme was in its finality. It ended the bother
of jieriodical re-examinations, and it did away with administration expenses
which were necessarily out of all proportion to the amount involved; but more
than this, it provided a fund of usable amount, it put a premium on quick
recovery and gave the man an incentive to overcome his slight disability. It

was in line with the principle of pensions legislation in other countries where
disal)ilities under 2()'^( are considered more suitable for final settlement than
for jierpetual pension.

In Great Britain, men with these minor disabilities are, with rare exception
not entitled to pension, and have no alternative but to accept a gratuity payable
in weekly instalments, for a period not exceeding three years. In Canada the
scheme was not compulsory and only those whose disability does not increa.sp
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are precluded by the final payment. This very fact that the only exception

to the scheme is where the disability increases, shows that it was understood
to be final in all other cases.

No suggestion has been made that there was any lack of good faith in

connection with the estimate of the degree or duration of the disability on which
the offer of final payment was made.

Having regard to the circumstances leading up to the formulation of the

scheme, and the intention of all those concerned in promoting it, the Commission
cannot recommend the adoption of a suggestion which would in efi'ect entirely

disregard the basic features of the arrangement.

Eecommendalion by the Commission

None.

Suggestion by ex-service men
Gradual deductions to refund lump sum pa\Tnents

That where, after final payment, the pension is derived, the absorption of the

final payment should not be made at a rate greater than 50% of the

monthly pension. (St. John 122; Regina 48; Calgary 30).

Following is an instance of the practice under the reinstatement provision

of Schedule "A"—Supposing a married man had a 10% pension, (S90 a year)

and he accepted a final payment of S300. At the end of one year he claims that

his disability has increased. He is examined and it is found that his disability

is 20%. This carries a pension of SISO per j'ear. This increase in disability

only dates, however, from the time of examination. He would be dealt with
as if he had been on the 10% pension for the past one year. That would put
to his credit .?90. Against this would be charged the .S300 lum sum payment
leaving him in debt S210. He would then be credited each month with $15
per month (his new 20% pension) but nothing would be paid him for 14 months
until the S210 had been refunded. The contention is that the man is incapaci-

tated 10% more than the lump sum payment represented, and this his pension
should not all be confiscated to repay the lump sum which might have been
intended to cover three years. The whole of the first 10% should, of course,

be withheld as that has already been covered by the Final Payment, but a
portion of the remainder, if substantial, should, the Commission considers,

be paid the pensioner.

Recommendation of Commission re Lump Sum Payments.

That provision be made so that in cases of final payment where pension
is subsequently revived, the deductions from the current pension to

refund the final payment previously made shall not exceed 50 per cent

of the increase of pension, unless such increase is less than 10 per cent.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men.

Pen.sion not to be discontinued where pensioner has declined to commute,
relying on statement that pension is permanent

That pension should not be discontinued where the Pensions Board has noti-

fied the pensioner of his option to accept final payment and has desig-

nated the disability as "permanent," and the pensioner has elected

to continue the pension. (Winnipeg 118).

A case in Winnipeg, (117) illustrated the point. The man was advised

(August 31, 1920) on the printed form used by the Pensions Board (p. 117, 121),

that he had the right to accept the final payment in lieu of his pension, and that

after examination of his medical documents it appeared that his disability was
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ten per cent "permanent." The amount of final payment offered was 8600.

Presumably the man realized that a permanent 10 per cent pension (S6 per

month if single and .S7.50 if married) was better than a present payment of SGOO.

He elected to continue the pension. About 2) years afterwards, although the

District Office pointed out that the man was shown "permanent" according

to their records, Head Office ordered re-examination and pension was discon-

tinued. (118).

The form used in this case was the regular p inted form of the Pensions

Board and in cases which were not permanent the word "non" was inserted

in the space before the word "permanent" (121). It was quite possible, therefore,

that pensioners might be misled by this bald statement that the disability was
"permanent." It was stated in evidence that a considerable number of cases

were marked permanent and treated as permanent under the Regulation for

final payment (Toronto 480). As a matter of pension regulation there is no
such thing as a "permanent" pension in the sense that the Pensions Board is

precluded from requiring a re-examination (Winnipeg llC-117); but the man
cannot know this. He naturally assumes that the word "permanent" means
that the instalments will be payable for life. In ordinary business affairs the

party who represented that instalment payments were to be permanent and thus
led the other to forego his right to a lump sum payment would be estopped from
afterwards discontinuing those payments without reviving the lump sum offer.

The Commission considers that the same right should be given to pensioners

in these circumstances. Deductions should be made as provided in the foot-

note to Schedule "A" of the Pension Act.

Recovimendation of Cotnmission re Lump Sum Payments.

That provision be made that in cases where the Pensions Board has notified

the pensioner of his option to accept a final payment in lieu of pension

and has designated the disability as "permanent" and the pensioner

has elected to continue the pension, the latter shall not be discontinued

without paying to the pensioner the amount of the final payment
previous!}' offered less the amount which has been paid since September
1, 1920, or since the date when an award of 14 per cent or under was
made, whichever is later.

Re Pension Ratings Schedule.

Pension rates to be based on pre-war occupation

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men.

That pension should be rated on the basis of loss of earning power of the

applicant measured by his pre-war occupation. (Montreal 345.)

The argtmient was that the foundations of our present system of Pensions
were laid when all soldiers were regulars, "who had no other profession than the

profession of arms. They had no specialized instruction which had prepared them
to excercise a determined profession when they were discharged and returned

to civil life. It was thus quite natural that the laws and regulations applicable

to these professional armies considered a dimunition of the working faculties

without paying attention at all to the previous aptitudes of the wounded soldier

to a determined profession or trade. They were making a gross estimation of

his value as a non-specialized individual."

Further reason offered for the change was that the present Workmen's
Compensation Acts award compensation on the basis of previous earnings, and
also that in England provision has been made—although to a limited degree

—

for alternative pensions based upon pre-war earnings as compared with the
present abilitj' of the man to make a living. This principle was stated to have
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been recently prcsstvl \>\ Senator Benazett in the Freneh Senate, where it was
leint; discussed with considerai)le interest.

AViien the Canadian Pensions Legislation was being framed, the introduction

of this principle was discussed and was rejected for reasons which appear in

the following extract from a memorandum prepared liy those who had in charge
the drafting of the Act :

—

"Upon what principles are scales of pensions made? How is the

amount of pension to he decided? When the principle of gratitude formed
the basis of the pension law, no set scale of pensions was ever made. A
smaller or larger amount was given in accordance with the supposed
value of the service rendered. When it came to be believed, however,
that the pension was the payment of a debt upon contract, the amount
of that debt had to be considered and scales of pension were made. (Jne

School argued that the debt should be calculated upon the basis of loss

of earning power in the civilian capacity from which the soldier was
flrawn, in other wonls compensation for damage sufTered. Another
school considered that a soldier was a soldier. If through injury in the

country's service he had become unfit to continue in his militarj- capacity',

he immediatelj' became entitled to support, his compensation being gone.

A third school took a more or less intermediate point of view. This
school considered the soldier both from the point of view of his soldier-

hood, anil from the point of view of his civil life, and it asked the questions

—What qualifications are necessary for soldier-hood? In civil life what
class of persons has these qualifications? Wliat is the soldier's rank at

discharge? The answer was as follows:—The soldier brings to the service

of his country the healthy mind and body of a man in the class of the

untrained labourer. If he shows ability, he will gain a higher rank. If

he shows none, he will remain a private. If he has not gained promotion
he will return, upon discharge, to ci\'il life with nothing more than the

healthy bodj' and mind he brought with him into the service. If he is

not incapacitated he is as vaulable to himself as he was previous to enlist-

ment. If, on the contrary, he is incapacitated, he has lost a certain degree

of earning power, which is to be calculated only from the point of view of

his earning power in the market for untrained labour. The earn-

ing power of a man in the class of the untrained labourer will be
sufficient to provide decent comfort for himself and his family, that

is to say a little more than enough for subsistence. The point of view
of this third class has been adopted almost universall}', and the scales of

pension in the various countries have been calculated more or less in

accordance with it.
"

This principle has remained fi.xed. and all Canadian (Great War) pensions

are based on it.

Recommendation by Cunnnission.

None.

Re children's Pensions

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men
Pooling chilrlrcn'.-i jicnsions

That where there is more than one child receiving pension, the pensions of

such children be pooled and divided between, or for, the children in

such proportions as the Pensions Board may consider just. (Regina
p. 14; Toronto p. 666).
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As the Schedule staiuU, S15.0U per luonth is definitely allocatid for the
first child, S12.00 pur month for tlie second, iiiul SIO.OO per n-.onth for each of the
othiTs. One child may l)e in a home whore little is required for its maintenance,
another may he in an institution and another under the care of some organiza-
tion. It does not seem desirable to jnit a jiremium on caring for the first or
second child and thus indirectly discriminating against the thirtl. No rule of

thumb can quite meet the situation and the proposal seems advantageous.

Recnmmemlalion of Commission re Schedules "A" and "B."

That Schedules "A" and "B" be amended to provide that when there is

more than one child the sum of the amounts payable to or for them for

pension maj', in the discretion of the Pensions Board, be distributed
between such children equally or in such proportion as may be con-
sidered equitable under the , circumstances.

Re Pension Bonus

{Schedule "A" and "B"

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men

That the present bonus paid in addition to the Prescribed Pension be made
permanent.

As is perhaps not generally understood Schedules "A" and "B" of the
Pension Act fixed certain specified sums for Pension and later, on account of

economic conditions, an increase was granted by way of a maximum bonus of

oO per cent. This bonus has been continued from time to time for limited

periods. At everj' centre where the Commission met it was strongly advocated
that this bonus be made permanent, or in other words that the minimum total

disability pension be S900.00 instead of S600.00, and the minimum pension for

widows be S720.00 instead of S480.00. The plea in support of this was every-
where substantially the same, viz., the high cost of living and the necessity of

security of income for the future if the pensioner was not to be shut out from
investing in a home, obtaining insurance, and various other arrangements
looking to permanent provision for his family.

The theory upon which the Pension bonus was introduced, namely, that it

was intended to cover a period of high prices which might be, and was hoped
would be, transient, precludes the Commission from expressing an opinion as to
whether or not it should be made permanent. Such a recommendation would
pre-suppose that the cost of living would not decline below the present level,

something of course impossible to foresee, but this docs not remove the necessity
of stabilization, nor meet the argument that without some degree of security
for the future, commitments cannot ncjw be entered into for the protection of
the pensioner in his old age, nor for the protection of his family.

Recommendation of Commission

The Commission recommends that provision be made so that the present
Pension Bonus will not be cancelled or reduced for at least five j'ears.

Re Table of Disabilities

Suggestion by Kx-Service Men
That the table of disabilities be revised

Schedule "A" of the Pension Act fixes the amount of money pajable for

anj- given percentage of disability. Anj* injurj- or disease which can be accura-
tely described, such as amputations, total blindness, &c., &c., have been rated
as creating a certain fixed percentage of disability and this rating is contained
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in what is Icnown as the Table of Disabilities which is authorized under Section

25 (2) of the Pension Act.

In 1916, before the passing of the present Pension Act, a Table of Dis-

abilities (Toronto 1189) was prepared by a committee consisting of a number of

prominent medical men of Toronto and Montreal with an official who had been
identified with Pension legislation from the beginning. It was revised in Decem-
ber 1917 by the ^Medical advisers of the Pensions Board and was submitted for

criticism to various consultants and others familiar with Pension matters and
in July 1918 the Table of Disabilities jiractically as now in use was adopted
after consideration of the suggestions thus obtained. Since then there have
been some minor changes but in most points the Table remains the same (Cal-

gary 66, 1920 Pari. Com. Report p. 437). This Table of Disabilities obviously
must deal principally with injuries which can be accurately described and the

effect of which will l)e identical in cverj»case. This is not possible as to disease.

The use of this Table as an exact guide for the rating of a definite percentage of

disability as resulting from a given ijijury must be confined to a condition which
can be so clearly pictured as to be visualized from the description, by a man who
never saw the patient. The vast majority of such cases is amputations, and,
as might have been expected, for this reason, requests for the revision of the
Table of Disabilities came almost entirely from the Amputation Association
representatives. The question which is immediatelj" asked is how does the
Canadian Table compare with that of Great Britain for instance. The answer
is shown in the comparative Table of Disabilities which was put in evidence in

Toronto (p. 1189A) and it can fairly be stated that, while the differences are on
the whole not great, leg and foot amputations particularly are rated lower in

Canada than in Great Britain. It is further pointed out that in Canada the
disability from a leg amputation is more serious than in Great Britain because
of the increased difficulty in walking through snow or on icy sidewalks which is

encountered for several months of the year in most parts of Canada.
Another factor urged as not being fairlj^ provided for is the additional wear

and tear of clothing caused by artificial appliances. Nowhere has the Commis-
sion been able to find anj' satisfying evidence that this feature was considered
in preparing the Table of Disabilities. In Great Britain a special allowance
for clothing is made on application in individual cases where actual loss on that
account is shown. A letter from the Pensions Board dated February 13, 1920,

to the Secretary, Amputation Club of Vancouver, was put in evidence, one
paragraph of wliich was

"In the matter of wearing apparel there appears to be very fair

cause for further consideration in all cases where pensioners must of

necessity be burdened with an orthopedic appliance. It is felt that this

matter should be dealt with along lines similar to the supply of surgical

boots and appliances. Your communication is, therefore, being passed
to the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment for consideration."

A letter from a Toronto surgeon was put in at Winnipeg (706) which cast some
doubt on the probability of there being any serious loss on account of wear of

clothing, but, without referring in detail to the evidence, the Commission is

convinced that the claim has merits and is one of the matters which calls for

reconsideration of the Table of Disabilities. Reference is made to the evidence
at Calgary 170; Winnipeg 674, 705; Toronto 1155.

A further claim is made that the Table of Disabilities as at present framed
is too rigid. The opinion of the Commission is that it contains too many fine

distinctions and that, in amputations, too great importance has been attached
to length, in inches, of the stump. This, in turn, has tended to magnify the
importance of measurements in the cj^cs of the officials administering the Act.

As an example, in case of amputations below the knee, the minimum is 40%,
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but it is stated that up to G0% may be allotted. As a matter of fact very few
such amputations receive more than 40% and in one Unit (Toronto) only "three
below-knee amputations receiving as high as 50% could be produced. (1,199).
While, as has been said, length in inches of a stump may be used as a guide,
the only common-sense rule upon which to base pension is not the length of the
stump but its value to the pensioner. Take a thigh amputation: of what
possible use is an inch or two of bone if the stump is too short for leverage and
the man is therefore unable to wear an artificial leg? But the possession of
that bit of bone cuts off 5% from the pension (Toronto 664). In the opinion
of the Commission the ability or inability to wear an artificial limb should,
rather than the length of stump, determine the assessment in a leg case. In
amputations below the knee, if the stump is too short to exert sufficient leverage
to swing the leg, or, if the scar tissue or other conditions which give rise to pain
and discomfort are sufficient to ])revent the use of an artificial leg, pension should
be paid as for amputations through the knee. If, on account of shortness of
stump above the knee, or the presence of some condition which precludes
pressure, the stump is useless, pension should be granted as if the amputation
had been performed at the hip.

The same criticism applies to forearm and arm amputations. Your Com-
mission is convinced that in amputations above the elbow no use can be made of
the stump e.xcept to hold an object between the stump and the chest wall. No
satisfactory artificial upper arm has as yet been produced and, with few
exceptions, such arms are never worn by arm an-putations, except, as the
men describe it, for dress purposes. In forearm amputations, length of
stump sufficient for fitting and leverage is essential and of far greater
importance than whether amputation is just " below the elbow," which entitles

to 70% assessment, or " one and a half inches or less below the insertion of the
biceps," which is rated at 65%. To attempt to differentiate in percentage
between amputations and one and a half inches or less below the insertion of

the biceps, and amputation through the elbow joint is an unnecessary refine-

ment. The Table could safely jump the middle third to the elbow and thereby
arrive at a standard which men suffering arm amputations could readily appre-
ciate and understand. The English rule allows plenty of latitude and still is

clearly defined. It provides: Amputation of leg below knee with stump exceed-
ing 4 inches, 50%; amputation below left eibow with stump exceeding 5 inches,

50%. Anything above is regarded as an amputation through the knee or elbow.

Another reason advanced for revision of the Disability Table is that fre-

quently, under the present practice, only 80% or 90% is awarded for more than
one amputation (referred to as multiple disabilities) where the total of such
disabilities, estimated separately, is over 100%. The method by which a rating
of less than 100% for these cases is arrived at may be theoretically correct, but
has given rise to considerable complaint. Take the case of a man with two
legs off, one at the knee and the other below the knee. The former entitles
him to 60% pension, the latter, 40%, a total of 100%. The Disability Table
provides for " Loss of two extremities, up to 100% " but this maximum is seldom
allowed. The pensioner is told: amputation of one leg at the knee entitles you
to 60%, therefore, you are now only 40% fit. Amputation below the knee
entitles you to 40%, but as you are already only 40%, we will only allow 40%
of the remaining 40% which is 16%, and 16% added to 60% is 76%—say 80%.
There are only 150 such cases in Canada, some of whom, it is true, may still

have a slight earning power in the general labour market, but despite this and
the mathematical method by which the final award is arrived at, your Com-
mission feels that where the total of multiple disabilities is 100% or greater,

100% should always be awarded. The Canadian Table also provides only
85% for loss of a hand and foot. The English Table makes no distinction and
permits no departure from the rule that loss of two extremities gives 100% certaiir.
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Strong representations were made to tlie Commission that since the Dis-

ability Table had so largel.y to do with amputations, one member of the triliunal

making the revision should be an amputation ease having exjierience in wearing
an artificial limb, and that opportunitj' should be given to the Amputations
Association to make representations respecting the subject matter of the revi-

sion.

Representations were also made on behalf of the Blind that the helpless-

ness allowance specified in the Table of Disabilities at §300.00 be increased to

$400.00. The reason advanced for this is that a dependable guide cannot be
procured for less. This matter will be further discussed in connection wnth
other requests from the blind, but the Commission coiLsiders that the repre-

sentations made constitute strong ground for favorable consideration in

connection ^\'ith anj' revision of the Disability Tal)li'.

Recommendation of Commission

The Commission is of the opinion thai, while no radical change in the present
Taljle of Disabilities is either indicated nor desiralile, the necessary steps

should be taken to examine and revise the Table of Disabilities in the

light of the experience of the pa.st six or seven years, with special

reference to the matters hereinbefore discussed as well as any other
matters which, may appear to call for remedy.

Tuberculosis

Suggestion by ex-service nmi

That pensions granted in tuljerculosis cases i>e .stabilized at 100% for

an extended period.

The subject of Tuberculosis among ex-service men will })e discu.ssed fully

elsewhere, but the above request made by representatives of the Tubercular
Veteran's Association at practically every sitting of the Commi-ssion is dealt

with here as anj' favorable action would probably be considered as involving

an amendment to the Pension Act.
Rightly or WTongly, every representative of the Tuberculosis Veterans'

Association is convinced that if adequate pension were granted and fixed for

a period of at least two years, the patient Vicing placed upon his own resources

and no further responsibility accepted by the Department, except examination
at sufficiently frequent intervals to insure projier advice and treatment, a con-

siderable amount of money would be saved and the pensioners placed in a much
more favorable position.

It has been contended and much emphasis has been placed on this, that

security for the future and peace of mind of the pensioner can only be brought
about by the latter knowing for a long period in advance just how much money
he can count upon receiving. Instead of being isolated he coukl return to his

family, where the risk of infection is so slight as not to seriously enter into

consideration, and he would have the opportunity of training and moulding
his children, together with the companionship qf his wife. He could much better

plan his financial future. It would be unnecessary to live in a city, where living

expenses are high and the risk of inter-ciurent infection great. He might
purchase or rent a small place in the country where he could untlertake some
form of light employmeilt which woidd permit him to work or rest as his strength

dictated, a condition impossible to secure if ho were forced to enter into any
competitive occupation. On discharge from Sanitarium, if the disease is

clinically active, pension is invariably awarded at 100% for six months and no
reduction of more than 20% is made at any one time thereafter. p]ven this

20% reduction is not imposed in the great majority of cases. The Pensions

Board has drawn, at the request of the Commission, 100 fyles in which a pension
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of 100% was awanled on discliarKC and in which the iiension Ijcinp i)aid

after a hvpso of two years was calculated. It is found tliat the averap;e

pension to a man who was a total disability on discharge, is still, two
years later, 90.2t)% which may be regarded as showinp; an average of about

95% for the whole two years. The Commission has had the opportunity of

visiting seven sanatoria, meeting the patients and discussing and observing

various phases of the work among the Tuberculous at first hand. The Commis-
sion lias further had the benefit of di-scussion with Sanatoria Superintendents

and T.B. S|)ecialists and besides this has heard the evidence of two of the out-

standing authorities on Tuberculosis in Canada.
In connection with this Suggestion it has been shown to the satisfaction

of the Commission that, if adequate pension were assured for a sufficiently

long period in advance, many cases now in sanatorium could, without risk

to themselves nor danger to their families, return to their homes.
The Commission has endeavored to get information on the point as to

whether appUcations for re-admission to Sanatorium arc increased as a result

of pension being reduced. There is nothing sufficiently definite on which to

base a reliable conclusion. The Commission does point out, however, that

it can be reasonably expected that the maintaining pension at 100% will at

least remove any possible financial inducement to re-admission. The Commis-
sion also feels that the therapeutic effect of freedom from worry and dread of a

cut in pension must show itself in less re-admissions. As the maintenance of a

patient, in a Sanatorium, with pay and allowances, costs at least twice the

amount of 100% pension, every Sanatorium patient who (having once received

the requisite training as to the nature and care of his ailment) is enabled to

leave or remain out of the institution means a distinct saving to the Country.

If the patient is not cured at the end of a two year period, then he is probably

a chronic for life and will require a permanent total disability pension.

Ricommendalion of Commission

The Commission recommends that such provision be made that on discharge

of from Sanitorium of pensionable T.B. cases showing the presence of

Tubercle Bacillus in the Sputum, or, if this cannot be demonstrated,

in cases proved by X-Ilay examination, if moderately advanced and
clinically active during the period of observation, pension shall be
awarded at 100% for a period of at least two years. (Reservation

at end of Report.)

Re Jurisdiction of Federal Appeal Board

I'.e;, c. 02, s. 11 (1) )

"Section 11 (1) an appeal shall he in respect of any refusal of pension

l)y the Board of Pension Commissioners on the grounds that the disability

resulting from injury or disease or the aggravation thereof or that the injury or

disease or the aggravation thereof resulting in death was not attributable to

or was not incurred tluring military service".

The Commission made certain recommendations on this subject in its

Report No. 2. These recommendations have in part been adopted in the

amendment above quoted.
The question as to what cases should be heard by the Federal Appeal

Tribunal was reported on bj' a Select Committee of the Senate. As appears,

the question discussed was whether there should be appeals on both "entitle-

ment," (right to pension) and "rating" (amount of pension) or whether the

appeals shoidd be confined to "entitlement" alone. The recommendation
nf the Committee favoured the latter course,

—

"The Committee recommended that this Board shall have jurisdic-

tion in cases of entitlement only. The question of entitlement is tl\e

203—1
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larpcr question and is dealt with at considerable length in the report
of the lloyal Commission. There is the further question of the dissatis-

faction in ratings of pensions after entitlement is admitted. The
evidence laid before the Committee would seem to indicate that the
question of rating is normally, if not wholly, a question of medical
testimony. It is thought that if the Board of Appeal were to engage
in discussing questions of rating it would seriously interfere with the
work of the Board in determining questions of entitlement. Your
Committee, therefore, think that it will be well to leave the matter of

rating as it now is and confine the appeals to be brought before the
Board of Appeal to the question of entitlement only'".

Entitlement includes not only the question as to the connection of the
disability with service but also the question as to whether the applicant is

within the class of persons for whom the Act provides.

The Section before quoted is much narrower than the recommendation
of the Committee. The Section only permits appeals on one element of entitle-

ment, viz., the connection of the disability with service.

The jurisdiction of the Federal Appeal Board thus limited, excludes not only
all review in respect of assessment but it also prevents appeals such as those
of widows, widowed mothers and parents refused under the provisions of Section
34 (1) and (3), children under Section 24 (1) and (2), and the soldier himself
under Sections 12 and 13.

This is referred to in view of the possibilitj' that, in specifj'ing the cases to
be dealt with by the Federal Appeal Board, it was assumed that decision as to
attributability included all questions of entitlement, and to ensure that it is not
overlooked that there are many grounds on which pension may be refused, even
though the disability or death was connected with service. As the Act stands
now, if a pension is refused on any of these other grounds there is no appeal.
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PART TWO

SOLDIER SETTLERS

Carefully prepared and well digested statements on this subject were

presented to the Commission, particularly in the West. Except as to the matter

of revaluation, these statements had to do with specific suggestions for improve-

ment of conditions in matters of detail and these are the things to which the

Commission has confined its attention. It was not considered that they called

for any general inquiry as to the success or failure of the salient features of the

scheme or of its administration. The Commission has had to approach the

suggestions made with practically no first-hand knowledge of conditions, and
the conclusions reached necessarily represent a wholly detached view of the

situation derived primarily from the evidence and the discussions to which the

Commission has listened. The Commission has, however, considered that its

main function on this subject was to bring together and discuss the evidence

produced so that there might be on record for future consideration a resume of

the case made by the representatives of the soldier settlers.

Soldier Settlement was introduced as a means of effecting increased settle-

ment on the land by a system of state aid confined to ex-members of the Canad-
ian, Imperial, and Allied Forces. Canadian soldiers in this way were given

another means of re-establishment. It differed, however, from all other re-estab-

lishment measures, in that it was not instituted as a means of compensating

ex-soldiers for disabilities resulting from war service, nor of granting them aid in

accordance with the extent of such disabilities, as is done in the matter of pen-

sions, treatment and vocational training. It is based, rather, on the ability

of the e.\-soldier to make good as a land holder.

The Soldier Settler has been given financial and other assistance, such as has

been accorded no other settler on the land. Capital is provided by the Govern-
ment at a low rate of interest, and no charge is made for the appraisal of the

land, legal costs or other expenses. Once established, every help is given him
through District Offices, Field Supervisors, etc.

The present condition of soldier settlers must of course be considered in the

light of the general agricultural conditions from the time of re-establishment to

date. It is authoritatively stated that during the past three years there have
been more abandonments by civilians than soldier settlers and that seventy-five

per cent of the soldier settlers have, by patience, diligence and hard work, been
overcoming the handicaps of the general agricultural depression. Of the other

twenty-five per cent the larger portion have been handicapped by personal or

family illness, or by poor land, or crop failures, and in most cases personal

factors and failings have contributed to the lack of progress.

When further considerations or concessions are considered, it should be not

because of these twenty-five per cent who have more or less failed to overcome
the conditions common to all, but in the light of the fact that seventy-five out of

every hundred holders have made substantial progress. They are the settlers

who truly represent the situation and who merit every reasonable consideration.

Suggeslion by Ex-Service Men
Appcjil or .\djii.stnipnt Bqards

The establishment of local or appeal boards with power of final decision

for adjustment purposes. (Vancouver 409, 411, 429, 445, 449, 463;

Calgary 273; Winnipeg 493).

203—1
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While the necessity was stressed of providiiip: sonic means through which

settlers' grievances as regarfls the Settlement Board's decisions could be remed-

ied, there was considerable divergence in the methods suggested but they all

involved the intervention of an independent tribunal or Board.

Some proposals went so far as to suggest that the decision of such a Board
on the matters within its scope shoidd be binding on the Soldier Settlement

Board. In Vancouver (409) and in Calgary (273) the tribunal suggested was

called an Appeal Board. In Winnii)cg it was suggested, apparently as an

alternative proposal, that the settler have a Soldiers' Friend (519). In Van-
couver and Winnipeg the suggestion was made that in the selection of the

personnel of the Soldier Settlement Board the desirability of having some one

entirely familiar with Western conditions had not been fully recognized. (Van-

couver 129; Winnipeg 517).

The sum of the discussion at these different places was that the soldier

settler desired some intermediary so as not to feel that he was entirely in the

hands of the officials, but the scope of this intermediary's intervention was to be

principally on the question as to whether, under a given set of circumstances,

the settler should go into temporary- or permanent salvage, that is, whether

he should be allowed to suspend payments and keep on operating the farm in

the liope of ultimate recoverj', or should be finally and definitely closed out.

(Vancouver 445; Winnipeg 493).

It was admitted that there was no wide unrest (Vancouver 448) but that

there was a feeling, among the soldier settlers, of need for improvement in present

conditions, and the Appeal or Adjustment Board was projioscd as the remedy.

(^'aucouver 449). In British Columbia it was claimed that the present unfav-

ourable conditions arose, to some extent at least, out of a too vigorous collection

campaign in 1920. (Vancouver 462, 463).

The Commission does not feel called upon to go into the merits of this

campaign. The situation was that about 1,900 settlers had been taken on up
to the autumn of 1920, and the necessity for impressing these settlers with the

fact that they were undertaking definite contract obligations was apparently in

the mind of the Settlement Board. The Commission does not consider, how-

ever, that the instructions issued at that time indicate any overstepping of the

true functions of the Settlement Board, neither does the Commission find any
evidence that the action taken at that time is the cause of conditions calling for

remedy now.
It was frankly stated that there was no citicism of present-day methods

but that the Adjustment or Appeal Board was sought with the fear in mind
that there might be a possible recurrence of the 1920 attitude. (Vancouver

462, 463; Calgary 259).

It was contended that conditions in British Columbia were essentially

different from those in other provinces and were not cleacly appreciated in

administering the Act. (Vancouver 408, 411, 429, 452, 463).

An enumeration of these special local conditions as extracted from the

evidence includes the following:

—

(1) The special adaptability which was claimed for British Columbia in

respect to small fruit farming and other operations requiring a much more limited

area than that ordinarily dealt with under the Soldier Settlement Act. (Van-

couver 385, 436).

(Note: A somewhat detailed investigation was made by a British Columbia
official of the Settlement Board and by a Department official from Ottawa,

whose findings were concurred in by a British Columbia man who was apparently

regarded on all sides as an authority, anil the report showed, the Commission

thinks, that generallj' speaking the Settlement Board had a thorough apprecia-

tion of the possibilities in British Columbia and of the conditions necessary to

their succes.sful exploitation (Vancouver 408);
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(2) The heavy floods in the Fraser Valley and the had weather oonditious

in the interior during 1020 (Vancouver 408);

(3) Extremely had market conditions in 1921 (Vancouver 408);

(4) The fact that 1922 hrought the longest drought in the histroty of British

Columbia (Vancouver 408)

;

(5) The fact that partially handicapped men from other provinces were
attracted in large numbers to British Columbia on account of its climate, thus
imposing an extra load on the machinery in looking after applicants for loans

under the Soldier Settlement Act (Vancouver 458);

(ti) The delay in establishing the British Columbia Offices and the conse-

quent abnormal rush and possibly less thorough investigation of applicants in

1920 (Vancouver 407).

The Commission was impressed with this unusual combination of conditions
in British Columbia and considers that these conditions maj' call for the exercise

of the discretion of the Settlement Board along Unes which may be at variance
with, or at least a departure from, the jiolicy practiced elsewhere. Undoubtedly
special conditions call for special consideration, but that does not necessarily

support a proposal for the intervention between the Settlement Board and the
soklier settler of an entire stranger in the person of an Adjustment or Appeal
Board.

The relations between the soldier settler and the Settlement Board are
cssentiallj' contractual and in this they differ in a very marked degree from the
matters which are the subject of pensions administration. To justify the radical

course of imposing on either party to the contract, the view of an outsifle tribunal

on the question as to whether the express terms of the arrangement are to be
lived up to, would require strong evidence that there is injustice which is irremedi-
able under present procedure. Such evidence is entirley wanting.

In the first place there exist methods of checking the Settlement Board's
activities. Under the Soldier Settlement Act, the Board is only the agent of

the Crown. In cases calling for relief from what arc consideretl to be drastic

rulings, direct application may be made to the Minister of Immigration and
Colonization. Special cases may also be dealt with on Inquiries authorized
by the Settlement Boartl under Section 55 of the Act.

In the second place there is no evidence of undue severity. The question
which it was suggested should be decided by an Adjustment or Appeal tribunal
was whether the settler should go into temporary or permanent salvage. The
impression might be that the Soldier Settlement Board exercised the functions
of a mercenary collection agencj'. The e^^dencc at Winnipeg was that ninety-
nine per cent of the cases which went into salvage did so voluntarily. (Winnipeg^
486.) This docs not mean that the vf)luntary action was not at times induced
by the attitude of the Board in requiring payments, but the evidence showed
that the Settlement Board had only received payment of all instalments due from
about one-third of the settlers (Vancouver 43G; Winnipeg 4815), and further that
another third had only made partial jiayments on their instalments and any
amount no matter how small, was considered as a partial payment. The remain-
ing third had made no payment whatever. This forbearance was in addition
to the exemption from interest which had been granted as a result of the recom-
mendation of the 1922 Parliamentary Committee (1922 Parliamentary Commit-
tee Proceedings, p. XXXV).

The attitude of the representatives of the Settlement Board who appeared
before the Commission was all which the Commission feels could have been
asked of men who bad a responsibility both to the settler and to the State, and
there was no indication of any intention to do otherwise than encourage the
settler in every possible way to continue his endeavour towards successful and
permanent settlement.
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The Commission approves the principle of giving the settler the benefit

of the services of a Soldiers' PVicnd. (Winnipeg 519.) This does not disregard

the contractual basis of the parties, but the settler is assured of an opportunity
of referring his difficulties and his rights to an interested and sympathetic
adviser and advocate.

Recommendation of Commission.

As to Appeal or Adjustment Boards—None. The Commission recommends,
however, that such arrangements be made that Official Soldier Advisers

appointed by the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-Establishment
be qualified and authorized to deal with and for soldier settlers where so

requested.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men.

Collateral Security

That greater latitude be given to the settler in dealing with such of his

private propertv as has not been purchased for him bv the Soldier

Settlement Board. (Calgary 269; Winnipeg 475, 496; Halifax 343.)

Section 32 of the Soldier Settlement Act empowers the Board to require,

"if the Board considers the security otherwise insufficient," that the settler who
obtains advances shall furnish security on any property owned or held l)y him.
Section 34 (4) also authorizes the Board to require the execution of a mortgage
securing any charge imposed by the Act or agreed on between the Board and the

settler. Section 34 also prohibits any alienation bj' the settler of property which
is charged in favour of the Board so long as any amount remains due to the Board.
Section 18 specifically charges the settler's own land and the increase of his

stock as security for loans made for stock and equipment.

There are thus two cases in which the settler's owm personal property may
be charged: (a) The increase of stock is automatically charged by Section 18;

and (b) Other personal property may be charged by specific mortgage when
required by the Settlement Board as additional security.

The argument is that the settler in thus tying up his property is hampered
in trading and in obtaining local credit. (Calgary 269; Winnipeg 475, 496;
Halifax 343.)

The facts are that the policy of taking additional security is gradually being
abandoned. In Calgary the evidence was that in only two cases, out of the last

hundred loans made, was additional securitj' taken. (Calgary 255.) In Winni-
peg, out of 2,820 loans, additional security bj' way of chattel mortgage was
onlj' taken in 273 cases, i.e., about 9 per cent. The evidence is that the settler

is given permission, under any reasonable circumstances, to dispose of personal

property if it does not endanger the .security. (Halifax 344; Calgary 274; Winni-
peg 480.) The proposal was made at Calgary (274, 293) and at Wiuniiieg (479,

480) that it be definitely understood that a settler should be entitled to deal

with S500 worth of personal property free from the security of the Board. It

was recognized in presenting the proposal that such a rule could not be laid

down unconditionally, and it was proposed that in order to be entitled to this

privilege the settler should show that he had lived for a reasonable time on
his farm and complied with the regulations, and that the giving up of the right

to this S500 worth of stock would not jeopardize the security' of the Board.
(Calgary 273, 294; Winnipeg 479, 480.)

The proposal made is, in effect, very similar to the present practice. The
only difference would be the existence of an express regulation under which the

settler could be assured that on complying with definite conditions he would
receive a release or certificate of exemption of S500 worth of stock. Section 18
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is, the Commission considers, sufficiently wide to enable the Board to thus
release property en bloc.

Recommendation of Commission.

The Commission recommends that a regulation be adopted recognizing

the right of the settler to apply for and receive a release or exemption
certificate as to personal property to the value of S500 where at leas

one year has elapsed and all payments have been met and regulations

complied with, and it is shown to the Board's satisfaction that the

value of the remaining security will continue to bear a proportion to

the amount due on the loan at least as great as at the time the loan

was made.

Suggestion by ex-service men
Riglit of settler to be repaid portion of his investment in case of salvage

That where the settler gives up, and the property is sold, the settler should
receive a proportion of what he has paid in for machinery, stock and
for his deposit. (P.E.I.—St. John 94).

There are cases of real hardship where a man has invested his small amount
of capital and has lost it all. These cases where there has been a genuine effort

towards success deserve every consideration. From the facts, it would appear
that the most which has been done is that the Settlement Board has not called

on the Soldier to make good any deficit between the amount for which the
property is sold and the amount which he has borrowed. The evidence at St.

John, Winnipeg and Calgary was to the effect that in the majority of cases there

has been no deficit and that the property has realized more than the amount
against it, in which case the settler is given the benefit of any surplus.

Having regard to the contractual relations of the parties and the responsi-

bility which the soldier settler takes in common with the Settlement Board,
the Commission does not feel that it Is justified in recommending any general

regulation or practice whereby, notwithstanding there miiy be a substantial

deficit, the sfttler will receive a proportion of the proceeds of the sale. The
Commission believes that in a deserving case real hardship can be met through
special adjustment by the Board.

Recommendation of Commission

None—except for consideration by special adjustments in exceptional

cases.

Suggestion by ex-service men
Temi.'! on which settler is given permission to sell property

That permission to sell property be granted more readily and on more
generous terms as to the settler sharing in proceeds of sale. (Halifax

3.J0; Winnipeg 487, 494).

There are instances in which the land purchased has proved to be of special

value on account of unsuspected mineral deposits. From the evidence, the
Commission considers it can fairly be concluded that the Settlement Board
docs and will give permission to the settler to make sales of property' which are

manifestly for his benefit and which will provide him with some ready money,
so long as the security of the Board is not depreciated and so long as r.'as;)n-

able amounts are applied by the settler in reduction of the loan. One opinion

expressed in the evidence was that there was danger to the settler in too much
credit. (Winnipeg 475, 487, 494, 495, 497.)
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The Commission considers that the regulations now in force and the polic\'

of administration ensure to the settler the benefit of a fair proportion of salf-s

of property consistent with the preservation of the security.

Recommendation of Commission

None—in view of the present practice.

Suggestion by ex-service men

Revaluation

That there be a general revaluation of lands purchased by soldier settlers

(particularly in years 1919 and 1920) with a view to writing off sub-

sequent deflation resulting from general economic depression. (Van-
couver 445; Winnipeg 498-517; Montreal 575; Calgary 257, 272.)

The claim is that land was bought at abnormal prices in 1919 and 192(t

and that the soldier settler has constantly over his head the discouraging effect

of a capital liability, which has, by the cleflation in prices, become quite out of

proportion to the actual present value of the property which, if it were disposed

of at the moment, would probalily, in most instances, bring considerably less

than the price paid by the soldier. The position, however, as it appears to the

Commission, is that the handicap is more contingent than actual. The value

of the farm is not to be taken as of this or any arbitrary date for the purpose
of measuring the loss or profit of the soldier farmer. The farm is bouglit to be
worked an(l paid for gradually. The only definite date for testing the im-
providence or otherwise of the bargain is the date on which the ]>urchase was
made. At that time the settler himself, who was assumed to have some know-
ledge of the value of farm lands, decided that the farm was worth the price and
in this the best available judgment of the Settlement Board officials concurred.

If the subsequent fluctuations in value are to be looked at to see whether the

bargain was a good one, then the date which is at least as important as any
other is the date when the farm is to be actually and finally paid for, twenty-
five years hence. At least, it cannot be saitl that the price was too high until

the average value of the farm in the market yi-ar by year during the period of

payment has been ascertained. Possibly the settler may in some certain year
be paying interest on a larger amount than it would otherwise have been necess-

ary to invest in that particular year to secm-e the production obtained, but the
next year values may have so increased that it would be imixissible for him to

go into the market and find a farm of e(iual productive value, except at a much
higher price with the consequent higher annual interest cliarge. It follows

that if the right to readjustment in valuation were admitted, it would not be
possible to make it until considerable time had elapsed in which to determine
from the fluctuation in values a basis on which the revaluation were to be made.
No possible injury could result from the delay. On any reasonable basis of

values there will be instalments payable for a long time to come, and if a re-

adjustment were foiuid necessary in the course of a number of years there would
still be ample instalments from which any reduction could be made. The figure

mentioned for general deflation was roughly 30%, Winnipeg (510, 499) but a
qualifying statement was made that the average deflation on farms still in thi'

hands of settlers

—

" woidd not amount to anything like that. For instance there would
be farms where they would not have to make any change, at least not
a change of more than five or possiblj' ten per cent." (512).

The average loans on farms was 31,000 (462). Assuming even a 30% deflation

in the loan on the land, there would be an overpayment, until revaluation, of

possibly $35 per annum, and if there were a readjustment eventually, any annual
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ovi'ipayinont made previously would automatically roduco the final indebtcd-

II OSS.

But even assuminfi; that the original price had to he c<)ni])ared w'th present

values and some adjustment made, Parliament on the recommcMidation of the

1922 Parliamentary Committee (1922 Pari. Com. P. XXXV) jirovided for:

(a) PuttinR stock and equii)ment loans on a 25 instead of a 20-year basis,

notwithstanding the; non-jjernianent nature of the property represented by
these loans;

(b) A consolidation of arrears up to April 1, 1922;

(c) Total exemjition from interest payments for 4 years for 1919 settlers,

for 3 years for 1920 settlers and for 2 years for 1921 settlers.

This exemption was not an inconsequential concession. It represented

in many cases a complete cancellation of interest amounting to about 16% of

the i)rincipal sum, or in other words l)y s])reading it over the 2.') years, it meant
that the interest-bearing principal was reduced by 16%. This adjustment
was regarded by the great majority of soldier settlers as a practical benefit,

at a verj^ opportune time.

It is only fair to remember that the effect of the proposed revaluation is to

ask the Country to agree to forego its claim under the terms of a solemn contract

admittedly nmeh more lil)eral than would be entered into by any private interest,

and that the settler was himsc^lf satisfied as to the value of the laud which was
the basis of the contract and the security for the loan.

The Commission fully recognizes the great impetus in the development
and colonization of Canada to which soldier settlers are contributing, and it is

also convinced tliat S(>ttlement Board ofHeials are full}- aware of the importance
of their work both in the settlement of the Country and the re-establishment

of ex-service men. It must not l)c forgotten, however, that the Soldier Settle-

ment Act is not by any means an exclusively re-establishment measure. If it

were, then soldiers in many otlier vocations would lie warranted in complaining
that discrimination was being shown in favour of the farmer class. One of the

principal justifications for the special provision for soldier settlers as against

other vocations is that it is a two-sided contract, under which the State has
definite rights and receives unmistakable l^enefit.

From the evidence given it is by no means proved that there has been a
permanent depreciation in values. The reference to revaluation in Quebec
arose out of a special situation on account of some badly bought farms in the

early days of the Act (.")G4 and .576.) There was also an iiidivitlual instance

of stock for which too much was paid (563). The stock and implements were
stressed more than the farms (575-576). The impression left by the evidence
was that the exemption from interest provided for in 1922 pretty well met the

case (577). The situation in Quebec would, the Commission considers, be
fairly provided for if the Settlement Board investigated any s])ecific complaints

and considered for readjustment any case where it was found that the settler

had been misled into paying exorbitant prices by some fault of the oflScials.

There was nothing to indicate any necessity for a general revaluation.

In Vancouver, (445) the opinion was definitely expressed by the repre-

sentative of e.x-scrvice men that "the fiucstion of land values will adjust itself

as conditions improve." It was rather the general depression which was
regarded as affecting the position of settlers adversely. The evidence goes on
(445):

"Our settlers have faced these three difficult j'ears and while land
values have not dropped to a great extent the value of produce has
seriously affected their position."

In Calgary, the representative of the Soldier Settlement Board gave it as his

opinion that land values had not depreciated but simply that their .saleability

had decreased and that this was only a temporary condition (257).
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In Winnipeg, the presentation of the case was much more comprehensive.
It was accepted that the value of land was based

—

"on its productivity and carr}'ing power when developed to a reasonable
extent."

It was also recognized that the value of land could not be determined bv its

record for one year, but should be considered over a period of years, and the
value of the products, less operating expenses, should be rccarded as the interest

on the investment (499). The evidence dealt specifically with comparative
values of commodities in which the settler was interested, but the evidence as to

land values was very general. Tables were presented showing comparative
prices of commodities before the war and in the years 1919, 1920, 1921 and 1922.

These tables covered produce (500), wheat and oats (501), equipment and
implements (502), lumber (503), freight rates (503), comparative purchasing
power of farm produce (504), and the contention was made that, despite improved
crop conditions, the purchasing power of farm produce was still on the decline

(504). The Commission did not consider these statistics as directly relevant

on the main point which was as to whether the settlers' land had permanently
decreased in value and, if so, whether that loss should be borne bj' the Country,
but these figures were useful in showing some of the existing conditions which
had contributed to the settlers' anxieties.

On the question of the comparative values of land, and the permanency of

any depreciation, the evidence is not sufficiently certain to justify any assured
conclusion. The general statement which formed the foundation for the whole
contention as to necessity for revaluation was:

"During the years 1918, 1919 and 1920, and part of 1921, the farm
lands of Western Canada were sold at prices never before dreamed of,

and which are not likeh' to be realized again for many years so long as

the land is not of value for other than agricultural purposes. These
farms cannot now be made to produce sufficient to carry the great burden
of debt accumulated as a result of purchases made during the period

of abnormal prices." (Winnipeg 499).

It was stated that on the Portage Plains where prices were SlOO an acre in

1919-20, the lands could be bought to-day for S50 to 860 an acre, (508) and
that the same thing applied to the Dauphin District (508). It was admitted
that if the prices of 1919-20 were to come back there would be no necessity

for an adjustment, but it was stated that there was no hope whatever of their

coming back (508). Again, the evidence of the selected representative witness

dealing with this subject was:

"I do not think that in the West there is the opinion that land

values will be restored for years to come. It will not be in our times,

unless there is another war." (514).

This was pratically all the tangible evidence which was given as to the

permanency of depreciation in values. The evidence by the representative of

the Settlement Board was that 1.54 farms which had been salvaged were sold

and that they cost, including the initial payment made by the settler, plus the

permanent improvements put on them, S563,298.SG. The aggregate sale

price was $558,851.26, and shows a depreciation on the farms of S4,447.66 (514).

It was suggested that obviously those which were sold would be the best farms
(514), but it was said that this was not always true, and that no less than 200
farms owned by the Board had been considered sufficiently good to Vie taken
under lease during the previous summer on the usual profit sharing basis (515).

The evidence already referred to (499) recognized the inaccuracy of arriving

at a value for the land, except by taking its record for a period of years (499).

The sug^stion, that in view of this it was too early to arrive at any conclusion
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as to revaluation was met by the contention that the discouraging efTcct on
the farmer, who carried at least a nominal indebtedness out of proportion to the
present productivity of his farm, would result in the settler abandoninp; further
effort and the holdings consequently beins thrown back on the Settlement
Board which would have to find a fresh purchaser for the land, and bear the
expense of salvage operations and of re-settling the new farmer and almost
inevitably have to write off any resulting loss. (Winnipeg 499, 504, 505).
The case was put as follows:

—

" A number of soldier settlers in this province have already abandoned
their holdings and, although of the farms that have been taken back
by this Board in this Province, some have been sold at their cost price,

many have been sold at prices considerably below cost, and a great
many more arc still on the hands of the Board with little prospect of
selling them at anything like cost.

"A large number of the settlers still on the land in this province are
considerably in arrears, and their present prospects are far from encoura-
ging. Under exi.sting conditions the prospects are that an appreciable
percentage of these will have to abandon their efforts sooner or later.

The vast majority of these men have nothing but what is invested in

their farms; they arc desirous of making a success of their undertaking,
but should they through bcii\g unable to earn a livelihood and pay their
way, be compelled to relinquish their holdings back to the Board, then
the Board would have to find a fresh purchaser for the land and would be
only able to secure the market price for the land, stock, etc., and would
have to write off the loss. They would have the expense of salvage
operations, and the work of securing a new settler. In view of this,

would it not be better to have a complete readjustment with the man
now on the land, take the loss now, and retain these worthy settlers

where thej' will be an asset to the country generally?
"It seems to me that from a purely business vie\vpoint and from the

vie\vpoint of colonization, this is the only sound and practical solution of

this grave situation."

The conditions described have already been encountered elsewhere, and a
statement by Premier Masscy of New Zealand was quoted at Vancouver (443)
as an example of the practical steps which were urged as necessary to afford

relief. The statement was as follows:

—

"The Government, in these difficult circumstances,—(that is refer-

ring to the depreciation in value of stock and equipment and farm pro-
ducts) has proved itself an exceedingly generous landlord. Its first

step was to authorize the Land Boards, which are composed of practical

farmers, to postpone the payment of rentals and instalments where suffi-

cient cause was shown.
" 'No man who is a trj-er is going to be put off his farm,' said Mr.

Massey. 'I tell the soldiers to stay on their land and do their best.

The Government is not going to see them fail if there is a reasonable
method of helping them through this passing trouble.'

"These concessions have eased the situation. But it has been
apparent all along that some of the soldier settlers would have to have
their capital values reduced. The Government, in other words, would
have to write off some part of the money that it had paid for the land.

The Ministers have admitted that this measure would be necessary in

cases where the productive value of the land, on the basis of retluced

prices, was less than the price paid when the land was bought for the
soldiers. But they have argued, very reasonably, that the Government
should not be- asked to make this adjustment in haste. Produce prices
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fell in 1920 to an excoodiugly low level and have since been moving uj)

again gradnally. Wool and meat are still increasing in value.

'"J'he soldier farmers, however, are not to he kept in suspense much
longer. The Government has made the first step towards the adjust-

ment of the land values by appointing a number of practical independent
farmers to visit the farms and make recommendations. Every soldier

on the land will be given an opportunity to state his ca.se to one of these

men. The inspecting farmers will confer with the Land Boards, and
recommendations will be placed before the Government. The final

decision will rest with Parliament, but there is no doubt that the repre-

sentatives of the peojile will endorse whatever action the Government
proposes. New Zealand may lose a million or two but it will gain thous-
ands of contented producers."

The subject of Soldier Settlement only comes within the jnirview of the
Commission in an accidental way as related to existing re-establishment needs.

While the Commission makes such recommendations as it considers war-
ranted by the evidence on certain minor phases of the suliject, it reahzes that the
far reaching effect of a decision as to revaluation requires close knowledge of

local conditions, experience with agricultural and settlement matters, par-

ticularly in the West, and a detailed and critical examination of the financial

operations and outlook of the whole project. The Commission has primarily

and principally to do with matters of pension and re-establishment of the dis-

abled and their dependents and docs not consider itself in a position to make
any definite recommendation, especially when the proposal involves a declara-

tion of a new principle of general national policy rather than the working out of

details and improvements in connection with a policy already laid down.
The Commission therefore submits the foregoing summary of the evidence

given and contentions put forward and calls attention to the following con-
siderations:

(a) To compare prices paid for the land with the values as of any arbitrary

date, except the date of purchase, would not be an accurate criterion as to
whether the bargain was a good one. A fair test would be the value of the
fand on an average during the 25-year payment period. The evidence afifords

no information on which to base a prediction as to when or in what degrees land
values will fluctuate.

(b) If, after an experience of years, a capital loss is clearly indicated, the
question as to whether the State shall bear the whole or part of the loss can then
be determined and, if decided affirmatively approjiriate action can be taken for a
readjtistment on instalments still unpaid.

(() There is, however, a consideration which may be less logical than the
foregoing, but will jirobably be found to be more practical, and that is, that the

discouraging effect of having a large capital debt over his head for a much greater

sum than the i)resent value of the farm, may lead the settler to give up rather
than take chances on an uncertain future. Thus, the country may lose the

colonization benefit which the scheme had in view; it would also, almost inevi-

tably, lose the amount of any depletion in value and be put to the trouble and
expense of getting a new settler. To obviate this contingency, it maj' be tlesired

to assure the settler that, in case capital loss is demonstrated eventually, some
reciprocating adjustment by way of forbearance of interest or otherwise will

be made by the State. This could be done by a declaration of principle, leaving
the question as to whether there has been a loss, and the amount, if any, to be
determined after the necessary lapse of time.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men
Exlendinfj the Act to cover those who servetl in C.inada only

That the Act be amended to include those who served oidy in Canada.
(Halifax 326; Winnipeg 517; Vancouver 400).
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Of those who served in Canada, only men who incurred sonic jicnsionable

tlisability in service are at jiresent elif!;il)le for loans under the Solilier Settlement
Act. As was pointed out in the evidence, if the Soldier Settlement Act is to be
regarded as primarily a settlement i)rojcct with a collateral benefit to ex-service

men, there seems no pood reason wJiy the experience and efficiency of soldiers

Avho remained in Canada should not be taken advantage of. Many of those

who undertook military service during the kiter months of the war, as well as

soldiers held on instructional, transport or other necessary work in Canada,
were sons of farmers or were experienced agriculturalists and woidd undoubtedly
constitute excellent agencies for land settlement. The proposal involves a

large additional financial commitment and the consideration of Parliament as

to whether what has already been accomplished justifies further extension of the

principle of the Act.

Iiecommendalion of Commission

From the standpoint of re-estaldishnu'nt the Commission considers there

is no objection to the i)r()posed extension; apart from that, the question

is one of policy respecting colonization depending in part on whether
the results already obtained warrant further commitments.

Suggestion by ex-sernce men
Wndor'.s warranty t f fiincss of laiul

That the vendor of property to the Soldier Settlement Board, for a Settler,

be required to give a warrantv as to the condition of the property.

(Halifax 327; Winnipeg 481).

The recommendation in Halifax had to do with personal propert}', parti-

ularly cattle, and was to the effect that these cattle should be warranted free

from tuberculosis or that the vendors should sell them subject to the tuber-

culin test.

The recommendation in Winnipeg was as to the condition of the land

—

that it be free from weeds and stone, that the sub-soil be suitable, that the

amount of ploughing to be done was as represented, and that it be free from
l>!ack alkali and sourness.

The difficulty presented was that such a warranty would simply increase

the cost of the property purchased by the amount which the vendor would
add to insure the absence of these undesirable conditions. The soldier settler

is a party to the transaction and no stock or land will be purchased without his

consent. If such a warranty is desired in a particular case he may require that

the Settlement Board insist on it before purchasing.

l\ecommendation of Commission

None.

Suggestion bij ex-sermce men
I'.xtcnding aiic limit

That the age limit for those who may take advantage of the Act hv extend-

ed. (Halifax 325.;

The practice now is that those who have not had previous agricultural

exi)( rience will not be granted loans if thi'y are over furty-five years of age.

(Halifax 326-327.) As a matter of fact, the age limit in practice is regarded

as fortj' years. There is no age limit in the Act.

Ii( commendation of Commission

The Commission considers that age ciualification should not he the subject

of any hard and fast regulation, but that the general practice of limit-

ing the benefits of the Act to those imder forty-five years of age affords

a good working rule. ,
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Suggestion by ex-service men
Payment of taxes

That the Board should pay taxes on any lands which have been given up
by the soldier settler and salvaged by the Board. (Winnipeg 469).

The hardship aimed at by this suggestion arises when the Settlement
Board, in the right of the Crown, repossesses lands from a soldier settler in

default. On account of the Crown's Immunitj' from taxation, an additional

burden thus falls on the other residents of the locality. Not infrequently the

lands are those which had, previously to their occupation by the soldier settler,

been imder cultivation and depended on by the local authorities for taxes.

The case was put as follows:

—

"There are 50 settlers go into this Municipality and take up land;

they have roads graded, schools erected, and other improvements made;
then half of them leave the land, and the burden for the roads and schools

falls upon these who are left .... We farmers have to contribute our
share of the taxes on the abandoned sections or quarter-sections." (Win-
nipeg 470).

The Settlement Board pays the taxes up to the time when they re-take pos-

session from the settler, but after that time no taxes are payable. In 1922,

on account of the consolidation of interest, etc., resulting from the recommend-
ation of the Parliamentary Committee, all arrears of taxes were paid up (472).

As a matter of law, if the taxes had not been paid up while the land was in the
possession of the settler, the lands would, on repossession, revest in the Settle-

ment Board free of any lien or claim for taxes. (Section 22 (3), Chap. 71, 1919).

The Board contends that the taxes on lands held by it are more promptly and
more fully paid up than the average of civilian-held lands. (Winnipeg 472.)

The question was discussed before the 1922 Parliamentarj- Committee
(Parliamentary Committee Proceedings 1922, P. XXXVII) and arises from
an application of a well-established constitutional principle. The Commission
can do nothing more than make the contention a matter of record. There is

no doubt that in municipalities where a large number of farms have been re-

possessed a great burden falls on the other property, but the remedy can only
be through representations with a view to securing the consent of the Crown
authorities to making these lands an exception to the general rule, possibly by
consenting (with an express reservation of the general principle of exemption)
to allowing the taxes or some proportion thereof to be considered a first charge
on the proceeds of a re-sale, particularly in a case where the re-sale produces a
surplus over the amount owing to the Settlement Board.

Recommendation of Corn mission

None.

Suggestion by ex-service men
Postponing standard date of pajinent

That the standard date for payment of instalments be December 1st instead

of October 1st. (Winnipeg 474-8).

The contention is that the soldier settler is generally the last to have his

grain threshed and that he does not realize on his crop in time to make his pay-
ment on October 1st. The answer is that there are at least some cases in which
payments can be made on October 1st and that the standard date should be
the time of the earliest possible payment rather than the latest, in order to

ensure that the crop proceeds are directly and immediately devoted to payment
of instalments due to the Board. It is pointed out that no interest is charged
if payments are made on or before December 1st. The reply is made that this
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provision as to exemption from interest is not a matter of standard regulation

but is an instruction issued from year to year.

The Commission considers that the standard date as now fixed, with a
period of grai'c not exceeding two montlis, without interest, to be granted in

all cases where it has not been reasonably possil)le to make payment on the
standard date, alTorels due consideration to the settler.

Recommendation of Co7nmission

None.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men.
Allownnoes for cle.iring on Dominion lands

That on Homestead lands or soldier grants the Board should break at least

50 acres for each settler or should make a special allowance up to SoOO
for breaking. (Winnipeg 458-4G5; Vancouver 401.)

The practice is that the maximum loan in addition to the loan for the land

is SI,000 for improvements which cover buildings, and S2,000 for stock and
implements. (Winnipeg 460.) A man is granted a breaking loan very frequently

out of the SI.000, i.e., the total $3,000 is treated as fluid. The amount generally

allowed for breaking is S5 per acre and it was pointed out that on homestead
lands this would not cover the cost (4.59).

The suggestion was that a further $500 be provided, making the maximum
possible loan .?;3,500 instead of $3,000.

While it was argued that the settler would be much better off with 50 acres

of broken land, it was replied that this was more than was necessary for him in

the early stages on which to grow feed for his stock (4G3), and that 25 acres

was all that was needed for that purpose. The aim of the Board was to have
settlers go slowly in clearing so that they might take on this work themselves
and thus get the direct benefit of the cash outlay instead of attempting a large

clearing operation and having the cash go to others (465). The idea is to have
tho settler proceed gradually with his clearing and augment his farm revenue
by labour elsewhere at those seasons of the j'ea'- when labour is in demand and
his earnings will be proportionately great. It was suggested at the hearing that

if the settler had a large breaking proposition and wanted to be assured that

sufficient cash would be forthcoming from the Board for that purpose the sura

of $500 might be specifically ear-marked out of the $3,000 combined improve-
ment and stock and equipment loan. Even if that were done the policy of the

Board would not permit of the whole $500 being utilized for breaking the first

year. (Winnipeg 465.)

The provision for clearing land and disposal of timber and wood on farm
lands is shown in the Halifax evidence (345).

The Commission considers that no general rule can be laid down. Each
case must be determined on its merits having regard to the man and the condi-

tions and prospects of the particular farm.

Recommendation of Commission.

None.

Suggeslion by Ex-Service Men.
Drainage loans

That the Soldier Settlement Board take the initiative in promoting the

establishment by the proper authorities of drainage districts where
co-operative drainage is needed. (Winnipeg, 488-490.)

The case put was a local condition in the Hudson Bay and Howardville
districts where the settlers were troubled with floods every year. The problem
was one of conflicting jurisdictions. Action was not taken by the Provincial
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authorities on the ground that an Indian Reserve was affected, and the I'Vdcral

authorities took the ground tliat drainage was a local and provincial matter.

(Winnipeg 488-9.)

The Settlement Act deals generally with individual farms and not with

community settlements. Once the Settlement Board has purchased the land

for the .settler it is obviouslj' to its interest to initiate and prom(4e any project

which will improve the pro])erty. The point made was tliat the average settler

was not sufficiently familiar with regulations to know how to take the first

steps toward getting co-operative drainage (489). The evidence is that in the

case referred to the Settlerrient Board had taken the initiative and pressed the

claims of the locality (488-9) and that the Indian Dejiartment had early in 1923

agreed to advance §300,000.

Becommendalion of Commission.

None.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men.
'IVansfer of settler.s from unsuitable lands

That the Board give to settlers another opportunity of borrowing where the

lands on which they have originalh' settled have proved unsuital>!e.

(Winnipeg 484-8.)

There is no express provision in the Act preventing the Soldier Settlement
Board from making a second loan to a settler who has been salvaged. It is the

practice not to do so, however, although the Board has, in special cases, trans-

ferred a settler from one farm to another and in eases of illness has taken a farm
back and on recovery las given the settler another loan (Winnipeg 485). The
evidence at Calgary showed that in very special cases this had also been done
in Alberta (259). These are called transferred loans however. An Order-in-

Council is required before making a second loan to the same settler on a different

farm.

The whole consideration is how far the Board can or should go in determining
or agreeing that the present holding is unsuitable. So much depends upon the
determination and efficiency of the settler himself. The fact that the venture is

unsuccessful does, not necessarily prove that the farm is unsuitable. Where one
settler by hard work and thrift makes progress under conditions which are far

from ideal, it would not be fair to grant a new loan to his neighbour who because
of less industry and application has allowed the conditions to master him. It

must be remembered that the settler had an active part in selecting the land
and that the Board purchased the land for him and at his request. If the settler

who attributes his ill success solely to the condition of the land is to be reinstated

in a new location, it follows that those settlers who have stuck to just as difiicult

propositions and who are showing evidence of permanent success .should be
entitled to even greater consideration.

Recommendation of Commission.

None, in view of the present regulations.

Siiggeslion by Ex-Service Men.
Provincial settlers—Mcrville iind Lister Ci-inp (CioUmi, B.C.

(a) That all settlers under provincial arrangements at Merville, Vancouver
island, and Lister Camp (Creston), in the Kootenay Valley, B.C.,
should be taken over by tlie Soldier Settlement Board; (b) That the
Soldier Settlement Board consider favourably applications of those
settlers who have left the above districts on account of the unsuit-

ability of provincial arrangements. (Vancouver 440-460.)
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This matter was the subject of diseussion before the 1922 Parliamentary
Committee (See Committee Proceedings, p 394, and (Committer' Report, p.

XXXVII). The above report recommended that an official of the Settlement
Board be authorized to investigate the conditions with a view to having the
settlers brought, if possible, under the jurisdiction of the Board. The claim is

that in 1919, before the Federal organization was fully completed, some 600
ex-service men were desirous of taking up land in British Columbia on the prin-

ciple of organized communities. Representatives of these men came to Ottawa
and the Federal authorities, it is claimed, endorsed certain plans which were
presented whereby the Province of British Columbia brought into existence a
land clearing organization and carried out the initial development. The state-

ment is made that the understanding was that the Federal government would
take over the work and complete it when the Provincial authorities had reached

their limit of financial strength (1922 Parliamentary Committee Proceedings,

p. 393-4). If this statement were correct, there can of course be no doubt as to

the course to be followed.

Pursuant to the recommendation of the Parliamentary Committee, Mr.
Maber, a representative of the Settlement Board, made an investigation and
report which is set out in the \'aneouver evidence (441). The report is dated
December 27th, 1922, and the following is an extract therefrom:

"It is doubtful, however, that the Board could depart from its

general policy of settling returned soldiers on lands ready to farm, and
participate in land clearing or irrigation projects. Even were a departure

made by the Board from this policy in the case of the Merville and Lister

settlements, it is difficult to see in what way the Board could, at this stage

materially help the settlers any l)etter than the assistance being afforded

by the local government. Buildings have already been provided; many
advances for equipment, live stock, poultry, etc., have already been made
where the Government in its opinion, considered it justified. The most
of the holdings are not yet in shape to require or justify the loan of the

stock and equipment advances such as the Board could make in the

ordinary eases."

Apparently, even if these settlers were taken over by the Settlement Board,
the only advantage would Ije a lower rate of interest and whatever improvement
in administration might be alYordcd l)y the Settlement Board organization.

The project, as appears from tlu' report of Mr. Maber, is quite outside the

usual operation of the Settlement Board. As he puts it, "It is a land clearing

and irrigation project rather than a farm settlement scheme."

Since the hearing at Vancouver, further representations have been made to

the Commission setting out the position in detail and proposing assistance in

clearing land by way of a special loan, not to exceed $150.00 per acre. The
following letter furnishes particulars which are, as far as the Commission is

adviscal, not a matter of record elsewhere.

The Secty., "B.C., April 4th, 1923.

Royal Commission on Pensions,

The Senate, Ottawa.

Sir.—In answer to your letter of March 7t1i, 1923. The Merville

Soldier Settlement consists of some 15,000 acres of logged off lands occu-
pied at present by 110 men, 75 per cent of whom are married. The
scheme is vuider the control of the Prov. Govt's Land Settlement Board
who commenced operations in this locality in the spring of 1919. The
intention was to clear 10 acres in each holding which consisted on the
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average of 50 acres, rough clear between the stumps, another 10 acres,

build a small house, fence the cleared portion, advance by way of loan

to the settler, stock, implements and necessary material so that he would
have a fair start towards becoming independent. Donkey engines and
motor power were used at the commencement and a good start was made
towards the objective, some twenty farms being put more or less in the
condition as originally intended. Owing to faulty method.s of super-

vision, political interference, and large overhead expenses the scheme
broke down and settlers were all placed after fifteen months on their

holdings anil told they would be advanced a progress loan to enable them
to develop the farm individually. This went on smoothly for another
year, but the Prov. Govt., evidently were not enthusiastic over their

plan and gradually withdrew their support, which up to the iiresent has
been very sjiasmodic a!id causing a great deal of dissatisfaction among
the settlers, no one knowing just where he stood in regaril to obtaining
assistance. The Prov. Govt, recognizing that the debts piled up against
the farms are such that it is impossible for any man to repay them in a
reasonable time, have now in agreement with the settlers appointed
three local farmers of ability and experience to revalue all the holdings,

and all that they contain, both sides to abide by their decision.

In view of the fact that none of the 110 farms can support their

prospective owners for some considerable time j'et, and that owing to

the great number of men requiring work and wages in one locality, it is

impossible for more than a very few to obtain employment in the vicinity

(there are some score of S.S.B. settlers adjoining us) and that owing to

the natural conditions of our land if any progress is to be made towards
development a man must be enabled to spend the greater part of the

year working on his farm.

We submit that providing the Dom. Govt, or the Dom. Prov. Govts,
combined, would ado]rt the scheme as here outlined, not only would the
serious situation which now exists in the settlement be solved, but a way
opened up for settling vast areas of otherwise waste land by contented
men of the best type, who, however, enthusiastic at the commencement
of their undertaking in time get disheartened by the enormous natural

difficulties of placing the timbered acres in B.C. in this method of acquiring

a farm.

We submit the following scheme for land clearing and at the same
time providing a man with wages and keeping him in the vicinity of his

farm. To obtain the services of H. M. Fraser and his 7o H.P. tractor

for stump i)ulling, piling the stumps and breaking the land. A loan to be
advancetl the settler at the rate of SloO.OO for the acre cleared.

The work to be done by contract.

The amount of land to be cleared and its locality to be decided

upon by the settler and the Govt, representative. The proposition is

that the settler would clear away himself windfalls and debris among
the stumps $ 10.00
Stump blasting per acre 30.00
Stump pulUng and piling per acre with tractor 75.00

burning. .• 10.00
levelling and breaking 15.00

Clearing of rocks, etc., and putting in shape for cultivation . . 10.00

$ 150.00
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H. M. Fraser is well known and has handled large contracts for the

Prov. Govt. Ho has looked over the Merville area and is satisfied his

tractor can manage the work. He has placed the figures for tractor work
at the outside cost, this to be governed by the amount of work available,

the tractor to clear not less than one acre on each holding the cost of

moving the outfit including wages is $1.00 per mile.

We beg to point out that this district has been proved as an ideal

locality for the raising of small fruits, poultry and dairying: we refer you
to the Prov. Horticulturist, Mr. White, who pronounced the strawberry
crop of a Merville settler to be the best one inspected at a certain stage,

of any in B.C. for the season 1922.

There are some 40,000 acres of similar logged off lands adjacent to

Merville, which if settlers are given a little help and encouragement to

clear would be ciuickly populated. Through all their discouragements
the Merville settlers have stuck it out for they have faith in the district

and what it can produce.
Merville is situated eight miles from the railway and connected to

it by the Macadamed Island Highway, the markets are excellent. The
Comox Creamery, a co-operative concern, handles the chief varieties of

farm produce; the projected extension of the E. & N. Railway would
serve the adjacent logged off lands to which we refer.

We can do no more than leave this proposal in your hands, knowing
that it will receive your serious consideration. We shall be only too
pleased to meet any commission of inquiry you may appoint to go into

further details of the matter with you.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) R. G. KER,
Secy. Merville Com. Assn."

That there is a complication on account of the settlement being at present

under Provincial auspices, is apparent. According to this letter the Provincial

Authorities have taken an important step for the benefit of the settlers in con-

nection with a revaluation of the land. There is in this statement no claim
as to any undertaking on the part of the Federal authorities, but there is to be
considered the circumstance that the.-^e men are ex-service men who have under-
taken a Canadian settlement proposition which has taxed severely their appli-

cation, industry, and perseverance. The fact that they have stuck to it in spite

of extremely discouraging conditions is a very genuine indication of their faith

in the eventual possit)ilities. The " stake " which they have in the property
by their hard work should furnish considerable of their continued endeavour
to make the venture a success ultimately. Whether it would be feasible for the

Federal authorities to intervene, with some assistance toward clearing land,

and if so what arrangement coukl be made with the Province, which it is under-
stood holds a first charge on the land, so that reasonable security woukl be made
available to cover the suggested atlvances on any part thereof, and what are the

actual chances of success, are all matters as to which the Commis,sion has no
information,

A proposition which really involves taking over a number of settlers en
bloc, does not come within the Soldier Settlement Act, which deals primarily,

with individuals. The Soldier Settlement Board would however, be the best

agency through which to afford special a.«sistance if such could be given. Any
relief can only come as the result of investigation and conference at first hand
with the .settlers and the Public Authorities concerned. The Commission
submits the ca.se with the supporting statements and is of the opinion that the

situation merits further consideration with the object of verifying the claim

203—5 i
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that there was an undertaking by the Federal authorities to assume certain

responsibilities, and also to ascertain whether some action in the nature of the

special assistance suggested maj' be feasible or warranted under the peculiar

and exceptional circumstances.

Recommendation of Commission

Further consideration as above.

Suggestion by ex-service men

Settlers on Nicoamen Island, B.C.

That settlers on Nicoamen Island (50 miles East of Vancouver) be given
an opportunity to take up other lands. (Vancouver 438).

This is another case which w^as brought to the attention of the 1922 Parlia-

mentary Committee (Report 1922 Parliamentary Committee, p. XXXVI).
The recommendation was that on sympathetic grounds the settlers l)e given an
opportunity of establishing themselves on other lands, if they so wished, and
further, that, in the event of the lands being again flooded, leniency be shown
in the matter of payments.

The locality is one in which there is very rich land but which is constantly

threatened with flooding by the Fraser River. The Settlers located there in

the expectation that the dikes would be improved and the water kept out.

The land is stated to be the best to be found in British Cohunbia. The settle-

ment began in the spring of 1919. The lands were flooded in the summers of

1920, 1921 and considerably in 1922. (Vancouver 438-9). An S80,000 expendi-
iture was made but it was estimated that it would require another §2.50,000,

and the Provincial and Federal Governments were, for reasons of jurisdiction

which they considered sufficient, unable to give the necessary assistance (Van-
couver 439).

It is understood that during the past year, owing to representations made
by Local authorities and by the Soldier Settlement Board, the Federal and
Provincial Departments of Public Works in conjunction have commenced
certain dike repair work which, it is suggested will probably solve the difficulties

of the settlers.

Recommendation of Commission

The Commission considers that if the diking facilities prove insufficient,

the circumstances in connection with this unfortunate venture by the
settlers in that locality might properlj' be considered by the Settle-

ment Board as coming within the class of extraordinary- cases for which
provision should lie made by granting a second loan.

Suggestion by ex-service men

Local fire insurance companies

That the Settlement Board should accept policies in Mutual I'ire Insurance
Companies thus reducing the cost of insurance to the .settlers. (^N'an-

couver 437, 4(50).

The reason given for refusing policies in the local mutual companies was
the failure, in some parts of Canada, of companies similarly organized which
circumstance was consideretl by the Board as justifying its declining to jeop-

ardize the interests of the soldier settler and of the State by the acceptance
of policies in these companies. It is understood that the action of the
Board in a matter of this kind is based on the opinion of the Superintendent
of Insurance.
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Recommendation of Commission

The Commission considers that this is a matter as to which the opinion

and advice of the Superintendent of Insurance should be followed.

Suggestion by ex-serrice men
.\ssi!it;'.n<'e to ci'.ttle indii.stry

That salvaged lands be used for the purpose of cattle ranching. (Winnipeg

492).

Certain land between Lake Winnipeg and Lake Manitoba was referred

to as being suitable for ranching and it was suggested that such of this land

as luul been salvaged be used by the Settlement Board for that purpose. It

was pointed out at the hearing that it would require much more than a half

section if the project of a cattle and dairy business were to be successfully

operated. (Winnipeg 492). The project was not discussed in any detail.

The Commission considers that the matter is one entirely for decision by
the officials of the Settlement Board who know the locality and possibilities.

Recommendation of Commission

None.

Suggestion by ex-service men
Sinnll hoklinfjs for reasonably fit men

That the soldier Settlement Act be amended to permit of purchasing plots

of less than 5 acres suitable for market gardening and similar agri-

cultural pursuits requiring comparatively small acreage. (Halifax

331; Toronto 1832, 1841; Winnipeg 448; Vancouver 393).

The proposals along this line took several different forms and in some
instances failed to distinguish between what the Commission considers are

radically different projects, viz.
;
(a) Small holdings to be operated by intensive

cultivation by physically fit men, such holdings to afford an exclusive occupation;

(b) Small plots of ground to be operated by men partially disabled by war service,

the revenue from which would be supplementary to pension and which, without

the addition of pension, would be insufficient to ensure a living (these will be

discussed under the next following proposal)
;

(c) Small holdings near towns,

which holdings would be simply sufficient for an artisan working at his trade

to supplement provision for his family by raising a certain amount of garden

truck, and on which poultry, etc., might be kept (these should properly be

dealt with as Suburban Housing rather than as a Settlement or development

project) ;
(d) The provision of a house, and possible a small lot of land apur-

tenant, for the benefit of disabled or partially disabled men, particular reference

being made to tubercular men (this also is more distinctly a Housing rather

than a Settlement scheme).
As has been said, tlie underlying principle of the Soldier Settlement Act

has to do primarily with settlement and land development rather than with

re-establishment. Project (a) above means simply that the plot of land to be

worked is to be reducetl in size with a corresponding intensification of operation.

This idea was stressed particularly at Vancouver.

It was pointed out that a large percentage of men, whose physical capacity

had been affected to some extent by war service, had received Vocational

Training under the D.S.C.R. in agricultural pursuits, but that of these a com-
paratively small number hatl been accepted by the Settlement Board as fit to

carry on under the Act. It was stated that of 539 men vocationally trained

in agriculture, only 97 were placed by the Settlement Board, most of the

remainder being regarded as unsuitable generally because of physical disabilities

(Vancouver 393). These cases constituted for a time what were regarded as
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serious problems, and after this had been pointed out, closer co-ordination was
achieved between the D.S.C.R. and the Settlement Board, so that men could

know, with some reasonable certainty, as to whether, on the termination of their

vocational training course, they would be regarded as eligible as Soldier Settlers

(Vancouver 394).

It was pointed out that the Soldier Settlement Act was a declaration

primarily of a national land policy, the benefits being open to those who could

qualify with agricultural experience, physical fitness and some financial ability.

This left unprovided for a large number of men who felt that they could carry

on succes.sfully in agricultural pursuits on a small area of ground in such

occupations as market gardening, poultry farming, small fruit farming, tree

fruit farming, intensive dairying, bee keeping. The possibilities of men not

physically strong successfully engaging in these pursuits has apparently been

the subject of a great deal of discussion, and these occupations have been

regarded by the men themselves as having considerable attraction.

Evidence before the Commission leads to the conclusion that the cases

are very exceptional in which those who are not at least reasonably fit can

hope to engage in any of these lines of work with commercial success. The
restriction of the area of operation demands increased application and most
thorough knowledge of the business in hand. The fact that a man had had some
experience in mixed farming was not regarded by the Settlement Board as

justifying his embarking in some of these more technical occupations without

at least a year's experience with some one who had made a success of the business

(Vancouver 395 and 464; Winnipeg 450). As was said at Winnipeg, "In order

to make a success of a small holding a man has to know his trade thoroughly

and he must hustle from dawn till dark". (Winnipeg 454).

A Committee consisting of a representative of the Settlement Board and
an official from Ottawa made a survey of the situation in British Columbia
and their conclusions are found on pages 454 to 457 of the Vancouver evidence.

One of the conclusions was

"That the growing and marketing of small fruits is an exacting

business and requires a special knowledge of fruit culture and market
conditions".

And again that

"Successful poultry farming involves the greatest care, patience,

knowledge of the work, hmg hours all the year around and strictest

attention to minute details. To use the words of a practical successful

Danish poultryman, who had built up from a small flock:
—'You must

like your work; know it from A to Z; have patience, work constantly

and neglect not the least thing, for a little slip may mean the loss of a
whole year's profits".

And again for dairy farming

"That most farmers regard 20 acres of good bottom land or its

equivalent as the minimum on which one should attempt dairy farming

.... that in very exceptional cases dairy farming can be carried on
successfully on 10 acres of cleared bottom land—this implies first-class

men, the best of land and high producing cows".

This report went into considerably more detail and is, the Commission
believes, entitled to careful consideration. It was concurred in by a prominent
resident of British Columbia who had twenty-five years' experience and who
states :

—

"I consider it gives a fairly accurate idea of small farming as built

up and carried on. I fully agree with the findings of the Committe
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based upon the evidence submitted. My personal experience of twenty-

five years here loads me to a similar conclusion. I would emphasize

two things in connection with small or specialised farming—fir.st, the

man, second, the quality and location of the land". (Vancouver 457).

As to market gardening, a statement was made by the representative of

the Settlement Board at Winnipeg who said that what had given ri.se to the

idea that the Soldier Settlement Board was opposed to small holdings was

"That it is so difficult to find a man who is proficient. A man who
has only hail experience with a back-door garden is not qualified for

market gardening. It is very intensive and you must be prepared to

find your market in the city and to find people who will trust you."

(Winnipeg 451.)

Speaking generally of the possibilities of successfully operating small hoM-
irigs, this same representative said: (450)

"Our view is tliat small holdings arc perfectly feasible, provided

you have two things. One is a man who is thoroughly experienced in

the work of small holdings farming which he wishes to pursue. The
second thing is the market. It is idle to put a man on a small holding

unless he has a good market."

When asked how long a man should have experience in either bee keeping

or poultrj'-raising, he said:

—

"We do not lay down any hard and fast rule. He must have followed

that line of farming before the war or since the war to an extent that

might be called successful."

When asked what period he considered necessary, he said:

—

"Probably not less than two or three (years), or preferably more
than that If a man has been employed^say with a market
gardener who can say that the man has worked successfully with him .

.

"

(Winnipeg 450.)

He says further:

—

"In the first place we discourage the average man who takes small

holdings to us because, as I say, about 50 per cent of the men who have

had some agricultural experience and do not know what they can do,

would like to try a small holding because it sounds pleasant. You have

to discourage them in order to sift out the men who have a real proposi-

tion in view and who have had real experience." (Winnipeg 453.)

It was intimated that around Winnipeg there were 17 men who had smal

plots of ground, as to 11 of whom there was very little reason to doubt that

they were proltably succeeding. Of these, one was a TB man who was getting

100 per cent pension and another was a blind man.

In Vancouver some figures were given showing the financial success of some
men who had engaged in small fruit farming. The witness did not know whether

any of these men were roturnetl soldiers, but did not think so (397-8). It was
said that this statement showed that the average returns per acre for 5 men for

5 years were SI, 158. This was without making any allowance for labour. Some
evidence was given, however, by the representative of the Soldier Settlement

Board at Vancouver tending to show that the revenue from small fruit farming,

in an instance which he cpioted where exact records had been kept, showed for

the first two j'ears, in strawberry production, a yearly profit of .S371.75 per acre.

(Vancouver 457.)
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It was pointed out in \'aiicuuver that of all those settled under the Soldier

Settlement Act, the poultrymeu led in the percentage of those who had made
payments, the figure being that 83-6 per cent of poultrymen had paid in full

or on account, whereas the average, taking all agricultural occupations, was
only 66 per cent (Vancouver 436).

The above detail is given in order to indicate the increased difficulties which
may be anticipated in carrying out successfully agricultural work on small

holdings. The evidence shows that these difficulties are not insurmountable,
and the Commission considers that, particularly in British Columbia, there is

considerable opportunity for operating small holdings successfully.

Recommendation of Commission.

The opinion of the Commission is that small holdings can not be successfully

operated except in selected localities and by specially trained, industrious

ar.d reasonably fit men. The question as to whether the Act shall be
extended to include plots of less than 5 acres for such purposes is a
matter of general policy depending in part on whether the operation
of the Soldier Settlement Act to date warrants further activity along
these lines.

Siiggestion by Ex-Sernce Men.

Small holdings for seriously dL^abled men

That the Soldier Settlement Act be extended to permit of the acquiring of

holdings of less than 5 acres by men with substantial disabilities with
the idea of supplementing pension and providing occupation to the
extent to which it is possible for them to work. (Halifax 331; Van-
couver 396.)

The problem of finding suitable occupation in which i)artially disabled men
may engage for the purpose of utilising their remaining percentage of working
capacity is probablj' one of the most difficult in the whole programme of re-

establishment. One of the attempted solutions has been the establishment of

Vetcraft Shops and the provision of Sheltered Employment in Government-
aided industries. The proposal now made cannot be differentiated from the
provision for Sheltered Employment for men in urban centres. The only distinc-

tion is that the employment on small holdings is out of doors. There was fre-

quently presented to the Commission the possibility of partially disabled men
engaging in market gardening, bee keeping, poultry farming and small fruit

farming and it was very often assumed that all that was necessary was to provide
a small plot of land for the soldier, and the problem of part time employment
would be solved by his engaging in an occupation which seemed to offer con-
siderable attraction. It was suggested that such an occupation was peculiarly
suitable for men injured and incapable of hard work, and that the pension of

men who were weak, gassed and incapable of heavy lifting could be supple-
mented by their keeping a cow, pigs, hens, and having a little garden and doing
light work. (Halifax 331 and 332.)

The same idea was expressed at Winnipeg where it was suggested that men
whose lives before the war had been devoted to agriculture, stock-raising or
dairying but who had become injured through war service might operate three
or more acres in poultry i-aising, bee keeping or gardening, or in any other work
of this nature (Winnipeg 448). This was suggested as a means of permanently
re-establishing men not physically fit for Soldier Settlement (Winnipeg 449),
and it was further urged that such provision would assist disabled men who
have a pension and would go a long way in helping to carry them through (Win-
nipeg 458). The same idea was expressed at Toronto (Toronto 1832).
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The views of residents of the Okanagan Valley, to the effect that oppor-
tunity was aiTordcd there for men with asthmatic tendencies to engage in the

small fruit industry, were also put forward (Vancouver 396).

Sufficicut has been said under the next preceding suggestion to indicate

the conviction of the Commission that the operation of a small holding cannot
hope to be commercially successful unless the man is equipped both occupation-

ally and physically to give the project his undivided attention. There may be
those who are partially disabled but whose experience will be considered by the

Soldier Settlem(>nt Board as being sufficient to offset physical handicap. These
would properly come within the class ])reviously discussed. Outside of these,

the Commission considers it would be out of the question to expect the successful

operation of a small holding, and if the proposition is not prima facie sound com-
mercially, it is not one which properly comes within the spirit of the Soldier

Settlement Act. In other words, it is not a settlement or development project

l)ut purely a re-establishment measure. It is simply the creation of artificial

employment and the subsidizing, in the most expensive wa}', of an occupation
which has no sound commercial foundation. If the man's health is sufficiently

good to permit the venture being a commercial success then he is provided for

by the next previous recommendation, but if he is physically handicapped to

such a degree as to make this impractical then the provision of a small holding

means nothing less than the State investing in a separate open air \'etcraft

Shop for each individual applicant.

The Commission is acutely conscious of the need of such men but no feasible

proposition has been put forward which would overcome the obvious imprac-
ticability of the country deliberately investing in individual holdings under these

circumstances.

The Commission thinks that one possible solution may be the establishment
of Soldiers' Homes (to be discussed in the Final Report) with sufficient land

to provide employment for these men in such outdoor acti^^ties as are within

their capabilities. Such institutions might bear, to ex-soldiers in rural localities,

the same relation as Vetcraft Shops to ex-soldiers in the cities.

Recommendation of Commission

None.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men
Service to count whether entry i.s before or after date of enlistment

That military service is to count as residence on homestead and pre-emption
entries regardless of whether the entrj'' has been made before or after-

date of enlistment. (Regina 197 205; Calgary 293).

Under the Dominion Lands Act (Chapter 20, 1908, Section 22) it is pro-

vided that

" the time during which an entrant is absent from his home-
stead while he is a member of a military force enrolled in the defence
of the British Empire against a foreign power, or is a member of a comp-
any or contingent of Canadian Volunteers enrolled under the authority
of the Minister of Militia for active service and also for a period not
exceeding three months after his discharge may be counted as

residence upon his homestead "

The interpretation given to this section is that the residence does not count if

the entrant was, at the time of filing, actually enhsted for military service.

The point raised is that there is apparently no logical reason why a man who
filed a week before enHstment should have his total military service count as

residence, whereas a man who filed a week after enlistment should not get any
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credit at all for the time spent on such service. The reason given for this con-

struction of the Act is that, if it were otherwise, it would mean that everj- soldier

who served three years and had a minimimi of cultivation done either by himself

or some one else would, in effect, get a free grant of land, that is to say, he could

^^^tually get a homestead and never see the property although the obviou.s

reason for providing these homesteads was that the country should be settled

and developed. There were, no doubt, those who applied for homesteads in

delibertate contemplation of enlistment, and thus succeeded in getting the

benefit which is denied to those who are putting forward this remedial proposal.

But such a .situation is almost bound to happen in connection with the interpre-

tation cif any statute and the only way to completely prevent possible exploita-

tion would have ])een to amend the Statute so that the exemption from residence

duties to men on military service would only count in respect of those who
had secured entry a considerable period before enlistment and who had carried

out certain development work. The fact that this was not done has, no doubt,

worked out for the benefit of a uumber who applied just previous to enlistment,

but the Commission does not consider that this justifies its extension still further.

The adoption of the suggestion made would not benefit the real soldier settler,

but would only permit those who had their entries cancelled by reason of non-
residence to now press their claim on the Department and demand patent for

the quarter section originally held or, if the same had been disposed of, some
other quarter section in lieu thereof. It is obvious that if the entrant had been
a bona fide settler the residence duties would have been done by this time, and a
provision that he could come in now and obtain the same rights as had been
earned by the hard work of his comrades who stuck to the land, would, the

Commission feels, give rise to unfair discrimination and justifiable dissatis-

faction.

There are, no doubt, some who, notwithstanding they did not get credit

for their militaiy service, have stayed on the land at least a portion of the time
and are gradually working out their actual residence duties. These would, of

course, be benefited in the sense that they would immediately get a patent, if

the suggestion made were adopted; but, in an attempt to benefit these, the class

already spoken of with no meritorious claim would automatically be let in.

The Commission is convinced that no settler, gi\"ing any reasonable evidence of

good faith and intention to settle, would have his entry cancelled by reason of not
having completed his residence duties in the required time or to the extent
prescribed each year and if this is so, having in view the object of the Act,

the Commission considers that the only class whose claim has some merit is

taken care of.

Recommendation of Commission

None.

Suggestion by ex-sen>ice men

Refund to ex-scrvicc of fees prid on pre-emption

That in the event of a soldier not having had a soldier grant and where he
has, subsequent to enlistment, paid pre-emption or purchased home-
stead fees, he be permitted to convert his pre-emption into a soldier

grant and that the fees so paid be remitted.

The rights to Dominion Lands include at least three different classes of

entry :

—

(a) Homesteads, of 160 acres, available to every one, and subject to six

months residence in each year for three years and to a certain amount of cultiv-

ation;
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(b) Pre-emptions, of 160 acres, subject to payment of S3.00 per acre, and
to residence ami cultivation duties similar to a homesteatl. Pre-emptions only
obtained in certain districts and were abolished on March 16, 191S;

(c) .Soldier grants, free grants of IGO acres to soldiers, subject to residence
and cultivation duties similar to homestead. These grants were first created
on May 14, 1918.

Under the Soldier Settlement Act 1917 every eligible soldier settler was
entitled to make a Soldier grant entry. By the Soldier Settlement Act July 7,

1919, a limitation was imposed and a man was shut out from obtaining a soldier
grant if he held a homestead and iire-emption, unless these holdings were not
sufficient to make a good averag(> farm for the district. Settlers were, how-
ever, permitted to convert pre-emptions already held into soldier grants, and
thus secure immunity from future payment, if not jmid up, and a refund of any
moneys already paid on account of the pre-emption. A further restriction
was made on Decendter 13, 1921, when written instructions were issued by the
Department of the Interior to the effect that no conversion of a pre-emption
into a soldier grant was to be allowed unless the pre-emption was paid up
(Regina 192). It is understood that the Department has not strictly adhered
to this regulation and that conversions have been permitted in certain cases,
the position, generally speaking, being that while conversion would still be
permitted as to pre-emptions unpaid on July 7, 1919, the same considerations
did not apply to pre-emptions paid n\-> jirevious to that date, the amendment
to the Soldiers' Settlement Act having altered the situation. Probably the
strictly logical way to deal with the matter would be to lay down a general
policy under which, in connection with pre-emptions not fully paid on Julj-

7, 1919, the conversion would be permitted and a refund made; and, as to those
which had on that date been paid, to i.ssue to the soldier an attestation certi-

ficate and permit him even now to take up a soldier grant. There is this to be
said, however, that to permit a man now holding a homestead, and a pre-
emption, to take up an additional 160 acre soldier grant, would be in most
cases a doubtful privilege because of the probability that there wouhl be no
suitable vacant land available in the vicinity. The Department of the Interior
naturally want to be assured that genuine settlement has taken place and
the Settlement Board is in a position to obtain and give definite information
on this point.

Recommendation of Connnission

The Commission considers that in order to provide as far as possible for
uniform treatment and to encourage the bona fide soldier settler it

would be advisable to allow conversion in all cases where a soldier has
not had a soldier grant and where he has, subsequent to enlistment,
paid pre-emption or purchased homestead fees, but that, in order
to insure that this privilege is being given those whom the Country
particularlj- desires to encourage, such conversion be allowed, as to
cases prior to July 7th, 1919, only where the Settlement Board certi-

fies that the settler is actually in occupation and satisfactorily using
the land which it is now jiroposed to convert, and that in all cases of
conversion as above the fees paid in connection with the pre-emption
be remit teil.

Suggestion by ex-service men
Militarj- scrvire to count on soldier grr.nt

That in the case of a conversion of a pre-emption into a soldier grant mili-

tarj' service shoukl count on the soldier grant to the same extent as
it would have counted on the pre-emption. (Regina 204; Calgarv
272).
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^Military service counts as residence in the case i)f a pre-emption but does
not count in case of a soldier grant. The claim is that, since the pre-empted
land is by a fiction turned into a soldier grant in order to escape acreage fees,

it should also carry with it the homestead privilege of counting military ser%ace

as residence.

The general considerations which have been discussed in connection with
the proposal respecting military service where the entry is after enlistment

apply here. To virtually exempt soldier grants from residence duties liy count-

ing military service in lieu thereof would be to revive a claim for soldier grant

by men whose entries have been cancelled by reason of failure to perform resi-

dence duties and who by that verj' circumstance indicated that they were not

those for whom the privilege of soldier grant was created.

There are instances in which soldiers on account of physical unfitness are

unable to fulfil the residence duties, but these have been provided for by Order-
in-Council P.C. 1471 dated May 23, 1921, whereby, on paj-ment of Sl.OO per

acre, patent may issue notwithstanding residence duties may not have been
done.

Recommendation of Commission

None.

Suggestion by ex-service men
Field supervLsors to receive proof of duties

That any field supervisor of the Soldier Settlement Board be empowered
to receive from ex-service men, proof of duties leading to patent.

It was represented to the Commission that the Soldier settler in some cases

was delayed in filing his proof of duties because of having to await the attend-
ance of the Homestead Inspector (Regina 195).

The matter is largely one of qualification and while it is quite possible

that the Field Supervisor of the Settlement Board would in most cases be com-
petent, at the same time unless there is some real hardship it would seem in-

ad\'isable to inaugurate a system whereby the regular duties of Homestead
Inspector would be usurped by another official who is not necessarily famihar
with the requirements.

Recommendation of Commission

None.

Suggestion by Ex-Sermce Men
Time in hospitnl to count as residence

That time spent by a soldier in hospital on account of war disability should
count as residence duties on homesteads taken up before January 1,

1921. (Regina 116).

The Departmental regulations provide that, on submission of necessary

documentary proof that any settler is physically unfit to carry out his residence

duties, such duties may be waived. On the other hand a man temporarily or

intermittently ill is not given exemption from residence duties because it is

assumed he will eventually be able to carry them out. An allowance is made
for him by extending the time within which residence duties can be done. A
man temporarily in hospital from a war disability is drawing pay and allow-

ance, and there is no real hardship in requiring that, after he has recovered his

health, he complete his residence. The provision mentioned for men who are

permanently physically unfit leaves, the Commission considers, no condition

which calls for further remedial regulation.
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Keconimcndation of Commission

None.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men
Fix (li'fiiiito price for reservations

Tliat a definite price be fixed for the reservations in connection with soldier

grant entries in the tracts withdrawn from the Riding Mountain and
Porcupine forest reserves. (Winnipeg 466-469).

The settlers have already the right to use these lands, erect improvements
and cultivate the same as if legal rights to the property had been acquired.

The moment price is fixed and the settlers obtain legal rights, the lands would
become subject to taxes to the extent of the settler's interest which would be a

further drain upon the settler. In addition to this, there is the point that so

long as the price is not fixed no interest is charged. It is understood it is the

intention of the Settlement Board to recommend the sale of these lands at a

small nominal price as soon as the men become established. Some men may
prefer to save annual charges even at the expense of certainty as to the ultimate

price. Others may desire to have a definite contract.

Recommendation of Commission

That provision be made so that such of the settlers holding these reserves

as desire it, be given definite assurances as to price.

All +he above is respectfully submitted.

J. L. RALSTON,
Chairman.

WALTER McKEOWN,
Commissioner.

A. E. DUBUC,
(with reservation below).

Commissioner.

Reservation by Colonel Dubuc as to recommendation contained in the body of the

Report, respecting stabilization of Tuberculosis pensions

The present practice of the Pensions Board with regard to T.B. cases clinic-

ally active while in sanatorium is:

—

(1) If incurred on service and whether the man has served in a theatre of

war or not, 100 per cent for 6 months on discharge from sanatorium.

(2) If an exacerbation of a pre-enlistment condition:

(a) If service in a theatre of war, pension 100 per cent for 6 months:

(b) If no service in a theatre of war and, if no exacerbation within 3 months
of enlistment, pension 90 per cent (aggravation) for 6 months.

(c) If no service in a theatre of war and, if exacerbation within 3 months
of enlistment, pension for aggravation only in accordance with the

circumstances of the case.

Colonel Dubuc recommends, in substitution for the recommendation made
on the above subject in the body of the report, that in cases (1), (2a) and (2b)

above, whatever rate may be awarded by the Pensions Board on discharge from
Sanatorium shall continue without deduction for a period of at least two years,

provided the symptoms specified in the recommendation contained in the body
of the report are found.
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ERRATUM
Page 99, after line 27—

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men.

Entries of complaint or application for information or treatment or reasons

for rejection to be recorded. Entries for outside treatment also to

be made.
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TO HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR GENERAL IN COUNCIL

May It Please Yoxje Excellency:

We, the Commissioners, appointed by Royal Commission dated July 22,

1922, issued pursuant to Ordcr-in-Council P.C. 1525 of the same date, to investi-

gate, inquire into, and report upon:

—

Firstly, the matters referred to in complaints made by certain

officials of the Great War Veterans Association as contained in a certain

telegram; and

Secondly, certain questions relating to pension, medical treatment
and re-cstablishment needs of Canadian ex-service men and their depen-

dents
;

have the honour to present to Your Excellency in Council our Final Report in

respect of the Second Part of such Investigation (being report No. 4 of the

Commission.

)

The subject-matter of the reference concerning the Second Part of such

Investigation is as- follows:

—

1. To consider and make suggestions in respect of the Procedure by
which disabled ex-members of the Canadian Expeditionary Force are

enabled to make application for pensions and medical treatment, or sub-

mit an appeal in respect of decisions thereon.

2. To recommend means for ensuring that suitable provision is made
for those ex-members of the forces and dependents who are under serious

handicaps by reason of war services, in conformity with the recommenda-
tions now made, and for whom definite legislative provision has not yet
been made.

For the above purposes the Commission shall:

—

1. Survey existing re-establishment needs among Canadian ex-sen'ice

men and their dependents.

2. Investigate available data in respect of phases of the Parliamen-
tary inquirj' as yet incomplete.

3. Obtain information as regards suitable provision for those classes

of ex-service men described in Section 7, Chapter 2, of the Committee's
report.

4. Investigate the question of Canteen Funds.
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PART ONE

RESUME OF THE COMMISSION'S WORK

The Commission was authorized by Order-in-Council (P.C. 1525, July 22,

19221 to conduct two separate investigations. Tlie first part was to investigate

certain cliarges against the Pensions Board contained in a telegram sent out by

the G.W.V.A. Tiiis inquiry continued with intervals from July to November,

1922. Public sittings were held on 29 days, 3,800 typewritten pages of evidence

were taken and over 200 individual files were examined. The report was pre-

sented in February', 1923.

The second part was to hear evidence, suggestions and complaints respect-

ing pensions, treatment, and re-cstablishment, particularly as affecting handi-

capped men. Public sittings were held at nine dilTerent centres from Halifax

to Vancouver for 38 days, 160 witnesses gave evidence, a further 5,800 pages of

evidence was taken with over 200 exhibits, and visits were made to the follov.nng

institutions:

—

Seven General Hospitals,

Six T.B. Sanatoria,

One Hospital for the Insane,

One Children's Home,
Two Orthopedic Workshops,

Three Red Cross Shops,

One Vetcraft Shop.

The First Interim Report on the second Part (being Report No. 2 of the

Commission) was presented in April 1923.

The Second Interim Report (being Report No. 3 of the Commission) was
presented in May, 1924, and this Final Report (being Report No. 4 of the

Commission) completes the second Part of the Investigation and the Commis-
sion's work.

The last public Hearing relating to the charges in the G.W.V.A. telegram

was held on November 17th, 1922, and immediately thereafter the Commission
entered on the work of preparing its Report on that subject, and also making
the necessary plans for the second part of the Investigation.

There was some misapprehension concerning the Commission's function

under the second half of the Reference. jSIany thought that the Commission
had authority to revise and reverse decisions of the Pensions Board and of the

D.S.CT.R. and to operate general as a Super-Tribunal, not only to suggest,

but to put summarily into force any remedial measures which it considered

called for. As had been pointed out many times, however, the scope of the

Commission was limited to receiving and presenting evidence concerning alleged

defects and short-comings of the existing systena and suggestion for improve-

ment.
To en.sure a clear understanding the Commission prepared and circulated

a Memorandum outlining the scope of tlic Second Part of the Inquiry, (sec

Appendix). As the Memorandum indicates, the Commission acceded to a very

generally and insistently expressed desire that Hearings be held in the various

Provinces and in order to give opportunity for preparation, the itinerary was
not to begin before January- 15th, 1923. Copies of this Memorandum were

sent out to all Veteran's Organizations and all oflRces of the D.S.C.R. and vere

9
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there made available to everyone interested. The Memorandum was also

published early in December, 1922, in the form of a notice, which appeared in

every Daily Newspaper and ^'eteran's Magazine throughout the Dominion.

At the request of the Dominion Veterans' Alliance, the Commission

authorized Mr. C. Grant MacNeil to precede the Commission in even,- Province

and confer with ex-service men in the various centres to advise them as to the

scope of the Investigation and the procedure proposed to be adopted and to

assist the local committee to prepare for the public Hearings. In this advance

work. Mr. MacNeil travelled from coast to coast in November and December,

1922, and January, 1923. To ensure that evidence and representations made
to the Commission would be well considered and concise and to prevent repeti-

tion as far as possible, a procedure was outlined in the Memorandum to the

effect that evidence and views on behalf of ex-service men should be presented

at the public Hearings by not more than six duly accredited witnesses, and

cx-soldicrs generally and Veterans' Organizations were asked to co-operate

in calling meetings and instructing and selecting these witnesses. This method
of procedure was wholeheartedly accepted and the evidence and suggestions

were presented at all the hearings by selected witnesses thoroughly prepared

on the various branches with which they had to deal. There were instances

where the Commission, on its own motion or at the request of ex-service men,

called additional witnesses.

To leave no source of information untapped and realizing that there were

individuals who might not be in touch with Veteran Organizations or with

the Central Committees or who felt that they had special views to present, the

Commission prepared a questionnaire, (see Appendix), 150,000 copies of which

were made universally available by being placed in every Post Oflice in the

Dominion. 3,442 of these questionnaires were answered and returned and a

tabulation of the answers has been incorporated in the Appendix. To give

general advance notice of the Hearings and of the procedure, a Poster (see

Appendix) was displayed in all Post Offices and Veterans' Clubs. All this

publicity was in both English and French.

Prior to each sitting, a further notice was inserted in all the local Daily

Papers, giving full particulars of the place, date and time of sitting. These

latter notices were printed in English, French, Chinese, Japanese and Yiddish.

The itinerary of the Public Hearings of the Commission opened at Halifax

on January 24, 1923, and closed at Ottawa on May 24, 1923. Dates and places

and institutions visited are shown in the Appendix.

During the itinerary, the ^Members were also engaged in preparing the Report

on the first part of the Investigation concerning the charges in the G.W.V.A.

telegram, which Report was presented in February, 1923, as before stated. Con-
currently also, the preparation of the First Interim Report on the second Part of

the Investigation was begun and same was presented in April 1923 as Report No.

2 of the Commission. This report dealt with:

—

(a) Two urgent matters relating to procedure.

(b) Appeals from decisions as to pensions and medical treatment.

(c) Returned Soldiers' Insurance Act.

(d) Employment of Handicapped men.

After the completion of the public Hearings on the Second part of the

Investigation, the Commission set about gatlicring and studying a large amount
of further documentary material along with the evidence and exhibits, which had
been received. Information was obtained on various matters, the evidence

relating to which, as given on the Hearings, was not sufficiently complete on
which to base conclusions.
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The Commission went into joint session in connection with the Second
Interim Report on the Second Part of the Investipjation (being Report No. 3
of the Commission) in January, 1924. There was considerable interruption, and
tliat Report was presented on May 8, 1924. It dealt with:

—

(a) Suggested amendments to the Pension Act.

(6) Soldier Settlers.

Since that date the Commission has been engaged in the preparation of this

Final Report which has required a much longer time for its completion tlian was
estimated. In compiling the Report, the aim lias been to provide a compendium,
under appropriate headings, of the mass of evidence and suggestions presented,

giving the necessary references to the pages of the Record.

It was inevitable that the Commission should be regarded as exercising

functions something akin to those of a Travelling Parliamentary Committee
before which any matter wiiich had the remotest connection with ex-service men's
problems could be presented, and not only ex-soldiers but public men and even
officials, brought to the attention of the Commission, matters of the most diversi-

fied character.

A perusal of the evidence given on the public Hearings will show that the

sittings were conducted and regarded as conferences rather than as a judicial

Investigation. The opportunity offered for full and frank discussion has resulted,

it is believed, in removing much misunderstanding, and so silencing unjust or

misinformed criticism. Such discussions were frankly .entered into by Returned
Men's representatives, the representatives of the D.S.C.R. and of the Pensions
Board. Any observer would be struck bj' the spirit of fairness exhibited and the

readiness with which what might be regarded as opposing parties, admitted their

error, if such were shown, after a subject was thoroughly threshed out. Anyone
who followed the proceedings throughout would readily agree that despite an
occasional explosive utterance by an individual or small group, the average
returned soldier once properly informed is instinctively fair and reasonable.

The Commission fully realizes the difficulties of the Local Committees, over-
whelmed as they must have been with complaints and suggestions from those
who did not understand the nature of the Investigation, in selecting and con-
densing the material pressed upon them. Evidence which must have involved a
great deal of work, research and discussion on the part of tiie Committee pre-
paring it had been collected with care and accuracy, and it was presented
effectively and with a full sense of responsibility.

The Commission feels a very deep sense of obligation to tliese Committees
and representative witnesses who so enthusiastically and thoroughly did their

part in making the sessions of the Commission useful as a clearing house for
ideas and a means of concentrating and disseminating information on the
important subjects being discussed.

The attitude of the representatives of the D.S.C.R. and of the Pensions
Board, who have had to be referred to constantly for information, has been
uniformly courteous and helpful both at headquarters and throughout the units.

They have stood ready at all times to furnish freely and unreservedly the
assistance which their intimate knowledge of the subjects discussed afforded.
This cordial co-operation has been extremely valuable.

Information which could only be secured from other departments was
often required and always available. The Commission desires to express its

thanks to the officials of these departments who so carefully and willingly pre-
pared and presented it.
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All those interested in the matters under consideration are indebted to the

representatives of the British and tiie United States Pensions organizations who
gave evidence at the hearings concerning the system and procedure prevailing in

their respective jurisdictions. These representatives were:

—

Mr. Kenneth J. Milne, of London, England, Assistant Secretary to the

Ministry of Pensions of Great Britain.

Dr. L. B. Rogers, of Washington, D.C., Assistant Director Medical Divi-

sion, United States Veterans' Bureau.

Dean Evans, of Washington, D.C., Chief of Training in the Rehabilitation

Division of the United States Veterans' Bureau.

The Commission acknowledges the consideration of various Public Bodies

in pro\nding suitable and commodious accommodation for the hearings.

In this report, the Department of Soldiers Civil Re-establishment is spoken

of as the " D.S.C.R.". and the Royal Commission, now reporting is designated

as the " Commission." In giving references to the pages of tiie record of evi-

dence, duplication has been avoided, where possible, by not repeating the name
of the place where the sitting was held. Where, therefore, a reference to evi-

dence consists of simply a number shown in brackets, it refers to the evidence

given at the place next previously mentioned by name.

A copy of the evidence taken on the various sittings of the Commission at

Halifax, St. John. Montreal. Vancouver, Calgary. Regina, Winnipeg, Toronto,

and Ottawa, consisting in all ui n.SOO pages was forwarded with Report No. 3,

and some 210 exhibits referred to but not incorporated in the evidence are for-

warded with this final report.

PART TWO

EMPLOYMENT OF HANDICAPPED MEN

The plan of this portion of the report will be as follows:

—

A. General Statement.

B. Methods of assistance adopted in Canada.

I. As to Government undertakings.

(11 Preference in Government service.

(2i Sheltered employment.

II. As to civilian industn,-.

(1) Employment agencies.

(2) Toronto Rehabilitation.

(3) Vocational Training.

C. Methods adopted or proposed elsewhere.

I. Activities of International Labour Bureau.

II. Voluntarj- Employment.

III. Compulsory employment.

IV. Fundamental principles.

D. Extent of Problem in Canada.
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E. Suggestions concerning tiic principle to be followed and tlie nature of

possible furllier effort.

I. Principle to be followed.

11. Suggested possible extension of present methods ot assistance.

(1) As to (Joveniment undertakings.

(2) Civilian industrial undertakings.

III. Possible new methods of absorption.

(1) Manufacturing or trading monopolies.

(2) Compulsory employment.

F. Unemployment Relief Activities.

A. GENERAL STATEMENT

In it« first Interim Report on the second part, of the investigation, under
tlie subject of employment service for handicapped men, tiie Coumiission stated
that this matter had to do with one of the most important soldier ciueslions

which tlie country is now facing, and one which must become increasingly dillicult

as time goes on. The Commission added that it could not hope, even after there
had been an opportunity for tiie further consideration which the subject required,

to find a satisfactory solution for a problem which still remained unsolved in

evcr>- country which had engaged extensively in the war and wiiich was the
result, not only of war service conditions, but of an abnormal economic situation
wiiich is' world wide.

In discussing this matter, reference will necessarily be made to employment
measures in which fit men participate, but the main theme concerns those
physically handicapped on account of war ser\ace.

B. :\IETHODS ADOPTED IN CANADA

I. As TO Government Undert.\kings

(II Preference to ex-soldiers in respect of vacancies in the Government service.

At the end of the war the Canadian Government was not slow in recog-
nizing in its own services the preference which it owed to ex-service men,
particularly those disabled by the war.

The Civil Service Act as amended in 1918 and as further amended in 1921
contains tlie following clauses:

—

" 39 (2) The Civil Service Commission shall prepare and maintain
a special list of persons in receipt of pensions by reason of their services
in tiie war. Nineteen hundred and fourteen to Nineteen hundred and
eighteen, who

(1) have from causes attributable to such .service lost capacity
for physical exertion to an extent wiiich makes them unfit efficiently
to pursue the avocations wliioli they were pursuing before the war,

" (2) have not been successfully re-establisjiod in -nnm ntlior ivn-
cation and

" f3) desire to be placed on such list.

"Tlie Commission shall obtain as full particulars of each person on
such list, including particulars of his age, education, physical anrl mental
condition, resources and responsibilities, as it is possible to obtain from
all available records.
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" In all examinations for entrance into the Civil Ser\'ice, the persons

named on such list who are found to possess the necessary qualifications

shall be placed in the order of merit on the list of successiul candidates

above all other candidates.
" (3) In all examinations for entrance into the Civil Service, all

persons other than those mentioned in sub-section 2 of this Section who
have been on active service overseas on the Military Forces, or who have

served on the High Seas in a seagoing ship of war in the Naval Forces

of His Majesty, or any of the Allies of His Majesty, during the war, 1914

to 1918, who have left such service with an honourable record or who
have been honourably discharged, or when any persons who have served

as aforesaid have died owing to such service, the widows of such persons, and

who in cither case obtain sufficient marks to pass sucli examinations, shall,

irrespective of the marks they have obtained, be placetl in the order of

merit on the list of successful candidates next after any candidates who
are on the special list mentioned in subsection 2 of this Section and

above all other candidates.
" (4) The provisions of any statute or regulation prescribing the

age limit and physical requirements with respect to any appointment in

the Civil Service shall not apply to any person with the Militar>' or

Naval Service mentioned in subsections 2 or 3 of this Section if the Com-
mission certifies that he is of such an age and in such a satisfactorj'

physical condition that he is then able to perform the duties of the office

and will probably be able to continue to do so for a reasonable period

after his appointment."

On June 29, 1922, P.C. 1053 was passed approving tlie suggestion of the

Civil Service Commissioners that certain classes of positions, generally skilled

and unskilled labourers, be exempt from the operation of the Civil Service Act

under Section 38B and that the selection of emploj'ees for the above classes be

left entirely in the hands of the Departments but subject to the express condi-

tion, amongst others:

" (b) That the preference extended by Section 39 of the Civil Sen-ice

Act, 1918, as amended, shall be observed."

And the proviso:

—

" That a report shall be made by every Department to the Civil

Service Commission in the months of January. April, July and October

in each year, setting out the name, duties, salary, place of residence and

place of employment of each person appointed under the authority of

those Regidations during the preceding three months, with the date of

commencing duty and the probable duration of employment. In each

case where the employee has been on militar>- ser\'ice overseas the

letters ' O.A.S.' should be added after the name."

That the legislation was highly beneficial to ex-service men is proven by

the following statistics furnished by the Civil Service Commission:

—

.\PPOINTSIENTS M.\DE BY THE CIVIL SEKVICE COMMISSION INCLUDING ALL
POSITIONS. PERM.\NENT AND TEMPORARY

Year
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Incliulcd in the above, appointments to permanent positions, which were
obviously the more important, figured as follows:

—

Year
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2. Men with mental aberrations, recurrent insanity or other troubles of a

like kind produced or aggravated by war service often necessitating a -period

of treatment in an institution for the insane. Such disabilities always create

a prejudice against a man in the mind of the prospective employer, .\lmost

invariably a period of training, closely supervised employment, readjustment

and rest-oration of self confidence should follow the discharge from treatment

for serious mental trouble.

3. Neurasthenic and neurological cases. Men with such disabilities often

liave them aggravated by being turned loose from treatment to face the per-

plexity of earning enough money to support themselves and dependents by
ordinary methods. In many instances supervised congenial employment for

part-time is the only efficacious method of treatment.

4. Epileptics. These unfortunate men seem to be almost entirely unem-
ployable in the ordinary sense of the word, because of the prevalent use of

machinery in production, even though they may be useful and efficient most

of the time.

5. Men who enlisted over age, or with some disabilitj" such that a com-
paratively small additional war disability has produced a person who is not

wanted by ordinary employers. These men misrepresented the true state of

things when they enlisted but were usually applauded for their bravery and
courage at the time.

6. Men seriously shattered and crippled by the war so as to be unable to

carry on in an ordinary occupation but who still have a partial productive

capacity left if the proper tasks and working conditions are provided.

The question of the need of additional care for the above type of cases

was considered, since the end of the War. by the different Parliamentary Com-
mittees dealing with the re-establishment of ex-service men. The Parliamentar>-

Committee of the Second Session of 1919 reports (p. 49) :

—

"During the course of the investigation by your Committ(;e into

matters relating to Re-establishmcnt, it was repeatedly brought out

that special provision should be made for those functionally neurolog-

ically, and mentally subnormal men who cannot be completely taken
care of under existing regulations.

" Your Committee recognize that there is an urgent necessity for

the establishing of a means to take care of these problem cases. In view
of the highly technical and difficult nature of the question they recom-
mend that the Department S.C.R. should take immediate steps to

institute a thorough inquiry to determine the need and to recommend
the means of best dealing with this difficult problem.

"They further recommend that in the interim, or until such time
as proper provision is made for the care of such cases, the Department
be authorized to expend the money necessary to make provision for these

cases."

This recommendation was embodied in P.C. 2328 of 21st November, 1919,

which is the main authority for the expenditure of

"such money as, in the discretion of the Minister, may be deemed
necessaiy to make provision for the cases referred to."

An investigation was started immediately throughout the Dominion and
a special investigator -was sent to England to gather information relative to

sheltered employment and after care work being conducted there.
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Tlie Special Parliamentary Committee on Pensions and Rc-establisliment

in June 1920 reports (p. 20) :—
"Witli regard to problem cases in general, tlie time the experiments

referred to in the Report of the Sub-committee iiave been in force, is not

sufficiently long to warrant any definite recommendation. Your Com-
mittee considers that it would be in the interests of the work, that the

matter be left where it is for anotiier year, when it may be possible to

submit a concrete proposal embodying plans of a permanent character."

During tiiis time, the D.S.C.R. conducted the experimental handling of

tl'.esc so-called "Problem Cases," and established worksl'.op? under Government
Control, providing occupation under special conditions, in Toronto, London.
Hamilton, Brantford and Kingston. In Montreal, without any assistance from
the Department other tiian providing a building, various Societies (Canadian
Red Cross, Y.M.C..\.. and Knights of Columbus) acting in co-operation, estab-

lished a memorial worksiiop for taking care of "Problem Cases."

The 1921 Parliamentary Committee reviewing the various activities of the

D.S.C.R. Reports (p. XIX):—
" The value of tiic work done in this connection by the Department

is evidenced by the large number of men who were felt to be unemploy-
able, having been placed in employment. It is possible that some of

these will again come on the strength, but an effort is made as soon
as a man is capable of taking employment outside, to provide same for

him.

" It should also be borne in mind tliat for a considerable number
of years, men who are now in employment will be unable through their

disabilities to continue in competition with fit men, in the ordinary
labour market, and many need a period of sheltered employment before

being able to go back to outside work.

" It is felt, however, that in view of the nature of the provision
required, some agency other than Governmental should conduct work-
shops similar to those being operated at the present time by the Depart-
ment of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment. Further, the matter of the

cost of operating these workshops will have to be gone into very care-

fully with the organization to take up this work.
" 19. The Department has already examined into the possibility

of agencies outside the Government conducting tiie necessary special

workshops or other provisions that may be approved from time to time
in accordance with the needs of various centres, and the Canadian Red
Cross, who have distinguished themselves in the carrying on of war
work, and who it is believed are still anxious to have their organiza-
tion continue in peace work were thought of and approached. To date,

the proposals, which were general in character, have not been replied to

by the National Executive, but the Department has been led to believe

that the proposals were well received, and that action in the way of

further and more detailed negotiations may be expected at an early
date.

" Apart from tl>c national organization, however, certain branches
have already interested themselves and indeed started to engage actively
in the establishing of definite centres of occupation. The work of the
Quebec branch in Montreal has been outlined above. The Red Cross
of Britisli Columbia have signified their intention of embarking on a
similar project within a siiort time, if, indeed, they have not already
commenced operations.

2a3a—

2
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" 20. Your Committee has given careful consideration to resolu-

tions forwarded in connection with this subject, and is of the opinion

that the need for sheltered employinent has been established. Your
Committee, therefore, goes on record as being in agrement in principle

with the requests submitted by the G.W.V.A., the G.A.U.V. and tlic

Victoria Branch of tlie Canadian Red Cross.
' From all evidence submitted, it would appear that experiments

conducted in other countries, as well as Canada, are not such as to lead

to the belief that farm colonies under supervision would have any
prospect of success. Your Committee, therefore, was unable to agree

that the Government should embark on a definite scheme of fanii homes.
Your Committee believes that in the " Vctcraft " shops, now being oper-

ated by the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment lies the most
feasible scheme for the provision of sheltered employment in the larger

centres of population.

"21. The recommendations of your Committee, therefore, are as

follows:

" 1. (a) That the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment
continue negotiations with the Red Cross or other organization, to pro-

vide for the establishment under the administrative control of the

Association or Organization, such undertaking as may, in the opinion
of the Department, be considered to be advisable.

" (fc) That until an organization of a definite nature is e-stab-

lishcd, the Department continue to care for these cases as at present.

" 2. As respects financial assistance by the Government addi-

tional to pension payments to individuals, it is felt that any decision

can only be made after further negotiations with the Red Cross or other

organizations undertaking the work. It is, therefore, recommended that

such negotiations continue, and so soon as a definite basis of assistance

is reached the proposal be placed before the Government for final

approval".

As the result of a conference held in December 1921 between officers of the

D.S.C.R. and members of a Special Committee appointed by the Red Cross,

an agreement was entered into by which the Red Cross agreed to operate work-
shops in certain centres with Departmental co-operation in capital expenditures

and operating loss.

The 1922 Parliamentary Committee investigating the same re-establish-

ment needs, classified the ex-soldier for whom relief was sought into (p. XII) :

—

" 1. Those whom real old age has at the time of discharge with or

without other disability rendered unfit for employment on the open labour

market, and those who are prematurely old from causes either arising

out of or entirely unassociated with service. It is needless to say that

this group will increase as time goes on.

" 2. Those liandicapped by severe physical disabilities which arc the

results of deformities, amputations, or arise otherwise from injuries due
to service.

" 3. Those with some chronic condition' due to service, but who are

not included in the tuberculous.
'' 4. Those who arc suffering from some mental or nervous condition

in whole or part due to service.

" 5. The Tuberculous.

" 6. Those who owing to various other causes due at least in part

to sen'ice are unable to give to any fixed occupation the same extent of

efficiency as is expected from a man 100 per cent fit."
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Tln' C'oiiuiiittcc, after reviewing tiie experimental worli in liie worksliojjs

mentioned above and reporting the opening of new workshops at Victoria and
N'ancouver, B.C., through arrangements between tlie D.S.C.Il. and tiie Canadian
Reil Cro?,<, and after considering wliethcr it was preferable that the conduct of

such workshops would be better in tiie hands of some non-governmental agency,
subject in so far as necessary to departmental examination, or whether such
workshops should be operated entirely by the Department, expressed the opinion

that where it may be considered by the Department better to enter into agree-
ments with non-governmental organizations, it should be authorized to do -so,

and that the Department should equally be authorized at the outset to assist

in the establishing of the siiops on a proper basis by providing the capital neces-

sary in the premises, including equipment.
The Committee further stated:

—

" that while it might be justly argued that the State has no direct respon-
sibility beyond the payment of pension as awarded, the subject is better

treated from a more broad viewpoint but it should be understood that
those seeking or participating in the advantages herein expressed, should
be responsible on their own efforts and not in the recei])t of pay and
allowances".

«

Negotiations between the Canadian Red Cross and the D.S.C.R. progressed
to the point that on December 31, 1923, the Canadian Red Cross Society was
operating workshops in Halifax, St. John, X.B., Montreal. Winnipeg, Vancouver
and Victoria. In each case the agreement is on the following basis:

(a) That capital invested or involved, including the rental of premises
and equipment is borne 85 per cent by the D.S.C.R., and 15 per cent by the
Canadian Red Cross. If any alterations or repairs are required in rented
premises, not borne by the landlord, the cost of same is included in capital

expenditure.

(b) The interest of the two parties in the equipment, property, and build-
ings is in proportion to the expenditure made liy each.

(c) In the event of any deficit in the cost of operation, in which cost is

included, among other items, the costs of material, wages of staff, pay to men,
lighting, power, gas, and marketing expenses, the Department contributes 75
per cent of such deficit up to a maximum contribution of $30 (formerly .S25)

per man per month, provided that such deficit is only applicable on account of
men admitted to the shops under the provisions set out under the agreement.
For the purposes of this apportionment the standard month is reckoned as of
175 working hours.

(d) Only pensioners of not less than 20 per cent actual nor more than 80
per cent pensionable disability are eligible for admission to workshops.

(e) Authority for admission is granted through an eligibility board of three
members, two of which are appointed by the Department.

(f) Subject to the standing orders of the branch, the operation and control
of the shops is totally under a committee of not less than three appointed by the
Canadian Red Cross Society. This Committee decides the type of occupation to
be pro\ ided, the wage to be paid, the purchase of supplies and disposal of pro-
duct and all disciplinary measures necessarj'.

(g) Rate of pay by the hour, not exceeding standard rate paid to common
labour, pen-ion not being taken into consideration. Working day of eight hours,
subject to individual consideration in consultation with Medical' Adviser.

The scope of the work undertaken includes wood work of all kinds such
as desks, step-ladders, tables, repairing including grass and wicker -woven
furniture, picture-framing, furniture, boat-making, etc. Other occupations Sre

203a—2}
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weaving of srarvcs and homespun, knitting, manufacture of poppies distributed

on Armistice Day. upholstering, basketry, toys, etc. Tlie work is generally

carried on mainly on order from the trade. The selling is helped by several

clubs, newspaper advertising, etc. The utilization of the Red Cross organization

for the disposal of the products in outside districts by putting on periodical

sales is being considered.

The number of men on the strength of the Red Cross workshops on Decem-
ber 31, 1923, totalled 150, distributed as follows: Halifax, 15; St. John, N.B.,

22; Montreal, 25; Winnipeg, 28; Vancouver, 31; Victoria, 29.

The average operating cost per man per month (exclusive of capital and

rental charges) for the period February 1, 1923, to April 30 last, varied from

S)6.41 in Halifax (the whole borne by D.S.C.R. but SI 1.87 of which was charged

to the local Red (jross pending final agreement) to §46.50 in Montreal (out of

which §23.86 was paid by D.S.C.R.).

Besides, the D.S.C.R. operate separately Vetcraft shops mainly at Toronto

and Hamilton with smaller shops in London and Kingston. The total number
employed in these Departmental Vetcraft Shops on December 31, 1923, was

169, distributed: Toronto, 108; Hamilton, 35; Kingston, 12; London, 14.

The average cost per man per month is very variable depending largely

on the price received for the finished product. The D.S.C.R.* states that to

February last the average cost has been $58.12 at Toronto and $48.57 at Hamil-

ton.

As the average pay per man per month in Vetcraft shoj>s is possibly $58.50

exclusive of pension and the average pay in the Red Cross shops is probably
higher, it would, thus appear that even under the present poor selling condi-

tions, it has been possible to pay men $58.50 at a cost of probably §35.00 to

$55.00 a portion of which cost is absorbed by the Red Cros.s Societv.

To April 30, 1924, the capital costs have totalled $120,390.23 ($4,803.45

paid bv Red Cross), the rentals §39,647.72 ($1,495.55 paid bv Red Cross),
and the net operating costs $432,137.80 ($42,974.59 bv Red Cross), or a grand

total of $592,175.75.

Since starting the operation of workshops up to tiic end of the last calendar

year, 954 men have been struck off strength, out of which more than one-half

have gone into regular employment, or, owing to increase in their pension, have
taken their discharge from the shops. Over 25 per cent have been transferred

to the Treatment Branch or have been struck off strength on account of sick-

ness or deatii, the remainder being apparently still unemployed.
The fact that all the men employed in workshops would be entitled to

participate in unemployment relief were they not so employed, must not be

lost sight of in considering the cost of these workshops.

Sheltered employment provides valuable assistance in fitting disabled men,
otherwise, at least partially unemployable, for regular employment. In the

majority of cases these men after long hospitalization have lost all confidence

in themselves and in their ability to again successfully take their place in the

regular labour market. A few months' experience in the shops in the majority

of cases changes his mentality. The man, possibly even to his own surprise,

finds that he has a certain earning capacity, his confidence in himself gradually

increases and he finally finds himself keener to accept responsibility. Certain

classes will never come to this .stage and will remain pcmiancntly unemployable
on the normal labour market.

IL As TO ClVILI.VN IXDl'.STRY.

(1) Employment Agencies.

The Fcder;il Department of Labour has a Branch called the Employment
Service of Canada, the main function of which is to assist in the solution of the

unemployment problem generally. Advising the Minister there is an Employ-
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inciit Service Council of Canada including representatives from tiie Federal
Department of Labour, the D.S.C.R., the various Provinces, tlie Trades Labour
Congress, G.W.V.A., Manufacturers Association, etc.

Through tlie agency of tiie Employment Services Co-ordination Act,
accepted by all the Provinces except New Bnmswick and Prince Edward Island,
the Federal Government undertakes, under certain conditions of supervision
and the rendering of certain returns, to contribute up to 50 per cent of the cost
of maintenance and operation of the Provincial Employment Offices. (P.C. 954
of May 25, 1923). These returns facilitate the establishment of clearing house
methods allowing the transfer of labour from one Province to another, etc.

No regulations are in force in these offices for preferential treatment to ex-service

men, although as the Commission is informed (Ottawa p. 2491, a tacit under-

standing exists under which, all things being equal, such preference is given.

The foregoing only applies to fit men.

With the object of facilitating the absorption of disabled ex-service men
into the labour market, the D.S.C.R. has also maintained for a number of years

a Handicap Section in the difTerent Unit Offices. At the Annual Conference of

the Employment Sen-ice of Canada in June 1923 at which provincial represent-

atives were present, it was recognized that the placement of the handicapped

ex-service men would be greatly facilitate<l, on account of their larger number

and dissemination, if the activities of the whole Handicap Section were trans-

ferred to the Provincial Employment Offices. It was arranged that, when the

provinces agreed, efforts would be made that positions suitable to handicapped

men would, as far as possible, be preferably made available to them and that

the Federal Government through the Employment Service would reimburse to

the Provincial Government the whole of the increased expenditures.

Up to date, the provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Nova Scotia

and Ontario, have agreed to the scheme. The Department of Labour is still

carrj'ing on negotiations with the Province of British Columbia and an agree-

ment is expected sometime this summer. With the Province of Quebec an
agreement has also been signed but the Provincial organization is not felt to be

sufficiently developed for the present to substantially help in placing disabled

ex-soldiers. The D.S.C.R. still keeps employment offices in Ottawa, Kingston,

Toronto, Hamilton, London, Montreal, Quebec, Vancouver and Victoria.

(£) Toronto Rehabilitation Scheme.

On the 8th of February, 1924, a conference was held in Toronto between
the Honourable the Minister of D.S.C.R. and a committee of leading l)usiness

and professional men of the city of Toronto, looking towards pro\iding a

combincti training and employment scheme for the rehabilitation of the partly

disabled ex-service men, with a small pensionable disability and a possibly

large actual disability not due to service, making them unfit, without help, to

compete successfully in the open labour market.

The proposed scheme contained the following points:

1. Partially disabled ex-service men will be placed in permanent employ-
ment at a fair cost to the employer and a minimum cost to the Federal
( lovernment.

2. Partially disabled ex-service men will receive a living wage during the
learning period.

3. The diligent partly disabled ex-service men will be given ample assistance
to become rehabilitated, and the persistently indolent men will eventually be
eliminated from this section of the labour market and from general relief.
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4. All partly disabled i'.\-:<er\i(c men will eventually be given assistance to

become rehabilitated without prejudicially affecting the Federal Government's

interpretation of war disabilities.

5. The cost of relief for unemployed jjartly disabled ex-service men will

eventually be reduced to a minimum.
6. The problem of unemployment may become more flexible.

This scheme was favourably received by the Government and, to give it

effect, P.C. 798 of the 14th of IMay, 1924, was passed embodying the main
features mentioned above. It provided that those in charge of the work will

interview prospective employers and will arrange for the placement of men
according to their ability and earning capacity. The amount earned by a man
thus placed, plus pension, will be increased by the addition of a bonus to a

living wage of 32V cents per hour during a probationary period. As soon as

wages and pension reach 32\ cents per hour the bonus will be discontinued,

but the progress of the man will be watched until he is able to earn this amount
or more witliout reference to his pension.

Some 29 prominent business and professional men of Toronto are formed

into a general Committee of Rehabilitation in charge of the work. From this

committee the government appoints a Board of Trustees of three which is put

in charge of all expenditures with a provision tliat on a resignation, if any, from

this board, the ministers are empowered to appoint a successor on recommenda-
tion of the General Committee of Rehabilitation.

All regulations and methods of procedure in connection with the operation

and general working out of the proposals are left in the hands of the ministers.

The D.S.C.R. is authorized to allow the expenditures necessary, such expendi-

tures to be charged against any appropriation granted by Parliament to the

department for the relief of ex-service men.

It is estimated that for a twelve month period the cost of the scheme
exclusive of administration will not exceed the amount that would be required

for the provision of unemployment relief, and that eventually it will result in

an appreciable reduction, besides materially relieving the unemployment situa-

tion in Toronto in so far as it affects the disabled men. The cost for the first

year is figured at ?300,000 out of which $50,000 would be for administration.

The D.S.C.R. agree? to deposit the sum of 830.000 at the beginning of the

first month of operation to the credit of the Board of Tru.stees and to, thereafter,

meet monthly tlie expenditures of that Board after making a complete audit as

in the case of Departmental accounts.

(3) Vocatiotial Training.

The subject of Vocational Training has been frequently mentioned at the

Hearings but, as would be expected, it has largely become a thing of the past

so far as re-establishment efforts are concerned.

The principle on which this form of assistance was taken up was that since

the ex-service men had become unfitted on account of injury or disease on ser-

vice to resimie his pre-war occupation, and although any loss of earning capa-

city in the unskilled labour market was presumed to be made up to him by
pension, the country considered that he should have assistance in order, if

possible, to utilize the remainder of his earning power in some remunerative

form of employment. The extent of the responsibility thus assumed has been,

it would appear, frcciucntly misunderstood. The intention was, not to provide

sustenance for a man and his family for whatever period was necessary to

retrain him as a fully qualified journeyman, but to permit him to select, or to

select for him, a trade or calling in which his disability would handicap him to
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tlie least extent and to jiffonl ()p|)oilunity for training and instruction in tiiis

particular occupation. Hi.s earning power at first might be nil and accordingly

pay and allowances were granted to ensure the comfort of himself and family.

These i)aynicnts were continued, not until he had been completely trained as an

expert cratlsnian, but until .such time as his progress and proficiency made his

work sufficiently valuable to enable him to secure employment outside as a

useful workman in the particular trade which he had selected. The length of

time necessary to accomplish this varied with the trade and the aptitude of

the man. Generally eight months was allowed with a minimum of three months
and a maximum of twenty-two.

A most extensive scheme of training was entered upon and over 53,000

ex-service men were passed for training from the year 1917 to flatc The peak
of the work was reached in February 1920 at which time some 26,000 men w-ere

in training. This training was not confined to men with a pensionable dis-

ability, but many who had minor war disabilities were also extended the i)rivi-

lege if, in medical opinion, their condition was such as to preclude them from

takng up their pre-war occupation. While the average length of the training

course given was eight months, no special limit to the period of training was
laid down by the regulations. The length of course depended on the require-

ments of the individual case, provided he was doing his full share and taking

advantage of the training received.

The basis upon which pay and allowances were calculated was the number
in the family. A man with a wife and three children received $137 a mont,h.

When the time came that he was regarded as sufficiently trained to be placed

on his own resources, except in the most highly skilled trades, he found, if

man-ictl a sudden decrease in his income because the employer made no differ-

ence between the married and unmarried man. This, no doubt, led to disap-

pointments and in some cases to an unfoundcKl inference that the training mur-t

have been insufficient or badly chosen.

Up to the time when the training of the large percentage of those entitled

terminated, namely in 1921, tlie D.S.R.C. maintained, in connection with this

work a " follow-up system " for the benefit of the trainees in order to ensure

that they were properly placed and to note their progress and the sufficiency

of their training as demonstrated in actual work. When from this follow-up

system it was found necessary to change the training, action was taken accord-

ingly in cases where the individual himself was not at fault.

A feature which should be mentioned, and which may not be generally

knowTi, is that, even in the early days of the system, nearly fifty per cent of

the training was done by placing the man in the industry itself, rather than by
giving him theoretical instruction in Departmental Schools. This percentage has

steadily increased from 1919 so that, at the present time, of the comparatively

few who are still on training, probably ninety per cent are being trained in the

actual jobs which tiiey expect eventually to take up.

The suggestion most strongly pressed was that there should be a resurvey

of all vocationally trained men and that further consideration should be given

to men who had been trained in what have since turned out to be for them
unsuitable occupations, and to men who had found in practical work that their

training was insufficient (Calgarj- 237, A\'innipeg 408,433, Regina 1C8, Toronto
857 et seq.).

The argument in support of the necessity for these remedial measures was
that Vocational Training was necessarily done at high pressure, the work was
new, and there must have been a certain percentage of error which only a review

could correct. This seems to have been taken into account however. The report

of the D.S.C.R. for the year ending December 31, 1922, (p. 21) shows that 5,500
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were permitted to change their courses aflcr the commencement of training and
that 9,000 were given training for a course longer than eight montlis. In about

10,000 cases (exclusive of the cases in whicli tiie course was automatically

extended to eight months) extension of time was granted.

Obviously the best time to consider the suitability and sufficiency of the

training was during the period when it was being received, and the figures above

would indicate that full consideration was given to proper claims under this

head when they were presented. Tli?re may be cases which on account of excep-

tional circumstances were either not considered or through no fault of their

own were unable to present conditions which arc now apparent, but those must

be the rare exception and for these, under the practice of the Department the

door is not yet closed if real merit can be shown. (Winnipeg 332).

The general practice now is that training is only given to men in one of the

tiiree following classifications:

—

1. Released from hospital after long period of treatment.

2. Inability to carrj- on in previous vocation by reason of increase of dis-

ability.

3. Inability to carry on in the occupation for which they had been pre-

viously trained on account of an increase of disability.

but as stated, in cases where there are other exceptional circumstances further

consideration is still extended.

This provision for individual cases of merit should take care of the class

referred to in the eviilence, without the heroic measure of a general re-opening

of the whole activity, in which Forty-three million dollars have already been

spent for training and for pay and allowances while instruction was going on.

Many men are not working at tlie occupation for whicii they were trained

but it could not otherwise under the sub-normal economic conditions which exist.

It niu<t, in the opinion of the Commission, be frankly recognized tliat tlie fact

that tile vocational training student was able to depend on pay and allowances

for a substantial period of his transition from military to civil life was in ver>'

many cases almost as genuine a benefit as the instruction actually received.

It gave him the opportunity to look round and get his bearings and at the same
time had in it none of the elements of a gratuity or bonus since be was pledging

his time and energy in exchange

C. MKTHODS -VDOPTED OR PR()P(^SED ELSEAYHERE

I. Activities of tiik iNTnRX.^TioN.vL Lahovr Birk.w of the LE.\GrE of X.ations

The representatives of tiic principal National Federations of disabled ex-

service men in Great Britain, France, Italy, Poland, Germany and Austria, at a

meeting at Geneva in September 1921. requested the International Labour
Office of the League of Nations to undertake the study of questions relating

amongst others to international protection for disabled men and their re-ab-
sorption into industry. The Governing Body of the International Labour
Office decided, in April 1923. to give an affirmative reply to the above request

and authorized the office to consult and to summon a meeting of experts on the

oroblem of finding employment for disabled men.
On .luly 31. 1923. the experts met at the International Labour Office of the

League of Nations at Geneva under the chairmanship of Mr. Albert Thomas,
director of the International Labour Office with Mr. Tixier, chief of tiie Dis-

ablement Service acting as secretary. The following countries were repre-

sented: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Czecho-Slovakia. France. Germany,
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(ircai Britain, Italy, New Zcaiaiul, Poland, South Africa. From the British

Empire, Australia was represented by Mr. Loftus Hill, Member of the Federal

Executive of the Returned Sailors' and Soldiers' Imperial Leap;ue of Australia;

Canada hy Mr. R. B. Maxwell, former President of the (Ireat War Veterans'

Association of Canada; (ireat Britain hy Mr. ,1. R. J. Passmorc, Trainiuf; Depart-
ment, Ministrj- of Labour, and Lt.-Col. G. Crossfield, Vice-Chairnian of the

British Legion; New Zealand by Ceneral Sir A. H. Russell, President of the New
Zealand Returned Soldiers' Association, and South Africa by Brig. General J. S.

A\'ylie, South African Branch of the British Empire Service League. The Per-

manent Intcr-Allied Committee for the study of questions concerning war dis-

abled men was represented by its General Secretary. Others were also present in

an advisory capacity.

The experts considered that the question of the employment of disabled men
is governed by two essential considerations:

1. Work is an absolute necessity to the majority of disabled men;

2. Although disabled men are obliged to support themselves by their

earnings, they are ill-equipped to compete on the open lumber market. They
cannot hope to succeed against uninjured workers, especially if their working
capacity is largely reduced by their disability. Employers arc more willing to

engage an uninjured worker upon whose output they can rely than a disabled

man whose efficiency is presumed to have been more or less reduced and who
appears to be more specially liable to the danger of accidents which may have
special serious consequences in view of the disability which already exists.

Again, the disabled worker sometimes encounters difficulties in his relations with
the other workers who feel some apprehension lest the disabled man who is

in receipt of a pension should accept work at less than the trade union rate and
should thus contribute to the lowering of wages.

In consequence of these difficulties, the disabled men find it hard to obtain

employment and are more seriously affected by periods of unemployment than
are other workers.

The worldwide problem of re-absorbing disabled men into industry was
rendered still more perplexing by the initial errors which were committed and
by the general economic crisis. During the war and the months which immed-
iately followed, business was extraordinarily active, and all workers could
easily find employment, even those whose output was below normal. These
workers were found employment but they were not re-absorbed. As soon as
the first signs of the economic crisis appeared those undertakings which were
compelled to discharge some of their workers naturally kept the most skilled

and thus the majority of disabled men who had taken posts as unskilled workers,
were thrown on the labour market. Another error was the failure to recognize the

value of vocational training and the supply of suitable limbs and instruments for

working. Until the end of the war, it was generally considered that the majority
of seriously flisablcd men could not be made capable of performing any apprec-

iable amount of work and that it was the duty of the State to provide for

their maintenance. It has now been proved, however, that owing to the
technical and scientific progress which has been made in supplying suitable

instruments for work and in organizing vocational training on systematic lines,

nearly all rlisabled men, even if they have suffered very serious mutilation, can
work nearly as efficiently as uninjured workers provided they have been
suitably guided in the choice of an occupation. AVhcn the disabled men found
that it was ver>- difficult to obtain work they naturally turned in the first place
to the State, in whose services they had received their wounds or contracted their

illness. All the belligerent countries? laid down by legislation or by regulation

that disabled ex-service men were to have preference in obtaining posts in tjie
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public scrvircs. Tlie risjht of prefcrcnrc is organized in widely divergent ^vay^

in the various countries. This, though, was found as only a part of the

solution of tiie problem, as vacancies were not nearly sufficient to provide for

all the applicants and employment had to be found in private undertakings as

well.

In the latter case, two widely different methods were adopted, the first baseil

on the collaboration of the employers, and the other on the adoption of legisla-

tion making it compulsory to engage a certain percentage of disabled men.
Great Britain adopted the former (voluntary) scheme, nearly all the other

countries adopting the latter (compulsorj') scheme.

II. VoLUNT.^Rv System—British N.\tio>:.\.l Scheme—King's Honoir Roll

This form of providing for the employment of disabled men by appeal to

the voluntary- co-operation of the employers is known in flreat Britain as the

"National Scheme' or ''King's Honour Roll" and was initiated in September
1919.

The object of the scheme is to insure the permanent absorption of disabled

men into industry as well as their equitable distribution among the several

branches of industry.

The beneficiaries under the scheme are disabled ex-service men only, who
are meant to be:

(a) Any man who is in possession of a disability pension, or who has been

in receipt of a disability pension while in his present employment but has ceased

to receive such a pension while in that employment.

(t>) Any man who has received from the IMinistrj- of Pensions a gratuity

for a minor disablement or aggravation of a complaint and who is adjudged
by the local committee to be incapacitated, either wholly or in part, from
following his normal occupation.

(c) Any man who has had a disability pension conunuted by the Ministry-

of Pensions.

All private employers and all public authorities national and local are

invited to co-operate in the National Scheme. All employers are asked to

employ as many disabled ex-service men as possible, with a minimum jiercentage

of all employed to be fixed by agrec^ment, but normally 5 per cent. It was
realized, however, that a lower percentage might be regarded as sufficient in

certain cases, as example in industries in which the work is arduous or of a

kind on which a substantial proportion of female labour is normally employed.

This general percentage of 5 was fixed by taking into consideration the total

number of disabled men to whom the scheme applied, compared with the

total number of wage earners in the country.

In the case of a firm owning branch establishments or controlling subsidiary

firms, it is preferred that a comprehensive undertaking be gi^en by the head
office covering the total employees involved. For this purpose the percentage

of disabled cx-ser\-ice men is based upon the number of employees taken as a

whole, it being not essential that each branch or subsidiarj- firm should employ
that percentage. The negotiations are carried out by the local Committee in

whose area the head office is situated. An employer is allowed to count toward
his quota of disabled ex-service men, any disabled ex-service men training in

his establisliment and any vacancies as to which he gives the Minister of Labour
a definite guarantee that they will be filled by disabled ex-service men trained

elsewhere.
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The wages arc governed citlicr by agreements between tlie employers an<l

t!ie National Trade Advisory Committees set up by the Alinistrj' of Labour,
or through arrangements in trades wlicro a mode of settling questions of wages
is in operation. In other trades, except in cases where his earning capacity
is very considerably reduced, the disabled man as a rule has a right to tlie

average district rate of wages. The disability pension is not taken into account
in computing the disabled man's rate of wage.

This National Scheme is administered by the Ministry of Labour through
the King's Roll Committee or local Employment Committees, to which applica-

tions to enroll are submitted. If the local committee recommends the acceptance

of the application and the Department agrees, tlie Minister of Labour issues

a certificate to the employer and the employer's name is entered ujion tlie King's

National Roll. Employers who agree to co-operate in the National Scheme sign

an undertaking in a form drawn up by the Ministry of Labour. The latter

issues to the employer a certificate recognizing the undertaking given, and the

name of the employer is inscribed on the King's National Roll, wliich is kept
at the Ministry of Labour. When an employer has thus given an undertaking,

he is entitled to use on his business stationery a Special Official device, "the

Seal of Honour," indicating that he is a participant in the National Scheme for

the employment of disabled ex-service men. The Certificate is issued on the

understanding that the holder will be prepared at any time to satisfy the

Minister of Labour that lie is conforming to tiie undertaking. The Minister

of Labour may withdraw the certificate and use of the die at any time if he is

not satisfied that the terms of the undertaking are observed. When an under-
taking under the Scheme has been in existence for a period of twelve months,
.t is renewable for a further period of two years.

The Roll contains the names of His ALajesty the King, Her Majesty Queen
.Alexandra, His ^Majesty's Treasury on behalf of all Government Departments
and Government industrial establishments, leading County, ^Municipal and
other local authorities, and most of the largest industrial and commercial under-
takings in the Country.

Since June, 1921, Government Contracts are limited, except in very excep-

tional circumstances, to firms which are on the King's Roll. A number of

local authorities have followed the Government's example and have adopted

resolutions restricting the allocation of contracts to firms on the Roll.

The National Scheme was put into execution at the end of 1919, with

the result that from 1920 to June, 1923, the number of firms enrolled varied

from 20,000 to over 30,000 and the number of disabled men employed reached
367,521 with a maximum in early 1922 and a tendency to decrease since.

From October 1922 to Juh' 1923 the number of employed remained fairly

constant in the neighbourhood of 300,000.

In August 1922, it was estimated that the number of unemployed disabled

men in Britain was still between 70,000 and 100,000 and the British Legion,

by far the largest ex-service men's Association in Great Britain, claimed that
the appeal to the voIuntar>' co-operation of employers under the National
Scheme had failed. In May. 1923, the Legion in Annual Conference adopted
a resolution calling upon the Government to bring forward a Bill embodying the

principle of compulsion in order to secure employment for all disabled men
out of work. The House of Commons set up a Select Committee,

—

"to examine and report upon the systems adopted in other Countries
to provide for the employment of disabled ex-service men and to recom-
mend a system which men who have suffered disablement in the service

of the Country may be secured employment."
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After many meeting?, the Committee found timt the voluntary system
vas failing and that it was necessary cither to await a revival of trade or to

constitute the voluntary' system on a different biisis or to adopt compulsion. It

recommended amongst other measures:

—

"1. That a further effort should be made to obtain employment for

disabled men on a voluntary basis by partially recasting the existing

voluntary system.
"2. That the principle to be adopted should be tiiat of decentraliza-

tion and devolution of duties and responsibilities to local bodies, with

local knowledge and local enthusiasm, whose services in general should

be honorary.

"7. That a Central Statutory Body, a King's Roll National Council

should be set up to control generally, supervise and co-ordinat« the activi-

ties of the County and County Borough Committees, and that it should

be composed of representatives of both Houses of Parliament, of all

Government Departments concerned, of employers. Trades Unions, and
ex-service men's organizations. This body should work under the aegis

of and derive its power from the Ministry of Laboui. which would be

responsible for the provision and regulation of public funds.
" 8. That t!ic pnil)liin of tiie severely disabkxl ex-service men should

be dealt with by the King's Roll County and County Borough Committees

by the encouragement of voluntary institutions and home indus-

tries with limited State assistance

Its general conclusions were:

—

" So urgent is the problem that the Committee recommend that their pro-

posals should be carried into effect forthwith, and the necessarj- legisla-

tion passed during the autumn session. But should the figures show that

the problem has not, by the first of May, 1923. been successfully dealt with

on tiic lines proposed, recourse should then be had to a form of compul-

sion modified in character and scope as circumstances may dictate".

The gi\nng affect to a majority of the above recommendations improved the

situation to some extent. The National Council, instituted in February 1923,

reported in June following that the system of decentralizing voluntan*- effort for

the benefit of disabled men, and of interesting the local authorities in the matter,

is the right one. The essential principle of its work was to appeal to local enthus-

iasm, to the local personal interest of the employers and to the spirit of local com-
petition. The Council concluded:

" that if the winter does not bring another unemployment crisis and if

local enthusiasm was kept up. it will be possible with the assistance of

the local committees :md the press to improve the facilities for the employ-
ment of disabled men without having recourse to compulsion".

That the National Scheme as far as it went has been useful, there can be no

doubt, but that it has permanently solved the problem of providing employment
for an adequate number of disabled ex-service men, is still at least ver>- doubt-

ful as seems proven by the fact that, in June 1923. a Bill for the Compulsory
employment of disabled ex-service men was introduced in the British House of

Commons by a private member but later withdrawn and that, in May 1924, a

second bill

" to compel all employers to employ a certain percentage of disabled

ex-service men, the employers to be given two years to adjust their estab-

lishments to the new requirements."

was introduced in the same House, and although not disposed of to date had, at

last reports, been unanimously given a second reading.
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III. Compulsory Employmkxt of Disabled Ex-t^KBvicK Men

In France, Germany, Au:<tria, Poland, Italy and the Kingdom of the Serbs,

Croats and Slovenes, legislation has been adopted with a view to making it com-
pulsory' for employers to engage a certain percentage of disabled men. In Hun-
gar>- the Government lias included a clause relating to compulsory employment
in a bill concerning assistance for disabled men. In Czecho-Slovakia the Min-
istry of Social Affairs has drafted a bill of the same character.

The arguments brought forward in these countries in favour of the system
of compulsory employment may be summarized as follows:

—

" Disabled men are entitled to compensation for the disadvantage
under which thej' are placed owing to their disabilities or ailments con-

tracted in tiie ser\'ice of the nation. The right to work is only one form
of the general right to compensation. The realization of this right to work
cannot be obtained without legal intervention because disabled men arc

placed in an altogether disadvantageous position by the free play of the

forces of supply and demand of a general labour market".

The system of voluntary collaboration of employers does not secure the per-

manent absorption of all disablctl men. On the one hand, it is very difficult for

the seriously disabled to find employment, and a number of them remain out of

work. On the other hand, the periodical renewal of the undertakings entered into

by employers, undertakings which may moreover be cancelled at any time, do
not offer disabled men guarantees of the security and stability which they need

and to which they are entitled.

The system of compulsory employment alone can secure the fair distribution

of disabled labour among employers. Furtiicr, compulsory employment, by
imposing on employers a definite and lasting obligation, leads them to investigate

the possibilities of adapting their ccjuipment and of placing disabled men in posts

in which their output is likely to be normal or almost normal.

1. Pf-rsons covered by Legislation,

In Germany, the legislation applies to ex-service men as well as to persons

disabled in industrial accidents and other disabled persons, whatever the origin

of their infirmity. In .\ustria, the legislation applies to seriously disabled ex-ser-

vice men and to a few limited categories of persons seriously injured in industrial

accidents. In Poland and Italy, the legislation applies exclusively to seriously

disabled ex-ser\-ice men. In France, the bill adopted by the Chamber of Deputies
grants the right to <'ompulsor>- employment to members of the Land and Sea
Forces who hold a final or temporary' pension.

2. Scope of Application of Legidation and Regulations and Percentage of Dis-
abled Men to be Employed.

(a) In Germany the compulsion applies both to private undertakings and
to public departments whetiier Federal, State or Municipal, and it covers agri-

cultural as well as industrial and commercial undertakings. In practice, the

obligation has only been applied to public services employing at least 25 manual
and non-manual workers and private undertakings employing at least 20 work-
ers. The proportion of disabled men which must be employed is normally 2 per

cent.

1^1 In Austria, the legislation applies to industrial undertakings of all

kinds, mming, agricultural anfl forestry, and in general, all undertakings carried

on for the purpose of gain, and employing not less than 20 workers. The number
of disabled men to be employed in each undertaking averages 4 per cent of the

total staff.
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(cl In Pdlaiid, the Icgir-lation applies to agricultural, commercial, indus-

trial and transport undertakings employing not less than 50 manual or non-

manual workers. The compulsion averages 2 per cent.

((/) In Italy, the legislation applies to public services and private undertak-

ings, of whatever nature, employing more than 10 male paid workers, and the

average compulsion is 5 per cent.

(e) In France, the legislation applies to all industrial and commercial

undertakings employing during the current part of the year more than 10 paid

workers of cither sex over 18 years of age, whether of French or other nation-

ality, and all agricultural undertakings wliich similarly employ more than 15

paid workers. The general proportion of compulsion is 10 per cent.

3. Administrative Organization.

In practically all cases the administering organizations for the finding of

employment, in the above-mentioned countries, is through public or provincial

employment exchange and in certain cases through special employment agencies

attached to central offices.

4. Conditions of ivork.

The conditions of work including wages and periods of notice for dismissal,

are variable in the different countries, but, generally speaking, the wages are

fixed without taking the pension into consideration. In many inst.ances the dis-

abled man whose output is normal must receive the normal wage of his cate-

gory and in many cases special regulations apply as to period of notice, two
to four weeks being necessary before dismissal.

5. Bodies responsible for a-pplication and supervision, appeals, penalties, fees

and other compensatory taxes.

Equally provisions varj- considerably on these matters. The Ministry* of

Labour is generally the body responsible for the application of the Act. Appeals
as to wages arc in some instances decided by the ordinary courts. The penal-

ties vary from, in France. 3 francs per working day per disabled man not

employed to, in Poland, 1,000,000 marks or not less than six week's detention.

The fees and compensatory taxes in certain cases, as in Poland, apply to all;

in Austria, to those exempt from the application of the Act; and in Ciermany.

Italy and France these fees and taxes do not apply to those totally or partially

exempt.

IV. FlNDAMEXT.\L PRINCIPLES

As the foregoing situations in different countries were being placed before

and explained to the experts in Assembly, they were asked to summarize fun-

damental principles and formulate conclusions which might serve as the ground

work for a satisfactory organization for the employment of the disabled. The
points to be considered were:—
" 1. In defining the persons entitled to compidsory employment:

" (a) Should legislation be of a temporary character and apply
exclusively to ex-service men, or should it be of a permanent character

and apply to persons disabled in industrial accidents and all disabled

persons?

"(b) Should legislation apply to all disabled persons or only to cer-

tain categories, and, if so, what are the principles according to which the

categories should be determined?
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'
2. lidativc to problevis connected icith the acojie of applicdtioit of Icgisln-

tion and the fixing of the -pcrccntagr of disabled men to be compulsorilij

employed:
'

(o) Should coinpulsory cmp!i)yiiiiiit apply tii all iiiKk^rtakings or

to certain categories only?

"(d) In the latter <'ase, in wliat manner should the undertakinRS

excnipttHl from the oolitration be defined? Should cxeinjjtions he allowed

to undertakings in which, owing to their nature, it is difficult to employ

disabled men? Should tlie obligation apply to small undertakings, and

is it desirable to fix a minimum number of workers below which the

obligation does not apply?
" (f) Should the undertakings exempted from compulsory emjjloy-

ment be required to pay fees or compensatory taxes? If so, on what
principles should such fees or taxes be calculated?

"
(f) Should legislation fix a general percentage applicable to all

undertakings, or should a special percentage for each category of under-

takings be fix^d by decree or administrative regulation.

" (g) If a general percentage is fixed, on what basis should it be

calculated?

" (li) In what manner should the special percentage for each cate-

gory of undertakings be fixed, and on what basis? Have any trust-

worthy technical investigations been made into the percentage of dis-

abled men which can be employed by the various categories of under-
takings without injuring their efficiency?

"3. Relative to the administralive organization for finding emploiinie7it for rf^^-

abled vien:

'' (i) Should it be entrusted to the public employment exchange
responsible for finding employment for ordinary workers, or to special
organizations attached to the offices, dealing with questions especially
affecting the disabled?

" (j) Should it be made legally compulsory for employers to notify
the employment exchanges of vacancies which have to be allocated to
disabled men?

" (k) Should any period be fixed within which the vacancies must
be notified to the employment exchanges?

" (0 Should any period be fixed within which the employment
exchanges must submit candidates to fill the vacancies notified to them
and after which employers become free to engage disabled or other
workers?

'' (m) Should it be made compulsory for employers to have recourse
to the employment exchanges to obtain the statutory number of dis-
ablefl workers or should they remain free to engage such disabled
workers (ll before notifying the employment exchanges of the vacancies
(2) before and after notifying the employment exchanges of the vac-
ancies.

" 4- -Is to the protective measures relating to the wages and discharge of
disabled men:

" (n) Is it desirable to adopt legislation regulating the w-ages of
disabled men?

" {o) Should employers be forbidden to take disabled man's pension
into account in fixing his wages?
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"(pi Sliould tlic wages of the disabled man be fixed witliout regard

to his vocational capacity, or should a certain relation be established

between the wages paid and the vocational capacity, and, if so, what
should the relation be?

"(ql Should legislation be adopted laying down special regulation^

for the discharge of disabled men, and if so, what special measure for the

protection of disabled men are necessary?

"5. Finally, as to the Applwati(m and supervision of the legislation, Appeals
Penalties and Fees or Compensatory Taxes:

"(r) Is it desirable to set up special organizations for the application

and supcr\'ision of the finding of employment for disabled men. or is it

desirable to make use either of disabled men's committees, or of the

officers responsible for the welfare of disabled men, or of the adminis-
trative organizations responsible for supervising the application of the

legislation and regulations relating to labour in general?

"(s) Is it desirable to set up special courts to deal with disputes

arising out of the employment of disabled men, or should such disputes

be submitted to existing courts (civil, commercial and industrial court*,

etc.)?

"(t) Should undertakings which are not subject to the obligation

of emploving disabled men be required to pav a fee or eompensatorv
tax?"

The experts carefully considered all the above questions, and after six

sittings and much discussion, came to the following general conclusions:

A. Fttndamental Principles:

"1. In the firm conviction that the nations are unanimous in desiring

that the men who have suffered in their service should enjoy the facilities

for obtaining an adequate and steady means of livelihood which they
would have had if they had not been disabled, independently of the

pension which they receive, by their own jiroductive work, and further

that in view of the immense amount of wealth consumed by the war. it

is in the interest of society that all makes of production should be fully

utilized by a rational organization, and that in consequence disabled men
should be enabled to work to the fullest extent of their capacity.

"The experts arc definitely of the opinion that it is pre-eminently the

duty of the State to assume complete responsibility for the means of

livelihood and ivelfare of those disabled during the ^car. and are further

of the opinion that such responsibility may be discharged by introducing

legislation and otherwise devising means whereby disabled men shall be
enabled to find employment and to contribute to the fullest extent of

their capacity towards national production.
''2. While agreeing that during the years immediately following the

war a system of employment based upon the voluntary collaboration of

employers by means of renewable agreements has yielded, and may still

yield important results, the experts consider that in densely populated
countries with a large projwrtion of disabled men this system cannot
ensure an equitable distribution of disabled labour among employers,

and docs not furnish to tiie disabled the necessary permanent guarantees

of employment in the future to which they are entitled. Tiiey declare

tiiat in order to insure definitely and finally the permanent employment
of the disabled man, it is absolutelv necessarv to have recourse to tlie
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legal obligation of employment, taking into account the varj'ing condi-

tions of labour prevailing in difTercnt countries, and call the attention of

the governments to the fact that neither such a sj'stem of legal obliga-

tion nor the .system of voluntary collaboration will adequately provide

for the care of disabled men in their old age and consider that it is

jiriiuarily the duty of the State to take the necessary steps for attaining

this object.

"B. Essential Proinsions to be Included in all Legislation, Regulations or

Agreements relating to finding, employment for disabled men:
" 1. Persons entitled to benefit:

"(a) All legislation, regulations or agreements should be applicable

to all disabled men in receipt of pensions whatever methods of compen-
sation are adopted by the Pensions Legislation;

"(6) All legislation, regulations or agreements should be of a
permanent character;

"(f) The experience accjuircd in safeguarding the employment of

the war-disabled could appropriately be applied for the benefit of
disabled workers and other disabled persons.

"2. Undertakings covered by Legislation, Regulations or Agreements:

"(a) All legislation, regulations or agreements should be applicable

to all undertakings in which the minimum number of workers employed
reaches or exceeds a certain figure to be fixed in each State;

"(6) Undertakings subject to such legislation,, regulations or agree-
ments by virtue of the number of persons employed therein should,
however, be able on application to obtain exemptions when it is proved
that the employment of disabled men in such undertakings is impossible

or particularly difficult. Such exemptions should be granted by author-
ities entrusted with the application of such legislation, regulations or
agreements, in which the associations comprising disabled men and the
trade organizations affected should be represented;

"(c) Undertakings subject to such legislation, regulations, or
agreements which obtain exemptions should be liable to the payment of

a compensatory tax or charge, the produce of which should be applied
for the benefit of the persons entitled to the benefit of such legislation,

regulations, or agreements.

" 3. Percentage of disabled men to be employed:
" (a) All such legislations, regulations or agreements should fix a

general percentage of disabled men to be employed. Such percentage
should, in each State, be calculated having regard to the total number
of wage earners, the number of disabled men entitled to benefit and the
variations from the general percentage which it may be necessary to
allow to certain undertakings or certain classes of undertakings;

" (6) Variations from the general percentage should be allowed
to undertakings applying for the same, when it is proved that it is

impossible or very difficult for them to attain the general percentage.
Such variations should be granted by the authorities entrusted with the
application of such legislation, regulations or agreements, in which the
associations comprising disabled men and the trade organizations con-
cerned should be represented.

"4. Administrative organization of employment agencies:
" (a) In Countries which, in conformity with the decisions of the

International Labour Conference at Washington, have established a
203a—
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general and complete system of public employment agencies, under the

control of a central authority, with provision for the joint consultation

of employers and workers, it would be desirable to entrust the applica-

tion of such legislation, regulations and agreements to such public

employment agencies;

" (b) Such public emplojTtient agencies should, wherever neces-

sary' and particularly in the larger towns, establish special sections for

finding employment for disabled men. Such sections should act in close

co-operation with any Clovernment Department dealing with disabled

men and with the Associations comprising disabled men;
" (c) The Committeces administering the public employment

agencies should include representatives of any Government Department
dealing with disabled men and of the Associations comprising disabled

men, who should be directly entrusted with application of the legislation,

regulations or agreements relating to the employment of disabled men;
" (d) The action of the public employment agencies should be

supplemented, wherever it is considered necessary, by the action of any
Government Department dealing with disabled men and of the associa-

tions comprising disabled men;
" (e) In States possessing both a system of public employment

agencies and a general system of social welfare institutions for the

benefit of all classes of disabled persons, whatever be the origin of their

disability, such institutions which possess great experience of the medical
and vocational aspects of the problem of the disabled, might be entrusted

with finding employment for disabled men. Such institutions should, in

the matter of finding employment, act in close collaboration with the
public employment agencies.

" 5. Traces of disabled men:
" (a) The amount of the pension of a disabled man should not

have any effect on wages, but wages should be fixed independently of

the pension;

" (6) In principle, the wages of a disabled man should be equal

to the normal current wages of ordinary workers carrying on the same
vocation in the same district, and siiould be subject to the additions of

every kind payable to ordinary workers according to the same methods
of calculation. Nevertheless, in Countries in which, owing to the econ-

omic situation, the employment of all disabled men on full wages is not

possible, and in very exceptional cases in which, notwithstanding the

efforts made to secure adequate vocational re-education and vocational

guidance, the vocational capacity of the disabled remains appreciably

reduced, it is admissible that such disabled men should not receive the

whole of the basic wages of ordinary workers, but subject to the follow-

ing reservations:

" {aa) Such reduction shall not apply to cost of living bonuses

and increments on grounds of seniority, or to any payment based on
other considerations than output, (bb) The conditions in which and the

limits within which such reductions of wages may be allowed shall in

each State, be the subject of provisions contained in legislation, regula-

tions, anil agreements, and agreements of service, involving such reduc-

tions shall be subject to approval by authorities including reprcsentii-

tives of the associations comprising disabled men and the trade organiza-

tions concerned; (cc) The associations comprising disabled men shall

be empowered to take legal proceedings for enforcing the penalties and
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(laniap;cs imposed by the general labour legislation and the legislation,

regulations or agreements especially applicable to the employment of

disabled men.

" 6. Dismissal:
" In all such legislation, regulations and agreements, disabled men

shall be especially protected against wrongful dismissal, both by the

provision of a period of notice and by providing for the submission of

disputes between a disabled man and his employer to one of the author-

ities entrusted with the application of such legislation, regulations or

agreements in which the associations comprising disabled men and the

trade organizations concerned shall be represented".

D. THE EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM IN CANADA

. The number of disabled ex-sen-ice men unemployed to-day in Canada can-
not be much better than guessed at.

It was stated in the evidence (Toronto p. 1422) that a survey was made
in early 1922 of the unemployment conditions in the Province of Ontario and
statistics were obtained from 15 cities (outside of Toronto and Ottawa) in

which the Provincial Government operated Employment Bureaux. The survey
showed that in tlic above cities, out of the total unemployed, from 58 per cent

to 80 per cent were ex-service men.
It is further stated (1423) that from a report submitted to the Federal

Government from 6,000 firms, representing 743,128 men, 156,000 less men were
employed at the beginning of 1922 than during tiie standard year 1920. Out of

these, 101,400 or 65 per cent would have been returned men; or, in other words,

wliile unemployment amongst the civil population only represented 2^ per cent,

amongst ex-soldiers it represented 20 per cent.

Tliis high percentage of ex-service men unemployed may be partially

explained by the fact that the Goveriunent Relief payments being then made,
might have inducetl employers, who were reducing their staffs, to start by dis-

missing ex-service men, knowing that they would be helped anyway. (1422).

In reply to a questionnaire, the various Superintendents of the Employment
Bureaux of Ontario supplied the information that in 1922, wiiile the Civil Unem-
ployment had been practically absorbed in industry, the percentage of unem-
ployed ex-ser\'ice men remained stationarj'. In April, 1923, it was reported

(1433) that the total number of ex-service men, heads of families, as.si.*ted by
the City of Toronto through the House of Industrj' was 2,104 from April, 1921,

to .\pril, 1922, and 2,137 or an increase of 2 per cent during the following year,

whilst during the same period the Civilian Relief had decreased 35 per cent.

Reports of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics would show that taking .January',

1920, as normal, employment in Marcii, 1921, was 12 per cent, in March, 1922,

18 per cent, in March, 1923. and .January-, 1924, 10 per cent below normal. In

Toronto, statistics showed March, 1921, as 18 per cent, 1922, 11^ per cent and
1923, 14 3 per cent below normal.

On the other hand, the number of disabled ex-service men who had applied

to the D.S.C.R. and who were classed pending placement on Februarv 2nd, 1924,

wa.< 2,841, distributed as follows: Halifax, 53; St. John, 12; Montreal, 779;

Quebec, 38; Ottawa, 177; Ivingston, 35; Toronto, 948; Hamilton. 169; London,

40; Winnipeg, 232; Regina, 34; Calgary, 33; Vancouver and Victoria, 291.

Tlie figures of the above distribution are an absolute minimum, as a prob-

ably large number of unemployed disabled ex-ser\-ice men in addition, possibly

over 3,000, had not at that date, applied to the D.S.C.R. offices for employment.

203a—3}
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This last estimation is based on the faet tliat the Department of Labour, as in

February', 1923, from returns submitted by 5,768 firms employing 729,950
persons, estimates that 11-3 per cent of the labour market in Canada is unem-
ployed. The total number of living disabled pensioners of all classes as at

December 31st, 1923, is 43,289. The number of pensioners who accepted final

payment is 24,618 but it is estimated that 500 have since died and 1.200 have
been reinstated, leaving a total number of men who have received final payment
22.518. 2,888 disability pensioners reside in the British Isles and 3,864 "in the

United States. Of those who received final payment 3,680 reside out of Canada.
The total number of disability pensioners and final payment pensioners still

living in Canada may be thus estimated at 55,375, 11 per cent of which would

represent over 6,000 disabled unemployed.

Notwithstanding the Toronto figures first mentioned, it may be fair to

assume that the percentage of unemployed disabled ex-service men is probably

lower than that of the general labour inarki't in v'ww of the preference given in

the Civil Sen'ice, but, on the other hand, it must not be lost sight of that many
disabled men with relatively low pcnsioas are classified a? employed although

possibly deriving a very small and inadequate remuneration for their sen'ices,

and should better opportunities for them be offered, they would undoubtedly

become candidates for more remunerative employment. It is equally fair to call

attention to the fact that the number of unemployed increases gradually yearly,

during December, with sign^ of improvement only with the start of building

operations in Ai)ril.

E SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING THE PRINCIPLE TO BE FOLLOWED
AND THE NATURE OF POSSIBLE FURTHER EFFORT.

I. Principle to be Followed

The Commission has hereinbefore collected expressions which might be taken

to indicate the extent of the State's responsibility for the employment of the man
who is partially incapacitated by war service. To determine the principle which
is to govern is extremely important. The Commission has not found any abso-

lutely clear and distinct pronouncement in Canada, but the efforts which have
been made to assist in the employment of the partially disabled by Vetcraft and
Red Cross workshops and by Vocational Training recognize the moral, if not the

legal responsibility of the State to provide facilities for utilizing the residuum of

earning power even though compensation is made, by pension, for the loss of

earning power which service has caused. The Parliamentary Committee of 1922

called attention to the distinction between the legal responsibility for pension and
the much more indirect obligation to provide employment, but the report of that

committee (p. xiv) seems to concede the latter liability, at least by implication.

It says:—
" Your Committee expresses the opinion that while it might be justly

argued that the State has no direct responsibility beyond the payment of

pension as awarded the subject is bdfcr treated from a more broad vicw-
pomt but it should be understood that those seeking or participating iu

the advantages herein expressed should be responsible on their own efforts

and not be in receipt of pay and allowances".

The 1921 Parliamentar}- Committee in considering the necessity for sheltered

workshops says (p. xix) :

—

" It should also be borne in mind that for a considerable number of

j'ears, men who are now in employment will be unable through their dis-
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abilities to continue in competition with fit men, in tiie ordinary labour

market, and matu/ need a period of sheltered employment before being able

to go back to outside work".

Furtlicr down in the same Report the Committee definitelj- adds:

—

'' Your Committee has given careful consideration to resolutions for-

warded in connection with this subject, and is of the opinion that the need

for sheltered employment has been established. Your Committee, there-

fore, goes on record as being in agreement in principle with the requests

submitted by the C.W.V.A., the G.A.U.V., and the Victoria Branch of the

Canadian Red Cross".

The conclusions of tiie experts, consulted by the International Labour OflBce

of the League of Nations, quoted previously in this Report, very clearly and

definitely state the liability which they consider the State should accept, as fol-

lows:

—

" The experts are definitely of the opinion that it is pre-eminently

the duty of tlie State to assume complete responsibility for the means of

livelihood and welfare of those disabled during the war, and are further of

the opinion that such responsibility may be discharged by introducing

legislation and otherwise devising means whereby disabled men shall be

enabled to find employment and to contribute to the fullest extent of their

capacity towards national production."

But this general principle is somewhat modified in considering:

—

" Countries in which, owing to the economic situation, the employment
of all djsabled men on full wages is not possible

"

The claim which was made at Montreal (222) on behalf of ex-service men
was stated as follows:

—

" My conception of it is whatever the man's disability is, and he

cannot get a job on the labour market, he should be given employment by
the Government under Government supervision. If he has a 40 per cent

disability, the Government should find him employment so that he may
earn the other sixty per cent".

And again (547) :
—

" It is up to the Government to look after him in some way or other.

If he does not get a pension sufficient to keep him and his family, there is

no doubt that he should be given sheltered employment so as to make up
the difference between the pension he is getting or should get and
enough to keep his wife and family".

(See also Calgary 236-8, Winnipeg 153, Toronto 858, 919, Vancouver 248).

The Commission considers that these claims are too broad. An enunciation

of an equitable principle to govern these cases would be, in the opinion of the

Commission, that where ex-soldiers, receiving over 20 per cent pension are. after

reasonable and diligent efforts, unable to secure employment, the State is not

absolved from liability until employment opportunity in proportion to that

enjoyed by the normal man for his 100 per cent capacity is provided for what-

ever substantial remnant of working capacity the pensioner may have.

II. SVGGESTED POSSIBLE ExTENSIO.VS OF PRESENT METHODS OF AssIST^NTE

(1) As to Government Undertakings:

(o) Civil Service Preference.—The Commission has already referred to the

large percentage of positions given ex-service men under the provision for them

in the Civil Service Act and has called attention to the percentage of disabled
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men who have received the benefit of the super-preference provided for this class.

As has been stated, a hirgc number of positions in the outside service were by
P.C. 1053 exempt from tlie jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission and
placed entirely under departmental control. As to these, it is definitely laid down
that the preferences prescribed bv the Civil Service Act are to be obsen-ed. The
transference, therefore, would not deprive soldier applicants for these positions of

the priority previously enjoyed. Reference has been made to the claim that this

special treatment has only been accorded to a comparatively limited degree.

The suggestion was niad_ (Winnipeg 314) that there should be less strin-

gency in examinations for ex-service men in connection with non-technical posi-

tions. The Commission can only assume that the examinations for these posi-

tions are not more strict than the qualifications for the position demand and, if

that is so, the fact that the ex-ser\'ice man who passes an examination is placed

above all the other applicants no matter what his standing in the examination

may be, ensures to him, from the examination standpoint, as much preference as

can be reasonably expected.

(b) Other Suggestions as to Government Employment.—On this point a

groat variety of proposals were brought forward ranging all the way from the

proposal that Government contracts should not be awarded except to contractors

who employed a certain percentage of disabled men, to a suggestion that 10 per

cent of ex-service men should be employed in all Government offices and that

dismissals of men who had not served be made so far as necessary to create the

requisite vacancies. The Commission summarizes herewith the references to

some of the suggestions received:

—

That there be a pool of all ex-service men in the Civil Service (Toronto

1819).

That war ser^ice be considered in fixing seniority (Montreal 600)

.

The more general employment on the Canadian National Railways of dis-

abled ex-service men (Winnipeg 781 1

.

The transference of Rural Postmastcrships to the jurisdiction of the Civil

Service Commission (Regina 92).

The amputations representatives, in discussing employment, verj- fairly put

the problem not only of their group but of all the partially disabled. Their sum-
man,- of suggestions as to employment was equally applicable to all handicapped
men.

They did not attempt to advocate any new system or any radical change in

existing facilities. They concentrated on the necessity for activating and im-

proving principles already accepted, such as Government and Civil Scrx-icc pref-

erence, training for departmental positions, and further efforts towards absorp-

tion of these men into industrial enterprises. Three other matters were mentioned

by them;

—

(a) The precarious position of ex-service (as well as other) em-
ployees of the Soldier Settlement Board, D.S.C.R. and Income Tax office

under P.C. 2958, which excludes them from the list of employees occupy-
ing what are regarded as permanent positions (Toronto 1271).

(b) Compulsory employment of a certain percentage of disabled

men on all State contracts (Toronto 1294).

(c) Representation of Amputations on tlie Civil Service Commission
organization (1277).

The Commission can only make the foregoing proposals, suggestions and
representations matters of record for the consideration of the authorities con-

cerned. It is convinced that every reasonable effort is made by the D.S.C.R.
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to forward the claims for employment of partially disabled men and any
improvement along almost any of the lines indicated in these proposals must
come primarily through negotiation rather than by legislative enactment.

The Commission does, however, consider that further efforts are warranted
to improve the position of ex-service employees of the Soldier Settlement Board,
U.S.C.R. and Income Tax OUice with a view to iiaving a certain length of
service together with a certificate of efficiency taken as entitling them to

special consideration for employment without examination, in other branches of

the ser\'ice. The Commission is also of the opinion that there must be oppor-
tunities for absorbing more disabled men in the organization of the Canadian
National Railways where the variety of occupations permit the useful employ-
ment of almost every class of handicapped man.

Regariling the proposal by the Amputations Association for representation
on the Civil Service Commission organization, the Commission is of the opinion
that, while this cannot be applicable to any one group, thero is good ground
for direct representation there of ex-service men as a class, in view of the
fact that that organization is the agency through which Parliament has pro-
vided the machinery to make effective the cardinal principle of the priority
of ex-service men.

(c) Sheltered Employment.—The system of sheltered workshops now in

operation in Canada has already been described. The extension of sheltered

employment establishment and facilities was urged with a great deal of force,

particularly at Vancouver (264-5 et seq), where it was discussed vnth consider-
able detail. It was advocated that there be some Central Federal Service for

purchasing and marketing the products of sheltered workshops and that a
Central Research section be created analogous to the Rural Industrial Intellig-

ence Bureau affiliated with the Development Commission in England, for the

purpose of making investigations regarding the economic possibilities of estab-
lishing new industries, studying market intelligence, tcclmical matters including

designing processes, the possibilities of manufacturing goods now largely im-
ported, and generally gathering information which would be of value in con-
nection with these industries. Such a Bureau, it was suggested, might form
part and make use of the present machinery and organization of the Depart-
ment of Trade and Commerce. The establishment of any Central Agency will

not. however, lessen the desirability of fostering special industries not hitherto

carried on in the locality concerned in order to eliminate as far as possible the
objection to Government assistance of workshops in competition with private
undertakings.

The Commission is convinced that the most satisfactory method of operat-
ing workshops for the employment of partially disabled men is through civilian

agencies such as the Red Cross, and its opinion is that active steps should be
taken for the completion of the chain of Red Cross workshops across Canada
including the provinces where workshops entirely under Departmental opera-
tion now exist. The Report of the 1921 Parliamentary Committee previously
referred to, points out very definitely the need for facilities for sheltered employ-
ment which these workshops fill.

(2) Civilion Industrial Undertakings

(a) Employment Office Service.—Frequent suggestions were made that
there should be close liaison between the D.S.C.R. and the local employment
bureaux to ensure that ex-service men were being given first consideration
through those agencies. The Commission has no reason to doubt that close
touch is kept in this respect although the official connection is necessarily
indirect on account of the fact that the D.S.C.R. is not a party to the agrep-
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ments respecting the operation of employment offices entered into between the

Department of Labour and the Provincial Authorities. The Commission is

of the opinion that Provincial Employment offices should be asked to keep a

record and make a return periodically of the number of ex-servicemen, dis-

abled and otherwise, who apply for or are placed in employment. It was
stated (Ottawa 252) that such record was abandoned with the idea that the

knowledge that the applicant wa,s an ex-service man might act as a deter-

rent with prejudiced employers. This does not prevent, however, the keeping of

the office record.

The Commission recommended in its First Interim Report on the Second

Part of the Investigation (p. 261 that the co-ordination of the D.S.C.R.'s Handi-

cap Section with the Provincial Bureaux be completed and put into operation

without delay. This has been done except respecting the province of British

Columbia, and the completion of negotiations to that end i.s highly desirable.

(b) Government Contracts.—Sugpiestions were made that a requirement

be exacted of Government tenderers and contractors that they employ a certain

percentage of disabled ex-service men (Vancouver 258, Calgary 238-9, Ottawa

2931. This propo.sal is, the Commission thinks, well worthy of consideration.

It would only mean, in effect, that these collateral services would be brought

under the terms of the preference already afforded within the Government

organization proper.

(c) Voluntary Absorption into Civilian huhtatry:

(aa) King's Honour Roll.—It is by no means certain that the method of

procuring the co-operation of employers in Canada by persuasion and induce-

ment to take on more disabled men in existing industries has been exhausted

(Vancouver 2481. As it was expressed at Vancouver (244.345) there is a niche

for each man with a subst^antial (although impaired) degree of working capa-

city. The difficulty, particularly in times of trade depression, is to find the

appropriate niche. An outstanding example is the Ford Plant at Detroit where

there are said to be (Vancouver 345) nearly 10.000 sub-standard men employed,

some of them very heavily handicapped, including one with both arms off and
four with amputation of both legs or feet.

The King's Honour Roll Scheme, which has been described in discussing

activities in other countries, and which for a considerable period worked so

successfully in Great Britain, may with necessary* modifications still be found

to be effective in Canada. The D.S.C.R. has already removed the objection

made by employers to taking on disabled men, on account of increased liability

under the Workmen's Compcndation Acts, by paying the assessments in respect

of such men (see 1922 Parliamentary Conunittee Report XX and XXV).
(bb) Local Committees.—A suggestion which particularly appealed to the

Commission was made at Vancouver (2971 in which it was proposed that local

Committees of prominent citizens be organized to take special interest in

assisting disabled men by conferring with local employers, acquainting them
with the needs of the situation, and ascertaining from them the possibilities of

their particular business or industry in helping to absorb such men. The official

appointment by the Government throughout the country of Local Boards of

prominent public spirited citizens for this purptise would, it is believed, reawaken
public interest and have beneficial results. These local Committees should only

be utilized with the full concurrence of the Provincial Employment agencies

with which they would be co-operating, their function being to bring their

local influence and interest to the support of these agencies in placing handi-

capped men.
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(cc) Toronto Ri'liahilitation Scheme.—This ha.« already been outlined. It

represent.* a considered and proniisin;; step in relieving the situation. The basis

of this project is that a local body of citizens investigates and secures opportuni-

ties for employment, not necessarily at the ordinary rate of wages, but at a rate

commensurate with the disabled man's capabilities. The State co-operates, by
applying the money previously paid out for unemployment relief towards bring-

ing up the pay of the man so employed to a minimum wage scale. The practical

working out of the Scheme by the influential body of citizens which has taken

it up should be studied with serious interest elsewhere because if successful it

offers almost a complete solution for the present problem.

(dd) Financial Inducements.—Suggestions were also made for pecuniary

inducements to firms which employ a certain percentage of disabled ex-service

men (Vancouver 257). The particular consideration mentioned was a graduated

reduction in the percentage of income tax depending on the proportion of such

men employed. The fact that the taxable income of an individual or firm has

no relation whatever to the number of men employed makes tiiis scheme, the

Commission thinks, entirely impracticable. If persuasion fails the only effective

financial inducement would be to make up to the employer tiie discrepancy

between the workers earning capacity and a certain standard wage. This is

the essence of the Toronto Scheme.

III. P0S.SIBLE New Methods of Absorption

(1) Manufacturing or Trading Monopolies.

Naturally, in connection with a problem so universal there could hardly be

any solution which has already been put forward. Suggestions have been made
that there might be created a monopoly in favour of disabled ex-service men
for the manufacture and distribution of certain commodities now largely

imported from foreign countries (Winnipeg 286). A solution also suggested was
to give to these men the exclusive right to retail some special line of merchandise
(Rcgina 183, Ottawa 224). Both of these involve serious considerations of inter-

ference with legitimate and established industries and businesses and possibly

of confiscation.

(2) Comptdsory Employment.

However, the situation is one which has to be met and if efforts for volun-

tar>' co-operation fail, the country must be prepared to face a condition similar

to that which exists in Great Britain and which led to the declaration (pre-

viously set out) by the Committee of the British House of Commons of 1922

to the effect that the Coimtry was within measurable distance of compulsory
legislation.

If the methods reviewed and suggested above, such as preferential employ-
ment in the Government services, sheltered workshops, employment bureau
service, the King's Honour Roll Scheme, the Toronto Rehabilitation scheme and
nny other special arrangements with or inducements to civilian employers, all

prove inadequate to permanently absorb into industn.- disabled ex-service men,
who after diligent effort have failed to find employment, there appears to be no
other solution than a compulsory employment enactment which would require

all industries to employ a certain percentage of these men. As has been pointed
out such legislation exists to-day in practically all continental countries. The
various forms which such measures take have been already briefly summarized.
It is significant that for a second time within a year the British House of

Commons is now considering a Bill introduced for the purpose of bringing into

effect in Great Britain this compulsory feature.
'
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F. UNE]\IPLOYMENT RELIEF

At tlie beginning of the winter of 1919 the eeonomic crisis and the large

number of soldiers recently demobilized who had not been able to obtain

employment and who were without sufficient means of support for themselves

and families, rendered necessary the innovation of relief measures, and a large

sum of money, called the Federal Emergency Appropriation, was made available

by Parliament.

All applicants for work were required to register with the D.S.C.R. and
those for whom no positions were immediately available and who claimed to be

in need, were referred to the Canadian Patriotic Fund for investigation of each

individual case. If this need was established, they were assisted, to March 31st,

1920, a single man with dependents or a man and wife, S75 per month, with an
additional S12 for the first child under 16 (girl 17) and another SIO for the

second child. The single man with dependents was given a maximum allowance

of S50 per month. All this relief was in cash.

The unemployment situation of the winter of 1920-21 rendered necessary

the combination of some relief measures and authority was granted to D.S.C.R.
to grant medical and surgical treatment to unemployed ex-service men until

March 31st, 1921, and to grant relief, but in kind only, to the unemployed
pensioners or vocationalh- trained on account of disability. This relief was
extended from April 1 to December 1921, but the monthly allowance was reduced
from S75 to S65 and the single man without dependents cut out altogether.

From January 1922 the unimproved trade conditions rendered necessary the

continuance of relief measures with a gradually decreasing schedule rate as

follows:

—

—
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Outside of cash allowances in 1919-20, actual relief expenditures were
mainly for food, fuel and rent. During the calendar year 1923, the number
of men who received relief for the first time was 1,268, the total number of men
who received relief, 4,558, the number of times relief was granted, 35,748, the

average amount to each individual $85.38, the average amount to men with
dependents $102.34 and the average number of times relief was granted to each
man 7.84.

Assistance is only granted to men who are in destitute circumstances and
who are in receipt of a pension payable by or through the B.P.C. or the D.S.C.R.

for a disability due to or aggravated by service, or have been paid a lump sum
by agreement in settlement of pension. Former members of the Imperial and
Allied Forces may be granted relief under the conditions laid down for former
members of the Canadian Forces subject to their having been residents of

Canada for three months prior to making application.

PART THREE

THE DISABLED SOLDIER WITH SMALL PENSION
OK NO PENSION

Section 1. Substantial Natural Disabilities Added to Pensionable Dis-

abilities

Su-ggestian by Ex-Service Men.

That provision be made for ex-soldiers without means and who are wholly

or partially incapacitated by the combination of a non-pensionable

ailment with a previous pensionable disability. (Montreal 508, 514,

519, 548; Toronto 176, 178.)

The granting of a pension for a small service disability cannot be urged

.-xs a reason for paying pension for some superimposed condition which has no
relation whatsoever to military service. The two must, from a pensions view-

point, be kept absolutely separate, but the two combined may render the victim

lielpless. These cases cannot, in. the opinion of the Commission, be distinguished

from the handicap cases dealt with under the heading of employment. If,

however, earning power is destroyed for practical purposes by the combination

of disabilities, then the applicant comes within the class entitled to the privileges

of a Soldiers' Home. Which method is to be pursued depends, therefore, on

the total degree of disability, pensionable and othem'ise, which exists. It must
be distinctly remembered, howe\'er, that the provision of either employment or

the Home is on different principle.s from those underlying pension, and should

not be taken as admitting nor creating responsibility for pension for the portion

of disability which is unconnected with war service or for death resulting

therefrom.

liecomvundation of Comtnission.

That in the case of ex-soldiers without means and who are wholly or parti-

ally incapacitated by the combination of a pensionable disability with
a subseciuent non-pensionable ailment (a) The general principles

applicable to the employment of war handicapped men apply, (b) If

no substantial working capacity remains the pensioner should have
the benefit of maintenance in a suitable Soldiers' Home. •
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Section 2. The Indigent, Old and Disabled not Pensionable.

Suggestion by Ex-Scnicc Men.

Further provision for indigent and incapacitated not eligible for pension.

That provision be made for ex-soldiers who through lack of resources and
physical incapacity due to advancing age are unable to support them-
selves. (Vancouver 245).

The representative appointed by the Central Committee at Vancouver to

speak of handicapped men put forward the problem of the old man and the

man, who, possibly as the result of war, was pliysically ten years older than his

age in years. He is described as chronically sub-standard. Although it is

impossible to put one's finger upon any disability induced by war service, his

strength is equal to the demands of but few occupation.-. It is stated that the

number of tliesc men is large, and it is certain that it will increase as time

goes on, and that most of them will ultimately become a permanent charge on

the community.
While impossible to disprove that war may have been in some degree

responsible for the present physical condition of ttiis type of ex-soidier. it is

equally difficult to bring fortvard sufficient proof to justify an award of pension.

Most were over age on enlistment, many stating they were younger tlian was
really the case. Eight to nine years have since elapsed, and in the ordinan.-

course of events many would have become unfitted for competitive employment
had they remained in civil life. During their period of military service their

age and lack of necessary physical strength generally precluded tlieir assign-

ment to any duty which required severe exertion or undue exposure, so that

they were employed largely as batmen, cooks, orderlies, or for light duty, etc.

Except those in the labour battalions, no great number of these went beyond

England where their living conditions were comparatively hygienic and comfort-

able. Admitting all this and that war service has not produced the condition in

which the middle-aged ex-service man may now find liimself, it is hard to escape

tlie conclusion that the country, having inadvisedly accepted his services, is now
under a moral obligation based in a large degree upon recognition of service

rendered, but also on the possible, although not provable, effect of service,

to see that he does not become dependent upon public charity.

Not only does the proposal apply to the man who was old in years or

physique on discharge, but, as advancing age accompanied by impaired health

comes on men now in the prime of life, there is bound to be a claim by them
that the exertion and strain of service has been a contributing and hastening

factor and such a claim will be hard to disprove. The Commission is of the

opinion that the State will not see these men in want.

How is this moral obligation to be met? Not by pensions, because there is

no means of proving a clear relation between the present condition and military-

service. It may be contended that while proof is impossible, yet conversely,

it cannot be stated with certainty that military service has not hastened tiie

advent of old age and its concomitant disabilities. But if this lack of negative

evidence were considered sufficient, practically everyone could demand pension,

because a time must invariably come when physical disability renders them
unfit to compete successfully with the young and strong. Another ver>' serious

objection to placing these cases on a pension basis arises, namely, that if the

right to pension is once admitted the pension must be increased as the disability

increases, and after death be continued to the dependents.

The conclusion is: first, that the group composed of old and prematurely old

men, suffering from diseases incident to or commonly found in middle life and
later, and whose impaired condition cannot reasonably be ascribed to service.
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should not be dealt witli on a pension basis, and secondly, that these men
cannot be allowed, through no fault of their own, to become dependent on
charity.

The Commission has, tiiroughout all the discussions which have taken
place, hoard of nothing, and it can suggest nothing which will meet the situation

more fully or effectively than the establishment of Soldiers' Homes. There is

admittedly no novelty in the suggestion. Such institutions have been success-

fully operated for many years in other Countries. Chelsea was established

nearly 300 years ago. Into these homes could be admitted any man who has

served and who through physical incapacity and lack of resources is unable

to support himself.

These Homes would accommodate at once a substantial number of those

in hospital whose principle qualification for remaining there is, not that further

treatment can improve their condition, but because they are permanently dis-

abled and require food, shelter and care. The saving in expense of a Soldiers'

Home compared with a hospital adds a further argument. The 1922 Parlia-

mentary Committee Report p. XVHI recommended

—

"that consitieration be given to the providing for homes where ex-

soldiers during old age may reside in comfort sub.iect to being there

provided with the necessary subsistence and reasonable comforts which
the pension awarded, if any, might not be sufficient to give".

The Commission considers that the number of men in the category being

discussed is now sufficiently large to warrant immediate steps to provide such
institutions.

The possibility of the establishing by Canada of Old Age Pensions was
repeatedly mentioned as affording provision for this class (St. John 61, Van-
couver 303. Calgary 237, Winnipeg 289, Montreal 188). Such a scheme involves

a great deal more than provision for indigent soldiers. The Commission does
not profess to have given the subject the consideration which would warrant the

making of a recommendation on a project which, in its mo.st usual form, takes
in every individual in the country, ex-soldier and civilian, after attaining a
certain age. It is to be remembered that the age at which Old Age Pensions
generally become effective is much too far advanced to be of benefit to the
prematurely old soldier.

The 1922 Parliamentary Committee also made a recommendation (Report
p. XVIII) suggesting some form of pensions for those who were not provided
for in Homes. The recommendation was as follows:

—

"That where ex-soldiers reach a stage in life considered to be old

age and are not in receipt of such reasonable pension under the regula-
tions at that time existing, and arc not in receipt of care or treatment
in homes which may be provided for the purjDosc, that consideration be
given to the establishment of pensions or other help as may be considered
reasonably necessary for the purpose of assisting ex-soldiers in their old
age".

This seems to contemplate Special Old Age Pensions for ex-soldiers but
when taken up for practical action it would probably be part of a general Old
Age Pension scheme similar to those in force elsewhere. The whole subject
is now being considered by a special Committee of Parliament, and indigent
and aging ex-soldiers will, no doubt, be one of the groups referred to as indicat-
ing the desirability of adopting some such scheme.

Recommendation of Commission.

That provision be made, by the establishment in suitable localities of
Soldiers' Homes, for the maintenance and care of ex-soldiers who from
lack of resources and physical infirmity are unable to support
themselves. *
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Section 3. Soldiers"' Homes

The need for the establishment of these institutions has been dealt with

under the two preceding headings in this Eeport.

The plan of the Homes themselves, their distribution throughout Canada
and the conditions of admission thereto are all subjects of administration

respecting which, it goes without saying, the best available advice should be

obtained and the experience of other countries examined. The Commission has

suggested (see Report No. 3 p. 73) that in connection with these Homes there

might be sufficient land to provide employment for men physically handicapped

who live in the country and have been unable to find employment for their

remaining degree of earning capacitj', the idea being that this would take the

place of the separate small hoklings which have been advocated for these men,

and would permit the ex-soldier to try out his capabilities without committing

him to the risks of an independent proposition. Such institutions might bear

to disabled men in rural localities somewhat the same relation as Vetcraft

shops to ex-soldiers in cities.

PART FOUR

SPECIAL DISABIUTIES

Section 1. The Blind

General Statement

With the exception of a discussion at Montreal concerning travelling

expenses, the whole evidence concerning the blind was presented at Toronto by
two representatives, one of whom was the President of the Arthur Pearson Club

for Blinded Soldiers and Sailors, which includes all ex-Canadian Soldiers wher-

ever resident, and the other was the General Secretary of the Canadian National

Institute for the Blind and Vocational Adviser to the D.S.C.R. for blinded

cases.

The evidence showed (Toronto 1314) that there were 171 blinded Canadian

ex-service men, of whom 135 reside in Canada, 32 in England, 3 in the United

States and 1 in Belgium. Of this total, 127 were completely blind and receiving

S300 per year helplessness allow-ance in addition to their total disability pension.

44 men, partially blind, did not receive any helplessness allowance, but were

paid total disability pension.

5 of the totally blind had died after the compilation of the above figures,

and the occupations in which the remaining totally blind were engaged were

given as follows:
TOTALLY BLIND

Agent, insurance 1

Boot repairing and matmaking 2
Broom making .' 1

Book Agent 1

Business for themselves 9
Employed in business firms, etc 2

Employed with C.N.I.B 2

Farming 10

General Secretary 1

Joinery 4
Massage IS

Matmiiking and netting 4

Piano Tuning 1

Poultry farming, netting, etc 14

Reed and willow articles, rattan, etc 21

Ueturnod to former occupation 4
Stenographer with Government 6
Stenographer ^^•th business firms 1

Translating and teaching French 1

Unable, unwilling or waiting for work (living on pension) 19

Total , 122
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One of the partially blind had died after the compilation of the statistics

and the remaining 43 partially blind had been trained and were employed as

follows:

—

Boot repairing and mat making 1

Broom making 2
Business for themselves 4
Commercial salesman 2
Employed with business firms, etc 10
Employed with C.N.I.B 2
Farming 1

Instructor with C.N.I.B 1

Massage 3
Matmaking and matting 1

Piano Tuning 1

Poultry farming, netting, etc 3
Reed and willow articles, rattan, etc 4
Unable, unwilling or waiting for work (living on pension) 7
Working in Government Department 1

Total 43

The above tables are misleading in that the conclusion must not be drawn
therefrom that five out of six have found profitable employment. In many
cases the work performed is of little value in adding to the pensioner's income
and in forty per cent of the cases nothing whatever of marketable value is

produced. Despite this, the work taken up offers an opportunity to keep occu-

pied and is regularly performed. Diversion is, of course, the primary object.

As a rule the blind man has been unable to make any substantial addition

to the income provided by his pension, notwithstanding vocational training

freely offered by the D.S.C.R. and as gratefully acknowledged by the blinded

veterans.

The only occupation in which success has been attained is the practice of

massage. Stenography as a rule has not been successful, nor has piano-tuning

for which ver>' few are primarily fitted in that they have not the necessary

apprehension of pitch which is possessed, on the average, by but one out of everj'

fiteen individuals. It also appears that, on account of the age at which the

blinded soldier takes up his training, as good results cannot be obtained as might
be looked for as if similar effort, were spent in early life. This is illustrated

nowhere more clearly than in the study of "Braille." Facility in touch reading
is rarely obtained by soldiers, whereas, with those blind from birth and trained

in youth, proficiency is the rule.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men on Behalf of the Blind.

Stabilizatioa of Pension

That pensions be stabilized at an amount not less than the sums specified

in schedules to the Pension Act plus the amount of pension bonus now
paid. (Toronto 1326).

This was the first request put forward and was stressed throughout as of the
greatest importance. The strong argument in support of the suggestion was the
depressing mental effect of the future, unless a definite income was assured. It

was stated that the blind are particularly susceptible to discouraging influences

and that for this reason the dread of a future cut in pension weighs more heavily
upon them than others. Further, with rare exceptions, the hope of improving his

present position and the expectation of promotion as years go on, which are

always open to normal men, are, to the blind, a closed door.

Recommendation of Commission.

This consideration has already been discussed in Report No. 3 of the Com-
mission (p. 45), and the advintage of removing uncertainty and ensuring free-

dom from anxiety has been endorsed.
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Suggestion by Ex-Service Men on Behalf oj the Blind.

Increased Helplessness Allowance

That the present helplessness allowance should be increased from S300 a

year to $400, for those totally blind and who, in addition, have ampu-
tations of either arm or leg or who have an imnio\'ablc knee joint.

(Toronto 1328).

The Pension Act (Section 27 as amended) gives the Pensions Board dis-

cretion to add to the pension an amount, not less than f250 and not more than

$750 per annum (subject to review from time to time), where a man is totally

disabled and helpless and is, in addition, in need of attendance. The provision

applies, of course, to many other pensioners besides the blind, but the Pensions

Board in exercising this discretionary power concede that a man totally blind

is helpless within the meaning of Section 27 and have made a definite rule as to

the amount to be paid him. This rule has been incorporated into the Table of

Disabilities. The practice thus laid down provides for payment of attendance

allowance at the rate of $350 per annum for the first 6 months and at the rate

of $300 per annum subsequently.

The Commission has already (Report No. 3, p. 48) recommended a revision

of the Table of Disabilities wtih special reference to the claim for increase in

attendance allowance. The claim there dealt with, however, was based on the

difficulty in getting a competent attendant for less than $400. The special claim

here made for increased attendance allowance to one who is blind and has other

disabilities as well deserves even greater consideration.

These cases of this kind were cited: The first was a man with his left arm
off, a fracture of his jaw and a piece of bone missing from his forehead. Extra

allowance was asked for and $50 was granted. He was stated to be uneducated

and " absolutely helpless as far as following any occupation goes." (It was
pointed out that even if this man had an artificial hand it was quite useless

witliout the eye to guide it. In the second case the knee joint was fixed and the

claim for increased helplessness allowance was based on the fact that one so

incapacitated could not go down stairs unattended without serious danger of

falling. One man, so handicapped, fell from the top to the bottom of a stair-

way leading to the underground railway in London. The third case had a right

arm amputation just below the elbow.

To such men a reliable guide is essential. While others may manage to get

about alone with a degree of safety and may possibly at times, although not

without danger of injury, be willing to run the risk, these men with additional

disabilities require constantly a dependable attendant if they are to move
about with any degree of security.

Recommendation oj Commission.

The Commission recommends that, at least where the blind pensioner suffers

from a serious additional disability which increases his difficulty in

moving about or guarding against accident attendance allowance be

increased to $400 per annum.

Suggestion by Ex-service Men on Behalf of the Blind.

Helplessness Allowance to be merged in Increased Pension

That instead of $900 pension and $300 helplessness allowance a straight

pension of $1,200 a vcar be granted to the totally blind. (Montreal

p. 537).

There was a case instanced where the helplessness allowance had been
withdrawn (^Montreal 1537) after having been previously awarded. There was
no suggestion, however, that it was at all typical and as the Table of Disabili-
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ties expressly provides for a minimum of $300 per year in tlie case of total
blindness (Toronto p. 1189A) the case must have been dealt with under special
circumstances. The Commission considers that it is preferable to make pro-
vision for exceptional handicaps incident to certain disabilities by way of special

additional allowance rather than by increasing the Pension as such. Pension is

fixed primarily on the basis of loss of earning power. The necessity for an
attendant in these cases is in addition to such loss, and is intended to permjt
the man to experience, at least to a limited extent, the ordinary privileges of

life.

Recommendation of Commission.

None.

Suggestion by Ex-service Men oil Behalf of the Blind.

Travelling Expenses

That some more favourable arrangement be made for the travelling expenses

of the blind and of an escort when necessary. (Montreal 537, Toronto
1339)

.

The present regulations provide for transportation for an escort accompany-
ing a totally blind pensioner. As already stated, a minimum allowance at

the rate of $300 per annum is made to reimburse the pensioner for the wages
and expenses of the escort. The claim for an increase in this allowance has been
dealt with previously in this Report and in Report No. 3, (p. 48). Three sug-

gestions are made for greater consideration to the Blind when travelling:

1. That transportation for the escort should be granted by any ticket agent
of the Canadian National Railways on the production of a certificate from the
General Secretary of the Canadian National Institute for the Blind and with-

out the necessity of application to the D.S.C.R. (Montreal 542, 543)

.

2. That some method should be devised whereby the full expense of the

escort's maintainance, while travelling, will not fall upon the pensioner (Mont-
real 538).

3. That a totally blind pensioner should have free transportation at least

for limited periods and purposes (Montreal 541, 543, Toronto 1340).

As to the first, the Commission considers that so long as the present regula-

tions are in force and the right to transportation applies only to the escort,

some assurance would have to be given to the D.S.C.R. Officials that an escort

was actually necessary and employed, and the responsibility for issuing trans-

portation accordingly could not be fairly assigned to any outside body or official.

The adoption hereafter, of the recommendations made in respect of the second
and third suggestions, will obviate any difiiculty or inconvenience.

As to the second suggestion, with respect to reducing the pensioners obliga-

tions for the escort's maintenance, the principle of which the fare of the escort

is supplied is that it is an additional expense to which the pensioner is put by
reason of his blindness, and carrying the same reasoning a step farther, it is

asserted that the State should also be liable for the escort's maintenance. On
the other hand, a provision of this sort does not fall within ordinary pension
principles. The 100 per cent disability allowance is presumed to have been
discharged the countrj''s obligations to recompense the soldier for loss of earning
power. These additional concessions are simply to make ordinary living condi-
tions more bearable, and to permit the soldier, even though he has been com-
pensated for loss of earning power, to move about and mingle with his fellow
men without actually endangering his life. The concession as to escort's far?

20.3a-4
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can, therefore, hardly be invoked as creating a legal liability for the escort's

maintenance. It is said that frequently the provision of fare for the escort works
for the benefit of tlie pensioner's wife, the latter travelling as escort.

The Commission does not consider that the liability of the Country in

respect of the escort can fairly be extended beyond the allowance now made
for the escort's wages and transportation. It was recognized at the Hearing,

that if any contribution was to be made by the State towards the escort's

maintenance while travelling, such contribution could in fairness only be asked
for some special occasion and covering a limited period of time. A. period of

one week was mentioned. (Montreal 541).

As to the third suggestion, namely the provision of free transportation

for the totally blind pensioner, it was stated that in most countries the blind

have free transportation. (Montreal 540). The Commission has not been able

10 verifv this statement.

The Parliamentary Committee of 1922, (See 1922 Parliamentary- Com-
mittee Report Page XIV, Section 8) made the following recommendation on the

subject:

—

"The Committee has carefully considered the inabilities suffered by
ex-soldiers who are totally blind and who have suffered disabilities

necessitating the employment of an escort. The Committee recommends
that free transportation in Canada be granted to any memhcr of the

forces who has been pensioned for total blindness or for a disability

which necessitates an escort accompanying on a journey such ex-soldier

—

in cases where an escort does so accompany such ex-soldier. The pro-

vision only to apply to cases of irregular travel or where the ex-soldier

is travelling on account of his annual vacation, and in no case where
the travelling is ordinarily at frecjuent intervals. In all cases the

Department to be given discretionary power when or when not to accord

this privilege."

It is not altogether clear from the above whether it was intended that the

transportation was to be for the man or for the escort but it was construed to

be the latter, and in September, 1922, Order-in-Council P.C. 1929 was passed

reciting the above recommendation and providing for the issue of free trans-

portation to ex-members of the Forces totally disabled and requiring an escort,

but providing that such transportation should cover the fare of the escort only,

and not that of the ex-member of the Forces, and should only be issued where
aji escort was actually employed. The Order was furtlier limited to annual
vacations or otlier infrequent trips, the previous approval of the D.S.C.R. had
to be obtained, and the granting of such transportation was to be wholly in

the discretion of that Department.
If a blind man be compelled to visit another district with which he is

unfamiliar, he must necessarily either have the aid of a friend or employ some-
body to direct him. As has been said, if he took an escort with him. the State

supplies the latter's transportation but the blind man pays his other expenses.

Whether then he takes an escort with him or relies on somebody in the place

he Aasits to help him about, he is under expense which does not fall on the

ordinary man. In consideration of this, the Commission suggests that the blind

ex-soldier might be granted the privilege of free transportation up to one
thousand miles annually, leaving it to him to make his own arrangements as

to an attendant, and allowing himself or for the escort when accompanying
him or for both as he sees fit. Some one might object that as much as one half

of the transportation could thus be improperly used for the benefit of a person

not a bona fide escort- who accompanied the pensioner, but the Commission
considers that these men may be safely relied on to honorably observe the pur-

pose of the concession. The pensioner would thus be on his own resources and
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quite independent of regulations, which under the most favourable conditions

are irksome. This policy would be directly in line with the training which these

men receive at St. Dunstan's, the outstanding principle of which is to make a

man rely upon his own efforts, and, as was expressed no one of the hearings, "to

believe and make his fellow citizens believe in the words of the late Sir Arthur
Pearson that the blind man can see, and that they can do things as well and
sometimes better than people with sight." (Montreal 542).

Recommendation of Commission.

That provision be made for the issue, to any ex-member of the forces in

receipt of a total disability pension for blindness, of free transportation

for the use of the pensioner and of an escort when actually accompany-
ing him, the combined mileage for pensioner with escort not to exceed
one thousand miles in any one year.

Section 2. Amputation Cases

GENERAL STATEMENT

As with the Tuberculous Veterans, the Amputations Association left no
stone unturned to thoroughly prepare and present their case. Their organization
in the larger centres is very complete, and witnesses chosen to advocate their
claims were carefully selected and well informed. No argument which might
support a claim for increased recognition was overlooked. Amputations form
the second largest group of Pensioners in the Dominion.

The total number of Canadian amputation cases on Pension is 3802 of

which 1143 are arm amputations and 2,659 amputations of the leg. These
include a number of double or multiple amputations.

The Canadian war amputations are divided, as to disability, as follows:

—

Right leg amputated 1, 190
Left leg amputated 1,300
Right arm amputated 485
Left arm amputated 528
Both legs amputated 95
Both arms amputated 7
Both legs and both arms amputated I

Both legs and right arm amputated I

Both legs and left arm amputated 2
Right leg and right arm amputated 2
Right leg and left arm amputated 3
Left leg and left arm amputated 2
Left leg and right arm amputated 6
Both arms and right foot amputated 1

These are cases into which the question of entitlement does not enter

because it can be at once admitted. The only subject for consideration as

regards pensions is the percentage of disability. The Commission has already
(Report No. 3, p. 46) dealt with the Table of Disabilities upon which the
amount allowed for various amputations is based and has mentioned certain

considerations which should be kept in mind by those to whom the revision of

the Table may be entrusted.

There are other factors which were not discussed in detail in the previous
Report some of which might fairly be considered on such revision after an
opportunity has been afforded to representatives of the Amputations' Associa-
tion to describe and present them. These riiatters are summarized in the brief

presented by Amputations' Association at Toronto, as follows:

—

203a—4 i
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CUmatic Conditions

Handicaps of amputation cases,

(a) Heat causing chafing.

(6) Additional weariness from artificial limbs and difficulty in moving
about.

(c) Extra protection needed for stumps to protect from frost-bite.

(d) Inability to walk in slippery weather and deep snow.

(e) Delay in getting to work.

High Cost of Living

(a) Necessity for clothing allowance.

(b) Necessitj' for living close to transportation lines.

(c) Necessity for hiring others to perform ordinary chores .such as ashes,

snow shovelling, etc.

(d) Increased cost of transportation.

Limitations as to health

(a) Insomnia.

(6) Pain.

(c) Nerve ends.

(d) Irritability and indigestion.

(e) Organic complaints.

All these exist whole 24 hours, not simply during working hours.

Employment Handicaps

(a) Prejudice of employers has to be overcome by persuasion or practical

demonstration.

Recreational Handicaps

(a) More expensive.

(b) Extremeh' limited, most recreations being prohibited.

There remain se\-eral suggestions which the Commission feels should be
discussed and dealt with.

ORTHOP.\EDIC .\PPLI.\N'CES

The request was made (Regina 146, also Calgary 154) that orthopaedic

boots should be supplied vnth every limb, and it was also claimed at Regina
that the boots supplied were too hca\7-. The average artificial leg case does
not require an orthopcedic boot but wears the same sort of boot as on the soimd
limb. In any case, where an orthopaedic boot is required, as, for instance, to

compensate for shortening, such boots are now readily supplied.

The SOX were said to be of poor quality and it was also claimed that the

supply was inadequate (Regina 146, and Calgary 149). Both complaints were
admitted by the D.S.C.R. representative to be justified on account of a tempor-
ary condition, and a promise made that the matter would be set straight. It

was claimed at Winnipeg that the present allowance of sox is insufficient. This

may have been due to their wearing out more quickly on account of the poor

quality. To remedy this, it was asked that new sox should be issued on turn-

ing in the old ones. It is a small matter and the Commission recommends that

the request be granted if the practice is not already in force.
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ARTIFICIAL LIMBS

Few c-oinplaiiils woit heard in reference to the quality of artificial limbs

supplied. It was stated that scarcelj' any above-elbow arms were used except

for dress purposes, yet it is admitted that the only reason for this is that no

satisfactory arm has yet been produced. At Toronto (1303) it was stated

that the reciucst of the Ampvitations' Association to the Parliamentary Com-
mittee that the Canada convertible arm made by N. O. Handigord, Regina

and the Gawley arm devised by Mr. Gawley, who is himself a double arm
amputation case, be given a thorough test, had not so far been acceded to.

As regards the general question of the quality and efficiency of the artificial

limbs provided, the Commission considers that those at present in use are

unquestionably the best obtainable and that no expense is being spared to main-

tain this standard.

Toronto endorsed the reciucst of Regina Branch that the Research Depart-

ment be re-organizcd and an amputation case be placed in charge. Regina

further asked that research should not be confined to Toronto but developed

at other centres. (Regina 162).

The Commission visited the Toronto workshops and was impressed with the

pride shown by the workmen in their products and the ambition manifested

to perfect and improve them. The Commission is confident that research work
carried on is constant and thorough and that every facility exists for trying

out new ideas. Work of probably real value has been done in developing a new
method for the utilization of raw hide as a light and strong material for con-

struction. Nearly the whole staff of this institution are amputation cases.

As to the suggestion that research centres be established in the various

provinces (Regina 162) the Commission does not consider that this is either

necessarj' or justified. Practically every country in the world is engaged in this

work and the exchange of ideas is constantly going on. This is one matter in

respect of which centralization is desirable because only by a concentration of

ideas and ample facilities for investigation and demonstration can any substan-

tial progress be made. There is not the slightest difficulty for anyone with an
idea in connection with the perfecting of orthopsedic appliances to have his sug-

gested improvement promptly brought to the attention of the present Research
Department and, if it shows possibility of merit, in having it thoroughly tested.

The various D.S.C.R. units afford ready and accessible channels of communica-
tion if the inventor does not deal directly with Headquarters.

The establishment of additional research centres would not, in the Com-
mission's opinion, serve any good purpose.

A request was made at Winnipeg that a limb fitter should be sent periodic-

allj' to Port Arthur.

The question as to whether the case should be brought in or the fitter sent

out obviously depends considerably on comparative convenience and expense
and above all the relative facilities for satisfactory treatment of the patient.

The feasibility of this suggestion must, therefore, be decided locally. In this

connection a claim was also made that the per diem allowances to amputations
called in for examination or limb fitting were insufficient. This has been dis-

cussed under the subject of Procedure and concerning the contention made gener-

ally for increased allowances to all cases (amputation or otherwise) brought in

by the unit officials.

HOMES

A group exists among the amputation cases as among all others which is for

various reasons, aside from their war disabilities, unemployable, and for this
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group it was asked at Toronto (1257) that further provision be made by estab-

lishing Soldiers' Home. As this subject has reference to a much wider con-
stituency than the amputations, it is considered, in its broad aspect, elsewhere in

this Report.

Suggestion by Ex-service Men.

Impaired general phj'sical condition directly consequent upon the injurj', to be
considered in addition to actual disability from amputation itself

That in estimating the degree of disability, the history and progress of the

patient between the time of the injurj- and the award of pension should

be taken into consideration where this has so affected his general health

as to constitute an additional impairment to his earning power. (Win-
nipeg 661).

The type of case referred to in this suggestion is well described b}' a wit-

ness at Winnipeg (661) as follows:

—

" Two below knee amputation cases may have a similar length of

stump at the time of final board, one of them we find gets along exceed-

ingly well and has no further trouble, the other, has for a time a con-

tinual recurrence of trouble with his stump and is forced to take treat-

ment resulting in numerous surgical operations for a long period of time,

the consequence is that when finally discharged he is not in as good a,

physical condition as the other who has had no trouble with his stimip,

and is unable to attempt the same physical functions that he otherwise

would have been able to do if he had had no trouble, such functions that

the previous individual is able to accomplish with ease. Further, one

being able to take his discharge and have no stump trouble is able to

apply himself far better to any system of Re-establishment that may be

provided for him, I might explain that, in regard to how this applies to

Vocational Training, an amputation miglit be taking up some form of

training and after he has been going about 6 weeks or 2 months, his

stimip breaks down and he has to go into hospital, he may be taking

treatment for 6 months before he is again discharged and able to take up
his training, the result is he has forgotten all he previously learned, and
generally has to start all over again, in other words, he has gone stale, and
does not get the full benefit of what that training might mean to him thus

we claim that a recurrence of disability should have the greatest con-

sideration in regard to the percentage of disability. It is reasonable to

assume that one has a greater disability than the other, but both are rated

the same owing to the fact that they are both below knee amputation
cases, and we sincerely think this matter should have your consideration,

and a recurrence of disability taken into account when awarding percent-

age of disability".

There can be no doubt that long-continued residence in hospital, with its

consequent idleness and encouragement to look to others for assistance, must
have, in a large proportion of cases, a permanent lowering effect upon earning

power, and where this is shown, the percentage representing such diminution

should be added to the percentage representing the physical disability, as

shown by the Table. This additional handicap could be adequately covered if,

when a definite percentage is stated for a particular amputation, that percentage

could be regarded as a minimum. There could then always be added the neces-

sary percentage for impairment to general liealth or other additional disability

contributed to by the injury. The Table of Disabilities of February 1921 seems
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to leave room for such allowance to be made. The following clause appears

therein:

—

" The Table of Disabilities exists only to assist the Board of Pension

Commissioners and Medical Officers in fulfilling their responsibilities. It

does not offer final nor absolute values. Every disability must be consid-

ered on its own merits."'

What the Commission has in mind is the exceptional case of a disability

arising out of long continued illness which leaves the man permanently sub-

normal in general health, vigour and initiative.

Recommendation of Commissioii.

That in assessing the degree of disability for amputations covered by the

percentages specified in the Table of Disabilities further allowance

be made when there is in addition a permanent impairment of general

health or other lasting disability directly consequent upon the injury

and that in any revision of the Table of Disabilities provision be made
accordingly if not regarded as sufficiently covered by the Table and
Instructions now in force.

Suggestion by Ex-service Men.

Disabilities claimed to be either the remote cause or the remote

effect of amputations

That provision be made for payment of pension for amputations remotely

connected with service disabilities, or for disabilities remotely con-

nected with service amputations. (Toronto 1231).

This class of cases was repeatedly referred to under the obscure captions
" Eligibility of Disability " and " Attributability of Disability." Recognition is

asked for various disabilities claimed to be tlie result of the original disability

and in all these cases either the cause or the effect was an amputation. As
examples of cases where amputation was claimed to be the remote cause, there

were presented

(a) a case of insanity developing in a man who was on pension for an

amputation

;

(b) the case of a man pensioned for a leg amputation who, while at work,

tripped and lost a hand by crushing.

Examples of cases where amputations were claimed to be the remote effect

of service disabilities were

(a) the case of a man pensioned for neurasthenia who had his hand taken

off while working at a machine;

(b) the loss of a leg in a motor cycle accident by a man drawing pension

for a wound of the hand.

Each of these cases depends on evidence of the relation between the ser-

vice disability and the ultimate ailment or accident. The Pensions Board does

not take the position that in awarding pension for a service disability it thereby

compensates for everything which may result therefrom. It is ruled that the

pension compensates the soldier for the normal loss of working capacity and
for the things which may happen to him in what would be the usual every day
life of a man in his condition. But the intervention of some unforeseen and
unusual event or combination of circumstances may give rise to increased lia-

bility. The question is: whether the original disability was a contributing fac-

tor and, secondly, whether the activities and surroundings of the pensioner, at
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the time of the accident, were safe for a man sufTering from his disability. If

these two essentials are present, pension will be granted. But if either the new
disability was not the result of the old. or, if the pensioner was running a risk

which one in his physical condition sliould not have taken, pension will be

refused. The pension awarded for the original disability is supposed to have

compen.sated him for refraining from doing certain things which a normal man
without his disability could safely have done. An instance of the effect of this

practice is given in Report No. 3, p. 21.

The Commission finds that, assuming the above correctly outlines the prin-

ciples' adopted, it fairly covers the cases entitled to consideration.

Bearing upon the same subject, claims were made at almost every hearing

for additional pension on the assumption that leg amputations may give rise

to flat foot, spinal curvature, hernia, appendicitis or kidney and liver diseases.

No evidence whatsoever was advanced in support of this nor does the Com-
mission know of the existence of any such e^^dence. That an idea so erron-

eous should be so widely accepted is psychologically interesting.

Recomm<:ndation of Cotnynission.

None.

Suggestion by Ex-service Men.

Employment of Amputation ca.ses

That increased facilities be provided for the employment of amputation
cases. (Regina 138, Toronto 1260.)

Unemployment among amputation cases is not as widespread as might, at
first thought, be expected. Their representative at Regina (138) stated:

—

" There are, I am led to believe, only some 400 cases actuallj'' out
of employment at the present time."

Tliis number is cut in half by the Toronto representative (1260) who
states that in the whole of Canada

" as far as we know there are only 200 men who are either out of

employment or are engaged temporarily ".

In Winnipeg, a number varj-ing from 25 to 42 had been out of work, many
for a year or more, and 75 were unemployed out of a total of 687 in Toronto.
We may take it that in 'general not more than 10 per cent are unemployed,
which percentage contains a group recognized and admitted by the witnesses

themselves as unemployable. The amputations as a class, considering their

severe disabilities, have succeeded in re-establishing thcmselve to an extent that

is most commndable.
The great difficulty to be overcome was to try and place three to four

thousand amputations suddenly thrown on the labour market and to find for

them suitable employment. Such positions were few, barely sufficient to absorb

peace-time casualties.

It was claimed, although not further substantiated (Toronto 1164), that

Amputations and Blind were unable to take any form of vocational training

which ha* added materially to their earning capacity, and that the whole problem

would have proved insoluble had not the municipal authorities, and the Provin-

cial and Dominion governments unitetl to meet it.

Thirty-four amputations are employed in the Orthopaedic Branch and 21 in

the Administrative Branch of the D.S.C.R. in Toronto. 4 amputations are

employed in the Toronto Post Office as switchboard operators. The City of

Toronto employs 34 and the Ontario Ci^^l Service 60, these latter not including

those employed by the Legislature or Sessional employees (1290).
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The Commission, while believing that more can yet be done, feels that, on
the whole, better results have been secured than the most sanguine could have

anticipated three or four years ago.

The representative witnesses insisted that a distinct difficulty in securing

employment, even where the work sought is suitable, is the fact that an amputa-
tion disability is at once noticed by the employer who fears additional risk as

regards accident to men so afflicted. The " Visibility of the Disability " is the

phrase which the amputation representatives use to describe this special handi-

cap which they sTiffer on account of the prominence of their defect, and for

this reason at least, the problem of employment of amputation cases differs

from that of other classes. But the opposite is true as well, and the visible

deformity may often ensure a preference.

Although it may not be generally known, the employer's risk is covered by
the provisions of P.C. 4432 whereby the Government discharges the emploj-er's

liability for Workmen's Compensation Board assessments in respect of pen-
sioners. Transportation and Railway Companies, however, refuse to employ
amputation cases,' one reason probably being, aside from public safety', that they
must first provide for their own injured workmen.

The amputations representatives, in discussing employment, very fairly

put the problem not only of their group but of all the other partially disabled.

Their summary of suggestions as to employment was equally applicable to all

handicapped men. They did not attempt to advocate any new system or any
radical change in existing facilities. They concentrated on activating and
improving principles already accepted, such as Government and Civil Service
preference, training in Government departments, and further efforts towards
absorption of these men into industrial enterprises.

Three other matters were mentioned:

—

(a) The precarious position of ex-service (as well as other) employees of the

Soldier Settlement Board, D.S.C.R. and Income Tax office under P.C.

2958 which excludes them from the list of employees occupying w^hat

are regarded as permanent positions (Toronto 1271)

;

(b) Compulsorv emplovment of a certain percentage of disabled men on
all State contracts

^

(1294)

;

(c) Representation of amputations on the Civil Service Commission organ-
ization (1277).

On account of their applicability to all classes, these matters will be dealt

with in discussing the problem of employment of handicapped men generally.

Section 3. The Tuberculous

GENER.\L ST.\TEMEXT

Xo group presented its claims more effectively or thoroughly than the tuber-

culous veterans. The evidence as to the difficulties under which they laboured
and the redress claimed, was substantially the same at every session where
their representatives appeared. Close association of the tuberciilous over a long
period of time while undergoing treatment, Provincial organizations between
which a constant interchange of views takes place, and a Dominion Convention
held in August, 1922, have permitted a survey of individual opinion which is

practically complete. They have apparently a large and efficient organization

and had selected, for the purpose of presenting their arguments, members fully

informed upon the subjects wliich they discussed and capable of presenting their

facts in a most convincing manner.
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Tuberculous pensions form the largest of any group. Of a total of 43,289

pensions, 4,962, or 11.4 per cent of the total, are awarded on account of tuber-

culosis. This large percentage would alone indicate the importance, from a

pension standpoint, of this disease, but it is further emphasized by the high

percentage of pension necessarily awarded which is, on the average, seventy per

cent.

EFFECT OF WAR SERVICE IN INCREASING THE INCIDENCE OF TUBERCULOSIS

Speaking broadly, tuberculosis is twice as common among Canadian ex-

service men as in the civilian population. From this fact, at first glance, the

conclusion might be drawn that the exposure and strain incident to war was
responsible for the increased prevalence and that, therefore, one-half the

ex-service men now classified as tubercular had developed the disease as the

result of war service. Closer examination does not bear this out.

Both during service and frequently for a greater or less period following

discharge, ex-service men were under medical supervision much more intimate

and constant than obtains in civilian life. Should the slightest suspicious symp-
tom develop, investigation immediately followed and, if any doubt still existed,

the patient was immediately referred for examination to men specially trained

in chest conditions and who had at their command every auxiliary means by
which a correct diagnosis might be arrived at.

Although incapable of proof, it seems a fair inference that were the civilian

population subjected to the same careful' scrutiny and combed over with the

same care, a large number now unsuspected would be discovered to be tuber-

cular. How great this number is, it is impossible to tell but it would probably

be sufficiently large to considerably alter the present two to one tuberculosis

ratio between the ex-soldier and civilian population. The present accepted

incidence of tuberculosis in the civilian population can, with certainty, be

regarded as low. One can also, the Commission feels assured, regard the ex-

soldier incidence as high. It is particularly difficult to escape the latter con-

clusion when it is considered that, despite repeated efforts, the presence of the

tubercle bacillus has been demonstrated in but 44 per cent of those now in receipt

of pension for tuberculosis.

But putting the above considerations aside and admitting, for the moment,
that war service is responsible for the total increase of tuberculosis among
soldiers, it is clear that, although we are unable to ear-mark them, one-half the

soldiers now receiving pension for tuberculosis would have this disease were the

war never fought nor a single soldier ever enlisted.

ENTITLED TO TREATMENT AND TENSION. THE EVIDENCE REQUIRED TO RAISE A

PRESUMPTION TH.\T THE DISE^VSE W^\S INCLHRED DURING SERVICE

The impossibility of fixing the exact date of the beginning of such a slowly

progressive disease as tuberculosis naturally has led to great difficulty in co-re-

lating symptoms present to-day with military service rendered five to nine years

ago. All those competent to express an opinion are apparently agreed that no

case iron rules designed to guide medical examiners and others in reaching a

correct conclusion can, with advantage, be promulgated. On the other hand, it

is but fair to admit that in a disease in which early symptoms may be so easily

overlooked, a certain period of time must necessarily have elapsed between the

inception of disease and the time when it first made its appearance so as to be

recognizable.

To pro%ade a working rule and subject to certain limitations it has been
arbitrarily, but after careful consideration, laid down that this period is to

extend until one year after discharge, and a concession is thus extended to
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patients suffering from tuberculosis which is not granted in the case of any other
disease. It is true that in conditions sucli as mitral stenosis, ulcerative endocar-
ditis, nephritis and other like diseases, a similar presumption may be admitted,
but each case is judged on its own merits.

Even the regulation as to tuberculosis creates no conclusive presumption
that the disease appearing within one year after discharge was incurred during
service. It states that:

—

" Cases of pulmonary tuberculosis with signs and symptoms becom-
ing apparent within one year after discharge, shall be considered as due

to service."

But it goes on to suggest circumstances which may quite negative this

seemingly imperative rule. Thfe rest of the regulation is:

—

" It is assumed that the length of service shall form a reasonable
ratio to this term, and the conditions after discharge have not been such
as would be more likely to predispose to tuberculosis than would those
of service." (St. John 52, Chapter 4, Section 4, Clause 15.)

The diflBculty, even in the hands of the most expert, of diagnosing certain

cases as tuberculosis, particularly in the early stages, maj' necessitate obser\-a-

tion over a more or less lengthy period and this in turn can be best accomplished
by admission of the patient to hospital. Twenty per cent of all suspects have
been so admitted in order to confirm or disprove the suspected infection, and if

confirmed, to determine the relation between the patient's then present condition
and his military service. This generally turns upon the date at which symptoms
first appeared.

Up to this point, no complaint has been offered by the T.V.A. represent-

atives and thorough investigation has never been denied. Wherever reasonable
doubt existed, treatment has been instituted but whether pay and allowance
would be granted in addition, has apparently proved a subject of great difficulty

to the Department on the one hand and of serious complaint from the men on
the other.

That the difficulty is a real one is clear from the fact that of a tubercular
hospital population of 910, 832 were in receipt of pay and allowances and 78
were not. The presence of the latter group in hospital is justified upon compas-
sionate grounds.

B.\SIS OF DIAGNOSIS L.\RGE XVMBER OF C.\SES IN WHICH DI.\GN0SIS OF T.B.

QUESTIONABLE

It is stated by the Assistant Medical Adviser of the Pensions Board who
deals with tuberculosis pensions that only 44 per cent of tuberculosis patients
now drawing pension have shown the presence of tubercle bacillus in the
sputum, even after repeated examinations. While the Commission has evidence
which leaves no doubt that pulmonary tuberculosis may exist without the
bacillus being demonstrable, it has great difficulty in convincing itself that 56
per cent of tuberculous patients, pensioners or others, are in this position. In
other words there must be in this group a fair percentage placed there as the
result of over-diagnosis. It is always difiicult, even in the hands of the most
expert to say that a suspect-ed case is absolutely free from infection. It has
been regarded as an easier and safer path to tread to diagnose the case as
tuberculosis and if wrong, to correct the diagnosis subsequently.

No rule bearing upon this has been set out by the Board of Pension Com-
missioners. The diagnosis of the Sanatorium Superintendent or of the medical
officer delegated by him to make the chest examination is invariably accepted.

Without some definite regulation concerning the presence or absence of the
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bacillus, it could not be otherwise for the reason that the physician at Ottawa
who determines the acceptance or rejection of the claim never sees the applicant.

There thus may be a lack of uniformity dependent upon the relative importance

placed upon the absence of tubercle bacillus by difTerent experts.

Bearing upon the point as to the correctness of T.B. diagnoses the following

evidence (Ottawa 666-668) is of interest:—

(Witness: '"I am going to be perfectly frank because you
gentlemen want to get all the information you can. There are lots of

cases in the army to-day categorized as tuberculosis and you cannot

change them because they are on the military documents as such. Condi-
tions are absolutely different now from what they were during the war.

I had cases at.Ste. Agathe that I have discharged; saying—This man has

not tuberculosis; he has got chronic bronchitis—and I have discharged

them knowing they were getting a pension for tuberculosis, and I also

knew that those men would be equally well at home. Well, they were
back sometimes in ten days. Whj- did you discharge him?—This is the

army—I discharged him because he wasn't tuberculous. Well, the

instructions during the war were to keep them off the street, not to let

those poor boys go around the streets, and I suppose the sanitorium was
the best place for them. I know of two instances, both categorized as

tuberculosis and drawing pension for that. Well, I was morally certain

that it was not tuberculosis and I said so in my Boards but it was decided

that they were clinically tubeculous. They are both living to-day and I

am delight-ed that they are receiving compensation because I think they

deserve it just as much as if they were tuberculous"

(Second Witness) : "There are a number of cases of a certain

type that can be established by X-Ray evidence, by that I mean showing
involvment of lung tissue or fibrous changes and I think those might
be considered in the same group as your positive sputum cases that you
are suggesting giving the longer period".

(First Witness) : "For the reason that they were very positive cases,

active cases These additional classes would not add a

very great number In practice, by saying positive sputum
cases, we have covered the vast majority of cases

Q. "Does it resolve itself into this that you two gentlemen would
rather concur in the idea that there should be some definite and prolonged

period over which 100 per cent should be paid for moderately advanced
cases without showing positive sputum, say of the class you have
mentioned, that is, moderately advanced, and for an incipient case

showing positive sputum?
(Second Witness) : "That is exactly the definition.

Q. "In other words, you carve out the incipient case that doesn't

show positive sputum but you both agree on moderately advanced?
(First Witness) : "That is right because it i^ those very incipient

cases that are the stumbling blocks".

A letter from the superintendent of the Kentville (N.S.) Sanatorium, put
in at Vancouver (319) is illuminating. He says:—

•

' In the first place, a large proportion of the cases counted as

re-admissions do not recjuire treatment, and are kept at the institution

only for the seven to twelve days necessary for examinations, study and
report upon their condition. In 200 patients (D.S.C.R.) re-admitted to

the Nova Scotia Sanatorium, we find 37 who had no tuberculosis and 54
in addition whose tuberculous disease was well arrested or apparently
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cured. For example, one patient who has been admitted here four times

and as yet has never liad a diagnosis of tuberculosis established. All

patients sent to us from Camp Hill for observation are admitted or

re-admitted to this institution."

We have, therefore, a group in which, despite the absence of tubercle in the

sputum, diagnosis is made certain by X-Ray examination and also by the fact

that the disease is "moderately advanced" and, while under observation, active.

It is a group which everyone will admit to entitlement as far as diagnosis alone

is concerned, but to assume that such a group would furnish 56 per cent of all

pensions need only be stated to show to any one informed on the subject the

absurditv of the assumption.
,

But it may be argued—what difference does it make? One of the specialists

says he is glad these poor boys have pension, because they are sick and deserve

it.' It may, in the opinion of the Commission, make very considerable differ-

ence. Many may have been admitted under the one-year presumptive con-

cession who would otherwise have been refused, others may be in receipt of

pension on account of the prohibition imposed in tubercular cases, quite out of

proportion to their disability as measured by the ordinary standards, they

may be able to work all day even if unable to perform heavy work, and

finally, it is not satisfactory to feel that pension has been granted upon an

incorrect diagnosis.

It is on account of the considerations which have just been discussed that

the Commission has, in its recommendation for full pension for two years,

specified that this shall be confined to genuine T.B. cases proved by the presence

of tubercle bacillus in the sputum, or X-Ray evidence of pulmonary infiltration,

with the additional evidence in the latter case that the disease, at some time

during the period of observation was clinically active.

According to a statement of the medical correspondent of the London Times

in an article published therein and copied into the Ottawa Morning Journal of

May 6, 1921, the London County Council has been reviewing cases of suspected

tubercle bv placing them for examination in Brompton and the London Chest

Hospital, during the year of 1920. He states that in 72 cases accepted as tuber-

culous by the Ministry of Pensions but queried by the tuberculosis officers, only

11 were found'to be tubercular and 63 not tubercular, and that of 16 cases of

civilians diagnosed by tuberculosis officers as tuberculous only 2 were found to

be tuberculous. He characterizes these results as "remarkable" as he verj' well

may.
PHTHI.SIOPHOBI.\—DREAD OF T.B. CONTAGION

When a patient is once diagnosed tuberculous and this information becomes

generally known, phthisiophobia becomes a serious difficulty to him. Through

ignorant fear of contagion, fellow-workmen avoid him in the worksliop and

others refuse to live under the same roof with him. The general public should

be instructed that their fears are unfounded, and this, which would be such an

evident and humane solution, is probably not more generally taken up by

Boards of Health and others through fear that people may go to the other

extreme and become lax or indifferent even in cases undoubtedly dangerous. The
public has for years been instructed and exhorted to avoid contagion. This has,

erroneously been interpreted to mean to avoid the consumptive who for this

reason has, in many communities, been led to feel that he is a pariah and out-

cast. That education of the public would remove this prejudice without in any

way increasing the danger of contagion, is proved by the fact that many resi-

dents of St. Agathe are willing to take as boarders patients discharged from the

Sanatorium and that this is frequently done with no ill effect. On the other
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hand the suggestion that a T.B. colony was about to be established in the

vicinity of one of our largest cities gave rise to sudden panic on the part of the

surrounding residents.

The Commission considers, however, that public education in this respect

i.? making substantial progress but is of opinion that active and constant efforts

should be put forward by co-operation between the Federal and Provincial

Departments of Health and the D.S.C.R. to see that the unjust handicap under

which the trained ex-sanatorium patient suffers, through ignorant dread of con-

tagion is removed.

Suggestion Ex-Service Men.

Early discharge from Sanatorium

That after a period in sanatorium reasonably sufficient for the education of

the patient as to the care of himself and the prevention of contagion,

he be allowed to return to his home if he so desires. (Montreal 362,

Ottawa, 663).

Not a single serious complaint has been heard regarding the conduct of

hospitals, nor of the treatment and consideration shown patients during their

stay therein. Any discomfort suffered by patients has been unavoidable and
attributable generally to monotony, homesickness or unrest caused by the diffi-

cultj' of providing distracting occupations.

But the vexed cjuestion is, how long should hospital treatment continue?

The most frequently voiced complaint has been that on account of this monotony
and, in the case of married men, their enforced absence from their families over

long periods, the stay at these institutions of the average patient, under the

present regulations, is needlessly prolonged. A great deal of evidence upon this

very important subject was submitted, both by the representatives of the Tuber-

culosis Veterans' Associations and by hospital Superintendents. It seems rathei

extraordinary that, after what seemed at first a considerable divergence of

opinion, the discussion of the relative advantages of home and hospital treat-

ment at different stages of the disease and under other varying conditions

demonstrated that the Hospital Superintendents and their patients were not very

far apart in their views. The patients spoke, of course, as laymen but they

proved a highly intelligent and well-informed group.

It would appear, in order to secure a course of conduct which is necessary

for successful treatment and also for the protection from infection of the hospital

personnel, that instruction must be given and education effected which would
be unnecessary with any other common disease. Some witnesses showed a know-
ledge of Tuberculosis even in technical details which was- remarkable. The Com-
mission nevertheless has taken care to check up their viewpoint by presenting

it for revision and necessary criticism by experts.

The necessity for the admission of every case of Tuberculosis to a sanatorium

in the first instance is admitted. The point is how long should he stay there?

Two elements are to be considered viz., the welfare of the man and the protection

of his fellow citizens. Once these two can be secured it is unquestionably the

imanimous desire of the Tubercular Veterans that the patient, if he so wishes

but not otherwise, should be awarded pension and allowed to go and live his

own life as an ordinary member of the community.
The most important function of a Sanatorium is to so educate a patient so

that he ceases to be a menace to his fellows, and at the same time instruct him
as to the mode of life necessary to promote recovery. Actual supervision in

hospitals is necessary to compel patients to follow the rules laid down but with

rare exceptions, patients are anxious to learn and willingly follow instructions.

It is found that as a rule those who are intractable while in Sanatorium are care-
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less and indifferent after discharge while those who were willing to co-operate

during their hospital residence can be depended on to follow advice given for the

ordering of their lives at liomc.

The desirability of discharging suitable cases at as early a period in their

Sanatorium life as possible has been already recognized and acted upon by the

Superintendent of one of the largest Sanatoria in Canada. He states as follows

(Ottawa 633) :—
"Q. We are asking you to give us any help you can in considering

a proposition which was made to us on behalf of the Tuberculous Veterans

of Canada to the effect tliat a man after having had a reasonable amount
of Sanatorium treatment should then be discharged if he desires to be

discharged and permitted to go to his family, or his own home, and
receive 100 per cent pension. I am putting it to you just briefly?—A.

Well, broadly speaking, sir. that has been our practice in our area. A
man who has conscientiously put in treatment in the sanatorium for a

j-ear or longer, who had reached a certain, definite stage in his disease,

and had perhaps got into what we might call a chronic stage, it was felt

that the sanatorium, if you forced it on the man, was failing to accomplish

its duty, and we took advantage then of a ruling that was made seven

years ago that if, in the judgment of the medical Board sitting on his

case, it was reasonable that he should do this thing, and the Board coin-

cided and concurred as a wliole, that it was reasonable, then we stated

in the Board, that we concurred in his request.

"We always made him insert in the Board's proceedings why he was
requesting it, a definite request stating his reasons why he wished to forego

treatment; we caused him to write something like this:

" 'I have completed a year or two years' treatment. I know the

state of my health. I know how careful I must be. I have a suitable

place in which to live and I request to be discharged on these reasonable

grounds'. . . . We then ask the Social Service Department to investigate

the home conditions, and if they said they were all right sanitary and
proper conditions, we felt more convinced that we were justified in concur-

ring and allowing the man to try a period at home. We felt that that

man had been well trained and had been careful and that even if he was
discharged from the sanatorium he would continue to be so. On discharge,

he was informed that in doing this he need have no fear that he would

be in any way penalized, because we were practically discharging him
from the sanatorium but definitely at his request

''Q. You are speaking of all cases now in which a man has spent a

year or more in sanatorium?—A. Yes.
" Q. Would you discharge a bed case?—A. Very rarely unless we had

every assurance that the people at home were willing to assume the con-

trol of that patient. Many times I have been asked by patients to give

them reasonable refusal of treatment, because a brother or a sister had

said or told them that they were welcome home. Before concurring in

such a discharge, I always write a letter to the exact party who had been

quoted as saying they were welcome, and they must furnish me, in

writing, a statement saying tliat their home was open and that the patient

w-as welcome, and that they knew how to take care of that man and
assume the responsibility.

" Q. I just wanted to have in my mind how far this would extend?

—

A. They were more chronic types. The infirmary case rarely wanted to"

be discharged.
" Q. The infirmary case, that is the bed case?—A. Yes. I have a

case in mind now, a boy from Prince Edward Island. He was under
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treatment and wanted to go home, so I wrote to his father and mother
and told them exactly his condition and they wrote back and assumed
full responsibility for taking care of him, and then that boy was sent

home in care of a nurse and delivered to his own people. I have another

instance away out in British Columbia where a mother and father said

they were willing to take their boy and were willing to take care of him.

I had it in writing that they would assume full responsibility".

Looking then to the welfare of the patient alone it may be taken for granted

that if he has proper living quarters to which he may remove, if in receipt of

adequate pension and not too far removed to be able to obtain medical advice

when necessary, he may with safety be allowed to go home after one year's

sanatorium instruction and treatment.

But the welfare of the public is also involved, and until a tuberculosis patient

has been educated or until the tubercle bacilli have completely disappeared from
the sputum, it is imperative, especially where the patient is in contact with j^oung

children, that he should be isolated.

The length of time necessary to educate a patient sufficiently that he may
with almost complete safety return to his home varies with the intelligence of

the patient and his willingness to learn. It should prove, in the case of an intel-

ligent man anxious to co-operate, a comparatively short period. The evidence

presented is to the effect that once a patient is educated, he may live at home
and not expose his relatives to anj- greater danger than by periodical visits

home on leave. Your Commission is convinced that the danger of contagion

is, in the case of the trained patient, much exaggerated by the public. The
answers to inquiries as to whether there were instances of infection in the fam-

ilies of Canadian pensioners returned home from sanatorium would lead to the

conclusion that these cases were exceedingly rare, and even nurses, physicians

and attendants in sanatoria had been practically free from infection unless pre-

disposed by subnormal physical condition.

It follows from the above that if proper medical supenasion can be main-
tained and the patients regularly examined and advised by a capable physician,

once education is completed and the home conditions found to be satisfactory,

patients not confined to bed can be as effectivelj- treated at home as in a sana-

torium.

Recommendation of Commission.

That the practice be adopted of permitting tubercular patients, if during

treatment they have shown a proper sense of responsibility, and if they

so desire, after one year's sanatorium treatment, to leave the institu-

tion unless outside living conditions are unsuitable.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men.

No deductions for maintenance in Sanatorium

That pay and allowances should be paid to patients for maintenance. (Win-
nipeg 629).

If while on pension an ex-soldier is readmitted for treatment, §30 per month
is deducted from his pension, and applied to the cost of his maintenance in

sanatorium. Objection was made to this practice on the ground that, while the

ex-soldier is compelled to contribute to the up-keep of the sanatorium, very few

ci\ilians who are receiving identical treatment and privileges, pay anything,

and that the ex-soldier should receive at least as much consideration as the
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civilian. Tiie obvious reason however for not asking certain civilians to contri-

bute is that they are penniless, wherea.s the pensioner has an income, part of

which, at least, is conserved by living in an institution, and he is thus saving his

cost of living at home.

Recommendation of Commission.

None.

Suggestion by Ex-Scrvice Men.

Suitable employment or, preferably lOO per cent

That provision be made by means of sheltered workshops or home indus-

tries or other suitable periodically intermittent employment so that

tubercular pensioners- may supplement their pension by earnings, or

preferably that in cases moderately advanced or of a greater degree
of severity 100 per cent pension be paid for life, or that incipient or

moderately advanced good type cases 100 per cent pension be paid for

one year, and that reductions be not made at a greater rate than 20
per cent at any one time, with an irreducible minimum of 50 per cent.

Halifax 124, St. John 90, Winnipeg 521, 536, 631, Calgary 324, Vancou-
ver 323, 324, Regina 79, Toronto 1618, 1619, 1625, Montreal 372, 376,

394, 396).

First, as to sheltered workshops. Even in advocating this, the difficulties

and limitations were recognized by their advocates. The great difficulty facing

such a proposal is that on account of phthisiopobia, such workshops would neces-

sarily have to be limited to men suffering from tuberculosis. Even the Red Cross
Society will not, on account of the opposition of its non-tubercular workmen,
admit tubercular cases into their workshops. Again, sheltered employment
could only be provided in large centres. This would either compel the congregat-

ing in cities of the tubercular who wished to take advantage of the opportunity

offered, something not af all to be desired, or shut out a number equally well

entitled.

There was no unanimity of opinion; witnesses at Montreal (376), Toronto
(1625) and Winnipeg (536) were either indifferent or opposed to institutional

or supervised employment. Two specialists who gave evidence at Ottawa (188
and 657) were of the opinion that sheltered employment might have some
therapeutic value but were not at all .strong in its support, in fact the principal

advantage mentioned by both was that it provided a means of increased income.
Tliere are many difficulties in maintaining and operating Vetcraft and Red

Cross workshops even under the most favourable conditions, and when those
difficulties are increased by the necessity of having to maintain such institutions

exclusively for one class and further when many of the representatives of that
class are themselves not by any means unanimous as to its efficacy or desir-

ability and in some cases opposed this form of re-establishment, the Commission
considers that its adoption is not warranted.

Secondly, as to Home Industries. These, like sheltered workshops, are not
applicable alone to the tubercular. If the establishment of such industries

were feasible they would be particularly suitable for tubercular pensioners
because the necessity for associating with other workmen who may fear infection

is eliminated. The evidence before the Commission on this phase of re-estab-
lishment is exceedingly meagre and such as it is will be dealt with in connection
with the employment of the disabled generally.

The alternative to providing part time employment for tubercular cases
was that 100 per cent pension should be paid for life in moderately advanced or

more serious cases and that in the less severe cases there be 100 per cent for a
203a—

5
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substantial period with rcdurtions of not less than 20 per cent at any one time
down to an irreducible minimum of 50 per cent. The Commission has tried

to weigh the varying and sometimes conflicting considerations involved in these

proposals. Immediately there arises the suggestion that to make any such

arbitrary provision would be apparently to discriminate against those suffering

from other disabilities. On the other hand the peculiarities of this disease make
rest, quiet and freedom from anxiety a necessary part of treatment.

There is, the Commission considers, a disadvantage suffered by many tuber-

culous pensioners as compared with those assessed at just as great a percentage
of disability on account of other ailments. The T.B. pensioner in many cases

is required to take absolute rest for a considerable portion of his working day
while the other man may put in a certain percentage of work without interrup-

tion during the whole day. The disability of the T.B. man is total for a

portion of the time while the active man has a limited working capacity all the

time, consequently the jobs for the T.B. men are more difficult to find.

Employers would rather have a man whose percentage of working capacity can
be spread out evenly over the whole working day than one who must put in his

work at -intermittent periods even though at greater intensity while actually

working.

Another point brought up is that while the object of the 100 per cent

pension is to permit the man to have complete rest and thus promote recovery

and cure, this does not always work out for the reason that men not conscious

of illness and ambitious to add to their income go to work and thus defeat the

very purpose for w'hich the total disability pension is given. There are

undoubtedly cases where this has occurred and the man has broken down. All

that can be said is that naturally these cases would be even more frequent if

the pensions paid were less and the inducement to work that much greater.

There were many other considerations discussed but the argument of the

T.B. representatives rested on two main contentions: (1) That all efforts to

provide suitable employment and sufficient income consistent with proper after

care were ineffective and sheltered employment, home industries and T.B.

colonies were one by one eliminated; (,2) That the cost to the country of 100

per cent pension would be less than the cost of maintaining the men in hospital

to which they would (it was said) have to return on account of break-downs
resulting from being forced to work to earn a livelihood at the expense of

health.

As to the first contention, the Commission has already indicated its opinion

that the country may as well recognise the futility of trying to seek, as

substitutes for pension, occupations which will be remunerative and j-et be suit-

able for the inconstant nature of the working capacity of the tuberculous

pensioner. An ex-tract from an article by an eminent specialist on tuberculosis

and published in the 22nd Annual Report of the Canadian Tuberculosis Associa-

tion (p. 78 Record p. 399-402) clinches the argument. He says:

—

"Though many attempts have been made to furnish lists of suit-

able and unsuitable employment, it must be recognized that the problem
is an individual one, and that rigid and uniform rules are impossible of

general application

"What is bad for one tuberculous man, in" view of his condition

and many sets of circumstances, may be good for another, differently

placed and in a different physical condition. . .

.

"Wliile this is the case and definite white and black lists arc impos-
sible, it should be pointed out that popular ideas are especially wrong
about farming and gardening as suitable occupations for the consumptive.

Both the living and working conditions on the average farm are emin-
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ently unsuitable for the ex-Sanatorium patient unless he is an experienced

farmer, whose piiysical condition is particularly good and who in the

position of owner with some capital, can select his own duties or develop
one of the less laborious lines of farming.

"Market gardening which has been looked ou as an easy, suitable

and even poetic form of farming, is perhaps even more undesirable as a
means of livelihood.

"How very rarely indeed is the opportunity for suitable employment
afforded the average type of ex-Sanatorium patient, if, to the conditions

existing in the ordinary labour and industrial markets, the complex of

principles involved be applied as a standard. As a rule he is hope-
lessly handicapped and not infreciucntly permanently so

"Indeed it has been found that actually the great majority of em-
ployers would far rather be called upon for a direct financial contribu-

tion than be asked to find employment for the sub-standard tuberculous
man

"Even the 75 per cent efficient physically are practically 100 per
cent disabled as far as opportunities for suitable employment under
ordinary conditions are concerned. It is seldom that a full day's work is

not demanded from an employee if he is to expect to retain a position

permanently. It was the realization of the great paucity of opportunity
for suitable occupation in which the tuberculous ex-patient could earn
a reasonable livelihootl without unduly jeopardizing his unstable health
that justified the conclusion of Varricr-Jones that ' a consumptive with
moderate disease is as utterly incapable of earni7ig a living under present
economic conditions as an epileptic' Apparent exceptions to this sweep-
ing statement will of course at once occur to everyone. When these are
carefully analyzed, however, it will almost invariablj- be found that
either the character of the work or the conditions under which it is

performed have been materially modified by a considerate employer,
frequently a relative. Occasionally also a higher degree of skill may
mitigate the handicap of the patient's physical limitations."

Further on in this Report the Commission will deal with T.B. Colonies but
only as a possibility in improving living conditions rather than as an aid to
earnings.

As to the second contention that 100 per cent pension \\-ill cost less, the
Commission has already intimated its opinion (Report No. 3 p. 49) that this

will in the end be found to be true.

The establishing of these two contentions does not however inexorably point

to the conclusion that there should be an arbitrary award of 100 per cent pen-
sion for life.

Admittedly a convalescing tuberculous man is not fit from a practical

standpoint, because of the prohibition imposed on him as part of his treatment,
to take up remunerative employment. But while this contention of the repre-
sentatives of the tuberculous men is sustained, it does not follow that the pro-
hibition imposed will be necessary for all time and the Commission has not
found in the evidence the necessary factors to support that claim.

It is readily recognized that there should be ample liberality in rating
T. B. disabilities because of the beneficial effect of contentment of mind and
freedom from anxiety in accelerating cure. Restoration of health and earning
power is what is sought. With this in mind the Commission has already
recommended an arbitrary rating in designated cases of full pension for 2
years after discharge from Sanatorium (Report No. 3, p. 49).

203a—5 J
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In addition to this there is the practice of the Pensions Board in accord-
ance with the recommendation of the Parliamentary Committee of 1922, as

follows:-

—

"The Committee recommend that pension awarded an ex-soldier by
reason of tuberculosis should not be in any event whatsoever reduced
with too great suddenness; and recommend that a reduction in pension
awarded for tuberculosis be not made at any one time to any extent

greater than 20 per cent."

This practice of arbitrarily limiting the reduction of pension is inconsistent

with the provisions of Section 25 (1 1 of the Pension Act, since the latter requires

the pension rating to conform to the actual degree of disability. The Pensions

Board have, however, readily accepted and put into operation the policy recom-
mend (Montreal 372) and the Commission's conclusion hereafter on this pro-

posal as to pension allowance for life for the tubercular is based on the assump-
tion that this practice will continue and that rciluctions will not take place

more frequently than half yearly.

Assuming the Commission's recommendation as to full pension for two
years were adopted the practice would work out as follows: After the T. B.

pensioner had received his 100 per cent for two years, he would still be -entitled,

no matter how much he might have improved, to have 80 per cent for the follow-

ing 6 months, n'ith subsequent half yearly reductions of not more than 20

per cent, so that his pension could not possibly entirely cease until 4^ years

after discharge from Sanatorium. But a further practice has been adopted by
the Pensions Board to ensure to the pensioner the benefit of adequate medical

supervision. A regulation (Routine instruction No. 236, Montreal 368) is in

force which prevent T. B. pensioners being cut off entirely and provides that the

pension must continue at at least 15 per cent for 2 years from the time when
the pensioner arrives at the stage known to T. B. Specialists as "apparently

cured." This classification is never made until a patient has been, under
ordinary living conditions free of symptoms for a period of 2 years and
the regulation itself sets out that in effect it ensures pension and medical super-

vision for an approximate period of 5 years at least after discharge. The
maintenance of the pension, of course, automatically involves periodical

re-examinations which are desirable to detect recurrences.

The foregoing has in mind a pensioner who has so improved that the arbi-

trary percentage of pension awarded under these provisions is really considerably

greater than his actual bodily disability. As to the man who does not improve,

it must be remembered that nothing in the foregoing prejudices his right to

receive pension commensurate with his disability, for example, if at the end

of the 2-year period he is still a chronic invalid, the 20 per cent reduction is

not made, and he may be paid a pension according to his total or partial dis-

ability for the rest of his life. Neither is it to be assumed that even if a man
has .substantially recovered there is anything in the recommendation made or

the practice in force to prevent- the Pensions Board giving full effect to any
handicap which he may suffer by being prohibited on account of fear of recur-

rence from engaging in activities open to a normal man of his age.

It should also be remembered that if a relapse should occur and symptoms
of renewed activity develop, the patient would automatically be restored to

100 per cent and continue, as in the first instance, at that rate for a period of

two years. In other words after a relapse, the right to full pension for a 2-year

period becomes again operative and the same system of limited reductions

resumed.
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Recommendation of Commission.

1. The Commission is convinced of tlic futility of attempts to provide special

employment for the convalescing tuberculous in an endeavour to afford

opportunity for earning wages to supplement partial pension. 2. The
Commission refers to the recommendation as to the payment under the

circumstances set out in Report No. 3 (p. 49) of full pension to the.

tuberculous for 2 years after discharge from Sanatorium. 3. The Com-
mission further recommends the continuance of the practice of not

reducing T.B. pensions by more than 20 per cent after any re-examina-

tion and that these reductions be not made more frequently than half

yearly.

Suggestion by Ex-service Men.

'

Specialists to state opinion as to rating

That in the province of Manitoba the decision as to pensions for tuber-

culosis be made by the local chest clinic. (Winnipeg 534).

One situation for which a remedy was sought was the delay due to the

roundabout procedure of applications made to the sub unit office having to go

to the unit at Winnipeg and thence to Ottawa. The idea was that since these

cases were, under the present practice, dealt with at the local chest clinic acting

in an advisory capacity, it would increase neither the work nor the expense of

the clinic to have it make actual decisions instead of reports. This would be to

adopt the principle of local autonomy. Canada's unique position in vesting

exclusively in the authorities at Ottawa the power to make effective decisions

has already been pointed out and the opposite practice in other Countries indi-

cated (Report No. 2 p. 15). Unless the policy of decentralization is to be

adopted nation wide the above suggestion could not be favourably entertained.

There is another element in the proposal and that is, the desirability of

having the opinion of experts as to the degree of disablement under which the

man suffers instead of confining their function to describing the stage of progress

or of cure of the disease. It cannot be denied that the Specialist in the clinic

is in a more favourable position to estimate the percentage of disability because

it is he who, instructing his patient, fixes the hours of rest or work and who,

therefore, directly determines his capability to earn a living. In other words,

the prohibition imposed upon a tubercular patient should be the basis for pen-

sion, and not the classification now used of " quiescent," " apparently arrested,"

etc.

The suggestion is, not that the chest clinic specialist should take the place

of the local pensions medical examiner, but that the specialist in expressing

his opinion should do so in terms of percentage of disability and not solely in an

abstract description of the patient's condition. Exactly the same principles

apply concerning the reports of the sanatorium specialists. If, however, the

recommendation of the Commission as to full award on discharge is adopted

there would be no necessity for sanatorium reports to state percentages.

Recommendation of Commission.

That Tuberculosis Specialists in reporting on pensioners coming up for

re-examination should not only describe the physical condition of the

patient and the stage of the flisease but should definitely state what, in

their opinion, is the percentage of the pensioner's disability.
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Suggestion by Ex-Scrvicc Men.

One-third increase in T.B. Pensions

That the present standard of pension be increased by one third in cases of

tuberculosis. (Calgary 329).

Obviously this suggestion could not be adopted. It would be regarded,

and rightly so, as discrimination. In principle the standard of pension rates

is based on average living costs and like all averages must apply equally to all,

and cannot be altered to fit each individual case or class.

The ground for the request was that those suffering from Tuberculosis

require more expensive food and better living quarters. While there is to a

minor degree some merit in this contention, the Commission has tried to make
its recommendations in connection with pension ratings sufficiently ample and

unmeasured as to fairly make allowance for such special conditions as surround

the tubercular.

Beccymviendation of Co7nmission.

None.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men.

Retroactive Pension for T.B.

That when pension is awarded for tuberculosis it be made retroactive for

the period during which the ailment must have previously existed as

indicated by the progress which the disease had made at the time ot

the application. (Vancouver 332).

It is a fair presumption that if the disease has progressed sufficiently to have

caused a disability the ex-service man would apply for treatment, and there-

fore pension dating from that time would cover all actual disability. Under
these circumstances to allow retroactive pension would be to base pension upon
the presence of the disease and not, as is the rule, on the disability arising

therefrom. This principle was recognized when the Pension Act was passed

and is embodied in Section-28(bl as follows:

—

"28. Pensions awarded for disabilities shall be paid from the day
following that upon which the applicant was retired or discharged from

the forces except,

—

"(6) In the case in which a pension is awarded to an applicant the

appearance of whose injury or disease which caused his disability was
subsequent to his retirement or discharge from the forces, in which case

the pension shall be paid from the day upon which the application for

pension has been received".

In the opinion of the Commission there are no special considerations in the

case of the tubercular which justify an alteration in this general and long

standing statutory provision.

Recommendation of Commission.

None.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men
Extension of time for presumptive attributability

That regulations be adopted to the effect that, if signs and symptoms of

tuberculosis appear within three years after discharge, it shall be pre-

sumed that the disease was incurred during service, or in the alterna-

tive, that the period of one year now generally allowed for the purpose

of such presumption be extended. (Ottawa 684, 597, 656, 328, St. John

44. Calgarv 328, Vancouver 313, Rcgina 67, 71, Montreal 57.)
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In some places the representatives of tlic T.V.A., even went the wliole length

of advocating that the burden of proof be shifted entirely, and consequently

that T.R. in a ex-soldier be presumed to be connected with service no matter

how lon^r after discharge it appeared. The suggestion above summarized was a

modification of this much more drastic proix>sal. (Halifax 121, Montreal 56,

Calgary 322, Regina 631. The general request as to shifting the burden of proof

is dealt with under the heading of " Procedure " since this applies not only to

T.B. but to all other disabilities as well.

The serious difficulty in T.B. cases is to determine whether the disease

bcs'an before or after discharge. If before, then it was " incurred " or " aggra-

vated " " during service " and is pensionable, while if after, it is like any other

ailment suffereil by the ex-service man in civilian life. The progress of the

disease varies remarkably in different persons even in the same en\'ironment,

and, with the most efficient aids to diagnosis, expert and experienced specialists

'find in numbers of oases great difficulty in expressing any assured opinion as to

the time of onset. In view of the far-reaching effect which these opinions have

on the rights of an applicant and the indistinct nature of the conditions on

which they have to be Ixiscd, it has been thought well by the Pensions Board
to adopt a working practice under which a presumption is generally made that

if signs and symptoms appear within one year after discharge the di.sease can

be fairly said to have been present during service. This does not take the form

of a hard and fast regulation but is an instruction issued for the guidance of

pension medical advisers and examiners to aid them in coming to a conclusion

as to whether the disease was present at discharge. It states that: —
" Cases of pulmonary tuberculosis with signs and symptoms becom-

ing apparent witliin one year after discharge, shall be considered as due

to ser\'ice. It is assumed that the length of service shall form a reason-

able ratio to this term, and the conditions after discharge have not been

such as would be more likely to predispose to tuberculosis than would
those of sen-ice." (Chapter 4, Section 4, Clause 15.)

It was sought on the hearings to get from the specialists some reasonably

definite idea as to how long the disease could have existed without being appar-

ent If any definite opinion could be expressed on this point then it would

at least be possible to reason back from the date when the symptoms were
discovered in any given case and say whether the disease could have existed at

discharge. The specialists considered that the variations in the onset and
progress of T.B. made it impossible to fix any term which would reasonably

cover all cases. Naturally, they contended that from the medical standpoint

the scientific way in which to decide when the disease began was to investigate

each case on it,s own historj' and symptoms and express an opinion on the facts

of that case alone. When asked their opinion as to the advisabiltiy of fixing

a period within which, if disease appeared, it should be presumed to have been

incurred on service they considered that such a presumption should be a matter

of expediencv for legislators rather than of expert opinion bv professional men.
(Ottawa, 622, 681, 683, 686.)

Legislators would naturally be governed by the law of averages. In making
the present rule tlie Pensions Board no doubt considered that, since a ver\- large

proportion of the cases in which T.B. appeared within the one-year period after

discharge were, after investigation, granted pension, then the few who were
unable to produce the required evidence might as well be admittd also, particu-

larly since it never could be said with positive certainty that tiiey were not

entitled. Admittedly the one-year presumption is made as an expedient and not

as a scientifically exact rule.

The question as to wiiether this one-year period should be made longer

depends, then, on whether the underlying basis of expediency will still obtain.
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If it is found that nearly all cases in which the symptoms do not appear until

two or three years after discharge are pensioned, then the delay and annoyance

and expense may as well be eliminated and pension be conceded on the simple

fact being shown that the disease manifested itself within that time. There is

a great dearth of information as to this crucial point.

The concensus of opinion of those most competent to judge as expressed

before tlie Commission was that practically all tuberculosis first presenting

symptoms during service or within a short period of discharge were cases of

reactivation of a condition present in childhood or youth. Further proof of this

is furnished by the fact that the ratio of incidence of tuberculosis among
ex-soldiers is practically the same as the incidence of tuberculosis in the

province from which they enlisted. It is unreasonable to assume if the disease

originated on ser\ice that soldiers from Nova Scotia would develop, as is the

case, tuberculosis three times as frecjuently as soldiers from Alberta because on
the whole, each group was faced with the same strain and exposure and lived

under the same conditions. If then it is true, that in almost all cases where
pensions are now being paid, attributability is based on " aggravation " during

servace, it- is at least probable that such aggravation would reveal itself by
clinical evidence within one year following the exciting cause.

Ko figures have been obtained so far which indicate what proportion of the

cases admitted to pension showed their first signs and symptoms of T.B. after

one year from discharge. The general statement was made by the Director of

Medical Services in 1923 (four years after demobilization) that of the cases apply-

ing at that late date, only about 10 per cent were rejected and this estimate was
corroborated by one of the assistant medical advisers (Ottawa 593). One of

the foremost specialists in Canada (Ottawa 684-,5l told of his investigation of a

residue of cases which had been the subject of controversy and which were get-

ting into the two year period after service. The result of his examination of

71 cases was that only 11 were rejected and of this 11 some were afterwards

.admitted. It might be argued that of those who wait four -years after discharge

before applying there must be a large number whose symptoms have only

recently appeared and that the fact that 90 per cent are still admitted shows

that T.B. appearing long after discharge can be presumed to have existed on

,ser\-ice; but there are too many chances for other factors to operate to warrant

using these figures as a basis for anything more than they indicate on their face.

First, they are only impromptu estimates. Secondly, the 10 per cent rejected

may be largely made up of these very cases where the disease manifested itself

after one year and the admission of the other 90 per cent would, therefore,

prove nothing, and thirdly, the disease when it was discovered may have been

so well developed as to indicate unmistakably that symptoms must have

appeared within the year even though they were unnoticed.

Whether it is likely that a disease, the symtoms of which have just now
been discovered, existed on sei^dce, depends on at least two things, first, how
long a period has elapsed since discharge, and the second enquin,- necessary is,

what headway has the disease made, because the condition might be so incipient

as to show clearly that it could not have existed ever since discharge and not

have made further progress. While the present presumption affords a good

•working rule for a period which is close to discharge it is not exact since it

omits to take account of this second factor, ^^z., degree of progress at the

time of application. This is evidently because it is always barely possible that

even incipient T.B. may have been smouldering for a year and that consequently

it was thought not worth while to draw distinctions between the different stages

of the disease found within that short period. But if the period of presumption

is to be lengthened a reciprocating requirement would have to be introduced as

to the stage of development. It could hardly be urged that incipient disease

discovered say two j'ears after discharge is so invariably found to be connected
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with service as to warrant a general regulation admitting that conelusion in all

cases.

In the United States both the stage of development and the lap.se of time

are considered and definite statutory rules are made. (Montreal 64, Regina 67).

Under these rules if the jKitient shows active T.B. to a 10 per cent degree within

two years it is presumed to have been incurred " in line of duty." In other

words, that condition is considered severe enough to warrant the presumption
that it existed back to the period of service and has been progressing since that

time. But in the United States they go a step farther to provide for the man
who does not present himself until long after the two years. Since they are

without first hand knowledge of his condition within the two years they have
made elaborate provisions for judging from the present condition what the pre-

vious condition was. For example, if there is cavity formation to the extent

of two entire lobes of the lung three years after discharge, it will be presumed
therefrom that the 10 per cent was present within the two year period. If, how-
ever, the present condition is less serious, namely, " moderately advanced,"
then it must show itself within two years and nine months to give the applicant

the benefit of the presumption, and in cases still milder, namely, " minimal
stage," the appearance must have been within two and one-half years. The
plan is, that a certain stage of progress of the disease within a certain time raises

a presumption that at least a 10 per cent degree existed within two years after

discharge, and this presumed existence of 10 per cent within two years raises

a further presumption that the disease must have existed at discharge and is

therefore pensionable.

The difference between the United States and Canada is that, in the former,

in order to prove that the disease w^as connected with service the T.B. patient

must show within two years a condition of active T.B. to the extent of 10 per

cent, while in Canada no certain stage of development is required to have
been reached so long as some symptoms no matter how- incipient have manifested
themselves within one year. In the United States the rule is absolute, in Canada
it is only a presumption.

In (ireat Britain T.B. cases are dealt with similarly to any others and no
presumption is made.

On the basis of the United States regulations any change in the Canadian
provision would be by way of making a certain present degree of severity con-

clusive or at least presumptive evidence that there were signs and symptoms
within a year after discharge and thus by a process of relays tying the pres-

ent condition up with ser\-ice. If the Commission had any definite reliable

(vidonce whatever that where conditions such as those described in the U.S.

regulations are foimd. the disease must with rare exceptions go back from two
to three years then it could fairly recommend that all such cases be admitted.

The saving to the other (say) 95 per cent of the worry of painfully gathering
the required evidence to show that their ailment was connected with service

would quite justify letting in an odd case which would have been shut out if

examined on its merits. But no such evidence has been forthcoming. Two
Specialists were asked by the Commission to speak on this point. Both of

whom enjoy, the Commission believes, not only the confidence of the profession

but of the Tubercular ex-service men as well. One on being insistently pressed

for an opinion declined to generalize and always came back to the statement

that

"every case is an individual case and must be established on its own
merits." (Ottawa 686).

and again,

" even.' case is a case unto itself and I think ought to be dealt with on its

own merits." (Ottawa 683).
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The general effect of his evidence that from a medical viewpoint no set

period after discharge could be fixed for the appearance of service Tuberculosis
and his only experience cited from which any average could be deducted was in

the examination of the residue of 71 cases spwken of above (Ottawa 681-3-4-5).

The other Specialist when asked as to the practicability of establishing an
arbitrary time limit said

"I can think that many patients would come under the three year
clause who would have no right whatever to come on the Countrv."
(Ottawa 597, 617).

And this was reiterated later (Ottawa 617).

Without any evidence whatever (except the United States regulations!

that Tuberculosis found three years after discharge is generally recognized

as having been incurred during service the Commission feels that it is not

warranted in recoixunending that a statutory presumption do duty for clinical

and historical evidence in the individual case. The Commission does feel, how-
ever, that there is not a clear appreciation of the fact that in order to connect
up Tuber(?ulosis existing to-day with service, or in other words to show "con-
tinuity," it is not always necessary to show actual intervening manifestation

of the disease. "Continuity" only means the continuous existence of the

disease, and if the clinical findings and opinions as expressed by experts are to

the effect that, from the condition found, the history and other circumstances
which are regarded as valuable in diagnosis, the clisease now shown existed

during service, that should be regarded as showing continuity although interim

symptomatic evidence is wanting.

Recommendation of Comjnission

None—further than the recognition of the above principle in deciding as

to continuity.

T. B. COLONIES AND HOUSING

Not only does the Commission consider that the establishment of T.B.

colonies with any idea of providing an opportunity to supplement partial pen-
sion is impracticable as being unremunerative, but the scheme is not favoured
by representatives themselves. Even where sheltered employment was favoured,

(e.g. Calgary) Colonies were opposed. Aside from the fact that Colonies offer

no advantages which cannot individually be obtained, is the objection to super-
vision common to all men and perhaps particularly so to the hyper-sensitive

consumptive. Rules and regulations will only be submitted to if self-interest

or the good of one's fellow-man is dependent upon their observance. The repre-

sentative at Winnipeg (Winnipeg 536) gives as his opinion that any organized

system of after care is undesirable; the Montreal representative insists (Mont-
real 323) that even social service and follow-up activities are of little value
and the whole is summarized (Toronto 1625) by the Secretary of the T.V.A.:

—

"A. In discussing 'Sheltered Employment' one is met with the deep-
rooted conviction in the majority of T.B. patients that these necessarily

take the form of Colony Schemes, Segregated Areas, or Vetcraft Shops,

so I propose to state the objection to all these. Firstly, the impression

of Colony Schemes is a 'large community centre governed by irksome,

strict rules and regulations that would suggest an Army Camp.' A hot

bed of social strife owing to the limited change of environment, boredom
from monotonous routine, and officialdom necessary- for the maintenance
of said rules and regulations. . . .

" I think the Colony Scheme is very desirable in this part of the

Country and in many other parts, but there is a deep-rooted objection
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to it. Because tlie Srlieme has been advocated in different part? of the

Country it has been shown that because of tlie climatic conditions being
different the needs of the men should receive different treatment and they
should be permitted to make their own presentation as to their needs. . . .

"Q. Do I understand you to say that no Colony Sihenie in the Pro-

vince of Ontario "would be practicable?—A. It would be absolutely im-

practicable and undesirable."

It has been represented however to the Commission by tuberculous patients

at Tranciuille Sanatorium and by members of the local Red Cross Branch at

Kamloops that some patients particuhu'ly those from the coast cannot return to

the moist atmosphere and low altitude of their homes without detrimental effect

upon their health. The conditions at Kamloops which is situated in the so-called

Dry Belt are claimed to be unicjuc on account of the dryness of the air. Per-

sons treated for tuberculosis in this atmosphere must in some instances remain
a considerable time in the locality after the disease is arrested.

A rather ambitious plan was worked out two or three years ago aiming
at the establishment at Kamloops of a model village but the aversion as already
noted of the Tuberculous men to colonies or segregation destroyed any hope
that such a scheme would prove successful. Men unwilling to live in Colonies

or model villages are, however, quite anxious to remain in the vicinity of Kam-
loops and would do so if ordinary places of residence were available for their

accommodation. It is claimed that there arc none such—practically everj'

house is occupied and the number built annually is insufficient for the ordinary
demand. Under these circumstances, it is asked that a small number of houses
suitable for families, one member of which is tuberculous, should be erected and
rented to ex-patients of the sanatorium at a rate sufficient to carry the cost of

the land and construction. The Red Cross Branch at Kamloops undertakes to

look after the selection of tenants, collection of rents, and general supervision

of the properties. It is said that suitable houses can be erected for three thou-
sand dollars each, or less.

The Commission recognizes the danger of recommending an innovation
which maj- elsewhere be pointed to as a precedent but believes that the condi-
tions at Kamloops are really, as claimed, unique in Canada and that there is

no other district with Sanatorium facilities where similar conditions prevail.

The Commission with this in mind feels that the request should be granted but,

as there is no certainty of the number who would avail themselves of the chance
to rent such houses, that not more than five be erected, and on the understanding
that the Red Cross Society agrees to become responsible for the general direc-

tion of the whole project.

Various other suggestions respecting special housing facilities for the Tuber-
culous were made but the Commission is not prepared to go farther than to

recommend the above as an experimental project under special conditions and
not as a commitment to any general policy.

Section 4. The Chronic Pulmonary Conditions Not Tuberculous

Suggestion by Ex-service Men.

That a minimum rate of pension varying from 50 per cent to 100 per cent be
granted to men suffering from chronic bronchitis, asthma and kindred
ailments, for a fixed period of not less than six months following their

discharge from hospital. (Halifax 123, Montreal 482, Regina 72, Cal-
gar>' 336).

At Halifax the recommendation was simply that these eases be adequately
pensioned. At Montreal, Calgary and Regina it was requested that they be
considered as total disabilities for at least six months and that the pension be
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not reduced more than 20 per cent at any one time thereafter. The representa-

tions on behalf of these men were based h^rgely on the contention that sufficient

recognition was not given to the severe effects of asthmatic and bronchitic con-
ditions on working capacity. Cases of bronchitis are not infrequently admitted
to Sanatorium for observation as suspected tubercular cases and the men, after

having been allowed prolonged residence there, have been discharged as non-
tuberculous. While for the first six months after discharge the Bronchitis case

may be severely handicapped, after that time improvement may be more con-
fidently looked for than in the case of the tuberculous. Bronchitis and tuber-
culous cases having however been associated for a long time in the Sanatorium,
not unnaturally, come to the conclusion that there is some relation between
the bronchitis and tuberculosis and that following discharge both should receive

the same consideration as regards pension.

The fact is that the only relation between tuberculosis and other pulmonary
conditions such as asthma, bronchitis, emphysema, etc., is that they all occur in

the chest. Otherwise there is no connection whatsoever.

The Commission can see no reason why pulmonary conditions other than
tuberculosis should be considered for pension upon a basis different from that

of other diseases. It fully recognizes however that many asthmatics and chronic

bronchitis cases are handicapped as completely as the tubercular and may, in

addition, suffer keen distress upon the slightest exertion. There is the further

fact that they may be completely incapacitated for outdoor work during the

winter months. All these elements emphasize the necessity that generous con-

sideration be given in assessing the degree of their disability.

Recommendation of Commission.

None—further than as indicated by the above.

Section 5. The Insane

Considerable discussion took place on tlie Hearings before the Commission
with regard to the regulations in force relating to the insane. There appar-

erttly exists some misunderstanding of the principles and practice due in no

gmall degree to the complexity of these special provisions. The regulations par-

ticularly referred to are contained in P.C. 580.

As would be expected, cases of insanity are dealt with somewhat differently

from other disabilities. For instance, when an insane ex-service man is in an
institution, sufficient money is paid for incidental expenses but his general pay and
allowances are ^•ithheld. His dependents are paid what they would have
received in case of his death, and on discharge from the institution an adjust-

ment is made. If the amount which he would have received for pay and
allowances is greater than the amount paid to the dependent-s the difference is

paid and the man is put on pension; on the other hand if the amount paid to

the dependents has been greater than pay and allowances no refund is asked
for. (Vancouver 130).

Contrary to the practice which is followed respecting other ailments, cases

of insanity are not put on pension when further treatment appears to be hope-
less. Even though the case is incurable the man is kept on a basis of ''Treat-

ment with Pay and Allowances" for life. This only applies, of course, to those

whose insanity is connected with service.

There are cases where the patient is entitled to pension for some disability

other than the insanity; under these circumstances the pension may be paid to
the D.S.C.R. and be applied by that Department on account of maintenance,
but more often it is paid by the Pension Board to the man's dependents when
necessary for their support.
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CLASSIFICATIONS FOR TREATMF.NT
,

P.C. 580 contains no less than five different classifications of ex-service

men suffering from mental derangement. These classifications depend on the

time of onset of the trouble and its relation to service. The man is examined

and placed in one or otiier group and the classification so made determines

whether or not he shall receive pay and allowances together with treatment, or

whether treatment alone shall be given, or whether he shall be entitled neither

to pay and allowances nor treatment but handed over to a Provincial Institu-

tion. The net result of these classifications is that institutional care and treat-

ment are given to certain men whose insanity is not related to service.

Those who are interested in these men are not unnaturally confused by this

prolixity of regulations. It should be remembered that they only apply to treat-

ment and that pension for mental afflictions rests on exactly the same principle?

as for other disabilities. The pension is applied somewhat differently on account

of the applicant's unfitness t-o handle it personally but the grounds of entitlement

and the amount of award do not differ from other cases. The practice is for the

Pensions Board and the D.S.C.R. officials to confer so that it may be known
whether the Pensions Board will, if the question of pension comes up for decision,

concede that the disability is connected with service. This enables? the D.S.C.R.
officials to place the applicant in the appropriate classification under P.C. 580
and to give him treatment and allowances to the extent to which the classifica-

tion entitles him.

RECURRENCES

It developed in a discussion in ^Montreal (77-80) that if a man was pen-

sioned for mental trouble incurred during service which became apparently cured,

and if after September 1, 1920, the mental trouble appeared again, pension would
not be restored unless the ailment was shown to have been attributable to ser-

vice. This ruling comes about from the interpretation placed on the Pension

Act to the effect that the " Insurance principle " was abrogated after Septem-
ber 1, 1920, (see Report No. 1, p. 44-47). This has been corrected by the 1923

Amendment to Section 11. It is assumed that the ruling that the recurrence

must be shown to be " attributable " would not now be made and that in mental
cases as in all others the fact that the disability is one resulting from injurj'

or disease incurred on service would be considered as entitling the applicant to

pension.

Suggestion by Ex-service Men
Old Section 25 (3) as applied to mental ca.=e.s

That the classification which permits of refusing pay and allowances to a

man who is discharged owing to a mental disability be modified so as

not to affect those entitled to pension under section 25 (3) (now 11

(1) (6).) (Toronto 1739).

P.C. 580 divides those who are not mentally responsible into five classifi-

cations: (a) those suffering from a mental disability which either developed

during or after service, but which is admittedly attributable to or was con-

tracted on service; (b) those suffering from a mental disability which either

developed during or after service but which was aggravated on or by service;

(c) those discharged from service owing to a mental disability not attributable

to or contracted on nor aggravated on or by service; (d) those who, while on
pension or undergoing treatment for some disability other than mental, have
developed mental disability not attributable to or contracted on service; (e)

those discharged A-1 who have subsequently developed a mental disability not

attributable to or contracted on service.
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Further on the Order in Council sets out the extent of the treatment and
allowances to which each of these groups is entitled. The provision for those

in classification (c) is that they are maintained in an institution, and their

clothing and money enough for incidental expenses is provided, but they are

not entitled to pay and allowances.

The point is made that the terms of classification [c] are broad enough to

include a man who served in France and who was discharged with a mental

disability. This man would be entitled to more than is specified for group (c).

He would be entitled under Section 25 (3) (now 11 (1) (b) to pension for his

full disability on discharge and would, of course, be entitled to have full pay

and allowances while under treatment; but if he were tied down to the benefits

which the Order in Council gives to those in class (c) he would be deprived of

pay and allowances.

Perhaps exception was made for most of the men who got to France and the

Order in Council was not regarded as excluding them from the benefits to which

they are entitled quite irrespective of its provisions. Possibly some were put

in classification (a) since their disability although not in fact attributable to

service was so attributable in law, by reason of section 25 (3). The wording of

the Order in Council does justify apprehension, however, that some men who
served in a theatre of war may have been treated no differently from the others

who are covered by group (c) , and that on account of their insanity, and there

being no one with the same interests in the matter, the error has remain uncor-

rected. This apprehension is strengthened by the circumstances that statistics

furnished to the Commission show that over 50 men who served in France are

classified under group (c).

Recommendation of Coinmission.

That careful examination be made to see that those who served in a theatre

of war and are entitled to the benefits of Section 25 (3) now 11 (1)

(b) ) have not been deprived of pay and allowances nor of pension on
account of their special statutory rights being overlooked.

Suggestion by Ex-service Men.

Insurance principle to apply to Insane

That clause 9 of P.C. 580 be amended so that the benefits of treatment,

etc., will be extended to cases of mental derangement incurred during

service as well as attributable to or aggravated bv service. (Toronto

1743).

This suggestion arises, it is thought, from a misunderstanding of the effect

of the provision of P.C. 580. The sections in Clause 9 which confer certain

benefits on mental cases refer to disabilities " attributable to " or " entirely

attributable to service ". This was evidently taken to mean that the service

must have caused the disability or, in other words, as not recognizing the
" insurance principle " which has been so often discussed. This contention over-

looks the fact that the definition of a " disability attributable to service
"

includes, according to Clause 1 (G), " an injury suffered or disease contracted

071 service or the result of an injury or disease aggravated on service".

There is, therefore, no intention apparent in this Order in Council to

eliminate the " insurance principle " in dealing with these cases.

Recommendation of Commission.

Kone in view of existing regulations.
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Section 6. The Neurasthenics

Like the more serious mental cases, special provision has been made for

those suffering from neurasthenic or hysterical conditions. When treatment
was first instituted for these men it was early recognized that compensation in

the form of pension was unsatisfactory- for tlie reason that it induced tlie men
to lean upon this and make no effort to recover their nervous stability. Accord-
ingly, it was laid down by Section 29 (12 1 of tlie Pension Act that a lump sum
not to exceed $500 coulii Ijc granted to sucii men with tiie idea, whicli was con-
veyed to them, that this was a final payment. Placed upon their own resources
in this manner, the system proved of great value and many men, who might
otherwjte have dragged along for years on pension, succeeded in recovering their
health and their capacity to earn a livelihood.

An attempt was also made', following the recommendation of the Parliamen-
tarj- Committee of 1919, to further assist these men by providing employment.
There were probably two ideas in mind: firstly, to afford distracting occupation,
the effect of which would be to promote the man's recovery, and secondly, to

afford reiief in ca^es of need without the badge of actual charity.
It was urged at the hearings at Regina (22) and at Winnipeg (155-171)

that employment be continued to these men and, in effect, that the D.S.C.R.
take full responsibility for seeing that they receive a living wage. Cases were
cited of which it was complained that the remuneration which had been allowed
men in this category was too low. It was overlooked, however, that the very
essence of the provision was therapeutic and that allowances for work were on
a relief basis.

Those who framed Section 29 (2) of the Pension Act evidently quite clearly
foresaw the situation which has, during the past five years, developed. The
stages contemplated by tliat Section were: first, an attempt to cure by making
to the men a lump sum final payment and thus putting him on his mettle; sec-
ondly, if such payment did not produce the desired effect, giving him further
treatment with a small living allowance; thirdly, if this did not result in cure
recognizing the futility of furtiier effort and awarding pension.

The Commission is of the opinion that in view of the fact that five years
has elapsed since demobilization, all the good effect which could have been
expecttd from treatment of these neurasthenics, either by way of institutional
care or of employment, must by this time have been obtained and that further
effort along this line except in the most unusual circumstances, is valueless. The
Commission therefore believes that these cases should be now considered for

pension on the principles applicable to all disabilities.

The representative who advocated departmental responsibility for employ-
ment and maintenance, recognized that if tiio autb.orities were willing to sub-
stitute pension in thfse cases, and to assess the disai)ility in the same manner
as for anv other disease tiiis would meet the difficultv quite as well. (Winni-
peg 169)."

The general complaint was that the ratings for disabilities of this elass did
not fairly represent the degree of working incapacity present. The Commission
considers that there is evidence that some of these cases have not been rated
a.s liberally as was warranted. The excuse may be offered that it was feared that
recognition of subjective symptoms would militate against recovery and tend to

perpetuate the very condition it was sought to cure. Once a case is regarded
as not capable of further improvement by " suggestion," this excuse disappears

and there can be no reason for rating the disability otherwise than according to

loss of earning power which the condition causes. As above stated, in the Com-
mission's opinion this time has now arrived.
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The Commission has already indicated its strong conviction that despite

the absence of objective symptoms, neurasthenia produces a lack of earning

power which is just as actual as that from an injury which might be described

in a Table of Disabilities. (Report No. 1, p. 116).

Section 7. The Syphilitics

Suggestion by Ex-Scrvice Men.

Diagnosis and effect of V.D.S.

That more adequate safeguards be provided to prevent any error of diagnosis

of V.D.S., and that when estimating the disability arising from other

diseases less emphasis be placed on a positive Wassermann test

(Toronto 390)

.

The Commission has already dealt with the provisions of Section 12 (1) of

the Pension Act which prohibits pension when the death or disability was due

to "improper conduct." The Commission has made recommendations for amend-
ment to. this Section, confining it to improper conduct on service, and for a

change in the procedure so that the discretionary power to award pension, even

in the latter case, should be generally exercised. (Report No. 3, pp. 11-13).

The witness presenting the above suggestion had particularly in mind the

undue importance ascribed by Pension doctors to a positive Wassermann test

in diseases in which the influence of syphilis could not be positively disproved

but in which syphilis may have had no influence whatsoever.

It is contended that far too frequently when a Wasserman test is shown
to be positive, other conditions, particularly diseases of the heart and of the

arteries, are immediately assumed to have been due to syphilis and pension is

refused.

There were instances presented from which the Commission has formed the

opinion that the presence of syphilis no matter how latent instinctively creates

a tendency to rest the case there and not to pursue the enquiry, as to the real

cause of the disability, with the same open-mindedness as would otherwise be

shown.
There has been in fact a general inclination, not only on the part of the

authorities, but by the public generally, to regard disabilities in which syphilis

might have played some part as not worthy of the same diligent and enthusiastic

investigation as other cases, and the Commission is satisfied that in the result,

men have been prejudiced.

The general application of the Wasserman test and its sensitiveness in

discerning the presence of sypliilis, which could not be detected otherwise,

increases the necessity that the utmost caution be used in ascribing to syphilis

any portion of the disability for which pension is asked, because many men
whose spinal fluid would give a positive Wassermann reaction are in perfect

health, arc no more subject to disease than others, and might live quite as long

as if never infected.

Refusal of pension on the ground that the disability is due to syphilis,

should be confined to cases where the relation between syphilis and the condition

presented is direct and clear, rather than a possibility which perhaps cannot
be refuted.

Recommendation of Comtnis^ion

That steps be taken to ensure that the considerations above mentioned are

given full effect in dealing with cases where there is a suggestion that

the disability has been contributed to by syphilis and further that

pension should not be refused except in cases of recognized syphilitic

origin, or where other evidences of syphilis aside from blood reaction

are present.
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Section 8. Dentures.

Suggestion by Ex-Servicc Men

Tliat wlien tectli are extrat'ted as part of treatment for a (!isal)ility connected
with service dentures slioukl not only be furni.slieii in tlie first instance

but sliculd he renewed when necessary. (Toronto 839).

Complaint wa.s made that in some cases, although dentures were furnished,

they were not replaced as would be done in the case of an artificial limb. The
rule now is that if the teeth are lost as the result of service, the denture is

.•^upplied and repaired or rcplaceil whenever necessary. If, however, teeth liave

been extracted for treatment purposes only, the denture while supplied in the

first instance is not renewed. It is urged tliat if teeth are extracted in orfler to

minimize the disability and, as. a result of this, improvement follows and pension

is decreased the State having gained to the extent of the reduction in peu'sion

is thereby made liable for supplying and maintaining a denture.

Recommendation of Commission

That denture? supplied as part of treatment for a disability connected with

service be maintained and renewed by the D.S.C.R. except where such

maintenance or renewal has been made necessary by the negligence

of the applicant.

PART FIVE

VARIOUS MATTERS PRESENTED AS RELATING TO PROCEDURE ON
APPLICATION FOR PENSION OR TREATMENT

Upwards of Seventy-five suggestions were made on this subject by the

representatives of ex-service men. Many of these proposals were covered or

partially covered by existing Regulations or practice—others were, after dis-

cussion, modified or not pressed—and again others were not at all within the

scope of the Commission's work. It would extend the Report unnecessarily to

refer to each separate suggestion, good, bad or indifferent, and discuss and
dispose of it. The Commission has, therefore, endeavoured to consolidate tliose

whicli appear to it to be similar in general character although they were pre-

sented at different places and contain differences in detail. Generally speaking,

and with the above eliminations, only those proposals will be discussed which

contain some point sufficiently meritorious to be entitled, in the opinion of the

Commission, to favourable consideration.

There are instances, however, in which there is some discussion of sugges-

tions which are not recommended favourably, but the Commission has tried to

confine these instances to matters which were thought to be too important to

dismiss summarily. The references to the pages of the evidence will show the

particular local form in which the suggestion on the general subject was put
forward at the various Hearings. The suggestions are dealt with in the order

in which they would likely come up in the case of an applicant who is seeking
treatment or pen.?ion.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men
Piibhcity ;is to Regulations

That more effective action be taken to inform ex-soldiers and their depend-
ents as to their rights and privleges in connection with treatment and
pension. (Halifax 352. St. .lohn (P.E.I. I 65-66. Montreal 24, Calgary
106, Winnipeg 443. Regina 51 1.

203a—
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The immediate necessity for the publication of a non-technical handbook
was clearly stated by the Commission in Report Number 2 (p. 9). A similar

recommendation was made pre\'iouslv bv the Parliamentary Committee of 1922.

(1922 Pari. Com. Report, p. X and XI)".

Recommendation of Commission

Reference to recommendation previously made in Report Number 2, page 9,

as follows: That a handbook be prepared for general circulation, set-

ting out succinctly, and in non-technical language, information:

(1) As to the rights of ex-sen'ice men and their dependents respecting

pension and treatment, and outlining the procedure to be followed;

(2) As to the various other activities of the D.S.C.R. and the rights and
privileges of ex-ser\Tce men and their dependents in respect thereto,

and the method whereby these rights and privileges may be exercised.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men
Access to File of applicant.

That the applicant or his representative have, under super\-ision, reasonable

access to his file for the purpose of preparing his case. Halifax 78,

123, St. John 68, IVIontreal 30, 34, 37, Vancouver 68, 329, Calgarj' 322,

Regina 7, 71, Winnipeg 98, Toronto 362).

This matter was strongly pressed at every hearing of the Commission from
Coast to Coast, and substantial reasons were given for permitting the applicant
to see his file. The practice of refusing access to the files was adopted by the

D.S.C.R., from a similar practice laid do-mi by the Department of Militia and
Defence (now the Department of National Defence) in a letter issued under date

of January 20th, 1920. (Halifax p. 78, 79). Some objections were pointed out

at the Hearings to releasing to the applicant information of a confidential nature

which might be on his file. It was suggested that medical men would hesitate to

express their real opinion of the case if such were to be divulged and that in some
cases domestic tranquillity might be disturbed. The Commission considered that

the governing principle should be the right of a man to know the grounds on
which his case was being decided, so as to be in a position to refute, if possible,

anything damaging to his claim. It is the opinion of the Commission that all

information on file which has or could have any bearing on the applicant's claim

should be accessible to him. The opinions of medical men are expressed every
day in open Court without hesitation,, and in Pension and Treatment cases the

medical men or investigator who. furnishes the opinion or the information is

generally an officer of the Department and is paid for this very service.

The \dews of the Commission were set out in Clause (h) of the proposed
Appeal Procedure (Report Number 2, p. 17). This was incorporated in the

Bill passed by tlie House of Commons (Bill No. 205, Section 11 (9) ) but was
subsequently struck out.

Becommendation of Commission.

Reference to Report Number 2, at p. 17, as follows:

—

for the purpose of preparing the case the soldier adviser, the applicant or

some one person authorized by him in writing to have reasonable

access to the applicant's personal file in the presence of a D.S.C.R.
official.
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Sugijcxtion by Ex-Service Men.

Officials assisting applicant as to evidence required.

Th.at D.S.C.R. and Pensions Board Officials siiouid fo-operatc witii tiie

Applicant by advising; liiin, if more evidence is rccjuired, of tiie nature
of such evidence, and by assisting if possible in collecting it. (Van-
couver 26, 27, 76, 77, Rcgina 42, Toronto 24.5, Halifax 53. Montreal
22,23,26).

Tills is already dealt with in Report No. 1, at p. 119. The statement
there made is repeatcil below. Since Report No. 2 was presented, the recom-
mendation of the Commission as to appointing Soldiers' Advisers has been carried

out. This, with the adoption (if and where not already done) of the general

principles below stated, should .ensure an interested and aggressive presentation

of all the just claims of applicants to consideration.

Recommendation of Co?ni7iission.

(a) The desirability for co-operation with and assistance to the applicant
is not questioned, and simply to bring that general attitude down to

practical terms, the Commission states its opinion that, in both Pensions
and Treatment matters the officials should give to the applicant "cor-

rect, and clear statements as to the principles on which pensions arc

granted, indicate the lines along which evidence is required, and,
where possible, utilize any available staff in assisting the soldier in

procuring and putting into shape this information"; (b) That wide
publicity be given to the appointment of the soldier adviser so that
applicants and their friends will automatically take cases up with him
direct and regard him as the most eflcctive channel of communication.

•'Suggestion by Ex-Service Men.

Organization of local civilian Committees.

That the Government initiate and support the organization of local com-
mittees to assist ex-service men. (Winnipeg 189, 190, 267, 268).

As was pointed out in Report No. 2 (p. 15), in England applicants are
advised and assisted with their claims by local committees of prominent citi-

zens who serve without remuneration, but are allowed a secretary from the
local Pensions Office who is paid by the Ministry. A recommendation for a
somewhat similar organization was made at the Hearing in Winnipeg.

It is considered that these organizations being purely voluntary cannot
be successfully organized or operated except as they may be initiated locally.
They would, no doubt, serve a very useful purpose in many instances. It is

of advantage to the meritorious applicant to have the support and intere.-^t of
a responsible body of fellow citizens and this would disseminate more widely
a knowledge and understanding of pension and treatment statutes and regula-
tions. It would also be a deterrent to the presentation of unfounded claims.

Recommendation of Commission.

In view of the appointment of soldier advisers, the Commission does not
recommend any official action in the way of organization or assisting
local comnaittees; at the same time, the advantages alx)vc suggested
would, the Commission considers, fully justify local effort for that
purpose.

203a—6 J
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Suggestion by Ex-Service Men.

Koquirements now exacted before medical examination is given. Form 819,

That the present requirements governing entitlement to medical examination
be made less onerous and that Form 819 be abrogated or substantially

amended. (Halifax 70, Vancouver 26, 27, Winnipeg 11, Toronto 77i,

776, Ft. William-Winnipeg 772 1.

(II Re Medical Examinatioyx

Evidence was given in Halifax (70) of a ruling in a particular case cited,

to the effect that no medical examination would be made until the man estab-

lished "prima facie" evidence that the disability was due to service. The
D.S.C.R. Regulations (Halifax 731 provide for examination by a Medical
Board where

"In the opinion of the examining physician the condition might reason-

ably be attributed to service."

These regulations may in practice be construed very broadly and almost

any indication of a possibility that the disability was attributable to service

could be accepted as showing a "prima facie" case. It is considered, however,

that the wording of the Regulations above cjuotcd might be interpreted to

exclude cases which are expressly included in P.C. 1127 as being entitled to

treatment, namely, those cases

"where in the opinion of the Department the condition ... is not

attributable to service, but where there is nevertheless a real- possibility

liiat the condition might be considered attributable to service though
reasonable proof is not obtainable.

Eecoinmendation of Commission.

That the regulations above referred to be broadened so as to entitle the

applicant to be medically examined in all cases where there is a

reasonable possibility that subsequent investigation might reveal that

the condition is related to service even though present proof is want-
ing.

(2) Re Form 819

The practice is that when the applicant, particularly from outside, asks

for a medical examination, claiming that his disability has increased, he is

sent "Form 819" and is required to have this form completed by a medical

man (see Routine Instruction No. 128, Winnipeg p. 20) as follows:

—

1. Apparently it has been the practice in some district offices to examine
ex-soldiers who call on complaint re non-award of pension, or their present

assessment of pension. After examination, it is found that the complaint is not

well founded and that the time of the Medical Examiner has been needlessly

taken.

2. The marginally-noted instruction provides that the man mast present

prima facie evidence of disability before examination is made. It is con-

sidered that this can best be provided in all cases by the submission of form 819.

3. The use of this form will reduce the number of examinations considerably,

as only those men who believe they have a reasonable claim will go to the

trouble of having the 819 completed, with the possibility of having to pay the

charges themselves.
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There are three chisses of cases whicli misht apply for exaiiiiiiation:—
((I) The man ill for the first time who considers his illness to be connected

witli his service:

(6) The man who has a pension but who considers that his service dis-

ability has increased since his last examination, thus entitling him to more

pension:

Id Tlio m:in who has been refused pen>ion or treatment on the ground

that he had no disability but who now claims that his condition is worse.

Form 819 is headed

"to be used when the discharged soldier wishes to submit a description

of his disabling condition by his own physician."

The form itself gives some general directions as to what are disabilities and

how to describe them. It does not provide for information as to the degree of

disability and, therefore, is of little assistance to the Pensions or Treatmeiit

doctor in cases (51 and (c) where the important question for determination is

whether the applicant's condition is worse than when last examined.

The claim is made that a man should not be put to the expense of procur-

ing an outside medical examination as a condition precedent to having his case

investigated or re-investigated; and also that Form 819 is not sufficient in that

it does not direct the attention of the civilian doctor, to whom the man goes for

this preliminary examination, as to the point on which information is desired.

(Winnipeg 12, Toronto 771).

The Commission realizes that there must be some reasonable ground shown

for investigation particularly where it may involve substantial Departmental lia-

bility for travelling expenses; but the fact that the applicant is an ex-service

man, and claims to be ill from a possible service disability, makes it only right

that the conditions preliminary to an investigation be reduced to the minimum.

Recommendcition of Conunissio)}.

That completion of Form 819 should not be the exclusive passport to exam-
ination. If the Unit authorities have before them information whicli

indicates reasonable possibility that the applicants disability has

increased since his last examination or (if he had no previous examina-
tion! that he now has a disability which might be connected with ser-

vice, he should, the Commission considers, be examined under D.S.C.R.
or Pensions Board auspices; and that Form 819 be altered to specifically

direct the attention of the outside examining doctor to what informa-
tion is required to enable the D.S.C.R. doctors to judge the extent of the

applicant's disability.

Suggestion by Ex-service Men.

Expense and time allowances on account of medical examination

That the scale of allowances to men in attendance for medical examination
or limb fitting be increased. (Calgary 35, 59, 207, Vancouver 19, 89,

Regina 51, 145. Winnipeg 21. Toronto 363, 364).

The Statute (Pension Act 1919, Section 26 (2) ) provided that the pensioner
"shall be paid a reasonable amount for travelling expenses and substistence
and loss of wages."

This was amended in 1920 by striking out the word "and" between "expenses"
and "subsistence." The Section then read,—

" shall be paid a reasonable amount for travelling expenses, .subsistence and
loss of wages."
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Under the original Statute the per diem amount paid wa? §3 for expenses and

$1 for loss of time from work. It was objected that this was too small and the

total amount payable per day was increased to So, but without any specific divi-

sion between expenses and loss of time. This is the provision to-day. (Van-

couver 20). Certain deductions are made from the ?5 if the pensioner stays with

friends or if accommodation is provided for him at a hospital.

It was urged, particularly on behalf of the amputation cases, that the pay-
ment of this amount to men who were forced to remain in attendance at a hospital

or a limb-fitting establishment periodically, for possibly a week or more, worked
a considerable hardship, especially where tliese men were losing time from good

paying jobs. (Calgary 206). $9 per day was urged as a minimum. The prob-

ability of amputation cases being left longer than ordinary- cases is recognized

by paragraph (JO) of Clause 20 of P.C. 580, as amended in 1923 by P.C. 1127.

This provides for Pay and Allowances at Treatment rates if the soldier is detained

longer than a period which varies from 10 to 14 days according to the distance

from home.
Another witness at Calgary urged on behalf of men engaged in occupations

such as mining, etc., that their monetary loss was considerably more than $5 per
day. He urged the rate of $7.50 per day.

The representative of British Ex-service men in the United States also called

attention to the loss of wages suffered by men working in Detroit where the
average rate of wages was stated to be $6 per day (Toronto 71)

.

The Commission considers that as in the case of pensions, so in matters
incidental thereto, such as time necessarily spent in awaiting medical examina-
tions, the earning capacity of the pensioner in his civilian occupation cannot be
taken into consideration. If wage scales were to be taken as a standard, there

would inevitably be invidious comparisons and dissatisfaction due to variation

in wages in different parts of the country.

The present regulation cuts down the per diem allowance by dividing the

dav into four periods and paying for fractional parts thereof.

These Regulations (P.C. 1127, Clause 11) provide

that the ex-service man may receive: Return transportation, first-class

with sleeping berth if necessary and $5 per day of 24 hours for actual time

occupied in travelling by the most direct route to and fro and .... for

actual time detained in the town where the institution or place of exam-
ination is situated, made up as follows: 7 p.m. to 1 a.m., $1; 1 a.m. to

7 a.m., $1; 7 a.m. to 1 p.m., $1.50; 1 p.m. to 7 p.m., $1.50.

There are provisos to the following effect:

—

(a) $2 is deducted if sleeping berth is provided.

(6) $3 is deducted if subsistence is furnished.

(c) $2 is deducted if the man stays with friends.

(d) This rate of allowance is not to be paid for more than ten daj's

unless the train trip takes more than one-half day, in which case
the allowance may be paid up to fourteen days, depending on the

time consumed on the train.

(e) Where the man lives in the same town or within 5 miles and is not
away over night, he is allowed only out-of-pocket expenses plus
wages actually lost but the whole allowance is not to exceed $3.

(See also Vancouver 19-20 and P.C. 580, Clause 20)

.

The above figures include both the time and the expense allowance. The
splitting up of the day in an attempt to apportion expenses is likely to be a
source of annoyance, and an incentive to evasion, with very slight saving.
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Tlic Coinniission considers tliat a proper basis for these allowances would

be to indemnify the man against reasonable out of pocket expenses and against

loss of wages up to a per diem rate equal to 100 per cent pension. If the man is

under no expense and loses no wages, no reimbursement is called for.

Recommendation of Commission.

That ex-service men called for medical examination or otherwise neces-

sarily attending should receive first-class return transportation with

sleeping berth if required and also reasonable out of pocket expenses

not to exceed S4 per day of 24 hours, plus wages actually lost not to

exceed S3 per day of 24 hours.

Suggestion by Ex-service Men..

Payment to dependents of men in hospital awaiting decision

Tiu-it allowances be paid to dependents while an ex-ser\ice man is in hospital

for a period of observation or awaiting the result of the investigation of

his case. (Halifax 35, 43).

The point was raised that in doubtful cases, the man was admitted to hos-

pital, but that no provision was made for the support of his family during what
might be possibly a long period of investigation. One of the reasons given for

requiring that a man be paid during investigation was that Headquarters would,

on that account, treat the case as more urgent and make decision more promptly.

Since the hearing at Halifax, P.C. 1127 has been passed under date of

June 26, 1923. The provision as to payment to dependents, pending investiga-

tion, is contained in Clause 11, paragraph 6 (c) which amends Clause 20 of

Order in Council 580. The extract is as follows:

—

" If it is found that he requires treatment for a disability attributable

to service, he shall be taken on strength by the Department for treatment

and shall be paid the allowances set forth in Clause 4 hereof. If it is

found that he requires treatment for a disability not attributable to ser-

vice, he shall not be entitled to treatment by the Department. If the

diagnosis is nnccrtai?}, and it is considered necessary that there should
be a period of observation, he may be placed in hospital but no allow-

ance shall be paid until after the expiry of fourteen days, after which,
special dependents' allowances may be payable as set forth in paragraph
(13) of this Clause until the case has been diagnosed."

The important part of the foregoing is " if the diagnosis is uncertain". In

that case the Department may pay allowances to dependents after the four-

teenth day of observation. This provision hardly meets the case. What is

urged is, that delay for any cause in dealing with the case may work a hard-
ship on dependents. There seems to be no good reason for refusing to pay
dependents where the delay is caused by inability to decide the relation of the
disease to service, and on the other hand, paying them when the delay results

from inability to diagnose what the particular disease is.

It is understood that in practice, the word "' diagnosis " is construed broadly
and applies not simply to the identification of the disease, but to its connection
with service. The Order in Council, as worded, leaves room for variance and
inconsistencies in rulings, depending on whether a strictly literal, or a loosely
practical, interpretation is given.

Recommendation of Commission.

It is recommended that provision be made for payment of allowances to

dependents beginning after the man is in the hospital for more than two
weeks and continuing until final decision is given by Head Office as to

entitlement to treatment.
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Suggestion by Ex-service Men.

More ready acceptance for treatment pending investigation

That more leniency be exercised, in admitting men to hospital for treat-

ment, while investigation is being made as to whether his disability is

connected with war service. (Halifax 70, 73, Calgary 9, 15, Winnipeg,

133, Toronto 237).

It was urged (Calgary 9, 15) tlv.it where men needed treatment, even though

the case was not urgent, they sliouhl be taken on for treatment while the case

was being investigated.

The D.S.C.R. only gives immediate treatment when the case comes within

one of the follow-ing classes (Toronto 398) :

—

1 Where the diagnosis is uncertain and a prolonged period of observation

is necessary (see P.C. 1127, Clause 11 (6) as follows:—

"
. . .If the diagnosis is uncertain and it is considered necessary

that there should be a period of observation, he may be placed in hos-

pital. .
."

2. In cases where disability reciuires investigation and the man is in urgent

need of some treatment in the meantime. (Toronto 398 )

.

There is apparently no written headquarters rule as to the degree of urgency

which must be shown before immediate treatment is given, nor in fact is there

any Headquarters Regulation on the subject. It appears in evidence, however,

that if the case is dangerous or urgent ond there is any reasonable probability

that the condition might be attributable to service, the man is taken on for

treatment pending decision from Headquarters.

The Montreal uni*: issued local instructions (39-40) an extract from which

follows:

—

" When an ex-member of the Forces applies for treatment and liis

eligibility for treatment is questionable, he should be given the benefit of

the doubt and treatment as indicated, if the case is an emergency one."

It appars that the Unit IMedical Directors are allowed a good deal of lati-

tude. The Unit Medical Director at Calgary (13) said:

—

" You can understand the position I occupy is one in which I am
ruled by regulations, yet a certain amount of discretion is allowed. If

an ex-service man comes into town absolutely down and out, we try to

give him help; it may be through the department or it may not. I have,

as a matter of fact, sent a good many over for food and rest, that was

their requirement. Whether I was within the regulations of the depart-

ment or not. I would not say; I hardly think I was. It was a matter of

humanity: I had to if I couhl not get him taken care of in some other

way."

The Unit Medical Director at Montreal (41) said:—

" I am allowed every latitude that is necessary to put the man in

and give him whatever treatment is necessary and use our own discretion

in the matter. If I admit to hospital a case of doubtful attributability,

possibly at the time that man is admitted, I have not any documents. It

is on the man's clinical condition and his histor\- has warranted taking

action thus far."

The third class where immediate treatment is given, although the connec-

tion of the disabilitv with service is not established, are those admitted on what
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is known as " compassionate grounds." No Pay aiitl Allowances arc given dur-

ing Treatment. This is covered (\n part at least) by Clause 2 of P.C. 1127,

which is as follows:

—

' Where, in the opinion of the Department, the condition for which

application for treatment is made is not attributable to scrvicee, but

where there is nevertheless a real possibility that the condition might
be considered attributable to service, though reasonable proof is not

obtainable, in order that full justice may be accorded, the Department
may grant treatment only, without allowances."

The provision as to treatment on compassionate grounds requires the direct

authorization of the Deputy MinistiT and only applies to residents of Canada.

The Commission is of opinion that the above provisions, coupled with the lati-

tude .illowed the Unit Medical Directors, as indicated in the evidence above
quoted, constitute fair and satisfactory provisions for treatment of ex-service

men before connection of the disability with war service is established.

Recommendation of Commission.

None, in view of the practice now in force.

Suggestion by Ex-Sewice Men.

Re Constitution of First examinins: Board

That the first examining board should have in its personnel men with indus-

trial experience as well as medical men. (Winnipeg 743, Montreal 216,

Toronto 143, 144, 901).

The argument for this proposal is that personnel, so qualified, would be

better able to judge how seriously a man's disability interferes with his capacity

for work.

There is something to be said for this proposal, but the practice both in

Great Britain and the United States is to have the Board which assesses the

amount of disability composed exclusively of medical men. The reason is appar-
ently that the almost universal rule adopted, in estimating the i)ercentage of a

man's disability, is to compare the physical condition of the applicant with that

of a normal man of the applicant's age, and estimate from such comparison
the difTcrencc between the two men in earning capacity in the unskilled labour

market. The ciuestion therefore resolves it^self primarily into a medical one

in wliich the applicant's physical condition and his consequent fitness or unfit-

ness for work have to be compared witli those of a normal man of the same
age.

If the question as to the cmployability of a particular individual in a par-

ticular occupation does arise, it is quite feasible for the examining board to

procure the opinion of an employer or of an industrial expert.

It is also to be noted that the first examining Board is one which has to do
largely with the que.«tion of the connection of the disability with service and this

involves scientific knowledge as to progress of disease, and as to the possibility

of the development of the particular disability from various injuries and ill-

nesses.

Recommendation of Commission.

Reference to the Commission's recommendation containetl in Report No. 2

(p. 9) as follows: that as a basis for any recommendation for treat-

ment or pension, applicants be heard and medically examined at the
local unit by a Board of three medical men, one of whom shall be a

pension medical examiner.
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Suggestion by Ex-Service Men.

Personal appearance of the applicant before first Examining Board

That the first examining bodv shall actually see and hear the applicant.

Toronto 621-628, Halifax 293).

The Commission in the next preceding Recommendation expressly states

its opinion tliat the first examining board shall hear and examine the applicant

Generally this is done, but it appears that, in the case of a man coming out of

a hospital situated at a distance from the Unit Office, the Pensions Medical

Examiner simply acts on the discharge board which has been held at the Institu-

tion, and does not actually see the man himself.

The Commission had before it two rather striking cases (Halifax 131-136)

where the Pensions Medical Examiner contented himself with an apparently

perfunctory examination of the discharge board and neither saw the applicants,

nor made enquiries as to previous history, which enquiries would have (according

to subsequent decision) demonstrated that the applicants were entitled to

pension. .

Bccomnicndation of Co?nmission.

That the fact that there has been a discharge board held on the man
should not in any way be regarded as relieving the Board which makes
recommendations as to pension from the invariable obligation of seeing,

hearing and examining the applicant for themselves.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men.

Attending doctor to be present at examination

That the civilian or D.S.C.R. doctor who has been treating the applicant

should go before the first examining board. (Vancouver 72).

The principal of having the medical man, who knows most about the

application, consulted in respect of his entitlement to treatment, or pension, is

sound. The Commission considers however, that the proposal cannot be laid

down as a hard and fast rule of procedure.

Recommendation of Corninission.

That in cases where either the civilian Doctor or the D.S.C.R. Doctor has

had an opportunity to observe the applicant and where his experience

in that respect is, or might reasonably be, of assistance on the question

as to whether the disability is connected with ser\'ice, his evidence

should be taken and he should be consulted by the examining Board,

at least before an adverse decision is made.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men.

More formal procedure

That official assistance be provided in connection with the presentation of

pension applications and that the procedure be analogous to that of

arbitration boards. (Toronto 145).

The providing of Soldier Advisers meets the suggested need of official

assistance. It is considered that the present informal procedure under which
certificates and statements are accepted without the formality of proof or oath
enures to the benefit of the applicant.

Recommendatiom. of Commission.

None.
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Suggestion by Ex-Strvice Men.

Bunion of proof

That the burden of proof be shifted so that an ex-s-er\'ire man with a

disabihty shall be presumed to have incurred same on service unless

the D.S.C.R. or the pensions board proves the contrarv. (Montreal
56, 63, Calgary 24, Vancouver 328, Halifax 121, Regina 63).

The subjects of ''burden of proof" and "reasonable doubt" have been much
discussed. It has been pointed out that the proposal does not really have to do
with procedure, but with a most important matter of substantive rights. The
burden of proof in one sense means the onus of bringing forward evidence.

This naturally and properly is on the applicant. In another sense it means
;he degree of proof wliicii the applicant is reciuired to produce. The latter is

particularly important in pension cases. It has been repeatedly stated (see

Report Number 1, page 114) that if there is any reasonable doubt, the appli-

cant is given the benefit of it. See also Report of 1922 Parliamentary^ Com-
mittee, p. XXIV, which urges

''That every effort be continued so that when any doubt exists on these
subjects the exsoldiers be given the benefit

The usual rule at law is that the person asserting the claim has to produce
a preponderance of evidence. If to give the applicant the "benefit of any
reasonable doubt" means any greater concession than that given an ordinarj'

litigant, it must imply that the application for pension is entitled to succeed,

not simply if there is more evidence in support of his ease than against it,

i)ut if he can bring sufficient evidence to create in the mind of the tribunal

dealing with his case a reasonable doubt as to whether his pension should be
refused. An obvious principle of pensions administration is that it is better

to award pensions in some cases not strictly entitled than by a too close appli-

cation of the rules of proof, to run the risk of depriving those to whom pension
should justly be given.

Recommendation of Commission

Reference to principle stated in Report No. 1 (p. 114) as follows: that in
practice the applicant for pensions be given the benefit of the doubt
in the sense that pension is not to be denied if the applicant brings
evidence sufficient to create in the mind of the tribunal a reasonable
doubt as to whether pension should be refused.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men
Insurance principle applicable to Pensions and Treatment

That any further necessary steps be taken to ensure that all those dealing
with pension or treatment matters clearly understand that treatment
and pensions are to be granted, if the disability is incurred during ser-
vice, just as readily as if it were directly due to service. (Winnipeg
27-28).

There has been so much discussion about the '"insurance" principle and the
"due to sers'ice" principle that it WQuld seem as if no further reference were
called for. The Pension Act expressly laid down that pensions were to be
granted if the disability was "incurred during" service. A question was raised
as to whether this was subsequently altered in cases where the soldier had died
after a certain date. Report No. 1, (p. 12 to 47) dealt fully with the whole
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question. All questions was set at rest in the adoption by Parliament in 1923

of an amended Section 11 of the Pension Act (Acts of 1923, C. 62, S. 3) as

follows:

—

'"Pensions shall be awarded to or in respect of members of the forces

who have suffered disability resulting from injury or disease or an

aggravation thereof, in accordance with the rates set out in Schedule A
of this Act, and in respect of members of the forces who have died in

accordance with the rates set out in Schedule B of this Act, when the

disability resulting from injury or disease or the aggravation thereof in

respect of which the application for pension is made or the injury or

disease or the aggravation thereof resulting in the death in respect of

which the application for pension is made, was attributable to or was
incurred during such military service."

The Commission believes that the "Insurance" principle is generalh'

recognized and acted on, but the possibility of error should and can be absolutely

negatived, by appropriate instructions. The matter came up in Winnipeg when
a statement of the procedure followed in that unit and was put in evidence. The
first paragraph of the statement is as follows:

—

"It is necessary that a man show by medical certificates from out-

side physicians, that there has been a continuous disability since dis-

charge, and that in their opinion his disability is due to or aggravated by
service.'

This statement of procedure was prepared by an experienced and capable

Unit ^Medical Director. He said they did not take it literally (281 but the

danger i£ that less experienced officials, intent on administering ex-service men's

right "according to the book"' and not knowing of the verbal understanding as

to interpretation, might do an injustice, and the evidence referred to in Report

No. 1 shows that this has actually occurred.

Recoriunendation of Co7)imission

That steps be taken to make it abundantly clear that pensions are to be
awarded in connection with disabilities resulting from injury or disease

or the aggravation "incurred during" service as well as attributable to

service.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men
Assessment of degree of pre-enlistment disability

That assessment of the degree of pre-enlistment disability should only be
made upon direct and positive evidence. (Regina 52, Toronto 498,

^A'innipeg 442).

The evidence (Toronto 4981 indicates that it is very difficult for the Pensions

iMedical Examiner to determine definitely how much of the present disability

existed at the time of enlistment, and that, necessarily, resort has to be had to

considerable speculation. Fortunately, the extent of pre-enlistment disability is

not material except in comparatively few cases (See Section 11 (1) (b) as

amended in 1923). The question is primarily a medical one, depending on

professional knowledge as to the progress of the disease or injury under service

conditions, but it also involves knowledge by the examiner of the degree and
intensity of service conditions, such knowledge being accjuired by actual exper-

ience or from a thorough-going inciuiry.
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T{ecommcndation of Commission

No more (Icfinite rule can be arloptcfl than: (II That the examiner shoulri,

from the evidence before him, lie convinced beyond a reasonable doul)t

that tiic disability or some portion thereof existed before enlistment;

(2) That he should be equally certain that the degree of the disability

existing on tidistment was as great as the percentage at which he fixes

it.

Siiggention by Ex-service Men.

Absence of entries on medical documents not evidence iicain-st applicant

That the absence of corroborating entries in tlie applicant's medical docu-

ments should not be considered as disproving the applicant's statement.

(Toronto 42, 365).

The subject, generally, has been discussed and the Commission's opinion

recorded in Report No. 1 (page 115). There is an idea abroad that unless a

man actually has an entry on his document showing itijury or illness during ser-

vice he is barred from pension for any disability claimed to have originated

during service. There is no such rule, but there is a strong tendency to accept

the fact of the absence of an entry on service documents as a contradiction of

the statement of the applicant. A statement was made at Toronto (42. 363

372. 373 and 773). a< to the circumstances and conditions under which entries

were made, indicating that the fact that no entry appears as to treatment for

illness or injury on service cannot be relied on as substantive evidence that treat-

ment was not given.

Recommendation of Commission.

That the absence of entries should be regarded as nothing more than the

absence of corroboration, and not as negativing either the statement of

the applicant or any other evidence which he may produce in support of

the history he gives of illness or injury on service.

Suggestion by Ex-service Men.

Applicant to be informed of reason,* for adverrse recommendation or decision

That the applicant be informed in writing of the recommendation made from
the local unit and. iif case of an adverse recommendation, of the par-
ticular grounds for same, and that he be given similar information in

case of a refusal of treatment or pension bv headquarters. (Winnipeg
134, 135, Toronto 245, Regina 42, 141, Halifax 59, Montreal 22, 26,

30, 34, Vancouver 70, 75).

In some Units the applicant is told whether he is being recommended fav-
ourably or not, an<l also the percentage of pension in case pension is recom-
mended. In other Units this is not done.

In the evidence given before the Parliamentary Committee of 1922 (page
275 of Committee's proceedings), it was distinctly stated that

" 'the Medical Examiner in the Unit' tells the man when he examines
him what his recommendation will be,"

and that

" 'the Medical Examiner in the Unit' states what he is going to recom-
mend by way of pension."

See also Routine Instruction 243 (Calgary 26).
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The only objection suggested to informing the applicant of what recom-

mendation was being forwarded to Ottawa, was that there was the danger of

invidious comparisons being made by the applicant and his friends, between the

officials, who deal with the application, depending on whether they take a fav-

ourable view or otherwise.

The Commission considers that this objection is not well founded. There

need be no more mystery about Pension and Treatment decisions than about

a case at law where the view of each individual judge is known. The applicant

needs the information to follow up his case.

An instance was cited at Halifax (129) where if the applicant a T.B. man
had known of the adverse recommendation he would probably have been saved

a delay of three months in getting his pension.

The Commission has already indicated (Report No. 1, p. 119) that

" In case of refusal of pension, tJie applicant is further entitled to

know the correct grounds on which the decision is based."

The above reference had to do with Pensions but the principles laid down
apply equally to the D S.C.R. officials in cases 'of treatment.

What is complained of is a letter such as the following, which appears in

a file referred to at Halifax (129) :—
"Sir,—Your letter of tlie 1st inst. is herewith acknowledged. You

are not entitled to pension because of the fact that the disability which

you have is not attributable to your military service."

The letter to the applicant should contain the essential information about

the case so that the production of it by the applicant to his friends would give

them a summary of the situation and enable them to proceed along the lines

indicated without the delay and inconvenience, to both applicant and officials,

caused by extended preliminary correspondence in order to find out just what
the case is about.

E'eco)nmcnrlation of Co?njnissio7}.

That a general and uniform practice be adopted and insisted on in both
* treatment and pension cases that the applicant be promptly advised

in writing by the Local Unit of the recommendation made in his case

with a comprehensive statement of the reasons if the recommendation
is adverse and that a similar course be followed by Headquarters if

Treatment is refused or if Pension is refused or reduced.

Suggestion by Ex-service Men.

More dispatch in procedure

That action be taken to ensure more dispatch in the various steps connected

with the consideration of pension and Treatment applications, (Halifax

45, 57, 59, St. John 29, Montreal 39, Vancouver 77, 314, Calgary 89, Win-
nipeg 773, Toronto 17).

An example of alleged undue delay was cited at Calgary (89) . The appli-

cation was for treatment. The Local Unit first gave all the circumstances pro

and con and asked Headquarters for a ruling as to whether the disability could

be considered to be connected with service and whether the applicant was eli-

gible for treatment. Head Office of the D.S.C.R. ruled that he was not eligible.

The Local Unit took it up again and forwarded an opinion that the disability

was connected with service. Head Office again refused to authorize treatment.

Then it was recommended by tlie T^ocal Unit that, as the diagnosis was obscure,

the patient be sent to some centre for examination by a specialist. This led to
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further correspondence and to the requirement by Head Office that further

information be secured, and, although tlic recommendation that the patient be
taken to Winnipeg for examination was made in November, 1922, it was not
until late in February, 1923, that the order came to have the transfer made. The
evidence showed (90-911 that the need for a diagnosis was urgent and that eli-

gibility for treatment depended on the diagnosis.

The case was made the basis of a proposal by the representatives of ex-ser-

vice men that the decision of the local authorities as to entitlement to treatment
should be final. There is objection to this course in the danger of lack of uni-

formity and dissatisfaction which might arise from varj'ing decisions under
different jurisdictions, but the case illustrates the very strong argument which
can be made for local autonomy in the units on the ground of prompt and effective

dispositionjof the cases.

Cases were cited at several of the hearings which shows lack of persistent

and through going attention in pursuing the investigation and in making neces-

sarj- inquiries for further information. It is true that decisions were given

promptly denying entitlement, but these were only tentative and while they
served as a disposition of the case for the time being, were obviously not final

as they were made without full information and had eventually to be the sub-
ject of further discussion and correspondence. Failure to obtain full reports
in the first instance inevitably causes delay. These reports arc gradually
procured at spasmodic intervals when, at the instance of organizations or indivi-

duals, the case is brought up for renewed consideration. On these occasions
there is the necessitj' for the tribunal to familiarize itself afresh with a mass
of complicated detail.

The case thus may be finally decided favourably on an accretion of

information resulting from recurring presentations and consequent renewed
investigations. The reply may be made that in many instances information
only comes to light gradually and a final disposition of the case on all the

evidence apparently obtainable at any particular time might often result adver-
sely to the applicant. This is so, but there are before the Commission instances

where initiative in instituting inquiries has been noticeably lacking and a case
which has turned out to be meritorious has only succeeded because of per-

sistent effort on the part of those outside the official organization to keep up the
investigation and exhaust every source of information.

The adoption of the recommendation of the Commission in Report Number
2 (9), to the effect that

'as soon as an applicant is accepted for treatment, the question of his

pensionability should at once be dealt with without awaiting discharge
from treatment,"

would do much to expedite prompt decision as to pension for those undergoing
treatment.

Recomi7icndation of Commission.

The Commission can simply make a matter of record the practice which it

considers should obtain in dealing with treatment and pension applica-

tion. The important point generally is the connection of the disability

with service. The Commission strongly urges that on the first occa-

sion when the case comes up for consideration, there be a prompt and
thorough canvass of all possible sources of information, that inquiries

be made from all such sources and that there be a close following up
of these inquiries, a digesting of the information collected and an

expeditious disposal of the application with the reasons for the action
taken.
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Suggestion by Ex-service Meti.

Delay in awarding Pension after discharge from Hospital

That some method be devised for providing income to the ex-service man
between the date when he is discharged from the hospital and ceases

to receive pav and allowances, and the date when his pension pavment
begins. (Halifax 129, Vancouver 77, 314, 332, Toronto 610).

The D.S.C.R. and its Medical Staff determine the length of a man's treat-

ment. The Pensions Board, with a separate and distinct Medical Staff, finally

decide his right to Pension.

A man has satisfied the D.S.C.R. that his disability w-as connected with

service. He has been admitted to hospital for treatment and has been receiving

pay and allowances. When the time arrives when his condition cannot be further

improved by treatment, he is discharged from hospital and his pay' and allow-

ances stop autumaticallj-. He may be unable to work but he gets no monetary
assistance until he proves his case over again to tlie satisfaction of the Pensions

Board. This results in considerable delay and, not infrequently, in hardship.

A case was cited (Halifax 129) where the man had been receiving treatment

with pay and allowances for some 16 months; he was discharged in May and
Pension w^as not awarded until October.

The Parliamentary Committee of 1921 recognized the hardship particularly

on men discharged from sanatorium and recommended that

" a man be given a 90 per cent pension out of pay and allowances until

such time as his pension was awarded".

This recommendation was never put into effect (^'an^ouver 3161. biU no

explanation was given for its having been disregarded.

Then there was a provision in P.C. 580, Clause 4 (16), which provided,

imder certain conditions, for an additional montli"s pay to a man being dis-

charged from treatment if

" necessary to assist him in obtaining employment or to tide over a

period of temporary financial difficulty".

In the London district, the extra month's pay was given to everybody
whether needed or not (Toronto 207). In Toronto, no payment was made under
this regulation up to September 1921 (202, 2121. The evidence is that, generally

speaking, the provision was only occasionally put into operation (2051. Then
it is said that this regulation was cancelled and made to apply to T.B. patients

only (209). There is no evidence of actual cancellation but two different regu-

lations were put in evidence which expressly apply the benefits of P.C. 580 to

T.B. patients but do not cancel the provision as to hospital patients generallv

(206 and 2101.

In practice, the effect of these regulations is that T.B. men may be paid an
extra month's pay and allowances to help bridge the gap between discharge

from hospital and pension award. This does not, however, help the man who
happens to be suffering from other disease or illness, neither does it fully pro-

vide for the T.B. man unless his pension comes through within a month.
Two contributing factors for the delay in payment of pension to men

coming out of hospital are:

—

(a) The peculiar organization in Canada under which entitlement to treat-

ment and entitlement to pension arc determined by two entirely different bodies

and at different times. The system has already been briefly described in

Report No. 2 of the ConiTiiission (10-12). If the system in Canada were as

it is in Great Britain and the United States, viz., that there is only one decision

and that is as to pension and that this decision automatically determines the

right to treatment, there could be no delay;
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(bl T!ic second contributing factor is that tiie Pensions Board wait until

the man is disciiarged from Hospital before entering upon a consideration of

his right to pension, and after that there are delays which the Commission
feels could have been considerably minimized at least in some of the cases

j)resentcd.

The Commission has already endeavoured to suggest a simple altiiough

admittedly not a complete remedy for the situation, by reconnncnding in

Report No. 2 (p. 9) that as soon as an applicant is accepted for treatment
the question of his pensionability should at once be dealt with without awaiting
discharge from treatment. If this recommendation is carried out, it will obviate

the delay occasioned by having to deride on a man's right to pension after his

treatment is completed. It, of coiu'se, will not do away with the anomaly that
it may be decided that there is to be no pension, although there has been treat-

ment with pay and allowance.

Recommendation of Commission.

That so long as the present dual system is maintained, the recommenda-
tion of the Parliamentary Committee of 1921 .be adopted and that a

90 per cent pension be paid, as pay and allowances, to men who have
been discharged from hospital treatment with pay and allowances,

until decision is made as to pension; and that the previous recom-
mendation of this Commission as to dealing with the question of

eligibility for pension as soon as an applicant is accepted for treatment
be carried out.

Suggestion by Ex-service Men.
Althouiih refused treatment—applicant to be e.xamined for Pension

That an application lor treatment should be considered an application

for pension and, even if treatment is refused, the applicant should
not be dismissed without being examined for pension. (Calgarv 75,

Toronto 388)

.

It may be that a man is refused treatment, not because his disability has
no relation to service, but because treatment will not benefit him. In tliat case
he obviously should be handed over to the First Examining Board for con-
sideration as a pension applicant.

Again, he may have a disability which the D.S.C.R. refuse to recognize
as connected with service and, therefore, treatment is refused. Under the
present system this is not conclusive on the Pension authorities who may, as

to matters within their sphere, decide that the disability is connected with
service. Under these circumstances, the man should, in the opinion of the
Commission, be always given this second chance. He runs tlie risk of having
pension refused although treatment has been granted, and he should have the
corresponding opportunity of having pension granted even if treatment has been
refused.

Recommendation of Co7nmi.'<.sion.

That an application for treatment siiould be considered an application for
pension and, even if treatment is refused, the applicant should not be
dismissed without being examined for pension.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men
Superior position of local examiners to judge as to applicant's entitlement

That Head Office should only reverse the decision of the Examining Board
which has heard and seen the man when there are palpable and gross

errors, and then only after discussion. (Toronto 148, 333, Winnipeg
768, Calgary 94, Fort William. Winnipeg, 78).

203a—
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While the Pensions Board itself cannot, except in isolated instances, see

the applicants, it is presumed to act on the opinion of local medical examiners

who have had that opportunity. The Commission's view, as already intimated

in Report No. 1, (114-117) is that the examiner who has the

" opportunity of seeing the man, listening to his story, testing his genu-

ineness by means well known to men of experience in this work, and gen-

erally sizing him up, is in a far superior position to one whose knowledge

of the case only comes from the written reports of another."

The instructions of the Pensions Board are that where there is a difference

of opinion between the local office and the medical adviser, at Headquarters

the case shall be referred to the Board itself, but this difference of opinion may
become infrequent from the fact that the superior position of the Headquarter's

officer may unconsciously affect the local official and result in an agreement

wliich is more formal than real but which will be sufficient to obviate a reference

to the Pensions Board itself.

Since the expression of opinion quoted above, the Commission lias been

referred (Vancouver 172) to the portion of the Report of the 1919 Parliamentary

Committee of the British House of Commons on the subject. Although it was

found that the revision of a pension by a Medical Board was, in the majority

•of cases, in favour of the man, still they (The British Parliamentary Commit-
tee) say—

" the system by which the award of a board, which has seen the men, is

liable to revision by medical men who have not seen him, is indefensible

and this has now been admitted. All cases of doubt should be sent for

re-hearing by the same or by a second board who, in every case, should

re-examine the man in person, and he, in turn, should have the right to

appeal in every case on amount as well as on entitlement, as explained

below. The guiding principle here and indeed throughout pension admin-

istration should be that the man should always be given the benefit of

any doubt".

This principle has been stated in another form by the 1922 Canadian Par-

liamentary Committee (see Proceedings p. XXV)

:

'' It is also submitted and recommended as well also as regards the

Board of Pension Commissioners as the Department of Soldiers' Civil

Re-cstablishment that soldiers be subjected to a personal examination

and that decision be not based on documentary evidence except in un-

avoidable cases".

Eecommcndation of Commission

That, where the local recommendation is favourable to the applicant, the

more advantageous position of the Local Unit Officials for observing

the applicant and satisfying themselves of his good faith and reliability

be accepted as a deciding factor in doubtful cases where the decision

turns on information or opinion which can best be obtained or formed
as the result of personal interview.

Suggestion by Ex-Sennce Men
Medical Board on discharge from Vocational Training

That a Medical Board should be held on all men discharged from Voca-
tional Training or in hospital even for short periods. (Halifax 88, 202,

Vancouver 98)

.
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Tlic regulation (Halifax 91) is that a man, receiving; vocational traiaing

wlio falls ill and is detained for less than seven days, or a man detained Tor

observation whose detention does not exceed ten days, is discharged without a

Board.
It was urged against the proposal that if men discharged from vocational

trainiiig were imiiiodiately sent before a Medical Board it would have a ten-

dency to deter them from taking vocational training on account of the fear that

it would be followed by a re-examination and a reduction of pension. Section

30 of the Pension Act. as originally passed, indicated that there should be a

new Board on completion of vocational training, but that Section was amended
in 1923 and the practice now, under the Statute, would be that a pensioner dis-

charged from vocational training would not be boardeil until he came up for

his regular re-examination. There arc men, however, who get vocational courses

who are not pensioners and are therefore not subject to periodic re-examina-

tion.

There may be considerable advantage in the future, both to the ex-soldier

and to the State, in having the most complete and constant record of physical

condition. It is considered tliat the opportunity for examination afforded by
the presence of ex-sers-ice men in hospital, either for observation or pending
decision as to entitlement or while tcmporan,- ill during vocational course, should

not be allowed to pass.

Recommendation of Cotnmission

That, except in the case of pensioners who will come up for periodical

re-examination, a Medical Board should be held on ex-service men when
discharged from vocational training or who may happen from time to

time to be inmates of iiospital either for observation, or for temporary'

treatment.

{a) That an entry showing particulars be made on the file of the individual

concerned in connection witii any complaint or application for informa-
tion, or medical treatment, and tliat in cases of rejection for treatment
the reasons for rejection be also rccordefl; (6) That some system be
adopted to ensure a« far as possible that a record be made on the
medical documents of ex-service men showing any treatment received

from either D.S.C.R. representatives outside the centres, or from private
doctors, for disabilities which miglit have possible relation to service.

(Vancouver 105, Calgar>- 98, 99, Winnipeg 9, Toronto 230, 3901.

These proposals are for the benefit of both the state and the individual as
a check and a help to diagnosis. As to (b) the difficulty is one of method. In
Calgary (98, 991 a local form is used which is sent out to be completed by out-
side doctors and to accompany their account for services. In Vancouver a card
record, taken from the record of payment for doctors' service, is kept on the file.

Recommendation of Commission

(a) That an entrj' be made on the file of an ex-service man of the particu-
lars of any application made by him for information or medical treat-
ment or on complaint, an<l that the particulars of the way in which
such application or complaint has been disposed of and the reasons
therefor, be also recorded; (6) That the best method possible be
adopted for ensuring that entries are made of all medical examinations
and treatment of ex-service men by Local D.S.C.R. representatives or
civilian doctors. (The method requiring, as a condition precedent to
payment for services, that a detailed form be completed giving full

information as to the examination or treatment seems practicalj.
203a—71
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Suggestion by Ex-Service Men
Sub-office files

That ?ub-offices should be advised, and their files kept complete, as to all

matters affecting ex-service men witiiin the territorial limits of tlie

office. (Vancouver 123. Toronto 388, St. John 68).

There are a few instances in the Dominion, of Sub-offices in the D.S.C.R.

districts, for example, Charlottetown, P.E.I. , St. John, N.B., Port Arthur, Ont.,

and "Victoria, B.C. These offices are established for the convenience of appli-

cants. One instance was cited where an application was made through the sub-

office and subsequently decision was given in connection with the application

but the decision was neither filed in the sub-office, nor was the man notified

thereof (Vancouver 123). The sub-office, should be, to the applicant for whose
convenience it was established, a Unit ofifice.

Recommendation of Commission

The Commission recommends that sub-office files should be completed

and kept complete in respect of all the essential documents relating

to ex-service men within its territorial jurisdiction.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men
Refund of expenses

That expenses paid out in connection with disabilities which are afterward

recognized as connected with service be paid in full. (Vancouver

98, Toronto 492, Winnipeg 132).

The practice as indicated by the cases referred to is that expenses so incurred

are taxed according to a scale fixed by the Director of Medical Services.

As pointed out at the hearing, the Commission does not consider that it

would be a proper practice to impose on the country the liability for any medical

expenses which the applicant may see fit to incur. The practice which was

adopted in the cases referred to is considered to be proper under the circum-

stances.

The real ground of complaint in both these cases was the length of time

vihich was taken before departmental responsibility was acknowledged.

Recommendation oj Commission

That the present practice of reimbursing medical and other expenses

according to a scale based on usual and reasonable fees for the services

rendered be adhered to.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men
Cancellation of Widows Pension because of Immorality—Investigators

Section 40.
—"The pension of any female pensioner who is found to be a

common prostitute or who openly lives with any man in the relationship of

man and wife without being married to him shall be suspended, discontinued

or cancelled."

That a change be made in the methods adopted by investigators in enquir-

ing into the private life of widowed pensioners and the section 40 be

construed so that pensions to widows who are considered guilty of

immoral conduct will not be cancelled unless these women are clearly

shown to come specifically within one or other of the Categories

mentioned in the section. Toronto 738, Montreal 527-537, Halifax

359-370).
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GEXER.\L INVESTIGATORS

The staff engaged in this work is a large one. At Toronto ("D" Unit) for

example there are three general investigators, three pension investigators and
fifteen nurses. One of the latter is at Christie St. Hospital, attached to the

chest clinic, and two are at Hamilton. These nurses look after 1,683 tubercular

cases, all the relief cases, all the 100 per cent disabled cases and conduct also

such investigations as are required by the Pensions Branch of the Department.
(Toronto 702).

No good ground of complaint is offered as regards the actvity of these

Investigators when reporting upon relief cases or on home surroundings in cases

of tuberculosis, but serious criticism was made of unnecessary enquiries into the

private life of pensioners when seeking evidence bearing on eligibility for pen-

sion (709). Information securtd by enquiry from outside sources must often

be of great value in cases such as disabilities where there are no objective

symptoms, or where malingering is suspected. As might be anticipated some
Investigators have not shown the best judgment, and have asked ciuestions of

an unnecessary, and perhaps unduly inquisitive nature. This has been occasion-

ally resented, but on the whole, the Commission finds no serious ground of com-
plaint as to these general investigations.

INVESTIGATORS AS TO ALLEGATIONS OP WIBOw's IMMORALITY

The methods of investigation and the reports presented in the case of widows
of deceased pensioners, stand however, on another plane. According to the

evidence presented (738, et seq) such investigations, nearly all originate follow-

ing the receipt by the Department of an anonymous letter. Fifty per cent of

these contain information which is untrue and inspired by spite (744). All,

however, are investigated with a thoroughness which is imdaunted. The widows
against whom the allegation is made are not informed of it, and are often given

no chance to refute the charges.

Information is secured by quiet methods, some of which are very bitterly

resented by the persons involved, and strongly condemned by witnesses who
spoke on this subject. Enquiries are frequently made as to whether any man
lives in the house, ^ow many beds there are, and where placed. Young child-

ren, even those of the widow herself, have been questioned on these and other

suggestive subjects. (752).

Your commission feels that the objection taken to these methods is fully

juj-tified.

INTERPRETATION GIVEN TO SECTION 40

Only two considerations (See Section 40 above) enter into the right of the

State to supervise or control the private life of the widow drawing pension ; first,

is she a prostitute, and secondly, does she openly live with a man who is not
her husband? In either case her pension may be suspended or cancelled. A
woman cannot be classed as a prostitute unless her calling is of common know-
ledge. Neither can she live openly with a man without the whole household or

neighbourhood being aware of the fact; the only thing to determine is are they

married. This surely presents no great difficulty.

Several cases were mentioned where despite the fact that no claim was made
that the widow was a prostitute, nor any evidence adduced that she had openly

lived with a man not her husband, pension was cancelled, not suspended, the

only evidence in support of such action being that !=he had given birth to an
illegitimate child (760). It is a well-known fact that prostitutes generally do

not bear children, and while the birth of an illegitimate child is proof of immor-
ality, it is absolutely no proof that the widow lived openly with a man who was
not her husband.
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To confirm the understanding that the Section was not intended to deprive

women of pension miless their indiscretions were liabitual and public, it is only

necessary to refer to the annotated copy of the Pension Act issued by the

Pensions Board when the Act was passed in 1919. The note under Section 40

is as follows:

—

'This section caused a great deal of controversy both before the

Parliamentary Committee and the House. Arguments were made that

a woman who was guiltj' of immorality should lose her pension whether
she could be considered a common prostitute or not. It was finally

decided that the wording of the section as it appears in the Act must
be strictly adhered to. If pension is to be suspended, discontinued or

cancelled it must be proved that the woman is a common prostitute, in

other words habitually prostitutes herself, is an inmate of a disorderly

house, etc., or is openly living with a man as his wife, that is to say,

lives with a man in such a way that their relationship is a matter of

common knowledge to their neiglibours. Pension cannot be suspended

or cancelled for isolated indiscretions. It is only when the woman who
is definitely leading an immoral life that the question of suspension or

cancellation of pension can come up."

Even if the Section did include an isolated lapse from virtue, suspension

of pension rather than cancellation would be sufficient, and thus offer the

widow a chance for reform. It should also be borne in mind that the penalty,

if the widow has children, falls as heavily on the latter as on her. She must,

if she is to live and the children arc not removed from her care, take from
their income to provide for herself, because the total income of the faimly. even

treating the children as orphans and allowing them double rates, would be less

than was previously judged necessary for the family support. It seems obvious

that if a woman is considered by the State sufficiently moral to be a proper

guardian for her children, it cannot be claimed that she is such an immoral
character as to be deprived of pension, and yet there are a number of cases where

this double standard is set up.

Becommendation of Commission.

1. That Section 40 be construed and administered on the principle set out in

the memorandum of the Pension Board quoted above, viz, that the

offences there dealt with are such as are of common knowledge and
habitual.

2. That no pension should be cancelled under Section 40 until the widow
accused of the misconduct has been advised of what is alleged against

her and of the particulars and evidence thereof and has been given

full opportunity to meet the charge.

3 (a) That investigators should be given clearly to understand that the

necessary element is that the misconduct is habitual and is so open as

to be a matter of common knowledge and that if this cannot be readily

verified it is evident that the essential factor of publicity is lacking and,

therefore, the investigation should not be pressed farther;

(b) That in no case should suggestive inquiries be made of young children;

(c) That in cases where the investigation is prompted by anonymous letters

or by information from sources of doubtful rcliabilitj-, the investigator

should use the greatest caution in making inquiries of others so as to

prevent the possible spread of damaging rumours which may turn out
to be baseless.
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Suggestion by Ex-service Men.

Co-ordination of Treatment and Pension decisions

That the administrative activities and regulations of the D.S.C.R. and
Pensions Board be so co-ordinated as to enable decisions upon the ques-

tion of attributability for pensions and medical treatment to be made
by the same department organization and with consistency. (Toronto

342).

The same idea in different terms was expressed at Regina (13-15) and Win-
nipeg (65). The Commission has set out in Report No. 2 (10-12) the effect c^f

the dual system which obtains in Canada whereby eligibility for treatment and
pension respectively is decided by two entirely different bodies. The regulations

under which these respective rights are created are identical but notwithstanding

this, a man's disability may be considered by the D.S.C.R. to be connected with

service so that he is entitled to treatment, but the same disability in the same
man may be considered by the Pensions Board not to be connected with service,

and pension refused, or vice versa.

In both the United States and Great Britain there is only one decision and

that is as to pension; this automatically determines the right to treatment. Treat-

ment is, of course, simply with the idea of improving the man's condition and

thus reducing the eventual liability for pension. The way the Canadian system

affects the soldier was put by the witness at Winnipeg (67) as follows:

—

" Here is a man suffering from a war service disability and to the

amazement of everyone, when he is boarded out and put up for pension,

the Pension Board say ' No, this is not a war service disability ' or ' There

is some reason why we cannot accept it as a war service disability and
pension you for it.' I think if the practice were consolidated it would do

away with a great many of the complaints."

The compensating factors were stated as follows (Winnipeg 67) :

—

" You know the reason for that. For treatment, they do not have to

consult the Pensions Board; the D.S.C.R. does not consult the Pensions

Board for treatment. Treatment may be quite temporary and therefore

the D.S.C.R. regulations may not be so severe as for pensions. Either the

D.S.C.R. regulations will have to be tightened and brought up to the level

of the Pensions Board, or you will have to try to get the Pensions Board
to loosen their regulations to the level of the D.S.C.R.

" If the D.S.C.R. regulations are the same as the Pensions Board as

to attributability, it would mean that it would be much more difficult for

a man to get in for treatment. As it is now, the D.S.C.R. are freer, in order

to help the man."

The matter was again brought up at Ottawa (538-544). It involves a most
important change not primarily of procedure but in governmental administra-

tion and general policy. In effect it means the absorption by one or the other of

these bodies of the judicial functions at present exercised by both in making
decisions as to rights of ex-service men to treatment and pension, or the estab-

lishing of an entirely new body in which would be vested the powers of decision

mentioned above.

The Commission considered that under the scope of its reference its duty
would be done if it got together, in conjunction with the evidence given on the

Hearings, the considered views in writing of the D.S.C.R. and the Pensions Board
with any further matters which the representative of the Dominion Veterans
Alliance desired to present.
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The Commission, therefore, had prepared a circular summarizing the points

which had come out on the various hearings with respect to the co-ordination

of treatment and pension decisions and giving the appropriate references to the

evidence. It asked that any further comments which it was desired to make
be forwarded in writing. Copies of this circular were, on Januarj' 31, 1924,

forwarded to the D.S.C.R., the Pension Board and the Official representative

of the Dominion Veterans Alliance. Replies were received from the Pensions
Board on February 6, 1924, and from the D.S.C.R. on the 15th of February
1924. The receipt of the memorandum was acknowledged by the representative

of the Dominion Veterans Alliance but no representations additional to those

contained in the evidence were made.
The Circular and accommpanying letter with the replies of the D.S.C.R. and

the Pensions Board are incorporated in this Report as follows:

RoY.\L Commission on Pensions and Re-establishment

MEMORANDUM—RE PROPOSAL OF EX-SERVICE MEN AS TO CO-
ORDINATION OF TREATMENT AND PENSION DECISIONS

On the hearings before this Commission, proposals were made by repre-

sentatives of ex-service men to the effect that decisions as to the rights of ex-

service men to treatment and pension respectivly, should be decided by the same
Body, and that once the service connection of a certain disability had been con-

ceded, that decision should govern in any future application either for pension

or treatment in respect of such disability.

The subject was particularly considered at

Regina (evidence p. 9-15).

Winnipeg (evidence p. 65-76).

Toronto (evidence p. 342-359 and 614-615).

and was further dealt with in a Memorandum read by the Secretary of the

Board of Pension Commissioners and followed by a short discussion, (see

Ottawa evidence p. 538-544).

It was intimated that there would be opportunity for further representa-

tions. The Commission would now like to have any memorandum which the

D.S.C.R., the Board of Pension Commissioners for Canada, or the General
Representative of ex-service men, would care to submit covering any phase of

the matters involved in the discussions above referred to and on which supple-

mentarj- or further representations are desired to be made.
The points brought out seem to be:

—

(a) The anomaly of diametricallj' opposite decisions as to service connec-
tion of the same disability.

(b) The duplication of investigations and examinations.

(c) The delay occasioned by having to make an investigation as to pen-
sionability after discharging the man from hospital, and the consequent
inconvenience and possible hardship in cutting off income in the mean-
time.

((/) The lack of control of the Board of Pension Commissioners of Canada
over the outside medical examiners,

(e) Whether eligibility for treatment M-ith pay and allowances should be
decided on the same principles as eligibility for pension, and tiie possible

hardship to men needing treatment if treatment practice conforms to

that regarding pension.
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(/I The practicability or otherwise of one Body administering different

regulations as to eligibility for treatment and pension respectively.

ig) What difference (if any) in principle should be adopted in awarding
treatment either with or without pay and allowances as compared with
awarding pension.

It would be appreciated if the memorandum which is suggested could be
filed with the Secretary by the 9th proximo.

(SGD.) H. D. DEWAR.
31-1-24

The Bo.\hd of Pension Commissioners for Can.4d.\

Ott.\wa, February 6, 1924.

The Secretary,

Royal Commission on Pensions and D.S.C.R.,

Parliament Buildings, Ottawa, Canada.

Sir:—With referenece to your communication of 31-1-24 requesting that
a further memorandum be sent from the Board of Pension Commissioners
outlining their suggestions with regard to the points brought out in the evidence
before the Royal Commission as outlined on the sheet attached to your letter,

the Board of Pension Commissioners submits herewith a further memorandum
enlarging upon the evidence already given before the Royal Commission by
the Secretary of the Board.

The comments follow the order of vour classification:

—

(1) In respect of diametrically opposite decisions re entitlement by the

Board of Pension Commissioners and the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-
Establishment, the Board is of opinion that one decision only should govern
entitlement to pension as well as treatment {ivith pay and alloicances)

.

(2) A decision for pension may entail an expenditure continuing perhaps
thirty or even forty years for a pensioner and his dependents.

A decision for treatment {irith pay and allowances] only entails a

temporary expenditure.

The decision as to entitlement to pension is the major decision and entitle-

ment to treatment (ivith pay and alloicances) should be contingent on entitle-

ment to pension.

(3) Decision as to entitlement to pension and treatment (xcith pay and
allowances) could be rendered by the Board of Pension Commissioners with

verj' little extra expense and the Department giving treatment would be under

no expense whatsoever with regard to entitlement to treatment (with pay and
allowances) if the following procedure were adopted:

—

The Board of Pension Commissioners to issue on linen paper to every

pensioner an entitlement to treatment (ivith pay and allowances) certificate

containing:

—

(a) The description of the pensioner for identification purposes;

(b) The medical nomenclature of the injuries or diseases for which the

pensioner is entitled to treatment (with pay and alloicances).

Note.—A copy of this certificate to be sent to the nearest District Pension
Office and listed on a treatment list for reference, if necessarj'.
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"B"

(1) With respect to duplication of investigations and medical examinations,

the investigations in respect of pensioners and dependent pensioners are so

important and far-reaching in their results that only carefully selected and

trained investigators should be engaged in this work. These investigators sliould

be directly responsible to the Commissioners and the Commissioners should

have direct communication with them. Pensions investigations should be

carried out irrespective of all other investigations.

(2) With regard to the multiplicity of examinations under the present

system, these examinations would be very much reduced if entitlement to treat-

ment (with pay and allowances) followed as of course a decision giving entitle-

ment to pension.

"C"

(1) With respect to the delay in decitling entitlement after the man is

discharged from hospital and the hardships resulting therefrom, the present

procedure should be revised and the following procedure substituted

—

(a) Pensioners should be conceded treatment {ivith pay and alloirances)

for the disability for which they arc pensioned. (No delay or hard-

ship in these cases).

(6) In cases of all ex-members of the C.E.F. where entitlement to pension

has not been conceded, and whose medical documents may show a

possibility of entitlement being established, it is suggested that before

admission to treatment these ex-service men should apply to the

District Pensions Medical Examiner for a conditional certificate of

entitlement to treatment (without pay and allowances), and that the

District Pensions Medical Examiner should, with the greatest possible

expedition from the date the man is admitted to hospital, carry out

investigations and examinations to establish whether the applicant

is entitled to pension and treatment {with pay and allowances) and
a decision should be arrived at within the course of two or three weeks

and before the man is discharged from hospital, this decision to be
confirmed or otherwise by the Head Office of the Board of Pension

Commissioners.

(c) The District Pensions Medical Examiner, after examination of the

man's documents should, if he considers th.erc is no reasonable likeli-

hood of entitlement being conceded, refuse to give the man a con-

ditional entitlement certificate to treatment (irithout pay and
allowances) but should refer the case to the Head Office of the Board

of Pension Commissioners before the man is finally refused entitlement.

"D"

(1) With respect to control of the District Pension Medical Examiners by
the Board of Pension Commissioners, the Board of Pension Commissioners

should have complete control of its District Office Medical Examiners for the

following reasons,

—

(a) If any of these Medical Examiners prove inefficient the Commissioners

may dispense with their services;

(b) Civility, courteousness and patience is so important in dealing with

returned men that the Commissioners should have full authority to

disipline or discharge any of the Medical Examiners if it is found

necessary

;
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(c) The Commissioners could then issue direct to their Medical Examiners

regulations and instructions and the Examiners could have direct com-

munication with the Board. This they have not at present;

(d) If at any time a Medical Examiner is deviating from pension practice

and regulations he could be brought to Head Office for instruction and

training;

(e) If the Commissioners consider it advisable, Medical Advisers at Head
Office could be interchanged for certain periods with the Medical

Examiners from the District Offices so that each could be conversant

with the work both at Head Office and in the field;

(/) Closer co-operation would result in a better understanding between the

Medical Examiners anrj the Commissioners to the mutual benefit of

both and in this way bring the Commissioners in more direct touch

with the pensioner;

ig) There are only twenty-seven doctors in the whole of Canada at present

engaged in carrying our examinations for pension purposes and this

number, with the necessary clerical staff for carrying on office work,

would be ample organization lor carr>-ing on Pensions' Work in the

various districts.

" E "

(1) With reference to any difference in the regulations regarding entitle-

ment to pension and to treatment {with pay and allowances) and the hardship

to men if the same regulations for both existed, the Board points out that at

the present time—five years after the Armistice—the regulations with regard to

pension and treatment {with pay and allowances) are practically the same and

based on the same recjuirements, namely that the injuries or diseases were

incurred on or aggravated during service. This did not exist formerly as men
were treated for any condition within a year of their discharge from the forces.

At the present time it would appear that no C.E.F. men come under this treat-

ment regulation. There is no difference, therefore, in the regulations with

regard to entitlement to pension and to treatment {with pay and allowances)

at the present time.

"F"

(1) With regard to the practicability of one body administering different

regulations in respect of entitlement to pension and treatment it would seem

that this is practical only in so far as it means treatment (with pay and allow-

ances).

When treatment (without pay and allownaces) is granted for any other

reason, namely cornpassionate grounds, destitute circumstances, etc., this should

be decided by some other body than that administering pensions; otherwise the

ex-service man always feels that if he can be admitted to treatment (without

pay and allowances) on compassionate or good service reasons he can be

admitted to pension or treatment (with pay and allowances) on the same
grounds.

Entitlement to pension and to treatment (with pay and allowances) should

be confined to one body for a decision—should be definite—either in or out.

(2) The procedure as outlined in "A" would admit a pensioner to treat-

ment (with pay and allowances) for a pensionable condition at any time to

any Soldiers' Hospital throughout the country.
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"G"

(1) With respect to the difference in principle in entitlement to pension and

to treatment (with or without pay and allowances I
:—

•

(a) No difference in principle should be adopted with regard to entitlement

to pension and entitlement to treatment (with pay and allowances)

for the same injuries or diseases:

(b) A considerable difference in principle must necessarily follow with

regard to entitlement to pension and entitlement to treatment (without

pay and allowances) as the treatment would necessarily be for injuries

or diseases not incurred on or aggravated during service, and sliould

depend on regulations outside of the Body deciding entitlement to

pension.

(2) Treatment (without pay and allowances) of ex-service men for injuries

or diseases not related to service should be a matter for decision for the Minister

in charge of the Department. The Board, with some diffidence, suggests that

this miglit be granted by the Minister in the following cases,

—

(a) Ex-service men who are in receipt of pension of forty per cent or

over for a war disability.

Note:—This would involve a class numbering fourteen thousand, nine

hundred and seventy-three pensioners and it is estimated that not

more than five per cent per annum of these would require treatment

for conditions not related to service. This procetlure, if adopted,

would extend to pensioners a concession which would be far-reaching

in its good results and yet only commit the country to a small extra

expenditure. It could be carried out entirely by the Soldiers' Hospitals

without any reference as regards entitlement except the required pension

credentials which every pensioner would have in his possession.

(b) Ex-sen-ice men in destitute circumstances on compassionate grounds

only.

Rem.\rks

Although not included in your memorandum, the following suggestions are

offered :^

—

(1) The system of pay and allowances should be abolished and one hundred

per cent pension in lieu thereof substituted therefor.

One hundred per cent pension in the case of privates is slightly more; in

the case of Officers and Non-Commissioned Officers with no family or small

families slightly less; with large families practically the same as pay and allow-

ances.

It would be necessary to amend the Pension Act otherwise the benefits

of Section 33 would accrue to those receiving one hundred per cent pension in

respect of treatment.

(2) The Board of Pension Commissioners should control the payment of

all pensions and all correspondence to pensioners with regard to their pensions.

(3) A daily list of pensioners admitted to treatment (with pay and allow-

ances) could be forwarded from all Soldiers' Hospitals to the Head t)ffice of

the Board of Pension Commissioners and these be automatically placed on one

hundred per cent pension to date from the date of admission to hospital.

(4) Soldiers' Hospitals before discharging any patient should send him

with his Hospital Treatment Case Sheet to the District Pensions Medical Exam-
iner for complete examination and reconmicndation as to his future award of

pension.
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(5) The pensioner following his discharge from hospital should be carried

on one hundred per cent pension for a certain number of days after discharge

(approximately five to ten) in order that he may be provided with an extra

amount of funds pending his resuming his former occupation. At the expira-

tion of that time he automatically reverts to the amount of pension recommended
by the District Pensions Medical Examiner.

This would dispense with all pay and allowances ^nd the large accounting

and paying staffs in each Unit, and all cheques would be issued monthly from
P.'iy Branch of the Head Office of the Board of Pension Commissioners as is

done in the case of all other pensioners. A saving of hundreds of thousands of

dollars in administrative expenses would result from this procedure.

(6) The only funds paid to ex-soldiers br the Treatment Branch would be
their expenses at a fixed rate for board and lodging in travelling to and from
treatment. Travelling warrants would also be issued.

(7) The man on discliarge from hospital would be paid at a fixed rate any
expenses incurred in travelling to and from treatment and he would receive a
cheque for one hundred per cent pension at the end of the month covering a
period of treatment and for some days following discharge. The pension for

the extra days following discharge from hospital would more than compensate
him for any loss of immediate pay at the time he is discharged. It has been
shown that a small percentage of pensioners remains in hospital less than three
weeks and they ancl their dependents would be money in pocket by accepting
the one hundred per cent pension during treatment together with the one
liundred per cent pension for a certain number of days (to be decided on)
following pensioner's discharge from hospital.

(8) Out patient, Class One (with pay and allowances) should be discon-
tinued. The number of such cases is negligible.

These suggestions are offered to the end that:

—

(1) A large saving in administrative expenses would be made;

(2) The adjustment of claims for pension and treatment would be acceler-

ated;

(3) The arrangements for pension outlined above would afford a financial

bridge in treatment cases betweeti discharge from hospital and the resumption
of former occupation.

Respectfully submitted,

(Sgd.) W. E. DEXTER,
for Secretary,

Board of Pension Commissioners for Canada.

Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment

Ottaw.a, February' 15, 1924.

De.ar Col. R.alston,—I have before me a letter dated January 31st, from
your Secretary, together with a memorandum regarding the co-ordination of
treatment and pension decisions. The memorandum has been the subject of

discussion with the executive officers of the Department, and this memorandum
being forwarded to you has the approval of the Honourable the Minister.

In giving you these comments I have tried to keep the subject of my remarks
in accordance with the various headings of your memorandum, as follows:

—

(A) The anomaly of diametrically opposite decisions as to service connection
of the same disabilitv.
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Wliile there may have been a number of diametrically opposite decisions

in the early days during which time the staffs of the Board of Pension Commis-
sioners and the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment were separated,

and for a short time after the amalgamation of the staff of these bodies, amal-

gamation has effected not an absolute but a practical co-ordination of decisions.

I say not an absolute because either body has power to deal with the question

of eligibility as respecting treatment with paj- and allowances or pension, as

apart from the other body. On the other hand, during the past year there has

been, at least to my knowledge, no case in which the Department has given a

decision which has not been concurred in by the Board of Pension Commission-

ers, or vice versa. To say, however, that the Department approves of the prin-

ciple of deciding as to attributabijity in accordance with the terms of the Pen-

sion Act, would be superfluous, since to all intents and purposes this principle is

in effect at the present time apart from the question of dealing witli specific dis-

eases which are covered in special departmental regulations. Under date of

June 26th, 1923. an Order in Council P.C. 1127, providing certain revisions to

Order in Council P.C. 580, was passed. In this Order in Council pro\'ision was
made under Clauses 4 and 6 on Pages 6 and 7 for the payment of special depend-

ents' allowances in cases where immediate treatment is required and (a) where

the diagnosis is uncertain and may reveal a condition attributable to service, or

(b) where the diagnosis is known but the question of attributability is uncer-

tain. This provision was made in order to obviate distress on the part of those

cases where it appeared likely that the condition would eventually be accepted

as attributable to service but where there might be delay in obtaining necessarj'

proof or further evidence recjuired before attributability could be accepted or

full pay and allowances could be granted. This, as you will note, is an addi-

tional provision over and above those found in the Pension Act, and to a great

extent obviates any difficulty that might be involved in the acceptance by the

Department of the principle of adapting the Pension Act to the department's

regulations as respecting attributability. In this connection I would further

draw your attention to the provisions in Clause 2, subsection 2, on page 2, grant-

ing authority to the Department to provide treatment only without pay and

allowances under certain special circumstances.

Since it is obviously necessary for the Department to supervise the treat-

ment examination services of the various districts, it is necessary to have, apart

from the Pension Medical Advisors at Head Office, a certain medical staff,

which staff is charged with the administration of regulations which fall outside

the provisions of the Pension Act. It is not considered that there is any dupli-

cation of medical services at Head Office at the present time. There are some
eleven or twelve advisors to the Board of Pension Commissioners dealing entirely

with pension matters. On the other hand there are only some six medical offi-

cers, including the Director of Medical Services, on the strength of tiie Depart-

ment, who deal wdth the administration of Department affairs. They include

specialists in the various lines of treatment conducted by the Department such

as Dr. Mitchell, specialist in psychiatry: Dr. Carmichael, specialist in chest

diseases; Dr. Biggar, who handles the administration of treatment for cases out-

side of Canada, including the United States and Great Britain: Dr. Filson, who
in addition to rc\'icwing the medical history- of cases admitted to the strength

of the Department, handles certain matters relating to the Federal Appeal

Board; and Dr. McCormick, who generally assists Dr. Filson, and in addition

deals with recommendations re vocational training. Apart from these medical

officers, tlicre is only the Director :if Medical Services and his assistant, so that

the question of reducing the medical staff by centering responsibility for attribut-

ability in the Board of Pension Commissioners, would not affect the medical

staff in any way at the present time.
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Apart from the above considerations if tiie departmental regulations pro-

vided definitely that the Pension Board decisions must be accepted as respecting
'

attributability, there would be certain additional delays on admission since all

cases taken on for treatment would have to be first submitted to the board for

decision before pay and allowances could be granted. At the present time, as

you are aware, the unit officials of the department have authority toi take on

cases for treatment and to grant pay and allowances, subject only to review at

•Head Office and later reversal of decision. As I say, however, this feature would

not be very serious in view of the additional provisions made under authority

of P.C. 1127, above referred to.

New cases are becoming fewer; the majority of cases taken on for treatment

at present are old pensioners, where there is very little question as to attribut-

ability. On the othfr hand, there were 400 new T.B. cases taken on the strength

in the last twelve month period. There were in addition a few new neuras-

thenic and mental cases, and a few coming under other classifications. The
total number dealt with in this connection during the period:

Pensioners—Non-pensioners:— (This information not readily available.

I can get it for you if required).

(B) The duplication of investigations and examinations.

Those who made the statement as to the above were not informed as to the

departmental machinery. Pension award is now made on Form 76, the Medical

Discharge Board of the hospital, and is of course required in every case. Prior

tn the amalgamation it was necessary for a man to be boarded on discharge

from hospital, after which he was obliged to report to a separate office operated

by the Board of Pension Commissioners, in a different part of the town, where
he had to undergo another examination by a pension examiner, and the inform-

ation was then forwarded on Form 865. This duplication, as indicated above,

has been eliminated since amalgamation. As respecting investigations, the same
condition applies. When a man is taken on strength for treatment he applies

for dependents' allowances, and investigation is made as to his circumstances.

The result of this in^estigation is used later when the question of additional

pension on account of such dependents is under consideration. At present there

is only one investigating section in each unit, composed of social service nurses

and especially trained investigators. All requests for investigation go through

one source, and as a result of amalgamation any duplication in this service has

been done away with.

(C) The delay occasioned by having to make an investigation as to pension-

ability after discharging the man from hospital, and the consequent

inconvenience and possible hardship in cutting off income in the

meantime.

The reply to (A) above pretty well covers suggestion (C) that the Depart-
ment approves the principle of the application of the Pension Act to eligibility

for either treatment with pay and allowances or pension, and furthermore this

principle is practically in effect. I would, however, point out to you that there

must be a certain amount of delay in certain cases either on admission or

after discharge. The new procedure will place this delay on admission, which
is probably preferable in view of the fact that provision has been made to take

care of eases which appear to warrant same.

(D) The lack of control of the Board of Pension Commissioners of Canada over

the outside medical examiners.

No pension medical examiner is at present on the strength of the Depart-

ment making medical examinations for the Board, who has not been approved
of by the Board. No changes are made in the personnel without the Board's
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approval. Instructions from tlie Board of Pension Commissioners to the

examiners are conveyed direct to these examiners by the Chief Medical Advisor

who is also the Director of Medical Services of the Department. Pension INIedical

advisors on the staff of the Board of Pension Com.missioners at Head Office write

direct to pension examiners and give instructions to them under authority of

the Director of Medical Services and Chief Medical Advisor. Examiners
are instructed to accept such instructions as being the direct authority of the

Director of Medical Services.

(E) "Wliether eligibility for treatment with pay and allowances should be

decided on the same principles as eligibility for pension, and the

possible hardship to men needing treatment if treatment practice

conforms to that regarding pension.

Here again I would draw your attention to reply to (A) abo^'e. There

are special classes of cases dealt with by the Department which do not come
under tlie Pension Act. I refer to specific diseases, and those covered by the

terms of.P.C. 1127. In these respects the Department regulations are not

in conformity with the Act. The Department has no objection in using the

Pension Act as an authority for treatment with full pay and allowances, so

that it becomes a question of Government policy. It is considered, however,

that the terms of P.C. 1127, providing treatment with special allowances, and
treatment only should not be interfered with.

(F) The practicability or otherwise of one body administering different

regulations as to eligibility for treatment and pension respectively.

There should be no necessity for different regulations as respecting pen-

sion or treatment with pay and allowances; the Pension Act should govern.

The other considerations under which treatment can be granted are covered

definitely by regulations and there is no apparent reason why a separate

section should not deal with these additional regulations as is being done at

present.

(G) What difference (if any) in principle should be adopted in awardng
treatment either with or without pay and allowances as compared
with awarding pension.

The principles already adopted by the Government are set out in Order-
in-Council P.C. 580, as amended by P.C. 1127, a copy of which is attached
hereto.

I trust that the above memorandum will meet your requirements. You
will, of course, realize that the various principles involved in your memoran-
dum and reply herewith have been subject to consideration by not only the
Departmental officials but by the Government, for a considerable time. The
principle that one basis on which the right to grant treatment with pay and
allowances or pension should be adopted, was clefinitely in view at the time
amalgamation between the staffs of the Department and the Board of Pen-
sion Commissioners was brought about.

If tliere is any further information I can give you in this connection, I

would be glad if you would advise me.

Yours sincerely,

(Sgd.) N. F. PARKINSON,
Deputy Minister.

Col. J. L. Ralston,
Chairman, Royal Commission on Pensions and Re-establishment,

Ottawa, Ont.
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Tlie only interest of the Commission in the matters discussed in tlie fore-

going memorandum is to see whether there is anything whieh calls for suggestions

in respect of the procedure affecting applications for Pensions and Treatment.

The ramifications of the Pensions and Treatment Organizations, their respec-

tive jurisdiction, and the agencies through which they have to operate, are mat-
ters for representation to the Government and Parliament and are entirely .out-

side the scope of the Commission except in so far as they affect the applicant.

On this aspect the following deductions from the evidence and memoranda sum
up t;ie situation:

—

1. Both the D.S.C.R. and the Pensions Board concur in the statement that

the principles under which the right to Pensions and the right to Treatment with

pay and allowances are decided are identical.

2. Even if, in practice, the Pensions Board and the D.S.C.R., may arrive at

similar conclusions concerning the man's right to Pension and his right to Treat-

ment with pay and allowances, this does not meet the objection that in order to

secure these decisions the man has had to undergo a completely separate investi-

gation by each tribunal and that both are entirely independent of and uninflu-

enced by the decision of the other.

3. This dual system could be obviated by having one authority decide both

claims or by having the decision of either body accepted by or binding on the

other.

4. The amounts payable to a patient during treatment are more logically

based on 100 per cent Pension than on service pay and allowance.

5. Treatment on compassionate grounds could still be extended by a separate

body under appropriate special regulations.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men
After two years pensions not to be cancelled as having been granted in error.

That in all cases where pension has been granted for any disability and has

been continued for a period of two years from the date of the award there

shall be a conclusive presumption that such disability is attributable to,

or, incurred or aggravated during, service. (Winnipeg 107).

The reasons advanced in support of this suggestion were that once pension

is granted the recipient is entitled to conclude that it will be continued as long

as the disability remains and if the disability be permanent he has a perfect

right to feel that his income from this source is secure for life. With this

assurance he may enter into commitments which if he is imable to carry out

may spell ruin to him.

Two cases were instanced in which pensions granted, one nearly six years

previously, were cancelled on the ground that the disability was not related to

service and hence pension had been granted in error. This may have been true,

but it was argued that as no new fact had been produced the error could have
been corrected within a month or two quite as readily as years after and that the

Pensions Board liaving paid the pension for such a long period was thereby
stopped from refusing to continue payment.

It was distinctly stated that there was no thought of applying the rule to

cases of malingerers or others who might have obtained pension by fraudulent

means.
The rush and haste with which pensions were put through during demobiliz-

ation and shortly after perhaps offered justification for subsequent correction

of errors which might never have been made had there been lime for orderly

consideration of applications even although a considerable time had elapsed

between the grant and cancellation of the pension. A long time was necessary

203a—
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in order to review and properly consider such pensions. Pensions, therefore,

already cancelled should not be revived, but as there was no reason for hasty

decision and plenty of opportunity for revision during the past two years this

cause of possible error no longer obtains, and corrected within a reasonable time

should not be in\-oked to cancel a pension which the pensioner had every reason

to believe finally decided as regards entitlement.

Recommendation of Commission

That if entitlement to pension has been admitted and pension paid for a
period of two years, pension should not be cancelled on the ground that

the service connection of the disability was conceded in error. This
recommendation does not apply to pensions heretofore cancelled, or to

cases of fraud.

P.\RT SIX

CANADIANS AND IMPERIALS IN THE UNITED STATES

GENERAL STATEMENT

The following figures give an idea of the extent of the work done by the

Canadian authorities among ex-service men living in the United States:

—

Number of Canadian Pensioners in the United States on Februarv 29,

1924—
(a) Disability, 3,767.

(b) Dependents, 1,287.

As to the distribution of these men, the information which the Commission

has, places the largest concentration in New York City and the surrounding

territory, the second largest in Massachusetts and the third in California. In

the Detroit-Windsor district there are 1,059.

Number of medical examinations conducted bv the U.S. Veterans Bureau
for D.S.C.R. on Canadian ex-soldiers from April, 1923. to March 31, 1924, 3,420.

Amount of monev paid annually for pensions to Canadians residing in the

United States, $2,153;004.

Amount of money paid annually for treatment, etc. of Canadian ex-service

men residing in the United States from April 1, 1923, to ]\Iarch 13, 1924,

$121,890.92.

Number of Imperial Pensioners in the United States on December 31, 1923

—

(a) Disabilitv, 3,876.

(6) Dependents, 1,799.

Number of medical examination conducted bv the U.S. Veterans Bureau for

D.S.C.R. on Imperials from April 1. 1923 to March 31, 1924. $3,122.

Amount of monev paid annuallv for pensions to Imperials residing in the

United States, £267,833; (Canadian supplement) $169,867.

Amount of money paid annually for treatment, etc., of Imperial ex-service

men residing in the United States from April 1, 1923 to March 31, 1924,

$45,077.57.

Number of Canadian ex-service men residing now or latelv residing in the

United States (estimated), 45,000.

All members of the Empire forces who reside in the United States are looked
after by the D.S.C.R. through the U.S. Veterans Bureau, which is the corre-

sponding Department of Government in the United States. The D.S.C.R. recipro-

cates by alTording similar services to United States soldiers living in Canada.
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Xo reliable information could be obtained as to the approximate number
of Canadian ex-service men living in tiie United States while it was estimated
on the Hearing that there were between 50,000 and 60,000 residents of the United
States who enlisted in the Canadian and British forces. A later estimate
furnislied the Commission makes the more probable number between 40 000
and 50,000.

The evidence on this subject was presented at the Toronto Hearing by the
President of No. 1 Post of the Detroit Command of the British Great" War
Veterans Association of America. This organization is composed, and for the
benefit of Canadian and Imperial ex-service men living in the United States.
There are 33 branches, called Commands.

This Association, in anticipation of the Commission's Hearing, circulated a
special questionnaire through the various Commands in the United States and
also, by advertisement, mass-meetings, and personal interview, called for
suggestions from ex-service men as to the subjects of the Commission's enquiry.
The an.swers which were returned to about 3,000 of these questionnaires were
then gone through by the National Council of the Association, sitting at New
York and the proposals for presentation to the Commission were the result.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men
FaeiHtating readmission to the United States of Canadian ex-sen-ice men
who return to Canada temporarily

That arrangements be made so that Canadian Ex-Service men residing in
the United States, and coming temporarily to Canada for purposes
connected with pension or treatment, should be promptly readmitted,
without difficulty, on return.

The cases referred to particularly were Canadians near the border, who had
crossed to Canada for the purpose of receiving from the post-office, or cashing,

their pension cheques, and had, on their return, found some difficulty in being
admitted, particularly if they had a partial disablement which w^as apparent
(Toronto 69, 70, 95 1 . Some men had a mistaken notion that if they lived in the

United States they were not entitled to Canadian pension. Consequently, they
gave a Canadian address, near the border, to which pension checiues were to be
sent, and, to procure these they had to cross to Canada.

There are also men who may want to come to Canada for treatment or

special examination. Arrangements for their return can always be made in

advance by representations from Ottawa to Washington through the regular

channels. The drawback to this is the necessary 3 or 4 weeks delay. This
regular procedure is followed in cases where the man is officially authorized to

come to Canada for any purpose which may involve his remaining for any
length of time, but in the ordinary case, of tlie man coming over independently
on some casual mission, formalitj- is generally dispensed with. In these latter

cases there is always the possibility that a man, particularly one w"ho is disabled,

may encounter difficulty in returning although instances of this are evidently
not at all common. It is probable that any absolute remedy would involve some
alteration in the immigration regulations of the United States, with reciprocal

changes by Canada, to permit the readmission into either Country of ex-soldiers

ordinarily resident there who have been temporarily absent in connection with
pension or treatment upon presentation of a letter of identification from the
U.S. Veterans Bureau or the D.S.C.R. as the case may be, \-ised by the official

to whom the man has reported. It is felt that such a provision applying recip-
rocally in both Countries could not offend against the spirit of the regulations
of either.

203a—8^
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Recommendation of Commission

That representations be made by the D.S.C.R. to the Department of Immi-
gration with a view to such action as may be considered necessary and
ad\4sable to make certain an unmolested return for the man who has

a bona fide errand out of cither Country into the other in connection

with his service disability.

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men
That provision be made to insure more promptness in granting treatment

in urgent cases to ex-service men residing in the United States (Toronto

65, 66).

The arrangements for emergency treatment are similar to those in

Canada, except that the treatment is. afforded by the U.S. Veterans Bureau.
A somewhat indefinite intimation was given tiiat treatment was not always
afforded as quickly as the circumstances of the case warranted. It was
not alleged that there had been any general delay (Toronto 81). The state-

ment by the D.S.C.R. representative was that recently there had been a very
small number of complaint^?, and tbat the service was, generally speaking, work-
ing very smoothly. (Toronto 76).

The need for more prompt emergency treatment was made the basis of a

recommendation that there be organized some sort of a local Committee, with

one official to be paid by the Department, and that this Committee should have
the power to determine, regardless of the decision of the U.S. Veterans Bureau,
whether the case was sufficientlv urgent to require immediate treatment.

(Toronto 71 and 80).

Admittedly if a man in need of immediate treatment had to wait until his

application was dealt with in the ordinary course of po.«t through Washington
to Ottawa and back again there would be need of some drastic change but
nothing of this kind was even hinted at and the arrangement in force should
prevent any such occurrence.

The practice to be followed when a Canadian ex-service man applies to the
U.S. Veterans Bureau for treatment is set out in an agreement between the
D.S.C.R. and the Bureau, an extract from which follows:

—

" Except in cases covered by paragraph (6) in no case should treat-

ment he undertaken pending receipt of authority from the Bureau.
Before issuing such authority it will be necessary for the Bureau to secure
authority from the Department.

{b) If it is apparent that emergency treatment is required for what
appears to be a war disability the medical representative of the Bureau
can give the treatment or order the man to hospital without waiting for

specific authority."

This arrangement gives ample scope for dealing with an urgent case without

delay. No doubt there are cases where the Veterans Bureau officials decline to

accept the responsibility which pai-agraph {b) confers and the man is kept
waiting until a request to Ottawa for authority is sent through Washington and
a reply received thereto. This can in appropriate cases be done by telegraph

so that 24 to 36 hours should be the maximum time consumed even if the

Bureau official wanted to take the less decisive course.

It would be expected also that there are cases where the ex-soldier gets

the benefit of a quick " on the spot " decision by the Veterans Bureau officials

taking him on for treatment rather than running the risk of delay when if the

case had been referred to the Canadian authorities the application would have
been refused.
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The regulations seem ample. The difficulty arises from the necessary inter-

jection of the personal factor not onlj' in the official but in the applicant as

well. The official may appear active and sympathetic or lethargic and
indifferent, the applicant may seem to be trustworthy and civil or unreliable

and assertive. Both may be entirely misjudged but the action taken by the

official and the contentment of the applicant may be influenced greatly by these

appearances. This holds true, however, concerning many besides ex-soldiers

and officials, and the Commission cannot find from the evidence that ex-service

men in the United States applying for treatment under the present regulations

and practice are dealt with less favourably than if they were in Canada.

Recommendation of Commission.

None.

Suggestion by Ex-service Men.

Facilitating medical examinations and decisions thereon

That provision be made for eliminating delays in connection with medical
examinations, and the subsequent decisions thereon. (Toronto, 71,

82, 83).

It was pointed out that the Canadian Pension authorities do not accept
the assessment of the Medical Examining Board of the United States Veterans-
Bureau. All that is asked for from the United States authorities is that they
describe the condition. This description goes forward through Washington to

Ottawa and on it the Canadian authorities assess the degree of disability

(Toronto 70). There is delay necessarily, and it is accentuated where further

correspondence is required to amplify the information received: If the assess-

ment itself were made by the Examining Doctor in the United States there would
probably be quicker action, but so long as Pension Statutes and Regulations
dii?er in the two Countries, and so long as there are variations in their respective

Tables of Disabilities the decision must necessarily be made by the authorities

of the State which paj's the bill.

In order to meet the difficulty, and still retain the necessary Canadian
Supervision, it was suggested that a Canadian Examining Board might visit
the border cities and make the examinations of men residing there. The City
of Detroit, and the City of Boston were mentioned as two places where there was
a very large concentration. This suggestion which seems on its face feasible
enough is, on consideration, open to serious objection. Canada and the United
States have reciprocally undertaken to look after each others' soldiers in the
respective Countries. While, no doubt, the United States officials would wel-
come being relieved from some of this work there would, in the sending over of
Canadian Medical Boards, be a hint of want of confidence which the most abso-
lute assurances to the contrary could hardly be expected to entirely dispel.
Unless Canada proposes to undertake her own Medical examinations in the
United States it is felt that the system now followed should be adhered to
uniformly without making exceptions on account of differences in geographical
location.

Involved in the above suggestion there is also an intimation of delays
ex-perienced in waiting for Medical examinations. So far as the Commission
can learn no distinction whatever is made between United States and Canadian
soldiers attending for examination. Obviously so long as the Canadian author-
ities agree to utilize the machinery of the United States organization, sug-
gestions and methods of improvement, if any such are indicated, cannot properly
or effectively be made by way of formal recommendation by a body such as
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this Commission. All that can be proposed is the maintenance of close liaision

between the two kindred services not only at .Headquarters but throughout
both Countries.

Reconnnendation of Commksion.

None.

Suggestion by Ex-service Men.

Canadian Soldier Advisprs in the United States

That a Canadian official qualified to afford service to Canadian and Imperial

ex-soldiers in respect of pensions, treatment and re-establishment matters

be appointed in the larger centres of the United States. (Toronto 71).

There appeared frequently in the evidence given on the Hearing at Tor-

onto a suggestion of a desire for closer contact between the Canadian ex-ser-

vice man in the United States and the Canadian authorities. This did not indi-

cate complaint of the service afforded by the United States Veterans Bureau
but simply expressed the natural preference of these men for their own insti-

tutions. The idea as voiced was:

—

" The general concensus of opinion in the minds of the men there,

is that thev would rather be treated bv their own countrvmen." (Tor-

onto 73-8-9, 96).

It goes without saying that Canadians living in foreign countries cannot be

expected to have the same intimate relations with, and service from, the insti-

tutions of their own country as those residing in Canada. Nevertheless it was
rather broadly asserted on the Hearing that Canadians residing in the United

States should

" enjoy the same privileges as the Veterans resident in Great Britain

and the Dominions." (Toronto 65, 79).

This claim must have been advanced only in a strictly relative sense. No sug-

gestion was offered whereby any such ideal conditions could be brought about.

It is also to be remembered that manifestly tlie geographical situation alone

makes even an attempt at such a service futile. Everything possible is done
to adapt the existing organization to reach, at least indirectly, all Canadian ex-

service men, and direct correspondence between the ex-soldiers and Canadian
Headquarters is freely carried on. But Canada's activities in some respects

must stop at the Canadian border. The Canadian authorities make no provi-

sion for unemployment relief of Canadian ex-service men living in the United
States, and also, if vocational training is granted, such training must be taken
in Canada. (Toronto 66, 67, 69). The general principle of closer association

was made the ground of a suggestion that there should be established at the
larger centres, a permanent Canadian office, with at least one paid official in co-

operation with a Local Committee to look after Canadian and Imperial ex-

service men (Toronto 71),

An illustration of the possible usefulness of such a Local organization was
given in 1920 when a very acute employment situation was experienced. In
New York, a United British Relief Committee was formed as a result of the
initiative of the British Great War Veterans Association and the efforts of the
British Consul General.

This Committee passed on over 7,500 cases of application for relief in 22
months, granting relief in nearly 6,000 eases, found permanent employment
for over 550, and temporary job^ for a large number.

The only other agency which was brought, to the attention of the Com-
mission through which the Canadian ex-service man miglit be assisted, was the
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American Red Cross Order. The arrangement put in evidence (Toronto 89)

indicates that a very tliorough and interested service is provided for members
of the Canadian and Imperial forces by this body. Wide circuLation was given

to this arrangement, and apparently the information was acted upon, as the

evidence showed that complaints direct to the Canadian Authorities decreased

very noticeably.

The Commission considers it worth while incorporating herein the te.xt of

the arrangement with the American Red Cross. It is as follows:

—

(Toronto 89). "The American Red Cross gives service not onlj'

to the families of ex-service men, but to the men themselves. The
Department of Soldier's Civil Re-establishment has agreed to furnish

the Social Service Workers in the Division offices with the names of men
who complete treatment in the United States for a War disability. These
names will be sent on to the Home Service Workers of the Red Cross
Chapters, who will endeavour to make contact with the men and to assist

them in various ways.

"In the hospitals, the Red Cross co-operates with the United States
Government in providing Social Workers and recreation. The Social

Workers in the hospitals in co-operation with othei's in the men's home
town inquire into home conditions and try to make any needed social

adjustments. Often family difficulties prevent a man from taking
advantage of hospital care or other benefits to which he is entitled,

and in such cases it is the rule of the Red Cross Social Service Workers
to give advice and, if necessary, assistance. The Workers are not
limited to any " Types " of service, but are supposed to answer every
need of the disabled man and his family in so far as that is possible.

While the general policy of the Red Cross is to render service where-
ever it is needed, many of the smaller chapters, which were active during

the war, have practically ceased to exist, and in some of the larger cities

the Red Cross serves only the disabled men and their families, turning

over the problem of able-bodied ex-service men to other agencies.

On the other hand, about five hundred chapters have extended
their Social Service Work to Civilian families on a peace-time basis, and
another five hundred will soon be added to this number. The general

rule, however, holds that, wherever, in the hospital or outside, the AmeH-
can Red Cross maintains a Social Service stafT, these workers will do for

the former member of the Canadian or British forces and his family what
they would do for the former member of the American Expeditionary
Force and his family. If, therefore, any men from Canada or the British

Isle5 as well as from Australia and New Zealand, are in need of friendly

advice or assistance, there need be no hesitation in laying the matter
before a Red Cross representative.

" If any man- is unable to get in touch with the local Red Cross repre-

sentative he may write to the Division Director of the Red Cross, having
jurisdiction over the State in which he is living."

The information, which the Commission has is that the work of the

American Red Cross has been most thorough and as might have been expected,

has been given for the benefit of Canadian and Imperial ex-service men just as

fieely as for their own nationals. This excellent organization is, as appears
from the above circular, verj' widely established and is within comparatively
easy reach of any soldier needing help or advice.

The question as to whether the appointment of a Canadian in the capacity
of a soldier's friend or soldier's adviser is desirable depends, in the Commission's
opinion, largely on the area concentration of men whom such an official would
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serve. While the United States Veterans' Bureau and the American Red Cross

are co-operating in every way, they are, of course, not altogether familiar with

Canadian statutes and regulations governing pensions and treatment. The

intricacies of both these branches require careful training and experience and

the Commission is of the opinion that in one of two of the larger centres of the

United States where Canadian ex-ser\-ice men are congregated the appointment

of a soldier's friend or adviser might be tried as an experiment and any future

policy in that respect based on the experience thus gained.

Recommendation oj Commission.

That in one or two of the centres in the United States where the largest

number of Canadian ex-soldier men are concentrated a soldier's adviser

be selected and appointed under conditions and regulations governing

the appointment and duties of soldier's advisers in Canada.

PART VH

EXISTING RE-ESTABLISHMENT NEEDS

GeXE31-VL

Paragraph 2 of clause 2 of the Commission's Reference speaks of a "survey

of existing re-establislmient needs". While this was intended only to indicate

the method and scope of the Commission's inquiry concerning handicapped men,

it was apparently regarded by ex-service men as an invitation to submit to the

Commission practically anything which could be regarded as in the remotest

degree affecting ex-soldiers or their dependents.

The Commission intimated in its Memorandum (see Appendix) its views

of the limited effect of this paragraph. The Commission concluded, however,

without any undertaking to make recommendations or state conclusions on

matters not properly within its scope, that to refuse to hear evidence which had

been prepared at considerable trouble, on other soldier problems would not only

be unnecessarily strict, but would throw away a favourable opportunity to have

on record information which might well be of value in other connections.

The Commission is, therefore, including the following subjects under the

above general head, namely, Employment Generally, Housing, Repatriation and
Refund of Passage Money, Women and Children, Prisoners Welfare.

There are also three matters which are entirely outside the purview of the

investigation. As to those, permission was given to make the representations

matters of Record. They are Imperials, R.N.W.INI.P. and Burials.

In cases where the Commission has stated any conclusions or made recom-
mendations in connection with anj' of the foregoing, it has been done simply

as the Commission's endeavour to focus the discussion.

.Section 1. Employment Generally

The subject of employment of handicapped men has been gone into at

length. Turning to the problem of the employment of the fit ex-service man, its

solution must, to a great extent, depend on the same factors as enter into the

employment situation generally.

It was claimed, however, that ex-service men had experienced more diflB-

uilty in obtaining employment than the men who hatl not been in the army.
'\11 that can be done here is to set out the statements which were made and the
ii'.atistics which were submitted in support of that contention. It is true that

(lie impression existing that ex-service men were not as readily taken on for
^vork as civilian was one of the reasons for discontinuing, two or three years ago.
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the practice of differentiating in the Provincial Employment Bureaux between
ex-£oldiers and others, on the tlicoiy that a man labelled as an ex-soldier when
sent to an employer, was less likely to be engaged.

Official statistics which would show, separately, the extent of unemploy-

ment of the two classes of ex-service men, namely, disabled and fit, are not

procurable and the Commission has not any satisfactory method of arriving at

the number or percentage of fit ex-service men unemployed. The Commission
has already set out (Part Two) various statistics which were submitted at

Vancouver (339) and Toronto (1418, 1422-3, 1425-9, 1423-3) which were claimed

to support the contention tliat the ex-service man was prejudiced in obtaining

employment.
The Commission has been unable to verify by official statistics the definite

figures submitted to show number of ex-service men unemployed as compared
with civilians. On their face they represent local situations. Tlie Commission
has incorporated them simply to show the contentions which were made.

While the deduction which is attempted to be drawn from these figures

that fit ex-service men are to a substantial extent discriminated against by the

average employers cannot be accepted as applying to-day, it is generally known
and requires no statistics in proof thereof that, in the earlier days a prejudice

grew up in some quarters to the disadvantage of ex-service men. ' The reason
for this very largely disappeared and it must be the very exceptional case to-day
where, other things being equal, any distinction is made at least to the prejudice

of the ex-soldier.

Based on the condition which it was claimed, statistics showed, a remedy
was suggested as an alternative to the generally recognized methods of assisting

ex-service men to obtain employment. This alternative was in effect what is

commonly known as the " bonus."

It was put forward at two of the Hearings, namely, Vancouver (382) and
Toronto (1418, 1432, 1425-9). At the former it was a minority report, and at

the latter it was claimed to represent the views of ex-service men who answered
a questionnaire which had been locally circulated. The same scheme had been
presented verbatim before the 1922 Parliamentary Committee and the argu-

ments advanced then were reiterated in their entirety. (Toronto 1441, Van-
couver 361, 1922 Pari. Com. Rep. p. 220). Those frequently referred to in

emphasizing the need for this measure were men who had as a result of their

service

" suffered physical impairment which has rendered many of them incap-
able of earning their living and taking their place in civilian life."

(Toronto 1422)

.

and
" who have broken down as a result of war disability." (Toronto 1431).

While the particular needs of the disabled and of those out of work were
urged as the group requiring relief, the remedy as outlined had no special
reference to them but was for the sick and the well, the needy and comfortable
alike. After five years of rehabilitation work along lines of co-operative assist-

ance, a universal grant could hardly be justified a,s a re-establishment measure
to surmount the large commitments already incurred for that purpose. Stripped
of the reference to special and emergent cases the proposal is that, considering
discrepancy between the pay of the soldier and the civilian, an allowance be
granted to all ex-service men, no matter what their circumstances, in addition
to the rate fixed on their enlistment. The suggestion, from this angle, proposes
a radical departure in general national policy and having regard to the varied
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and extensive activities undertaken and the expenditures made towards rehabili-

tation, it concerns recognition of war service rather than rc-establishment, and
as such is outride the scope of the Commission.

Unemployment relief on the other hand is a measure which although

temporary takes account of acute conditions in individual cases and varies with

the necessities presented from time to time. It may not be generally known
that the Government has to date expended over eight million dollars in assisting

ex-service men in this way. This constitutes probably 85 per cent of all

unemployment relief paid by the Federal Authorities. In the winter of 1922-23

there was being paid out in the Toronto Unit alone, about $12,000 per week to

ex-service men. Naturally this mode of assistance is resorted to only when all

other means have failed or are inapplicable. Men do not want the dole any
more than the authorities are anxious to give it, and as mentioned in Toronto

(1,563) relief should not be given without return,

'' For every year we give relief we will suffer for ten years."

The Commission has already, in discussing the employment of handicapped

men, indicated the special regulations which are in force, whereby fit ex-service

men are given a preference over all other applicants for Government positions,

excepting their disabled comrades. This preference is contained in the Civil

Service Act, previously quoted, and has also been preserved by Order in Council

P.C. 1053 which transfers a certain number of positions from the jurisdiction of

the Civil Service Commission to the various Departments. The percentage of

accepted applicants for civil service positions, who have been employed in the

years 1920 to 1924, has also been set out and, as already summarized the statis-

tics show that from 69 per cent to 79 per cent of these are ex-service men, with

the percentage increasing percptibly each successive year. Reference has been

made (Part Two) to the lack of statistics showing the percentage of ex-service

men appointed to positions under Departmental control,

Unemployment Insurance was proposed at Vancouver (341) with the usual

limitation that it be restricted to ex-service men. It would seem that almost the

first principle of a feasible scheme of unemployment insurance would be that the

risk be spread over as great a number as possible ratiier than confined to a

particular class. Other exceptional features proposed would, the Commission
considers, make the serio.us consideration of this particular scheme impossible.

The whole subject of unemployment insurance is another matter of general

national policy involving investigations quite outside the special requirements

of ex-service men.

Section 2. Housing for Ex-Service Men

Suggestion by Ex-Service Men

That provision be made whereby ex-service men may secure financial

assistance in providing and securing suitable homes for themselves and
their dependents by means of direct loans from the Federal Authorities,

administered by the Soldier Settlement Board. (Halifax 332, 348, St.

John 187. Montreal 590, Toronto 1,519-20, 1,840, AVinnipcg 361-3-4,

Rcgina, 268, Vancouver 212, 215, 217, 332, Calgary 331).

The general idea expressed in short was that special provisions should be
made for providing homes for ex-service men and their dependnts and that this

should be done by the Federal Authorities dealing directly with the borrower.
The Federal Housing Act made no distinction between ex-soldiers and

others. Under the scheme of the Act it depended entirely on the local municipal
authorities whether any housing assistance would be available. The plan was
that the Federal Government allotted §25,000,000 for loan to the Provinces on
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the security of their Bonds, this amount could be taken up by the respective

provincial governments in proportion to the population of the province as shown
by the 1911 census (Vancouver 217). The provinces in turn advanced this

money to such municipalities as were wHling to borrow it and pledge their bonds.
The municipality in turn, through its municipal council, or through a local

Housing Commision, loaned to individual applicants.

It was represented at Halifax (332), at Vancouver (221) and Winnipeg
(368) that there were still a large number of ex-service men who were desirous
of taking advantage of the Act if funds were made available.

The matter of providing better housing facilities for ex-service men along
the lines generally urged on the Hearings before the Commission was brought to

the attention of the 1922 Parliamentary Committee (pro. 1922 Pari. Cora. p.

169, 170), but no recommendation was made.
The evidence before the Commission showed in British Columbia over

$1,700,000 was spent and that province took up more than its allotment of the
vote, some of the other provinces not taking their full share (Vancouver 212-3).
Under the administration in British Columbia it was expressly pro\-ided bj' the
local authorities that ex-service men should be given the preference (Vancouver
213-41. Before the provision giving the preference to returned men came into
force 488 loans were made to returned men and 85 loans were made to civilians.

(Vancouver 213). Thirty municipalities in British Columbia took advantage
of the provisions of the Act and, as the representative of ex-service men
expressed it:

—

" I do not think there is any re-establishment legislation that has
been more wholly beneficial than that; it is what I would call 100 per cent
eiTective. There is now a general call throughout the province for a
renewal of this scheme." (Vancouver, 214).

It was stated that there was a waiting list in the City of New Westminster,
and also in Nelson (Vancouver 221).

The point was also made that there was a certain percentage of ex-service
men who had not been benefited because they were living in unorganized
territories which had not the status of municipalities and, therefore, could not
borrow from the provincial government. This was one of the reasons advanced
for the proposal that the loan be effected direct between the ex-service men and
the Federal Government (Vancouver 215-7-9).

The proposal from British Columbia included not only assistance in building
houses, but in buying those already built and adapting them to the needs of the
applicants, and also the alteration, repair and enlargement of homes already
owned by the soldiers.

In Saskatchewan the need was emphasized for facilitating this assistance for
ex-service men by direct contact between the proposed borrower and the Federal
authorities. The scheme there proposed was referred to as the Federal Housing
Loan and provided in some detail for the administration of the fund by the
Soldier Settlement Board, the wholesale purchase of building materials, the
standardizing of plans and the official supervision of construction. Here alsc
the proposal was that the scheme should include provision for the purchase of
houses already built.

In Manitoba it was said that the whole scheme of assistance in housing had
been most enthusiastically received, so that the full Federal allotment of nearly
$2,000,000 had been expended and, in addition to that, independent loans were
made by the province amounting to about $1,600,000, and bv the Citv of Win-
nipeg amounting to $2,340,000, making in all $5,915,000 spent on housing in that
province (Winnipeg 358, 359). In Manitoba also (as in British Columbia)
returned soldiers had been given the preference in granting the loans (Winnineg
3581.
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At Toronto, it was stated that the scheme had not been a success either io

Toronto or in London, the reason, apparently, being that the houses had been

built at too great a cost (1834). It was argued, however, that as costs had now
decreased so as to make building commercially sound, special provision should be

made for the benefit of manv ex-service men still without proper housing accom-
modation (Toronto 1837, 1839).

It was here also urged that the loans should be made not only for the purpose

of building new houses, but to permit of the purchase of existing houses, to pay
off present mortgages and permit repayment over a long term on the amortiza-

tion plan, and to complete dwellings already begim (Toronto 1520, 1840).

As appears from the 1923 Report of the Department of Health (p. 30), the

provinces of JNIanitoba, New Brunswick and British Columbia took their full

quota of the Federal Housing loan, but out of the total $25,000,000 originally

appropriated, there had onlv been advanced to the provinces a little over

$20,000,000 as of March 31, 1923.

It is stated that the concensus of opinion of the Provincial Housing Directors

IS that, as a rule, the monthly payments have been remitted promptly, but there

are no statistics available showing how ex-service men have met their loans in

comparison with civilians. The average cost of a house has been $3,230.

First, as to whether there is a need for further provision for housing ex-ser-

vice men. The Commission is convinced that a limited requirement in this respect

exists. The difficulty is to gauge and state the extent of it. It can be said at

once that, according to the evidence, the conditions in both British Columbia
and Manitoba warrant further assistance. An endeavour has been made by a

questionnaire to ascertain the situation in the various provinces and the results

are shown in the Table in the Appendix D. The only reliable source of infor-

mation as to housing conditions and the supply of and demand for suitable

dwellings must be the local authorities. The Commission, therefore, makes
its recommendation as to the extent of further assistance to be given, dependent
on the representations which these bodies may make.

Secondly, as to the special claim of ex-service men for assistance for better

dwellings. It is sometimes suggested that, because the State has provided loans

on comparatively small margin for settlers on laud it follows that it would be

discrimination if similar provisions were not made for housing the ex-soldier in

the city. The Commission does not consider that the cases are analogous, for

the reason that, in the former case, the country secures a distinct commercial
benefit, by way of settlement and colonization. In the latter case the benefit

to the country is much more indirect, and consists chiefly in increasing the

assessable value of property, and in providing temporary employment. More-
over, the fact that the farm loan is secured in a large proportion by land, rather

than buildings, which are subject to rapid deterioration, makes the former more
desirable on a long term loan.

As is pointed out below, however, the principle of housing loans for ex-ser-

vice men was accepted when demobilization was taking place. The original

scheme as evidenced by Order in Council, P.C. 2997, of December 3, 1918, indi-

cates very clearly that a strong factor in inducing the Government to grant
this very substantial assistance v>-as that it would be for the welfare of returned
soldiers. The Order in Council recites that the cessation of building opera-
tions during the war has created a great scarcity of house accommodation in

cities to-day, and that this condition will become intensified " with the return
of our soldiers from overseas, and their re-establishment with their families in

civil life and occupation." It is further pointed out that, in view of the import-
ance of the matter to the health and general well-being of the entire community,
" its relation to the welfare of returned soldiers and their families," the loan
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should be authorized. When the project took more concrete shape, and the
Hou.sing Committee of the Privy Council formulated the general principles to be
followed, thej- expressly recognized as one of the principal beneficiaries of the
scheme the ex-service man. The objects as stated were: (a) to relieve con-
gestion; (6) to put within reach of working men " particularly returned soldiers,"

the opportunity to acquire homes at actual cost; (c) to contribute to the general
health of the community. (See pamphlet "Housing in Canada," issued by the
Department of Health, p. 10). Later this is repeated, and again it is pointed
out that it is for the benefit of working men " particularly returned soldiers."

The "ex-soldier" feature of tlie New Zealand Act was cited, under which it

was provided:

—

"The minister maj- set land apart for the purpose of soldiers' dwell-
ings, and may erect suitfible buildings thereon. The land and dwellings
may then be disposed of to discharged soldiers, in the same manner
generally as in the case of workers, by the Workers' Dwelling Act, 1910".

(Vancouver 390).

Although it is quite apparent that when this scheme was launched the ex-
eervice man was to be the most prominent beneficiary, that idea was not
expressed in the legislation itself and only British Columbia and Manitoba gave
the soldier any preference in application over the civilian. AVhether the ex-
service man has obtained the advantage which the project was intended to
afford him is questionable, and the Commission considers ' that any further
extension of the scheme can well be confined to those who afforded the real
reason for its promotion.

Tliirdly, as to the claim that the Federal authorities should deal direct with
the soldier borrower, if a scheme were now being worked out for the first time
the experience of the past 5 years would provide a reason for very seriously

conisidering (a) confining the -loans to ex-soldiers, or at least giving them a
preference and (b) having the Federal authorities deal direct with the borrower.

The scheme as adopted did not expressly contain either of these principles

although ostensibly the ex-service man was the one who was to be primarily
benefited. The bulk of the work has been done. Provincial and municipal
organizations in the shape of Housing Commissions have been built up and are
now functioning. The problem now is to provide for a comparatively small
proportion of cases confined principally to British Columbia and Manitoba
although there will be a few in every province. The Commission does not
consider that it is warranted in recommending the setting up of new organiza-
tions throughout the country under Federal control to deal with this residue
of cases. The suggestion that the Soldier Settlement Board could take on this

work is, the Commission considers, more plausible than sound. The Soldier
Settlement Board deals with housing only incidentally to the scheme of land
settlement. The buildings bears a small proportion of the total loan. If a
building fit for a Settler's use is erected there is nothing left out of the $1,000
loan which could be wasted. Consequently there is not the necessity for

constant inspection and attention to see that the loan for building is providently
expended. But if the Soldier Settlement Board took on housing as a project
its corps of inspectors and advisers would have to be very materially increased
and they could not perform their work as they do now by occasional visits to
the borrower to note his progress in farming, but they would necessarily have
to act as inspecting architects superv'ising, from day to day, the work and
materials supplied.

It has also been suggested that special building loan societies be established
in each province, authorized to receive money on deposit and loan it to ex-
soldiers for housing purposes at low rates of interest, additional necessarj-
funds to be made available by the Government which would also have to make
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up any deficit in administration expense.*. The Commission does not consider,

however, tliat the housing requirements still existing are sufficiently widespread

to necessitate the inauguration of a scheme so ambitious.

At this late date the obvious and practical thing seems to be to utilize the

present organizations which have for a long time specially dealt with Housing.
This does not. however, take care of the man in the unorganized territory.

(Vancouver 215-7-9). Generally speaking these are Settlement rather than
Housing problems but there are instances particularly on the outskirts of

municipalities where security for a Housing loan is afforded. The evidence

before the Commission does not justify the alteration of the entire scheme for

these cases. In British Columbia already the Provincial authorities have made
some special exceptions. From the very fact that the locality is unorganized
there will be few instances in which the security would justify a loan as a
building proposition solely, but since this is a returned soldier project some
scheme of co-operation should be worked out whereby the risk, if any, in such
eligible cases as are found, is shared by the Dominion with the Province.

The Province could easily utilize the nearest Municipal Housing Commission
to investigate the loan and, if granted, supervise the construction. The Federal
authorities before approving the loan might utilize the Soldier Settlement Board
organization to check up the surrounding conditions and the prospects of the
borrower. The fact that Provincial authorities are willing to share the risk

should assure the Federal authorities that the loan has been properly scmtinized.
Almost everj'thing which can be said concerning the general benefits of a

Housing scheme have been fully set out and considered in the various reports

of the Ministry of Health, and in the Order in Council authorizing the expendi-

tures for this purpose. There is to be emphasized the advantage of spending
public money on reproductive work, such as building, as compared with the

expenditure in re-establishmen.t by way of promiscuous subsidizing, and tliere

is the further point that good housing, in which a man has made an investment,

is a stabilizing influence and prevents emigration. The whole subject of the

operation and advantages of the Housing Scheme is fully dealt with in a

Report by Mr. Thomas Adams, submitted to the Parliamentary Committee on
Pensions and Re-establishment of 1921. (See Committee Report 577).

The best method of working out housing assistance for ex-service men
involves the determination of very important riuestions of practical detail which
would have to be decided by the Housing authorities of the Department of

Health in consultation with those of tlie Provincial and 'Municipal organiza-

tions, all of whom have been closely in touch with the working of the scheme
for the past 5 years. It would be unwise for the Commission to go further than
to indicate generally the condition which exists and the principles which it

considers ought to be observed in any scheme for their improvement.

Recommendation of Commission

(1) In the opinion of the Commission a limited need exists for further

provision of suitable housing accommodation for eligible ex-service

men.

(2) Such provision should recognize the following principles:—
(a) Further funds should be made available under the general conditions

of the present Housing Scheme but with such modifications as these

recommendations indicate.

(b) Such further provision should be earmarked for ex-service men.

(c) The extent of such further provision must be regulated by local

housing needs among ex-service men as indicated by information
procured, from time to time, through the Municinal and Provincial

authorities.
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Seclion 3. Transportation of Canadians from England to Canada and
Refund of Passage Money

The claim was made (Winnipeg 351-256, Toronto 1783, 1810, 1525-32)

that ex-members of the Canadian Forces who enlisted in Canada buti who took
their discharge in England, should be given transportation back to Canada,
when they decided to come. It was also claimed that such of these men as

l;ad, after their discharge in England paid their own passage back to Canada,
should be reimbursed. The ground for these claims was that Canada having
taken these men overseas should relieve them of any expenses in returning.

The answer is that at the close of the war Canada did provide these men
with the facilities to return with their comrades and to be demobilized in

Canada, but that if they preferred for reasons of their own to take their

discharge in England there should be no obligation on the Country to carry

perpetually the liability to return them. To emphaszie this it was required

that a soldier who applied for his discharge in England should sign a waiver
of any claim for refund in the following terms:

—

"I fully understand that if granted my retirement or discharge
in the British Isles instead of Canada, I will not be entitled to receive

return passage to Canada at the public expense for myself or my
dependents bv reason of having been a member of the Overseas
Militarj' Forces of Canada. (Toronto 1784)."

There was an exception made where the soldier 'was detained ni England
on account of domestic affairs, and in these cases the man was given free

transportation if he returned within six months or, if he had returned in the
meantime at his own expense, refund was made at military rates.

Early in 1920 further consideration was given these cases by assistance
furnished through the High Commissioner's Office under P.C. 122 of January-
22, 1920. About 770 were returned to Canada but they were required to give
an undertaking to repay their transportation. The amount expended was
about ?58,000 and practically none of this money has been repaid.

There is also a further means whereby men born in Canada can, if they
are in destitute circumstances in England, be brought back as distressed Cana-
dians by the Department of Immigration.

By a series of Orders in Council provision was made for free repatriation
from England of dependents of Canadian soldiers all during the war and
up to November 1921.

In 1922 special representations were made to the Parliamentary Com-
mittee on behalf of a certain number of men who, it was reported, were still

in England, having taken their discharge there for special reasons, and who
now desired to return to Canada. A claim for refund was also made on behalf
of men who had returned to Canada and paid their own way. The Parlia-
mentary Committee recommended an appropriation of $150,000 to be devoted
to tiie repatriation as quickly as possible of the most deserving of these cases

and P.C. 1757 of September 7, 1922, put this recommendation into force with
the restriction that tiie assistance should be given by way of loan and also

that advantage must be taken of the provision before April 30, 1923, which
date was by Order in Council (P.C. 1056) extended to ]\Ia> 31. 1923.

Up to October 31, 1922, 2,625 applications for repatriation had been
received in the office of the High Commissioner for Canada. These included

the accumulation of arrears for a considerable period, and involved approx-
imately 6.000 persons, including dependents. After consideration of the

individual cases the net result was that only 122 applicants with their

dependents (about 390 persons in all) actually returned to Canada, the total

expenditure being about S39,000. About $2,000 has been refunded on account
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of the undertakings given for repayment, but about 50 per cent of this amount
is adjustments and not actual repayments by the borrowers. Many more
applicants were accepted but for various reasons they failed to avail them-
selves of the Government's offer of assistance. Only a verj' few of the

applications were refused.

It is argued that some claim to consideration arises because Canada saved

about 14 days' pay and allowances for every soldier who took his discharge in

England. This does not, however, obligate Canada to, in effect, place to the

credit of the man discharged in England the amount thus saved and entitle

him to ask that it be applied for his benefit in payment of transportation when
he decides to change his residence as a civilian. The obligation to return the

soldier to the place where he enlisted ceases when he elects not to return but

to re-enter civilian life somewhere else, and when he has signed an express

waiver there can be no doubt that his attention has been verj- definitely drawn
to the consequences of his decision to remain in England.

There are a few individual cases where men have been brought home on
convincing the authorities by entries on sen'ice documents, ol the genuineness of

their reasons for remaining in England, but in the only two occasions when
ex-service men as a class were assisted, namely, in 1920 and 1922, there was
the distinct stipulation that it was only by way of loan, so that there has been

no recognition of any claim as of right to have free transportation furnished.

The need for further assistance by way of transportation to ex-service men
discharged in England is 'not indicated by the e\idence. The problem, if any
exists at this late date concerns immigration and not soldiers re-establishment.

The only ground upon which those who paid their own passage could claim

refund is that collection of the loans made to those who were brought out has
apparently not been insisted on. (Toronto 1531"). The reason for this, and
whether the exceptional circumstances surrounding those selected for repatria-

tion were regarded as justifying special consideration, is a matter on which the

Commission has no information.

Section 4. Protection of Women and Children

Suggestion by E.v-sen'ice Men.

That pro^nsion be made for the payment of pension to the dependents of

pensioners who have deserted their families. (Montreal 463).

This is one of the most difficult problems which is met with. The public

know that a man has been on pension for a disability, they know he has later

deserted his family and they cannot understand why the pension cannot be
continued to tlie deserted family. The reason is that it is necessary to have
the pensioner examined periodically so as to note the increase of the ailment
or the progress towards recovery and adjust the pension accordingly, or, the

man who has disappeared may have died from other cause, or, he may have
completely recovered, in which case the pension would be cut off. The fact

that these circum.^tances cannot be ascertained makes it impossible to decide

whether pension would be payable. In cases where the injury is jx^rnianent,

such as amputations, tlie doubt as to possible recovery is eliminated, but there

still remains the contingency that the absent man may have died from some
other cause thereby terminating the right to pension. There are many cases

where the Pensions Board could speculate with reasonable certainty that the

disability still exists, judging from the nature of the ailment. The Board could

also determine satisfactorily that the case was one of bona fide desertion and
not simulated abandonment in order to conceal the fact that the disability

had disappeared. Th.e only really serious uncertainty is whether the pensioner
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is alive. As to tins the Pensions Board naturally can expect to get little

substantial int'orniation. The health and habits of the man. his normal occupa-
tion and the circumstances untlcr which he was last seen may be of assistance.

The only way to deal with these cases is either to treat them on a strictly

pension basis and refuse them entirely, as is done now, on the ground that the

applicants have not shown that the deserting husband would be entitled to

pension, or to deal with them on a jiartially compassionate basis by gi\'ing the

Pensions Board discretion to pay the pension to the dependents under such

circumstances as the Pensions Board may consider proper. The latter course

would permit inquin,- as to whether the disability is likely to still exist and as

to the genuineness of the desertion; it will also lea\'c it open to the Pensions

Board to adopt such practice as may be thought proper in speculating as to the

probability of the pensioner still" being alive. The common law rule allows a

period of seven years before a missing man is presumed dead. Some rule of

thumb might be adopted whereby, a man whose disability was not such as to

constitute a menace to life, would be presumed to be alive for some substantial

proportion of this common law period.

The paj'ment of Pensions in cases of desertion is already recognized by
the Pensions Act Section 2 (;;) whereby the Pensions Board may, in its dis-

cretion, treat as a widowed mother a woman who is deserted. No indication is

given concerning the circumstances which must be present before this concession

is made. A further extension of this principle was contained in the Bill amend-
ing the Pension Act introduced in 1923 (Bill No. 205, Section 17). This
particular amendment did not become law.

The subject received consideration by the 1922 Parliamentary Committee
(Com. Report p. XXV-XXVI) and it was there pointed out that the practice

now is that when the disability is permanent or fixed the pension is paid, pre-

sumably to the family, for so long as it is known that the man is alive.

The Committee recommended that an attempt should be made to continue

the pension by making the disability fixed where possible. These recommenda-
tions recognize the difficulty but do not cover the case where it is not known,
whether the husband is alive. It is with a particular view to mitigating the

hardship where this information concerning the husband is not available that
the Commission makes the recommendation below.

The Commission considers that there may be substantial merit in these

cases and that the difficulty in procuring reliable information should not be a

bar to the claim for assistance.

Recommendation of Commission

That provision be made so that notwithstanding Section 26 (2t the Pen-
sions Board may in its discretion pay such pension as they consider
might reasonably have been awarded, if the pensioner had presented
himself for examination, to any person who was being, or was entitled

to be, supported by the pensioner at the time of his last examination.

Family Welfare Association.

Association for the Protection of Women and Children.
Canadian Prisoner's Welfare Association.

At Montreal (463) memoranda were presented by the Family Welfare Asso-
ciation and by the Association for the protection of Women and Children. The
work of these societies as it touches ex-service men's problems, deals particularly

with the unfortunate position of deserted wives and children. The situation

which is most frequently put forward is that the deserting husband and father

has, as a result of his service in the war, changed from a decent steady working
203a—
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man to an unsettled and irresponsible drifter. Cases were also cited of men
who had been severely wounded or who had undergone particularly trying ser-

vice conditions and who had shown definite evidence of mental unstability.

A memorandum was also presented on behalf of the Canadian Prisoners'

Welfare Association, which includes in its activities, ex-service men who have
been unfortunate enough to run foul of the criminal law. This Association also

incidentally keeps in touch with the home conditions and furnishes assistance

when necessary to families of men imprisoned.

In all these cases the inference is that war conditions may have been

responsible for the altered behaviour. From a pensions viewpoint it is extremely

difficult to establish liability both on account of the nebulous character of the

evidence and also because the Pension Act deals entirely with physical and
mental disabilities and then only as affecting the earning capacity of the indivi-

dual. Deterioration in character and behaviour are not within its scope, the-

reason being, quite possibly, that these alleged disabilities are capable of cor-

rection by the man's own volition. If, however, the condition goes beyond
simply a' loss of moral fibre and actually affects the man's earning capacity and
is considered incapable of correction by his own effort, then it passes into the

class of mental disabilities and should be dealt with as such. There may be
" borderland " cases where definite decision is impossible but the exercise of the

principle that the benefit of the doubt is given to the applicant should cover

these.

The work which is carried on by such organizations as the three abovte

mentioned is designed to supply the desired moral rehabilitation, and to furnish

practical assistance to the families affected until this is accomplished. The
Commission is impressed with the value of the work of these Associations.

They are supported entirely by private subscriptions and are limited in their

effectiveness by lack of funds.

Organizations of this kind have the facilities for securing first hand know-
ledge, and their local situation and interest enable them to sift out the ciases

which are undeserving. The Commission considers that such Societies should

have their efforts supplemented, when necessary for carrying on their work, by
substantial aid from the State in order to ensure the relief of cases which in the

opinion of these organizations are deserving of help because of circumstances

indirectly or remotely connected with the war. The existence and operation

of these voluntary bodies affords to the Country an opportunity for co-operation

in assisting those whom the public believes are entitled to some consideration,

and at the same time of avoiding a direct admission by the State of a liability

which cannot fairly or logically be assumed.

PART EIGHT

MISCELLANEOUS
Section 1. Imperials

Representations were made to the Commission on behalf of those ex-

members of His Majesty's (Imperial) Forces who are at present residing in

Canada. While the Commission's Reference was confined to Canadian ex-

soldiers, it was agreed that since these men were ex-soldiers domiciled and
resident in Canada (Vancouver 466) their representations would be placed in the

Record and the Commision has endeavoured to summarize the considerations
affecting the points brought up.
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These rame under the following headings:

—

1. Treatment.

2. Gratuity.

3. Canteen Funds.

4. Special Pension—British Reservists—Instructional Duty.

5. Repatriation of Dependents.

6. Payment of Imperial Pension Cheques at Par.

7. Representation of Ex-Imperials in Unit Offices.

8. Supplementary Pension to Parents.

1. Treatment

The D.S.C.R. acts as the agent of the British Ministry of Pensions in all

matters concerning payment of Pensions, Medical examinations and treatment
of Imperials resident in Canada or the United States. The Canadian authorities

have no jurisdiction to decide eligibility for pension or treatment.

Under the present procedure when an ex-member of His Majesty's Forces
is ill and applies for treatment to the local office of the D.S.C.R., before he can
be admitted to hospital he has to wait (unless it is an urgent case) until his

application has been sent to England and his eligibility determined there and the
decision sent back. It was urged that this caused considerable hardship (Hali-

fax 63). The D.S.C.R. is authorized by an arrangement with the British

Ministry of Pensions to give treatment, without awaiting express authority, in

case of a disability for which pension has been awarded, and in urgent cases, i.e.

where the examining medical official certifies that, in his opinion, the disability

for which treatment is required is due to service and that the condition of the
applicant makes immediate treatment imperative. In all other cases the appli-

cations must be submitted to the Ministry and a decision received conceding
entitlement. The provision for urgent cases seems fair except for the difficulty

which naturally faces an examining doctor in undertaking to even express an
intelligent opinion concerning the service connection of the disability when the
documents are not at hand. The other disadvantage is that there can be no treat-

ment given to Imperials on compassionate grounds except at Canadian expense.
The claim was that the jurisdication now possessed by the D.S.C.R., be increased
to permit this organization to deal with the Imperials under the same regulation.s

as apply to Canadian ex-service men. (Halifax 63). If and insofar as this

involves a suggestion that the Canadian autliorities should assume a greater
liability than is admitted by the Ministry, tiie Commission cannot make any
recommendation. The real remedy lies in some alteration of the terms of the
authority conferred on tiie D.S.C.R. by the British Ministry, to which any
representations would properly have to be made.

2. Gratuity

Strong representations were made on behalf of the following classes of ex-

imperials, for War Service Gratuity, from the Canadian Government, at

Canadian rates, in respect of their Imperial Service.

(a) Ex-Officers of the Royal Army Medical Corp.'?. (Vancouver 491).

—

Upon enlistment in the R.A.^I.C, the Imperial Government made a special

agreement to pay officers, irrespective of rank, in addition to the regular Army
pay, sixty pounds per year as a gratuity, for satisfactory service. The Canadian
Government by P.C. 2389 of December 1, 1919, granted to officers of the Imperial
Forces, who resided in Canada before the war and who had returned to Canada
thereafter, War Service Gratuity at Canadian ratps notwithstanding the fact

203a—9J
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that their service was not with the Canadian Forces. In paying this Gratuity
the Canadian authorities deducted the Imperial Gratuity of £60 per year. Ex-
officers of the R.A.M.C, have protested, claiming that the £60 was not a gratuity

but was a part of their regular pay. In the form of contract which every
R.A.M.C, officer signed, this £60 payment was referred to in clause 6 as a
" gratuity." It was contended at Vancouver that this gratuity ought fairly to

be regarded as pay, for the reason that the pay of an officer of the R.A.M.C. was
less than that of an officer of the same rank in C.A.M.C. The figures given show-
ing the comparative yearly salaries in the two services prior to June 1918 were:

Canadian Captain $2,213.75 including Separation Allowance. Imperial Captain
(including bonus £601 S2.423.50, less inome tax S210, S2.213.50. It was said on
the Hearing that the Income Tax was the subject of an adjustment but there was
no verification of this. (Vancouver 495). It must be remembered that the

R.A.M.C. officer signed on for only one year at a time while the Canadian
enlisted for the duration of the war. Making a comparison for a three-vear

period from October 1, 1915, to September 30, 1918, the R.A.M.C. Officer would
receive $7,276.64, (converted at par) while the same man, serving for the same
period with the C.A.M.C. would have received $6,247.75. Order in Council P.C.
1494 of June 15, 1918, was passed to bring C.A.M.C. pay up to approximately
that of the R.A.M.C. The matter was discussed before the 1921 Parliamentary
Committee (Com. Rep. p. 296 1 but no action was taken. So far as appears the

payment of the £60 per year by the Imperial Government served purposes
identical with those of the Canadian War Service Gratuity.

(b) Ex-members of Mercantile Marine. (Vancouver 466.1—From the

outbreak of the War until 1916 men of the Mercantile Marine signed an agree-

ment known as Form T. 124. The Admiralty treated this Agreement as a

semi-mercantile form of engagement, and therefore, declined to give men
serving under it the status of members of His Majesty's Forces. The pre-

requisite for payment of supplementary gratuity by the Canadian authorities

is that the applicant shall have served in His Majesty's Forces (Vancouver

489) and this decision of the Admiralty has led to the refusal of gratuity by
the Canadian authorities. The Agreements were signed after war was declared

and on their face there is nothing which would indicate that the signatories

were to have the status or duties of Naval ratings. Strong representations

were made at Vancouver (466 et seq.) to the affect that, notwithstanding the

definite refusal of the Admiralty, the Canadian Government should recognize

the claim. This contention was supported, first, by answering tlie points

stressed by the Admiralty in refusing the claim. These points were, mainly,

that the service had been under Mercantile Agreements. The answer made
was that regardless of the form of the Agreement the service performed was
belligerent duties in essentially Naval Service, and instances of this service

were given such as patrolling, searching for and pursuing the enemy, bombard-
ing a Turkish town and taking possession of the Cameroon Islands. The
Agreement is said not to be an Agreement between the men and the ship

owner, but with the Admiralty, and that although the term was for one year

it was in effect for the duration of the war since their discharge after one

year was conditional on the boat being in a British Port for seven days, which

never happened. The claim is further tliat the signed Agreement should not

be regarded as barring them, as the Agreement was signed on the spur of the

moment on August 3, 19914. when they were asked if they would volunteer

for service in the Navy or take free passage back to Vancouver, and they

accepted the former, being largely influenced by the Commander of the boat,

an R.N.R. man, who said he was going to stay with the ship. The second

point made by the Admiralty was that these men received special rates of

pay much higher than that of the Royal Navy. The answer made is that
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tlie men o!' the Royal Navy proper are members of a permanent Force witli

tlic privilege of service pensions and that this was temproary Naval Service
in time of war and also in tropical countries, and that the rates of pay should
be higher. The men were, it is saiil, given Naval discharges and a medal.
It was also stated (Vancouver 4881 that some men serving under T. 124
received a gratuity of 28 days' pay (presumably from tin- Imperial authori-
ties! and it is claimed that if this gratuity is paid by the Admiralty then
automatically thci Canadian authorities should supplement it. (Vancouver
489). Whether such payments were made or not, the difliculty still remains,
as until tlie Admiralty recognizes these men as having the status of Naval
ratings, they do not come within the Canadian War Service Gratuity pro-
vision made for members of His Majesty's Forces. Naval officers on these
same ships have, of course, received tlieir gratuity. Further effort to secure
recognition by the Admiralty seems to have been abandoned (470) and the
claim was presented as meritorious from a Canadian point of view.

(c) Extension of Gratuity. (Winnipeg 733)^On behalf of ex-members
of His Majesty's Forces who were before the war and are now bona-fide
domiciled and resident in Canada, it was urged that the period for payment
of War Service Gratuity at Canadian rates, which expired 31st, Marcli, 1923,

be extended until December 31, 1925. Since the Hearing the time limit was
extended to March 31, 1924, as a final date for these applications.

3. Canteen Funds. (Winnipeg 373, 718)

This matter was brought to the attention of the Commission at Winnipeg,

which is the headquarters in Canada of the Imperial Veterans who represent

British reservists who were resident in Canada before the war, Canadians
who served with the Imperial Forces, and Imperials who settled in Canada
subsequent to the Armistice. The request was that these men be included

in any disposition of Canteen Funds. The Imperial share of Canteen Funds
has been allotted in England and an amount for the Canadian share has been
sent to Canada. The latter is dealt with in Part Nine of this Report. The
claim was made that when moneys were paid out of this fund to various

veteran organizations no payment was made to the organization of Imperial

^'ete^ans in Canada. The intention to shut out the Imperials was disclaimed
by the representative of the Dominion Veterans' Alliance. (Winnipeg 721).

It was pointed out that many of the members of the Imperial Veterans had
also served with the Canadian forces. A suggestion made by the officers of

the United Services Fund in Great Britain for an arrangement between Cana-
dians and Imperials to reciprocate in furnishing assistance to the ex-members
of each others forces out of canteen funds was referred to, and assurance was
given that no distinction between Canadians and Imperials was made in

extending the benefit-s of the Fund in England (716). It was equally stated

by the representative of the Dominion Veterans' Alliance that the money
which had been received by Veteran Organizations out of the Canadian share

of the Canteen Fund
"was expended for the benefit of Canadian or Imperials generally

independent of and regardless of his affiliation (721)".

Correspondence was read in which application was made by the Imperial
Veterans in Canada to the Honourable the Minister of D.S.C.R., asking for a

grant of S50.000 for use in their work and the upshot of the correspondence was
that action was deferred pending the Report of this Commission (719).

As intimated elsewhere, the Commission is dealing M-ith the Canteen Fund
as it stands and not with the considerations surrounding previous payments nor
with the reasons governing the apportionment of any such payments. This is
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not a matter as to which it is thought any hard and fast apportionment could

be expected. The basis of arrangement can only be co-operative. The circum-

stances as to the creation of the Canteen Fund which will be referred to at

length in Part Kine preclude, in the opinion of the Commission, the allocation

suggested.

Since the Hearing at Winnipeg, att<?ntion has been called to correspondence

between the organizing Secretary of the United Services Fund (the body admin-

istering the British share of the Canteen Fund) and His Excellency the

Governor General of Canada respecting British provision out of such canteen

moneys for ex-Imperial soldiers in Canada. It is .stated that, as the Dominion
Governments have decided that the money paid over to them by the War Office

should be solely utilized for the benefit of the men wlio ser\-ed in their own
Forces, the Council of Management of the United Ser^-ices Fund has decided to

make an allotment of £5.000 for the benefit of ex-Imperial soldiers and their

families who have emigrated. This correspondence has been forwarded to the

Commission through the Honourable the Minister of D.S.C.R. who intimates

that tiie Commission might make suggestions as to the administration of such

allotment. The letter of the Secretary o',f the United Service Fund discusses

the setting up of Committees, upon which ex-ser\ice men should be largely

represented, to devise scheme for the best method of spending the money.

The Commission considers that the limitations of the Fund and the scattered

location of the men to be benefited make any general system of standardized

sichem"cs formulated by local committees as in England unpracticable here.

Such Committees might be formed in the few large centres and a portion of the

Fund definitely allotted for such areas.

The Commission is of the opinion that the Fund should be vested in a

Central Trustee or Trustees with full discretionary power to disburse the money.

It is also considered that the Imperial Veteran's Organization in Canada will

be found to be an efficient instrument in dociding on the particular forms of

assistance to be rendered and in making the distribution of the fund effective.

The Commission therefore suggests that any scheme of administration be formu-

lated in consultation with that organization. It would seem that probably the

best use to be made of the fund would be the furnishing of special relief in

emergent and distressing cases of individual merit, investigated by local

committees in centres, and by responsible officials elsewhere.

4. Special Pension—British Reservists—Instructional Duty. (Winnipeg 72S-725)

AVhen war broke out there were 149 British Reservists in the Canadian

Permanent Force. It is claimed on behalf of these men that they were prevented

from returning to rejoin their regiments because the Canadian Government

asked that they be retained here as instructors. As a result the time which they

served during "the war was not counted for increased pension by the British

Authorities as would have been the case had they gone home. Pension is

granted by Canada for 10 years' service, but there is no obligation on the part

of the Canadian Authorities to retain a m;in for ten years, and it is asked that

if any of these men be discharged from his Canadian unit before his ten years'

service is completed, sen-ice previously rendered in the British Army should

count for pension purposes.

The merit of the claim depends on whether it is established that these men
were required to stay in Canada. Admittedly their pay in Canada was much
greater and there was the advantage of remaining with their families (1920

Pari. Com. Rep. 665). Whether it was their indispensability as instructors

which resulted in their losing the chance to increase their pension is a question

which it is thought warrants at least some further investigation. It was
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pointed out on the Hearing that it would be unreasonable to expect the Canadian
Government to add 9 years Imperial Service, for example, to 1 year Canadian

Service and inaugurate a pension.

A mitldle course was suggested (725) namely that, since these men vyere

precluded by their Canadian Service from increasing their Imperial pension,

the Canadian Government should keep them on in the service for 10 years so

that their Canadian pension would begin and, if discharged before that time,

that the pre-war Imperial Service be allowed to count toward Canadian pen-

sion.

5. Repatriatio)i of Dcpcndetits. (Winnipeg 356, 731, 732).

Formerly, Ex-members of His Majesty's Forces were repatriated by the

Overseas Colonization Society a-nd were allowed to claim refund of transporta-

tion, in respect of their dependents, from the Federal Government. On Novem-
ber 5, 1921, this privilege was cancelled. The Parliamentary Committee of

1922 recommended that the sum of $150,000 be voted for repatriation purposes.

This applied primarily to members of the Canadian Forces but in P.C. 1757,

passed pursuant to this recommendation, dependents of Imperials who resided

in Canada were included as one of the classes which might be assisted, provided

that the claims for same were actually pending on the date the original Order

in Council expired. A small number were brought to Canada under this pro-

vision, the money being advanced by way of loan. Ex-members of the Imperial

Forces claim that repatriation of dependents should not have been discontinued,

and urge that the t)rder in Council revoking such authority be rescinded, or at

least that assisted passage be given to some pre-war residents of Canada who
had served with the Imperials and were still in England (Winnipeg 731). The
same subject has been considered in connection with the claim of Canadians for

repatriation. Similar conclusion seems indicated here, namely, that the matter

has now largely lost its character as an ex-soldier problem, and more properly

concerns Immigration and Colonization. In fact, the proposal that assisted

passage be furnished was put on the ground that these men and their families

were much more desirable as settlers than new immigrants.

5. Payment of Imperial Pension Cheques at Par (Regina 128).

Representations were made at several centres that Imperials who now receive

their pension cheques in pounds, shillings and pence, should have them marked
" negotiable at par " in order that they ma}^ not lose by the difference in

exchange. Until the beginning of 1922 pension cheques were negotiated at the

current rate of exchange at the bank, and the pensioner then made a claim on

the Canadian authorities for the loss in exchange. This privilege was later dis-

continued and now no refund of exchange is made. The question is whether

this concession which was made by the Canadian Government during the unset-

tled period after demobilization should be revived and transformed into a per-

manent obligation.

7. Representation of Ex-Imperials in Unit Offices (Winnipeg 736-738).

Suggestions were made that Imperials should have representation on the

strength of the D.S.C.R. at the unit offices. The points made were that the

Canadian authorities act as agents for the Ministry of Pensions on a percentage

basis thus giving them a free hand as to staff, that about one-fifth of the total

pensions administered are Imperial, and that this would justify the appointment
of an ex-Imperial to take charge of Imperial Pensions in each Province. An
opposing consideration is that the staff must be available for all kinds of work
and that it would constitute an undesirable precedent to accord this right to

anj- particular group of Pensioners.
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8. Supplementary Pension to Parent. (Toronto 6S0).

At Toronto, it was urged "that the supplementary pension which Canada
pays under Section 47 of the Pension Act to certain dependents of Imperial

pensioners be made to apply to dependent parents of a deceased member of

the Imperial Forces. Under present procedure pension under such circumstances,

is only payable to the widow, children or widowed mother. It was suggested

that in many cases the pensioner has assumed the responsibility of supporting

dependent parents, and that they th.erefore should receive similar consideration

to that given to widowed mothers. As this Section originally stood, it did not

even include the widowed mother but by an amendment of 1920 she was brought

in. The question of further extending this provision is one of policy. It would
not involve any verj^ serious commitment, to amend the Section so as to

include a mother who, if the soldier had been in the Canadian Forces, would
have been awarded a pension under subsections (1), (2) or (3), of section 34 of

the Pension Act.

Section 2. Royal Northwest Mounted Police

A memorial was presented to the Commission through the Chairman of

the Central Committee representing ex-service men of British Columbia urging

that the pensions of veterans of the R.N.W.M.P. be increased to the present

scale of pensions paid to the recently organized R.C.IM.P. It was pointed out

to the witness that the scope of the Reference to the Commission only had to

do with military service but that at the request of the Committee the memorial
would be received and incorporated in the Record. (Vancouver 4). This was

done. (554 1 . A letter has been addressed by the Chairman of the Commission

to the Honourable, the Minister of Justice, transmitting the memorial and

stating the circumstances under which it was received.

A similar course was followed concerning another memorial setting out the

claim of certain members of the Royal North West Mounted Police for land and

the scrip medal issued in recognition of service in the Rebellion of 1885. A
letter has been addressed by the Chairman of the Commission to the Honour-
able, the Minister of the Interior, transmitting this latter memorial and stating

the circumstances under which it was received. (Vancouver 4, 556).

Section 3. Burials

Suggestion on behalf of Ex-Service Men

That the D.S.C.R. should take the responsibility for burial of indigent ex-

service men instead of making grants to civilian organizations formed
for that purpose. (Winnipeg 344-8).

Indigent soldiers dying in hospitals are buried by the D.S.C.R. If not in

hospital but in receipt of pension at the time of death and if indigent the

Pension Act (Sec. 32) authorizes the Pensions Board to pay SlOO towards the

funeral expenses, even though death may have been caused by something quite

apart from the disease for which pension was granted.

For the burial of indigent ex-soldiers not included in either of the above
classes, an organization known as "The Last Post Fund" has been formed with
headquarters in Montreal, The Association at first was entirely dependent on

private contributions, but as the calls upon it increased, it was compelled to

appeal to the Dominion Government and in 1922 received a grant of S10,0(K),

half of which was to be devoted to organization purposes. In 1923 the same
amount was granted and a similar amount appears in the 1924 estimates.
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Strong rcpresfiitations were made at Winnipeg (344) tliat any unexpended
portion of this grant or any future grants should be administered by the

D.S.C.R. directly for the reason that (as it was expressed) the Department had
already the necessary- machinery for investigation and should know better than

anyone else whether tiie deceased soldier was indigent or not. (344). The
other objection to the "' Last Post Fund " undertaking these burials was the

delay which it was thought would be involves! on account of tiie administrative

organization being so far away. (Winnipeg 347. Rcgina 131). The first point

was not stressed and the relative facilities of the D.S.C.R. compared with a

civilian organization for enquiring as to the circumstances of the family differ

so little as to be, in the opinion of the Commission, a negligible factor con-

trasted with the important principle which is involved.

The commission is convinced that the principle of having these burials

arrange<l for under civilian auspices is both desirable and proper.

As to the objection concerning delay, the "Last Post Fund" w-hcn repre-

sented by a Provincial Branch can operate as quickly as the D.S.C.R. and such
Branches now exist in even,- Province but Nova Scotia and Prince Edward
Island.

The principle which must not be overlooked is that the Fetleral authorities

feel that in providing as they do for the burial of those wtio die during treat-

ment or while on pension they have gone as far as any principle of State

responsibility will permit and that if the burial of other indigent ex-service men
is directly looked after by the Department it will be regarded a.s creating a new
ol)ligation where none now exists. The object sought is the respectful and
fitting interment of men who have served. This object is fully achieved by the

present co-operation of civilians and Government in the " Last Post Fund " and
the creation of an additional direct public liability is avoided.

Recommendation of Commission

None.

Suggestion on behalf of Ex-Service Men

That the expenses of burial of the widow of an ex-scr\'ice man who at the

time of her death was on pension and was in indigent circumstances

should be borne by the state. (W^innipeg 349).

The argument is that since a widow is paid a year's bonus on her re-

marriage, it would only be reasonable if, when the Country's further liability

for pension is terminated by her death, an amount sufficient to defray funeral

expenses were paid in cases where her means were insufficient for that purpose.

The one years' pension bonus was, however, probably not altogether a free gift

because it was realized that the attraction of one years' pension in a lump sum
would result in the prompt notification of remarriage. There is the possibility

that if it were conceded that the Country should provide the burial expenses

of the widow, the next claim would be in respect of the widowed mother or

the children.

In Australia by a recent amendment pro\-ision has been made to the extent

of £10. for the funeral expenses of the indigent widow or orphan of the soldier

whose death has resulted from war service.

For other quite obvious rea.sons the considerations underlying the provision

for the widow on remarriage are not applicable to the claim for funeral expenses

at death. While ao argument has been advanced on which to base any claim
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as of right, the fact remains that public opinion resents the idea of a widow
being buried as a pauper who has, during her lifetime, been recognized as

entitled to support on account of her husband's service.

Recommendation of Commission

That provision be made for the paj-ment by the State of the expenses of

the last sickness and burial of the pensioned widow of a soldier if she

dies in indigent circumstances.

PART NINE

C.4NTEEN FUNDS

Under paragraph 4 of clause 2 of the Commission's Reference authority is

given to " Investigate the question of Canteen Funds." To do this literally

would involve most extensive inquiries into the correctness of the proportions paid
over from' time to time as Canada's share, the propriety of the objects for which
disbursements were made in England, the objects for wliich funds liave been used
since they came to Canada, the fidelity of the administration of all trusts under
which the moneys have been held, and a complete examination by competent
accountants of all books, documents, accounts, vouchers, and other records con-
nected with the accumulation, custody and administration of these funds.

The Commission has done none of these things. It has considered that if

any such elaborate investigation were contemplated, it would have been specifi-

cally indicated as a substantive Inquir\' rather than as the last item in an Investi-

gation which had to do primarilj- with pensions, treatment and re-establish-

ment of the handicapped and their dependents.
The Commission in its Memorandum as to the Scope of the Inquirj-, (See

Appendix) interpreted this portion of the Order in Council as meaning
" To hear evidence and suggestions as to disposal of Canteen Funds,"

and this is the only phase of the subject which has been discussed on the Hear-
ings, with the single exception that at Calgary (276) it was urged that an Investi-

gation be held to determine whether Canadians had leceived their fair share

of the funds, and also whether all e.xpenditures made in England from the

Fund were authorized.

For the purposes of this Report it is assumed, that, subject to an adjust-

ment for interest, the Statement received from the Department of National
Defence which is set out below, together with the more detailed statements
contained in-the Appendix, show correctly the amounts remaining after proper
receipts and expenditures have been accounted for.

SUMMARY CANADIAN MILITARY TRUST FUNDS OVERSEAS IN TRUST WITH
FINANCE DEPARTMENT FROM MARCH, 1921

Consolidated Account
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These funds arc held by the Receiver General for Canada under P.C. 3144
of December 18, 1920, which refers to them as "held in Trust for the general

benefit of members of tiie Canadian Forces or their dependents." Following
is a copy of this Order in Council:

'• P.C. 3144 54-21-23-71.

"Certified Copy of a Report of the Cammittee of the Privy Council,

approved by His Excellency the Deputy Governor General on the 18th

December, 1920.

" The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a

report, dated loth December, 1920, from the Minister of Militia and
Defence, submitting that, owing to the winding up of the affairs of the

Department of the Overseas Military Forces of Canada, it is desirable

that provision should be made for the transfer of non-public funds

received from various sources, as set out in the annexed memorandum,
which are held at present in Trust for the general benefit of members
of the Canadian Forces or their dependents."

" The Minister, therefore, recommends, with the concurrence of Sir

Edward Kemp, late Minister of the Overseas Military- Forces of Canada,
that such funds and any further funds of a similar nature hereafter

received for the general benefit of members of the Canadian Expedi-
tionary Forces be dealt with in the same manner as is provided bv the
Order "in Council of the 6th September. 1919 (P.C. 1856) for the disposal

of the accumulated funds of Units having a shifting personnel, namely,
by paying the same to the Receiver General for Canada to be kept in a
special account, subject to withdrawal from time to time on the Order of

Your Excellency in Council; Provided, however, that any outstanding
accounts which would ordinarily be paid out of such funds and which
have not vet been so paid mav hereafter be paid on the joint cheque of

:\Iaior-General J. H. MacBrien, C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O., Chief of the Gen-
eral Staff, Department of Militia and Defence, and Colonel J. L. Regan,
C.M.G., Director of Pay Services, Department of Militia and Defence,
against credits from time to time authorized by Your Excellency in

Council to be provided from funds paid to the Receiver General as
aforesaid.

" The Committee concur in the foregoing recommendation and submit
the same for approval.

(Sgd.) RODOLPHE BOUDREAU.
Clerk of the Privy Council.

The Honourable

The Minister of Militia and Defence,

D.M.

Referred

Sgd. H. W. BRO^'N,
for A.D.M.

22,a2/20."

The memorandum referred to in the above Order in Council is prepared by
Col. W. R. Ward, Accountant General, and it states briefly the history of the three
Funds which are mentioned in the foregoing account, P.C. 1856, to which the
above Order in Council refers contained a provision that the special account
should be credited half yearly with interest at the usual deposit rate.
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As the above account shows there are tlirce separate Funds to be considered;

Canteen Funds proper. Regimental Funds and Cinematograph Fund. In

describing them in more detail it will be convenient to take them in reverse

order as the last two recjuire ver\- brief reference while the first has a history

which is more involved.

(a) Cincmatogmph Fund.

This is derived from a payment of £10,000 made by the Imperial Authorities

to the Minister of the Overseas ^Military Forces of Canada for division among
.«uch of tiie Canadian War Charities as the Canadian Government may decide

upon. The War Office Cinematograph Committee had been formed in 1917 to

take over arrangements previously made by the Government with certain

Cinematograph firms taking pictures" in the area of active operations. The
members of the Committee agreed to act on the understanding that any profits

be devoted to war charities to be selectetl by the Committee in consultation

with the Rt. Honourable D. Lloyd George, and the Rt. Honourable A. Bonar
Law. As to this £10,000 the privilege of selecting the war charities to be
benefited was passed over to Canada. The amount was Canada's allocation

in tlie distribution of a sum of £50,000, the remainder of which was paid as

follows:

£20,000 to British War Charities, and £5,000 each, to Australia, New
Zealand, South Africa and India.

(b) Regimental Fund.

This item is made up of moneys of units, the members of most of which
were scattered, having had no local territorial affiliation in Canada. This

made it impracticable to appoint Local Trustees to take charge of the Funds
(under P.C. 1445 of May 29, 19171, and the Commanding Officer was, therefore,

permitted to divest himself by paying tlie moneys in to the Receiver General.

There are Funds of about 375 different units consisting of various Training

Schools in England and France, Hospitals, Units with Specialist Personnel, and
some line units of Artillery and Infantrj-.

(c) Canteen Funds Proper.

The units of the C.E.F.. for a certain time, after mobilization, conducted

Unit Canteens as one of their Regimental Institutes, as they are known in

army parlance. Para. 1131A of K.R. & 0. provided for the maintenance of

Dry Canteens for each unit of the C.E.F., and that same were

"to be maintained solely for the use and benefit of the unit",

and that

"any profits arising from these Canteens are to be applied for the use

and benefit of the non-commissioned officers and men of such unit".

These Canteens were to be organized, administered and carried on

"under the supervision and direction of the officer commanding the unit,

or a committee appointed by him".

It was also provided in Paragraph 3 of the Rules for the management of

Garrison and Regimental Drj" Canteens in Canada, published in 1916, that

"... .any profits arising from operating the Canteen are to be applied for

the direct benefit of the X.C.O's. and men of such unit. The disposition

of profits will be determined by the Committee of Management, subject

to confirmation of commanding officer,"
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and paragraph 1121 luid indicated one of the objects of a Regimental Institute

to be

"to organize and maintain the means available for their (the troops')

recreation and amusement".

Wiien the units reached England the separate Canteens were still main-
tained but they were operated bj' letting them to contractors who paid the unit
a fixed rebate on the takings. Even under supervision there were drawbacks
10 tilt contractor system and the Army Council in 1916 decided to take over
tiiesc Regimental Institutes under its organization as from January 1st, 1917.

There was accordingly fonned the Army Canteen Committee, afterwards
known as the Xa^y and Army Canteen Board, to operate canteens in England
and at some permanent stations overseas. Arrangements were made by the
Canadian Authorities with this Committee early in 1917 whereby the Army
Canteen Committee took over and conducted all

"Regimental Institutes occupied by the Canadian Forces at home",

on the terms that the Committee would "pay rebate monthly" at a percentage
on the total takings and, after provision for administrative expenses and the
support of a central regimental institute fimd, would pay to the ."headquarters
of the Canadian Forces" a proportion of the trading profits which might, from
time to time, be detennined by the Anny Coimcil as available for distribution.

Tliis arrangement appears from letters passing between the Secretary Army
Canteen Committee and the then Higli Commissioner for Canada, between
January 24th and February 21.st, 1917. The monthly rebate was paid direct

to each unit to be used for unit purposes. It is the accumulation of trading
profit? made by the Committee over and above the monthly rebate which helps
to make up the Fund which is for distribution now.

Concerning canteens in France, the Expeditionary Force Canteen Com-
mittee was formed in January, 1915, by the co-operation of the two largest
canteen contractors to conduct canteens in Overseas Theatres of War. It was
definitely agreed that

" any profits earned were to be devoted to the general welfare of the
soldier under the orders of the Army Council, and in such manner as they,
in their absolute discretion, should think fit."

(See Report dated May 14, 1921. of Special Committee, British House of
Commons, on Canteen Profits I. On March 8, 1918, an arrangement with
the Expeditionan.' Force Canteen Committee was made to which the Canadian
authorities in England were parties, and under which the Overseas Forces were
to receive profits (on terms laid down) as full partners in the Expeditionarj- Force
Canteens the same to be retroactive. This arrangement appears from a

Memorandum of points agreed on between Military representatives of the

Overseas Forces and the Expeditionary Force Canteen Committee, at a meeting
of the latter held January 29, 1918. There was apparently some formal approval

bv letter from the Secretars- of the Expeditionar\" Force Canteen Committee
dated March 8, 1918.

Evidently this was only the formal consummation of an arrangement which
had all along been in effect as an understanding. The High Commissioner for

Canada had, by a Document dated previously, November 20, 1917, appointed

Trustees to receive all sums of money which might become payable by

the Na\y and Army Canteen Committee and the Expeditionary Force
Canteens."
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and the destination of the funds is indicated by the statement in tiiis Document
that these moneys are to be

" distributed and used in the discretion of the Trustees for any purposes

or objects wliich they consider will benefit the Canadian Military' Forces

on their dependents."

Later (in 1920) a basis of apportionment of the Expeditionary Force Canteen
profits between the various Overseas Contingents was arrived at. As appears

from the Minutes of their proceedings, these Trustees received and administered

the moneys paid over from time to time by the Navy and Army Canteen Board
and the Expeditionary Force Canteen Committee.

The difficulties in finally settling the respective shares in such a ramified

partnership were very great, particularly since actual liquidation could not be

completed within any reasonable time. During 1920, 1921 and 1922 there were
most extended negotiations by conference and correspondence. Various conten-

tious points arose. Finally in October, 1921, failing a settlement by agreement,

it was arranged to refer the question of the basis on which accounts were to be

closed to' the President of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Great
Britain as arbitrator. He entered on this work, but in March, 1921 a special

Committee of- the British Parliament was appointed to investigate the whole
subject of Canteen Profits and pending the Report of this Committee the

arbitrator suspended operations.

The Committee reported May 14, 1921, and laid down certain principles to

govern the distribution. The Committee's finding was favourable to the

Canadian contention on one of the principal points of difTcrcnce, namely, that

the whole of the assets should be taken into account in making up profits instead

of withholding a certain amount for financing canteens in the future. The
Committee did not however, accept the Canadian view concerning the date up
to which the accounts should be made up. It was considered, however, that

further representations on that point would be futile and the Canadian authori-

ties decided to acquiesce in tlie term? laid down by the Committee's Report.
Accounts and balance sheets showing the operations of the Navy and Army

Canteen Board and the Expeditionary Force Canteen Committee were prepared
in accordance with the Parliamentary Committee's Report and were presented

to the Secretary of State for War accompanied by a Report of Sir William
Plender, G.B.E., showing balance of profits undistributed. The Law Officers

advised that these Canteen Profits were technically public moneys and. tliere-

fore, could not be disposed of without the sanction of Parliament. An Act was,
therefore, passed by the British Parliament in the summer of 1922, ratifying

payments already made and approving of further distributions, including the
sum of £363,450 between Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, New-
foundland and India. A statement was received by the Canadian High Com-
missioner from the Secretary of the War Office in August 1922 showing £99,741,
14?. 3d., as outstanding to Canada and this amount, with a slight adilition, was
after further correspondence accepted by the High Commissioner for Canada
as the balance due. The exact amount of this payment was £99,748, 14s. 5d.,

and was made in January, 1922. It is the item of $485,443.77 shown in the
account (See Appendix).

To recapitulate the successive steps were to have these two British Canteen
Organizations take the place of the individual unit Committees in holding any
profits made over and about the rebate which was paid to the units monthly,
then for tiie Canadian Trustees overseas and, later, the Higii Commissioner for

Canada to take on tliis management of the moneys, and finally for the balance
to be brought back to Canada into tiie custody of the Receiver General impressed,
as set out in P.C. 3144, with a trust similar to the one which would have operated
if the Canteens had continued to be administered bv the unit.
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These three funds, tlic liistory and general nature of whieli lKi\e just been
outlined, are all trust earmarked, and the next consideration concerns the effect

of such Trusts. The question is, who is entitle*! to specify the actual things for

which the money is to be spent in endeavouring to " benefit " the class indicated

and whether the Government of Canada, as the present custodian of the Fund,
is anything more than a bare Trustee and, as such, subject entirely to the direc-

tion of those beneficially interested, or whether tliere is a discretion vested in

the Authorities to make a selection and de\ote the Fund accordingly.

Views have been expressed indicating an idea that there was some individual

property right in the Fund. The variation in the individual contribution and the

consequent impossibilitj' of dctcrminng the extent of any such interest, if it

existed, would render it futile to consider these funds otherwise than as for the

benefit of a class. But tlic vcrj" genius of army organization precludes the idea

of property right in either the individual or the class, and particularly is this

so after the status of member of the unit has been lost by demobilization. The
necessity for legislation in the British Parliament to confirm the distribution

of canteen profits was because of the opinion that they were public funds and
section 134 of the Militia Act (R.S.C. 1906 C41) gives some added importance
to that view. It is true that there is no insistence by the Crown or any sucii

technical rights, and the documents quoted uniformly carry through tlie idea

of the trust, but the true legal position of the fund is of importance in determin-
ing how active tlic authorities should be in directing or suggesting objects for the

use of the money. The fact that the Army Council reserved by the terms of its

j\greement full discretion regarding the disposition of the Fund and the fact also

that the High Commissioner for Canada purports by his appointment of Trustees

to expressly vest in them a similar right shows that, although the intention was to

carry through the trust, there was an equally definite intention to retain some
voice in its execution. If it were otherwise the trust would be abortive. There
is no way whereby the wishes of the beneficiaries could be expressed in proportion

to the degree of their interest nor strictly speaking could it be said that any-
thing short of unanimity could be regardecl as an effective expression of the

opinion of the class. Some one should have power to finally decide. In the

opinion of the Coramision the conclusion is clearly indicateil that when some
practical application of the money has to be determined there must be some
substantial measure of discretion to be exercised by the Governor in Council

as Trustee and as successor to the Commanding Officer and his Canteen Com-
mittee.

While the terms of Paras. 1121 and 1131A of K.R. & 0. clearly vest in the

Commanding Officer the power to guide the application of the fund, undoubtedly
any Conmianding Officer would seek to find out the wishes of those for whose
benefit the money is expressly earmarked, and only after all reasonable efforts

in that respect failed, would a Commanding Officer be likely to make some
arbitrar>- selection of his own. This situation here with regard to the con-

glomerate Fund is, the Commission ventures to think, very similar. It is impos-
sible to ascertain the individual interests or wishes but the class to be benefited

is quite clearly indicated in all the documentary evidence available, and the

Government, acting towards all ex-members of the Overseas Forces of Canada
in a capacity relative to that of the Commanding Officer towards the N.C.O's
and men of the unit, ought to make all reasonable efforts" to ascertain the

wishes of the beneficiaries, and if any general concensus of opinion is obtained

to conform therewith.

In Great Britain the Army Council in 1919, exercising the discretion

reserved to dispose of the surplus profits accruing in respect of the Imperial

Troops during the war, .a.skcd General Lord Byng, now His Excellency the

present Governor General of Canada, to be responsible for the distribution of
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the money. This he undertook to do on condition of freedom from Oovern-

ment control. A Council of Management was formed of regresentatives of

important ex-service men's organizations and a Royal Charter was granted to

this Body under the name of the United Services Fund. The Country was

divided into 10 areas each with a Committee constituted on the same lines as

the Council of Management. In developing the organization, over 2,500 local

Committees were formed. Apparently the method of ascertaining the wishes

of ex-service men concerning desirable objects for the fund was merely through

members of the Committee. The 1922 Act of the British Parliament (previously

referred to) confirmed all expenditures, disbursements and distribution which

had been made of Canteen moneys including this payment to the United

Services Fund.

The Canadian Government attempted to ascertain the views of ex-service

men by a plebiscite taken under P.C. 4122 of November 3rd, 1921. A joint

Committee composed of officials of the D.S.C.R. and of veterans' organizations

Vv-as appointed to take charge of the vote. The Committee was known as

the Canteen Funds Disposal Committee and it reported under date March

15, 1922.

Four suggestions were set out on a post card ballot which was distributed

through all post offices. A blank was left so that the individual might make
any original suggestion of his own. 550,000 ballots were distributed as

follows:

1. To all post offices throughout the Dominion of Canada, 231.529.

2. To offices and hospitals of the D.S.C.R., 106,000.

3. To veterans' associations, 100,000.

4. To England, 17,000.

5. To the United States, 22,000.

6. To Pensioners outside of Canada, 8,000.

7. To meet miscellaneous demands, 05,471.

22,974 votes were returned distributed as follows:

—

Canada 19,299

England 1.364

United States 1,815

Newfoundland 62

21 different countries 391

The result of the ballot is given as follows in the Committee's Report

(p. 15) :—

Resi'lt of B.\llot

"10. The transferrable vote system was employed, so as to obtain

an exact knowledge of the wishes of the ex-members of the forces, based

on the indicated order of preference, where votes for more than one

suggestion were received.

"The schemes, which the Committee considered worthy of inclusion

on the ballot cards as suggestions, evoked considerable interest and
received a large number of votes. A heavy vote was polled also for a

per capita cash distribution and a lottery while the remainder of the

votes were scattered over scores of miscellaneous suggestions of which
few are practical enough to demand serious consideration.
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"A survey of the return^ disclosed tliat the first choice was as

follows:

—

"Scheme A

—

"Establishment of memorial workshops for the provision of sheltered employ-
ment and home employment for disabled ex-serv'ice men, including the
tuberculous 5, 7W

"Cash Distribution 3.574

"Scheme H

—

"Establishment of a non-competitive industrial enterprise jointly owned and
operated by ex-service men 2,874

"Scheme C

—

"Provision of scholarships or other educational facilities for the children of ex-
members of the Forces in need of such assistance 2, 298

"Lottery 2,297

"Scheme D

—

,
"Provision of burial facilities for ex-members of the Canadian Forces who die in

indigent circumstances 689
"Loaning Corporation 392
"Miscellaneous Schemes S.Sgg
"Spoiled Ballots 1.488

Total : 22, 974

FINAL RE.SLLT

"11. The final result stands as follows:

—

"Scheme A 11,565
"Single Votes not cast for the above and spoiled ballots 11,409

Total 22. 974

The other suggestions received on the plebiscite are sh.own in the appen-
dix of this report.

The result of the plebiscite was not regarded as suflicientlv representative

or conclusive. (See 1922 Pari. Com. Report, p. 148-50, 227-8 and p. XV).
The 1922 Parliamentary Committee recommended a Board of Adminis-

tration composed of officers of the D.S.C.R., representatives of ex-service men
and prominent citizens and further recommended that this Board consider the

advisability of employing the Canteen Funds:

(a) For the promotion of Sheltered workshops, and

(6) in pro\iding further educational facilities for children of ex-members
of the forces who would otherwise be unable to enjoy same.

No action was taken on this recommendation and the matter was included

in the order of Reference to this Commission.
The expressions of opinion on the Hearings have not indicated any

crystallized opinion as to the ultimate object to which this fund should be
devoted. There was one principle upon which there was almost universal

agreement, namely, that the funds should not be used to relieve the Govern-
ment of any obligations properly belonging to it. The Commission is

convinced that to adopt any scheme that might be construed as a violation of

this principle would be a mistake and therefore makes no reference to sug-

gestions put forward for Soldiers' Homes and other similar objects. While
many suggestions were offered, the plans most favoured at each particular

centre are summarized below:

Halifax (3761.—The opinion was expressed by a Convention held pre-
viously that the money should be used for the education of orphan children

whose fathers served in the war.

St. John (991.—The concensus of opinion in New Brunswick and Prince

Edward Island was likewise said to be that the canteen fund should be used to

provide for the education of the children, particularly orphans, whose fathers

had served.

20:Ja— 10
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Montreal (608).—That the Dominion Government appoint a Board of

Trustees including at least six ex-service men to administer the Canteen fund

and that similar Boards be created in each Province with the object of definitely

obtaining the opinion of ex-service men and women as to the most equitable

means of distribution.

Vancouver (202).—It was asked that the capital be kept intact for som'

years until opinion has become crystallized, no conclusion having been reached as

yet concerning the method to be adopted.

Calgary (291).—-A resolution was presented, adopted by the Alberta Pro-

vincial Convention, held on the 7th, 8th and 9th of February, 1923, asking that

the fund be divided by provinces on the basis of enlistment and discharges, and
that Alberta's share be placed in the hands of trustees appointed by the Provin-

cial Government to be disposed of as decided by the ex-service men of Alberta.

Another proposal presented at Calgary was that the fund be used for Housing
loans. Industrial loans and pensions for those otherwise ineligible. This pro-

posal known as the Mclnnis plan was approved by the Woodstock (X.B.)

branch of the G.W.V.A. It was also favoured by 94 of those who answered the

Commission's Questionnaire.

Regina (125).—It was proposed that half a million dollars should be

placed at the disposal of the D.S.C.R. for providing decent burial for soldiers

and the after care of their graves, and that a further one million dollars be
allocated to the same Department to be administered for the next ten years for

the benefit of men who served in France, if ill and indigent.

Winnipeg (378).—It was recommended that principal and interest in pro-
portion to enlistments be placed in the hands of Provincial Trustees to whom the

veterans might communicate their wishes.

Toronto (91-95).—It was asked that the fund be divided by Provinces,

basing such division on enlistments and placed in the hands of Provincial

Trustees for administration.

To determine from the foregoing the common desire of the ex-service men
concerning the ultimate use of the money is impossible, but the two clearcut

suggestions were, education of children whose fathers served in the War, and
relief of distress among ex-service men and dependents.

As to its immediate disposition, the plan most generally favoured was that

the fund be divided according to Provinces so that the local conditions might
be considered before a definite object was decided on. Alberta, Manitoba,
Ontario and Quebec all advocated the division, and the suggestions of Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island that the money be devoted to

children's education necessarily involves the allocation of a certain amount to

each Province. British Columbia is not yet ready for an expression oi opinion,

and Saskatchewan alone might oppose provincial administration, the main idea

there being that the fund should be kept together for the relief of distress among
ex-service men and their dependents.

Xo suggestion which would not necessitate the splitting up of the fund was
put forv\-ard. such as the construction of a monument or other memorial, although
a Vimy Alemorial was among the additional suggestions received on the

Plebiscite.

Keeping in mind the accepted view that this fimd is for the benefit of the

class who contributed to it, and that conseciucntly every attention should be

paid to a generally expressed and reasonable wish of those concerned regard-

ing its disposition, the Commission considers that, as a first step, the proposal

for division of the Funds into provincial allotments should be acceded to.

This should assist materially in getting some concensus of opinion among those
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interested, both on account of local interest and because agreement is more
likely to be reached when the varying conditions of the different Provinces

can be eliminated. There is another distinct advantage in the provincial

division. The limitations of the fund will make it requisite that, whatever

Scheme for its ultimate application is adopted, there shall be a restricted class of

beneficiaries, and those coming within this class must be ascertaine<l by some
standaril of selection. It is thus desirable that those who have the handling

of the fund shoulil be in the closest possible touch with the applicants, to be

able to estimate their special claim to participate in any Scheme adopted and
decide whether, and for how long, their situation justifies continuing its benefits

In Australia a similar fund is ileccntralized and administered by military

districts. (1921, Pari. Com. Rep. 404). While in C^reat Britain central

adminstratioi) is feasible, the immense distances and sparse population and the

variety of conditions in different pro\-inces nudce a system which is suitable

in England un\\ leldy here, at the same time it would be of distinct advantage
to capitalize provincial individuality and interest. What is proposed here is

that the Provincial Boards oi' Trustees have the responsibility for actual

decision of the merits of any proposal submitted, while in England the Area
Committee only advises. It is not proposed that the Provincial Board of
Trustees shall be bound to adopt any suggestion made, simply because it is

strongly supported. There is to be in the Provincial Board of Trustees,
relatively, the power of the Commanding Officer to confirm or otherwise any
])roposcd use of the money. The Provincial allotment would, in short, increase
the facilities for securing an intelligent expression of opinion from ex-service

men and make the administration of tiie money more effective bj' direct interest.

As to the basis on which the funds should be divided, the ideal would be
a distribution based on the number of overseas ex-service men resident in the

respective provinces, averaging this over a substantial period of time, say three

years. Unfortunately there is no method whereby this can be directly arrived

at, and the Commission, after consideration, is of opinion that a fair, although
arbitrary-, result can be arrived at by using three factors, viz., enlistoients,

discharges and pensions paid in the respective provinces. Enlistments alone

arc not enough upon which to base a conclusion, because many men who
enlisted did not return to their native province after their discharge and many
others were not residents of the province where they joined up. Discharges,

on the other hand, may easily give fallacious results because thousands were
discharged in England and many others discharged in one Province have
removed to some other. The number of pensions paid should furnish a good
criterion but the drawback there is that the proportional number of pensions

to ex-soldiers may not be the same in ever>' Province. For instance, it is said

that, in British Columbia, the mild climatic conditions have attracted a large

number of pensioners from other parts of Canada, and therefore to take pen-

sions alone as a standard would allot British Columbia an undue percentage

of the total ex-soldier population.

Aft<^r a close examination of the proportions which each Province shows,

taking these three factors separately, the Commission is quite convinced that

as fair a method as can be devised, since no one of these elements by itself can

be relied on to correctly represent the proportion of ex-service men in each

province, is to combine the three percentaees and strike an average.

Even then there is a difficulty. The onlv figures .available to show
enlistments from each Province include both those who saw overseas per\-ice

and those who served onlv in Canada. These are the figures which will have

to be used, and they will be inaccurate for present purposes to whatever

extent the proportion of those who went overseas to those who served in

20.3a—10}
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Canada only varies in different provinces. Regarding discliarges, tlie only

statistics available, for a provincial calculation, cover the limited period from

the Armistice to October 31, 1919, but notwithstanding this, the Commission

sees no reason why they should not give a fair cross-section of the Provincial

distribution of all Canadians discharged. Concerning both enlistments and

discharges, the figures for Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island are com-
bined and the only way to secure a separate percentage for these provinces

is to take the ratio of pensions paid in each of them, and apply that ratio

to the enlistments and discharges. The third factor, namely, number of pen-

sions paid in each province, can be accurately stated as of ]\Iarch 31, 1924.

There may have been some important factor which has been overlooked

but, based on the figures of enlistments, discharges and pensions shown in

the appendix, the Commission has had worked out the following percentages

which it considers would alTord a fair basis for a provincial allotment of such

canteen funds as are available for that purpose. In Great Britain similar

difficulties were experienced in arriving at the number of ex-service men in

stated localities and lack of active statistics made it necessary to resort to

such arbitrary methods as taking the number of pensioners plus the food

cards issued, or taking a fixed percentage of total population.

RATIO TABLE FOR PROVINCIAL ALLOTMENT BASED ON THE AVERAGE OF PER-
CENTAGES OF DISCHARGE, ENLISTMENTS AND PENSIONS

Province
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of wlioin should liave served overseas, such Trustees to be appointed by the

Lieutenant-Governor in Council and to serve without remuneration. The
Commission's opinion is that the Board should be small, not only to en.sure

close personal interest but to save the expenses necessarily involved in calling

together a large personnel. The suggestion of the Commmission is, therefore,

a board of five in Ontario and three in the other provinces.

If relief work is taken up it would seem feasible to have the local work
done by veteran and social welfare organizations while, if an educational

scheme is adopted, the Board of Trustees would formulate the conditions for

participation, and the decision as to the qualification of the candidate could

be advised on by the local educational authorities.

The duties of the Provincial Board of Trustees would, generally speaking,

be to receive and hold the funds and to ascertain by sucli method as might
appear to them most feasible, the wishes of those residing in the province or,

in the case of British Columbia, in the province and the Yukon, who are

interested in the fund concerning its disposition; following this, to determine
the object to which the fund should be devoted, and, as far as necessary, to

administer the fund for such object or to provide for such administration
through others, and to do such other things as might be indicated in the Order
in Council appointing them. All expense in connection with the trusts should
of course be a charge on the fund.

It is realized that this distribution does not specially provide for those
not now resident in Canada, but although their removal may not extinguisli

whatever benefit can be reasonably extended to them, it would seem unfair
to impose on those administering the fund the burden and expense of provid-
ing special machinery and organization in order to carry to them its

advantages. The fact that they are scattered makes impracticable the adop-
tion, for their benefit, of any general scheme which might be applicable to

a closely associated group.

The Canadian abroad does not lose the privilege of participation in the
Fund of his particular province. It may be said that while he is away, this

benefit is of no practical value, but the Commission does not consider that
any fair basis of administration of the Fund can be arrived at unless it is

considered as essentially Canadian and administered on Canadian soil.

Tlierc will, however, be cases of peculiar distress which cannot be foreseen

and (oncerning which it might be felt that an injustice had been done if some
portion of the Fund were not as close at hand as po.^sible, and the Commission,
wJiile not committing the Fund as a wliole to relief purposes, is of the opinion

that a sum of $100,000 should be allotted for the benefit of special ca,ses of

distress of Canadians who served in France or England and their dependents

resiflent in Great Britain and the United States, one-half of this amount to be

placetl at the disposal of the United Services Fund of Great Britain to be used

in their discretion for the above purposes, and a similar amount to be sent to

the American Red Cross with the same request.

It will be expected that an indication of the views of the Commission be

given concerning any objects for which the Fund might be used. Some prin-

ciples, the adoption of which the Commission recommends, should be note<l.

Firstly, that the fund should, in the opinion of the Commission, not be

spent immediately but its use should be pro\'idently spread over a reasonable

number of years so that there would be something available for children now-

very young who might later be benefited by special a.-isistance in particularly

distressing circumstances which might arise at any time until a wage earning

period is reached, or who might become eligible for School or University Scholar-
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ships if such were created. Neither should the fund be kept perpetually. The
Report of the United Services Fund in Great Britain contains the following:

—

" It is preferable in a Fund of this nature that the greatest amount
of good should be done over a limitcfl period of reasonable length rather

than that anj' sura should be set aside for an indefinite period ".

In England the period decided on was 15 years from 1923. It may be thought
that there are those who, even after that time, might require the a-ssistance

which such a fund could give, but within that period, the abnormal effect of

war conditions should have subsided and most of the children would have grown
up. Assuming the total fund to be 2^ million dollars the yearly value over a

period of fifteen years at 5 per cent would be about $206,000.

Secondly, any use of the fund for relief purposes from time to time should

be limited to the class of cases for which no relief is then available from
Government sources; in other words, the money should not be used to relieve

the State of any responsibility devolving on it.

Thirdly, that only ex-members of the Canadian Expeditionary Forces below

commissioned rank who served in France or England, and their dependents,

should be eligible to participate in the benefits of the Fund.

With these principles in mind the Commission has two suggestions to make
regarding schemes for disposition:

—

(a) Assistance to specially meritorious cases where ex-members of the

forces and their dependents are in genuine distress. No elaboration is needed

here. The experience of the United Services Fund of Great Britain will afford

valuable information and guidance. This is the purpose for which a similar

fund is used in Australia, and has been frequently put forward as a suggestion.

(b) The provision of scholarships in schools (not necessarily confined to

the higher grades) and Universities, for specially promising children of ex-

service men.

Some details of such a scheme were presented to tlie 1922 Parliamentary

Committee (Report p. 224 et seq.) and a draft plan designed for the whole

of Canada was submitted to the Commi-sion by the Deputy Minister of the

D.S.C.R. under date of October 12, 1923. An educational scheme has the

advantage that, probably more than any other, it expresses the wishes of those

who did not come back. It permits the sur\ivors to unite their portion with

that of their fallen comrades for the benefit of a class which the dead would

desire to see cared for above all others.. It further provides a rare opportunity

for ex-service men to develop and inject into Canadian national life a group

of bright young men and women with inherited traditions of patriotic service

whose talent might otherwise remain undeveloped. It should call for no expen-

sive administration. The co-operation of the Department of Education in any
Province in which the Scheme was adopted could be readily enlisted.

In Saskatchewan children of deceased or disabled .•soldiers receive a special

educational grant of $24 per month until they are 21 (Regina 56). The Pen-
sions Board may, under Section 23 (1) (b) of the Pension Act, continue the

pension to the child of a pensioner until the child becomes 21, provided he or

she is without resources and is making satisfactory progress. As a rule the

Pensions Board in practice only exercises this discretion in favour of a child

showing more than ordinary ability (Toronto 1751). These provisions should
be kept in mind in preparing any scheme, in order that the principle above
referred to, of not relieving the State of its recognized obligations, will be
obsen'ed.
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Representations have been made that before there is any flistribution of

this fund, care should be taken to see that machinery is maintained for the

active presentation and prosecution of claims which may arise from time" to time

on belialf of ex-service men and their dependents, concerning tiie various forms

of assistance which the State provides in respect of Pensions, Re-establish-

ment, etc.

There are a variety of instances in connection with such questions as

government employment, land settlement, training, housing, and rehabilitation

activities generally, the considerations affecting which depend on the presenta-

tion of the indivitlual case rather than on the terms of a general regulation.

There are also Parliamentary matters, not only affecting pensions, but amend-
ments to existing statutes which may directly affect the right and privliegea

of ex-service men, and in addition there is the desirability of having some agency

completely detached from Government organization to supply the necessary

personal contact between ex-service men and dependents and those who deal

with matters affecting their interests.

The appointment of soldier advisers throughout the units has supplied, it is

believed, a genuine want, particularly in regard to pensions and treatment

matters and, primarily, concerning appeals. In suggesting the necessity of

maintaining such a bureau it is not to be understood as a reflection on officials

who are administering soldier matters, any more than the intervention of

counsel in a case at law would be regarded as a reflection on the judiciary. The
Commission has not hesitated where it considered it was called for to point out

defects and shortcomings of existing regulations and practice, but, assuming
that the system was working with absolute precision, there would still be a

proper plgce for an agency of this kind.

The Commission considers that it is in the interests of ex-members of the

Forces and their dependents to have such a service maintained for some time

yet and that this would be a proper object for a small proportion of this fund
which should be held and administered by a Central Board of Trustees to be

appointed by the Governor-in-Council.

The Commission, therefore, recommends:—

•

1. That requisite legislative provision be made so that, under direction of

the Governor-m-Council, any necessary accounting be had to ascertain and
certify the amount, including interest, properly belonging to the funds and held

by the Receiver General under P.C. 3144 of December 18th, 1920, and to have
said funds (excepting the sum of twenty thousand dollars to be held for payment
of any outstanding accounts in respect of the imits, the fimds of which are

included in said amount), hereafter referred to as the "Canteen Fund", distri-'

bute<;l as follows:

—

(a) The sum of §100,000 to be paid to a Central Board of three Trustees,

at least two of whom have had overseas service, to be appointed by the

Governor-in-Council, without remuneration, such sum to be used by such

Central Board of Trustees from time to time in such amounts and in such

matter as it may deem- best for the maintenance and assistance of an adjustment
service and bureau for the benefit of ex-service men and their dependents.

(b) The sum of $50,000. to be said to the United Services Fund of Great
Britain and the sum of 850,000 to be paid to the American Red Cross to be used
by them respectively in such manner from time to time as they deem proper

for assistance in specially meritorious cases of ex-members of the Canadian
Expeditionary Force who have sen-ed in France or England, and their depen-
dents, resident in Great Britain or the United States as the case may be, and
who are in genuine distress.
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(c) The residue of the Canteen Fund to be divided into nine provincial
allotments in the proportion indicated by the following percentages:—

Per cent

Alberta 7-346
British Columbia and the Yukon 10-286
Manitoba 10-702
New Brunswick 4-203
Xova Scotia 6-439
Ontario 41-641
Prince Edward Island -857

Quebec 12-718
Saskatchewan 5-808

100-000

(d) Upon notification of the appointment by the Lieutenant Governor in

Council, of any province, of the Provincial Board of Trustees hereinafter

referretl to, the provincial allotment, determined as above, in respect of the

territory indicated tx) be paid over to said Provincial Board of Trustees.

2. (a) That the necessary steps be taken to procure the effective appoint-
ment and authorization by the Lieutenant Governor in Council of each province

of a Provincial Board of Trustees, without remuneration, composed of citizens

of the Provinces, five for the Province of Ontario and three for the other

provinces, a majority of whom shall have served overseas, to perform the

duties specified hereunder and any other duties which may be considered
necessary concerning the provincial allotment in respect of such Province

determined as set out in paragraph 1 (c) above.

(b) The duties of the Provincial Boards of Trustees to be to receive and
hold tlie Provincial allotment and to ascertain, by such method as may appear
to them most feasible, the wishes of tliose interested and residing in the province

or, in the case of British Columbia, in the Province and the Yukon, concerning

tlie disposition of such allotment and, following this, to determine the object to

v>-hich the allotment should be devoted, and, as far as may be necessary, to

administer same for such object or to provide for such administration by others

and to do such other things as may be indicated in the Order-in-Council

appointing them. The expenses in connection with the trust to be a charge on
the allotment.

All the above is respectfully submitted.

J. L. RALSTON
Chairjnan.

WALTER McKEOWN
Commissioner.

A. E. DUBUC
Commissioner.

July 5, 1924.
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APPENDIX A

Ottawa, November 25, 1922.

Royal Commission on Pensions and Certain Phases of Re-establishment

MEMORANDUM RE SCOPE OF INQUIRY AND PROCEDURE

The scope of the inquiry is indicated below.

1. To receive suggestions as to:

—

(a) Any improvements in the method of procedure whereby Canadian
ex-service men may apply for pensions and treatment.

(6) Procedure whereby these ex-service men may submit an appeal from
decisions as to pensions and treatment.

2. To hear evidence as to the needs of discharged handicapped men of the
C.E.F. and as to means of making suitable provision for them, apart from any
definite legislative provision which already exists.

Those contemplated by the term handicap men might be considered as
including the following classes:

—

(a) Those whom real old age has at the time of discharge, with or without
other disability, rendered unfit for employment on the open labour
market, and those who are prematurely old from causes either arising

out of or entirely unassociated with service. It is needless to say that
this group will increase as time goes on.

(6) Those handicapped by severe disabilities which are the result of

deformities, amputations, or arise otherwise from injuries due to service.

(c) Those with some chronic condition due to service but who are not
included in the tuberculous.

Ul) Those who are suffering from some mental or nervous condition in

whole or part due to service,

(e) The tuberculous.

(/) Those who, owing to various other causes due at least in part to service

are unable to give any fixed occupation the same extent of efiBciency as

is expected from men 100 per cent fit.

Examples of matters which might come under paragraph 2 are:

—

Sheltered workshops.
Home industries.

Soldier homes.
T. B. colonies.

Orphans' education.

3. To hear evidence as to the extent and nature of existing re-cstablishmcnt

needs among Canadian ex-service men and their dependents.

Note.—In connction with paragraph 3 it is to be noted that, under the terms
of the Order in Council, this has to do particularly with the re-establishment

needs of handicapped men. The Commission has decided, however, that while

keeping this class particularly in mind, evidence as to the needs of other classes
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of returned men will be taken, but this should be confined as closely as possible

to the nature and extent of actual existing needs, rather than to remedies; the

latter being within the purview of Parliament and not of the Commission.

4. To hear evidence and suggestions as to disposal of canteen funds.

B. PROCEDURE

1. The endeavour is being made to obtain the views on behalf of Canadian
ex-service men in widely separated portions of Canada and to report during the

ensuing Session of Parliament, if possible. To do this it is necessarj' to have the

co-operation of all concerned in ensuring that what is presented is concise, well

considered, and directed along the lines indicated above—with this in mind the

following is a general outline of procedure:

—

(a) Evidence and suggestions on behalf of Canadian ex-service men will be

received only from those selected to represent soldier interests generally,

rather than as individuals or offic'ers of individual organizations and,

for this purpose, it is recjuested that these organizations and returned

men generally will combine in selecting these joint representatives who
will come to the hearing duly accredited. This does not in any way
preclude the selection of officers of any organizations as joint repre-

sentatives, nor the presentation by these joint representatives of evi-

dence and suggestions on behalf of any particular class or classes of

Canadian ex-service men.

(b) The number of representatives to be limited as much as possible, but

not to exceed six on the hearing in any one place.

(c) A brief summary of the evidence proposed to be submitted, to be for-

warded to the Secretary of the Commission, Room 379, House of

Commons, Ottawa, ten days before the hearing.

(d) Hearings to be held in Halifax, St. John, N.B., Montreal, Toronto,

Winnipeg, Calgary, Regina and Vancouver.

(e) Notice of the date and place of hearings to be given later, but the hear-

ings will not commence before January loth, 1923, and the first hearing

will be held in Halifax.

(/) Where a selected representative does not reside in the place where the

hearing is to be held, his expenses as a witness will be certified by the
Commission.

H. D. DEWAR,
Secretary, Royal Coiyunission.

NOTICE TO ex-:members of the forces

The Royal Commission on Pensions and Re-establishment will hold sittings,

beginning about January 15, 1923 (definite dates to be announced later),

in Halifax, St. John, ^lontreal, Vancouver, Calgary, Regina, Winnipeg,
and Toronto, in the order named.

To enable a report to be made during the ensuing session of Parliament if

possible and to ensure that evidence be concise and well-considered and to

prevent repetition, it is proposed that evidence and views on behalf of ex-

members of the forces be presented at each of the above places by not more than
six dulj- selected representative witnesses. Ex-members of the forces generallj-,

and veteran organizations are asked to co-operate in calling meetings and
instructing and selecting these witnesses.
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Furtlier details as to tlie scope of the Inquiry and procedure may be obtained
from Veterans' Organizations or from any office of the Department of Soldiers'

Civil Re-establishment.

Individuals who, for any reason, cannot co-operate by being represented by
such selected witnesses may present their views by filling out a form of

questionnaire which has been prepared and which may be procured from any
post office. This form to be returned before February 28, 1923, postage free,

addressed to The Secretary of the Post Office Department, Ottawa.

0tt.\w.\, December 14, 1922.

. APPENDIX B

ITINERARY OF COMMISSION SHOWING PLACES AND DATES OF
PUBLIC HEARINGS AND VISITS TO INSTITUTIONS.

1923.

January 24.—Halifax sitting.

January 25.—Halifax sitting.

January 26.—Halifax sitting.

January 29.—Kentville Sanatorium.
January 31.—St. John sitting.

February 1.—St. John sitting.

February 14.—Montreal sitting.

February 15.-—Montreal sitting.

February 16.—Montreal sitting.

February' 17.—Montreal sitting.

Februarj- 22.—Vancouver sitting.

February 23.—Vancouver sitting.

February 24.—Vancouver sitting.

February 25.—Victoria-Red Cross Workshops and Jubilee Hospital.
February 26.—Vancouver sitting.

February 27.—Vancouver sitting.

March 2.—Vancouver-Shaughnessy Hospital and Memorial Workshops.
March 3.—Kamloops-Tranquille Sanatorium and Royal Inland Hospital.
March 6.—Calgary sitting.

March 7.—Calgary sitting.

March 8.—Calgary sitting—Bowness Hospital and Colonel Belcher
Hospital.

March 10.—Edmonton—Strathcona Hospital and Children's Home.
March 12.—Regina sitting.

March 13.—Regina sitting.

March 14.—Ninette Sanatorium.
March 15.—Winnipeg sitting.

March 16.—Winnipeg sitting.

March 17.—Winnipeg sitting.

March 19.—Winnipeg sitting.

March 20.—Winnipeg sitting.

April 2.—Toronto sitting.

April 3.—Toronto sitting.

April 4.—Toronto sitting.

April 5.—Toronto sitting.

April 6.—Toronto sitting.

April 7.—Toronto sitting.

April 8.—Hamilton—Mountain Sanatorium.
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1923

April 11.—Toronto sitting.

April 12.—Toronto sitting.

April 13.—Toronto sitting.

April 14.—Toronto sitting.

April 15.—London—Westminster Hospital and Byron Sanatorium.

April 16.—Toronto sitting.

April 19.—Ottawa sitting.

April 20.—Ottawa sitting.

April 21.—Ottawa sitting.

May 24.—Ottawa sitting.

1924.

April 16.—St. Anne do Belevue Hospital.

WITNESSES BEFORE THE CO^miSSION OX THE SECOND PART OF
THE INVESTIGATION

HALIFAX

JDr. Edward McLellan, Asst. Unit Medical Director "B" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Dr. Wm. McKasey, Pensions Medical Examiner "B" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Col. Smith L. Walker, Senior Seeretar>-, Central Veterans Committee, G.W.V.A.

Dr. G. W. Whitman, M.D., Witness for Central Veterans Committee, G.W.V.A.

Mr. R. R. Murray, Witness for Central Veterans Committee. T.V..\.

Col. S. S. Wetmore, Unit Director of Administration, "B" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Dr. Fred. H. Sexton. Witness for Central Veterans Committee, vocational officer for the

Maritime Provinces and Quebec and Director of Technical Education for the Province

of Nova Scotia.

Capt. R. I. Donaldson, O.BJE., Acting District Superintendent of the Soldier Settlement Board.

Mr. .1. L. Hetherington, President of the Provincial Red Cross Society.

Dr. F. W. Tidmarsh, Pensions Medical Examiner, "B" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Rev. Dr. Clarence McKinnon, Witness for Central Veterans Committee.

Mr. H. F. Hamilton, Provincial Secretary, G.W.V.A.. and Witness for Central Veterans
Committee.

Mr. J. W. L. Rose, Officer in Charge of Dependents Pensions "B" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Mr. E. A. Saunders, Secretary, Canadian Patriotic Fund, Halifax Branch, Secretary Halifax
Board of Trade.

ST. JOHX

Mr. Jas. D. McKenna, M.P.P.

Dr. J. B. Peat, Witness, Central Veterans Committee.

Mr. Frank A. Nicholson, Witness, Central Veterans Committee.

Col. H. D. Johnson, Witness from Prince Edward Island.

Mr. W. M. Woodside, Witness from Prince Edward Island.

Major J. S. Scott, Witness, Central Veterans Committee.

Mr. W. B. Manzer, Witness, Central Veterans Committee.

,Mr. J. P. Bourgeois, Witness, Central Veterans Committee.

Mrs. Young. Representative from the St. John I.ccal Council of Women
Mayor E. A. Schofield, Witness, Central Veterans Committee.

Major H. Priestman, Witness, Central Veterans Committee.

Mr. G. Earle Logan, Counsel, Central Veterans Committee.

Dr. C. M. Pratt, Pensions Medical Examiner " K " Unit, D.S.C.R
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MONTREAL
Major W. G. Fellows. Chairman and Witne&? Central Veterans Committee, Army and Navy

Veterans.

Mr. Sydney D. Cunningham, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, G.W.V.A.

Mr. Victor J. Locke, Witness Central Veterans Committee, T.V.A. .

Dr. A. E. Lundon, Unit Medical Director "A" Unit "D.S.C.R.

Mr. Bernard Rose, Witness Central Veterans Committee and Counseil the Workers Federa-
tion of Returned Soldiers.

JDr. C. Laviolette, Witnes Central Veterans Committee, G.W.V.A.

Capt. H. Colebourne. Dominion Secretary Treasurer, Army and Navy Veterans.

Mr. George H. Abbott, Witness Central Veterans Committee, G.W.V.A.

Capt. G. H. Boyd, Unit Director of Administration "A" Unit, D^S.C.R.

Mr. A. R. Baldock, Witne.s3, Central Veterans Committee, Army & Navy Veterans.

Mr. Royal E. C. Werry, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, G.W.V.A.

Mr. A. L. Kauffman, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, Army & Navy Veterans.

Mr. Edgar Kingsland, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, G.W.V.A.

VANCOU\"ER

Major C. A. Bell, M.C., Unit Director of Administration "J" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Dr. A. P. Proctor, Unit Medical Director, "J" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Mr. C. L. Fillmore, Western Counsel, Soldier Settlement Board.

Major M. J. Crehan, Chairman, Central Veterans Committee.

Mr. W. Drinnan, Secretary, Central Veterans Committee.

Mr. Ian McKenzie, M.L.A., Supervising Counsel for Central Veterans Committee.

Capt. H. D. Twigg, Witness Central Veterans Committee, Canadian Legion.

Col. A. J. Robertson, D.S.O., M.C., Witness, Central Veterans Committee, B.C. Returned

Soldiers Aid Commission.

Mr. C. G. Crawford, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, G.A.U.V.

Mr. H. H Currie, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, G.W.V.A.

Mr. C. Coles, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, T.V.A.

Capt. J. C. Brown, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, G.W.V.A.

Mr. J. A. W. O'Neil, Imperial Veterans.

Dr. A. R. Thomson, Pensions Medical Examiner, "J" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Dr. C. Wace, Assl. Unit Medical Director D.S.C.R., Victoria.

Col. G. C. Johnston, District Superintendent S.S.B., Vernon.

Capt. J. T. Bamet, District Superintendent S.S.B., Vancouver.

CALGARY

Mr. H. G. Nolan, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, G.W.V.A.

Mr. A. B. Clow, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, G.W.V.A.

Mr. W. C. Warner, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, Army and Navy Veterans.

Mr. G. W. Hinks, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, Amputations Association.

Mr- H. Green. Witness, Central Veterans Committee, T.V.A.

Mr. W. A. Irwin, Witne.ss, Central Veterans Committee, G.W.V.A.

Mr. R. W. Gallacher, Chairman, Central Veterans Committee.

Mr. C. L. Fillmore, Western Counsel, S.S.B.

Mr. L. L. Johnson, Asst. Director of Administration, "I" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Dr. Geo. Johnson, Unit Medical Director, "I" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Dr. W. D. Gray, Pension Medical Examiner, "I" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Dr. R. D. Sansom, Pension Medical Examiner, "I" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Dr. A. W. Park. Pension Medical Examiner, "I" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Dr. A. H. Baker, Supt. Central Alberta Sanatorium.

Mr. H. Gordon, Di.strict Superintendent. S.S.B., Edmonton.
Mr. W. S. Woods, District Superintendent, S.S.B., Calgary.
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REGINA

Mr. G. Murchison, District Superintendent, S.SJB., Saskatoon.

Col. F. J. O'Lean-, D.S.O., District Superintendent. S5JB., Prince Albert.

Mt. E. M. Johnston, District Superintendent, S.S.B., Regina.

Mr. C. L. Tucker, Unit Director of Administration ''H'' Unit, D.S.C.R.

Dr. J. W. Wickware, Unit Medical Director, "H" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Col. Ja.s. McAra, Chairman, Central Veterans Committee.

Dr. G. G. Cox, Pension Medical Examiner, "H" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Major M. A. McPherson, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, G.W.V.A.

Major J. C. Secord, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, G.W.V.A.

Mr. E. C. Leslie, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, T.V.A.

Mr. F. M. Riches, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, Business Manager, Saskatchewan
University.

Mr. W. Bishop-Stevens, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, Amputation Association and
Imperial Veterans.

Mr. J. L. Norman, Witness; Central Veterans Committee.

Mr. Stephen Mitchell, Witness, Central Veterans Committee.

Mr. F. B. Bagshaw, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, G.W.V.A.

WINNIPEG

Major J. P. Oliver, Unit Director of Administration, "G" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Major N. Mclvor, M.D., Unit Medical Director, "G" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Major A. R. Taylor, M.D., Asst. Unit Medical Director, "G" Unit, D5.C.R.

Capt. S. V. Paterson, D.C.M., Officer Paying Imperial Pen.«ions, D.S.C.R., Ottawa.

Capt. F. J. Freer, Supt. Soldier Settlement Board. Winnipeg.

Dr. L. T. Ainley, Pensions Medical Examiner. "G" Unit. D.S.C.R.

Mr. J. J. Bannerman, i/c Insurance Branch, "G" Unit, D.S.C.R.

,Mr. T. Leevers, Asst. Unit Director of Administration, "G" Unit, DS.C.R.

Mr. W. T. Colclough, Asst. Unit Director of Administration, "G" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Mr. A. Beveridge, Supt. Orthopjcdic Branch, "G" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Mr. K. J. Milne, Asst. Sec. to Ministry of Pensions, Great Britain.

Mr. J. R. Bowler, Witness, Central Veterans Committee. G.W.V..\.

Mr. H. P. Blackwood, K.C., Witness, Central Veterans Committee.

Capt. E. Browne-Wilkinson, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, Armj- and Navy
Veterans.

Mr- A. E. Moore, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, G.W.V.A.

Mr. P. J. Rummer, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, G.W.V..A..

Mr. J. H. Ferguson, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, G.W.VA.
Mr. T. Downing. Witness, Central Vctenins Committee, G.W.V..Ai.

Mr. W. H. Hamilton, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, G.W.V.A.
Mr. A. Palmer, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, Amputations Association.

Mr. F. G. Thompson, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, Imperial Veterans Association

Mr. Leo Wardc, Representative Red Cross Society.

Major F. G. Taylor. D.S.O., M.C., Witness, Central Veterans Committee. President Dom-
inion Veterans Alliance.

Dr. W. P. Day, Neurologist, "G" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Mr. J. H. Martinson, Witness, Central Veterans Committee.

TORONTO

Lt.-Col. G. F. Morrison, D.S.O., Unit Director Administration, "D" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Mr. Harry Young, Asst. Director Administration. "D'' Unit, D.S.C.R.

Dr. S. R. D. Hen-itt, Unit Medical Director, '"D" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Dr. T. A. Carson, Asst. Unit Medical Director, "D" Unit, D5.C.R.
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TOROSTO—Concluded

Dr. W. J. M Marcy, Pensions Medical Examiner, "D" Unit, D.S.C.R.
Dr. R. J. Kee, Asst. Director Medical Services, Ottawa, D.S.C.R.
Dr. R. Coutts, Pensions Medical Examiner, "D" Unit, D.S.C.R.
Capt. W. M. Parrj', Witness, Central Veterans Committee, G.W.VA.
Mr. J. B. Conroy, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, G.W.V.A.
Col. A. T. Hunter, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, G.W.V.A.
Dr. N. H. Sutton, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, G.W.V.A.
Major B. Werap, D.S.O., Witness, Central Veterans Committee, Unaffiliated Veterans.

Mr. W. S. Dobbs, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, Amputations Association.

Mr. W. Hubbard. Witness. Central Veterans Committee, Vetcraft Shops.

;Mr. H. McLeod, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, G.A.U.V.

Mr. E. S. Keeling, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, T.V.A.

Mr. J. F. Johns, Witness, Central Veterans Committee, Army and Navy Veterans Associa-
tion.

•Mr. R. Myers. Witness, Central Veterans Committee, Amputations Association.

Capt. M. Woods, Detroit British G.W.V.A.

Mr. W. B. Seaton, Pensions Medical Examiner, "D" Unit, D.S.C.R.

Mr. J. Warwick, Secretary, Ontario Soldiers' Aid Commission, Toronto.

Mr. R. J. Lennox, Pension Clerk, D.S.C.R.

Mr. D. W. Megaffin. Officer i/c Employment & ReHef, D.S.C.R.

JVIr. N. Burnette, Director of Occupational Therapy and Vocational Guidance, Canadian
National Committee for Mental Hygiene.

OTTAWA

Dr. L. B. Rogers, Asst. Director Medical Division United States Veterans' Bureau, Wash-
ington.

Mr. E. S. Keeling, Representative for T.V.A.

Mr. V. J. Locke, Representative for T.V.A.

JVIr. Dean Evans. Chief of Training and Rehabilitation Division United States Veterans'
Bureau, Washington.

Mr. R. A. Rigg, Director of Employment Service, Department of Labour, Ottawa.

Major E. Flexman, Director of Administration, D.S.C.R., Ottawa.

Mr. Chas. M. Bland, Asst. Sect, and Chief Examiner, Ci\-il Service Commission, Ottawa.

Mr. N. F. Parkinson, Deputy Minister, D.S.C.R., Ottawa.

Dr. W. C. Arnold, Director of Medical Service, D.S.C.R., Ottawa.

Dr. A. T. Bond, Asst. Medical Adviser, BP.C., Ottawa.

Major C. B. Topp, D.S.O., M.C., i/c Insurance Division, D.S.C.R., Ottawa.

JSIr. J. White, Insurance Division, D.S.C.R., Ottawa.

Col. J. L. Biggar, Chairman of the Medical Appeal Board, Ottawa.

Mr. G. D. Finlayson, Supt. of Insurance, Ottawa.

Dr. H. A. Rawlings, Asst. Medical Adviser, B.P.C., Ottawa.
Dr. M. V. Valiquet, Pensions Medical Examiner, "C" Unit, D.S.C.R., Ottawa.
Dr. C. D. Parfitt, Medical Supt. Calydor Sanatorium, Gravenhurst.
Dr. J. R. Byers, Ex-Supt. Laurentian Sanatorium, Ste. Agathe des Monts and Medical

Adviser to "B" Unit, D.S.C.R., Montreal.

GENERAL REPRESENTATIVES

Mr. C. G. MacNeil, Secy. Treas. Dominion Veterans Alliance, Secy. Treas. Dominion Com-
mand G.W.V.A., General Representative of Ex-service men.

Mr. E. H. Scammell, Asst. Deputy Minister and Secy., D.S.C.R., Ottawa.
Mr. J. Paton, Secy. Board of Pension Commissioners, Ottawa.
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APPENDIX C

Royal Commission on Pensions and Re-establishmext

QUESTIONNAIRE

Name in full

Present Address

Regimental Number Rank Unit

Pension Number, if any

Length of Service

France months.

England months.

Canada months.

1. What suggestions, if any, have you to improve the present method of

applying for pension or medical treatment?

2. What suggestions, if any, have you as to the best method whereby
applicants who are not satisfied with a decision as to pension or treatment
may appeal therefrom?

3. What provisions (further than those already in force) do you suggest

should be made for men who are physically or mentally handicapped?

4. As to otlier ex-members of the forces, do you know of any re-establish-

ment needs not already provided for? If so, give information as to their

nature and extent.

5. How do you suggest the Canteen Funds should be disposed of? (It

is understood that there will be available between $1,500,000 and $2,000,000).

N.B.—If space provided for answers not sufficient add extra sheet.

This Questionnaire, when completed, should be mailed not kiter than
February 28th, 1923, addressed:—

The Secretary, Post Office Department,

Ottawa.

(No postage is required).
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF ANSWERS TO QUESTIONNAIRES
DISTRIBUTED BY ROYAL COMMISSION ON PENSIONS

AND RE-ESTABLISHMENT TO APRIL 30, 1923

1. Suggestions re Applying for Pension or Medical Treatment

1. That applicants be represented by their own doctors when being boarded 83

2. That a more thorough and sympathetic examination be given 245

3. That the opinion of local doctor or doctors be accepted that applicant requires

aboard 246

4. That all expenses under No. 3 be paid by the Department 2

5. That more publicity be given to procedure of method of applying 73

6. That decisions should be speeded up 43

7. That men should be able to receive treatment free at home under the care of

their own doctors (especially in distant places) 87

8. That a Committee visit the Hospitals 3

9. That all soldiers be entitled to free treatment at any time whether for war
disability or not 92

10. That all ex-soldiers be re-boarded, and any findings different to former board be
made retroactive 18

11. That report of a country doctor should not be considered sufficient evidence on
which to reduce rate of pension 5

12. That soldier representatives be appointed in all centres who will deal with all

ex-soldiers' interests and communicate them to the proper authorities.. 21

13. That BP.C. doctors be appointed for six months only 1

14. To extend time limit for applying, from three to six years 11

15. That all men having reasonable service in C.E.F. who may break down within a

period of at least five years after discharge, and who upon medical exam-
ination are found T.B. be considered as having a disability due to the above
mentioned service. Furthermore that these men be entitled to treatment
with P. & A. and all existing provisions of the Pensions Act, and in addi-
tion, to such after care as may be provided by the Government (Received
from patients in Byron San, London, Ont.) 161

16. That local representatives of D.S.C.R. be appointed to principal cities in US.A. 377

17. That ex-soldiers (British & Canadian) in U.S.A. be allowed to apply through
B.G.W.V.A

; .. ..... 5
Blanks 1967

Total 3.442

2. Suggestions re .Appealing Decisions as to Pension or Tre.\tment

1. That applicants be repre.wnted by their own doctors when appeal is being heard. 50

2. That the opinion of one, two or more local doctors should be accepted as giving
a correct diagnosis of the case 219

3. That Provincial Boards of Appeal be set up 90

4. That a Board of Appeal be held as in England 6

5. That a man be allowed to appeal his case direct to Head Office and 'that
same be dealt with, without consulting local D.S.C.R. opinion .52

6. That the evidence of regimental officers or soldier comrades be given more weight
in determining the attributability of disabilities to service 14

7. That a re-examination of an appeal case be heard by a Board unfamiliar with
former Board's decision of case 274

8. That the Appeal Board consist of a committee made up from Veteran Organi-
zations 39

9. That pensions be awarded more equitably 39
10. That Civic Boards of Appeal be set up to include doctors, ex-service men.

clergymen, lawj'ers, etc 129
11. That a man be able to appeal to the Royal Commission direct 10

203a—11
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2. Suggestions re Appeaung Decisions as to Pension or Treatment—Concluded

12. That a more symp^.thotic attitude be tiiken by Board of Appeal 82

13. That a Board of Appeal be appointed to travel aixl hear appeals in the different

municipalities annually 44

14. That a solldior bo allowed to appeal to an appodntcd Board composed of niedicaJ

specialists 381

15. That recommendations of supervisors of S.S.B. with respect to those living

in rural district? be considered 1

16. Appeal by petition 2

17. That a Supreme Board be set up in U.S.A 9

18. That ex-soldiers (British and Canadian) in U.S.A. br allowed to appeal through
Consul General 1

Blanks 2.000

Total 3,442

3. Suggestions as to Further Provisions for PiiYsirALi.y of Ment.m.i.y H.nxdicapped

1. That the Government should find positions 168

2. Larger, or Permanent pensions 227

3. That all physically or mentally haudicajiped should be examined or investi-

gated monthly or periodically to establish their claim for pension.. .. 104

4. That special consideration be given in granting relief or loans IS2

5. That the totally disabled become the sole charge of the Government 79

6. Pensioners not having had vocational training, and now unable to find positions.

to be gr.inted vocational training 48

7. That free treatment be given, no matter what the ciiise of disability mav he, or

flat rate of say $1.50 per day 403

8. Sheltered employment 130

9. Clothing allowances for amputation cases 9

10. In case of death. Government will bear burial expenses of any ex-soldier.. .. 1

11. That the Government makes u)) the difference in a man's earning power, to his

pre-war earnings 15

12. That all mentally deficient be placed in Institutions and looked after 60

13. Larger pensions for Imperials resident in Canada 2

14. That rate on Imiierial pension cheques be given publicity when cheques are
issued 4

15. Free Life Insurance 2

16. Pension be one dollar per one per cent disability and at no time be less than
fifty per cent for T.B. cases. (Received from patients in Byron San..
Ix)ndon) 161

17. TJ5. cases be granted extra allowances to provide for special living conditions
required. T.B. suspects be accorded same consideration 1

18. Same privileges to ex-soldiers (British and Canadian) in ILS-'V. as to those in

Canada 3
Blanks .. 1^43

Total 3,442

4. St'GGKSTIO.VS AS TO Kl'HTIIKH He-ESTABI.ISM M1:NT

1. Insurance

—

1. Extend the time limit 3

2. For pensioners children 2

2. Kmployment

—

1. To be placed in Industries, the Government to supplement their earnings to

a living wage 14

2. That all girls and married women (war widows and nurses excejited) be
di.^charged from Government offices and replaced by ex-soldiers 5
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4. .SuGGESTIt)NS AS TO FURTHER Re-ESTABLISHMENT—ConCludlil

2. Employment

—

Conclurl d

3. That further efforts be iiuule to secure employment for ex-soldiers 130

4. That tempoiarily emiiloyed ex-soldiers in C.S. be made permanent at once. 6

5 Unemployed Insurance for T.B. cases. (Received from patients in Byron

San., London, Ont.) 160

6. Recommend legislation to protect T.B. cases from the possible prejudice

of employers. (Received from patients in Byron San., London, Ont.)

7. That examinations for entrance to C. S. be waived in the case of ex-soldiers. 2

3. Pensions—

L That all men who served in the trenches be given a pension 36

2. That all men be given a pension who served in the front line for one year. 5

3. That a pensioner deserted by his wife be given the wife's pension for benefit

of children 3

4. Increased Pensions to widows and children 2

5. Equal pen.«ions to all ranks 3

6. Pension cheques to ex-.soldicrs (British and Canadian) in L'i5.A. to be pay-

able at par 1

4. Treatment

—

1. That men who contracted a disability indirectly attributable to service and
unable to earn their living, should receive the same consideration as

men with service disabilities 12

2 . Immediate financial assistance to soldiers discharged from hospital .... 9

5. Dental—
1. That those not having received dental treatment be allowed to go to their

local dentist 17

6. Land Settlement

—

1. That the regulations allowing transfer nf pre-emptions into soldiers grants
be continued indefinitely 8

2 That soldier settlers laud be re-valued 16

3. That the 10 per cent cash payment be waived or lowered iu the case of
experienced farmers 13

4. Grant of Land similar to South African Script to all ex-soldiers 11

5. That S.S.B. be transferred to Department of Agriculture 5

6. Lower interest, or none at all on SjS.B. Land 3

7. That time spent in hospitals be counted as re.'^dence on land under S.S.B. 1

7. Training

—

1. For ex-Imperial non pre-war residents 1

2. Training for minors who have not already received ir 6

3. Further vocational training "4

4. To British and Canadian soldiers in r.S..\ 361

S. Bonus

—

1. For those who are wounded ^ . . .

.

II

2. Bonus of Sl.OOO. to all who served in theatre of war 8

3. Bonus for all ex-soldiers 39

9. Loans

—

1. Housing 92
2. That regulations be extended to include all ex-soldiers requiring loans l"or

re-establishment purposes 374

10. Relief—

1. Relief to all in need gg
j^'''nks

; ;; ;; ;; ;; ;; ;; :; ;; 1,943

Total 3442

2a3a—lU
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5. Suggestions re Disposal of Canteen Finds

1. To provide for Unemployment Insurance '

2. To build workshops or Hospitals ^^

3. That the Canteen Funds go to augument pensions 17

4. That it should provide the necessary funds to cover cost of making application

for treatment or pension 1^

5. Lottery
"^"^

6. School for blind
"^

7. Home for old soldiers or for those out of work 208

8. Provide scholarships or endowment for educational purposes 104

9. Funds to be kept in trust for future needs of ex-soldiers 74

00. That it be divided evenly among all ex-soldiers 834

01. To the unfit 154

02. To the poor soldiers ^^

03. To be proportioned according to length of service and unfitness (dependents

of those who died to share in the grant) 268

04. To help to pay for independent medical opinion, the balance of such expenses

to be augumented by Pensions for Soldiers' Organizations 3

05. That it be divided among those who have not been on pension 26

06. That it be divided among those originally with the first and second division.. 4

07. That it be divided among all men on pension or who have been on pension.. 7

08. That it be di\dded among all soldiers wi-th families (excluding officers ami
N.C.O's)..; 4

09. Among those who voluntarily enlisted and went overseas 124

10. To be given to voluntary organizations who served during the war such as Sal-

vation Army, Y.M.C.A., Hospitals, Patriotic Fund, etc 232

11. Widows, Orphans, or parents of deceased soldiers 150

12. That it should be invested so that it yield a paid up insurance policy to those

who served in a theatre of war 7

13. That it be used for re-establishment loans 27

14. That it form the nucleus of a housing fund to be supplemented 37

15. Old Age Pensions 45

16. Towards paying of national debt 6

17. That it be used for relief for the unemployed 32

18. That it be used to purchase land for ex-soldiers 12

19. That it be invested in a business enterprise and all soldiers who saw service in a

theatre of war be given a share 37

20. That it be used for the burial of soldiers in destitute circumstances 15

21. Mclnnis suggestion 94

22. That it be used to assist relatives to visit the graves of soldiers buried in France

23. Committee to be composed of all ranks of ex-soldiers to make decision .... 3

34. Miami Command 18

25. As in England 9

26. Through Veteran Organizations 361

27. To maintain an ex-soldiers bureau in U.S.A. to take care of British and Cana-
dian ex-soldiers 1

28. That it be used for transportation of ex-soldiers to original place of enlistment. 1

Blanks 270

Total 3,442
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APPENDIX D

HOUSING

Various Provinces and the results follow:

—

FEDERAL DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, CANADA

(Division of Housing, with Hospitalization and Sanitation)
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CANADIAN MILITARY TRUST FIENDS OVERSEAS IX TRUST WITH
FINANCE ni.PARTMENT

Canteex (INIaix Accou:n't) ("A")

RECEIPTS

Date
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CANADIAN MILITARY TRUST FUNDS OVERSEAS IN TRUST WITH
FINANCE DEPARTMENT—Co7ic/i/f/cr/.

Caxteen (Main- Account) ("A")

—

Cont'd

EXPENDITURE

Date
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CANADIAN MILITARY TRUST FUNDS OVERSEAS IN TRUST WITH
FINANCE DEPARTMENT FROM MARCH 24, 1921

Regimental Funds Account (" C ")

RECEIPTS

Daf€
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CANADIAN MILITARY TRUST FUNDS OVERSEAS IN TRUST WITH
FINANCE DEPARTMENT FROM MARCH 24, 1921—Condvded

Regimental Funds Account ("C")

expenditure

1921
August 27

September 27
December 2.

.

1922
January 14 ...

.

April 28
July 8
December 27

1923
February 26 .

.

April 26
July 18
September 19

December 27
February 6. . .

March 17

April 24

June IS

Payments by Letter of Credit cheques to Unit Trustees ;

Accounts by Trustees Regimental Funds, O.M.F.C

Balance Cash on Hand

.

nd Payment of Unit

237 90
231 98
120 00
14 00

393 50
1.108 14

69 19
4 26

1,629 66
251 SO
752 76
45 62

COPIES OF ORDERS IN COUNCIL REFERRING TO PAYMENTS TO
VETERAN ORGANIZATIONS

Re Gre.at War Veterans' Association

P.C. 2378

Certified Copy of a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council, approved
by Hi^ Excellency the Deputy Governor General on the 5th July, 1921

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a Report, dated
30th JuBc, 1921, from the President of the Pri\'y Council, stating that the

special Committee, appointed by the House of Commons to consider questions

relating to the Pensions, Insurance, and Re-establishment of returned soldiers,

the report of which was submitted to and approved by the House of Commons
on the 26th May, 1921, gave a large amount of consideration to the disposal

of the canteen funds amounting to upwards of Two Million Dollars now in

the hands of the Receiver-General for Canada or which may hereafter be paid

over by the British authorities. Various suggestions were made to the Com-
mittee respecting these funds, and the following recommendation was passed:

—

" That this matter be referred to the Government, together with the

recommendations of the G.W.V.A., Army and Navy Veterans' Associa-

tion, and G.A.U.V., aud that the Government obtain through these organi-

zations an opinion as to the best method of the disposal of these funds ".

A letter has been received from the Secretary Treasurer of the G.W.V.A.,

a copy of which is submitted herewith, proposing co-operation with the Govern-

ment along certain lines of activity conforming to provisions made by the
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(iovernraent, the receipt and siftinp; of complaints, anil the completing of an
organization tiirough the Provincial Commands of the Association for assisting

tlic Federal. Provincial and Municipal authorities, in dealing with the unem-
ployment situation.

While tlie (i.W.V.A. is only one of several ex-soldier organizations operating
in Canada, it is the largest and most representative. It maintains a Head Office

with branch offices in all Provinces, and with Association Headciuarters at up-
wards of eight hundred centres. The chief executive officers of the Association

are in constant touch with the executive otTicers of the Department of Soldiers'

Civil Re-establishment and other Departments, and there has been and is a

marked degree of co-operation.

It would appear that a portion of the canteen funds, now in the hands of

the Receiver-General, might very properly be allocated to the G.W.V.A., for the

purpose of extending the scope and usefulness of that Association, provided
that the expenditure of any moneys, which may be allocated to the Association,

is properly safeguarded.

The Minister, therefore, recommends as follows:

—

1. That the Great War Veterans' Association be authorized to expend such

moneys as may be paid to the Association out of the canteen funds, on such

activities as may be appro\-ed by the Board of Trustees, hereinafter designated.

2. That payment be made to the Great War Veterans' Association of Twenty
Thousand Dollars (§20,000) at once for the month of July, and a further Ten
Thousand Dollars (-510,000) on the first of everj- succeeding month, during the

period this arrangement shall remain in force.

3. That John Barnett, Norman F. Parkinson, Robert B. Maxwell, C. Grant
MacNeil, of the City of Ottawa, be appointed Trust-ees of the moneys payable

to The Great War Veterans' Association, with power to supervise the expendi-

ture herein recommended, and to reciuire the production of vouchers and other

e\'idence, as they may consider necessary.

The Committee concur in the foregoing rcconmiendation and submit the

same for approval.

(Sgd.) . G. G. KEZAR,
Assistant Clerk of the Privy Council.

P.C. 3648

Certified Copy of a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council, approved
by His Excellency the Governor General on the 24th September, 1921.

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a Report,

dated 16th September, 1921, from the Minister of Militia and Defence, stating

that under the terms of P.C. 2378, dated 5th July, 1921, certain payments were
authorized to be made to the Great War Veterans' Association out of the

Canteen Funds now in the hands of the Receiver General of Canada subject to

the terms and conditions in the said report set out.

It is considered advisable to limit the application of the said grant to the

Great War Veterans' Association to relief work among the unemployed returned

soldiers in Canada and their dependents, and it is also desirable to appoint an
additional trustee for the purposes set out in the said report.

The Minister therefore recommends that Order in Council P.C. 2378, dated
5th July, 1921, be amended as follows:

—
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1. Tliat in respect of all future paynuiits inadt' to the (ireat War Veterans'

Association the said association shall be bound to apply the same for the benefit

of the unemployed returned soldiers in Canada and their deiiendents.

2. That the monthly payments of Ten Thousand Dollars, ($10,000) per
month mentioned in the said Order in Council shall finally cease with the pay-
ment to be made on the First of October next.

3. That .1. W. Margeson of tlie City of Ottawa is hereby appointed a further

additional Trustee of the said moneys under the term of ilie said Order in Coun-
cil as hereby amended.

The C^ommittee concur in the foregoing rt^'omniendation and submit the
same for api)rc)val.

(Sgd.l KoLDoLPHio Boi dke.au,

Clerk of till- I'l-iry Council.

The Honourable The Minister of Militia and Defence.

Rk Grand Army Unitkd Vf:TER\Ns

PC. 3619

Certified Copy of a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council approved
by His Excellency the Governor General on the 21st September, 1921.

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a Report, dated
15th irjeptember, 1921, from the Minister of Militia and Defence, representing
tliat the Special Committee, appointed by the House of Commons to consider
questions relating to the Pensions, Insurance and Re-establishment of Returned
Soldier;-, the report of which was submitted to and approved by the House of

Commons on the 26th May, 1921, gave a large amount of consideration to the
disposal of the Canteen Funds amounting to upwards of two million dollars now
in the hands of the Receiver General for Canada or which may hereafter be
paid over by the British authorities. Various suggestions were made to the
Committee respecting these funds, and the following recommendation was
passed :

—

"That this matter be referred to the Government together with the
recommendations of the Great War Veterans' Association, Army and
Na\'y Veterans' Association, and Grand Army of United Veterans and
that the Government obtain through tliese organizations an opinion as
to the best method of the disposal of these funds."

A letter has been received from the Grand Army of United Veterans request-
ing an allocation from the said Canteen Funds for relief purposes during the
unemployment crisis; in wliich application it is stated:

—

"It is the intention of this association to use the money granted
by your Government for relief purposes during the unemployment crisis,

expressly for veterans with overseas service who contributed to the Can-
teen Fund, also dependents of those who paid the supreme sacrifice."

AVliile tiie Grand Army of United Veterans is only one of several ex-soldier
organizations operating in Canada, it maintains a Head Office with branches in
tiie various provinces and the chief executive officers of the association are in
close touch with the executive officers of the Department of Soldiers' Civil
Re-establishment and other departments of the Government.
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It would appear that a portion of the Canteen Funds now in the hands of

the Receiver General might very properly be allocated to the Grand Army
of United Veterans for the purpose of dealing directly with the unemployment
situation among returned soldiers, provided that the expenditure of any moneys
that may be allocated to the association is properly safe-guarded.

The Minister therefore recommends:

—

1. That there be paid from the said Canteen Funds to the trustees here-

inafter named for expenditure by the Grand Army of United Veterans in relief

work among unemployed returned soldiers residing in Canada and their depen-
dents during the ensuing autumn months the following amounts, namelv,

—

Eight thousand dollars (SS.OOO) forthwith, four thousand dollars ($4,000) on the

first day of October next, four thousand dollars ($4,000) on the first day of

November next, and four thousand dollars ($4,000) on the first day of Decem-
ber next upon which last mentioned date all payments from the said Canteen
Funds shall cease.

2. That the Grand Army of United Veterans is hereby authorized to expend
such sums of monej' or so much thereof as may be necessary to meet the unem-
ployment situation among returned soldiers in Canada and their dependents
out all such expenditure shall be subject to the approval of the Board of Trustees
hereinafter designated.

3. That J. W. Margeson, John Barnett and Norman F. Parkinson of the

city of Ottawa. G. R. McNicol of the city of Hamilton and J. F. Marsh of the
city of Toronto be appointed Trustees of the said moneys to be paid from the
said Canteen Funds.

4. The said trustees shall have full power to supervise all expenditure
recommended herein and to require the production of vouchers and other
evidence as they may consider necessarj-.

The Committee concur in the foregoing recommendation and submit the
same for approval.

(Sgd.) RODOLPHE BOTJDREAU,

Clerk of the Privy Council.

The Honourable The Minister of Militia and Defence.

P.C. 3762

Certified Copy of a Report of the Privy Council, approved by His Excellency
the Governor General on 3rd October, 1921.

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated
1st October. 1921, from the Minister of Militia and Defence, submitting that by
Order in Council of the 21st September, 1921 (P.C. 3519) authority was grant-ed

for the payment of certain sums to The Grand Army of United Veterans out
of the canteen funds now in the hands of the Receiver General of Canada.

The amounts so paid to The Grand Army of United Veterans being used
for certain purposes specified in the said Order in Council of the 21st September,
1921, it is considered that the purpose for which said funds were to be used
by The Grand Army of United Veterans as specified in the said Order in Council
are somewhat limited in their scope.

The Minister, therefore, recommends that paragraphs 1 and 2 of his recom-
mendation as approved by Your Excellency in Council on the 21st September,
1921, be repealed and the following substituted therefor:

—
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1. That The Grand Army of United Veterans be authorized to expend such
moneys as may be paid to it out of the canteen funds on such services as may
be approved by the Board of Trustees appointed by Your Excellency in Council
under the said Order in Council of the 21st of September, 1921, P.C. 3519.

2. That payments be made from the said canteen funds to The Grand
Army of Unitecl Veterans in the following amounts, namely:

Eight thousand dollars ($8,000) forthwith; four thousand dollars (S4,000)

on the first day of October, 1921 and four thousand dollars ($4,000) on the

firft day of each succeeding month during the period this arrangement shall

remain in force.

The Committee concur in the foregoing recommendation and submit the

same for approval.

(Sgd.) RUDOLPHE BOUDREAU,
Clerk of the Privy Council.

The Honourable The ^Minister of IMilitia and Defence.

Re Army .\nd X.wy Veter.\xs in C.\nad.\

P.C. 3647

Certified Copy of a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council, approved
by His Excellency the Governor General on the 24th September, 1921.

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a Report, dated
September 23, 1921, from the Minister of Militia and Defence, stating that the

Special Committee, appointed by the House of Commons to consider questions
relating to the Pensions, Insurance and Re-establishment of Returned Soldiers,

the report of which was submitted to and approved bj- the House of Commons on
the 26th May, 1921, gave a large amount of consideration to the disposal of the

Canteen Funds amounting to upwards of Two Million Dollars now in the hands
of the Receiver General for Canada or which may hereafter be paid over by the

British Authorities. Various suggestions were made to the Committee respecting
these Funds, and the following recommendation was passed:

—

" That this matter be referred to the Government together with the
recommendations of the Great War Veterans Association, Army and Na\y
Veterans Association, and Grand Army of United Veterans and that the
Government obtain through these organizations an opinion as to the best

method of the disposal of these Funds."

A letter has been received from the Army and Navy Veterans in Canada
requesting an allocation from the said Canteen Funds for relief purposes during
the unemployment crisis.

While the Army and Xa^y Veterans in Canada is only one of several ex-
soldier organizations operating in Canada, it maintains a Head Office with
branches in the various provinces and the Chief Executive Officers of the Asso-
ciation are in close touch with the Executive Officers of the Department of
Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment and other Departments of the Government.

It would appear that a portion of the Canteen Funds now in the hands of the
Receiver General might very properly be allocated to the Army and Navy
Veterans in Canada for the purpose of dealing directly with the unemployment
situation among returned soldiers, provided that the expenditure of any moneys
that may be allocated to the Association is properly safeguarded.
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The Minister therefore recommends:

—

1. That there be paid from the said Canteen Funds to the Trustees here-

inafter named for expenditure by the Army and Navy Veterans in Canada in

relief work among unemployed returned soldiers residing in Canada and their

dependents during the ensuing autumn months and the following amount,
namely, Twelve Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($12,500) payable as follows:

Six Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($6,5001 rash and Two Thousand Dollars,

($2,000) per month for the next three months at which time all payments from
the said Canteen Funds shall cease.

2. That the Army and Navy Veterans in Canada is hereby authorized to

expend such sums of money or so much thereof as may be necessary to meet

the unemployment situation among returned soldiers in Canada and their

dependents, but all such expenditure shall be subject to the approval of the

Board of Trustees hereinafter designated.

3. That J. W. Margeson, John Barnett, and Norman F. Parkinson, of the

city of ()ttawa. Sir Hugh John MacDonald, of the city of Winnipeg, and Major
Fawcctt (i. Taylor, of the city of Winnipeg, be appointed Trustees of the said

moneys to be paid from the said Canteen Funds.

4. The said Trustees shall have full power to supervise all expenditure

recommended herein and to require the production of vouchers and other

evidence as they may consider necessary.

The Committee concur in the foregoing recommendation and submit the

same for approval.

(Sgd.) RUDOLPHE BOUDREAU,
Clerk of the Privy Coimcil.

The Honourable The ^Minister of Militia and Defence.

P. C. 3761

Certified Copy of a Report oj the Committee of the Privy Council, approved by
His Excellency the Governor General on the 3rd October, 1921.

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated

October 1, 1921, from the Minister of Militia and Defence, submitting that by
Order in Council of the 24th September, 1921 (P.C. 3647) authority was granted

for the payment of certain sums to the Army and Navy Veterans in Canada out

of the canteen funds now in the hands of the Receiver General of Canada.
The amounts so paid to the Army and Navy Veterans in Canada being used

for certain purposes specified in the said Order in Council of the 24th September,

1921, it is considered that the purpose for which said funds were to be used by
the Army and Navy Veterans in Canada as specified in the said Order in Council

are somewhat limited in their scope.

The Minister, therefore, recommends that paragraphs 1 and 2 of his recom-
mendations as approved by Your Excellency in Council on the 24th September,

1921, be repealed and the following substituted therefor:—

1. That the Army and Navy Veterans in Canada be authorized to expend

such moneys as may be paid to it out of the canteen funds on such services as

may be approved by the Board of Trustees appointed by Your Excellency in

Council under the said Order in Council of the 24th of September. 1921. (P.C.

3647).
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2. That paynieiitr^ be made from the said canteen funds to tlic Army and
Navy Veterans in Canada in tlie following amounts, namely:—

Six Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($G,500i cash, anrl Two Tliousand
Dollars ($2,000) per month on the 1st day of each month for so long as this

arrangement shall remain in force.

The Committee concur in the foregoing recommendation and submit the
same for approval.

(Sgd.) RODOLPHE BOUDRE.\U,
Clerk of the Privy Covnril.

Re Vakiois ()rg.\xiz.\tions

P. C. .5557-

Certified Copy of a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council, approved
by His Excellency the Governor General on the 12th October, 1921.

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them the recom-
mendations of the Special Committee appointed by the House of Commons to

consider questions relating to the Pensions, Insurance and Re-establishment of

Returned Soldiers, the report of which was submitted to and approved by the

House of Commons on the 26th May, 1921 ; which report gave a large amount of

consideiation to the disposal of Canteen Funds amounting to upwards of

$1,800,000 in the hands of the Receiver-General for Canada, or which may
hereafter be paid over by the British authorities. Various suggestions were
made to the Committee respecting these funds, and the following recommendation
was passed:

—

" That this matter be referred to the Government together with the

recommendations of the Great War Veterans' Association, and The Grand
Army of United Veterans, and that Government obtain through these

organizations an opinion as to the best method of the disposal of these

funds."

The Minister of Militia and Defence has requested the several organization.-

mentioned to submit the reconnnendation thus solicited. In response, advice
has been given that arrangements are under way to ascertain the consensus of

opinion among Canadian ex-service men generally. There is general agree-

ment that the main fund be helil intact and its final disposition determined by
Act of Parliament, following the reference stipulated.

Urgent requests have been received, however, for further small allocations

from the said Canteen Funds for immediate requirements, relating to the welfare
of ex-service men, and arising largely from the danger of wide-spread unem-
ployment. In view of the fact that the needs so described demand inunediate
attention, it would appear that a portion of the interest accruing on the Canteen
Funds might very properly be allocated for the purpose of dealing with such
problems among ex-service men, provided that the principal sum be kept intact,

and further provided that the expenditure of such moneys be properly safe-

guarded.
In view of such urgent rec|uests and of the unemployment of ex-service men

the whole question was referred to a Sub-committee of Council consisting of the

Ministers of the Department of the Intcrioi-, Labour, Finance and Railways and
Canals, and such Committee recommend:

—
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1. That there be paid from the interest accruing on the said Canteen Funds
to the Trustees, hereinafter named, the ?um of one hundred and twenty thousand
dollars.

2. That the said Trustees be authorized to award from the sum so allocated

reasonable amounts among organizations of ex-service men capable of demon-
strating ability to efficiently conduct the activities, hereinafter set forth.

3. That all awards from the said Trust Fund be devoted expressly for the

purpose of General Information and Service Work, Relief Work in Special Cases,

Organization enabling effective co-operation with National, Pjrovincial and

Municipal interests to cope with unemployment conditions among ex-service men
and dependents and such organization development and maintenance, as may
be required for the welfare of ex-service men and dependents.

4. That all such expenditures be submitted for the approval of the Board of

Trustees, hereinafter designated.

5. That J. W. Margeson, Thomas O. Cox, and W. C. Arnold, of the city

of Ottawa, be appointed Trustees of the said moneys to be paid from the said

Canteen Funds.

6. The said Trustees shall have full power to supervise all expenditure,

recommended herein, and to require the production of vouchers and other

receipts as they may consider necessary.

7. That no further payments be made under any prior orders to the Great

War Veterans' Association.

The Committee concur in the foregoing recommendations and submit the

same for approval.

(Sgd.) RODOLPHE BOUDREAU,
Clerk of the Privy Council.

PLEBISCITE ON CANTEEN FUNDS DISPOSAL

Additioxal Suggestions Recehed

The Canteen Funds Disposal Committee (appointed under P.C. 4122 of

November 3, 1921), in its Report of March 15, 1922, says:—

".VDDITIONAL SVGGESTIONS

" 13. Attached hereto, marked schedule ' B ' is an analysis of the suggestions

received, after the issue of the ballot cards, apart from the lottery' and cash

distribution schemes. There were a number of additional suggestions which

could not be taken seriously."

Schedule "B" of the Report is as follows:

—

"1. Add enough to fund to pay $1 to men for service in France.

"2. Community land settlement, depot system.

"3. Distribution amongst widows not receiving pension.

"4. Provision of suitable permanent employment for every disabled man.

"5. Publication of war memorial volume to be presented to each veteran.

"6. Investment, and the interest to be available for loan for building homes

for veterans.

"7. Veterans Trust Company. Featuring housing scheme for returned

soldier and special rates of interest on savings deposits.

"8. Any productive manufacturing or agricultural enterprise.
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"9. Distribute as cash bonus to men at present in receipt of pension.

"10. To be used to increase present pension.

"11. Cash distribution to save further argument.

"12. Old age pensions for veterans.

"13. For re-establishment of veterans in industry.

"14. Distribution according to length of service in the line.

"15. Distribution to 100 per cent disabled cases.

"16. To open up a gold mine, 1 share of stock for each year's service in

France.

"17. Houses for men incapable of self-support.

"18. More cash bonuses.

"19. Provision for veterans still in hospital.

"20. Officers to be excluded in any case.

"21. Establishment of home for old soldiers.

"22. Proportional division by Provinces for home building.

"23. Out of employment insurance veterans.

"24. Speculation. Purchase of land to be held for ten years.

"25. To provide better allowances for widows and dependent mothers.
"26. Widowed mothers to receive arrears in pension from time son killed

until time pension began.

"27. Scholarships after Rhodes methods.

"28. Old age pension at 65.

"29. $2,000 per man as far as it will go.

"30. Defray surgical expense in respect of veterans' dependents.

"31. Establishment of orphans' home.

"32. Help homesteaders five miles or more from towns.

"33. Free hospital treatment veterans and dependents.

"34. Co-operative stores in each city.

"35. To provide Christian burials for veterans' wives.

"36. To be distributed amongst men of 1st and 2nd Divisions.

"37. To build a monument at Vimy.
'•38. To provide facilities for disabled men to learn trades.

"39. Divide among districts according to enlistments and let local com-
mittee in each district deal with it.

"40. Allotment of proportion to B.G.W.A. to be held in trust for veterans
domiciled in U.S.A.

"41. Establishing old sodliers' homes and homes for disabled throughout
Canada.

"42. Money to be invested and interest drawn for by lottery half yearly.

"43. For exploration purposes Province of British Columbia.
"44. Construction and operation of theatre in Montreal.

"45. Thorp's suggestion to pro\-ide work for 500 men and 150 women.
"46. To provide treatment for men discharged A.l and who subsequently

became tuberculous.

"47. Funds to be available as loans to veterans to commence business.
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direct violation intention of Parliament and deliberate attempt to disguise facts

before present Parliamentar\- Committee. This is culmination unsjTnpathetic
policy of increasing severity during recent months. Chairman Conmiittee has

consented to re-open ciuestion impressed by generally expressed indignation.

This plot challenges basic riglits ex-service men, nullifies in principle established

privileges and frustrates further re-establishment effort required." In addition

to the matters alleged in the said telegram the Commissioners are hereby author-
ized to deal also with the following matters namely:

—

1. To consider and make suggestions in respect to the procedure by which
disabled ex-members of the Canadian Expeditionary Force are enabled to make
application for pensions and medical treatment, or submit an appeal in respect

of decisions thereon.

2. To recommend means for ensuring that suitable provision is made for

those ex-members of the forces and dependents who are under serious handicaps
by reason of war services, in conformity with the recommendations now made,
and for whom definite, legislative provision has not yet been made. For the
above purposes the commission shall, 1°, Survey existing re-establishment needs
among Canadian ex-service men and dependents. 2° Investigate available data
in respect of phases of the Parliamentary inquiry as yet incomplete. 3°, Obtain
information as regards suitable provision for those classes of ex-service men
described in Section 7, Chapter 2 of the Committee's report. 4°, Investigate the
question of Canteen funds.

Now know ye, that by and with the advice of Our Privy Council for Canada,
We do by these presents nominate constitute and appoint James Laj-ton Ralston,
of the City of Halifax in the Province of Nova Scotia, Esquire, one of Our
Council learned in the law, Walter McKeown, of the City of Toronto, in the
Province of Ontario, Esquire, Doctor of Medicine and Arthur Edouard Dubuo,
of the City of Montreal, in the Province of Quebec, Esquire, Engineer, to be
Our Commissioners to conduct such enquiry. To have, hold exercise and enjoy
the said office, place and trust unto the said James Layton Ralston, Walter
McKeown and .\rthur Edouard Dubuc, together with the rights, powers,
privileges and emoluments unto the said office, place and trust of right and by
law appertaining, during pleasure.

And we do hereby appoint the said James Layton Ralston to be Chairman
of Our said Commission.

And we do hereby, under the authority of the Revised Statute respecting
inquiries concerning public matters, confer upon Our said Commissioners, the
power of summoning before them any witnesses and of requiring them to give
evidence on oath, or on solemn affirmation if they are persons entitled to affirm
in civil matters, and orally or in writing, and to produce such documents and
things as Our said Commissioner shall deem requisite to the full investigation
of the matters into which they are hereby appointed to examine.

And Our said Commissioners are hereby authorized to engage the services of
such accountants, engineers, technical advisers or other experts, clerks, reporters
and assistants as they may deem necessary or advisable, and the services of
Counsel to aid and assist in either or both of the said inquiries and Our Com-
missioners are hereby clothed with all the other powers specified in Chapter 28,
2 George V. And We do hereby require and direct Our said Commissioners to
report to Our Governor General in Council the result of their investigation
together with the evidence taken before them and any opinion they may see fit

to express thereon, and any recommendation or recommendations they may think
it advisable to make.
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In testimonj' whereof We ha\'e caused these Our Letters to he made Patent

and the Great Seal of Canada to be hereunto affixed.

Witness, Our Right Trusty and AVcll-beloved Counsellor The Right Hon-
ourable Sir Louis Henry Davies, one of Our Most Honourable Privy

Council, Knight Commander of Our Most Distinguished Order of Saint

Michael and Saint George, Chief Justice of Canada and Deputy of Our
Right Trusty and Well-beloved Julian Hedworth George Baron Byng
of Vimy, General on the Retired List and in the Reserve of Officers of

Our Army, Knight Grand Cross of Our Most Honourable Order of

the Bath, Knight Grand Cross of Our Most distinguished Order of Saint

Michael and Saint George, Member of our Royal Victorian Oi'dcr,

Governor Cieneral and Commander-in-Chief of Our Dominion of

Canada.

At Our Government House in Our City of Ottawa, this twenty-second day
of July, in the year of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and twenty-two and
in the thirteenth vear of Our Reign.

Bv Command,
(Sgd.) P. PELLETIER,

Acting rnder-^ecretnry of State

APPENDIX H

LIST OF DOCUMENTS FILED WITH COMMISSION TH'HIXG THE
SECOND PART OF INQUIRY

Subject

Tif.'ilmcnt and Allowance
ponding Headquarters de-

Contiirt between Pensions
'ricatment Decisions.

Appeals

Shell ercd Employment.

Particulnrs of documents

Letter from Secret ary-Treasurer Pouoe Coupe Branch, G.W.-
V.A. lo Provincial Secretary-Treasurer, G.W.V.A., Vancouver,
dated January 29, 1923.

Letter from Assistant Deputy Minister, D.S.C.R. to Chairman,
Royal Commission, dated January 24, 1924.

Memorandum showing method by which the actual cost of

treatment in llo.'^pitals can be a,scertained.

Statistics and oudine of procedure of the Board of Appeals on
Pensions and Ue-ostablishment, dated .lanuary 2.5, 1923.

Letter from Secretary, B.P.C. to Chairman, Royal Commission,
giving certain details of cases dealt with by Board of Appeal,
dated April 20, 1923.

Copy of regulalions and general orders is.sued by the U.S.
Velenms' Bureau dealing with organization and duties of

Boards of Appeal.
Memorandum (o the Miiiister, D.S.C.R., from the Chairman of

Board of Appeals dated December 7, 1923, and reply thereto.

Coi)y of a type case presented for appeal with supporting docu-
ments.

Memorandum to Special Committee of the Senate on Bills 203,
204 and 205 prepared by Deputy Minister D.S.C.R.

Balance sheet Red Cross Work Shops, Vancouver.
Outline of principles for provision of sheltered emi)loyment.
Statistics furnished by I). I^nit, Vetcraft shops.
Reconinuiidalion submitted by Central Veterans' Committee,
Vancouver, re handicapped cases.

Memorandinn re ojicration of Red Cross work shops.
Copv of .Vgreenicnt iKlwecn B.C. Provincial Divi.sion Canadian
Red Cross and D.S.C.R. made August, 1922.

Memorandum re B.C. Red Cross work shops.

Memorandimi re re-establishment and sheltered employment
for ex-service men prepared by Prof. F. H. Sexton, Halifax.
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LIST OF DDCr.MEXTS I-ILKD WITH COMMISSION Dl'lUXO THE
SECOND PAirroF IN(,)riRV—ronhm/er/

tiuhjeet

Pi'iisions in other Countries.

Mental case.--

thenies.

Syphilitics.

Tuberculosis.

ami Neiira.s-

Okl Age Pensions.

Home Indu.striesi.

Amputations.

I'lirlhiihira of (lorumcnln

Exlrai'l.-- from French Military Pension Act datetl November
IT), 1017, with all .Amendments to said Act from 1803.

Monthly return Xcuropsychiatric service, Westminster Hoe-
pilal, for the moiilli endinn March 31, 1923.

l.clter froni Dr. R. G. .\rmour dated .\pril 20, 1923.

Summary of medical ilassifications and percentage of readmis-
sions prepared by Tuberculous Veterans' A.ssociation, Moun-
tain Sanatorium Branch.

Memorandum re housing .scheme at Kamloops .submitted by
T.V.A., Tranquille, B.C.

Letter dale<l February 1.5, 1923, from Dr. A. F. Miller, Kent-
ville Sanatorium, to Deputy Minister. D.S.C.R.

Suggestions received from T.V..\., Manitoba Branch, and pre-

sente<l during Sessions at Winnipeg.
Memorandum submitted by T.V..\., Tranquille, B.C.
Memorandum submitted bv T.\'.A., Calgarv Branch, dated
March 24. 1923.

Report of the Committee of T.B. Specialists on attribulabilitv

dated March, 1922.
Further memorandujn re pensions submitted by Tranquille

Franch, T.V.A.
Memorandum re model village for T.B. ex-soldiers at Kamloops,

B.C.
Letter from Assistant Deputy Minister. D.S.C.R., to Chairman,

Royal Commission, dated >Lay 15, 1923, furnishing statistics

re aggravation in ca,-es of T.B.
Statement as to readmission ca.<es, Mowat Sanatorium.
Summary of civilian patients on strength of D.S.C.R. as at

May 12, 1923.

Memorandum re T.B. statistics from Secretary, B.P.C.
Letter from Deputy Minister, D.S.C.R., to Chairman, Royal
Commission, re T.B. amongst ex-members of the C.E.F.,

dated May 29, 1923.

Documents submitted by Montreal Branch Patriotic Fund a:^

to T.B. situation in Great Britain.

Memorandum from Dr. C. D. Parlitt to Director Medical
Services, D.S.C.R., on readmissions to Sanatorium.

Memorandum from Secretary, B.P.C, to Chairman, Royal
Commis^sion, giving estimate of costs for increa-sed pension to

the T.B.

Memorandum from Deputy Minister to Commission outlining

scheme for old age pensions.

Letter from J. H. Walsh to Capt. McKenzie, Vancouver, out-

lining a proposed .scheme.

Memorandum from Medical Examiner, B Unit, Halifax, to

Chairman, illustrating type of ca.sc which would benefit by
old age pensions.

Memorandum submitted by Miss G. Helen Mowat, St. Andrews,
X.B., as to what can be accomplished by home industries.

Letter from Director of Administration, D.S.C.R., Ottawa, to

the Commission re issue of orthopaedic boots, dated January

29, 1924.

Statement submitted by Major W. A. Burgess re amputation
statistics.

Memorandum on artificial limbs by witness at Calgary.

Information and statistics supplied by .\mputations' A.ssoci-

ation, Calgary Branch.
Memorandum as to amputation cases in Nova Scotia.

Rep<rt of special Departmental Representative in England
relative to artiticial limbs.

Cojiy of PC. 3.342.

Brief submitted on behalf of the .Amputation's .Vs-sociat ion of

the Circat War and the Sir .\rihur Pearson Club of Blinded

Soldiers and Sailors l>efore (.'onunission at Toronto.
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS FILED WITH COMIMISSION DURFNG THE
SECOND PART OF I'SqVlRY—Continued

Suhject

Loans.
Vocational Training.

Unemployment Insurance.

Relief.

Amendments and Rulings
re Pension Act.

Section 25 (3).

Section 33 (1).

Section 40.

Desertions.

Dependents

Table of Disabilities.

Section 33 (2).

Vicious and Immoral
Conduct.

Particulars of documetits

Statement of loans made in J. Unit, D.S.C.R., Vancouver.
Report on vocational training in Great Britain.

Memorandum on vocational training submited by F. H.
Riches, dated March 19, 1923.

Report in re rehabilitation of partially disabled ex-service men
prepared by H. W. Nichol, Toronto.

Analysis of the problem of the employment of the partially dis-

abled ex-service man presented by Dr. Albert H. Abbott,

Toronto.

Type cases dealt with by Canadian Patriotic Fund, Halifax

Branch.
Statement as to relief administered by Ex-Service Men's Central-

ized Aid A.ssociation, Toronto.

Memorandurri on permanent pensions from tlie Director of

Medical Services to Dr. R. J. Kee, dated April 10, 1923.

Statement as to number of pensioners in Xova Scotia and
Prince Edward Island.

Statement as to disability pensioners in Xova Scotia and
Prince Edward Island.

Statement as to approximate number men who volunteered for

service and were called up under Military Service Act in

Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island.

Statement as to disability cases in Province of New Brunswick.
Report from Select Cornmittee of the House of Commons on

pensions (Great Britain).

Statement as to number of pensioners on strength of A unit,

D.S.C.R., Montreal.
Memorandum dated April 9, 1923, from Secretary, B.P.C.

Memorandum from Secretary, B.P.C, to Chairman, Royal
Commission, dated May 12, 1924.

Letter from Secretary, B.P.C, to Hume Cronyn, Chairman,
Parliamentary Committee on pensions, dated May 16, 1921.

Statistics as to cases dealt with under this section.

Letter from Secretarv, B.P.C, to Secretarv, Roval Commission,
dated May 28, 1923.

Correspondence on a type case (No. 408090, J. Gorman, Tor-
onto).

Statement and statistics submitted by the President, Widows,
Wives and Mothers of Great Britain's Heroes Association.

Statement as to dependents' pension paid in Edmonton district.

List of dependent pensioners in B. Unit, Halifax.

Memorandum submitted by President, Widows, Wives and
Mothers of Great Britain's Heroes Association, dated Febru-
ary, 27 1923.

Copy, routine instruction No. 216 issued by Secretary, B.P.C.
Table for estimating incapacity in pulmonary T.B.
Table showing comparison of percentages for disabilities cf

Canadian, English. French and United States systems.
Memorandum re Table of DisabiUties from Secretary, B.P.C,

to Chairm.in, Royal Commission, dated April 2.5, 1923.

Instructions and Table of Disabilities as prepared by the Board
of Pension Commissioners dated February, 1921.

Table of Disabilities as prepared by the United States Veterans'
Bureau.

Memorandum from Secretary, B.P.C, to Secretary, Royal
Commission, dated February 7, 1924.

Statement prepared by Chairman, B.P.C, as to disaliility due
to misconduct, dated March 4, 1922.

Forfeiture of pension for misconduct. Imperial regulations.

Type cases submitted by Soldiers' Aid Commission, Ontario, re

discontinuance of widows pension on grounds of misconduct.
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS FILED WITH COMMISSION DURINC; THE
SECOND PART OF INQUIRY—Con hViwed

Subject

Chiklicn.

Protection of Women and
Children.

Pri.soners' Welfare.

Imperials.

Soldiers' Settlement.

Particulars of document

Memorandum re orphan and fatherless ehildren [irepared by
C. L. Tucker, Regina.

Letter from Superintendent in charRC of Neglected and Delin-
quent Children of the Attorney General's Department,
Province of Nova Scotia, to Chairman, dated January, 1923.

Type cases to illustrate procedure, submitted by Halifax Unit
Office.

Type cases submitted by Soldiers' Aid Commission of Ontario
as to procedure.

Memorandum as to children's pension presented by witness at
Toronto session.

Memorandum submitted by Mi.ss Mary A. Burke, Secretary
of the Society for the Protection of Women and Children.

Memorandum submitted by the General Secretary of the
Family Welfare As.sociation of Montreal.

Memorandum sulnnitted by the Honorary Secretary, Canadian
Prisoners' Welfare Association.

Statement as to pay of an officer in the R.A.M.C, and also
C.A.M.C.

Copy of R.A.M.C. contract.

Documents in connection with claim for war service gratuity of
ex-members of the Mercantile Marine who .served imder
.\greement Tr21.

War office regulations covering agreement T124.

Memorandum and statistics re implement price list. Inter-
national Harvester Company, Limited, supplied by J. H.
Martinson, witness at Winnipeg.

Memorandum and statistics re live stock and grain markets
supplied by J. H. Martinson.

Memorandimi re lumljer price hst supplied by J. H. Martinson.
Re[)lies received to circular letter sent by J. H. Martinson to
Bank Managers, Loan .Companies, etc., re soldier settlement
land values.

Copies of questionnaires sent to residents of rural districts in
NIanitoba, with replies.

Memorandum from E. N. Johnston, District Superintendent,
Soldier Settlement Board, Regina, dated April 19, 1923, re
Dominion lands.

Summary of individual cases mentioned by Capt. J. C. Brown,
witne.ss at Vancouver.

Report of Committee on Farming on Small Holdings in British
Columbia.

Memorandum on various aspects of soldier settlement submitted
by J. H. Martinson, dated March 12, 1923.

Memorandum from J. W. Berry, dated 28/4/21, re subject of
Small Holdings.

Memorandum on subject of Land Settlement prepared by Capt.
J. C. Brown.

Memorandum from Soldier settlers on Nicomen Island, B.C.
Memorandum submitted by W. A. Irwin, dated Edmonton,
February 19, 1923.

Memorandum submitted bj' W. .\. Irwin, dated Edmonton,
February 28, 1923.

Copy of Address given by Major E. J. .\shton, D.S.O., Com-
missioner, Soldier Settlement BiianI, Ottawa, to the Canadian
Club at a hmcheon .'it the Cecil Hotel, London.

Memorandum from Chairman, Soldier Settlement Board re

Land Settlement matters.
Memorandum from Col. N. W. Belson, Keiowna, B.C., on sub-

ject of Small Holdings.
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS FILED WITH COMMISSION DURING THE
SECOND PART OF INQUIRY—Confmwed

Suhjecl

Housing.

Free Treatment.

Employment and Relief.

Koyal Xorlh We.st .MounU
Poliee.

Burials.

Insurance.

Particulars of document

Report dealing with the Housing problem bv Dr. Charles J.
Hastings, dated July, 1918.

Annual Report of the Winnipeg Housing Commission for the
year 1922.

Memorandum re housing submitted by Mr. H. H. Currie, Van-
eover.

Suggested Housing Seheme from G. HoUoway, Humber Bay,
Ontario.

Various resolutions on Hou.sing submitted by Mr. W. A. Irwin
at Calgary Se.ssion.

Statement as to procedure bv Dr. S. R. D. Hewitt, Unit Medical
Director, D. Unit, D.S.C.R., dated May 29, 192.3.

Statement of patient.s on treatment, D. Unit, D.S.C.R., com-
passionate groiuids as from July, 1921, to April 15, 1923.

Memorandum from W. J. Burnett to W. W. Parry, Toronto,
under date of April 18, 1923, re imemployment of ex-service
men.

Copy of P.C. 2944.
Memorandum from the Minister of Labour, Province of British

Columbia, to Employers of Labour in British Columbia,
dated February 1, 1923.

Statement outlining the National Scheme for the employment
on a percentage basis of disabled ex-service men in Great
Britain.

Statement as to employment ex-service men in a Civil Service
in G Unit. D.S.C.R.," Winnipeg.

Copy of the Labour Gazelle for the month of February, 1923.

Memorandum sulimitted by C. W. Belton dated March 19,

1919, on the imskilled labour market.
Extract from Civil Service .\ct as amended June 4, 1921.

Statement showing number of ex-service men placed through
the Civil Service Commission during the year 1922.

Memorandum re claims for Veterans' scrip submitted by
R.X.W.M.P. Veterans' Association, February 23, 1923.

Memoiandum re increa.se of pensions to qualified V'eterans

submitted bv R.N.W.M.P. Veterans' Association, dat«d
February 23.19-23.

Copy of B.C. Veterans' Weekly, dated December 2, 1920.

Copy of Year Book of the G.W.V.A., Saskatchewan Com-
mission, 1922-23.

Collection of forms used by Last Post Fund of Canada.
Pamphlet outlining activities of Last Post Fund of Canada.
Copy of general instructions to officers of the Last Post Fund of

Canada.
Memorial submitted by H. C. Cornish, Toronto, dated Ai)ril

13, 1923, re burials of dependents.

Method of procedure of In.surancc for District and Sub-district

offices prepared by the Insurance Division, U.S. Veterans'
Bureau, Washington, dated February, 1923.

Copy of the War Risk Insurance Act with Amendments prior to

September 1, 1921.

Returned Soldiers' Insurance Act statement of activities up to
April 24, 1923.

Memorandimi submitted by E. Browne Wilkinson at Winnipeg
on subject of Insurance.

Resolution of the T.V.A., Victoria, B.C., dated April 16, 1923.

Resolution re Insurance, from General Mercer Branch,
G.W.V.A., Toronto.
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LIST OF DOCl'MKNTS 1 II. Ill) WITH COMMISSION DURIXd TTIIC
SKC'OM) I'AIM'ol' IXQUIRY— ('onf/i/J.7/

Subject

Homesteads and Dominion
L.'inil Itcgi.^tration.

Kofiiiul of Piissagc Money
and Repatriation.

War Service Gratuity.

Canteen Funds

I'arliadain of document

Dominion Larul.s Hand-book edition of 1919.
Dominion Lands Hand-l)Ook edition of April 3, 1920.
Dominion Land.s Hand-book edition of May 11, 1921.
Resohition of Honie.steaders wlio lo.st their land on account of

war .-Jcrvice submitted by E. A. ISands, Chiliwack, B.C., dated
February 12, 192;{.

Memorial re Soldier Settlers at Camp Lister and Courtney
Settlement, B.C.

Memoranduui prepared by witness at Winnipeg.
Copy of Order-in-Council P.C. 179 of January 29, 1919.
Copy of P.C. 2390, November 29, 1919.

Copy of P.C. 845, April 22, 1920.

Copy of P.C. 632, March 21, 1919.

Copy of P.C. 179S, AuRust .'), 1920.

Copy of P.C. 122 of .January 10, 1020.

Copy of P.C. 3932, November 11, 1921.

Copy of P.C. 43S.-), November l.j, 1021.

Copy of P.C. 181), .January 31, 1923.

Copy of P.C. 17r)7, .September 7, 1922.

Copy of P.C. 437, March 17, 1923.

Copy of P.C. 1.57, January 20, 1923.

Copy of P.C. 17, January 9, 1924.

Copy of P.C. 18, January 9, 1924.

Copy of Naval Agreement 'ri24.

Copies of correspondence between Secretary, Imperial Veterans'
of Canada and various De|)artments "re eligibility of ex-
members of the Mercantile Marine to receiver War Service
Gratuity.

Copy of P.C. 3105 of Dcceml)er 21, 19IS.
Statement re War Service Gratuity to deserted wives.
Copy of P.C. 3145 of December 22, 1920.
Copy of War Pensions Act 1921 (U and 12 Geo. 5, eh. 49)

Sections 1 to 10.

Letter from Dominion Secretary, Imperial Veterans' in Canada
dated March 27, 1923.

"

Resolution from Central Toronto Branch, G.W.V.A., dated
April 10, 1923.

Letter from Deputy Minister, D.S.C.R., outlining Scheme for
use of these funds for provision of educational facihties.

Memorandum from E. Browne Wilkinson, \\'innipeg, as to dis-
posal of fimds.

Memorandum from P.C. Mclnnis re dispo.saI of funds.
Resolution from Langley Command, G.V.W.A., as to disposal

of funds.

Replies received by N. F. Parkinson, Deputy Minister, D.S.C.R.,
from Cleneral A. W. Currie and Dr. H. M. Torry as to dis)>o.sal

of funds.

Mcm(jrandum as to Scheme for distribution of funds prepared
by T. O. Cox, Department of National Defence.

Report of Canteen Funds Disposal Committee.
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INDEX

NOTE:

References to Roport on 1st Part InvcsliKiUion are shown as (i)

References to Ist Interim Report on 2ncl Part Investmation are shown as (ii)

References to 2nd Interim Report, on 2nd Part Investigation are shown as ^lu)

References to Final Report on Second Part of Investigation are shown as (iv)

PcBuaTT— . . , I,- •. • 7 a (i:\
Method of procedure on Inquiry and pubhcity given im lu J' \
Memo, rt- scope of Inquiry and Proceduro

itil « '^!

Notice to ex-members of the forces JiTl'S )1 ,(

Itinerarj' of Commission _. m ^^}
Questionnaire ii:«_i?a ii„\
\Vitno.«e.s before the Commission.. }56- 59 v)

Statistical summary of Answers to Questionnaires
ISJlim r \

Original Commission ^ .

}ISl,|? ,\Zl
List of documenU filed with Commission iw-ioa uv;

RisCM^ of Commission's activities 8-12 (iv)

Procedure—

Statement as to pension organization and administration . ... 9-11 (i)

Complaints re Section It of the Pension Act—
The two principles of Canadian Pensions

\i A Y-l

Meaning and various classes of disabilities 13-14 (i)

Rights of discharged men under Sec. 11 of 1919 Act and whether there was

to be any change as to these rights after Declaration of Peace 14-25 (i)

Pension Board's interpretation of Section 11 14-16 (})

Divergent views as to intention of Section 11 and conclusion as to same 16-25 (i)

The terms of Section 1 1 itself 17-19 (i)

"The discussion in Parliament o?~m r\
The reasonable construction

; i,-
•. • •;; iii? r\

The understanding of Pension Officials as to intention of Section 11 O-ib (\)

Whether rights of discharged C.E.F. men and dependents were adversely

affected by 19'20 Amendments, and, if so, how and as to what classes. .
25-26 (i)

Representations of Pensions Board before 1920 Parliamentary Committee
as to effect on these rights of 1920 Amendments 26-32 (i)

Effect of Amendments of 1920 and 1921 • • 36-42 (i)

Cases adverst'ly affected by incomplete statements to applicant of reason for

refusing pension ill? r\
Recapitulation and conclusions re Section 11 ,•,.• 44-*' (>)

Section 11 (1) (b) Pre-enlistment disabilities not to be deducted from dis-

ability at discharge. Recommendation of Commission 9-11 (in)

Insurance principle applicable to Pensions and Treatment. Recommendation
of Commission '

'

i
' ^"'

A.«sessment of degree of pre-enlistment disability. Recommendation of

Commission
; ioq r\

Recommendation as to remedial measures Section 11 1Z» (i)

Complaints re Section IS (3) of the Pension Act

—

Scope of Section
io r\

Divergent views as to meaning • ; v • • " (i)

Ruling that unless a soldier is pensionable under Section 11 he has no rights

under section 25 (3) f
6-67 (]>

The terms of Section 25 (3)
*9-53 (i)

The histor>- of .-^eotion 25 (3) ^-j^ )]>

Earlier interpretation and practice under Section 25 (3) oO-Ol (i)

Whether Section ".V of Minute of Sept. 29th, 1921, changed the interpreta-

tion of and practice under Section 25 (3) «i"f7 r\
Extent to which cases were affected f2"-I ,-\
Ruling that where aggravation has ceased pension ceases

i? AV
The terms of Section 25 (3) tl r\
The practice previous to .September, 1921 -

»o Si J?(
Whether practice changetl by Section "B" of Minute of September 29, 1921 65-73 (i)

Extent to which cases affected •.
'^ (i)

Representations as to meaning of "Obvious" disabilities in the exceptions to

Section 25 (3) 74 (i)

Recapitulation and conclusions re Section 25 (3). iIX rl
Recommendation as to remedial measures Section 25 (3) 130 (0

Complaints r« General .\ttitude and Policy of .Administration of Pensions Board

Nature of Inquiry concerning individual cases
ii? ?}

Degree of proof required from applicant
oi r i91 Uv)

Weight given to the evidence and opinions of medical men who have seen

the applicant 113-114(0

203a—14
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Procedure—Continued.
Absence of corroborative evidence i medical documents or otherwise.

Subjective symptoms
Decision without reference to Pension Commissioners.
Assistance given applicant in establishing his case

General attitude with reference to Sections 11 and 25 (3)

Personal appearance of the applicant before the first Examining Board an<l
recommendation of Commission

Attending doctor to be present at first Examining Board
More formal procedure as to presentation of claims, and recommendation of

Commission
More dispatch in procedure, and recommendation of Commission
Delay in awarding pension after discharge from hospital, and recommenda-

tion of Commission
Although refused treatment applicant to be examined for pension, and recom-

mendation of Commission

.Superior position of local examiners to judge as to applicant's entitlement,
and recommendation of Commission

Cancellation of widows' pension because of immorality—Investigators, and
recommendation of Commission

Co-ordination of Treatment and Pension Decisions
After two years pensions not to be cancelled as having been granted in error,

and recommendation of Commission
Section 12 (/)—

Improper conduct—sjT)hilitics, suggested amendment
Diagnosis and effect of V.D.S., with recommendation of Commission. .

.

Section 12 (2)—
Compassionate pension or allowance in meritorious cases. Suggested

amendment
Section IS—

Limitation of time for application. Suggested amendment
Section 17—

Pension suspended on imprisonment. Suggested amendment
Section S3 {2)—

Pension to child maintained by member of the forces. Suggested
amendment

Section 2S (4)—
Increase of children's pension to orphan rates. Suggested amendment. .

.

Section SS (5)—
Pension to dependents of pensioners in receipt of 80% pension or over

who die from other causes within five years after discharge or
commencement of pension. Suggested amendment

Section 31 (3)

Payments to ex-soldier who is maintaining parents. Suggested amend-
ment

Section SS (/)—
Refusal of pension to widow in cases where the marriage was after the

appearance of the injury or disease resulting in death. Suggested
amendment

Section 33 (2)—
Pension to dependents of pensioners in receipt of 80% pension or over

who die from other causes within five years after discharge or com-
mencement of pension. Suggested amendment

Section 33 (2)—
Widows of disability pensioners—Death not connected with service

—

continuing pension. Suggested amendment
Section 34 (/), S4 (3), S4 (4), 34 (5), Si (7)—

Pensions to widowed mothers prospectively dependent—deductions for

earnings and income. Suggested amendment
Section 34 U).S4 (S)—

Widowed mothers pension to be granted as of right. Suggested amend-
ment

Section 38—
Time for payment of pension for deaths. Suggested amendment

Section 41—
Allowances to widowed mothers and widows on re-marriage. Suggested

amendment
Lump Sum Final payments—

General considerations
Re-open all cases, recommendation of Commission .

Do away in future and recomniondation of Commission
Re-open where error in estimating, and recommendation of Commission
Gradual deduction in refunding, and recommendation of Commission...
Pension not to be discontinued where pensioner declines commutation.

Recommendation of Oommission

114-116 (i)

93 (iv)

116-117 (i)

117-118 (i)

118-118 (i)

81-82 (iv)

83 (iv)

93-94 (iv)

9 (ii)

119-121 (i)

89 (iv)

9 (ii)

90 (iv)

90 (iv)

94-95 (iv)

96-97 (iv)

9 (ii)

97 (iv)

97-98 (iv)

100-102 (iv)

103-113 (iv)

113-114 (iv)

11-13 (iii)

80 (iv)

13-15 (iii)

16-n (iii)

17-18 (iii)

18-19 (iii)

19-20 (iii)

20-22 (iii)

22-23 (iii)

23-31 (iii)

31 (iii)

31-32 (iii)

32-35 (iii)

35-36 (iu)

36-37 (iii)

37-39 (iii)

39-40 (iii)

40 (iii)

40-41 (iii)

41-42 (iii)

42 (iii)

42-43 (iii)
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Procedure—Continued.
Pension Ratings. Schedule "A"—

Pension rates to be based on pre-war occupation, and recommendation of

Commission
Pensions—Schedules "A" and "B"—

Pooling children's pensions, and recommendation of Commission
Bonus—Schedules "A" and "B"—

•

To be made permanent, and recommendation of Commission
Table of Disabilities to be revised, and recommendation of Commission

2. Treatment—
Complaints re treatment and suggestions received

—

Requirements now exacted before medical examination is given. Form 819

with recommendation of Commission . - -

Expenses and time allowance on account of medical examination, with recom-
mendation of Commission

Payment to dependents of men in hospital awaiting decision, with recom-
mendation of Commission ;••.• ;

More ready acceptance for treatment pending investigation, with recom-
mendation of Commission

Re constitution of first examining Board
_.

Insurance principle applicable to treatment, with recommendation of Com-
mission '

Medical Board on discharge from Vocational Training, with recommend-
ation of Commission

Entries of complaint or application for information or treatment or reasons

for rejection to be recorded. Entries for outside treatment also to be
made, with recommendation of Commission

Sub-office files to contain more information, with recommendation of Com-
mission _ •

Refund of expenses, with recommendation of Commission—
Appeals—

Federal Appeal Board—Jurisdiction

Suggestions as to Appeals and Procedure for appeals from decisions as to Pensions and
Treatment

Necessity for further provisions

Existing tribunals and procedure ^

(a) Interdependence of treatment and pensions

(b) Pension procedure and appeals

(c) Treatment procedure and appeals

(d) Operation of present Medical Appeal Board
Appeal Tribunals in Great Britain and United States

Great Britain
United States
Comparative features _

Proposals on behalf of Ex-service men
Recommended Appeal system
Memorandum showing tentative details of plan

RETtTRNED SOLDIERS' INSURANCE ACT

—

Complaints re Returned Soldiers' In.surance Act
History of legislation and dicsussion in Committee
Earlier policy of administration _.

.

Circumstances leading up to change of Administrative policy whereby right to in-

surance depended on applicant's state of health
Recapitulation as to Insurance
Conclusions re Insurance

Reasons advanced for extension of time for applications
Reasons urged for extensions
Scheme and history of Act
Efiect of recommendation in previous report (i)

Discussion and conclusion against recommending further extension..

Employment—
/ . Employment of Handicapped Men—

D.S.C.R. Handicap Section
Provincial Employment Offices
Assistance to Provinces by the Department of Labour (Dominion Employment

Service)
Negotiations by D.S.C.R. with Provincial Employment Offices to procure co-

ordination _

Necessity for procuring co-ordination without delay, or, in the alternative, en-

larging D.S.C.R. facilities

Cieneral Statement as to existing situation
Methods adopted in Canada

I. As to Government Undertakings. . .
._

(1 ) Preference in Government Service
(2) Sheltered Employment

II. As t^ Civilian Industry-

( 1 ) Employment Agencies
(2) Toronto Rehabilitation Scheme.
( 3) Vocational Trainiiig

4.3-44
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Employment—Concluded.
Methods Adopted or Proposed Elsewhere

I. Activities of the International Labour Bureau
II. Voluntarj' Employment

III. Compulsorj- Employment
IV. Fundamental Principles

Extent of Problem in Canada
Suggestions concerning the principle to be followed and the nature of possible

further effort

I . The Canadian Principle

II. Suggested possible extension of present methods of assistance

(1) As to Government Undertakings
(2) Civilian Industrial Undertakings

III. Possible New Methods of Absorption

S. Unemployment Relief

Soldiers' Settlement on the Land—
Appeal or Adjustment Boards, with recommendation of Commission
Collateral Security, with recommendation of Commission
Right of Settler to be repaid portion of his investment in case of salvage, with

recommendation of Commission
Terms on which settler is given permission to sell property, with recommendation

of Commission
Re-valuation
Extension of the Act to cover those who served in Canada only, with recommenda-

tion of Commission
Vendor's warranty of fitness of land, with recommendation of Commission
Extension of Age Limit, with recommendation of Commission
Payment of Taxes, with recommendation of Commission
Postponement of standard date of payment, with recommendation of Commission
Allowances for clearing on Dominion Lands, with recommendation of Commission..
Drainage Loans, with recommendation of Commission
Transfer of settlers from unsuitable lands, with recommendation of Commission. . .

.

Provincial Settlers at Merville and Lister Camp (Creston) B.C., with recommenda-
tion of Commission

Settlers on Nicoamen Island, B.C., with recommendation of Commission
Local Fire Insurance Companies, with recommendation of Commission
Assistance to Cattle Industrj', with recommendation of Commission
Small holdings for reasonably fit men, with recommendation of Commission
Small holdings for seriously disabled men, with recommendation of Commission. . .

.

Ser\'ice to count whether entn,- is before or after date of enlistment (Dominion
Lands), with recommendati(.)n of Commission

Refund to cx-ser\'ice men of fees paid on pre-emption (Dominion Lands), with recom-
mendation of Commission

Military serx-ice to count on soldier grant (Dominion Lands), with recommendation
of Commission

Field Supervisors to receive proof of duties (Dominion Lands), wtih recommenda-
tion of Commission

Time in hospital to count as residence (Dominion Lands), xrith recommendation of

Commission
^

Definite price fixed for reserx-ations (Dominion Lands), with recommendation of

Commission

G.W.V..\. Ch.\rges, dealt with in Report on First Part of Inx'estigation

—

Particulars of complaints and matters inx-olx-ed

Circumstances under which telegram was published
Salient facts and conclusions re \-arious matters in telegram

Special DiSABiLrrres

—

1. The Blind
General Statement
Stabilization of Pension, with recommendation of Commission
Increased Helplessness Allowance, with recommendation of Commission

_

Helplessness Allowance to be merged in increased pension, with recommendation
of Commission

Trax'clling Expenses, with recommendation of Commission
2. Amputations

General Statement
Impaired physical condition directly consequent on the injury to be taken into

consideration with amputation itself, with recommendation of Commission.

Disabilities claimed to be either the remote cause or the remote effect of ampu-
tations, xv-ith recommendation of Commission

Employment of Amputation cases
3. The Tuberculous

General Statement
Early discharge from Sanatorium, with recommendation' of Commission
No deductions for maintenance in Sanatorium, with recommendation of Com-

mission
Suitable Employment or, preferably 100%, with recommendation of Commission
Specialists to state opinion as to rating, with recommendation of Commission .

.

24-35 (iv)

24-26 (iv)

26-28 (iv)

29-30 (iv)

30-35 (iv)

35-36 (iv)

36-41 (iv)

36-37 (iv)

37-41 (iv)

37-39 (iv)

39-41 (iv)

41 (iv)

42-43 (iv)

51-54 (iii)

54-55 (iii)

55 (iii)

5.5-56 (iii)

56-60 (iii)

60-61 (iii)

61 (iii)

61 (iii)

62 (iii)

62-63 (iii)

63 (iii)

63-64 (iii)

64 (iii)

64-68 (iii)

68 (iU)

68-«9(iii)

69 (iU)

69-72 (iii)

72-73 (iii)

73-74 (iii)

74-75 (iii)

75-76 (iii)

76 (iii)

76-77 (iii)

77 (iii)

7-9 fi)

122-125 (i)

126-129 (i)

46-51 (iv)
46-47 (iv)

47 (iv)

48 (iv)

48-49 (iv)

49-51 (iv)

51-57 (iv)

51-54 (iv)

54-55 (iv)

55-56 (iv)

56-57 (iv)

57-75 (iv)

57-62 (iv)

62-64 (iv)

64-65 (iv)

65-69 (iv)

69 (iv)
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Special Disabilities—Concluded. 3. The Tuberculous

—

Concluded.

One-third increase in T.B. pensions, with recommendation of Commission 70 (iv)

Retroactive pension for T.B., with recommendation of Commission 70 (iv)
Extension of time for presumptive attributibility, with recommendation of

Commission 70-74 (iv)

T.B. Colonies and Housing 74-75 (iv)

Pensions for Tuberculous to be 100% for extended period, with recommendation
of Commission 48-49 (iii)

4. Chronic Pulmonary Conditions not Tuberculous 75-76 (iv)
5. The Insane 76-78 (iv)

Cieneral Statement 76-77 (iv)

Old Section 25 (3) as applied to mental cases, with recommendation of Com-
mission 77-78 (iv)

Insurance principle to apply to insane, with recommendation of Commission 78 (iv)

6. The Neurasthenics 79-80 (iv)

8. Dentures 81 (iv)

Canadians and Imperials in the United States—
General Statement 114-115 (iv)

Facilitating readmission to the Unitc'd States of Canadian ex-service men who return
to Canada temporarily, with recommendation of Commission 115-116 (iv)

More provision to be made for dealing ^\-ith urgent cases, with recommendation of

Commission 116-117 (iv)

Facilitating medical examinations and decisions thereon, with recommendation of
Commission

_ _.. 117-118 (iv)

Canadian soldier advisers in the United States, with recommendation of Com-
mission 118-120 (iv)

Present Re-establishment Needs—
The Disabled Soldier with small pension or no pension 43-46 (iv)

1. Substantial natural disabilities added to pensionable disabilities, with recom-
mendation of Commission 43 (iv)

2. Further provision for indigent and incapacitated not eligible for pension, with
recommendation of Commission 44-45 (iv)

3. Soldiers' Homes 46 (iv)

General Statement 120 (iv)

(1) Employment Generally 120-122 (iv)

(2) Housing, with recommendation of Commission 122-126 (iv)
Housing statistics 165 (iv)

(3) Repatriation and Refund of Passage Money 127-128 (iv)

(4

)

Protection of Women and Children and Social Welfare, with recommendation
of Commission 128-130 (iv)

Ex-Members of His Majesty's Forces in Canada and the United States—
1

.

Treatment 131 (iv)

2. Gratuity 131-133 (iv)
3. Canteen Funds 133-134 (iv)
4. Special Pension—Reservists 134-135 (iv)
5. Repatriation of Dependents 135 (iv)
fi. Pension cheques at par 135 (iv)
7. Representation at Unit Offices 135 (iv)
8. Supplementarj- Pension to Parents 136 (iv)

Royal Northwest Mounted Police 136* (iv)

Burials—
D.S.C.R. to bury indigent ex-service men, with recommendation of Commission,.

.

136-137 (iv)
Burial of Widows, with recommendation of Commission 137-138 (iv)

Canteen Funds—
General discussion, with recommendation of Commission 138-152 (iv)
Statement Canteen Fund (Main Accont) "A" 166-167 (iv)
Statement Cinematograph Fund Account "B" 167 (iv)
Statement Regimental Funds Account "C" 168-169 (iv)
Copies of Orders-in-Council

—

P.C. 2378 169-170 (iv)
P.C. .3648 170-171 (iv)
P.C. 3519 171-172 (iv)
PC. 3762 172-173 (iv)
PC. 3647 173-174 (iv)

PC. 3761 174-175 (iv)

P.C. 3887 175-176 (iv)
Plebiscite on Canteen Funds Disposal 176-177 (iv)

Statistics on which Provincial allotments are based 178 (iv)
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From the Secretary of State for the Colonies to the Goventor General

London, October 27, 1922.

Following for j-our Prime IVIiuister. Begins:

—

Yesterday invitations were sent by the Governments of Great Britain,

France and Italy, to the Japanese, Roumanian, Yougoslav, Greek and Turkish

Governments, " both of Constantinople and Angora", to send representatives

to Lausanne November 13th to conclude Treaty to end the War in the East

which will replace Treaty of Sevres. Russian Soviet Government and Bul-

garian Government also being invited to send to Lausanne, at any date to be

fixed, representatives to take part in discussion on question of the Straits

which the Conference will undertake at a later stage. Enquiry (?) is also

being addressed by the three Governments to the United States expressing

hope that they will permit United States representative to be present during

Lausanne negotiations in a capacity similar to that in which United States

representative was present during negotiations at San Remo in 1920, or to take

more active part in the negotiations, specially on the question of the Straits.

According to arrangements agreed upon with French and Italian Governments
each Government would be represented at Lausanne by two plenipotentiaries.

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs will personally act as chief British pleni-

potentiary and it is proposed he should be accompanied by the British High
Commissioner at Constantinople. Dominion Governments will be kept informed

from time to time on the general lines of policy on which British plenipoten-

tiaries propose to proceed and of course of negotiations and in case of other

Treaties arising out of the peace will of course be invited to sign new Treaty
and any separate instrument regulating the status of the Straits. His Majesty's

Government trusts that this procedure will be in accordance with the wishes
of your Government. Plenipotentiaries are fully acquainted with the Imperial
aspect of the problem and with the keen interest taken by the Dominion Gov-
ernments in its solution. Similar telegram sent to other Prime Ministers. Ends.

DEVONSHIRE.

.

From the Governor General to the Secretar^j of State for the Colonies •

Ottawa, October 31, 1922.

Following from Prime Minister for you. Begins:

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of Your Grace's despatch of

the 27th instant, informing our Government of the invitations to the Lausanne
Conference which have been sent to the Governments of other countries by the

Governments of Great Britain, France and Italy, and setting forth the procedure
in reference thereto.

5
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Our Government has no exception to take to the course pursued by His

Majesty's Government with respect to the conclusion of a treaty to end the war
in the Near East. As, however, it is proposed to keep our Government informed

from time to time of the general lines of policy on which British plenipotentiaries

propose to proceed, and of the course of negotiations, and to invite us to sign a

new treaty and any separate instrument regulating the status of the Straits, we
deem it ad\asable to avail ourselves of the earliest opportunity to inform His

Majesty's Government that in our opinion the extent to which Canada may be

held to be bound by the proceedings of the conference or by the provisions of

any treaty or other instrument arising out of the same, is necessarily a matter for

the Parliament of Canada to decide and that the rights and powers of our Parlia-

ment in these particulars must not be held to be affected by implication or other-

wise in virtue of the information with which our Government may be supplied.

Ends.

BYNG.

From the Secretary oj State jor the Colonies to the Governor General

London, November 16, 1922.

Following from Prime Minister for your Prime Minister. Begins:

—

I brought your message of October 31 as to the Lausanne Conference before

the Cabinet to-day. We fully understand that it is the desire of the Canadian

Government that any Treaty with Turkey, which may result from the Confer-

ence, should be submitted to the Canadian Parliament for approval before His

Majesty is advised to ratify it. It is our most earnest desire that you should be

kept fully informed of the developments of the Conference and we shall

endeavour to send you full details. Ends.

DEVONSHIRE.

Fro7n the Governor General to the Secretary of State for the Colonies

Ottawa, November 25, 1922.

Following from Prime Minister for you. Begins:

—

Your Grace's message of November sixteenth, referring to mine of October

thirty-first, concerning the Lausanne Conference, was carefully considered by

our Cabinet to-day. We feel that the purport of my message of October thirty-

first has not been correctly interpreted or understood. (Stop) Our Government

has not expressed a desire to have any treaty with Turkey, which may result

from the Conference, submitted to the Canadian Parliament for approval, before

His Majesty is advised to ratify it. nor do we wish to be understood as preferring
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any such request. Mj' message was intended to make clear that we had no

exception to take to Canada not being invited to be represented at the Conference,

but, inasmuch as we had been informed that we would be invited to sign a

new Treaty and any separate instrument regulating the status of the Straits we

wished to make it perfectly clear that in our opinion the extent to which Canada

may be held to be bound by the proceedings of the Conference or by the provi-

sions of any treaty or other instrument arising out of the same, was necessarily

a matter for the Parliament of Canada to decide. (Stop) We deem it of the

utmost importance that there should be no misunderstanding as to our position

with respect to Canada's obligations in this and kindred matters. (Stop) In

our opinion Parliament will desire, as respects the Treaty with Turkey and any

other instruments arising out of the Lausanne Conference to reserve to itself

the right to decide upon the merits of the case what action on the part of the

people of Canada is right and proper. In this connection we shall be pleased to

have authority to place before Parliament all the information with which we may
from time to time be supplied. Ends. -

BYNG.

From the Secretary of State for the Colonies to the Governor General

London, December 8, 1922.

Your telegram of November 25. Following for your Prime Minister.

Begins:

—

Treaty with Turkey. Our message of November 16th was framed on the

assumption that the Canadian Government would wish to follow the -procedure

adopted in the case of treaties with Germany, Austria and Bulgaria. I am
sorry if your telegram of October 31 was not fully understood here, as you say

it is most important that there should be no misunderstanding on so important

a question. Awkwardness therefore sets out the position as it appears to us. It

is this. Any Treaty resulting from the Lausanne Conference will of course

replace the Treaty of Sevres and until it comes into force, a state of war between

the British Empire and Turkey will technically continue. Treaty must there-

fore be binding on the whole Empire when ratified. It remains to be seen

whether there will be a successful issue to the Lausanne Conference, but if there

is, we should much prefer that any new Treaty should follow (?) Paris precedent,

and include signatures on behalf of all the Dominions. Do I gather from your

telegram that the Canadian Government are not adverse to the procedure pro-

posed as regards the signature of the new Treaty and of any separate instrument

regarding the Straits but wish to make it clear that should anything in the

Treaty or instrument be held to impose any serious international obligation

on Canada, as part of the British Empire, it cannot be considered binding on

Canada until approved by Parliament? If so, it does not appear to us that the

procedure which you propose is essentially different from that which we should
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adopt in relation to Parliament here if the contingency contemplated should

arise. In any event should legislation be required to give effect to the technical

provisions of the Treaty, this would presumably necessitate its submission to

the Parliament in Canada as here.

As regards to last sentence of your telegram, would it not be well to wait

until it is known whether the Lausanne Conference results in the signature of

a Treaty or Treaties and then lay the instruments themselves before Parliament.

I do not think that it would be possible to publish any of the telegrams now

being sent to you concerning the proceedings at Lausanne seeing that they often

contain records of confidential interviews and impressions and other material

intended onlv for private information. Ends.

DEVONSHIRE.

From the Governor GencrnI to the Secretary of State for the Colonies

Ottaw.\, December 31, 1922.

Following from Prime Minister for you. Begins:

—

Treaty with Turkey. Your Grace's telegram of December 8 begins: Quote.

Our message of November 16 was framed on the assumption that tlie Canadian

Government would wish to follow the procedure adopted in the case of treaties

with Germany, Austria and Bulgaria. End quote.

The procediu'e referred to is, we understand, that adopted with respect to

the Paris Peace Conference, and followed later with respect to the Washington

Conference on the Limitation of Armament. As regards Canada's participation

there were in that procedure four separate, distinct and essential stages.

One. Direct representation of Canada at the conferences at which the

treaties were drafted, and participation in the proceedings of the conferences

by Canada's representatives, each representative holding a Full Power signed

by His Majesty the King in the form of letters patent authorizing him to sign

(quote) for and in the name of His ALijesty the King in respect of the Dominion

of Canada (end quote) any treaties, conventions or agreements that might tend

to the attainment of the object of the conferences, the Canadian Government

having by Order in Council sanctioned the issuance of these Full Powers by

His Majesty.

Two. Formal signing of the treaties on behalf of Canada by the pleni-

potentiaries so named.

Three. Approval by the Parliament of Canada of the treaties thus signed

on behalf of Canada.

Four. Assent of the Government of Canada to the final act of ratification

by His Majesty the King of the treaty signed on behalf of Canada and approved

bv the Parliament of Canada.
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Your Grace is quite right in assuming tliat as regards treaties in which

Canada is supposed to have a direct or immediate interest, tiie procedure here

outlined is the one whicli our Government would wish to follow. In the case

of the main political treaties concluded since the War, in general the rule seems

to have been followed that, wherever the Dominions could be said to have a

direct or immediate interest, the procedure was shaped to include their participa-

tion in, and signature of, the proceedings. That in the case of the conference

at Lausanne a like procedure has not been followed with respect to representa-

tion and participation by Canada, has been regarded by us as evidence that in

the opinion of the countries by whom the invitations to the conference at

Lausanne were extended, Canada could not have been believed to have the

direct and immediate interest which she was supposed to have in the conferences

at Versailles and Washington.

To the course pursued with respect to the Lausanne conference, we have, as

mentioned in my telegram of October 31, no exception to take. As regards

procedure, however, it must be apparent that quite apart from any action or

representation on the part of the Government of Canada, a different procedure

has been followed in the case of the present conference at Lausanne to that

followed at Versailles and Washington. In so far as one stage in procedure is

necessarily dependent upon the stage preceding, it is difficult to see how a like

procedure can be followed. Canada has not been invited to send representatives

to tiie Lausanne Conference, and has not participated in the proceedings of the

conference either directly or indirectly. Under tiie circumstances, we do not

see how, as respects signing on behalf of Canada, we can be expected in the case

of a new treaty or of any separate instrument regarding the Straits, to follow

the procedure adopted in the case of the treaties with Germany, Austria and
Bulgaria. Ends.

B'i'NG.

From the Secretary of State for the Colonics to the Governor General

London, January 27, 1923.

Your telegram dated December 31. Lausanne Conference. Please inform
your Prime Minister that in the circumstances His Majesty's Government willing

to fall in with his suggestion that any Treaties with Turkey resulting from Con-
ference should be signed only by the British Plenipotentiaries who have nego-
tiated them, if it is generally acceptable. I am ascertaining whether it will be
agreeable to the Prime Minister of the Commonwealth of Australia and the

Prime Minister of New Zealand.

DEVONSHIRE.
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From the Secretary of State for the Colonies to the Governor General

London, June 7, 1923.

My telegram dated January 27. I am assuming that if, as is hoped, the

Conference at Lausanne results in the completion of a Treaty with Turkey,

your Prime Minister would wish the previous arrangements regarding signature

by British plenipotentiaries to hold good.

DEVONSHIRE.

From the Governor Gemeral to the Secretary of State for the Colonies

Ottaw.\, June 15, 1923.

Your telegram June 7.

In the event of Conference at Lausanne resulting in completion of Treaty

with Turkey, Canadian Government are agreeable that previous arrangements

regarding signature by British Plenipotentiaries should hold good.

GOVERNOR GENERAL.

From the Secretary of State for the Colonies to the Governor General

London, February 22, 1924.

My telegram Peace Treaty with Turkey. In order that the necessary action

may be taken as soon as possible after the Bill becomes law, hoped that your

Ministers will be in position, at very early date, to signify concurrence in ratifi-

cation of Treaty and Conventions in question, including the Convention relating

to Reparations, and also to intimate their wishes as regards declaration in con-

nection with the Convention respecting the conditions of the Business and Com-

mercial Convention, see my predecessor's despatch dated August 20, Dominion

Treaty No. 31, paragraph 3.

SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES.

From the Secretary of State for the Colonics to the Governor General

London, March 21, 1924.

My telegram dated February 22. Peace Treaty with Turkey. Bill has now

been read third time House of Lords and hoped to introduce it into House of

Commons March 28th, and to secure passage within very short period thereafter.
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It is considered extremely important that His Majesty's ratification should take
place at the earliest possible moment after passage of Bill. In the circumstances
hoped that your Ministers may be in a position to reply to my telegram at very
early date and if possible by the end of March.

SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES.

From the Governor General to the Secretary of State for the Colonies

Ottawa, March 24, 1924.

Your telegrams March 21 and February 22—

The Government of Canada not having been invited to send a representative

to the Lausanne Conference and not having participated in the proceedings of

the Conference either directly or indirectly, and not being for this reason a

signatory' to the Treaty on behalf of Canada (see my telegram to your pre-

decessor December 31, 1922) my Ministers do not feel that they are in a posi-

tion to recommend to Parliament the approval of the peace Treaty with Turkey
and the Conventions thereta Without the approval of Parliament they feel

they are not warranted in signifying concurrence in ratification of the Treaty
and Conventions. With respect to ratification, however, they will not take excep-

tion to such course as His Majesty's Government may deem it advisable to

recommend. This appears to be in harmony with the resolution of the recent

Imperial Conference (cmd. 1987, pages 14 and 15). The provisions thereof with

reference to signature 2 (a) on page 14 and ratification (a) on page 15 appear

to cover this case, which is not within the provisions of Signature 2 (6) on page
14 and Ratification [b) on page 15.

GOVERNOR GENERAL.
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TREATY
For the Suppression of Smuggling Operations along the International

Boundary between the Dominion of Canada and the United States

and Assisting in the Arrest and Prosecution of Persons Violating

the Narcotic Laws of either Government and for Kindred

Purposes.

His Majesty the King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Irehand

and of the British Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, in respect

of the Dominion of Canada, and the United States of America being desirous

of suppressing smuggling operations along the boundary between the Dominion
of Canada and the United States of America, and of assisting in the arrest and
prosecution of persons violating tlie narcotic laws of either Government, and
of providing as to the omission of penalties and forefeitures in respect to the

carriage of alcoholic liquors through Alaska into the Yukon territorj-, have
.agreed to conclude a Convention to give effect to these purposes and have
named as their Plenipotentiaries:

His Britannic Majesty, in respect of the Dominion of Canada: The Hon-
ourable Ernest Lapointe, K.C., a member of His Majesty's Privy Council for

Canada and Minister of Justice in the Government of that Dominion; and
The President of the United States of America: Charles Evans Hughes,

Secretary of State of the United States;

Who. having communicated to each other their respective full powers,
which were found to be in due and proper form, have agreed upon the following
articles:

ARTICLE I

The High Contracting Parties agree that the appropriate officers of the
Governments of Canada and of the United States of America respectively
shall be recjuired to furnish upon request to duly authorized officers of the
other Government, information concerning clearances of vessels or the trans-
portation of cargoes, shipments or loads of articles across the international
boundary when the importation of the' cargo carried or of articles transported
by land is subject to the payment of duties; also to furnish information respect-
ing clearances of vessels to any ports when there is ground to suspect that the
owners or persons in possession of the cargo intend to smuggle it into the
territory of Canada or of the United States.

ARTICLE II

The High Contracting Parties agree that clearance from Canada or from
tlie United States siiall be denied to any vessel carrving cargo consisting of
articles the importation of which into the territory of Canada or of the United
States, as the case may be, is prohibited, when it is evident from the tonnage
size and general character of the vessel, or the length of the voyage and the
perils or conditions of navigation attendant upon it, that the vessel will he
unable to carry its cargo to the destination proposed in the application for
clearance.
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ARTICLE III

Each of the High Contracting Parties agrees with the other that property

of all kinds in its possession which, having been stolen and brought into the

territory of Canada or of the United States, is seized by its customs authorities

shall, when the owners are nationals of the other country, be returned to such

owners, subject to satisfactory proof of such ownership and the absence of

any collusion, and subject moreover to payment of the expenses of the seizure

and detention and to the abandonment of any claims by the owners against the

customs, or the customs officers, warehousemen or agents, for compensation or

damages for the seizure, detention, warehousing or keeping of the property.

ARTICLE IV

The High Contracting Parties reciprocally agree to exchange information
concerning the names and activities of all persons known or suspected to be

engaged in violations of the narcotic laws of Canada or of the United States

respectively.

ARTICLE V

It is agreed that the customs and other administrative officials of the

respective Governments of Canada and of the United States shall upon request

be directed to attend as witnesses and to produce such available records and
files or certified copies thereof as may be considered essential to the trial of

civil or criminal cases, and as may be produced compatibly with the publio

interest.

The cost of transcripts of records, depositions, certificates and letters

rogatory in civil or criminal cases, and the cost of first-class transportation

both ways, maintenance and other proper expenses involved in the attendance

of such w^itnesses shall be paid by the nation requesting their attendance at

the time of their discharge by the court from further attendance at such trial.

Letters rogatory and commissions shall be executed with all possible despatch

and copies of official records or documents shall be certified promptly by the

appropriate officials in accordance with the provisions of the laws of the

respective countries.

ARTICLE VI

The following offences are added to the list of offences numbered 1 to 3 in

Article I of the Treaty concluded between Great Britain and the United States

on May 18, 1908, with reference to reciprocal rights for Canada and the United
States in the matters of conveyance of prisoners and wrecking and salvage,

that is to say:

4. Offences against the narcotic laws of the respective Governments.

ARTICLE VII

No penalty or forfeiture under the laws of the United States shall be
applicable or attached to alcoholic liquors or to vessels, vehicles or persons

by reason of the carriage of such liquors when they are in transit under guard
by Canadian authorities through the territorial waters of the United States to

Skagway, Alaska, and thence by the shortest route, via the White Pass and
Yukon Railwa}-, upwards of twenty miles to Canadian territory, and such
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transit shall be as now provided by law with respect to the transit of aleoholic

liquors through the Panama Canal or on the Panama Railroad, provided that

such liquors shall be kept under seal continuously while the vessel or vehicle

on which they are carried remains within the United States, its territories or

possessions, and that no part of such liquors shall at any time or place be
unladen within the United States, its territories or possessions.

ARTICLE VIII

This Convention shall be ratified, and the ratifications shall be exchanged
at Washington as soon as possible. The Convention shall come into effect at

the expiration of ten daj's from the date of the exchange of ratifications, and
it shall remain in force for one year. If upon the expiration of one year after

the Convention shall have been in force no notice is given by either party of

a desire to terminate the same, it shall continue in force until thirty days after

either party shall have given notice to the other of a desire to terminate the

Convention.

In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the present
Convention in duplicate and have thereunto affixed their seals.

Done at the city of Washington this six-th day of June, one thousand nine
Inmdred and twenty-four.

(Sgd.) ERNEST LAPOINTE.

(Sgd.) CHARLES EVANS HUGHES.

51—2
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INTER - ALLIED CONFERENCE

EXCHANGE OF TELEGRAMS BETWEEN THE BRITISH AND
CANADIAN GOVERNMENTS REGARDING REPRESENTATION

OF THE DOMINIONS

Paqb.

1. From the Governor General to the Secretarj- of State for the Colonies,

June 25, 1924 5

2. From the Secretary of State 'for the- Colonies to the Governor General,

June 25, 1924 5

3. From the Secretary of State for the Colonies to the Governor General,

June 26, 1924 5

4. From the Secretary of State for the Colonies to the Governor General,

June 28, 1924 5

5. From the Governor General to the Secretary of State for the Colonies,

June 30, 1924 7

6. From the Secretary of State for the Colonies to the Governor General,

July 3, 1924 7

7. From the Governor General to the Secretary of State for the Colonies,

July 7, 1924 9

8. From the Governor General to the Secretary of State for the Colonies,

July 9, 1924 10

9. From the Secretary of State for the Colonies to the Governor General,

July 11, 1924 11

10. From the Secretary of State for the Colonies to the Governor General,

July 12, 1924 12

11. From the Governor General to the Secretary of State for the Colonies,

July 13, 1924 14

12. From the Secretary of State for the Colonies to the Governor General,

July 15, 1924 15

13. From the Secretary of State for the Colonies to the Governor General,

July 15, 1924 16

14. From the Governor General to the Secretary of State for the Colonies,

July 15, 1924 16

15. From the Governor General to the Secretary of State for the Colonies,

July 15, 1924 17

16. Order in Council No. 1233, reconamending issuance of Full Powers to

Hon. N. A. Belcourt, July 15, 1924 17

17. From the Secretary of State for the Colonies to the Governor General,

July 17, 1924 18

18. From the Governor General to the Secretary of State for the Colonies,

July 17, 1924 18
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From the Governor General to the Secretary of State for the Colonics '

Ottawa, June 25, 1924. —, i

Mr. Ramsay MacDonald's statement in the House of Commons of June 23rd /

that he is now in communication with the Dominions regarding proposed Inter- '

Allied Conference, has been seen by Prime Minister in cable despatches to

press here. No message on this subject has been received so far by him from

Mr. Ramsay MacDonald or yourself, and before questions are asked him in /,

the House here Prime Minister is anxious to receive same. -^

Fr07n the Secretary of State for the Colonies to the Governor General

London, June 25, 1924.

Your Prime Minister will have seen press reports of the Prime Minister's

statement in Parliament on June 23rd, as to the result of the conversation with

the French Prime Minister at Chequers and the proposed allied Conference

in London ne.xt month. Prime Minister is away till to-morrow and arrange-

ments for the organization of the Conference must await his return but further

telegram will be sent as soon as pos.^ible.

From the Secretary of State for the Colonies to the Governor General

London, June 26, 1924.

Please let your Prime Minister know that I hope to telegraph again before

the end of the week as to the Inter-Allied Conference. Message from him
crossed my telegram of yesterday.

From the Secretary of State for the Colonies to the Governor General

London, June 28, 1924.

My telegram dated June 25th. Following from Prime Ivlinister for your
Prime Minister: Begins:

—

I have now had an opportunity of going further into the question of the
participation of the Dominion Governments in the Inter-Allied deliberations

309—2i 5
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next month. Work of the Conference, will be to concert the necessaiy arrange-

ments for putting the Dawes Report into operation. Conference being restricted

to this one subject, question of Inter-Allied debts and problem of securities will

not be dealt with. Principal task of the Conference seems therefore likely to

be, to agree upon the terms of an instrument, to be signed by the Allies and

by Germany, formally binding the parties executing the recommendations of

the Dawes Report.

In order to avoid any appearance of wishing to amend the Treaty of

Versailles, this instrument might take the form of a protocol.

As I had already suggested in conversation witii the Belgian Minister, at the

beginning of May, we favour the plan of fixing in such protocol (i) a date by

which Legislative and other measures to be taken by Germany must be complete,

and- (ii) a second date, say a. fortnight later, when all fiscal and economic sanc-

tions and other arrangements, afiecting the economic activities of the German
Reich and now in force in German territory, will be withdrawn.

Note.—See later developments as set out in Anglo-French note July 9th.

Dawes Report lays down that sanctions shall not be re-imposed, except in

the case of flagrant failure to fulfil conditions embodied in the Report itself. A
stipulation to this effect will accordingly have to find a place in the protocol,

and the question will have to be decided who is to be the authority to declare

there has been flagrant failure. That duty cannot properly be entrusted to the

Reparation Commissicn, whose functions are strictly determined by the Treaty

of Versailles, since the engagements to be undertaken by Germany under the

Dawes scheme go altogether beyond those imposed by the Treaty. A suggestion

has been made that the Firiancial Committee of the League of Nations might be

brought in for the purpose, but the matter is still open for discussion.

Lastly, the protocol should contain a clause providing that any dispute as to

its proper interpretation shall be referred to an International Court.

You will see from above outline of the task before the Conference, that

the procedure, as regards the association of the various Governments of the

Empire in its work, should clearly be governed by the principle of the resolution

as to the negotiation, etc., of Treaties agreed to by the Imperial Conference

1923. Our suggestion is that a meeting should be held in London of Dominion

and Indian representatives, to discuss with His Majesty's Government policy

to be adopted at the Conference, and make arrangements for representation.

If you agree> I should be grateful for a reply as soon as possible, and also

to learn the name of the representative who will attend the preliminaiy meeting.

As the opening date of Conference likely to be July 16th, we ought hold the

preliminary meeting in the previous week. Report of Dawes Committee enclosed

in Secretary of State's despatch of April 19th, No. 188. Similar telegram sent

to other Dominion Prime Ministers. Ramsay MacDonald. Ends.
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From the Governor General to the Secretary of State for the Colonies

Ottawa, June 30, 1924.

Following from my Prime JNIinit^ter for your Prime Minister. Begins:—
lie participation of Dominion Governments in Inter-Allied Conference:

Your telegram June 28th was received yesterday (Sunday) and contents

considered with colleagues at Cabinet Council to-day. We agree, from outline

of the task before the Conference as set forth in your telegram, that the

procedure as regards the association of the various Governments of the Empire

in its work should be governed by the principle of the resolution as to the

negotiation, etc., of treaties agreed to by the Imperial Conference, 1923. In

this connection, we assume that the procedure with respect to the proposed

protocol will be that set forth in the case of treaties negotiated at International

conferences where there is a British Empire delegation, in which, in accordance

with the now established practice, the Dominions and India will be separately

represented.

We are pleased to concur in your suggestion that a meeting of such

representatives should be held in London to discuss with Hjis Majesty's

Government policy to he adopted at the Conference and make arrangements

for representation. We should like to have our Government represented by

one of its Ministers at the preliminary meeting, but as you indicate this meeting

should be held in the week previous to July 16th, we doubt if it will be possible

so to arrange owing to the limited time between now and then.

We hope, however, to be able to arrange to have one of our Ministers

represent Canada at the main Conference. To effect this, it will be necessary

for us to be immediately advised if we are right in the assumption, that, as

respects negotiation, signature and ratification of the proposed protocol,

principles governing will be same as those regarding treaties negotiated at

international conferences as referred to in Section 1, subsection (c) respecting

negotiation, and Section 2, subsection (c) respecting signature, of the procedure

as set forth in the resolution of the Imperial Conference, 1923. We should

like, if possible, to be informed as to this before deciding on the representative

to be named to attend the preliminary meeting, as the selection of the latter

will necessarily be governed to some extent by the procedure to be observed with

respect to our representation at the Inter-Allied Conference. Ends.

From the Secretary of State for the Colonics to the Governor General (

London, July 3, 1924.

Your telegram dated June 30tli. Following from Prime Minister for your
Prime Minister: Begins:

—

Your message was considered by the Cabinet July 2nd. As explained in

my message of June 28th. work of the Inter-Allied Conference will be of strictly_J •

limited scopey' There is no question, for example, of changing the percentage
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payable to the British Empire on account of sums received by way of reparations

(viz: 22 per cent) or of altering the allocation of this percentage, which was

agreed at the Imperial Conference of 1921.

Also, not only will the problem of securities not be dealt with, but no mili-

tary commitments will be entered into. We intend to retain the. liberty of action

in the event of wilful default by Germany, and not to go further than agreeing,

in that event, to consult the Allies as to the nature of the sanctions to be applied.

Generally speaking, it is difficult to see that any special obligations on the

Dominions will be entailed.

I thus find it difficult to give a definite answer to that part of your message

which deals with the precise application of the principle of the resolution as to

the negotiation, etc., of Treaties, passed at the Imperial Conference last year,

to the arrangements for representation at the Inter-Allied Conference. We had

contemplated that the question of representation should be discussed and

settled at the preliminary conference in London, referred to in my message of

June 28th. Would you have any objection to this and nominate representative

accordingly to attend it? I ought to tell you quite frankly that, in the cir-

cumstances, we do see the difficulties in arranging for a separate representative

of all the Dominions and India, if this should be desired, since this would result

in our total representation largely out-numbering that of Foreign countries.

For this reason we had hoped to consider at the preliminary Confer-ence with

the Dominions and India, whether there was any method of arranging to keep

our representation down to three.

One method might be the application of the panel system, as arranged at

Paris in 1919, but as to this, I should explain that I think my own prerogative

will be essential throughout, and probably that of the Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer. Another method might be that the Dominions and India should agree

on a single representative, but this would be a departure which, so far as I know,

has never been discussed previously, and might very probably be regarded as

open to objection.

Whatever system adopted, British Empire Delegation should, we think, re-

main in session during the Conference, so as to deal with all devclo])mcnts

recjuiring discussion after the Conference has opened. Also our view is that

arrangements should be considered as applicable to this Conference only, which

as already indicated, is of a very special character. As regards the general

question of the application of Conference resolution on the negotiation, etc., of

Treaties, see my message of June 23rd.

Our present view is that the proposed protocol should be signed on behalf

of all Powers represented at the Conference, and that separate signature (s) for

the Dominions and India should be included. I should add, however, that it is

intended to be an instrument not requiring ratification.

Prime Minister of the Commonwealth of Australia has nominated the High

Commissioner to attend the preliminari,' meeting. No replies yet received from

other Dominions. Duration of Conference estimated at about a week. I am
repeating your message and this reply to the Commonwealth of Australia, New
Zealand. Union of South Africa, and the Irish Free State. I should like to

arrange the preliminary' meeting, if possible, Thursday, July 10th. Ends.
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From the Governor General to the Secretary of State for the Colonies

Ottawa, July 7, 1924.

Re participation of Canada in Inter-Allied Conference.

Following from my Prime Minister for your Prime Minister. Begins.

I have submitted to my colleagues in Council your reply of the third

instant to my telegram of the thirtieth ultimo. We feel that the representa-

tions of j'our telegram in respect of the negotiation and signature of the

proposed protocol present so many features parallel to those of the Lausanne

Treaty which have given rise to the recent discussions in your Parliament

and our own, that the exact position cannot be too clearly understood or too

carefully stated.

In your telegram you say: Quote;

" Our present view is that the proposed protocol should be signed on
behalf of all parties represented at the Conference and that separate

signatures for the Dominions and India should be included ". End quote.

Elsewhere in the same message you say: Quote:
" I thus find it difficult to give a definite answer to that part of

your message which deals with the precise application of the principle of

the resolution as to the negotiation, etc., of treaties, passed at the Imperial

Conference last year, to the arrangements for representation at the Inter-

allied Conference ". End quote.

And also: Quote:
" I ought to tell you quite frankly that in the circumstances we do

see the difficulties in arranging for a separate representative of all the
Dominions and India if this should be desired ". End quote.

If the proposed protocol is to be regarded as coming within the category

of treaties negotiated at international conferences where there is a British

Empire delegation, and if, as stated in your telegram of June 28t.h, the principles

of the resolution as to the negotiations, etc., of treaties agreed to by the

Imperial Conference, 1923, are to apply, there would in our opinion, from the

wording of the resolution, appear to be no escape from the conclusion that the

now established practice with respect to negotiation in such a case requires

that the Dominions and India should be separately represented, and that the

existing practice with respect to signature demands signature by plenipotentiaries

on behalf of the Governments of the Empire represented at the Conference, the

Full Powers to be in the form employed at Paris and Washington.

At Paris and Washington, Canada's representative held a Full Power
signed by His Majesty the King in the form of letters patent authorizing him
to sign, (quote) " for, and in the name of His Majesty the King in respect of

the Dominion of Canada," (end quote), and treaties, conventions and agree-

ments that might tend to the attainment of the object of the Conference, the

Canadian Government having, by Order in Council, sanctioned the issuance

of these Full Powers by His Majesty.

If the protocol is to be signed on behalf of Canada and the terms of the

resolution of the Imperial Conference are to be followed, it will, we think, bf
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necessary to have at the Conference a representative of Canada holding a

full power signed by His Majesty the King in the form described, and sanc-

tioned by Order in Council of our Government.

We regret that it will not be possible for Canada to be represented at the

preliminary meeting by a member of our Cabinet who is wholly familiar with

all the considerations of which we think full account should be taken and who
might also serve as Canada's representative at the Inter-Allied Conference.

As time, however, will not permit of this, I am to-day cabling our High Commis-
sioner in London, the Honourable Peter C. Larkin, to represent our Dominion at

the preliminarj^ meeting which it is anticipated will be held on Thursday, and

am instructing Mr. Larkin to present the point of view of our Government as

herein set forth. I should be deeply obliged if you would have Mr. Larkin

immediately supplied with copies of all the correspondence tiuit has been

exchanged between our respective Governments upon the subject of Canada's

representation at the Inter-Allied Conference, including a copy of this message,

in order that he may, in advance of the meeting, be made as familiar as possible

therewith. Ends.

From the Governor General to the Secretary of State for the Colonies

OrrAW.\, July 9, 1924.

Following from my Prime Minister for your Prime Minister, Begins:

—

On the Orders of the Day to-day a question was asked with respect to the

Inter-Allied Conference, to which I replied intimating that I would bring its

contents to the attention of His Majesty's Government with a view to ascertaining

your wishes in the matter. I should be obliged if you would kindly indicate the

reply which you wish me to make as from His Majesty's Government. The
Question and Answer appear on Hansard as follows:

"Mr. Jos. T. Shaw (West Calgary l : Press despatches having
indicated that Premier Ramsay MacDonald has issued a memorandum
with reference to the proceedings at the proposed Conference regarding

the Dawes report-, and that the French Press in discussing the memo-
randum has treated it as a formulation of British policy, I want to ask
the Prime Minister the following questions: First, has the Government
received such a memorandum? Second, will the Government lay on the

table all the correspondence in connection with this matter? And lastly,

if for any reason the Government is unable to table all the correspondence,

will the memorandum referred to be tabled?

"Rt. Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King (Prime Minister) : The Govern-
ment has not received a formal memorandum, but has received a com-
munication from the Prime IMinister of Great Britain, intimating the

matters that would probably come before the Inter-Allied Conference.

That communication is very similar in its contents to the mcmorandvmi
to which I think the honourable member refers, and which I have seen

quoted in the press. It was an intimation from the Prime Minister of

Great Britain to the Government of Canada of the matters which would
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probably be discussed at the Inter-Allied Conference. There was,
however, a further communication, requesting that the Government should

name a representative to meet with the representatives of the other

British Dominions in conference with His Majesty's Government in

London this week. The Conference, I believe, takes place to-morrow,
and we have asked our High Commissioner, Mr. Larkin, to represent us
at that preliminary conference, at which, I understand, the policy of

the British Empire in this matter will be considered. Pending authority
from the British Government, I should hesitate to place on the table any
of the communications which have thus far been received, but I shall

have pleasure in communicating to the British Government the request of
the honourable member with a view to ascertaining their wishes in the
circumstances." Ends.

From the Secretary of State for tlic Colonies to the Governor General

London, July 11, 1924.

Following from Prime Minister for your Prime Minister: Begins:

—

I have had full and frank talk at Conference with the High Commissioners

for Canada, Commonwealth of Australia, New Zealand, Irish Free State, and

the Secretary of State for India, this afternoon Friday, and have explained to

them in detail the difficulties which confront us in securing separate representa-

tion of the Dominions and India in the same manner as at Versailles and Wash-

ington.

It is of most urgent necessity (?) that tlie Dawes Report should be put

into operation without delaj*, and that the Inter-Allied Conference, which is to

deal with nothing but how this can be done, and is therefore not treaty making,

should meet as fixed on July 16th.

Under the present arrangements delegations of each of the chief Powers

are to consist of three representatives, and even if we were in a position to

negotiate, an extension now, it could not be fixed up before next Wednesday.

In view of the political and economic situation in Europe, that would mean that

the Conference would be postponed indefinitely. This would destroy all chances

of the Report being put into operation, with disastrous consequences to Europe

and indeed the whole world. All that the British Government has striven for

would be wrecked and any hope of obtaining financial results from the Treaty

of Versailles would be gone. Wliile Australia, if separate representation at the

Conference is impossible, and New Zealand are prepared to be represented by a

British ^linister, instructions of the other High Commissioners present did not

enable any definite recommendations to be made. It seemed, however, that the

following arrangements were likely to meet the situation best

—

fal British representatives to keep in continuous consultation with

the High Commissioner or other representative (s) appointed by the

Governments of the Dominions and India, during the course of the sittings

of the Conference.

(b) Dominion Governments to be kept fully informed by telegraph

of Conference proceedings.

n
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I gave the High Commissioners present and the Secretary of State for India

following assurance "TNTiatever is agreed to now, under exceptional (?) char-

acter, this Conference will not be regarded or quoted as a precedent and a

statement to that effect will be made bj' me to the Conference".

I am quite sure you will appreciate our difficulties, and do your best to

help us. Please reply urgently.

I am sending this message to the Prime Ministers of Canada, Commonwealth
of Australia and New Zealand, and to the President of the Executive Council of

the Irish Free State. I am also repeating it to the Prime Minister of the Union
of South Africa. Ramsav MacDonald. Ends.

From the Secretary of State for the Colonies to the Governor General

London, July 12, 1924.

Following is English texi. of the Anglo-French Note prepared in Paris,

July 9th. Begins:—
British and French Governments have agreed to submit to the Allied

Governments following and recommend to them acceptance of the conclusions

therein set.

1. In the ^iew of the British and French Governments, object of the Con-

ference to be convened in London July 16th, is to settle the method of putting

into execution the Experts' Report, so far as concerns questions the solution of

which devolves on interested Governments.

2. The two Governments recognize the importance of the economic and

financial points of view, and more especially the necessity of establishing a

state of confidence, which may give necessarj' security to eventual lenders, but

they do not consider that this necessity is incompatible with respect for the

provisions of the Treaty of Versailles, a point which the following considerations

will make perfectly clear.

Moreover violation of these provisions would lead to a collapse of both

of the permanent foundations on which rests the peace so painfully achieved,

and of confidence in solemn national engagement?, and would tend not to prevent

but to inaugurate new conflicts.

3. Experts were appointed by the Reparation Commission, who imited

them on November 30th. 1923, to "consider means of balancing the budget and

measures to be taken to stabilize the currency of Germany."

Reparation Commission in this respect acted in view of the powers vested

in them by Part VIII of the Treaty of Versailles, and notably by Article 234

(here follows text of Article).

It was in order to obtain enlightenment in the exercise of these powers

that the Reparation Commission consulted the Experts Committee appointed

under Paragraph 7 of Annex II to Part VIII. which reads as follows (here

follows text).
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4. Experts submitted their reports to the Reparation Commission, which,

by a letter of April 17th, communicated them to the interested Governments,

stating the Commission had unanimously decided (i) to take note of the reply

in which the German Government adhere to the conclusions of the Experts'

Reports, (ii) to approve, within the limits of its competency, the conclusions

formulated in these reports, and to adopt the methods contained therein, (iii)

to transmit officially the reports of the Committee to the Governments con-

cerned, recommending to them the conclusions which fall within their com-

petency, so that the suggested plan may produce their full effect as early as

possible, etc."

As the Reparation Commission point out, certain of the measures, which

have to be taken in order to put into operation the Experts' plan, are thus solely

within the competency of Governments.

This is moreover explicitly stated in the Dawes Report, paragraph 3 of

which runs as follows (here follows text).

5. It becomes necessary, therefore, that creditors of the Government should

conclude an arrangement in virtue of which they engage to take measures

within their competency, in order to ensure effect is given to the Dawes plan.

British and French Governments declare it is of the highest importance that

the Experts' Report shall be put into operation without delay, in order to ensure

payment of reparations by Germany, and to bring the Allies back to co-operative

action.

To this end, the two Governments have agreed on the following points:

(a) A Conference shall meet in London July 16th; two Governments note

with satisfaction that the United States of America have decided to be repre-

sented.

(b) Governments concerned will first of all confirm acceptance, so far as

they are concerned, of the conclusions of the Dawes Report—an acceptance

which they have already given individually to the Reparation Commission.

(c) The arrangements to be concluded must not diminish the authority of

the Reparation Commission. But in view of the fact that some security must

be given to those who provide the 800 million gold marks and take up economic

bonds, the two Governments wall unite in an cfTort to secure the presence of

an American on the Reparation Commission, in the event of the latter having

to consider a default on the part of Germanj'. If this solution proved impossible,

and in the event of members of the Reparation Commission being divided in

opinion as to the fact, the two Governments would recommend that the Repar-

ation Commission should call in the Agent General for reparation payments,

who is to be of American nationality.

(d) Dawes Report contains provisions to meet minor defaults by means of

various supervisory organizations; but an important wilful default would at

once raise the question of Germany's good faith. In the event of the Repar-
ation Commission declaring such a default, the Governments concerned will confer

at once on how to put into operation such measures as they shall agree to take

to protect themselves and investors.
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(e) The plan bj- which German economic and fiscal unity should be restored,

so soon as the Reparation Commission has decided that the Dawes Report is in

operation, shall be settled at the Inter-Allied Conference. The Reparation

Commission will be asked to prepare and present to the Inter-Allied Conference

suggestions for such plan.

(/) In event of experience showing the necessity for modifications of the

Experts' plan, they should only be introduced subject to all necessary guarantees,

and by common agreement between interested Governments, except in so far

as the Reparation Commission already has the necessary powers.

(g) In order to take full advantage of reparation payments provided for in

the Experts' Report, and secure that they may benefit the Nations interested,

Allies shall appoint a special body to advise the Governments interested what

organizations should be set up in each country to use the payments made by
Germany (in particular concerning transfer and deliveries in kind).

(h) It will also be necessary to settle the question of who shall be the

authority to be entrusted with the interpretation of the Dawes Report, a? well as

of the arrangements to be concluded in London for putting the report into oper-

ation.

.6. In the event of difficulties of interpretation arising in respect of the

present document, the two Governments agree to refer these to their respective

legal advisers.

7. The two Governments have had a preliminary exchange of views on the

question of Inter-Allied Debts. British Government declare they, in consult-

ation with the Governments concerned, seek an equitable solution of this problem,

due regard being had to all factors involved. This question is therefore referred,

for a preliminary examination, to the Experts of the Treasury.

8. The two Governments have likewise proceeded to a^prelimina^y exchange

of views on the question of securities. They are aware that public opinion

requires pacification; they agree to co-operate to devise—through the League of

Nations or otherwise—as opportunity presents itself, means of securing this,

and to continue consideration of the question until the problem of general

securities can be finallj' solved. Ends.

From the Governor General to the Secretary of State for the Colonies.

Ott.\w.v, .July 13, 1924.

Following from Prime Minister for your Prime Minister. Begins:—
Inter-Allied Conference—Your telegram July 11th was received j^esterday,

and cont<>nts carefully considered by Cabinet at meeting held during day. We
are naturally most anxious to avoid any embarrassment to your Government,

and it was with this end in view that when informed by you that Inter-Allied

Conference came within scope 1923 Imperial Conference resolution and that

in consequence we were being asked to send a representative to a preliminary
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conference between His Majesty's Government and the self-governing Domin-

ions and India to arrange for representation at Inter-Allied Conference we

deemed it advisable to anticipate the possibility of any misunderstanding by

stating clearly our position with respect to representation in accordance with

the terms of that Resolution. From tlie statements of your telegram of July

nth it would seem that the preliminary conference was not, as we had been

led to believe, so much for the purpose of arranging for representation of the

Dominions and India on a British Empire Delegation as for the purpose of

informing the Dominions and India of what, in advance of consultation with

their representatives, had been decided upon with respect to representation at

the Inter-Allied Conference. This is precisely the procedure adopted with

respect to representation at the Lausanne Conference to which exception has

been taken, concerning which, we have been told, we should have spoken more

plainly at the time, and which for many reasons, we had hoped would not be

repeated. We regret that we are unable to acquiesce in this method of proceed-

ing, or to depart from the position which we have consistently maintained of

having Canada's right to representation at the Inter-allied Conference deter-

mined in accordance with the precedents established at Versailles and Wash-
ington, and confirmed by the 1923 Conference Resolution which our Govern-

jnent has formally approved. With regard to possible objection by other

countries we deem it sufficient to observe that the British Empire has an

absolute right to determine its internal organization w-hich in the relevant

aspect has already received international recognition. In case the rules of

procedure at the Inter-Allied Conference do not permit the entire British

Empire Delegation to be present at the Sessions of the Conference, we are

fluite prepared to agree that the representation at such Sessions shall be deter-

fliined from time to time by the Delegation, but we regard as essential to our

signature to any protocol or other agreement negotiated at an interenational

conference where there is a British Empire Delegation, representation of

Canada on such delegation by a delegate holding full powers in the manner
set forth in my previous telegram. In thus stating our position we feel that

we are adopting the only course which will commend itself to our parliament.

Ends.

From the Secretary oj State jor the Colonies to the Governor General.

London, July 15, 1924.

Please communicate following very urgent message from me to your Prime

Minister. Begins:

—

In the unavoidable absence of the Prime Minister I had further meetings

this morning with the High Commissioners for Canada, Commonwealth of

Australia, New Zealand and Irish Free State. I read to them your message to

the Prime Minister of July 13th and replies from the other Dominions which

are being repeated to you separately. I am grateful for your suggestion that
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representation at the Sessions of the Inter-Allied Conference should be deter-

nciined from time to time by the British Empire Delegation which I interpret as

meaning that you think the panel system (which will enable one Dominion

representative to be present at the Sessions each day) offers way out of difficulty.

This plan certainly seems the best means of meeting the position and I am
prepared to take steps accordingly and to arrange for each Dominion representa-

tive to be furnished with the necessar>' full powers.

Please reply to-day in view of the opening of the Conference to-morrow.

Ends.

From the Secretary oj State for the Colonies to the Governor General.

London, July 15, 1924.

Following from Prime Minister for your Prime Minister. Begins:—
Your message of July 9th. There are really two questions involved. First

—representation of the Dominions in connection with the Inter-Allied Con-

ference; second—Agenda for the Conference. As to the first, would it not

be best to defer the question of publication of papers till correspondence com-

plete. As to the second, it is quite true that the first part of my message of

June 28th contained the substance of the memorandum referred to in the

question in the Canadian House of Commons, but as you know there have been

later developments, which resulted in my visit to Paris and joint Anglo-French

Note subsequently issued. This was telegraphed by the Secretary of State for

the Colonies, July 12th, and has been published. Ends.

From the Governor General to the Secretary of State for the Colonies

Ottxw.k, July 15, 1924.

Prime Minister desires me to send you following message in reply to your

communication of to-day. Begins:

—

Re representation, Inter-Allied Conference.

My understanding of your telegram just received is that you are agreeable

to following, as respects Inter-Allied Conference which opens to-morrow, pre-

cedent of Paris Peace Conference with respect to representatives of self govern-

ing Dominions on British Empire Delegation, and that procedure to be followed

at Inter-Allied Conference as respects British Empire Delegation will be similar

to that followed at Paris Peace Conference.

In accordance with this understanding, our Government has to-day passed

Order in Council appointing the Honourable N. A. Belcourt as the representative

of Canada at the Inter-Allied Conference and requesting issuance to him of the

necessary full powers. Ends.
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From the Governor General to the Secretary of State for the Colonies.

Ottawa, July 15, 1924.

Minute of Council approved to-day recommending the appointment of the-

Honourable Napoleon Antoine Belcourt, member of the King's Pri\y Council for

Canada and a Senator, as Commissioner and Plenipotentiary in respect of the

Dominion of Canada to the forthcoming Conference at London, on 16th July,

1924, for the purpose of considering Dawes Report on German Reparations, and

requesting the grant of full powers to Senator Belcourt.

P.C. 1233

Certified copy of a Minute of a Meeting of the Committee of the Privy Council^

approved by His Excellency the Governor General on the 15th July, 1924-

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated

15th July, 1924, from the Right Honourable W. L. Mackenzie King, Prime Min-

ister and Secretary of State for External Affairs, representing that in connection

wiith the forthcoming conference to be held at London on the 16th July, 1924,

for the purpose of considering the Dawes Report on German Reparations, it is

expedient to invest a fit person with full power to treat on the part of His

Majesty the King in respect of the Dominion of Canada with a person or persons

similarly empowered on the part of the other participating States.

The Minister therefore recommends that His Majesty the King be humbly

moved to issue Letters Patent to the Honourable Napoleon Antoine Belcourt,

a Member of the King's Privy Council for Canada and a Senator, naming and

appointing him as commissioner and plenipotentiary in respect of the Dominion

of Canada with full power and authority to conclude with such plenipotentiary

or plenipotentiaries as may be vested with similar power and authority on the

part of any powers or states, any treaties, conventions or agreements in con-

nection with the said conference, and to sign for and in the name of His Majesty

the King in respect of the Dominion of Canada everything so agreed upon and
concluded and to transact all such other matters as may appertain thereto.

All of which is respectfully submitted for Your Excellency's approval.

E. J. LEMAIRE,
Clerk of the Pri\^ CounciL
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From the Secretary of State for the Colonics to the Governor General.

LoxDox, July 17, 1924.

Following for your Prime Minister, begins:

—

Your two messages of July 15th in regard to my message of the same

day, were read at (?) further meeting with the High Commissioners to-day,

at which Senator Belcourt was present.

In order to avoid any possibility of misunderstanding, I want to make

it quite clear that the proposal in my message of July loth was that the

Canadian representative should attend the meetings of the Inter-Allied Con-

ference under the panel system in rotation with the representatives of the

other Dominions.

This procedure follows that at the Paris Peace Conference in so far as

that Conference provided that each Delegation had the right to avail, itself

of the panel system, but is not in accordance with that part of the rules of

the Paris Conference which provided for separate representation of the

Dominions and India, in addition to the possibility of their inclusion, if so

desired, in the representation of the British Empire bj- the panel system.

I feel bound to point this out before definite arrangements made for the

representation of the Dominions, as I am not sure on reading your telegram

whether this position was understood.

I hope verj' much that my proposal (which has already been accepted

on behalf of Australia, New Zealand and India) may be carried out, it being

understood of course, that the arrangement is a special one, and governed by
the Prime Minister's assurance contained in my tetegram dated July 11th.

You will also like to know that it can be arranged for representatives

of the Dominion to be present at the meetings of the Inter-Allied Conference

on the days when it is not their turn to sit as members of the British Empire

Delegation. This will ensure that they are fully acquainted with all that goes

on in conference. Ends.

From the Governor General to the Secretary of State for the Colonies.

Ott.\w-.v, July 17, 1924.

Following from my Prime Minister. Begins:

—

In view of representations and assurances contained in your telegram just

received, and in order to avoid as far as possible any embarrassment to His

Majesty's Government in existing situation and to facilitate as far as may be

in our power work of the Inter-Allied Conference, our Government is prepared

to accept your proposal of July 15th as interpreted in your telegram of to-day.

I am advising our High Commissioner and Senator Belcourt accordingly.
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